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(legislative day, OCTOBER 29), 1977.—Ordered to be printed

Mr. LONG, from the Oomm'ittee on Finance, submitted the following

REPORT
together with

MINORITY AND ADDITIONAL VIEWS
[To accompany H.R. 5322]
The Committee on Finance, to which was referred the bill (H.R.
5322) to provide duty-free treatment for istle, having considered the
same, reports favorably thereon with an amendment 'and an amendment to the title and recommends that the bill as amended do pass.
I. SUMMARY
The bill (H.R. 5322), as amended by the committee, wouki restore
the social security programs of old-age, survivors, and disability insurance to financial soundness, in both the short range and the long
range, wouki increase the amount of earnings an individual can have
without any reduction in socia' security benefits, and would make
other modifications in the social security program as described below.
Social security financing
The committee bill includes several provisions designed to improve
the financial status of the social security cash-benGfits trust funds
which. under present law, face serious deficit situations both over the
'long run and in the next several years. In combination, the financing
provisions in the committee bill will result in a cash-benefits program

which by 1990 will build up the trust fund bHlances to an acceptable level of 50 percent of 1 year's outgo. Over the traditional
long-range actuarial va'uation period of 75 years, the program has a
favorable actuarial ba'ance of + 0.06 percent of taxable payroll
under the committee amendments.
(1)
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Revz8ed benefit forinvia for future retiree8.—A substantial part of
the long-range social security deficit under present law results from
uninitended effects of the automatic cost-of-living increa€e mechanisms

adopted in 1972. The committee bill makes the existing law cost-ofliving increase provisions apply only to individuals who are already
on the benefit rolls at the time each increase occurs. A new automatic
adjustment mechanism will apply to the benefit formula for new retirees. This new formula will avoid the overindexing which was characteristic of the present-law formula. Under the new formula, persons
retiring in the future will have their benefits determined on the basis
of their previous wages after those wages have been adjusted to reflect
changes in wage levels occurring after the wages were earned. This

approach is genertlly referred to as wage indexing. The formula
adopted is designed to maintain benefit levels as a percent of preretirement earnings at approximately the same ratio as applied in the

case of persons who retired in 1976.

Increa8e in amount of eariting8 8ubject to employer tax.—Under
existing law, the employer share of the social security payroll tax is
collected on the first $16,500 earned by each employee. This amount
increases automatically in future years as wages rise and is expected
to increase to $17,700 in 1978. The committee bill would raise the
base for employer taxes to $50,000 starting in 1979. The. base will remain at $50,000 through 1984 and then increase to $75,000 in 1985.
This amount would not be increased after 1979. as under nresent law,
to reflect yearly increases in average wage levels. Instead, it will remain at $75,000 until early in the next century. Shortly after the turn
of the century, the amount of annual earnings subject to the employee
tax will have increased to $75,000 under the automatic increase provisions of present law. At th'at time, the employee and employer bases
will again be equal. Thereafter, both bases will rise together as under
present law when wage levels in the economy rise.

Increasing the amount of wages subject to social security taxes
would also result in a similar increase under the railroad retirement
program. Because railroad employers pay an additional tax of 9.5
percent which goes to support the part of the railroad retirement program that is essentially a staff retirement program, the committee bill
provides that the 9.5-percent tax will continue to be paid on the same
amount of earnings that would be taxed under present law while the
increased employer tax base would apply only to that part of the employer tax rate which is equivalent to the social security tax rate.
Increa8e in amount of earning8 8Ubject o enployee (or 8e1f-employed) tax.—In addition to increasing the amount of wages subject
to the employer tax, the committee bill would increase the amount of
annual earnings subject to the employee or self-employment tax. Under
the provision, there will be four $600 increases over present-lawlevels
in 1979, 1981, 1983, and 1985. As under existing law, the tax base for
employees and self-employed persons will also be automatically increased as wage levels rise. The table below shows the projected tax

bases under this amendment.
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AMOUNT OF EARNINGS SUBJECT TO
EMPLOYEE/SELF-EMPLOYED TAX
Present law

Years

Committee
amendment

$17,700
19,500

1981

$17,700
18,900
20,400
21,900

1982
1983
1984
1985

23,400
24,900
26,400
27,900

24,600
26,700
28,200
30,300

1978
1979
1980

21,000

23,100

Tax rate increa8e.—The committee bil' also modifies the socia' security tax rate schedules 'to bring in additional revenue. In order to bring
in the revenue in a manner related to the projected outgo of the system, the modified tax rate schedu'e provides for a series of increases
occurring in different years starting with 1979. The tax rate increases
result in a revised tax rate schedule as shown in the table below. The
changes in the hospita' insurance (HI) rates shown in the table will,

in combination with the tax base changes a'so included in the bill,
leave the HI fund in close to the same position as it would be under
existing law.
SOCIAL SECURITY TAX RATES ON EMPLOYER AND
EMPLOYEE (EACH)
[In percent]
Commi ttee amendment

Present law
Years

1977
1978

1979-80

1981-84
1985

1986-89
1990-94
1995-2000

2001-10
2011 and after....

OASDI

HI

Total

OASDI

HI

4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95

0.90

5.85
6.05
6.05
6.30
6.30

4.95
5.05
5.085
5.35
5.65

0.90

4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
5.95

1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50

6.45

5.65

1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40

1.10
1.10
1.35
1.35

6.45 6.10
6.45 6.70
6.45 7.30
7.45 7.80

1.00
1.05
1.25

Total

5.85
6.05

6.135
6.60
7.00

7.05
7.50
8.10
8.70
9.20
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Injrease in tav rate for 8elf-employment.—when earnings from
self -employment were made subject to the social security tax in 1950,

the rate was set at 11/2 times the employee rate. At that time the

employee rate was 1.5 percent and the self-employment rate was 2.25
percent. Over the years as tax rates were increased, the 1½ to 1 ratio
was maintained until 1973 when the cash-benefit tax rate for the selfemployed was frozen at 7 percent. (When the hospital insurance program was established the self-employment rate for that program was
made equal to the employee rate and 1as remained equal as the rate has
increased.) The committee bill would restore the self-employment tax
rate for cash benefits to the original ratio of 1½ times the employee
rate effective in 1981.

Refund of taee8 paid by State and local goverliments and by 'nonprofit orgaiatoni.—The bill would authorize an appropriation from

general revenues to provide State and local governments and nonprofit

organizations a partial refund of social security taxes. The refund
would be equal to 50 percent of the difference between the employer
social security tax paid with respect to an indivithial and the amount

of tax paid by the employee.
Other social 8ecurity provisions
Beneflt8 for dependent spou8e8.—The committee bill would reduce
benefits payable under social security to dependent spouses—including
surviving spouses—by the amount of any civil service (Federal, State,
or local) retirement benefit payable to the spouse. The provision would
apply only to individuals applying for spouses' social security benefits
in the future and only if the dependent spouse had a civil service pension based on his or her own earnings in public employment which was
not covered under the social security system.
Modification of retirement te8t and financing of the provision.—
Social security beneficiaries who are under age 72 have their benefits
reduced if their earnings exceed a certain amount which is adjusted
annually to reflect changes in average wage levels. The amount which
may be earned with no reduction in benefits is $3,000 in 1977 and is expected to increase to $3,240 in 1978 and to $3,480 in 1979. The committee
bill would increase these levels to $4,500 in 1978 and to $6,000 in 1979.
After 1979, the $6,000 level would increase automatically as wage levels
rise. (The 1978 increase would be applicable to the entire year but any
additional benefits resulting from the change would not become payable
until after September 30, 1978.) The committee bill would also increase

the social security tax rate applicable to employers and employees,

effective January 1, 1979, by the amount needed to fund the cost of the
higher retirement test levels. These tax rate increases are incorporated
in the tax schedule printed above.
Increased benefits for certain widow8.—Social security benefits for

individuals who continue working past ae 65 are increased under
present law by 1 percent for each year prior to age 72 that the worker
did not receive his benefits. This delayed retirement increment which
is added to the individual worker's benefit when he does retire or reach
age 72 presently applies on'y to the worker's own benefit and is not
gassed through to his survivors. Under the committee bill, any such
increment would also be added to the benefit payable to the widow
or widower of such an individual.

Elimination of certain dual taxation requiremefl.t8.—TJnder existing
law, businesses are ordinarily required to pay social security taxes and
Federal unemployment taxes with respect to a given employee only up
to the amount of annual wages referred to as the tax base. (Under a
provision described above, the tax base for the employer share of the
social seurity tax would be increased to $50,000 effective in 1979 and
to $75,000 in 1985. The base for Federal unemployment taxes is $6,000
after 1977.) Where a businessis organized as a group of related corporations, however, an employee of any one of those corporations who

performs services for more than one of them is treated for employment ta.x purposes as though he were employed by each of the corpora-

tions for which he performs services. Consequently, if his wages exceed the tax base, social security and unemployment taxes may be
required to be paid in excess of the wage base. The employer share of
these taxes over the wage base is not refunded. Under the committee
bill, social security and unemployment taxes in excess of the tax base
would not be paid in this type of situation starting in 1979.

Delivery of 800ial 8ecurity clieck8.—The committee bill would require
timely delivery of social security checks when the normal delivery day
falls on a weekend or legal holiday. Under presentyrocedures, checks
are generally delivered on the third of each month. In some cases when
the third falls on a weekend or public holiday, the beneficiary may not
receive—or may be unable to cash.—the check until after the third.
Under the committee bill, whenever the third of the month falls on a
weekend or legal holiday, social security checks would be delivered on
the Friday before the weekend—or on the day preceding the holiday.
A similar rule would apply to checks under the supplemeutaJ security
income (SSI) program which are ordinarily delivered on the first of
the month.
Limitation on retroactive 8oczal 8eournty benefit8.—Persons applying
for social security benefits are now allowed to elect to receive bene-

fits for up to 12 months prior to the month in which they file an

application. If these months are months prior to age 65, however, the
retroactive benefits are obtained at the cost of a lower permanent benefit
amount since benefits paid before age 65 are actuarially reduced. Under
the committee bill, retroactive redu'ed benefits generally would not be
permitted in cases involving entitlement before age 65. This would
create a short-range savings and reduce fiscal year 1978 costs by $0.3
billion.
Benefit i'ncrease8 as applied to reduced benefit8.—Under the auto-

matic cost-of-living benefit increase provisions, some persons on the
rolls, through a technicality, receive an increase which is larger than
the increase in the cost of living. This occurs because the percentage
increase is applied not to the actual benefit amount but to the basic

benefit rate (called "primary insurance amount") which represents
what would be paid to a retired worker if he began drawing benefits
at age 65. If an individual begins getting benefits prior to age 65
and therefore accepts an actuarially reduced benefit rate, subsequent
benefit increases will be larger than is necessary to keep that benefit
up to date with increases in the cost of living.
The commift'e bill would modify the cost-of-living increase mechanism so that all persons on the rolls at the time of an increase would
receive the same percentage increase applied to their actual benefit
amounts.
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Study of 8pou8e'8 benefit8.—The committee bill would require the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, in consultation with
the Justice Department Task Force on Sex Discrimination, to study
and report on proposals to eliminate dependency as a factor in the

determmation of entitlement to spouse's benefits under the social security program, and proposals to bring about equal treatment of men and
women under the program, tak.ing into account the practical effects
(particularly the effect upon women's entitlement to such benefits) of
such things as changes in the nature and extent of women's participation in the labor force, the increasing divorce rate, and the economic
value of women's work in the home.
Study of consumer price indecc.—The committee bill also requires
the Secretary of Labor, in consultation with the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, to study the need to develop a special consumer price index for the elderly.
International 8ocial 8ecurity agreement8.—The committee bill would
authorize the President to enter into agreements with other countries
to coordinate the social security protection provided for people who

work under the social security programs of the United States and
another couitry. Agreements negotiated by the President would be
submitted to Congress together with a report explaining their impact

on program costs. If neither House passes a resolution of disapproval,
the agreement could go into effect 90 days after the date of submission
to Congress.
Nonprofit organiation.—Phe committee bill contains provisions
which would modify the provisions of Public Law 94—563 as it relates
to the tax liabilities of certain nonprofit organizations which paid social surity taxes without filing the waiver certificates required by
the law and which under Public Law 94—563 are deemed to have filed
such certificates.
Temporary adminütrative law judge8.—The bill contains provisions which provide that certain temporary adminis*rative law judges
appointed to hear S8I claims some years ago will be appointed as
regular administrative law judges in recognition of the experience
they have had in the temporary positions.
Soia2 8ecurity advi8ory council.—The committee bill extends the
reporting date for the next Advisory Council on Social Security. Under
existing law, the report is due to be filed by January 1, 191'9. The committee amendment allows an additional 9 months (until October 1,
19'9) for the completion of this report.
Weif are provi8ion8
Fücal relief for State and local welfare c08t8.—The committee bill
provides $400 million in additional Federal funding of welfare costs
as a means of providing fiscal relief to State and local governments
for fiscal year 19'8. Each State would receive a share of that total on
the basis of a two-part formula. Half of the fiscal relief funds would
be distributed to each State in proportion to its share of total expenditures under the program of aid to families with dependent children
(AFDC) for December 196, and half would be distributed under the
general revenue sharing formula.
In some States, local units of government are responsible for meeting part of the costs of the AFDC program. The fiscal relief pay•
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to those States under this provision would have to be passed
through to local governments. However, States would not be required
to pass through an amount in excess of 90 percent of the mount of
the welfare costs for which the local government was otherwise
ments

responsible.

Quality control and incentiVe8 to reduce error8.—The committee
amendment would establish a program of fiscal incentives as part of
the AFDC quality control program to encourage States to reduce the
level of their dollar error rates with respect to eligibility and overpayment, of aid paid under the approved State plan. Instead of apply-'
ing sanctions on the States, the dollar error rates would be used as
the basis for a system of incentives, which would give the States
motivation for expanding their quality control efforts and improving
program administration. Under the amendment, States which have
dollar error rates of, or reduce their dollar error raths to, less than 4
percent but not more than 3.5 percent of the total expenditures would
receive 10 percent of the Federal share of the money saved, as compared with the Federal costs at a 4-percent payment error rate. This
percentage would increase proportionately as shown in the following
table:
State.

If the error rate is:
At least 3.5 percent but less than 4 percent
At least 3 percent but less than 3.5 percent
At least 2.5 percent but less than 3 percent
At least 2 percent but lessthan 2.5 percent
Less than 2 percent

The
would retain
this percent
of the
Federa'
savings
10

20
30
40
50

Detnon8tratiOn pro jeCt8.—The committee bill broadens and makes

more explicit the provision of present law relating to State demonstration programs. The objeives of the new demonstration authority
would be to permit States to achieve more efficient and effective use
of funds for public assistance, to reduce dependency, and to improve
the living conditions and increase the incomes of persons who are on
assistance—or who otherwise would be on assistance. These objectives
would be achieved through experiments designed to make employment
more attractive for welfare recipients.
This provision is similar in intent to an amendment approved by
the Senate in 1973. It would limit State8 to not more than three demonstration projects. One of the projects could be statewide, and none of
the projects could last for more than years. The amendment would
permit States to waive the requirements of the AFDC program relating to (1) statewideness; (2) administration by a single State agency;
(8) the earned income disregard; and (4) the work incentive program.
The State could request a waiver of any or all of these requirements
on its own initiative. The waiver would be considered approved at the
end of 45 days unless the Secretary disapproved it within this 45-day
waiting period.
Thn provision would allow States to use welfare funds to pay part
of the cost of public service employment, which would have to meet
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specified conditions. Participation in the demonstration projects would
be voluntary. Costs of the projects would be eligible for the same

matching as other AFDC costs, with the limitation that the amount
matchable with respect to any participant in the pro)ect could not
exceed the amount which would otherwise be payable to him under
AFDC. Thus, it is estimated that the projects would not result in any
increased Federal expenditures.
Acce88 to wage information for AFDC veriflcation.—The committee bill would improve the capacity of States to acquire accurate wage
data by providing authority for the States to have access to earnings
information in records maintained by the Social Security Adminis-

tration and State employment security agencies. Such information
would be obtained by a search of yage records conducted by the
Social Security Administration or employment security agencies o
identify the fact and amount of earnings and the identity of the employer in the case of individuals who were receiving AFDC at the
time the earnings were received. The Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare would be authorized to establish necessary safeguards
against improper disclosure of the information. Beginning October
1979, the States would. be required to request and use the earnings

information made available to them under the committee amendment.
Eac"ned i?wome di8regard.—Under present law States are required,
in determining need for aid to families with dependent children. to
disregard the first $30 earned monthly by an adult, plus one-third of
additional earnings. Costs related to work—such as transportation,
child care, uniforms, and other items—are also deducted from earnings
in calculating the amount of the welfare benefit.
The committee bill requires States to disregard the first $60 earned
monthly by an individual working full time—$30 in the case of an individual working part-time——plus one-third of the next $300 earned
plus one-fifth of amounts earned above this. Child care expenses, subject to limitations prescribed by the Secretary, would be deducted before computing an individual's earned income. Other work expenses
could not 'be deducted.

II. GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE BILL
A. SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING

The need for legi8lation.—Over the years the committee and the
Congress have devoted a considerable amount of time and effort to
social security financing in order to assure that funds will be available to meet benefit payments as they fall due. Whenever benefit improvements have been enacted, the committee has recommended, and
the Congress has provided, financing arrangements that, based on the
best available economic and demographic assumptions, seemed to assure

the financial soundness of the program over the long-range future.
The 1977 repott of the Trustees of the social security trust funds
showed for the fourth consecutive year that the social security cash
benefits programs—old-age, survivors and disability insurance or
OASDI—were inadequately financed in both the near-term and the
long-range future. In addition, the hospital insurance program (HI)
was described as being adequately financed over the next 5 years but
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with a tax rate schedule which would not Ilnance the program over the

long run.
It has been noted that the decline in the actuarial status of the trust
funds began with the adoption of the automatic cost-of-living increases

in benefits. While it is true that a substantial part of the long-term
deficit is caused by the cost-of .-living increases, this is because the
assumptions made in 1972 as to future demographic changes and the
relationship between rises in wage levels and increases in the CPI
are now considered to have been excessively optimistic. As a result, the

increases in wage levels have not paid (as was assumed in 1972) for

the cost-of-living increases in benefits.
When the Congress last enacted major social security legislation, in

1973, the estimates of the cost of the cash-benefits programs were
based on the assumption that the ultimate fertility rate would be
2.55 children per woman. By 1973, it was probably more reasonable to assume that the ultimate rate should be one which would approach zero population growth (about 2.1 children per woman). Subseouent cost estimates were based on lower fertility rates. The initial

reduction came in 1974 when a rate of 2.1 was assumed and a

further reduction was made in 1976 when an ultimate fertility rate of
1.9 was used for the 1976 assumptions.
As for the economic assumptions made for 1973, the most significant

were that after 1977 average earnings would increase at an annual
rate of 5 percent while the CPI would increase at 2% percent a year.
Even at the end of 1973, this seemed a dim prospect, and the 1974
estimates were based on the assumption that the annual rise in the
CPI would average 3 percent a year. The effect of this change, however, was offset to some degree by eliminating an 0.375 percent additional cost which had been included as a "safety factor" for years prior

to 2011 in the 1973 estimates. By 1976, the assumptions had been
changed to a 5.75 percent annual rise in average wages and a 4 percent
annual rise in the CPI.

The long-range economic assumptions used for the 1977 estimats
are basically those used for the 1976 estimates. Significant changes
though, were made in the mortality and fertility assumptions. Mortality was assumed to improve, thus raising the cost. of the program
by 0.64 percent of taxable payroll. This increase in cost was offset by
assuming that the fertility rate would rise to 2.1 (the approximate rate
at which the population eventually would neither grow nor decline).
The committee bill.—In order to eliminate both the short-range

deficits and the longer range deficit, the committee bill includes changes
in the way benefits are computed, increases in social security tax rates

for employees, employers, and the self-employed, increases in the
contribution and benefit base for employees and the self-employed

and for employers, and a reallocation of income between the disability
insurance program and the other cash-benefits programs.
In the short term, 1978—87, the changes in the committee bill turn
an estimated cumulative deficit for the OASDI program of $173 billion in 1987 into a positive balance of $102.5 billion. The added financing for the cash-benefits program also has a small impact on the fund-

ing of the medicare program. Table 1 shows the status of the trust
funds over the next 10 years under existing law and under the committee bill.

TABLE 1.—STATUS OF SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FUNDS UNDER PRESENT LAW AND COMMITTEE BILL
(Dollars in billions]
Present taw

Year

Income

Outgo

Net
change

Committee bill
Start of
year fund
as percent
End of
of outgo
year fund
in year

tncome

Outgo

Net
change

1

End of
year fund

Start of
year fund
as percent
of outgo
in year

A. CASH BENEFITS PROGRAM
1978
1979
1980

90.7
99.6
108.9

97.6
107.4
117.9

—7.0
—7.8
—9.0

28.6
20.8
11.8

1981
1982
1983

1984

117.4
125.2
132.9
140.7

128.9
140.1
152.0
165.1

—11.5
—14.9
—19.2
—24.4

—14.6
—33.8
—58.2

1985
1986
1987

148.4
156.2
164.4

179.2
194.4
210.5

—30.8
—89.0
—38.1 —127.2
—46.1 —173.3

.3

36
27
18
9

(2)

(3
(3)
(3

(

(3

Q

$82.1
92.4
108.0
119.6

108.1
118.5

136.1
147.1
157.4
168.5

190.7
205.3
219.3

$87.6
97.7

—$5.5
—5.4
—.1
1.0

30.2
30.1
31.3

128.8
139.1
150.0
161.9

6.4
8.0
7.7
6.6

38.5
46.4
54.2
60.8

174.7
188.2
202.6

16.1
17.1
16.7

76.9
93.9
110.6

47
36
28
25

24
28
31

33
35
41

46

B. HOSPITAL INSURANCE PROGRAM

$16.2

1977
1978
1979
1980

$16.1
20.9

23.4
25.6

22.2
25.7

1981
1982
1983

1984

33.2
36.2
38.6
41.0

29.7
33.9
38.5
43.7

1985
1986
1987

43.3
50.2
53.6

49.1
54.9
61.2

19.0

—$0.f

$10.5
12.4

66

13.6
13.4

55
56
53

—2.6

17.0
19.3
19.4
16.7

—5.9
—4.7
—7.6

10.9
6.2
—1.4

1.9
1.2
—.1

3.6
2.3
.1

1 Includes committee decisions on both tax and benefit provisions.

The committee has adopted the administration's estimate of the
savings from the administration proposal regarding benefits for
dependent spouses as the estimated savings from the related committee amendment offsetting government-employee pensions against
such pensions.

$16.1
19.2

$16.2

—$0.1

19.0

.2
1.2

23.4
25.9

22.2
25.7

45
50
50
44

32.7
35.4
37.8
40.0

29.7
33.9
38.5
43.7

—.8
—3.7

34
20

45.6

49.1
54.9
61.2

—3.5
—4.7
—8.2

10

50.2
53.0

'Less than $0.05 billion.
Fund exhausted.
Reaches 50% by 1990.

.1

3.0
1.5

$10.5
10.7
11.9
12.0

66

15.0
16.5
15.8

40
44
43
36

12.1

8.6
3.8

—4.3

55

48
46

25
16
6
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Over the long-range 75-year valuation period, estimates that seem
reasonable at this time show that the amendments made by the committee bill would result in a small "actuarial" surplus of 0.6 percent
of taxable payroll. As indicated in the actuarial section of this report,
it is desirable for financing legislation to bring the program as close as
possible to exact actuarial balance—leaving, if anything, a slight surplus as a margin of safety. The amendments proposed by the committee
would achieve this objective.
In designing the financing scheme to reach this long-term objective
of actuarial soundness, the committee also took into account the shortrange financial needs of the system and the need to build the trust funds
to a level where they would be able to sustain the programs should the
Nation again be faced with adverse economic conditions such as those
which prevailed for the middle part of this decade. Although the committee bill will not build the fund to the needed level (a balance which
does not fall below an approximate 6 months expenditures) as quickly
as the committee would wish, it does reach that level by 1990. The committee believes that this is a reasonable period within which to rebuild
the reserves, and that a more rapid build-up would require tax increases
of a level that could jeopardize continuing economic recovery.
THE TAX BASE

(Sections 101 and 102 of the Bill)
•7'lie employer taco baee.—The traditional approach to financing the
social security cash-benefits programs has been to levy an equal tax
on employers and their employees. In considering how best to raise
the funds necessary to the short-term financial soundness of the sys-

tem without at the same time providing an intolerable tax burden
either nOw or in the future, the committee, in a sense, determined to
break with tradition by imposing a greater direct tax on employers
than on employees. One reason for doing this is that social security
benefits are based on individual earnings taxed and increases in the
amount of employee earnings taxed raises additional income in the

early years but over the long-term increases benefit costs so that much
of the additional income is spent in later years. Employer taxes, on the
other hand, do not increase the amount of earnings used to compute
individual benefits. As a result, the additional income in the early years

continues into the future without being offset by future benefit
liabilities.
In deciding to increase the amount of earnings taxed to employers

the committee considered a number of levels (including taxing total
payroll) and, with the aid of the actuaries, determined that the total
package it had in mind could best be financed if the amount were to
be increased to a maximum of $50,000 for each employee starting in
1979. The employer 'base would remain at $50,000 through 1984 and
then would increase to $75,000 starting in 1985. There would be no
automatic increases thereafter (as under present law) r8lated to future increases in wage level until about the turn of the century when
the employee and employer bases have both risen above $75,000. When
the eitiployee base does reach a level above $75,000, the two bases would
once again be equal. Thereafter they would both rise together as wage
levels in the economy increase.
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The committee's decision to raise the employer base will affect
the taxes paid by employers to support the Railroad Retirement program. The Railroad Retirement Act of 1974 provides a two-tier benefit
with Tier-I providing what is essentially a social security benefitfinanced by an employer-empioyee tax that is tied to the social security
tax base and tax rates. Tier-Il, on the other hand, is financed by a 9.5
percent tax paid by employers only and on the same earnings taxed for
Tier-I. Although the Railroad Retirement program is authorized by
Federal law, financed by Federal taxes and administered by a Federal
agency, the present provisions came about as the direct result of industrywide negotiations between management and labor. A basic part of
the agreement resulting in the Railroad Retirement Act of 1974 was
that employees would pay no more for the program than other em ployees pay for social security and that the cost. of benefits above thG level
proviled by the social security program would be paid for by management. The committee has been advised that railroad management and
labor are now conducting indust.rywide negotiations on such issues as
wages, conditions of employment and fringe benefits including Tier-Il
benefits. In order not to affect in any way these negotiations, the committee bill would increase the amount of earnings subject to employer
taxes only with respect to the part of the railroad retirement tax equal
to the social security tax. The additional tax of 9.5 percent would con-

tinue to be applied to the maximum amount of earnings that would
be taxable under the provisions of present law without regard to the
increases in the tax base that would be made by the committee bill.
Tax ba8e for em4)lOyee8 and the self-eimployed.—In addition to
increasing the amount of wages subject to the employer tax, the committee bill would also provide a lesser increase in the amount of annual
ean rings sub5ect to the employee or self-employment tax. Under the
amendment, there will be four $600 increases above the levels which
would exist under present law in 1979, 1981, 1983, and 1985. As under

existing law, the tax base for employees and self-employed persons
will also automatically increase as wage levels rise. The table below
shows the projected tax bases under this amendment.
TABLE 2.—AMOUNT OF EARNINGS SUBJECT TO
EMPLOYEE/SELF-EMPLOYED TAX
Present law

Committee
amendment

1978
1979
1980
1981

$17,700
18,900
20,400
21,900

$17,700
19,500
21,000
23,100

1982
1983
1984
1985

23,400
24,900
26,400
27,900

24,600
26,700
28,200
30.300

Years
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This amendment by itself would provide additional tax revenues
for the program without increasing the tax burden on lower income
workers. Only those workers earning in excess of the current base—
some 15 percent of all covered workers—would pay higher social secu-

rity táea as a result of the increase in the base. Moreover, it permits
the adoption of a lesser increase in tax rates (see below) than would
otherwise be necessary to provide adequate financing.
Increasing the base in a decoupled social security system, as proposed
by the committee, would result in a net long-range saving to the cash
benefits program since., the additional income resulting from raising
the base is not completely offset by increased benefit rights resulting
from larger amounts of workers' annual earnings being made creditable for benefits.
TAX RATES

(Secfion 103 of the Bill)
A significant part of the new funding (3.35 percent of taxable payroll or about $7 billion a year at present payroll levels in the long
term} would be provided through increases in the social security tax
rates paid by employers, employees and the self-employed.
lncrea8e in 8e1f -emploipizent tax rate.—When earnings from self-em-

ployment were made subject to the social security tax by the 150
amendments, the rate was set at 1.5 times the employee rate. At that

time the employee rate was 1.5 p&cent and the self-employment rate
was 2.25 percent. Over the years as tax rates were increased, the 1.5
ratio was maintained until 1973 when the cash-benefits rate for the
self-employed was frozen at 7 percent. (When the hospital insurance
program was established the self-employment i'ate for that program
was made e9ual to the employee rate and has remained equal as the
HI rate has increased.)
Because a self-employed person gets the same protection that an
employee with the same earnings gets under the program, there is a
financial disadvantage to the program in covering the self-employed
person, as compared to covering an employee, unless the self-employed
person pays contributions at a rate as high as the combined employeeemployer rate. On the other hand, though, looked at from the stand-

point of an individual contributing toward his own protection, the
self-employed individual could easily feel that h was being over-

charged if he were required to pay social security contributions over a
lifetime at the combined employee-employer rate. The self-employed
rate of one and one-half times the emp1oye rate that was established
when the self-employed were first covered was a compromise between
these alternatives.
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The committee believes that the self-employed rate should be restored

to its original level in relation to the employee rate and has included
such a change in the bill. Based on the idea that protection under
the HI program is the same for all workers, employees and the selfemployed, the HI tax rate for the self-employed has in the past been
the same rate as the employee rate. The committee would retain such
treatment. The tax-rate schedule for the self-employed under present
law and the committee bill is shown in table 3.
TABLE 3.—TAX RATES FOR THE SELF-EMPLOYED: PRESENT LAW
AND COMMITTEE BILL
(In percent]

1977
1978

1979-80
1981-84
1985

1986-89
1990-94
1995-2000
2001-10

2011 and after....

Present
law

mittee

Present
law

7.00

0.90

7.00
7.00
7.00

7.00
7.10
7.05
8.00
8.50

7.00
7.00

.915

8.50

1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50

L00

bill

L00 10.05

7.00 10.95
7.00 11.70

Corn.

Corn-

Corn-

Years

Total

HI

OASDI

1.10
1.10
1.35
1.35

mittee Present
bill

mittee
bill

1.05
1.25
1.35

7.90
8.10
8.10
8.35
8.35

7.90
8.10
8.10
9.25
9.85

1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40

8.50
8.50
8.50
8.50
8.50

10.55
11.45
12.35
13.10

0.90
1.00

9.90

Taa, rate increa8e8.—In order to provide in an orderly way the revenue necessary to assure the short-term financial soundness of the cashbenefits programs, the committee bill contains (in additon to the increases in the tax base described above), a new schedule of tax rates.
The new schedule was designed so that not only will the cash-benefits,

program be soundly financed, but the Hospital Insurance program
(HI) will be in close to the same financial position that it would be
under present law. This later point contrasts with some of the proposals presented to the committee which would have transferred substantial amounts of anticipated income from the HI program to the
cash-benefits programs with the lost income 'being replaced with funds
appropriated from general revenues or from unrealized savings from
a suggested cost-reduction program which has not yet been enacted
The new schedule calls for a series of tax rate increases starting in
1979 as shown in table 4.
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TABLE 4.—SOCIAL SECURITY TAX RATES ON EMPLOYER AND
EMPLOYEE (EACH)
(In percent]
Pr esent law

Taxable Years

1977
1978

1979-80
1981-84
1985

1986-89
1990-94

1995-2000
2001-10
2011 and after....

Commi ttee amendment

OASDI

HI

Total

OASDI

HI

Total

4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95

0.90
1.10
1.10
1.35
1.35

5.85
6.05
6.05
6.30
6.30

4.95
5.05
5.085
5.35
5.65

090
1.00
1.05
1.25
1.35

5.85
6.05
6.135
6.60
7.00

4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
5.95

1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50

6.45 5.65
6.45 6.10
6.45 6.70
6.45 7.30
7.45 7.80

1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40

7.05
7.50
8.10
8.70
9.20

Change in allocation to the di3ability in8urance trust fund.—The
committee bill would increase the allocation of tax income to the disability insurance trust fund so as to assure adequate funding and to take
into account changing experience with the disability insurance pro-

gram, the revision in the tax rates and the rise in the tax base. The
present-law and proposed allocation schedules are shown in table 5.
TABLE 5.—ALLOCATION TO DISABILITY INSURANCE TRUST
FUND
(In percent]
Emptoyer and employee each

Calendar year

1977
1978

1979-80
1981-84
1985
1986-89
1990-94
1995-2000
2001-10

2011 and after....

Seif-employed rate

Committee
Present taw

bill

Present law

Committee
bill

0.575
.600
.600
.650
.650

0.575
.775
.750
.825
.950

0.815
.850
.850
.920
.920

0.815
1.090
1.040
1.2375
1.425

.700
.700
.700
.700
.850

.950
1.050
1.200
1.350
1.500

.990
.990
.990
.990
1.000

1.425
1.575
1.800
2.025
2.250
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PAYMENT TO NONPROFIT AND GOVERNMENTAL EMPLOYERS

(Section 106 of the Bill)

The committee bill, in order to provide adequate financing of the
social security program, would significantly increase the amount of
annual earnings subject to the employer social security tax. The committee is concerned over the potential immediate impact of this feature
of the bill on nonprofit organizations and State and local governments. Private employers may be able to pass on in one manner or
another the increased cost attributable to higher social security taxes.
Moreover, to the extent that employers are unable to pass the impact
of higher taxes on to consumers, they are able to claim the increased
costs as a deduction against income in computing their income tax
liability. In effect then, the net impact on an employer in the private
profitmaking sector of an increase in social security taxes may be considerably less than the gross amount of those increased taxes.

In the case of nonprofit organizations and State and local governments, however, the situation is somewhat different. Frequently, these

types of employers have virtually no capacity to pass on increased
costs and, since they are not subject to Federal income taxes, they

gain no increased deductions as a result of the higher taxes.
The committee generally believes that nonprofit organizations and
State and local governments who have elected social security coverage should make the same payments into the system as other employers. However, since this bill provides an immediate substantial increase
in employer liability, the committee believes that it would be appropriate and desirable to provide a reasonable amount of relief to these
entities through a payment.
In order to provide this relief, the committee bill would authorize
an appropriation from general revenues to finance such a payment.
DECOUPLING AND WAGE-INDEXED BENEFITS

(Sections 104, 105, and 107 of the Bill)

Automatic cost-of-living increases.—Existing law calls for automatic cost-of-living increases in benefits effective each June and for
increases in the tax base (based on changes in wage levels) each Jan-

uary (assuming that the Consumer Price Index rises by at least 3
percent). Each benefit increase is put into effect by a revision of the

table in the law. Thus, each increase applies not only to people entitled
to benefits for the month the increase is effective but also to everyone
who will become entitled to benefits in the future. For example, because of the rise in the CPI between the first quarter of 1976 and the
first quarter of 1977, benefits for June 1977 were increased by 5.9 percent. As a result, each of the percentages in the benefit formula was

increased by 5.9 percent. A further expansion of the table will take
place in January when the maximum amount of earnings taxable
rises to $17,700. Much of the estimated long-term deficit results from
the fact that these modifications in the benefit formula apply to benefits which will be awarded in the future as well as to the benefits paid
to people on the benefit rolls on the effective date.
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Relation8hip between benefit forin,ula and the deficit.—The automatic "cost-of-living" benefit increase mechanism incorporated into
the social security program by the 1972 amendments, which had been
recommended as a way to make benefits inflation proof, operates
exactly as intended for persons on the benefit rolls. Once the initial
benefit has been established, it is periodically increased by a percentage
which restores its original purchasing power according to the official
governmental index of purchasing power—the Consumer Price Index.
The committee bill proposes no change in this concept.
The "cost-of-living" adjustment mechanism,however, also increases

the percentages in the formula for determining initial benefits in the
future. Future benefits however, are based on earnings which rise, in

part, as the result of increases in prices. Thus, wages which were
increased to take account of rising prices are multiplied by a benefit

formula which was also increased, to take account of the same increase
in prices.
For an example of how benefits are increased under present procedures, assume a program with a benefit equal to 50 percent of wages.
In such a program wages of $100 would produce a benefit of $50. If
wages and prices both rise by 10 percent, the individual who is on the
benefit rolls will have his benefit increased to $55 and the person who
is still working will have his $100 wage increased to $110. If the benefit
formula- is left unchanged, both individuals would qualify for a $55
benefit. -But un&r present procedures the benefit formula is also in-

creased to 55 percent and the person who will retire in the future
with wages increased from $100 to $110 will get a benefit of $60.50.

Under any reasonable projection of future economic conditions,

benefit levels determined by the present-law mechanism will be much
higher than what is necessary to simply adjust for inflation and will
represent an ever-increasiflg percentage of the new retiree's wages in
the year before he retires. For significant numbers of people, the benefits payable just after retirement would approach—and in many cases

exceed-_their wage levels immediately before retirement. It is this
part of the current cost-of-living provisions that the committee bill
would change as discussed below.

The starting point for most proposals for dealing with the current
long-term deficit of the social security system is a concept called 'decoupling." Decoupling means that the automatic benefit increase mechanism in present law would continue to apply to keep benefits inflation

proof after a person retires and begins to draw his benefits but the

formula for determining benefits at the time of retirmnt would
no longer be automatically increased. If the sytern were simply
decoupled with no other changes an individual retiring in 1987

would get the same initial benefit as a man or woman with the same
average earnings retiring in 1977. The level of initial benefits would
tend to grow in the future but only as a result of rising wage levels
which, using the same benefit formula, would tend to generate higher
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benefits. However, the rise in actual benefits awarded in the future
would not be enough to keep pace with the anticipated rise in wage
levels or to offset the exnected rise in the CPI.

Decoupling by itself would make a substantial reduction in the
long4erm cost of the program but would also cause a significant reduction in the real value of future benefits. In order to forestall a reduction of this nature, the committee bill would provide a new automatic mechanism for adjusting the formula for computing initml
benefits which is designed to keep replacement rates at about existing
levels. This proposal, in slightly different form, was recommended by
the 1974 Advisory Council on Social Security. The committee has
been advised that the method adopted in its bill would assure future
benefits at approximately the level of the benefits provided last year.
Under the committee bill, indexed earnings would b averaged and
a threestep, weighted benefit formula would be applied to the individual's average indexed monthly earnings (AIME) to produce the
benefit amount. For those becoming entitled to benefits in the future,
the benefit factors (percentage amounts) would not be indexed, but
the bend points (dollar amounts) in the formula would be adjusted
automatically as average wages increase.

Under the benefit procedures included in the committee bill, the
relationship between the benefits paid at the time of retirement and
earnings in the year prior to retirement is expected to be a constant
43 .percent for a person retiring at age 65 with earnings in all years
equal to the national average, and the real value of benefits expressed
in terms of 1977 prices will rise three times by the year 2050.
A basic change such as that which would be provided by t1e committee bill also requires many substantial changes in provisions of
present law, transitional provisions for the period during which the

new system is implemented, and a number of conforming amendments
to minimize the possible disruptions that so basic a change in the benefit
structure might otherwise produce.
Wage indexed earninqs.—The committee's bill would provide that
an individual's benefit be based on the earnings level that prevails lust
prior to age 2, disability, or deaJt;ii. To do this, an individual's earnings
in each year after 1950 would be updated (indexed) to reflect the increase in average wages through the second year before an individuai
reaches age 62, becomes disabled, or dies.1 (Under present law, for the
purpose of computing a benefit, earnings are counted in actual dollar
value, and these earnings do not reflect their value relative to average
earnings at the time they were earned.)
While it would seem reasonable to update earnings through the firBt year before the
year one reaches retirement age, the Social Security Mministration informed the committee
that iata on act'al wage growth will not be available in time to allow for such current
indexTn. For 1978 and subsequent years. the law provides that earnings will be reported
on an ann"al rather than a qnarterly bath. Thi's, for example. iata on average wage levels
in 1980 will not become available until late in 1981—too late for indexing earnlngB of
workers who reach age 62, become disabled, or die In 1981 1979 would be the indexing year
for such workers.
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TABLE 6.—BENEFITS, REPLACEMENT RATES AND EXPENDITURES UNDER PRESENT PROGRAM 1955-2050
(In percent]
Worker with
average earnings I
Annual
benefit
in 1977
prices

Replacement rate
for worker with—

Aggregate OASDI

expenditures

Replace.
ment rate

Low
earnings 2

1955.. $2,141
1960.. 2,493
1965..
2,665
1970.. 2,987
1975.. 3,619

31

45
45
43
46
56

30
33
29
30

7.93
8.12
10.65

1979..
1985..
1990..
1995..
2000..

4,444
5;354

46
48
49
49

58
60
63
66
75

35
34
36
37
39

10.85
11.56
12.39
13.13
13.92

4.5
4.8

2010..
2020..
2030..
2040..
2050..

9,489
11,916
14,765
18,122
22,088

84

42
44
46
47
48

16.57
21.64
26.02
26.67
26,93

6.8
8.9
10.7
11.0
11.1

Year

5,871
6,476
7,406

33
32
34
43

52

56
60
63
65
67

91

96
101

106

High

earnings

31

As percent
of payroll

As percent
of GNP

3.34
5.89

1.3

2.3
2.8
3.4
4.6

5.1

5.4
5.7

Percent

Average medlum.range cost (1977—2001.)
Average medium•range revenue
Average medium-range balance
Average long.range cost (1977—205 1)
Average long-range revenue
Average Iong•range balance

12.24
9.90
—2.34
19.19
10.99
—8.20

1 Assumed to be 4 times the average 1st quarter covered earnings.
2 Assumed at $4,600 in 1976 and following the trends of the average.
Assumed at the maximum taxable under the program.

For 1979 and later, based on full employment and assuming taxable payroll

equals 41.1 percent of GNP.
Note: The estimates in this table are based on the economic and demographic

assumptions used in the intermediate cost estimates (alternative II) in the 1977
OASDI Trustees Report. The replacement rates pertain to workers with steady
employment at increasing earnings and compare the annual retirement benefit
at age 65 with the earnings n the year immediately prior to retirement.
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TABLE 7.—BENEFITS, REPLACEMENT RATES, AND EXPENDITURES UNDER COMMITTEE BILL, 1979-2050
[In percent]
Worker with
average earnings 1
Annual
benefit

•in 1977
Year

prices

Replace.
ment rate

Replacement rate
for worker with—

Aggregate OASDI

expenditures

High As percent
Low
earnings 2 earnings 8
of payroll

46

58

5,581
6,068

43
43
43

55
54

30
29
30

54

31

2010.. 7,172
2020.. 8,472
2030.. 10,011
2040.. 11,830
2050.. 13,978

43
43
43
43
43

54
54

32

1979.. 5$4,444
1985.. 4,713
1990.. 5,145
1995..
2000..

43

54

54
54
54

535

32
32
32
32

As percent
of GNP

10.29
10.56
10.84
11.29
11.68

4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

12.88
15.72

5.0

17.86
17.36
16.81

7.0
6.8
6.6

Average medium-range cost (1977—2001)
Average medium-range revenue
Average medium-range balance
Average long-range cost (1977—2051)
Average long-range revenue
Average long-range taIance
1 Assumed to be 4 times the average 1st quarter covered earnings.
2 Assumed at $4,600 in 1976 and following the trends of the average.
8 Assumed at the maximum taxable under the program.

6i.

10.93
11.83

+ .90

14.16
14.22

+.Q6

Based on full employment and assuming taxable payroll equals 41.1 percent

of GNP.

6Based on the present law benefit formula for all workers attaining age 62 be•
fore Jan. 1, 1979.
Note: The estimates in this table are based on the economic and demographic
assumptions used in the intermediate cost estimates (alternative II) in the 1977
OASDI Trustees Report. The replacement rates pertain to workers with steady
employment at increasing earnings and compare the annual retirement benefit
at age 65 with the earnings in the year immediately prior to retirement.
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Earnings would be indexed by multiplying the actual earnings by
the ratio of average wages in the second year before an individual
reaches age 62, becomes disabled, or dies to the average wages in the
year being updated. For example, if an individual earned $3,000 in
1956, and retired at age 62 in 1979, the $3,000 would be multiplied by
the ratio of average annual wages in 1977 (estimated to be $10,002) to
average wages in 1956 ($3,514), as follows:
$3,000x

=$8,539

Thus, while the actual earnings for 1956 were $3,000, the relative or
indexed earnings would be $8,539. Earnings each year would be adjusted in this manner. The result would be that an individual's benefits
would be based on the earnings level that prevails at age 60 and benefits would be based on the individual's relative earnings (that is relative to average wages) averaged over the time. most people could reasonably be expected to have worked in covered employment.
The committee understands that as part of this change, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare recommends that the method
of computing average wages nationally be changed from the present
procedures which rely on earnings reported for social security purposes to a system which would be based on wages reported for Federal
income tax 'purposes. The change is needed because the social security
law provides for combined annual reporting of wages for social Secürity and income tax purposes beginning in 1978. The committee bill
would authorize such a change. Average wages would be equal to the
sum of wages subject to income, taxes or social security taxes as• reported to the Internal Rçvenue Service, and divided by the number of
individuals reported on the withholding sta.tements. For 1977 and
1978, form 1040 data would be used and after 1978, forms W—2 data
would be used. Adjustments in earlier data would be made to allow
for overall comparability.
The change in the way benefits are computed proposed by the com-

mittee bill would also reduce the increasing advantage that young
disabled people and their families and the survivors of deceased individuals have over retired workers under present law. Under the present method of computing benefit amounts, benefits for young disability

and survivor cases are based on recent and relatively high earnings
while benefits for new retirees are based on an average that is depressed
because of past earnings levels that are generally much lower than current earnings levels. In certain cases, the difference in benefit amounts
can be substantial.
Base year for indexing.—The committee's bill would index earnings
in retirement cases through the second year before age 62 (the age of

first eligibility) rather than to retirement (when an individual is first
entitled to benefits). Because the indexing point is based solely on the
date of birth rather than on the year retirement benefits are elected,
people would be assured that their age-62 benefit would not decline
if average wages declined and that it would rise should the Consumer
Price Index rise. If wages were indexed to the date of retirement instead of to age 62, the worker's benefit amount could decline after the
date he could first have been eligible if average wages decline.
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Convputation period.—The committee bill, like present law, would
provide that benefits generally would be based on earnings averaged

up to the
over the number of years after 1950 (or age 21, if later) whichever
year an individual reaches age 62, becomes disabled, or dies,
occurs first (excluding 5 years of lowest earnings). The number
of years in the computation period would expand over time—for example, for an individual reaching age 62 in 1979, the computation
period would be 23 years, and eventually, for individuals reaching age

62 in 1991 or later, the computation period would be 35 years.
With the use of actual earnings, as under present law, the expanding
computation period would depress replacement rates since early wages,

which are generally much lower than current wage levels, must be
used in computing the benefits. However, wage indexing is designed so

that if an individual's earnings increase at the same rate as average
wages in the economy, average indexed monthly earnings (AIME)
rise at the same rate as average wages in the economy.
indiBenefit /orrnula.—Under present law, benefit amounts for an
social
security
law
and
are
vidual are derived from a table in the
related to the average monthly earnings in covered employment. The
benefit formula that roughly approximates the benefit amounts shown
in the table in present law has nine steps and, whenever the tax base is
increased, a new step is added to take account of the higher average

earnings possible as a result of the new, higher base. Each time there is
an automatic cost-of-living benefit increase, the percentage factors in

the formula are increased by the percentage increase in the cost of

living.
Under the committee's bill, the benefit formula shown below would

be applied to an individual's average indexed monthly earnings

(AIME). The formula is designed to produce benefits which are approximately equal to the benefits that were payable under preseflt
law to workers retiring in 1976:
92 percent of the first $180 of AIME; plus
33 percent of AIME over $180 through AIME of $1,075; plus
16 percent of AIME above $1,075.
This formula would apply to those who reach age 62, become disabled, or die in 1979. The dollar amounts or bend points (the AIME
levels at which the weighting in the benefit formula changes) would be
adjusted automatically as average wages increase for those who become
eligible for benefits in the future, and the adjusted bend points would
be rounded to the nearest multiple of $1. After the individual benefit
has been established in this way it would be increased as provided by
the automatic cost-of-living provisions.
Maccimun fami1ij beneflt.—Under present law, the maximum family
benefit ranges from 150 percent to 188 percent of the primary insurance amount (PIA) 2
The committee bill retains the same relationship between maximum
family benefits and PIA's as in present law and to accomplish this
would determine the family maximum (in 19T) by applying the following formula to the worker's PIA:
150 percent of the first $236 of PIA, plus
272 percent of the next $106 of PIA, plus
134 percent of the next $107 of PIA, plus
175 percent of the remainder.
•The amount oa which all beneflta are baied.
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In the future, the dollar amounts in the formula would be increased
based on increases in average wages. This would assure that the same
relationship between maximum family benefits and PIA's would be
maintained. Once the family maximum has been established in an individual case, the maximum payable to the family would be increased
by the same percentage that benefits are increased under the automatic
cost-of-living provisions.
Tran8ztzon.—Because the committee bill would provide benefits

that would be about equal to those payable under present law

in 1976, a transitional provision has been included to protect the
benefit rights of people who are now approaching retirement and
whose retirement plans have taken social security benefits into
account.

Under the committee bill, the transitional provision would guarantee that an individual who first becomes eligible for retirement benefits within 5 years after the effective date would get an initial benefit

that would be the higher of: (a) The benefit derived under the new
benefit formula; or (b) the benefit based on the present law benefit
table as it is in the law on the effective date of th revised system—

January 1979.
For purposes of the guarantee, the January 1979 benefit table would
not be subject to future automatic benefit increases, but all individual
benefits would be subject to all benefit increases that become effective

after age 62. Earnings after age 61 would not be used under the

guaranteed benefit computation. With the passage of time, benefits
under the wage-indexing system would rise beyond the levels generally
payable under the guarantee, because future wage increases would be

reflected in a higher AIME and in the adjustments in the benefit formula each year. As a result, the proportion of new retirees that would
receive higher benefits under the guarantee would decrease with each
passing year.
The committee bill would not provide a similar transition ,for death
and disability cases because these benefits under present law can be

significantly higher than in retirement cases for similar earnings
histories.

Treatment of earnings after age 62 or disability.—Under the committee bill, earnings subsequent to the year of first eligibility (age 62)
or onset of disability would be counted at actual dollar value (that is,

they would not be indexed). They would be substituted for earlier

years of indexed earnings in the initial computation or recomputation
f they would increase a worker's AIME and his PIA. These provisions
are similar to those under present law. However, because past earnings
would be higher after wage indexing than under present law, earnings
after retirement can be expected to have substantially less effect in
increasing benefit amounts than they have under present law.

Special rules would apply in the case of earnings after age 61
during the transitional period. People who are eligible for benefits
under the t.rajisitional guarantee (because they reached age 62 in
the period from 1979 through 1983) could have earnings after age

61 included only under the wage-indexing computation. Earnings after
age 61, however, could not be included in the computation of guaranteed benefits under the transitional provision.
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Those age 62 or disabled before 1979 would continue to have

t.heir benefits computed and recomputed under the provisions of pres
ent law even if they work in covered employment after 1978.
Treatment of eariings before 1951.—Under the committee bill, earn
ings before 1951 would not be indexed and could not be used in com•

puting benefits under the new wage-indexing system. Instead, the
present-law computation method that applies in the case of pre-1951
earnings would be used; this present-law computation provides for
allocating total pre-1951 earnings according to a formula designed to
avoid time-consuming manual procedures that would otherwise be nec•
essary, due to the fact that. the Social Security Administration does not

have a year-by-year breakdown of pre-1951 earnings on machine
records.

Under the bill a nonprofit organization or a State or local govern
ment which is covered under social security would be eligible for a
payment subject to the availability of appropriations, this payment
would be equivalent to 50 percent of the employer tax liability to the

extent that that liability exceeds the tax liability of the persons it
employs. This provision gives nonprofit organizations and State and
local governments an amount of relief related to the higher employer
wage base approximately equivalent to the value of an income tax deduction for a profitmaking private employer. The provision would be
effective in 1979 since this is t.he first year in which the employer tax
base would be higher than the employee tax base.

The provision is designed to provide relief in a manner closely

related to that eiement of the financing package which will create an
immediate and substantial increase in social security costs for State
and local governments and non-profit organizations. It is a transitional
provision which will phase out as the employee base rises in the future.
Cost of the provi8ion.—The provision is estimated to cost $83 million
in fiscal year 1979.
B. OrJiR PRovISIoNS
THE RETIREMENT TEST

(Section 121 of theBill)

Under the present law, the benefits paid ar reduced whenever an
individual under age 72 has significant earnings. Although a test of
retirBment has been in the law since the original law was enacted in
1935, the provision has generated a great deal of discussion and argument. While most people seem to believe that some test of rBtirBment
is appropriate to the program, therB is little wgreement as to what the
appropriate test should be. Others 'believe that the concept of the social
security program as an income replacement program is not appropriate and that the basic nature of the program sh>uld be thanged so that
it would provide benefits without regard to continued earnings
activity.
The committee considered these various concepts and determined
that the better course would be to continue the program, as currently
conceived, in the income replacement tradition. The committee notes

that in the first year an annuity program would cost some $6 to $7
billion if payments were to be made to all beneficiaries, regardless of
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age. While this cost could be substantially reduced by making benefits
available as an annuity only at age 65, the committee believes it is
preferable to continue the practice of making the same retirement test
applicable to all persons under age 72.
At the same time, the committee is aware that the present level of
benefits can be inadequate in many individual circumstances. The cominittee, therefore, recommends that the law be changed to provide a
substantial increase in the amount of money an individual can earn
and still receive all of his benefits while at the same time. retaining the
basic concept of the cashbenefits program as an income replacement
program. In keeping with t.his decision, the committee bill would increase the amount an individual can earn without any reduction in
benefits to $4,500 in 1978 and to $6,000 in 1979. As under present law,
earnings above that amount would result in a $1 reduction in benefits
for each $2 earned above $4,500 in 1978 and above $6,000 in 1979, with
automatic increases in these amounts in future years as average earnings rise. There would be no reduction in benefits for any month in 1978
in which an individual earned less than $375 and did not render substantial services in self-employment or for any month in 1979 in which
an individual earned less than $500 and did not render substantial services in self-employment. Under the committee amendment, an iiidividual who has a 1978 benefit of $300 a month would not lose, all of
his benefits until he had earned $11,700 and in 1979 until he had earned

$13,200.

The committee is aware that in the past there has been a tendency
to use the retirement test exempt amount as a guide in setting the
earnings level used as a presumption that. a disabled individual can
engage in substantial gainful activity. While the committee believes
that this was appropriate in the past when the retirement test exempt

amount was relatively small, the larger exempt amount resulting from
the committee decision is not intended as a measure of an individual's
ability or inability to engage in substantial gainful activities. The
committee suggests that the Secretary of health, Education, and WelfaTe devise a more appropriate measure of earnings to use in determin-

ing an individual's ability to engage in substantial ainful activities.
To avoid any budgetary impact in fiscal year 1978, the committee
bill provides that, while the provision will be effective for all of 1978,
no monthly payments, other than the payments which would be made

under present law, would be permitted until October 1, 1978.
The provision will substantially increase benefit payments in fiscal
years after 1978. The committee, in adopting this provision, specifically
increased the social security tax rates by the amount necessary to
generate offetting revenues. Thus, from the standpoint of long-range
financial soundness of the program, the provision is fully funded.
Costs and number of people affected.—About 1.8 million people
would be paid benefits or would be paid larger benefits in 1979. About
$2 billion in additional benefits would be. paid in 1979.
Effective date.—The provision would become effective as of October 1, 1978, with respect to benefits payable for months after December
1977.
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INCREASED BENEFITS FOR CERTAIN SPOUSES

(Section 122 of the Bill)

Under present law, a worker who continues working and delays i
tirement beyond age 65 gets a delayed retirement credit of one-twelfth
of 1 percent of his benefit for each month (1-percent a year) for whkh
he does not receive a benefit from age 65 up to the earlier of the month
he retires or reaches age 72. The credit is applied to the worker's benefit only and does not affect the benefits of dependents and survivors.
Under the committee bill, the delayed retirement credit earned by
an individual would be added to the surviving spouse's benefit. Specifically, the percentage increase in the individual's retirement benefit due
to the delayed retirement credit (or the increase that would have been
provided had the individual retired at the time of death), would be
added to the surviving spouse's benefit.
To the extent that the delayed retirement credit is provided in consideration of the worker's post-age 65 earnings (and taxes) the committee believes that the surviving spouse's benefit—whioh is based on
total earnings (including post-65 earnings)—should a'so inc'ude any
delayed retirement credit earned by the worker.
Cost8 and number of people affected.—About 40,000 people would
become eligible for benefits or would become eligible for larger benefits-on the effective date. About $4 million in additional benefits would
be paid in the first full year.
Effective date.—The provision would become effective with respect
to benefits payable for months after December1977.
OFFSET OF BENEFITS OF SPOUSES RECEIVING PUBLIC PENSIONS

(Section 123 of the Bill)
Under present law, a woman can become entitled to spouse's or surviving spouse's benefits without proving dependency on her husband.
As a result of a March 1977 Supreme Court decision, a man can also
become entitled to spoise's or surviving spouse's benefits without proving his dependency on his wife. (In CaZifao v. Goldfarb, the court
ruled that men shou'd be treated equally with women in determining
entitlement for surviving spouse's benefits. Subsequenfly, other court
decisions extended this ruling to husband's benefits. Previously, a man
had been required to prove his dependency on his wife to become entifled to spouse's or surviving spouse's benefits, alihough women were
presumed dependent.) Under the social security program, an individual who is entitled to two benefits does not receive the full amount of
both benefits. For example, if one is entitled to both a worker's benefit
and a spouse's benefit, the full worker's benefit is paid first and then
the amount (if any) by which the spouse's benefits exceed the worker's
benefit. This "dual-entitlement" provision prevents payment of de-

pendents benefits to some persons not truly dependent. However,

persons who receive civil service pensions based on their work in noncovered employment and are entitled to social security spouses' bene-
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fits, rec6ive their dependent spouses' benefits in full, regardless of their
dependency on the worker. This results in "windfall" benefits to some
retired goveniment employees.
The committee recommends that social security benefits payable to
souses and surviving spouses be reduced by the amount of any public
(Federal, State, or local) retirement benefit payable to the spous('. The
offset would apply only to pension payments based on the spouse's own
work in public employment which is not covered under social security.
In general, this should assure that dependents' social security benefits
will not be paid to persons not dependent on the worker.

Consideration was given to requiring claimants to prove their de-

pendency on the worker before entitling them to spouses' benefits. However, a dependency test would be subject to manipulation. For example,

a goveniment employee with eanhings higher than those of his wife
could qualify for a social security spouse's benefit by allowing a few

months to intervene between the date of his retirement and the effective
date of his pension. Also, a dependency test could deny spouses' benefits in situations where it would seem undesirable to deny such benefits.
For example, a woman might. in fact, be dependent upon her husband
for most of her life and might have eanied little or nothing in the way

of retirement income protection in her own right and yet be denied
benefits if a dependency test were implemented. This could occur if
her husband became ill shortly before reaching retirement age, thus
forcing a temporary reversal of their isual dependency situation.
Additionally, a dependency test would require substantial numbers of
persons to provide information with regard to their total income in
order to establish entitlement, a significant depwrture from present

practice where income is not generally a factor in entitlement. Making
such determinations would also create administrative difficulties. For
these reasons, the committee believes an offset is preferable to a dependency test. The provision would be applicable only to future beneficiaries.

Co8t8 and number of people affected.—-About 85,000 people would

be affected by the provision durini, the first. year. The provision is

estimated to save $1O million in 1979.
Effective date.—The provision would be'ome effective with respect

to benefits payable for months starting with the month of enactment
on the basis of applications filed in or after the month of enactment.
ELIMINATION OF CERTAIN DUAL TAXATION PROVISIONS

(Section 124 of the Bill)

The committee bill contains provision for limiting employer social
security and unemployment insurance tax liability in certain instances
of concurreiTt employment of workers by related corporations. Present law requires each employer to pay socigi security and unemployment insurance taxes on the wages an employee receives becaus8 of his
employment by that employer, up to the taxable earnings base ($16,500
for social security purposes and $4,200 for unemployment insurance
purposes in 1977). If an employee has covered wages from more than
one employer, each employer is liable for employer social security (and
unemployment) tax on wages up to the maximum amount of earnings
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taxable for the year. In the case of concurrent employment by two or

more related corporations, each of the employing corporations is

liable for social security (and unemployment) taxes on that part of the
worker's wages attributable to services performed for each employer.
Thus, in such cases of concurrent. employment involving high-paid
workers, two or more employers may be liable for employer taxes on
an employee's wages up to the taxable maximum, even though only one
of the employers actually paid the employee's total wages.

The effect of the committee decision is that related corporations

would pay no more employer taxes than if the corporations were only

one employer even though the worker is actually employed by the
several corporations •and his compensation reflects services he per-

forms for the several corporations. Thus, a related group with a
common paymaster would be treated as a single corporation and would
not be required to pay the taxes that would otherwise be due because
the worker is an employee of the several corporations. The provision
is intended to have no effect, by inference or otherwise, on the deductibility for Federal income tax purposes of employment taxes or wages
payable by a corporation. The committee expects the Secretary of the

Treasury to specify the degree of relationship required to enable
corporations to establish a common paymaster for purposes of this
provision.

The committee notes that since other provisions of the bill would
raise the employer taxable earnings base for social security purposes
to $50,000 beginning in 1979 and to $75,000 in 1985, the combined effect

of that provision and the provision limiting employer tax liability of
certain related corporations—insofar as employer social security tax
liability is concerned—would be limited to a relatively small number
of workers with high annual earnings.
Cost.—The revenue loss associated with this provision is estimated
to be less than $25 million in social security taxes and in unemployment
taxes.
RETROACTIVE PAYMENT OF' REDTJCED BENEF'ITS

(Section 125 of the Bill)

The present law provides that benefits can be paid for as many as
12 months before the date an application for benefits is filed. This provision was intended to assure that an individual who, for one reason

or another, could or did not make a timely application for benefits

would not lose any of the benefits to whioh he would have been entitled.
At the same time it was recognized that the purpose of the program—

to provide income to help meet current living costs—would not be
achieved if an individual were permitted to forego monthly benefits in
order to accumulate a large lump-sum payment. The 12-month limit on
the payment of retroactive benefits is a compromise between the two
conflicting objectives of providing income to help meet current expenses and preventing the loss of benefits merely because of difficulties
in filing a benefit application at a specific time.
The committee was informed that the present retroactive payment
provisions permit the payment of a windfall benefit in certain cases
where an individual learns at the time he files for benefits that he could
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be paid retroactive benefits provided that he accepts a reduced payment for the rest of his life. The committee views such a situation as a
distortion of the primary purpose of the program which is to provide
a continuing source of income after earnings under social security
are lost (e.g., through retirement in old age). It is not the purpose
of the program to provide large lump-sum payments, particularly
where providing such one-time payments results in a lessening of the
adequacy of the on-going monthly benefit level.
Under the committee bill, monthly benefits generally would not be

paid retroactively for months before the month in which the application was filed if it would cause reduced benefits to be paid. An exception, however, would be made if unreduced dependent's benefits are
payable in addition to the reduced benefit
Under present law, the applicant-beneficiary who i eligible for reduced benefits may be faced with options that are unclear and misleadmg to him, and which could make it difficult for him to decide whether
or not to elect reduced benefits. For example; if a worker's monthly
benefit amount were $160 as of the month he attained age 65 and filed
an application, he could get a lump-sum payment of $1.792.80 if he
elected to have his monthly ben'fits reduced by $10.60 to $149.40.
The committee has been concerned about the high proportion of applicants in such situations who choose to receive a relatively high onetime retroactive benefit payment, even though it means a permanent

reduction in the monthly benefits they would get in the future. It

is this continuing income on which they have to rely for the remainder
of their lives; it may be too small to adequately provide for current
needs. Under the proposed change. many older beneficiaries would
have higher incomes to meet their ongoing needs.
Co8t8 and number of people affected.—About 1 million people would
be affected by the provision in the first year. This provision would
reduce the long-term cost of the program 'by 0.01 percent of taxable

payroll and would cause a reduction in payments for the first few

years it is in effect ranging from $0.4 billion in calendar 1978 to $0.6
billion in 1982.
Effective date.—The provision would become effective with respect
to benefits payable for months after the month of enactment on the
i sis of applications filed after the date of enactment.
DELIVERY OF SOCIAL SECURITY AND SSI CHECKS

(Section 126 of the Bill)

Under present law, social security benefit payments for a particular
month are payable after the end of that month, and payment is normally made on the third day of the month; SSI benefit checks for a
particular month are delivered on the first day of that month.
The committee has been concerned that social security and SSI
beneficiaries have to wait several days before they could et their benefit checks cashed in those instances where the usual delivery date fell
on a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday.
The committee bill would require that, when the delivery date for

either payment falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday, the
checks would be delivered on an earlier date.
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BENEFIT INCREASES AS APPLIED TO REDUCED BENEFITS

(Section 127 of the Bill)

Because of the way in which benefit increases are computed, people
who initially received actuarially reduced benefits sometimes receive
an increase which is a greater percent of their total benefit than the
increase provided generally. For example, when a cost-of-living increase is provided, these people receive •an increase which is larger

than the increase in th cost of living. This occurs because the percentage increase is applied not to the actual benefit amount but to
the basic benefit rate (the primary insurance amount) which equals
the amount that would, be paid to a retired. worker who began drawing benefits at age 65. If an individual begins getting benefits pnor
to age 65 and therefore accepts an actuarially reduced benefit rate,
subsequent benefit increases are larger than is necessary to keep that
benefit up to date with increases in the CPI.

The fact that subsequent benefit increases are not actuarially re-

duced to the same extent as the original benefit complicates the processing of benefit increases, makes the program less easily understandable, and violates the actuarial neutrality of the decision as to whether
or not to rake benefits prior to age 65. TJe last factor would become
particularly significant under the provision in the bill which raises the
retirement test exempt amount to $6,000. Under that change, some
social security benefits will be payable to persons earning in
excess of $10,000 per year. A person under age 65 will in many cases
be able to betin getting benefits while still employed. The incentive
for such an individual to claim reduced benefits will be substantially
greater if subsequent benefit increases are exempt from the reduction
factor applied to the original benefit.
In view of all these factors, the committee bill modifies the provisions relating to benefit increases so that the across-the-board
percentage increase will apply to the benefit actually being paid rather

than to the "primary insurance amount." Under this provision, all
beneficiaries on the rolls at the time of an increase will get the same
percentage increase in their benefits.

0o8t8 an4i number of people affected.—About 14 million people
who receive actuarially reduced benefits for June 1978, when the next
cost-of-living increase is effective would be affected by the provision.
In calendar year 1979 (the first year in which it has a full-year effect),
the provision will reduce benefit payments by $230 million.
Effective date.—The provision would become effective with respect
to benefit increases which go into effect after December 1977.
TOTALIZATION AGREEMENTS

(Section 128 of the Bill)

There is at present no authority in the Social Security Act authorzing the President to enter into agreements (totalization agreements)
with other countries to provide for coordination between social security systems. Lack of coordination with the systems of other countries
has two disadvantages.
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First, the work of U.S. citizens employed by U.S. employers in

foreign countries is subject to the social security taxes of the United
States and is also subject to the social security taxes of the foreign
country. The tax payments to foreign systems may be higher than
in the United States and American workers generally get little or no

return for the taxes they and their employers pay to the foreign

systems because social security eligibility requirements are usually
stricter under foreign systems.
Second, U.S. citizens who divide their working careers between
work covered under the U.S. social security system and work covered
under a foreign social security system suffer a loss of continuity in
their social security coverage. Some who work abroad for a number of
years and have periods of coverage under two or more social security
systems may not qualify for benefits under one or more countries when
they retire, become disabled, or die. (For example, American workers
who work abroad for a number of years may lose their U.S. social security disability protection because to be insured for disability benefits
they must generally have substantial recent work covered by the
U.S. system.) Others may qualify for social security benefits but the
social security benefits they receive may be small because not all their

employment can be taken into account.
The committee bill would help solve these problems by authorizing
the President to enter into bilateral agreements with foreign countries

to provide for limited coordination between the U.S. social security
system and those of other countries. Each agreement would be submitted to the Congress along with a report of the number of people
who might be affected by the agreement and the effect the agreement
would have on the long-term and short-term income and outgo of

the social security system. Each House would then have 90 days
(counting only days in which it was in session) to consider the agree-

ment. Should either House pass a resolution within that period

disapproving the agreement, the agreement would not go into effect.
Each agreement should provide for the elimination of dual social
security taxation and coverage for the same work. An agreement could
also provide that each country would take into account a worker's
total work and earnings in both countries for purposes of determin-

ing eligibility for ana the amount of benefits. Each country would
pay only a part of the totalized benefit; the amount of the benefits paid
would be the proportion of the totalized benefit which is attributable

to the covered work performed in the paying country. The United
States would not pay a totalized benefit to a worker who had less than

six quarters of coverage under the U.S. system. Totalization would
improve protection for people who work in both countries. In a large
proportion of these cases, if the worker is insured based on his U.S.
work alone, his regular social security benefits would be higher than
his totalized benefit. In such cases, the worker would be able to receive
the higher benefit.
Totalization agreements (which are common among European countries) are considered to have an advantage over other approaches to coordination in that the agreements are designed to allow each cooperat-

ing country to carry out its responsibilities virtually independently.
The countries exchange information on covered earnings and earnings
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credits and provide other administrative assistance, .but otherwise

each country makes its determinations and computations independently and pays benefits directly, without any need for an interchange
of funds or balancing of amounts paid as benefits.

A number of countries including Italy, West Germany, Switzerland, Canada, France, and Japan, have approached the United States
about the possibility of concluding social security totalization agreements, and the Social Security Administration has had technical discussions with representatives of each of these countries except Japan.
A totalization agreement between the United States and Italy was

signed in 1973 and a totalization agreement between the United States
and West Germany was signed in 1976, to signify that the countries
accepted the text of the agreement for purposes of seeking enabling
legislation from their national legislatures. Both Italy and Germany
have enacted enabling legislation, but the agreements cannot become
effective urtil they are authorized for the United States as provided
in the committee amendment.
EMPLOYEES OF CERTAIN NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

(Section 129 of the sill)
The committee bill contains an amendment designed to correct the

effect of the constructive waiver provisions of Public Law 94—563
which caused substantial. and unintended liabilities for retroactive

social security taxes.
Services performed in the employ of a religious, charitable, or other
organization that is exempt from income taxes under section 501 (c)
(3) of the Internal Revenue Code are excluded from social security

coverage, unless the employing organization files a certificate proviaed for under section 3121(k) of the Code waiving its exemption.
from social security taxes together with a list of eurrent employees
who concur in the filing of such certificate. Thereafter, social security
coverage and tax liability attach to those listed employees and all
employees subsequently hired by the organization.
It was discovered during the 94th Congress that a substantial number of nonprofit organizations ad been paying social security taxes
although not formally in compliance with the waiver procedure. Some
organizations had in fact demanded and obtained lare-scale refunds
and caused retroactive elimination of their employees social security
coverage. To foreclose abuse of the program, Congress enacted Public
Law 94—563 which provides, in effect, for constructive filing of waiver
certificates in certain instances where taxes were paid.
Public Law 94—563 dealt with the organizations differently depend-

ing on whether they had withdrawn from improperly established
coverage and had obtained a refund (or tax credit) prior to September 9, 1976. Organizations that had obtained a refund were given a

6-month period (which ended April 18, 1977) to file an actual waiver
certificate together with a list of employees who 'wished to have t!heir
coverage reinstated. Refunded taxes with respect to those employees
only would have to be repaid and they could be repaid through an
installment arrangement. Failure to file a waiver certificate 'within
the 6-month period resulted in a deemed filing of such a certificate
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and liability on the part of the employer for the payment of both

employer and employee taxes due for the retroactive pe:riod.
Organizations which had not obtained a refund prior to Septem
ber 9, 1976, were simply deemed by Public Law 94—563 to have filed a
valid waiver certificate covering all employees with respect to whom
taxes had been paid. No special provisions for the exclusion of their
employees or repayment of their retroactive tax liability were• in
cluded in Public Law 94—563, since it was assumed that such organiza
tions would generlly be current in their social security tax payments
and that they had simply been unaware that they were exempt from
the social security tax requirements.
This legislation has created problems for organizations that paid
social security taxes for some period prior to learning of their failure to
file a valid waiver certificate. Instead of requesting a refund of incor

rectly paid taxes, some of these organizations merely terminated
payments. Last year's legislation deems these organizations to have

filed a constructive waiver with respect to employees for whom they
previously paid social security taxes and requires them to pay social
security taxes for the retroactive period from the time they stopped
paying them. Moreover, the law does not allow them the option of pay
ing this newly created past liability in installments. There exists as well
a substantial liability for social security taxes for all employees hired
after the "deemed-filing" date.
Similarly affected by Public Law 94—563 are certain nonprofit organizations that terminated social security payments and sought a
refund but' did not receive that refund until after September 8. 1976.
Those organizations became, by operation of last year's bill, liable for
rep'ayment of the refund and for social security taxes on the wages of
their employees for the period dating from their termination.
In addition, a large number of affected organizations qualifying for
treatment under section 3121 (k) (5) did not meet the filing date in the
original law, in large part due to misunderstanding and confusion with

respect to their obligations and liabilities under the provisions of

Public Law 94—563.

The committee bill would provide that nonprofit organizations that
ceased paying social security taxes on earnings of their employees be-

fore October i, 197, without receiving a refund of social security
taxes they had paid in the past, would not be liable for any social

security taxes from the time that such taxes ceased to be paid through
June 30, 1977, and any taxes that had been paid, after the enactment
of Public Law 94—53 which would not be required under the com
mittee amendment would be refunded.

Those organizations that received refunds or credits of taxes after
September 8, 1976, would, under the provision of the committee bill,
be treated the same as those organizations that had ceased paying so
cial security taxes. Thus, such organizations would not be liable for
taxes on their employees' services prior to June 30, 1977, for which
they received refunds. However, no social security credits would be
given to employees for services rendered during the period for which
social security taxes would be forgiven by the bill, but a worker for
whom taxes were paid in the past may file a claim by April 15, 1980, to
have the taxes for the nonpayment period paid and receive social
security credit or such period.
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The bill would also extend until December 31, 1977, the period during which those organizations that had received a refund or credit of
social security taxes could file an actual waiver certificate to cover
their employees under social security. Under Public Law 94—653, this

period expired on April 18, 1977.
SPECIAL HEW STUDIES

(Section 201 of the Bill)
Because of the high priority with which the committee views the
need to restore the social security program to financial soundness, it
has largely limited its consideration of the current legislation to improvements in the funding of the program together with a few specific

benefit changes. The committee recognizes, however, that there remains
a need for review of many basic structural aspects of social security
such s the problems of the disability program, the question of extend-

ing coverage to public employees, and the interrelationship of social
security with other public and private income support programs. The
committee intends, once the fiscal integrity of the existing system has
been assured, to undertake a close examination of some of these structural questions. Some of the areas to be examined by the committee
and the Congress in the future will require the availability of certain
research data and analyses which are not now available. The committee has identified two areas in particular in which it believes that
studies are clearly needed.
Study of spouse's beneftts.—The social security benefit structure is

designed to provide income replacement not only for the insured
worker but also to provide additional benefits when that worker
has a dependent spouse (and/or dependent children). The benefit structure was designed during a period when it was considered

reasonable to assume that a wife would largely be dependent

upon her husband's income. Tody, a far greater proportion of married women have a substantial involvement in the work force. At the
same time, however, it remains true that many women do not have a
separate income. In .addition, increasing attention is being paid today
to the appropriateness of laws which treat, or appear to treat, men
and women differently, and some such provisions in the Social Security Act have been successfully challenged on this basis in the, courts.
The committee believes that it will quite likely find it necessary to con-

sider legislation dealing with these questions in the near future and
the consideration of such legislation will be greatly aided if the Depart.ment undertakes now a thoughtful analysis of these issues which
could be available when the committee considers these issues. For this
reason, the committee bill requires the Department to study and .rc-

port on proposals to eliminate dependency as a factor in the determiñation of entitlement to spouses' benefits and on proposals related

to equal treatment of men and women under the. social security

program. Elements to be considered in the study include the nature
and extent of women's participation in the labor force, the divorce rate,
and the economic value of women's work in the home. In conducting

this study, the Department would be directed to consult with the
Justice Department Task Force on Sex Disrimination.
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Study of consumr price index.—In the past few years, the automatic benefit adjustment provisions in the social secuiity law have
used the Consumer Price Index as a benchmark for adjusting the
benefit formula as it applies both to persons already on the benefit
rolls and as it applies to determining the initial benefit. amount for
new retirees. Under the revised benefit adjustment provisions of the
committee bifl, the Consumer Price Index will in the future be used
solely as a mechanism for keeping benefits inflation proof once an
individual is on the ro'ls. While the Consumer Price Index is the
usually accepted measure of the iate of inflation, it is constructed in
such a manner as to reflect the impact of rising prices on specific P01)11lation groups. Some concern has been expressed for severa' years over
the possibility that consumption patterns of e'derly persons may differ
so greatly from those groups covered by the CPI survey as to make

the. Consumer Price Index an inappropriate measure of the impact of inflation on the purchasing power of social security benefits.

The committee believes that this is an issue which ought to be resolved

and has included in the bill a requirement that the Department of
Labor, in consultation with HEW', study the need to develop a special
consumer price index for the elderly.
PERMANENT STATUS FOR TEMPORARI ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
JUDGES

(Section 202 of the Bill)
The committee bill contains a provision which would convert to
regular administrative law judges (AU's) the temporary AU's who
were appointed under Public Law 94—202 to hear cases under titles II,

XVI, and XVIII of the Social Security Act through 1978. These
hearings officers have conducted hearings under the provisions of the
Administrative Procedure Act (APA) in the same manner as regular

AU's.

When Public Law 94—202 was enacted, Congress intended that these

hearings officers would be converted expeditiously to regular AU
status with great weight being given to their extensive adjudication
experience in the socia' security definition of disability. Since then,

only a few hearings officers have been appointed to rgular AU

positions.
One of the principal objectives of Public Law 94—202 was to make

clear that Congress inten1ed that SSI adjudications were under the
Administrative Procedure Act and that SSI hearings examiners could
hear all types of social security cases. The process of selecting AU's
on the basis of this experience envisioned in Public Law 94—20 has
not taken place. In making selections, the Civil Service Commission
has not given adequate credit for the actual experience the temporary
AU's obtained in adjudicating social security cases ove.r a substantial
period of tinie. The committee believes that this experience is most

valuable and pertinent in appointing regular social security AU's.
To correct this situation, the bill would provide that th hearing
officers appointed under section 1631 (d) (2) of the Social Security Act

(as in effect prior to January 2, 1976) to hold hearings under the
supplemental security income program who had been deemed to be
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appointed under and governed by the provisions of the Administrative
Procedure Act of Public Law 94—202, shall be appointed to careerabsolute AU positions as if they had been appointed under thB Adininistrative Procedure Act, seotion 3105 of title 5, United States Code.
They would have the same authority and tenure as hearing examiners
appointed directly undei section 3105 and be compensated at the same
iate as social security ALT's (GS—15). All provisrnns of the Admin-

istrative Procedure Act shall apply to them in the same manner as
they apply to other administrative law judges. The former temporary
black lung ALT's who were appointed s temporary ALT's under the
authority of Public Law 94—202 are fully covered by this provision.
DELAY IN REPORTING DATE FOR SOCIAL SECURITY ADVISORY
COUNCIL

(Section 203 of the Bill)
The Social Security Act requires that an advisory council on social
security be appointed every 4 years. The statutory reportiig date for
the advisory council that is to be appointed this year is January 1,
1979. In view of the substantial changes in social security financing
included in this bill, the committee believes it would be appropriate to
provide a reasonable extension in this deadline so as to enable the
coming advisory council more time to take into account the impact
of this legislation. For this reason, the committee has included in the
bill a 9-month extension—to October 1, 1979—of the reporting date.
C. Puirac AssIsTNcE AMENDMENTS
FISCAL RELIEF FOR STATE AND LOCAL WELFARE COSTS

(Section 301 of the Bill)
Present law.—The AFDC statute provides Federal matching of
State AFDC cash maintenance payments at a rate of 50 to 83 percent,
depending upon the State's per capita income. Overall, on a nationwide basis, the Federal Government provided about 54 percent of the
funds for AFDC payments in fiscal year 1976, and the States and localities provided about 46 percent.
Between 1973 and 1977, the cost of the AFDC program to States
and localities increased from about $3.4 billion to $5.2 billion, or about
a 52-percent increase. In that same period the costs to States and local-

ities of the AFDC, supplemental security income social services,

medicaid and general assistance programs combined grew from $10.3
billion to nearly $17.8 billion, or a 62-percent increase.
These statistics testify to the burden of the major welfare programs
on State and local governments, a burden which has reached disturbing proportions, especially in certain areas of the country. The table
below shows the distribution of expenditures for AFDC payments for
each State:

AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN (AFDC), TOTAL MAINTENANCE ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS, FISCAL
YEAR 1976
Total payments
computable for
Federal funding

Percentage

.

State

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware

District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Guam 1
Hawaii
Idaho

$61,864,423
13,457,182
33,977,273

Federal funds
(unadjusted)

State

$14,940,705
6,833,518
15,082,092
12,740,451

75.8
49.2
55.6

0
0
0

24.2
50.8

17.8

32.2

458,765,790

50.0

83,227,441

45,517,087

16,700,968

21,009,386

54.7

20.1

50.0

0
0
0
0

131,786,271
23,649,023
91,865,652
120,436,323

65,893,135
11,824,511
45,932,825
68,315,478

122,679,985
1,511,650

Indiana

115,583,003
98,783,931
67,602,756

66,425,552
56,435,260
36,519,009

132,730,945

94,730,076

Mississippi
Missouri

Local

$253,580,487

50,159,256

19,796,706
720,065,139

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota

funds

1,424,692,553

Illinois

Kentucky
Louisiana

funds

State funds

$46,923,718
6,623,664
18,895,181
37,418,805
712,346,276

90,120,035
755,825
32,316,039
13,497,394
358,715,572

Iowa
Kansas

Local funds

Federal

64,632,077

98,429,037
46,662,236
154,441,383
415,121,135

65,893,136
11,824,512
45,932,827

746,719,100
156,149,764

207,560,568
373,359,550
88,757,624

32,017,662
140,017,934

26,504,646
85,774,453

32,559,950

73.5

4,413,052
29,087,774

13,718,697
72,807,639
207,560,567

50.0
50.0
43.3

72.4

0
0
0

24.9
42.9
46.0
28.6
27.6

70.6
50.0

0

2.9

294

57.5
57.1
54.0
71.4

27,156,570

25.2
50.0

17.6
0

28,806298

31,083,747

44.4
25.4

26.5
50.0
50.0
31.8
50.2

49.8

38,000,869

•0

0
0
0
0
0

50.0
50.0
68.2

361,349,567
42,348,671

71,272,467

32,94.3,539
77,220,692

52,120,845

50.0
50.0
56.7

755,825
32,316,038
6,299,312
20,351,153

74.6

47.1
50.0

373,359,550
38,304,366

50.0
50.0
56.9

18.6

50.0
24.5

5,513,016
54,243,481

82.8
61.3

0
0

38.7

0

0

17.2

00

Montana.

3,695,743
12,782,245
5,158,789

63.2
55.6
50.0

7.9
0
0

28.9
44.4
50.0

161,170,072
8,580,752
367,669,439
19,896,165

50.0
73.3
49.1
68.0

12.2
0
27.4
16.0

37.8
26.7
23.5

4,520,057
203,566,393
21,341,973
46,497,228
290,386,681

57.6
54.4
67.4
59.0
55.4

8.0

0

34.4
45.6
32.6
41.0
44.6

12,085,960
28,993,455
35,670,249
13,540,573
62,722,396

12,085,962
22,277,023
10,682,238
6,600,099
23,034,250

50.0
56.5
77.0
67.2
73.1

0
0
0
0
0

50.0
43.5
23.0
32.8
26.9

Virgin Islands
Virginia

137,686,030
35,237,274
26,538,100
1,849,649
138,678,345

100,157,072
24,680,187
18,528,902
924,824
80,904,947

37,528,958
10,557,087
8,009,198
924,825

72.7
70.0
70.0
50.0

0
0
0
0
1.1

27.3
30.0
30.0
50.0
40.6

Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

160,546,774
52,466,290
210,875,774
4,900,181

86,245,728
37,671,723
126,335,680
2,986,169

9,675,496,908

5,257,605,534

Nebraska
Nevada

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont

Total

12,786,884
28,780,341
10,317,578

8,082,589
15,998096

1,008,552

23,673,490
426,793,857
32,125,612
1,563,184,768
123,889,145

14,270,380
213,396,928
23,544,860
766,768,978
84,281,786

6,700
52,226,857

13,122,019
446,319,654
65,506,367
113,521,471
650,945,260

7,556,970
242,753,261
44,164,394
67,023,078
360,558,579

24,171,922
51,270,478
46,352,487
20,140,672
85,756,646

5,158,789

'The sum of $755.825 was reported by Guam as a local expenditure;
but is reported here as a State (territorial) expenditure. Adju stments have
been made for errors In the printed report.

428,746,351
19,711,194
1,044,992
1,165

1,462,344

0
0

16.0

684,505

74,301,046
14,794,567
84,540,094
1,229,507

53.7
71.8
59.9
60.9

0
0
0
14.0

46.3
28.2
40.1
25.1

829,026,094

3,588,865,280

54.3

8.6

37.1

Source: Office of Financial Management. Division of Finance. Fiscal year
1976 State expenditures for Dublic assistance programs approved under
titles I, •IV—A, X, IV, XVI. XIX, XX of the Social Security Act. (SRS) 77-04023.
This report is compited from State expenditure reports submitted quarterly

by States.
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Committee provision..—The committee bill includes several provisions which, over the long term, should assist the States in bringing their welfare costs under greater control. The committee is convinced, however, that in the meantime State and local governments
should be given some immediate relief from their fiscal burden.
The committee amendment would provide the States with $400
million in fiscal relief in fiscal year 1978.

Since one of the major elements of State and local welfare costs is

the AFDC program, the committee bill provides that half of the

fiscal relief payment would be allocated among the States in the same

proportion as AFDC expenditures for December 1976. However,
State and local welfare costs also arise from a variety of other pro

grams which provide assistance and services to the needy. The distribution of costs under these other programs does not necessarily follow

the same pattern as AFDC. The committee believes it can most appropriately recognize other e'ements of the welfare burden on States
and 'ocalities by utilizing the general revenue sharing formula for
allocating the other half of the payment. The committee recognizes
that States and local govermnents have been led to expec.t that the
Federal Government would provide them with some fiscal relief from
their welfare costs. The committee believes that the amount provided
in this bill represents a significant step in this direction, taking into
account the needs of the States and localities as well as the fiscal

situation of the Federal Government.
Mthough in most States the cost of the non-Federal share of AFDC
is borne, entirely by the State, a number of States require substantial
contribution by localities to ti'e cost of the program. States reporting
local contributions ranging from 1 to 27 percent of the cost of AFDC
maintenance payments in fiscal year 1976 include: California, Colo-

rado, Indiana, Mary] and, Minnesota, Montana, New Jersey, New
York, North Caio]ina, North Dakota, Virginia, and Wyoming. Icali-

ties in these States can expect to benefit from the provision in the com-

mittee bill which requires the States to pass the fiscal relief through
t.o localities in any case where local governments pay part of the program9s costs. However, St.ats would not be required to pass through
an amount in excess of .90 percent of the AFDC costs for which the
local government was otherwise responsible.

Although the fiscal relief provisions of the committee bill would
be computed under a formu]a related in part to the AFDC program
and would be provided to the States in the form of increased funding
for that program, the committee wishes to make clear that it views
these provisions as an attempt to provide some relief for the overall
welfare burden faced by the States. That burden falls not only on
the AFDC program but also in the. areas of aid to the. aged, blind,
and disabled in States which supplement the SSI program, in general
assistance, and in programs of social and child welfare services.
The table below shows how the fiscal relief payment. under the. bill
would be distributed among the States:
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FISCAL RELIEF FOR STATES UNDER COMMITTEE BILL
[Dollars in thousands]

Percentage
State

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware

Districtof Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Guam
Hawaii
Idaho

distribution

1.2
.2
.7
.7
1.0
1.3
.3
.6
2.1

3,787
5,282
1,118
2,578
8,452

1.6

6,284

.6

2,434
1,094
24,854

(*)
.3

Indiana

1.6
.1

.8
1.5
1.6
.5

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota

3.8
5.6

Mississippi
Missouri

.9
1.7

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
5ee footnotes at end of table.

791

13.5

62

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana

$4,663
2,795
2,930
54,001

Illinois
Iowa

State fiscal
relief
payment
November
1977

1.8
1.7

.2

.4
.2
.3

3.7
.5
14.2
1.9

101

6,495
4,167
3,204
6,086
6,409
2,099
6,994
15,341
22,506
6,890

3499

6,695
955
1,758
665
1,046
14,868
1,971
56,600
7,493
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FISCAL RELIEF FOR STATES UNDER COMMITTEE BILL—•Con.
[Dollars in thousands]

State

Percentage

distribution

North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma

State fiscal
relief
payment
November
1977

Pennsylvania

6.0

704
16,689
3,694
4,746
24,044

Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee

.2
.5
.9
.2
1.3

962
1.936
3,564
976
5,294

Texas
Utah
Vermont

3.1
.5
.3

12,438
1,848
1,033

1.7

6,789

1.5
.7
.1

5,834
2,856
9,169
466

100.0

400,000

.2

4.2
.9
1.2

Oregon

(*)

Virgin Islands
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

70

2.3

Total
*Less than .05 percent.

QUALITY CONTROL INCENTIVES TO REDUCE ERRORS

(Section 302 of the Bill)

Back ground.—For at least the last 25 years there has been recognition at the Federal level of the need for a program to reduce errors in
the Federal-State public assistance programs. "Quality control" techniques were first used on a limited basis in 1952. However, at that time
they were limited to periodic Federal reviews of samples of case records. No verification was made of the information in the case file, and
full field investigations were not part of the system. As the result of
a nationwide study in the early 1960's that indicated widespread ineligibility in some States, the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare developed a new and expanded quality control system to be
implemented by January 1964 in all States for all public assistance
programs. This new system a]so produced little in the way of results,
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and the quality control program underwent major revision again in
1970. Basic changes made at. that time included the use of field investigations, requirements on States for reporting of results, the establish-

ment of acceptable errot' levels, and implementation of corrective
act ions.

Both the States and the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare showed a lack of initiative in implementing the new system.
However, in 1973 HEW issued a new set of quality control regulations
for AFDC. They differed from the 1970 rules in one major aspect—
they set forth a procedure by which the Department would not match
Portions of State claims for AFDC payments based on the extent to
which the State's error rates exceeded the acceptable Federal tolerance
levels. These levels were set at 3 percent for ineligible cases, 5 percent
for overpaid cases, and 5 percent for underpaid cases.
The error measurement and correct.ive action components of the
quality control program have not been questioned. As we stated in the

May 1976 Federal district court decision (Marylcnd v. Mathews),
"plaintiffs assert that they do not question HEW's right to set quality
controls." However, the legality of the "disallowance" or "fiscal sanc-

tion" provision for limiting Federal matching with respect to State
claims has been challenged. In the above cited case the judge ruled
that "under the Secretary's rulemaking power to assure the efficient
administration of the [Social Security Act], it can be concluded that
a regulation establishing a withholding of Federal financial participation in a specified amount set by a tolerance level is consistent with
the Act." However, they remainder of the decision invalidated the disallowance regulations based on the unreasonableness of the "tolerance
levels" used in determining the extent of any disallowance. As a result
of the court decision, fiscal sanctions have never been applied and are

no longer a part of the, Federal quality control regulations.
Despite the controversy that has existed in the last. few years over
the penalty aspects of the quality control program, the committee be-

lievps that t nrogram has been resnonsible for significant reductions

in State AFDC error rates since 1973. The national average has fallen
from a 42.6-percent case erro rrate and a 16.5-percent payment error
rate for the period April—September 1973 to a case error rate of 23.2
pecent and a payment error rate of 8.5 percent for July—December
1976. Table shows the changes in payment error rates for each State.

AFDC—CHANGE IN PAYMENT ERROR RATES, JULY TO DECEMBER 1976 OVER APRIL TO SEPTEMBER 1973 1
Amoun t of paymen t errors as a percent of total payments

Ineligible a nd eligible overpaid

April to

April to

July to

September
1973

December
1976

Percent
change

September
1973

16.5

8.5

—48.5

15.1

6.0
12.5
12.4

—60.3
—45.9
—19.0

4.7

—61.8

7.5
7.6
9.5
19.8
7.0

+2.7

Florida.................

7.3
10.8
19.6
18.0
18.8

Georgia.................
Hawaii..................

14.9
11.2

12.2

State

U.S. average 2

Alabama................
Alaska..................
Arizona.................
Arkansas...............
California...............
Colorado...............
Connecticut............
Delaware...............
District of Columbia....

23.1
15.3
3.6
12.3

7.3 +102.8

9.4
3.8

—29.6
—51.5

+10.0
—62.8
—18.1
—16.1
—61.6
—46.0
—82.6

Idaho...................
IlIinois..................
Indiana.................

9.9
22.4
13.2

2.3

Iowa

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine

15.7
15.3
18.3
21.2
7.1

11.0
5.6
6.2
8.5
11.6

—29.9

Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan

23.0
15.9
11.4

11.5
12.0
9.2

—50.0
—24.5
—19.3

12.1

63.4
—66.1
—59.9

+63.4

Ineligible
July to

Eligible but overpaid
April to
July to
SeptemDecember
Percent
ber
1973
1976
change

Eligibt e but underpaid
Aprd to
July to
SeptemDecember
ber
Percent
1973
1976
change

December
1976

Percent
change

9.1

4.6

—49.5

7.4

3.9

—47.3

1.5

.9

—40.0

9.6

2.9
9.3
8.2
3.2
2.2

—69.8
—41.5

5.5

—43.6
—50.0
—45.5

6.5

1.4
.8
1.2
2.2
.8

—78.5
—11.1
—20.0

—68,1

7.7
1.8
5.4

3.1
3.2
4.2
4.1

4.1

+78.3

5.1

.4

—69.2
—45.5

15.9
7.5
1.8
6.9

2.3
5.6
9.9
9.8
7.9

4.4

6.5
12.7
3.8

+9.3
+77.8
—21.4
—34.3

+29.6

—51.9

+49.0
+28.3

4.6
6.3
10.9

7.6
5.9
.4
5.2

7.1

.7

8.3
8.5
7.9
13.6
4.1

6.2
2.6
3.2
5.0
5.8

—25.3
—69.4
—59.5
—63.2

13.1

6.6
7.6
4.3

5.1

8.5
5.9

6.4

5.2
9.7
8.2
10.9

9.8
6.7
3.6

2.5

3.3
3.2
3.0
7.1

3.2

+127.8
—53.7

—35.3
—38.5
—69.1
—13.4
—70.6

.9
1.5
1.9
1.4
1.3
1.1
1.5

.4
2.5

.6
2.8
1.1
.7

+15.8
—42.9

+86.7
+175.0
—72.0

4.6
3.5
3.4
6.9

—53.1
—47.8
—5.6
—40.0
—73.3

2.8

1.1

1.3
.3
1.3
1.0

.6
.9
.7
.2

—46.2
—80.0

4.7
3.0
3.0
3.6
5.8

—35.6
—55.2
—71.2
—52.6

1.7
1.7

+41.5

7.3
6.7
10.4
7.6
3.0

—64.7
—64.7
—54.5
—54.5

+93.3

.5

.6
.6
.5
.5
.7

—49.6
—10.6
—27.1

9.9
7.4
5.4

4.8
4.4
4.8

—51.5
—40.5
—11.1

2.0

1.2
.6
.8

—40.0
—33.3

—93.7
—52.3
—90.1

11.5
6.0

1.6

1.1
1.1

.9
.7

—60.7
—53.8

+200.0

+40.0

+14.3

Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada

New Hampshire

9.4
5.2
12.3
16.9

8.6
3.5
21.4

—38.3

—32.0

4.4
3.2

2.4
4.6

—45.5

+76.9

5.0
2.0

3.4

9.2
10.5
13.3
6.9
.5
8.5

—14.6
—21.3
—19.8
—85.7
—60.3

6.8
7.8
5.4

7.1

+4.4

3.4
9.4
3.5

1.5
10.0

5.5
9.0
3.2
2.0
11.4

—38.2

—50.0
—37.0
—100.0
4.0 —60.0

.5

—75.0
—59.6

5.4
5.4

4.0
2.5
16.4
6.6

2.0
3.4
7.2
2.6

—50.0

5.4
4.0

—56.1
—60.6

10.1

3.4
2.0
4.9
4.0

1.7

(4)

—37.0
—50.0
—51.5
—38.5
—19.0

7.3

—36.5
—66.7
—40.0
—67.1
—74.0

10.2
5.1
4.5
8.2

4.0

8.4

5.8

4.6 +130.0
3.9
3.4

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota

9.4
6.5
26.5

12.1

13.2
2.1

6.7

—42.6
—16.9
—54.3
—49.2

3.4

+61.9

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico

21.7
8.1
10.5
24.6
22.9

11.3
3.1
7.9
9.3
8.9

—47.9
—61.7
—24.8
—62.2
—61.1

11.5
3.0
6.0
16.4
14.6

Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee

10.7
17.3
7.7
12.9
15.2

3.8
8.5
5.3
8.6
5.4

—64.5
—50.9
—31.2
—33.3
—64.5

4.1
8.7
2.3

8.2
8.7

4.9
3.4

—61.0
—62.1
—8.7
—40.2
—60.9

9.4

8.1
6.7

—13.8
—62.6

5.1
1.4

—15.0
—86.0

—57.0
—32.5

6.0
10.0
4.2
5.3
5.2

3.6
2.6

—32.1
—50.0

—52.0
—46.6
—64.6

6.4
4.2
7.4

1.9
2.1
1.8

—70.3
—50.0
—75.7

Texas

Utah
Vermont

17.9

9.4
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Virgin Islands
Virginia
Washington

14.9
8.0

6.4
5.4

West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

10.2
7.3
11.3

4.9
3.9
4.0

'See footnote 1, table 11.
'See footnote 2, table 11.
2 less than 0.05 percent.

+74.5

1.0

3.6
5.4
3.8
1.6

3.3

2.1

+36.0

11.4 +171.4

6.5
2.1

4.6

1.7

+43.7

+4.4
+9.4

1.4
1.9

1.4
1.4

(3)

.3

+15.8

1.2

—14.3

2.2
1.4

.9
1.3

.1

.9

.7
.7
1.1

1.2
1.6

3.9
.7

.6

1.5
.2
.5
.4

1.0
.6
.7
1.0

5.1

—60.8
—58.8
—4.4
—52.4
—39.3

2.7

2.0

6.6
8.6
5.4
4.7
6.5

2.3
5.2
3.2
3.7
2.1

—65.2
—39.5
—40.7
—21.3
—67.7

.4
2.5
.3
1.9

.5
1.7

3.4
7.8
5.2
9.6
2.8

3.0
5.3
5.0
2.8
2.8

—11.8
—32.1
—3.8
—70.8

.9
.7
1.7

3.8

3.0
1.8
2.2

—21.1
—41.9
—43.6

3.1

3.9

2.1

4.3
3.9

1.1

2.7
.4
.9
1.5
1.9

—78.6

2.2

.6
.5

+57.1

(4)

—88.9
—53.8

—22.2
—41.7
—31.3
—61.5
—71.4
—50.0
—33.3
—14.3
—50.0
—25.9

+25.0

—32.0

.9
1.1
.4

+200.0

.6
.2

—33.3
—71.4

2.9
1.4

—48.1

—42.1
—63.6

+70.6

.5

+25.0

.3

—66.7
—26.7

1.1
1.0

4 See footnote 3, table 11.
Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
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The committee believes that this progress can be continued, and
that with proper incentives the States can be encouraged to decrease

the number of errors in their AFDC caseload to more acceptable
levels. The committee notes that the Genera' Accounting Office in
its recent report on the AFDC quality control program recommended

that legislation establishing an incentive for controlling payment

errors be enacted.
Committee provi8zon.—The committee amendment would establish a
system of fiscal incentives for States to improve their dollar error rates

with respect to eligibility and oveipayment of aid paid under the

approved State plan. Instead of applying sanctions on the States, the
dollar error rates wou'd be used as the basis for a system of incentives,
which would give the States motivation for expanding their quality

control efforts and improving program administration. Under the
amendment States which have dollar error rates of, or reduce their

dollar error rates to, less than 4 percent but not more than 3.5 percent
of the total expenditures would receive 10 percent of the Federal share
of the money saved, as compared with the Federal costs at a 4-percent
payment error rate. This percentage would increase proportionately
as shown in the following table:
The State
would retain
this percent
of the

If the error rate is:
At least 3.5 percent but less than 4 percent
At least 3 percent but less than 3.5 percent

Federal
savings

At least 2.5 percent but less than 3 percent
At least 2 percent but less than 2.5 percent
Less than 2 percent

10

20
30
40
50

ACCESS TO WAGE INFORMATION FOR AFDC VERIFICATION

(Section 303 of the Bill)
Pre8ent law.—Quality control findings indicate that 76 percent of
client errors in the AFDC program are the result of non-reporting

of income. States have particular difficulty in many cases in verifying
the source and amount of earned income. In many cases t:hey are de-

pendent solely on the recipient to supply wage information.
Comamittee provi8ion.—The committee bill would improve the
capacity of States to acquire accurate wage data by providing authority for the States to have access to earnings information in records
maintained by the Social Security Administration and State employment security agencies. Such information would be obtained by a
search of wage records conducted by the Social Security Administration or the employment security agency to identify the fact and
amount of earnings and the identity of the employer in the case of
individuals who were receiving AFDC at the time of the earnings.
The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare would be authorized to establish necessary safeguards against improper disclosure of
the information. Beginning October 1979, the States would be required
to request and use the earnings information made available to them
under the committee amendment.
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Although the records of wages maintained by the Social Security
Administration and by State employment security agencies may not
be available on a current basis, it seems inevitable that a procedure
for screening against one or the other of these two sets of records

should greatly increase the incentive for recipients to accurately
report their earned income. 'Where welfare agencies are requesting
the wage data from the Social Security Administration, each State
or local administering agency would designate a single official who

would be authorized to make the necessary request for information.
Alternatively, procedures for requesting such information could be
worked out by mutual agreement of the welfare agency and t.he Social
Security Administration. The cost of searching wage records would
be reimbursed to the agency maintaining the records and would be
matchable as an administrative expense of the welfare agency.

AUTHORITY FOR STATES TO OPERATE DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
MAKING EMPLOYMENT MORE ATTRACTIVE FOR WELFARE RECIPIENTS

(Section 304 of the Bill)
Present law.—Section 1115 of the Social Security Act allows the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to Waive any of the
State plan requirements of the Federal welfare law for the sake of
experimental, pilot, or demonstration projects which in the Secretary's
judgment are likely to assist in promoting the objectives of the welfare

programs. The committee notes that under this existing law, there
is considerable authority at the Federal level to carry on research and
demonstration on better ways of developing work incentives for welfare recipients. Exclusive use of this approach, however, ignores one
of the basic strengths of federalism; namely, that individual States
should be free to experiment with better ways of solving governmental
prob'ems. A number of States have attempted to institute innovative

employment programs for welfare recipients but they have been inhibited by HEW because of its slowness to act under current demonstration authority. The cnmmittce bill will alleviate this situation.
Committee provision.—TJnder the committee amendment, which is

similar n intent to an amendment reported by the committee and

ap'róved by the Senate in 1973 (section 164 of H.1. 3153, 93d Congres), this authority would he both broadened and made more explicit to emphasize a major objective for demonstration projects. This
objective is to permit States to achieve more efficient and effective use
of funds for public assistance recipients, to reduce dependency, and to
improve the living condit ions and increase the incomes of persons who

are on assistance (or who would be on assistance if they were not
part'c!patPg in the d"monstration project) by conducting experiments deFigned to make employment more attractive for welfare
reci'ients.
States would he limited to not more than three demonstration projects under this authority; one of the projects could be statewide. None

of the nroi"cts could last for more than 2 years. and all authority

for the projects wouM terminate September 30, 1980.
In pursiun these objectives under the cornmitte bill, States would
be permitted for demonstration purposes to waive the requirements of
the Aid to Families wit.h Dependent Children program relating to (1)
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statewideness; (2) administration by a single. State age:ncy; (3) the
earned income disregard (but in no case could a State offer an earned
income disregard of more than 50 percent); and (4) the work incentive program. The State could waive any or all of these requirements on its own initiative. Unless the Secretary. within 45 days, disapproved the waiver as inconsistent with the purposes of section 1115
and the AFPC law, the demonstration would be considered approved
and could be operated by the State.

As part of a demonstration project, the State could ue welfare

funds to pay part of the cost of public service empovrnent. The State
could add additiona' amounts to pay a wage higher than the amount
of the welfare payment. Under the committee bill, revenue sharing
funds could be used for the non-welfare share of the salaries. The committee amendment requires the States, in making arrangements for
public service employment, to provide that appropriate standards for
the health, safety, and other conditions applicable to the performance

of work and training are established and maintained, that projects
will not result in the displacement of employed workers, and that the
conditions of work, training, education, and employment are reasonable in the light of such factors as the type of work, geographical
region, and proficiency of the participant, and that appropriate workmen's compensation protection is provided to all participants. The
State welfare agency would also be free to contract with non.profit
private institutions organized for a public purpose, such as hospitals,
to carry out such projects.
When unemployed fathers are placed in pub'ic service emp'oyment.

Federal matching will continue for the portion of the salary equal
to the former welfare payments and it will be availabe for wage
payments.
Public Service employment is not the on'y type of experimentation

authorized by the committee bill. States may wish, for example, to
experiment with the income disregard. If they do so, however, they
will not be allowed to conduct a test which disregards more than
one-half of a welfare recipient's earned income.

Participation by welfare recipients in the demonstration projects

would be voluntary.
The costs incurred by the States in conducting demonstration pro)-

ects under this provision of the committee bill would be 1ipible for
the same Federal matching as applies to other costs of the AFDC program, subject to the limitation that the amount matchable with resnect
to any participant in the project may not exceed the amount which
would otherwise have been pavabe to him under the regular provisions of the AFDC program. Thus, these projects should riot result in
increased Federal expenditures.
EARNED INCOME DISREGARD

(Section 305 of the Bill)
Present /aw.—.IJncler present law States are reiiired, in cletermining need for Aid to Families with Dependent Children, to dsreard:
1. All earned income of a child who is a full-time student, or a
part-time student who is not a full-time employee; and
2. The first $30 earned monthly by an adult pius one-third of additional earnings. Costs related to work (such as transportation costs,
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uniforms, union dues, child care and other items) are also deducted
from earnings in calculating the amount of welfare benefit.
Three problems have been raised concerning the earned income
disregard under present law. First, Federal law neither defines nor
limits what may be considered a work-related expense, and this has
led to great variation among States and to sorue cases of abuse. Second,

the requirement for itemization of individual work expenses results
in administrative complexity and error. Third, some States have complained that the lack of an upper limit on the earned income disregard
has the effect of keeping people On welfare even after they are working fill-time at wages well above the poverty line.
In an effort to curb the abuse of the work expense provision and to

simplify its administration, a number of States in the past estab-

lished standa.rd amounts to be used in the case of all AFDC recipients
with earnings. However, in 1974 the U.S. Supreme Coirt in Shea v.
Vialpando ruled the policy of using a fixed work expense disregard,
regardless of actual costs, as contrary to the Social Security Act.
It said, however, that a standard allowance which would enhance
administrative efficiency would be permissible if it provided for
individualized consideration of expense in excess of the standard

amount. Since the ruling, a number of States have used standard
amounts for work expenses, but at the same time they are required
to allow individual recipients to make additional claims for work expenses if they can show that they do in fact have such expenses.
In the summer of 1975 the Congressional Research Service con-

ducted a survey to determine State practices with respect to work
expenses. The responses indicated very wide variations among the
States, and also indicated that in most instances individual itemization of work expenses is necessary. An analysis of AFDC work expenses which are allowable in the 42 States responding to the survey
showed the following:

Child care.—Twenty-one of the responding States indicated that

they imposed no dollar limit on child care expenses. Of those that did,
the range of allowable expense was from $17 to $50 a week. (Some
States indicated that child care was not an allowable expense under
AFDC. Presumably, in those States, if child care were necessary for

an AFDC family, it would be provided through title XX vendor

payments.)
Transportation, 8peczal clothinq and lunch.—Ten States indicated
that they had a standard amount for two or all of these items, ranging
from about. $25 to $44 a month. Seven States indicated that they disallowed one or more of the items. More specifically, States reported

for:

1. Transportatiol%.—Twenty States said they had no limit for

transportation expenses. Those that gave mileage limitations
ranged from 6 cents to 20 cents a mile. States did not indicate

whether they allowed car payments or repairs a work expenses.
2. Special clotking.—Twenty-five States indicated that there
was no limit for these expenses. The few that have established
limits for this category generally specified a limit of $5 a month.

3. Lunch.—Fourteen States said they had not established a

limit. Those that have, gave a range of from $0.25 to $1 a day.
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States did not provide information to indicate what kinds of exceptions they make to their general rules, although it is known that some
exceptions are made. For example, New York indicated a limit of $50
a week for child care. However, higher amounts are generally allowable in New York City.
In addition to the above-mentioned items, States generally allow for
mandatory tax deductions and union dues.
Committee provzszon.—The committee believes that the broad discretion that now ex]sts in determining work expenses leads to abuse,
and also results in unnecessary administrative complexitiies and errors.
The committee amendment would address these problems by requiring States to disregard the first $60 earned monthly by an individual

working full time ($30 in the case of an individual working part-

time), in lieu of individual itemized work expenses. Ii addition, reasonable child care expenses, subject to limitations prescribed by the
Secretary, would then be disregarded. To preserve an iicentive for

additional earnings, but also to provide for a phaseout of welfare

payments at a reasonable level, the committee amendment would provide for the disregard of one-third of remaining earnings, up to $300
plus one-fifth of remaining earnings above $500 a month. Thus, in a

State where the payment standard is $300 a month for a family of
four (in July 1976 the median State's payment standard was $317),

the level of earnings at which a family would no longer be eligible for

any AFDC payment would be $585 a month (assuming child care

expenses of $100). A State which implements this section upon enactment and prior to the effective date would not be regarded as out of
compliance with requirements imposed with respect to improved State

plans under part A of title IV of the Social Security Act.
The following example compares the effects of present law and the
committee bill.
Example: Recipient earns $500 per month, pays $200 for chUd care; pays $110
for union dues, parking fees, interest on automobile, withholding taxes, etc.
State AFDC payment for family with no income would be $300.
Present law:
$500 is reduced by:
Basic disregard
334 percent of earnings above basic disregard
Child care costs
Other work expenses

Amount

$30

15/
200
110

497

Total disregard
Family is paid in AFDC:

$300 full payment less the $3 of earned income which is not dis
regarded

Committee bill:
$500 is reduced by:

60
150

Basic disregard

Allowable child care'

33 percent of the 1st $300 of earnings above other disregards;
20 percent of earnings above that $3002

97

307
Total disregard
Family is paid in AFDC:
$300 full payment less the $193 of earned income which us not dis•
107
regarded
.

'Assumes that HEW limit on deductible child care would be $i50 for the nd,viduat in this

example.

2 In this example, the excess income above other disregards is Only $290; thus the 20.
percent factor does not come into play.
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D. ACTJARIAL SECTION

Actuarial Soundness of the OASDHI System

In order to determine the financial soundness of the OASDIII system over a lông-range period, the concept of long-range actuarial bal-

anc has normally been used. The long-range actmtrial baanc for

OASDI is the difference between the 75-year average OASDI tax rate

and the 75-year average of the annual expenditures expressed as a
percentage of taxable payroll. The long-range actuarial balance for
HI is calculated in a similar fashion, but over a 25-year period. If
the difference is positive (that is, if the average tax rate exceeds the
average expenditures expressed as a percentage of taxable payroll),
the system is said to have an actuarial surplus; if it is negative, the
system is said to have an actuarial deficit. The Office of the Actuary,
Social Security Administration, advises the committee that it is desirable to keep the program in as close ba'ance as possible, preferably
with a slight positive balarce. In the past when tFere has been an
actuarial imbalance (i.e., an actuarial deficit or actuarial surphis),
ie Congress has traditionally acted to revise the financing of the prog'I'api so as to bring it into close actuarial balance.

The long-range cost of the OASDI system under the committee bill
is estimated to be 14.16 percent of taxable payroll and the average
OASDI tax rate is 14.22 percent of taxable payroll. Thus, the actuarial balance under the committee bill would be a surplus of + 0.06
percent of payroll. This is consistent with the goal of achieving a
slight positive, balance for the system.

The long-range cost of the HI system under the committee bill is
estimated to be 3.84 percent of taxabk payroll and the average HI
tax rate is 2.62 percent. This resulls in a substantial long-range deficit, making the actuarial balance —1.22 percent of taxable payroll,
which is similar to the deficit under present law. (This bill does not

address the probkms of financing of the HI system. Under this bill, as
under present law, the HI program is proiectd tn become exhausted
in 1987 unless changes are made to improve its financial situation.)

Actuarial Cost Estimates for the OASDI System
1. EFFECT OF THE BILL ON THE ACTtJARIAL BALANCE OF THE OA5DI SYSTEM

From an actuaria' cost standpoint, the major features of the committee bill are as follows:
(a) Re?'i8ed benefit fomnula for future retirees.—Tjnder the bill the
cost-of-living increase provisions in present law would apply only to

individuals who are eligible, for benefits at the time each increase
occurs. A new autornatic mechanism is provided for persons retiring in

the future. These 1?eople will have their benefits determined on the
basis of their previous earnings after those earnings have been adjusted to reflect changes in wage le.vels occurring in the economy. The
result will be that average benefit levels as a percent of average preretnenient income will remain at approximately the same level as for
those persons who retired at the beginning of 1976.
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(b) Increase in amount of earming8 8ub2ect to employer tax.—The
committee bill would increase the base for employer taxes to $50,000 for
1979—84. This amount would be further increased to $75,000 in 1985 and

would be held at that level until the employee taxable base catches up
with it. Thereafter, it would increase automatically, as under present
law, to reflect yearly increases in average wage levels.

(c) Increase in amount of ear'rting8 Bubject to employee (or 8elfemployed) tax.—The bill would also increase th amount of annual
earnings subject to the employee or self-employment tax. Under the
bill, there would be four $600 increases over present law levels in 1979,
1981, 1983, and 1985. The tax base for employees and self-employed

persons, as under existing law, will also continue to automatically
increase as wage levels rise.

(d) Tax rate increase.—The bill also provides for modification of
the social security tax rate schedules, to bring in additional revenue
(see tables 8 and 9).

The changes in the hospital insurance (HI) tax rates will, in combination with the tax base changes, leave the HI trust fund in approximately the same position as it would be under existing law.
Effective in 1981, the OASDI tax rate applicable to self-employed
persons would be increased to one and one-half times the tax rate
which applies to employees.

TABLE 8.—CONTRIBUTION RATES FOR OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS

AND DISABILITY INSURANCE UNDER PRESENT LAW AND
UNDER THE COMMITTEE BILL
[In percent]
Employe and employee
SeIf-employed rate

rate, each

Committee

Present law

Committee
bill

Present law

bill I

1977
1978

4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95

4.95
5.05
5.085
5.35
5.65

7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

7.00
7.10
7.05
8.00
8.50

1990-94
1995-2000
2001-2010

4.95
4.95
4.95
5.95

6.10
6.70
7.30
7.80

7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

9.15
10.05
10.95
11.70

Calendar years

1979-80
1981-84
1985-89

2011 and after....

I Approximately 1 times the employee rate beginning in 1981.
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TABLE 9.—CONTRIBUTION RATES FOR OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS,
AND DISABILITY INSURANCE UNDER THE COMMITTEE BILL,
SUBDIVIDED BY TRUST FUND
(In percent]
Employ er and em ployee
rate, each

Calendar years

1977
1978

1979-80
1981-84
1985-89

OASI

Total

4.375 0.575 4.95
4.275
.775 5.05
4.335
.750 5.085
4.525
.825 5.35

4.700
5.050
1995-2000
5.500
2001-10
5.950
2011 and after.... 6.300
1990—94

DI

.950
1.050
1.200
1.350
1.500

5.65
6.10
6.70
7.30
7.80

Selfe mployed rate
OASI

DI

Total

6.185
6.010
6.010
6.7625

0.815
1.090
1.040
1.2375

7.00
7.10
7.05
8.00

7.075
7.575
8.250
8.925
9.425

1.425
1.575
1.800
2.025

8.50
9.15

2.250

10.05
10.95
11.70
0

Benefits for dependent spouses.—Benefits payab).e to people wh q
qualify in the future for social security benefits as dependent spouse
(e)

(includes surviving spouses) are reduced by the amount of any
governmental (Federal, State, or local) retirement benefit payable to
the spouse on the basis of such spouse's own employment for such a
government that was not covered by OASDI.
(J) Modification of retirement test.—Under present law, social security beneficiaries who are under age 72 have their benefits reduced if
their earnings exceed a certain amount which is adjusted annually to
reflect changes in average wage levels. This amount is $3,000 in 1977
and is estimated to automatically increase to $3,240 in 1978 and to
$3,480 in 19'9. The bill increases these levels to $45O0 in 1978 and
to $6,000 in 19'9. After 19'9, the new $6,000 level would increase.
automatically as wage levels rise, as under present law. (The 1978
increase would be applicable to the entire year, but any additional
benefits resulting from the change would not become payable until
after September 30, 1978.)
(g) Increased benefits for certain widows.—Social security benefits
for individuals who continue working past age 65 are increased under

present law by 1 percent for each year prior to age 72 that the worker

did not receive his benefits because of the retirement test. Under
present law this delayed retirement. increment of 1 percent a year,
which is added to the individual worker's benefit when he retires, ap-
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plies only to the worker's own benefit. The committee bill would make
the increment applicable to the benefit payable to the widow or widower of such an individual.
(ii) Elimination of certain dual tacation requiremertts.—Effective
in 1979, the committee bill will treat an individual who concurrently

performs services for two or more related corporations (but is paid
by only one of them) as if there were only one employing corporation.
(Current law treats him as an employee of each corporation which can

result in a total employer tax liability in excess of the maximum

amount of annual earnings ordinarily subject to social security taxes.)

(i) Elimination of retroactive payments of actuanally reduced

benefits.—Under present law, social security beneficiaries mty receive

benefits for up to 12 months before application. Under the committee bill, such benefits would not be payable if they are actuarially
reduced.

(j) Change in method of applying benefit increase to actuarially
reduced benefits.—Under present law, when a general benefit increase

is applied to actuarially reduced benefits, the increase in benefits is
reduced by a percentage that is less than the percentage initially
applied when the benefits were awarded. Under the committee bill,

the initial percentage reduction will be applied to later benefit
increases.

The changes in the medium-range and long-range actuarial balances

of the system from the levels under present law to those under the
committee bill are shown in tables 10 and 11.

These long-range estimates are based on the assumption that
average earnings will increase after 1982 at an annual rate of 5%
percent, and that the CPI will increase at 4 percent per year.
It is estimated that the changes made by the bill would provide a
sound actuarial position for the old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance program, because the system would be in close actuarial balance (+0.06 percent of taxable payroll).
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TABLE 10.—CHANGES IN ACTUARIAL BALANCEOF THEOLD.AGE,
SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE SYSTEM OVER THE

MEDIUM-RANGE PERIOD (1977-2001) EXPRESSED AS PER.
CENT OF TAXABLE PAYROLL, BY TYPE OF CHANGE, PRESENT

LAW AND THE COMMITTEE BILL
[In percent]
Item

Medium-range actuarial
under present law

balance

Effect of decoupling
Effect of new (wage-indexed) benefit formula
Increase
ployers

in wage base for em-

Increase in earnings base for employees and self•employed persons

Increase in self-employed tax rate..
Government pension offset for
spouses' benefits
Increase in exempt amount in re•

tirement test

Change in method of applying general benefit increases to actuarially reduced benefits

Delayed retirement increment for
widows and widowers and em•
ployer tax relief for affiliated

corporations
Eliminating retroactive payments
of actuarially reduced benefits....
Revised tax schedule

Total effect of changes in bill...
Medium-range
under bill

actuarial balance

OASI

DI

Total

—1.45

—0.89

—2.34

+ 1.68

+.55

+2.23

—1.22

—.32

—1.54

+.33

+.07

+.40

+.09
+.05

+.01
+.01

+.10
+.06

+.06

+0

+.06

—.16

—0

—.16

+.13

+0

+.13

—0

—0

—0

+.02
+1.31

+0

+.63

+.02
+1.94

+2.29

+.96

+3.24

+.84

+.06

+.90

Note: Expenditures and taxable payroll are calculated under the intermediate
set of assumptions (alternative II) which are described in the 1977 Report of the
Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and 5urvlvors Insurance and Disability
Insurance Trust Funds. These assumptions incorporate ultimate annual increases
of 5¾ percent in average wages in covered employment and 4 percent in the consumer Price Index, an ultimate unemployment rate of 5 percent, and an ultimate
tota' fertility rate of 2.1 children per woman. Taxable payroll is adjusted to take into
account the lower contribution rates on self-employment income, on tips, and. on
multiple-employer "excess wages" as compared with the combined employeremployee rate.
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TABLE 11.—CHANGES IN ACTUARIAL BALANCE OF THE OLD.
AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE SYSTEM
OVER THE LONG-RANGE PERIOD (1977-2051) EXPRESSED
AS PERCENT OF TAXABLE PAYROLL, BY TYPE OF CHANGE,
PRESENT LAW, AND THE COMMITTEE BILL
[In percent]
item

Long-range actuarial balance under
present law

Effect of decoupling
Effect of new (wage-indexed) bene-

fitformula

Increase
ployers

in wage base for em

Increase in earnings base for employees and self-employed persons

Increase in self-employed tax rate..
Government pension offset for
spouses' benefits
Increase in exempt amount in retirement test
Changes in method of applying gen-

OAS1

Di

Total

—6.06

—2.14

—8.20

+9.63

+2.32

+11.95

—6.18

—1.31

—7.49

+.22

+.C)5

+.27

+.05
+.08

+0

+.os
+.10

+.05

+0

+.05

—.17

—0

—.17

+.25

+0

+.25

—.01

—0

—.01

+.01
+2.17

+0

+1.08

+.01
+3.25

+6.10

+2.16

+8.26

+.04

+.03

+.06

+.02

eral benefit increase to actuarially reduced benefits

Delayed retirement increment for
widows and widowers and employer tax relief for affiliated
corporations

Eliminatin9 retroactive payments
of actuarially reduced benefits....
Revised tax schedule

Total effect of changes in bill...
Lonci-range actuarial balance under
biTI

Note: Expenditures and taxable payroll are calculated under the intermediate
set of assumptions (alternative II) which are described in the 1977 Report of the
Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and 5urvivors Insurance and Disability
Insurance Trust Funds. These assumptions incorporate ultimate annual increases
of 5¾ percent in average wages in covered employment and 4 percent in the Con•
sumer Price Index, an ultimate unemployment rate of 5 percent, and an ultimate
total fertility rate of 2.1 children per woman. Taxable payroll is adjusted to take into
account the lower contribution rates on self-employment income, on tips, and on
multiple-employer "excess wages" as compared with the combined employeremployee rate.
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These bug-range estinuites ii•e based on the assuunptioii that average
eariiiiigs will ilicrease after 1982 at au niiiiiia rate. of 53/4 percent, and
that' the. CPI will increase at. 4 percent ei' year.

It is estimted that the chaiiges made by the bill voimkl prove a
sound actiiaiia position for the old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance progiarn. because the ytem would be in c'ose. actuarial
ba'ance. ( + 0.06 1)ercellt of taxalile payroll).
2. INCOME AND OUTGO IN NEAR FUTURE FOR THE OASDI SYSTEM

Tables 12—14 show the progress of the OASI, DI, and combined
OASDI trust funds under present law in the past and under the committee bill in the future.
TABLE 12.—OPERATIONS OF THE OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS

INSURANCE TRUST FUND, UNDER THE COMMITTEE BILL,
CALENDAR YEARS 1972-87
[Dollar amounts in billionsi

Income

Disbursements

$40.1
48.3
54.7
59.6
66.3

$38.5
47.2
53.4
60.4
67.9

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

72.5
78.5
92.1
101.9
115.2

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

124.3
133.3
142.4
158.8
170.6
182.2

Calendar year

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

Estimated future
experience:

Net
increase
in fund

Fund at
beginning
of year as a
percentage
of disbursements
during
Fund at
the com•
end of
ing year
year

—1.6

$35.3
36.5
37.8
37.0
35.4

88
75
68
63
54

75.6
84.1
92.9
101.4
109.7

—3.1
—5.5
—.8
.5
5.4

32.3
26.8
26.0
26.5
31.9

47
38
29
26
24

118.1
126.9
136.5
146.7
157.6
169.1

6.2
6.4
5.9
12.1
13.0
13.1

38.1
44.5
50.4
62.5
75.5
88.5

27
30
33
34
40
45

$1.5
1.2
1.3
—.8
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TABLE 13.—OPERATIONS OF THE DISABILITY INSURANCE
TRUST FUND UNDER THE COMMITTEE BILL, CALENDAR
YEARS 1972-87
[Dollar amounts in billions]

Calendar year

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

Income

Disbursements

Net
increase
in fund

at
beginning
of year as a
percentage
of dis.
bursements
Fund
during the
end of
coming
year
year

$5.6
6.4
7.4
8.0
8.8

$4.8
6.0

9.6
13.8
16.0
17.7
21.0

12.4
13.6
15.3
17.2
19.0

—2.4
.2
.7
.5
1.9

3.3
3.5
4.2
4.7
6.6

48
24

22.8
24.4

21.0
23.1
25.4
28.0
30.6
33.5

1.8
1.3

8.4
9.7

31

.7

10.4
14.4
18.4
22.1

7.2

8.8
10.4

$0.8
.5
.2
—.8

—1.6

$7.5
7.9
8.1

7.4
5.7

140
125
110
92
71

Estimated future
experience:
1977
1978

179

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

26.1
32.0
34.7
37.1

4.0
4.1

3.6

23
24
25

36
38
37
47
55
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TABLE 14.—OPERATIONS OF THE OLD•AGE AND SURVIVORS
INSURANCE AND THE DISABILITY INSURANCE TRUST FUNDS,
COMBINED, UNDER THE COMMITTEE BILL, CALENDAR
YEARS 1972-87
IDollar amounts in billionsi

Income

ments

Net
increase
in funds

$45.6
54.8

$43.3

$2.3

53.1

DisburseS

Calendar year

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

62.1
67.6
75.0

60.6
69.2
78.2

1.6
1.5
—1.5
—3.2

82.1

87.6
97.7

—5.5
—5.4

108.1
118.5
128.8

—.1

139.1
150.0
161.9
174.7
188.2

8.6
7.7
6.6

Funds at
beginning
of year as a
percentage
of dls•
bursements
Funds at
during the
end of
year coming year

$42.8
44.4
45.9
44.3
41.1

93
80
73
66
57

35.6
30.2
30.1
31.2
38.5

47
36
28
25
24

46.5
54.2
60.8
76.9
93.9
110.0

28

Estimated future
exDerienCe:
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

92.4
108.0
119.6
136.1
147.1
157.7
168.5
190.7
205.3
219.3

202.6

1.0
7.4

16.1
17.1
16.7

31

33
35
41

46
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LONG-RANGE OASDI COST ESTIMATES

Table 15 shows the long-range cost estimates of th OASDI system
as modified by the committee bill.
15.—ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE SYSTEM AS PERCENT
OF TAXABLE PAYROLL UNDER THE COMMITTEE BILL, FOR
SELECTED YEARS 1977-2055

TABLE

[In percent]
Expenditures as perce nt of
taxable payroll
Combined
employeremployee
tax rate

Old-age
and

survivors
insurance

Disability
insurance

Total

in bill

Difference

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

9.39
9.39
8.81
8.74
8.68

1.50
1.53
1.45
1.48
1.51

10.89
10.92
10.27
10.22
10.19

9.90
10.10
10.17
10.17
10.70

—0.99
—.82
—.10
—.05

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

8.73
8.77
8.85
8.82
8.89

1.56
1.60
1.65
1.68
1.73

10.28
10.36
10.50
10.51
10.62

10.70
10.70
10.70
11.30
11.30

.42
.34
.20
.79
.68

1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

8.88
8.93
8.95
8.97
8.99

1.76
1.83
1.88
1.93
1.98

10.63
10.76
10.83
10.90
10.97

11.30
11.30
11.30
12.20
12.20

.67
.54
.57
1.30
1.23

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996

9.02
9.05
9.09
9.12
9.13

2.02
2.07
2.12
2.17
2.23

11.04
11.12
11.20
11.36

12.20
12.20
12.20
13.40
13.40

1.16
1.08
1.00
2.11

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

9.15
9.17
9.19
9.21
9.23

2.29
2.35
2.41
2.47
2.53

11.43
11.52
11.60
11.68
11.76

13.40
13.40
13.40
13.40
14.60

1.97
1.88
1.80
1.72

Calendar year

See footnotes at end of table.

1129

.51

2.04

2.84
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TABLE 15.—ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF OLD-AGE, SUR•
VIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE SYSTEM AS PERCENT
OF TAXABLE PAYROLL UNDER THE COMMITTEE BILL, FOR
SELECTED YEARS 1977-2055—Continued
[In percent]
Expen ditures as per cent of

t axable payrol

Old-age
and

Calendar year

I

Combined
employeremployee
tax rate

survivors
insurance

Disability
insurance

Total

9.28
9.86

12.06
12.88
14.16
15.72
17.13

14.60
14.60
15.60
15.60
15.60

1.72
1.44
—.12
—1.53

Difference

2.54

2005
2010
2015
2020
2025

11.03
12.57
14.10

2.78
3.02
3.13
3.15
3.04

2030
2035
2040
2045
2050
2055

14.96
15.03
14.53
14.04
13.87
13.94

2.90
2.81
2.83
2.91
2.94
2.94

17.86
17.85
17.36
16.95
16.81
16.88

15.60
15.60
15.60
15.60
15.60
15.60

—2.26
—2.25
—1.76
—1.35
—1.21
—1.28

9.01
11.18
14.49

1.91

3.00
2.88

10.92
14.18
17.37

11.83
15.24
15.60

.90
1.06
—1.77

11.56

2.60

14.16

14.22

.06

25-yr averages:

1977-2001....
2002-26
2027—51

75—yr average:
1977—2O51....

Expenditures and taxable payroll are calculated under the intermediate set of
assumptions (alternative II) which are described in the 1977 Report of the Board of
Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and Disability Insurance

Trust Funds. These assumptions incorporate ultimate annual increases of

5%

percent in average wages in covered employment and 4 percent in the Consumer
Price Index, an ultimate unemployment rate of 5 percent, and an ultimate total

fertility rate of 2.1 children per woman. Taxable payroll is adjusted to take into
account the lower contribution rates on self-employment income, on tips, and on
multiple-employer excess wages" as compared with the combined employer.
employee rate.
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Basic Assumptions for Cost Estimates for Old-Age, Survivors, and
Disability Insurance System
1. GENERAL BASIS FOR LONG-RANGE COST ESTIMATES

The loEg-raEge estimates for the old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance program presented in this report are based on the assumption that average earnings in covered employment will increase after
1982 at an annual rate of 5% percent. Similarly, the assumption has
been made that the CPI will increase at an annual rate of 4 percent.
Higher increases for both earnings and the CPI are assumed for the
early years. These assumptions yield, over the long range, an implied
increase in real earnings of 1% percent per year, which is based on the

actual average experience of the last 25 years (estimated at about
1.7 percent per year, based on annual averages for the period 1956—76),

although recent experience has been much lower (about 1.1 percent

in the last 15 years and 0.5 percent in the last 10 years, based on
annual averages).
The estimates reflect the effects, under present law and under the

system as it would be modified by the committee bill of various
changes assumed to occur as a result of the automatic-adjustment provisions. Table 16 summarizes those changes.
2. MEASUREMENT OF CO5TS IN RELATION TO TAXALE PAYROLL

Long-range costs included in this report are expressed as a percentage of taxable payroll. This measure is used because it is directly comparable to the combined employer-employee tax rate. Becausc of this

characteristic th idequacy of any tax schedule can be readily determined and new tai schedules can be readily designed to meet the cost
of the program.

It should be observed that the assumptions of constant annual increases in average earnings and in the CPI were not adopted because
it was believed that these increases would remain constant in the future.
These assumptions are intended to represent average increases over
the long-range future, with the increases being higher in some years
and lower in others.
The long-range cost estimates are based on assumptions that are

tended to represent close to full employment (average unemployment is assumed at 5 percent of the labor force). The agreggate amount
of earnings taxable in 1977 under the base of $16,500 is estimated at
about $824 billion. Similarly it is estimated that $917 billion of earnings will be taxable in 1978 under the scheduled $17,700 earnings base.

The latt8r amount of total earnings taxable is projected to increase
in the future as the covered population grows and as the average taxable earnings increase due to adjustments in the earnings base as well
as to increases in average earnings in covered employment.
The long-range cost estimates presented in this report were prepared
for a 75-year period.

TABLE 16.—ASSUMED FUTURE CHANGES RESULTING FROM AUTOMATIC-ADJUSTMENT PROVISIONS
UNDER PRESENT LAW AND UNDER THE COMMITTEE BILL
Taxable earnings base
benefit

Annual exempt amount under
the retirement test

Committee bill

General

increase
(percent)

Present
law2

Employee and
self.employed

Employer

Present law

Committee bill

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

5.9
5.5
5.2
5.0
4.2

$16,500
17,700
18,900
20,400
21,900

$16,500
17,700
19,500
21,000
23,100

$16,500
17,700
50,000
50,000
50,000

$3,000
3,240
3,480
3,720
3,960

$3,000
4,500
6,000
6,480
6,960

1982
1983
1984
1985

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

23,400
24,900
26,400
27,900

24,600
26,700
28,200

50,000
50,000
50,000
75,000

4,200
4,440
4,680

7,440
7,920
8,400

Calendar year

1 Under present law, applies to both persons eligible for benefits
at the time of the benefit increase and to persons becoming eligible

for benefits thereafter. Under the committee bill, applies only to
persons eligible for benefits as of the time of the benefit increase.

for years after 1978. Amounts are the same under present law and
under the committee bill.
I Amounts are the same for employees and self-employed persons.

30,300

4,920

8,880

$ Increases thereafter according to increases in average wages.
Remains at $75,000 thereafter until the base for employees and
self-employed persons equals or exceeds $75,000. at which time the

employer base is increased, if necessary, to equal the base for
employees and self-employed persons, with automatic increases
thereafter.
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Actuarial Cost Estimates for the Hospital Insurance Program
1. EFFECT OF THE BILL ON THE ACTUARIAL BALANCE OF THE HOSPITAL
INSURANCE PROGRAM

The oniy provisions in the committee bill that affect the actuarial
balance of the Hospital Insurance program are the change in the earnings base and the modification of the tax schedule, as outlined in the
preceding sections. The financing changes alter slightly the actuarial
balance of the HI program, from a deficit of — 1.16 percent of taxable
payroll under present law to a deficit of —1.22 percent under the bill,
as shown in table 19. Under both present. law and the bill, the Hospital
Insurance fund would become exhausted in 1.987. The tax schedule
under the committee bill as compared with present law is shown in
table 17.

TABLE 17.—CONTRIBUTION RATES FOR HOSPITAL NSURANCE

UNDER COMMITTEE BILL, AS COMPARED WTH THOSE
UNDER PRESENT LAW
[In percent]

Employer, employee,' and self-

Calendar year

employed rate, each
Present law

Bill

1977

0.90

0.90

1978

1.10
i.io

1.00

1.35
1.35
1.50

1.25
1.35
1.40

1979-80
1981-84

1985

l986andafter

1.05

2. SHORT-RANGE i5TIMATFS OF 'rilE INCOME AND OTJTOO OF

THE HOSPITAL INSURANCE PROGRAM

Estimates of the cash income and outgo and of the resulting balances

in the hospital Iiisiirunce Trust Fund are shown in table 18 for the
past as well as for the next 10 calendar years.
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TABLE 18.—PROGRESS OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY HOSPITAL

INSURANCE TRUST FUND UNDER COMMITTEE BILL, CALENDAR YEARS 1972-87
[In billions]

Calendar year

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

Income

Disbursements

6.4

6.5

Net
increase

in fund

—0.1
3.5
2.7

10.8
12.0
13.0
13.8

11.6
13.7

1.4

16.1
19.2

16.2
19.0

—.1
.2

23.4
25.9
32.7

22.2
25.7
29.7

1.2

3.0

35.4
37.8
40.0
45.6

33.9
38.5
43.7
49.1
54.9
61.2

1.5
—.8
—3.7
—3.5
—4.7
—8.2

7.3

9.4

.1

Fund at
beginning
of year as a
Fund at percentage
of outgo
end of
year during year

2.9

6.5
9.1
10.5
10.6

47
40
69
79
77

10.5
10.7
11.9
12.0
15.0

66
55
48
46
40

16.5
15.8
12.1

44
43
36
25

Estimated
future experienCe:

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

50.2
53.0

.1

8.6
3.8
—4.3

16
6

3. LONG-ItANGE COST ESTIMATES FOR TIlE HOSPITAL INSURANCE PROGRAM

'rhe adequacy of a schedule of contribution rates to support the liospita! insurance system is measured by comparing on a year-to-year
basis the tax rates with the corresponding total costs of the program,
expressed as percentages of taxable payroll. The total cost of the pi'ogram in any year essentially is the combined einployer-eniployee contribution rate tha.t will be sufficient to (a.) provide the benefits payments

and administrative expenses for the year for insured beneficiaries and

(b) build the trust fund to the level of a year's disbursements and

iiaintain it at that level. If the tax rate and the total cost (expressed as
a percentage of taxable payroll) are exactly equal in each year of the
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5-year projection period and all projection assumptions are realized,
ax revenues along with interest income will be sufficient to provide for
benefits and administrative expenses for insured persons and to build

the trust fund gradually to the level of a year's outgo by the end of
he period. Financing schedules generally are designed with rate
changes occurring only at intervals of several years, rather than with
;ontinua1 year-by-year increases to match exactly with projected cost
.ncreases. To the extent that small differences between the yearly costs
)f the program and the corresponding tax rates occur for short periods
of time and are offset by subsequent differences in the reverse direction,
adequate financing will have been provided.
Table 19 shows the long-range cost estimates of the HI system as
• modified by the bill and as compared with the taxes provided. As indicated in this table, the HI tax rates scheduled in the bill would be
less than the total costs in nearly every year of the 25-year projection

period. Under the proposed financing schedule, the assets in the
trust fund as a percentage of a year's outgo decline from a level of 77
percent at the beginning of 1976 to a level of slightly over 40 percent
during. the early 1980's. The assets in the trust fund decline very rapidly

thereafter, with the fund projected to be exhausted completely in
1987. 'i'his is true under present law and under the committee bill.

TABLE 19.—CHANGES IN ACTUARIAL BALANCE OF THE HOS•

PITAL INSURANCE SYSTEM EXPRESSED AS PERCENT OF
TAXABLE PAYROLL, BY TYPE OF CHANGE, PRESENT LAW AND

THE COMMITTEE BILL
Item

Percent

Actuarial balance under present law

—1.16

Increase in wage base for employers

+.07

employed persons
Revised tax schedule

+.05

Increase in earnings base for employees and self-

Total effect of changes in bill

Actuarial balance under bill

—.18
—.06

—1.22

Note: Expenditures and taxable payroll are calculated under the intermediate
set of assumptions (alternative II) which Is described in the 1977 Report of the
Board, of Trustees of the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund. These assump.
tions incorporate ultimate annual increases of 5¾ percent in average wages in
Covered emptoyment and 4 percent n the Consumer Price Index, an ultimate
unemployment rate of 5 percent, and an ultimate total fertility rate of 2.1 children
per.woman. Taxable payrol' is adjusted to take into account the lower contribution
rates on self-employment Income, on tips, and on multiple.employer "excess
wages" as compared with the combined employer-employee rate.
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TABLE 20.—ESTIMATED COST OF HOSPITAL INSURANCE SYSTEM AS PERCENT OF TAXABLE PAYROLL UNDER THE COMMITTEE BILL FOR CALENDAR YEARS 1977-2001
(In percent]
Expend- Trust fund

itures
under the
program '

building
and main•

Total cost
of the
program

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

1.99
2.11
2.10
2.22
2.36

0.15

2.14
2.26
2.24
2.35
2.48

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

2.52
2.68
2.86
2.98
3.13

.12
.12
.11
.11
.11

2.64
2.80
2.97

1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

3.29
3.47
3.67
3.84
4.02

.11
.11

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

Calendar year

2000
2001

Average i....

tenance 2

Tax rate

in bill

Difference

2.00
2.10
2.10
2.50

—0.34
—.26
—.14
—.25
.02

3.24

2.50
2.50
2.50
2.70
2.80

—.14
—.30
—.47
—.39
—.44

.10
.10
.10

3.40
3.58
3.77
3.94
4.12

2.80
2.80
2.80
2.80
2.80

—.60
—.78
—.97
—1.14
—1.32

4.20
4.38
4.57
4.75
4.92

.10
.10
.10
.09
.09

4.30
4.48
4.67
4.84
5.01

2.80
2.80
2.80
2.80
2.80

—1.50
—1.68
—1.87
—2.04
—2.21

5.09
5.28
5.45
5.63
5.80

.09
.09
.09
.09
.09

5.18
5.37
5.54
5.72
5.89

2.80
2.80
2.80
2.80
2.80

—2.38
—2.57
—2.74
—2.92
—3.09

3.73

.11

3.84

2.62

—1.22

.15

.14
.13
.12

309

1.80

I Ratio of benefit payments and administrative expenses for Insured beneficiaries
to taxable payroll. Taxable payroll is adjusted to take Into account the lower contribution rates on self-employment income, on tips, and on multiple.employer
"excess wages."
AIIowance for building the trust fund balance to the level of a year's outgo and
maintaining it at that level, after accounting for the offsetting effects of interest
earnings.
Rate for employers and employees, combined.
'Average for the 25.yr period 1977—2001.
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III. REGULATORY IMPACT OF THE BILL
In compliance with paragraph 5 of rule XXIX of the Standing

Rules of the Senate, the following statements are made concerning the

regulatory impact of the bill.

The major purpose of the bill, as reported, is to improve the financing

of the social security program. While it will result in significant
economic impact on nearly all employers and employees, the regulatory

impact is expected to be minimal. What is involved is a higher tax
liability payable through the same mechanisms as under existing law.
The bill, as reported, does, however, include a number of provisions
related to the social security program benefit structure in addition
to the financing provisions. some of these, such as the revision of the
basic benefit formula, would have regulatory implications primarily
for the agency personnel who are responsible for calculating benefit
liability. Other provisions, however, do have some relatively slight
regulatory impact. A provision offsetting dependent spouses benefits
against public retirement pensions based on their own earnings would
require affected individuals to provide information about their public
pensions which is not required under present law. Some additional
paperwork would be required in verifying these pension amounts with

the agencies providing them.

A provision modifying the social security retirement test would
result in a lessening of regulatory impact in that many individuals

who are now required to file annual earnings reports would no longer

have to do so.

The bill also contains sections related to welfare programs. The section dealing with the earned income (lisregard provision would modify
and in many cases re(luce. the allowable deductions un(ler the program.
This would involve regulations both implementing the statutory provisions and to some extent interpreting them (for example, the bill provides that child care expenses would be allowed as a deduction only to
the extent that the Department specifies as reasonable in regulations).

The regulations would have an unpact on those recipients who are

employed.
The committee does not believe t.hat the other provisions of the. bill
would have any significant regulatory consequences.

The numbers of persons affected by each of the provisions of the
bill, where available, are provided elsewhere in this report..

IV. VOTE OF THE COMMITTEE IN REPORTING
THE BILL
In compliance with section 133 of the Legislative Reorganization
Act of 1946, the following statement is made relative to the vote by
the committee to report the bill.
The bill was ordered reported by a voice vote.
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V.

BUDGETARY IMPACT OF THE BILL

In compliance with section 252 (a) of the Legislative Reorganization
Act of 1970 and sections 308 and 403 of the Congressional Budget Act,
the following statements are made relative to the costs and budgetary
impact of the bill.
Pursuant to section 302 (d) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974,
the Committee on Finance submitted a report (Senate Report 95—457)
to the Senate on September 29, 1977, subdividing among programs the

allocations of budget authority and outlays designated for the committee in the conference report on the second concurrent resolution
on the budget for fiscal year 1978.

The Finance Committee allocations with respect to the programs

affected by this bill are reproduced below:
FINANCE COMMITTEE BUDGET ALLOCATIONS FOR FISCAL

YEAR 1978

[In billions of dollars]
Bud get authority

Program

All
ControlControlAll
other
lable
labte
other
amounts amounts Total amounts amounts

AFDC, SSI, etc

Total

89.5 89.5

—0.4

92.6

92.2

—0.3

11.6 11.2

—.3

12.0

11.7

+.5

5

+.5

Social security
Assistance programs;

Fiscal relief for State
and local welfare
costs

Outlays

.5

The amendments made by the bill are consistent with the totals
shown above for the program of social security. The fiscal relief provision in the bill provides for spending which is less by $0.1 billion than
the amount allowed for in the allocation report and the AFDC provisions in the bill have savings of $0. billioii as compared with savings
of $0.3 billion assumed in the allocation report. The committee is simul-

taneously reporting the bill H.R. 7200 which has additional savings
in assistance programs. The net impact of the two bills would be well
within the amounts assumed in the allocation report issued by the
committee.

The committee consulted with the Congressional Budget Office

during the course of deliberations on the bill. An estimate of 'the bucigetary impact of the bill prepared by CBO was received by the commit-
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tee on November 1, 1977, and this estimate is printed at the end of this
section of the report. The committee, however, elects to adopt as its es-

timates for titles I and II of the bill the estimates prepared by the
Office of the Actuary of the Social Security Administration except as
noted. The tables below show the estimates for the next 5 fiscal years
of the cost and savings and revenue effects of the bill as reported.
The committee notes that the estimated amount of benefit payments

in the first table will affect outlays but not budget authority. The
revenue estimates shown in the second table will affect budget author-

ity as well as revenues (an increase in revenues results in a corresponding increase in budegt authority because permanent law appropriates to the social security trust funds the amount which is collected as social security taxes). The bill has no revenue impact in
fiscal year 1978. The committee is aware that the increase in revenues
under 'the social security program could be offset for unified budget
purposes by some decrease in general revenues because of the deductibility of employer taxes. However, economists have widely varying
opinions as to the extent to which employers absorb such increases
in the short run or pass them through to consumers. Accordingly, the
committee has not attempted to estimate this secondary impact of the
bill.

TABLE 21.—INCREASED REVENUES TO SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FUNDS UNDER THE COMMITTEE BILL
[In millions]

Fund and fiscal year

OASDI:
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

Increased
base for
employers

Increased
base for
employees
and selfemployed

Reallocation
between
funds

$1,960
6,022
6,337
6,525
6,681

$147
515
675
1,001
1,143

$1,245
1,232
1,114
2,069
2,613
2,798

436

32
110
160
262

HI:

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
OASDHI:
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

1,338
1,518
1,779
1,822

2,396
7,360
7,855
8,304
8,503

300

Increased
selfemployed
rate

$1,202
1,841

$79
399
428

5,716
7,912
8,475

Tota!

$1,245
4,541
9,492
14,876
18,450
19,525
—1,245
—764
334

—1,245
—1,232
—1,114
—2,069
—2,613
—2,798

—391
—572
—676

1,202
1,841

179

625
835
1,263
1,443

Increased
tax rates

79

399
428

5,716
7,912
8,475

3,777
9,826
14,485
17,868
18,849

TABLE 21—ESTIMATED AMOUNT OF ADDITIONAL OASDI BENEFIT PAYMENTS RESULTING FROM THE
COMMITTEE BILL, FISCAL YEARS 1978-83
(In millions]
1978

Increases in retirement test exempt amount
Increase in benefits of surviving spouses, resulting
from deceased worker's delayed retirement
credits
Decoupling based on wage-indexed earnings
Offset to benefits of spouses receiving public retirement pensions
Limit increases in actuarially reduced benefits

Eliminate retroactive payments of actuarially reduced benefits
Increase in contribution and benefit base

Total amount of additional benefit payments..
The committee has adopted the administration's estimate of the

savings from the administration proposal regarding benefits for
dependent spouses as the estimated savings from the related com-

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

$2,293

$2,298

$2,474

$2,577

$2,672

—19

4

4
—133

7

—385

9
—763

—1,335

—136
—45

—310
—230

—496
—440

—696
—684

—944
—916

—1,202
—1,086

—292

—534
(2)

—546
3

—558
10

—563
23

—568
47

—471

1,204

690

168

—577

—1,460

$2

mittee amendment offsetting
against such pensions.
2 Less than $500,000.

government-employee

12

pensions
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TABLE 23.—COST OF PAYMENT FOR NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS AND GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES
1

Fiscal year
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1 Assumes appropriations action.

Billion

so
83
312
319
314

TABLE 24.—ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL AMOUNT OF OASDI BENEFIT PAYMENTS IN CALENDAR YEARS 1978-83
[In milflons]
Additional benefit payments by calendar year

Increases in retirementtest exempt amount
Increase in benefits of surviving spouses, resulting
from deceased worker's delayed retirement

cred its
Decoupling based on wage-indexed earnings
Offset to benefits of spouses receiving public retirement pensions
Limit increases in actuarially reduced benefits

Eliminate retroactive payments of actuarially re
duced benefits
Increase in contribution and benefit base

Total amount of additional benefit payments...
1 The committee has adopted the administration's estimate of the

savings from the administration proposal regarding benefits for
dependent spouses as the estimated savings from the related com-

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

$782

$1,991

$2,378

$2,486

$2,597

$2,677

4

5

7

—189

10

—31

13

—461

—888

—1,509

—190
—90

—362
—280

—545
—500

—767
—751

—1,008
—948

—1,289
—1,157

—424

—536
(2)

—550
4

—559
11

—565
29

—569
54

786

603

—34

—773

—1,780

3

81

mittee amendment offsetting
against such pensions.
2 Less than $500,000.

government-employee

pensions

-1
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TABLE 25.—COMMITTEE ESTIMATES OF THE COST IMPACT OF
WELFARE PROVISIONS OF THE BILL
[In millions of dollarsj
Cost impa Ct in fiscal year—
1978

Provision

(')

Access to wage

.

1980

1981

C)

(')

C)

(')

()

(')

(1)

(1)

(I)

()

(1)

(1)

—230

—241

—261

—276

1982

+400

Fiscal relief
Incentive payments
for low error rates.

information
State demonstration
project authority.
Earned income
disregard2

1979

(1)

.

(I)

.

—175

No precise estimate of the cost of implementing these provisions is available
(except that the demonstration project authority involves no new Federal funding).
However, the committee estimates that the net impact of these provisions will be
a reduction in welfare costs more than offsetting any implementation costs.

2 Based on Administration estimates adjusted for less than full year impact

in 1978.

CONG]ESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE ESTIMATE

The estimate i.eceived by the comniittee from the Congressional
Budget Office is reprinted below:
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE,

U.S. CONGRESS,

Washington, D.C., November 1, 1977.
Hon. RUSSELL LONG,

Chairman, Cornmittee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Pursuant to Section 403 of the Congressional
Budget Act of 174, the Congressional Budget Office has prepared the
attached cost est.mate for H.R. 5322 which includes t.he Social Security Amendments of 1977.
Should the Co!rnrnittee so desire, we would be pleased to provide further details on th attached cost estimate.
Sincerely,
ALICE M. RIvIN, Director.
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE
COST ESTIMATE

NOVEMBER 1, 1977.

1. Bill Number: H.R. 5322.

2. Bill Title: Act to provide duty free treatment for Istle (Provisions related to social security and welfare).
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3. Bill Status: Reported by the Senate Committee on Finance, November 1, 1977.

4. Bill Purpose: The primary puiposes of this bill re (1) to

strengthen the financing of the social security system; (2) to reduce
the effect of wage and price fluctuation on the system's benefit structure; (3) to allow higher earnings for social security recipients; (4)
to eliminate certain pension related and windfall benefits; (5) to provide fiscal relief to states and to make certain changes in the program
of Aid to Families with Depemident Children.
5. Cost Estimate: Title 1.—Social security provisions.
ESTIMATED CHANGE IN OASDHI REVENUES, TRUST FUND
BASIS, FISCAL YEARS
[In billions of dollars]

OASDI
HI

OASDHI

-

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1.3
—1.3

5.0

10.0
.4

15.8

20.3

21.6

—.6

—.2

—.4

.5

0

4.4

10.4

15.6

19.9

22.1

ESTIMATED CHANGE IN BUDGET AUTHORITY FOR OASDHI,
FISCAL YEARS'
OASDI
HI

OASDHI

1.5
—1.4

5.3

10.7

34.2

—.6

17.7
—.4

27.4

—.7

—.6

.7

.1

4.6

10.1

17.3

26.8

- 34.9

I Estimates based on CongressionalBudget Office macroeconomic assumptions.

Estimated change in OASDI outlays, fiscal years'

OASDI, total:
1978
1979
1980

—$0.5

1981
1982
1983

—.5
—1.1
—1.9

Billions

.2
—.1

' Estimates based on Congressional Budget Office macroeconomic assumptions.

Title 11.—Miscellaneous (negligible cost).
TitZe 111.—Certain provisions relating to fiscal relief and welfare
benefits.
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ESTIMATED CHANGE IN OUTLAYS, FISCAL YEARS1
[In millions of dollars]

Fiscal relief for
States with respect
toAFDCprograrns..
Improved Adminis•
tration establish
ment of quality
control system for
the AFDC programs
Access to wage

information
State demonstration
projects
Earned income
disregard

Subtotal title III..

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

400.0

0

0

0

0

—.8

.

—.6

—.6

—.7

—.7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.

—175.0 —230.0 —241.0 —261.0 —276.0

224.4 —230.6 —241.7 —261.7 —276.8

I Estimates based on congressional Budget Office macroeconomic assumptions.

Basis for Estimates (major components).
Title 1.—Provisions Relating to the Old-Age, Survivors, Disability
and Health Insur&nce Programs.
6.

A. REVENuE ESTIMATES

The table in Part 5 shows the differences in revenues between current law and Sections 101, 102, and 103 of the Finance Committee
proposal. Section 101 raises the amount of wages upon which the
employer pays social security taxes to $50,000 effective in calendar year
1979. Section 102 raises this base for employees to the sum of what it.
would be under current law plus increments of $600 each in calendar
years 1979, 1981, 1983 and 1985.

Section 103 advances the tax rates for employers and employees
beginning in calendar year 1979. There is a'so a realignment of rates
from the 'hospital insurance portion of the program to the old age,
survivors and disability portion. In addition, the historical ratio of
self -empl.oyed rates to wage earners rates is restored to 1.5.

Budget authority for OASDI under the bill would increase by

approximately the same amount as receipts in fiscal year 1978, and
by greater amounts in subsequent years because of additional interest
generated by the larger trust fund balances. Budget authority for the
HI account fails because of reduced revenues and reduced interest.
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B. CHANGES AFFECTING OUTLAYS

The table below summarizes the major provisions affecting OASDT
outlays:
[In billions of dollarsi

Fiscal years—
1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

—0.02

—0.13

—0.39

—0.76

—1.34

earnings test

1.20

1.39

1.51

1.63

1.77

band's delayed retirement..
(')
offset to spouse
benefit
—0.17

(1)

.01

.01

.01

.01

—.27

—.41

—.43

—.53

—.64

—.05
—.29

—.23
—.53

—.45
—.55

—.68
—.56

—.91
—.56

—1.17
—.57

—.51

.15

—.14

—.54

—1.12

—1.94

Decoupling

exempt amount

Raise

in

Allow widows to collect increased benefits of hus-

1983

Pension

Limit windfall increases for

early retirement
Limit on retroactive benefits..
Total
I Less than $5,000,000.

Section 104.—Stabilization of replacement rates in the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance programs.
This provision changes the procedure for calculating primary insurance amounts for persons becoming eligible for old-age, survivor or
disability benefits, starting January 1, 1979.
The new system is "decoupled" in that primary insurance amounts
(PTA's) for new beneficiaries will be determined by a different procedure than will be used to index benefits of existing beneficiaries. For
the latter group, benefits will in effect be subject to the same automatic
adjustments for changes in the Consumer Price Index as under current
law.

Under the new procedure the PTA for new beneficiary awards would
be calculated as :92 percent of the first $180 of average indexed monthly
earnings (AIME), 33 percent of the next $895 of AIME and 15 p8rcent of AIME over $1.075. The "bend points" in the formula are to be
adjusted (i.e., indexed) each year for changes in average wages. As
indicated in the bill the adjustments would be based on changes in "the

average of the wages (as so defined) of all employees as reported to
the Secretary of the Treasury for the calendar year 1977." The precise
construction of the average of the total wages is not specified by the
bill, but is to be defined in regulations of the Secretary of Health, Education, fLnd Welfare.
Because of the dependence on "wage indexing" in the new procedure,

it is difficult to estimate the effects on costs of the new decoupled

formula without knowing how "the average of the total wages" would
be measured. One interpretation would be that an actual wage index
would be constructed in a manner a.nalagous to that of the Consumer

Price Index. Such an index would be adjusted for changes in the
experience and skill of the work force and would be unaffected by
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changes in hours and weeks worked per worker. Another interpretation of the bill would be that total wages would be the sum of wages
subject to withholding, as reported to the Internal Revenue Service,
and divided by the. number of individuals reported on the withholding
statements. In this case the change in average wages could be quite
unpredictable and would be affected by factors such as changes in
hours and weeks worked per individual and by changes in the rate of
job turnover (since the number of different employees each wage
earner works for would affect the total number of workers as reported
by employers on thBil W—2 forms).

The actuaries of t.he Social Security Administration have made the
above estimates of the effect of decoupling (including the changes in
the miiiiiniiin benefit and the delayed retirement increment). The actu-

aries' estimates asiume that for purposes of implementing the dccoupling proposal "average earnings" would increase at a rate consistent with that siown in the 1977 trustees' report. The new benefit
formula yields a saving over current law because under the trustees'
assumptions of future inflation, the relation between benefits and past
earnings would rise faster than under thc provisions of the bill.
Section 121.—Change in retirement test.
This sect.ion would raise the amount a retiree may earn without losing
benefits to $4,500 ($375 pet' month) in calendar year 1978 and $6,000
($500 per month) in 1979, with subsequent increases indexed to in-

creases in annual earnings. Under current law, the earnings test is

scheduled to be $3,240 and $3,480 in 1978 and 1979, respectively.

For this estimate, 1973 and 19Th actual earnings and benefit disfribittions were used, projected forward using the current CBO economic assumptions. It is assumed that the relationship between lifetime
earnings and earnings in retirement remain the same over time.
These estimates are presented in two parts. The first refers to those
individuals already on the social security rolls but receiving reduced
1)enefits. (Persons 65 years and over receiving medicare but losing all

retirement benefits are included.) This group could continue to earn
the same amounts and receive higher benefits under the new provision.
Approximately half of the total cost for this section can be attributed
to this group of retirees. (The fiscal year 1979 figures include that
part of the calendar year 1978 cost paid rctroactively in fiscal year
1979.)

The second group of individuals to be affected are those who are not
currently retired but may be induced to file for OASI benefits under
this provision of the bill. These people had no reason to file before,
sncc they would have lost all or most of their benefits under the current law earnings test. It is assumed almost all of the working 6541
year olds have filed for social security for the medicare benefit, even
though they mighib lose all other benefits because of earnings. Therefore, this second group consists of persons aged 62 to 64 years, who are

not entitled to medicare but are induced to file for benefits at the reduced benefit for early retirees as a result of the change in the earnings
test.

For this second group of individuals, three possible paths of in-

creases in beneficiaries were estimated based on three types of assumptions. The final estimates use the median path. The median path projects 191S.000 additFional 62—64 year olds (and dependents) would have
to be paid benefits for thc first time when thcy sign up.
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The following tables summarize the relationships. Table Y shows
how the median path would change the percentage. of eligibles who

are retired (for men) versus the historical flow. There has been a

steady 2—3 percent annual increase of this age group oflto the rolls,
even with major changes in the earnings test, such as in 1972—73. The
median path predicts an additional 2—3 percent increase (for men)
onto the rolls when the law becomes effective. The high and low paths
assume higher or lowei increases in this rate of iicrease. Equivalent
paths have also been calculated for women.
TABLE X.—COST TO CHANGE IN EARNINGS TEST
UNDER THREE ALTERNATIVES
[By fiscal years; in billions of dollarsl

Total cost, 62 to 71-year-olds: 1
Median path
High path
Lowpath

Costfor62 to 64-year-olds:
Alreadyfiled
Induced to file:
Median path
High path
Low path

Total cost, 65 to 71-year-olds..

1979'

1980

1981

1982

1983

1.20
1.49
.96

1.39
1.68
1.16

1.51
1.82

1.26

1.63
1.97
1.36

1.77
2.13
1.47

38

.48

.51

.56

.60

43

.43
.72
.20
.48

.47
.79
.22
.52

.52
.86
.24
.56

.57
.92
.26
.60

73

.19
.38

Includes retroactive to Jan. 1, 1978, for fiscal year 1979.

TABLE Y.—MEN 62-64, MEDIAN PATH GROWTH ONTO SOCIAL
SECURITY ROLES
Actual

Calendar year

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

Eligible
number Percentof
eligible
to retire
retired
(1977—83 (1977—83
who are
estiesti• retired—
mated)
mated)
old law

2,040
2,053
2,077
2,104
2,108
2,122
2,136
2,150
2,165

2179
2,194
2,209

Total
additional
beneficiaries
under
new law

Percent of
eligible
who are
retired
Total
under
under
new law
new law

635
690
753
787
849
897
948

31.13
33.61
36.28
37.41
40.28
42.27
44.38

60

1,008

47.19

1,002
1,059
1,120

46.60
48.91
51.40
53.92
56.59

124
128
132
136
140

1,126
1,187
1,252
1,319

52.37
54.83
57.46
60.18
62.92

1183
1,250

1390
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Sectio'n 123.—Pension offset to dependents' benefits.

Under this provision, social security benefits to spouses or surviving
spouses would be reduced by the amount of any federal, state or local
provision payable to the spoise. The provision would apply to all those
filing for spouse benefits after October 31, 1977. Those husbands and
widowers, therefore, who had newly become eligible for benefits as a
result of the Gold farb decision would lose their eligibility for these
benefits if they had not filed before that time and if they had a sufficiently large governmental pension.
As shown in the summary table, CEO estimates that the pension offset provision would save tpproximately $166 million in fiscal year
1978. As of August, 1977 about 31,000 husbands and widowers had
applied for benefits as a result of the Goldfarb' decision. It was estimated t.hat another 10,000 woilcl file before November 1, 1977. That
would leave some 110,000 who would have been eligible under the
Goldfarb decision but had not filed by November, and an additional
12,000 men estimated to become. newly eligible. Assuming that benefits
for these husbands and widowers would average $1,215 for the months
remaining in fiscal 1978, gives an estimate of $148 million in savings
for husbands and widowers for the year, as a result of the provision.
To this is added an estimate of 10,000 wives and widows with governmental pensions who would receive reduced (or no) social security
benefits as a result of the provision, leading to savings of $18 million
in fiscal 1978. Estimates for years after 1979 were made by projecting

the group forward with the use of current mortality data and by

adding in those estimated to become newly eligible in future years.
Benefits were increased based on CBO's current macroeconomic
assumptions.
These estimates are based on very limited data on the number of men
and women estimated to receive state and local government pensions
and civil service pensions and on a more detailed study of the collection
of social security benefits by persons with civil service pensions.

Title III.—
Sectio'n 301.—F scal relief for States with respect to AFDC programs
This section would provide for $400 million in fiscal relief to states

shortly after October 1, 1977. The allocation of the funds to states

be reckoned such that each state's proportion of the $400 miflion
is an average of its proportion of AFDC costs for December 1976 and
a proportion based. on the revenue sharing formula.
The cost of this Provision for fiscal year 1978 is simply the $400 million in payments to states made shortly after October 1, 1977.

would

Fiscal year:
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

Millions

$400
0
0
0
0

Sectioi 3O.—Improved Administration establishment of quality
control syste.m for the aid to families with dependent children

programs.
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As an incentive to states to reduce errors, this provision would

establish a system of monetary rewards for states which reduce their
cakulated error rates below 4 percent (the further below 4 percent,
the greater the reward).
Providing a financial reward for quality control would result in a
cost, but this would be offset by the saving which resulted from reduced
state overpayments. At this time, very few states, and on'y two major

AFDC states, are within a practical range of reducing their error rate
below the 4 percent base level anytime in the near future. Coupled
with the fact that the provision provides a re'atively small monetary
incentive to states, CBO estimates that no major costs or savings will
result from this provision.
Fiscal year:
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

Millions

—$0.6
—.6
—.7
—.7
—.8

Section 303.—Access to wage information.

This provision would make available to states wage information
contained in the records of the Social Security Administration and
unemployment compensation agencies. Though there would be both
costs and potential savings, the magnitude of neither is known.
Costs wou'd be incurred for the administrative expense of processing the records. Savings would be incurred if matching the records
uncovered illegitimate payments. Savings ar particularly illusive
because the information from SSA r&ords could be as old as eighteen
months so that, the data may not be timely enough to be useful to the
states.
Sectio'n 304.—Earned income disregard.
This provision would do four things to t.he formula for calculating
the amount of income subtracted from the monthly AFDC nayment:

(1) It would change the way child care expenses are hand'ed. Cur-

renfly all child care expenses are disregarded in calculating the. AFDC
benefit.. ITnder this provision income used to calculate the disregard
would be reckoned net of child care expenses; (2) It would raise the

standard income disregard from $30 to $60 per month for full time
workers (part-time workers would remain at $0); (3) The formula
for the disregarded proportion of income (net of child care expenses)

over $60 ($30 for part-time workers) would be calcul ated as one-third
of net income between $60 and $360 per month and one-fifth of net

income over $360 per month; and (4) It would ehminate work expenses as a disregard.

Changes 1 and 3 would have the effect of lowering t.he pronortion

of child care expenses which would be disregarded from the full
amount to about two-thirds of these expenses.

The overafl effe.t of this provision wouki be to sharply reduce. the

share of income working AFDC recipients could keep—from an
estimated 71 pei'cent to Perceit. This effect oecurs primarily because
of the elimination of the work expense disregard. CR0 estimates that
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the lowered incentive for persons to work and collect AFDC payments

at the same time would result in as many as 100.000 fewer people who

work while on AFDC out of approximately 500,000 who currently
work while collecting AFDC. This change in the composition of workers on AFDC would be the result of three things: (1' Some would drop
off AFDC because i:heir income would be too high for them to qualify
for AFDC payments under the new provision (2) Some wou'd ourtail working or quit work entirely because working would no longer pay
enough to be financially advantageous; and (3) Some would not go
on AFDC because the AFDC-work combination would become less
attractive. There are thus mixed effect.s on AFDC costs resulting from
this provision.
Section 305.—State demonstration projects.
This provision would allow States to use what would have been their
Federal share of AFDC payments to help pay AFDC recipients who
work in pnblic service demonstration projects (on a voluntary basis)

instead of collecting AFDC. Additional costs for salaries over and
above the AFDC amount would be covered by State revenue sharing
funds. It is the legislative intent that nO additional State administra-

tive costs will be in urred. Therefore, it is assumed that there will be no
significant increase in Federal costs as a result of this provision.
Eliminating the work expense disregard and lowering the proportion of child care costs disregarded wonld result in lower AFDC costs.
However, raising the standlar(l disregard and the fact that some people
will choose to work less and collect more AFDC wonld partially offset
the cost saving. Th'3 indirect effect of less people on AFDC would, of
course, result in some additional savings. CBO estimates that should
this provision be adopted, it wOuld result in a net savings of $175 million in fiscal year 1978.

Fiscal year:
1978
1979
1980

Millions

—$175
—230
—241
—261
—276

1981
1982

Estimate Comparison: None.
8. Previous CBO estimate : None.
9. Estimate Prepared by : June O'Neill, Stephen Chaikinci, Al Peclen,
Deborah Kalcevic, Mickey Levey.
10. Estimate Approved by:
7.

JUNE O'NEILL

(For James L. Blum,
(Assistant Director for Budget Analysis).
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CHANGES

IN ExISTING LAW

In compliance with paragraph 4 of rule XXIX of the Standing

Rules of the Senate, changes in existing law made by the bill, as reported, are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is
enclosed in black brackets, new matter is printed in italic, existing law
in which no change is proposed is shown in roman)
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SoCIAL SECURITY ACT, AS AMENDED
*

*

*

*

*

*

TITLE Il—FEDERAL OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE BENEFITS
Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund and
Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund
Section 201. (a) * * *
(b) There is hereby created on the books of the Treasury of the
United States a trust fund to be known as the "Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund". The Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund
shall consist of such gifts and bequests as may be made as provided in
subsection (i) (1), and of such amounts as may be appropriated to, or

deposited in, such fund as provided in this section. There is hereby
ftppropriated to the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1957, and for each fiscal year thereafter, out

of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, amounts
equivalent to 100 per ce.ntum of—

(1) (A) 1/2 of 1 per centuni of the wages (as defined in section
3121 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954) paid after December 31, 1956,-and before January 1, 1966, and reported to the Sec-

retary of t.he Treasury or his delegate pursuant to subtitle F of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, (B) 0.70 of 1 per centum of
the wages (as so defined) paid after December 31, 1965, and before January 1, 1968, and so reported, and (C) 0.95 of 1 per
centum of the wages (as so defined paid after December 31,
1967, and before January 1, 1970, and so reported, (D) 1.10 per
centum of the wages (as so defined) paid after December 31,
1969, and before January 1, 1973, and so reported, (E) 1.1 per
centum of the wages (as so defined) paid after December 31,
1972, and before January 1, 1974, and so reported, (F) 1.15 per
centum of the wages (as so defined) paid after December 31, 1973,
and before January 1, 1978, and so reported, ((G) 1.2 per centum

of the wages (as so defined) paid after December 31, 1977, and
before January 1, 1981, and so reported, (11)1.3 per centum of the
wages (as so defined) paid after December 31, 1980, and before
Janiary 1, 1986 and so reported, (I) 1.4 per centum of the wages
(as so defined) paid after December 31, 1985, and before January

1, 2011, and so reported, and (J) 1.7 per centum of the wages
(as so defined) paid after December 31, 2010, and so reported,

which wages shall be certified by the Secretary of Health, Education, and 'Welfare on the basis of the records of wages established

and maintained by such Secretary in accordance with such
reports; and] (G 1450 per centuim of the 'wage8 (a. 8o defined)
paid after Decem ber .91, 1,977, and before January 1, 1.97.9, arid 80

reported, (H) 1.1UU per cenium of th wages (a. so deflied) paid
after December 31, 1978, a?vi before Taniary 1, 1981, and 8 rePorted. (I) 1JJ.U er centum of the 'irage8(a8 8o deflned)paid after

De,cembep 31. 198U, aivi before Ja'iua.ry 1, 1985. aivi 80 reported
(J) .l..90U per centun of t1e wages (a8 80 defi'ned) paid after De-
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cenber 31, 1984, and before Jaiuary 1, 1990, and so reported, (K)
9.100 per cent um of the wages (as so defined) paid after Decenber
31, 1989, and before January 1, 1995, (L) 9.400 per centum of the
amount of the wages (as so defined) paid after Decemher 31,1994,
and before January 1, OU1, (M) 9.700 per centum of the amount of
the wages (a8 eo defined) paid after December 31, 9000, and before

January 1, 90I1, and (N) 3.00 per centum of the amount of the
wages (as so defined) paid after December 31, 9010, and so reported, which 'waqes shall be certified by the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare on the ba8is of the records of wages establihed and maintained by such Secretary in accordance with such
reports; and
(2) (A) % of 1 per centum of the amount of self-employment
income (as defined in section 1402 of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954) reported to the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate
on tax returns under subtitle F of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 for any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1956, and

before January 1, 1966, (B) and 0.525 of I per centum of the
amount of self-employment income (as so defined) so reported for
any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1965, and before
January 1, 1968, and (C) 0.7125 of 1 per centum of the amount of
self-employment income (as so defined) so reported for any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1967, and before Janu-

ary 1, 1970, (D) 0.825 of 1 per centum of the amount of selfemployment income (as so defined) so reported for any taxable
year beginning after December 31, 1969, and before January 1,
1973, (E) 0.795 of 1 per centum of the amount of self-employment income (as so defined) so reported for any taxable year
beginning after December 31, 1972, and before January 1, 1974,
(F) 0.815 of 1 per centum of the amount of self-employment
income (as so defined) as reported for any taxable year beginning
after December 31, 1973, and before January 1, 1978, ((G) 0.850
of 1 per centu:rn of the amount of self-employment income (as so
defined) so reported for any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1977, and before January 1, 1981, (H) 0.920 of 1 per centum of the amount of self-employment income (as so defined) so
reported for any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1980,
and before J&nuary 1, 1986, (I) 0.990 of 1 per centum of the
amount of self-employment income (as so defined) so reported for
any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1985, and before

January 1, 2011, and (J) 1 per centum of the amount of selfemployment income (as so defined) so reported for any taxable

year beginning after December 31, 2010, which self-employment
income shall be certified by the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare on the basis of the records of self-employment in-

come established and maintained by the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare in accordance with such returns.] (G)
1.090 per centun of the airwvxn.t of self-emploijment ineo'me (a8 50

defined) so reported for any taxable year beqinning after Decentber 31, 1977, and before Ja'niuar-q 1, 1979, (H) 1.041) per centuim of
the amount of self-employment income (a8 so defined) so reported

for any taa,abk year beginning after December 31, 7978, and be-
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fore January 1, 1981, (1) 1.2375 per centum of the amount of Belt-

employment income (a8 o defined) so reported for any taxable
year beginning after December 81, 1980, and before Januan,, 1
.1985, (J) 1.45 per centum of the amount of self-employment
income (a8 o defined) o reported for any taxable year beginning
after December81, 1980, and before Januaiy 1,1984, (K) 1.575 per
cent um of the amount of Belf-employment income (as o defined) o
reported for amij taxable year beginning after Deceimber 31, 1990,

and before January 1, 1995, (L) 1.800 per centum of the amount
of 8elf-employment income (a8 so defined) 80 reported for any
taxable year beginning after December 31, 1994, and before January 1, 2021, (1!) 2.0f25 per centum of the a'mo'unt of Belf -employment income (a8 so defined) o reported for any taxable year begin
ning after December31, 2000, and before January 1, f2011 , and (N)
2.250 per centum of the amount of Beif-employment income (a8
o defined) so reported for any tavable year begiwi'ting after December 31, 2010, which Belf-employment income shall be certified
by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare on the bath
of the records of Belf-employment income established and maintained b the Secretary of Health, Education., and Welfare in accordance with Buch return8.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Benefit Payments
Old-Age Insurance Benefits

Sec. 202. (a) Every individual who—
(1) is a fully insured individual (as defined in section 214(a)),
(2) has attained age 62, and
(3) has filed application for old-age insurance benefits or was
entitled to disability insurance benefits for the month preceding
the month in vhich he attained the age of 65,
shall be entitled to an old-age insurance benefit for each month, beginning with the first month after August 1950 in which such individual becomes so entitled to such insurance benefits and ending with
the month preceding the month in which he dies. Except as provided
in subsection (q) and subsection (w), such individual's old-age insur-

ance benefit for any month shall be equal to his primary insurance
amount (as defined in section 215(a)) for such month.
Wife's Insurance Benefits

•(b) (1) The wife (as defined in section 216(b)) and every divorced
vife (as defined in section 216(d)) of an individual entitled to old-age
or disability insurance benefits, if such wife or such divorced wife—
(A) has filed application for wife's insurance benefits,

(B) has attained age 62 or (in the case of a wife) has in her
care (individually or jointly with such individual) at the time of
filing such application a child entitled to a child's insurance benefit on the basis of the wages and self -employment income of such
individual,

(C) in the case of a divorced wife., is not married, and
(1)) is not entitled to old-age or disability insurance benefits

or is entitled to old-age or disability insurance benefits based on
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a pinaiy iisuiaice aniouit which is less than one-half of the

Pi'inarY insuraice amount of such individual,
shall (subject to subsection (s)) be entitled to a wife's insurance benefit for each muoith begiimiiig with the first month ii which she becomes
so entitled to such insuraice benefits and ending with the month preceding the first month in which any of the following occurs—
(E) she dies,
(F) such individual dies,
(0) in the case of a wife, they are divorced and either (i) she

has not. attained age 62, or (ii) she has attained age 62 but
has not been married to such individual for a period of 20 years
immediately before the date the divorce became effective,

(H) in te case, of a divorced wife, she marries a person other
thai such iidividual,
(I) ii the case of a wife. who has not attained age 62, no child
of such individual is entitled to a child's iisiiraice benefit,
(J) she becomes entitled to an old-age or disability insurance
benefit based on a primary insurance amount which is equal to or
exceeds one-half of the primary insurance amount of such individual, or
(K) such individual is not entitled to disability insurance benefits and is not entitled to old-age insurance benefits.

(2) Except as provided in subsection (q) and paragrap1 (4) of

this subsection, such wife's insurance benefit for each month shall be

equal to one-half of the primary insurance amount of her husband
(or, in the case of a divorced wife, her former husband) for such
month.
(3) In the case of any divorced wife who marries—

(A) an individual entitled to benefits under subsection (f) or
(h) of this section, or

(B) n individul who hs ttnined the age of 18 and is entitled

to benefits under subsection (d),
such divorced wife's eititment to benefits under this subsection shall,
notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1) (but subject to sub-

section (s)), not be terminated by reason of such marriage; except
that, in the case of such a marriage to an individual entitled to benefits under subsection (d), the nrece.dins provisions of this paragraph
shall not apply with respect to benefits for months after the last month
for which such individual is entitled to such be.nfits under subsection
(d) unless 1w ceases to be so entitled by reason of his death.

(A) (A) The amount of a wife's ivsurance benfit for each month
as determind after application of the provisiO'fls of 8ub8ectiofl3 (q
and (,1c) shall be reduced (hut not below zero) by an amount equal
to the amount of ani, monthly benefit payable to 8uch wife (or divorced wife) for such movth which is based upon her ear'ninq8 wMle
in the service of the Federal Gou,er nen or ann State (or political subdivzswn thereof g deind in 8ectio'n. 18(b' (s)) if, on the la8t day 8he
was erm p109/ed by 8uch entlt9I. such service did 'not constitute "employnu"n " a. de,flv ed in section 10.

(B) For purposes of this paraqraph ant peri'dfc benefit n,hich

otherwise meet. he requirernent8 of suihiaraaraph (A), hut which is
paid on other than a month li bis. shall he allocated n a basis euivalevt to a monthly benefit (a8 determined by the Secretary) -znd 8UCh

8B

equivalent monthly benefit s/jail cotitute a monthly benefit for purposes of subparagraph (A). For purposes of thi8 subparagraph, the
term. "periodic benefit" includes a benefit payable in a lump sum if it
25 a co'inmutatio'rt of, or a substitute for, periodic payment8.
Husband's Insurance Benefits

(c) (1) The husband (as defined in section 216(f)) of an individual
entitled to old-age or disability insurance benefits, if such husband—
(A) has filed application for husband's insurance benefits,
(B) has attained age 62, and

((C) was receiving at least one-half of his support, as determined in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary, from such individual—
(i) if she had a period of disability which did not end
prior to the month in which she became entitled to old-age
or disability insurance benefits, at the beginning of such
period or at the time she became entitled to such benefits, or
(ii) if she did not have such a period of disability, at the
time she became entitled to such benefits,

and filed proof of such support within two years after the month
in which she filedapplication with respect to such period of disability or after the month in which she became entitled to such
benefits, as the case may be, or, if she did not have such a period,
two years after the month in which she became entitled to such
benefits, and]

((D)](C) is not entitled to old-age or disability insurance

benefits, or is entitled to old-age or disability insurance benefits
based on a primary insurance amount which is less than one-half
of the primary insurance amount of his wife,
shall be entitled to a husband's insurance benefit for each month, begin-

ning with the first month after August 1950 in which he becomes so
entitled to such insurance benefits and ending with the month prececiing the month in which any of the following occurs: he dies, his wife
dies2 they are divorced, or he becomes entitled to an old-age or disability insurance benefit, based on a primary insurance amount which
is equal to or exceeds one-half of the primary insurance amount of his
wife, or his wife is not entitled to disability insurance benefits and is
not entitled to old-age insurance benefits.

((2) The provisions of subparagraph (C) of paragraph (1) shall

(subject to subsection (s)) not be applicable in the case of any husband
who—.--

((A) in the month prior to the month of his marriage to such
individual was entitled to, or on application therefor and attainment of age 62 in such prior month would have been entitled to,
benefits under subsection (f) or (h);
((B) in the month prior to the month of his marriage to such
individual had attained age eighteen and was entitled to, or on
application therefor would have been entitled to, benefits under
subsection (d); or
((C) in the month prior to the month of his marriage to such
individual he was entitled to, or on application therefor and attainment of the required age (if any) would have been entitled
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to1 a widower's, child's (after attainment of age 18), or parent's
insurance annuity under section 5 of the Railroad Retirement Act
of 1937 as amended.]
() (A) The amount of a husband's insurance benefit for each month
a determined after application of the provi8ions of subsection8 (q)
arid (k) 8hall be reduced (but not below zero) by an amount equal to
the amount of auy month'y benefit payable to 8uch husband for such
month which is based upon his earnings while in the seDvice of the
Federal Government or any State (or political 8ubdivi8ion thereof,
a defined in section p318(b) (s)) if, oi the last day he was eimplo?JeZ
by 8uch entity, such service did not constitute "emp1oment" a defined
in section. 31O.

(B) For purpoe of thi8 paragraph, any periodic benefit whiilv

otherwiBe meet8 the requirements of subparagraph (A), but which i8
paid on. other than a 'monthly bath, shall be aZlcated on a basi8 equivalent to a monthly benefit (as deternined by the Secretarj) and 8uCh
equivalent nwnt1iy benefit 8hall constitute a monthly benefit for purposes of subparagraph (A). For p'u.rpo8es of thiB subparagraph, the
term "periodic benefit" include8 a benefit payable in a lump sum if it
i8 a commutation of, or a substitute for, periodic payment8.

(3) Except as provided in subsection (q) and paragraph () of
thi8 subsection, such husband's insurance benefit for each month shall
be equal to one-half of th primary insurance amount of his wife for
such month.
(4) (A) The amount of a husband'8 in8urance benefit for each nwnth
a deter',mined after application of the provisions of subsections (q)
and (k) shall be reduced (but not below zero) by an amov.nt equal to
the amount of any monthly benefU payable to 8uch hu8band for 8uch
month which i8 ha8ed upon hi8 earning8 while in the 8ervice of any
uiit of Federal, State, or local government if, on the last day he wa

employed by 8Uch unit, such service did not constitute "employment"
as defined in section 9310.

(B) Any benefit which otherwise meets the requiremen.t8 of subparagraph (A'), but which iB paid on other than a nwnthly ba8is, 8hall
be recomputed on a basis equiva2ent to a monthly benefit (a8 determined by the Secretarj) and 8uch equivalent monthly benefit 8hall
con8titute a monthly benefit for purposes of 8ub paragraph (A).
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Widow's Insurance Benefits

(e) (1) The widow (as defined in section 216(c)) and every surviving divorced wife (as defined in section 216(d)) of an individual who
died a fully instired individual, if such widow or such surviving divorced wife—

(A) is not. married,
(B) (i) has attained age 60, or (ii) has attained age 50 but has
not attained age 60 and is under a disability (as defined insection 223(d) ' which began before the end o the period specified

in paragrapi (5),

(C) (i) has filed application for widow's insurance benefits, or
was entitled to wife's insurance benefits, on the basis of the wages
and self-employment income of such individual, for the month
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preceding the month in which he died, and (I) has attained age
6 or (II) is not entit'ed to benefits tinder subsection (a) or sec-

tion 223, or

(ii) was entitled, on the basis of such waes and self-employment income, to mother's insurance benefits for the month preceding the, month in which she attained age 65, and

(D') is not. entitled to old-age insurance benefits or is entitled
to old-age insurance benefits each of which is less than the pri-

mary insurance amount of such deceased individual, shall b

entitled to a widow's insurance benefit for each month, beginning
with—

(E) if she satisfies subparagraph (B) by reason of clause (i)
thereof, the first month in which she becomes so entitled to such
insurance benefits, or
(F) if she satisfies subparagraph (B) by reason of clause (ii)
thereof—

(i) the first month after her waiting period (as defined in
paragraph (6)) in which she becomes so entitled to such
insurance benefits or
(ii) the first month during all of which she is under a disability and in which she becomes so entitled to such insurance
benefits, but only if she was previously entitled to insurance
benefits under this subsection on the basis of being under a

disability and such first month occurs (I) in the period

specified in paragraph () and (II) after the month in which
a previous entitlement to such benefits on such basis

terminated,
and ending with the• month preceding the first month in which any
of the following occurs: she remarries, dies, becomes entitled to an
old-age insurance benefit equal to or exceeding the primary insurance amount of such deceased individual, or, if she became entitled to
such benefits before she attained age 60, the third month following the
month in which her disability ceases (unless she attains age 65 on or
before the last day of such third month).

(2) (A) Except as provided in subsection (q), (paragraph (4')]
paraqraphs (4) and (8') of this subsection, and subparagraph (B)
of this paragraph, such widow's insurance benefit for each month shall
be equal to the primary insurance amount (as determined after application of t4e following sentence) of such deceased individual. If such
deeeased individ'uaZ w (or upon anp?iefion wouid have been)
entitled to an old-age in8ura'rwe benflt which was inereased (or subject to being in4reased) on account of delayed retirement under the

provision of subsection (w), then, for purposes of this subsection,
8uch individual's primary in8urance amount shalZ be deemed to be

equaZ to the old-aqe ivsura1we beie fit (increased, where applieabZe,
under section 215(f) (5) or (6') and under section 15(i) as if such indi'iduaZ were stilZ aZive in t1e case of an indi'iduaZ who has died)
which he was receiving (or would upon appZication have received) for
the month prior to the month in which he deed, and (notwithstanding
the provisions of paragraph (3) of 8uch aubsection (w)) the num,h&r
.of inereiment month. shall include n.y numth in the.i ont1u of the
calendar 'iear in whieh he died, prior to the month in which he died,
which sat i8f y the co'nditionB in paragraph () of su&i. subsection (w).
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(B) If the deceased individual (on the basis of whose wages and
self-employment income a widow or surviving divorced wife is entitled to idow's insurance benefits under this subsection) was, at any
time, entitled to an old-age insurance benefit which was reduced by
reason of the apl)lication of subsection (q), the widow's insurance
benefit of such widow or surviving divorced wife for any month shall,
if the amount of the widow's insurance benefit of such widow or siirviving divorced wife (as determined under subparagraph (A) and
after application of subsection (q)) is greater than-—
(i) 'the amount of the old-age insurance benefit to which such
deceased individual would have been entitled (after application
of subsection (q) ) for such month if such individual were still
living and section 21.5(f) (6) were applied, where applicable, and
(ii) 82½ percent of the primary insurance amount of such deceased individual,
be reduced to the amount referred to in clause (i), or (if greater) the
amount referred to in clause (ii).
(3) In the case cf a widow or surviving divorced wife who marries—

(A) an individual entitled to benefits under subsection (f) or
(h) of this section, or
(B) an individual who has attained the age of eighteen and is
entitled to berLefits under subsection (d),
such widow's or surviving divorced wife's eititlement to benefits under
this subsection shall, notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1)

but subject to subsection (s), not be terminated by reason of such
rnarriae; except that, in the case of such a marriage to an individual
entitled to benefits under subsection (d), the preceding provisions of
this paragraph shall not apply with respect to benefits for months

after the last month for which such individual is entitled to such benefits under subsection (d) unless he ceases to be so entitled by reason
of his death.
(4) If a widow, after attaining the age of 60, marries an individual

(other than one described in subparagraph (A) or (B) of paragraph
(3)), such marriage shall, for purposes of paragraph (1), be deemed
not to have occurred; except tha, notwithstanding the provisions of

rararaph (2) and subsection (q), such widow's insurance benefit

for the month in which such marriage occurs and each month thereafter prior to the month in which the husband dies or such marriac is
otherwise termipatpd, shall bE enuil to one-half of the primary insurance amount of the deceisecl individnal on whose w'ages and selfemployment, income such hnefit is based;
(5) The period referred to in pararraph (1) (B') (ii'), in the case of
any widow or survivin. divorced wife, is the period beginning with
whichevpr of the fol1nwin is the latest:
(A) the month in which occurred the death of the fully insured
individual referred to in parnraph (1) on whose wages and selfemployment income her benefits are or would be based, or
(B) the last month for which she was entitled to mother's insurance benefits on the basis of the wages and self-employment
income, of such individual, or
(C) the month in which a previous entitlement to widow's insurance benefits on the basis of such wages and self-employment
income terminated because her disability had ceased.
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and ending with the month before. the month in w'hich she attains age
60, or, if earlier, with the close of the eighty-fourth month following
the month with which such neriod began.

()

The

waiting peiiod referred to in paragraph (1) (F), in the

'ase of any widow or sluviving divorced wife, is the earliest period of
five consecutive calendar months—
(A) throughout which she has been under a disability, and
(B) which begins not earlier than with whichever of the fol-

lowing is the later: (i) the first day of the. seventeenth month

before the month in which her application is filed, or (ii) the first

day of the fifth month before the month in which the period

specified in paragraph (5) begins.
(7) In the case of an individual entitled to monthly insurance benefits payable under this section for any month prior to January 1973

whose benefits were not redeteimined under section 102(g) of the

Social Security Amendments of 1972, such benefits shall not be redetermined pursuant to such section, but shall be increased pursuant to any

general benefit increase (as defined in section 215(i) (3)) or any
increase in benefits made under or pursuant to section 215(i), including

for this puipose the increase provided effective for March 1974, as
though such iedetrmination had been made.
(8) (A) The amount of a widow's insurance benefit for each month

as determined (after application of the prorisons of subsection (q),
paragraph (2) (B), and paragraph (4)) shall be reduced (but not
below zero) by an amount equal to the amourtt of any monthly benefit
payable to such widow (or surviving divorced wife) for such month

which is ba.ed upon her earnings while in the serce of the Federal
Government or any State (or any political subdivision thereof, as
defined in section 218(h) (2)) if, on the last day she u'as employed
by .such entity, such serviee
in section 210.

did ot constitute "en? ployrnent" a.s defifled

(B) For purposes of this paragraph, any periodic benefit which
otherwise meets the requirements of subparagraph (A), but i'h ich is
paid on other than a monthly basis, shall be allocated on a basis equivalent to a monthly benefit (as deterirtined by the Secretary) and such
equivalent monthly benefit shall constitute a monthly benefit for pur-

poses of subparagraph (A). For purposes of this subaragraph, the
tern-t "periodic benefit" includes a benefit payable iiz a lump sum if it
i8 a cornirtutation of, or a substitute for, periodic payments.
Widower's Insurance Benefits

(f) (1) The widower (as defined in section 216(g)) of an individual
who died a fully insured individual, if such widower—
(A) has not remarried,
(B) (i) has attained age 60, or (ii) has attained age 50 but has
not attained age 60 and is under a disability (as defined in section

223(d)) which began before the end of the period specified in
paragraph (6),
(C) has filed application for widower's insurance benefits or
was entitled to husband's insurance benefits, on the. basis of the
wages and self-employment income of such individual, for the
month precedrng the month in which she died, and (I) has at-
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tamed age 65 or (II) is not entitled to benefits under subsection
(a) or section 223,
((D) (i) was receiving at least one-half of his support, as determined in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary,

from such individual at the time of her death or, if such individual had a period of disability which did not end prior to the
month in which she died, at the time such period began or at the
time of her death, and filed proof of such support within two

years after t:he date of such death, or, if she had such a period of
disability, within two years after the month in which she filed
application with respect to such period of disability or two years
after the date of such death, as the case may be, or (ii) was receiving at least one-half of his support, as determined in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary from such
individual at the time she became entitled to old-age or disability
insurance benefits or, if suoh individual had a period of disability

which did not end prior to the month in which she became so
entitled, at the time such period began or at the time she became
entitled to such benefits, and filed proof of such support within
two years after the month in which she became entitled to such
benefits, or, if she had such a period of disability, within two
years after the month in which she filed application with respect

to such period of disability or two years after the month in which
she became Entitled to such benefits, as the case may be,]
((E)] (D) is not entitled to old-age insurance benefits, or is entitle to old-age insurance benefits each of which is less than the primary insurance amount of his deceased wife.
shall be entitled to a widower's insurance benefit for each month, beginning with—
[(F)] (if) if he satifies subparagraph (B) by reason of clause
(i) thereof, the first month in which he becomes so entitled to such
insurance benefits, or
((G)] (F) if he satisfies subparagraph (B) by reason of clause
(ii) thereof-—

(i) the first month after his waiting period (as defined in
paragraph (7)) in which he becomes so entitled to such insurance benefits, or

(ii) the first month during all of which he is under a disability and in which he becomes so entitled to such insurance
benefits, but only if he was previously entitled to insurance
benefits under this subsection on the basis of being under a

disability and such first month occurs (I) in the period
specified in paragraph (6) and (II) after the month in

which a previous entitlement to such benefits on such basis
terminated,
and ending with the month preceding the first month in which any of
the following occurs: he remarries, dies, or becomes entitled to an oldage insurance benefit equal to or exceeding the primary insurance
amount of his deceased wife, or, if he became entitled to such benefits

before lie attained age 60, the third month following the month
in which his cliability ceases (unless he attains age 65 on or before
the last day of such third month).
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((2) The provisions of subparagraph (D) of paragraph (1) shall
(subject to subsection (s)) not be applicable in the case of any indi-

vidual who—

((A) in the month prior to the month of his marriage to such
individual was entitled to, or on application therefor and attainment of age 6 in such prior month would have been entitled to,
benefits under this subsection or subsection (h)

((B) in the month prior to the month of his marriage to such
individual had attained age eighteen and was entitled to, or on
application therefor would have been entitled to, benefits under
subsection (d) ; or

((C) in the month prior to the month of his marriage to such
individual he was entitled to, or on application therefor and
attainment of the required age (if any), would have been entitled
to, a widower's, child's (after attainment of age 18), or parent's
insurance annuity under section 5 of the Railroad Retirement Act
of 1937, as amended.]
(2) (A) The amount of a widower's in.gurance benefit for each month
(as detern-tined after application of the provision8 of subsection (q),

paragraph (3) (B) and paragraph (5)) shdl be reduced (but not be-

low zero) by an amount equal to the anwunt of any monthly be??eflt
payable to such 'widower for such month which is based upon hi earning8 while in the service of the Federal Government or any State (or
any political subdivision thereof, as defined in section 218(b) (2)) if,
on the laBt day he wa employed by such entity, such service did 'not
Con8titute "employment" as defined in sectioi 210.

(B) For purposes of this paragraph, 'any periodic benefit which
otherwise meets the requirements of subparagraph (A), but which is
paid on other than a monthly basis, shall be allocated on a basi8 equivalent to a monthly benefit (a& deterrnined by the Secretary) and such
equivalent monthly benefit shall constitute a montith,' benefit for purposes of subparagraph (A). For purposes of this subparagraph, the
term. "periodic benefit" includes a benefit jayable in a lump sum. if it is
a con-tmutation of, or a substittue for, periodic payments.

(3) (A) Except as provided in subsection (q), (paragraph (5)]

paragraphs (2) ar'nd (5), of this subsection, and snbparagraph (B) of
this paragraph, such widower's insurance benefit for each month shall
be equal to the primary insurance amount (as determdned after application of the following sentence) of his deceased wife. If such deceased

individuaZ wa. (or upon application wok1 have been) entitled to an
old-age insurance benefit which was increased (or subject to being increased) o'm account of delayed retirement under the provision8 of sub-

section (w), then, for purposes of this subsection, such individual's
primarij insurance amount shall be deenu-'d to be equal to the old-aqe
in3urance benefit (increased, where appliciible, under section p15(f)
(5) or (6) and under .section. 215(i) asifich individvqiwere.stjflaijve
in the ca.e of an individuii it'ho his died) which she was receiving (or

would upon avplicatio'n. have received) for the month prior to the
m.onth in which she died, and (notwithstandinq the provigions of para-

graph (3) of such sub.ection (w)) the number of increment rnonth.s
sha1Z include an?,' nwnth in the month.s of the cilendar year in whih
she died, prior to the month in which she died, 'whe1i .sati.f'q the eondtion8 in paragrcph (2) of such subsection (it').
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(B) If the deceased wife (on the basis of whose wages and selfemployment income a widower is entiUed to widower's insurance bene-

fits under this subsection) was, at any time, entitled to an old-age
insurance benefit which was reduced by reason of the application of
subsection (q), tie widower's insurance benefit of such widower for
any month shall, if the amount of the widower's insurance benefit of
such widower (as determined under subparagraph (A) and after
application of subsection (q)) is greater than—
(i) the amount of the old-age insurance benefit to which such
deceased wif would have been entitled (after application of subsection (q)) for such month if such wife were still living and section 215(f) (') were applied, where appropriate; and
(ii) 821/2 percent of the primary insurance amount of such deceased wife;
be reduced to the amount referred to in clause (i), or (if greater) the
amount referred to in clause (ii).
(4) In the case of a widower who remarries—

(A) an individual entitled to benefits under subsection (b),

(e),

(g), or (h), or
(B) an individual who

has attained the age of eighteen and is
entitled to benefits under subsection (d),
such widower's entitlement to benefits under this subsection shall, notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1) but subject to ubsection
(s), not be terminated by reason of such marriage.

(5) If a widower, after attaining the age of 60, marries an individual (other than one described in subparagraph (A) or (B) of

paragraph (4)), such marriage shall, for purposes of paragraph (1),
be deemed not to have occurred; except that, notwithstanding the
provisions of paragraph (3) and subsection (q), such widower's insurance benefit for the month in which such marriage occurs and each
month thereafter prior to the month in which the wife (lies or such
marriage is otherwise terminated, shall be equal to one-half of the
priniaiy insurance amount of the deceased individual on whose wages
and self-employment income such benefit is based.

(G) The period referred to in paragraph (1) (B) (ii), in the case

of any widower, is the period beginning with whichever of the follow-

ing istlie latest:
(A) the month in which occurred the death of the fully insured individual referred to in paragraph (1) on whose wages
and self-employment income his benefits are or would be based, or

(B) the nionth in which a previous entitlement to widower's
insurance benefits on the basis of such wages and self-employmiient income terminated because his disability had ceased,
and ending with the month before the month in which he attains age
60, or, if eaulier, with the close of the eighty-fourth month following
the month with which such period began.

(7) rrle waiting period referred to in paragraph (1)((G)](F), in
the case. of any widower, is the earliest period of five consecutive

calendar months—
(A) throughout which he, has been under a disability, and

(B) which begins not earlier than with whichever of the following is the later: (i) the first day of the seventeenth month
before the month in which his application is filed, or (ii) the
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first day of the fifth month before the month in which the period
specified in paragraph (6) begins.
(8) In the case of an individual entitled to monthly insurance benefits payable under this section for any month prior to January 1973

whose benefits were not redetermined under section 102(g) of the
Social Security Amendments of 1972, such benefits shall not be re-

determined pursuant to such section, but shall be increased pursuant to
any general benefit increase (as defined in section 215(i) (3)) or any
increase in benefits made under or pursuant to section 215(i), including for this purpose the increase provided effective for March 1974,
as though such redetermination had been made.
Mother's Insurance Benefits

(g) (1) The widow and every surviving divorced mother (as defined

in section 216(d)) of an individual who died a fully or currently

insured individual, if such widow or surviving divorced mother—
(A) is not married,
(B) is not entitled to a widow's insurance benefit,
(C) is not entitled to old-age insurance benefits, or is entitled to
old.age insurance benefits each of which is less than three-fourths
of the primary insurance amount of such individual,
(D) has filed application for mother's insurance benefits, or was
entitled to wife's insurance benefits on the basis of the wages and
self-employment income of such individual for the month preceding the month in which he died,
(E) at the time of filing such application has in her care a child
of such individual entitled to a child's insurance benefit, and
(F) in the case of a surviving divorced mother—

(i) the child referred to in subparagraph (E) is her son,

daughter, or legally adopted child, and
(ii) the benefits referred to in such subparagraph are payable on the basis of such individual's wages and self -employment income,
shall (subject to subsection (s)) be entitled to a mother's insurance
benefit for each month, beginning with the first month after August
1950 in which she becomes so entitled to such insurance benefits and
ending with the month preceding the first month in which any of the
following occurs: no child of such deceased individual is entitled to a
child's insurance benefit, such widow or surviving divorced mother
becomes entitled o an old-age insurance benefit equal to or exceeding
three-fourths of the primary insurance amount of such deceased individual, she becomes entitled to a widow's insurance benefit, she remarries, or she dies. Entitlement to such benefits shall also end, in the

case of a surviving divorced mother, with the month immediately
preceding the first month in which no son, daughter, or legally adopted
child of such surviving divorced mother is entitled to a child's insur-

ance benefit on the basis of the wages and self-employment income
of such deceased individual.

(2) [Such] Except a provided in paragraph (4) of

8uch

thi8 8Ub8eCt ion,

mother's insurance benefit for each month shall be equal to threefourths of the primary insurance amount of suth deceased individual.

(3) In the case of a widow or surviving divorced mother who

marries—
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(A) an individual entitled to benefits under subsection (a),
(f),or (h), or under section 223(a), or
(B) an individual who has attained the age of eighteen and is
entitled to benefits under subsection (d),
the entitlement of such widow or surviving divorced mother to benefits

under this subsection shall, notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1) but subject to subsection (s), not be terminated by reason
of such marriage; except that, in the case of such a marriage to an
individual entitled to benefits under section 223(a) or subsection (d)
of this section, the preceding provisions of this paragraph shall not

apply with respct to benefits for months after the last month for

which such individual is entitled to such benefits under section 223(a)
or subsection (d of this section unless (1) he ceases to be so entitled

by reason of his death, or (ii) in the case of an individual who was
entitled to benefits under section 223(a), he is entitled, for the month
following such last month, to benefits under subsection (a) of this
section.

(4) (A) The anwunt of a mother's in8urance benefit for each month
to which any individual i8 entitled under this sub8ection 81?4Zll be reduced (but not below zero) by an amount equai to the amount of any
monthly benefit payable to 8uch individual for 8uch nwnth which i8
based upon 8uch i'ndivjdua2'8 eari?Angs while in the 8ervice of the Federal Gove'mment or any State (or politicai 8ubdiv9Wn thereof, as de-

fined in sectioi 18(b) (93)) if, on the la8t day 8uch individuai was

emplo%'ed by suM entity, 8uch 8ervwe did not con.titute "employment"
ai defined in 8ectaon 9310.

(B) For purvoe of thi8 paragraph, any periodic benefit which
otherwi&e meets he requirements of 8ubparaqraph (A), but which i8
paid on other than a monthly ba8is, sliail be allocated on a basi& equiva-

lent to a monthi benefit (a deter',mined by the Se,cretary) and such
equivalent monthly benefit 81v711 coitstitute a m'nthly benefit for purposes of 8ubvaragranh (A'). For purposes of this 8ubparagraph, the
term "periodic bn4t" includes a be,ne fit payable in a lump 8um if it
is a coimnwtatio'n. of, or a 8ubstitute for, periodic payment8.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Application for Monthly Insurance Benefits

(j) (1) (An] Subject to the limitation8 contained in paragraph (4),
an individual who would have been entifled to a benefit tinder subsection (a'), (b) (c) (d), (e, (f), (v), or (h) for any month after
August 19ti0 had he filed application therefor prior to the end of such
month shall he entitled to such benefit for such month if he files appli-

cation therefor prior to the end of the. twelfth month immediate'y

succeeding such month. Any benefit under this title for a month prior

to th month

in which application is filed shall be reduced, to any
extent thnt may be necessary, so that it will not render erroneous any
benefit which, before t.he filing of such application, the Secretary has
certified for payment for such prior month.
(2) An application for any monthly benefits under this section filed
before the first. month in which the applicant satisfies the renuirements for such benefits shall be dee.med a valid application only if the
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applicant satisfies the requirements for such benefits before the Secretary makes a final decision on the application. If upon final decision
by the Secretary, or decision upon judicial review thereof, such appli-

cant is found to satisfy such requirements, the application shall be
deemed to have been filed in such first month.

(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1) an individual
may, at his option, waive entitlement to any benefit referred to in para-

graph (1) for any one or more consecutive months (beginning with
the earliest month for which such individual would otherwise be entitled to such benefit) which occur before the month in which such
individual files application for such benefit; and, in such case, such
individual shall not be considered as entitled to such benefits for any
such month or months before such individual filed such application.
An individual shall be deemed to have waived such entitlement for any
such month for which such benefit wou'd, under the second sentence
of paragraph (1) ,be reduced to zero.

(4) (A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B), no individval

shall be entitled to benefits vnder subsection (a), (b), (c), (e), or (f)
for any month prior to the month in which he or she flies an applica-

tion for such benefits if the effect of entitlement to svch monthly benefit would be to 'redvce, pursuant to subsection (q), the amount of the
monthly,, benefit to which such individual would otherwise be entitled
for the nonth in 'which such application is flied.
(B) (i) If the individval applyinq for retroactive benefits is appljinq for such benefits vruier subsection (a), ornd there are oe or more
other persons who would, e?ce7t for subparaqraph (A), be entitled
for any month, on the bath of the wages and self-employnun.t income
of such individual ad because of svch individval's entitiemnt to such
retroactive benefits, to retroactive benefits vnder subsection (b), (c), or
(d) not subject to redvction under svbsection (q), then subparagraph
(A) shall ?ot appi,i with respect to svch month or any 8vbseqvent
month.

(ii) If the individ'ual applying foi' retroactive benefits is a surviving spou.se, and or survivin.q divorced spouse who is under a disability
(as defined in section p23(d)), and such individval would, except for
.iubparaqraph (A). be entitled to retroactive benefits as a disabled svrvivi1.q spouse or disab led survivinq divorced spouse for any month
before he or she attained the age of 60, then 8vbparaqrph (A) shall
ot apply with respect to such nwn.th or an' subseqvent nwnth.
(zii) If the individual appi,iinq for retroactive benefits has excess
earinqs (as defined in sect on O3(f)) in the year in which he or she
flies an application for such beiuflts which could, except for .9vbparagraph (A), be charqd to months in .uch year prior to the month of

applzca.tion., then subparaqra.p/t (A) shall not tpply to so many of svch

inon.thi iinnwdia.teli preceding the month of anplication a are requzred to charqe such etce earnings to the maximum extent
/)os$ibie.

(iv) As w9ed in thi. subparaqrczph, the term "retroactive benefits"
niea.n a benefit to which an indvif?1al becomes entitled for a month
prior to the month in which application for such benefit is filed.
*

.4
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Minimum Survivor's Benefit

(m)((1) In any case in which an individual is entitled to a monthly
benefit under this section on the basis of the wages and seH-employ-

ment income of a deceased individual for any month and no other
person is (without the application of subsection (j) (1)) entitled to a
monthly benefit under this section for such month on the basis of such
wages and seli-employment income, such individual's benefit amount

for such month, prior to reduction under subsection (k) (3), shall
be not less than the first amount appearing in column IV of the table
in (or deemed to be in) section 215(a), except as provided in para-

graph (2).] (1) In any case in which an individual is entitled to a
7monthi?/ benefit under this section on the basis of a prinary in8ura'nee

anvount computed under section 15 (a) or (d), as in effect after December 1978, on the basis of the wages and self-employment income of
a deceased individual for any month and no other person is (without

the application cf subsection (i) (1)) entitled to a monthly benefit

under thi8 section for that month on the basis of those wages and selfemployment income, the individual's benefit amount for that month,

prior to reduction under subsection (k) (3), shall not be less than
that provided b,i subparagraph (C) (I) or (C) (II) (whichever is
greater) of section 15(a) (1). In any case in which an individual is
entitled to a monthly benefit under this section oi the basis of a prirnary in8urance an-tount computed under section f15 as in effect (without regard to the table contained therein) prior to Jaiiuar'y 1979, that

nwnthly benefit shall be deteuinined under this section a in effect as
pre8crlbed by section 15(a) (5) a.nd increased under subsection
(i) (4).
(2') In the case of any such individual who is entitled to a monthly
benefit under subsection (e) or (f), such individual's benefit amount,
after reduction under subsection (q) (1), shall be not less than—
(A) $84.50, if his first month of entitlement to such benefit is
the month in which such individua' attained age 62 or a subsequent month, or
(B) $84.50 reduced under subsection (q) (1) as if retirement
age as specified in subsection (q) (6) (A) (ii) were age 62 instead
of the age specified in subsection (q) (9), if his first month of entitlement to such benefit is before the month in which he attained
age 62.

(3) In the case of any individual whose benefit amount was computed (or recomputed) under the provisions of paragraph (2) and
such individual was entitled to benefits under subsection (e) or (f) for
a month prior to any month after 1972 for which a genera' benefit increase under this title (as defined in section 215(i) (3)) or a benefit
increase under section 215(i) becomes effective, the benefit amount of
such individual as computed under paragraph (2) without regard to
the reduction specified in subparagraph (B) thereof shall be increased
by the percentage increase applicable for such benefit increase, prior
to the application of subsection (q) (1) pursuant to paragraph (2) (B)
and subsection (ci) (4).
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Extension of Period for Filing Proof of Support and Applications for Lump-Sum
Death Payment

(p) In 'any case in which there is a failure—
(1) to file proof of support under (subparagraph (C) of sub-

section (c) (1, clause (i) or (ii) of subparagraph (D) of subsection (f) (1), or] subparagraph (B) of subsection (h) (1), or

under clause (B) of subsection (f) (1) of this section as in effect
prior to the Social Security Act Amendments of 1950, within
the period prescribed by such subparagraph or clause, or

(2) to file, in the case of a death after 1946, application for a
lump-sum death payment under subsection (i) ,or tinder subsection

(g) of this section as in effect prior to the Social Security Act

Amendments of 1950, within the period prescribed by such subsection,

any such proof or application, as the case may be, whic.h is filed after
the expiration of such period shall be deemed to have been filed within
such period if it is shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary that there

was good cause for failure to file such proof or application within
such period. The determination of what constitutes good cause for
purposes of this subsection shall be made in accordance with regulations of the Secretary.
Reduction of Benefit Amounts for Certain Beneficiaries

(q) (1) If the first month for which an individual is entitled to an
old-age, wife's, husband's, widow's, or widower's insurance benefit is
a month before the month in which such individual attains retirement

age, the amount of such benefit for such mouth and for any subsequent. month shall, subject to the succeeding paragraphs of this sub-

section, be reduced by—
(A) % of 1 lerceuit of such amount if such benefit is an oldage insurance benefit, 2%6 of 1 percent of such amount if such
benefit is a wife's or husband's insurance benefit, or 1/4o of 1 per-

cent of such nmount if such benefit is a widow's or widower's
insurance benefit, multiplied b—
(B) (i) the number of months in the reduction period for such
benefit. (determined under paragraph (B) (A) ), if such benefit is

for a month before the month in which such individual attains

retirement age, or
(ii) if less the number of such months in the adjusted reductuoii

period for such benefit (determined under paragraph (7)). if
for a month before the month in which such individual attains
age 62, or (II) for the month in which such individual attains
ret.irenient age;
and in the case of a widow or widower whose firstnionth of entitlement to a widow's or widower's insurance benefit is a month before
the month in which such widow or widower attains are 60, such benefit. reduced pursuant to the preceding provisions of thus paragraph
(auid before the application of the second sentence of paragraph (8)),
shall be further reduced by—
(C) %4o of 1 percent of the amount of such benefit, multiplied
by—
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(D) (i) the number of months in the additional reduction
period for such benefit (determined under paragraph (6) (B)), if
such benefit is for a month before the month in which such indi-

vidual attains age 62, or
(ii) if less, the number of months in the additional adjusted
reduction pcriod for such benefit (determined under paragraph
(7)), if such benefit is for the month in which such individual
attains age 62 or tiny month thereafter.
(2) If an individual is entitled to a disability insurance benefit for
a month after a month for which such individual was entitled to an
old-age insurance benefit, such disability insurance benefit for each
month shall be raduced by the amount such old-age insurance benefit
would be reduced under paragraphs (1) and (4) for such months had
such individual attained age 65 in the first month for which he most
recently became entitled to a disability insurance benefit.
(3) (A) If the first month for which an individual both is entitled
to a wife's, husband's, widow's, or widower's insurance benefit and

has attained age 62 (in the case of a wife's or husband's insurance
benefit) or age 50 (in the case of a widow's or widower's insurance
benefit) is a month for which such individual is also entitled to—
(i) an old-age insurance benefit (to which such individual was
first entitled for a month before he attains age 65), or
(ii) a disability insurance benefit,
then in lieu of any reduction under paragraph (1) (but subject to
the succeeding paragraphs of this subsection) such wife's, husband's,
widow's, or widower's insurance benefit for each month shall be reduced as provided in subparagraph (B) (C), or (D)..
(B) For any month for which such individual is entitled to an oldage insurance benefit and is not entitled to a disability insurance bene-

fit, such individual's wife's, or husband's insurance benefit shall be
reduced by the sum of—
(i) the amount by which such old-age insurance benefit is reduced under paragraph (1') for such month, and
(ii) the amount by which such wife's or husband's insurance
benefit would be reduced under paragraph (1) for such month
if it were equal to the excess of such wife's or husband's insurance

benefit (before reduction under this subsection) over such oldae insurance, benefit (before reduction under this subsection).
(C) For any month for whch such individual is entitled to a disability insurance benefit, such individual's wi fe's husband's, widow's,
or widower's insurance benefit shall be reduced by the sum of—

(i) the amount by which such disability insurance benefit is
reduced under paragraph (2) for such month (if such paragraph
apnlied to such benefit) ,and

(ii) the amount by which such wife's, husband's, widow's, or
widower's insurance benefit would he reduced under paragraph
(1) for such month if it were equal to the excess of such wife's,
husband's widow's or widower's insurimce benefit (before reduction under this siibsection' over such disability insurance, benefit
(before reduction under this subsection'.
(D) For any month for which such individual is entitled neither
to an old-age insurance benefit nor to a disability insurance benefit,
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such individual's wife's, husband's, widow's, or widower's insurance
benefit shall be reduced by 'the amount by which it would be reduced
under paragraph (1).
(E) If the first month for which an individual is entitled to an oldage ]nsurance benefit (whether such first month occurs before, with,
or after the month in which such individual attains the age of 65) is

a month for which such individual is also (or would, but for subsection (e) (1) in the case of a widow or surviving divorced wife or

subsection (f) (1) in the case of a widower, be') entitled to a widow's or
widower's insurance benefit to which such individual was first entitled
for a month before she or he attained retirement age, then such old-age
insurance benefits shall be reduced by whichever of the following is
the larger:

(i) the amount by which (but for this subparagraph) such
old-age insurance benefit would have been reduced under para-

granh (1),or
(ii) the amoun.t equal to the sum of (I) the amount by which
such widow's or widower's insurance benefit would be reduced
under paragraph (1) if the period specified in paragraph (6) (A)
ended with the month before the month in which she or he attained age 62 and (II) the amount by which such old-age insurance benefit would be reduced under paragranh (1) if it were
equal to the excess of such old-age insurance benefit (before reduction under this subsection) over such widow's or widower's
]nsurance benefit (before reduction under this subsection).
(F) If the first month for which an individual is entitled to a disability insurance 'benefit (when such first month occurs with or after
the month in which such individual attains the age of 62) is a month
for which such individual is also (or would, but for subsection (e) (1)
in the case of a widow or surviving divorced wife or subsection (f) (1)

in the case of a widower, be) entitled to a widow's or widower's insurance benefit to which such individual was first entitled for a month
before she or he attained retirement age, then such disability insurance
benefit for each month shall be reduced by whichever of the following is larger:
(i) the amount by which (but for this subparagraph) such disability insurance benefit would have been reduced under para-

graph (2),or
(ii) the amount &iual to the sum of (I) the amount by which

such widow's or widower's insurance benefit would be reduced
under paragraph (1) if the period specified in paragraph (6) (A)
ended with the month before the month in which she or he attained age 62 and (II) the amount by which such disability insurance benefit would b reduced under paragraph (2' if it were
equal to the excess of such disability insuran'e benefit (before
reduction under this snbsection' over such widow's or widower's
insurance benefit (before reduwtion under ths siihsection'.

(G' If the first month for which an individual is entitled to a

disability ins1rance hnpft, (when swh first month o'urs before the
is a month for
month in which suuh individual attiis the are. of
which such in(lividual is also (or wnuild. hut fnr suhseption (e' (1 ' in
the case of a widow or surviving divorced wife or subsection (f) (1)
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in the case of a widower, be) entitled to a widow's or widower's insurance benefit, then such disability insurance benefit for each month
shall be reduced by the amount such widow's insurance benefit would
be reduced under paragraphs (1) and (4) for such month as if the
period specified in paragraph (6) (A) (or, if such paragraph does not

apply, the perioct specified in paragraph (6) (B)) ended with the
month before the first month for which she. or he most recently became entitled to a disability insurance benefit.

(H) Notwithstanding subparagraph (A) of this paragraph, if the

first month for which an individual is entitled to a widow's or widower's insurance benefit is a month for which such individual is also en-

titled to an old-age insurance benefit to which such individual was
first entitled for hujt moith or for a month before she or he became
entitled to a widow's or widower's benefit, the reduction in such
widow's or widower's insurance benefit shall be determined under
paragraph (1).

(4) If—

(A) an individual is or was entitled to a benefit subject to reduction under paragraph (1) or (3) of this subsection, and
(B) such benefit is increased by. reason of an increase in the
primary insurance amount of the individual on whose wages and

self-employment income such benefit is based,
Lthen the amount of the reduction of such benefit for each month shall

be computed separately (under paragraph (1) or (3), whichever applies) for the portion of such benefit which constitutes such benefit
before any increase described in subparagraph (B), and separately
(under paragraph. (1) or (3), whichever applies to the benefit being in-

creased) for each such increase. For purposes of determining the
amount of the reduction under paragraph (1) or (3) in any such increase, the reduction period and the adjusted reduction period shall
be determined as if such increase were a separate benefit to which
such individual was entitled for and after the first month for which
such increase is effective.]
then the aimourn,t of the reduction of such benefit (after the application of anil ad1umeiit under paragraph (7) for each month beginning with the m,onth of such increase in the primary inBurance anwunt,
shall be computed under paragraph (1) or (3), whieliever appZe8 a.i
thouah the increased primary inBuraiwe amount hoc! 7wen in effeet for
and from the nonth for which t1u individvaZ fir,t became entit7ed to

sueh monthl'y bere fit reduced under such paragraph (1) or (3).

(5) (A) No wife's insurftnce benefit shftll be reduced under this subsection—

(i) for any month before the first month for which there is in
effect. a certifcte. filed by her with the Secretary, in accordance
with regulations prescribed by him, in whic:h she elects to receive
wife' insurance benefits reduced as provided in this subsection, or
(ii) for any month in which she has in her car' (individually
or jointly with the person on whose wages ftnd self -employmeit

income her wife's insurance, benefit is based) a child of such persoi
entitled to child's insirance benefits.

(B) Any certificate dc'scribed in subparagraph (A) (i) shall be cf.
fective for purnoses of this subsctioii (and for purposes of preventing
deductions under Fection 203 (c) (2) ) —
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(i) for the month in which it is filed and for any month there-

after, and

(iij) for months, in the period designated by the woman filing
such certificate, of one or more consecutive months (not exceeding
12) immediately preceding the month in which such certificate is
filed;
except that such certificate shall not be effective for any month before
the month in which she attains age 62, nor shall it be effective for any

month to which subparagraph (A) (ii) applies.
(C) If a woman does not have in her care a child described in subparagraph (A) (ii) in th first mont:h for which she is entitled to a
wife's insurance benefit, and if such first month is a month before the
month in which she attains age 65, she shall be deemed to have filed
in such first month the certificate described in subparagraph (A) (i).
(D) No widow's insurance benefit for a month in which she has
in her care a child of her deceased husband (or deceased former hiisband) entitled to child's insurance benefits shall be reduced under this
subsection below the amount to which she would have been entitled had

she been entitled for such mont.h to mother's insurance benefits on
the basis of her deceased husband's (or deceased former husband's)
wages and self-employment income..

(6) For the purposes of this subsection—
(A) the "reduction period" for an individuil's old-age, wife's,
husband's, widow's, or widower's insurance benefit is the period—

(i) beginning—
(I) in the case of an old-age or husband's insurance
benefit, with the first day of the first month for which
such individual is entitled to such benefit, or

(II) in the case of a wife's insurance benefit, with the
first day of t.he first month for which a certificate described in paragraph (5) (A) (i) is effective, or
(III) in the case of a widow's or widower's insurance
benefit, with the first day of the first month for which
such individual is entitled to such benefit or the first day

of the month in which such individual attains age 60,
whichever is the later, and

(ii) ending with the last day of the month before the

month in which such individual attains retirement age and

•(B) the "additional reduction period" for an individual's
widow's, or widower's insurance benefit is the period—

(i) beginning with the first day of the first month for

which such individual is entitled to such benefit, but only if
such individual has not attained age 60 in such first month,
and

(ii) ending with the last day of the month before the

month in which such individual attains age 60.
(7) For purposes of this subsection the "adjusted reduction period"
for an individual's old-age, wife's, husband's, widow's, or widower's
insurance benefit is the reduction period prescribed in paragraph (6)

(A) for such benefit, and the "additional adjusted reduction period"

for an individual's, widow's, or widower's, insurance benefit is the adcli-

tional reduction period prescribed by paragraph (6) (B) for such
benefit, excluding from each such period—
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(A) any month in which such benefit was subject to deductionsimdersection2O3(b),203(c) (1), 203(d) (1), or 222(b),
(B) in the case of wife's insurance benefits, any month in which

she had in her care (individually or jointly with the person on
whose wages and self-employment income such benefit is based)
a child of such person entitled to child's insurance benefits,

(C) in th case of wife's or husband's insurance benefits, any
month for which sich individual was not entitled to such benefits because tthe spouse on whose wages and self-employment income such benefits were based ceased to be under a disability,] of
the occur'rewe of an event that terminated her or his entitiemen
to such

(D) in th case of widow's insurance benefits, any month in

which the reduction in the amount of such benefit was determined

under paragraph (5) (D),

(E) in the case of widow's or widower's insurance benefits, any
month before the month in which she or he attained age 62, and
also for any later month before the month in wluch he attained retirement age, for which she or he was not entitled to such benefit because of the occiu'rence of an event that terminated her or his

entitlement to such benefits, and

(F) in the case of old-age insurance benefits, any month for

which such individual was entitled to a disability insurance benefit.

(8) This subsection shall be applied after reduction under section
203(a) and after application of section 215(g). If the amount of any
reduction computed under paragraph (1), (2), or (3) is not a multipie of $0.10, it shall be reduced to the next lower multiple of $0.10.
(9) For purposes of this subsection, the term "retirement age" means
age 65.

(10) For purposes of applying paragraph (4), to m.onthl?, benefits
pa?,able for any, month after Dece?mber 1977, to an individual who
was entitled to a nwnthltj benefit as reduced under paragraph (1) or

(3) prior to January 1978, the amount of reduction of such benefit

for the first month for which svch benefit is increa8ed b?j reason of an
increase in the prim artj' insurance amount of the individual on whose
wages and sel/-ezr&plo,'rnent income such benefit is based and for all

subsequent mojt.s (and eirnilarl for all subseqvent i?wreases) shall
be increased b, the percentage increa.e in such przmarj insuranee
amount (such increase being made in accordance with the provision8
of paragraph (8)). In the case of an individual w1ose reduced benefit

under this section is increased a a result of the ve of an adlusted
reduction period or an additional adusted reduction period (in accordance with paragrap1i (1) and (3) of this section), then for the

first month for wMeh .sueh increilse is effeitive a.nd for ili subsequent

months, the amoints of such reduitio'rt (after the application of the
previous sentence, if applicable) shall be reduced—

(A) in t1e case of old-age, i'vife's, and h.usband's in8urance

benefits, by multiplyinq such amount b?j the ratio of (i the
number of mont1s in the adjnsted reduction period to (ii) the
nunther of nonths in the reduction period,
(B in the case of widow's, and widower's in8tlrance benefits
for the month in whiih such individual attain8 age 6, by multipljing such amount bij the ratio of (i) the number of month8
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in the reduction period hegi'nn.i'ng with age 62 multiplied by
19/40 of 1 percent, plus t/e flUfl) be,' of months in the adjusted
reduct2on period pi'oi to aqe 62 11 ltpli((l by 19/40 of 1 percent,
plus the number of mont/is in t/u adjutcd addt ional reduction pei'wd multiplied by 43/240 of 1 per'ent to (il) t/e numbei of
reduction period prior to age 02 multiplied bij 19/40 of 1 percent,
plus the munbei of nont/s n the additional re(iucton 7)e1'od mul-

tiplied by 43/240 of 1 percent, and
(C) in the case of widow's and widower's insurance benefits for

the month in which such individual attains age 65, by nwltiplying swh amount by the ratio of () the urnber of months in the
adjusted reduction period nndtiplied by 19/40 of 1 percent, plus
the number of 'months in adjusted addt2onal reduction pe.iiod inultiplied by 43/240 of 1 percent to (ii) the numn be,' of monthe in the

reduction /)eiod begin niig u'itb age 6 multiplied by 19/40 of 1
percent. plu8 f/u' number of month in the ad)ute4 redvcton Period prioi' o age 62 mu ltiple(l by 19/40 of I j.erce'nt. plus the nuni-

ber of months in he adjusted iddztomai reduction period multiplied by 43/240 of 1 percent, such decrease being made in accord ance with the pro l'?sw'ns of pal'ag?'aph (8).

(11) lVhen an individual is entitled to more than ome monthl?,/ benefit under this title ad one or more of such benefits are rethiced umider
this subsection, the preceding paragraph of this subsection shall apply
separately to each such benefit reduced under this subsection before
the application of subsection (k) (pertaining to the method by which
monthly benefits are offset when an individual is entitled to more than
one kind of benefit) and th€ application of this paraqaphi .9hlall opei'ate
in conjunction with paragraph (3).
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Increase in Old-Age Insurance Benefit Amounts on Account of Delayed
Retirement

(w) (1) If the first month for which an old-age insurance benefit
becomes payable to an individual is not earlier than the month in which
such individual attains age 65 (or his benefit payable at such age is

not reduced under subsection (q)), the amount of the old-age insurance benefit (other than a benefit based on a primary insurance amount
determined under section 215(a) (3) as in effect in December 1978 or

section 215(a) (1) (0) (III)
in effect thereafter) which is payable
without regard to this subsection to such individual shall be increased

by—

(A) one-twelfth of 1 percent of such amount, multiplied b
(B) the number (if any) of the increment months for suc

individual.
(2) For purposes of this subsection, the number of increment months
for any individua' shall be. a number equal to the total number of the
months—

(A) which have elapsed after the. month before the month in
which such individual attained age 65 or (if later) Deceniber
1970 and prior to the month in which such individual attained
age 72, and
(B) with respect to which—
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(i) such individual was a fully insured individual (as
defined in section 214(a)), and
(ii) such individual either was not entitled to an old-age
insurance benefit or suffered de.duoions under section 203(b)
or 203(c) in amounts equal to the amount of such benefit.

(3) For purposes of applying the provisions of paragraph (1), a

determination shall be made under paragraph (2) for each year, begin-

ning with 1972, of the total number of an individual's increment

months through the year for which the determination is made and the
total so determined shall be applicable to such individual's old-age
insurance benefits beginning with benefits for January of the year following the year for which such determination is made; except that
the total number applicable in the case of an individual who attains
age 72 after 1972 shall be determined through the month before the
month in which he attains such age and shall be applicable to his oldage insurance benefit beginning with the month in which he attains
such age.
(4) This subse3tion shall be applied after reduction under section
203 (a).

(5) If an inthvidual's primary insurance amount is determined

under paragraph (3) of section 215(a) a.s in effect in December 1978, or

section p15(a) (1) (C) (III) as in effect thereafter, and, as a result of
this subsection, lie would be entitled to a higher old-age insurance
benefit if his primary insurance amount were de1ermined under section
215(a) (whether before, in, 'or after, December 1978) without regard

to such paragraph, such individual's old-age insurance benefit based
upon his primary insurance amount determined under such paragraph
shall be increased, by an amount equal to the difference between such
benefit and the. benefit to which he would he entitled if his primary
insurance amount were determined under such section without regard
to such paragraph.

Reduction of Insurance Benefits
Maximum Benefits

Sec. 203. ((a) Whenever the total monthly benefits to which individuals are entitled under sections 202 and 223 for a month on the basis

of the wages nd self-employment income of an insured individual is
greater than the amount appearing in column V of the table in (or
deemed to be in) section 215(a) on the line on which appears in column
IV such insured individual's primary insurance amount, such total of
benefits shall be reduced to such amount; except that—

((1) when any of suth individuals so entitled would (but for the
provisions of section 202(k) (2) (A)) be entitled to child's insurance
benefits on the basis of the wages and self-employment incoin of one
or more other insured individuals, such total of benefits shall not be

reduced to less than the smaller of: (A the sum of the maximum

amounts of benefits payable on the basis of the wages and self-employment income of all such insured individuals, or (B) the lafit figure in

column V of the table. appearing in section 215(a), or] (a)(1) In

the case of an i'ivlividual whose primary insura'nee amount has been
computed or recomputed under section p15(a) (1) oi (4), or p15(d),
a in. effect after Decenber 1978, the total monthly beneflt8 to which
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beneficiaries may be entitled under section 202 or 223 for a month on

the basi.s of the wages and self-enployrnent income of that insured
individual shall, except a'i provided by paragraph (3) (but prwr to
any inerease8 resulting fron the application of paragraph (2) (A)
(ii) (111) of section 215(i)) be reduced so a not to exceed—
(A) 150 percent of the individual's primary insurance amount
up to the amount that iR establs/ed with re$pect to this sub paragraph by paragraph (2),
(B) 272 percent of the individual's primary inBuraflee anvunt
that exceeds tke amount to which subparagraph (A) applies but
does not exceed an amount established with re8pect to this whparagraph by paiagiwph (2),
(C) 134 percent of the individual's primary in.9urance arnoun
that exceeds the amount to which sub jai'agraph (B) applies' but
does not exceed an amount established with respect to this subparagraph by paragraph (2), nd
(D) 175 percent of the individual's rinlary insurance amount
that exceeds the amount estahlis/ed by par'tgraph (2) with respect
to sub paragr,ph (C).
Any such amon.t that is not a rnvitiple of $0.10 shall be ivcrea9e4 to
the next hiqher multiple of $0.10.
(2) (A) For indiv/duol.s who become eligible for o?d-aqe ordi'ahility

iurance benefits or who die in the calendar year 1979 the amounts
established with respect to 8ubparagraphs (A), (B), and (C) of paragraph (1) are $236, $342, and $449, re.9pectiely (not connting a t/u'
year of death or eligibility for purposes of this paragraph the year of
t/e individual's death or eligibility if the indh'idua? was entitled to a

dsabi1ity in.urance be'nefif for any of th 1 month. immedtafely

preceding the month of such death or eligThility, but counting instead.
the year of eligibility for .9vch di.9ahility inurance benefit).
(B) For individuals v'/o become eliqible for .9uc11 benefits or who

die in a cal'ndai' yeqi' ,ftel 1979 the imount etabU9/u'd wit/i iespet
to achi of tho.9e sub paragraphs shall equal the product of t/e corre.ponding amount etabl.9hed for 1.970 h •9ubparagraphl (A) of t/il.
paragraph and the quotient obtained wY/er .9uhparaqr(lph (B) (ii) of

section 215(a) (1). Such product shall be rounded in lih'e manner as is
pre.sri bed by .ection 2Th(a.) (1) (B) (iii).
(C) In each calendar year after 1978 the Secreta?y s/ia/i publish in
f/ic Federal Register, n or before Novenber 1, the fornula applicable
under this subsection to individuzls who become eliqible for old-age
i'n.suranee benefits, become disabled, or die iii the following calendar
year.
(3) (A) W/en, an individual to whonv this subsection ap7lies would
(bu.t for the provisions f section 20d(k) (2) (A)) be entitled to child's
insurance benefits for a month on the basis of the wages and self-employment income of one or more other individuals, the total of benefits sha1Z not be reduced under tM,9 subsection to less /an the smaller

o—

(i) the sum of the rnaxim,uin amounts of benefit.9 payable on
the basis of the wages and self-employment income of all of t/ose
individuals, or

(ii) an amount equal to the product of 1.75 and the primary
ifl8urance anwnt t/at would be computed under section 215
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(a) (1) for that month with respect to average indexed monthly
earnings equa to one-twelfth of the contribution and benefit base

alicable to emiloyees and the self -employed determined for
that year u'nder section 3O.

[(2) when] (B) When two or more persons were entifled (withoit
the application of section 202(j) (1) and section 223(b) to monthly
benefits under section 202 or 223 for January 1971 or any prior month
on the basis of the wages and self-employment income of such insured

individual and the provisions of this subsection as in effect for any
such month were applicable in determining the benefit amount of any
persons on the basis of such wages and self-employment income, the
total of benefits for any month after January 1971 shall not be reduced
to less than the largest of—

((A)] (i) the amount determined under this subsection without regard to this (paragraph] subparagrah,
((B)] (ii) the largest amount which has been determined for
any month under this subsection for persons entitled to monthly
benefits on the basis of such insured individual's wages and selfemployment income, or

((C)] (iii) if any persons are entitled to benefits on the basis

of such wages and self-emp'oyment income for the month before
the effective month (after September 1972) of a general benefit increase under this title (as defined in section 215(i) (3)) or a benefit increase under the provisions of section 215(i), an amount equal
to the sum of amounts derived by multiplying the benefit amount

determined under this title (excluding any part thereof deter-

mined under section 202(w)) for the month before such effective
month (including this subsection, but without the application of
section 222(b), section 202(q), and subsections (b), (c), and (d)
of this section), for each such person for such month, by a percentage equal to the percentage of the increase provided under
such benefit increase (with any such increased amount which is
not a multiple of $0.10 being rounded to the next higher multiple
of $0.10);
I:but in any such case (i) paragraph (1) of this subsection shall not
be applied to such total of benefits after the application of subpara-

sraph (B) or (C), and (ii) if section 202(k) (2) (A) was applicable

in the case of any such benefits for a month, and ceases to apply for a
month after such month, the provisions of subparagraph (B) or (C)
shall be applied, for and after the month in which section 202(k) (2)
(A) ceases to apply, as though paragraph (1') had not been applicable to such total of benefits for the last month for which subparagraph
(B) or (C') was applicabk, or] but in any swh ca& (I' suhporaqraph

(A) of this araqrah shall not be aZied to such total of benefits
after th o'pvlicatiort of clause (ii) or (iii), and (II) if section.
() (A) was alicable in the case of any such benefit for a

month, and cea.e to apply for a month after such month, the provision8 of clause (ii) or (iii) .haZl be applied, for and after the month in
which section
() (A) cease.9 to apply. a. thouqh subparagraph
(A) of this jaraaraph had not been avplicahie to such total of benefits
for the last month for which clause (ii) or (iii') was ajlicable.

((S' wheni (U) When any of such individuals is entitled to

rnonthy benefits .s a divorced wife under section 202(b) or as a
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surviving divorced wife under section 202(e) for any month, the

benefit to which she is entitled on the basis of the wages and selfemployment income of such insured individual for such month shall

be. determined without regard to this subsection, and the benefits
of all other individuals who are entitled for such month to monthly
benefits under section 202 on the wages and self-employment income
of such insured individual shall be determined as if no such divorced

wife or surviving divorced wife were entitled to benefits for such
month.

(In any case in which benefits are reduced pursuant to the preceding
provisions of this subsection, such reduction shall be made after any
deductions under this section and after any deductions under section
222(b). Whenever a reduction is made under this subsection in the
total of monthly benefits to which individuals are entitled for any
month on the basis of the wages and self-employment income of an
insured individual, each such benefit other than the old-age or disability insurance benefit shall be proportionately decreased; except
that if such total of benefits for such month includes any benefit or

benefits under section 202(d) which are payable solely by reason
of section 216(h) (3), the reduction shall be first applied to reduce
(proportionately where there is more than one benefit so payable)
the benefits so payable (but not below zero) 3

(4) in any case in which benefits are reduced pursuant to the precedinq provisions of this subsection, the reduction shall be made after
any dedvctions vnder this section and after any deduction8 under section 22(b). Whenever a reduction i• made under this subsection in
the total of mont/il?,, benefits to which individuals are entit7ed for any
month on the basis of the wages and self -en'&ployment income of an

insured individval, each such benefit other than the old-age or disability insurance benefit shall be proportionately decreased.

((4) notwithstanding] (5) Notwithstanding any other provision

of law, when—
(A) two or more persons are entitled to monthly benefits for a
particular month on the basis of the wages and self-employment
income of an insured individual and (for such part.iciilar month)

the provisions of this subsection (and section 202(q)] are applicable to such monthly benefits, and

(B) such individual's primary insurance amount is increased
for the following mont.h under any provision of this title,
then the total of monthly Ixnefits for all persons on the basis of such
wages and self-employment income for such particular month, as
determined under the provisions of this subsection, shall for purposes
of determining the total monthly benefits for all persons on the basis
of such wages and self-employment income for months subsequent to
such particular month to be considered to have been increased by the
smallest amount that would have been required in order to assure that
the total of monthly benefits payable on the basis of such wages and
self-employment income for any such subsequent. month will not be
less (after the application of the other provisions of this subsection

and section 2O2(q)) than the tota' of monthly benefits (after the

applicttion of the other provisions of t.his subsection and section 202
(q)) payable on the basis of such wages and self-employment income
for such particular month(, or].
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((5) whenever the monthly benefits of such individuals are based on
an insured individual's primary insurance amount which is determined
under section 215 (a) (3) and such primary insurance amount does not
appear in column IV of the table in (or decrned to be in) section
215(a), the applicable maximum amount in column V of such table
shall be the amount in such column that appears on the line on which
the next higher primary insurance amount appears in column IV, or,
if larger, the largest amount determined for such persons under this
subsection for any month prior to October 1972.1*
(6) In the case of any individual who i.9 entitled for any month to
benefits ba8ed upon the primary in8urance amounts of two or more in8ured individuals, one or more of which primary insurance amount8
were determined under section 215(a) or 275(d) as in effect (without
regard to the table contained therein) prior to January 1979 and one
or more of which n'imary in8urance amounts were deterinin°d under
section 215(a) (1) or (4), or 215(d), as in effect after December 1978,
the total benefits payable to that individual and all other individuals
entitled to benefits for that month ba.ed upon those primary in8uraiwe
amounts shall be reduced to an amount equal to the product of 1.75
and the prfrnary n8urance amount that would be computed under
section 215(a) (1) for that month with re.9pect to average indexed
monthly earnings equal to one-twelfth of the contribution atu benefit
base determined under section 230 for the year in which that month
occurs.

(7) Subject to the 1yrecedinq paragraph, this sub8ection, as in effect
in December 1978, shall remain in effect with re8pect to a primary in8urance amount ccmputed under section 215 (a) or (d), as in effect

(without regard to the tabZe contained therein) in December 1978,
except that a primari, in8uranee amount so computed with respect to
an individual who first becomes eliqible for an old-aqe or disability
insurance benefit (as defined in section 215(a) (2) (A)) or dies, after
December 1978, shall, i4ntead, be governed by this section, as in effect
after December 1978.
(8) when—

(A) one or more persons were entitled (without the application of section 202(j) (1) and section 223(b)) to monthly benefit8
under ,eetion 202 or 23 for Decejrnber 1P77 on the basi3 of the
wages atd self-employment inco'me of an ndivid'ual;

(B) the bene fit of at iea8t o'ne .such per.w'm for January 7078 is
increased by reason of the amendments made by section 109 of

the Social Seurty Amendnwnts of 1977; and

(C) the. totil amount of beru?fit8 to whieh all such persOn8 are
ent.tle4 urn-lei' 8nch Rection 2O are reduced under the provi8iO'fl8

of this subsection (or would be so reduced except for the flr8t
sentence of section 203(a) (4)),

then the amount of the benefit to which each such person is entit'ed
for months after Decem,ber 1977 shall be increased (after such reductions are made under this subsection) to the amount &uch bene fit would
have been if the benefit of the person or perso'n.! referred to in sub paragraph (B) had not been so increased.
*
*
*,
*
*
*
*
is r?tained with respect to an individual who became eligible for a

Patagraph (5)
monthly benefit (as defined in sectton 215 (a) (2) (A)) or died prior to 1979
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Months to Which Earnings Are Charged

(f) For purposes of subsection (b)—
(1) The amount of an individual's excess earnings (as defined
in paragraph (3)) shall be charged to months as follows: There
shall be charged to the first month of such taxable year an amount
of his excess earnings equal to the sum of the payments to which
he and all other persons are entitled for such month under section
202 on the basis of his wages and self-employment income (or the
total of his excess earnings if such excess earnings are less than
such sum), and the balance, if any, of such excess earnings shall
be charged to each succeeding month in such year to the extent, in
the case of each such month, of the sum of the payments to which
such individual and all other persons are entitled for such month
under section O2 on the basis of his wages and self-employment
income, until the total of such excess has been so charged. Where
an individual is entitled to benefits under section 202(a) and other
persons are entitled to benefits under section 202(b), (c), or (d)
on the basis of the wages and self-employment income of such
individual, the excess earnings of such individual for any taxable

year shall be charged in accordance with the provision of this

subsection before the excess earnings of such persons for a taxable

year are charged to months in such individual?s taxable year.
Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this paragraph, but
subject to section 202(s), no part of the excess earnings of an individual shall be charged to any month (A) for which such individual was not entitled to a benefit under this title, (B) in which
such individual was age seventy-two or over, (C) in which such
individual, if a child entitled to child's insurance benefits, has
attained the age of 18, (D) for which such individual is entitled to
widow's insurance benefits and has not attained age 65 (but only if
she became so entitled prior to attaining age 60) or widower's insurance benefits and has not attained age 65 (but only if he became

so entitled prior to attaining age 60), or (E) in which such

individual did not engage in self-employment and did not render
services for wages (determined as provided in paragraph (5) of
this subsection) of more than ($200 or] the exempt amount as determined under paragraph (8).

(2) As used in paragraph (1), the term "first month of such

taxable year" means the earliest month in such year to which the

charging of excess eamins described in such paragraph is not
prohibited by the application of clauses (A), (B), (C), (D), and
(E) thereof.
(3) For purposes of paragraph (1) and subsection (h), an individual's excess earnings for a taxable year shall be 50 per centum
of his earnings for such year in excess of the product of [$200 on

the exempt amount as determined under paragraph (8), multiplied by the number of months in such year, except that, in deter-

mining an individual's excess earnings for the taxable year in
which he attains age 72, there shall be excluded any earnings of
such individual for the month in which he attains such age and
any subsequent month (with any net earnings or net loss from
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self-employment in such year being prorated in an equitable
manner under regulations of the Secretary). The excess earn-

ings as derived under the preceding sentence, if not a multiple of
1, shall be reduced to the next lower multiple of $1.

(4) For purposes of clause (E) of paragraph (1)—
(A) An individual will be presumed, with respect to an
month, to have been engaged in self-employment in suc
month until it is shown to the satisfaction of the Secretar
that such individual rendered no substantial services in suc

month with respect to any trade or business the net income or

loss of which is includible in computing (as provided in
paragraph (5) of this subsection) his net earnings or net

loss from self-employment for any taxable year. The Secretary shall by regulations prescribe the methods and criteria
for determining whether or not an individual has rendered
substantial services with respect to any trade or business.
(B) An individual will be presumed, with respect to any
month, to have rendered services for wages (determined as
provided in paragraph (5) of this subsection) of more than
($200 or] the exempt amount as determined under paragraph

(8) until it is shown to the satisfaction of the Secretar
that such individual did not render such services in suc
month for more than such amount.

(5) (A) An individual's earnings for a taxable year shall be
(i) the sum of his wages for services rendered in such year and
his net earnings from self-employment for such year, minus (ii)
any net loss from self-employment for such year.
(B) For purposes of this section—
(i) am individual's net earnings from self-employment for
any taxable year shall be determined as provided in section
211, except that paragraphs (1), (4), and (5) of section 211
(c) shall not apply and the gross income shall be computed

by excluding the amounts provided by subparagraph (D),

and
(ii) an individual's net loss from self-employment for any
taxable year is the excess of the deductions (plus his distribu-

tive share of loss described in sections 702(a) (9) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954) taken into account under clause

(i) over the gross income (plus his distributive share of income so described) taken into account under clause (i).
(C) For purposes of this subsection, an individual's wages shall
b8 computed without regard to the limitations as to amounts of
remuneration specified in subsections (a), (g) (2), (g) (3), (h)
(2), and (j) of section 209; and in making such computation
services which do not constitute employment as defined in section
210, performed within the United States by the individual as an
emnloyee or performed outside the United States in the active
military or naval service of the United States, shall be deemed to
be employment as so defined if the remuneration for such services
is not includible in computing his net earnings or net. loss from
self-employment.
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(D) In the case of an individual—
(i) who has attained the age of 65 on or before the last day
of the taxable year, and
(ii) who shows to the satisfaction of the Secretary that he

is receiving royalties attributable to a copyright or patent
obtained before the taxable year in which he attained the age
of 65 and that the property to which the copyright or patent
relates was created by his own personal efforts,

there shall be excluded from gross income any such royalties.
(6) For purposes of this subsection, wages (determined as provided in paragraph (5) (C)) which, according to reports received
by the Secretary, are paid to an individual during a taxable year
shall be presumed to have been paid to him for services performed
in such year until it is shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary

that they were paid for services performed in another taxable
year. If such reports with respect to an individual show his wages
for a calendar year, such individual's taxable year shall be presumed to be a calendar year for purposes of this subsection until

it is shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary that his taxable
year is not a calendar year.

(7) Where an individual's excess earnings are charged to a
month and the excess earnings so charged are less than the total of
the payments (without regard to such charging) to which all per-

sons are entitled under section 202 for such month on the basis

of his wages and self-employment income, the difference between
such total and the excess so charged to such month shall be paid
(if it is otherwise payable under this title) to such individual and
other persons in the proportion that the benefit to which each of

them is entitled (without regard to such charging, without the
application of section 202(k) (3), and prior to the application of
section 203(a)) bears to the total of the benefits to which all of
them are entitled.
(8) (A) Whenever the. Secretary pursuant to section 215(i)
increases benefits effective with the month of June following a
cost-of-living computation quarter, he shall also determine and
publish in the Federril Register on or before November 1 of the
calendar year in which such quarter occurs a new exempt amount
which
be effective (unless such new exempt amount is prevented from becoming effective by subparagraph (C) of this para-

graph) with repect to any individual's taxable year whi'h ends
after the calendar year in whieh such benefit increase is effective

(or, in the case of an individual who dies during the calendar year
after the calendar year in which the hnefit increase, is effective,
with respect to such individual's taxable year which ends, upon
his di'ath. iuririg such year).
(B' rThei Except as provide4 in su7paraqraph (D), the exempt amount for eac.h month of a particular taxable year shall
be whichever of the following is the larger—
(1) the exempt amount which w's in effect with respect to
months in the taxable year in which the determination under
subparagraph (A) was made, or
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() the product of the exempt amount described in clause

(i) and the ratio of (I) the average of the wages of all

employees as reported to the Secretary of the Treasury for
the calendar year preceding the calendar year in which the
determination under subparagraph (A) was made to (II)
the average of the wages of all employees as reported to the
Secretary of the Treasury for the calendar yekr 1973, or, if
later, the calendar year preceding the most recent calendar
year in which an increase in the exempt amount was enacted
or a determination resulting in such an increase was made
under subparagraph (A), with such product, if not a mul-

tiple of $10, being rounded to the next higher multiple of $10

where such product is a multiple of $5 but not of $10 and

to the nearest multiple of $10 in any other case. For purposes
of this clause (ii), the average of the wages for the calendar

year 1978 (or any prior calendar year) shall, in the case of
determinations made under subparagraph (A) prior to December 31, 1979, be deemed to be an amount equal to 400 per

centum o1 the amount of the average of the taxable wages
of all employees as reported to the Secretary for the first
calendar quarter of such calendar year.
'Whenever the Secretary determines that the exempt amount is to be
increased in any year under this paragraph, he shall notify the House
Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance
within 30 days after the close of the base quarter (as defined in section
215(i) (1) (A)) in such year of the estimated amount of such increase,

indicating the new exempt amount, the actuarial estimates of the

effect of the increase, and the actuarial assumptions and methodology
used in preparing such estimates.

(C) Notwithstanding the determination of a new exempt

amount by the Secretary under subparagraph (A) (and notwithstanding any publication thereof under such subparagraph or any
notification thereof under the last sentence of subparagraph (B)),
such new exempt amount shall not take effect pursuant thereto if
during the calndar year in which such determination is made a
law increasing the exempt amount is enacted.
(D) Notwithstanding any other provi.sion of this subsection, the

exempt anvou,nt—

(i) shcdl be $875 for each month of any taxable year ending
after 197?' and before 1979, and
(ii) shall be $500 for each month of any tvable year ending after 1978 and before 1980.
*

*

*
Report

*

*

*

*

of Earnings to Secretary

(h) (1) (A) If an individual is entitled to any monthly insurance
benefit under section 202 during any taxable year in which he has
earnin-s or wages, as computed pursuant to paracraph (5) of subsection (f), in excess of the product of ($200 or the exempt amount as
determined under subsection (f) (8) times t-e number of months
in such year, such individual (or the individual who is in receipt of
such benefit on his behalf) shall make a report to the Secretary of
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his earnings (or wages) for such taxable year. Such report shall
be made on or before the fifteenth day of the fourth month following
the close of such year, and shall contain such information and be made
in such manner as the Secretary may by regulations prescribe. Such
report need not be made for any taxab'e year (i) beginning with or
after the month in which such individuals attained the age of 72, or
(ii) if benefit payments for all months (in such taxable year) in which
such individual is under age 72 have been suspended under the provisions of the first sentence of paragraph (3) of this subsection. The
Secretary may grant a reasonable extension of time for making the

report of earnings required in this paragraph if he finds that there

is valid reason for a delay, but in no case may the period be extended
more than three months.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Computation of Primary Insurance Amount
Sec. 215. For the purposes of this title—

((a) The primary insurance amount of an insured individual shall
be determined as follows:
((1) Subject to the conditions specified in subsections (b), (c),
and (d) of this section and except as provided in paragraphs (2)
and (3) of this subsection, such primary insurance amount shall
be whichever of the following amounts is the largest:
((A) the amount in column TV of the following table (or,
if larger, the amount in column TV of the latest table deemed
to be such table under subsection (i) (2) (D)) on the line on

which in column ITT of such table appears his average
monthly wage (as determined under subsection (b));
[(B) the amount in column TV of such table on the line on
which in column IT appears his primary insurance amount
(as determined under subsection (c)) ; or
r (C the amount in column TV of such table on the, line on
which in column I appears his primary insurance benefit (as
determined under subsection (d)).
((2) In the case of an individual who was entitled to a disbi1-

ity insurance benefit for the month before the month in which
h died, became entitled to old-age insurance benefits, or attained nge 65, such primary insurance amount shall be—
((A) the amount in column TV of such table which is Nlual
to the primary insurance amount. upon which such disability
insurance benefit is based; except that if such individual was

entitled to a disability insurance benefit under section 223
for the month before the effective month of a new table
(whether enacted by another law or deemed to be such table
under subsection (i) (2 (D)) and in the following month
1)ecan1E entitled to an old-ape, insurance, benefit. or he died in

such fnllowin month, then his primary insurance amount for
such following month shall bc the amount in column TV of the
new table on the line on which in column TT of such table ap-

pears his primary insurance amount for the month before
the effective month of the. table (as determined under subsec-
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tion (c)) instead of the amount in column IV equal to the

primary insurance amount on which his disability insurance

benefit is based. For purposes of this paragraph, the term
"primary insurance amount" with respect to any individual
means only a primary insurance amount determined under
paragraph (1) (and such individual's benefits shall be
deemed to be based upon the primary insurance amount as
so determned) ; or

((B) an amount equal to the primary insurance amount

upon which such disability insurance benefit is based if such
primary insurance amount was determined under paragraph
(3).
F (3) Such primary insurance amount shall be an amount equal
to $9.00 multiplied by the individual's years of coverage in excess
of 10 in any case in which such amount is higher than the individual's primary insurance amount as determined under paragraph

(1) or (2).
For purposes of paragraph (3), an individual's "years of coverage"
is the number (not xceec1ing 30) equal to the sum of (i) the number
(not exceeding 14 and disregarding any fraction) determined by dividing the total of the wages credited to him (including wages deemed
to be paid prior to 1951 to such individual under section 217, compensation under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 prior to 1951 which
is creditable to such individual pursuant to this title, and wages deemed
to be paid prior to 1951 to such individual under section 231) for years
after 1936 and before 1951 by $900, plus (ii) the number equal to the
number of years after 1950 each of which is a computation base year
(within the meaning of subsection (b) (2) (C)) and in each of which he

is credited with wages (including wages deemed to be paid to such
individual under section 217, compensation tinder the Railroad Retire-

ment Act of 1937 which is creditable to such individual pursuant to
this title, and wages deemed to be paid prior to 1951 to such individual

under section 229) and self-employment income of not less than 25
percent of the maximum amount which, pursuant to subsection (e),
may be counted for such year.]
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248
863
113
203
200
112
217

281

5*
301

299

5*
5*

514
118

5*
5*
5*

8*30
5*46
5*40
5*00
211.80

11468
21168

280.70
221.21
318.00

5*40
5*10

251.21
213.50

9*40
9*70

946.06

24170

946.10
248.70
181.68

20150
16423

5*30
202.80
1*30
198.80
5*50
270.70

27120

68?

378.00
378.80
103.02

941

5*80
5*30

Id
880
801

Id

86166
198.08

5*30

949.49

$211.6

1749)

178.60
181.06
184.70
130.70

1418)
796.93
194.10

1.60

5*80
5*.I0

210.68
219.35
711.70
252.96
257.06
211.94
218.30
210.21
242,30
240.35220.

234
297.00
601.60

20496

5*70

972.60
275.00
276.00

5711)

208.30
.297.10
251.68
254.30

5*50
34168
5*10
5*70

81133
317.30
088.68
304.68

5*10

801.80

.68100

5*35
84170

843.40

168.8)

168.40

5*96

878.50
281.60

5*40

945.40
401.80

43028

415.80
421.80

43020
435.40
441.
430,

468.40
461.10

5*60

47180
101.20

5*10
5*30
5*93
5*80

610.81
428.08

-
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(II)

(I)

ClOT)

(Primary

(Primary Insurance benefit undor
1330 Act, as medlfid)

(Average monthly wage)

insurance
amount
effective for

(IV)

(V)

(Primary

(Maulmurn
family
benefit.)

insurance

amount)

2une 8070)

Themount
(II determfneeliinderoubsec. referred to in

Stan Individual's primary Inaur- Or his primary Or his average monthly wage-

inauranne •

emee benefit (ax determined
81040? 80bsec. (d)

At least—

(o

amount (a.

determined

But not more

under aubaeo.
(c)) is—

than—

(b)) (a—
.

AtIOost—

the precedlug
paragraphs of

And the maximum
amount of
benefits pay-

able (eaproBut not more this aubsectioo vided in Sec.
than—

ohuli be—

203mi) on
the baeioof

his wagon and
self-employ-

ment Income
0646 be—

281.95
283.80

360

286.95
298.00
290.70
203.00
293.00
297.30

370
390
305
330
394

370

303.10

591.10

394

30570

54895

369
393
398

307.95
316.35
313.00
385.40
310.95

655.95
560.90

.40
932.95
30550
.70
3C6.l0

399
404
468
418
432

421

332.00
324.00

429

327.40

388.29

427

481

2.29.80

313.10

413

46.3

407
413
417

3*95

54610
573.39

5*09
28600

205.10

.00
807.80

95
013.10

432
437

430
440

331.00
2.34.40

023.00

387.70
31930

441

442

03600

446

322.29
324.35
328.00

461

420
464
459
404

335.30
639.70
301.35
303.00
343.80

31570

--------

370

371

33690
331.10

33200
333.10
337.40
339.90
311.70
348.10

.940.10

36895

950.40

36230
554.00
337.88
359.95

465
440
406

480

307M

400
474
479

473
478
492

334970

493

487

480
403
407

496

002
807
511
586
621

826
535
335
539

300.00

344
640

064
567
361

564
646
571
575
570

082
506
.660
502
568
560
643
800

802

001

006
510
515

520
524

529
884
860
043
348
563
606
560
843
567
570
674
677
581

584

352.09
234.90
367.46
359.70
381.09
366.00
366.60
388.00
371.10
573.70
373.00
370.10

.63
362.00
003.10
957.60
289.09
362.10

39200
956.10

58695
409.40

632.30
633.00

83600
04200
043.10
648.80
053.95
463.10
658.70
642.30
663.10
14660
072.10
675.10
678.60
882.39

60400

.80
092.80
663.00
098.60
702.10
706.70
707.48
716.70
715.80
718.70
711.48

44635

7*60

400.40

732.90
723.30
727.48

46695
48640

598—
561

41(995
412.49

593
660
012
012
800
683
410

41460

7*70

634

637

461.00
432.02
438.10

735.00
736.08
752.49
740.70
742.30
745.00
347.80
760.70
758.00
759.30
759.00
701.95

631

(04

42710

78430

307

439.95

349.50
775.95

010

013

467
061

080

671
070
081
480
091
608
701

706
711

710
721

750

.30
42690
42*00

43690

017
021

636
698
042
646
640
466

416.70
488.70
439.70

.041
•44•

441.0
446.95
443.40
447.40
440.90
449.49
421.50

73590

670
676

453.80

703.00

605

46602
46600

608
452

606
430
305

800
388
105
710
710

730
795
750

464.80

456.0
465.95
46600
464.00
460.10
407.79

4660

47i68

472.30

-

-

778.0
342.
756.

70750

7*10
79630
700.00

808.0

804.10
807.80

65
032.70
812.00
889.20
651.30
824.00
120.00

-

09399
470.20
473.90
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(20)

(PrImary teoorencehenefltsmder

(S'rtsieory

1939 ACt, no modified)
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amount
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(IV)
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(Primary

(MaxImum
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louoraaee
ameuseQ
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lien IndIvIdual's primary loser- Or his primary Or his everare
aces heneflt

can detesmlned

Sting—

But net mere

under anhsee. td)) Is—

then—

tneosenes
aeuetmt (as

n50be.
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The amount
(as deterenl)eed coda eubsee. refaced In In
the preeedto
(0))!s—
At least—

(c)) Is—

minimum

amount of
benefits pay-

But
net mere
ttlen vMedth
then—
shall he—
203)5)) on
the bails of

his wages and
sell-employ-

ment lemma
ehatt he—

701

796
741

404.90
450.33

401.56

-

740
731
730
701
704
771
770
791
796
791

794
001

000
851

810
801
039
851
851
941
849
851

4750

733
740
745
700
711
783
703

770
775
785

'790
705
011
005
810
815
0(53

un

853
853
040
945
820

036

8(59

008.99

881

903
879
873
301
002
832
095

480
481
000

a

9.0

10)1

951
078
951

958
031

ma
041

940
051

924
901
984
975
070
991
090
1(01

950

1(40
1005
1010
1055
1020
1055

1(00
1075
1070
1401

ima

U

ma

1001

1011
1058
1025
1026
1035
1050
1041
1044
1001
1060
1001

501.00

810
950

806
925
006
002
840
945
850
059
003
970
970
090
905
003
095

10116

038.10

496-40
401.96
402.32
484.96
401-60
497.20
408.00
400.01
491.10
492.50
404.00
400.30
498.70
498.35
499.40
505.70
002.35
059.06
004.70

33140
37750

871
876
961

017.20

47090

952

ma

—

474.32
476.96
477.40

1001
1088
5101
5100
1111
1118
1521
5120
1131
1100
1145
1140
1131
1504
0385
5184
1171

imo

1053
1040
1040
1000
1405

ima
1060
1970
1070
1080
1403
1080
1088
1100
1100
1110
1110
1520
1520
1106
5109
5140
1140
1100
1100
1185
1100
5179
5170

01050
511.00
012.90
014.10

01030

016.80
050.20
010.80
020.32
053.90
020.70
020.10

02602
027.80
029.40

05349
051.70
035.32
934.00
000.90
537.53
002.40
598.80
541.00
042.05
545.80
043.55
040.60
547.80
549.90

00033
001.00

03100
303.80
530.10
008.33
007.00
000.80
900.60
501.10

33140

005.60
084.40
006.02
387.06

53140

ma. 70
075.32
072.32
075.83
074.80
070.70
077.32
079.00
079.40
580.00
541.90
540.15
084.33
000.50

09675
587.99
588.00

029.80

022.00
115.00

9*
84070

4&05
949.40
947.80
830.10
452.40
824.80
857.10
850.60
901.90
004.06
090.40
800.10
871.53
873.80
870.10
878.00

83180
003.32
005.40

99796

0*20

099.60
905.32

807.30
009.70
001-10
990.10
007.32
000.20
099.00
094.32
010.40
018.60
051.19
029.99
023.70
896.55
030.90
933.48
055.02
037.40
938.90

94183

944.70
948.90
049.30
951.70
024.10
059.40
030.40

06070

902.70
000:32
087.32
909.00
971.02
975.40
970.60
977.70
979.70

98100
984.35
990.02
089.02

93150

095.60
998.70
096.90
999.00
1321.32

iun.z

1.83

1037.60
1509.60
10)1.80
1053.80
1010.15

101900

Iun,00

133156
1024.00

102085
1328.90

imaM

______________—
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under eubxeo.

(pa determined under aubsee.
(b)) Is—
At least—

cc)) Is—

The amount
referred to In
the preceding

sell-employment Ineeme
shall be—

1170

556.40

•

1181

1188
1191
1199
1301
1211

1180
1185
1100
1195
3200
1205
1210
1213

1219
1221

1229
1231

1236
1241

•

577.00

1248
1251
1220
1261
1268
1271

me
1251

1288
1291

1296
1301
1211

1223
1230
1233
1240
1245
1200
1255
1293
1595
1270
1270
1580
1255
1290
1295

IBIS

lTh
1310
1310

mame

561.90

1321

1328
1331
13.78
1341

1248
1351

1398
1391

896.03

1398
1371

1925
1380
1335
1340
1345
1350
1355
1360
1365
1370
1375

-

590.80
591.40
592.00
593:70
594.80
395,00
397.10
593.23
399.30
e93.40
001.99
eo2.7o
601.93
809.08
006.10
807.20
608.30
009.00

emo.t
6mL70

61199
en. 90
en. 00
ema.ee
617,08
618.10
em9.l0
620.20
621.59

6fl80

623.40
624.40
629.30
626.03
627.00

am.70

029.70
030.90
691.90
613.90

1012.08
1034.00
1036.90
1039.90
1040.00

104103

1044.00
1040.80
1049.90
1000.70
1862.70
1090.93
1080.70
1036.80
1090.00
1062.89
1064.00
1009.00
1000.00
1910.40
1072.40
1074.20
1910.10
1077,90
1079.90
1861.00
1863,00
1865.20
1087.20
1099.00
1090.00
1092.70
1594.03
1090.40
1096.90
1100.10
1102.08

itOt®
1106.90

1107W
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(a) (1) (A) The primary in$urance amount of an individual (except
as otherwise pravided in this section) i equal to the sum of—
(i) 9f per centum of the individual's average indexed nwnthly

earninqs (determined under subsection (b)) up to the anwunt
established for purposes of this clau8e bi, subparagraph (B),
(ii) 83 per centurn of the portion of the individual's average
indexed monthly earnings which exceeds the amount established
for purposes of clause (i) but does not exceed the anwunt established for purposes of this clause b?J subparqgra.ph (B), and
(iii) 16 per centum of the individual's average indexed
inonthli earnings to the extent that they exceed the amount established for purposes of clause (ii),

rounded in accordance with subsection (g), and thereafter inereased as
provided in s&bsection (i).
(B) (i) In the case of an individual who becomes eligible for oldage or disability i9ura.nce benefits, or who dies before becoming so eligible, in the calendar year 1979, the arnounts established witk respeet to
subpa.raqraph8 (A) () aid (A) (ii) ale $180 and $1,075. vespctively.
(ii) In the case of an individual who becomes eligthle for old-age
or diBability insurance benefits, or who dies before becoming so eligible,
in a calendar year a.fte 1979. each of the amounts established with

respect to subparaqiaphs (A) (i) and (A) (ii) shall equal the prodnet
of the corresponding amount established with respect to the calendar

year 1979 under ilaus (i) of thiB subparagraph, and the quotient
ohtaiied by dividi?g—
(I) the average of the waqes (as defined in seetion f80(e)) of
all empio'ees as reported to the Secreta.ry of the Treasury for the
seeond calendar year preceding the calendar year for which the
determination is made, by

(II) the average of the waqes (aR so defined) of all employees
as reported to the Secretary of the Treasury for the calendar year
1977.

(iii) The amounts established under clause (ii) shall he rounded to
the nearest $1.00, except that an amount that is a multiple of $0.50
but not a nultiple of S1.00 shall be rounded to the next higher $1.00.
(C) (i) No primary insurance amount computed under sub paragraph (A) may be less than the qreatest of—
(I) the ar)flount in the first line, of column IV in the table of
benefits contained (or deemed to be contained) in this subsection
as in effect in December1978,

(II) the, amount deternzined under subsection (i) (except subclauBe (III) of this clau,ge) with respect to this subparagraph, or
(111) an amount equaZ to $9 miltiplied by the individual's years
of coveraqe in excess of 10.

(ii) For purposes of the precedinq elauRe, the te,rm "years of coyeraqe" means the number (not exceeding 80) equal to the sum of (I)
the number (not exceeding 14 and disregarding an?/ frction determined b dividing (a) the tot,'iZ of the waqes credited to the individual
(ineludinq waqes deemed to be paid prior to 1PJI1 to $uch individual
und.'r section p17, eom'nnatjon under the Railroad Retirement Act
of 1987 prior to 1951 which iB creditable to such individual pursuant
to thi title, and wqes deemed to be vaid nrior to 1951 to such mdividucil under section f31) for years after 1986 and before 1951 by (b)
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plus (I!) the ntmber equal to the n17ber of years after 1950

each of which is a computation base year (withn the meaning of subsection (b) (2) (B) (ii)) and in each of which he is credtedwzthwage8
(includinq waqes deemed to be paid to such individual under section
17, and 'ornpensatio under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 or
the Railroad Retirement Act of 1974 which is creditable to such individual pursuant to this title, and wages deemed to be paid to such
individual under section 229) a.nd self-ermployment income of not
less than 25 percent of the nwimum amount which, pursuant to subsection (e),may be counted for such year.
(D) In each calendar year after 1978 the Secretary shall publish n
the Federal Reqister, on or before November 1, the formula for computinq benefits under this paragraph and for adjusting wages and selfemployment income under subsection (b) (3) in the case of an individual who becomes eligible for an old-age inBurance benefit, or (if
earlier) become.9 eligible for a disability insurance benefit or dies, in
the following y?ar, and the average wages (as described by subclause
(I) of subparagraph (B) (ii)) on which that formula is based. With
the initial publication required by this subparagraph, the Secretaiy
shall also publish in the Federal Regi8ter the average wages (as 80
described) for ezch year after calendar year 1950.
(2) (A) A year shall not be counted as a year of an individual's
death or eligibility for purposes of this subsection o. subsection (.i)

in any case where such individual was entitled to a disability i-

surance benefit for any of the 12 months immediately preceding the
month of such death or eligibility (but there shall be counted instead

the year of the individual's eligibility for the disability insurance

be'ne fit to which he was entit'ed in such 12-month period).

(B) In the case of an individual who was entitled to a disability
insurance benejt for any of the 12 months before the month in which
he became entit'ed to an old-aqe insurance benefit, became reentitled
to a disabiity insurance benefit, or died, the primary insurance amo'unt
for determininq any benefit attributable to that entitlement, reentitement, or death i the qreater of—

(i) the zrimarj insurance amount upon which that disability

insurance benefit was based, increased in the case of the individuai
who so became entitled, became reentitled, or died, by each gen-

eral benefit increase (us defined in subsection (i) (3)) and each
inerease provided vder 8ubsection (i) () that wou'd ha've app'ied to that primary insurance amount had the individuai remaini'd entt7ed to that disability in.surance benefit until the month
n which lie became entitled, reentited, or died, or

(ii) the amount com'nuted under paragraph (1) (C).
(C) In the case of an individual who was entitled to a di8ability insurance benefit for any nunth, and with respect to whom a primary

insurance anuunt is required to be coirtputed at any time after the
c'ose of the period of the i'ndividua's disability (whether becau8e of

that i'ndividua's sub8equent entitlement to old-age in8urance benefits,
or to '.disabilitii insurnnce benefit bosed upon a subsequent period of
dzsabiity, or death), the primary insurance aimount so cominted may
in no case be le8 than the primart, insurance amount on the basis of
which he most recent'y received a disability insurance benefit.
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(3)(A) Except a otherwi.ge provided by paragraph (4), para-

graph (1) cipplze8 to—
(i) an individual who was not eligible for an old-age in8ura'nce
benefit prior to January 1979 and who in. that or any succeeding
month—
(I becomes eligible for that benefit,
(II) becomes eligible for a disability insurance benefit, or

(III) dies, a'nd
(ii) an individual described in clav8e (i) who was eligible for a
disability insurance benefit for a month prior to January 1979
(except to the extent that paragraph (4) (A) otherwise provide8).
(B) For the purposes of thiB title, an individual is deemed to be
eligible for an old-age in8urance be'ne fit beginning in the month in
which he attains age 64, or for a disability insurance benefit for month8
be ginning in the mo'nth in which a period of disability began a.
de3crjbed in section !216(i)
(C), 2tn2ess less than 12 month8 have
elapsed since the termination of a prior period of disability in whieh
case the ?rtont/t of eligib'iity with respect to the prior period of diB-

()

ability shall be con8idered the m,onth of e'igibility.
Paragraph (1) does not apply to the conputation or recomputation of a primari insurance amount for—

()

(A) an i'ndividual who was eligible for a disability insurance

benefit for a month prior ta January 1979 u'nleBB, yrior to the
nwnth in which there occurs the event described in clause (i) (I),
(i) (II), or (i) (III) of paragraph (3) (A), there occurs a period
of at lea8t 13 co'nBecutive month8 for which he was 'not entitled to
a disability .i'nsurance benefit, or
(B) (i) an individual who had wageB or 8elf-employme'nt income credited for a year before 1979 and who wa not eligible for

an old-age or disability insurance benefit, or did not die, prior to
Jaivuary 1979, if in the year for which the computation or recomput ation would be made the individual's primary i'nsurance
amount would be greater if conputed or recomputed—
(I) under section 15 (a), as in effect n. Decem,ber 1978, in
the case of an individ'uia who becomes eligible for an old-age
in8urance benefit prior to 1984, or
(II) a provided by section p415(d), in the case of an i'ndividual to whon Buch section applies.
(ii) For purposes of deternining under clauBe (i) which amount
t8 the greater—
(I) the table of benefits in effect in Decem,ber 1978 8h.J,ll
apply without reqard to any increase in that table which becomes effective (in accordance with 8ub8ection (i) (i)) for
years after 1978 except a provided in BubBection (i) () (A)

(iii), and
(II) the indivWual'8 average nwnthly wag Bhall be com-

puted a provided by Bub8ectwn (b) (4).
(5) With respect to computing the primary insurance anwunt, after
Decem,ber 1978, of an individual to whom paragraph (1) doeB not
apply (except in the case of an individual described in paragraph ()
(B)), thiB section a in effect in Deceinber 1978 remain8 in effect.
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[(b) (1) For the purposes of column III of the table appearing in
subsection (a) of this section, an individual's "average monthly wage"
shall be the quotient obtained by dividing—
[(A) the total of his wages paid in and self-employment income

credited to his "benefit computation years" (determined under

paragraph (2)),by

[(B) the number of months in such years.
[(2) (A) The number of an individual's "benefit computation years"
shall be equal to the number of elapsed years (determined under paragraph (3) of this subsection), reduced by five, except that the number

of n individual's benefit computation years shall in no case be less
than two.
[(B) An individual's "benefit computation years" shall be those
computation base years, equal in number to the number determined
under subparagraph (A), for which the total of his wages and selfemployment income is the largest.
[(C) For purposes of subparagraph (B), "computation base years"
include only calendar years in the period after 1950 and prior to the
earlier of the following years—
[(i) the yr in which occurred (whether by reason of section
202(j) (1) or otherwise) the first month for which the individual
was entitled to old-age insurance benefits, or

((ii) the year succeeding the year in which he died.
Any calendar year all of which is included in a period of disability
shall not be included as a computation base year.

[(3) For purposes of paragraph (2), the number of an individual's
elapsed years is the number of calendar years after 1950 (or, if later,
the year in which he attained age 21) and before the year in which
he died, or if it occurred earlier but after 1960, the year in which he

attained age 6. For purposes of the preceding sentence, any cal-

endar year any part of which was included in a period of disability
shall not be included in such number of calendar years.

[(4) The provisions of this subsection shall be applicable only in the
case of an individual—
[(A) who becomes entitled to benefits under section 202 (a). or
section 223 in or after the month in which a new table that appears

in (or is deemed by subsection (i) (2) (D) to appear in) section
(a,) becomes effective; or

[(B) who dies in or after the month in which such table becomes effective without being entitled to benefits under section
202(a) or section 223; or
[(C) whose primary insurance amount is required to be recomputed unde:r subsection (f) (2).]
(b) (1.) The zmotnt of an individual'8 aeraqe indexed mo'nthiy
earnings i8 equal to the quotient obtained by dividing—

(A) the total (after adjustment under paragraph (3) of hi8

wages paid in and 8e7P-em.p7oyment income credited to hi8 benefit

comqutation years (detemnined under paragraph (s)), by
(B) the iiumber of nvontlis in those year8.

() (A) The num.ber of an individual's benefit computation years
equals the num5er of e7apsed year8, reduced by five, except that the
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number of an individual'8 benefit conp'utation years moy not be 1e88
than two.
(B) For purpoe of thi8 8'Ub8ectio'Tb—

(i) the term, "benefit computation year8" means, in the ce of
any individual tho8e computation ba8e year8, equal in number to

the number deter,mined under 8uparagraph (A) of thi8 pzragraph, for which the total of the individua2'8 wage8 and 8elfemployment income, after adju8tment under paragraph (3), i8
the Zarqe8t;

(ii) the ter,n "computation ba8e year8" means, in the case of any
ind€vidual the calendar years after 1950 and prior to the earlier
of—

(1) in the case of an individua2 entitled to old-age insurance

benefit8, the year in which occurred (whether by rea8on of

8ection O(j) (1) or otherwi8e) the fir8t month of that

entitlement;
(11) in the ca8e of an individual who ha8 died, the year 8UCceeding the year of hi8 death;
eacept that such terim exclude8 any calendar year entirely included
in. a period of di8a1)ilit/; and
(iii) the term, "number of elap8ed years" means, in the ca8e of
any individual except a8 otherwi8e provided bi 8ectin 104(j)
of the Social Securit Amendment8 of 197 (Public Law 9?-6O3),
the numler of calendar years after 1950 (or, if later, the year in
whiih the individua attained age 1) and before the year in which
the €ndividual died, or, if it occur,ed after 1960, the year in which
he attained aqe 6d; except that such term exclude8 anti calendar
i/ear any part of which is included in a period of di8aPility.
(8) (A) Except a provided by 8ub paragraph (B), the waqe8 paid in
and 8elf -employment income credited to each of an individual'8 computation ba8e years for purpose8 of the 8election there from of benefit
computation years under paragraph
deemed equal to the product

() i

of—

(i) the wage8 and 8elf-emploijment income credited to 8uCh
yezr, and
(ii) the quotient obtained by dividing—
(1) the average of the wages (a8 defined in 8ection p30(e))
of all employee8 a reported to the Secreta of the Trea8ury

for the 8econd calendar year (after 1976) prec'dinq the
earlie8t of the year of the individucl'8 death, eliqibilit,, for

an old-aqe in8urance benefit, or eligibility for a di8abiit?/ in8vr(nce benefit (except tluit the vecir in which the individjual
&e8, or boconu8 eliqible, Rhall not be tonsidered a. 8uch yezii'
if the indivjtJw"l
entitled to di8a7jiit, i rance beneflt8

for any month in the J9-mnth period im'rndiatel precedin9
.nich death or eli.-,ibjljtj but tie.re 8hall be covned instead
the wear of the individual'8 eliQThiiiiv for the di8abilitZ, in8ur-

ance benefit to which he wa entitled in nch 1-month period)
by

(II) the averq,qp, of the oaqe (78 80 defined) of all em.pioyee8 a.i renorted to t1e Se'retar'q of 1e Troaaur'q for the
computation ba8e year for which the detemination 8 made.
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(B) Wages paid in or self-emploijment income credited to an mdi.
vidual'8 co'mputation ba8e year—
(i) which occurs after the 8econd calendar year 8pecified in sub-

paragraph (A) (ii) (I), where applicable, or
(ii) in year which under 8ubsection (1) (2) (C) i8 con8zdered
to be the la8t year of the period specified in 8ub8ectzon (b) ()

(B) (ii),
are available foi use in determining an individual'8 benefit computatioi year8, but without aip plying 8ub paragraph (A) of tbi8
paragraph.
(4) In deterni%ning the average monthly wage of an individual

whose primary in.urance amount ü compited (after 1978) ude
8ection 215(a) or 215(d) a in effect (except with re8pect to the

table con t'-'.ined therein) in December 1978, by rea8on of 8b8ecton
(a) (4) (B), thj8 8ub section a.g in effect in December 1978 remain.9
in effect, except that paragraph (2) (C (a8 then in effect) 8 deemed
to provide that "com.putation ba8e years" include only calendar years in

the period after 1950 (or 1936, if applicable and prior to the year in
which occurred the fir8t month for tthich the individual tva8 eligible
(a8 defined in 8ub8ection (a) (3) (B) of thi8 section a in effect in
January 1979) for an old-age or di&abilit in8urance benefit, or died.
Ani,' calendar ear all of whji,h is included in a period of di8ability
8h4J22

not be ineluded as a computation ba8e year.

(5) [Repealed].

Primary InsuranceAmount Under Prior Provisions

((c) (1) For the purpose of column II of the latest table that appears in (or is deemed to appear in) subsection (a) of this section,
an individual's primary insurance amount shall be computed on the
basis of the law in effect prior to the month in which the latest such
table became effctive.

((2) The provisions of this subsection shall be applicable only in

the case of an individual who became entitled to benefits under section
202(a) or section 223, or who died, before such effective month.]
(c) Thi8 8ubJection, a. in effect in Decernber 1978, 811 all remain in
effect with re8pect to ayi individual to whom, 8ub8ectio'F (a) (1) doe8
not apply b reason of the individual's eUqibiliti,' for an old-age in8urance or di8ability insurance benefit, o', the individucP8 death, prio', to
1979.

Primary Insurance Benefit Under 1939 Act

((d) (1) For purposes of column I of the table appearing in subsection (a) of this section, an individual's primary insurance benefit
shall be comnutd as follows:
((A) The individual's average month'y wage shall be determined as provided in subsection (b) (but without regard to paragraph (4) thereof) of this section, except that for purposes of
paragraph (2) (C) and (3) of such subsection, 1936 shall be used
instead of [950.

F(B) For purposes of subparagraphs (B) and (C) of sub-

section (b) (2), an individual whse total wages prior to 1951 (as
defined in subparagraph (C) of this subsection)—
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(i) do not exceed $27,000 shall be deemed to have been
paid such wages in equal parts in nine calendar years after
1D36 and prior to 1951;

[(ii) exceed $27,000 and are less than $4,OOO shall be
deemed to have been paid (I) $3,000 in each of such number
of.calendar years after 1936 and prior to 1951 as is equal to
the integer derived by dividing such total wages 'by $3,000,
and (II) the excess of such total wages over the product of
$3,000 times such integer, in an additional calendar year in
such period; or
[(iii) ar at least $42,000 shall b deemed to have been paid
$3,000 in eath of the fourteen calendar years after 1936 and
prior to 1951.]
(d) (1) For the purpose of coumin I of the table appearing 8ub8ection (a) of thi3 8ection, as that 8ub8ection was in effect in December
1977, an individual'8 prinuz'ry iurance benefit 8hall be computed

a

/oUow8:
(A) The individual'8 average monthly wage 8hall be deternvined

'a provi(kd in 8ub8ection (b) of thi3 8ectu)n, a8 in effect, in Deember 1977 (but without regard to paragraph (4) thereof), ecc-

cept thai for purposes of par%iraph8 () (C) and (8) of that

8ub8ection (as 80 in effect), 1936 8hall be ved itead of 1$5O.
(B) For purposes of 8ubparagraph8 (B) and (C) of 8ub8ection

(b) ()

(as

so in effect), the total wages prior to 1951 (a8 defined

in 8ubparagraph (C) of this paragraph) of an individual who
attained age 1 after 1936 and prior t 1951 8hall be divided by
t1i number of years (hereinafter in this 8ubpara.qraph referred to
a8 the "diviiioiz") elap8ing after the year in which the individual
attained aqe 21 and prior to the earlier of 1951 or the year of the
individual'8 death. The quotient 80 obtained i8 deemed to be the
.individual',s' wages credited for each of the years included in the
(jivi3or except—
(i) if the quotient exceed8 $3,000. only $8000 i deemed to be

tite individual'8 wage 8 for each of the years included in the
divisor, and tite remainder of the individual'8 total wages
prior to 1951 (I) if le88 than 8O00, i8 deemed credited to the

year invmediately preceding the earlie8t year u8ed in the
divisor, or (II) if $8,000 or more, i8 deemed credited, in
$3,000 incremen.t8, to the year in which the individual attained

age 1 and to each year coneeutively recedinq that year,
with anqj remainder les8 than $3,000 fredited to the year prior

to the earliest year to which a full $3,000 increment was
credited; and
(ii) iio nvore than $4,000 may be taken into account, for
purpoe of th28 sub paraqraph, as total wages after 1986 and
prior to 1951.

(C) For the purposes of subnaragraph (B), "total waøes prior
•to 1951" with respect to an indivdnal means the sum of (i) remuneratioñ credited to such individual prior to 1951 on the records

of the Secretary, (ii) wages deemed paid prior to 951 to siwh
individual under section 217, (iii) compensation under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 prior to 1951 creditable to him pur-
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suant to this title, and (iv) wages deemed paid prior to 1951 to
such individual under section 231.

((D) The individual's primary insurance benefits shall be 45.6
per centum of the first $50 of his average monthly wage as computed under this subsection, plus 11.4 per centum of the next $200
of such average monthly wage.]
(D) The individuc2'8 primary in8urance beneflt8 8hall be 4()
per centun of the flr8t $50 of hi8 average monthly wage aB comeputed under thi8 ub8ection, p1u8 10 per centun of the next $OO
of hi.s average monthly wa9e; i'nerea8ed by .1 per centun for each
increment year. The number of increment years i8 the number,
not more tin 14 nor 1e88 than 4; that i8 equal to the indivwluaZ'8
total wages prior to 1951 divided by $1,650 (di8regarding any
fraction).
(2) The provisions of this subsection shall be applicable only in the
case of an individual—
(A) with respect to whom at least one of the quarters elapsing
prior to 195:L is a quarter of coverage;

(B) except as provided in paragraph (3), who attained age

22 after 1950 and with respect to whom less than six of the quarters elapsing after 1950 are quarters of coverage, or who attained
such age before 1951; and
(C) (i) who becomes entitled to benefits under section 202(a)
or 223 after the date of the enactment of the Social Security
Amendments of 1967, or
(ii) who dies after such date without being entitled to benefits
under sectiou 202(a) or 223, or
(iii) whose primary insurance amount is required to be recomputed under section 215(f) (2) or (6), or section 231.
(3) The provisions of this subsection as in effect prior to the enactment of the Social Security Amendments of 1967 shall be applicable
in the case of an individual(—]
((A) who attained age 21 after 1936 and prior to 1951, or]

((B)] who had a period of disability which began prior to

1951, but only if the primary insurance amount resulting therefrom is higher than the primary insurance amount resulting from
the application of this section (as amended by thB Social Security
Amendments of 1967) and section 220.
(4) The pro'visioiz. of thi8 8ub8ectzon a in effect in December .1977
8hall be applicable to individuals who become eligible for old-age inurance or disability inaurance beneflt8 or die prior to .1978.
Certain Wages and Self-Employment Income Not To Be Counted

(e) For the purposes of subsections (b) and (d)—
(1) in computing an individual's (average monthly wage]
average indexed momthly earning8 or, in the case of an £ndividual w1we primary in8urance anwunt it computed under 8ection V5(a) a in effect prior to January 1979, average monthly
wage, there shall not be counted the excess over $3,600 in the case
of any calendar year after 1950 and before 1955, the excess over
$4,200 in th case of any calendar year after 1954 and before 1959,
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the excess over $4,800 in the case of any calendar year after 1958

and before 1966, the excess over $6,600 in the caseof any cal&idar
year after 1965 and before 1968, the excess over $7,800 in the case
of any calendar year after 1967 and before 1972, the excess over
$9,000 in the case of any calendar year after 1971 and before 1973,
the excess over $10,800 in the ease of any calendar year after 1972
and before 1974, the excess over $13,200 in the case of any calendar

year after 1973 and before 1975, and the excess over an amount
equal to the contribution and benefit base (as determined under
section 230) in the case of any calendar year after 1974 with respect to which such contribution and benefit base is effective (before the appZication, in the case of average indexed monthly earning, of 8ub8ection (b) (3) (A)) of (A) the wages paid to him in

such year, plus (B) the self-employment income credited to
such year (as determined under section 212); and

(2) if an individual's (average monthly wage] average indexed monthly earning8 or, in the case of an individual wlio8e
primary in8urance amount is computed under 8ection p315(a) as
in effect prior to January 1979, average monthly wage, computed
under subsection (b) or for the purposes of subsection (d) is not

a multiple of $1, it shall be reduced to the next lower multiple
of $1.

Recomputation of Benefits

(f) (1) After an individual's primary insurance amount has been
determined under this section, there shall be no recomputation of such
individual's prim'ary insurance amount except as provided in this subsection or, in the case of a World War II veteran who died prior to
July 27, 1954, as provided in section 217(b).

((2) If an individual has wages or self-emDloyment income for a

year after 1965 for any part of which he is entitled to old-age insurance

benefits, the Secretary shall, at such time or times and within such
period as he may by regulations prescribe, recompute such individual's
primary insurance amount with respect to each such year. Such recom-

putation shall be made as provided in subsections (a) (1) (A) and
(C) and (a) (3) as though the year with respect to which such recomputation is made is the last year of the period specified in subsection

(b) (2) (C). A recomputation under this paragraph with respect to any

year shall be effective—

((A) in the case of an individual who did not die in suoh year,
for monthly benefits beginning with benefits for January of the
following year; or
[(B) in the case of an individual who died in such year, for
monthly benefits beginning with benefits for the month in which

he died.]
(2) (A) If an individual ha8 waqes or 8elf-envplo?/ment income

for a year after 1978 for anij part of which he is entitled to old-age
or di8ability in8uraiwe beneflt8, the Secretary 8hall, at &uch time or
time8 and within such period a he may by regulation pre8cribe, recom,pute the individual's primary in8uraiwe amount for that year.
(B) For the purpose of applying 8ub paragraph (A) of 8ub8ection
(a) (1) to the average indea,ed monthly earning8 of an individuaZ to
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whom that subsection applies and w'ho receives a recoimpitation under

this paragraph. there shall be used, in lieu of the amounts of those
ear'nings established by clavses (i) and (ii) of subparagraph (B) of
that subsection, the amounts that were (or, in the case of an individual

de.gcribed in subsection (a) (4)(B), v,ould have been) used in the
coimputation of the individual's primary insurance amount prior to
the application of this subsection.

(C) A recoimputation iider this paragraph shall be made a provided in subsection (a) (1) a though the year with respect to vhich
it i made is the last z,ear of the period specified in subsection (b) ()
(B) (ii), and subsection (b) (3) (A) shall apply with respect to any
8uch recoimputation as it applied in the coimputation of such mdividuc2's primary iurance amount prior to the application of this
subsection.

(D) A reco'inputation under this paragraph with respect to any

year shall be effective—

(i) in the case of an individual who did not die in that jiear,
for monthly benefits beginning with benefits for January of the
following year; or

(ii) in the case of an individual who died in that year, for

monthly benefits beginning with benefits for the month £n. which
he died.

((3) In the case of any individual who became entitled to old-age
insurance benefits in 1952 or in a taxable year which began in 1952
(and without the application of section 202(j) (1)),or who died in
1952 or in a taxable year which began in 1952 but did not become
entitled to such benefits prior to 1952, and who had self-employment
income for a taxable year which ended within or with 1952 or which
began in 1952, then upon application filed by such individual after the
close of such taxabk year and prior to January 1961 or (if he died
without filing such application and such death occurred prior to .January 1961) by a. person entitled to rnonthy benefits on the basis of such
individual's wages and sef-employment income, the Secretary shall
recompute such individuaPs primary insurance amount. Such recoinputation shall be made in the manner provided in the pieceding sill)sections of this section (other than subsection (b) (4) (A)) for
computation of such amount, except that (A) the se'f-employment
income closing date shaH he the day following the quarter with or
within which such taxable year ended, and (B) the self-eiiiployinent
income for any subsequent taxahk year shall not be taken into account.
Such recomputation shall he effective (A) in the case of an application flied by such individual, for and after the first month in which he
became entitled to old-age insurance benefits, and (B) in the case of an
application filed by any other person, for and after the month in which
such person wI:o filed such application for recoinputation 1)ecanle
entitled to such monthly benefits. No recomputation undeu this paragraph pursuant to an app'ication filed after such individual's death
shall affect the amount of the lump-sum death payment under sill)section (i) of section 202, and no such recomputation shaH render
erroneous any such payment certified by the Secretary prior to the
effective date of the recomputation.]
Sec. 215 (f) () is repealed.
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((4) Any recomutation under this subsection shall be effective oni
if such recomputation results in a higher primary insurance amount.
(4) A recoirtputation is effective under this Bubsection only if it
result8 in a primary in8urance amount that iB at lea8t $1.00 higher
tlun the previoi.t primary in8urfz'nce amount.
(5) In the case of a man who became entitled to old-age insurance
benefits and died before the month in which he attained age 65, the
Secretary shall recompute his primary insurance amount as provided
in subsection (a) as though he became entitled to old-age insurance
benefits in the month in which he died; except that (i) his computation base years referred to in subsection (b) (2) shall include the year
in which he died, and (ii) his elapsed years referred to in subsection
(b) (3) shall not include the year in which he died or any year thereaster. Such recomputation of such primary insurance amount shall be
effective for and after the month in which he died.
(6) Upon the death after 1967 of an individual entitled to benefits
under section 202(a) or section 223, if any person is entitled to monthly
benefits or a lump-sum death payment, on the wages and self-employment income of such individual, the Secretary shall recompute the
decedent's primary insurance amount, but only if the decedent during
his lifetime was paid compensation which was treated under section
205(ô) as remuneration for employment.
(7) This BubBection, a in effect in December 1978, Bhall continue
to apply to the recomputation of a primary insurance amount computed under BubBection (a) or (d) as in effect (without regard to the
table contained in 8ub8ection (a)) in that month, and, where appropriate, vnder Bubsection (d) a in effect in December 1977. For jarpoe
of recomputing the primar, in8urance amount under subsection (a)
or (d) (a8 thu3 in effect) with re8pect to an individual to whom tho8e
8ub8ections apply by rea8on of paragraph (B) of Bubsection (a) (4)
a8 in effect after December 1978, no remuneration Bhall be taken into
aQcotmt for the year in which the individual initiallj became eligible
for an old-age insurance or disability in8u?'ance benefit or died, or for
any year thereafter.
Rounding of Benefits

(g) The amount of any primary insurance amount and the amount
of any monthly benefit computed under section 202 or 223 which (after
reduction under section 203(a) and deductions under section 203(b))

is not a multiple of $0.10 shall be raised to the next higher multiple
of $0.10.

(h) (1) Notwithstanding the provisions of subchapter III of chapter 83 of title 5, United States Code, remuneration paid for services to
which the provisions of section 210(1) (1) of this Act are applicable
and which is performed by an individual as a commissioned officer of
the Reserve Corps of the Public Health Service prior to July 1, 1960,
shall not be included in computing entitlement to or the amount of any

monthly benefit under this title, on the basis of his wages and selfemployment income, for any month after June 1960 and prior to the

first month with respect to which the Civil Service Commission certifies to the Secretary that, by reason of. a waiver filed as provided in

paragraph (2), no further annuity will be paid to him, his wife, and
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his children, or, if he has died. to his widow and children, under sub-

chapter III of chapter 83 of title 5, United States Code, on the basis of
such service.

(2) In the case of a monthly benefit for a month prior to that in

which the individual, on whose wages and self-employment income
such benefit is based, dies, the waiver must be filed by such individual;
and such waiver shall be irrevocable and shall constitute a waiver on
behalf of himself, his wife, and his children. If such individual did not
file such a waiver before he died, then in the case of a benefit for the
month in which he died or any month thereafter, such waiver must be
filed by his widow, if any, and by or on behalf of all his children, if
any; and such waivers shall be irrevocable. Such a waiver by a child
shall be filed by his legal guardian or guardians, or, in the absence

thereof, by the person (or persons) who has the child in his care.
Costof-Living Increases in Benefits

(i) (1) For purposes of this subsection—

(A) the term "base quarter" means (i) the calendar quartel

ending on March 31 in each year after 1974, or (ii) any other calendar quarter in which occurs the effective month of a general

benefit incrse under this title;

(B) the term "cost-or-living computation quarter" means a base

quarter, as defined in subparagraph (A) (i), in which the Consumer Pric4 Index prepared by the Department of Labor exceeds,
by not less than 3 per centum, such Index in the later of (i) the

last prior cost-of-living computation quarter which was establisheci under this subpargraph, or (ii) the most recent calendar
quarter in which occurred the effective month of a general benefit

increase under this title; except that there shall be no cost-ofliving computation quarter in any calcndar year if in the year
prior to such year a law has been enacted providing a general
benefit inciease under this title or if in such prior year such a
general benefit increase becomes effective; and

(C) the Consumer Price Index for a base quarter, a cost-ofliving computation quarter, or any other calcndar quarter shall
be the arithmetical mean of such index for the 3 months in such
quarter.
(2) (A) (i) The Secretary shall determine each year beginning with
1975 (subject to the limitation in paragraph (1) (B) whether the base
quarter (as defined in paragraph (1) (A) (i)) in such year is a cost-of-

lin computation quart6r.

((ii) If the Secretary determines that the base quarter in any year
is a cost-of-living computation quarter, he shall, effective with the
month of June of such year as provided in subparagraph (B), increase
the benBfit amount of each individual who for such month is entitled
to benefits under section 227 or 228, and the primary insurance amount

of each other individual under this title (but not including a primary
insurance amount determined under subsection (a) (3) of this section),
by an amount derived by multiplying each such amount (including
each suoh indiidu•al's primary insurance amount or benefit amount
under section 227 or 228 as previously increased under this subpara-

-
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graph) by the same percentage (rounded to the nearest one-tenth of 1
percent) as the percentage by which the Consumer Price Index for

soh c-of-hving computation quarter exceeds such index for the
most recent prior calendar quarter which was a. base quarter wider
paragraph (1) (A) (ii) or, if later, the most recent cost-of-living com-

putation.quarter under paragraph (1) (B). Any suth increased

amount which is not a multiple of $0.10 shall be increased to the next
higher multiple of $O.1O.1
(ii) If the Secretary determines that the bcze quarter in any year
8 a co8t-of-Uving computation quarter, lie 8hall, effective with the
month of June of that year a provided in 8ubparagraph (B), increa8e—

(I) the benefit amount of each i'ndividuc2 'who for t1at month
8 entitled to beneflt8 under 8ection P7 or
(II) the prinuzry in8uratwe cimount of each other individual on

which benefit entitlement i8 ba8ed under thi8 title, and
(III) the total nmthly beneflt8 ba8ed on each primary in8ur'
atwe amount and. permitted under 8ectiOn 03 (which 8hall be
zncrea8ed, unle88 otherwi8e 80 increa8ed under another provi8ion
•of tMB title, at the 8ame tin1e. a the primary in8urance amount on

which they are ba8ed) or, in the case of a primary ifl8uratwe

czmount computed un&r 8ub8ection (a) as in effect (without regard to the table contained therein) prior to Januarij 1979, the
anvount to which the beneflciarie8 may be entitled under 8ecton
O3 a in effect in Decembe 1978, except a pro'vided by 8ectwn

203(a) (6) tznd (7) a in effect after December1978.
but 8hall not irwrea8e a primary in8urance amount t1at is computed
under thparagraph (C) (i) (III) of 8ub8ection (a) (1) or a primary
insurance amount that wa computed prior to January 1979 under
8ub8ection (a) (3) ai then in effect. The inereaBe 8hall be derived by
muZtipZyinq eôh of the amount8 de8cribed in clau8e8 (I), (11), and
(III) (itwuding each of tho8e primary iurance amount8 or ben4t
amount8 a8 previou8ly increa8e,d under this bparagraph) by the
ane percenfr,zge (rounded to the nearest one-tenth of 1 percent) a the
percentage by which the Con8ume Pce Lndex for that co8t-of-living
computation quarter exceed8 the Index for the mo8t recent piior calendar quarter which wa a ba8e quarter under paragraph (1) (A) (ii)
or,

if later, the most recent co8t-of -living computation quarter under
(1) (B). Any amount 80 increa8ed that i8 not a nvultiple

paragraph

of $0.10 8liall be increa8ed to the next higher multiple of $0.10.
(iii) In the case of an individiual who become8 eligible for an oldage in8uratwe or di8abiity in8urance ben4t, or die8 prior to becoming

8O eligible, in a year in which there ocour an itwrea8e provided in
cZau8e (ii), the individwi2'8 primary iiwurance amount (without regard to the time of entitlement to that benefit) 8liall be increa8ed (unle88 otherwi8e 80 increa8ed under ctnotlier provi8ion of thi8 title) by

the amount of that increa8e and 8ubsequent applicabZe i')Wrea8e8, but

oiily with re8pect to beneflt8 jxtyable for nwt1i8 after May of that
year.

(B) The increase provided by subparagraph (A) with respect to a
particular cost-of-living computation quarter shall apply in the case
of monthly benefits under this title for months after May of the calen-
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dar year in which occurred such cost-of-living computation quarter,
and in the case of lump-sum death payments with respect to deaths
occui'ring after N:ay of such calendar year.

(C) (i) Whenever the level of the Consumer Price Index as pub-

lished for any month exceeds by 2.5 percent or more the level of such
index for the most recent base quarter (as defined in paragraph (1)
(A) (ii) or, if later, the most recent cost-of-living computation quarter, the Secretary shall (within 5 days after such publication) report

the amount of such excess to the House Committee on Ways and
Means and the Senate Committee on Finance.

(ii) Whenever the Secretary determines that a base quarter in a
calendar year is also a cost-of-living computation quarter, he shall

notify the House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance of such determination within 30 days after the close
of such quarter, indicating the amount of the benefit increase to be pro-

vided, his estimate of the extent to which the cost of such increase
would be met by an increase in the contribution and benefit base under
section 230 and the estimated amount of the increase in such base, the
actuarial estimates of the effect of such increase, and the actuarial üsumptions and methodology used in preparing such estimates.

(D') If the Secretary determines that a base quarter in a calendar
year is also a cost-of-living computation quarter, he shall publish in
the Federal Register within 45 days after the close of such quarter, a
determination that a benefit increase is resultantly required and the
percentage thereof. (He shall also publish in the Federal Register at
that time (along with the increased benefit amounts which shall be
deemed to be the amounts appearing in sections 227 and 228) a revision
of the table of benefits contained in subsection (a) of this section (as

it may have been most recently revised by another law or pursuant
• to this paragraph); and such revised table shall be deemed to be the
table appearing in such subsection (a). Such revision shall be determined as follows:
((i) The headings of the table shall be the same as the headings
in the tabla immediately prior to its revision, except that the
parenthetical phrase at the beginning of column II shall reflect
the year in. which the primary insurance amounts set forth in
column IV of the table immediately prior to its revision were
effective.

((ii) The amounts on each line of column I and column IlL

except as otherwise provided by clause (v) of this subparagraph,
shall be the same as the amounts appearing in each such column
in t.he table immediately prior to its revision.
((iii) The amount on each line of column II shall be changed
to the amcunt shown on the corresponding line of column IV
of the table immediately prior to its revision.
((iv) The amounts on each line of column IV and column Y
shall be increased from the amounts shown in the table immediately prior to its revision by increasing each such amount by the
percentage specified in subparagraph (A) (ii) of this paragraph.
The amount on each line of column V shall be increased, if necessa.ry, so that such amount is at least equal to one and one-half
times the amount shown on the corresponding line in column IV.
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Any'such increased amoint which is not a multiple of $0.10 shall
be increased to the next higher multiple of $0.10.

((r) If the contribution and benefit base (determined under
section 230) for the calendar year in which the table of benefits is
revised is lower than such base for the following calendar year,
columns III, IV, and V of such table shall be extended. The
amounts on each additional line of column III shall be the

amounts on the preceding line increased by $5 until in the last.
such line of column III the second figure is equal to one-twelfth
of the new contribution and benefit base for the calendar year following the calendar year in which such table of benefits is revised.

The amount on each additional line of column IV shall be the
amount on the preceding line increased by $1.00, until the amount

on the last line of such column is equal to the last line of such
column as determined under clause (iv) plus 20 percent of onetwelfth of t.he excess of thenew contribution and benefit base for

the calendar year following the calendar year in which such table
of benefits is revised (as determined under section 230) over such
base for the calendar year in which the table of benefits is revised.
The amount in each additional line of column V shall be equal to
1.75 times the amount on the same line of column IV. Any such

increased amount which is n9t a multiple of $0.10 shall be increased to the next higher multiple of $0.10] He 8hall al8o publieh in the Federal Regi8ter at that time a revi8iOn of the amount
referred to in 8ub paragraph (C) (i) (1) of 8ub8ectiOn (a) (.1) and
that 811a11 be the ilwrea8ed amount determined for purpoe of
8UCh 8ubpciragrap'h (C) (i) (11) under thi8 8ub8ection.

(3) As used in this subsection, the term "general benefit increase
under this title" means an increase (other than an increase under this
subsection) in all primary insurance amounts on which monthly insurance benefits underthis title are based.
(4.) This' 8ub8ectioi, (18 in effect in December .1978, 8hall continue to
apply to 8ub8ection8 (a) and (d), a then in effect, with re8pect to corn.puting the primary in8urance amount of an individual to whom 8ub8ectzon (a), a in effect after December .1978, doe8 not apply (including an individual to whom ub8etion (a) doe8 not apply in any year
by reason of paragraph (4) (B) of that 8ub8ectzon, but the applzcation
of thi8 ubection in 8uch cases 8hall be modified by the application of
8ubclctu8e (1) of clause. (ii) of 8uch paragraph (4) (B)). For purpoe
of computing primary in8urance amount8 and maximum fanvily befit8 (other than primary in8utrance amount8 and maxinvum family beneflt8 for individuals to whom 8uch paragraph (4) (B) applie8), the
Secretary shall publi8h in the Federal Regi8ter rev ision8 of the table
of benefits contained in 8ubsection (a). a in effect in December 1978,
a8 required by parz graph () (D) of thi8 sub8ection, as then in effect.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Benefits in Case of Veterans
Sec. 217. (a)(1) * * *
(b) (1) Any World War II veteran who died during the period of
three years immediately following his separation from the active mili-
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tary or naval service of the United States shall be deemed to have
died a fully insured individual whose primary insurance amount is
the amount determined under section 215(c) a. in effect in Decem,ber 1978. Notwithstanding Section 215(d) as in effect in December
1978, the primary insurance benefit (for purposes of section 215(c)
a in effect in December 1978) of such veteran shall be determined
as provided in this title as in effect prior to the enactment of this
section, except that the 1 per centum addition provided for in section
209(e) (2) of this Act as in effect prior to the enactment of this
section shall be applicable only with respect to calendar years prior
to 1951. This subsection shall not be applicable in the case of any
monthly benefit or lump-sum death payment if—
(A) a larger such benefit or payment, as the case may be, would
be payable without its application;

(B) any pension or compensation is determined by the Vet-

erans' Administration to be payable by it on the basis of the death
of such veteran;
(C) the death of the veteran occurred while he was in the active
military or naval service of the IJnited States; or

(D) such. veteran has been discharged or released from the
active military or naval service of the IJnited States subsequent
to July 26, 1951.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Reduction of Benefits Based on Disability on Account of Receipt

of Workmen's Compensation

Sec. 224. (a) If for any month prior to the month in which an individual attains the age of 62—
(1) such individual is entitled to benefits under section 223, and

(2) such individual is entitled for such month, under a workmen's compensation law or plan of the IJnited States or a State
to periodic benefits for a 'total or partial disability (whether or
not permanent), and the Secretary has, in a prior month, received

notice of such entitlement for such month.
the total of this benefits under section 223 for such month and of any
benefits under section 202 for such month based on his wages and self-

employment income shall be reduced (but not below zero) by the
amount by which the sum of—

(3) such total of benefits under sections 223 and 202 for such
month, and
(4) such periodic benefits payable (and actually paid) for such
month to such individual under the workmen's compensation law
or plan,
exceeds the higher o—
(5) 80 per centum of his "average current earnings", or
(6) the total of such individual's disability insurance benefits
under section 223 for such month and of any monthly insurance
benefits under section 202 for such month based on his wages and
self-employment income, prior to reduction under this section.
In no case shall the reduction in the total of such benefits under sec-

tions 223 nd 202 for a month (in a continuous period of months)
reduce such total below the sum of—
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(7) the total of the benefits under sections 223 and 202, after
reduction under this section, with respect to all persons entitled

to benefits on the basis of such individual's wages and self-employment income for such month which were determined for such individual and such persons for the first month for which reduction
under this section was made (or which would have been so determined if all of them had been so entitled in such first month), and
(8) any increase in such benefits with respect to such individual

and such persons, before reduction under this section, which is
made effective for months after the first month for which reduction under this section is made.
For purposes of clause (5), an individual's average current earnings

means the largest of (A) the average monthly wage (deter'iivined
under section p215(b) (18 in effect prior to January 1979) used for pur-

poses of computing his benefits under section 223, (B) one-sixtieth of
the total of his wages and self-employment income (computed without
regard to the limitations specified in sections 209(a) and 211(b) (1))
for the five consecutive calendar years after 1950 for which such wages
and self-employment income were highest, or (C) one-twelfth of the
total of his wages aind self-employment income (computed without regard to the limitations specified in sections 209(a) and 211(b) (1)) for
the calendar year in which he had the highest such wages and income
during the period consisting of the calenda.r year in which he became
disabled (as defined in section 223(d)) and the five years preceding
that year. In any case where an individual's wages and self-employment income reported to the Secretary for a calendar year reach the
limitations specified in sections 209(a) and 211(b) (1), the Secretary
under regulations shall estimate the total of such vages nd self-employment income for purposes of clauses (B) and (C) of the preceding sentence on the basis of such information a may be available to
him indicating the extent (if any) by which such wages and selfemployment income exceed such limitations.
*

*

*

*

*

Entitlement to Hospital Insurance Benefits
Sec. 226.

(a) * * *

(h) (1) For purposes of determining entitlement to hospital insurance benefits under subsection (b) in the case of widows and widowers
described in paragraph (2) (A) (iii) thereof.—.

(A) the term "age 60" in sections 202(e) (1) (B) (ii), 202(e)
(5), 202(f)(1) (B) (ii), and 202(f) (6) shall be deemed to read

"age 65"; and

(B) the phrase "before she attained age 60" in the matter

following subparagraph (F) of section 202(e) (1) and the phrase
"before he attained age 60" in the matter following subparagraph

(G] (F) of section 202(f) (1) shall each be deemed to read
"based on a disability".
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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(4) For the purpoea of determining entit'ement to ho8pita in8ur-

ance benefits under subsection (b) in the case of an individua' de8crjbed

in cawe (iii) of subsection (b) () (A), the entit'ement of such indi-

(e)
vidual to widow'8 or widower'8 in8urance benefits under 8ection
or (f) by reason of a di8ability shall be deemed to be the entit'ement to

8uCh benefit8 that wou'd resu't if such entit'ement were determined
without regard to he provision8 of section O(j) (4).
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Adjustmc!nt of the Contribution and Benefit Base

Sec. 230. (a) Whenever the Secretary pursuant to section 215(i)
increases benefits effective with the June following a cost-of-living
computation quarter, he sha'l a'so determine and publish in the Federal
Register on or before November 1 of the caiendar year in which such
quarter occurs the contribution and benefit base determined under subsection (b) which. shall be effective with respect to remuneration paid
after the calendar year in which such quarter occurs and taxable years
beginning after such year.
(b The amount of such contribution and benefit base shall (8u1Ject
to ub8ecticvn8 (c) aid (d)) be the amount of the contribution and benefit base in effect ii the year in which the determination is made or, if
larger, the product of—
(1) the contribution and benefit base which was in effect with
respect to remuneration paid in (and taxaHe years beginning in)

the ca'endar year in which the determination under subsection
(a) with respect to such particular calendar year was made, and
(2) the ratio of (A) the average of the wages of a1 empkyees
as reported to the Secretary of the Treasury for the calendar year
preceding the calendar year in which the determination under
subsection (a' with respect to such particu'ar ca'endar year was
made to (B) the average of the wages of all employees as reported

to the Secretary of the Treasury for the calendar year 1973 or,
if later, the calendar year preceding the most recent ca'endar
year in which an increase in the contribution and benefit base was
enacted or a determination resulting in such an increase was made
under subsection (a),
with such product, if not a multiple of $300, being rounded to the next
higher multiple of $300 where such product is a multiple of $150 but
not of $300 and to the nearest multiple of $300 in any other case. For

purposes of this subsection, the average of the wages for the calendar year 1978 (or any prior calendar year) shall, in the case of
determinations made under subsection (a) prior to December 31, 1979,
be deemed to be an amount eaual to 400 per centum of the amount of the

average of the taxable wages of all employees as reported to the
Secretary for the first calendar ciuarter o such calendar year.
(c) For purpo&s of this sectkn, and for purposes of deit.rmining
wages and self-mployrnent inoome under secitions 209, 211, 213, and
215 of this Act and sections 14O, 3121, 3122, 3125, 6413, and 6654 of
the Intornal Revenue Code of 1954, the "oontribuition and benefit base"
with respect to reununertion p,id in (and taxable years beginning

in) any calendar year after 1973 and prior to the calendar year wiith
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the June of which the first increase in benefits pursuant to section
215(i) f this Act becomes effective sha411 be $13,200 or (if applicable)
such other amüiint as may be specified in a law enacted subsequent to
the law which added this section.
For purposes of the employer tace liability under section 3111 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and sectw% 31 (b) of 8uch Code in the

ca8e of railroad emploiiment, the contribution and benefit baBe referred to in paraqraph (1) of section 311(a) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 19.54 is deemed to be $50,000 wifh respect to iemuneration
pa.d (lu.Iviq calemlai' jjea1 1979 lhrouqh 1984. and with respect to calendai' years after 198' $7'3000 or (f higher) the conti'Thution and
benefit ba$e a dete.rnuned uider this .9eetiov without regard to tbe
PO?'isLOfl8 of this sentence.

(d) Except 08 otherwise provided by the last sentence of subsection
(c') and except for purposes of determin.in.q employer tax liability

under section 32l(a') of the Internal Revenue (lode of 1954, for
calendar years 1979, 1981, 1983, aid 1985 the contribution and benefit

ba8e 8haU be equal to the amount deterinined under subseetio'n (b) but

a. augmented for each such near (and carried fo'ward thereafter) by
$600: and the amount of such ba8e for any 8uch year as so increa8ed
8hall be deemed to be the amount of sveh ba8e for such year for purposes of deterimiiinq ann increa8e, under the precedinq provt8ion8 of
tM. section, in such ba8e for an/ succeeding year.
(e) For purposes of subsaction (b). the term "waçjes" for years after
1976 8hoil have the meaninq assigned to such term by sect uvn. 3401 (a'

of the In/erna.l Reve,nve Code of 195A and section. 3i1(a) of suh

(lode (hut without re.card to the opertt ion of $ection .9O of the Social

Recuritj Act a specified therein) to th ed'teMt that thei are excluded
from suelt section .IAO1 (a.'). For years before 1.977, the term "wage.9"

8hali be dterinined under regulatio'n.9 to h promulgated by the
Recretary.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

INTERNATIONAL A GREEMENTS
Purpose of Agreement

Sec. 233. (a') The. President is authorked (subject to the succeedinq

pravion of this section) to enter into agreements establishing totalization arranqements between the social securiti.,, system e8tablishd by

thi8 title and the soial security system of an foreign country, for the
purposes of establi8hin.g entitlement to and the amount of old-age, survivors, di8ability, or derivative benefits ba8ed on a combination of on
individual'8 Veriod8 of coverage under the social security system estab-

lished by this title and the social security sy8tem. of such foreign

country.

Definition8

(b) For the purposes of this section—
(1) the term "social securty system" mea'n8. with respect to a.
foreign countr. a social insuranee or pen8ion system which i8 of
general applieation in the country a'nd 'under which periodic bene-
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fit8, or the actuarial equivalent thereof, are paid on account of old

age, deaths, or di8abiity; and
the teim "period of coverage" means a period of payment

()

of contribution8 or a period of earnings ba8ed o wages for empZoynent or on self-enployinent income, or any 8znular period
recognised a equivalent thereto under thi8 title or under the 8oczaZ
security 8yste?Th of a country which 28 a party to an agreement
entered into under thi8 8ectwn.
Crediting Perkds of Coverage; Conditions of Payment of Benefits

(c) (1) Any agreement establi.hing a totaliatio arrangement

pur8uant to thi8 8ectzon shall provide—

(A) that ir the ca8e of an individual who has at least 6 quarter8
of coverage a defined an section 13 of thi8 Act and periods of
coverage und3r the 8oczal security 8y8telrt of a foreign country
which B a party to 8uch agreement, periods of co'verage of .iuch

individual under 8uch social security 8yste?Th of such foreign counfry may be corn,bi'ned with periods of coverage under thi8 title and
otherwise considered for the 1n&rposes of e8tabli8hing entitlement
to and the amount of old-age, survivors, and di8ability insw,'ance
be'neflt8 under this title;

(B) (i) that eirtployment or 8elf-elrbployment, or any service
which i.s recogn&ed as equivalent to eirtployment or cef-eimploy-

ment under thz8 title or the social 8ecurzty sy8telrt of a foreign
country which is a party to such agreement, 8haZl, on or afte,
the effective dote of 8ueh aqreement, result in a period of coverace
under the 8y8telrb e8tabli8hed vnder this' title or under the sy8telrt
e8tabli8hed uwler the laws of such foreign country, but not under
both, and (ii) the met hod8 and conditions for determininq under
which 8ystelrb employment, 8e1f-employm.ent, or other .ervice 8hall
re8ult in a period of coverage; and
(C) that w)ere an individual's period8 of coverage are con-tbined, the benflt anount payab7e uiv1er thi.i title 8hall be based
on the proportion of such individual's period of coverage whiiyli
wa coimpleted under this title.
Any 8uch agreement may provide that—

()

(A) an individval who i8 entitled to caih bents under thi8
title shall, notwthsta.ndinq the riroviion of 9ection O(t), re-

ceive 8uch benflt8 while he re.ide8 in a foreign country which i8
a party to 8uch aqreemnt; av1
(B) the ben4t paid bi, the United States to an individual wiw
legally resfrle8 in the rJnied ASfafe.9 .hi7Z b i'iwreaed to an
amount, which, when added to th benefit paid by 8uch foreign
eountr, will be equal o the henefl.t amo'un.t iv1ich would be pay-

able to an entitled indivda hised on the 7r8t fiqure in (or
deemed to be in) column IV af the fable in section 15(c,') in the
ca9e of -jn individual heeoiminq eliqible for sveh benefit before

January 1. 1979, or baied on n prin?a,r1,i ?n.9u.ra.?w am.ontnt deterca8e of

mind under setion 15(a.' (fl (C) (i) (fl or (II) in the

an individual hf'eonthg 'ligThle for .ich bne fit on or after that
date.
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(8) Section 226 shall not apply in the case of any individual to

whon it would not be applicable but for this section or any agreement
or regulation under this section.
(4) Any such agreement may contain other p1ovision., which ae
not vneonssten•t wit/i the other provisions of this title and which. the
President deems appropriate to carry out the purposes of this section.
Regulations

(d) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall make
rule8 and regulations and establish procedures which are reasonable
and necessary to implement and adlnini8ter any agreement which
ha8 been entered into in aecordaiwe with this sectioi.
Reports to Con gress; Effective Date of Agreements

(e) (1) Any agreement to establish a totalization arrangement
entered into pu.r8uant to this section shall be tr7n.9nutted by the
President to the Congress together with a ?eport ou the estimated
number of individuals who vyili be affected by the agreement and the
effect of the agreement on the estimated income and expenditures of
the programs established by thi.9 Act.

()

Such

am agreement shall become effectve on any (late, pro-

vided in the agreement, which occurs after the expiration of the
period, following the (late o'm which the cigreement is transmitted
in accordance with paragraph (1), during which each House of the
Con gre ha8 been in session on each of 90 days; except that such
agreement shall not become effective if, during such period, either
Hou8e of the Congress adopts a resolution of disapproval '/
agreement.
*

*

*

*

*

TITLE IV—GRANTS TO STATES FOR All) AND SERVICES TO NEEDY FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN AND
FOR. CHILD-WELFARE SERVICES
PART A—All) TO F.1rLlEs 'Yn'ii
*

*

*

*

DEPEXIwN'i' ChILDREN
*

*

*

State Plans for Aid and Services to Needy Families With Children
SEC. 402. (a) A State 1)lan for aid and services to needy families

with children must—

(1) * * *
(7) except as may be otherwise provided in clause (8), provide

that the State agency shall, in determining need, take into consideration any other iicome and resources of any child or relative claiming
aid to families with dependent children, or of any other individual
(living in the same home as such child and relative) whose needs the
State determines should be considered in determining t.he. need of the
child or relative claiming such aid, as well as any child cire expenses
reasonably attributable to the earning of any such income;

(8) provide that, ii making the determination tinder clause (1'),

the State agency—
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(A) shall with respect to any month disregard—
(i) all of the. earned income of each dependent child receiving aid to families with dependent children who is (as
determined by the State in accordance with standards pre-

scribed by the Secretary) a full-time student or part-time
student who is not a full-time employee attending a school,
college, or university, or a course of vocational or technical

training designed to fit him for gainful employment, and
((ii) in the case of earned income of a dependent child not
included under clause (i), a relative receiving such aid, and
any othr individual (living in the same home as such relative and child) whose needs are taken into account in making
such deter,iiination, the first $30 of the total of such earned
income for such miionth plus one-third of the remainder of
such income for such month (except that the provisions of
this clause (ii) shall not apply to earned income derived from

participation on a project maintained under the programs
established by section 432(b) (2) and (3)); and]
(ii) in the case of earned inconw of a dependent child og

flc7uded n'nder clauBe (i), a relative receiving such aid, and
any other ndvvidual (living in the same home a 8uch relative and child) 'whose need.9 are taken into account in making
•w1i deterrnnatLon, (I') the flwt $60 of earned Mcome for individua8 who are employed at least forty hour8 per week, or
at lea8t thirty-five hours per week and are earning at l.ea8t
$9. per week, and (II) th first $30 of earned income for individuaTh not nweting the criteria of subclau8e (I), p1u8 (III)
in each ca8e, one-third of up to £3O() oP ,dthtionai eai'niflç78,
and one-fifth of such additional earnings in exce of $SOO,
except that in each case an amount equal to he reasonable
child care expenses incurred (subject to 8uch liwAtation8 a8

the Sec'etary may pre8cribe in regulations) shall flr8t be
deducted before computing 8uch individual'. earned i'wome
(except that the pro visionA of thi.9 clause (ii) shall zot apply

to earned income derived froirt participation on a project
ma'ntained under th pro gram8 etablished by 8ectiOn 4S

(b) ()

and

(3)),a?d

(B) (i) may, subject to the limitations prescribed by the Secretary, permit all or any portion of the earned or other income
to be set aside for future identifiable needs of a dependent child,
and (ii) may, before disregarding the. amounts referred to iii subparagraph (A) and clause (i) of this subparagraph, disregard
not more than $5 per month of any income; except that, with
respect to any month,, the State agency shall not disregard any
earned income (other than income referred to in subparagraph
(BY) of—-

(C) any one of the person specified in clause (ii) of subpara-

graph. (A) if such person—

(i) terminated his employment or reduced his earned in-

come without good cause within such period (of not less than
30 days) precedrng such month as may be prescribed by the
Secretary; or
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(ii) refused without good cause, within such period preceding such month as may be prescribed by the Secretary, to
accept employment in which he is able to engage which is
offered through the public employment offices of the State, or
is otherwise offered by an employer if the offer of such employer is determined by the State or local agency administering the State plan, after notification by him, to be a bona fide
offer of employment; or

(D) any of such persons specified in clause (ii) of subparagraph (A) if with respect to such month the income of the persons so specified (within the meaning of clause (7)) was in excess

of their need as determined by the State agency pursuant to
clause (7) (without reoard to clause (8)), unless, for any one of
for four months preceáng such month, the needs of such person
were met by the furnishing of aid under the plan;
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

(27) provide, that the State has in effect a plan approved under
part D and operate a child support program in conformity with such

plan; (and]

(28) provide that, in determining the amount of aid to which an

eligible family is entitled, any portion of the amounts collected in any
particular month as child support pursuant to a plan approved under
part D, and retained by the State under section 457, which (under the
State plan approved under this part as in effect both during July 197S
and during that particular nionth) would not. have caused a reduction
in the amount of aid paid to the family if such amounts had been paid
directly to the family, shall he added to the amount of aid otherwise

payable to such family under the State plan approved under this
part. (.]; and
(9) Effective October 1, 1979, provide that wage information
available front th Social Secu'riti,' Admini8tra.tion vnder the provi.
sioi.s of seciton 411 of this Act. aid a'ailab1e (vder the provision.i of
.9ection 3.904(a) (16) of the Federal Unernploijrnent Tax Act) froim
agewie.9 admini.9terin,q State vnemploymei.t corn.pen.9atzon laws, .9hall

be requ'sted and utilized to the extent permitted under t1u provi.ion.
of 8wh section.9; ewcept thit tlu' State .91!aii not be reqwired to reqvest
.9uch infomnatioii f,'oin the Sonal Sec'rty A (1rnnvtratwn where RVCh

informatioi i available from, th agency admini.9tering the State
unemployment corn pen.sation laws.
*

*

*

*

*

Payment to States
Sec. 403. (a) From the sums appropriated therefor, the Secretary
of the Treasury shall pay to each State vhcli has an approved plan
for aid and services to needy families with children, for each quarter,
beginning with the quarter commencing October 1, 1958—
(1) in the case of any State other than Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Tslands. and Guam, an ainoimt equal to the sum of the following
proportions of the total amounts expended during such quarter
as aid to families with dependent children under the State plan
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(including expenditures for premiums under part B of title
XVIII for individuals who are recipients of money payments under such p'an and other insurance premiums for medical or any
other type of remedia' care or the cost thereof)—
(A) five-sixths of such expenditures, iiot counting so much
of any expenditure with respect to any month as exceeds the
Product of $18 mulliplied by the tota' number of recipients

of aid to families with dependent children for such month
(which total number, for purposes of this subsection, means
(i) the number of individuals with respect to whom such aid
in the form of money payments is paid for such month, phis
(ii) the number of other individuals with respect to whom
expenditures were made in such month as aid to families with
dependent children in the form of medical or any other type

of remedia' care, phis (iii) the number of individuals, not
counted under clause (i) or (ii), with respect to whom pay-

ments described in section 406(b) (2) are made in such month
and included as expenditures for purposes of this ptragraph
or paragraph (2)) ; pius
(B) the Federal percentage of t.he amount by which such
expenditures exceed the maximum which may be counted
tinder ca use (A), not counting so much of any expenditure
with respct to any month as exceeds (i) the. product of $32
multiplied by the total number of recipients of aid to families

with dependent children (other than such aid in the form

of foster care) for such month, Plus (ii) the product of $100
multiplied by the tot nmnber of recipients of aid to families
with dependent children in the form of foster care for such
month; arid
(2) in the case of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam,
an amount equal to one-ha'f of the total of the sums expended
(luring such quarter as aid to families with dependent children
under the State. plan (including expenditures for premiums under

part B of titk. XVIII for individuals who are recipients of
money payments under such plan and other insurance premiums
for medical or ny other type of remedial care or the cost thereof)

not counting so much of any expenditure with respect. to any
iiionth a exceeds $18 mulliplied by the total number of recipients
of such aid for such month ; and

(3 in the case of any State, an amount equal to the sum of

the, following proportions of the total amounts expended during
such quarter as found necessary by the. Secretary of Health, Eclucation, and Welfare for the lropel and efficient administration of

th State plar—

(A.) 75 per centum of so much of such expenditures as are
for the training (including :both short- and hong-term training at. educational institutions through grants to such insti—
tutions or by direct financial assistance to stidents. enrofled
in such institutions) of pemonne emp'oyed or preparing for

einploynient. by the State agency or by the. oca agency
administering the. plan in the political subdivision, and
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(B) one-half of the remainder of such expenditures,
except that no payment shall be made with respect to amounts expended in connection with the provision of any service described
in section 200Q (a) (1) of this Act other than services the provision
of which is required by section 402(a) (19) to be included in the

plan of the States; and
(4) [Repealed].

(5) in the case of any State, an amount equal to 50 per centum
of the total amount expended under the State plan during such
quarter as emergency assistance to needy fami]ies with children.
The number of individuals with respect to whom payments described in section 406(b) (2) are made for any month, who may be
included as recipients of aid to families with dependent children for
purposes of paragraph (1) or (2), may not exceed 10 per centum of
the number of other recipients of aid to families with dependent children for such month. In computing such 10 percent, there shall not
be taken into account individuals with respect to whom such payments are made for any month in accordance with section 402(a) (19)
(F) or section 402(a) (26).
I'n the case of calendar quarters beginning after September 30, 1977
and prior to April 1, 1978, the aimovint to be paid to each State (as
deterirtined under the preceding provi$ions of this subsection or section 1118, as the case may be) shall be increased in accordanie with
the provisions of subsection (i) of this section.

(b) The method of computing and paying such amounts shall be

as follows:

(1) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall,
prior to the beginning of each quarter, estimate the amount to
be paid to the State for such quarter under the provisions of
subsection (a), such estimate to be based on (A) a report filed
by the State containing its estimate of the total sum to be expended in such quarter in accordance with the provisions of such
subsection and stating the amount appropriated or made available
by the State and its political subdivisions for such expenditures
in such quarters, and if such amount is less than the State's proportionate share of the total sum of such estimated expenditures,
the source or sources frym which the difference is expected to be
derived, (B) records showing th number of dependent children

in the State, and (C) such other investigation as the Secretary
may find necessary.

(2) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall

then certify to the Secretary of the Treasury the amount so estimated by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, (A)
reduced or increased, as the case may hB. by any sum by which the

Seeretary of Health, Education, and Welfare finds that his estimate for any prior quarter was greater or less than the amount
which should have been paid to the State for such quarter, and
(B) reduced by a sum equivalent to the pro rata share to which
the United States is equitably entitled. as determined by the SBCretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, of the net amount recovered during any prior quarter by the State or any political
subdivision thereof with respect to aid to families with dependent
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children furnished under the State plan; except that such increases or reductions shall not be made to the extent that such
sums have been applied to make th amount certified for any
rior quarter greater or less than the amount estimated by the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare for such prior
quarter.

(3) The Secretary of the Treasury shall thereupon, thraugh

the Fiscal Service of the Treasury Department and 1)rior to audft
or settlement by the General Accounting Office, pay to the State,
at the time or times fixed by the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare, the amount so certified.

(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the Federal
share of assistance payments under this pait shall be reduced with
respect to any State for any fiscal year after June 30, 1973, by one,
percentage point or each percentage point by which the number of
individuals certifid, under the rog1a1n of such State established
pursuant to section 402(a) (19) (G), to the local employment office
of the State as being ready for employment or traming under part C,
centum of the average number of imlividuals in
is less than 15

such State. who, during such year, re ieqiiiied to he registered
pursuant to sectorL 402(a) (19) (A).

(d) (1) Notwithstanding subparagraph (A) of subsection (a) (3)

tIm rate speci fled in such subparagraph shall be 90 per ce.nturn (rather

than 75 Per centu iii) with respect to social and iipportive service
provided pursuant to section 402(a) (19) (G).
(2) Of the. sums authorized by section 401 to be appropriated for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1973, not more than $750,000,000 shall
be appropriated to the Secretary for paynients with respect to services
to which paragraph (1) applies.
(e) f Rel)ealed

I

(f) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, the amount

payable to any State under this part for quarters in a fiscal year shall
with respect to quIarte14 in fiscal years l)egmning qfter June 30, 1973,

he reduced l)y 1 pr cntuuii (calculated without regard to any rediiction under section 4O3(g of such amount if such State—
(1) in the immediately preceding fiscal year failed to carry
out the plovisiolis of section 402(a) (1S) (B) as pertain to requiring the offering and arrangement for p1ovisio1 of family
planning services; 01

(2) in the immediately piecedin fiscal year. (bitt, in the case

of the fiscal year beginning July 1. 1972, only considering the third

and fourth quarters thereof), failed to carry out the provisions
of section 402(a) (15) (B) of the Social Secutitv Act with respect

to any in(lrvi(lual who, within such period or neriods as the
Secretary may piescrile. has been an applicant for or recil)ient
of aid to families with (lepen(lent children nn(hr the plan of the
State approved under this part.
(g) Notwitlisthnding any other provision, of this section, the amount

payable to any State, wider this part for quarters in a fiscal year

shall with respect to quarters in fiscal years beginning after .hine 30,
1974. be reduced by 1 per centum (calculated without regard to any
reduction under section 403(f)) of such amount if such State. fails to—
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(1) inform all families in the State receiving aid to families
with dependent children under the plan of the State approved
under this part of the availability of child health screening services under the plan of such State approved under title XIX,
(2) provide or arrange for the provision of such screening
services in all cases where they are requested, or
(3) arrange for (directly or through referral to appropriate
agencies, organizations, or individuals) corrective treatment the
need for which is disclosed by such child health screening services.

(h) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the amount
payable to any State under this part for quarters in a fiscal year shall
with respect to quarters beginning after December 31, 1976, be reduced

by 5 per centum of such amount if such State is found by the Secretary as the result of the annual audit to have failed to have an effective
program meeting the requirements of section 402 (a) (27) in any fiscal
year beginning after September 30, 1976 (but, in the case of the fisca,l
year beginning October 1, 1976, only considering the second, third,
and fourth quarters thereof).
(i) (1) Zn the case of any calendar quarter which begin8 after September 80, 1977, and prior to April 1, 1978, the amount payable (a8
determined under Bubsection (a) or 8ection 1118, as the case may be)
to each State, which ha8 a State pZan approved under thi8 part, Bhall
(subject to the succeeding paragrap1i of this &ubsectin) be i'nereaBed
by an amount equal to the sum of the following:
(A) an amount which bear8 the same ratio to $100,000,001) as
the amount expended as aid to familieB with dependent children
under the State plan of Buch State durinq the month of December
1976 bear8 to the amount expended as aii to famiieB with dependent children under the State plan8 of c'2l StateB during Buch month,
and

(B) (i) in the case of Puerto Rico, Guam and the Virgin

ZBlandB, an amount equal to the amount determined under Bubparagraph (A) with respect to such State, oi
(ii) in the case of any other State, an amount which bear8 the
same ratio to $100,000,000, minus the amount8 determined under
clau8e (i) of this 8ub paragraph, as the amount allocated to Bueh
State, under Bection 106 of the State and Local Fiscal ABBiBtance
Act of 1973 for the most recent entitlement period for which allocat on8 have been made under 8uch Bection prior to the date of
enactment of this subBection, bear8 to the total of the amount8
allocated to all States under suih Bection 106 for such period.
A a condition of any State receiving an increase, by reason of
the application of the fore qoing provision8 of this Bubsection, in the
amount determined for such State pursuant to steb8ection (a) or under section 1118 (a. the case may be), 8uch State mu8t agree to pay
to any political subdivision thereof which participates in the cost of
the State's plan, approved tender this part, duri'ng any calendar quarter with respect to which Buck i'nerea.se applies, so much of ueh increase a does iwt exceed
er centum of such political 8tLbdiviion'8

()

financial co'ntri but ion to the State's plzn for such qtearter.

(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of this part, the amouii

payable to any State by reason of the preceding provision8 of thiB 8U1-
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/or caleri4ar quarter8 prior to April 1, 1978 8liaU be made in a
single ifl8tallrnent which 3hall be payable a 8hOrtly a/ter October 1,
8ectiOn

1977 a iB adrnkshtratively fea8ible.

1ncentve Adjutment8 in Federal Financial Participation
(5) 1/the dolla? error rixte o/ exce payment8 'o/ aid /ur'nd8hed by
a State under it8 State plan, approved under thi8 part, with re8pect

to any aix-month period, a8 based on 8am ple8 and evaluations thereo/

(1) at lea8t 4 per centum, the amount o/the Federal financiaZ
participation in the expenditure8 made by the State in carrying
out 8uch plan during 8Uch period 8hall be determined without
regard to the proviaion.s of thi8 8ub8ection; or

() 1e88 than 4 per centum, the amount o/the Federal finau,ial
participation in the expenditures made by the State in carrjing
out 8uch plan durinp such period shall be the amount determined
without regard to thi8 8ub8ection, plu8, o/the amount by which
8uch expenditure8 are les8 than they wov2d have been i/the erroneO'a8 exce pa1/rent8 of aid had been at a rate 0/ 4 per centi&m—.

(A) 10 per centum 0/the Federal 8hare 0/ 8uch amount, in
case 8wh rate i8 not le88 than 3.5 per centum,

(B) 20 pe'r centun 0/the FederaZ 8hare o/ uih amount, in
case 8uch rate i8 at lea8t 3i per centum but 1e88 than 3.5 per
centum,

(C) 30 per centn o/ the Federal 8hare o/ 8uch amount, in
case 8uch rate i8 at lea8t p2.5 per centum but le8s than 3.0 per
centum,
(D) 40 per centum o/ the Federal 8hare of 8uch amount, in
case 8uch rate i8 at lea8t p2.0 per centum but 1e88 than .5 per
centum,
(if) 50 per centum of the Federal 8hare o/ 8uch amount, in
case uih rate i8 le88 than p2.0 per centum.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Access To Wage Information

Sec. 411. (a) Notwith8tanding any other provi8ion o/ law, the

Secretary shalt make available to State8 and political 8ubdivi8iofls
thereo/ wage in/ormation contained in the reord8 of the Social Securzty Admini8tration which i8 necee8ar (a8 deternurLed by the Secre-

tary in reguZation) /or purposes o/ deternvininq an individua2'

eligibility /or aid or 8ervice8, or the amount o/ 8uch aid or 8e7'Vice8,
under a State plan for aid and 8ervices to needi /amilie8 with children,
approved vnder thi8 part, and which i.e 8peciflcaliy re ue8ted by 8UCh
State or politica. 8vbdiviion /or 8v13h prpose8.
(b) The Secretai'y 8/jail e8tabliBh 8ueh sa/eguards a. a're neceary
(a8 detemmined by the Secretary under regulatione) to in8ure that
znforination made available under the proion8 o/ thi8 section i& used
only /or
purpo88 authorized by thiB 8ection.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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TITLE Vu—ADMINISTRATION
*

*

*

*

*

0

Delivery of Benefit Check8
Sec. 708. Notwith8tanding any other provi&ion of thi8 Act, when the

normal day for delivery of benefit check8 under title II or XVI of
thi8 Act would, but for the prOVi8iOn8 of thi8 8ectwfl, fall on a Satur-

day, Sunday, or legal public Iwliday (a8 defined in 8ectiOn 6103 of
title 5, United State8 Code), benefit check8 for 8uch month 81ta11 be
mailed for delivery on the fir8t day preceding 8uch normal delivery
day which is not a Saturday, Sunday, or legal public holiday, without
regard to whether the delivery of such check8 28 made in the same
calendar month in which 8uch normal day for delivery would occur.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

TITLE XI—GENERAL PROVISIONS AND PROFESSIOAL
STANDARDS REVIEW
PART A—GENIRAL PROVISIONS
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Demonstration Projects

Sec. 1115. (a) In the case of any experimental, pilot, or demonstration project which, in the judgment of the Secretary, is likely to assist

in promoting the objectives of title I, VI, X, XIV, XVI, XIX, or
XX, or part A of title IV, in a State or States—

((a)] (1) the Secretary nay waive compliance with any of the
requirements of section 2, 402, 602, 1002, 140Z, 1602, 1902, 2002,
2003, or 2004, as the case may be, to the extent and for the period
he finds necessary to enable such State or States to carry out such
project, and

((b)] ()

costs

of such project which would not otherwise be

included as expenditures under section 3,403, 603, 1003, 1403, 1603,
1903, or 2002, as the case may be, and which are not included as
part of the costs of projects under section 1110, shall, to the extent

and for the period prescribed by the Secretary, be regarded as
expenditures under the State plan or plans approved under such
title, or for administration of such State plan or plans, Qr expenditures with respect to which payment shall be made under section
2002, as may be appropriate.
In addition, not to exceed $4,000,000 of the aggregate amount appro-

priated for payments to States under such titles for any fiscal year
beginning after June 30, 1967, shall be available, under such terms
and conditions as the Secretary may establish, for payments to States
to cover so much of the cost of such project as is not covered by pay-

ments under such titles and is not included as part of the cost of
projects for purposes of section 1110.
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(b) (1) In order to perm%t the State8 to achieve more efficient and
effective ue of fund8 for public a88z8tance, to rediuce dependency,
and to improve the living condition8 and in(Jrea8e the in'ome8 of
individual8 who are recipient8 of public a 8z8tance, any Stte having
an approved pta vinder part A of title IV may, subject to the proviaioii. of this 8ub8ectwn, e8tabli8h and conduct not more than three
demoii.t ration pro ject8. In e8tabhshing and conducting any such
project the State 8hall—
(A) pro'vide that not more than one 8uch project be conducted
o'n a 8tatewde ba8i8;
(B) provide that in making arrangement8 for public 8er'vwe
employment-—

(i) appropriate 8tandard8 for the health, 8afety, and other
conditions applicable to the perforinanee of work and traiiving o'n 8Uch project are e8tablished and will be maintained,

(ii) 8ueh project will zot re8ult in the dis placement of

employed worker8,

(iii) with respect to 8uch project the conditions of work,
training, educatioi, and employment are rea8onable in the
light of 3uch factor8 a. the type of work, geographical region,

and pro flcieny of the particiant, and
(iv) appropriate workmen 8 compen8atOn protection i
provided to all partieipant8;
(C) pro'vide t1t participation in any 8uch project by aiiy mdi-

vidual receiving aid to familie8 with dependent children be
voluntary.
(ed) Any State which e8tabZishe8 and conduct8 deinon8tration project8 under thi8 8ub8eetzon, may, 8ub)ect to para graph (3), with re8pect
to any 8uch pro jct—

(A) waive, 8ubject to paragraph (3), any or all of the require-

ment8 of 8ection8 41)2(a) (1) (relating to 8tatewzde operation),

4O(a) (3) (reZating to a m.znistration by a 8ingle State agewy),
4O (a) (8) (relating to di8regard of earned income), except that
no 8uch waiver of 402(a) (8) 8lu72l operate to waive any amount
in exce of one-half of the earned iniome of any individual, and
402(a) (19) (relating to the work incentive program);
(B) 8ubject to paragraph (4) u.e to cover the co8t8 of wch
pro)ect8 8uch fund8 a are appropriated for payment to any 8uch
State with r8pect to the a88istarwe which i8 or would, except for
participation in a project under this 8ub8ection, be payable to
individual8 part ici pating in 8uch pro ject8 under part A of title IV
for any fl8ca( year in which 8uch demon8tration pro ject8 are con-

ducted; and
(C) u.e 8wh fund8 a are appropriated for payment8 to Stcte8
under the State and LocaZ Fiscal A881,starwe Act of 197 for any
fl8caZ year in which 8uch demon.9tration pro ject8 are conducted
to cover 80 imtch of the co8t8 of 8alarie8 for individual8 partici pat-

in pub li 8ervice employment a 18 not covered through the
u.e of fund8 made available under 8ub paragraph (B)
(3) (A) Any State whieh wi8he8 to e8tabZi8h and conduct demon.8tration pro ject8 'under the provisioi of this 8ub8ection 81w2Z 8ubmit
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an appication to the Secretary in such form and co'ntaining 8uch information as the Secretary may require. Such State shall be authorized to proceed with such project (i) when said application lia8 been

approved by the Secretary, or (ii) 45 days after the date on whih

such application ?5 submitted unless the Secretary, during 8uch 45 day
period, disapproves such application.

(B) Notwithstanding the provisioi of paragraph () (A), the
Secretarj may review any waiver made by a State under such paragraph. Upon a finding that any such waiver i. inconis tent with the
purposes of this subsection and t/u purposes of part A of title IV,
the Secretary may disapprove such waiver. The demonstration project

under which any such disapproved waiver was made by such State
shall be terminated not later than th laRt day of the month following
the month in whieh Ruch waiver wa di.ap proved.

(4) Any amount payable to a State under 8ection 403(a) on behalf of an individual participating in a project under this section

shall not be increased by reason of the partiripation of such individua'

in any demonstration project conducted under this subsection

aye?'

the amount which would be payabl& if such individual were receiving
aid to families with dependent children and not participating in such
project.

(5) Participation in a project established under this 8ection shall
not be considered to constitute employment for purposes of any findma with respect to 'unemployment' a. that term i. used in section 407.
(6) Any demon8tration project established and conducted pursuant
to the pro'vigions of thi8 8ubsection shall be conducted for 'not longer
than two years. All den-ton8tration projects established and conducted
pursuant to the provi8ion8 of this subsection 8hall be teriminated not
later than September30, 1980.
*

*

*

*

*

Payments to Certain Public and Nonprofit Employers
Sec. 1132. (a) The Secretary shall, in the case of any State having
an aqreement under section p218 0/the Social Security Act, or any organization described in section 501(c) (3), which is exerbpt from t(T
under section 501(a) for the tamable year, pay to each such State or
organization (subject to the availability of funds appropriated under

the roviion.g of subsection (e)) art amount determined under subsection (b). In order to receive a. payment under this section, a State
or organization shall file a claim with respect to the tamable year in
such form, nuinner, and at the time prescribed by the Secretary by
regulation8. The Secretary shall certify to the Secretary of the Trea8ury the ame and addre&s of each State or organization eliqib7e

to receive such payment, the amount of siwh payment, and the
t/me at which .suc/i. payment should be made, and the Secretary of the

Treasury, through the Fiscal Service of the Treasury Department,
shall make payments in accordance with the certification of the Secretary.
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(h (1) The anuunt payable to a State wder svbsection (a) for the
taab1e year shall (svbject to the pro iision8 of sibseetion (c)) be

equal to 50 percent of that portion of the amount paid by sueh State
under the provisions of section 9218(e) (1) (A) with respect to rernnrn'ra.tion paid to idividva:ls a.s ern.ployees of svc1 State (or any

politicai subdiviion thereof) during the taxable year, which amount—
(A) was aid as the arnovnf equivalent to the taxes which would
be imposed by section Sill of the Intemwrl Revenve Code of 1954 if
the services of ernployees covered by such State's agreement under
section 9218 comtituted employment a defined in section 31921 of
such code and

(B) wa paid with respect to remuneration paid to iidividuals
a. employee3 of stwh State (or any po1itca2 subdivision thereof)
whkh remu'neration was in excess (with respect to .n.y individual
during the tixable year) of the contribution and be'ne fit ba8e ap-

plicable with respect to such taa.ble year, under the prvisio'n
of section 9230 a. such. section applies to employees.

(92) The amount paable vinder subsection (a) to an organization
de8cribed in section 501 (c) (3) of sttcli Code, which is exempt from tax
ude,r section 50! (a) of $uch Code for the taceab7e year, shall be equal

to 50 percent of that portion of the taxes paid by sveh organization

under section 3111 of such Code, which taees—

(A) 'uere paid with respect to remuneration paid to individ

va13 a. emp!oijees of such orga'ndzation during the taxable year,
and
(B) were paid with respect to remuneration paid to individuaZ8
a8 employees of such organization which remuneration wa8 in excess (with respect to any i',uiividval during the taxable year) of
the contribvtion and benefit ba3e applicable with respect to vch
taaable year, u'nder the provisions of section 9230 a. such 8ection
applies to employees.
(c) There are authori2ed to be appropriated such svms a are necessary to carry ow th.e provisio'n8 of this section. If the sums appropri-

ated for any jtwal year for making payments under this section are

inufflcient to pa,F in full the total anvounts which States and organization8 are authorized to receive under this section ducring such fi2cal
year, the maximum amounts which all such States and orqanization8
may receive under this section during such fi2caZ year 8hall be ratabZy
reduced. In case additional funds become available for making such
payments for any fiscal year during which the preceding sentenee is
applicable, such reduced amounts shall be increa8ed on the same ba8i8
a they were red'uced.
(d) Any State receiving a payment under the provision8 of this section shall agree to pay (and any such payment shall be made on the
conditioiz that svch State pay) to any political division thereof a percentage of such payment which percentage tall be equu2 to the pe?centage of the amount paid by such State under section 9218(e) (1) (A)
for which such State wa reimbursed by such political subdivision.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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TITLE XVIII—HEALTH INSURANCE FOR THE AGED AND
DISABLED
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amounts of Premiums
Sec. 1839. (a)

*

**

(c)(1) * * *
(3) The Secretary shall, during December of 1972 and of each year
thereafter, determine and promulgate the monthly premium applicable
for the individuals enrolled under this part for the 12-month period
commencing July 1 tin the succeeding year. The monthly premium shall
be equal to the smaller of—

(A) the monthly actuarial rate for enrollees age 65 and over,
determined according to paragraph (1) of this sabsection, for that
12-month period, or
((B) the monthly premium rate most recently promulgated by
the Secretary under this paragraph or, in the case of the deftermination made in December 1971, such rwte promulgated under

subsection (b) (2) mukãlâed by the ratio of (i) the amount in
oolumn IV of the table which, by reason of the law in effect at
the time the promulgation is made, will be in effeot is of May 1
next following such determination appears (or is deemed to appear) in seion 215 (a) on the line whidh includes the figure "750"
in column III of such table to (ii) the amount in column IV of
the table wthich appeared (or was deemed to aprpear) in section
215 (a) on the line which included the figure "750" in column III
as of May 1 of the year in which such determination is made.]
(B) the monthly premium rate most recent7y pronwlgated by
the Secretary under thiB paragraph, increased by a percentage
determ%ned as follows: The Secretary shall a8certain the primary
in.surance amount coimputed urder section 275(a) (7), based upon
average indexed m,onth7y earnings of $900, that app7ied to inchvduals who became eliqible for and entitled to old-age in8urance
benefits on May 1 of the year of the promu7gation. He shall increase the monthly premiu'1n rate by the same percentage by which
that primary insurance amowit in increased when, by reason of the
law in effect at the time the promulgation 28 nuide, it 3 so computed to app7y to those individua7s on the following May 7.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

SELECTED PROVISIONS OF THE INTERNAL

REVENUE CODE OF 1954
26 U.S.C. 1—
SUBTITLE A—INCOME TAXES
•
*
*
*
*
*
CHAPTER 2—TAX ON SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME
•

SEC. 1401. RATE OF TAX
(a) Ow-AGE, SURVIVoRS, AND DIsABILFrY INSURANCE.—In addition

to other taxes, there shall be imposed for each taxable year, on the
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self-employment income of every individual, a tax as follows: (equal
to 7.0 percent of the amount of the self-employment income for such
taxable year.]
(1) in the ca.se of any taxable year beginning after December 31,
1973, and before Janvarv 1, 1978, the tax shall be equal to 7.00 percent
of the aimount of the self-employment income for such taaxible year;
in the care of any taeable year beginning after December 31,
1977, and be/ore Jan'uar'y 1, 1979, the tax shall be equal to 7.10 percent
of the amount 0r the sef -employment income for such taxable year;
(3) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December 31,
1978, and be/ore January 1, 1981, the tax shall be equal to 7.05 percent
of the amount cf the self-ernployment income for 8uch tarable year;
(4) in the caie of any taxable year beginning after December 31,
1980, and before January 1, 1985, the tax shall be equal to 8.00 percent
of the amount of the self-employment income for such taxable year;
(5) in the cae of any taxable year beginning after December 31,
1984, and before January 1, 1990, the tax shall be equal to 8.50 percent
of the anwunt of the 8el-employment income for such taxable year;
(6) in the ca9e of any taxable year begin'ning after December 31,
1989, aicl before January 1, 1995, the ta shall be equal to 9.15 percent
of the ainount of the self-employment incone for such taxable year;
(7) in the ca9e of any taxable year beginning after Decenber 31,
1994, and before Jamuai'y 1, p001, the taa shall be equal to 10.05 percent of the anwunt of the self-employment income for such taxable
year;
(8) in tiLe case of any taxable year beginning after December 31,
OO0, and before January 1, p011, the tax shall be eqval to 10.95 percent of the amount of the self-enpZ.oyment income for 8uch taxable

()

year; and
(9) in the case of any taxable year beginninq after December 31,

3O10, the tax shall be equal to 11.70 percent of t)ie anwurnt of the serfemployment i?wome for such taxable year.
(b) HOSPITAL INSURANcE.—In addition to the tax imposed by the
preceding subsection, there shall be imposed for each taxable year, on

the self-employment income of every individual, a tax as follows:
(1) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December
31, 1973, and before January 1, 1978, the tax shall be equal to 0.90

percent of the amount of the self-employment income for such
taxable ye:r;
((2) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December

31, 1977, aid before January 1, 1981, the tax shall be equal to 1.10
percent of the amount of the self-employment income for such

taxable year;
((3) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December

31, 1980, and before January 1, 1986, the tax shall be equal to 1.35

percent of the amount of the self-employment income for such
taxable year; and
((4) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December
31, 1985, the tax shall be equal to 1.50 percent of the self-employment income for such taxable year.]

()

in the case of any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1977, and before Janiuai'y 1, 1979, the tax shall be equal
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to 1.00 percent of the amount of the Belf-employment incOme for

such tawable year;

(3) in the case of any tawable year beginning after December Si, 1978, and before January 1, 1981, the taw Bhall be equal to
1.05 percent of the amount of the self -employment ineome for 8uch
taxeable year;

(4) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December
Si, 1980, and before January 1, 1985, the tan shall be equal to i.f?5
percent of the amount of the Belf-employment ineome for 8uch

taxable year;
(5) in the case of ant, tawable year beginning after December

51, 1984, and before January 1, 1986, the taa, shall be equal to 1.35

percent of the amount of the self-employment ineone for 8uch
tan'ible year; and
(6) in the case of any tavable year beginning after December
51, 1985. the tan shall be equal to 1.40 percent of the amount of
the self-employment income for 8uch taxeable year.
(c) RKLIRF FRo! 7A185 IN CASKS CovKR'D BY CKRT.41N INTKRNATIONAL AcR'Krnwrs.—During any period in which there is in effect an

agreement entered into pursuant to section I33 of the Social Secvrity
Act wih any foreign. country, the self-employment in4ome of an individual sh4ill be exempt from the taxes irnpoed by this section to the
extent that such self-ermployment income is subject under Ruch agreement to taxes or contributions for similar purposes under the social
security systemS of such foreign country.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

SUBTITLE C—EMPLOYMENT TAXES
CHAPTER 21—FEDERAL INSURANCE
CONTRIBUTIONS ACT
SUBCHAPTER A—TAX ON EMPLOYEES
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

SEC. 8101. RATE OF TAX.
(a) OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSUBANCE.—In addition

to other taxes, there is hereby imposed on the income of every individual a tax equal to the following percentages of the wages (as defined

in section 3121(a)) received by him with respect to employment (as
defined in section 3121(b))—
((1) with respect to wages received during the calendar years
1974 through 2010, the rate shall be 4.95 percent; and

((2) with respect to wages received after December 31, 2010,

the rate shall be 5.95 percent.]

(1) with respect to wages received during the calentlar years

1974 through 1977, the rate Bliall be 4.95 percent;

()

with respect to wages received during the calentlar year

1978, the rate BhaZl be 5.05 percent;

(5) with respect to wages received during the calendar year8

1979 and 1980, the rate 8hall be 5.085 percent;
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years

(4) with re8pect to wages received during the calendar
1981 through 1984, the rate 8liall be 5.35 percent;
(5) with re8pect to wages received during the ca2endar years
1985 throug7 1989, the rate 8hall be 5.65 percent;

(6) with re8pect to wages received duri'ig the calendar years
1990 through 1994, the rate 8hall be 6.10 percent;

(7) with re8pect to wages received during the cale'idar years

1995 throug7 P2000, the rate shall be 6.70 percent;

(8) with re8pect to wages received duririg the calendar years

2001 through ?2010, the rate shall be 7.30 percent; and
(9) with re8pect to wages received after Decenvber 31, P2010, the
rate 8hall be 7.80 percent.
(b) HOSPITAL INStJBANCE.—In addition to the tax imposed by the

preceding subsection, there is hereby imposed on the income of every
individual a tax equal to the following percentages of the wages (as
defined in secticn 3121 (a)) received by him with respect to employment (as defined in sectiDn 3121(b)) —
(1) with respect to wages received during the calendar years
1974 through 1977, the rate shall be 0.90 percent;
(2) with respect to wages received during the calendar years
19 8 through 1980, the rate shall be 1.10 percent;
((3) with respect to wages received during the calendar years
1981 through 1985, the rate shall be 1.35 percent; and
((4) with respect to wages received after December 31, 1985,
the rate shall be 1.50 percent.]

() with re8pect to wages received during the cale'idar year

1978, the rare 8haU be 1.00 percent;

(3) with respect to wages received during the calendar years

1979 and 1980, the rate 8hall be 1.05 percent;

(4) with re8pect to wages received during the calendar years
1981 through 1984, the rate 8hall be 1.135 percent;

(5) with re8pect to wages received during the calendar year

1985, the rate 8ha21 be 1.35 percent; and

(6) with re8pect to wages received after Decenvber 31, 1985,

the rate 81uzl be 1.40 percent.
(c) RELIEF Fioi TAXES IN CASRS COVERRD BY CERTAIN INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS.—During any period in w7ic7 there iB in effect an

p238 of the Social Security
Act 'with any f,reign ccvntry, wages received by or paid to an individual shall be aempt frorm the tarze8 impo8ed by this 8ection to the
eatent that uch wages are 8ubject inder 8uch agreement to tacee8 or
contributio'ns for sirmikir purpoe 'under the 8ocial 8ecurity 8y8tem of
8uch foreign country.

aqreerment entered into pursuant to 8eCtion

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

SUBCHAPTER B—TAX ON EMPLOYERS
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

SEC. 3111. RATE OF TAX.

(a) OlD-AGE, SuRvIvORS, AND DISABILFrY INSURANcL—In addition

to other taxes, there is hereby imposed on every employer an excise
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tax, with respect to having individuals in his employ, equal to the
following percentages of the wages (as defined in section 3121(a))
paid by him with respect to employment (as defined in section
3121(b))—
((1) with respect to wages paid during the calendar years 1974
through 2010, the rate shall be 4.95 percent; and
((2) with respect to wages paid after December 31, 2010, the
rate shall be 5.95 percent.]
(1) with re8pect to wages paid during the calendar year 1974
through 1977, the rate 81W21 be 4.95 percent;
with re8pect to wages paid during the calendar year 1978,
the rate 8hall be 5.05 percent;
(8) with re8pect to wages paid during the calendar years 1979
and 1980, the rate 81w21 be 5.085 oercent;
(4) with re8pect to wages pazd during the calendar years 1981
through 1984, the rate 8hall be 5.85 percent;

()

(5) with re8pect to wages paid during the calendar years .1985

through 1989, the rate 8haU be 5.65 percent;

(6) with re.9pect to wage8 paid during the calendar years 1990
through 1994, the rate haU be 610 percent;
(7) with re8pect to wages paid during the calendar years 1995
through £000, the rate 8haU be 6.70 percent;

(8) with re8pect to wage8 paid during the calendar years P1)01

through £010, the rate 81La11 be 7.80 percent; and

(9) with re8pect to wages paid after December 31,
rate 811a11 be 7.80 percent.

PdOlO, the

(b) HOSPITAL INSURANCE.—In addition to the tax imposed by the
preceding subsection, there is hereby imposed .on every employer an
excise tax, with respect to having individuals in his employ, equal to
the following percentages of the wages (as defined in section 3121(a))
paid by him with respect to employment (as defined in section
3121(b))—
(1) with respect to wages paid during the calendar years 1974
through 1977, the rate shall be 0.90 percent;
((2) with respect to wages paid during the calendar years 1978
through 1980, the rate shall be 1.10 percent;
[(3) with respect to wages paid during the calendar years 1981
through 1985, the rate shall be 1.35 percent; and
[(4) with respect to wages paid after December 31, 1985, the
rate shall be 1.50 percent.]
'with re8pect to wages paid during the calendzr year 1978,
the rate 8hall be 1.00 percent;
(3) with re8pect to wzge8 paid during the calendar years 1979

()

and 19802 the rate shall be 1.05 percent;
(4) wzth re8pect to wages paid dtring the calendar years 1981
through 1984, the rate 8luzU be 125 percent;
(5) with re8pect to wages paid during the calendar year 1985,
the rate 811021 be 125 percent; and

(6) with re8pect to wages paid after Decetmber 81, 1985, the

rate 1zaU be 1.40 percent.

(c) RELI1c'p FR01J TAXES IN CASIcS CoVERED BY (VERTAIN IsYTERNATIONAL AGJWEMENTS.—DWing any period in which there i8 effect an
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agreement entered into pursuant to 8ection 33 of the SociaZ Security

Act with any foreigm country, wagea received by or paid to an indtvidual 8haU be eempt frorm the tacee8 impo8ed by this 8ectiorb to the
extent that 8uch wage8 are 8ubect under 8u0h agreement to taxe8 or
contribution8 / Or 8inular ;purpo8e8 under the 80CV.tl 8ecwiity 8y8tem. of
8Uch foreign country.
*

*

*

*

*

*

a

SUBCHAPTER C—GENERAL PROVISIONS
SEC. 3121. DEFINITIONS.
*
*
*

*

*

*

*

(k) EX1PT:LON oF R:ELIGI0us, CHARITABLE,AND CERTAIN OTflzi
ORGANIZATIONS

(1) WAIVER OF EXEMPTION BY ORGANIZATION.— (A) An organization
described in section 501 (c) (3) which is exempt from income tax under
section 501 (a) may file a certificate (in such form and manner, and
with such official, as may be prescribed by regulations made under this
chapter) certifying that it desires to have the insurance system estab-

lished by title II of the Social Security Act extended to service performed by its employees. Such certificate may be filed only if it is
accompanied by a list containing the signature, address, and. social
security account number (if any) of each employee (if any) who concurs in the filing of the certificate. Such list may be amended at any
time prior to the expiration of the twenty-fourth month following
the calendar quarter in which the certificate is filed by filing with the
prescribed official. a supplemental list or lists containing the signature, address, and social security account number (if any) of each addi-

tional employee who concurs in the filing of the certificate. The list
ai1d any supplemntal list shall be filed in such form and manner as
may be prescribed by regLilations made under this chapter.
(B) The certificate shall be in effect (for purposes of subsection
(b) (8) (B) and for purposes of section 210(a) (8) (B) of the Social
Security Act) for the period beginning with whichever of the following may be designated by the organization:
(i) the first day of the calendar quarter in which the certificate
is filed,
(ii) the first day of the calendar quarter suceeding such quarter,
or

(iii) the first day of any calendar quarter preceding the calendar quarter iii which the certificate is filed, except that, such date
may not be earlier than the first day of the twentieth calendar
quarter preceding the quarter in which such certificate is filed.
(C) In the case of service performed by an employee whose name
appears on a supplemental list filed after the first month following

the calendar quarter in hich the certificate is file& the certificate
shall be in effect (for purposes of subsection (b) (8) (B) and for purposes of section 210(a) (8) (B) of the Social Security Act) only with
respect to service performed by such individual for the period begin-
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fling with the first day of the calendar quarter in which such supplemental list is filed.
(D) The period for which a certificate filed pursuant to this subsection or the corresponding subsection of prior law is effective may be

tMrminated by the organization, effective at the end of a calendar
quarter, upon giving 2 years' advance notice in writing, but only if, at
the time of the receipt of such notice, the certificate has been in effect
for a period of not less than 8 years. The notice of termination may

be revoked by the organization by giving, prior to the close of the
calendar quarter specified in the notice of termination, a written notice
of such revocation. Notice of termination or revocation thereof shall
be filed in such form and manner, and with such official, as may be prescribed by regulations made under this chapter.

(E) If an organization described in subparagraph (A) employs

both individuals who are in positions covered by a pension, annuity,
retirement, or similar fund or system established by a State or by a
political subdivision thereof and individuals who are not in such positions, the organization shall divide its employees into two separate
groups. One group shall consist of all employees who are in positions
covered by such a fund or system and (i) Pare members of such fund or
system, or (ii) are not members of such fund or system but are eligible

to become members thereof, and the other group shall consist of all
remaining employees. An organization which has so divided its employees into two groups may file a certificate pursuant to subparagraph (A) with respect to the employees in either group, or may ifie a
separate certificate pursuant to such subparagraph with respect to the
employees in each group.

(F) If a certificate filed pursuant to this paragraph is effective for
one or more calendar quarters prior to the quarter in which the cer-

tificate is filed, then—

(i) for purposes of computing interest and for purposes of section 6651 (relating to addition to tax for failure to file tax return
or pay tax), the due date for the return and payment of the tax
for such prior calendar quarters resulting from the filing of such
certificate shall be the last day of the calendar month following
the calendar quarter in which the certificate is filed; and
(ii) the statutory period for the assessment of such tax shall
not expire before the expiration of 3 years from such due date.
(2) TERMINATION OF WAIVER PERIOD BY SECRTARY.—If the Secretary

finds that any organization which filed a certificate pursuant to this
subsection or the corresponding subsection of prior law has failed to
comply substantially with the requirements applicable with respect to
the taxes imposed by this chapter or the corresponding provisions of
prior law or is no longer able to comply with the requirements applicable with respect to the taxes imposed by this chapter, the Secretary
shall give such organization not less than 60 days' advance notice in
writing that the period covered by such certificate will terminate at the
end of the calendar quarter specified in such notice. Such notice of termination may be revoked by the Secretary by giving, prior to the close
of the calendar quarter specified in the notice of termination, written
notice of such revocation to the organization. No notice of termination
or of revocation thereof shall be given under this paragraph to orga-
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nization without the prior concurrence of the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare.

(3) No RENEWAL OF WAIVER.—Ifl the event the period covered by a

certificate filed pursuant to this subsection or the corresponding subsection of prior law is terminated by the organization, no certificate may
again be filed by such organization pursuant to this subsection.
(4) CoNsmucrwE FILING OF CERTIFICATE WHERE NO REFUND OR CREDIT
OF TAXES HAS BEEN MADE.-—(A) In any case where—

an organization described in section 501(c) (3) which
is exempt f:rom income tax under section 501 (a) has not filed a
valid waiver certificate under paragraph (1) of this subsection

(or under the corresponding provision of prior law) as of the

date of the enactment of this paragraph [or any subsequent date]
(or, if later,, a of the earliest date on which it sati8fie& clau8e (ii)
of this 8ubparagraph) but
(ii) the taxes imposed by sections 3101 and 3111 have been paid
with respect to the remuneration paid by such organization to its
employees, as though such a certificate had been filed, during

any period (subject to subparagraph (B) (i)) of not less than
three consecutive calendar quarters,

such organization shall be deemed (except as provided in subparagraph (B) of this paragraph) for purposes of subsection (b) (8) (B)
and section 21o1:a) (8) (]3) of the Social Security Act, to have filed
a valid waiver certificate under paragraph (1) of this subsection (or
under the corresponding provision of prior law) on the first day of the
period described in clause (ii) of this subparagraph effective (subject

to subparagraph (C)) on the first day of the calendar quarter in

which such period began, and to have accompanied such certificate
with a list containing the signature, address, and social security number (if any) of each employee with respect to whom the taxes described in such subparagraph were paid (and each such employee shall

be deemed for such purposes to have concurred in the filing of the
certificate).

(B) Subparagraph (A) shall not apply with respect to any orga-

nization if—

(i) the period referred to in clause (ii) of such subparagraph
(in the case of that organization) terminated before theend of
the earliest calendar quarter falling wholly or partly within the

time limitat:ion (as defined in section 205(c) (1) (B) of the Social
Security Act) immediately preceding the date of the enactment of
this paragraph, or
(ii) a refund or credit of any part of the taxes which were paid
as described in clause (ii) of such subparagraph with respect to
remuneration for services performed on or after the first day of the
earliest caleuidar quarter falling wholly or partly within the time
limitation (as defined in section 205(c) (1) (B) of the Social Security Act) immediately preceding the date of enactment of this
paragraph :other than a refund or credit which would have been
allowed if a valid waiver certificate filed under paragraph (1) had
been in effect) has been obtained by the organization or its employees prio:r to September 9, 1976.
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(C) Th the case of any orqani2ation which i deemed under this
paragraph to have filed a valid waiver certificate under paragraph
(1), if—

(i) the period with respect to which the taa,es imposed b!,' sections 3101 and 3111 were paid by sue/i organi2ation (a8 described
in subparagraph (A) (ii)) teriminated prior to October 1, 1976, or
(ii) the taa,e& imposed by sectio'n8 3101 aiid .?111 were not paid

durinq the period referred to in clau.se (i) (whether such period

11a8 teriminated or not) with respect to remuneration paid by sueh
organi2ation to individuals who became its emplo!,'ees after the
close of the ca2endar quarter in which sueh period began,
tai,es under sections 3107 av1 3111—

(iii) in the case of an organ&xztio'n which meets the requirements of this subparagraph by reason of clause (i), with respect
to remuneration paid by sueh organi2atiolz after the terininatio'n
of the period referred to in clau.se (i) and prior to July 1, 1977; or
(iv) in the case of an organi2ation which meets the requirement8 of this suhparaqraph by reason of clau.se (ii), with respect
to remuneration paid prior to July 1, 1977, to individuals who
became its employees after the close of the calendar quarter in
which the period referred to in claw?e (i) began,
which remain unpaid oz the date of the enactment of thi.g subparagraph, or which were paid after October 19, 1976, but prior to the date
of the enactment of this sub paraqraph, shall not be due or payable (or,
if paid, shaU be refunded); and the certificate which such organi2ation is deemed under this paraqraph to have filed shall not apply to
any ser'vice with respect to the remuneratio'n for which the taxes
imposed by 8ectioms 8101 and 3111 (which remain unpaid oz the date
of the enactment of thi.s sub paraqraph, or were paid after October 79,
1976, but prior to the date of the enactment of this subparagraph)
are not due aiwl payable (or are refunded) b rea8on of the preceding
provisions of thi.? sub paraqraph. In applvinq this sub paraqraph for
purposes of title II of the Social Security Act, the period during which
reports o.f waqes subject to the taxes imposed by sections 3101 and 3111

were made by any organiation may be conclusively treated a the
period (described in subparagraph (A) (ii)) durinq which the taxes
imposed by such sections were paid by s'wh organization.
(5) CONSTRUCTIVE FILING OF CERTrFICATE WHERE REFUND OR CREDIT

HAS BEEN MADE AND NEW CERTIFICATE IS NOT FILED.—Ifl any case

where—

(A) an oraniation described in section 501 (c) (3') which is
exempt from income tax under section 501(a) would be deemed
under parigriph (4) of this subsection to have fi1d a valid waiver
certificate under paragraph (1) if it were not excluded from such

pararaph (4 (pursuant to subpararaph (B') (ii) thereof) becaise a refund or credit of all or a part of t.he taxes described in
paragraph (4)(A) (ii) was obtained prior to September 9, 1976;
and

(B') uch oranizatjon has not, (Prior to the expiration of 180

divs nfter th 1t of the nnctment of this nararnhi prior to
1,v'nvari, 1. /97R. lc1 a valid wver certificate

irncler

prtrtph

(1) which is effective for a period beginning on or before the first
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day of the first calendar quarter with respect to which such refund

or credit was made (or, if later, with the first day of the earliest
calendar quarter for which such certificate may be in effect under
paragraph (1) (B) (iii)) and which is accompanied by the list
described in paragraph (1) (A),
such organization shall be deemed, for purposes of subsection (b) (8)
IB) and section 210(a) (8) (B) of the So0ial Security Act, to have
ified a valid waiver certiñcate under paragraph (1) of this subsection
on (the 181st day after the date of the enactment of this paragraph,]
January 1, 1978, effective for the period beginning on the first day of
the first calendar quarter with respect to which the refund or credit
referred to in subparagraph (A) of this paragraph was made (or, if
later, with the first day of the earliest calendar quarter falling wholly
or partly within the time limitation (as defined in section 205(c) (1)
(B) of the Social Security Act) immediately preceding the date of
the enactment of this paragraph), and to have accompanied such certificate with a list containing the signature, address, and social security
number (if any) of each employee described in subparagraph (A) of

paragraph (4) including any employee with respect to whom taxes
were refunded or credited as described in subparagraph (A) of this
paragraph (and ach such employee shall be deemed for such purposes
to have concurred in the fihin of the certificate). A certificate which
is deemed to hae been filed by an organization on tsuch 181st day]
January 1,1978, sha1i supersede any certificate which may have been
actually filed by such organization prior to that day except to the
extent prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate.
(6) APPLICATION O' CERTAIN PROVISIONS TO CASES O' CONSTRUCTIVE

ILING.—All of the provisions of this subsection (other than subpara-

graphs (B), (F'), and (H) of paragraph (1)), including the provi-

sions requiring payment of taxes under sections 3101 and 3111 with
respect to t.he services involved (except as p'rovided in ara graph (4)
(c)), shall apply with respect to any certificate which is deemed to
have been filed by an organization on any day under paragraph (4) or
(5), in the same way they would apply if the certificite had been actually filed on that day under paragraph (1); except that—
(A) the provisions relating to the filing of supplemental lists
of concurring employees in the third sentence of paragraph (1)

(A), and in paragraph (1)(C), shall apply to the extent pre-

scribed by the Secretary;
(B) the provisions of paragraph (1) (E) shall not apply unless

the taxes described in paragraph (4) (A) (ii) were paid by the
organization as though a separate certificate had been filed with
respect to one or both of the groups to which such provisions
relate; and
(0) the aetion of the organization in obtaining the refund or
credit described in paragraph (5) (A) shall not be considered a
termination of such organization's coverage period for purposes
of paragraph (3). Any organization which is deemed to have
filed a waiver certificate under, paragraph (4) or (5) shall be
considered for purposes of section 3102(b) to have been required
to deduct the taxes imposed by section 3101 with respect to the
services involved.
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(7) BoTH

EMPLOYEE AND EMPLOYER TAXES PAYABLE BY ORGANIZATION

FOR RETROACTIVE PERIOD IN CASES OF COSTRtJCTIVE FILING.—NotWlth-

standing any other provision of this chapter, in any case where an
organization described in paragraph (5) (A) has not filed a valid
waiver certificate under paragraph (1) (prior to the expiration of
180 days after the date of the enactment of this paragraph] prior to
January 1, 1978, and is accordingly deemed under paragraph (5) to
have filed such a certificate on (the 181st day after such date,] January 1, 1978, the taxes due under section 3101, with respect to services
constituting employment by reason of such certificate for any period

(prior to the first day of the calendar quarter in which such 18 1st day
occurs] prior to that date (along with the taxes due under section 3111
with respect to such services and the amount of any interest paid in
connection with the refund or credit described in paragraph (5) (A))
shall be paid by such organization from its own funds and without any
deduction from the wages of the individuals who performed such services; and those individuals shall have no liability for the payment of
such taxes.
((8) EXTENDED PERIOD FOR PAYMENT OF TAXES FOR RETROACTIVE

OOVERAGE.—NOtwithstanding any other provision of this title, in any

case where an organization described in paragraph (5) (A) files a
valid waiver certificate under paragraph (1) by the end of the 180-day
period following the date of the enactment of this paragraph as described in paragraph (5) (B), or (not having filed such a certificate
within that period) is deemed under paragraph (5) to have filed such
a certificate on the 181st day following that date, the taxes due under
sections 3101 and 3111 with respect to services constituting employment by reason of such certificate for any period prior to the first day
of the calendar quarter in which the date of such filing or constructive
filing occurs may be paid in installments over an appropriate period
of time, as determined under regulations prescribed by the Secretary
or his delegate, rather than in a lump sum.]
(8,1 EXTENDED PERIOD FOR PA YMENT OF TAXES FOR RETROACTiVE COVER-

AGE.—Notwithstanding any other provision of thi8 t2tle, in any case
where—

(A) an orqaniation is deemed under paragraph (4) to have
filed a valid waiver certificate under paragraph (1), but the applixthle period described in paragraph (4) (A) (ii) 1us terminated
and part or all of the taaes imposed by sections 3101 and 3111
with respect to remuneration paid bj such orqanization to its emp7oyee.s after the close of $ueh period remai'n.9 payable otwithstanding paragraph (4)(U),or
(B) an organization described in paragraph (5) (A) files a

valid waiver certifeate udei' paracraph (1)

December P91.

1977, a. described in paraqra'ph (5) (B), or (not hai'i',q pled such
a certifleate by that date) is deemed under paragraph (5) to have
filed mwh a certifleate on -lanvary 1.1978. or
(C') a individua7 fi7es a recu&t uder ection .9 of Pub7ic
Law 9A—56.9. ar under seetion 3 of the Act v,hih added paraqraph
(4) (C) of t1ii, subsection., to have service treated as coivtitutinq
renwneratj for ernp7onmen (a. deff.npd in section 311 (b) and
in section 10 ('a) of the, cok,i Seen rity Act),
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the taxe8 due viruler 8e'Jtiofl8 3101 and 8111 with re8pect to 8erVwe8 con-

8tituting emploiflnent by reason of 8uch certificate for any period prior
to the first day / the caThndar quarter in which the date of 8uch fl2ing
or con8truetive ftling ocCr8, or with re8pect to 8ervice cofl8titUt ng emploment b!,' reason of 8uch reque8t, may be paid in in8taflment8 o'ver

in appropriate :peod of time, a determined under reg1Jlation8 pre8crzbed by the Secretary., rather than in a lump 8UTh.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

(8) CONCURRENT EMPLOYMENT BY Two OR MORE EMPLOYERS.—FOr

purpoe of 8ecion 310, 3111 and 811 (a) (1), if two or more cor-

poration coizcurrently m.ploy the same individual and com.pen8ate
8uch individual throtgh a common paynw.ter, each such corporation
8haZl be con8idered to have paid a renvuneratiov to 8uch individual
only the amount8 actually di8bur8ed by it to 8uch individual and 8hall

not be con8iderd to have paid a remuneration to guch individual
anwunt8 ctually di8bwed to 8uch individual by another of 8uch
co,4poration8.

CHAPTER 23—FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT TAX ACT
SEC. 3304. APPROVAL OF STATE LAWS.

(a) REQUIREMENTS.—The Secretary of Labor shall approve any
State law submitted to him, within 30 days of such submission, which
he finds provides that—
*

*

(16)

*

*

*

*

(A) wage information contained in the record8 of the

agency adnvini8tering the State law which i necessary (a8 deter-

mined bi,' the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare in
requlation8) for purposes of determining an individua2'8 eligibility for ad or 8ervice8, or the armount of 8uch aid or 8ervice8,
under a State plan for aid avi 8er'viee8 to needy faimilie8 with
children appioved under part A of title IV of the SociaZ Security
Act, 8hall be made available to a State or political 8ubdivi8ion
thereof, wh3n 8uch 'information is 8pecifiealll/ reque8ted by such
State or political 8ubdivi8ion for such purpo8e, and
(B) 8uch 8afeqv4ird8 are e8tablz8hed a are necessar' (a8 determined by the Bec7etary of Health, Education, and Welfare in
regulation8) to in8ure that such infor'mation i u8e4 only for the
((16)] (17) all the rights, privileges, or immunities conferred
by such law or by acts done pursuant thereto shall exist subject
to the power of the legislature to amend or repeal such law at any
time.

(b) NO'rIFICAnoN.—The Secretary of Labor shall, upon approving

such law, notify the gvrnor of the State of his approval.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

SEC. 3306. DEFINITIONS.
*

*

(p) CONCURRENT EMPAOYMENT BY Two OR MORE EMPLOYERS.—FOr
purposes of 8ection8 3301, 3.909J and .9806(b) (1), if fwo or more cor-
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poratiort8 conurrentiy emploji the &ame individual and coinpen.ate

8uch individual through a comimon paymaster, each 8uch Corporation
8haZi be con.idered to have paid a renvwneration to 8uch individual
only the amOuflt8 actually di8bur8ed by it to such iindividuo2 and 8h021
not be con8idered to have paid a remuneration to 8uch individiuc2

amount8 actvxi2iy (iZ8bUr8ed to 8uch individual by another of 8uch
corporaton8.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

SUBTITLE F—PROCEDURE AND ADMINISTRATION
CHAPTER 61. INFORMATION AND RETURNS
SUBCHAPTER A. RETURNS AND RECORDS
*

*

*

*

*

*

PART III. INFORMATION RETURNS
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

SUBPART C. INFORMATION REGARDING WAGES PAID
EMPLOYEES
SEC. 6051. RECEIPTS FOR EMPLOYEES.

(a) REQUIREMNT.—EVery person required to deduct and withhold
from an employee a tax under section 3101 or 3402 or who would have
been required to deduct and withold a tax under section 3402 (determined without regard to subsection (n)) if the employee had claimed
no more than one withholding exemption, or every employer engaged
in a trade or business who pays remuneration for services pcrformed
by an employee, including the cash value of such remuneration paid in

any medium other than cash, shall furnish to each such employee in
respect of the remuneration paid by such person to such employee
during the calendar year, on or before January 31 of the succeeding
year, or, if his employment is terminated before the close of such calendar year, on the day on which the last payment of remuneration is
made, a written statement showing the following:
(1) the name of such person,
(2) the name of the employee (and his social security account
number if wages as defined in section 3121 (a) have been paid),
(3) the total amount of wages as defined in section 3401(a),
(4) the total amount deducted and withheld as tax under section 3402,

(5) the total amount of wages as defined in section 3121(a),

and
(6) the total amount deducted and withheld as tax under section 3101.

In the case of compensation paid for service as a member of a uniformed service, the statement shall show, in lieu of the amount required to be shown by paragraph (5), the total amount of wages as
defined in section 3121(a), computed in accordance with such section
and section 3121 (i) (2). In the case of compensation paid for service
as a volunteer or volunteer leader within the meaning of the Peace
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Corps Act, the statement shall show, in lieu of the amount required to
be shown by paragraph (5), the total amount of wages as defined in
section 3121 (a), comput€d in accordance with such section and section
3121(i) (3).

In the case of tips received by an employee in the course of his

employment, the amounts required to be shown by paragraphs (3) and

(5) shall include only such tips as are included in statements fur-

nihed to the employer pursuant to section 6053(a). The amount8 required to be shown by paragraph (5) shall not include wages which

are eveimpted pursuant to sections 3101(c) and 3111(c) froiv the taoies
imoosed by sectwn8 3101 and 3111.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Excerpts from Public Law 92—603 (Social Security Amendments
Act of 1972)
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Age-62 Computation Point for Men
*

*

*

*

(j) (1) The amendments made by this section (except the amendment made by subsection (i), and the amendment made by subsection
(g) to section 209(i) of the Social Security Act) shall apply only in
the case of a man who attains (or would attain) age 62 after Decem-

ber 1974. The amendment made by subsection (i), and the amendment made by subsection (g) to section 209(i) of the Social Security
Act, shall apply only with respect to payments aft8r 1974.
(2) In the ease of a man who attains age 62 prior to 1975, the number of his elapsed years for purposes of section 215(b)((3)]() (B)
(iii) of the Social Security Act shall b equal to (A) the number determined under such section as in effect on September 1, 1972, or (B)
if less, the number determined as though he attained age 65 in 1975,
except that monthly benefits under title II of the Seciftl Security Act
for months prior to January 1973 payable on the basis of his wages
and self-employirnont income shall be determined as though this section
had not been enacted.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Excerpts From Public Law 94—563
*

*

*

*

*

Sec. 3. In any ease where—
(1) an individual performed service, as an employee of an orga-

nization which is demed under section 3121(k) (5) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to have filed a waiver certificate under
section 3121(k) (1) of such Code at any time prior to t'he period
for which such certificate is effective;
(2) the taxes imposed by sections 3101 and 3111 of such Code
were paid with respect to remuneration paid for such service, but

such service (or any part thereof) does not constitute employ-
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ment (as defined in section 210(a) of the Social Security Act and

section 3121(b) of such Code) because the applicable taxes so
paid were refunded or credited (otherwise than through a refund
or credit which would have been allowed if a valid waiver certifi-

cate field under section 3121(k) (1) of such Code had been in
eect) prior to September 9, 1976; and
(3) any portion of such service (with respect to which taxes
were paid and refunded or credited as described in paragraph
(2)) would constitute employment (as so defined) if the organization had actually filed under section 3121(k) (1) of such Code a
valid waiver certificate effective as provided in section 3121(k)

(5) (B) thereof (with such individual's signature appearing on

the accompanying list),

the remuneration paid for the portion of such service described in
paragraph (3) shall, upon the request of such individual (filed on or
bet ore April 15, 1980, in such manner and form, and with such official,
as may be prescribed by regulations made under title II of t.he Social
Security Act) accompaniedby full repayment of the taxes which were
paid under section 3101 of such Code with respect to such remunera.

tion and so refunded or credited (or by 8ati8 factory evidence that
apoprktte arratgement8 have been maie for the repayment of 8uch
ta(ee8 in ?n8ta12ment8 a. provided in 8ection 3121 (A,) (8) of 8uch Code,

be deemed to constitute remuneration for employment as so defined.
In any case where remuneration paid by an organization to an individual is deemed under the preceding sentence to constitute remuneration for employment, such organization shall be liable (notwithstanding any other provision of such Code) for repayment of any taxes
which it paid under section 3111 of such Code with respect to such
remuneration and which were refunded or credit8d to it.
Approved October 19, 1976.

VII. MINORITY VIEWS OF SENATORS CARL T. CURTIS,

CLIFFORD P. HANSEN, ROBERT DOLE, AND PAUL
LAXALT
The social security system is in financia' trouble because for years
the Congress has permitted benefit liberalizations to outpac revenues.
Other demographic and economic factors joined to place the system in
financial peril, so t.hat virtually all agree that action must be taken to
restore its fiscal health.

However, action should not be precipitate or foolhardy. It should
not be disruptive of sharing relationships which have existed since the
inception of the program. It should not fall heavily and inequitably

upon certain sectors of the economy. It should not attempt to mask
the real cost of making the system whole.

Most regrettably, the provisions of the bill reported by the Senate
Finance Cornmittee—whkh were approved by a single vote margin in
the committee—violate all of these principles. It is a completely un-

acceptable way to resolve the prdblems of social security, and its
current approach should be rejected by the Senate.
The keystone of the approach in the measure is a unilatera' increase
in the wage base on which contributions are calculated, for the employer only, to $50,000 in 1979 and to $75,000 in 1985. In a sharp break

with precedent and tradition, the bill delivers massive financial blows
to the very sector of the economy which is charged with the responsibility of providing sufficient jobs and capital formation in a critical
period in our Nation's history.
Siecifically, to date, employers and employees 'have hared equally
in the costs of funding social security; present requirements are that
each contribute 5.85 percent of the first $16,500 earned by the employee.
Under the measure reported by the committee, only modest wage base
increases—four $600 increments in 1979, 1981, 1983, and 1985—will be
experienced by the ernpoyee. The employer, however, will have to pay
social security taxes on the first $50,000 of individual covered wages,
between 1979 and 1985, and that figure will be increased to $75,000 in
1985.

The sharp impact upon firms, particularly those employing individuals in critically needed higher income specialties, could not be more
obvious.

The cost in addit.iona OASDHI taxes, over present law, of the wage
base increases contained in the committee bill is as follows:
(169)
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(In millions]

1979.

1980
1981
1982
1983
5-yr average

Employer

Percent

Employee

Percent

$2396

93.0
92.2
90.4
86.8
85.5
88.8

$179
625
835
1,263
1,443
869

7.0
7.8
9.6
13.2
14.5
11.2

7,360
7,855
8,304

8503
6,884

In other words, in 1979, the employer sector will sustain an increase
of $2.4 billion in social security contributions because of the wage base
increase alone (compared with $179 million by employees). By 1983, increases required by the rise in the base will have grown to $8.5 billion
for employers versus $1.4 billion for employees.

The total amount of additional OASDI and HI taxes paid by em-

ployers and employees under the committee bill is as follows:
Employers

Calendar year:
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
5-yr average.

Employees

Total

Amount

Percent

Amount

Percent

$8.3
10.0

$7.1
8.6
11.8
12.4
12.9
10.6

85
86
73

$1.2

15
14

16.2
17.2
18.3
14.0

72
70
76

1.4

4.3
4,8
5.5
3.4

27
28
30

24

Rather than the historic 50 percent-SO percent sharing ratio, the two
sectors will stand in a 76 percent-24 percent relationship over the next
5 years. By 1985, when the ceiling on the employer wage base is increased to $75,000, the disparity should become even more pronounced.
In a survey conducted by the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, on a similar plan,1 over two-thirds of the respondents estimated

an increase of over 10 percent in their social security tax. Twenty-

seven percent estimated an increase of over 20 percent, and 15 percent
said that their taxes would rise by more than 30 percent. Seventy-nine
respondents forecasted an increase of over 100 percent in their social
security taxes.
Additionally, these increases fall with a significant amount of dis-

parity and inequity, depending upon the type of firm and the wage

levels of their particular employees. Another survey, conducted by the
minority, of 65 firms, colleges, and universities, found the following
projected increased costs:
A number of the estimates on the economic effect of the provisions of the committee
bill are based upon the earlier level of 100,000 for the employer nortion of the wage base,
except where specifically Otherwise stated. As noted in the text, however, the difference in
economic effect—because most of the jobs affected are grouped between the currently schedtiled $18,900 and $50,000, not above it—is negligible.
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A major private university in the State of New York: $1.3
million.
A leading national rubber company : $6 million.
A major trunk airline, based in the Southeast: $11 million.
A Nebraska-based major construction company : $2.8 million.
A Midwestrn State university : $1.4 million.
A textile company in the South : $2 million.
A leading manufacturer of copymaking equipment, headquartered in Connecticut: $27 million.
Two Texas-based national oil companies: $9.1 million and $20
million, respcctively.
Two Oregon educational facilities: $2 million and $893,000,
respectively.

These are simply representative of the deleterious effect the type of
provisions contained in the committee bill will have upon major segments of the American economy.

And it is foolish to believe that American taxpayers will not, ultimately, be paying the resultant cost. They will pay it through in-

creased prices, reduced wages and/or employee benefits more limited
employment opportunities, and delays in planned expansion. Sixtyeight percent of those participating in the chamber survey iidicated
they would be forced to increase prices to meet the increase in their
social security taes. Over half said they would have to hold down increases in wages and/or employee benefits.
Econometric models run on the earlier Finance Committee plan,
raising the employer portion of the wage base to $100,000, revealed that
real GNP would be cut by $12.8 billion in 1980 and by $38.5 billion in
1985. Real disposable income would be down, in 1980, by $12.3 billion,
and in 1985, by $38.4 billion. The effect oi'. employment was forecast at
400,000 fewer jobs in 1980 and 1,200,000 fewer jobs in 1985. Investment
would be down by $5 billion in 1980 and by $16.2 billion in 1985. There
is little reason to believe that the economic effects of the committeeapproved plan will be any less serious: for increasing the wage base to
$50,000 in 1979 and $75,000 in 1985 should cover most, if not all, employee salary levels. In 19r9, under the provisions adopted in the committee bill, we estimate that the $5 billion in higher tax collections from
wages between the currently scheduled $18,900 and $50,000 will cost $3
billion in reduced business investment, 200,000 fewer jobs, an increase
in wage costs of 0.5 percent, and an increase in consumer prices of 0.4
percent. To mainl:ain that the approved levels are any improvement
over the original proposal of an employer wage base level of $100,000 is
specious.

Surely, the wage base provisions of tie committee bill continue to

be an inequitable and undesirable solution to the social security

problem.
It is equally fallacious to contend, as proponents of the bill do, that
the break in this historic equal sharing relationship between employer

and employee is only temporary, and that "the wage base for the

rnployee is only temporaiy, and that "the wage base for the employee
will catch up to that of the employer in 2002." Once the bre'ak has
been made, it will be difficult if not impossible for future Congresses
to resist the same illusory expediency that led to the current action,
and in the event the bill is adopted in its current fOrm, it is most like
that parity never again will be restored.
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Employees in the affected industries will not gain a corresponding
increase in their benefits, as has been the case in the past when wage
bases have been increased. Only modifications in the employee portion of the wage base cause corresponding increases in benefits; those

located in industries who are forced to pay the disproportionate

share of social security financing under the. committee mechanism will

derive no benefit at all from the added contribution made in their
behalf.
Finally, increasing the taxable wage base narrows, in a most uncle-

sirable fashion, the. role of private retirement savings efforts. This
poses a threat to the long-raige future of private pension systems,
and therefore is a threat to a major source of equity capital for the
future.
Rather than the kind of gimmickry represented in the committee
bill, the social security system can and should be financed by straightforward methods which are simple, easy to understand, and are acceptable to both beneficiaries and contributors as necessary and desirable to restore the fiscal solvency of social security. Through either
a very small tax rate increase alone (e.g., 0.2 percent in 1979 and 0.3
percent in 1980), followed by rate increases no larger than those already contained in the committee bill for the years from 1985—2011
(and incorporating the other major provisions, such as decoupling),
both the short-range and the long-range problems of the trust funds
could be completely resolved. Alternatively, the tax rate increase could
be slightly smaller in the initial years (e.g., 0.25 percent in 1979, with

no increase in 1980), and very slight—and equal—increases in the
wage base for both employers and employees could be included (e.g.,
the four $600 increments that are in the committee bill presently for
employees alone), and the result would be virtually the same: fiscal
soundness for the trust funds.2
It should be possible, after the months and years of detailed consideration of the issue of social security financing, to develop and
propose to the American people a solution which is based upon the
fundamental principles of:
retaining the historic equal sharing relationship between employer and employee in the funding of the program, and
establishing a method of financing that does not attempt to hide
the true costs of social security.

It is most unfortunate that the. bill reported from the committee
adheres to neither of these essential precepts. Were the alternatives
which were available to the committee so onerous, or so difficult to

implement, that they were not realistic or viable, we could understand
the action which was taken: The fact is, however, that numerous alternatives were presented wluch would have been realistic and practical
and could be implemented without undue hardship. Adoption of any
one of these rather than the ill-conceived plan contained in the cominittee bill—infinitely would better serve the needs of the social security
system and the American people.
CARL T. Cuims.
CLIFFORD P. HANSEN.
ROBERT DOLE.

PAUL LAXAIIr.
2

The ievei ot Increased taxes by

the average soclai security wage base earner In 1979
would be only $23 under the first plan and $29 under the second—sureiy affordabie ieve1.

VIII. ADDITIoNAL VIEWS OF SENATORS ROBERT DOLE
AN]) WILLIAM V. ROTH, JR.
There is no question that the social security trust funds, after
years of legislative liberalizations without accompanying revenue

measures, is in need of corrective action to make it fiscally sound. We
question, however, whether those who now must bear the burden of
financing social security—-the working men and women of America—
should be asked to assume such massive burdens that the legislation
currently under consideration would impose.
These social security tLxpayers recognize the necessity of continu-

ing to make the system sound for the currently retired. They also
look with concern to the day when they, too, will begin receipt of
Social Security. They also look with mounting concern at the escalating demands government is imposing upon their paychecks, for

they must—rightly—be concerned with cash flow in a time of increasing financial difficulty for so many.
We believe:
that the social security system should be operated as carefully,
and as soundly, as any private system;
that constantly increasing tax demands, either through the tax
rate or the wage base, is not the answer;
that we must look to the beneficiary composition, the benefit
structure, and the relationship between Social Security and other

public and private programs to assess the most rational way of
bringing fiscal sanity to this program; and
that the Congress should not move into hasty enactment of tax
or wage base increases until the kind of careful analysis described
is completed.

In the minds of many, social security is synonymous with planning

safely for retirement. In the minds of others, it is a program that;
has grown out of control, threatening their very ability to meet its
mounting drain upon their take-home pay. For many in the latter
group, social security taxes may consume more of their income than
direct taxes on that incomE itself.

We owe it to both of these groups to do a thorough and complete
job of reforming the social security system. We do not believe that
either the Committee bill, or the louse-passed legislation, accomplishes this critical goal. Much more creative thinking needs to go into

the range of alternatives which are possible in this important area..
BOB DOLL

WIurAM V. Rom, Jr.
(173)

IX. ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF SENATOR JOHN C.
DANFORTH
I have voted to report H.R. 5322 to the floor despite my serious
concerns about the method of social security financing approved by
the committec. There is no question that over $70 billion must be raised
in the next .5 years if the social security trust funds are to be put on a

sound financial basis. For this reason, I have voted to report the bill
on the theory that almost any method of raising the revenue is better
than no method at all. However, for the reasons set forth in these separate views, I do not believe the program contained in this bill is well

conceived.

/

The financing proposals in this bill coupled with the already scheduled increases will cause social security taxes to rise drastically in the
next few years. The State and local governments and nonprohtorganizations alone will experience a ta* increase of 227 percent in the
next 10 years. H.R. 5322 provides some limited fiscal relief fq'r these
entities, but, as I set forth below, it is ill-designed relief, arbitrarily
excluding many organizations from its scope, and is much too limited.
I. INCREASING THE EMPLOYER'S WAGE BASE PC> $50,000 IN 1979 ANI)
$75,000 IN 1985 INm0DUCES ARBITRARY AND CAPRICIOUS DISTINCTIONS AMONG EMPLOYERS AND FAILS To TAX ON THE BASIS OF ABIL-

ITY To PAY

Heretofore, the social security tax has been imposed one-half on the
employer and one-half on the employee up to a specified wage base,
currently at $16,500. The tax collected has had a direct relationship
to the benefits to which the employee has been entitled.
Under the committee proposal to increase the employer's wage base,
the employer will have an additional tax burden which in no way increases the benefits of his employees. The additional tax, then, is not
a social security contribution geared to social security benefits, but a
general tax.
I oppose pegging this general tax to salary levels without regard to
profits, because it produces arbitrary and capricious results. The proposal penalizes the employer who has a generous and liberal wage policy and rewards his competitor who has resisted wage increases. The
employer with the liberal wage policy now will have to bear a substantial additional tax burden from which his less generous competitor
is exempt. In this regard, it should be noted that we are not talking
about salaries of top executives, but salaries above the wage base—
$16,500—the salary of nlumbers in St. Louis, Mo.
Two manufacturing firms in Louisiana illustrate the problem. Each
has over 100 employees. As a result of this provision, the tax liability
of one will be increased 98.7 percent; the other only 42 percent. It would
(174)
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be difficult to convince the first employer that his tax increase is not
excessive or that hB is receiving equal tax treatment.

Further, differing wage structures in various regions in the country and from industry to industry will produce inequitable results
under the proposal. Employers who have older, more experienced
workers, and emp1oyers who are engaged in labor-intensive enterprises

will have to bear more than their fair share of the tax burden. Employers in capital-intensive enterprises and those who have younger,
less skilled or part-time workers will bear a smaller burden. I know of
no public policy which would justify differences in tax treatment on
these grounds.
I recognize that the American public will have to bear a substantial
financial burden in providing the $70 billion shortfall in social security.
However, there is something fundamentally wrong where the method
chosen to raise the funds causes tax increases of more than 100 percent
on some employers and no or very little tax increase on many others.
Thus, a manufacturer in Nebraska reports that he will have a 118-percent increase as a direct result of the proposed base increase. Similarly,
a Colorado wholesaler calculates a tax increase of 118 percent. In contrast, a Georgia construction company calculates that its increase will
be only 0.006 percent as a result of this proposal.
These widely varying tax increases are wholly unrelated to profits.
An employer with a tax increase of over 100 percent may be operating
at. a loss whereas an employer with little or no tax increase may be

enjoying substantial profits. I suggest that where the tax bears no

relationship to either the employee's benefits or the employer's profits,
then the tax could lust as well be imposed on the basis of typewriters,
trucks, or inventory.
I also oppose th proposal because of the effect it has on low-income
workers and the economy in general. There appears to be an implicit
assumption underlying thi5 bill that where the tax is imposed directly
on the employer and does rLot decrease the take-home pay of the worker,
the worker wholly escapes the economic burden of the tax. This view
is fallacious.
The Joint Economic Committee, in its 1977 Midyear Review of the
Economy, dated September 26, 1977, makes clear that a higher employer payroll tax will be shifted backward in the form of lower wages
or forward in the form of higher prices, or both. Moreover, as the Joint
Economic Committee points out, this shift has a very serious effect on
inflation and unemployment. The committee's overall conclusion is
that increasing the employer's social security tax by raising the wage
both production and
base will ultimately reduce the level of
employment.
IT. RAISING THE TAx ANfl BASE ON EMPLOYEES Is REGRESSIVE TAXAMInDLE-INCOM
TION AND HAS ITS GREATEST IMPACT ON Low- AND
WAGE EARNERS; AND WILL COMPEL STATES, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS,

AND NoNrIoFrr ORGANiZATIONS To WITHDRAW FROM SOCIAL

5EcuRrn
The social security tax is a regressive tax. According to the administration, at present more than half of all taxpayer8 pay more in 8OCiaZ
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8ecur2.ty tax than in Federal income tax. In 1976, payroll taxes represented 32 percent of total Federal receipts. Yet, at a time when we are
talking about substantially reducing the Federal income tax rates, our
most progressive tax, the committee has proposed increasing the present social security tax rate by 20 percent in the next 8 years as well
as increasing the base against which the taxes are assessed.

These rate and base increases emphasize and increase the unfair
and regressive aspects of the present social security tax. Although
an increase in the base does not increase the taxes paid by those
below the base, it substantially increases the tax paid by those slightly
above the base, currently at $16,500. For example, the effect of the

committee's action with respect to base increases alone on persons
earning only $2,400 above the current base will be to increase their
taxes by 15 percent by 1985. Therefore, in combination with the rate
increases, these persons face social security tax increases of 35 percent.

I also oppose this proposal because of the heavy burden on State

and local governments. By 1987—only 10 years from now—this group
of employers will suffer social security tax increases of over 200 percent. Most of the increase will result from rate increases. Less than 7
percent of the increase results from lifting the wage base on employers.
Thus, most of the increase will be borne without the benefit of the com-

mittee's fiscal relief provision. New Haven, Conn., estimates an increase of $40,000 in its social security tax by 1979 alone, an increase
of almost 20 percent. The entire amount results from the rate increases.

Similarly, Savannah, Ga., will have to pay an additional 48,00 in

social security taxes in 1979 over what it is now paying. Only a very
small portion of the increase results from the increase in the employer
wage base: it is almost entirely a result of the rate increases.
Nonprofit organizations as a group also will have substantial increses under this proposal. This group's liability under social security
will also increase over 200 percent by 1987. The Salvation Army in
the Greater Washington, D.C., area, covering Virginia, one-half of
West Virginia and parts of Maryland. caleulates it will have to pay
social security taxes of almost $86,000 in 1979 as a result of the committee's proposals, an increase of almost $13,000. All but $15 of that
$13,000 incree is a result of the rate increases. Similarly the Washington, D.C., Campfire Girls calculates it will have an increase of 40

percent in its social security taxes in 1979, all of it attributable to

the rate increases. These organizations are not in a position to absorb
tax increases of this magnitude.

III. WAOE INnExINO Is Mont ExPENSIVE THAN PRICE INDFxING AND
ExCLUDES CURRENT RETIREES FROM SHARING IN AMERICA'S ECONOMIC
GROWTH

I support the concept of providing an adjustment in the amount of
social security benefits to provide constant dollars to recipients. The
committee has, proposed achieving this result by indexing social security on the basis of wage increases.

I oppose this method of indexing because it is very expensive and
because it draws invidious and unjustified distinctions between retirees
of today and retirees 20 years from today. Thus, under wage indexing,
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a worker who reti.res today will rec8ive a smaller benefit in rea doUar8
than a worker with an identical wage history who retires 20 years from
now even though both may be alive and drawing benefits. Under wage

indexing, the current retiree is excluded from sharing in the real

growth of our Nation's priductivity.
I favor price indexing.. It protects workers against the erosion of
benefits as a result of infl&tion. At the same time, while wage indexing
only cuts the long-range deficit in half, price indexing reduces the deficit totally, placing the sy53tem in long-range actuarial balance. In this
way, it makes unnecessary additional rate increases of 1.45 percent
which will be required if wage indexing is adopted. Finally, it provides Congress with the. flexibility to make appropriate adjustments in
the level of benefits which will benefit iot only present workers, but
also those who have alread.y retired.
IV. ALTERNATIVE METHODS Ai AvAILABLE FOR FINANCING SOCIAL
SECURITY

My comments so far have been essentially negative. I have said
what I do not think should be done. I believe the following proposals,

together with price indexing, offer a more equitable and rational
solution to th Short- and long-range deficits of social security.
A. FEDERAL EMPLOYEES SHOULD BE COVERED BY SOCIAL SECURITY

Bringing Fede:ral employees under social security would substan-

tially contribute to meeting the $70 billion shortfall. The Social
Security Administration has estimated that $33.7 billion would be

raised for social security in the first 5 years Federal employees were
covered. This is because in the first. few years of coverage, many more
employees would be paying into social security than would be drawing
out benefits. Moreover, the Social Security Administration has estimated that bringing in Federal employees would reduce the longrange social security deficit in part as a result of eliminating the abuse
known as double-dipping (the process which permits retired Federal
employees to supplement their civil service pensions by working just
enough years to qualify for the minimum social security benefit).
It is essential that Federal employees who are brought under social
security not receive reduced benefits and not have to pay higher contributions. This result can be achieved by integrating the Federal retirement systems 'with social security, in the manner of many private

pension plans. Indeed, I would only propose coverage of Federal
employees if their aggregate benefits were not reduced and their aggregate contributions were no higher. This can be accomplished because the liabilities of the civil service retirement trust fund will be

decreasing as social security benefits accrue.
Moreover, if Federal employees were brought under socia' security,
their benefits wou]Ld be Slightly improved. Social Security inSures that
employees and their families have adequate income not only at retire-

ment but also in the event of disability or death. Although the civil
service retirement system provides coverage in the event of disability
or death, the coverage is not as complete as the S&cial security coverage.
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For example, civil service coverage does not begin until a worker

has had 5 years of employment with the Government. In contrast, un-

der social security, younger workers need less than 5 years of em-

ployment for coverage. Even after an employee has completed 5 years
of service and becomes eligible for protection, many more years of
service are required before survivorship protection for families and
disability protection for a worker with dependents reaches the level
provided under social security.
Inclusion of Federal employees under social security is consistent
with the original intent of social security and has been recommended
by every social security advisory group since 1938. With social security
coverage, Federal employees will be no worse off than now and the
system will come closer to its intended role as a universal floor of protection for all working Americans.
B. A StTRCHARGE SHOtTLD BE IMPOSED ON CORPORATE AND PERSONAL INCOME
TAXES

In my judgment, a surcharge on the corporate and personal income
tax is the fairest and most equitable method of meeting the remainder
of the social security deficit. This is a difficult recommendation for
me to make because I am convinced that taxes are too high and impose
too much of a burden on individuals and the economy.
I am committed to reducing taxes. I think it is the most important
objective of "tax reform." Nevertheless, failure to insure the financial
viability of the social security system is unthinkable. Therefore, the
only question is who should bear the cost of providing the necessary
revenue.

It is my view that the cost should be spread equitably throughout
society rather than borne most heavily by only certain employers (rais-

ing the employers' base) or by low- and middle-income employees

(raising the rate or the base on employees). The most equitable method
of spreading the increased burden throughout society and yet retaining the identifiable character of a separate social security tax is a surcharge on the income tax.
A surtax is similar to the use of general revenues, but it has several
advantages over the use of Treasury funds. It raises real dollars rather
than simply increasing the deficit. It preserves the direct linkage between the individual and social security contributions. By retaining a
link between the cost of social security and the benefits, there is no
open invitation to "raid the Treasury" irresponsibly. Furthermore, a
surtax encourages persons who are not covered under social security,
like employees of some State and local governments, to join the system since they would already be contributing to it.
These three proposals taken together—inclusion of Federal employees, a 3-percent corporate and personal income tax and price indexing—leave the cash programs of social security in short-range and
long-range actuarial balance. They are the most rational, fairest, and
most equitable solution to the unpleasant and difficult task of raising
$70 billion.
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V. IF PAYROLL TAXES ARE JJs To FINANCE SOME OR ALL OF THE
SOCIAL SECURITY DEFICJ:T, MEANINGFUL FISCAL RELIEF FOR STATE
AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AND NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS MUST BE
INCLUDED

The committee's social security tax proposals, together with already
scheduled increases, will cause the social security taxes of State and
local governments and nonprofit organizations to more than double
in 5 years and to more than triple, in 10 years—from an aggregate
tax of $6.6 billion to a tax olE $21.6 billion.

The financial crisis which confronts our cities and other governmental agencies is widespread and extremely serious. All too often we
have witnessed the curtailment of essential municipal and educationa'
services or strikes for higher wages by teachers, firefighters, and other

governmental workers. The next tax proposal will only make the

financial plight of our local governmenta' agencies worse.
In 1976, To'edo, Ohio, was forced to shut its schools for the month
of December because of the city's financial condition. Similarly, Detroit laid off or eliminated positions for over 4,100 employees, reduced

sa'aries by 8 percent in each department, cut funds for welfare services and prison care, and stifl projected a large 1976 deficit. On March 9,
1976, the New York Times began a story with the foflowing disturbing
lead:

"The City of Buffalo, which had been expected to run out of cash
tomorrow, arranged to borrow $2 million today. . . The loan will
enab'e the city government and Its Board of Education to meet their
cash needs until Friday. . ."
Many nonprofit organizations are facing similar financial crunches.
The Young Women's Christian Association of the National Capital
.

.

Area has sustained deficits averaging $50,000 in each of the last 7 years

on an annual budget of $2 million. Colleges are struggling against
ever increasing operating costs. Often tuition has been raised to the
point where it is out of the fiuia.ncial reach of many students.
In this period of severe financial crisis for many nonprofit. organizations, social security taxes wifl be raised by spectacular amounts. Two
years from now, the American Cancer Society in Michigan, for exampie, will have an ncrease of over 25 percent. in its social security tax
liability under the committee's proposal. The University of Alabama
in Tuscaloosa in 1981 will be paying $864,000 more than it paid last
year, an increase of 50 percent. Similarly Hampshire College in Amherst, Mass., in 1981 will be paying $107,287 more or an increase of 61
percent.
These organizations have little or no capability of passing on the
increased cost. Moreover, unlike private, profitmaking employers, the
additional social security tax payments will not be reflected in lower
income taxes. As a result, these public and nonprofit employers will
have to bear 100 percent of the increased liability themselves. They
must either curtail their activities or raise more money, either through
more contributions in the case of nonprofits or more local taxes in the
case of public, employers, to meet the full increased liability. In contrast, profitmaking employers will bear only a portion of the increase,
the rest being an offset. against Federal and State income tax liabilities
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which would otherwise be payaNe. Every increase profitmaking em-

ployers have in social security taxes translates into an operating cost

of only a portion of the increase.
The committee has recognized the need for some tax relief for these
employers as well as the basic inequity in ta.x treatment. between these
employers and for-profit employers. The committee has agreed to a re-.
fundable tax credit for thsè emp'oyers—a refund of a portion of their
social security taxes from general revenues—but has adopted a clumsy
mec.hanism which produces unfair and arbitrary results.

In order to receive a refund, an employer must pay its employees

above the wage base. In 1979, the wage base will be close to $20,000 and
will be over $30,000 by 1985.

As I have shown above, the buil of the increase in the liability for
this group of employers results from rate increases, not base increases.
Therefore, the refund in the' committee proposal is of some help to
well-endowed foundations and other employers with highly paid professional employees, but tile vast majority of charitable employers will
receive almost no benefit at all; In 1979, for example, the Salvation

Army, covering Virginia, half of West Virginia, Washington,D.C.,

and part of Mar'and, will pay social security taxes of almost $86,000—

an increase of $13.000 over its present liability—and will receive a
refund of $7.67. The Campfire Girls will receive nothing, because the
organization will not be paying anyone over $19,500 in 1979 notwithstanding a tax increase of 40 percent. New Haven, Conn., will have to

pay an additiona' $40,000 in socia' security tax but will receive no
refund.

Moreover, even those employers who are benefited will only be

benefited for a few years. The committee's proposal is designed to phase
out just as the increases are beginning to really rise. As the future rate
increases become effective and the employee wage base rises, the refund

disappears. In 1987, for examp'e, the costs to these employers wi1 b'
up 227 percent; the refund will represent on'y 6 percent of this total.
These employers, unlike most, may under law voluntarily withdraw
from social security, and they have been withdrawing at an accelerating rate. If New York City employees alone were to withdraw from
socia' security, the trust. funds would lose $3.1 bil'ion in the. next I
years; 219 governmenta units representing 81,534 emp'oyees hax
notices to withdraw currently pending before the Social Security Administration. If enough public and nonprofit ernpoyers withdrew the
tax increases cou'd backfire, causing the trust funds to 'ose more revenue than they gained.
I agree wi.h the majority of the committee that some sort of tnx

relief is needed for this rup of empovers. But the relief should b

based on tota' liability, not on how much they pay their employees, it
shou'd be a permanent. and stable refund, not a decreasing amount each
year.

At a time when we are triplin. the socia' security tax of these employers I believe we should cushion the increase in some mennrngful
At a time when profitmakin e.mnlovers will offset $23 billion m
Federal income tax otherwise payable, I believe we can refund the public and nonprofit ernpovers $1 billion, tjie apnroximate cost of a fint
10-percent refund of tota' soca security tax linbihty.
Jorix C. DANFORTH.
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2

Whenever in this Act an amendment is expressed

in terms of an amendment to a section or other provision

wit hout specification of Act, the reference is to a section oi

other provision of the Social Security Act.

TITLE I-—PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE
OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DiSABILITY

6

INSURANCE PROGRAM

7

PART A—PROVISIONS RELATING TO FINANCING

8
9

APPLICATION OF EMPLOYER EXCISE TAX TO WAGES IN
EXCESS OF CONTRIBUTION AND BENEFIT BASE

10

SEC. 101. (a) Section 230(c) is amended by adding at
end the following sentence: "For purposes of the employer

12

the

13

tax liability under section 3111 of the Internal Revenue Code

14

of 1954 and section 3221 (b) of such Code in the case of rail'-

15

road employment, the contribution and benefit base referred

16

to

17

Revenue

18

to

in paragraph (1) of section 3121 (a) of the Internal
Code of 1954 is deemed to be $50,000 with respect

remuneration paid during calendar years 1979 through

4

i

1984, and with respect to calendar years after 1984 $75,000

2

or (if higher) the contribution and benefit base as determined

3

under

4

sentence.".

this section without regard to the provisions of this

(b) Section 230(b) is amended by striking out "shall

5

in the matter preceding paragraph (1) and inserting in

6

be"

7

lieu thereof "shall (subject to subsections (c) and (d)) be".

8

INCREASE IN CONTRIBUTION AND BENEFIT BASE FOR

9

EMPLOYEES

10
11

SEC.
the

102. Section 230 is amended by adding at the end

following new subsection:

"(d) Except as otherwise provided by the last sentence

12

(c) and except for purposes of determining

13

of subsection

14

employer tax liability under section. 3221 (a) of the Internal

15

Revenue

16

1983, and 1985 the contribution and benefit base shall be

17

equal

18

augmented

19

after) by $600; and the amount of such base for any such

20

year as so increased shall be deemed to be the amount of such

21

base

22

under the preceding provisions of this section, in such base

Code of 1954, for calendar years 1979, 1981,

to the amount determined under subsection (b) but as

for each such year (and carried forward there-

for such year for purposes of determining any increase,

2a for any succeeding year.".

5
1

EMPLOYMENT TAX INCREASE; INCREASE IN SELF-EMPLOY-

2

MENT TAX; REALLOCATION AMONG TRUST FUNDS

3

SEC.

4

103. (a) TAX

ON EMPLOYEES.—

(1) OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY IN-

(1) and (2) of section 3101

5

SURANCE.—Paragraphs

6

(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 are amended

7

to read as follows:

8

"(1) with respect to wages received during the cal-

9

endar years 1974 through 1977, the rate shall be 4.95

10
11

12

13

percent;

"(2) with respect to wages received during the calendar

year 1978, the rate shall be 5.05 percent;

"(3) with respect to wages received during the calyears 1979 and 1980, the rate shall be 5.085

14

endar

15

percent;

16

"(4) with respect to wages received during the calyears 1981 through 1984, the rate shall be 5.35

17

endar

18

percent;

19

"(5) with respect to wages received during the calyears 1985 through 1989, the rate shall be 5.65

20

endar

21

percent;

22

"(6) 'with respect to wages received during the cal-

23

rndar yearS 1990 through 1994, the rate shall be 6.10

24

percent;

13

"(7) with respect' to wages received during tile cal2

endar

3

percent;

years 1995 through 2000, the rate shall be 6.70

4

"(8) with respect to wages received during the cal-

5

endar years 2001 through 2010, the rate shall be 7.30

6

percent; and

"(9) with respect to wages received after Decem-

7
8

ber

31, 2010, the rate shall be 7.80 percent.".

9

(2)

10

through

11

amended to read as follows:

12
13

14

IIosP1T1L

INSURANCE.—Paragraphs

(2)

(4) of section 3101 (b) of the Code are

"(2) with respect to wages received du'ring

the

calendar year 1978, the rate shall be 1.00 percent;

"(3) with respect to wages received during the

15

calendar

16

percent;

years 1979 and 1980, the rate 8hall be 1.05

17

"(4) with respect to wages received during the calen-

18

dar years 1981 through 1984, the rate shall be 1.25

19

percent;

20

"(5) with respect to wages received during the

21

calendar year 1985, the rate shall be 1.35 percent; and

22

"(6) with respect to wages received after December 31, 1985, the rate shall be 1.40 percent.",

7

'(b) TAX ON EMPLOYERS.—

(1) OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY IN-

2

(1) and (2) of section 3111

3

SuRANCE.—ParagraphS

4

(a) of the Code 'are amended to read as follows:

5

"(1) with respect to wages paid during the cal-

6

endar years 1974 through 1977, the rate shall be 4.95

7

percent.;

"(2) with respect to wages paid during the calen-

8

dar year 1978, the rate shall be 5.05 p'ercent,

"(3) with respect to wages paid during the calendar

10
11

years

1979 and 1980, the rate shall be 5.085 percent;

12

"(4) with respect to wages paid during Ihe calendar

13

years 1981 through 1984, the iate shall be 5.35 percent;

it

"(5) with respect to wages paid during the calendar

15

years 1985 through 1989, the rate shall be 5.65 percent;

16

"('6) with respeot to wages paid dui"ing the calendar

17

years 1990 through 1994, the rate shall be 6.10 percent;

18

"(7) with respect to wages paid during the calendar

19

years :1995 through 2000, the rate shall be 6.70 percent;

20

"(8) with respect to wages paid during th calendar

21

years 2001 through 2010, the rate shall be 7.30 percent;

22

and

23

24

"(9) with respect to wages paid after Decenber 31,
2010, the rate shall be 7.80 percent".

8

(2)

1

HoSPiTAL

JNSURANCE.—Paragraph.s

'(2)

2

through (4) of section 3111 (b) of the Code are amend-

3

ed

to read as follows:

"(2) with respect to wages paid during the calen-

4

dar year 1978, the rate shall be 1.00 percent;

5

"(3) with respect to wages paid during the calen-

6
7

dar years 1979 and 1980,

8

percent;

the

rate shall be 1.05

"(4) with respect to wages paid during the calendar

9

10

years

11

cent;

1981 through 1984, the rate shall be 1.25 per-

"(5) with respect to wages paid during the calendar

12
13

year 1985, the rate shall be 1.35 percent; and

14

"(6) with respect to wages paid after December 31,

15

1985, the rate shall be 1.40 percent.".

16

(c) TAX ON SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME.—

17

(1) OLD-AGE, SURViVORS, AND DISABILITY IN-

18

SURANCE.—Subsection

19

is amended to read as follows:

20

"(a)

(a) of section 1401 of the Code

OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSUR-

21

ANCE.—In addition to other taxes, there shall be imposed for

22

each

23

individual, a tax as follows:

24
25

taxable year, on the self-employment income of every

"(1) in the case of any taxable year beginning after
December

31, 1972, and before January 1, 1978, the

9

lax shall be equal to '.00 percent of the arnout of the
2

self-employment

income for such taxable year;

3

"(2) in the case of any taxable year beginning

4

after December 31, 1977 and before January 1, 1979,

5

the tax shall be equal to 7.10 percent of the amount of

6

the self-employment income for such taxable year;

7

"(3) in the case of any taxable year beginning

8

after December 31, 1978 and before January 1, 1981,

9

the tax shall be equal to 7.05 percent of the amount of

10

the

self—employment income for such taxable year;

11

"(4) in the case of any taxable year beginning

12

after December 31, 1980, and before January 1, 1985,

13

the

tax shall be equal to 8.00 percent of the amount of

14

the

self-employment income for such taxable year;

15

"(5) in the ca.se of any taxable year beginning

16

after December 31, 1984, and before January 1, 1990,

17

the

tax 8hall be eqnal to 8.50 percent of the amount of

18

the

self-employment income for such taxable year;

"(6) in the case of any taxable jear beginning after

19

31, 1989, and before January 1, 1995, the

20

December

21

tax

22

self-employment income for such taxable year;

23

24

shall be equal to 9.15 percent of the amount of the

"(7) in the case of any taaable year beginning after
December 31,

1994, and before January 1, 2001, the tax

10

i

shall be equal to 10.05 percent of the amount of the self-

2

employment income for such taxable

year;

3

"(8) in the case of any taxable year beginning after

4

December 31, 2000, and before January 1, 2011, the tax

5

shall be equal to 10.95 percent of the amount of the self-

6

employment income for such taxable year; and

"(9) in the case of any taxable year beginning after

7
8

December

9

cent of the amount of the self-employment income for such

10

taxable

31, 2010, the tax shall be equal to 11.70 per-

year.".

11

(2)

12

through

13

Code

HOSPITAL INSURANCE.—Para graphs

(2)

(4) of subsection (b) of section 1401 of the

are amended to read as follows:

14

"(2) in the case of any taxable year beginninq

1.5

after December 31, 1977, and before January 1, 1979,

16

the

tax shall be equal to 1.00 percent of the amount of

17

the

self-employment income for such taxable year;

"(3) in the case of any taxable year beginning after

18
19

December

20

tax

21

the

22

31, 1978, and before January 1, 1981, the

shall be equal to 1.05 percent of the amount of
self-employment income for such taxale year;

"(4) in the case of any taxable year beginning after

23

December

24

tax shall be equal to 1.25 percent of the amount of the

25

self-employment income for such, taxable

31, 1980, and before January 1, 1985, the

year;

11

"(5) in the ca.se of any taxable year

beginning

after December 31, 1984, and before January 1, 1986,

the tax shall be equal to 1.35 percent of the amount of
4

the self-rnployment income for such taxable year; and

5

"(6) in the case of any taxable year beginning

6

after December 31, 1985, the tax shall be equal to

7

1.40 percent of the amount of the self-employment i—

8

come for such taxable year.".

9

(d) ALLOCATION TO DISABILITY INSURANCE TRUST

10 FUND.—
11

(1) ALLoclTIoN OF IVAGES.—Section 201 (b)(1)

12

of the Social Security Act is amended by striking out,

13

all that follows clause (F) and inserting in lieu thereof

14

the following: "(G) 1.550 per centum of the wages (as

15

so defined) paid after December 31, 1977, and before

16

Januar,., 1, 1979, and so reported, (II) 1.500 per cen-

17

turn of the wages (as so defined) paid after December 31,

18

1978, and before Jctnnaiy 1, 1981, and so reported, (I)

19

1.650 per centum of the wages (as so defined) paid after.

20

December 31, 1980, and before January 1, 1985, and

21

so reported, (J) 1.900 per centurn of the wages (as so

22

defined) paid after December 31, 1984, and before

23

January 1, 1990, and so reporte.(i,. (K) 2.100 per-

24

centurn of the wages (as so defined) paid after Dcem-

25

ber 31, 1989, and before Jannury 1, 199.'Y, (L) 2.400

12

per centum of the amount of the wages (as so defined)
2

paid after December 31, 1994, and before January 1,

3

2001, (M) 2.700 per centum of the amount of the wages

4

(as so defined) paid after December 31, 2000, and before

5

January 1, 2011, and (N) 3.00 per centurn of the

6

amount of the wages (as so defined) paid after Decem-

7

ber 31, 2010, and so reported, which wages shall be cer-

8

tified by the Secretary

9

J'Velfare on the basis of the records of wages established

of Health, Education, and

10

and

maintained by suck Secretary in accordance with

11

such

reports; and".

(2) ALLOCATION

12

OF

SELF-EMPLOYMENT

IN-

201 (b) (2) is amended by striking out

13

COME.—Section

14

all that follows clause (F) and inserting in lieu thereof

15

the

16

of self-employment income (as so defined) so reported

17

for any taxable year beginning after December 31,

18

1977,

and before January 1, 1979, (H) 1.040 per

19

centum

of the amount of self-employment income (as

20

80

21

after December 31, 1978, and before January 1, 1981,

22

(I) 1.2375 per centum of the amount of self-employ-

23

ment

24

year beginning after December 31, 1980, and before

25

January 1, 1985, (J) 1.425 per centum of the amount

following: "(G) 1.090 per centum of the amount

defined) so reported for any taxable year beginning

income (as so defined) so reported for any taxable

13
1

of self-employment income (as so defined) so reported

2

for any taxable year beginning after December 31,

1984, and befOre January 1, 1990, and (K) 1.575 per
4

centum of the amount of self-employment income (as so

5

defined) so reported for any taxable year beginning ater

6

December 31, 1990, and before January 1, 1995, (L)
1.800 per centum of the amount of self-employment in-

(as so defined) so reported for any taxable year

8

come

9

beginning after December 31, 1994, and before Jartu-

10

ary 1, 2001, (M) 2.025 per centum of the amount of

11

self-employment income (a so defined) so reported for

12

any taxable year beginning after December 31, 2000,

13

and

14

of

15

fined) so reported for any taxable year beginning after

16

Decern1er 31,

17

shall be certified by the Secretary of health, Education,

18

and Welfare on the basis of the records of self-employ-

19

ment

20

tary of Health, Education, and Welfare in accordance

21

with sudi rcturns.".

22
23

24
25

before January 1, 2011, and (N) 2.250 per centum

the amount of self-employment income (as so de-

2010, which self-employment income

income established and maintained by the Secrç-

COMPUTATION OF PRIMARY INSURANCE AMOUNT
SEC.

104. (a) Section 215(a) is amended to read as

follows:

"(a) (1) (A) The primarj insurance amount of an mdi-

14

i

vidual (except as otherwise providcd in this section) is equal

2

to the sum of—

"(i)

3

92 per centurn of the individual's average in-

4

dexed monthly earnings (determined under subsection

5

(b)) up to the amount established for purposes of this

6

clause by subparagraph (B),
"(ii) 33 per cent urn of tite portion of the individual's

7

indexed monthly earnings which exceeds the

8

average

9

amount established for purposes of clause (i) but does

10

not exceed the amount established for

11

cliuse by subparagraph (B), and

purposes of this

"(iii) 16 per centurn of the individual's

12
13

indexed

14

the

average

mont/dy earnings to the extent that they exceed

amount established for purposes of clause (ii),

15

rounded

16

increased as provided in subsection (i).

in accordance with subsection (g). and thereafter

17

"(B) (i) In the case of an individual who becomes eli-

18

gible for old-aye or disability insurance benefits, or who dies

19

before becomiiig

20

amonnts

21

and (A) (ii) are $180 and $1,075, respectively.

22

"(ii)

o eligible, in the calendar

year 1979, the

established with respect to szibparagraplis (A) (i)

In the case of an individual who becomes eligible

23

for old-aye or disability insurance benefits, or who dies

24

before

becoming so eligible, in a calendar year after 1979,

each of the amounts established with respect to .subparagraphs

15
1

(A) (i) and (A) (ii) shall equal the product of the cor-

2

responding amount established with respect to the calendar

3

year

4

quotient obtained by dividing—

1979 under clause (i) of this subparagraph, and the

5

"(1) the average of the wages (as defined in section

6

230 (e)) of all employees as reported to the Secretary of

7

the Treasury for the second calendar year preceding the

8

calendar

year for which the determination is made, by

9

"(II) the average of the wages (as so defined) of

10

all employees as reported to the Secretary of the Treasury

11

for the calendar year 1977.

12

"(iii) The amounts established under clause (ii) shall

13

be

rounded to the nearest $1.00, except that an amount that

14

is

a multip'e of $0.50 &ut not a multiple of $1.00 shall be

1.5

rounded to the next higher $1.00.

16
17

"(C) (i) No primary insurance amount computed under
subparagraph (A) may be less than the greatest of—

"(1) the amount in the first line of column I JT in

18

table of benefits contained (or deemed to be con-

19

the

20

tamed) in this subsection as in effect in December 1978,

21

"(II)

the amount determined under subsection (i)

subclause (III) of this clause) with respect to this

22

(except

23

subparagraph, or

24
25

"(III)

an amount equal to $9 multiplied by the

individual's years of coverage in excess of 10..

16
1

"(ii) For purposes of the preceding clause, the term

2

'years of coverage' means the number (not exceeding 30)

3

equal to the sum of (I) the number (not exceeding 14 and

4

disregarding any fraction) determined by dividing (a) the

5

total of the wages credited to the individual (including wages

6

deemed to be paid prior to 1951 to such individual under

7

section 217, compensation under the Railroad Retirement Act

8

of 1937 prior to 1951 which is creditable W such individual

9

pursuant to this title, and wages deemed to be paid prior to

10 1951 to such individual under section 231) for years after
11

1936 and before 1951 by (b) $900, plus (II) the number

12

equal to the number of years after 1950 each of which is a

13

compittation base year (within the meaning of subsection (b)

i4

(2) (B) (ii)) and in each of which he is credited with wage

15

(including wages deemed to be paid to such individual under

16

section 217, and compensation under the Railroad Retirement

17

Act of 1937 or the Railroad Retirement Act of 1974 which is

18

creditable to such individual pusuaut to this title, and wages

19

deemed to be paid to such individual under section 229) and

20

self-employment income of not less than 25 percent of the

21

maximum amount which, pursuant to subsection (e), may

22

be counted for such year.

23

"(D) In each calendar year after 1978 the Secretary

24

shall publish in the Federal Register, on or before Novem-

25

her 1, the fornwlc for computing benefits under this para-

17
1

graph and for adjusting wages and self-employment income

2

under

3

beeomes eligible for an old-age insurance benefit, or (if

4

earlier) becomes eligible for a disability insurance benefit

5

or dies, in the following year, and the average wages (as

6

described by subclause (I) of subparagraph (B) (ii)) on

7

which that formula is based. With the initial publication

8

required

9

publish in the Federal Register the average wages (as so

10

subsection (b) (3) in the case of an individual who

by this subparagraph,

described)

•the

Secretary shall also

for each year after calendar year 1950.

11

"(2) (A) A year shall not be counted as a year of an

12

individual's death or eligibility for purposes of this subsec-

13

tion or subsection

14

was entitled to a disability insurance benefit for any of the 12

15

months

16

eligibility (but there shall be counted instead the year of the

17

individual's ligibility for the disability insurance benefit to

18

which he was entitled in such 12-month period).

(i) in any case where such individual

immediately preceding the month of such death or

"(B) In the case of an individual who was entitled

19

a disability insurance benefit for any of the 12 months

20

to

21

before

22

insurance benefit, became reentitled to a disability insvrcince

23

benefit,

24

mining any benefit attributable to that entitlement, reentitle-

25

?nent,

the month in which lie became entitled to an old-age

or died, the primary insurance amount for deter-

or death is the greater of—

18
1

"(i) the primary insurance amount upon which

2

that disability insurance benefit was based, increased in

3

the case of the individual who so became entitled, became

4

reentitled, or died, by each general benefit increase (as

5

defined in subsection (i) (3)) and each increase pro-

6

vided under subsection (i) (2) that would have applied

7

to

8

remained entitled to

9

10
11

that primary insurance amount had the individual
that disability insurance benefit

until the month in which he became entitled, reentitled,
or died, or

"(ii) the amount computed under paragraph (1)

12

(C).

13

"(C) In the case of an individual who was entitled to a

i4

disability insurance benefit for any month, and with respect

15

to whom a primary in$urance amount is required to be com-

16

puted at any time after the close of the period of the individ-

17

ual's disability (whether because of that individual's subse-

18

quent entitlement to old-age insurance benefits, or to a dis-

19

ability insurance benefit based upon a subsequent period of

20

disability, or death), the primary insurance amount so corn-

21

puted may in no case be less than the primary. insurance

22

amount on the basis of which he most recently received a dis-

23

ability insurance benefit.

24
25

"(3) (A) Except as otherwise provided by paragraph

(4), paragraph (1) applies to—

19

"(i) an individual who was not eligible for an

1

2

age

old-

insurance benefit prior to January 1979 and who in

that or any succeeding month—
4

"(1) becomes eligible for that benefit,

5

"(II) becomes eligible for a disability insurance
benefit, or

6

"(III) dies, and

7

"(ii) an individual described in clause (i) who

8

was eligible for a disability insurance benefit for a month

io

prior to January 1979, (except to the extent that para-

11

graph (4) (A) otherwise provides).

12

"(B) For the purposes of this title, an individual is
to be eligible for an old-age insurance benefit be gin-

13

deemed

14

fling in the month in which he attains age 62, or for a dis-

15

ability insurance benefit for months beginning in .the month in

16

which

17

216(i) (2) ('C), unless less than 12 months have elapsed

18

since

the termination of a prior period of disability in which

19

case

the month of eligibility with respect to the piior period

20

of disability shall be comsidered the month of eligibility.

a period of disability began as described in section

21

"(4) Paragraph (1) does not apply to the computa-

22

tion or recomputation of a primary insurance amount for—

23

"(A) an individual who was eligible for a dis-

24

ability insurance benefit for a month prior to January

25

1979 unless, prior to the month in which there occurs

20

event described in clause (i) (I), (i) (II), or (i)

1

the

2

(III)

3

at

4

entitled to a disability insurance benefit, or

of paragraph (3) (A), there occurs a period of

least 12 consecutive months for which he was not

5

"(B) (i) an individual who had wages or self-

6

employment income credited for a year before 1979 and

7

who was not eligible for an old-age or disability insur-

8

ance

9

in the year for which the computation or recomputation

benefit, or did not die, prior to January 1979, if

be made the individual's primary insurance

10

would

11

amount would be greater if computed or recomputed—

12

"(1) under section 215(a), as in effect in
1978, in the case of an individual who

13

December

14

becomes

15

prior to 1984, or

eligible for an old-age insurance benefit

"(II)

16

as provided by section 215(d), in th

17

case

of an individual to within such section applies.

18

"(ii)

For purposes of determining under clause (i)

19

which amount is Ihe greater—

20

"(1) the table of benefits in effect in December

21

1978 shall apply without regard to any increase in

22

that table which becomes effective (in accordance with

23

subsection

24

provided in subsection (i) (2) (A) (iii), and

(i) (4)) for years after 1978 except as

21

"(Ii)

1

the individual's average monthly wage

shall be computed as provided by subsection (b) (4).

2

"(5) TT'7ih respect to computing the primary insurance

amount, after December 1978, of an individual to whom

paragraph (1) does not apply (except in the case of an
6

individual described in paragraph (4) (B)), this section as
in effect in December 1978 remains in effect.".
(b) Section 215(b) (except the caption thereof) is

8

amended to read as follows:

"(b) (1) The amount of an individual's average indexed

10

monthly earnings is equal
12

to

the quotient

obtained by

dividing—

"(A) the total (after adjustment under paragraph

13

(3)) of his wages paid in and self-employment income

his benefit computation years (determined

15

credited to

16

under paragraph

"(B)

17

(2)), by

the number of months in those years.

18

"(2) (A) The number of an individual's benefit com-

19

putation years equals the number of elapsed years, reduced

20

by

21

put ation years may not be less than two.

22

"(B) For purposes of this subsection—

five, except that the number of an individual's benefit com-

"(i)

23

the term 'benefit computation years' means, in

case of any individual, those computation base years,

24

the

25

equal

in number to the number determined under sub-

22
1

paragraph (A) of this paragraph, for which the total of

2

the

3

adjustment

individual's wages and self-employment income, after

under paragraph (3), is the largest;

"(ii) the term 'computation base years' means, in

4

the case of any individual, the calendar years after 1950
6

and prior to the earlier of—

"(1) in the case of an individual entitled to

7

the year in which oc-

8

old-age insurance benefits,

9

curred (whether by reason of section 202(j) (1) or
otherwise) the first month of that entitlement;

io

"(II) in the case of an individual who has died,

11
the

12

year succeeding the year of his death;

that such term excludes any calendar year entirely

13

except

14

included in a period of disability; and

"(iii)

15

the term 'number of elapsed years' means, in

16

the

case of any individual, except as otherwise provided

17

by

section 104(j) of the Social Security Amendments of

18

1972 (Public Law 92—603), the number of calendar

19

years after 1950 (or, if later, the year in which the mdi-

20

vidual attained age 21) and before the year in which the

21

individual died, or, if it occurred after 1960, the year in

22

which he attained age 62; except that such term excludes

23

any calendar year any part of which is included in a

24

period of disability.

25

"(3)(A) Except as provided by subparagraph (B),

23

wages paid in and self-employment income credited to

1

the

2

each

3

of the selection therefrom of benefit computation years under

4

paragraph (2) is deemed equal to the product of—

5
6
7

of an individual's computation base years for purposes

"(i)

he wages and self-employment income credited

to such year, and
"(ii) the quotient obtained by dividing—

"(I)

8

the average of the wages (as defined in

9

section 230 (e)) of all employees as reported to the

10

Secretary of the Treasury for the second calendar

11.

year (after 1976) preceding the earliest of the year

12

of the individual's death, eligibility for an old-age

13

insurance benefit, or eligibility for a disability insur-

14

ance

15

vidual dies, or becomes eligible, shall not be con-

16

sidered

1.7

to

18

12-month period immediately preceding such death

19

or eligibility but there shall be counted instead the

20

year of the individual's eligibility for the disability

21

insurance benefit to which he was entitled in such

22

12-month period), by

23
24

benefit (except that the year in which the mdi-

as such year if the individual was entitled

disability insurance benefits for any month in the

"(II)

the average of the wages (as so defined)

of all employees as reported to the Secretary of the

24
1

Treasury for the computation base year for which

2

the

"(B) Wages paid in or self-employment income credited

3
4

determination is made.

to an individual's computation base year—

5

"(i) which occurs after the secoid calendar year

6

specified in subparagraph (A) (ii) (I), where applicable,

7

or

8

"(ii) in a year which under subsection (f) (2) (C)

9

is considered to be the last year of the period specified
in subsection (b) (2) (B) (ii),

10

available for use in determining an individual's benefit

11

are

12

computation years, but without applying subparagraph (A)

13

of this paragraph.

14

"(4) In determining the average monthly wage of an

lLc

individual whose primary insurance amount is computed

16

(after 1978) under section 215(a) or 215(d) as in effect

17

(except with respect to the table contained therein) in Decem-

18

ber

1978, by reason of subsection (a) (4) (B), this subsection

19

as

in effect in December 1978 remains in effect, except that

20

paragraph (2) (C) (as then in effect) is deemed to provide

21

that 'computation base years' include only calendar

22

the

period after 1950 (or 1936, if applicable) and prior to

23

the

year in which occurred the first month for which the mdi-

24

vithwl was eligible (as defined in subsection (a) (3) (B) of

25

this

years in

section as in effect in January 1979) for an old-age or

25
1

disability insurance benefit, or died Any calendar year all 'of

2

which

3

cluded as a computation base year.".

4

is included in a period f disability shall not be in-

(c) Section 215(c)

5

amended

6

"(c)

(except Me caption thereto) •j

to read as follows:
Thu subsection,

a.s in effect in Deceiizber 1978,

7

shall remain in ffect with respect to an individual to whthn

8

'subsection

9

vidual's eligibility f or an old-age in3urance or di.sability in-

10
11

surance

(a) (1) does not apply by reason of the mdi-

benefit, or the individual's death, pri'Oy:tô 1979.".

(d) (1') The matter in sction 215(d) which precedes

12

subparagraph

13

follows:

14

(C) of paragraph (1) is amended to read as

"(d) (1) For the purpose 'of column I of the tabTh
this 3ection, as that swl

15

appearing in sub'section. (ii) of.

16',

setion was in effect in December 1977,. an. individual's

17

niary insurance 'benefit shalt be. copuled ai.fiiows:

pi

"(A:) The individuàl'à aeráge monthly wage shall

18

.

determined as piovided in stib'sectidn (b) of this sec

19

be

20

tioñ, as in effect in December 1977

21

to

22

paragraphs (2) (C) and (3,)"óf that subèection (as

23

in effect1), 1936 shalt be uied nsteadof 1950.

(but without rega

paragraph (4) thereof), except that' fr purposes of.

24

"(B) For purposes f subparagraphs (B) and (U)

25

of subsection (b) (2) (as so in effect), the total wages

26
1

prior to 1951 (as defined in subparagraph (C) of thu

2

paragraph) of an individual who attained age 21 after

3

1936 and prior to 1951 shall be divided by the number

.4

of year8 (hereinafter in this subparagraph referred to

5

as

6

individuat attained• age 21 and prior to the earlier of

7

1951 or the year of the individual's death. The quotient

8

50

9

credited for each of the years included in the divi,sor

10

the 'divisor') elapsing after the year in which the

obtained is deemed to

be

the

individual's wages

except—

"(i)

11

if the quotient exceed.s $3,000, only $3,000

12

is deemed to be the individual's wages for each of the

13

years

14.

the

individual's total wages prior to 1951 (1) if

15

less

than $3,000, i3 deemed credited to the year

16.

immediately preceding the earliest ycar u8ed in the

17

divi3or,

IS

credited, in $3,000 increments, to the year in which

19

the

20

consecutively

21

mainder less than $3,000 credited to the year prior

22

to

23

ment

24

included in the divisor, and the remainder of

or (II) if $3,000 or more,

is deemed

individual attained age 21 and to each year

preceding that year, with any re-

the earliest year to which a full $3,000 increwas credited; and

"(ii) no more than $42,000 may be taken

27

i

into account, for pttrposes of this subparagraph, as

2

total

(2) Section 215(d) (1) (D) is amended to read as

3

4

wages after 1936 and prior to 1951.".

follows:

5

"(D) The individual's primary insurance benefits

6

shall be 40 per centum of the first $50 of hi$ average

7

monthly wage as computed under this subsection, plus

8

10 per centum of the next $200 of his average monthly

9

wage; irtcreased by 1 per centum for each increment
The number of increment years is the nttmber,

10

year.

11

not more than 14 nor less than 4, that is equal to the

12

individual's total wages prior to 1951 divided by $1,650

13

(disregarding any fraction).".

14

(3) Section 215(d) (3) is amended (A) by striking
(A) and (B), and (B) by striking the dash

15

subparagraphs

16

after "individual" and inserting instead the text of the

17

stricken

(4) Section 215(d) is amended by adding at the end

18
19

20

subjiaragraph (B).

the

following new paragraph:

"(4) The provisions of this subsection as in effect in

21

December

22

come

23

benefits

24
25

1977 shall be applicable to individuals who be-

eligible for old-age insurance or disability insurance
or die prior to 1978.".

(e) Section 215(e) is amended—

(1) by striking out "average monthly wage" each

28

time it appears and inserting instead "average indexed
2

monthly earnings or, in the case of an individual whose

3

primary insurance amount is computed under section

4

215(a) as in effect prior to January 1979, average

5

monthly wage," and

6

(2) by inserting immediately before "of (A)" in

7

paragraph (1) the following: "(before the application,

8

in the case of average indexed monthly earnings, of sub-

9

section (b) (3) (A))".

10
1.1

(f) (1) Section 215(f) (2) is amended to read as
follows:

12

"(2) (A) If an individual has wages or self-employment

13

income for a year after 1978 for any part of which he is

14

entitled to old-age or disability insurance benefits, the Secre-

tary. shall, at isuch time or times and within such period as he
16

may by regulation prescribe, recompute the individual's pri-

17 mary insurance amount for that year.
"(B) For the purpose of applying subparagraph (A) of
19

subsection (a) (1) to the average indexed monthly earnings

20.

of an individual to whom that subsection applies and who

21

rebeives a recoinputation under this paragraph, there shall be

22 used, in lieu of the amounts of those earnings established by
23

clauses (i) and (ii) of subparagraph (B) of that subsection,

24

the amounts that were (or, in the case of Un individual de-

25

scribed in.ubsection (a) (4) (B),, would have been) used in

29

i

the

2

amount prior to the appilcation of this subsection.

computation of the individual's primary insurance

"(C) A recomputation under this paragraph shall be

3

4 made as

provided in subsection (a) (1) as though the year

5

wit/i respect to which it. is made is the last year of the period

6

specified in subsection (b) ('2) (B) (ii), and subsection (b)

7

(3) (A) shall apply with respect to any such recomputatiDn

8

as

9

insurance amount prior to the application of this subsection.

10

"(D) A recomputation under this paragraph with r-

11

it applied in the computation of such individual's primary

spect

to any year shall be effective—

"(i)

12

in the case of an individual who did not die in

year, for monthly benefits beginning with benefits

13

that

14

for January of the following year; or

15

"(ii) in the case of an individual who died in that

16

year, for monthly benefits beginning with benefits for

17

the

18

(2) Section 215(f) (3) is repealed.

19

(3) Section 215(f) (4) is amended to read, as follows:

20

"(4) A recomputation is effective under, this subsection

month in which he died.".

21

only

if it results in a primary insurance amount that is at

22

least

$1.00 higher than the previous primary imsurance

23

amount.".

24

2

(4) There is added at the end of .sectiQn 215(f) t!i#
following new paragraph:

30

"(7) Thi3 subsection, as in effect in December 1978,

1

continue to apply to the recomputation of a primary

2

shaU

3

insurance

.4

as in effect (without regard to the table contained in subsec-

5

tion

6

section (d) as in effect in December 1977. For purposes of re-

i

computing the primary insurance amount under subsection

8

(a) or (d) (as thus in effect) with respect to an individual to

amount computed under subsection (a) or (d)

(a)) in that month, and, where appropriate, under sub-

9 whom those subsections apply by reason of paragraph (B) of

(a) (4) as in effect after December 1978, no re-

10

subsection

11

muneration shall be taken into account for the year in which

12

the

13

ance

14

thereafter.".

15
16
17

individual initially became eligible for an old-age insur-

or disability insurance benefit or died, or for any year

(g) (1) Section 215(i) (2) (A) (ii) is amended to read

a follows:
"(ii) If the Secretary determines that the base

quarter

18

in any year is a cost-of-living computation quarter, he shall,

19

effective

20

subparagraph

with the month of June of that year as provided in

"(1) the benefit amount of each individual who for

21

,nonth is entitled

22

that

23

or 228,

24

(B), increase—

to

benefits under section 227

"(II) the primary insurance amoumt of each other:

31

individual on which benefit en,titlement is based under
this title, and

2

"(III)

3

the total monthly benefit.s based on eac4

4

primary insurance amount and permitted under sec-

5

tion

6

so increased under another provision of this title, at

7

the same time as the primarj insurance amount on

8

which they are based) or, in the case of a primary iizsur-

9

ance amount computed under subsection (a) a in effect

10

(without regard to the table contained therein) prior

11

to

12

may be entitled under section 203 as, in effect in Decem-

13

ber

14

and (7) as in effect after December 1978,

203 (which shall be increased, unless otherwise

January 1979, the amount to which the, beneficiaries

1978, except as provided by section 203(a) (6)

shall not increase a primary insurance amount, that is

15

but

16

computed

17

(a) (1) or a primary insurance amount that was computed

18

prior to January 1979 under subsection (a) (3) as then in

19

effect.

cj

the

21

(including each of those primary insurance amount .9 or ben-

22

efit

23

graph) by the same percentage (rounded to the nearest one-

24

tenth

25

Price Index for that cost-of-living corn puta4oc' quarter ex-

under subparagraph (C) (i) (III) of subsection

The increase shall be derived by multiplying each of

aimounts described in clauses (I),

(II), and (Iii)

amounts as previously increased under this sub para-

of 1 percent) as the percentage by which the Consumer

32

ceeds. that Index for the most recent prior calendar quarter
2

which was a base quarter under paragraph (1) (A) (ii) or, if

3

later, the :most recent cost-of-living computation quarter

4

under paragraph (1) (B). Any amount so increased that

,

is

6

higher multiple of $0.10.".

7
8

not a multiple of. $0.10 shall be increased to the next

(2) Section 215(i) (2) (A) is amended by adding at
the end the following new clause:

9

"(iii) In the case of an individual who 'becomes eligible

10

for an old-age insurance or disability insurance benefit, or

ii

dies prier to becoming so eligible, in. a year in which there

12

occurs an increase provided in clause (ii), the individual's

13

primary insurance amount (without regard to the time of

14

entitlement to that. benefit) shall be increased (unless other-

wise so increased under another provision of this title)
16

by the amount of that increase and subsequent applicable

17

increases, but only with respect to benefits payable for mon,tlis

18

after May of 'that year.".

19

(3) Section 215(i) (2) (D) is amended by striking out

20

all that follows the first sentence, and by inserting instead

21

the following: "He shall also publish in the Federal Register,

22

at that time a revision of the amount referred to in subparci-.

graph (C) (i) (I) of subsection (a) (1) and that shall be

tho[

24 amount determined for purposes of such subparagraph (C)
25

(i) (Ii) under this 8Ub8ection.".

33

(4) There is added at the end of section 215(i) tue

1

2

following new paragraph:

"(4) This subsection, as in effect in December 1978,
shall continue to apply to subsections (a) and (d), as then

in effect, with respect to computing the primary insurance
6

amount of an individual to whom subsection (a), as in

7

effect after December 1978, does not apply (including an

8

individual to whom subsection (a) does not apply in any

9

year by reason of paragraph (4) (B) of that subsection,
the application of this subsection in such cases shall

be

10

but

ii

modified by the application of subclause (I) of clause (ii) of

12

such

13

mary insurance amounts and maximum family benefits (other

14

than primary insurance amounts and maximum family bene-

15

fits

16

plies), the Secretary shall publish in the Federal Register

17

revisions of the table of beneflt$ contained in subsection (a),

18

as

19

(D) of this subsection, as then in effect.".

paragraph (4) (B)). For purposes of computing pri-

for individuals to whom such paragraph (4) (B) ap-

in effect in December 1978, as required by paragraph (2)
-

(hj(.1) Section 230 of the Social Security Act i

20

by adding after subsection (d) (as added by sec-

21

amended

22

tion 102 of this Act) the following new subsection:

"(e) For purposes o subsection (b), the term 'wages'

23

have the meaning assigned to such
24 for years after 1976 shall
25

term

by section 3401 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of

1

1954 and section 3121 (a) of such Gde r(b

2

to

3

specified therein) to the extent that they are excluded from

without regard

the operation of section 230 of the Social Security Act as

such section 3401 (a). For years before 1977, the term
5

'wages' shall be detenmined under regulations to be promul-

6

gated by the Secretary.".

7

(2) The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall be

8

applicable to determinations of the Secretary of Health, Edu-

9

cation, and Welfare, under section 230 of the Social Secu-

10

rity Act effective in the case of calendar years after 1978.
MAXIMUM BENEFITS

Sc. 1O5. (a) The matter in section 203(a) preceding

12
13

paragraph (2) thereof is amended to read as follows:

14

"(a) (1) In the case of an individual whose primary

15

insurance amount has been computed or recomputed under

16

8ection

17

December

18

ciarieB

19

on

20

that in8ured individual shall, except

21

graph

22

application

23

15()) be reduced o as no't to exceed---

£15 (a) (1) or (4), or 215(d), as in 'effect after
1978, the total monthly benefits to which benefi-

may be entitled under section 202 or 223 for a month

the basis of the wages and self-employment income of

as provided by para-

(3), (but prior to Uny increases resulting from the
of paragraph (2) (A) (ii) (III)

of seoti&7i

"(A) 150 percent of the izdividuars primary in-

1

2

surancé cmount up to the amount that is establi.slied with
respect

to thi.s subparagraph by paragraph (2),

3

"(B) 272 percent of the individual's primary insu-

4

ance amount that exceeds the amount to which sub partt-

graph (A) applies but does not exceed an amount
established with respect to this subparagraph by para-

6

graph (2),
8

"(C') 134 percent of the individual's primai%i it-

9

surance ainoumt that exceeds the amount to which sub-

10

paragraph (B) applies but does not exceed an amount

11

establi.shd

12

graph

with respect to this subparagraph by parrz'

(2), and

"(1)) 175 percent of the indivjdu&'s prima?y

13

insurance

14

amount that exceeds th amount established

by paragraph (2) with respect to subparagraph (C).
16

Any such amount that is not a multiple of $0.10 shall be

17

increased to the next higher multiple of $0.10.

"(2) (A.) For individuals who becOme eligible for old'

18

or disability iitsurance benefits or who die in the calendar

19

age

20

year 1979 the amounts established wit/i respect to sub pant-

21

graph.s

22

342, and $449, respectively (not countiny as the year of

23

death or eligibility for pur poses of this

24

the

25

tit,led

(A), (B), and (C) of paragraph (1) are $236,
parayaph the year of

individual's death or eligibility if the individual was en-

to a disability insurance benefit for any of the twelve

3&
1

months immdiately preceding the month of such death or

2

eligibility,, but counting instead, the year of eligibility for

3

such.

4

disability insurance benefit)

"(B) For individuals who become eligible for such bene-

or who die in a calendar year after 1979 the amount

5

fits

6

established with respect to each of those subparagraphs shall

7.

equal the product of the corresponding amount established for

8

1979 by subparagraph (A) of this paragraph and the quo-

9

tient obtained under subparagraph (B) (ii) of section 215(a)

10

(1). Such product shall be rounded in like manmer as is

11

prescribed

by section 215(a) (1) (B) (iii).

12

"(C) In each calendar year after 1978 the Secretary

13

shall publish in 'the Federal Register, on or before Novem-

:14

ber

1, the formula appiica.ble under this subsection to individ-

ual who become eligible, for old-age insurance benefits, become
16

disabled, or die in the following calendar year.

17

"(3) (A) When an individual to whom this subsection

18

applies

19

(A)) be entitled to child's insurance benefits for a month on

20

the

21

or more other individuals, the total of benefits shall not be

22

reduced

23

would (but for the provisions of section 202(k) (2)

basis of the wages and self-employment income of one

under this subsection to less than the smaller of—

"(i)

the sum of the maximum amounts of benefits

24

payable on the basis of the wages and self-employment

25

income of all of those individuals, or

37

"(ii) an amount equal to the product of .1.75 and

1

primary insurance amount that would be computed

2

the

3

under

4

to average indexed monthly earnings equal

5

twelfth of the cOntrilnttion and benefit base applicable

6

to employees and the self-employed determined for that

7

year under section 230.".

8

(b) Paragraph (2) of section 203 (a) (prior to the

9

amendment made by subsection (a) of this section) s re-

$ection 215(a) (1) for that month with respect
to one-

as subparagraph (B) (of paragraph (3)), its

10

designated

11

three

12

U$ clauses

13

the

14

paragraph" is inserted in lieu thereof, its initial word is

15

stricken

and "When" inserted instead, and ", or" as it

16

appears

at the end thereof is stricken and a period inserted

17

instead.

lettered subparagraphs are respectively redesignated

(i), '(ii), and (iii), the word "paragraph" •in

redesignated clause (i) is stricicem and the word "sub-

(c) The matter following clause (iii) of the redesignated

18

(B) is amended to read as follows: "but

19

swbparagraph

20

in any such case (I) subparagraph (A) of this paragraph

21

shall not be applied to such total of benefits after the applica-

22

tion

23

(A) was applicable in the case of any such benefit for a

24

month, and ceases to apply for a month after such month, the

25

provisions

of clause (ii) or liii), and (II) if section 202 (k) (2)

of clause (ii) or (iii) shall &e applied, for and

38
1

after the month in which seotion 202(k) (2) (A) ceases to

2

apply,

3

not been applicable to such total of benefits for the last month

4

for which clause (ii) or (iii) was applicable.".

a though subparagraph '(A) of this paragraph had

(d) Paragraph (3) of section 203(a) (prkr to th€

5

6 amendments made by the preceding provisions of this sec7

tion) is redesignated as subparagraph (C) (of paragraph

8

(3)), and its initial word is stricken and "T'Vlten" inserted

9

instead.

10

(e)

The matter in section 203(a) that follows para-

11

graph (3) (prior to the amendments made 6y the preceding

12

provi$ions

13

7prior to the amendment8 made by the preceding provisions

14

of this section) is stricken and there is inserted instead the

15

following:

of thi9 section) and° precedes paragraph (4)

"(4) In any case in which benefits are reduced pursuant

16
17

to

18

shall be made after any deductions under this section and

19

after arty deductions under section 222(b). Whenever a re-

the preceding provisions of this subsection, the reduction

duction is made under this subsection in the total of monthly

to which individuals are entitled for any month on

21

benefits

22

the

23

insured individual, each such benefit other than the old-age

24

or disability insurance benefit shall be proportionately de-

25

creased.".

basis of the wages and self-employment income of an

39

(e) Paragraph (4) of sectiom 203(a) (prior to

1

the

made by the preceding provisions of thi3 sec-

2

amendments

3

tiort) is redesignated as paragraph

4

stricken and "Notwithstanding" inserted instead, and ", or"

5

at

(5), its initial word is

the end thereof is stricken and a period insertecL instead.

6 Subparagraph (A) of such paragraph (4) is amended by
7

striking out "and section 202(q)" therein. The matter fol-

8

lowing subparagraph (B) of such paragraph and preceding

9

the next numbered paragraph is a portion of the redesignated

10

paragraph (5), and shall be indented accordingly.

(f) Paragraph (5) of section 203(a) (prior to the

11

made &y the preceding provisions of thi8 sec-

12

amendments

13

tion) i. repealed, except with respect to an individual who

14

became

15

215(a) (2UA)) or died prior to 1979.

eli'ible for a monthly benefit (as defined in section

(g) Following paragraph (5) of section 203 (a) (as

16

by this section) there are added the following new

17

amended

18

paragraphs:

"(6) In the case of any indjividual who is entitled for

19

the primary insurance

20

any month to benefits based upon

21

amounts

22

of wMch primary insurance amounts were determined under

23

section

24

the

25

deteror more of which primary insurance amouU. were

of two or more insured individuals, one or more

215(a) or 215(d) as in effect (withotist regard to

table contained therein) prior to January 1979 and one

40
1

mined under section 215(a) (1) or (4), or 215(d), as in

2

effect

3

individual and all other individuals entitled
to benefits for that

after December 1978, the total benefits payable to that

4 month based upon those primary insurance anwunts shall
5

be

reduced to an amount equal to the product of 1.75

6 and the primary insurance amount that would be computed
7

under section 215(a) (1) for that month with respect to

8

average

9

the contribution and benefit base determined under section

10

indexed monthly earnings equal to one-twelfth of

230 for the jear in which that month occurs.

"(7) Subject to the preceding paragraph, this

11

subsec-

12

tion,

13

with respect to a primary insurance amount computed under

14

section

15

table

16

primary insurance amount so computed with respect to an

17

individual who first becomes eligille for an old-age or dis-

18

ability insurance benefit (as defined in section 2l5(a)

19

(2) (A))

20
21

22

be

as in effect in December 1978, shall remain in effect

215 (a) or (d), as in effect (without regard to the

contained therein) in December 1978, except that a

or

25

26

after December 1978, shall, instead,

governed by this section, as in

effect

after December

1978.".
PAYMENTS TO CERTAIN PUBLIC AND NONPROFIT

23

24

dies,

EMPLOYEES
SEC.

106. (a) Part A of title XI of the Social Security

Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
new Section:

41
1

"PAYMENTS TO CERTAiN PUBLIC AND NONPROFIT

2

EMPLOYERS

"SEC.

3

1132. (a) The Secretary shall, in the case of

4

any State having an agreement under section 218 of the

5

Social Security Act, or any organization described in section

6

501 (c) (3), which is exempt from tax under section 501 (a)

7

for the taxable year, pay to each such State or organization

8

(s'ubject

9

provisions

of subsection (c)) an amount determined under

10

subsection

(b). In order to receive a payment under this

11.

section,

12

to

13

prescribed

14

shall certify to the Secretary of the Treasury the name and

15

address

16

payment, the amount of such payment, and the time at which

17

such

18

Treasury, through the Fiscal Service of the Treasury Depart-

19

ment, shall make payments in accordance with the certification

20

of the Secretary.

to the availability of funds appropriated, under the

a State or organization shall file a claim with respect

the taxable year in such form, manner, and at the time

by the Secretary by regulations. The Secretarj

of each State or organization eligible to receive such

payment should be made, and the Secretary of the

"(b) (1) T1e amount payable to a State lLnder subsec-

21

(a) for the taxable year shall (subject to the provisions

22

tion

23

of subsection (c)) be equal to 50 percent. of that portion of

24

the

25

218(e) (1) (A) with respect to remuneration paid to mdi-

amount paid by such State under the provisions of section

42

viduals as employees of such State (or any political subdivi2

sion thereof) during the taxable year, which amount—

3

"(A) was paid as the amount equivalent to the

4

taxes which would be imposed by section 3111 of the

5

Internal Revenue Code of 1954 if the services of em-

6

plbyees covered by such SIate's agreement under section

7.

218 contitn ted niployment as

8

of such Code, and

defined

in section 3121

"(B) was paid with respect to remuneration paid

9

10

•to

11

political subdivision thereof) which remuneration was

12

in excess (with respect to any individual during the

13

taxable

14

cable

15

visions of sectioi 230 as such section applies to employees.

16

"(2) The amount payable under subsection (a)

17

an

ziulirnduais as employees of. such State (or any

year) of the contribution and benefit base appli-

with respect to such taxable year, under the pro-

to

'organization described in section 501 (c) (3) of such Code,

18 which is exempt from tax under section 501 (a) of such Code
19 ' for the taxable year, shall be equal

20

tion

21

3111 of such Code, which taxes—

of the taxes paid by such organization under section

"(A) were paid with respect to remuneration paid

22
•23

to' indi,,iduals

24

the

.25

to 50 percent of that por-

.

as

employees of .uch organization durinj

taxable year, and.

"(B) wre paid with respect to remuneration paid

43

individuals as employees of such organization which

1

to

2

reinunerqtion

3

dividual during the taxable year) of the contribution and

4

benefit base applicable with respect to such taxable year,

5

under the provisions of section 230 qs such section applies

6

to employees.

7

"(c) There are authorized to be appropriated such sums

wa in excess (with respect to any in-

are necessary to carry out the provisions of this section. If

8

as

9

the sum$ appropriated for any fiscal year for making pay-

10

under this section are insufficient to pay in full the

ments

j total. amounts which States and organizations are authorized
12

to

receive under this section during such fiscal year, the max-

i imum amounts which all such States and organizations may
under this section during such fiscal year shall be

14

receive

15

ratably reduced. In, case additional funds become available

16

for making .such payments for any fiscal year during which

17

the

18

shall be increased on the same• basis as they were reduced.

preceding sentence, is applicable, such reduced amounts

19

." (d) Any State receiving a payment under the provisions

20

of this 8ection shall agree to pay (and any such payment shall

.21

be

22

made on the .cond'itiQn that such State pay) to any political

division, thereof a percentage of such payment which percent-

23. age shall be equal to the percentage of the amount paid by

State, under section 218(e) (1) (A) for which such

24.

such

25

State w.as.reirn,burs.ed by such politieal subdivision.".

44
1

(b) The amendments made by this section shall be effective

2

with respect to taxable years beginning after December 31,

3

1978.

4

CONFORMING CHANGES

SEC.

5

6

107. (a) Section 202(m) (1) is amended to read

as follows:

"(1) In any case in which an individual is entitled to

7

8

a

9

in.surance amount computed under section 215 (a) or (d),

monthly benefit under this section on the basis of a primary

in effect after December 1978, on the basis of the wages

10

as

11

and self-em plyment income of

12

any month and no other person is (without the application

13

of subsection (j) (1)) entitled to a monthly benefit under

14

thi8

15

self-employment

16

that

month, prior to reduction under subsection (k) (3),

17

shall

not be less than that provided by subparagraph (C)

18

(1) or (C) (II) (whichever is greater) of section 215(a)

19

(1). In any case in which an individual is entitled to a

20

monthly benefit under this section on the basis of a primary

21

insurance amount computed under section 215 as in effect

22

(without regard to the table contained therein)

23

January 1979, that monthly benefit shall be determined

24

under this section as in effect as prescribed by section 215

25

(a) (5) and increased under 8ubsection (i) (4).".

a deceased individual for

section for that month on the basLs of those wages and

income, the individual's benefit amount fo,

prior to

45

(b) Section 217(b) (1) is amended by inserting "as in

in December 1978" after "section 215(c)" each time

2

effect

3

it appears, and after "section 215(d)".

4

(c) Section 224(a) is amended in the matter follow-

5

ing paragraph (8) by inserting "(determined under section

6

215(b) as in effect prior to January 1979)" after "(A)

7

the average monthly wage".

8
9

(d) Section 1839 (c) (3) (B) is amended to read as
follows:

10

"(B) the monthly premium rate most recently

ii.

promulgated by the Secretary under this paragraph, in-

12

crea8ed

13

Secretary shall ascertain the primary insurance., amou'mt

14

computed

15

indexed

16

dividuals who became eligible for and enlitled to old-age

17

insurance benefits on May 1 of the year of the pronwlga-

18

tion.

19

the

20

amownt

21

at

22

puted

23

May 1.".

24

(e) Section 202(w) of such Act is amended—

25

by a percentage determined as follows: The

under section 215(a) (1), based upon average

monthly earnings of $900, that applied to in-

lie shall increase the monthly premiitm. rate by

same percentage by• which that primary insurance

is increased when, by reason of the law in effect

the time the promulgation is made; it is so comto apply to those individuals on the following

(1) by inserting after "section 215(a) (3)" in par-

46
1

graph (1) (in the matter preceding subparagraph (A))

2

the

3

215(a) (1) (0) (III) as in effect thereafter";

following: "as in effect in December 1978 or section

(2) by inserting "as in effect in December 1978, or

4

215(a) (1) (0) (III) as in

effect thereafter,"

5

3ection

6

after "paragraph (3) of section 215(a)" in paragraph

(5);and
(3) by inserting "(evhether before, in, or after, De-

8
9

cember 1978)" after "determined under section 215(a)"

10

in paragraph (5).

11

(f) Section 104(j) (2) of the Social Security Amend-

12

ment of 1972 i.s amended by striking out "215(b) (3)" and

13

inserting in lieu thereof "215(b) (2) (B) (iii)".

14

EFFECTIVE DATE PROVISIONS

15

SEc. 108. The amendments made by the preceding provi-

16

sions of this Act (other 1/ian section 104(d) an.d 106) situ11 be

17. effectiie with respect to monthly benefits and lump-sum death
18

payments

19

for months after December 1978. The amendments made by

20

section

21

insurance benefits of an individual who becomes eligible for

22

an old-age or disability insurance benefit

23

December

under title 11 of the Social Security Act payable

104(d) shall be effective with respect Ia monthly

31, 1977.

or who dies after
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PART B—GENERAL PRovisioNs.
LIBERALIZATION OF EARNINGS TEST

2
SEC.

3

121. (a) Section 203(f) (8.) (B) of the Social

4

Security Act is amended by striking out "The exempt

5

amount"

6

in lieu thereof "Except a provded.'in subparagraph •(D),

in the matter preceding clause (i) and inserting

the exempt amount".
(b) Section 203(f) (8) of. such Act is further amended

8
9

&y

adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:

"(D) Notwithstanding any. other provision of this

10

subsection, the exempt .amount—---

11

"(i)

12
able

13

year ending after 1977 and before 1979, and

"(ii)

14
able

15

shall be $375. for each month of azy, tax-

shall be $500 for each month of any tax-

year ending after 1978 and before 1980.".

(c) No determination or publication of a new exempt

16

shall be required to be made under section 203(f)

17

amount

18

(8) (A) of the Social Security Act, and no notification with

19

respect

20

be

21

of such Act, in the calendar year 1978 but such a determina-

22

tipn, publication, and notification shall be required in calendar

23

years

24

(i) and (ii) of section 203
dollar anwunts specified in clauses

to an increased exempt 'amount shall be required to

given under the last sentence of section 203(f) (8) (B)

after 1978 and shall be made or given as though the
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1

(f) (8) (D) of such Act (as added by subsection (b) of thi3

2

section) had been determined (for the taxable years involved)

3

under such section 203(f) (8) (B).

(d) Subsections •(f) (1), (f) (3), (f) (4) (B), and

4

(h) (1) (A) of 3ection 203 of such Act are amended by strilc6

ing out "$200 or".
(e) (1) The amendments made bij thi3 section 3hall be

(subject to the provisions of paragraph (2)) with

8

effective

9

re3pect to taxable years ending after December 31, 1977.

10

(2) Prior to October 1, 1978, title II of the Social Secu-

11

rity Act shall be admini3tered as if the amendrnent3 made by

12

this section had not been enacted.

13

WIDOW'S AND WIDOWER'S INSURANCE BENEFITS IN CASES

14

OF DELAYED RETIREMENT

15

SEC.

122. (a) Section 202(e) (2) (A) of the Social

16

Security Act is amended (1) by inserting "(as determined

17

after application of the following sentence)" after "primary

18

insurance

19

the

following new sentence: "if such deceased individual

20

was

(or upon application would have been) entitled to an

21

old-age

22

being

23

provi3ions

of subsection (w), then, for purposes of tM.s

24

swbsection,

3uch individual'3 primary insurance amount

25

shall be deemed to be equal to the old-age insurance benefit

amount", and (2) by adding at the end thereof

insurance benefit which was increased (or subject to

increased) on account of delayed retirement under the

49

where applicable, under section 215(f) (5) or

1

(increased,

2

(6) and under section 215(i) as if such individual were still

3

alive in the case of an individual who has died) which he was

4

receiving (or would upon appliiation have received) for the

5

month

6

standing the provisions of paragraph (3) of such subsection

7

(w)) the number of increment months shall include any

8

month in the months of the calendar year in which he died,

9

prior to the month in which he died, which satisfy the condi-

10

tions

prior to the month in which he died, and (notwith-

im paragraph (2) of such subsection (w).".
(b) Section 202(e)(2) (B) (i) of such Act is amended

11

inserting "and section 215(f) (6) were applied, where

12

by

13

applicable," immediately after "living".

14

(c)

Section 202(f) (3) (A) of stuh Act is amended

15

(1) by inserting "(as determined after application of the

16

following sentence)" after "primary insurance amount",

17

and (2) by' adding at the end thereof the following new sen-

18

tence:

19

would have been) entitled to an old-age insurance benefit

20

which

21

account

of delayed retirement under the provisions of sub-

22

section

(w), •then, for purposes of this subsection, such

23

in4ividual's primary insurance amount shall be deemed to be

24

equal to the old-age insurance benefit (increased, where appli-

25

cable,

"If such deceased individual was (or upon application

was increased (or subject

to

being increased) on

under section 215(f) (5) or (6) and under 8ectzOn
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1

215(i) as if such individual were still alive in the case of an

2

individual who has died) which she was receiving (or would

3

upon

application have received) for the month prior to the

month in which she died, and (notwithstanding the provisions

of paragraph (3) of such subsection (w)) the number of
6

increment months shall include any momth in the month,g of

the calendar year in which she died, prior to the month in
8

which

she died, which satisfy the conditions in paragraph

(2) of such subsection (w).".
10

(d) Section 202(f) (3) (B) (i) of such Act is amended

11

by inserting "and section 215(f) (6) were applied, where

12

appropriate," after "living,".
(e)

13

Section 203(a) (as amended by section lOS(y))

14

is further amended by adding at the end thereof the following

15

new

16

paragraph:

"(8)

when—

"(A) one or more persons were entitled (with-

17
18

out

the application of section 202(j) (1) and

19

tiQn

223(b)) to monthly benefits under section 202

20

Or

21

and self-employment income of an individual,

22

sec-

223 for December 1977 on the basis of t.e wages

"(B) the benefit of at least one such

person

23

for January 1978 is increased by reason of the

24

amendments

25

curitq Anendments of 1977; and

made by section 109 of the Social Se-
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i

"(C) the total amount of benefit3 to which all

2

such persons are entitled under such section 202

3

are reduced under the rovi$ion$ of ihi$ subsection

4

(or would be so reduced except for the first sentence

5

of section 203 (a) (4)),

6

then the amount of the benefit to which each such person is

7

entitled for months after December 1977 shall be increased

8

(after such reductions are made under this swbsection)

9

the amount such benefit would have been if the benefit of the

10

person or persons ref erred to in subparagraph (B) had not

ii

been so increased.".

to

12

(f) The amendments made by this section shall be ef-

13

fective with respect to monthly insurance benefits under title

14. II of the Social Security Act for months after December
15

1977.

16

REDUCED BENEFiTS FOR SPOUSES RECEiViNG

17

GOVERNMENT PENSiONS

18

SEc. 123 (a) (1) Section 202(b) (2) of the Social

by inserting after "subsection (q)"

19

Security Act is

20

the followng: "aitd paragraph (4) of thi8 subsection".

21
22

amended

(2) Section 202(b) of such Act is amended by addng at
the end thereof the following new paragraph:

23

"(4) (A) The amount of a wife's insurance benefit for

24

each month as determined after application of: the provisions

25

of subsections (q) and (k) shall be reduced (but not below
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1

zero) by an amount equal to the amount of any monthly bene-

2

fit payable to such wife (or divorced wife) for such month

3

which is based upon her earnings while in the service of the

4

Federal Government or any State (or political subdivision

5

thereof,

6

she was employed by such entity, such service did not con-

7

stitute 'employment' as defined in section 210.

as defined in sectiom 218 (b) (2)) if, on the last day

8

"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, any periodic

9

benefit which otherwise meets the requirements of subpara-

10

graph (A), but which is paid on other than a monthly basis,

11

shall be allocated on a basis equivalent to a monthly benefit

12

(as determined by the Secretary) and such equivalent

13

monthly benefit shall constitute a monthly benefit for purposes

14

of

subparagraph (A). For purposes ot this subparagraph,

15

the

term 'periodic benefit' includes a benefit payable in a lump

16

sum

17

payments.".

18

if it is a commutation of, or a substitute for, periodic

(b) (1) Section 202(c) (1) is amended—

19

(A) by striking out subparagraph (C);

20

(B) by in8erting "and" at the end of Bubpara graph

21
22

(B);and
(C) by redesignating subparagraph (D) as sub-

23

paragraph (C).

24

(2) Section 202(c) (2) is amended to read as follow8:

25

"(2) (A) The amount of a husband's insurance benefit
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1

for each month as determined after application of the pro-

2

vL9ions

of subsections (q) and (k) shall be reduced (but not

below zero) by an amount equal to the amount of any monthly
4 benefit payable to such husband for such month which i.s based
5

upon his earnings while in the service of the Federal Govern-

6

ment or any State (or political subdivision thereof, as defined

in section 218(b) (2)) if, on the last day he was employed
such entity, such service did not constitute 'employment'

8

by

9

as defined in section 210.

10

"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, any periodic

11

benefit which otherwise meets the requirements of sub para-

12

graph (A), but which is paid on other than a monthly basis,

13

shall be allocated on a basis equivalent to a monthly benefit

14

(as determined 1)y the Secertary)

15

monthly benefit shall constitute a monthly benefit for purpoe

16

of subparagraph (A). For purposes of this subparagraph,

17

the

18

sum

19

payflzent3.".

and such equivalent

term 'periodic benefit' includes a benefit payable in a lump

if it i.s a commutation of, or a substitute for, periodic

(3) Section 202(c) (3) i.s amended by .inserting after

20
21

"subsection

22

.subsection".

(q)" the following: "and paragraph (2) of this

(c) (1) Section 202(e) (2) (A) of such Act is amended

23

striking out "paragraph (4)" and inserting in lieu thereof

24

by

25

"paragraphs

(4) and (8)".
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(2) Section 202(e) of such Act is amended by adding
2

•

at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

3

"(8) (A) The amount of a widow's insurance benefit

4

for each month as determined (after appliiation of the pro-

5

visions

6

(4)) shall be reduced (but not below zero) by an amount

7

equal to the amount of any monthly benefit payable to such

of subsection (q), paragraph (2) (B), and paragraph

8 widow (or surviving divorced wife) for such nwnth whic4 is
9

based upon her earnings while in the service of the Federal

.10

Government or any State (or any political subdivision there-

]], of, as defined in section 218(b) (2)) if, on the last day she

employed by such entity, such servii.e did not constitute

12

was

13

'employment' as defined in sectiom 210.

"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, any periodic

14

15. benefit which otherwi,se meets the requirements of. sub para16

graph :(A)1 but .which is paid on other than a monthly basi.s,

17

shall be allocated on a basis equivalent .to. a monthly benefit

18

(as detennined by the Secretary) and such equivalent monthly

19

benefit

20

paragraph

21

term

'periodic benefit' includes a benefit payable in a lump

22

sum

if it is a commutation of, or a substitute for, periodii.

23

payment9."

24
25

shall constitute a monthly benefit for purposes of sub-

(A) For purposes of this subparagraph, the

(d)(1) Section 202(f) (1) i&amended—
(A) by striking out subparagraph (D); and
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(B) by redesignating subparagraphs (E), (F),

1

(G) as subparagraphs (D), (E), and (F), re-

2

and

3

spectively.

4

(2) Section 202(f) (2) is amended to read as follows:

"(2) (A) The amount of a widower's insurance benefit
6

for each month (as determined after application of the pro-

7

visions of subsection (q), paragraph (3) (B) and para-

8

graph

9

amount eqval to the amount of any monthly benefit payable to

(5) shall be reduced (but not below zero) by an

widower for such month which is based upon his earnings

10

such

1j.

while in the service of the Federal Government or any State

12

(or any political subdivision thereof, as defined in section

13

218(b) (2)) if, on the last day he was employed by such

14
15

entity, such service did not constitute 'employment' as defined

in section 210.

"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, any periodic

16
17

18

19

20
21
22

23
•

benefit

which otherwise meets the requirement8 of sub para-

graph (A), but which is paid on other than a monthly basis,
shall be allocated on a basis equivalent to a monthly .bene fit
(as

determined by the Secretary) and such equivalent

monthly benefit shall constitute a monthly benefit for purposes
of
the

subparagraph (A).. For purposes of this subparagraph,
term 'periodic benefit' includes a benefit payable in a lump

sum if it. is a commutation of, or a substitute for, periodic
payments.".
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1

(3) Section 202(f) (3) (A) is ameded by strkng out

2

"paragraph (5)" and inserting in lieu thereof "paragraphs

3

(2) and (5)".

4

(4) (A) Section 202(f) (7) is amended by striking out

5

"paragraph (1)(G)" and inserting in lieu thereof "para-

6 graph (1) (F)".
7

(B) Section 226(h) (1) (B) is amended by striking out

8

"subparagraph (G) of section 202(f) (1)" and inserting in

9

lieu thereof "subparagraph (F) of section 202(f) (1)".
(5) Section 202(p) (1) i$ amended by striking out "sub-

10

(C) of subsection (c) (1), clause (i) or (ii) of

11

paragraph

12

subparagraph (D) of subsection (f) (1), or".

13

(e) (1) Section 202(g) (2) of such Act is amended by

14

8trikinfJ

15

a.s

16
17

out "Such" and inserting in lieu thereof "Except

provided in paragraph (4) of this subsection, such".
(2) Section 202(g) of such Act is amended by adding at

tie end thereof the following new paragraph:

18

"(4) (A) The amount of a mother's insurance benefit

19

fo each month to which any individual is entitled under this

20

subsection shall be reduced (but not below zero) by

21

equal to the amount of any monthly benefit payable to such

22

individual for such month which is based upon such in-

23

dividual's earnings while in the service of the Federal Gov-

24

ernment

or any State (or political subdivision thereof, as

25

1efined

in section 218(b) (2)) if, on the last day such mdi-

an amount
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1

vidual was employed by such entity, such service did not

2

constitute 'employment' as defined in section 210.

3

"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, any periodic

4

benefit which otherwise meets the requirements of subpara-

5

graph (A), but which is paid on other than a monthly basis,

6

shall be allocated on a basis equivalent to a monthly benefit

7

(as determined by

8

monthly benefit shall constitute a monthly benefit for purposes

9

of subparagraph (A). For purposes of this subparagraph,

10

the

the

Secretary) and such equivalent

term 'periodic benefit' includes a benefit payable in a lump

ii. sum if it is a commutation of, or a substitute for, periodic
12

payments.".

13

(f) The amendments made by this section shall apply

14

with respect to monthly insurance beñe fits payable under

15

title II of the Social Security Act for mo'nths beginning with

16

the

17

cations filed in or after the month in which this Act is enacted.

18

EMPLOYEES OF MEMBERS OF RELATED GROUPS OF

19

CORPORATIONS

20

Employer Social Security Tax Liability

21

month in which this Act is enacted, on the basis of appli-

SEC.

124. (a) Section 3121 of the Internal Revenue

of 1954 (relating to definitions for purposes of the

22

Code

23

Pederal Insurance Contributions Act) is amended by add-

24

ing at the end thereof the following new subsection:

"(s) CONCUIRENT EMPLOYMENT BY Two OR MORE

1

2

EMPLOYERS,—FOr

3

3121

4

ploy the same individual and compensate such individual

5

through a common paymaster, each such corporation shall be

6

considered to have paid as remuneration to such individual

7

only the amounts actually disbursed by it to such individual

8

and shall not be considered to have paid as remuneration to

9

such individual amounts actualk,' disbursed to such individual

10

purposes of sections 3102, 3111, and

(a) (1), if two or more corporations concurrently

em-

by another of such corporations.".

11

(b) $ection 3306 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

12

(relating to definitions in respect of unemployment tax) is

13

amended by adding at the end thereof the following subsection:

14

"(p)

CONCURRENT EMPLOYMENT BY Two OR MORE

15

EMPLOYERL—For

16

3306(b) (1), if two or more corporations concurrently em-

17

ploy the same individual and compensate such individual

18

through a common paymaster, each such corporation shall

19

be

purposes of sections 3102, 3111, and

considered to have paid as remuneration to such individual

20

only the amounts actually disbursed by it to such individual

21

and shall not be considered to have paid as remuneration tQ

22

such

23

by

24

individual amounts actually disbursed to such individual

another of such corporations.".
Effective Date

25

(c) The amendments made by thi3 section shall ap-

26

ply with respect to wages paid after December 31, 1978.
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LIMITATION ON RETROACTiVE BENEFITS

1

SEC. 125.

2

3

(a) (1) The first sentence of section 202(j)

(1) of the Social Security Act is amended &y striking out

4 "An individual" and inserting "Subject to the limitations con5

tamed

in paragraph (4), an individual" in lieu thereof.

6

(2) Section 202 (j) of such Act is further amended by

7

inserting at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

8

"(4) (A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B), no

9

individual shall be entitled to benefits under subsection '(a),

10

(b), (c), (e), or (f) for any month prior to the month

11

in which he or she files an application for such benefits if the

12

effect of entitlement to such monthly benefit would be to reduce,

13

pursuant to subsection (q), the amount of the monthly benefit

14

to

15

month in which such application i8 filed.

which such individual would otherwise be entitled for the

"(B) (i) If

16

the

individual applying for retroactive

is applying for such benefits under subsection (a),

17

benefits

18

and there are one or more other persons who would, except

19

for subparagraph (A), be entitled for any month, on the

20

basis

21

dividual and because of such individual's entitlement to such

22

retroactive benefits, to retroactive benefits under subsection

23

(b), (c), or (d) not subject to reduction under subsection

24

(q), then subparagraph (A) shall not apply with respect

25

to

of the wages and self-employment income of such in-

such month or any subsequent month.
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"(ii)

1

If the individual applying for retroactive benefits

a surviving spouse or surviving divorced spouse, and is

2

is

3

under a disability (as defined in section 223(d)), and such

4

individual would, except for subparagraph (A), be entitled

5

to

6

abled surviving divorced spouse for any month before he 'or

7

she attained the age of 60, then subparagraph (A) shall not

8

apply with respect to such month or any subsequent month.

9

"(iii) If the individual applying for retroactive benefits

retroactive benefits as a disabled surviving spouse or dis-

excess earnings (as defined in section 203(f)) in the

10

has

11

year in which he or she files an application for such benefits

12

which

could, except for subparagraph (A), be charged to

13

months

in such year prior to the month of application, then

14

subparagraph

15

mont/is

16

are required to charge such excess earnings to the maximum

17

extent possible.

(A) shall not apply to so many of such

immediately preceding the month of application

a.s

18

"(iv) As used in this subparagraph, the term "retro-

19

active benefits' means a benefit to which an individu,al becomes

20

entitled for a month prior to the month in which application

21

for such benefit is filed.".

22

23

(3) Section 226(h) of such Act is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

24

"(4) For the purposes of detcrmining entitlement tp

25

hospital insurance benefits under subsection (b) in the case

61.

described in clause (iii) of subsection (b)

j.

of an individual

2

(2) (A), the entitlement of such individual to widow's or

3

widower's insurance benefits under section 202 (e) or (f)

4

by reason of a disability shall be deemed to be the entitle-

5

ment

6

were determined wit hout regard to the provisions of sec-

7

tion 202 (j) (4).".

to such benefits that would result if such entitlement

8

(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall be

9

effective only with respect to monthly insurance benefits under

io title II of the Social Security Act to which an individual be1 comes entitled on the basis of an application filed after the
12

date

ofenactment of this Act.
DELIVERY OF BENEFIT CHECKS

13
14

SEC.

126. (a) Title VII of the Social Security Act is

15

amended

by adding at the end thereof the following new

16

section:

"DELIVERY OF BENEFiT CHECKS

17
18

"SEC. 708. Notwithstanding any other provision of this

19

Act, when the normal day for delivery of benefit checks un-

20

der

21

of this section, fall on a Saturday, Sunday, or legal public

22

holiday (as defined in section 6103 of title 5, United State$

23

(lode), benefit checks for. such month shall be mailed for

24

delivery on the first day preceding such normal delivery day

25

which

title II or XVI of this Act would, but for the provi$ions

is not a Saturday, Sunday, or legal public holiday,

1

without regard to whether the delivery of such checks is made

2

in the same calendar month in which such normal day for

3

delivery would occur.".

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) of this sec5

tion shall be effective on the date of enactment of this Act.

6 ACTUARIAL REDUCTION OF BENEFIT INCREASES TO BE
7

APPLIED AS OF TIME OF ORIGINAL ENTII'LEMENT

8

SEC.

9

127. (a) Section 2O2(q) (4) of the Social Se-

curity Act is amended by striking out all that follows sub-

10 paragraph

('B) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

i "then the amount of the reduction of such benefit (after th
12

applicatiom

13

each

of any adjustment under paragraph (7)) for

month beginning with the month of such increase in the

j4 primary in$urance amount, shall be computed under para15

graph (1) or (3), whichever applies, as though the increased

16

primary in$urance amount had been in effect for and from

17

the

18

such

19

(3).".

monthly benefit reduced under such paragraph (1) or

(b) Section 202(q) of such Act is amended by adding

20
21

momth for which the individual first became entitled to

at the end thereof the following new paragraphs:

"(10) For purposes o applying paragraph 14),

22

to

benefits payable for any month after December

23

monthly

24

1977, to an individual who was entitled to a monthly benefit

25

as

reduced under paragraph (1) or (3) prior to January

68

1978, the amOunt of reduction of such benefit for the first

1

month for which such benefit is increased by reason of an
izcrease

3

in the prinzary insurance amount of the individual

4 on whose waoes and self-employment income such benefit is
based and for all subsequent month3 (and similarly for all
6

sub8equent increases) sha2l be increased by the percentage

'7

increase in such primary insurance amount (such increase

8

being

9

(8)). In the case of anindividual whose reduced benefit

10

under this section i increased as a result of the use of an

11

adjusted

12

tion period (in accordance with

13

such inof thi3 section), then f or the first month for which

made in accordance with the provisions of paragraph

reduction period or an additional adjusted reduc-

paragraphs (1) and (3)

i4 crease i3 effective an4 for all subsequen2 months, the amount of
reduction (zfter the application of the previous sentence,

15

such

16

if applicable) shall be reduced—
"(A) in the case of old-age, wife's, an4 husband'3

17

such amount by the

18

insurance benefits, by inwltiplying

19

ratio of (i) the number of months in the adjusted reduc-

20

tion period to (ii) the number of months in the reduction

21

period,

22

"(B) in the case of widow's and widower's insur-

•23

ance benefits for the month in which such individual

24

attains age 62, by multiplying such amount by the ratio

25

of

(i) the number of months in the reduction period

64

I

beginning with age 62 multiplied by 19/40 of 1 per-

2

cent,

3

tion period prior to age 62 multiplied by 19/40 of 1 per-

4

cemt, plus the number of months in the adjusted additional

5

reduction period multiplied by 43/240 of 1 percent to

6

(ii) the number of months in the reduction period multi-

7

plied by 19/40 of 1 percent, plus the number of months

8

in the additional reduction period multiplied by 43/240

9

of 1 percent, and

plus the number of months in the adjusted reduc-

"(C) in the case of widow's and widower's insur-

10
11

ance

12

attains age 65, by multiplying such amount by the ratio

13

of (i) the number of months in the adjusted reduction

14

period mdtiplied by 19/40 of 1 percent, piu3 the number

15

of months in the adjusted additional reduction period

16

multiplied by 43/240 of 1 percent to (ii) the number

17

of months in the reduction period beginning with age

18

62

19

of months in the adjusted reduction

20

age

21

of months in the adjusted additional reduction period

•22

multiplied by 43/240 of 1 percent,

benefits for the month in which such individual

multiplied by 19/40 of 1 percent, plus the number

period prior to

62 multiplied by 19/40 of 1 percent, plus the number

23

suchi

24

of paragra phi (8).

decrease being made in. accordance with the provisions
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2

"(11) When an individual is entitled to more than one
of such
monthly benefit under this title and one or more

3

benefits

4

gi'aph of this subsection shall apply separately to each such

5

benefit

6

which monthly
of subsection (k) (pertaining to the method by

7

benefits are offset when an individual is entitled to more than

8

one

9

shall operate in conjunction with paragraph (3).".

1

are reduced under this subsection, the preceding para-

reduced under this subsection before the application

kind of benefit) and the application of this paragraph

10

(c) (1) Section 202(q) (7) (C) of the Social Security

11

all that follows
Act is amended by striking out "because" and

12

and

13

of an eveflt

14

benefits,".

15
16

inserting in lieu thereof "because of the occurrence
that termiflated her or his eutitleineit to such

(2) Section 202(q) (3) (H) of such Act is amended
by in.serting "for 'that month

or" after "first entitled".

17

(d) The amendments made by this section shall be eff cc-

18

tve with respect to monthly benefits payable for months after

19

December 1977.

20

SOCIAL
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS WITH RESPECT TO

21

SECURITY BENEFITS

22

SEC.

128. (a) Title II of the Social Security Act is

23

amended

by wi4inu/ at the end thereof the following new

24

section,'
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1

"INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

2

"Purpose of Agreement

3

"SEC.

233. (a) The President is authorized (subject to

4

the succeeding provisions of this section) to enter into agree-

5

ments establishing totalization arrangements between the social

6

security syste?n established by this title and the social security

7

system of any foreign coil ntry, for the pitrposes of establishing

8

entitlement to and the amount of old-age, survivors, disability,

9

or derivative benefits based on a combination of an individ-

10

val's periods of coverage under the social security system

11

established

12

foreign oountry.

by this title and the social security system of such

13

14

"Definitions

"(b) For the purposes of this section—

"(1) the term 'social secitrity system' means, with

15

16

respect

17

sion system which is of general application in the country

18

and under which periodic benefits, or the actuarial equiv-

19

alent

20

disability; and

21

to a foreign country, a social insurance or pen-

thereof, are paid on account of old age, death, or

"(2) the term 'period of coverage' means a period

22

of payment of contributions

28

based

24

income,

25

thereto

or a period of earnings

on wages for employment or on self-employment

or any similar period recognized a. •euivalent
under this title or under the social security system
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1

agreement entered
of a country which is a party to an

2

into under this section.

"Crediting Periods of Coverage; Conditions f Payment

3

of Benefits

4

"(c) (1) Any agreement establishing a totalization
arrangement pursuant to this section shall provide—

6

"(A) that in the case of an individual who has at

7

least

s

6 quarters of coverage as defined in section 213 of

this Act and periods f coverage under the &ocial security
system of a foreign country which is a party to such

9

10

agreement, periods of coverage of such individual under

ii
12

such social security system of such foreign country may

13

under this title and
be combined with periods of coverage

15

otherwise considered for the purposes of establishing
entitlement to and the amount of old-age, survivors, and

16

disability insurance benefits under this title;

14

"(B) (i) that employment or self_employment, or any
18
19
20
21
22

employment
service which is recognized as equivalent to
security
or self_employment under this title or the social

system of a foreign country which is a party to such
agreement, shall, on or after the effective date of such
agreement, result in a period of coverage under the system

24

established under this title r under the system established
under the laws of such foreign country, but not under

25

both, and (ii) the methods and conditions for determining

23

68

under which system employment, self-employment, or
2

service s/tall result in a period of coverage; and

other

"(0)

3

that where an individual's periods of coverage

4

are combined, the benefit amount payable under thus title

5

shall be ba$ed on, the proportion of such individual's

6

periods of coverage which was completed under this title.

7

"(2) Any such agreement may provide that—

S

"(A) an individual who is entitled to cash benefits

9

under this title shall, notwithstanding the provisions of

10

section

11

foreign country which is a party to such agreement; and

12

"(B) the benefit paid by the United States to an

13

individual who legally resides in the United States shall

14

be

1.5

benefit

paid by such foreign country, will be equal to the

16

benefit

amount which would be payable to an entitled

17

individual based on the first figure in (or deemed t3

18

be

19

case

20

before

21

ance

22

(i) (I) or (II) in the case of an individual becoming

23

eligible for such benefit on or after that date.

24

"(3) Section 226 shall not apply in the case of any

202(t), receive such benefits while he resides in a

increased to am amount which, when added to the

in) column IV of the table in section 215(a) in the
of an individual becoming eligible for such benefit

January 1, 1979, or based on a primary insur-

amount determined under section 215(a) (1) (0)
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j

but for this
individual to whom it would not be applicable

2

section

or any agreement or regulation under this section.

"(4) Any such agreement may contain other provisions,
4

which are not inconsistent wit/i the other provisions of this

5

President deems appropriate to carry out
title and which the

6

the purposes of this section.
"Regulations

7

"(d) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare

8
9

make rules and regulations and establish procedures

shall'

10

implement and adminwhich are reasonable and necessary to

11

in accordance
ister any agreement which has been entered into

12

with this section.

13

"Reports to Congress; Effective Date of Agreements

14

"(e) (1) Any agreement to establish a totalization ar-

15

shall be transran gement entered into pursuant to this section

16

with a report
mitted by the President to the Congress together

17

on

the estimated number of ndviduals who will be affected by

18

the

agreement and the effect of the agreement on the estimated

19

income

20

Act.

21

and expenditures of the programs established by this

"(2) Such an agreement shall become effective on any
provided in the agreement, which occurs after the

22

date,

23

the date on which the
expiration of the period, following

24

agreement i.s transmitted in

25

Congress has been in session
during which each House of the

accordance with paragraph (1),
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1

on eadi of 90 days; except that such agreement shall not

2

become

3

Congress

effective if, during such period, either House of the

adopts a resolution of disapproval of the agree-

4 ment.".
5

(b)(1) Section 1401 of the Internal Revenue Code of

6

1954 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following

7

new subsection:

"(c) RELIEF FROM TAXES IN CASES COVERED BY

8
9

CERTAIN INTERNATIONAL

AGREEMENTS.—-During any

10

period in wivich there is in effect an agreement entered into

11

pursuant to section 233 of the Social Security Act with any

12

foreign country, the self-employment income of an individ-

13

ual shall be exempt from the taxes imposed by this section to

14

the

15

such

16

under the social security system of such foreign country.".

17

(2) Sections 3101 and 3111 of such Code are each

extent that such self-employment income is subject under

agreement to taxes or contributions for similar purposes

18

amended

19

section:

by adding at the end thereof the following new sub-

20

"(c) RELIEF FROM TAXES IN CASES COVERED BY

21

CERTAIN INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS.—DUring any

22

period in which there is in effect an agreement entered into

23

pursuant to section 233 of the Social Security Ad with any

24

foreign country, wages received by or paid to an individual

25

shall be exempt from the taxes imposed by tM3 section to the
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extent

1

taxes

2

that such wages are subject: under such agreement to
under the social
or 'cont'ributionà for similar purposes

security system of such foreign country.".

(3) Section 6051 (a) of such Code is amended by add-

ing at the end thereof the following new sentence: "The
amounts required to be shown by paragraph (5) shall not

6

include wages which are exempted pursuant to sections 3101
8

(c) and 3111 (c) from the taxes imposed by sections 3101.

and 3111.".
(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, taxes

10

paid by any individual to any foreign country with respect
any period of employment or self_employment which is

12

to

13

of sttch foreign councovered under the social security system

14
15

entered
try in accordance with the term.s of an agreement
pursuant to section 233 of the Social Security Act shall
into

17

under the income tax laws of the United States, be
against the income tax of, any
deductible by, or creditable

18

such

16

19

not,

individual.

ORGANIZATIONS WHICH
COVERAGE OF NONPROFIT

FAILED TO FILE WAIVER CERTIFICATES

20
21

SEC.

22

Revenue

129. (a) (1) Section 3121(k) (5) of the Internal

23

Code of 1954 (relating to constructive filing of
has been made and new
certificate where refund or credit

24

certificate ü not filed) is amended—-

25

'(A) by striking out "prior to the expiration of 180
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1

days after the date of the enactment of this paragraph,"

2

in subparagraph B and inserting in lieu thereof "prior

3

to

January 1, 1978,"; and

4

(B) by striking out "the l8lst day after the date

5

of the enactmemt of this paragraph," and "such l8lst

6

day" in the matter following subparagraph (B) and

7

inserting in lieu thereof in each instance "January 1,

8

1978,".

9

(2) Section 3121 (k) (7) of such Code (relating

to

10

payment of both employee and employer tarnes for retro-

11

active

12

iá amended—

period by organization in cases of cOnstructive filing)

(A) by striking out "prior to the expiration of 180

13

14

days

after the date of the enactment of this paragraph"

15

and

inserting in lieu thereof "prior to January 1,

16

1978,";

(B) by striking out "the l8lst day after such:

17
18

date," and inserting in lieu thereof

19

and

"Januar?, 1, 1978,";

20

(C) by striking out "prior to the first day of the

21

calendar quarter in which such 181st day occurs" and

22

inserting

23

(3) Section 3121 (k) (8) of such Code (relating

24

extended

25

age)

in lieu thereof "prior to that date".
to

period for payment of taxes for retroactive cover-

i amended—
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2

(A) by striking out "by the end of the 180-day
period following the date of the enaotment of this para-

3

graph" and inserting in lieu thereof "prior to January 1,

4

1978,";

1

5

(B) by striking out "within that period" and in-

6

serting in lieu thereof "prior to January 1, 1978"; and

7

(C) b'y striking out "on the 181st day following

S

that date" and inserting in lieu thereof "on that date".

9

(b) (1) Section 3121 (k) (4) of the Internal Revenue

of 1954 (relating to constructive filing of certificate

10

Code

11

where

12

amended

13

subparagraph:

no refund or credit of taxes has been made)

is

by adding at the end thereof the following new

14

"(C) In the case of any organization which is

15

deemed under this paragraph to have filed a valid

16

waiver certificate under paragraph

(1), if—

"(i) the period with respect to

17

which the

imposed by sections 3101 and 3111 were

18

taxes

19

paid by such organization (as described in sub-

20

paragraph (A) (ii)) terminated prior to Octo-

21

ber

1, 1976, or

"(ii)

22

the taxes imposed by sections 3101

3111 were not paid during the period re-

23

and

24

ferreci to in clanse (i) (whether such period has

25

terminated or not) witk respect to 'emuneration
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1.

paid by such organization to individuals who

2

became

3

dar quarter in which such period began,

4

taxes under sections 3101 and 3111—

its employees after the close of the calen-

"(iii)

5

in the case of an organization which

6

meets the requirements of this subparagraph by

7

reason of clause (i), with respect to remunera-

8

tion paid by such organization after the termi-

9

nation of the period referred to in clause (i) and

prior to July 1, 1977; or

10

"(iv) in the case of an organization which

11

the requirements of this subparagraph by

12

meets

13

reason

14

tion

15

who became its employees after the close of the

16

calendar

17

to

of clause (ii), with respect to remunera-

paid prior to July 1, 1977, to individuals

quarter in which the period referred

in clause (i) began,

18

which remain unpatid on the date of the enactment

19

of

20

October

21

ment

of this subparagraph, shall not be due or pay-

22

able

(or, if paid, shall be refunded); and the certifi-

23

cate

which such organization is deemed under this

24

paragraph to have filed shall not apply to any serv-

25

ice

this subparagraph, or which were paid after
19, 1976, but prior to the date of the enact-

with respect to •the remuneration for which the

75

imposed by sections 3101 and 3111 (which

1

taxes

2

remain unpaid on the date of the enactment of this

3

subparagraph, or were paid after October 19, 1976,

4

but prior to the date of the enactment of this sub-

5

paragraph) are not due and payable (or are

6

funded) by reason of the preceding provisions of this

7

subparagraph.

8

purposes

9

period during which reports of wages subject to the

In applying this subparagraph for

of title II of the Social Security Act,

the

imposed by section 3101 and 3111 were made

10

taxes

11

by

any organization may be conclusively treated as

12

the

period (described in subparagraph (a) (ii))

13

during which the taxes imposed by such sections were

paid by such organization.".

(2) Section 3121 (ic) (4) (A) of such Code is amended

15

inserting "(subject to subparagraph (C))" after "effec-

16

by

17

tive" in the matter following clause

18

(ii).

(3) Section 3121 (ic) (6) of such Code (relating

to

cases of constructive

19

application of certain provisions

20

filing) is amended by inserting "(except as provided in para-

21

graph

22

preceding

23

'to

(4) (C))" after "services involved" in the matter
subparagraph (A).

(c) In any case where—

24

(1) an individual 'performed service, as an employee

25

of an organization which is deemed under section 3121

7G

1

(k) (4) of the Internal Revenue Code of 194 to have

2

filed a waiver certificate under section 3121 (k) (1) of

3

such

4

period described in subparagraph (A) (ii) of such

5

tion

Code, on or after the first day of the applicable
sec-

3121 (k) (4) and before July 1, 1.977, and

6

(2) the service so performed does not constitute

7

employment (as defined in section 210(a) of the Social

8

Security Act and section 3121 (b) of such Code) because

9

the waiver certificate which the organization is deemed

10

to

11

tion 3121 (k) (4) (C) of such Code, but would constitute

12

employment (as so defined) in the absence of such section

13

3121 (k)

have flied is made inapplicable to such service by sec-

(4) (C),

remuneration paid for such service shall, upon the request

14

the

15

of such individual (filed on or before April 15, 1980, in such

16

manner and form, and with such official,

17

scribed

18

rity Act) accompanied by full paymemt of all of the taxes

19

which

would have been paid under section 3101 of such

20

Code

with respect to such remuneration but for svcli section

21

3121

(k) (4) (C) (or by satisfactory evidence that appropri-

22

ate

23

taxes

in installments as provided in section 3121 (k) (8) of

24

such

Code), be deen2ed to consJiluie

25

employment

as may be pre-

by regulations made under title II of the Social Secu-

arrangement$ have been made for the payment of suck

remuneration for

as so defined. In any case where remuneration

paid by an organization to an individual is deemed under
preceding sentence

2

the

3

employment,

to

constitute

such organization shall

remuneration for
be

liable

(notwith-

standing any other provision of such Code) for payment of
the taxes which it would have been required to pay under
6

section 3111 of such Code with respect to such remuneration

7

in the absence of such section 3121 (k) (4) (C).

8
9

Code
(d) Section 3121 (k) (8) of the Internal Revenue
of 1954 (relating to extended period for payment of taxes for

10

retroactiVe coverage), as amended by subsection

ii

this Act, is amended to read as follows:

12

"(8)

(a) (3) of

EXTENDED PERIOD FOR PAYMENT OF TAXES

13

FOR RETROACTIVE

14

other

any

provision of Ihis title, in any case where—

15

"(A) an organization is deemed under para-

16

graph (4) to have filed a valid waiver certificate

17

under

18

described

19

and part or all of the taxes imposed by sections 3101

20

and 3111 with respect to remuneration paid by such

21

organization to its employees after the close of such

22

period remains payable notwithstanding paragraph

23

(4)(C),or

paragraph (1), but the applicable period
in paragraph (4) (A) (ii) has terminated

24

"(B) an organization described in paragraph

25

(5) (A) files a valid waiver certificate under para-
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1

graph (1) by December 31, 1977, as described in

2

paragraph (5) (B), or (not having filed such a cer-

3

tificate

4

(5) to have filed such a certificate on January 1,

5

1978, or

by that date) is deemed under paragraph

"(0)

6

an individual files a request under section

7

3 of Public Law 94—563, or under section 3 of. the

8

Act which added paragraph (4) (C) of this sub-

9

section,

have service treated as

to

constituting

10

remuneration for employement (as defined in section

11

3121 (b)

12

Security Act),

and in section 210 (a)

of the Social

13

the

taxes due under sections 3101 and 3111 with respect

14

to

services constituting employment by reason of such

15

certificate

16

calendar quarter in which the date of such filing or con-

17

structive filing occurs, or with respect to service consti-

18

tuting employment by reason of such request, may be

19

paid in installments over an appropriate period of time,

20

as

21

tary, rather than in a lump sum.".

22

(e) The first sentence of section 3 of Public Law 94—563

23

24
25

for any period prior to the first day of the

determined under regulations prescribed by the Secre-

(in the matter following paragraph (3)) is amended—

(1) by inserting "on or before April 15, 1980,"
after "filed"; and
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1

(2) by inserting "or by satisfactory evidence that

2

appropriate arrangements have been made for the repay-

3

ment

4

tion 3121 (k) (8) of such Code" after "so refunded

5

or credited".

6

(f) Section 3121 (k) (4) (A) (i) of the Internal Revenue

7

Code of 1954 (relating to constructive filing of certificate

8

where

9

by

of such taxes in installments as provided in sec-

no refund or credit of taxes has been made) is amended

striking out "or any subsequent date" and inserting in lieu

10

thereof

11

fies

"(or, if later, as of the earliest date on •which it satis-

clause (ii) of this subparagraph.)".

12

(g) The anu3ndments made by stthsections (a), (b),

13

(d), (e), and (f) shall be effective as though they had been

14

included

15

(k) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 by the first section

16

of Public Law 94—563 (or, in the case of the amendments

17

made

18

Law).

as a part of the amendments made to section 3121

by subsection (e), as a part of section 3 of such Public

19

TITLE Il—MISCELLANEOUS

20

STUDIES AND REPORTS
SEC.

21

201. (a) The Secretary of Labor, in consultation

22

with the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, shall

23

immediately study the need to develop a special Con3umer

24

Price Index for the elderly. Not later than 6 months aftr

25

the

date of enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Labor and

80

Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall each

1

the

2

submit

3

mendations

4

gether with an estimate of the financial impact that such an

to the Congress a report of his findings and recomwith respect to the need for such an index, to-

index would have on the costs of the programs established
6

under the Social Security Act.

7

(b) (1) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-

8

fare, in consultation with the Task Force on Sex Dicrimi-

9

nation in the Department of Justice, s/tall make a detailed

10

study, within the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-

11

fare and the Social Security Administration, of proposals to

12

eliminate dependency as a factor in the determination of en-

13

titlement to spouse's benefits under the program established

14

under title II of the Social Security Act, and of proposals

15

to

16

and all respects under such program, taking into account

17

the

18

entitlement to such benefits) of factors such as—-

19
20

bring about equal treatment for men and women in any

practical effects (particularly the effect upon women's

(A) changes in the nature and extent of women's
participation in the labor force,

21

(B) the increasing divorce rate, and

22

(0) the economic value of women's work in the

23

24
25

home.

The study shall include appropriate cost analyses.

(2) The Secretary shall submit to the Oonqress within

81

six months
2

after the date of enactment of this Act, a full

report on the study carried out under paragraph (1).
APPOINTMENT OF HEARING EXAMINERS

3

4

SEC. 202. The persons who were appointed to serve as

5

hearing examiners under section 1631 (d) (2) of the Social

6

Security Act (as in effect prior to January 2, 1976), and

7

who by section 3 of Public Law 94—202 were deemed to be

8

appointed under section 3105 of title 5, United States Code

9

(with such appointments terminating no later than at the

of the period ending December 31, 1978), shall be

10

close

11

deemed

12

examiners

13

title

14

tenure

15

hearing examiners appointed directly under such sectiom

16

3105, and shall receive compensation at the same rate as

17

hearing

18

Education, and Welfare directly under such section 3105.

19

All of the provisions of title 5, United States Code, and the

20

regulations promulgated pursuant thereto, which are applica-

21

ble

22

shall apply to the persons described in the preceding sentence.

23

REPORT OF ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SOCIAL SECURITY

24
25

appointed to career-absolute positions as hearing

under and in accordance with section 3105 of

5, United States Code, with the same authority and
(without regard to the expiration of such period) as

examiners appointed by the Secretary of Health,

to hearing examiners appointed under such section 3105,

SEc.

203. Notwithstanding the provisions of section

706(d) of

the

Social Security Act,

the

report of the.
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1

Advisory Council on Social Seenrity which is due not later

2

than

3

October

January

1,

1979, may

be

filed at any date prior to

1, 1979.

4 TITLE Ill—PROVISIONS RELATING TO

CE]?-

5

TAIN STATE WELFARE AND SERVICE

6

PROGRAMS RECEIVING FEDERAL FINAN-

7

CIAL ASSISTANCE

8

FISCAL RELIEF FOR STATES AND POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS

9

THEREOF TVITH RESPECT TO COSTS OF WELFJIIE

10

PROGRAMS

11

SEC.

12

301. Section 403 of the Social Security Act

is

am ended—

(1) in subsection (a), by adding at

13

the end thereof

14

the following new paragraph:

15

"In the case of calendar quarters beginning after Sept em30, 1977, aid prior to April 1, 1978, the aiwait to be

16

ber

17

paid to each State (as dete?inincd under the preceding pro-

18

visions of this sub8ection or section 1118, as the case may be)

19

shall be increased in accordance with the provisions of sub-

20

section

(i) of this section."; and
(2) by adding at the end thereof, the following new

21
22

subsection:

23

"(i) (1) In the case of any calendar quarter which
after September 30, 1977, and prior to April 1,

24

begins

25

1978, the amount payable (as determined under subsection
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i

(a) or section 1118, as the case may be) to each State, which

2

has a State plan approved under this part, shall (subject to

3

the succeeding paragraphs of this subsection) be increased

4

by an amount equal to the sum of the following:

5
6

"(A) an amount which bears the same ratio

to

$100,000,000 as the amount expended as aid to families

with dependent children under the State plan of such
8

State during the month of December 1976 bears to the

9

amount expended as aid to families with dependent chil-

10

dren under the State plans of all States during such

11

momth, and

12

"(B) (i) in the case of Puerto Rico, Guam, and the

13

Virgini Islands, an amount equal to the amount deter

14

mined under subparagraph (A) with respect to such

15

State, or

16

"(ii) in the case of any other State, an amount which

17

bears the same ratio to $100,000,000, minus the amounts

18

determined under clause (i) of this subparagraph, as

19

the amount allocated to such State, under section 106 of

20

the State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972 for

21

the most recent entitlement period for which allocations

22

have been made under such section prior to the date of

23

enactment of this subection, bears to the total of the

24

amounts allocated to all States under such section 106

25

for such period.
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"(2) As a condition of any State receiving an increase,

1

reason of the application of the foregoing provisions of

2

by

3

this subsection, in the amount determined for such State

4

ptrsuant to subsection (a) or under section 1118 (as the

5

case may be), stich State must agree to pay to any political

6

subdivision thereof which participates in the

7

State's plan, approved under this part, during any calendar

8

quarter with respect to which such increase applies, so much

9

of such increase as does not exceed 90 per centum of such

10

political subdivision's financial contribution to the State's

11

plan for such quarter.

cost

of the

"(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of this part,

12

amount payable to any State by reason of the preceding

13

the

14

provisions of this subsection for calendar quarters prior to

15

April 1, 1978, shall be made in a single installment, which

16

shall be pajable as shortly after October 1, 1977 as is admin-

17

istratively feasible.".

18

INCENTIVE ADJUSTMENTS FOR QUALITY CONTROL IN FED-

19

ERAL FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION IN AID TO FAMILIES

20

WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN PROGRAMS

21

SEC.

302. (a) Section 403 of the Social Security Act is

22

amended

by adding after subsection (i) (as added by section

23

301 of this Act) the following new subsection:

24

"Incentive Adjustments in Federal Financial Participation

25

"(j) If the dollar error rate of

exQes payments of aid
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1

furnished by a State under its State plan, approved under

2

this

3

samples

part, with respect to any six-month period, as based on
and evaluations thereof, is—

4

"(1) at least 4 per centum, the amount of the

5

Federal financial participation in the expenditures made

6

by the State in carrying out such plan during such

7

period shall be determined without regard to the provi-

8

sions of this subsection; or

9

"(2) less than 4 per centum, the amount of the

10

Federal financial participation in the expenditures made

11

by

12

period shall be the amount determined without regard to

13

this

14

penditures

are less than they would have been if the

15

erroneous

excess payments of aid had been at a rate of

16

4 per centum—

the State in carrying out such plan during such

subsection, plus, of the amount by which such ex-

"(A) 10 per centum of the Federal share of

17

amount, in case such rate is not less than 3.5

18

such

19

per centum,

"(B) 20 per centum of the Federal share of

20

amount, in case such rate is at lea&t 3.0 per

21

such

22

centum but less than 3.5 per centum,

23
24
25

"(C) 30 per centum of the Federal share of
such

amount, in case such rate is at least 2.5 per

centum but less than 3.0 per centum,
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"(D) 40 per centum of the Federal share of

1

amount, in case such rate is at least 2.0 per

2

such

3

centum but less than 2.5 per centum,

"(E) 50 per centum of the Federal share of

4

amount, in case such rate is less than 2.0 per

5

such

6

centum.".

(b) Payments may be made under the amendments

7

by subsection (a) only in the case of• periods com-

8

made

9

mencing on or after January 1, 1978.
A CCESS

10

SEc.

11

TO WA GE INFORMATION

303. (a) Part A of title IV of the Social Security

12

Act is amended by inserting after section 410 the following

13

new section:

j4

"ACCESS TO WAGE INFORiLITION

15

"SEc. 411. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of

16

law, the Secretary shall make available to States and political

17

subdivisions thereof wage information contained in the rec-

18

ords

of 'the Social Security Administration which is neces-

19

sary

(as determined by the Secretary in regulations) for

20

purposes

of determining an individual's eligibility for aid or

21

services,

or the amount of such aid or services, under a State

22

plan for aid and services to needy families with children,

23

approved under this part, and 'which is specifically requested

24

by

25

such State or political subdivision for such purposes.

"(b) The Secretary shall establish such safeguards as

87

necessary (as determined by the Secretary under regula-

1

are

2

tions) to insure that information made available under the

3

provisions of this section is used only for the purposes au-

4

thorized by this section.".

(b) Section 3304(a) of the Federal Unemployment Tax
6

Act is amended by redesignating paragraph (16) as para-

7

graph (17) and by inserting after paragraph (15) the fol-

8

lowing new paragraph:

"(16) (A) wage information contained in the rec-

9

of the agency administering the State law which is

10

ords

11

necessary

12

Education, and Welfare in regulations) for purposes of

13

determining an individual's eligibility for aid or services,

1.4

or the amount of such aid or services, under a State plan

15

for aid and services to needy families with children ap-

16

proved

17

Act, shall be made available to a State or political sub-

18

division thereof, when such information is specifically re-

19

quested

20

purpose, and

(as determined by the Secretary of Health,

under part A of title IV of the Social Security

by such State or political subdivision for such

"(B) such safeguards are established as are nec—

21

(as determined by the Secretary of Health,

22

essary

23

Education, and Welfare in regulations) to insure that

24

such

25

thorized under subparagraph (A) ;".

information is used only for the purposes au-
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1
2
3

4

(c) Section 402(a) of the Social Security Act is
amended—

(1) by striking out the word "and" at the end of
paragraph (27),

5

(2) by striking out the period at the end of para-

6

graph (28) and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon

7

and the word "and"; and

8

9

(3) by adding at the end thereof the following new

paragraph:

10

"(29) Effective October 1, 1979, provide that wage

11

information available from the Social Security Admin-

12

istration under the provisions of section 411 of this Act,

13

and available (under the provisions of section 3304

14

(a) (16) of the Federal Unemployment Tax Act) from

15

agencies administering State unemployment compensation

16

laws, s/tall be requested and utilized to the extent per-

17

mitted under the provisions of such sections; except that

18

the State shall not be required to request such informa-

19

tion from the Social Security Administration where such

20

information is available from the agency administering

21

the State unemployment compensation laws.".

22

(d) The amendments made by this

23

section shall be

effective on the date of the enactment of this Act.
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STATE DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

1

2
3

SEc.

304. Section 1115 of the Social Security Act is

aniended—

4

(1) by inserting "(a)" after "SEC. 1115.";

5

(2) by redesignating subsections (a) and (b) as

6

paragraphs

(1) and (2), respectively; and

(3) by adding at the end thereof the following new

7

s

subsection:

9

"(b) (1) In order to permit the States to achieve more
and effective use of funds for public assistance, to re-

10

efficient

11

duce

12

increase

13

public assistance, any State having an approved plan under

14

part A of title 1V may, subject to the piovisions of this sub-

15

section,

establish and conduct not more than three demon-

16

.stration

projects. In establishing and conducting any such

17

project the Stale shall—

dependency, and to improve the living conditions and

"(A) provide that not more than one such project

18
19

20
21
22

23

the incomes of individuals who are recipients of

be

conducted n a statewide basis;

"(B) provide that in making arrangements for
public service employment—

"(i) appropriate standards for
safety,

the health,

and other conditions applicable to the per-

90

formance

1

of work and training on such project are

established

2

"(ii)

3

and will be maintained,
such project will not result in the displace-

vnent of employed uiorkers,

4
5

"(iii) with respect to such project the condi-

6

tions of work, training, education, and employment

7

are reasonable in the light of such factors as the type

8

of work, geographical region, and proficiency of the

9

participant, and
'.' (iv) appropriate workmen's compensation pr-

10
11

tection is provided to all participants;

12

"(C) provide that participation in any such project
any individual receiving aid to families with de-

13

by

14

pendent children be voluntary.

15

"(2) Any State 'which establishes and conducts demon-

16

stration projects under this subsection, may, subject to para-

17

graph (3), with respect to any such project—

"(A) waive, subject to parayra))h (3), any or all

18
19

of

the requirements of sections 402(a) (1) (relating

20

o statewide operation), 402(a) (3) (relating to admin-

21

ist ration

22

to disregard of earned income), except that no such

23

waiver of 402 (a)(8) shall operate to waive any amount

24

in excess of one-half of the earned incone of any mdi-

by a single State agency), 402 (a) () (relating
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i

vidual, and 402 (a) (19) (relating to the work incentive

program);
3

"(B) subject to paragraph (4) use to cover the

4

costs 'of such projects such funds as are appropriated

5

for payment to any such State with respect to the assist-

6

ance which is or would, exept for participation in a

7

project under this subsection, be payable to individuals

8

participating in su,ch projects under part A of title IV

9

for any fiscal year in which such demonstration projects

10

are conducted; and

11

"(0) use such funds as are appropriated for pay-

12

ments to States under the State and Local Fiscal Assi.t-

13

ance Act of 1972 for any fiscal year in which such

14

demonstration projects are conducted to cover so much

15

of the costs of salaries for individuals participatiig

16

in public service employment as is not covered through

17

the use of funds made available under. subparagraph

18

(B).

19

"(3) (A) Any State which wishes to establish and con-

20

duct demonstratio'n projects under the provisions of this sub-

21

section shall submit an application to the Secretary in such

22

form and containing such information a the Secretary may.

23

require. Such State shall be authorized to proceed with such

24

project (i) when such application has been approved by the

25

Secretary, or (ii) forty-five days after the date on which:
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1

such

application is submitted unless the Secretary, during

2

such

forty-five-day period, disapproves such application.

"(B) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (2)
(A), 'the Secretary may review any waiver made by a State

under such paragraph. Upon a finding that any sich waiver
6

is inconsistent with the purposes of this swbsection and the

7

purposes of part A of title 1 J7,

8

such

9

such disapproved waiver was made by such State shall be

10

terminated not later than the last day of the month followinq

the

Secretary may disapprove

waiver. The demonstrcitton prolect under which any

the month in which such waiver was disapproved.
12

"(4) Any amount payable to a State under section 403

13

(a) on behalf of an individual participating in a project

14

under

15

participation of such individual iii any demonstration pro j-

16

ect

17

would be payable if such individual were receiving aid to

18

families with dependent childrcn and not participating in

19

such project.

20

this section shall not be increased by reason of the

conducted under this subsection over the amount which

"(5) Participation in a project established under this
shall not be considered to constitute em.ployment for

21

section

22

purposes

23

that term is used in section 407.

24
25

of any finding with respect to 'unemployment' as

"(6) Any demonstration project established and
ducted

con-

pursuant to the provisions of this subsection shall be

i

conducted for not longer than two years. All demonstration

2

projects established and conducted pursuant to the provisions

3

of this subsection shall be terminated not later than Septem-

4

ber 30, 1980.".
EARNED INCOME DISREGARD

5

6

SEC.

305. (a) Section 402(a) (7) of the Social Security

7

Act is amended by striking out "any expenses" and inserting

8

in lieu thereof "any child care expenses".

9

10

(b) Section 402(a) (8) (A) (ii) of the Social Security
Act is amended to read as follows:

"(ii) in the case of earned income of a

11

child not included under clause (i),

12

dependent

13

a

14

individual (living in the same home as such

15

relative and child) whose needs are taken into

16

account

17

first $60 of earned income for individuals who

18

are

19

at least thirty-five hours per week and are earn-

20

ing at least $92 per week, and (II) the first $30

21

of earned income for individuals not meeting the

22

criteria of subclause (I), plus 7111) in each

23

case,

one-third of up to $300 of additional earn-

24

ings,

and one-fl ft.h of such additional earnings

25

in excess of $300, except that in each case an

relative receiving such aid, and any other

in making such determination, (1) the

employed at least forty hours per week, or

94

equal to the reasonable child care cx-

1

amount

2

penses incurred (subject to such limitations as

3

the

4

first be deducted before computing such individ-

5

ual's earned income (except that the provisions

6

of this clause (ii) shall not apply to earned

7

income derived from participation on a project

8

maintained under the programs established by

9

section

Secretary may prescribe in regulations) shall

432(b) (2) and (3)); and".

(c) (1) The amendments made by this section shall

10

become effective on January 1, 1978.
12

(2) A State plan for aid and services to needy families

13

with children shall not be regarded as failing to comply

14

with the requirements imposed with respect to approved State

15

plans

16

and the amount payable to any State under such part shall

17

not be decreased, solely because such State plan fails to corn.-

18

ply, with the requiremen.ts of paragraph (7)

19

402(a) of the Social Security Act as in effect after the date

20

of

21

such

22

paragraphs or amended by this section.

under part A of title IV of the Social Security Act,

or (8) of section

enactment of this Act and prior to January 1, 1978, if

State plan complies with th requirements of such

Amend the title so as to read: "An Act to amend the
Social Security Act and the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

to strengthen the financing of the social security system, to
reduce the effect of wage and price fluctuation on the system's benefit structure, to increase the earnings limitation,
and for other purposes.".
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SOCIAL SECURITY FINMCING ACT

OF 1977

On November 4, the Senate passed H.R. 9346, the "Social Security Financing Act
1977," by a vote of 42 to 25. The bill now goes to a House—Senate conference, where differences between the House-passed arid Senate-passed versions of
the bill will be resolved.

of

Except as outlined below, the provisions of H.R. 9346 as passed by the Senate
are the same as in the bill as reported by the Committee on Finance. The two
enclosed press releases issued by the Committee describe the bill as reported.
Floor Pmendments
The Senate passed a number of amendments to H.R. 9346 as reported by the
Committee.

1.

Retirement test

As passed, H.R. 9346 would lower the age at which the retirement test no longer
applies from 72 to 70 effective for taxable years ending after 1981.
It would also eliminate the retirement test monthly measure except in the first
year in which a beneficiary is both entitled to benefits and has a month in
which he does not earn over the monthly measure (or render substantial services
if he is self—employed).

amendment made no change in the increases in the annual exempt amount (to
$4,500 in 1978 and $6,000 in 1979) as reported by the Senate Finance Committee.

The

2.

Minimum benefit

The initial minimum primary insurance amount

(PIA)

of future beneficiaries would

be frozen at an amount qua1 to the minimum PIA in effect in January 1979 (estiBenefits based on the minimum would be kept up to date
mated to be about $121).
with rising prices only after age 62, disability, or death.

2

3.

Semiannual cost—of—living benefit increases

Whenever the consumer price index (CPI) increased at least 4 percent over
a 6—month measuring period, social security and supplemental security
income (SSI) benefits would be increased automatically by the percentage
increase in the CPI.
Increases could be effective for June or December
for social security benefits and July or January for SSI benefits.
If
the 4—percent level were not reached over a 6month measuring period, the
present-law measuring period (with a 3-percent trigger) would be used.
Under current economic assumptions, this provision is not expected to
result in semiannual benefit increases.
4.

Disability benefits for the blind

Individuals who are legally blind (20/200 of central visual acuity after
correction) would:
(a) be considered disabled, regardless of earnings or
capacity to work, (b) be insured with only 6 quarters of coverage, regardless of when earned, (c) be provided a special computation, so that only
quarters which are quarters of coverage would be used in computing or
recomputing benefits, (d) continue to receive disability benefits after age
65 (and not be subject to the retirement test), and (5) not be subject to
benefits being suspended even if they refused, without good cause, to
undergo vocational rehabilitation services.
5.

Workmen's compensation

The workmen's compensation offset provision under present law would be
eliminated.
Under present 1aw social security disability insurance benefits
are offset for disabled worker beneficiaries under age 62 (and their
dependents) if such benefits, in combination with their workmen's compensation,
exceed 80 percent of their predisability earnin.gs.
6.

Limitation on tax liability of State and local governments and nonprofit
organizations

The provision in H.R. 9346 as reported by the Finance Committee for refunding
to State and local governmental and nonprofit employers a portion of the
amount by which such an empioyers tax exceeds the amount of employee tax was
deleted.
H.R. 9346 as passed would limit such an employer's tax liability
for 1979 to the liability that would be incurred for 1979 under the ovisions
of present law.
For 1980 and after, such an employer's tax liability would
generally be 90 percent of the liability under the law as amended by the bill,
but not less than the 1979 liability.
(An exception would be made where 100
percent of such an employer!s tax liability under the bill was less than his
1979 tax liability in which case the lower figure would be paid.)
The Senate amendment would also authorize appropriations from general revenues
to make up for the loss of social security tax revenues that would occur as a
result of enactment of the amendment.

3

Nonprofit organizations

7.

The provisions in H.R. 9346 as reported by the Finance Committee relating
First,
amended:
to deemed coverage of certain nonprofit organizations was
organizations
to provide for a refund of social security taxes for nonprofit
that paid them while waiting for the Internal Revenue Service to approve
(Such refunds are precluded under
their requests for tax exempt status.
that received a refund
Second,
to
provide
that
organizations
present law.)
than
of social security taxes for periods before April 1, 1973 (rather
bring their
July 1, 1973, as under present law) would not be required to
employees under social security coverage.
8.

Coverage

Mississippi

named in the law
H.R. 9346 would add Mississippi to the 21 States already
that can make social security coverage available to policemen and firemen
in positions covered under a State or local retirement system.
New Jersey
law that
H.R. 9346 would add New Jersey to the 20 States already named in the
retirement
system
can provide social security coverage under the divided
(Under the "divided retirement system" procedure, coverage may be
procedure.
extended to only those present employees in positions under a retirement
system who desire it, with all employees who subsequently enter or reenter
positions under the retirement system being covered.)
9.

Other amendments

The Senate also added (a) a provision for Federal payments to States as
reimbursement for certain incorrect supplementary payments made by States
during calendar year 1974 because of the States' reliance on incorrect information furnished by HEW through the State data exchange or because of the
States' reliance on benefits paid by HEW, (b) a provision to grant tax credits
to offset the expense of college tuition, (c) a provision that cost—of-living
increases in social security benefits would not result in a reduction in a
beneficiary's veterans' pension and certain types of veterans' compensation
payments, and (d) redefined "wheelchair" for Medicare and Medicaid purposes.
Financing

H.R. 9346, as passed by the Senate, provides additional financing to meet the
The contribution rate
cost of eliminating the retirement test at age 70.
under
present law and H.R. 9346
schedule and the contribution and benefit base
shown
on
the
enclosed
table.
as passed by the Senate are

4

Beginning in 1981, the bill would eliminate annual deficits in the combined
OASI and DI trust funds.
Over the long range--the next 75 years—-the OASDI
program would have a deficit equal to about 0.2 percent of taxable payroll.
House-Senate Conference Action

H.R. 9346 now goes to a House—Senate conference to resolve differences
between the House— and Senate—passed versions of the bill. The conference
is expected to begin sometime after Thanksgiving.

Samuel E. Crouch
Director
Office of Program Evaluation and Planning
Enclosures

IhR. 9346 AS PASSflD BY THE SENATE

CONTRIBUTION RATE SCHEDULE
(In percent)

I-hR. 9346 —

Present
Calendar

Year

Total

HI

OASDI

HI

OASDI

Total

Employees and employers, each
1977
1978

1979—80

1981
1982—84

1985
1986—89
1990—94
1995—2000
2001—2010
2011 and later

4.95
4.95

0.90
1.10

5.85
6.05

4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95

1.10
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.50
1.50

6.05
6.30
6.30
6.30
6.45
6.45

4.95
4.95
5.95

1.50
1.50

6.45
6.45

1.50

7.45

4.95
5.05
5.085

5.35
5.40
5.70
5.70
6.15
6.70

0.90
1.00

5.85
6.05

1.05
1.25
1.25
1.35
1.40
1.40

6.135
6.60
6.65
7.05
7.10
7.55

1.40
1.40
1.40

8.10
8.70
9.20

0.90
1.00
1.05

7.90
8:10
8.10

1.25

9.25

1.25
1.35
1.40

9.35
9.90
9.95

1.40
1.40
1.40

10.65
11.45
12.35

1.40

13.10

7.30
7.80

Self—employed persons

1979—80

7.00
7.00
7.00

0.90
1.10
1.10

7.90
8.10
8.10

1981

7.00

1.35

8.35

7.00
7.00
7.00

1.35
1.35
1.50

8.35
8.35
8.50

7.00
7.00
7.00

1.50
1.50
1.50

8.50
8.50
8.50

7.00

1.50

8.50

1977
1978

1982—84

1985
1986—89
1990—94
1995-2000
2001—2010

2011 and later

7.00
7.10
7.05
8.00
8.10

8.55
8.55
9.25
10.05
10.95
11.70

CONTRIBUTION AND BENEFIT BASE FOR

EMPLOYEES SELF-EMPLOYED, D EMPLOYER

Present Law
(Employers,
Years
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1962
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

Specified

in H.R.

Enployees/
Sd_f—employed

thployer3
$16,500
17,700
50 ,ooo/
so,ooo3/
so,ooo./

$16,500
17,700
18,900!!
20,4001/
21,9001/
23,400!!
24,900!!
26,400!!

$16,500
17,700
l9,500.Y
21,0002!

24,6002!
26,7002!
28,20O./

50 ,ooo./
so,ooo.3j

27, 900.!

30,30O/

29,40O/

32,lOOa/
33,900./

75,0003!
75 ,ooo/
75,000!!

3l,20O

Estimated.
2! Estimates include

J

Employees,

Self- em.ployed_

23,l00

additional $600 increases in 1979, 1981,
9346.

so,ooo/

1983, and 1985.

PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 1, 1977

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTE REPORTS SOCIAL SECURITY BILL

The Honorable Russell B. Long (D., La.), Chairman of
the Committee on Finance, announced today that the Committee
had reported the Social Seèurity Amendments of 1977 (f1.R. 5322)
to the Senate and taken other action as described below.
Social Security Amendments

The Social Security amendments in the reported bill
are, with one exception, the amendments described in the Committee press release dated October 25, 1977.
The change from the provisions described in the October
25 press release concerns the provision which would have provided
a refundable tax credit to State and local Governments and to nonToday's Committee action would make the
profit organizations.
credit available only after funds are appropriated through the
regular appropriations process rather than through the tax refund
process.
In addition, the reported bill would make a number of
changes related to welfare programs. These changes are descrie
below.

Fiscal relief for State and local welfare costs.——The

Committee Thed to ovide4OO million in additional Federal
funding of welfare costs as a means of providing fiscal relief
Each State
to State and local Governments for fiscal year 178.
two-part
would receive a share of that total on the basis of
be
distributed
Half
of
the
fiscal
relief
funds
would
formula.
to

each State in proportion to its shre of total expenditures

under the program of aid to families with dependent cnildren

(AFDC) for December 1976, and half would be distributed under
the geneai revenue sharing formula.
In some States, local unIts of Govcrnneflt arc responsible
:or meeting part of the costs of the AFDC prograni. The fiscal
relief payments to those States under this provision would have to

However, States would not
be passed through to local Governments.
be required to pass through an amount in excess of 90 percent of
the amount o the welfare costs for which the 1ocl Government
was otherwise responsible.
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Quality control and incentives t.o reduce errors. —— The
Committee amendment would establish a program of fiscal incentives
as part of the AFDC quality control program to encourage States to
reduce the level of their dollar error rates wit.h respect to eligibility and overpayment of aid paid under the approved
State plan.
Instead of applying sanctions on the States, the dollar
error rates would be used as the basis for a system of incentives,
hich would give the States motivation for expanding their quality
control efforts and 2mproving program administration.
Under the
amendment,States which have dollar error rates of, or reduce their
dollar error rates to, less than 4 percent but not more than 3.5
percent of the total expenditures would receive 10 percent of the
Federal share of the money saved, as compared with the Federal costs
at a 4 percent payment error rate..
This percentage would increase
proportionately as shown in the following table:

State would retain
this percent of the

The

Federal savings
If the error rate is:

At least 3.5
4 percent

percent but less than
10

At least 3 percent but less than
3.5 percent
At least 2.5
3 percent

percent

20

but less than
30

Atleast 2 percent but less than
2.5 percent

40

Less than 2 percht

50

-

Demonstrationects.
The Committee amendment broadens
and makes more explicit the provision of present law relating to State
demonstration programs.
The objectives of the new dcmonstration
authority would be to permit States to achieve more efficient and
effective use of funds for public assistance, to reduce dependency,

and to improve the living conditions and increase the incomes of

persons who are on assistance——or who otherwise would be on assistance.
These objectives would he achieved through experiments designed to
make

employment more attractive for welfare recipients.
This

provision is similar in intent to an amendment approved
It would limit States to not more than three
demonstration projects.
One of the projects could he statewide, and
none of the projects could last for more than two years.
The amendment would permit States to waive the requirements of the AFDC progiam
relating to (1) statewideness; (2) administration by a single State

by the Senate in 1973.

the earned income disregard; and (4)
the work incentive
The State could requcst a waiver of any or all of these
requirements on its own initiative.
waiver would be considered
approved at the end of 45 days unlessThe
the Secretary disapproved it

agency;

program.

(3)

within a 45—day waiting period.

Access to wage information for AFDC_verifict..ion.——The
Committee amendment would improve the capacity of States to acquire accurate wage data by providing authority for the States to
have access to earnings information in records maintained by the
Social Security Administration and State mploymcnt security
agencies.
Such information would be obtained by a erch of wage
records conducted by the Social Security Administration or employment security agencies to identify the fact nd amounL of earninqs
and the identity of the employer in the case of individuals who
were receiving AFDC at the time th earnings were received.
The
Secretary of Health, Education, and welfare would be authorized
to establish necessary safeguards aqainst improper disclosure
of the information. Beginning Octobor 1979, the States
would

be required to request and use the earninqs information made
available to them under the Committee amendment.
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Earned_incom4.Under present law States are
required, Teterrnining need for aid to families with dependent
children, to disregard the first $30 earned monthly by an adult,
plus one-third of additional earnings. Costs related to work-such as trarsportation, child care, uniforms, and other items-are also deducted from earnings in calculating the amount of the
welfare benefit.

The Committee bill requires States to disregard the first
$60 earned monthly by an individual working full tirne--$30 in the
case of an individual working part—time—-plus one-third of the
next $300 earned plus one-fifth of amounts earned above this.
Child care expenses, subject to limititations prescribed by the
Secretary, would be deducted before computing an individual's
earned income. Other work expenses could not be deducted.
The welfare amendments added to H.R. 5322 today were
previously approved by the Comnittee in modified form as amendments to the bill H.R. 7200.
Pension Plan Termination Insurance Premium Increase
On October 19, the Committee had agreed to postpone
action on a PBGC-proposed increase in its annual insurance
Today,
premium from $1.00 to $2.25 per pension plan participant.
the Committee reconsidered its prior decision and agreed that the
annual premium for single-employer pension plans under the termination insurance program administered by the Pension Benefit
Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) should be increased to $2.60 per
participant.
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SUMMARY OF SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE ACTION ON SOCIAL SECURITY
The Honorable Russell B. Long CD., La.), Chairman of the Committee
on Finance, announced today that the agreements which the Committee has
reached for changes in the Social Security program will restore the financial soundness of that program both overthe next few years and over the
traditional long—range financing period of 75 years. The Social Security
provisions which have been agreed to by the Committee are summarized below.
Financing Provisions
Revised benefit formula for future retirees. —— A substantial part
of the long—range social security deficit under present law results from
unintended effects of the automatic cost—of—living increase mechanisms
The Committee has agreed to make the existing law costadopted in 1972.
of—living increase provisions apply only to individuals who are already on
To assure that the
the benefit rolls at the time each increase occurs.
value of benefits for new retirees is maintained, the Committee bas agrecd
This new formula will
to a new formula for computing initial benefits.
avoid the over-indexing which was characteristic of the present-law formula.
Under the new formula, persons retiring in the future will have their benefits determined on the basis of their previous wages after those wages have
been adjusted to reflect changes in wage levels occurring in the economy.
This approach is generally referred to as wage indexing. The formula adopted
is designed to maintain benefit levels as a percent of preretirement income
at approximately the same ratio as applied in the case of persons who retired
in 1976.

Increase in amount of earnings subject to employer tix. -- Under
existing law, the employer share of the social security payroll tax is collected on the first $16,500 earned by each employee. This amount increases
automatically in future years as wages rise and is expected to increase to
The Committee provision would raise the base for employer
$17,700 in 1978.
The employer base will remain at a flat
taxes to $50,000 starting in 1979.
$50,000 through 1984 and then increase in 1985 to $75,000. The base will
remain at a flat $75,000 until such time as the employee tx base rPdchcs
Thereafter the two bases woul(1 be cqui1 ind wou 1(1 ri :;:
a level of $75,000.
is projcctcc1 tht
in
relation
to
the increases in average waqos.
together

it

the

$75,000 base would remain in effect until sometime after the turn of the

century. (Increasing the amount of wages subject to social security taxes
would also result in a similar increase under the railroad retirement proSince the railroad program has a higher tax rate for employers than
gram.
for employees (related to certain segments of the benefit. structurn whirb
the
are bascd on labor—industry negoti tions) , tho Coulmi t 10' 3qrCCcl to I ni
tinder
system.
applicability of this provision in the case of the riilroad
the Committee amendment the increased employer tax base would apply only to
that part of the employer tax rate which is equivalent to the social security
tax rate.)

Increase in amount of earnings subject to epi2yee (or self-employer)

tax.

——

In addition to increasing the amount of wages subject to tEemployer

tax, the Committee also approved an increase in the amount of annual earnings
Under the amendment, there
subject to the employee or self-employment tax.
will be four $600 increases over present law levels in 1979, 1981, 1983, and
As under existing law, the tax base for employees and self-employed
1985.
The tahic
persons will also be automatically increased as wage levels rise.
below shows the projected tax bases under this amendment.

AMOUNT OF EARNINGS SUBJECT TO SOCIAL SECURITY TAX
Present LTtw

Years
1978

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

(Employers, Employees,
Self—employed)

Committee Amendment
Employees/
Employers
Self-employed

$17,700
18,900
20,400

$17,700
19,500
21,000

$17,700
50,000
50,000

21,900
23,400
24,900
26,400
27,900

23,100
24,600
26,700
28,200
30,300

50,000
,0,00O
50,000
50,000
75,000
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Tax rate increase. —— The Committee also approved a modification
of the social security tax rate schedules to bring in additional revenue.
In order to bring in the revenue in a manner related to the projected outgo
of the system, the modified tax rate schedule provides for a series of increases occurring in different years starting with 1979.
The tax rate increases approved by the Comnittee would result in a revised tax rate schedule
as shown in the table below. The changes in the Hospital Insurance (HI)
rates shown in the table will, in combination with the tax base changes
also approved by the Committee, leave the Medicare trust funds in roughly
the same position as under existing law.
(There would be a small net outflow from the Hospital Insurance fund to the cash benefits fund, but this
would not change the year in which the Hospital Insurance fund is projected
to become exhausted under present law..)

SOCIAL SECURITY TAX RATES ON EMPLOYER
AND EMPLOYEE (EACH)
Present Law
OASDI

HI

Committee amendment
Total

OASDI

HI

Y

Total

1977

4.95%

0.90%

5.85%

4.95%

0.90%

5.85%

1978

4.95%

1.10%

6.05%

5.05%

L00%

6.05%

1979—80

4.95%

1.10%

6.05%

5.085%

L05%

6.135%

1981—84

4.95%

1.35%

6.30%

5.35%

L25%

6.60%

1985

4.95%

'1.35%

6.30%

5.65%

1.35%

7.00%

1986—89

4.95%

1.50%

6.45%

5.65%

1.40%

7.05%

1990—94

4.95%

1.50%

6.45%

6.10%

1.40%

7.50%

1995—2000

4.95%

1.50%

6.45%

6.70%

1.40%

8.10%

2001—2010

4.95%

1.50%

6.45%

7.30%

1.40%

8.70%

2011 and
after

5.95%

1.50

7.45%

7.80%

1.40%

9.20%

!/

Old-age, survivors,, and disability insurance

2/

Hospital insurance
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Increase

in social_security tax rate for self-employment. --

When earnings from self-employment were made subject to the social

security tax in 1950, the rate was set at one and one-half times the
employee rate. At that time the employee rate was 1.5 percent and the
self—employment rate was 2.25 percent.
Over the years as tax rates were
increased, the one and one—half to one ratio was maintained until 1973
when the cash benefit tax rate for the self-employed was frozen at 7 percent.
(When the hospital insurance program was established the self-employment
rate
for that program was made equal to the employee rate and has remained
equal as the rate has increased.)
The Committee approved an amendment
which would restore the self-employment tax rate for cash benefits to the
original ratio of one and one-half times the employee rate effective in 1981.
Refundable tax credit for State and local governments and
profit organizations. -— The Committee decision described above concerning
the employer tax base will result in a higher amount of annual earnings
being subject to the employer share of social security taxes than to the
employee share starting in 1979. The Committee ayreed to partially offset the impact of this increase on nonprofit organizations and State and
local governments by allowing them a refundable tax credit equal to 50
percent of their increased tax liability resulting from that change. In
other words, the tax credit would equal 50 percent of the difference between the employer's social security tax liability and the employee's
social security tax liability for such organizations or governments.
Other Social Security Provisions
Modification of retirement test and financing of the provision. --

Social security beneficiaries who are under age 72 have their benefits

reduced if their earnings exceed a certain amount which is adjusted annually
to reflect changes in average wage levels.
The amount which may be earned
with no reduction in benefits is $3,000 in 1977 and is expected to increase
to $3,240 in 1978 and to $3,480 in 1979.
The Committee approved an amendment to increase these levels to $4,500 in 1978 and to $6,000 in 1979.
After 1979, the $6,000 level would increase automatically as wage levels
rise.
(The 1978 increase would be applicable to the entire year but any
additional benefits resulting from the change would not become payable
until after September 30, 1978.)
The Committee also agreed to increase the
social security tax rate applicable to employers and employees, effective
January 1, 1979, by the amount needed to fund the cost of the higher retirement test levels.
These tax rate increases are incorporated in the
tax schedule printed above.
Benefits for dependent spouses. -— The Committee approved an
amendment which would reduce benefits payable under social security to
dependent spouses (including survivincj spouses) by the amount of any civil
service (Federal, State or local) retirement benefit payable to the spouse.
The provision would apply only to individuals applying for spouses' social
security benefits in the future and only if the dependent spouse had a
civil service pension based on his or her own earnings in public employment which was not covered under the social security system.
Increased benefits for certain widows. -- Social security
benefits for individuals who continue working past age 65 are increased
under present law by 1 percent for each year prior to age 72 that the
worker did not receive his benefits because of the social security retirement test. This delayed retirement increment which is added to the
individual worker's benefit when he does retire or reach age 72 presently
applies only to the workers own benefit and is not passed through to
his survivors.
The Committee approved an amendment under which any such
increment would also be added to the benefit payable to the widow or
widower of such an individual.
Elimination of certain dual taxation requirements. -- Under
existing law, businesses are ordinarily required to pay ial security
taxes and Federal unemployment taxes with respect to a given employee only
up to tho amount of annual wacJes referred to as the ax base.
(Under a
provision described above, the tax base for the employer share of the
social security tax would be increased to $50,000 effective in 1979. The
base for Federal unemployment taxes is $6,000 after 1977.) Where a
business is organized as a group of related corporations, however, an
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employee of any one of those corporations who performs services for more
than one of them is treated for employment tax purposes as though he
were employed by each of the corporations for which he performs services.
Consequently, if his wages exceed the tax base, social security and
unemployment taxes may be required to be paid in excess of the wage base.
The employer share of these taxes over the wage base is not refunded. The
Committee agreed to an amendment under which social security and unemployment taxes in excess of the tax base would not be paid in this type of
situation.

Delivey of social security checks. —- The Committee approved
an amendment which would assure timely delivery of social security checks
when the normal delivery day falls on a weekend or legal holiday. Under
present procedures, checks are generally delivered oii the third of each
month.
In some cases when the third falls on a weekend or public holiday,
the beneficiary may not receive (or may be unable to cash) the check until
after the third.
Under the Comnüttee amendment, whenever the third of
the month falls on a weekend or legal holiday, social security checks
would be delivered on the Friday before the weekend (or on the day preceding the holiday)
Limitation on retroactive social security benefits. —— Persons
applying for social security benefits are now allowed to elect to start
their entitlement for up to 12 months prior to the month in which they
file an application.
If these months are months prior to age 65, however,
the retroactive benefits are obtained at the cost of a lower permanent
benefit amount since benefits paid before age 65 are actuarially reduced.
The Committee agreed to an amendment under which retroactive benefits
would not be permitted in cases involving entitlement before age 65.
Benefit increases as applied to reduced benefits. —— Under the
automatic cost—of—living benefit increase provisions, some persons on the
rolls, through a technicality, receive an increase which is larger than
the increase in the cost of living. This occurs because the percentage
increase is applied not to the actual benefit amount but to the basic
benefit rate (called primary insurance amount) which represents what
would be paid to a retired worker if he began drawing benefits at age 65.
If an individual begins getting benefits prior to age 65 and therefore
accepts an actuarially reduced benefit rate, subsequent benefit increases
will be larger than is necessary to keep that benefit up—to—date.
The Committee agreed to modify the cost-of—living increase
mechanism so that all persons on the rolls at the time of an increase would
receive the same percentage increase applied to their actual benefit
amounts.

International social security agreements. -— The Committee agreed
to a provision which authorizes the President to enter into agreements
with other countries to coordinate the social security protection provided for people who work under the social security programs of both the
U.S. and the other country. A similar provision was agreed to by the
Committee and the Senate in 1973 but did not become law. The Committee
decision differs from the earlier provision in that it would allow either
House of Congress to disapprove the agreement by simple resolution. Such
action would have to be taken within 90 days after the agreement is submitted to the Congress.

Temporary administrative law judges. —- The Committee agreed to
a provision under which certain temporary administrative law judges appointed to hear SSI claims some years ago will be appointed as regular
administrative law judges in recognition of the experience they have had
in the temporary positions.
This provision carries out the intent of
legislation previously enacted.
(P.L. 94—202)
Deemed coverage of certain nonprofit or9anizations. -— Legislation
enacted in the last Congress (P.L. 94—563) deemed certain nonprofit organizations to have waived their imnunity from social security taxation.
These
were organizations which had been paying social security taxes even though
they had failed to properly waive their immunity.
The Committee agreed
to an amendment correcting certain problems created by last year's legislation.
The Committee provision would.allow organizations affected by
P.L. 94—563 additional time to make certain elections and would also eliminate certain retroactive liability for soctal security taxes which was
inadvertently created.
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Social security advisory council. —— The Committee agreed to extend
the reporting date for the next advisory council on social security. Under
existing law, the report is due to be filed by January 1, 1979. The Committee
agreed to allow an additional 9 months (until October 1, 1979) for the completion of this report.
Study of spouses benefits. -— The Conunittee agreed to require the
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, in consultation with the Task
Force on Sex Discrimination in the Department of Justice, to study and report
on proposals to eliminate dependency as a factor in the determination of entitlement to spouse benefits under the social security program, and proposals
to bring about equal treatment of men and women under the program, taking
into account the practical effects (particularly the effect upon women's entitlement to such benefits) of such things as changes in the nature and extent
of women's participation in the labor force, the increasing divorce rate, and
the economic value of women's work in the home.
Study of consumer price index. -— The Committee also agreed to require the Secretary of Labor, in consultation with the Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare, to study the need to develop a special consumer price
index for the elderly.

October 21, 1977
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8OCIAL SECURITY FINANCING
AMENDMENTS OF 1977

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I ask unan-

lmous consent that when the bill H.R.

9346, the Social Security Financing
Amendments of 1977, is received from

the House of Representatives, it be

placed on the calendar.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection—

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, wait
a minute.
Could the Senator give me that again,
Is this the bill just passed?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator from Oregon reserve the right
to object?
Mr. PACKWOOD. Yes, I do.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President,
what I have in mind.

let me ex-

plain

We In the Finance Committee have

been working In committee on our social
security financing recommendations. We

reached a tie vote on some of the votes
in the committee. I am going to ask the
committee to meet and vote again on
those matters so that, hopefully, we can
agree on a majority position for the Senate Finance Committee.
Undoubtedly, however, we work the
matter out In committee, we will still
have a traditional floor fight on the difference of opinion expressed between the
majority and minority.
-

The

House has finished work on

their social security bill. I vould assume

the Senate would like to substitute its
judgment for that of the House. In com-

mittee we have agreed to report out a
less important tariff bill with the com-

mittee judgment on social security
financing as an amendment, and to put
the bill on the calendar.
I would think the best way to proceed
would be just to report the committees

recommendation and then proceed to

substitute the committee's recommendation for the House social security financing bill.

I know the Finance Committee will
want to recommend its own position as
a substitute for the House bill. That being
the case, rather than put the House bill

In the committee, It s my thought we
should simply report our own bill and

then, having acted on It, substitute it for
the House bill which would be waiting on
the calendar.
Mr. PACKWOOD. With that explanation, I have no objection.
Mr. LONG. I thank the distinguished
Senator.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, It s so ordered.
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November 1, 1977

for the information of the Senate, there
will be no more rollcall votes today.

SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING
AMENDMENTS OF 1978
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the
previous order, the Senate wiLl now pro-

ceed to the consideration of H.R. 9346,
which the clerk will state.
The assistant legislative clerk read as

follows:
A bill (HR. 9346) to amend the Social Security Act and the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 to strengthen the financing of the social
security system, to reduce the effect of wage
and price fluctuation on the system's benefit

structure, to provide for the conduct of

studies with respect to coverage under the
system for Federal employees and for employees of State and local governments, to
increase the earnings limitation, to eliminate

certain gender-based distinctions and provide fox' a study of proposals to eliminate

dependency and sex discrimination from the
social security program, and for other purposes.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
there will be no action on this bill today,
but it is hoped that Senators will come to
the floor and make their opening state-

ments on the social security financing
bill. I think that will help to expedite the
final action on it at some point tomorrow.
So that the cloakrooms may ascertain

whether Senators are ready to make

opening statements, I suggest the absence
of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk pro-

ceeded to call the roll.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,

I ask unanimous consent that the order
for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President
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tremendous change in the social secu-

rity taxes, and this measure is something
I do not- believe Is necessary this year.
Sometime next year would be plenty of
time. I believe this plan needs just a lit-

tle bit more baking in the oven before
It Is thrown out here before the Senate

while we have our minds on getting back
home and visiting among our people.

I am hopeful that this bill will not be
rushed through here, I am not saying the

majority leader is trying to rush it
through, I do not mean that, but requir-

thg the Senate to consider this bill in the
rush to adjourns whether this most Im-

portant bill, one that in instances in-

creases the tax burden of wage earners
by 200 percent over the next few years,
whether we should rush this through
prior to adjournment.
I would hope the distinguished majorty leader would give serious consideration to waiting until next year on this
most important bili.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,

I certainly can appreciate the reasoning behind the statement by the dis-

tinguished Senator from Alabama.
On the other hand, it is the reasonAMENDINTS OF 1977
ing of those of us who feel that action
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, with the should be taken in this session-—and this
SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING

majority leader's permission, I would like
to use part of my time in making inquiry
about the leadership plan of pushing the

social security revions through before

the recess. Is that the plan of the leadership?

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. That is the

includes the President of the United

States and his administration—that unless he has before him the impact of the
social security Ithancing taxes as well as
the energy taxes, he will not be in a good
position to formulate whatever tax reform Initiatives he wishes to propose to

the Congress at the beginnIng of the
next session.
At the leadership dinner with the
not take place because I believe we are
seeing here in Congress the largest President last night he really reiterated
peacetime tax increase in the history of his hope that Congress would act on
our country from the energy taxes and social security financing this year.
As far as I am concerned, we do not
the social security raises, and I do not
believe the full Senate hs had an op- have to do it today. I think we should
Intention, yes.
Mr. ALLEN. I would hope that would

-

portunity to deliberate these tremendous certainly get started on it today, debate
changes inasmuch as the bill was not re- it today, and Senators may offer amendported from the committee until yester- ments, but we still have Thursday, we
have Friday, and we have Saturday.
day.
I know of no other measure that the
Just to pass something and allow the
conference to work on it without the Senate Is bound to take action on before
Senate having an opportunity to put going out other than the Alcan pipeline,
more input into it, I believe, would be and that should not take very long.
But while there are measures that the
unwise.
We now have the opportunity of go- leadership would hope to complete acing home, visiting among our constitu- tion on before the close of business Satents, talking to them about this urday, they are not of such a necessity
S 18389
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Is the social security thiancing bifi.
So the Senator can be assured that there
wifi be no effort to rush the bifi through,
for example, today. We can spend tomorrow, we can spend Friday, and we can
spend Saturday. It seems to me In that
as

length of time the Senate would have
had ample opportunity to debate the
measure, the implications of it, and any
amendments that Senators would wish
to offer.

On the other hand, we will be has never gone back on a commitment.
acting on a bifi that would last on into So I feel completely assured. As the disthe next century, supposedly, and the tinguished majority leader knows, we
social security fund, even though it Is not have the Rules Committee meeting and
taking in as much as it is now paying the Judiciary Committee meeting, and
out, Is in no danger of collapse, possibly it is not possible for Members to be on
in the next decade, certainly in the next the floor at all times.
2 or 3 years; and I would hope, again,
M. ROBERT C. BYRD. This Senathat we might have a greater length of tor has not changed in that regard.
time to consult with our constituents as
to the route that we should follow on
surances.

Mr. ALLEN. I thank the distInguished these revisions.
I recognize the need to have a solvent
majority leader.
It Is my observation that the people fund, but I do not seethe need of Insistthroughout the country are Just now Ing on passage of a bill in the next 3 or
waking up to the tremendous burdens 4 days.
Mr. MORGAN. Mr. President—
they are going to be asked to assume unMr. ALLEN. If the Senator would like
der the social security tax revisions.
Whereas the' social security system was me to yield to him, I have the next 15
once looked on as a haven of security for minutes.
Mr. MOROAN. If the Senator will
the people, it is beginning to be looked on
as a tremendous burden for the working yield, momentarily.
Mr. ALLEN. Yes.
people of our country.
Mr MORGAN. Mr. President, I want
I Just feel that we ought to have sort
of a cooling-off period here where we to add my voice of concern to that of the
can give the people an opportunity to distinguished Senator from Alab.ana
be advised to a greater extent than they about the taking up of the social security
at this particular time. I do not know
now are as to just what is involved in bill
what the bill is. or what is before me. My
this bil].
Also apparently the House and Senate staff has made diligent efforts all this
have two different views of the approach, week to find out what be before us.

one having an equal distribution of the There are no committee reports, as I
it. The Democratic policy
tax and the other one having it more understand
committee
has
not given us any inforplaced on business and on the employees.
that I have been able to locate,
I am certainly hopefu' that the major- mation
and I know of no piece of legislation
ity leader would not insist on final action

on this bill prior to the recess.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President.
I would hope that the Senate will be able

pending in this Congress that has caused
me to receive more mail, unless it is the

Panama Canal issue, than the social
security bill.
to complete its action on this bill beAs I read the Washington Post, and
cause I think we would be criticized that
is all I know about what the House

severely if Congress went home without did, th't bill has imposed, over a period
taking action on the social security 1'l- of time, something like $284 billion in
nancing measure and the energy tax new taxes. I am just not in a position
measure. If we do not finish it this week to vote intelligently on that measure. If
I think we ought to consider staying the leadership thinks we ought to take
until we finish because I do not want it up, then I hope we will make no effort
Congress to be subjected to the criticism to leave here this week, that we are not
of not having acted on a situation that going to rush into it. and will stay here
cries out for action and attention, and 2 or 3 weeks, if we have to, because to
in view of the fact that, as I say, the the people of North Carolina the social

President has asked for it and wants security bill and the problems arising
action on it, and who needs to have be- from it are paramount in their minds.
fore him the implications of the social
security financing legislation as well as
the tax implications of the energy package before he can be in a position th
formulate his tax reform package the
next year, whatever one may. call it,

Whatever his tax initiatives may be.

For that reason, I would ask the leadership, if they should decide to take it

up, not to obtain or seek any unanimousconsent agreements, at least unless I am
available on the Senate floor, and I will

try to stay on the floor as much as I
can: because if this should come up I

I think without this bill he is not in frankly will have to educate myself on
that position, and it would delay what- the floor of the Senate, and, you kn3w,
ever action should be taken In that re- you cannot do that very well under a
gard at the beginning of the year.
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time limitation.
So it would be my hope that, in view
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. The Senator
of the fact that we do have 4 days yet in has my assurance that there will be no
this week in which to deliberate on this effort to secure any time limitation
bill, and the only other measure which agreement in relation to that measure
I see as absolutely necessary before we go without his being contacted first.
out being the Alcan pipeline legislation,
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I hope the
it seems to me that would give us ample majority leader will include the Senatime to deliberate; and I hope that. tor from Alabama in that assurance.
with that much time assured, the disMr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Surely.
tinguished Senator from Alabama would
Mr. ALLEN. I will say to the distinfeel somewhat reassured as to the delib- guished majority leader that I have comerations that will be employed in coit- plete confidence n his assurances, benection with this matter.
cause during the almost 9 years that I
Mr. ALLEN. I thank the distinguished have had the privilege of working with
majority leader, and I appreciate his as- the distinguished majority leader, he
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Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,

unanimous consent that the order
for the quorum call be rescinded.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro ternpore.. Without objection, it is so ordered.
ask

RECESS UNTIL 10 A.M.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,

I ask unanimous consent that the Senate
stand in recess until 10 a.m. today.
There being no objection, the Senate

at 9:35 a.m., recessed until 10 am.;

whereupon, the Senate reassembled wIzen

called to order by the Presiding Officer
(Mr. LEABY).

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Chair recogniZes the Senator from West
Virginia.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,

the Senate is awaiting action by the Finance Committee and the Budget Committee with relation to the social secuThe ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- rity financing bill which Is pending bepore. Under the previous order, the Sen. fore the Senate, and Inasmuch as there
ate will now resume the consideration of apparently needs to be more time, at
the unfinished business, H.R. 9346, which least for the moment, given to the Flthe clerk will state.
nanc.e Committee and the Budget ComThe assistant legislative clerk read as mittee, I suggest, unless the minority
follows:
leader has some business at this point
Calendar No. 515, a bill (KR. 9346) to or something to say, the Senate recess'
amend the Social Security Act and the In- for another half hour.
ternal Revenue Code of 1954 to strengthen
BAKER. Mr. President, I think it
the financing of the Social Security System, Is Mr.
a good idea.
and so forth, and for other purposes.
It is essential, of course, that we have
The Senate resumed the consideration the budget waiver if we are to proceed
of the bill.
with the social security bill. I understand
SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING
AMENDMENTS OF 1977

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,

the absence of a quorum.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The clerk will call the roll.

the two committees are busily engaged th
trying to unravel that problem.
So we might proceed to the consideration of an item that is on the unanimous-

ceeded to call the roll.

wishes, but I am told that needs a budget

I

suggest

The assistant legislative clerk pro-

consent calendar if the majority leader

Mr. MORGAN. Mr. President, I ask waiver as well, so I guess we have to await
unanimous consent that the order for the Budget Committee on that.
the quorum call be rescinded.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. All right.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern-

pore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. MORGAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that Mr. Tom Pole-

gard, of my staff, be granted the privileges of the floor during the considera-

tion of H.R. 9346, and any votes thereon.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
•Mr. MORGAN. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The clerk will call the roll.

RECESS UNTIL 10:32 A.M.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,

In order to give the Finance Committee
and the Budget Committee some addi-

tional time, I ask unanimous consent
that the Senate stand In recess for 30
minutes.

There being no objection, the Senate.
at 10:02 a.m., recessed until 10:32 a.m;
whereupon, the Senate reassembled wne
called to order by the Presiding Officer

The assistant legislative clerk pro- (Mr. ZORINSKY).
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. Pres1de.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I ask will the Chair recognize the distinguished

ceeded to call the roll.

unanimous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.
The ACTING PRLSIDENT pro ternpore. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Senator from Arizona?
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro ternpore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The clerk will call the roll.

quest?

unanimous consent that I may address myself to two subjects not related
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I ask to current business. I will not consume
unanimous consent that Mr. Ralph over 5 or 6 minutes.
Cooper, of the staff of Senator HEINZ,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senbe granted the jrivileges of the floor ator from AriZona.
during the consideration of the social
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Will the Sensecurity bill and any votes thereon.
ator yield for a unanimous-consent re-

The assistant legislative clerk pro-

ceeded to call the roll.

ask

Mr. GOLDWATER. Yes.
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Sec. 102. Increase in contribution and benefit base for employees.

Sec. 103. Employment tax increase; increase
in self-employment tax; reallocation among trust funds.
Sec. 104. Computation of primary insurance
amount.
Sec. 105. Maximum benefits.
Sec. 106. Payments to certain public and
nonprofit employers.
Sec. 107. Conforming changes.
Sec. 108. EfTective date provisions.

SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING
AMENDMENTS OF 1977

The Senate continued with the con

PART B—GENERAL PROVIsIONS

Sec. 121. Liberalization of earnings test.
Sec. 122.- Widow's and widower's insurance
benefits in cases of delayed retirement.

sideration of H.R. 9346.

benefits for spouses receivMr. LONG. Mr. President, I report Sec. 123. seduced
ing Government pensions.

an original resolution from the Commit- Sec. 124. EmpI ,yees of members of elated
tee on Finance. Under the regular progroups of corpora ions.
cedures, it will be referred to the Budget Sec. 125. Limitation on retroactive benefits.
Committee.
Mr. President, the purpose of this reso-

lution is to authorize the consideration
by the Senate of the Finance Commit-

Sec. 126. Delivery of benefit checks.
Sec. 127. Actuarial reduction of benefit
increases to be applied as of time

of original entitlement.
agreements with retee's recommendations on social security Sec. 128. International
spect to social security benefits.
financing as an amendment to HR. 9346 Sec. 129. Coverage
of nonprofit organizations
in the nature of a substitute.
which failed to file waiver certi-

Mr. President, I send to the desk the
committee bill as an amexldment to the
pending bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is the

Senator offering it as an amendment?
Mr. LONG. Yes.

fiCates.
TITLE fl—MISCELLANEOUS

Sec. 201. Studies and reports.
Sec. 202. Appointment of hearing examiners.
Sec. 203. eport of Advisory Council on
Social Security.

Mr. President, the members of the TITLE Ill—PROVISIONS RELATING TO

Budget Committee have already voted on

the resolution I have just reported and

they have approved it. They will be here

CERTAIN STATE WELFARE AND SEVICE PROGRAMS RECEIVING FEDERAL
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

shortly, I am sure, to report that they Sec. 301. Fiscal relief for States and political
agree with the resolution. At that point,
we can go ahead with the consideration
of this rftatter.

Meanwhile, I ask unanimous consent
that during the consideration of the social security 1nancing bill, the following staff members be granted access to
the floor:

From the staff of the Committee on

subdivisions thereof with respect
to costs of welfare programs.
Sec. 302. Incentive adjustments for quality
CntrOJ in Federal financial participation in aid to families with
dependent children programs.
Sec. 303. Access to wage information.
Sec. 304. State demonstration projects.
Sec. 305. Earned income disregard.

Finance: Michael Stern, Joe Humphries,

(b) Whenever in this Act an amendment
is expressed in terms of an amendment tb

Swoap.

cation of Act, the reference is to a certain

Bill Galvin, George Pritts, and David a section or Other provision without specifi-

From the staff of the Congressional or other provision of the Social Security Act.
Research Service: Frank Crowley and TITLE I—PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE
Margaret Malone.

UP AMENDMENT 1032

(Purpose: To strengthen the nancing of
the social Security system, to reduce the

effect of wage and price fluctuation on the
system's benefit structure, to increase the

earnings limitation, and for Other purposes.)

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Louisiana (Mr. LoNG)

OLD-AGE, SURVIVOHS, AND DISABILITY
INSURANCE PROGRAM

PART A—PROvIsIoNs RELATrNQ TO FINANCING
APPLICATION OF EMPLOYER ExcISE TAx TO WAGEs

IN ExCEsS OF CONTRIBUTION AND BENEFIT
BAsE

SEC. 101. (a) Section 230(c) is amended
by adding at the end the following sentence:
"For purposes of the employer tax liability
under section 3111 of the Internal Revenue
Code Of 1954 and sectIon 3221(b) of such
Code in the case of railroad employment, the
contribution and benefit base referred to in

proposes an unprinted amendment in the paragraph (1) of section 3121(a) of the Internal Revenue Gode of 1954 is deemed to
nature of a substitute numbered 1032.
be $50,000 with respect to remuneration paid
The amendment is as follows:
during calendar years 1979 through 1984,
Strike out all after the enacting clause and with respect to calendar years after 1984
and insert in lieu thereof the following:
$75,000 or (if higher) the contribution and
benefit base as determined under this secSHORT TITLE; EFEENCE TO ACT
tion without regard to the provisions of this
SECTION 1. (a) This Act (together with the sentence.".
following table of contents) may be cited as
(b) Section 230(b) is amended by striking
the "Social Security Amendments of 1977'
out 'shall be" in the matter preceding paraTABLE OF CONTENTS
TIThE I—PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE
OLD-AGE, SUVIVOIS, AND DISABILITY
INSURANCE PROGRAM

graph (1) and inserting in lieu thereof

'shall (subject to subsections (c) and (d))
be".
INCREASE

Pr A—PRoVsoNS RELATING TO FINANCING

Sec. 101. ApplicatIon of employer excise tax
to wages in excess of contribution

and benet base.

AND BENEFIT BASE
fl CONTRIBUTION
EMPLOYEES
FOR

SEC. 102. Section 230 is amended by add-

ing at the' end the tbllowing new subsection:
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by the
'(6) with respect to wages paid during the
last sentence of subsection (c) and except for calendar years 1990 through 1994, the rate
purpo8eS of determining employer tax 11. shall be 6.10 percent;
ability Under sectIon 3221(a) of the Internal
"(7) with respect to wages paid during the
Revenue de of 1954, for calendar years cftlendar yeHrs 1995 through 2000, the rate
1919, 1981, 1983, and 1985 the contribution shall be 6.70 percent;
and benefit base shall be equal to the
(8) with respect to wages paid during the
amount determined under subsection (b) calendar years 2001 through 2010, the rate
but as augmented for each such year (and shall be 7.80 percent; and
carried forward thereafter) by $600; and the
"(9) with respect to wages paid after Deamount of such base for any such year as cember 31, 2010, the rate shall be 7.80 perprovided

80 increased shall be deemed to be the

amount of such base for such year for purposes of determining any lcrease, under the
preceding provisions of this section, in such
base for any succeeding year.",

EMPLOYMENT TAX ncaASE; INCREASE IN SELFEMPLOYMENT TAX; aEU.LOCATI0N AMONG
TRUST FUNDs

SEc. 103. (a) TAX ON EMPwYzs.—
(1) OLD-AGE, SVVIVORS, AND DISABILITY Di-

SURANCE.—Paragrapbs (1) and (2) of section
3101(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of

1954 are amended to read as follows:
(1) with respect to wages received during

the calendar years 1974 through 1977, the
rate shall be 4.95 percent;
(2) with respect to wages received during
the calendar year 1978, the rate salll be 5.05
percent;
(3) with respect to wages received during

the calendar years 1979 and 1980, the rate
Shall be 5.085 percent;
0(4) with respect to wages received during

the calendar years 1981 through 1984, the
rate shall be 5.35 percent;

"(5) with respect to wages received during

the calendar years 1985 through 1989, the
rate Shall be 5.65 percent;

'(6) with respect to wages received during

the calendar years 1990 through 1g94, the
rate shall be 6.10 percent;

(7) with respect to wages received during
the calendar years 1995 through 2000, the
rate shall be 6.70 percent;
(8) with respect to wages received during
the calendar years 2001 through 2010, the
rate shall be 7.30 percent; and
"(9) withrespect to wages received after
December 31, 2010, the rate shall be 7.80
percent.".
(2) H05PrrAL IN5URANCE.—Paragrapbs (2)

through (4) of section 3101(b) of the Code
are amended to read as follows:
"(2) with respect to wages received during

the calendar year 1978, the rate shall be 1.00
percent:
"(3) with respect to wages received during

the calendar years 1979 and 1980, he rate
Shall be 1.05 percent;

"(4) with respect to wages received dur.

ing the calendar years 1981 through 1984, the

rate shall be 1.25 percent;
"(5) with respect to wages received during
the calendar year 1985, the rate shall be 1.35
percent: and
(6) with respect to wages received after
December 31, 1985, the rate Shall be 1.40
percent.'.
(b) TAX ON EMPLOYERS.—
(1) OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABTLrrY IN-

SURANCE —Paragraphs (1) and (2) of section

3111(a) of the Code are amended to read as
follows:

(1) with respect to wages paid during the
calendar years 1974 through 1977, the rate
shall be 4.95 percent;
"(2) with respect to wages paid during the
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ginning after December 31, 1977, and before
January 1, 1979, the tax Shall be equal to

1.00 percent 01 the amount of the self-employment. income for such taxable year;

"(3) in the case of any taxable year be.

ginning after December 31, 1978, and be.
fore January 1, 1981, the tax shall be equal
to 1.05 percent of the amount of the self-em.
ploylnent
income for such taxable year;
0(4) in the case of any taxable year be.
ginning after December 31, 1980, and before
cent.".
Janiary 1, 1985, the tax sIa1l be equal to
(2) HOSPITAL INsURANcE—Paragraphs (2) 1.25 percent of the amount of the self-emthrough (4) of section 3111(b) of th Code ploylnent income for Such taxable year;
are amended to read as follows:
(5) in the case of any taxable year be° (2) with respect to wages paid during the
ginning after December 31, 1984, and before
calendar year 1978, the rate Shall be 1.00 January 1, 1986, the tax shall be equal to 1.35
percent;
percent of the amount of the self-employ"(3) with respect to wages paid during the ment income for such taxable year; and
calendar years 1979 and 1980, the rate shall
"(6) in the case of any taxable year be-

be 1.05 percent;

(4) with respect to wages paid during the
calendar years 1981 through 1984, the rate

shall be 1.25 percent;
"(5) with respect to wages paid during the

calendar year 1985, the rate shall be 1.35

ginr4ing after December 31, 1985, the tax shall

be equal to 1.40 percent of the amount of the

aelf.employment income for such taxable
year.".

(d) ALLOCATION TO DISABZU7Y IN5tYRANCE
TVJST FUND.—

percent; and
(1) ALLOCATION OF WAGE5.—Section 201(b)
"(6) with respect to wages paid after De- (1) of the Social Security Act is amended by
camber 31, 1985, the rate Shall be 1.40 per- striking Out all that follows clause (F) and
cent.".
inserting in lieu thereof the following: "(0)
(c) TAX ON SELF-EMPLOYMENT INcOME.—
(1) OLD-AGE, SURvIVORs, AND DISABILITY INSRANcE...-5ubsection
(a) of sectIon 1401 of

the Code is amended to read as follows:

1.550 per centum of the wages (as so de-

fined) paid after December 31, 1977, and be-

fore January 1, 1979, and so reported, (H)

1.500 per centuni of the wages (as so dened)
paid aft.er December 31, 1978, and before
addition to other taxes, January 1, 1981, and so reported, (I) 1.850
there Shall be imposed for each taxable year, per centum of the wages (as so defined) paid
on the self-employment income of every In- after December 31, 1980, and before January
dividual, a tax as follows:
1, 1985, and so reported, (J) 1.900 per centum
"(1) in the case of any taxable year be- of the wages (a so defined) paid after Deginning after December 31, 1972, and before cember 31, 1984, and beiore January 1, 1990,
January 1, 1978, the tax shall be equal to and so reported, (K) 2.100 per centum of the
''.OO percent of the amount of the self-em- wages (as so defined) paid after December
ployment income for such taxable year;
31, 1989, and before January 1, 1995, (1..)
"(2) in the case of any taxable year be- 2.400 per centum of the amount of the wages
ginning after December 31, 1977 a before (as so defined) paid after December 31, 1994,
January 1, 1979, the tax shall be equal to and before January 1, 2001, (M) 2.700 per
7.10 percent of the amount of the.self-em- centum oi the amount of the wages (as so
ploy,ment income for such taxable year;
defifled) paid after December 31, 2000, and
(3) in the case of any taxable year begin- before January 1, 2011, and (N) 3.00 per cening after December 31, 1978 and before Janu- tuna of the amount of the wages (as so deary 1, 1981, the tax shall be equal to 7.05 per- fined) paid after December 31, 2010, and so
cent of the amount of the Self-employment reported, which wages shall be certified by
income for such taxable year;
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel"(4) in thease of any taxable year begin- fare on the basis of the records of wages esning after December 31, 1980, and before tablished and maintained by such Secretary
January 1, 1985, the tax shall be equal to in accordance wLth Such reports; and".
8.00 percent of the amount of the self-em(2) ALLOcATION OF SELF-EMPLOYMENT INployment for such taxable year;
c0ME.—SectIon 201(b) (2) is amended by
(5) In the case of any taxable year be- stricing Out all that follows clause (F) and
ginning after December 31, 1984, and before inserting in lieu thereof the following: (G)
January 1, 1990, the tax shall be equal to 8:50 1.090 per centum of the amount of self-empercent of the amount of the self-employ- plorment income (as so defined) so reported
ment income for Such taxable year;
for any taxable year beginning after Decem"(6) in the case of any taxable year be- ber 31, 1977, and before January 1, 1979, (H)
ginning after December 31, 1989, and before 1.040 per centum of the amount of self-emJanuary 1, 1995, the tax shall be equal to ploynient income (as so defined) so reported
9.15 percent of the amount of the 8elf- for any taxable year beginning after Decememployment income for such taxable year; ber 31, 1978, and beiore January 1, 1981, (I)
(7) in the case of any taxable year be- 1.2375 per centum of the amount of self-emginning after December 31, 1994, and before ployment income (as defined) so reported for
January 1, 2001, the tax shall be equal to any taxable year beginning after December
10.05 percent of the amount of the self-em- 31, 1980, and before January 1, 1985, (J) 1.425
.ployment income for such taxable year;
per centum of the amount of self-employ(8) in the case oI any taxable year be- ment income (as so defined) so reported for
ginning after December 31, 2000, and before any taxable year beginning after December
(a) OLD-AGE, Stntvxvons, AND DISABILITY

IN5tYRANcE—In

January 1, 2011, the tax shall be equal to 31, 1984, and before January 1, 1990. and (K)
10.95 percent of the amount of the self-em-

1,575 per centum of the amount of seli-em-

calendar year 1978, the rate shall be 5.05 ployment income for such taxable year; and ployment income (as so defined) so reported
"(9) in the case of any taxable year be- for any taxable year beginning after Depercent;
"(3) with respect to wages paid during the ginning after December 31, 2010, the tax cember 31, 1990, and beiore January 1, 1995,
shall
be equal to 11.70 percent oi the amount (L) 1.800 per centum of the amount of selfcalendar years 1979 and 1980, the rate shall
oi the self-employment income or such employment income (as so defined) SO rebe 5.085 percent;
(4) with respect to wages paid during the
calendar years 1981 through 1984, the rate

taxable year.".

ported for any taxable year beginning after
(2) HOSPITAL INsURANCE—Paragraphs (2) December 31, 1994, and before January 1,
through (4) of subsection (b) of section 2001, (M) 2.035
per centum o the amount
(5) with respect to wages paid during the 1401 oi the Code are amended to read as oi self-employment income (as so defined)
calendar years 1985 through 1.989, the rate follows:
so reported for any taxble year beginning
shall be 5.65 percent;
0(2) in the case of any taxable year be. after December 81, 2000, and before January
Shafl be 5.35 percent;
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(N) 2.250 per centum of the
amount o selfemplOyment income (as so
defined) 80 reported for any taxable year
beginnthg after December 31, 2010. Which
self.employrflent income shafl be certified

1, 2011, nd
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"(3) (A) Except as otherwise provided by
Ing (a) the total of the wages credited to paragraph
(4), paragraph (1) applies to—
the individual (including wages deemed to
be paid prtor to 1951 to such individual under
section 217, compenSation under the Rauroad
R2tirement Act of 1937 prior to 1951 whIch is
creditable to such individual purs'iant to this
title, and wages deemed to be paid prior to

"(i) an individual who was not eligible for
an old-age insurnace benefit pTior to January 1979 and who in that or any succeeding
month—

"(I) becomes eligible for that benefit,
the Secretary of Health, Education, and
"(II) becomes eligible for a disability in
Welfare on the basis of the recorda of self- 1951 to such individual under section 231)
employment income established and main- for years after 1936 and before 1951 by (b) surance benefit, or
tained by the Secretary of Health, Educa- $900, plus (II) the number equal to the num"(III) dies, and
tion and Welfare in accordance with such ber of years after 1950 each of which is a com"(ii) tn individual described in clause (i)
who
was eligible f6r a disability insurance
returns."
putation base year (within the meaning of benefit
for a month prior to January 1979.
COLPUTATION OF PRIMARY INSURANCE AMOWIT subsection (b) (2) (B) (ii)) and in each of
(except to the extent that paragraph (4) (A)
Is
amended
Section
215(a)
which
he
is
credited
with
wages
(including
104.
(a)
SEc.
provides).
wages deemed to be paid to such individual otherwise
to read as follows:
"(B) For the purposes of this title, an inprimary insurance under section 217, and compensation under dividual
The
(a) (1) (A)
is deemed to be eligible for an oldamount of an individual (except as other- the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 or the age insurance
benefit beginning in the
wise provided in this section) is equal Railroad Retirement Act of 1974 which is month in which he attains age 62, or for a
creditable to such individual pursuant to disability insurance benefit for months beto the sum of—
"(i) 92 per cèntum of the individual's this title, and wages deemed to be paid to
in the month in which a period of
average indexed monthly earnings (deter- such indtviduai under sectiofl 229) and self- ginning
described in 8eCtion 216
began
mined under subsection (b)) up to the employment income of not less than 25 per- disability
(i) (2)(C), unless less than 12 months have
amount established for purposes of this cent of the maximum amount which, pur- elapsed
since the termination of a prior pesuant to subsection (e), may be counted for riod of disability
clause by subparagraph (B),
in which case the month of
(ii) 33 per centum of the portion of such year.
eligibility
with respect to the prior period of
(D) In each calendar year after 1978 the disability shall
the individual's average indexed monthly
be considered the month of
earnings which exceeds the amount eatab- Secretary shall publish in the Federal Regis- eligibility.
lished for purposes of clause (i) but does ter, on or before November 1, the formula for
"(4) Paragraph (1) does not apply to the
not exceed the amount established for pur- computing benefits under this paragraph and computation
or recomputation of a primary
poses of this clause by subparagraph (B), for adjtsting wages and self-employment in- insurance amount
for—
come under subsection (b) (3) in the case
and
"(A) an individual who was eligible for a
(iii) 16 per centum of the individual's an individual who becomes eligible for an disability insurance benefit for a monith prior
average indexed monthly earnings to the old-age insurance benefit, or (if earlier) be- to January 1979 unless, prior to the month
extent that they exceed the amount estab- comes eligible for a disability insurance bene- in which there occurs the event described
lished for purposes of clause (ii),
fit or dies, in the following year, and the tn clause (i) (I), (i) (II), or (i) (III) of parawages (as described by subclause (I) graph (3) (A), there occurs a period of at
rounded in accordance with subsection average
(g) and thereafter increased as provided of subparagraph (B) (ii)) on which that for- least 12 consecutive months for which h
mula is based. With the initial publication was not entitled to a disability insurance
in subsection (i).
"(B) (i) In the case of an individual required by this subparagraph, the Secretary benefMt, or
who becomes eligible for old-age or dis- shall also publish in the Federal Register the
"(B) (i) an individual who had wages or
ability insurance benefits, or who dies be- average wages (as so described) for,each year self-employment income credited for a year
fore becoming so eligible, In the calendar aster calendar year 1950.
1979 and who was not eligible for an
(2) (A) A year shall not be counted as a before
year 1979. the amounts established with
old-age or disability insurance benefit, or did
respect to subparagraphs (A) (i) and (A) year of an individuals death or eligibility for not die, prior to January 1979, if in the year
purposes of this subsection or subsection (i) for which the computation or recomputation
(ii) are $180 and $1075, respectively.
"(ii) In the case of an individual who in any case where such individual was en- would be made the individual's primary inbecomes eligible for old-age or disability titled to a disability insurance benefit for any surance amount would be greater if cominsurance benefits, or ho dies before be- of the 12 months immediately preceding the puted or recomputed—
coming so eligible, in a calendar year after month of such death or eligibility (but there
"(I) under section 215(a), as in effect in
1979, each of the amounts established with shall be counted instead the year of the in- December 1978, in the case of an individual
dividual's
eligibility
for
the
disability
insurand
(A)
respect to subparagraphs (A) (i)
who becomes eligible for an old-age insur(ii) shall equal the product of the corre- ance benefit to which he was entitled in such ance benefit prior to 1984, or
sponding amount established with respect 12-month period).
"(II) as provided by section 215(d), in the
"(B) In the case of an individual who was case
to the calendar year 1979 under clause (i)
of an individual to whom such section
of this subparagraph, and the quotient ob- entitled to a disability insurance benefit for applies.
any of the 12 mOnths before the month in
tained by dividing—
(ii) For purposes of determining under
"(I) the average of the wages (as de- which he became entitled to an old-age in- clause (i) which amount is the greater.
fined in section 230(e)) of ali employees surance benefit, became reentitled to a dis'(I)
the table of benefits in effect in Deas reported to the Secretary of the Treas- ability insurance benefit, or died, the primary cember 1978 shall apply without regard to
insurance
amount
for
determining
any
beneury for the second calendar year preceding
increase in that table which becomes
the calendar year for which the determina- fit attributable to that entitlement.. reen- any
effective (in accordance with subsection (i)
titlement, or death is the greater of—
tion is made, by
1978 except as provided
(i) the prinary insurance amount upon (4) for years after
"(II) the average of the wages (as so de(i)(2)(A)(iii)and
fined) of all employees as reported to the which that disability insurance benefit was. insiibsection
(II) the individuals average monthly
Secretary of the Treasury for the calendar based, increased in the case of the individual wage
be computed as provided by subwho so became entitled, became reentitled, or sectionshall
year 1977.
(b) (4)
"(iii) The amounts established under died, by each general benefit increase (as de"(5)
With
respect to computing the priclause (ii) shall be rounded to the near- fined in subsection (i) (3) ) and each increase mary insurance amount, after December
est 81.00, except that an amount that Is provided under subsection (i) (2) that would 1978, of an individual to whom paragraph
a multiple of $050 but not a multiple or have applied to that primary insurance (1) does not apply (except in the case or an
$1.00 shall be rounded to the next higher amount had the individual remained en- individual described in paragraph (4) (B)),
titled to that disability insurance benefit un- this section as in effect in December 1978
$1.00.
(C) (i) No primary insurance amount til the month in which he became entitled, remains in effect.".
computed under subparagraph (A) may be reentitled, or died, or
(b) Section 215(b) (except the caption
"(ii) the amount computed under para- thereof)
less than the greatest of—
Is amended to read as follows:
graph
(1)(C).
"(I) the amount in the first line of col"(b)(l)
The amount of an individual's
In
the
case
of
an
individual
who
was
(C)
umn IV in the table of benefits contained
average indexed monthly earnings is equal to
(or deemed to be contained) in this sub- entitled to a disability insurance benefit for the quotient obtained by dividing—
any month, and with respect to whom a prisection as in effect in December 1978.
(A) the tOtal (after adjustment under
"(II) the amount determined under sub- mary insurance amount is required to be paragraph
(3)) of his wages paid in and selfsection (i) (except subclause (lU) of this computed at any time after the close of the employment income credited to his benefit
clause) with respect to this subparagraph, period of the individual's disability (whether computation years (determined under par.
because of that individual's subsequent enor
(2)),by
(III) an amount equal to $9 multiplied titlement to old-age insurance benefits, or to agraph
(B) the number of months in those years.
by the individuals years or coverage in ex- a disability insurance benefit based upon a
"(2) (A) The number of an individual's
subsequent period of disability, or death),
cess of 10.
computation years equals the num(ii) For purposes of the preceding clause, the primary insurance amount so computed benefit
ber
elapsed years. reduced by five, except
the term 'years of coverage means the nurn- may in no case be less than the primary in- thatofthe
number of an individual's benefit
ber (not exceeding 30) equal to the sum of surance amount on the basis of which he computation
years may not be less than two.
(I) the number (not exceeding 14 and dis- most recently received a disability insurance
(B) For purposes of this subsection—
regarding any fraction) determined by divid- benefit.

by
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°(i) the term benefit conputation years'deemed to provide that computation base tc iEdividUolri w1c bei.ø o11gb1e
o1d"ag
means, In the case of any individual, those yaars' include only calendar years in the insurance or dsbillty izacc
or

computation base years, equal In number to period after 1950 (Cr 1936, f applicable) and die prior to 1978.".
the number determined under subparagrap1 prior to the year in whith occurred the first
(e) Section 215(0) 1cucd=
(A) of this paragrap1, for whith the total month for w1ic1 the individual was eligible
(1) by striking out
vero ©t.h1y
of the izdividual's wages and aelf-employ- (as defined in subsection (a) (3) (B) of this wage" eath time i appoais ai s1ting
ment income, alter adjustment under para- Section as in effect in January 1979) for an "average indexed monthly cu1Ig8 or, i the
graph (3). Is the largest;
old-age or disability insurance benefit, or case of an thdividual wh©c primary ur0(11) the term computation base yes' died. Any calendar year all of which is
ance amount is co1putc uicr e©ttoA
means, in the case of any individual, the included in a period of disability shall not be 215(a) as in effect prior to Jiury 1979,
calendar years after 1950 and prior to the included as a computation base year.".
average motthly wage," a
earlier of—
(c) Section 215(c) Lexcept the caption
(2) by inserting io1y ?efore "of
(I) in the case of an Individual entitled thereto) Is amended to read as follows:
(A) ' in paragraph (1) the fo11owg: ' (bcto old-age insurance benefits, the year in
"(c) This subsection, as in effect in De- fore the application n the cc
average
wlilth occurred (whether by reason of sec- cember 1978. shall remain In effect with re- indexed nontb1y ear1ngj, of subetiou (b)

tion 202(J) (1) or otherwise) the first month 8pect to an individual to whom subsection (S)(A))°',
of that entitlement;
(a) (1) does not apply by reason of the indi(f) (1) etio 2W(t () imede to
"(U) in the caae of an Individual w1ao has vidual's eligibility for an old-age insurance react as follows:
died, the year succeeding the year of his or disability Insurance benefit, Jr the indi"(2) (A) If an id1vidua ha wages or selfdeath;
vidual's death, prior to 1979.".
employment income for a yea' aftor 1978 for
(d) (1) The matter in section 215(d) wlilch any part of whkh he 1 eti1cd to old
except that suc1 term exclude6 any calents, the eecdar year entirely included n a period of dis- precedes subparagrap1 (C of paragraph (1) age or'disability 2nsuraneo
Is
amended
to read as follows:
ability; and
retary shall, at such tIme ©r ts aud within
suth
period
as
he
(d)
(1)
For
the
purpose
of
column
I
of
by regtlaton pro"(iii) the term 'number of elapsed years'
means, in the case of any individual, except the table appearing in subsectioc (a) of thIs scribe, recoznptt the idvtu@ primary
section,
as
that
subsection
was
Iii
effect
in
insurance
amount
for
that
yoai.
as otherwise provided by section 104(J) of
°(B) For the purpc of alyhg bthe Social Security Amendments of 1972 December 1977, an individual's primary in(Public Law 92—603). the number of calen- auranco benefit shall be computed as follows: paragraph (A) of subecthrn ([1) (1) to the
"(A) The individual's average monthly average indeKed monthly carhigs of an tn
dar years after 1950 (or, if later, the year in
w1ith the individual attained age 21) and wage thall be determined as provided in sub- dividual to whom that itbctio applletj
before the year in w1ic1 the individual died, section (b) of this 8ection, as in effect in and who receives a FeOmp tI© wer this
or, if it occurred after 1980. the year tn December 1977 (but without regard to para. paragraph, there shall be uod, ft lieu n the
b1ihe by
w1ic1 1e attained age 82; except that suc1 grap1 (4) thereof), except that for purposes amounts of thocs earth
term excludes any calendar year any part of of paragraphs (2) (C) and (3) of that subsec- clauses (1) and (it) of ubpirgraph (B) of
tion (as so in effect), 1936 shall be used in- that subsection, the aiount that weie (or,
w1ich Is included in a period of disability.
in t:te case of an individual ocib th iub.
0(3) (A) Except as provided by subpara- 8tead of 1950.
°(B) For purposes of subparagraphs (B) section (a)(4)(B), wouk have bcn) uod
graph (B), the wages paid in and self-employment income credited to eath of an in- and (C) of 8ubsection (b) (2) (as so in in the computation of th in.ilvIthrnl's pii
dividual'& computation base years for pur- effect), the total wages prior to 1951 (as de- mary insurance amornt prior to tIi appilcapo6es of the selection therefrom of benefit fined In subparagrap1 (C) of this paragrap1) tiorL of this subsection.

computation years under paragrap1 (2) Is of an individual w1o attained age 21 alter
1936 and prior to 1951 s1a1l be divided by the
deemed equal to the product of—
"(i) the wages and self-employment in- number of years (hereinafter in this subparagrap1 referred to as the divisor') elapscome credited to suth year, and
ing alter the year in w1ic1 the individual
(ii) the quotient obtained by dividing—
"(I) the average of the wages (as deV.ned attained age 21 and prior to the earlier of
in section 230(e)) of all employees as re- 1951 or the year of the individual's death.
pcrted to the Secretary of the Treasury for The quotient so obtained is deemed to be the
the second calendar year (after 1976) preced- individual's wages credited for oath of the
ing the earliest of the year of the individual's

death, eligibility for an old-age insurance
benefit, or eligibility for a disability nsur.
ance benefit (except that the year in which
the individual dies, or becomes eligible, shall

not be oonsiderec as suth year if the individual was entitjed to disability Insurance

benefits for any month in the 12-month

period immediately preceding suth death or
eligibility but there shall be counted instead
the year of the individual's eligibility for the
disability insurance benefit to w1ith 1e was
entitled in suc1 12-month period), by
"(II) the average of the wages (as so de-

tion base year—
(i) w1ich occurs after the second calendar

to which it s made is the 1at year of the
period specthecl n subsectk () (2) (B) (ii).
and subsection (b) (3) (A) thall apply with
respect to any such ecorxputatk as it ap-

plied in the computati© of th ludivid-

ttal's primary tnsurance ainour prior to the

apilication of thz Jubeton,
years included in the divisor except—
"(i) if the quotient exceeds $3,000, only
{D) A recoxnpittjon tcr tht pai$3,000 is deemed to be the individual's wages grap1 with respect t© aiy year 11 be ef
for each of the years included in the divisor, fective.-

and the remainder of the individual's total

wages prior to 1951 (I) if less than $3,000, is
deemed credited to the year Immediately preceding the earliest year used in the divisor.
or (U) if $3,000 or more, is deemed credited,
in $3,000 increments, to the year in w1ilc1

the individual attained age 21 and to eath
year consecutively preceding that year, with
any remainder less than $3,000 credited to

the year prior to. the earliest year to whith

fined) of all employees as reported to the a full $3,000 increment was credited; and
"(ii) no more than $42,000 may be taken
Secretary of the Treasury for the computa.
tion base year for w1ith the determination into account, for purposes of this subparaIs made.
graph, as total wages after 1936 and prior to
"(B) Wages pal4 in or self-employment 1951.".
income credited to an individual's computa.

"CC) A recomputation ue th1 para-

grapi s)a1l be made as provdet n subectioz (a) (1) a though the ar with repeet

(2) Section 215(cl)(1)(D) Is amended to

read as follows:

"(i) in the case of au inUiv1dw1 who dkl
not die in that year, for monthly bcefit
beginning with benefits
Jaiuiry of the

following

yoar or

(ii) in the case of

iiivdua1 who died

in that year, for mothIy beet bginnng

with benefits fo th oith i which lie
died.".

(2) Section 215(f) () L

(3) Section 215(f) (4)
as follows:

eaIe.
iiide to read

'(4) A recomputut1or li effective under
this subsection only if It results n a imary
insurance amount that is at 1eat $1.00

bigher than the previot pr uy nurance
amount.".
(4) There is added at th c of oct1on

(I)) The individual's primary insurance 215(f) the following ew paragraph:
benefits thall be 40 per centum of the ftrst
(7) ThIs subsection, a In
i Deceinwhere applicable, or
$50 of his average monthly wage as com1978, than continue to apply to the re(ii) in a year which under subsection puted under this subsection, plus 10 per ber
of a prirnry isurnce ammnt
(1) (2) (C is considered to be the last year centum of his average monthly wage; in- computation
under subectio (a) or (d) a In
of the period specified in subsection (b) (2) creased by 1 per centum for eath increment computed
effect (without egad to the tbIe con
(B)(ii),
year. The number of increment years is the tamed in ubseetion (a)) i that nozth,
are available for use in determining an mdi- number, not more than 14 nor less than 4, and, where appropriate, uidr suh:ce.tcjn
vidual'.s benefit computation years, but with- that is equal to the individual's total wages (d) as in effect in Deconbcr 177. Far purout applying subparagrap1 (A) of this para- prior tD 1951 divided by $1,850 (disregard- poses of recomputing th prmary thsuranco
ing any fraction)
graph.
undc subcctIon () or () (a
(8) Section 215(d) (3) is amended (A) by amount
"(4) In determining the average monthly
thus in effect) with espct to a ndividual
wage of an incilvdual w1ose primary insur- striking subparagraphs (A) and (B), and to whom those ubscctIon app1r by reon
ance amount is computed (after 1978) under (B) by striking the dash after "individual" Cf paragraph (B) of €iibsecU© ) (4) w
section 215(a) or 215(d) as in effect (except and inserting the text of the stricken sub- effect after t)ecembc 1978, io reIuneratio
paragraph (B).
with respect to the table contained therein)
shall be taken Into iecount for the year In
in December 1978, by reason of subsection
(4) Section 215(d) Is amended by adding which the individual initially bewc eligible
year sDecified in subparagrap1 (A) (ii) (I),

(a) (4) (B), this subsection as in effect

December
paragraph

1978 remains in
(2) (C)

in

effect, except that

(as then n effect)

is

at the end the following new paragraph:
for an old-ago insurance o diabflty nur(4) The provisions of this subsection as ance benefit or died, or foi' any rear thereIn effect in December 1977 s1a1l be applicable after.".
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respect to each of those subparagraphS shall
equal the product of the corresponding
established for 1979 by subparagraph
mary insurance amounts and maximum amount
obfamily benefits for individuals to whom such (A) of this paragraph and the quotient
under subparagraph (B) (ii) of secparagraph (4) (B) applies), the Secretary tained
shall publish in the Federal Register revisions tion 215(a) (1). Such product shall be
of the table of benefits contained in subsec- rounded in like manner as is prescribed by
tion (a), as in effect in December 1978, as re- sectio 215(a)(1) (B) (iii).
"(C) In each calendar year after 1978 the
quired by paragraph (2) (D) of this subsecSecretary shall publish in the Federal Regtion, as then in effect.".
(h) (1) Section 230 of the Social Security ister, on or before November 1, the formula
Act is amended by adding after subsection applicable under this subsection to individwho become eligible for old-age insur(d) (as added by section 102 of this Act) uals
ance benefits, become disabled, or die in the
the following new subsection:
following
calendar year.
"(e) For purposes of subsection (b), the
"(3) (A) When an individual to whom this
term 'wages' for years after 1976 shall have
the meaning assigned to such term by section subsection applies wosld (but for the proof section 202(k) (2) (A) ) be entitled
3401(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of visions
1954 and section 3121(a) of such Code (but to child's insurance benef Is for a month on
without regard to the operation of section the basis of the wages and self-employment
230 of the Social Security Act as specified income of one or more other individuals, the
therein) to the extent that they are excluded total of benefits shall not be reduced under
from such section 3401 (a). For years before this subsection to less than the smaller of-—
"(i) the sum of the maximum amounts of
1977, the term 'wages' shall be determined
under regulations to be promulgated by the benefits payable on the basis of the wages
and self-employment income of all of those
Secretary.".
or
(2) The amendment made by paragraph individuals,
"(ii) an amount equal to the product
(1) shall be applicable to determinations of
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel- of 1.75 and the primary insurance amount
fare, under section 230 of the Social Security that would be computed under section 215
(a) (1) for that month with respect to averAct effective in the case of calendar years age
indexed monthly earnings equal to oneafter 1978.
twelfth of the contribution and benefit base

computing primary Insurance amounts and
(g) (1) ieetIon 215(1) (2) (A) (Ii) is amend- •maximum
family benefits (other than pri-

ed to read as follows:

"(ii) If the Secretary determines that the
base quarter in any year is a cost-of-living
computation quarter, he shall, effective with

the month of June of that year as provided

in subparagraph (B). increase—
(I) the benefit ampunt of each individual

who for that month is entitled to benefits
under sectIon 227 or 228.
(El) the primary insurance amount of
each other individual on which benefit en-

titlement is bac,ed under this title, and
"(III) the total monthly benefits based on

each primary insurance amount and permitted under sectIon 203 (which shall be increased, unless otherwise so increased under

another provision of this title, at the same
time as the primary insurance amount on
which they are based) or, in the case of a
primary insurance amount computed under
subsection (a) as in effect (without regard
to the table contained therein) prior to January 1979, the amount to which the benefici-

aries may be entitled under section 203 as
in effect in December 1978, except as provided by section 203(a) (6) and (7) as in
effect after December 1978,

but shall not increase a primary insurance
amount that is computed under subparagraph (C) (I) (UI) otsubsection (a) (1) or a
primary insurance amount that was comMAxIMUM BENss'rrs
puted prior to January 1979 under subsecSEC. 105. (a) The matter in section 203(a)
tion (a) (3) as then in effect. The increase preceding
paragraph (2) thereof is amended
Shall be derived by multiplying each of the
read as follows:
amounts described in clauses (I), (II), and to "(a)
(1) In the case of an individual Whcse
(III) (including each of those primary in- primary
amount has been comsurance amounts or benefit amounts as pre- puted or insurance
recomputed under section 215(a)
viously increased under this subparagraph) (1) or (4),
or
215(d),
in effect after Deby the same percentage (rounded to the cember 1978, the totalasmonthly
benefits to
nearest one-tenth of 1 percent) as the per- which beneficiaries may be entitled
under

applicable to employees and the self-employed determined for that year under section 230.".

(b) Paragraph (2) of section 203(a) (prior
to the amendment made by subsection (a)
of this section) is redesignated as subparagraph (B) (of paragraph (3)), its three lettered subparagraphs are respectively redesigned as clauses (i), (ii), and (iii), the word
centage by which the Consumer Price Index
"paragraph" in the redesignated clause (i)
section
202
or
223
for
a
month
on
the
basis
for that cost-of-living computation quarter of the wages and self-employment income of is stricken and the word "subparagraph" is
exceeds that Index for the most recent prior that insured individual shall, except as pro- inserted in lieu thereof, its initial word is
calendar quarter which was a base quarter vided by paragraph (3), (but prior to any in- stricken and "When" inserted instead, and
under paragraph (1) (A) (U) or, if later, the creases resulting from the application of ", or" as it appears at the end thereof is
most recent cost-of-living computation quar- paragraph (2) (A) (ii) (III) of section 215(i)) stricken and a period inserted instead.
ter under paragraph (1) (B). Any amount so
(c) The matter following clause (iii) of the
increased that Is not a multiple of $0.10 shall be reduced so as not to exceed—
subparagraph (B) is amended
"(A) 150 percent of the individual's p11- redesignated
be increased to the next higher multiple of mary
to
read as follows: "but in any such case (I)
insurance amount up to the amount subparagraph
$0.10.,,.
(A) of this paragraph shall n3t
(2) Section 215(i) (2) (A) is amended by that is established with respect to this sub- be applied to such total of benefits after the
paragraph
by
paragraph
(2),
adding at the end the following new clause
of clause (ii) or (iii), and (II)
"(B) 272 percent of the individual's pri- application
"(iii) in the case of an individual who mary
if section 202(k) (2) (A) was applicable in
insurance
amount
that
exceeds
the
becomes eligible for an old-age insurance or amount to Which subparagraph (A) applies the case of any such benefit for a month,
disability insurance benefit, or dies prior to
ceases to apply for a month after such
does not exceed an amount established and
becoming so eligible, in a year in which but
month, the provisions of clause (ii) or (iii)
with
respect
to
this
subparagraph
by
parathere occurs an increase provided in clause
shall be applied, for and after the month in
(2).
(ii), the individual's primary insurance graph
section 202(k) (2) (A) ceases to apply,
"(C) 134 percent of the individual's pri- which
amount (without regard to the time of en- mary
though subparagraph (A) of this parainsurance amount that exceeds the as
titlement to that benefit) shall be increased amount
graph
had
been applicable to such total
to which subparagraph (B) applies of benefitsnot
(unless otherwise so increased under another
for the last month for which
but
does
not
exceed
an
amount
established
provision of this title) by the amount of with respect to this subparagraph by para- clause (ii) or (iii) was applicable.".
that increase and subsequent"applicable in- graph (2), and
(d) Paragraph (3) of section 203(a) (prior
creases. but only with respect to benefits
to the amendments made by the preceding
"(D)
175
percent
of
the
individual's
pripayable for months after May of that year.". mary insurance amount that exceeds the provisions of this section) is redesignated
(3) Section 215(i)(2)(D) is amended by
subparagraph (C) (of paragraph (3) ), and
established by paragraph (2) with ar
striking out all that follows the first sen- amount
its initial word is stricken and "When" inence, and by inserting instead the following: respect to subparagraph (C).
serted instead.
"He shall also publish in the Federal Regis- Any such amount that is not a multiple of
(e) The matter in section 203(a) that folter at that time a revision of the amount $0.10 shall be increased to the next higher lowe
paragraph (3) (prior to the amendments
referred to in subparagraph (C) (i) (I) of sub- multiple of $0.10.
by the preceding provisions of this
"(2) (A) For individuals who become eli- made
section (a) (1) and that shall be the amount
section)
and precedes paragraph (4) (prior
determined for purposes of such subpara- gible for old-age or disability insurance to the amendments
made by the preceding
benefits
or
who
dies
in
the
calendar
year
graph (C) (i) (El) under this subsection.".
of this section) is stricken and
(4) There is added at the end of section 1979 the amounts established with respect provisions
to subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C) of para- there is inserted instead the following:
215(i) the following new paragraph:
"(4) In any case in which benefits are re"(4) This subsection, as in effect in Decem- graph (1) are $236, $342, and $449, respec- duced
pursuant to the preceding provisions
ber 1978, shall continue to apply to subsec- tively (not counting as the year of death or

this subsection, the reduction shall be
tions (a) and (U). as then in effect, with eligibility for purposes of this paragraph of
after any deductions under this secrespect to computing the primary insurance the year of the individual's death or eligi- made
and after any deductions under section
amount of an individual to Whom subsec- bility if the individual was entitled to a dis- tion
tion (a), as in effect after December 1978, ability insurance benefit for any of the 222(b). Whenever a reduction is made under
twelve months immediately preceding. the
month of such death or eligibility, but
counting instead, the year of eligibility for
such disability insurance benefit).
"(B) For individuals who become eligible
section in such cases shall be modified by the
application of subclause (I) of clause (U) of for such benefits or who dies in a calendar
such paragraph (4) (B)). For purposes of year after 1979 the amount established with

does not apply (including an individual to
whom subsection (a) aoes not apply in any
year by reason of paragraph (4) (B) of that
subsection, but the application of this sub-

this subsection in the total of monthly benefits to which individuals are entitled for any

month on the basis of the wages and selfemployment income of an insured indi-

vidual, each such benefit other than the oldage or dlsabil,ity insurance benefit shall be
proportionately decreased
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Paragraph (4) of section 203(a) (prior the Treasury Department, shall make payto the amendments made by the preceding ments In accordance with the certification
provisions of this section) Is redesignated as of the Secretary.
(e)

paragraph (5), its Initial word Is stricken
and 'Notwithstanding inserted instead, and
", or" at the end thereof is stricken and a
period inserted instead. Subparagraph (A)
of such paragraph (4) is amended by striking

out "and section 202(q)" therein. The matter following subparagraph (B) of such para-

graph and preceding the next numbered
paragraph is a portion of the redesignated

paragraph (5), and shall be indented accordingly.

and no other person is (without the application of subsection (j) (1)) entitled to a
monthly benefit under this section for that
"(b)(l) The amount payable to a State month on the basis of those Wages and selfunder subsection (a) for the taxable year employment income, the individual's beneshall (subject to the provisions of subsec- fit amount for that month, prior to reduction (c)) be equal to 50 percent of that por-' tion under subsection (k)(3), shall not be
tion of the amount paid by such State under less than that provided by subparagraph (C)
the provisions of section 218(e)(1)(A) with (I) or (C) (II) (Whichever is greater) of secrespect to remuneration paid to individuals tion 215(a)(l). In any casj in Which an
as employees of such State (or any political Individual is entitled to a monthly benefit
subdivision thereof) during the taxable year, under this section on the basis of a primary
which amount—
insurance amount computed under section
"(A) was paid as the amount equivalent to 215 as in effect (without regard to the table
the taxes which would be imposed by section contained therein) prior to January 1979,
9111 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 if that monthly benefit shall be determined
the services of employees covered by such under this section as in effect as prescribed

(f) Paragraph (5) of section 203(a) (prior
to the amendments made by the preceding
provisions of this section) is repealed, except with respect to an individual who be- State's agreement under section 218 concame eligible for a monthly benefit (as de- stituted employment as defined In section
fined in section 215(a) (2) (A)) or died prior 3121 of such Code, and
to 1979.
(B) was paid with respect to remunera(g) Following paragraph (5) of section 203

(a) (as amended by thls.section) there are

added the following new paragraphs:

"(6) In the case of any individual who is

entitled for any month to benefits based

upon the primary insurance amounts of two
or more insured individuals, one or more of
which primary insurance amounts were determined under section 215(a) or 215(d) as

in effect (without regard to the table contained therein) prior to January 1979 and
one or more of which primary insurance
amounts were determined under section 215

(a) (1) or (4), or 215(d), as in effect after

tion paid to individuals as employees of such

State (or any political subdivision thereof)
which remuneration was in excess (with
respect to any individual during the taxable
year) of the contribution and benefit base
applicable with respect to such taxable year,
under the provisions of section 230 as such
Lection applies to employees.
"(2) The amount payable under subsection
(a) to an organization described in section
501(c)(3) of such Code, which is exempt
from tax under section 501 (a) of such Code

EMPLOYERS

preceiing sentence iB applicable, such reduced . amounts shall be increased on the

cial Security Act is amended by adding at same basis as they were reduced.

the end thereof the following new section:

"PAYMENTS TO CERTAIN PUBLIC AND NONPROFIT
EMPLOYERS

"SEC. 1132. (a) The Secretary shall, in the
case of any State having an agreement under

section 218 of the Social Security Act, or
any organization described in section 501

(c) (3), which is exempt from tax under section 501(a) for the taxable year. pay to each

such State or organization (subject to the

availability of funds appropriated under the
provisions of subsection (c)) an amount determined under subsection (b). In order to
receive a payment under this section, a State
or organization shall file a claim with respect

to the taxable year in such form, mannes,
and at the time prescribed by the Secretary

by regulations. The Secretary shall certify to
the Secretary of the Treasury the name and
address of each State or organization eligible
to receive such payment, the amount of such

payment, and the time at which Such payment Should be made, and the Secretary of
the Treasury, through the Fiscal Service of

subsection

(i) (4).".

(b) Section2l7(b)(l) is amended by inserting "as In effect in December 1978" after
"section

215(c)" each time it appears, and

after "section 215(d)".
(C) Section 224(a) is amended in the
matter following paragraph (8) by insefting

"(determined under section 215(b) as In
effect prior to January 1979)" after "(A) the
average monthly wage".

(d) Section 1839(c)(3)(B) is amended to

read as follows:

"(B) the monthly premium rate most recently promulgated by the Secretary under
this paragraph, increased by a percentage
determined as follows: The Secretary shall

for the taxable year, shall be equal to 50
percent of that portion of the taxes paid ascertain the primary insurance amount
computed under section 215(a) (1), based

December 1978, the total benefits payable to by such organization uncer section 3111 of
that individual and all other individuals en- such Code, which taxes—
titled to benefits for that month based upon
"(A) were paid with respect to remunerathose primary insurance amounts shall be tion paid to individuals as employees of such
reduced to an amount equal to the product organization during the taxable year, and
of 1.75 and the primary insurance amount
"(B) were paid with respect to remunerathat would be computed under section 215 tion paid to individuals as employees Of such
(a) (1) for that month with respect to aver- organization which remuneration was in exage inIexed monthly earnings equal to one- cess (with respect to any individual during
twelfth of the contribution and benefit base the taxable year) of the contribution and
determined under section 230 for the year in benefit base applicable with respect to such
which that month occurs.
taxable year, under the provisions of section
"(7) Subject to the preceding paragraph, 230 as such section applies to employees.
this subsection, as in effect in December
"(c) There are authorized to be appro1d78. shall remain in effect with respect to priated
sums as are necessary to carry
a primary insurance amount computed un- out the such
provisions of this section. If the
der section 215 (a) or (d), as in effect (with- sums appropriated
for any fiscal year for
out regard to the table contained therein) in making payments under
section are inDecember 1978. except that a primary insur- sufficient to pay in full this
the total amounts
ance amount so computed with respect to an which States and organizations
are authorindividual who first becomes eligible for an
to receive under this section during such
old-age or disability insurance benefit (as de- ized
fiscal
year,
the
maximum
amounts
all
fined in section 215(a) (2) (A)) or dies, after such States and organizations maywhich
receive
December 1978. shall, instead, be governed under this section during such fiscal
year
by this section, as in effect after December shall be ratably reduced. In case- additional
1978.".
funds become available for making such payPAYMENTS TO CERTAIN PUBLIC AND NONPROFIT ments for any fiscal year during Which the

SEC. 106. (a) Part A of title XI of the So-

by section 215(a) (5) and increased under

upon average indexed monthly earnings of
$900, that applied to individuals who be-

came eligible for and entitled to old-age

insurance benefits on May 1 of the year of

'the promulgation. He Shall increase the
monthly premium rate by the same percentage by which t1at primary Insurance
amount is increased when, by reason of the
law in effect at the time the promulgation is
made, it is so computed to apply to those
individuals on the following May 1.".
(e) Section
amended—
(1)

202(w)

of

such

Act

is

by inserting after "section 215(a)(3)"

paragraph (1) (in the matter preceding
subparagraph (A)) the following: "as in
effect in December 1978 or section 215(a)(l)
(C) (III) as in effect thereafter":
(2) by inserting "as in effect in Decemin

ber 1978,
effect

or section 215(a)(l)(C) (III) as in

thereafter;" after "paragraph (3) of

section 215(a)"

in paragraph (5); and

"(whether before, in, or
after, December 1978)" after "determined
under section 215(a)" in paragraph (5).
(f) Section 104(j) (2) of the Social Security Amendments of 1972 is amended by
striking Out "215(b) (3)" and inserting in
(3) by insertIng

lieu thereof "215(b) (2) (B) (iii)

EFFECTIVE DATE PROvIST0NS
"(d) Any State receiving a payment under
the provisions Of this section shall agree to
SEC. 108. The amendments made by the
pay (and any such payment shall be made •preceding provisions of this Act (other
on the condition that such State pay) to than section 104(d) and 106) shall be effecany political division thereof a percentage tive with respect to monthly benefits and
of such payment which percentage shall be lump-sum death payments under title III
equal to the percentage of the amount paid months after December 1978. The amendby such State undersection 218(e)(1)(A) for ments made by section 104(d) shall be
which such State was reimbursed by such effective with respect to monthly insurance
political subdivision.".
benefits of an individual who becomes
(b) The amendments made by this section eligible for an old-age or disability insurshall be effective with respect to taxable years ance benefit or who dies after December 31,
1977.
beginning after December 31, 1978.
CONFORMING CHANGES

SEC. 107. (a) Section 202(m)(1) is amended
read as follows:

PABT B—GENERAL PROvISIONS
LmERALISATION OF EABNINGS TEST

EEC. 121. (a) Section 203(f) (8) (B) of the
Social Security Act is amended by striking
"(1) In any case n which an individual is out; "The exempt amount" In the matter preentitled to a monthly benefit ,under this sec- ceding clause (i) and inserting in lieu thereof
tion on the basis of a primary insurance "Except as provided in subparagraph (D), the
amount computed under section 215(a) or exempt amount".
(d), as in effect after December 1978, on the
(b) Section 203(f) (8) of such Act is furbasis of the wages and self-employment in- thSr amended by adding at the end thereof
come of a deceased individual for any month the folloWftzg new subparagraph:
to
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after application of the provisions of subof such subsection (w)) the number of in- sections (q) and (k) shall be reduced (but
crement months shall include any month in not below zero) by an amount equal to the
the months of the calendar year in which amount of any monthly beneftt payable to
she died, prior to the month in which she such husband for such month which is based
died, which satisfy the conditions in para- upon his earnings while in the service of
the Federal Government or any State (or
(2) of such subsection (w)
taxable year ending after 1978 and before graph
(d) Section 202(f)(3)(B)(i) of such Act political subdivision thereof as defined in
1980.".
(2)) if, on the last day he was
(c) No determination or publication of a Is amended by inserting 'and section 215 sectiOn 218(b)
by such entity, such service did
new exempt amount shall be required to be (f) (6) were applied, where appropriate," employed
not constitute 'employment' as defined in
made under section 203(f) (8) (A) of the So- after "living,".
(e) Section 203(a) (as amended by sec- section 210.
cial Security Act, and no notification with tion
"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, any
105(g)) is further amended by ading
respect to an increased exempt amount Shall
benefit which otherwise meets the
be required to be given under 'the last sen- at the end thereof the following new para- periodic
requirement. of subparagraph (A), but

°(D) Notwithstanding any other provision
Of this subsection the exempt amount—
of
"(I) shall be $375 for each month any
taxable year ending after 1977 and before
1979, and
(ii) shall be $500 for each month of any

withstanding the provisions of paragraph (3)

tence of section 203(f) (8) (B) of such Act, in.
the calendar year 1978 but such a determina-

graph:
"(8) when—

tion, publication, and notication shall be
required in calendar years after 1978 and shall

be made or given as though the dollar

amounts specified in clauses (i) and (ii) of
section 203(f) (8) (D) of such Act (as added
by subsection (b) of this section) had been
determined (for the taxable years involved)
under such section 203(f) (8) (B).

(d) Subsections (f)(1), (f)(3). (f)(4)(B),

and (h) (1) (A) of section 203 of Such Act are
amended by striking Out "$200 or".
(e)(1) The amendments made by this sec-

tion shall be effective (subject to the provisions of paragraph (2)) with respect to taxable years ending after December 31, 1977.

(2) Prior to October 1, 1978, title II of the
Social Security Act shall be administered as
if the amendments made by this section had
not been enacted.
WIDOW'S AD WIDOWER's INSURANCE BENEFITS fl
CASES OF DELAYED RrrnEMENr

SEC. 122. (a) Section 202(e) (2) (A) of the
Social Security Act is amended (1) by insert-

ing "(as determined after application of the
following sentence)" after "prbnary insurance amount", and (2) by adding at the end
thereof the follQwing new sentence: 'If such
deceased individual was (or upon application

would have been) entitled to an old-age in-

surance benefit which was increased (or subject to being increased) on account of delayed
retirement under the provisions of subsection

(w), then, for purposes of this subsection,

such individual's primary insurance amount
shall be deemed to be equal to the old-age
insurance benefit (increased, where spplicable under section 215(f) (5) or (6) and under
section 215(i) as if such individual were still

"(A) one or more persons were entitled
(without the application of section 202(1)

(1) and section 223(b)) to monthly benefits
under section 202 or 223 for December 1977
on the basis of the wages and Eelf-employment income of an individual;

"(B) the benefit of at least one such person for January 1978 is increased by reason
of the amendments made by section 109 of

the Social Security Amendments of 1977; and
"(C) the total amount of beneftts to which
all such persons are entitled under such section 202 are reduced under the provisions of

this subsection (or would be so reduced except for the first sentence of section 203(a)
(4)).
then the amount of te benefit to which each
such person is entitled for months after December 1977 shall be ancreased (after such
reductions are made under this subsection)
to the amount such benefit would have been

If the beneftt of the person or persons re-

shall

is paid on other than

a monthly basis,

be allocated on a basis equivalent to

a monthly benefit (as determined by the
Secretary) and such equivalent monthly
benefit shall constitute a monthly benefit

for purposes of subparagraph (A). For purposes of this subparagraph, the term periodic
bc,efit' includes a benefit payable in a lump

sum if it is a commutation of, or a sub-

stitute for, periodic payments.".
(3) Section 202(c) (3) is amended by in-

serting after "subsection (q) ' the following: 'and paragraph (2) of this subsection'.
(c)(1) Section 202(e)(2)(A) of such Act
is amended by striking Out paragraph (4)"
and inserting in lieu thereof paragraphs (4)

and (8)".
(2) Section 202(e) of such Act is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(8) (A) The amount of a widow's insurance benefit for each month as determined
(after application of the provisions of sub-

Xerred to in subparagraph (B) had not been section (q), paragraph (2)(B). and paragraph (4)) shall be reduced (but not beso increased.'.
(f) The amendments made by this section low zero) by an amount equal to the amount
shall be effective with respect to monthly in- of any monthly benefit payable to such vidsurance benefits under title II of the Social ow (or surviving divorced wife) for such
Security Act for months after December 1977. month which is based upon her earnings
while in the service of the Federal GovernREDUC BENEFIT5 FOR sPOUsES RECEIvING
GOvERNMENr PENsIONS

SEC. 123. (a)(1) Section 202(b) (2) oZ the

Security Act is amended by inserting

ment or any State (or any political subdi-

vision thereof, as defined in section 218Lb
(2)) if, on the last day she was employed

by such entity, such service did not conafter subsection (q)" the following: 'and stitute 'employment as defined In section

Social

paragraph (4) of this subsection".
(2) Section 202(b) of such Act is amended

by adding at the end thereof the following

new paragraph:
'(4) (A) The amount of a wife's insurance

beneftt for each month as determined after
application of the provisions of subsections
application have received) for the month (q) and (k) shall be reduced (but not below
prior to the month in which he died, and zero) by an amount equal to the amount or
(notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph any monthly beneftt payable to such wife
(3) of such subsection (w)) the number of (Or divorced wife) for such month which is
increment months shall include any month based upon her earnings while in the service
in the months of the calendar year in which of the Federal Government or any State (or
he died, prior to the month in which he died, political subdivision thereof, as defined in
which satisfy the conditions in paragraph (2) 6ection 218(b)(2)) if, on the last day she

alive in the case of an individual who has

which

died) which he was receiving (Or would upon

employed by such entity, sueh service did

210.

"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, any
periodic benefit which otherwise meets the
requirements of subparagraph (A), but
which is paid on other than a monthly basis.
shall be allocated on a basis equivalent to

a monthly beneftt (as determined by the
Secretary) and such equivalent monthly

benefit shall contribute a monthly benefit for
purposes of subparagraph (A). For purposes
of this subparagraph, the term periodic benefit' includes a be.efit payable in a lump

sum if it is a commutation of, or a substi-

tute for, periodic payments.".
(d)(1) Section 202(f)(1) is amended—

(A) by striking Out subparagraph (D);
not constitute 'employment' as deftned in and
section 210.
(B) by redesignatin subparagraphs (E).
"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, any (F), and (G) as subparagraphs (D), (E),
(6) were applied, where applicable," immediperiodic benefit which otherwise meets the and (F). respectively.
ately after "living".
(c) Section 202(f)(3)(A) of such Act is requirements of subparagraph (A), but which
(2) Section 202(f) (2) is amended to read
amended (1) by inserting "(as determined is paid on other than a monthly basis, shall as follows:

oZ such subsection (w)
(b) Section 202(e) (2) (B) (1) of such Act

was

after application of the following sentence)"

be allocated on a basis equivalent to a

is amended by inserting 'and section 215(f)

after 'primary insurance amount", and (2)
by adding at the end thereof the following
new sentence: "If such deceased individual
was (or upon application would have been)

monthly

beneftt (as determined by the Sec-

retary) and such equivalent monthly bene..

"(2) (A) The amount of a widower's insurance benefit for each month (as determined

fit shall constitute a monthly beneftt for
purposes of subparagraph (A). For purposes
entitled to an old-age insurance benefit of this subparagraph, the term 'peiiodic
which was increased (or subject to being benefit' includes a benefit payable in a lump
hicreased) on account of delayed retirement sum if it is a commutation of, or a substi-

after application of the provisions of subsection (q). paragraph (3) (B) and paragraph (5) shall be reduced (but not below
zero) by an amount equal to the amount

section 215(f) (5) or (6) and under section
215(i) as if such individual were still alive
in the case of an individual who has died)
which she was receiving (Or would upon aDplication have received) for the month prior
to the month in which she died, and (not-

ployed by such entity, such service did not
constitute employment' as defined in sec-

under the provisions of subsection (w), then, tute for, periodic payments.".
(b)(1) Section 202(c)(1) is amended—
Xor purposes of this subsection, suCth indi(A) by striMng Out subparagraph (C);
vidual's primary insurance amount shall be
(B) by inserting "and" at the end of subdeemed to be equal to the old-age insurance
bentfit (increased, where applicable, under paragrap1 (B); and
(C) by redesignating' subparagraph (D)
as subparagraph (C).
(2) Section 202(c) (2) is amended to read
as follows:

"(2) (A) The amount of a husband's insurance beneftt Xor each month R8 determined

of any monthly benefit payable to such

widower for such month which is based upon
his earnings while in the service of the Federal Government or any State (or any political subdivision thereof, as defined in section
218(b) (2)) if, on the last day he was emtion 210.

'(B) For purposes of this paragraph, any
periodic beneftt which otherwise meets the
requiremelits of subparagraph (A). but
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which is paid on other than a nonth1y basis, adding at the ed thereof the following subS?lalF be allocated on a bails equivalent to & section:
monthly benefit (as determined by the Sec"(p) CONCURRENT EMPLOYMENT JY Two oa
retary) and such equivalent monthly benefit Moiu EMPLOIRS.—FOr the purposes of 6ecShall constitute a monthly benefit for pur. tions 3102, 3111, and 3306(b) (1), if two or
poses of subparagraph (A). For purposes of more corporations concurrently employ the
this subparagraph, the term periodic bene- same individual and compensate such indifit' includes a benefit payable In a lump sum vidual through a common paymaster, each
if it is a commutation of, or a substitute for, such corporation shall be considered o have
paid as remuneration to such individual only
periodic payments.".
(3) Section 202(f) (3) (A) is amended by the amounts actually disbursed by it to such

strflcing out "paragraph (5)' and inserting

202(f)(1)" and inserting in lieu thereof
"subparagraph (F) o section 202(t) (1)".

(5) Section 202(p) (1) is amended by strik-

ing out subparagraph (C) of subsection (c)
(1), clause (i) or (ii) of subparagraph (1))

December 31, 1978.

section 210.

SEc. 125. (a) (1) The first sentence of sec-

more other persons who would, except for
subparagraph (A), be entitled for any month,

"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, any on the basis of the v'ages and self-employperiodic benefit which otherwise meets the ment income of such Individual and because
requirements of subparagraph (A),but which
is paid on other than a monthly basis, shall

allocated on a basis equivalent to a

monthly benefit (as determined by the Secre-

tary) and such equivalent monthly benefit
shall constitute a monthly benefit for purposes of subparagraph (A). For purposes of
this subparagraph, the term periodic bene-

son of a disability shall be deemed to be

the entitlement to such benefits that would
result if Such entitlement were determined
without regard to the provisions of section
202 (j)(4).".

(b) The amendments made by subsection

(a) shall be effective only with respect to
monthly insurance benefits under title II of
cation filed after the date of enactment
of this Act.

DELIVERY OF BENEFrr CHECKS

SEC. 126. (a) Title VII of the Social Security

Act is amended by adding at The end thereof
the following flew section:

"DELIVERY OF BNEFrr CHECKS

LIMXTATION ON BETROACflVE BENEFiTS

tion 202()(1) of the Social Security Act Is
amended by striking out "An individual"
of subsection (f) (1), or".
inserting Subject to the !imitations
(e)(1) Section 202(g)(2) of such Act is and
contained in paragraph (4), an individual"
amended by striking out "Such" and Insert- in lieu thereof.
ing in lieu thereof "Except as provided in
(2) Section 202(J) of iuch Act Is further
paragraph (4) of this subsection, such".
by inserting at the end thereof the
(2) Section 202(g) o such Act is amended amended
following new paragraph:
by adding at the end thereof the following
"(4) (A) Except as provided in subparanew paragraph:
(B), no individual shall be entitled
"(4) (A) The amount of a mother's Insur- graph
benefits under subsection (a), (b), (c)
ance benefit ror each month to which any to
or (f) icr any month prior to the month
Individual is entitled under this subsection (e),which
he or she files an application for
shall be reduced (but not below zero) by an In
benefits if the effect of entitlement to
amount equal to the amount of any monthly such
monthly benefit would be to reduce,
benefit payable to such individual for such &uch
pursuant to subsection (q), the amount of
month Which is based upon such individuaFs the monthly benefit to which such
individual
earnings while In the service of the Federal would otherwise be entitled for the month
Government or any State (or political sub- In which such application is filed.
div1sion thereof, as defined in section 218
"(B) (i) If the individual applying for ret(b) (2) if, on the last day such individual roactive benefits is applying for Such benefits
was emp'oyed by such entity, such service under subsection (a), and there are one or

did not constitute 'employment' as defined in

tioi (b) (2) (A), the entitlement of such Individual to widow's or widower's insurance
benefits under section 202(e) or (f) by rea-

individual and shall not be considered to the Social Security Act to which an individual
becomes entitled on the basis of an appli-

have paid as remuneration to such individual
(4)(A) Section 202(f)(7) is amended by amounts actually disbursed to Such individstriking out "paragraph (1)(O)" and insert- ual by another of such corporations.".
ing in lieu thereof 'paragraph (1)(F)".
Effective Date
(B) Section 226(h)(1)(B) is amended by
(C) The amendments made by this section
striking out subparagraph (0) of section shall apply with respect to wages paid after

in lieu thereof "paragraphs (2) and (5)".

be
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708. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, when the normal day for
delivery of benefit checks under title II or
SEC.

XVI of this Act would, but for the provisiorLs of this section, fall on a Saturday,

Sunday, or-(egal public holiday (as defined

an

section 6103 of title 5, United States

Code), benefit checks for such month shall be

mailed for delivery on the first day preceding such normal delivery day which is not

a saturday, Sunday, or legal public holi-

day, without regard to whether the delivery
of such checks is made In the same calendar

month in which Such normal day for delivery
would occur.".

(b) The amendment made by subsection
(a) of this section shall be effective on the
date of enactment of this Act.

ACTUARIAL REDUCTION OP BENEFIT INCREASES TO

BE AppJfl AS OF TIME OF ORIGINAL ENTITLEMENT

SEC. 127. (a) Section 202(q) (4) of the Social Security Act is amended by striking out
all that follows subparagraph (B)and insert.

ing in lieu thereof the following: "then the

amount of the reduction of such benefit
(after the application of any adjustment
of such individual's entitlement to such under paragraph (7)) for each month beginretroactive benefits, to retroactive benefits ning with the month of such increase in the
under. subsection (b), (C), or (d) not sub- primary insurance amount, shall be comject to reduction under subsection (q), then puted under paragraph (1) or (3), whichever
subparagraph (A) shall not apply with re- applies, as though the increased primary inspect to such month or any subsequent surance amount had been in effect for and
month.
the month for which the individual
"(ii) If the individual applying for ret- from
first became entitled to such monthly beneroactive benefits is a surviving spouse or fit reduced under such paragraph (1) or

includes a benefit payable in a lump sum
if it is a commutation of, or a substitute for, surviving divorced spouse. and is under a
periodic payments.".
disability (as defined in section 223(d)), and
(f) The amendments made by this section such individual would, except for subparashall apply with respect to monthly insurance graph (A), be entitled to retroactive benefits
beiefits payable under tit)e II of the Social as a disabled surviving poue or disabled
Security Act for months beginning with the surviving divorced spouse for any month bemonth in which this Act is enacted, on the fore he or she attained the ae of 60, then
basis of applications filed in or after the subparagraph (A) shall not apply with remonth in which this Act is enacted.
spect to such month or any subsequent
EMPLOYEES OF MEMBERS OF RELATED GROUPS OF month.
"(iii) If t1 individual applying for retroCORPORATIO N5
active benefits has excess earnings (as deEmployer Social Security Tax Liability
fined in section 203(f)) in the year in which
SEC. 124(a) Section 3121 of the Internal
or she files an applicaton for such benefits
Revenue code of 1954 (relating to definitions he
could, except for subparagraph (A),
for purposes of the Federal Insurance Contri- which
charged to months in such year prior to
butions Act) is amended by ciding at the be
the
month
of application, then subparaend thereof the following new subsection:
graph (A) shall not apply to so many of such
'(s) CONCVRRtNT EMPLOYMENT BY Two o months immediately preceding the month of
MORE EMPLOYERS—For purposes of sections application as are required to charge such
3102, 3111, and 3121(a)(1), if two or more
excess earnings to the maximum extent poscorporations concurrently employ the same sible.
Individual and compensate such individual
(iv) As used in this subparagraph, the
through a common paymaster, each such cor- term retroactive benefits' means a benefit
poration shall be considered to have paid as to 'Which an individual becomes entitled for
remuneration to such individual only the a month prior to the month in which appliamounts actually disbursed by it to such in- cation for such benefit is filed.'.
dividual and shall not be considered to have
Section 226(h) of sucb Act is amended
paid as remuneration to such individual by(3)
adding at the end thereof the tollowing
amounts actually disbursed to such individ- new paragraph:
ual by another of such corporations.".
"(4) For tbe purposes of determining en(b) Section 3306 of the Internal Revenue titlement to hospital
benefits
Code of 1954 (relating to definitions in re- under subsection (b) in hisurance
the case of an Inspect of unemployment tax) is amended by dividual described in clause
(Iii) of subsec-

(3).".

(b) Section 202(q) of such Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
new paragraphs:
"(10) For purposes o applying paragraph

(4), to monthly benefits payable for any
who was entitld to a monthly benefit as
month after December 1977, to an individual

reduced under paragraph (1) or (3) prior to
January 1978, the amount of reduction of
such benefit for the first month for which
such benefit is Increased by reason of an increase in the primary insurance amount of
the individual on whose wages and self-employment income such benefit is based and
for all subsequent months (and similarly for
all subsequent Increases) shall be increased
by the percentage increase In such primary
insurance amount (such increa5e being made

in accordance with the provisions of para-

graph (8)). In the case of an individual
whose reduced benefit under this Section is
Increased as a result of the use of an ad-

justed reduction period or an additional adjusted reduction period (in accordance with
paragraphs (1) and (3) of this section),
then for the first month for which Such increase is effective and for all subsequent
months, the amount of such reduction
(after the application of the previous sentence, if applicable) shall be reduced--—

'(A) in the case of old-age, wifes and hus.

band's Insurance benefits, by multiplying
such amou.ut by the ratio of (i) the num-
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reduction peber of mOiths In the adjustedmonths
In the

riod to (U) the number oZ

reduction period,
"(B) In the case of widow's and widower's
insurance benefits for the mOTith In which
euch individual attains age 82, by multiplying such amount by the ratio oX (I) the numbeber of months in the reduction period
ginning with age 82 multiplied by 19/40 oZ
1 percent, plus the number of months in the
adjusted reduction period prior to age 82
multiplied by 19/40 of 1 perCent, plus the
number of months in the adjusted additional
reduction period multiplied by 43/240 of 1
percent to (ii) the number of months in the
reduction period multiplied by 19/40 of 1
percent, plus the number of months in the

and necessary to implement and
social Insurance or pension system which is reasonable
any agreement which has been
of general application in the country and administer
under which periodic benefits, or the actu- entered into in accordance with this section.
"Reports to Cozgress; Effective Date
arial equivalent thereof, are paid on accOunt
of Agreements
of old age, death, or disability; and
"(2) the term period of coverage' means
'(e) (1) Any agreement to establish a

a period of payment of contributions or a
period of earnings based on wages for employtnent on a self-employment income, or
any similar period recognized as equivalent
thereto under this title or under the social

totalization arrangement entered into pursuant to this section shall be transmitted by
the President to the Congress together with
a report on the estimated number of individuals who will be affected by the agreement
security system of a country which is a party and the effect of the agreement on the estito an agreement entered into under this mated income and expenditures of the programs established by this Act.
section.
"Crediting Periods of Coverage; Conditions
"(2) Such an agreement shall become
effective on any date, provided in the agreeof Payment of Benefits
Which occurs after the expiration of
"(c) (1) Any agreement establishing a to- ment,
period, following the date on which the
additional reduction period multiplied by ta' ization arrangement pursuant to this sec- the
agreement is transmitted in accordance with
tion &hafl provide—
43/240 of 1 perCent, and
(1). during which each House of
"(A) that in the case of an individual paragraph
"(C) In the case of widow's and widower's
Congress has been in session on each of
insurance benefits for the month In which who has at least 8 quarters of coverage as the
days; except that such agreement shall not
such Individual attains age 65, by multiply- defined in section 213 of this Act and periods 90
effective if, during such period, either
ing such amount by the ratio of (i) the num- of coverage under the social security system become
of the Congress adopts a resolution of
ber of months In the adjusted reduction of a foreign country which is a party to such House
of the agreement.".
period multiplied by 19/40 of 1 percent, plus Bgreement, periods of coverage of such indi- disapproval
(b) (1) Section 1401 of the Internal Revthe number of months in the adjusted addi- vidual under such social security system of enue
Code of 1954 is amended by adding at
tional reduction period multiplied by 43/240 such foreign country may be combined with the end
of 1 percent to (ii) the number of mnths in periods of coverage under thi8 title and tOn: thereof the following new subsecthe reduction period beginning with age 82 otherwise considered for the purposes of
(c) RELI' FROM TAXES IN CASES COVERED
multiplied by 19/40 of 1 percent, plus the establishing entitlement to and the amount BY CERTAIN
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS.—
number of months in the adjusted reduc- of old-age, survivors, and disability insur- During any period
in which there is in effect
tion period prior to age 82 multiplied by ance benefits under this title;
agreement entered into pursuant to sec"(B) () that employment or self-employ- an
19/40 of 1 percent, plus the number of
233 of the Social Security Act with any
months in the adjusted additional reduction ment, or any service which is recognized as tion
equivalent to employment or self-employ- foreign country, the self-employment income
period multiplied by 43/240 of 1 percent,
under this title or the social security of an individual shall be exempt from the
such decrease beIng made In accordance with ment
system of a foreign country which is a party taxes imposed by this section to the extent
the provisions of paragraph (8).
shall, on or after the that such self-employment income is sub'(ll) When an Individual Is entitled to to such agreement,
date of such agreement, result in a ect under such agreement to taxes or conmore than one monthly benefit under this effective
of coverage under the system eStab- tributions for similar purposes under the
title and one or more of such benefits are period
lished
under
this title or under the system social security system of such foreign counreduced under this subsection, the preceding established under
the laws of such foreign try.".
paragraph of this subsection shall apply sep(2) Sections 3101 and 3111 of such Code
and (ii) the
arately to each such benefit reduced under country, but not under both,
and conditions for determining are each amended by adding at the end
this subsection before the application of methods
which system employment, self-em- thereof the following new subsection:
subsection (k) (pertaining to the method under
'(c) RELIfl FROM TAXES IN CASES COVERED
ployment, or other service Shall result in

by which monthly benefits a offset when
BY CERTAIN INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS.—
of coverage; and
an individual Is entitled to more than one a period
"(C) that where an individual's periods of During any period in which there is in effect
kInd of benefit) and the application of this coverage
are combined, the benefit amount an agreement entered into pursuant to secparagraph shall operate in conjunction with
payable under this title shall be based on tion 233 of the Social Security Act with any
axagraph1 (3) .".
proportion of such individual's periods foreign country, wages received by or paid
(c)(1) Section 202(q) (7) (C) of the Social thecoverage
which was completed under this to an individual shall be exempt from the
Security Act Is amended by striking out of
taxes imposed by this section to the extent
'because" and all that follows and inserting title.
"(2) Any such agreement may provide that such wages are subject under such
in lieu thereof "because of the occurrence of
agreement to taxes or contributions for siman eveit that terminated her or his entitle- that—
ilar purposes under the social security system
(A) an individual who is entitled to
ment to such benefits.".
of such foreign country.".
(2) Section 202(q) (3) (H) of such Act is benefits under this title shall, notwithstand(3) Section 6051(a) of such Code Is
amended by inserting °for that month or" ing the provisions of section 202(t), receive
such benefits while he resides in a foreign amended by adding at the end thereof the
after "first entitled".
following new sentence: "The amounts re(d) The amendments made by this section country which is a party to such agreement; quired to be shown by paragraph (5) shaH
Shall be effective with respect to monthly and
the benefit paid by the Unitet States not include wages which are exempted purbenefits payable for months after December to"(B)
an individual who legally resides in the suant to sections 3101(c) and 3111(c) from
1977.
Unitet State3 shall be increased to an the taxes imposed by sections 3101 and 3111."
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS WITH RESPECT TO
(4) Notwithstanding any other provision
amcunt which, when added to the benefit
SOCIaL SECURITY BENEFITS
paid by such foreign country, will be equal of law, taxes paid by any individual tO any
Szc. 128. (a) Title XX of the Social Security to the benefit amount which would be pay- foreign country with respect to any period
Act is amended by adding at the end thereof able to an entitled individual based on the of employment or self-employment which is
first figure in (Or deemet to be in) column covered under the social security system of
the following new section:
IV of the table in section 215,(a) in the case such foreign country in accordance with the
'U(TEENAflONAL AGREEMENTS
of an individual becoming eligible for such terms of an agreement entered into pursu'Purpose of Agreement
benefit before January 1, 1979, or based on a ant to section 233 of the Social Security Act
"Sw. 233. (a) The President is authorized primary insurance amount determined under shall not, under the income tax laws of the
(subject to the succeeding provisions of this section 215(a)(1)(C)(i) (I) or (XX) in the United States, be deductible by, or creditable
section) to enter into agreements establish- case of an individual becoming eligible for against the income tax of, any such ining totalization arrangements between the such benefit on or after that date.
dividual.
social security system. establIshed by this
"(3)
Section 228 shall not apply in the
OF NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS WHICH
title and the social security system of any case of any individual to whom it would not COVERAGE
TAILED TO FILE WAIVER CERTIFICATES
foreign country, for the purposes of estab- be applicable but for this section or any
SEC. 129. (a)(1) Section 3121(k) (5) of the
liShing entitlement to and the amount of agreement or regulaticn under this section.
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to
old-age, survivors, disability, or derivative
(4)
Any
such
agreement
may
conrain
constructive filing of certificate where refund
benefits based on a combination of an individuals periods of coverage under the social
security system established by this title ana

the social security system of such

foreign

country.

"(b)

"DEFINITIONS
For the purposes of this section—
the term '6ocial security system'

other provisions, which are not inconsistent

with the other provisions of this title and
which the President deems appropriate to
carry Out the purposes of this section.
"Regulations

"(d) The 8ectary of Health, Education,

or

credit has been

certificate

to the expiration of 180 days after the date of the enactment of this paragraph," in subparagraph B
and inserting in lieu thereof "prior to Janu-

and Welfare• Shall make rules and regula- ary 1, 1978,;'; and
(B) by striking
means, with respect to a foreign country, a tions and establish procedures which are
"(1)

made and new

is not filed) is amended—
(A) by striking Out "prior

out 'the _l8lst day after
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the date of the enactment of this paragraph,"

and "such 181st day" in the matter following
subparagraph (B) and inserting )n lieu thereof in each instance "January 1, 1978.".
(2) Section 3121(k) (7) of such Code (relating to payment of both employee an employer taxes for retroactive period by orga-

nization in cases of

constructive filing)

amended—

Is

(A) by striking out "prior to the expiratibn of 180 days ater the date of the enactment of this paragraph" and inserting In
lieu thereof "prior to January 1, 1978,";

(B) by striking out "the 181st day after
such date," and inserting in lieu thereof
"January '1. 1978,"; and

(C) by striking out "prior to the first day
of the calendar quarter in which áuch 181st
day occurs" and

Inserting In lieu thereof

"prior to that date".
(3) Section 3121(k) (8) of such Code (re-

lating to extended period for payment of

taxes for retroactive coverage) Is amended—
(A)

by striking out "by the end of the

180-day period following the date of the enactment of this paragraph" and inserting in
lieu thereof "prior to January 1, 1978,";
(B) by striking out "within that period"
and inserting in lieu thereof "prior to January 1, 1978"; and
(C)

by striking Out "on the 181st day
following that date" and inserting in lieu
thereof 'on that date".
(b)(l) Section 3121(k)(4) of the Internal

Code of 1954 (relatIng to constructive filing of certificate where no refund or
Revenue

credit of taxes has been made) is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following

subject to the taxes imposed by section 3101
and .3111 were made by any organization may
be conclusively treated as the period (described In subparagraph (a) (ii)) during

which the taxes imposed by such
were paid by 8uch organization.".

sections

(2) Section 3121(k) (4) (A) of such Code is

amended by inserting "(subject to subpara-

graph (C)" after "effective" in the matter

which is deemed

section 3121(k) (4) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to have filed a waiver
certificate under section 3121(k) (1) of such
under

Code, on or after the first day of the applicable period described In subparagraph
(A) (ii)

such section 3121(k) (4) and before July 1, 1977; and
(2) the service so performed does not constitute employment (as defined in section
110(a) of the Social Security Act and section 3121(b) of such Code) because the
of

waiver certificate which the organization is

to have flied is msde inapplicable
such service by section 3121(k) (4) (C) of
8uch Code, but would constitute employment (as so defined) in the absence of such
deemed

to

section 3121(k) (4) (C),
the remuneration paid for such service shall,

upon the request of 8uch Individual (flied

tion but

the

taxes imposed by sectIons 3101
and 3111 were not paid during the period referred to in clause (I) (whether such period
has terminated or not) with respect to re-

II of the Social Security Act) accompanied
by full payment of all of the taxes which
would have been paid under section 3101 of
such Code with respect to such remunera-

by

for such section 3121(k) (4)

(C)

such period began, taxes under sections 3101
and 3111—
"(lii) in the case of an organization which
the requirements of this subparagraph
by reason of clause (I), with respect to re-

meets

the close of the calendar quarter in which

the period referred to in clause (i) began,
which remain unpaid on the date of the enactment of this subparagraph, or which were
paid after October 19, 1976, but prior t the
date of the enactment of this subparagraph,
shall not be due or payable (or, if paid, shall
be refunded); and the certificate which such
organization Is deemed under this paragraph
to have filed shall not apply to any service
with respect to the remuneration for which

the taxes imposed by sections 3101 and 3111

(which remain unpaid on

the date of the

enactment of this subparagraph, or were paid
after October 19, 1976, but prior to the date

rangements have been made for the payment of such taxes in installments as provided in section 3121(k) (8) of such Code),
be deemed to constitute remuneration for
employment as so defined. In any case where

ployment, such organization 8hall be liable

(notwithstanding any other provision of
such Code) for payment of the taxes which
it would have been required to pay under
sectIon 3111 of such Code wtIh respect to
such remuneration in the absence of such

8ubparagraph. In applying this subparagraph
for purposes of title II of the Social Security
Act, the period during which reports of wages

(1) by inserting "on or before April 15,

1980," after "filed"; and

(2) by inserting "or by satisfactory evidence that appropriate arrangements have
been made for the repayment of such taxes
in installments as provided in section 3121
(k)(8) of such Code" after "so refunded or

credited".
(!) Section

ternal

the In-

3121(k)(4)(A)(i) of
Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to con-

structive filing of certificate where no refund or credit of taxes has been made) Is
amended by striking out "or any subsequent

date" and inserting in lieu thereof "(or,
if later, as of the earliest date on which it

aatisfies clause (ii) of this subparagraph.)
(g) The amendments made by subsections

(a), (b), (d), (e), and (f) shall be effective
as though they had been included as a part
of the amendments made to section 3121(k)

of the Ynternal Revenue Code of 1954 by the
first section of Public Law 94—563 (or in the
case of the amendments mad" by subsection

(e), as a part of section 3 of such Public

Law).

TITLE Il—MISCELLANEOUS
STUDIES AND REPORTS

8cc. 201. (a) The Secretary of Labor, In
consultation with the Secretary of Health.
Education, and Welfare, shall immediately

study the need to develop a special Consumer

Price Index for the elderly. Not later than

6 months after the date of enactment of this

Act, the Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall
each submit to the Congress a report of his
findings and recommendations with respect
to the need for such an index, together with
an estimate of the financial impact that such

an index would have on the costs of the

programs established under the Social Security Act.
(b) (1) The Secretary of Health, Education,
R.svenue Code of 1954 (relatIng to extended
Welfare, in consultation with the Task
period for payment of taxes for retroactive and
on Sex Discrimination In the Departcoverage), as amended by subsection (a) (3) Force
ment of Justice, shall make a detailed study.
of this Act, is amended to read as follows:
within the Department of Health, Education,
(8) EXTENDED PERIOD FOR PATMENT OP TAXES
and Welfare and the Social Security Adm.tnFOR RETRoAcTIvE c0vERAGE.—Notwithstsnding
istratlon, of proposals to eliminate depend.
any other provision of thIs title, in any case ency
as a factor in the determination of enwhere—
titlement to spouse's benefits under the pro
"(A) an organization is deemed under par. gram
establIshed under title XI of the Social
agraph (4) to have filed a valid waiver cer- Security Act, and of proposals to bring about
tificain under paragraph (1), but the applitreatment for men and women in any
cable period described in paragraph (4) (A) equal
all respects under such program, taking
(ii) has tzrminated and part or all of. the and
account the practical effects (partictaxes imposed by sections 3101 and 3111 with into
ularly the effect upon women's entitlement
respect to remuneration paid by such organi- to such benefits) of factors such as—
zation to its employees after the close of such
(A) changes In the nature and extent of
period remains payable notwithstanding par- women's
participation in the labor force,
agraph (4)(C),or
(B) the increasing divorce rate, and
"(B) an organization desctlbed in para(C) the economic value of women's work
graph (5) (A) flies a valid waiver certificate in the home.
under paragraph (1) by December 31, 1977, The 8tudy shall include appropriate cost

the enactment of this subparagraph) are
not due and payable (or are refunded) by as described in paragraph (5) (B), or (not
reason of the preceding provisions of this having filed such a certificate by that date)
of

graph (3)) Is amended—

(or

muneration paid by such organization after
the termination of the period referred to in section 3121(k) (4) (C).
clause (i) and prior to July 1, 1977; or
(d) Section 3121(k)(8) of the Internal
"(iv) in the case of an organization which
meets the requirements of this subparagraph
by reason of clause (ii), with respect to remuneration paid prior to July 1, 1977, to
individuals who became its employees after

lic Law 94—563 (in the matter following para-

satisfactory evidence that appropriate ar-

by such organization to remuneration paid by an organization to an
Individuals who became Its employees after Individual is deemed under the preceding
the close of the calendar quarter In which
sentence to constitute remuneration for emmuneration paid

treated as constituting remuneration for employment (as defined in section 3121(b) and
in section 210(a) of the Social Security Act),
the taxes due under sectlors 3101 and 3111
with respect to services constituting employ-

ment by reason of such certificate for any
period prior to the first day of the calendar
Section 3121(k)(6) of such Code quarter
in which the date of such filing or
(relating to application of certain provisions
filing occurs, or with respect to
to cases of constructive filing) Is amended constructive
service constituting employment by reason
by inserting "(except as provided in paraof
such
request,
may be paid in installments
graph (4) (C))" after "services involved" in over an appropriate
period of time, as deterthe matter preceding subparagraph (A).
mined under regulations prescribed by the
(c) In any case where—
Secretary, rather than in a lump sum.".
(1) an individual performed service, s an
(C) The first sentence of sectIon 3 of Pubemployee of an organization

paid by such organization (as described in
subparagraph (A) (ii)) terminated prior to
"(ii)

3 of Public Law 94—563, or under sec-

tion 3 of the Act which added paragraph
(4) (C) of this subsection, to have service

(3)

on or before April 15, 1980, in such manner
and form, and with such official, as may be
prescribed by regulations made under title

1976, or

section

following clause (II).

new subparagrpah:
"(C) In the case of any organization which
Is deemed under this paragraph to have filed
a valid waiver certificate under paragraph
(1), if—
"(I) the period with respect to which the
taxes Imposed by sections 3101 and 3111 were
October 1,

November 2, 1977

Is deemed

under paragraph (5) to

have filed

8uch a certificate on January 1, 1978, or
(C) an individual flies a request under

analyses.

(2) The Secretary shall submit to the Con-

gress within six months after the date of

enactment,, of this Act, a full report on the
study carried out under para,graph (1).
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APOIN'TMENT OF HEAlING UAHDSIHS

Sac. 202. The persons who were appointed
to serve as hearing examiners under section
1631(d) (2) of the Social Security Act (as in
effect prior to January 2, 1976), and who b

to the date of enactment of this subsection.
bears to the total of the amounts allocated
to all States under such section 106 for such
period.

"(2) As a condition of any State receiv-

S 18405

determining an individual's eligibility for aid

or services, or the amount of such aid or

services, under a State plan for aid and services to needy families with children, approved
under this part, and which Is specifically re-

quested by such State or political subdivifor such purposes.
of the foregoing provisions of this sub- sion
"(b) The Secretary shall establish such
section, in the amount determined for such
United States Code (with such appointments State pursuant to subsection (a) or under safeguards as are necessary (as determined
terminating no later than at the close of the section 1118 (as the case may be), such by the Secretary under regulations) to inperiod ending December 31, 1978). shall be State must agree to pay to any political sure that information made available under
deemed appointed to career-absolute posi- subdivision thereof which participates in the provisions of this section Is used only
section 8 of Public Law 94—202 were deemed
to be appointed under section 8105 of title 6,

tions as hearing examiners under and in accordance with section 8105 of title 6, United

States Code, with the same authority and
tenure (wiçhout regard to the expiration of
such period) as hearing examiners appointed
directly under such section 3105, and shall

receive compensation at the same rate as
hearing examiners appointed by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare directly under sucl section 3105. All of the pro-

visions of title 5, United States Code, and
the regulations promulgated pursuant
thereto, which are applicable to bearing ex-

aminers appointed under such section 8106,
shall apply to the persons described in the
preceding sentence.
REPORT OF ADvISORY COUNCIL oir SOCIAL
5EcURrrY

Sec. 203. Notwithstanding the provisions of

section 708(d) of the Social Security Act.
the report of the Advisory Council on Social

Security which is due not later than January 1, 1979, may be filed at any date prior to
October 1, 1979.

TITLE III_PROVTSIONS RELATING TO
CERTAIN STATE WELFARE AND SERVICE

PROGRAMS RECEIVING FEDERAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

FISCAL nELIEF FOR STATES AND POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS THEREOF WITH RESPECT TO COSTS

ing an increase, by reason of the application

purposes authorized by this Section.".
the cost of the State's plan, approved under for the Section
3304(a) of the Federal Un(b)
this part, during any calendar quarter with
respect to which such increase applies, 50 employment Tax Act Is amended by redesmuch of such increase as does not exceed ignating paragraph (16) as paragraph (17)
90 per centum of such political subdivision's and by inserting after paragraph (15) the
financial contribution to the State's plan following new paragraph:
"(18) (A) wage information contained in
for such quarter.
records of the agency administering the
"(3) Notwithstanding any other provi- the
sion of this part, the amount payable tO State law which Is necessary (as determined
any State by reason of the preceding pro- by the Secretary of Health, Education, and
visions of this subsection for calendar Welfare in regulations) for purposes of dequarters prior to April 1, 1978, shall be made termining an individual's eligibility for aid
in a single installment, which shall be pay- or services, or the amount of such aid or
able as shortly after October 1, 1977, as is services, under a State plan for and and services to needy families with children approved
administratively feasible.".
INCENTIVE ADJUSTMENTS FOR QUALITY CON- under part A of title IV of the Social SecuTROL IN FEDERAL FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION rity Act, shall be made available to a State
IN AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHIL- or political subdivision thereof, when such
DREN PROGRAMS

information Is specifically requested by such

State or political subdivision for such purSEC. 802. (a) Section 403 of the Social
and
Security Act Is amended by adding after pose,
"(B) such safeguards are established as
(as
added
by
section
801
of
subsection (i)
are necessary (as determined by the Secretary
this Act) the following new subsection:
of Health, Education, and Welfare in reguFiFederal
in
"Incentive Adjustments
laticns) to insure that such information is
nancial Participation
"(i) If the dollar error rate of excess paymelits of aid furnished by a State under its
State plan, approved under this part, with
respect to any six-month period, as based
on samples and evaluations thereof, Is—
"(1) at least 4 per centum, the amount of

used only for the purposes authorized under
subparagraph (A); ".
(c) Section 402(a) of the Social Security
Act Is amended—

(I) by striking out the word "and" at the
end of paragraph (27);

(2) by striking out the period at the end
the Federal financial participation in the of paragraph (28) and inserting in lieu
expenditures made by the State in carrying thereof a semicolon and the word "and";
out such plan during such period shall be and
(1) in subsection (a), by adding at the end determined without regard to the provisions
(3) by adding at the end thereof the folthereof the following new paragraph:
of this subsection; or
lowing new paragraph:
"In the case of calendar quarters beginning
"(2) less than 4 per centum. the amount of
"(29) Effective October 1, 1979, provide
after September 30, 1977, and prior to April 1, the Federal financial participation in the that wage information available from the So1978. the amount to be paid to each State expenditures made by the State in carrying cial Security Administration under the pro(as determined under the preceding provi- out such plan during such peripd shall be visions of section 411 of this Act; and availsions of this subsection or section 1118, as the amount determined without regard to able (under the provisions of section 3304
the case may be) shall be increased in ac- this subsection, plus, of the amount b which (a) (18) of the Federal Unemployment Tax
OF WELFARE PROGRAMS

SEC. 301. Section 403 of the Social Security
Act is amended—

cordance with the provisions of subsection
(i) of this section."; and
(2) by adding at the end thereof, the following new subsection:

"(i) (1) In the case of any calendar quarter which begins after September 30, 1977,
and prior to April 1, 1978, the amount payable (as determined under subsection (a) or
section 1118, as the case may be) to each
State, which has a State plan approved under

such expenditures are less than they would Act) from agencies administering State unhave been if the erroneous excess payments employment compensation laws, shall be reof aid had been at a rate of 4 per centum— quested and utilized to the extent permitted
(A) 10 per centum of the Federal share under the provisions of such sections; except

of such amount, in case such rate is not that the State shall not be required to reless than 3.5 per centum,
(B) 20 per centum of the Federal share of

such amount, in case such rate is at least
3.0 per centum but less than 3.5 per centum,

quest such information from the Social Securit Administration where such information is available from the agency administerin' the State unemployment compensation

"(C) 30 per centum of the Federal share lawz. ".
of such amount, in case such rate is at least
(ci) The amendments made by this section
paragraphs of this subsection) be increased 2.5 per centum but less than 3.0 per centum, shall be effective on the date of the enact"(D)
40
per
centum
of
the
Federal
share
of
by an amount equal to the sum of the folthis Act.
such amount, in case such rate Is at least mcnt ofSTATE
lowing:
DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
"(A) an amount which bears the same .2.0 per centum but less than 2.5 per centum,
SEC. 304. Section 1115 of the So:ial Security
"XE) 50 per centum of the Federal share
ratio to $93,500,000 as the amount expended
is amended—
as aid to families with dependent children of such amount, in case Such rate is less than Act(1)
by inserting "(a)" after "SEc. 1115.":
under the State plan of such State during 2.0 per centum.".
12) by redesignating subsections (a) and
(b) Paymentsmay be made under the
the month of December 1978 bears to the
(b) as paragraphs (1) and (2) respectively;
amount expended as aid to families with amendments made by subsection (a) only and
dependent children under the State plans in the case of periods commencing on or
(3) by adding at the end thereof the f 01after January 1, 1978.
of all States during such month, and
lowing new subsection:
"(B) (I) in the case of Puerto Rico, Guam,
ACCESS TO WAGE INFORMATION
"(b) (1) In order to permit the States to
and the Virgin Islands, an amount equal
SEC. 803. (a) Part A of title IV of the Soto the amount determined under subpara- cial Security Act Is amended by inserting aohievc more efficient and effective use of
for public assistance, to reduce degraph (A) with respect to such State, or
after section 410 the following new section: funds
pendency, and to Improve the living condi"(ii) in the case of any other State, an
"ACCESS TO WAGE INFORMATION
tions
and
increase the incomes of individuals
amount which bears the same ratio to *93,"SEC. 411. (a) Notwithstanding any other who are recipients of public assistance, any
500,000, minus the amounts determined
having an approved plan under part A
under clause (i) of this subparagraph, as provision of law, the Secretary shall make State
title IV may, subject to the provisions of
the amount allocated to such State, under available to States and political subdivisions of
subsection, establish and conduct not
section 106 Of the State and Local Fiscal thereof wage information contained in the this
more than three demonstration projects. In
Assistance Act of 1972 for the most recent records of the Social Security Administra- establishing
and conducting any such project
entitlement period for which allocations tion which is necessary (as determined by the
have been made under such section prior Secretary in regulations) for purposes of the State shall—

this part, shall (subject to the succeeding
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°(A) provide that not more than one Buch
project be conducted oQi a statewide basis;
"(B) provide that in making arrangementa
for public service employment—

"(i) appropriate standard.S for the health,

safety, and other conditions applicable to the

performance of work and training on such
project are established and wifl be main-

tained,
"(ii) such project will not result In the displacement of employed workers,
(iii) with respect to such project the conditions of work, training, education, and employment are reasonable in the light of such
factors as the type of work, geographical region, and proficiency of the participant, and
"(iv) appropriate workmen's compensation

Constitute employment for purposes of any

first announced, the Committee on
finding with respect to unemployment' as Finance undertook a thorough examinathat term Is used in section 407.
'(6) Any demonstration project estab- tion of the prdblem. We appointed panels

lished and conducted pursuant to the provi8iOn! of this subsection shall be conducted
for not longer than two years. All demonstration projects established and conducted pur-

suant to the provisions of this subsection
shall be terminated not later than September 30, 1980."

EARNED INCOME DISREGARD

SEc. 305. (a) Section 402(a) (7) of the Social Security Act is amended by striking Out

of actuaries and economists to give us
Independent evaluations of the serious-

ness of the problem. We conducted hearings on what needed to be done and we
carefully reviewed proposals put forth by
the administration and by others to meet
the problems that had been identified.
The bill the committee has developed

represents a responsible and complete
answer to the financing crisis. It does
"any expenses" and inserting In lieu there- not solve all the problems of the social
of "any child care expenses".

(b) Section 402(a)(8)(A)(ii) of the Social Security Act Is amended to read as
follows:
"(ii )in the case of earned Income of a
dependent child not included under clause
tary.
(i),
a relative receiving such aid, and any
"(2) Any State which establishes and conother individual (living in the same home

protection is provided to all participants;
"(C) provtde that participation In any such
project by any individual receiving aid to
families with dependent children be volunducts demonstration projects under this subsection, may, subject to paragraph (3), with
respect to any such pr3ject—
"(A) waive, subject to paragraph (3), any
or all of the requirements of sections 402(a)
(1) (relating to statewide operation), 402(a)
(3) (relating to administration by a Bingle
State agency) 402(a) (8 (relating to disregard
of earned income), except that o such waiver
of 402(a) (8) shall operate to waive any
amount in excess of one-half of the earned
income of any individual, and 402(a) (19)
(relating to the work incentive program);
'(B) subject to paragraph (4) use to cover
the Costs of such projects such funds as are
appropriated for payment to any such State
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security program. There are major issues

in the disability Insurance area and in
other aspects of social security which
Congress will have to deal with in future
years. But this bill does restore the pro-

grain to a completely sound financial

status in both the short-run and over the
75-year financial period. If
taken into account in making such de- traditional
termination, (I) the first $60 o earned in- we enact this legislation, we will have
come for individuals who are employed at returned to the traditional and desirable
least forty hours per week, or at least thirty- situation in which we can assure those
five hours per week and are earning at who are covered by the program that it
least $92 per week, and (II) the first $30 will be able to deliver the benefits it
of earned income for individuals not mect- promises even if no further changes are
ing the criteria of subclause (I), plus (III)
as such relative and child) whose needs are

in each case, one-third of up to $300 of addi-

tional earnings, and one-fifth of such additional earnings in excess of $300, except that
in each case an amount equal to the reason-

able child care expenses incurred (subject

ever made in it.

The committee considered and reject-

ed proposals to take the easy way out
by letting the social security program
become dependent in part on treasury

to such limitations as the Secretary may pre- borrowing. The committee rejected this
in regulations) shall first be deducted approach because it is an unsound apwith respect to the assistance which is or scribe
computing such individual's earned proach. It would erode the confidence
would, except for participation in a project before
(except that the provisions of this that people have in the permanence of
under this subsection, be payable to individ- income
uals parUcipating in such projects under part clause (ii) shall not apply to earned income social security, since it could no longer
A of title IV for any fiscal year in which such derived from participation on a project main- be demonstrated that the social security
tained under the programs established by secdemonstration projects are conducted: and
system would generate the revenues to
C) use such funds cs are appropriated for tion432(b) (2) and (3)); and".
(c) (1) The amendments made by this sec- meet benefit obligations. And it would
payments to States under the State and tion
Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972 for any 1978. shall become effective on January 1, end the discipline under which the Con-

raised the specific taxes
(2) A State plan for aid and services to gress hastoalways
pay for the benefits we have
needy families with children shall not be needed
regarded as failing to comply with the re- provided.
The social security program has enquirements imposed with respect to approved
State plans under part A of title IV of the joyed great aceptance by those who pay
Social Security Act, and the amounts pay- the taxes to support it precisely because
able to any State under such part shall not Congress has always treated it with great
be decreased, solely because such StRte plan care and responsibility. We have always
to comply with the requircznents of provided sufficient funding to meet the
submit an application to the Secretary in fails
(7) or (8) of section O2(a) of
such information as the Secretary may re- paragraph
the
Social
Security Act as in effect after the obligations of the system on the basis
quire. Such State shall be authorized to proof enactment of this Act and prior to of the best estimates the actuaries can
ceed with such project (i) when such ap- date
1, 1978, if such State plan com- give us. Unfortunately, changes in popuplication has been approvei by the Secre- January
with the requirement of such para- lation growth rates and changes in ecotary, or (ii) forty-five days after the date on plies
nomic conditions have caused the actuwhich such application is submitted unless graphs or amended by this section.
aries to modify their predictions in a way
the Secretary, during such forty-five-day
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, is it the which
has adversely affected the financperiod, disapproves such application.
(B) Notwithstanding the provisions of Senator's intention to adopt that as ing of the program. In large part, the
text for the purposes of further
paragraph (2) (A), the Secretary may review original
current financial difficulties arise from
any waiver made by a State under such para- amendment?
changed estimates and from the
Mr. LONG. That is my intent. I am not these
graph. Upon a finding that any such waiver
is inconsistent with the purposes of this sub- aware of any objection to it. But I think fact that the automatic benefit increase
fection and the purposes o part A of title I shall wait until more Senators are mechanism enacted In 1972 is unduly
IV, the Secretary may disapprove such waiver. here. In due course, I shall make that sensitive to changes in economic estimates.
The demonstration-project under which any motion.
such disapproved waiver was made by such
The committee is now proposing a new
Mr. STEVENS. That is the Senator's schedule
State shall be terminated not later than the intention?
of taxes which reflects the more
last day of the month following the month
estimates currently made by the
Mr. LONG. Yes, sir; in due course, I realistic
in which such waiver was disapproved.
actuLaries. We are also proposing a new
"(4) Any amount payable to a State under think I shall ask for it.
adjustment mechanism which
section 403(a) on behalf of an individual
Mr. President, the Committee on benefit
participating in a pr3ject under this section Finance has reported to the Senate a should be less sensitive to any future
shall not be increaEed by reason of the par- bill which will restore the financial changes in economic estimates. The Fiticipation of such individual in any demon- soundness of the social security system nance Committee bill, in addition to
stration project conducted under this submodifying the benefit formula and the
eection over the amount which would be and make certain other significant un- tax schedules, also contains a number of
payable if such individual were receiving aid provement in that program.
other changes in the social security prot3 families with dependent children and n3t
For the past few years concern has gram, including a substantial increase in
participating in such project.
been expressed over the financial situa- the amount of earnings that retired perfl(5) Participation
In a project established tion of the social security program. When sons can have without losing any of their
unier this section shall not be considered to reports of difficulties in the program were social security benefits.
fiscal year in which such demon!tration proj-

ects are conducted to cover so much of the
costs of salaries for individuals participating
in public service employment as is not covered through the ue of funds made available
tinder subparagraph (B).
"(3) (A) Any State which wishes to establish and conduct demonstration projects under the pr3visions of this sub3ection shall
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The committee bill a'so makes several

oted

Important changes affecting public
slstance. These provisions are
by the administration, for one which
lates to the amount that people can earn
and still retain their eligibility for welfare payments. But otherwise, the ad-

ministration supports what we have

done here. The committee amendment
would provide fiscal relief for State and
local welfare costs and incentives for
States to reduce their error rates, allow
States to run demonstration projects on
making employment more attractive for

road system. Under the Committee amendment the increased employer tax base would
apply oily to that part of the employer tax
rate which IS equivalent to the social 5ecurity tax rate.)
Increase n amount 0/ eatfling8 subject to
employee (or self-empiOlJe? tax) .—In addition tolncreasing the amount of wages subject to the employer tax, the Committee also
approved an increase in the amount of an-

surance

program was established the sell-

employment rate for that program was made
equal to the employee rate and has remained

equal as the rate has increased.) The Committee approved an amendment which
would restore the sell-employment tax rate
for caah benefits to the original ratio of one
and one-hall times the employee rate eff cctive In 1981.

Payments to State and local Governments

nonprofit organizations.—The Commitnual earnings subject to the employee or and
decision described above concerning the
sell-employment tax. Under the amendment, tee
employer tax base will result in a higher
there will be four $600 increases over Present flmount of annual earnings •being subject
law levels in 1979, 1981, 1983, and 1985. As
under existing law, the tax base for employees
and sell-employed persons will also be auto-

to the employer Bhare of social security taxes
than to the employee share starting in 1979.

Committee agreed to partially offset
increased as wage levels rise. The The
well are recipients, and give States access lEatically
the impact of this increase on nonprofit
table
below
shows
the
projected
tax
bases
unorganizations and State and local Governto wage Inforriation for purposes of de- der this amount.
ments by authorizing payments equal to 50
termining eligibility for welfare benefits.
of their increased tax liability reIn addition, the committee bill in AMOUNT OF EARNI NGS SUBJECT TO SOCiAL SECURITY TAX percent
sulting from that change. In other words
the
provision
relating
to
the
cludes
the payment would equal 50 percent of the
earned income disregard for welfare reCommittee amendment
Present Law
difference between the employer's social se(employers,
——
cipients I mentioned, which differs from
curity tac liability and the employee's social
Employees!
employees,
Emp'oyers
security tax liability for such organizations
a provision with smiilar intent proposed Years
self.employed) salf4mployed

by the administration.
I ask unanimous consent that there be
printed in the RECORD at this point
excerpt from the committee press release summarizing the provisions of the
bill.

There being no objection, the excerpt
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
FX$ANCLNG PROVISIONS

Revised benefit formula for future re-

ttrees.—A substantial part of the long-range
social security deficit under present law re-

Bults from unintended effects of the automatic cost-of-living increase mechanisms
adopted in 1972. The Committee has .greed
to make the existing law cost-of-living increase provisions apply. only to Individuals
who are already on the benefit rolls at the
time each increase occurs. To assure that the

value of benefits for new retirees is maintained, the Committee has agreed to a new
formula for computing initial benefits. This
new formula will avoid the over-indexing
which was characteristic of the present-law
formula. Under the new formula, persons re-

tiring in the future will have their benefits
determined on the basis of their previous

wages after those wages have been adjusted
to reflect changes in wage levels ocuzTtng in
the economy. This approach is generally re-

ferred to as wage indexing. The formula
adopted is designed to maintain benefit levels as a percent of preretirement Income at
approximately the same ratio as applied In

or Governments.

1978
1979
1980

l7 700
—

1981

1982
1983
1984
1985

18: 900

20,400
21, 900

23,400
24,900
26,400
21.900

28200

30,300

Tax rate ncrea.se.—The Committee also
approved a modification of the social security tax rate schedules to bring in additional
revenue. In order to bring In the revenue in
a manner related to the projected outgo of
the system, the modified tax rate schedule
provtdes for a series of increases, occurring
in different years starting with 1979. The tax
rate increases approved by the Committee
would result in a revised tax rate Bchedule
as shown in the table below. The changes
in the }Iospital Insurance (III) rates shown

in the table will, in combination with the
tax base changes also approved by the Cominittee, leave the Medicare trust funds in

Increase in amount of earnings subject to
employer tax—Under existing law, the employer share of the social security payroll tax

Present Law

OASDI'

is collected on the first $16,500 earned by each

000 through 1984 and then increase in 1985 to
$75,000. The base will remain at a flat $75,000

until such time as the employee tax base

reaches a level 01' $75,000. Thereafter the two
bases would be equal and would rise together
in relation to the increases in average wages.

OTHER 50C1A1. sEcufirry pROvIsIONS

Modification of retirement test and financing of the provision—Social security bene-

ficiaries who are under age 72 have their
benefits reduced if their earnings exceed a

certain amount. which is adjusted annually
to reflect changes in average wage levels.
The amount which may be earned with no

Teduction in benefits is $3.000 in 1977 and is
expected to increase to $3,240 in 1978 and to
$3,480 in 1979. The Committee approved an
amendment to increase these levels to $4,500
in 1978 and to $6,000 in 1979. After 1979, the
$6000 level would increase automatically as
wage levels rise, (The 1978 increase would be

applicable to the entIre year but any additional benefits resulting from the change
would not become payable. until after September 30, 1978.) The Committee also agreed
to increase the social security tax rate applicable to employers and employees, effective

January 1. 1979, by the amount needed to
fund the cost of the higher retirement test
roughly the same position as under existing levels. These tax rate increases are inorpolaw. (There would be a small net outflow rated in the tax schedule printed above.
Benefits jot dependent spouses.—The
from the Hospital Insurance fund to the
cash benefits fund, but this would not change Committee approved an amendment which
the year in which the Hospital Insurance would reduce benefits payable under social
fund is projected to become exhausted under security to dependent spouses (including
survivthg spouses) by the amount of any
present law.)
civil service ('ederal. State or local) retireSOCIAL SECURITY TAX RATES ON EMPLOYER ANO IMPLOYE(
ment benefit payable to the spouse. The
(EACH)
provision would apply only to individuals
applying for spouses' social security benefin percenti
fits in the future and only if the depend-

the case o persons who retired in 1976.

employee. This amount increases automatically in future years as wages rise and is expected to increase to $17,700 In 1978. The
Committee provision would raise the base for
employer taxes to $50,000 startIng in 1979.
The employer base will remainat a flat $50,-

L7, 700
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
75,000

$17 700
19:500
21 000
23:100
24,600
26,700

1977
1918
1979—80

1981-84
1985
1986—89
1990—94

1995-2000
2001—2010

2011 md after

4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95

HI

.

Total

ent spouse had & civil service pension based

Committee
amendment

OASDI I

HI

on his or her own earnings in public emTotat

1. 10

6. 05

4.95
5.05

0.90 5. B5
1.00 6. 05

1.10
1.35
1.35
1.50
1.50
1.50

6.05
6.30
6.30

4085 LOS 6.135
535 1.25 6.60
1.35

6. 45

.65

1. 40

0.90 5.85

6.45
6.45
1. 50 6.45
5. 95 1. 50 7.45

5.65
6.10
6.70
7. 30

7.80

1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40

1.00
7.05
7.50
8.10
8.70
9.20

Old-age, survivors, and disability insurance.
2 Hospital insurance.
I

Increase in socaZ seourUy tax rate jot
It is projected that the $75,000 base would sel/-emplopmeflt.—When
earnings from aelfremain in effect until sometime after the
turn of the century. (Increasing the amount employment were made subject to the social
of wages subject to social security taxes security tax in 1950. the rate was set at one
would also result in a similar Increase under and one-hall times the employee rate. At
the raflroad retirement program. Since the that time the employee rate was 1.5 peTcent
railroad program has a higher tax rate for and the self-employment rate was 2.25 peremployers than or employees (related to cer- cent. Over the years as tax rates were intain segments of the benefit structure which creased, the one and one-hall to one ratio
aze based on labor-industry negotiatioxs). was maintained until 1978 when the caah
the Commtttee agreed to Limit the applicabil- benefit tax rate for the self-employed was
ity o this provision in the case of the rail- frozen at 7 percent. (When the bpepital in-

ployment which was not covered under the
social security system.
Increased benefits for certain widows.—
Social security benefits for individuals who
continue working past age 65 are increased

under present law by 1 percent for each
year prior to age 72 that the worker did not
receive his benefits because of the social
Murity retirement test. This delayed retI ement which is added to the individual
w( ker's benefit when he does retire or
ret h age 72 preSently applies only to the
wo er's own benefit and is not passed
thr ugh to his survivors. The Committee

app oved an amendment %inder which any
suci increment would also. be added to the
ben4 fit payftble to the widow or widower of
such an individual.

Elimination of certain dual taxation re-

quirements.—Under existing law, businesses

are ordinarily required to pay social securtty taxes and Federal unemployment taxes
with respect to a gtven employee only up
to the amount of annual wages referred to
as the tax bee. (Under a provision described

ftbove. te tax ba3e for the employer share

of the eoctM security taz would be In-

S 18408
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to $50,000 effective in 1979. The base

for Federal unemployment taxes is $6,000
after 1977.) Wbere a business is organized
as a group of related corporations, however,
an employee of any one of those corporations who performs services for more than
one of them Is treated for employment tax
purposes as though he were employed by
each of the corporations for which he performs services. Consequently, if his wages

exceed the tax base, social secwity and

unemployment taxes may be required to be
paid in excess of the wage base. The em-

ployer share of these taxes over the wage
base is not refunded. The Committee agreed

to an amendment under which social Be.
curity and unemployment taxes in excess
of the tax base would not be paid in this
type of situation.

Delivery 0/ social security checks—The
Committee approved an amendment which
would assure timely delivery of social security checks when the normal delivery day
falls on a weekend or legal holiday. Under
pre!ent procedures, checks are generally delivered on the third of each month. In some
cases when the third falls on a weekend or
public holiday, the beneficiary may not receive (or may be unable to cash) the check
until after the third. Under the Committee
amendment, whenever the third of the month
falls on a weekend or legal holiday, social
security checks would be delivered on the
Friday before the weekend (or on the day
preceding the holiday).
Limitation on retroactive social security
benefits—persons applying for social security benefits are now allowed to elect to start
their entitlepient for up to 12 months prior

to the month in which they le an application. If these months are months Prior to age
65. however, the retroactive benefits are obtained at the cost of a lower permanent benet amount since benefits paid before age 65
are. actuarially reduced. The Committee

agreed to an amendment under which retroactive benefits would not be permitted

in cases involving entitlement before age 65.

Benefit ncrcases as applied to reduced

benefits—Under the automatic cost-of-liv-

ing benefit increase provisions, some persons
on the rolls, through a technicality, re-

ceive an increase which is larger than the
increase in the cost of living. This occurs
because the percentage increase is applied
not to the actual benefit amount but to the
basic benefit rate (called "primary insurance

amount') which represents what would be

paid to a retired worker if he began drawing

benefits at age 65. If an individual begins
getting benefits prior to age 65 and there-.
fore accepts an actuarially reduced benefit
rate, subsequent benet increases will be

larger than is necessary to keep that benefit
up-to-date.
The Committee agreed to modify the costof-living increase mechanism so that all
persons on the rolls at the time of an increase woud receive the same percentage increase applied to their actual benefit
amounts.
International 8ocial 8ecurity agreements.—
The Committee agreed to a provision which
authorizes the President to enter into agreements with other countries to coordinate the
social Becurty protection provided for people
who work under the Locial Becurity programs
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judges appointed to bear SSI claims some
years ago will be appointed as regular ad-

the States motivatioTi for expanding their
quality control efforts Bnd improving pro-

experience they have had in the temporary
positions. This provision carries out the intent of legislation previously enacted. (P.L.

States which have dollar error rates of, or
reduce their dollar error rates to. less than

ministrative law Judges in recognition of the

94—202).

Deemed coverage of certain nonprofit organations.—Legislation enacted in the last
Congress (P.L. 94—563) deemed certain nonprot organizationfi to have waived their Im-

munity from social seeurlty taxation. These
were organizations which had been paying
social security taxes even though they had
failed to properly waive their immunity. The
Committee agreed to an amendment correcting certain problems created by last year's
legislation. The Committee provision would
allow organizations affected by P.L. 94-563

gram administration. Under the amendment,

4 percent but not more than 3.5 percent
of the total expenditures would receive 10
percent of the Federal share of the money
saved, as compared with the Federal costs
at a 4 percent payment error rate. This percentage would increase proportionately as

and wOuld also eliminate certain retroactive
liability for soca1 security tae8 which was
inadvertently created.

shown in the following table:
If the error rate is:
At least 3.5 percent but less than 4 percent
At least 3 percent but less than 3.5 percent
At least 2.5 percent but less than 3 percent
At least 2 percent but less than 2.5 percent
Less than 2 percent

mittee agreed to extend the reporting date
for the next advisory council on social security. Under existing law the report is due

the Federal savings.
Demonstration projects—The Commlztee

tee agreed to reouire the Secretary of Health.
Education, and Welfare, in consultation with
the Task Force on Sex Discrimination in the

public assistance to reduce deDendency. and

additional time to make certain elections

Social security advisory council.—.The Com-

20
30

40
50

I The State would retain this percent of

amendment broadens and makes more explicit the provision of present law relating
tee agreed to allow an additional 9 months to
State demonstration programs. The ob(until October 1, 1979) for the completion jectives
of the new demonstration authorof this report.
would be to permit States to achieve
Study 0/ spouses benefits.—The Commit- iy
more efficient and effective use of funds for
to be filed by January 1, 1979. The Commit-

Department of Justice to study and report
on proposals to eliminate dependency as a
factor in the determination of entitlement
to spouse benefits under the social security

to improve the living conditions and increase the incomes of persons who are on
assistance—or who otherwise would be on
assistance.

These

objectives

would

be

achieved through exDeriments designed to
make emDlovment more attractive for welprogram, and proposals to bring about equal lare
recipients.
treatment of men and women under the
This provision is similar in intent to an
program, taking into account the practical amendment
aDnroved by the Senate in 1973.
effects (particularly the effect upon women's It would limit
to not more than three
entitlement to such benefits) of such things demonstration States
projects. One of the prolects
as chanRes In the nature and extent of could be statewide,
and none of the projects
women's participation in the labor force, the could last for more
than two years. The
increasing divorce rate, and the economic amendment would Dermit
States to waive
'value of women's work in the home.
the
requirements
of
the
AFDC program reStudy, of consumer price index—The Com- latitng to (1) statewideness;
administramittee also agreed to reouii'e the Secretary tion by a single State agency;(2)
(3) the earned
of Labor. in consultation with the Secretary income disregard; and (4) the work inof Health, Education and Welfare, to study certive program. The State could request a
the need to develoD a special consumer price waiver of any or all of these requirements
index for the elderly.
on its own initiative. The waiver would be
PROvIsIONs AFECTING PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
considered approved at the end of 45 da3s
Fiscal relief /or State and iocal welfare uniess the Secretary disapproved it within
costg.—The Committee agreed to provide a 45-day waiting period.
Access to wage in/ormation /or AFDC ver
$374 million in additional Federal funding
of welfare costs as a means of providing scal fication.—The Committee amendment would
relief to State and local Governments for imorove the capacity of States to acquire acscal year 1978. Each State would receive a curate wage data by providing authority for
share of that total on the basis of a two- the States to have access to earnings inforpart formula. Half of the fiscal relief funds mation in reccrds maintained by the Social
would be ditributed to each State in pro- Security Administration and State employportion to its share of total expenditures ment security agencies. Such information
under the program of aid to families with would be obtained by a search of wage recdependent children (AFDC) for December ords conducted by the Social Security Ad1976. and half would be distributed undei ministration or employment security agencies to identify the fact that, amount of
the general revenue sharing formula.
In some States, local units of Government earnings and the identity of the employer
are responsible for meeting part of the costs in the case of individuals who were rece!vAFDC at the time the earnings were
of the AFDC program. The fiscal relief pay- ing
The Secretary of Health, Education,
ments to those States under this provision received.
Welfare would be authorized to estabwould have to be passd through to local and
ish necessary safeguards against improper
Governments. However, States would not be Idisclosure
the information. Beginning Ocreouired to pass through an amount in excess tober 1979,ofthe
States would be required to
of 90 percent of the amount of the welfare

Of both the U.S. Bnd the other country. A costs or which the local Government was
similar provision was agreed to by the Com- otherwise rezponsible.
mittee and the senate in 1973 but did not
Quality control and incentives to reduce
become law. The Committee decision differs errors—The
Committee amendment would
from the earlier provision in that it would establlsh a program
of fiscal incentives as
allow either House of Congress to disapprove part of the AFDC quality
control program
the agreement by simple resolution. Such to encourage States to reduce
the level of
action would have to be taken within 90 their dollar error rates with respect
elidays after the agreement is submitted to the gibility and overpayment of aid paidto
under
Congress.
the approved State plan. Instead of apTemporary administrative Law judges.— plying sanctions on the States, the dollar
The Committee agreed to a provision under error rates would be used as the basis for
which certain temporary administrative law a system of incentives. which would give

request and use the earnings information

made available to them under the Committee amendment.
Earneri income disregard—Under present
law States are required, in determining need
for aid to families with dependent children,

t disregard the first 830 earned monthly
by an adult, plus one-third of additional
earnings. Costs related to work—such as
transportation, child care, uniforms, and

other items—are also deducted from earnings in calculating the amount Of the welfare benefit.

'rhe Committee bill requires States to dis-
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regard the trst $60 earned monthly by an Committee against that very provision in
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ing on the Budget Committee. They still

the House bill to which the Senator may come in and may or may not raise an
object4on to it.
of dn Individual working part-time--plus makes reference.
one-third of the next $300 earned pluB oneI would like to ask this question—
I
do
not
pretend
to
be
an
expert
on
flfth of amounth earned above this. Child section 303 of the Budget Act, which I
Mr. LONq. The Budget Committee has
care expenses, sibJect to limitations pre- believe niht be the one that the Budget agreed to a waiver of the committee
scribed by the Secretary, would be deducted
individual working full tlme—430 In the case

bill, and also agreed to a waiver so that
before computing an tndividual's earnedin- Committee would rely upon to make a the Senator from Nebraska can offer two
Come. Other work expenses could not be point of order.
amendments he has in mind to offer,
deducted.

Mr. GOLDWATER. Could they not

would Implement his approach to
a similar judgment or ruling which
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, n order make
the social security financing.
against
the
entire
bill
because
it
does
far
this bill,

to expedite the proceedings on
I ask unanimous consent that the committee amendment be agreed to and that
the bill as thus amended be considered
original text for the purpo€e of further
amendment.
Mr. CURTIS. Reservtng the right to

Mr. CURTIS. But the pending unaniexceed the budget?
Mr. CURTIS. If the Senator will yield mous-consent request, did that include
right there, there is no increase in bene- sbstituting the committee bill for the
bill?
fits in this bill. There are extensive House
Mr. GOLDWATER. No, I do not think
changes. The amendment that I will offer

will increase revenues. Of course, it is so.
Mr. LONG. Yes, it does.
not in the bill at this time, but I found
Mr. CURTIS. It does?
that the Budget Committee, in their inMr. GOLDWATER. When it is ready.
finite
wisdom
and
their
guardianship
dure, even though we have agreed to the over the Finance Committee, required a
The Senator says it did?
committee amendments en bloc, an waiver before I could offer an amendMr. CURTIS. May we have it read
amendment is In order to stilke out or ment that might bring in some funds to again, just the unanimous-consent rechange any one of them?
quest?
a deficiency in the budget.
Mr. LONG. That 1 right, an amend- save
Mr. LONG. That the committee
I have no criticism of individual mem- amendment
be agreed to and that the
ment in the ffrst degree or n the sec- bers of that committee, but I think we
ond degree or a substitute for the bill need some reform in our procedure.
bill as thus amended be considered
could all be considered.
Mr. GOLDWATER. I stand corrected. original text for the purpose of further
Mr. CURTIS. The distinguished Sen- I made the wrong statement, excess of amendment.
Mr. CURTIS. That is just an amendator on my right (Mr. GOLDWATER) may the budget. I change that to in the long
be offering an amendment relating to the run, it I going to cost American tax- ment to the Senate bill, is that right?
Mr. LONG. That is an amendment to
retirement, the amount of earnings a payers a hell of a lot more money.
substitute
the Finance Committee probeneficiary can have and still get his
Mr. LONG. This may come as a sursocial security benefits. This would not prise to the Senator, and I know it comes posal for the House bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The lanprejudice such a move at all, would it? as a surprise to most Senators: We had
Mr. LONG. No, but I think that in to obtain a waiver from the Budget Com- guage is amendable.
Mr. LCNG. It would then be amendfairness I ought to caution every Senator mittee in order to raise some money in
that the Committee on Finance has al- order to reduce the deficit in the socia] able in the first and second degree.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Would the Senaready run afoul of the Budget Commit- security program.
tor
answer a further question?
tee in trying to bring our recominendaMr. GOLDWATER. Not a bad idea.
My amendment, as well as the amendtions on this bill before the Senate. We
Mr. LONG. By virtue of the waiver of ment
contained in the House bill, would
had requested that the Budget Commit- the Budget Committee, we are presenttee give us a waiver so the Senate could ing our amendment to raise money and not take effect until 1982. So the 1978
consider a similar type of amendment also to do some of the type things the budget would not be affecteU. Could the
by Mr. DOLE of Kansas. That matter was Senator has in mind, insofar as we have Budget Committee raise any question on
that?
being debated in the Budget Committee been able to agree on it.
Mr. LONG. It may be that it would not
at the time I left there, Just 20 minutes
Mr. GOLDWATER. Would the Senator run
the budget process at all. But
ago.
suggest tlen that I wait and see what theyafoul
are not here at this moment and
I suspect that the Senator may find happens and what procedures we follow,
these matters subject to a contest with because we may find ourselves someplace when they come over we will be in a
the Budget Committee. They may make along the line having a Senate bill, at better position to hear from them.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
a point of order under the Budget Act, Which point I think my amendments
oWection?
which could deny the Senator the right would be proper?
Mr. LONG. May I say to the Senator
to offer his amendment. What I am reI do not know whether it would be
questing would not in any way prejudice proper parliamentarywise to Oer an that I just cannot advise him on it bethe Senator's right to offer an amend- amendment that is already contained in cause I am not the best authority, and
if I sought to speak for the Budget
ment, but what the Budget Committee the bill we are discussing.
I would do it great peril.
is considering may give him some
Mr. LONG. The Senator can certainly Committee
Mr. GCLDWATER. I understand, and
problem.
offer an amendment. There is nothing
Mr. GOLDWATER. The question I to keep him from doing that. But I be- we will be patient.
Mr. LONG. I thank the Senator.
have in mind does not require any advice lieve that unless the Budget Committee
Mr. GOLDWATER. Of course, the
from the Chair, just from the committee sees fit to grant a waiver on it, the Senachairman. We have now substituted a tor will find there will be obJection made Senator could take the amendments
House bill and we are going to act on on the basis that it is contended that and avoid all the confusion.
Mr. LONG. If I sought to take that
that. The House bill contains in substance would violate the Budget Act.
without the Budget Comthe amendment I have in mind. If we
Mr. CURTIS. Will the Senator yield amendment
mittee being here, then I would find mytake the House bill, there is no need of there?
self lii even deeper trouble than I have
my talking about my amendment. Is that.
Mr. LONG. Yes.
right?
Mr. CURTIS. I ththk I can summarize teen in with that committee on other
occasions. So I would prefer to take their
Mr. LONG. It is not quite the way the it in this manner.
Senator thinks it is at the moment. At
Insofar as the Finance Committee Is advice.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
this moment, we are asking that our bill concerned, there is nothing about the
be substituted for the House bill. If the pending unanimous-consent request that objection?
Without objection, the amendment of
Committee amendnent should not pre- would preclude the distinguished Senavail, then we would, of course, be con- tor from Ailzona from offering his the Senator from Louisiana is agreed to
as original text.
sidering the House bill.
amendment.
The bill is open to further amendment.
Mr.
LONG.
That
is
right.
I ahould think, I say to the Senator,
If there be no further amendment—
Mr. CURTIS. On the other hand, any
that U the committee bill falls, a point

object, and I do not expect to object,
may I biquire, if we follow this proce-

of order can be raised by the Budget procedure we take here will not be bind-

Mr. CURTIS addressed the Chair.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER.. The Senator from Nebraska.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, there are
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the wage base on the employers only up doing. They knew they could expand It
to 100,000." At the present time, every- before people realized the cost of it. Well,
body pays social security taxes on $16,- it i here.
500. "Let's reach in and get more money
Social security has a lot of good vir-

a number of proposals or amendments
to the social security law embodied in from the employers, by raising them."
the bill that comes from the Senate FiAside from a burden that they cannot
nance Committee. In the overall, I bear, consider how unfair it is. A business
think that they will improve the budget or an institution that has a great many
situation so far s the social security highly paid people might have their sofund Is concerned, rather than deplete cial security taxes raised by as much as

tues, and one is that it is a retirement

system for people to exist in dignity. It

is not welfare.
The minute you change it and dip into

the general fund, you have ruined it;

because after the appropriating process
80 percent. Another employer who does goes along here, somebody is going to
One of the reasons for our deficit, and not have any highly paid emloyees pays get up and say, "We can't pay it to ceronly one, Is the provision referred to as nothing toward meeting this prlem. tabi groups. The tax is too high." Also,
decoupling where the effects of Inflation There, Mr. President, is the simple prob- if you load it heavily against the emare actually treated twice in order for lem,
ployer, the same result will occur. It has
the automatic raises.
I thank the leadership of the Senate een received in dignity because everyThat is taken care of and, probably, for calling this session so that the distin- body paid, it was not from general funds.
In the long run, that would pay the cost guished Senator and I can talk to each Half of it was paid by employers and
other about this. No other Senators are half of it by employees.
of all the other provisions In the bill.
Many of these provisions deal with here except m distinguished friend, the
The committee first voted to raise the
specific and more or less individual cases Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. BELLMON), employers' tax to $100,000. Now they
it.

that have arisen, not that we are legislating for individuals, we are legislating
In generalities. But it is the individual
case that usually calls to the attention
of the Congress a deficiency In the law.

Mr. President, the main controversy

In this bill will be over social security financing. In a way, the system is complex.

and Mr. H0LLING5. They are here to look

have retreated a little and have said,
after the Finance Committee, in their "We will just raise it to $75,000 and
jurisdiction of the Budget Committee; take that in two steps."
and I am pleased to know that they have

granted ttheir consent for the Senator
from Nebraska to offer an amendment
to increase the taxes and assure that
these benefits can be paid. I appreciate
that very much. I was concerned that

I hold in my hand a letter. By chance,
this Is the one I took from my file first,
I want the distinguished Senator from
Wisconsin to know. It is from the Wis-

consin Telephone Co.:
rn response to your request regarding the
perhaps
they
would
not
grant
the
waiver.
understood.
effect of a higher PICA wage base foremHowever,
sometime
before
we
vote
on
ployera only in 1979, please be advie1 that
This year, the social security fund will
pay out about $6 billion more than it this mattei, I iiope that the leadership, this proposal would increase our social setakes In. Next year it will be a little worse. with the great power and influence curity taxes almost $2 million over the cur-

But, on the other hand, it can be easily

vested in them, will get some Senators rent schedule for 1979.
here, because their constituents want
That was at the $100,000 ceiling. Not
the social security law to be made sound. many people are paid more than $75000
Mr. President, nothing has happened and less than a $100,000 in the Wisconin social security that surprises anybody sin Telephone Co. So it would be just
who knows anything about it. Congress about as burdensome—not quite, percare of the Immediate needs and take went for a long time expanding social haps, but just about as burdensome—at
care of the long-range deficiency. It is security, paying medicare out of the pay- the present figure of $75,000 being
roll tax, expanding it to survivorship, reached in two steps.
that simple.
However, there is a reluctance to im- increasing benefits, and the taxes were
Mr. President, I repeat that if this
Well, there comes a day when you measure
pose taxes. I think it is a misguided one. low.
is passed by Congress, they will
have
to
pay
for
that.
I believe that the smartest political
be in here in less than 6 months, re
What
the
social
security
system
is
go- pealing it. It is an unbearable burden.
vote is to send word out to the country
that we are running behind here, we are ing through right now is the same ex- The country will not stand for it, and
going to meet it forthrightly and guaran- perience that assessment life insurance we should not enact it.
went through in the early
tee it to all the people that we are not companies
I yield the floor.
going to allow serious trouble In the so- part of this century. They would start an
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I ask
assessment
life
insurance
company,
and
cial security fund. I think that is what every time they had a claim to pay, they unanimous consent that during the conthe people over 65 want. I believe t1t would assess all the other members sideration of the social security bill, the
those between 55 and 60 would like that.
to pay that claim. It was great. fol1owing members of the staff of the
I think everybody would—even though enough
All their members were young people. Budget Committee have the privilege of
they resent higher taxes.
were taking in a lot of new mem- the floor: John McEvoy, Karen Williams,
You either meet it forthrightly or you They
bers;
not
very many of them died; so George Merrill, and Michael Joy.
dodge it in some roundabout way. Sev- the assessment
was low.
The PRESmING OFFICER. Without
eral dodges have been suggested. One is
The money rolled in at a very low objection, it is so ordered.
that you dip Into the general fund. When
there were few claims to
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, the letyou do that, it becomes a welfare pay- assessment;
pay, and they were in good shape.
ter read by the distinguished Senator
ment.
Then came a day when those mem- from Nebraska concerning the WisconThe particular angle advanced by the
became older and were going to die, sin telephone company as well as all of
committee is, "Let's load this on the em- bers
and
the
inducement for new members to the other letters read into the RECORD
ployers only." Well, my hunch that if the join faded,
because they were coming In compare the increased cost of social
social security financing proposed by the at a time when
there were many bills to security payments under the pending
Finance Committee becomes law, they pay.
legislation reported to the Senate by the
will be back in here repealing it in less
That Is exactly the situation of social Finance Committee to 1977 social secuthan 6 months, because it will create security.
For years and years, after I be- rity liabilities. They do not compare the
havoc with employers all over.
came a Member of Congress, the maxI- increased costs that they are going to
Nebraska is a rather small State pop- mum tax for an employee to pay was $30
against the proposal that was
ulationwise, but what the committee pro- a year. The maximum tax that an em-• pay
in the House of Representatives,
posed will increase the social security ployer had to pay on an employee was adopted
to Senator CURTIs' proposal or to any
taxes to be paid by the University of $30 a year. Why not? They did not cover other
proposal. So these letters distort
Nebraska a million dollars a year. Other the present aged at that time. They the future
liability of these employers.
institutions are In the same situation.
were taking in new members by law all Since the 1977 social security liability
What happened when we voted not to the time, and the money rolled in. The for employers and emDloyees will be
dip Into the general fund for social secu- promoters of the welfare state said, "Ah! changed under provisions of current law,
rity? I respect and honor the committee Look at the billions of dollars we have. the figures cited in these letters are unfor so deciding. They satd, "Let's Increase

The question is, how do we meet this

financial need of the social security system?
There is a very simple answer available.
A tax increase of one-half of one percent
on employer and employee would take

It's fine." They knew what they were properly used.
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tax burden ou employers. Their inthe distin creased
Second, these letters all Ignore the not object, but I wish toI ask
creased tax liability t8 deductible In computlistened
very
guished
Senator
this:
in
ing their income taxes. Also, departure from
fact that 87 percent of all wages
closely. Is it true there are no letters in

America are already covered by social that packet from employers? Now some
security; In other words, the taxable of those associations may incidentaUy
earnings base already covers 87 percent have a few employees, but there Is no one
of them, so all kinds of businesses, mil- that has to bear the burden of this tax
lions of them, are going to pay less who has written an endorsement. They
money under the proposal which In- are all employees or present recipients
creases the base of only the employer to
that right?
$50,000 in 1979 and $75,000 in 1985, as Is Mr.
NELSON. There are a'so beneopposed tU the alternative which in- ficiaries,
as well as mayors, who have the
creases payroll taxes dn all of them. So responsibility
to raise local revenues to
this has to be looked at in its proper per- pay for the social
security program.

recognizing that many emCURTIS. Were there some mayors
ployers will pay less taxes; whereas, in Mr.
there?sothe others will pay more. Those who
League of
spective,

Mr. NELSON. The National
will pay more will not pay as much more Cities
and the U.S. Conference of
as they state in their letters because they Mayors.
are comparing it to theIr 1977 liability.
Mr. CURTIS. Do they report the cities
TheIr social security liability is going to endorsing
what the association has said?
be increased under present law.
Mr. NELSON No, they did not name
Next these letters ignore the fact, of

wage base parity will have the effect of hold-

ing down to some extent the long term

liability of the soetal security system.
As yo know, our Associations have conlstent1y recommended that general reve.
nues be used to finance a portion of the cost
of social security cost-of4iving adjustments.
We also endorsed the Administration's proposal to use general revenues to replace pay-

roll tax revenue that Is lost to the system
when unemployment rises above 8 percent. We conttnue to think that these two

countecyc11cal general revenue devices are
necosary to stabilize the social security pro-

grams and lnsuiatè them from the consequences of sigh Inflation and unemployment—-the primary causes of the short-term
tmbalance. W€ consider it unfortunate that

thl3 general revenue policy option ha8 not
yet attracted the degree of support it need8
t© make It viable egislattvely.
While we re Usappointod that this option
the Senator was not included in the financing bill, we
any
cities.
However,
as
course, that 100 percent of the social knows, the Finance Committee discussed recognize thet no sclal seciirity ftnancing
security tax llablli' is deductible from the impact of the proposal that the dis- package s, or can be, perfect and equally
these employers Federal income tax re- tinguished Senator from Nebraska made pleasing to all parties and interests concernec. Your pckae epreLents a reason-

turns. Those in the 50-percent tax brack-

compared it to the one that I made. b1 comb1tion of very
et are only paying 50 percent of the and
considered the cho. t h otr iuppoxt,
additional social security liability. Fur- The Finance Committee

thermore, when the employer pays on a
higher earnings base, that does not increase the retirement benefit of his employees. That Is to say, the amount that
the employer pays in excess of what the
employee pays on the earnings base does
not increase the retirement benefit of the
employee, thus avoiding a long-term obligation—an obligation which employers
evenutally will have to pay one-hall of
in order to support the retirement benefits of those employees.
Mr. President, I wish to have printed
in the RECORD a group of letters that have

been written to me i support of the
Finance Committee
financing proposals.

social

security

Mr. President, I shall ask unanimous
consent, after simply redmg the orga-

nizations that have sent these letters,
that the letters be printed in the RECORD.

Mr. President, the first letter is a letter

from the National Retired Teachers
Association and the American Association of Retired Persons. There is a
letter from Mr. Califano, the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare; a

difficult policy

Sincee1y
impact on the cities, and as the Senator
PETER W. HUGHES,
will recall, the fiscal impact, under the
Legislative CounseL
proposal of the Senator from Nebraska,
.n comparison to the proposal that I
THE 3CRETAnY OF
have made, was greater on all cities but
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELPARE
WohingtOn, D.C.. October 31. 1977.
three.
Mr. CURTIS. If the Senator has such Hon. GAYLORD NELoN
have
the
fig
Chairman, SociaZ SecurUy Subcommitte&
a statement I would like to
Committee on Finance. U.S. Senate.
ures in support of that spread out in
Washington, D.C.
cluding their payroll and how they arNEAR Mr. CHAIRMAN: Please accept my sinrive at such a figure.
thanks for the effective leadership you
There being no objection; the mate- cere
have provided in connection with the social

rial was ordered to be printed in the security ftnancing legislation. We are grateRECORD, as follows:
NATIONAL RETIRED TEAC1RS ASSOCIATION, AND THE AMEIUCAN

AsSOCIATION OF RETIRED PER-

ful .to you nd your colleagues for the aC-

tion you have taken in approving legislation
to deal with this vitally important issue.

I believe he Finance Committee bill re-

flects a responsible approach to social security financing; it embodies many Of the prinWa.sMngton, D.C., November 1. 1977.
ciples contained In the Administration's own
Senator GAYLORD NELSON,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Sociat Security proposal. I hope we can continue to work toRussell Senate Office BuiZding Washini- gether to preserve such concepts as disparity
between the taxable wage base for employers
ton, D.C.
NEAR SENATOR NELSON: On behalf of our and employees, and ta: rebate to non-proftt
12 million member organization, I wish to employers thet more nearly reflects the efcommend YOU for your diligent efforts in de fects of the bil1' new tax provisions than
veloping the social security ftnancing pack alternatives proposed in Committee.
We will be commenting in greater detail
age that has been tavorably reported troxn
before the start of the House-Senate conferthe Finance Committee.
Since our members are primarily bene- ence with respect to both bills.
SONS,

letter from the American Federation of
It has been a pleasure to work with you
State, County, and Municipal Em- ficiaries ot the system, our first concern is
ployees; a letter in some detail from Mr. that beneftts continued to be paid without and your colleagues on this Important Issue.
Robert Ball, the Commissioner of Social interruption. Not only will your package We look forward to continuing cooperation
Security from 1962 to 1973; a letter from

the American Federation of Labor and
Congress of Industrial Organizations; a
letter from the organization Public Citizen; a letter from the National Education Association: a letter from the International Brotherhod of Tearisters,
Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers;

assure continued benefit payments, but it

sioüld restore to safer levels the assets of the

in the effort to enact legislation to preserve
the financial Integrity of our social security

promised future beneftts.
We wish to endorse specifically the "de-

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF STATE,

contingency trust funds, thus reducing, if system.
not eliminating, any anxiety on the part of
Sincerely,
current workers as to their realization of
coupling" provisions of the bill. The wage
indexing approach should maintain over

time the current 44 percent renlacenient
a letter from the International Long- ratio
of benefits at retirement to gross earnshoremen and Warehouse Union; a letter
Just prior to retirement.
from the National Council of Senior ings
We are also pleased with the step increase3
Citizens: a letter from the National
League of Cities and the U.S. Conference
of Mayors.

in the exempt amount of the social security
earnings limitation. While these provisions
do not go as far as we would like—namely,
I ask unanimous consent that these elimination of the earnings test—they cerreDresent signiftcant progress toward
letters be printed at this point in the tainlv
that goal.
RECORD.

Finally, we endorse the bill's departure
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there from
taxable wage base parity for employers
objection?
and employees. Since social security Is in
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, reaervlng need of much more revenue, we believe that
the right to object and, of course, I shall it Is better to levy a greater share of this in-

JOsEPH A. CALIFANO, Jr.

COUNTY AND MUNXCIPAL EMPLOYEES,

Washington, D.C. November 1, 1977.

Hon. GAYLORD NELSON,

U.S. Senate,

Was7ngton, D.C.

NEAR SENATOR NELsoN: The Senate Finance

Committee has produced a Social Security
nancIng bill which we believe is far superior
to that which passed the House last week.
We understand that your good work made
this possible.
However, we do not believe that the Committee bill goes far enOug1 in recognizing the

effect tht both the wage base and the tax
rate increases containel h it will have on
already Iard prcssed state and local 3urlsdic-
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tions. Those are jur dictibus which provide
most responsibly for their employees retirement by participating in the Social Security

System.

Although the Committee bill offers these
jurisdictions some relicZ from the Increased
burden resulting from sontributions made on
behalf of their higher salaried employees, it
is silent on the increased burden attributable
to lower paid employees.by far the majority
of the workers. For these reasons we feel that

Senator Danforths amendment win serve

to make an already good Social Security 5nanclng package even better.

November 2, 1977

3. Employers should pay on a higher pro- tiring In 1976, the proposal reduces the estiportion of their total payrolls than would mated long-range actuarial deficit about in
be the case if the maximum earnings base half. This is true because recent estimates of
were raised equally for employers and em- cost have assumed increases in wages and
ployees. In tIMe way the income to the sys- prices for the long-range future that under
tem can Isa Increased without at the same present law would result in benefits for many
time incuerlofi as great a liability for future people that would actually exceed any wages
benefits as would occur if the wage base they had ever earned. The proposal to base
were increased equally for employers and em- benefits upon average indexed monthly earnployees. This Is true because It Ic the amount ings as made by the President and incorpoof earnings on which employees pay that rated in your proposal thus prevents unwaris included In the benefit computation. Al- ranted increases in the future while at the
though this Is something of a departure In same time protecting the legitimate interest
the American social security system from of present contributors.
6. The financing plan should build reserves
the approsthuately equal division of costs
between employers and employees in the past to an adequate contingency level so that in
(ernpicyers now pay 48 percent of the cost, the event of a recession it would be unnecesemployees 47 percent, and the calf-employed sary to increase contribution rates at a time

We would like to take this opportunity to
congratulate you on your foresight In scheduling hearings this year on the issue of universal coverage. We hope that these hearings
will begin to correct the misinformation sur- 5 percent), there are many other countries that would be-undesirable from the standrounding universal coverage which were so where the amount paid by employers and point of economic policy. Your proposal is
evident in the House. Fairness to all workers employees Is not equal. Thi is the case in estimated to gradually increase reserve levels
and beneficiaries means that benefits and Belgium, Denmark. Francs, Italy. Norway, over the next 10 years to somewhat over 50
costs of the Social Security system should be Portugal, fipain, Sweden and Groat Britain. percent of the next year's outgo, a reserve
shared by all workers. We look forward to the
There Ic em good reason why the employer which is deemed to be fully sufficient accord'opportunity to work ith you in developing contribution needs to be thought of as being Ing to recent studies of the Departmeht of
suitable legislation In tIMe area,
attached to nay particular employee and to Health, Education, and Welfare.
ineersly,
be based en the idea of matching his con'1. Although In my opinion not absolutely
WnLasm E. Wmsss,
trthution. The employer osntrlisutan can be essential, it seems to me desirable to bring the
tsses&tivs Director for
thought of, rather, as a contribution to the system Into approximate actuarial balance
nvaTentei Affairs.
system as a whole with snore ©f it going to according to the official cost estimates Over
some employees than to others as is the case the 75-year period for which the estimates are
OcTOSER 31, 1977.
In meet private pension plans cmi group macIc. The Senate Finance Committee proSenator svaoao N.sors,
insurance.
posal does this in fact it creates a small surU.S. Senate,
Your propose I does not greatly change the plus) by increasing contribution rates in
Wahington, D.C.
proportion of support between employers and 1995, 2001 and 2011. My own view is that the
DEAII fiSnaron Naeon: I am writing to ex- employees. After its adoption, employers estimates on which these calculations are
press my strong support tor the social secu- would pay ghout 50 percent of the cost of the based are unnecessarily conservative and that
rity proposal that you developed and that has system, employees about 411 percent, and the rate increases beginning in 1995 of the size
now been recommended to the Senate by the sell-employed about 5 percent. Although the proposed will not be needed. Nevertheless,
Senate Finance Committee. Your proposal President recommended teeing ties entire em- as a matter of prudence, I support their inseems to rae to address both the short-range ployer's payroll, th Senate Finneo Commit- clusion in the law at this time. If the income
and the long-range problems of social se- tee plan has eruch the arena effect for the Is not needed, or if other sources of revenue
curity financing in a very sensible way.
next 15 years cruo.
are substituted, these scheduled increases can
I believe there are seven main principles
As I indicated earlier, the alternative to easily be rescinded.
that should be followed In strengthening so- shifting to a cystem which faces employers
All In all, it seems to me your proposal as
cial security financing, and your plan as re- more than employees has to be eIther a recommended
by the Senate FInance Comported by the henate Finance CommIttee greater increase in the coestributien rate paid mittee meets well
the seven principles I have
follows all seven.
by alt warhors, a greatly in©rased earnings
Contribution rate increases are kept
1. Contribution rate Increases should be baso on whIch higher-paid workers would outlined.
low until 1995, and consideration
kept to the minimum consistent with a both contribute end earn suistautially in- relatively
can be given between now and then to the
Sound plan. Hate Increases have to be paid creased bofit, or a major nitasion of gen- question of whether the additional scheduled
by all workers, those with low wages as eral revenues. Although II am cympethetie to inci'eases are really needed. Modest wage base
well as those with high wages. I very much the use ©f some general revenue financing In Increases on b3th employees and the selffavor holding down the rate increases, as you social securIty in the long con, is does not employed are included as recommended y
have done, by Increasing instead the propor- seem to use to be deefrable at this time to the President. The larger increase in the wage
tion of payroll on which employers pay. Thus put tho ociis security system is competition base that you propose on the employer's side
under your plan, you have been able to hold with welfare reform, natlossal health insurwhat makes it possible to hold down the
rate increases over present law (including ance sad other needed pregrama that must is
contribution rates and the employee wage
hospital insurance under Medicare) to only necessarily b supported In considerable part base to the level that you have provided. Your
3/lOths of 1 percent of wages through 1984, froes geseral revenue.
proposal on this point is again quite similar
to an additional t/l0ths of 1 percent through
4. Any proposal for isersasiug the social to the President's recommendation, Your pro1989, plus another .45 percent through 1994. security faceS of employers users than the posal for stabilizing the replacement rates
This Is a total of only .05 greater than would contrihution of employees houid tale Into through wage indexing seems to me eminentoccur from moving up the presently sched- account tint non-profit acoisations and ly sound and quite similar to that proposed
uled rate for the year 2011 as recommended stato and local governments do not have any by the President, and the provision in your
by the President. (The rate increases sched- Way, as corporations do, of writing off up to plan for the partial tax relief of non-profit
uled for 1995 and later are discussed in item nearly half of the inc:eaec under the cor- organizatIons and state and local govern7 below.)

poration income tax laws. It access to me,
2. The maximum annual earnings on which therefore, that your proposal to refund to
employees pay and which are, credited for these organications from the general treasury
benefit purposes should be increased some- 50 percent of that part of the employer's inwhat. As the President pointed Out both creased Sac that exceeds the increase to be
prior to his election and since, insofar as paid by employees is fair. It dcc not seem to
the income of the program iS Increased by me, however, that this is the time to consider
raising the maximum earnings on which the relieving these organizations of, generally
individual pays contributions, the additional

speaking, matching what employees pay.

payments are made only by the high.
5. Any proposal for strengthening the fipercent of workers In the nancing of socIal security should Include a

est paid 15
country—the

percentage

who

do

not

now have all their earnings covered for
social security purposes. And, very importantly, those workers who pay on higher
earnings receive greater protection and high-

er benefits because the additional earnings
on which they pay ore Included in the com-

putation of their benefits. The Senate Finance Committee proposal to increase the
maximum amount of earnings counted for
benefit and contribution purposes by four
$600 Steps is tIM cause as the PresIdent's
recommendation,

provision for stabilizing replacement rates,
and thus substituting a predictable system of
benefit computation for the present automatic provisions which are much too susceptible to the happenstance of how wages
and prices move. The change to a wage-th
dexed system of benefit computation in the

Senate i?inance Committee proposal would, In

itself, be eoough reason to cupped this legislation. While guaranteeing to current contrlbutore that they will eceivo benefits that
are the same proportion of recent earnings
when they retire as wss true for workers re-

ments seems to me to be an improvement over

th Administration's recommendations. You
have provided for the building of adequate
reserves and the full restoration of the longrange actuarIal balance of the system.
I hope very much that this legislation can
be enacted quickly so as to relieve the concern which both social security beneficiaries
and contributors to the program now have.
Sincerely yours,

ROBERT M. BALL,

Commissioner of Social Security, 1962—73.
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR
AND CONGRESS OP INDVSTRZAL
ORGANIZATIONS,

Washington, D.C., October 27, 1977.
Hon. GAYLORD NELSON,

U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR: The Senate will soon be

votIng on the Social Security Amendments

of 1977, designed to restore the financial
soundness 'of the Social Security System.
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aggregate employer tax payments

These proposals e consthactive aaid 5120w a
responsible concern for the securtly of this

adopted
acted into taw. Your propoeaIB,
by the Cc*nmittee, benefit emp'oyees, who

between

acted, they wUl assure American workers and

of the tax. The tax credit provision you proposed also minimizes the Impact on public
employers, who will temporarily carry a proportionately larger share of the tax burden.
We applaud your leadership as the Committee undertook the difficult task of fashion-

offers a tax rebate to public and private non-

nBation's workers and their families. If en-

retirees that the social security progrsnl will
remain nanciaI1y Sound now and lu the next
century.
Though the bill has a number of provisions
the AFL-CIO has opposed, it does deal responsively with the program's financial problems. The Senate should pass the biU as soon
u possible and without any amefldmeflitB
that would endanger the nanc1a1 integrity
of the system.
We commend your leadership on this Issue

ad pledge our support in behalf of your
efforta to enact this legislation into law.
Sincerely yours.

AiiDaEw .7. BIEMILLER,

Director.

Department 0/ Legisiaion.

are hardest hit by the inherent regressivity

ing a sound bill that provides the greatest
poible degree of eocial equity.
8incerely,

STANLIY .7. MCFARLAND,

Director o/ Government ReiatiOfla.
INIZRNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF

TzsTERs.

Washington. D.C.. Octobet 28. 1977.
son. GAYLORD NELSQN,

Chairman, Subcommittee On SocaZ Security.
Senate Finance Committee. U.S. Senate.
Washington. D.C.

DEAR SENATOR NELSON: In the near future,

the Senate will be considering the Social
Security Amendments of 1977.
Washington. D.C., October 28, 1977.
In our view, your leadership in this area
DE&R SENATOR: We are writing concerning
PUBLIC CITIZEN,

the Social Security Financing Bill, whlcli wUl
Boon be voted on in the Senate.

In your consideration of this legislation.

hM been most responsive to the needs of our.
members and all working people.

While some adjustments may be neces-

we urge you to vote against further increases sary, we believe your proposals wUl provide
in the payroll tax rate. Rate increases impact a fair and reasonable solution to this very
primarily on low and moderate income work- important matter.
Thank you for your consideration in this
ers, many of whom already pay more in social
security taxes than they do in federal in- matter.

come taxes. Furthermore, the combination
of the payroll tax and the income tax results
in taxpayers earning between $10,000 and
$50,000 paying at virtually the same rate of
tax—rather than the progressive tax system
we supposedly have.

Sincerely,

DAVID A. SWET.NEY,

Legi3iative and PoUtca1 Director.
INTERNATIONAL LONGSHOREMEN'S

AND WAREHOSEMEN'S tINI0N.

On the other hand, we believe that increases in the wage base on which the payroll tax Is assessed are a desirable way to
finance the social security system. Wage base

increases only affect upper income workers

(the top 14% currently), and enhance the

Washington, D.C.. October 28. 1977.
Hon. GAYLORD NELSON,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Sociai Security,
Senate Finance Committee. U.S. Senate.
Was hftzgton. D.C.
DEAR SENATOR NELSON: The Social Security

progressivity of the total federal tax system. Amendments of 1977 will soon be voted on
In fact, we would favor complete elimination in the Senate. Most of these proposals will
of the wage base ceiling, so that all workers correct the flnanclal difficulties of the Social
would pay the same rate of payroll taxes. Security System. Wbile labor opposes cer(Currently, high income workers pay at a tain provisions in the .bill, it goes a long way
far lower rate than average workers.) The in solving the financial problems of the So-

Finance Committee bill has adopted with
some modifications the approach proposed
by the Administration of only raising the

wage bMe for employer contributions. This
has the advantage of not Increasing future
benefit payments, but it does not do as much
for the progressivity of the total tax system.

When the bUl comes to the floor, we
strongly urge that you vote against the

amendment to be oflered by Senator Curtis.
His proposal would eliminate the bill's increases in the employer wage base in favor of

substantial hikes in the payroll tax rate. It

would add to the tax burden on average
workers in order to reduce the load on the
better-off. This approach should be rejeoted.
Sincerely,

ROsnT

S.

McImE.

NATIONAL EDCATtON ASSOCIATION.

Washington. D.C.. November 1. 1977.
Hon. GAYLOIW NELSON,

Chafrrnan. Subcommittee on SocaZ Security.

Senate Committee on Finance. Wash-

fngton, D.C.
Dz SENATOR NELSON: The National Edu-

cation A8aociation is grateful for the actions

taken by the Finance Committee with re-

apect to protecting the Bolvency of the Social
Security System. We are particularly pleased

that the Committee did not recommend
mandatory coverage for state and local public employees.

We believe that the 8tructure of wage

cial Security System. We therefore urge

passage of the measure as soon as possible—
without Crippling amendments.
We commend your leadership in this mat-

and aggregate employee tax payments.

We oppose the Danforth proposal which

profit units equal to en per cent of the ag-

gregate employer payroll tax liability as excessive, arbitrary, and an inefficient use of
scarce resources.
We oppose the Curtis proposal to maintain

parity since this approach requires unjustified and regressive tax rate increases above
and beyond those already under consideration. Payroll tax rate increases unduly penaUze lower and moderate earntngs of work-

ers and severely damage the political and

economic acceptability of the Social Security
program.
We urge prompt action-wIthout Crippling

amendments—to restore public confidence

in the Social Security system and In our government.
NATIONAL LEAG3E OF CITtES AND T8E
TJ.S. CONFERENCE OF MAYORS,

October 28, 1977.

Hon. GAYLORD NELSON,

SocaZ Security Subcommittee. Senate Fi-

nance Committee, Dirksen Senate Office
BuiLding, Wa9hngtofl D.C.

DEAR SENATOR NELSON: It is expected that

the Senate will attempt to conclude their
deliberations on the 1977 Amendments to
the Social Security Act some time prior to
adjournment. As we indicated in an October

20th letter to Senator Long, there are several issues of significance to the nation's
cities tat remain to be resolved.
It is neither surprising nor new to indicate that the fiscal impact of federal legislation is of grave concern to cities which are

in many cases already severely pressed to
maintain existing services. Increases in the

Social Security tax rate as well as the taxable
'wage base, however minimal, will nevertheless be felt at the local level.
We have reviewed both your proposal and

others discussed in the Finance Committee,
and our research indicates that tax rate increases have a more.significant cost impact

on local budgets than do increases in the
taxable wage base. Since we realize that steps

must be taken to insure the viability of the

Trust Fund, we would prefer to see your approach adopted.
We'd like to take this opportunity to com-

mend you for your concern anc interest in
views and offer our support for your tax
ter, and be assured of our full support on our
rate and wage base proposal.
behalf of your efforts to pass this bill.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,

ALAN BEAi.S,

PATRICK F. TOBIN,

Executive Director,
Nat4onal League of Cities.

Washington Representative.

JOHN O3NTER,
Executive Dfrector,
U.S. Conference of Mayors.

[From the National Council of Senior
Citizens, Inc., Washington, D.C.1
STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL COIINCIL OF
SENIOR CrrxzENs ON SOCXAL SECURITY
FINANCING PROPOSALS

Mr. NELSON. May I say to the Sena-

tor what we did was ask the National

The National Council of Senior Citizens, a

League of Cities to check some cities and

over three million organized seniors, strongly supports expeditious passage of the Social
Security Financing Amendments, with epecial favorable emphasis on the Nelson proposal to break parity between the employee
and employer 'covered wage base. There is no

not—what would be the impact upon the
citie3 of the proposal by the Senator from

many other Western industrial nations suc-

was more beneficial to 11 of the 14 cities.
Under my proposal, they did better, from

nonprofit, nonpartisan group representing

magic in an equal division of shares and
cessfully operate Social Security systems with

find out—they selected them, we did

Nebraska and the proposal that I had
presented to the Finance Committee.

They selected 14 cities; of those 14 cities,

the fiscal impact of the proposal I made

unequal contribution3. A large? employer their viewpoint, than under the proposal
thare bBs the advBntagea of not Impbsing o! the Senator from Nebraska.
any further future liabilities on the system
I ask unanimous Consent that that
and avoiding further regressive taxation of table be printed at this point in the
lower and middle income workers. Additionally, the Nelson proposal offers adequate fiscal

relief to state and local governments and
bases, tax rates, and tax relief you propoeed private nonprofit organizations through a
in Committee re eound and ebould be en- tax rebate equal to one-half of the difference

RECORD.

There being no objection. the table was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:
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Emploijer tax Uabiiity for selected cities
Mr. NELSON. The Senator Is abso- tor from Nebraska, the House proposal
under alternative social security financing lutely correct. As a member of the Com- and the proposal now before the Senplans (1979)
mittee on Finance, he is well aware, hav- •ate—was simply aimed at eliminating the

Percent in crease
Current

law
Curtis
(t000) Nelson Plan 2

Anchorage, AK

New Haven, CT_

Wilmington, DE
Savannah, GA
New Orleans, LA_,...
Kansas City, MO....
Lincoln, NE
Omaha, NE
Poughkeepsie, NY
Portland, OR

Houston, TX -

1,279
207
643
846

3,589
3,368
1,842
1,550
360

3,200
6,812
4.318
4,370

15.2
1.3

3.6
1.8
3.3
8.5

29.2
6.3
1.9
16.8

4.6
3.3
4.6
4.7

7.5
5.4
5.9
5.5

.5
8.9

31.8

2.7
5.6
7.1

5.7
5.8
6.0
8.9

ing studied the question closely, that the projected deficits In the social security
fund is in dire need of money, and that cash benefits programs.
as of now, as of this year, it will run a $5.5
Each proposal I have looked at does
billion deficit;, that is to say, there will that very well. Senator CURTIS' proposals
be $5.5 billion more paid out than com- are in balance all the way to the year
ing In. Next year there will be another 2050. The proposal that is pending here,
social security deficit of $5.5 billion. The the proposal the Committee on Finance
current law increases In social security reported to the full Senate, based on the
liability -plus those increases proposed social security trustees' intermediate
in this bifi, as well as all other proposals economic and demographic assumptions,
that I have studied—including the one keeps the fund in balance to the year
adopted by the House—will have a sub- 2050, with a slight surplus of 0.06 percent
stantial impact on all contributors to the of payroll in fact. The House bifi does
social security fund. Employers and em- not go that far; it leaves a deficit of 1.6
ployees, municipalities, States, charitable

percent of taxable payroll, as an average,

organizations, unlverslties and colleges in each of the next 75 years.
Richmond, VA
without exception, will have to pay more
Mr. DANFORTH. Referring to the
Milwaukee, WI
social security taxes.
table for a moment, take the first figure
Cheyenne, WY
171
Mr. DANFORTH. Unfortunately, there here, which happens to be Anchorage,
is no popular way to raise money, is Alaska. Where It says on this chart that
Source: Computations based on data sup- there?
the percentage increase for Anchorage,

plied by the Notional League or Cities.
This table demonstrates that these selected
municipalities would have lower total social
security taz liability under the Nelson social
security financing plan than under the Cur-

Mr. NELSON. If the Senator can Alaska, under the Nelson proposal, which
I would steal the idea right now and percent, and under the Curtis plan would
propose It.

think of a popular way to raise money, is the committee proposal, would be 15.2

be 7.5 percent, those are increases that
Mr. DANFORTH. On the table the would result solely from what we are
tis Plan No. 2 in most instances (ii or 14
cities).
Senator has just referred to and had about to do, and they would be increases,
Nelson Plan: Finance Committee plan inserted in the RECORD, is It my under- as 'I understand it, over and above the

modified by the inclusion of a $50,000 employer wage base effective in 1979 and $75,000 in 1985.
Curtis Plan: Finance Committee plan
modified by the inclusion of additional tax
rate Increases of 0.25 for employers and employees each in 1979, 0.1 each in 1983, and

standing that the increase in social considerably larger increases that are
'security liability reflected In this table already in the law.
is derived solely from the bill that is
Mr. NELSON. That is correct.
now before us or the aiternatve to the
Mr. DANFORTH. Is It also fair to say

base. Wage bases for employers and employees would be Increased by a total of

the two proposals they were looking at charitable organizations, and the like,
were Senator CURTIS' second proposal are also going to incur a very substantial
and the pending proposal, They were not increase in social security tax liability?
looking at, If that is the Senator's quesMr. NELSON. Exactly the same intion, the proposal made by the Senator crease
as every private employer in this
from Missouri reflecting the refundable r.ountry will experience.
tax credit.
Mr. DANFORTH. With the exception
Mr. DANFORTH. No, that was not the that whereas a profitrnaking employer
question I was asking. My point Is that can recoup 48 percent, if It is a corporaalready in the law, even If we were to tion making over $50,000 a year, 48 perdo absolutely nothing, there are very cent from the general revenue because his
considerable increases In both social
security taxes paid are deductible
security tax rates and the base, and if social
from Federal income taxes, a not-forwe did absolutely nothing those pro- profit
not paying income
gramed increases for future years are in taxes, organization
therefore,
would
have the dethe law and would, in fact, be realized duction available, andnot
the effect of a
over a period of time.
security tax increase on that group
Mr. NELSON. That is correct. As a social
employers would be roughly twice as
matter of fact, the payroll tax increases of
great.
and the wage base increases In the pendMr. NELSON. Yes. Let me say, howing legislation are relatively small com- ever,
this argument really does not
pared to what is already In the present stand that
up too well under analysis because
law.
categories of employers do not
In fact, the present law requires that these
Federal income taxes. The reason
the wage base increase automatically on pay
State and local governments, cola formula, as the Senator knows. Next that
and universities, and other nonyear, it wifi increase from $16,600 to leges
organizations cannot deduct in$17,500, and it is projected to increase to profit
creases in social security is because they
$71,000-plus in the year 2001.

0.1 each in 2011 In lieu of the $100,000 wage
$2400 between 1979 and 1985.

Mr. CURTIS. There will be no ob-

jection under my reservation.
Now, the present social security tax Is

a little less than 6 percent on employ-

ers. To raise it a half percent would

be raising It by one-twelfth, but if you

raise the wage base up to $100,000, I am
sure you are going to get a much bigger
raise than that, but I appreciate having
the information, and I do not wish to de-

lay the distinguished Senator in his

presentation.
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield for a unanimous-consent request?

Mr. NELSON. I yield to the distin-

guished Senator from Missouri without

losing my right to the floor.
Mr. DANFORTH, Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that Allen Moore and
Nancy Altman of my staff have the priv-

ileges of the floor during the proceedings on this bill and votes thereon.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, will

bill proposed

by the Senator from

in addition to municipalities, school
districts, not-for-profit organizations,
Mr. NELSON. That is correct, I think schools, colleges, universities, hospitaLs,

Nebraska?

All this bifi adds to employees' taxable
the Senator yield for some questions?
Mr. NELSON. Yes, I would be glad to wage lease is another $2,400, as does the
yield.
proposal of the Senator from Nebraska.
Mr. DANFORTH. There is no doubt, is
So the Senator is correct, the amount
there, that whatever we do, whether it is of the increase In payroll taxes and the
the approach that the Committee on Fi- taxablb earnings base in the pending legnance has taken or the approach that islation, and in the legislation that has
Senator CURTIs has suggested, the com- been suggested by the Senator from
bination of increases already programed Nebraska, is relatively modest compared
in the law that is now on the books, and- to those increases which are currently
Increases which we are going to vote on established in the law.
will be very substantial for State and
Each of the proposals raising additionlocal units of government?
al income—the proposal by the Sena-

do not pay any Federal taxes against
whLch they can take a deduction.

If you went to any foundation In

America, if you went to any charitable
organization, State or local government,
or f you went to any private college and
said to them, "We are going to give'you
the same break that General Motors and
other private employers get. You pay
taxes on your income and we will allow

you to deduct from your taxes your

business expenses, including social
security," they would all say, "No."
On tie other hand, If you walked over
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There being no objection, the chart
L$ON. Yes. May I ask a questo General Motors or General Electric or
Mr.
any other private employer and said, tion for clarification? Is that figure, the was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
"We will give you the tax break that we 227-percent increase, a dollar increase as follows:
give to all the charitable organizations, 10 yea from now, above what the cost PROJECTIONS OF EARNINGS OF DIFFERENT WORKERS
•

allthe private colleges, and all the foundations. If you would like this tax treatment, you do not have to pay taxes, but
you will also not be able to write off your
social security tax from your overhead,"
they would all agree Immediately.
Mr. DANFORTH. It is true, however,
is it not, that despite the fact that, say,
New York City does not pay Federal income taxes, it has for some time been in
a very precarious flnnclal situation?
Mr. NELSON. I do not think anybody
denies that.
Mr. DANFORTB. And It is true, is it
not, that Buffalo, N.Y, despite the fact
that it does not pay Federal income taxes,

is now?

Mr. DANFORTH. In 1976, last year,
the social security tax liability f or State
and local governments and not-for-profit
organizations, in the aggregate, was $6.6
billion. In 1987, 10 years from now, it is
programed to be, under the bill nOW j977_
l980.
before us, $21.6 billion, which would be 1985.......
1990 - -an increase of 227 percent,
2000.......
Mr. NELSON, I thank the Senator for 20I0.
clarifying the record on that. What one 202O
has to keep one's eye on is that cost-of- 2030
2040
living increases—inflation —plays some 2050
funny games.

Worker
earning
average

Social
security
earnings

$15,000

wage

base

earner

$10,001

$16,500

12, 486

20, 400
27,9C0
39, 900

16,649
22, 019

two, three, or four times as many
is in a very precarious financial situa- ing
tion? And it is true further that the Tole- dollars in social security a few years
do, Ohio, school district, despite the fact down the line than now; but those are

that it does not pay Federal income taxes, inflated dollars, one must keep in mind.I
Is in a very precarious financial situation, I will get the figure for the RECORD.
simply point out that about every
and so are many colleges, many hospi- would
14 years the average salary doubles. So if
tals—
go out 14 years, and then 20 years,
Mr. NELSON. May I interrupt the Sen. you
and beyond, pretty soon you have people
ator a moment? I do not know how Tole- paying five times as much social security,
do gets mto the picture. They may be in but they are getting six Umes as much

very serious trouble with their pension Income, and It presents a rather conplan, but they do not have social security, fusing distortion to the situation.

3, 025

$10,001
10, 745

11,166
12, 787

69,900
122,100
213,600

57,762
101,258

15,115
17,893

176. 705

373, 500

309, O17

360,420

53, 100

21, 095
24, 926
29, 451

630, 395

1,142,400

540, 576
945, 498

38 M2
67,512
117, 815
206, 065

The fact of the matter is that the

average employee will probably be pay-

$15,000
19,267
24,971

Average
wage
in 1911
prices

34 800

NOTES

1. The "average wage" shown here is the "1st quarter
That is, it is total social security wages in
the 1st quarter of the year divided by the number of workers in
the 1st quarter, the result multiplied by 4. Since almost nobody
reaches the earnings base in the 1st quarter, this procedure proS
vides a reasonable estimate of average total (nontaxable as welt
as taxaWe) earnings. This is the wage which is used to compute
the replacement rate of the average worker in all the decoupling
t3ble. It is alw the wage we used t compute tax payments for
the average worker.
unnualized averago.

2. The earnings bases are those produced by the Finance

Committee plan. Figures for years after 1990 are approximate.
3. AU projections use the alternative II assumptions contained
n the 19)7 trustee's report. After 1981, wages are assumed to
grow at 5.75 percent per year. This is the assumption set that all
of the short- and Iong-rane cost edimates made this year have
been based upon.

Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. Mr. PresiIncomes will be over $100,000 some- dent, will the Senator from Wisconsin
time between the years 2010 and 2020, yield before he gives the chart away?
for the average worker in the country. So
Mr. NELSON. Yes.
the smart public officials who did not to say that the average employee in the
Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. I was someexercise the option to get in or to get out. country would be paying $5,000, or what startled at the figures just stated
Mr. NELSON. What is the point of the $100O0, in social security would shock by the Senator from Wisconsin. I am not
argwnent of mentioning Toledo, when you, until you realize What inflation is sure whether I caught the full import of
they are not covered by social security doing to his income and will continue to them. Would the Senator from Wiscondo, unless inflation stops. Mr. President, sin mind restating that situation?
in the first place?
Mr. NELSON. The actuaries of the soMr. DAIilORTH. But the Senator no one anticipates that inflation will
would not contest, would he, that a num- stop, although we all dearly hope that cial security system took the 1977 average wage, which is $10,001 nationwide.
ber of school districts, municipalities, and it will slow up.
In 1977, the worker earning the aver- They used this figure, and assumed that
other not-for-profit organizations are
age wage was earning $10,001. These aU wages would Increase at the rate of
operating on a thin margin?
are projected by the economists 5.75 percent a year.
Mr. NELSON. I would be glad to con- figures
on assumptions of increasing thfiaThis is the as8umption that all of the
cede that, and I know that the distin- based
and other factors. In 1980, the aver- short- and long-range co6t estimates in
guished Senator from Missouri would also tion
wage, according to their figures, wIll the 1977 Social Security Trustees' report
concede that there are many millions of age
$12,486. By the year 2000, 23 years have been based upon. So, of course, it
employers in this country who are on a be
now, the average wage, tnstead of might be 6 percent, or it might be 4
thin margin also, and some who are los- from
$10,001, will be $38,512. Continuing percent. Why they are using 5.75 percent,
ing money; so whatever the Senator says being
same projection, n the year 2050 I have no notion.
about these nonprofits applies with equal the
average income worker will be receivUMng these assumptions you go, from
force to many other employers. I am sure the
ing
$630,395.
year to year, from a 19T1 average wage
several millions, who are not making
(Mr. McGOVERN assumed the chair).. of $10,001 to an average wage In the year
much of a profit or no profit. So, yes, that
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the 2000 of $38,512, to an average wage in
Is true.
Senator yield?
the year 2050 of $630,395.
Mr. DAIflORTH. My point isslinply
Mr. NEL8ON. Yes.
I only make that point because, I rethis, and I will make it at greater length
that
peat, I am sure that figures will be tossed
Mr.
CURTIS.
How
much
of
later on, and then let the Senator move increase Is resi increase, and how much around here showing how huge the dollar
on with his comments, and I apologize s Inflation, and upon whose authority figures will be. Beginning in the year
for interrupting him at such length: My
we rely that the Inflation will not 2000, the average worker, then earning
point is simply that for this group of can
$38,000, can more easily pay three times
employers, not-for-profit employers, be any more than that?
NELSON. These are the figures as much social security as he does now
school districts, State and local govern- of Mr.
the social security actuaries. We asked on $10,000.
•ments, they will be facing, between last
Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. If the Senfor
them because we recognized that dolyear's social security tax liability and the
ator
will yield, those figures dramatize
lar
figures
would
be
used,
and
if
you
tax liability 10 years from now, a 227just what inflation is doing to this counwere
talking
about
an
average
employee,
percent increase in their soda! security say, with an income of $10,000, paying try. A 5.5-percent inflation, which the
tax liability, only a small fraction of whatever he pays now In social security figures are based upon, would lead the
which will be derived from what we are
then all of a sudden he is going to Senator from Vfrginia to believe those
doing in this bill, and that, unlike profit. and
flgures are probably low, that it will be
making employers, they do not have the be paying six times as much some time • much greater than the average indicated
in
the
future,
it
is
not
six
times
a
much
possibility of recouping approxImately 48
by the Senator.
percent of their social security tax lia- in real dollars.
Mr. NELSON. I hope not. Historically,
I ask unanimous consent that the
bility from the general fund, from the
have ot been. One of the problems
Treasury, by Way nt Income tax deduc- chart to which I have referred be printed they
with the current law is that they made
tions.
in the RECORD at this point.

so they do not come under the provisions
of this bill.
Mr. DANFORTH. They were 8ome of
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Mr. NELSON. We have found the figassumptions back n 1971 and 1972
based upon a lower rate of Inflation, but ures here, yes.
an inflation rate which seemed to be corMr. ALLEN. I will not hazard a guess
rect for the future, because it had been If the Senator now has the gure as to
projected upon the past. Suddenly, as the amount now In the fund.
Mr. NELSON. At the end of 1976 there
the Senator knows, we got Into a situation that this country had never been In was $41.1 billion in the fund. That year
before, that Is to say, a very high Infla- shcwed an outgo In excess of income of
tion rate and a very high unemployment $3.2 billion.
In 1977, the projection is that there
rate at the same time. Usually, If there is
high unemployment, there Is low Infla- will be $35.5 billion in the fund, which
will show, for this year, an estimated
tion.
The Senate Finance Committee bill outgo over income of $5.6 billion.
corrects the so-called double indexing - In 1978, the estimate is $28 billion
problem in the current law.
In the fund, with an outgo over income
-some
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Mr. ALLEN. How much additional.
Mr. NELSON. In the House and Sen-

ate bill in -excess of what are levied
now.

Mr. ALLEN. To put it more simply,

how much more money will the proposed
legislation, both House and Senate,

bring Into the Treasury than would be
brought in under current rates?
Mr. NELSON. Between 1979 and 1983,

$72.2 billion in additional revenues will
be brought into the fund by the Senate
Finance Committee bill over what would
be brought into the fund under the current law. Present social security law has
built-in wage base and tax rate increases
If the Senator is correct, the figures of $6.9 billion.
In the year 1979, $20.7 billion in the already In It.
are low. But I would point out to tk a SenMr. ALLEN. So $73 billion—
ator that I can recall when I was going fund with an outgo of $7.9 billion over
Mr. NELSON. $72.2 billion.
to college in the 1930's. I worked for 22.5 Income.
Mr. ALLEN. I misunderstood.
In the year 1980, $11.6 billion in the
cents per hour. The minimum wage in a
Mr. NELSON. If the Senator is going
couple of years is going .to be $3. That fund with an outgo of $9.1 billion in exto round it off, round it off at $72 billion.
is 15 Umes as much as I earned. We did cess of revenues.
Mr. ALLEN. Well, $72 billion over the
At the end of the year 1981, $10 billion
not have a minimum then, and there were
In the fund with an outgo of $11.5 billion next 5 years, is that correct?
people making less than I was.
Mr. NELSON. From 1979 t 1983. Well,
If we apply $10000 tImes 15, we are at n excess of revenues.
So t will go from a balance of $41 t is from right now to 1983; the first
8150,000. That has already happened at
a low rate of inflation.
billion at the end of 1976 to a balance tax rate increase over and above the
Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. The rate of of $10 billion at the end of 1981 If we do current law does not become effective
until January 1979.
not provide additional funding.
inflation has occurred since 1972.
Mr. ALLEN. Would it be 6 years, then?
The proposal before us does provide
Mr. NELSON. That is when the great
Mr. NELSON. Between now and 1983,
Inflation rate started. Everybody mis- all the necessary funding plus an "adejudged it. That is why we should not pay quate balance," depending upon what an t is $72.2 billion over what the current
law would bring in. But this current protoo much attention to what the econo- adequate balance is.
Mr. ALLEN. Then with some $35 to posal does not levy any additional taxes
mists say, but Instead, rely upon the
$40 billion on hand now, and at the over current law effective prior to Jan8enators good judgment and opinion.
!tfr. ALLEN. W111 the Senator yield?
current rate of depletion, it would com- uary 1, 1979.
Mr. NELSON. Yes, I will yield for a pletely cover the matter of about $1.5
Mr. ALLEN. Yes; but it would be $72
billion if this matter is carried over for billion over—is it a 5- or 6-year period?
question.
Mr. NELSON. It would be during a
Mr. ALLEN. Would It be convenient 3 months. Is that a fair statement?
6-year period.
Mr. NELSON. By how much?
for the Senator to answer several quesMr. ALLEN. $1.5 bfflion.
Mr. ALLEN. Well, I shall not argue
tions at this time?
that.
Mr. NELSON. That might be so.
Mr. NELSON. If I am able to answer,
That will be $12 billion a year, then,
Mr. ALLEN. That would be 3 months,
I will be happy to answer.
of $6 billion. It would be additional taxes. Is that right?
Mr. ALLEN. Earlier today I engaged one-fourth
in the neighborhood of $1.5
Mr. NELSON. It is very close, within
In a colloquy with the distinguished ma- somewhere
$200 million.
billion
as
a
further
depletion.
jority leader concerning the necessity
Mr. ALLEN. That is under the Senate
It just seems to me that there is no
for action at this time on the social great
emergency here when we are seek- bill?
security amendments. It seems with the ing to add tens of billions if in fact not
Mr. NELSON. That is correct.
social security amendments and the en- hundreds of billions of dollars to the tax
Mr. ALLEN. How much would come in
ergy taxes combined, Congress is em- load of the American workers.
under the House bill?
barking on the largest peacetime and
Mr. NELSON. The House bill raises
That leads me to my second question I
Iossibly even wartime increase in taxes would
about
the same amount as the Senate
like
to
ask
the
distinguished
manin the history of this country. With this ager of the bill. I believe these figures bill. All of the bills are raising revenues
tremendous tax increase in the ong,
computed for the next 9 or 10 years, by escalating the taxable wage base on
I just wonder why it is necessary to act are
both sides, although in different ways,
is that not correct, to 1986?
at this time before we even have a reMr. NELSON. Which figures? Which and tax rates, but they raise about the
port from the committee in our hands, figures
same amount of money. The Senator
is the Senator talking about?
explaining .Iust what the bill does, and
from Nebraska is here to speak for himMr.
ALLEN.
The
figures
of
the
added
that is how I would class the action we taxes. They are figured on to the year self. My recollection is that his proposal
are embarking upon now—why emer- 2000, I believe, when they increased would raise about the same amount, too.
gency action s needed.
Mr. CURTIS. None of them goes into
rates.
In pursuance of that assessment, I
Mr. NELSON. The bill does contem- effect this year. So far as delay until
wculd like to inquire of the distinguished plate the necessary increases tn tax base January, I do not think the fund would
floor manager as to the amount of money for the employers and employees, and lose anything.
now in the social security fund.
Mr. ALLEN. If it will not go into effect
tax rates to carry social security to the
until next year, then it would really just
Mr. NELSON. I will see if we have year 2050.
5 years, I assume.
that information with us. As I said earMr. ALLEN. I am not talking about beDoes
not, then, the collection of taxes
lier, the current projection Is that the tax rate or tax bases. What I would like
fund will have an outgo over income of to know is, over the next 10 years, how greatly escalate beyond that 5-year peabout $5.5 billion in 1977, and a little much increased taxes will be levied upon riod? Could the Senator give the estithe next 5-year period of addimore than that in 1978.
employers and employees under, first, mate on
taxes over current law?
Mr. ALLEN. Apparently, to go on, the the House bill, and, second, the Senate tional
M:r. NELSON. The actuary did not profunc is being depleted at this time, and bill, over the amount of taxes now being vide
us the dollar figures for the next
I am sure that depletions will escalate levied on the American workers? How 10 years.
We have the actual tax rate
over the years. It Is being depleted much will the bills bring in?
and wage base increases, but not the
around $6 billion. Yet I would feel there
Mr. NELSON. The Senator Is saying dollar figures.
is available in the fund far in excess— how much taxes are levied on the em
I might say to the Senator that I redoes the Senator now have the figure?
ployer—.
gret that .we do not have these other
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There were people who thought that
still around in 2011, I shall leave it up to
figures. There are a number of other
was
not enough.
him
to
defend
that
rate
In
that
year.
figures that I would like to have, but
Now, on that precise point, the social
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over the past 2 or 3 weeks, the computers

Mr. ALL. But they tire also in-

creased tarting next year. That Is put- security trust funds are down to $41
which as of 6 or 7 years ago,
with the House. My limited staff has been ting a heavy load on the worker and the billion,
I think would upset most people. So how
making its requests and some of the employer.
Mr. NON. I understand that. I much below that do we want to go bethings we would like to have, we do not
have,
only twice In my whole career, had fore we start acting?
have, though we believe we have the vital
Is another factor, I might say to
statistics that are necessary for anyone to make vigorous fight for an Increase theThere
that he Is as well aware of
to consider this bill. We shall get the In taxes. The other time was about 16 as isSenator,
every Member of the Senate and
years ago and It very nearly drove me
additional dollar figures 'beyond 1985.
Mr. ALLEN. Would it be possible, then, out of office, and this one may, But the the House. Perhaps I have received a
during the day, to get the costs—that is, fact is we have to have the revenues to little bit more mail, because I have been
and the statisticians have been working

working on t.IIIB bill than I would otheradditional tax—over the next 5 finance social security.
We have two choices. The first one wise have from my constituents, because
years?
Mr. NELSON. We have the additional Congress will never accept and neither they see it in the paper, but from talking
would the Senator from Alabama, in to Members, I note all of them are retaxes—
Mr. ALLEN. The additional costs, then, which we let the funding go bankrupt. ceiving mail from people who sincerely
Mr. NELSON. The additional dollars That ,is not even under consideration, are concerned that the fund is not going
to be solvent when they retire.
over the next 5 years?
and never has been.
the

Mr. ALLEN. Yes.

Mr. NELSON. Raised by the additional

social security taxes, or raised as a consequence of current law, plus addItional
taxes?
Mr. ALLEN. No, sir, I believe the Sen-

ator stated the other was the amount

of additional taxes over current law and
current provided-for increases?
Mr. NELSON. That is correct. That is
the figure the Senator wants?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes, that Is the figure I
want. I would hazard a guess that that
will escalate to where twice the additional taxes will be levied, based on increases
plus additional taxes, plus the inflation
that can be looked for In that time.
Mr. NELSON. I do not know what the
figure would be, but the Senator Is cor-

rect: It will be, in dollar figures in the
next 5 years, much more because of in-

flation and increases in the taxable wage
base and an increase in tax rates.
Mr. ALLEN. One other question arises

I have gotten some very serious mail
saying, "We don't trust you elected officials at all and I have paid money into
social security for years and I know that
each succeedIng year, the average re- 10 years from now, S or 20 years from
placement rate"-that Is, what the aver- now, thereil be no money there."
They mean it. They are sincere. They
age person will get back as a percentage
of his lifetime wages—will go down from are concerned because, after all, when
what It is in this bill, 43 percent--down, one reaches retirement age, cannot work
down, down,.—ufltil It gets down to 26 any more, where does his money come
percent In 2050, because of all the other from?
So we have all kinds of people who are
factors and inflation. However, even
price lndedng would not solve the short- retired--22 mfflion Ameritans—-who also
range deficits confronting social security. are concerned. think it is very imporSo, If the Congress were to make a de- tant to them to settle the question as to
cision, and that is what the public want- the security of the fund as soon as posed, we would not have to raise social se- sible.
curity taves or wage bases nearly so high
I think It is very important to act on
In the future if, in fact, when people re- social security financing legislation this
tire, they were going to have an aver- year, The House has passed a bill. The
age retirement of 26 percent of their final Senate Finance Comralttee has reported
earnings as a benefit rather than an a bill to the Senate. I think it is imporThere is another way to do It. That is

to use price Indexing Instead of wage Indexing, which means that we, at a much
lower tax, can keep the fund sound, But

average of 43 percent. That way, we tant that the headlines do not read,
"Senate postpones action on social secould avoid future taxes.
from the chart the Senator put In a
Professor Hsiao recommended price curity," because there are 104 million
moment ago. I believe that he said that Indexing. He testified before the Finance people paying into the social security
around the year 2000, a worker who had
made $10,000 .a year would be receiving

Committee in favor of this approach. I
do not agree with him. A replacement
$630,000?
rate of 26 percent would be totally InMr. NELSON. No.
adequate for the average person to retire
Mr. ALLEN. What was that figure sug- upon, whereas 43 percent may be within
gested?
the ball park as what one can live on
Mr. NELSON. The average salary to- adequately, considering that social seday Is $10,001 a year, for the year 1977.
benefits are Indexed for inflation
In the year 2000, projected upon the curity
retirement, so that the beneficiary
assumptions used by the social security after
not lose purchasing power.
trustees of a 5.75 percent per year In- does
Mr. ALLEN. Does the Senator feel the
crease in wages, it would put the average urgency and the critical nature of the

fund, 33 million people drawing benefits

from the social security fund, and all
kinds of them worrying whether or not
we are really going to settle the Issue
of the security of the fund.

Now, there are no warrants around

here. We can increase the wage base tax

equally or not increase the base at all.
We can have a combination, increasing

the base and increasing the taxes together. We can have a higher taxable
wage base on the employer than the
worker at $38,512 in the year 2000.
social security fund warrants such wage base on the employee, plus payroll
Mr. ALLEN. What is the $630,000?
action as is taking place with tax increases. That is about all of the
Mr. NELSON. In the year 2050, using speedy
respect to the passage of this bill?
combinations we have got.
the same projections, that salary rises,
as the Senator can see, exponentially to
$630,395.

(Mr. GRAVEL assumed the Chair.)
Mr. NELSON, Each individual, I sup-

pose, has his own barometer for what

Some people prefer one approach and
some another.

But I think It is awfully important to
Mr. ALLEN. Is that the salary he he might consider a state of emergency.
assure people that this issue is now setAs of 6 or 7 years ago, it was the tled
for their lifetime—at least for anpolicy to attempt to maintain the social

would be receiving or the social security
benefit?
Mr. NELSON. That would be the average wage, the nationwide average wage.

security trust funds at never below 75
percent of 1 year's payout and not In
Mr. ALLEN. Does the Senator not excess of 125 percent.
think It might be well to wait until the
That was thought to be enough flexaverage worker is making that kind of ibility so that if we ran Into some ecomoney before he levies this tremendous nomic situation—which we did, high untax on them? They are not making that employment, high Infititlon, an unanticikind of money now.
pitted change In the fertility rate—the

other 75 years.
Mr. ALLEN. If the Senator will yield,
on these mailings the Senator has gotten

by those who are wondering about the
security of the fund, I would hazard a
guess that very few of those writers sug-

gested raising their taxes in order to

make the fund sound, did they?

Mr. NELSON. I have, in 30 years in
Mr. NELSON. I say to the distin- trust funds would continue to be solvent. politics,
yet 'to receive a letter from a

We are now paying out a little less
guished Senator from Alabama, that is
what we did. We increased the tax rate than $90 billion a year; 1.25 tImes that
In the year 2000, and Increased th'e tax amount would peg the trust funds at
rate in the year 2011. If the Senator Is around $12& billion.

constituent demanding an increase In

taxes. Whe'n I get that one-='I was going
to say I would retire, but I know some-
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out there would send one In to me,
so I will not—I shall frame it,
Mr. ALLEN. The Senator mentioned
that he felt there would be considerable
alarm and frustration and other conditions of that sort if they read In the paper that the Senate postpones action on
the social security bill.
body

I wonder if that would upset them

more than the headline saying, "Senate
adds $12 billion In additional taxes on
the American worker and employee."
Which does the Senator think would
shock them more?
Mr. NELSON. Well, if we got right
down to the end of the gangplank and we
said to them,, "DO you want to have no
social security fund or do you want to
pay some more taxes and be protected,"
I have no doubt they will say, "We'll pay
the taxes."
I do not think the Senator from Alabaxna would find otherwise.

Mr. CURTIS. Will the Senator yield
to me at that point?
Mr. ALLEN. I thank the distinguished
Senator. I appreciate that.
Mr. CURTIS. Would the Senator yield

hold certain budget procedures In place other amendments. We are trying to be
with respect to the overall good of the consistent and fair.
Perhaps one principal purpose in trybudget process and the intent of the
Senate, on the one hand, and take care ing to get an understanding with the
of the social secirity problem on the distinguished manager of the bill at this
time is that if we in the Budget Commitother,
As the distinguished manager of the tee could see them in a group sometime
bill know, the Budget Committee, for the today, we could act as we have with the
past couple of years, has been admonish- Finance Committee, one way or the
ing the responsible committees to come other.
I know that the Senator from Wisconforward with some kind of legislation to
make fiscally sound our social security sin cannot tell when a Senator is going
system.

In the second concurrent resolution,

In making the same admonition, we cau-

to call up an amendment, but I have

been seated here all morning, trying to
respond to the requirements of the

tioned against the impact of increased Budget Committee and the distinguished
taxes during fiscal year 1978 as a result chairman. Senator Musiux, who is Ill at
the present moment. However, I would
of the recovery.
On September 13, when we enacted the hate to have to sh here all day and wonsecond concurrent resolution, we said, der. I wonder whether we can reach some
"Let not those taxes fall during this par- understanding so that we can handle
ticular fiscal year, as being very destruc- those amendments that would require a
tive and deteriorative of the economic waiver.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the
comeback we are all trying to support."
The Finance Committee has brought Senator yield?
Mr. HOLLINGS. I yield.
the social security bill to the floor; but In
Mr. CURTIS. Does the Budget Comso doing, on yesterday, as the Senator

they asked In a formal resolution
to me at that point? I would like to ask knows,
for a waiver not only for the social secua question.
Mr. NELSON. I yield to the Senator, rity bill itself, but also, with five proposed
amendments, some dealing with proposed
without losing my right to the floor.
Mr. CURTIS. I thank my distinguished tax credits and others dealing with the
phaseout of outside earning limitation,
friend.
the Budget Committee was not alI believe that the greatest shock that and
Could come to the American people would lowed to amend the resolution.
We acceded on last evening and conbe a continuing fear that the Congress ferred
with the Finance Committee
would not grapple with this problem and
come up with an answer that would set chan'xnan and the leadership. As a result
that conference, the Finance Committheir fears at rest, the fears of the peo- of
ple who are now retired, those who are tee presented an amended resolution,
at the time that they are only
about to retire, as well as the younger stating
asking for a waiver of the particular bill
person.
I am also convinced that if the Ameri- that is now before us and two amendby Senator Cuans which have
can people were asked, and It is difficult ments
to state any questionnaire truly objec- been approved.
Upon inquirying at that time about the
tively, but I believe if they were asked,
of the Danforth amendment
"Is it necessary to raise some taxes to disposition
make good on the commitments every- and the Nelson amendment and the
body has relied on?" I do not think there others dealing with refundable tax credIs any question but what they would its, we were told by the distinguished
stand up and take their medicine and chairman of the Finance Committee that
say, "Let's have It."
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they were going to be modified, so as not

I thank my distinguished friend for to comprise really refundable tax credits.
yielding and I commend him on his an- It .was stated that rather than nontax

swer, while nobody likes taxes and no- paying charitable institutions being
body likes an Increase, I think the son- taxed at the same rate and the money
tknent of the American people is that then being refunded, the Senator from
they do not want commitments made Wisconsin was going to diminish the tax
or Impact as concerns those instiIn the social security field to be de- rate
tutions, A tax credit is particularly In
feated.
Purview of the Budget Committee.
I thank my dlstingulshe friend for the
It is within the Finance Committee, and
yielding.
Mr. HOLLrS. Will the Senator yield no waiver Is necessary.
Similarly, the Senator from Missouri
so that we might make a record and perhaps get an understanding with respect (Mr. DANFORTH) explained that rather
to the budget re3olution and the Impact than appearing to tax at the same rate
then refund, he was going to diminon the budget of certain aznendments and
ish the rate of tax impact upon those
which may be presented
institutions.
As the manager of the bill knows, we particular
We have that first resolution still reare here as a result of a formal resolu- ferred
to us, and we are trying to act In
tion filed by the Finance Committee and
good faith with the Finance Committee.
approved by the Budget Committee with We
have no formal resolution, but the
respect to H.R, 5322 and two Curtis Senator
from Kansas (Mr. DOLE) is a
amendments.
member of both the Finance Committee
I thought it may be well at the initial and
Budget Committee, and he is
stage_we have somewhat passed the verythe
much
concerned about his amendinitial stagebut I thought it may be ment,
well to point out the fact that the BudgWe understand that the Senator from
et Committee is trying their level best to Texas
has an amendment, and there are

mittee have any concern or any obstacle
with respect to approving an amendment
that does not call for increased expenditures of any sort?
Mr. HOLLINGS. Or increased budget
authority.
Mr. CURTIS. By any method. Suppose
there is an amendment that does not affect the outgo of the fund In any manner.

Does the Senator have a concern about
those amendments?
Mr. HOLLINOS. Generally, no, if it is
is a permissible

a tax credit. That

amendment, and that is what we are

dealing with, and that is what Is on the
floor.

Mr. CURTIS. I am trying to find out
whether or not the Budget Committee is

Interposing any objection to amendments that might be offered that In no
way diminish the fund, either by a credit

or an authorization or an appropriation
or a benefit paid. To say it another way,
the Budget Committee's concern Is primarily with those proposals that cost the
fund money.
Mr. HOLLINGS. They do not just cost
money. What they really do is delay the
impact to ensuing fiscal years beyond the
present fiscal year, 1978. When It takes
effect In 1979, we have not had the opportunity to look at its impact with respect to the entire budget for fiscal year
1979. We have not enacted, for example,
the first concurrent resolutiop, and that

has reference to section 303(a) of the
Budget Act.
Mr. CURTIS. I am directing my ques-

tion to those types of amendments that

do not now or in any future year increase
the expenditures or the obligations of the
fund. Does the Budget Committee have
any concern about those?

Mr. HOLLINGS. I have tried to emphasize the fact that new spending au-

thority may be granted.
Mr. CURTIS. No; I am excluding any-

thing that possibly could cost—

Mr. HOLLINGS. If spending authority

amends the bill In the form of a tax

credit, it may not be subject to the point
of order.

Mr. NESON. Is the Budget Commit-
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taxes?
Mr. CURTIS. That is my next question.
Mr. HOLLINGS. We granted a waiver

with respect to the Roth amendment, we

discussed that modification because it

was presented to us in the form of a reso-

for the levy of increased taxes beyond lution from the Tinance Committee. In
fiscal 1978, and that is what the waiver the first year, fiscal year 1978 there is an
impact of $175 million in the level alrefers to.
Mr. CURTIS. What I want to know is ready approved in the second concurrent
this: By what authority do we have to resolution. If the Roth amendment only
applied to 1978 it would be permissible
get a waiver to increase taxes?
Mr. HOLLINGS. Because it affects and not require that waiver. But since
fiscal year 1979, without the enactment it impacts upon eLsuing fiscal years,
getting up by 1982 to a $2.3 billion spendof the first concurrent resolution.
Section 303(a) says that it shall not ing program, then section 303(a) applies
be in order, In either House, to Introduce and a waiver is needed.
So, depending on the subject of the
or consider any bill or resolution which
provides new budget authority for a fis- amendment itself, as well as fiscal years
cal year, an Increase or decrease In rev- that it affects it is the Budget Commitenues to become effective during the fis- tee's responsibility to make that kind of
cal year, an Increase or decrease m the ruling.
Excuse me. I yield to the Senator
public debt limit to become effective
during the fiscal year, or new entitle- from Oregon.
Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, will
ment spending authority, until the adoption of the first concurrent resolution on the Senator yield for a unan1mous consent agreement?
the budget for that fiscal year.
Mr. HOLLINGS. I will yield the floor.
Mr. CURTIS. I always had the Idea

teresting requests.
Mr. NELSON. I was just agreeing on
another amendment.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Yes.

Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I do not
know what amendments are pending.
Mr. HOLLINGS. I see.

Mr. NELSON. I am only familiar with
the amendments that were raised in the
Finance Committee involving Senator

DANFORTH and Senator CURTIs, as well

as other amendments the Senator has
mentioned.

I wish to cooperate. We may be able
to get a unanimous-consent agreement
at some stage in which 'e would agree

upon the order of taking up some of these
amendments.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Yes. That would be

the prerogative of the manager of the
bill. That would Lot be necessary except

that I wish to be protected by unanimous-consent agreement rather than
just sitting here. We are not trying to
order the proceedings but let us look at
the Senator's own amendment. As I un-

Let me yield for a unanimous-consent derstand it that has been modified, is
that the prime responsibility of the
agreement.
right?
Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, I ask that
penditures, to balance the budget. For
Mr. NELSON. That is actually in the
unanimous
consent
that
Tom
Getman,
the life of me, if somebody wants to help
committee bill.
in that task, I do not know why there of my staff, be accorded the privilege of
Mr. HOLLINGS. That is taken care of

Budget Committee was to hold down ex-

would be any opposition.
Mr. McCLURE. Mr. President, will the

Senator yield?
Mr. CURTIS. I yield.

the floor during debate on this bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it isso ordered.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, will the
Mr. McCLURE. I think the Senator Senator yield to me for a unanimousmay be correctin saying that that is the consent request?
prime concern of the Budget Committee,
to get control of budgetary expenditures.
I suspect that most people were looking

Mr. HOLLINGS. I yield.
Mr.FORD. Mr. President, I ask unan-

imous consent that Donna Smith, of

at the size of the deficit and whether or my staff, be accorded the privilege of the
not we had a balanced budget when we floor during debate and vote on this
did that. But the Budget Act does more measure.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
than that, too. It requires the Budget
Committee to look at the economic ef- objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I seek
fects of congressional actions, so we determne what the total effect of Federal the attention of our distinguished friend
Government expenditures may be. That and manager of the bill, Senator NELSON.
is one of the reasons why we get into If I could get the attention of the mansuch things as loan guarantee programs ager of the bill, will the Senator from
that will have an economic effect, al- Wisconsin in some measure try to corthough there is no direct expenditure on relate presentation of these amendthe part of the Government. We need to ments so that we will not be sitting here
be more involved in that than we have like a jack-in-the-box, jumping up and
down on points of order? We are trybeen.
However, I think it would be incorrect in to work with the various staffs on the
to say that the Budget Committee just Dole amendment and the Tower amenddeals with the size of the budget or the ment. If he will correlate them and determine whether or not they request a
size of the budget deficit
Mr. HOLLINGS. The Budget Act waiver of section 303(a) in a formal resmakes us responsible in every regard, not olution, and if there are other amendonly for budget authority, not only for ments, and I am sure there are many, as
outlays, but also for what are called tax the Senator from Nebraska has ndicredits or revenues—--aU four, every cated, that are not subject to any budget
resolutions or inhibitions, then we could
phase of that budget.
Mr. CURTIS. I appreciate the fact proceed in that fashion.
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President,
that the Budget Committee waived my
amendment, because I want to help the will the Senator yield for a unanimousBudget Committee. If we meet this obli- consent requests?
Mr. HOLLINGS. I yield.
gation that we have toward the social
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, I
security fund, it will not only Improve
the social security fund but aiso will Im- ask unanimous consent that Marc Asch,
prove our position gn the unified budget. of my staff, be accorded the privilege
of the floor during consideration of this
I appreciate the waiver.

in the committee bill?

Mr. NELSON. That has the so-called

refund, and so forth. It is now just an
authorization. It is not a refundable tax
credit.

Mr. HOLLINGS. It is not in budget
authority so it is taken care of in the
bill?

Mr. NELSON. That is taken care of in
the bill.
Mr. HOLLINGS. All right.

Mr. NELSON. I do not know where
the Budget Committee stands with respect to Senator DANFORTH's amendment and Senator DoLE's amendment,

which are not in the bill, or Senator
CURTIs' amendment.

Has that been settled?
Mr. HOLLINGS. No. That is the point.

It is not settled and apparently at this
time we would have to raise points of
order against those amendments. We are

trying to cooperate with the managers

of the bill and the leadership in expediting action on the social security bill with-

in the confines that the Senate knows
and our Budget Committee knows the
fiscal impact of these various amendments. In essence, we really do not act
until someone presents us a resolution
asking for a waiver. I am not sure, but

the Senator from Kansas may have prepared one. I think he was preparing one
since we discussed it in the committee
earlier this morning. We were also wondering about the Senator from Texas and

some of the others. But we will work
with the Senator's staff and see If we
cannot facilitate the movement and
treatment of these amendments that
may require a waiver.

What the Budget Committee will do I
am not sure.

Mr. NELSON. I have no notion what
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without amendments might be raised other than
those we know about. I think the SenaMr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, will objection, it is so orderd.
Mr. METZENBAUM. I thank the Sen- tor from Kansas may want to say somethe Senator yield?
thing in a moment. But is the Senator
Mr. HOLLINGS. There is a modifica- ator.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I take suggesUng someone may call up an
tion, I say to the Senator from Nebraska

I thank my distinguished friend for measure.

yielding.
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Mr. HOLUNGS. Since H.R. 5322 pro- 5ecurity trust funds. It is unclear, at this

any of several poeMble reforn
of what has to pass through vides for an increase in revenues which time,bewhether
adopted. The conferees recognize that
the Budget Committee as a roIut1on. would not become effective until fiscal will
a maSor problem exists in the flnancng of

nicalities

Would the Senator destre that the man-

1979, a resolution waiving section 303(a)

Bocial aecurity and urge that the responsible

ager of the bill ask for a quorum call of the Budget Act with respect to con- committees report legislation putting social
whenever an amendment is called up? sideration of this bill muct be adopted security on a sound financial footing for both
Mr. HOLLINGS. If the Senator does

not mind, something along that order

before the bill can be considered by the the short term and long term. It should be
Senate. The Committe on Finance has emphasized that the conference substitute

Mr. NELSON. I will be glad to do that.
Mr. HOLLINGS. I thank the SenatOr
very much.

conferees believe that any major increase In
ply to H.R. 5322 and certain amend- such
taxes could not be justified given the

would be appropriate at this time.

Mr. NELSON. If the Senator from

South Carolina will yield, the majority

leader wishes to take up the budget resolution waiver.

does not assume an increase in social secureported such a resolution seeking waiver rity
taxes during fiscal year 1978, sInce the
of section 303 as it would otherwise ap-

ments thereto. In reporting favorably on
the resolution waiving section 303 of the

present state of the economy.

The recommended revenue floor does not

Budget Act to HR. 5322, the Budget assume any additional FY 1978 revenues from
Committee is recommending that the iociai security tax increases. While the Com-

Senate proceed to full consideration of
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. The wafver the bill but is not prejudging the merits
that Is at the desk.
of its provisions.
Mr. HOLLING5. I yield.
The primary purpose of this bill is to
That Is right. We can adopt that finance the severe short- and long-range
waiver.
deficits facing the social security trust
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, I Mk funds. To meet these deficits, the Fiunanimous consent that Mr. Ed King of nance Committee elected to rely on a
Senator BARTL!TTS staff be granted floor combination of lowering benefits and

mittee is concerned over the long-term so!vency of the social security trust funds, the
Committee believes it would be Imprudent
to irnpo6e additional taxes for 1978 since the
trust funds wfll remain 9olvent in the coming
year without any tax increase, and since rai8ing payroll taxes in 1978 could retard significantly the continuing economic recovery.

Mr. HOLLINGS. The conference re-

the second budget
raising future social security payroll port accompanying
explicitly recognized the
The PRESIDING OFFWER. Without taxes. The committee flatly rejected a resolution
major financing problems of the social
objection, it Is so ordered.
privileges.

BUDGET ACT WAIVER
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. Presf dent,

I believe consent was given to proceed
with the budget waiver or waivers at any

time in respect to the social security fi-

nancing bill; Is that correct?
The PRESIDING OPT'ICER. One has
been reported.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Then, Mr.
President, I ask that the Senate proceed
to the consideration of the waiver at this

time on Senate Resolution 315.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk

will state the resolution by title.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
S. Res. 315. waiving

Congressional

section 303(c) of the
Budget Act of 1974 with re-

spect to the consideration of H.R. 5322, a bill
providing additional financing for the 8ocial
security system.

The Senate proceeded to consider the

resolution.

The PRESIDING OmCER. Under
the law, there is a 1-hour time limit.
Who yields time?

Carter proposal to use, for the first time, security system and urged "that the recountercyclical grants to the trust funds sponsible committees report legislation
from the general fund. The committee putting social security on a sound finandid accept, in modifIed form, another key cial footing for both the short term and
Carter proposal under which employers long term."
will pay taxes on a higher level of wages
The conferees, however, explicitly.
than do employees. (Under present law rejected any increase in social security
employees and employers pay taxes on taxes during fiscal year 1978 on the
the same level of wages.)
ground that "any major increase in such
The Budget Committe is extremely re- taxes could not be justified given the
luctant to recommend the adoption of present state of the economy." Congress
resolutions waiving section 303(a) of the endorsed these recommendations of the
Budget Act. One of the major purposes budget conferees in enacting the second
of the Congressional Budget Act was to concurrent budget resolution. This Fibring the Federal budget under better nance Committee bill is consistent with
control. Through the adoption each year that judgment which Congress made in
of the first and second concurrent reso- adopting the second budget resolution.
lutions on the budget, Congress sets
The Budget Committee has concluded
fiscal policy and national priorities for that consideration of this bill is conthe fiscal year.
sistent with the congressionai budget
If legislation affecting spending or which Cot)gress enacted I month ago.
revenues for a future fiscal year is conUnder these circumstances, the comsidered prior to the adoption of the first mittee believes Senate consideration of
concurrent resolution on the budget for HR. 5322 is consistent with the congresthat year, to that extent Congress loses sional budget process and recommends
control of the spending and priority that the resolution be adopted.
decisions for that year prior to adoption
Mr. President, the Senate Budget Comof a congressional budget for that year. mittee met this morning to consider resHowever, the Budget Act recognized that olutions reported by the Committee on
in some situations it may be appropriate Finance waiving important provisions of

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, 1 I
can, I will paraphrase the resolution of
approval of the budget waiver with re- to consider such legislation before the the Congressional Budget Act as they
spect to H.R. 5322 and the Curtis amend- adoption of the first concurrent resolu- apply to the Finance Committee's social
menLs.
tion.
security financing proposal, and certain
Section 303(a) of the Congressionaj
Consideration of H.R. 5322 is consist- amendments which the Committee on
Budget Act of 1974 provides that it shall ent with the congressional budget which Finance seeks to have considered in connot be in order in either the House or the Congress enacted 1 month ago.
junction with that proposal.
Senate to consider any bill or resolution
Congress specifically considered the
The Budget Act was intended to give
or any amendment thereto providing new matter of social security financing legis- Coflgress control over Federal budget
budget authority, new spending author- lation in adopting that budget.
decisions. A vital part of that control
ity, or changes in revenues or public debt

I ask unanimous consent that the depends on preserving future year budg-

for a fiscal year until the first concur- paragraph with respect to the second
rent resolution on the budget for such concurrent resolution for the fiscal year
fiscal year has been adopted.
budget 1978 on page 9; and also that the
Mr. STONE. Mr. President, will the paragraph with respect to the second
Senator yield for a unanimous-consent concurrent resolution for the year 1978
request?
Mr. HOLLINGS. I yield.
Mr. STONE. I ask unanimous consent
that Mary Repper, of my staff, have the

as reported to the Senate on page 18 be
included for ready reference at this point
in our presentation.
There being no objection, the material

et choices against piecemeal legislation
enacted before a congressional budget is
adcpted for such a future year.
To the extent today's decisions mortgage future year budget choices—without
looking at all the needs that future year's

budget resolutions will set before us—

we lost control of Federal spending. And
the growth, complexity, and uncontrollable cost of Government become inevita-

privileges of the floor during the votes was ordered tá be printed in the RECORD,
and debate on this bill.
as follows:
ble.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
The Budget Act provides a point of
The conference substitute provides no Inobjection, ft is so ordered.
crease in budget authority for the social ordei' to lipiit such piecemeal mortgag-
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our Nation's fiscal future. This Government should not become commitpoint of order lies against legLslatlofl ted prior to. consideration of other
which provides new spending, taxes, or spending needs in those future years as
entitlements which become effective in a determined in the course of developing
year until a congressiona' budget has budget resolutions for those years.
My purpose in making this statement,
been adopted for that year.
The Finance Committee's social se- Mr. President, is to explain the reasoncurity financing proposal and amendi- ing of the Budget Committee in regard
ments proposed for consideration by the to the action it took on the Finance
Finance Committee In conzection with Committee requests.
THE BXLL ITSELF
It, enact new taxes which will very significantly affect our Nation's economy
The waiver resolution favorably reand the budget, beginning a year from ported by the Budget Committee authornow In fiscal year 1979. Because these izes Senate consideration of the Finance
tax provisions mortgage nrxt year's Committee's social security financing
budget before any congressional budget proposals themselves. They are incorIng of

resolution for that year has been adopted,
they are subject to a point of order under
the Budget Act.

porated in an amendment to H.R. 5322,
a House-passed tariff bill which the Finance Committee has chosen as the vehicle for Senate consideration of these
financing amendments.
Adoption of this waiver resolution is
necessary for the Senate to consider the
social security financing amendments

The Budget Act also provides, however, that If a committee reports legislation which it believes is so Important that
we should mortgage future budget
choices, it can report a resolution seeking
to waive the Budget Act point of order themselves.
which would otherwise lie against the
Consideration of these amendments is
bill. Such resolutions are referred to the consistent with the congressional budget
Budget Committee. The Senate decides which Congress enacted 1 month ago.
whether to open the door to this future
Congress specifically considered the
mortgaging legislation by voting such matter of social security financing legresolutions after they are reported by the islation in adopting that budget.
Budget Committee.
The conference report accompanying
The Finance Committee has reported a that resolution explicitly recognized the
resolution which waives application of major financing problems of the social
the Budget Act point of order to taxes security system and urged "that the reraised by the social security financing sponsible committees report legislation
legislation. Originally, the Finance Com- putting social security on a sound finanmittee requested five other waivers of cial footing for both the short term and
the Budget Act point of order in the case long term."
of certain Finance Committee members'
This position was consistent with the
amendments which also mortgage future Senate
position on the second budget
revenues or future spending decisions.
The Budget Committee met both yes- resolution.
The conferees, however, explicitly reterday and this morning to consider this
jected
any increase in social security
series of waiver resolutions. Regrettably, taxes during
fiscal year 1978 on the
no copy of the report on this legislation
was available to us. We did not even have ground that "any major increase in such
a cost esMmate from the Committee on taxes could not be justified given the
state of the economy." Congress
Finance as to one of the amendments present
sought to be cleared for Senate action endorsed these recommendations of the
budget conlerees in enacting the second
through these waivers.
Nonetheless, we wanted to accommo- concurrent budget resolution. This Fidate the leadership to the extent we nance Committee amendment is consistcould, consistent with our obligations ent with that judgment which Congress

the budget resolution. The Budget Com-

mittee believes that, under these circum-

stances, no point of order should lie
against its consideration.
THE ALTERNATWE TAX AMENDMENT

The waiver resolution the Budget Com-

mittee has favorably reported &so authorizes Senate consideration of the alternative tax amendment in the nature
of a substitute to the Finance Committee's social security financing amendments.

These amendments suggest a tax alternative to the social security financing
proposa's contained in the Finance Committee amendment.
The Budget Committee recommends

favorable consideration of the waiver
resolution applicable to the alternative
tax amendment to assure that the Senate is. able to debate both points of view—

the committee amendment and that offered by its ranking minority member—
In considering the appropriate form of
social security financing to be adopted.
The committee notes in approving this
waiver resolution that the alternative tax
amendment, like the committee amendment itself, would not take effect until
fiscal year 1979 and thus, requires waiver
of section 303(a).

Mr. president, the Budget Committee
has serious concerns about floor amendments which would create new entitlement legislation costing billions of dollars. These amendments would be sub-

ject to a point of order under section

303(a). The committee will keep close
watch on these and other amendments
to assure compliance with the Budget
Act.

Mr. McCLtJRE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. HOLLINGS. I yield.

Mr. McCLURE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that Jan Olson of

Senator HAYAKAWA'S staff and Tom Hill

of my staff be accorded privileges of the
floor at all stages of the proceedings on
this budget waiver resolution.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, I make

the same request for Bob Boyd of my
under the Budget Act. Alter a meeting made in adopting the second budget staff.
with Senator LONG. the distinguished resolution.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
The social securly tax increases prochairman of the Finance Committee, the
it is so ordered.
committees agreed that the Finance posed by the Finance Committee amend- objection,
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ask
Committee would report another resolu- ment would not become effective until
tion requesting waivers for only the bill fiscal year 1979. It is this deferral of the unanimous consent that Jerry Gauche
and a substitute amendment from Sena- effective date of these new taxes, as urged of Senator GRAvEL'S staff be permitted
tor CURTIS. So the Budget Committee has in the conference report on the second the privileges of the floor during the
favorably reported the waiver resolution budget resolution, which requires a consideration of the pending legislation
and the votes thereon.
which clears for Senate consideration waiver under section 303.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
the social security financing bill and a
In view of the congressional determisubstitute amendment to be offered to it nation incorporated in the second budget objection, it is so ordered.
by the ranking Republican member of resolution regarding these new taxes to
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I do not have
the Finance Committee, Senator CURTIS. improve the social security trust fund any objection to the comments just made

The Budget Committee has strong financing, the purpose of section 303(a) by the distinguished Senator from South
reservations about the other waiver re- has been served with respect to these tax Carolina, and the consideration of the
quests originally reported by the Finance increase propos&s. Congress and its Bud- budget waiver resolution.
Committee which would authorize con- get Committees have examined the tinThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Who is
sideration of very costly future mort- pact of Imposing new social security yielding time?
gaging amendments.
taxes in the near future. In the second
Mr. DOLE. I yield myself—
Two of these amendments involve budget resolution, a determination was
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senmultibihion dollar refundable tax cred- made that the taxes should be Imposed

but that they should be deferred be- ator does not have any time.
Mr. HOLLINGS. I yield the Senator
yond fiscal year 1978. The Finance Comof the Committee on Appropriations.
Two of the others would result in very mittee amendment which imposes these from Kansas whatever time he may
significant future spending to which the taxes in fiscal year 1979 is consistent with destre.
its which are properly the jurisdiction
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The PRESIDING OmCER. The Sen-

ator will state It.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Are we operating
under a time limitation?

The PRESIDING OmCER. Under

the law, there is a 1-hour time limitation
on this resolution.

Mr. DOLE. Just on the resolution,
there Is no time agreement on the bill
itself.

The PRESIDING OmCER. Just on

the waiver resolution.

Mr. DOLE. In order to establish the
record, there was a Finance and Budget
Committee meeting this morning. A

number of amendments, were discussed
including the amendment of the distinguished Senator from Arizona, Senator
GOLDWATER, which would remove the
earnings limitation on social security. I
appreciate the careful consideration
given to that point of view by the distin-

Mr. GOLDWATER. I thank the distinguished Senator from Kansas for his
comments and for his help on this whole
matter.
I point out that this is not, incidentally,
a new matter. We have had this proposal
before the committee in the last three
Congresses, and I have never had the
courtesy of being called for a hearing.
I would call to the attention of my colleagues on the Budget Committee one
other facet: I have rewritten my amendment so that this will not be done overnight; it will be done in a gradual way,
so that the limitation will go off completely in 1982. I would further call the
attention of my. colleagues to the fact
that, contrary to what we have been told
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Mr. DOLE. The Senator from Kansas
would only note that once the prov3sions
of this bill reach the ears of the countryside there will be demonstrations across

the country, not just in the Senate gallery. Once people find out how much
their taxes are going to be Increased,
particularly small businessmen and em-

ployers, there will not just be demonstra-

tions in the gallery; they will be heard

from all across the country.
To get back to what the Senator from
Arizona was suggesting, the social secu-

rity program is a retirement program.

We are talking about removing the earnings limitation only for those aged 65 to
'72. Some are opposed to removing the

limit as a matter of principle, but that
in the past, this will not have a dele- is not a matter for the Budget Com-

mittees to determine.
In the long run, wLen people receivMr. BELLMON. Mr. President, will the
ing social security are allowed to work, Senator yield?
to earn enough to live on, it will offset;
Mr. DOLE. I yield to the Senator from
what losses there are will be made up by Oklahoma.
terious effect upon the budget.

guished Senator from South Carolina increases in the internal revenue income.
Mr. BELLMON. The Budget Commit.
I remind my colleagues of one more tee acted on the only available requested
and the dlstinguishej Senator from
Oklahoma.
thing: This is not general fund money we Item before it this morning. The Senator
We were unable to reach any agree- are talking about. This is money that has from Kansas, the Senator from Arizona,

ment on whether or not there should be been paid in to a special account, though
a waiver granted on that particular Lord knows where it is or what shape it
amendment or on the amendment of the is in. I cannot find anyone who can tell
distinguished Senator from Texas (Mr. me if there is a box somewhere with soTOWER), who hopes to offer a substitute cial security funds in it, or how much
for the pending legislation. As I under- there s in it. My hunch is that it is alstand the situation nothing in the Tower ready bankrupt, and we are just talking
amendment violates the Budget Act in the clouds when we say we are going
except again the earnings limitation to forestall bankruptcy.
All my amendment attempts to do is
prov3sion.
Now, Mr. President, there is a change get people the money that they are enin the earnings limit n the bill offered titled to. I do not think it is constituin the committee by the Wstinguished tionally or morally right for us ot say to
Senator (Mr. BENT5EI. It seems to this a retired person. "You have to give up $2
Senator and. I think, the Senator from of social security for every dollar you
Arizona and the Senator from Texas earn to make a living," when that money
(Mr. TOWERS that the Budget.Commt- belongs to him. It is the same as if we
tee, made policy decision, and not a de- tried to tell an insurance company what
they can do with the money I have paid
cision based on the Budget Act.
We would hoDe that there would be into an insurance program for my wile
an opportunity later in the day for the and my family.
This is all we are trying to do, and I do
Budget Committee to meet again and
consider not only a waiver of the Gold- not see where the Budget Committee can
water-Dole-Kehum amendment but have any real concern about this, because
also the Tower amendment and ny it does not affect the budget. If It does
other amendments that may be offered affect the budget, I suggest that the soto H.R. 9346, in order to prevent any cial security fund is already bankrupt
objections to considering the resolution. and we had better start trying to find a
The Senator from Kansas wants to new way and a better way, if we are goserve notice that unless there can be ing to continue having it.
So I would hope that later on today
some consideration by the Budget Committee of the amendments of other Sen- the Budget Committee can meet and
ators I will not yield to any time agree- make it possible, without floor action, to
ments on the penthng bill. In fact, it may consider the Tower amendment; the Dole
be best to put off the bill until next amendment, my amendment, and others
January. A number of us are prepared that might be offered in the same vein.
to talk at len2th, if necessary, to put But I merely add my voice to what the
this bill off until January unless we can Senator from Kansas has said: Unless
have the cooperation of our colleagues they do this, there will not be any limito give all Senators a chance to present tation agreement on time. We can be
here until Christmas. I have nothing betour amendment.s.
If the Budget Committee states thit ter to do, and I can talk along with the
there will not be any amendments that best of you.
(Applause from the galleries.)
the Budget Committee cannot agree
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, let me sugunon, there is in effect, a closed rule. gest
to the Senator from Arizona—
We are precluded from bringing up our
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the
proposal if It has any budgetary effect
Senator suspend? The Chair admonishes
at all.
the galleries that its occupants are guests
• Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, will of
the Senate. There will be no expresthe Senator yield?
sions
of approval from the galleries durMr. DOLE. I yield.
Ing the deliberations of the Senate.

anci the Senator from Texas will have to

get a request together, and we will be
happy to act upon it. But we had only
one request before us, the request of the
Finance Committee.
Mr. DOLE. As the Senator from Kansas
pointed out, we are trying to get one together. I frankly think the Budget Com-

mitte could have taken care of it. The
Senator from Kansas was there—
Mr. BELLMON. How could we have
acted, without a request before us?

Mr. DOLE. It was included in the original resolution.
Mr. BELLMON. We approved the reso-

lution from the Finance Committee.

which s the only thing we had before us.
Mr. DOLE. I would just suggest that
we think we ought to have the same consideration that other Senators received.

Mr. BELLMON. You will have that

consideration when you get your request
together.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, will

the Senator yield for a question on that
point?
Mr. BELLMON. I yield.

Mr. GOLDWATER. If the Senator

from Oklahoma will remember, not many

hours ago the Budget Committee approved an increase to $8,800. I am told

by the Senator from Kansas that the

amount of $6,000 is already in the Senate
bill. So, some place along the line, either

you were not at the Budget Committee

meeting—

Mr. BELLMON. I was at the Budget
Committee meeting, and the figure we
approved was on a request from.the Sen-

ate Finance Committee, which anticipates raising the earnings limit up to
$8880 by the year 1985.

Mr. GOLDWATER. But it was considered. Frankly, I did not think it was
necessary for the proponent of an

amendment like this to appear before
the Budget Committee, because it does
not involve general funds.
Mr. DOLE. But, it involves the idea.
According to the committee, there is a
budget impact. That is the way the act
is worded, that is the way the staff inter-
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the earnings limitation, to eliminate
rets It, and that Is the way the commit- would like to know what amendments are Increase
going to be offered and try to deal with certain gender-based distinctions and pro-

tee proceeded.

Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, will the them In an order)y way.
One of the problems is that this bill
Senator yield?
Mr. DOLE. I yield to the Senator from has come to the floor under hasty and
tnusual circumstances.
Texas.
Mr. DOLE. There is not even a comMr. TOWER. I appreciate the statement just made by our colleague from mittee report.
Mr. BELLMON. It makes it difficult
Oklahoma. I am sure he wants to act
fairly and correctly in this matter, and I for us to follow the requirements of the
take what he says at face value. I think budget law, which s what we are trying
It would be wise for the Budget Com- to do.
Mr. DOLE. There is not a committee
mittee to reconvene and consider these

vide for a study of proposals to eliminate de-

pendency and sex discrimination from the

BOCial security program, and for other purposes; and
(b) Tl2at waiver of such Section 303(a) is

necessary in order to enable the Senate

promptly to consider changes in social se
curity financing which are provided for in
H.R. 5322, as reported by the Committee on
Finance, which are urgently needed in order

to assure that the program is adequately

procedural steps which have been taken.

funded, and which first becomes effective in
fiscal year 1979; and further.
(c) That the provisions of Section 303(a)
of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 are
also waived with respect to the consideration
of two amendments to either HR. 5322 or

volume of legislation, we probably are consider all possible amendments at one

enue Code of 1954, to the amount of earnings

requests.

might add that afl that Is happening
now tends to reinforce the opinion that
1

report. All there is is a press release. That

requirement was obviated by certain

I have that for the sake of legislative It does seem to the Senator from Kan- HR. 9346 offered by Senator Curtis to modify
efficiency and expediency and getting sas, now that the Senator from Okla- provisions related to the rates of tax imposed
something done, and passing a certain honia has indicated again that we should under chapters 2 and 21 of the Internal Rev-

not deliberating as carefully and in- time, as a member of the Budget Com-

mittee I can certainly appreciate that.
and we certainly are not back in our con- There was an effort this morning to instituencies, fInding out what the people dicate, at least, that we would put the
tently on this legislation as we should,

think about it.
I think while the whole social security
matter Is now pending would be a good
time for us to quit and go home, and find
out how people are reacting. Some people

have the view that we ought to stay up
here every day, all day, every year, and
legislate, that that is our job. But it Is
really more than that.
It is our job to reflect the views, the
concerns, and the aspirations o our con-

Tower, Dole, and Goldwater amendments

together and then introduce a resolution and agree to procedure. But the
committee adjourned before that issue
could be resolved.

As the Senator from Kansas indicated,
we should have an opportunity to present

subject to such taxes, and to the amount of
earnings creditable in determining benefits
under title II of the Social Security Act.

SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING
AMENDMENTS OF 1977

The Senate continued with the con-

sideration of H.R. 9346.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senate will resume the unfinished business,

our amendments. We do have the op- H.R. 9346.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I suggest the
portunity despite the Budget Act. We
can appeal the ruling of the Chair. I be- absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
lieve Senator GOLDWATER has 38 to 45
stituents. I submit that we cannot do cosponsors. I assume the amendment will call the roll.
The second assistant legislative clerk
that sitting here in the Senate Chamber would prevail. There is some real questo call the roll.
day after day after day. Sure, we can tion whether we should remove the total nroceeded
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I ask
read our mail and respond to our phone cap. The Senator from Kansas believes
caBs, but there is nothing like getting on we should look at that very carefully. I unanimous consent that the order for the
the ground with people and responding would also hope we would have a chance quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
to their questions and their comments. to consider these amendments in due
objection, it is so ordered.
I think that the Senate, if it did the course.
Mr. President, I yield the floor.
statesmanlike thing, would consider putMr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I rise
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I ask for the purpose of a clarifying statement
ting this bill over until January, until all
of us have had a chance to suggest the unanimous consent that Cindy Root and with respect to the provision in the comvarious proposals that have been ad- Pam Turner of my staff be granted the mittee bill having to do with the earned
vanced, all well motivated proposals, and privileges of the floor during the con- Income disregard, as it is known in the
have a chance to go back home and talk sideration of this measure and the votes language of welfare regulations.
with people about it, and see how they thereon.
The committee has adopted a measure
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
I think that the volume of legislation objection, it is so ordered.
Who yields time?
that we pass is not going to be the criMr. NELSON. Mr. President, I am preterion by which we are judged by the
people of this country. It is the quality pared to yield back my time.
Mr. HOLLrNGS. Mr. President, I am
of legislation which we pass in this Conprepared to yield back my time.
gress.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
I wish the leadership would give some
consideration to taking this bill over has been yielded back. The question is
until January, until we can all do some on agreeing to the resolution.
The resolution (S. Res. 315) was
study and reflection on it, refine whatever proposals we have, and get the opin- agreed to, as follows:
S. Rs. 315
ions of the people who count, the people
of the United States of America.
Resolved, flat (a) pursuant to Section
feel about these matters.

which will result in a substantial savings
In expenditures, and in response to a long
recognized need for some change in these

matters. The administration also has a
proposal with respect to the earned income disregard which is both to and dif-

ferent from that which the committee
adopted. It was addressed to the same
problem, but it yields a smaller savings.
The administration, understandably,
feels strongly about its position and

would hope that, in the end, it will be
adopted. I have publicly stated my own
preference for this outcome and my will-

Mr. DOLE. Does the Senator from 303(c) of the Congressional Budget Act of ingness to assist in bringing it about.
1974, the provisions of Section 303(a) of such

Kansas still have the floor?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Yes.
Mr. BELLMON. Will the Senator from
Kansas yield for 1 minute?

Perhaps we shall have an opportunity on
the floor during the next several days.
In any case, I should like to state that
free treatment for istle and with respect to
the consideration of an amendment incor- we on the committee understand that we
Mr. DOLE. Yes.
porating the text of H.R. 5322, as reported, may expect the administration position
Mr. BELLMON. I would like to join if suc1 amendment Is offered on behalf of to be expressed to us in a conference
the Senator from Texas in his comments. the Committee on Finance to H.R. 9346, an committee. Of course the outcome would
To further set the record straight on the Act to amend the Social Security Act and then remain for the conferees to deterthe Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to mine.
responsibility of the Budget Committee strengthen
the nancing of the social se.
th this matter, let me just say that our curity system,
to reduce te effect of wage
I thank the Chair for recognizing me.
hope Is to get together all amendments and price fluctuation
on the system's benefit
Mr. President, I su?gest the absence of
which will have a budgetary impact be- structure, to provide for the conduct of
fore we have another meeting. We can- studies with respect to coverage under the a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
not have a meeting every time a Mem- system for Federal employees and for ember decides to offer an amendment. We ployees of State and local Governments, to will call the rvll.
Act are waived with respect to the consid-

eration of H.R. 5322, an Act to provide duty-
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that Susan Irving, of
my staff, be accorded the privilege of the
floor during consideration of this bill and
any votes thereon.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
dered.
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I ask objection, it Is so ordered.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, will the
unanimous consent that David Affeldt
be accorded the privilege of the floor Senator yield for a unanimous-consent
during consideration of the social secu- request?
Mr. RIBICOFF. I am pleased to yield.
rity financing amendments.of 1977 and
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ask
any votes thereon.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without unanimous consent that John Haynes, of
Senator ANDERSON's staff, be granted the
objection, it Is so ordered.
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. Pres1dent I suggest privilege of the floor during the course of
the absence of a quorum.
consideration of the pending legislation
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk and votes thereon.
will call the roll.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
The assistant legislative clerk pro- objection, it is so ordered.
ceeded to call the roll.
Mr. EAGLETON. Mr. President, will
Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, I ask the Senator yield for a similar purpose?
Mr. NELSON. I am pleased to yield.
unanimous consent that the order for
Mr. EAGLETON. Mr. President, I ask
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. unanimous consent that Mr. Steve Raling
LEAHY). Without rejection, it Is so or- and Miss Sally Brain be accorded the
dered.
privilege of the floor.
Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, I
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
speak on behalf of Senator Dr.FoR's objection, it is so ordered.
amendment. The aggregate tax that will
UP AMENDMENT NO. 1033
result from our action here today for
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I send
State and local governments and non- an amendment to the desk and ask for
profit organizations in the next 10 years its immediate consideration.
Is a figure triple what the tax is today.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
For organizations and governing units amendment will be stated.
which already pay their dedicated workThe assistant legislative clerk read as
ers at subsistence levels this will mean follows:

assistant legislative clerk proto call the roll.
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
th.e quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. ANDERSON). Without objection, it Is so or
The

ceeded

a burdensome tax obligation Increase
from $6.6 billion to $21.6 billion over the
next crucial decade.

Nonprofit Institutions cannot recoup
a pgrtion of their social security taxes
as do profitmaking employers.

Health care, educational, and missionary institutions must have aid in
relieving the tremendous pressures to
hold down the cost of their services
despite rapidly rising costs of goods and
support suppliers.
We are all very aware, and constantly

reminded, of the financial crisis con-

fronting our city and State governmental agencies.

To be abundantly practical, the Ore-

gon State and local governments will Incur a tax liabiUty of approximately $83
million under this social security financ-

ing bill. As it is presently written these

agencies, and the nonprofits, will receive
no comparable deductions or tax credits
to the corporations' 48-percent rebate.
If Mr. DANFORTH'S amendment is
adopted, the Oregon governmental

agencies will receive a 10 percent or
$8.3 million reduction In their social
security tax liability.
I commend my colleague's perception

of the need and his wise contribution

to this piece of legislation.
Mr. President, I suggest the absence of
a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk pro-

ceded to call the roll.

Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

tam
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a refund for the quarter ending

June 30, 1973, and then to apply for later

refunds. The so-called "Ottinger bill"

however classifies these organizations as
not having received a refund. Thus they
are denied certain choices. This amend-

ment would allow refunds received by
the deadline for the earlier quarter to

count.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, the staff

has examined the amendment as pro-

posed by the Senator from Connecticut.
It simply involves a technical mistake

that was made, and this amendment

would rectify it and, as manager of the
bill I have no objection to it.

Mr. CURflS. Mr President, if the

Senator will yield, I will say we have no
objection to it. We favor the amendment.
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for a question?
Mr. RIBICOFF. I would be pleased to.
Mr. BELLMON. What is the cost of the
amendment?

Mr. RtBICOFF. I think the cost Is

minimal. It merely protects them from
retroactive liability, but my understanding is there is no cost involved.

M]r. BELLMON. I thank the Senator.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques-

tion is on agreeing to the amendment of
the Senator from Connecticut.
The amendment was agreed to.
MT. EAGLETON. Mr. President, I Intend to move to commit the pending bill
to the Committee on Finance with Instructions to report the bill back forthwith to the Senate so as to authorize appropriations out of general revenues to
The Senator from Connecticut (Mr. Rnx- cover not less than 4 percent of the total
corr) proposes unpriited amendment num- cost of the bill. Before I make that mobered 1033.
tion I would like to state my reasons for
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I ask offering the same.
unanimous consent that the reading of
Mr. President, in my role as chairman
the amendment be dispensed with.
of the Subcommittee on Aging I am well
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without aware of the positive effect social secuobjection, it is so ordered.
rity has on the lives of the 33 million
The amendment is as follows:
Americans who receive social securIty
On page 75, after line 22, at the end of benefits. Since 1975 expenditures from
subsection (b) of section 129, insert the fol- the social security cash benefits program
lowing:
have exceeded income and this unfor(4) section 3121(k)(4) is amended by
situation will continue unlesb
striking out the word "date" in subpara- tunate
Withgraph (B) (ii) and Inserting In lieu thereof Congress takes corrective action. that
the words "first day of the èalendar quarter" out changes, it is well understood
the disability insurance (DI) funds will
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I have be exhausted by 1979 and the funds supdiscussed this amendment with the dis- porting the old age and survivors insurtinguished managers of the bilJ, and I ance (OASI) program will be completely
hope that they find their way to accept exhausted by 1983. This uncertainty In
it.
the financial integrity of the social secuLast year Congress moved to deal with rity trust fund cannot be allowed to conthe problem faced by a number of non- tinue because the confidence of the 104
profit organizations that had paid so- million working Americans whose payroll
ciál security taxes without filing the re- taxes support the system (combined with
quired waiver.
equal contributions from employers) will
In this legislation Congress allowed continue to decline. Because of President
those organizations in this position who Carter's leadership, Congress is finally
had obtained refunds to choose whether addressing itself to the very difficult but
or not to file a new waiver or to parti- necessary question—How can we best
cipate in the system. However, the leg- chatige the financing formula of the soislation required not only that refunds cial security system in order to protect
be received prior to September 9, 1976, the financial integrity of the system?
Last week, the House responded to this
but also that they be for a period after
question by passing legislation that would
July 1, 1973.
A number of organizations-on the substantially increase (over present law)
advice of the Internal Revenue Service— the amount of taxes paid into the social
had applied for refunds only for the security system by both employees and
period up through June 30, 1973. These employers. Some experts have estimated
organizations were told by the IRS to ob- that about $10 billion In extra taxes will
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be paid by employees and employers per
year. Employees at the high income level

will have their social security taxes tripled in the next 10 years while the poor
and/or average wage earner will see his
taxes Increased by 50 percent by 1985.
The effect that these higher taxes will
have on businesses is very uncertain.

the States and local communities again.
I often get letters from constituents askIng me to explain the logic of the general
revenue sharing program, and I simply
cannot tell them why taxes have to go
to Washington to end up ir. St. Joseph
or Springfield, Mo.
Mr. President, an article by Tom Wick-
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protected; second, we must finance the
system in such away that is not harmful to the Nation's economy.

The rapid rise in payroll taxes em-

bodied in the Finance Committee's pro-

posals could have severe economic effects.

If these increases are enacted, most employers will probably choose to shift the
costs forward and increase their prices

Many businessmen in my State have er In the New York Times of November 1, of their products or services. A report
advised me that the House bill leaves 1977 raised.this important point I have printed in May by the Senate Budget
them with only four possible solutions: been discussing. Mr. Wicker states that Committee concludes that—
First, raise their prices significantly to President Carter's comment that a tax
Increases in payroll taxes may therefore
cut may be necessary next year to miti- contribute to inflation. In addition, since
third, cut back or eliminate gate the economic effects of the social the rise in prices reduces consumer real in-

pay for the extra cost; second, fire employees;

come, total consumer demand will decline
fringe benefits; fourth, reduce wages. security program raises—
question why Mr. Carter had not in real t :rms and this will reduce production
None oft hese alternatives are partic- pushedthemore
strongly for use of general

ularly appealing to our Nation's economy.
Now, I would like to address myself to

the proposal presently pending before
the Senate. In its wisdom, the Senate Fi-

revenues, rather than higher payroll ta'es, to
bolster the Social Security system. What's the
ultimate difference between income tax cuts

to compensate for higher payroll taxes, and

nance Committee has decided that the the transfer of general revenues to Social
best way to restore the financial Integrity

Security? And s anybody really thinking

the intricate relationships between
of the social security trust fund is to through
such problems as stimulating the economy,

require employers to pay $30 billion to holding down inflation, Social Security re$35 billion more in social security taxes form and general tax reZorm?
than employees over the next 5 years.
Mr. President, we all agree that the
This change violates the so-called parity
rule under which employees and em- Integrity of the social security trust fund
ployers have paid exactly the same must be protected. I submit that the soluamount of taxes sin:e the system began. tions to the social security funding probThe committee contends that this pro- lem offered by the Senate Committee on
posal is preferable to the House-passed Finance and the House are both inmeasure because it decreases the tax bur- appropriate. Both proposals could cause
den on the average wage eaz'ner at the our economy more problems than they
expense of the employer who is able to solve. I suggest that the Senate needs to
pay his staff a better-than-average sal- take a hard close look at the idea of using general revenue funds as a partial
ary.
Mr. President, in theory this argument way of restoring the financial integrity
may be persuasive but I am afraid that of the social security trust fund. Certainin the hard, cold world of dollars and ly the payroll tax paid by both employees
cents this proposal may cause more prob- and employers needs to remain as the
lems than it resolves. Two questions come primary means of financing the social
to mind immediately: What effect will security system. However, both the
this tax increase have on the unemploy- House and Senate bills have continued to
ment rate? What effect will this tax in- rely exclusively on the payroll tax to the
crease' have on our Nation's economy? point where the new tax burden for both
Obviously, no one knows the precise an- employees and employers may cause very
swers to these serious questions, but ap- serious problems for our economy (and
parently President Carter is so concerned hardships for millions of wage earners).
Mr. President, I am afraid that the
with the effect that this tax increase may
have on the economy that he has delayed pending bill and its related bill passed
sending to the Hill his tax reform pack- by the House have raised social security
age. Last week, President Carter was re- taxes beyond the breaking point for the
ported to have said to a group of news- average American worker and employer.
paper editors that the taxes have to be We are simply asking too much from
raised so the so:ial security system these people. I know that many of my
°won't go broke," and he added that he colleagues are opposed to using general
will act to offset their effect next year revenue funds to finance social security
by proposing tax cuts as part of his gen- because it s argued that this will make
eral tax revision plan.

If Congress votes to substantially increase payroll taxes, and then gives taxpayers a break on their personal income
taxes next year to compensate for the
increase in social security taxes, I submit
that we are simply deluding ourselves in-

to thinking that the funds are not coming. out of general revenues. General
revenues will be diminished by the
amount given back to the taxpayer in
the form of a rebate of credit on income
taxes, and the money collected from the
wage earner in payroll taxes will be de-

posited into the social security trust
funds.

I have opposed the revenue sharing

program on these same grounds; money

is sent from taxpayers to Washington
and we turn around and send it back to

and employnient.

Computer simulation studies done by

the Budget Committee indicated that
the payroll tax, if shifted forward by
companies raising their prices, would
have twice the negative effects on employment of an equivalent increase in

personal income taxes.
As my colleagues know, the economy

is not growing as rapidly as we would
like. No one would propose an increase
in personal income taxes now because
this would depress the economy. In fact,
the administration and others are calling
for tax cuts early next year to keep the
recovery on track. Personal income taxes

are far more equitable than payroll
taxes, and do not have the inflationary

effect associated with rising payroll

taxes. If additional revenue is needed
for the social security system, on these
grounds I would prefer that the money
temporarily comes from general revenue.

I further contend that it is blatently
unfair to consider givmg tax cuts to

all Americans when not all Americans
are contributing to the financing of the
system. Therefore, it seems to me that
if the President determines a tax cut to
be necessary he provide the tax cut only
to those people who are forced to pay
higher social security taxes or, what I
would prefer, an authorization of appropriations to help cover the cost of
the system.

Mr. President, I feel so strongly about
this issue that I shall be compelled in a
moment to move to recommit this bill
to committee with instruction that the
committee report back forthwith a bill
which authorizes the spending of general
revenues to cover not less than 4 per-

social security "another welfare pro- cent of the total cost of the bill. Cergram" and it will destroy the feeling tainly, general revenue funding should
among social security recipients that only be used as a last resort and some
they are paying for their own retirement. sort of upper ceiling (tied perhaps to
In actual practice, we all know that each the unemployment rate) needs to be
worker is not paying for his/her own established so that we do not depend

retirement—rather the working person too heavily on general revenues.
President Carter has suggested that
is paying for the benefits received by
someone already retired. This same proc- general tax cuts will be necessary to
ess will berepeated when the present offset the payroll tax increases. I feel
• worker retires and has his benefits paid strongly that a better way to deal with
this problem is to transfer funds directly
by a younger worker.
Mr. Presdient, I am well aware that from general revenue to insure the
general revenue is not a bottomless pit solvency of the social security system.
Mr. President, I move the adoption of
of dollars—I know that this money is
contributed out of the same pocket of my motion to recommit the pending bill
those people who contribute to social to the Committee on Finance with insecurity. However, I think we must put structions to report the bill back to the
our priorities in proper perspective— Senate bef,ore the end of this session,
first, the social security system must be amended so as to authorize appropria-
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tions Out of general revenues to cover not

Mr. CURTIS. I again commend the would be to keep the benefits gomg withless than 4 percent of the total cost of the Senator on his frankness.
out any tax increase at all.
bill.
In other words, Mr. President, I think
I wonder If the Senator would conThat concludes my remarks at this this: I think the word Is to go out across sider modlfymg his proposal to provide
time, Mr. Presidept, I intend to make a the land, "We are willing to send out for a surcharge on the Income tax. In
motion shortly.
your social security checks, but we are that event, I might consider suporting
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the doing it by increasing the national debt." the Senator.
distinguished Senator yield?
Mr. President, the social security proMr. EAGLETON. The Senator's sugMr. EAGLETON. Yes.
gram Is at a crossroads. We should either geston is an excellent one, second only
Mr. CURTIS. The Senator has not yet reduce benefits or increase taxes.
to mine. It Is a very good alternative
offered his motion to recommit, has he?
I thank the Senator for yieldmg.
idea. Part of the problem of adding on
Mr. EAGLETON. Let me speak briefly the surtax would be from an economic
Mr. EAGLETON. No; I am going to
Offer my motion to recommit in a few to the Senator from Nebraska before point of view how do we add on the surminutes, subject to the wishes of the yielding to my colleague from Missouri. tax in November 1977 and then have the
Senator from Nebraska.
The Senator from Nebraska has stated President and the Congress say we are

Mr. CURTIS. I thank the Senator. what the word is that should go out to
Does the motion to recommit call for the 200 million-plus Americans about

reporting back forthwith?

Mr. EAGLETON. Yes, forthwith.

Mr. CURTIS. So, in other words, the
Senator is not getting this issue involved
in the discussion as to whether or not
this bill ought to be finished now or wait
until January?
Mr. EAGLETON. The Senator Is
absolutely correct. It Is forthwith, for
immediate action.
Mr. CURTIS. I appreciate that, because there is a restlessness around here

to not act on this bill now, but to

adjourn sine die; and I would not want
an important decision such as whether
or not generaT funds should be used for
social sceurity to depend on whether or
not we are anxious to get rid of it for a
few months; so I commend the Senator
for following that pattern.
Does the Senator believe that we can
start to finance social security out of
general funds and discontinue it at a
later time?
Mr. EAGLETON Yes, if it Is geared to
an unemployment rate. I would devise a
formula that said whenever unemployment exceeded 5.5 percent, or make it
6 percent, then there would be an
Infusion of general revenue funds under
those circumstances, but that when
unemployment decreases to a more
acceptable level, I would decouple it and

take the general revenue out at that
tune.
Mr. CURTIS. That Is almost like the
administrat4ons original proposal; is It
not?
Mr. EAGLETON. Yes.

social security.

I say that if the Finance Committee
bill is enacted this afternoon, or whenever it is enacted, the word should go
out that although temporarily the social
security system has been tidied up, the
impact it will have on our economy is so

probably going to have to have a tax

cut in February or March of 1978?
Mr. DANFORTH. I think the Senator

has raised a very good point. As the

Senator knows, last March I was privileged to offer an amendment, along
with the senior Senator from New York
(Mr. JAVITS), which would have pro-

vided for a permanent tax cut as an
negative in nature that early on next alteTnative to the $50 rebate. It is my
year, President Carter is going to be position, and it has been for a long time,
compelled to recommend to Congress
some kind of a tax cut in order to con-

front a bit better the increase engendered by the Finance Committee's bill.

So whatever we do here today, I say
to my colleague from Nebraska, some
word will have to go out, whatever the
word is.

Mr. CURTIS. I am not for the so-called

that the American people are paying too
much in taxes. I am pleased to see that
the President is now considering withholding his income tax proposals to find
out what happens with respect to energy

taxes and social security taxes. They
do have to be treated as a bundle, with
their total impact on the economy.

It seems to me that since we have
only the social security tax before us
Committee.
right now, we should deal with that as
Mr. EAGLETON. I thank my col- a problem which requires a real econleague. I yield to the Senator from omic treatment and not just sort of a
Missouri.
funny money approach, and then get.
Mr. DANFORTH. When this bill was to the question of the interrelationship
in the Finance Committee, the Secretary between the various taxes next January.
of HEW testified on behalf of the adIf, in fact, the need is to replenish the
ministration's proposal, which called for fund from somewhere at this point, If
committee bill reported by the Finance

I suppose what the Senator is now suggesting, namely, a draw on the general
fund of the Treasury.
Mr. EAGLETON. I changed it a little
bit.
Mr. DANFORTH. It Is the same idea.

The pomt was made In the Finance
Committee that there was one problem

with the general fund, that Is, that
the cupboard is bare. We are now running a very substantial deficit and we
have a very substantial national debt.

any approach of raising $70 billion over

5 years Is unpopular, I wonder if the
Senator might reconsider his position
and offer an amendment which would
direct the Finance Committee to report
back with a surcharge on the income
taL.
Mr. EAGLETON. I will make a deal
with my distinguished colleague. If he
will support me on this one and it fails,
I will then support him on his, on the
eve of his failure.

I think the Senator from Missouri
Mr. CURTIS. And the Senator Is Therefore, one approach which was
aware that the Fmance Cominjtt.ee taken was that if we have to raise real makes a very valid point. He commends
money for the social security trust fund the President for postponing his tax
turned that down?
rather than just printing press money, message, and I believe wholeheartedly
Mr. EAGLETON. Y, I am aware.
instead of using the payroll tax route the President Is right in that postponeMr. CURTIS. L ie Senator aware we
could impose a surcharge on the in- ment. The Senator froth Missouri is
that the financing proposal now before

the Senate has never been supported by
a majority vote of the Finance Cornniittee?
Mr. EAGLETON. I knew there was a
whole range of differing feelings on the
Finance Committee, and that no one
Idea was adequate to get a majority.
Mr. CURTIS. The Senator Is very kind

to answer ny question in that fashion,
and I appreciate it. i ask him this: In
turning to the general fund to restore
the social security funds, does the Senator expect to increase taxes to replenish the genera1 fund, or Is he indicating
just an increase n the deficit, the national debt?
Mr. EAQLN. The latter, for the
flioflient.

come tax. That Is, when taxpayers would

compute their income tax, they would
add 3 percent over arid above the computation. That money would then be
€armarked for the social security trust

correct. The President, in deciding what

his tax reform package will be, has to
take into account what at that time will
be energy tax proposals. He wlU have
to take into account whatever we do
fund.
with the social security system. Those
It was argued in the Finance Commit- two actions are absolute prerequisites
tee that the benefit of such a proposal for the President to make his recomwas that it was a progressive form of mendations on the overall tax bill next
taxation. That is, whereas the payroll spring.
Mr. President, I am prepared to make
tax Is regressive, it is a fixed rate and
it taxes the rst x number of dollars of my motion at this time.
Mr. CURTIS. A parliamentary inquiry,
an employee's wages, a surcharge on
the income tax spreads the burden more
equitably throughout the income brackets. It allows those who have the good

Mr. President.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator will state It.
Mr. CURTIS. Is a motion to recommit
fortune of having a relatively high income to pay reativeIy more.
debatable?
The most Popular of all approaches
The PRESIDING OFFICER. It Is.
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Mr. EAGLETON. Mr. President, I move

we are going to fiuid ourselves raising the

to commit the pending bill to the Com- benefits time ftr time, paying for it
mittee on Finance with instructions to with borrowed noriey and, in the long
report the bill back forthwith with an run, caus chao n the whole ystein
Mr. Prdt, sk unanrnous conamendment to authorize appropriations
out of general revenues to cover not less sent that Wr. Bob Fulton of the Budget
than 4 percent of the total cost of the CoiTimittee stag may have access to the
floor during ©nsideration of this meas
bill.
Ure.
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President—
The PRESID11'G OFFICER (Mr. RE
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SenaLE). Without objection It is so ordered.
ator from Oklahoma.
Mr. DANFORTH, Will the Senator
Mr. NELSON. Will the Senator yield
yield
for a question?
for a unanimous-consent request?
Mr. BELLMON. I am happy to yield.
Mr. BELLMON. I yield.
Mr. DANFORTL I believe the Senator
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ask
the ranking minority member of the
unanimous consent that Mr. Bob Hoyer, is
Budget Committee. Is that correct?
of the Finance Committee staff, be granted the privileges of the floor during consideration of the pending measure.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

has had time to fully consider what we
are doing here.

While I do not support the purpose of
the motion of the Senator from Missouri,
I would support it if he would agree to
recommit the bill with instructions that
it not be brought back until February.
I think we have not had a chance to consider what we are proposing to do, or give

the people of the country a chance to
realize what is at stake. I believe we

could act in a far more intelligent manner at that time.
I believe general revenue financing for
social security may sound like a good idea

and certainly Is a fast way to get money

into the system, but it certainly is not

being too high In this bill; we have to be
more responsible; and we should not
give more benefits. Well, I want to see the
votes of those people who are saying the
taxes are too high when we come to the
floor with the amendment to eliminate
the earnings limitation test. I hope that
the Senator from Missouri will recognze
that we havc levied very high taxes now,

and the Senator is here expressing his
concern about them. I am concerned.
too. I happen to be more concerned about

bankrupting the system. I think the taxpayers and the recipients want the system to be sound, and we have levied a
Mr. BELLMON. That is correct.
Mr. DANFORTH. I was briefly a visitor tax to do so.
But I am going to be interested to see
at that committee this morning, trying
to work out a budget waiver situation what will happen in the next 2 days.
with respect to a form or variation of an Along will come the amendment to elimamendment that I propose to offer some inate the earnings limitation. Almost all
time later in the day, or maybe tomor- of the benefits will go to those who are
row. I was told that on my previous ver- already well off.
In fact, we are going to have a situasior, a point of order would have been

Mr. BELLMON. Mr. Prcsident, I appreciate the objective which the Senator
from Missouri has. There are, however,
some points I would like to raise which
need to be considered before this matter raised under th budget resolution. I
Is put to a vote.
worder if my amendment had been subFirst of all, at the present time I be- ject to a point of order, why would not
lieve most Americans look upon social Senator EAcLETofs amendment have
security as a kind of insurance program been subject to a point of order?
for the working people of the country.
Mr. BELLMON. It is my opinion, Mr.
They do not look upon It as a welfare President, that the Eagleton amendment
program or as a program paid for by is subject to a point of order. If that matother than those who benefit from it. The ter can be firmly established, a point of
'only way we have to put general revenue order will be raised before a vote is taken.
funds into social security is -to borrow
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, the conthe money. The Nation is already run- cept of using general fund moneys is not
ning a $60 billion deficit. If we undertake a new one. I do not, personally, view it
to take money out of the general revenue as a bad idea per Se. As I understand it,
fund, all we do is add to the deficit and the Senator from Missouri is recomin this way increase pressures in areas mending that the bill—I hope the Senawe are already trying to help.
tor will correct xne if my ear was getting
Also, the requirement to raise payroll inaccurate vibrations—be recommitted
taxes Imposes at least some discipline t the Finance Committee; that general
upon the Menibers of Congress. We are fund moneys be infused to the extent of
tempted to raise social security benefits 4 percent of the total annual social secuto be paid for by borrowing money. We rity cost, which would be about 4 percent
do not feel the same kind of restraint in of around $90 billion, or about $3.6 bilraising taxes to pay for our deficit.
lion. Is that right?
I believe this amendment would reMr. EAGLETON. I have not computed
move one of the most important re- au the figures. That sounds pretty close
straints we have in Congress to keep us to correct, but I want to emphasize that
from letting the social security program I am only talking about measures of proget completely out of hand.
gram cost over the present law.
Mr. NELSON. And the infusion of genTo me one of the most important arguments made here is that it shows it is eral fund moneys would be triggered by
sort of ridiculous for us to try to move some level of unemployment.

this complicated legislation n such a
hasty manner. I do not believe anyone

I think the problem the Senator has
is that there is an awful lot of talk on
the floor of the Senate about the taxes

tion, for all those Who vote for it, in

which lawyers, doctors, professors, and
engineers—whD are making $20,000

$30,000, $50,000, $100000 or $200000—

it does not matter—are going to be able
Immediately to draw an "annuity' when
they reach age 65, while the poor fellow
who is struggling to keep his family going is paying for it all.

It will be interesting to see how the
votes fall on the Senate floor for those
who say that the taxes are too high in
this bill; yet, when they vote to eliminate

the retirement test, they are going to

raise the taxes another $1 billion to $2
billion a year over what the Senate Fi-

nance Committee has recommended with
its $6,000 earnings limitation.

Then we are going to have an expensive disability amendment, on the floor,
which is going to cost some more money.
And all of those who are telling us that

the taxes are too high are likely to be

some of the same ones who are going to

vote to Increase the disability benefits
while they are crying crocodile tears

about the burden of the taxes on the

workers in the bill before the Senate.
Then we shall take up Senator DANFoRTH's general revenue sharing proposi-

tion, which would go into the general

fund from another angle. I guess the two
Senators from Missouri must have gotMr. NELSON. X think that if we were ten togther to find out how much they
going to use general fund moneys, as a could get out of that general fund. The
Mr. EAGLETON. Correct.

matter of fact, that would be the way
to do it. I am little puzzled as to why
the Senator would want to send it back
to committee to have us deal with that

question, in any event, rather than offer
an amendment on the floor.
The committee did consider a modest
amount of general fund moneys which I
proposed respecting the concept of transferring hospital insurance money to the
cash benefits trust funds, and allowing
the general fund to pick up the slack. But
that was voted down unanimously.
Mr. EAGLETON. The Senator from
Wisconsin did not support his own
amendment.
Mr. NELSON. After I looked at it, I
thought it was a bad idea, That is what
I think of the amendment of the Senator

going to add to the fiscal stability of the
country, nor is it going to be, n my judgment, a long-range benefit to the social
security system. If we start this process, from Migsourl.

junior Senator from Missouri would
reach in for 10 percent of all the taxes
paid by States, municipalities, colleges,
charities, private colleges, and give it

back to them. In fact, he would give them

back more than the increased social
security taxes they are going to pay.

Senator DAroRTH'5 amendment would

use $14 billion of general revenues between now and 1987. The cost of that
amendment will start at about $1 billion
a year. It will óost $2.2 billion a year in
1987 and the cost will continue to go up,
That is one opening in the general fund
which does not give one additional
penny of benefits to a single old person,
or any other beneficiaries. It all goes to
the muncipalities, States, and the
colleges.

Now we have the senior Senator from
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Mr. EAGLETON. Mr. President, I
who wants to reach Into the
general fund on the other side and trig- thank my colleague and I will be brief.
ger the infusion of general funds when Then we will get to a motion to table.
the unemployment rate gets to a certam
First, let me say I certainly agree with
level. On principle, I do not object to my colleague from Wisconsin on this
that, myself. But what scares the life out question of removing the earnings limiof me is all the Senators who will come tation and I have said I agree with him
down to the floor and complain and cry with respect to increasing the disability
about the taxes in this bill, who will also benefits. I shall vote with him against
vote for bigger expenditures, and then removing the earnings limitation and
leave the floor claiming that they have against beefing up the disability providone something for the betterment of sion. He is absolutely correct on that.
mankind.
We will hear all the crocodile tears, as
This bill, and the amendment that will he says, about the system going broke, it
Missouri,
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stabilizing power of social security and UI.
In the case of Ut, for example, annual tax
collections have

actually

Increased from 1973

to 1976 (from $6.5 billion to $7.8 billion)

despite the enormous economic deterioration
that occurred during that time. Recovery 18
facilitated and employment is increased when
Ut. benefits enable unemployed workers to

maintain their purchasing power. But these
favorable developments are negated to the
extent that benefits are financed by higher
taxes.

Eardly anyone would advocate raising personal income tax rates during a recession for
the purpose of recapturing the revenue loss
that the recession has caused. Yet such perverse policy Is quite common in the case of
payroll taxes, even though the increased pay.
roll taxes may do more '.arm to the economy
than an equivalent increase in the personal
Income tax.

be called up by the Senator from Ne- Is running out of money.
braska—with which I disagree—his bill,
I suspect the Senator from Wisconsin
this bill, and the bill In the House, at is absolutely correct, around 4 or 5 this
least have the Virtue that those who afternoon or tomorrow a large number
brought them to the floor brought them of Senators will vote to bankrupt the
Anti jobs biases
to the floor with enough money to pay system even more. The Senator from
The existing system of employer payroll
for them. I think when we come to the Wisconsin Is absolutely correct.
tacation creates a number of anti.jobs biases.
floor with these amendments that are
I am reserving judgment on whether An employer who wishes to expand output
coming down here, they ought to hang a I will support the Danforth amendment.
tax on them to pay for them.
I will watch how he votes on mine.
Mr. DANFORTH. Will the Senator
To answer the economic issue, if I may
yield for a unanimous-cont request? have
the attention of the Senator from
Mr. NELSON. I yield.
Wisconsin, the economic justification is
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I ask contained in one very pithy sentence
unanimous consent that Peter Truza of from the Budget Committee report of
the Human Resources Committee staff, May 19, 1977:

Barbara Washburn of Senator J*vn's

staff, and Mary Ann Simpson of Senator

Evidence on what actually happens 18
somewhat sketchy. However, there Is a grow-

STEVEN's staff be granted privilege of the ing number of economists who believe that
floor for the remainder o the considera- considerable forward shifting does, In fact,

tion of this bill and for votes thereon.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that Edward Beck of my staff be granted privilege of the floor during consideration of
this measure.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.
Mr. MATStJNAGA. Same request for
Karen Langley of my staff.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, the same
reauest for Judy Hefner of my staff.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I want to

take place.

will find it in his interest to do this by utilizing his existing work force more intensively

rather than by hiring new workers if his

existing workers receive wages in excess of

the payroll tax base. Any increase in wage
payments above the base entails no additional payroll tax, whereas the hiring of a
flew worker will force the employer to pay
additional taxes.
A second bias created by the present 8tern is that it provides an incentive to intro.
duce technology that utilizes highly skilled

workers at high wages rather than less highly
8killed workers at lower wages. For example,
If worker A is paid $20,000 and produces ex-

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- actly as much as the combined output of
sent that a full discussion of this eco- workers B and C, each of whom earn $10,000,
nomic issue be printed in the RECORD at it will pay the employer to hire worker A bethis point, which means further excerpts cause he must pay payroll tax on the full

from the Budget Committee report of

$20000 earned by B and C but only on $16,500

Built-in stabüty

able rates of inflation.
An employer payroll tax increase may lower

if he hires worker A.
May 19 of this year.
By far the worst problems created by pay.
There being no objection, the material mIl taxes stem not from their magnitude,
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, but from the fact that they have been Inas follows:
creasing very rapidly during a period of slack
Excprs FRoM BUDGET CoMMnT REPOE in the economy. This trend is interfering
with recovery and may also be a partial exU. ECONOMIC D'FECTS OP PAYROLL TAXES
planation for the continuation of unaccept-

Both social security and unemployment Insurance programs are credited with acting as
automatic flscal stabilizers. In the case of social security this automatic stabilizing effect
occurs on the revenues side because the revenues go up and down automatically as busi-

repeat that I do not object In principle ness activity expands and contracts. In the
to the idea of infusing general funds with case of UI the stabilizing effect comes mainly
the trigger mechanism for unemploy- from the benefit side. By cushioning the fall

profits; it may be shifted backword and reflected in lower wages; or it may be shifted
forward and reflected in higher prices. If the

payroll tax increase is absorbed by employers
arid reflected in lower profits and dividends.
its effects would be similar to an increase in

business income taxes. If the tax is shifted
backward and reflected in lower wages its

ment. I wish that the senior Senator In labor tncome as unemployment increases effects would be roughly equivalent to a rise
from Missouri would offer such an the program prevents consumer expenditure in the personal income tax of a kind that
from falling by as much a would otherwise impinges on labor income.
amendment on the floor.

I am puzzled a bit, however, as to how
a tax on the employer and the employee
to restore the balance in the fund is inflationary, whereas a tax on the same

be the case, thereby moderating the recession.
Similarly, during the upswing the reduction
In Tfl benefits prevents labor income from ris-

ing as rapidly as it otherwise would, so that
the rise in consumer spending Is moderated.

Forward sh/ting and stagflation
Evidence on what actually happens

18

somewhat sketchy. However, there is a grow-

ing number of economists who believe that
considerable forward shifting does, in fact,
take place. Where business sets prices by a
fixed percentage markup over costs, a rise in
taxes will raise the prices of goods
reduce the amplitude of fluctuations in eco- piyroll
and services in the short run because emnomic
activity
and
to
stabilize
the
level
Of
ployers will view such tax increases as inworkers—104 million of them—are infla- employment.
creases in their labor costs. Increases in paytionary dollars. whereas reaching into
The
importance
of
social
security
and
UI
taxes may therefore contribute to inflathe General Treasury and running the for economic stability cannot be overem- roll
In addition, since the rise in prices redeficit up another $3.4 billion a year Is phasized. In 1973 a year of prosperity, the tion.
duces
consumer real income, total consumer
somehow noninflationary?
receipts of the UI trust funds exceeded bene- demand will decline in real terms and this

taxpayers to put money in the general
fund to support social security is not inflationary. How is it that those dollars
that we get from the taxpayers and the

This helps to prevent recovery from being too
rapid and lessens the danger of Inflation. The
net effect of the automatic stabilizers is to

I suppose we can get an economist to fit payments by $2.4 billion. During the reces- will reduce production and employment.
argue any side of any question we can sion year of 1975, the surplus was converted Therefore, rising payroll taxes may be one
think of. But that one does puzzle me a Into a deficit of 89.2 billion. Therefore, from source of stagflation, as the simultaneous
little bit.

Mr. President, if this s a motion to
refer the bill back to the committee, I
certainly will at the appropriate moment
move to table ±t.

peak to trough the economy benefited from presence of inflation and high unemploya stabilizing budgetary swing of $11.6 billion inent has come to be called.
due to the UI program alone.
Computer simulation studies conducted by
Unfortunately, the recent and prospective the staff compared the effect of a rise in emtax increases that were described in the pre- ployer payroU taxes with an equal increase in
vious section have the effect of reducing the the personal income tag. The simulations
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The PRESIDING OrnCER. No, there
showed that the payroll tax, if shifted forward, reduces employment by twice as much is no Ume limitation.
as an equivalent yield increase in the perMr. NELSON. Mr. president, I
Bonal lncàme tax. Moreover, the payroll tax move—
increase raises the rate of jnation in the
Mr. BELLMON. Will the Senator with-
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do that and I hope that they will turn
this down with an overwhelming vote.

Reliable quantitative estimates of the impact of increased payroll taxes on prices and

Mr. President, increasing taxes is so
painful that there is a tendency to want
to run away from it.
Somebody says, "Let's take it out of
hold that motion?
Mr. CURTIS. Yes, I would like to say the general fund." Somebody else, says,
"Let's soak the employers." Somebody
something.

recognize that payroll taxes will have adverse

Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, I ask
the Senator from Missouri if he would
consider accepting a modification for his

short run, whereas the income t%X tflCrS.Se

tends to lower it.

employment require more information on
the shIfting of the tax burden than Is presently available. However, it Is Important to
effects on production and employment regardless of whether and how they are shifted.

It Is therefore desirable to avoid increasing
these taxes during a period of economic slack.
III. EMERGENCY FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE poa
SOCIAL INSURANCE PROGRAMS

The financial position of the social insurance trust funds creates a serious duemma
for policy. Many trust fund accounts are in
debt or badly depleted and in need of additional receipts; but the added payroll tazes
that could provide these receipts would be

harmful to the recovery and might add to
inflation as well.
In principle, social insurance trust fund
accounts should accumulate surpluses during periods of prosperity when unemployment is low, whereas benefit payments should

exceed contributions during recession when
unemployment is high. Financial soundness
of the programs suggests that tax rates and

has suggested that we change the re-

Mr. NELSON. Yes.

tirement age. To change the retirement
age and do it fairly, there would have
to be enough lead time so that it would
affect anyone for a long, long time,
motion so that the report back would not
and
that would not help our financial
come In January?
original

floor?
bases should be set at levels that provide theThe
PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senapproximate balance between receipts and
outflows over an extended period of time. ator from Nebraska is recognized.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I hope
This implies that tax rates and wage bases
would be established in harmony with the that the motion of the distinguished
anticipated average level of unemployment Senator from Missouri will not prevail. I
expected over that period. Long-run balance commend him for his forthrightness and
would then be attainable without necessitating tax increases during moderate recessions
such as those experienced between 1945 and
1973.

Abnormal recession loss
The current recession is abnormal in comparison with earlier postwar recessions. As a
consequence of this, the trust fund accounts
have been much more severely depleted than

had been anticipated. As a result, the tax
rates that would be needed to catch up with
and overcome the cumulative deficits would

be so burdensome that they would act as

overall magnitude.

Mr. EAGLETON. Mr. President, I am
finished with what I have to say on this.

it does not affect the person who is halfway toward retirement, but it should be
invoked far down the line.

There is also a tendency to want to

juggle figures withIn the system. Right
now, we are collecting a little more
than we need in the health Inhis intellectual honesty in laying right money
fund that pays medicare. The
out on the table what he has In mind. surance
transfer
of
those funds or the excess over
We have a problem in social security. to the retirement
and disability funds
In people's anger, they say, Oh, the sys- would meet our needs
for a few years.
tem is failing," and so on. Well, it is not That still stays out of the
fund.
much different than it always has been. It does not tip the balance general
emIt has never been a paid-up annuity. ployer and employee, but between
even at that,
They have collected from the workers it does not solve the problem.
and self-employed and the employers
not too critical of those who do
enough to pay for those who were not notI am
want
to act on this bill at this time.
working. But, in the meantime, we voted

a serious impediment to. recovery and price a great many benefits and increased
stability in the next decade. Recovery would benefits and have not collected enough
then require that other fiscal measures such money.
as income tax reduction and/or expenditure
we will receive about $82 billion in
expansion be used to offset the adverse im- theNow
fund. This year we are short $6 bilpact of the higher payroll taxes. Elimination

of the trust fund deficits would therefore
merely change the composition of the budget
deficit without having much effect on its

program. Many of us never want to retire

Mr. EAGLETON. That was my
probably never will. But what about
idea, I say to the Senator from Okla- and
man who has worked hard all his life,
homa. I had that in mind and then I awho
has earned his living with his hands,
was advised that that would lOok like I has worked
at a hard job and possibly
was not willing to face up to the issue a disagreeable
job, who has looked forhere and now. So I changed gears and ward to retirement
at 65, who hears over
made it forthwith.
news or reads in the newspaper that
Once that matter is tabled, as I pre- the
politicians, instead of facing the
sume it will be, perhaps another motion the
of the cost of social security,
to recommit, or commit, rather, and re- realities
going to change the rules and that
port back In January or February would are
he cannot retire until he is 68? Is that
be in order.
I would prefer to go to bat on mine fair?
It Is true that we are living longer,
right now and get my defeat out bf the and
sometimes retirement is not good
way.
people. If we make that change, it
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, who has for
should have enough lead time so that

it is confusing. I think they were en-

titled to have the Finance Committee
recommend something. But we never
have been able to get a majority vote
on anything. The most votes that any
got was 9, and there are 18
lion. But if we go on having a shortage proposal
members.
of $6 billion this year and more next
Mr. President, let us work our will as
year, and so on, there is nothing but best
we can; or, if the committee should
disaster ahead.
deliberate more and call in people, that
The Senator from Nebraska believes a is all right. But let us not here, in a
half percent increase in taxes on em- period of unrest, with adjournment

I think the Senator from Wisconsin ployer and employee would take care of pending, vote to change the whole conmany of our long-range problems.
wishes to move to table my motion to report back forthwith.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, a parlia-

mentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator will state it.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, does a motion to postpone take precedence over a
motion to recommit?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. It does.
The Chair advises that it does.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, there is
no time limitation on this, I understand.

of social security. Individuals have
Frankly, I think that is the smartest cept
drawn
that social security check with
political vote anyone can make. But I am dignity. They have not felt that they
not sure the Senate is ready to vote on were on welfare, because everybody pays.
any such arrangement.
is self-contributing. The employers
But, above all, we should not vote to It
pay half and the employees pay half.
finance social security out of the general That is worth hanging on to.
fund.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the
I commend the distinguished Senator. Senator yield?
He says that he has no notion that we
CURTIS. I am happy to yield to
will levy taxes to flow into the general theMr.
distinguished chairman.
fund, but rather, that we will finance
Mr. LONG. The Senator made referthis by increasing the deficit and the
ence to the desirability of the commitnational debt.

Are we ready to send word to the peo- tee recommending something. It Is well
ple out over the land, the social security to point out that, while the committee
and others, that we are reached a tie vote between the approach
estimates of the unemployment and infla- beneficiaries
advocated by the Senator from Wiscontion effects of alternative policies and dis- going to pay their social security by sin (Mr. NELSON and that of the Senacussion of the effect of payroll tax changes merely voting a bigger deficit?
I do not think this Senate is ready to tor from Nçbraska (Mr. CURTIs), neveron the economy.
1See US. Senate Committee on the Budget,

Budget Issues. "Policies To Reduce Inflation," June 1976, pp. 16—18, for quantitative
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if they happen to be over 65, and many

whelming in feeling that one of the braska. there is no place else to put people over 65 are better off tha.n they
two should be approved. The Curtis pro- them.
have ever been in their lives. Senator
posal Is the traditional approach that
Mr. GOLDWATER. Has the Senator Saltonstall was so right.

has been used for a number of years.
ever v&ified that?
Mr. GOLDWATER. Just one more
Mr. CURTIS. I think the record thould
Mr. CURTIS. I. beg the Senator's par- question. I did not want to get off into
be corrected In that regard. What I don.
that subject. I happen to agree with
should have said is that those of us who
Mr. GOLDWATER. Has this ever been Senator Saltonstall. He was on of my
had the benefit of the hearings and verified?
idols when I came here as a relatively
worked for this for sometime should have
Mr. CURTIS. No. I have not gone down young man many years ago, and he has
striven a little harder to get a substan- there and looked around.
been proven right time and agam.
ttal majority in support.
(Laughter.)
What concerns ineand I think we
Mr. LONG. Let me make it clear that
Mr. GOLDWATER. Has any member should level with the American peop1eeven though I will vote to support the of the committee or the committee staff Is we are going to sit here and have a lot
position of the present manager of the actually seen any bookkeeping that of debate, a lot of rhetoric, and we arc
bill, Mr. NELSON, if the Curtis amend- would say, "X billions of dollars are held not going to do much about the situation
mont should carry I will still very cheer- In Government oonds"?
Involving social security In my opinion.
fully and enthusiastically support the
Mr. NELSON. There Is an annual In my humble opinion, the social security
bill. It does not bother me particularly trustees' report filed each year on the fund Is nearly bankrupt and borne might
which of these two approaches we use, status in each of the four funds.
even argue that it is that way today.
provided we are responsible and underMr. GOLDWATER. Where is it filed? I
I have no way of proving it, and when I
take to raise the money to pay for these have asked the Social Security for these find that the committee can only offer
benefits.
answers, and I have not received them, the fact that an annual report is made, I
What I think we should avoid more and they do bother me.
take their word for t, but I still believe
than anything else is what they did in
The purpose of my questioning is not that we have to do somethilig far more
England, where they would in effect pay to be critical—I think that period passed than we are aiming at. Thi is another
for the benefits out of inflation.
long ago—but to find what the truth is reason I think that the suggestion made
That Is basically what you are doing before we embark on a long, extended by the Senator from Oklahoma and many
when you try to finance a social security period of debate which Intends to solve others bears fruit that this bill should go
program with deficit financing. Some a social security problem, if one exists, back for full hearings and it should not
people say, "Pay for sociai security out of and I think it does.
be reported back to this body until we
the general revenue." But there is no
Are the members of the committee have something meaningful to offer the
general revenue to pay for it.
satisfied that there is money in the social American people, not just upping the
Mr. CURTIS. That is right.
security account to pay the recipients of taxes—taxes are way too high now-but
Mr. LONG. The general revenue funds social security?
making sure that we can say to all of us,
this year are minus $60 billion. So all one
Mr. CURTIS. I am told there is enough
all people who are looking forward to
can do, if he says not to put the tax money in there, together with what will to
security being recipients in their
money up and pay for it out of our come in, to pay through 1983. The pres- social
ages that they are going to get the
pockets, is to tell the Federal Reserve to ent reserve, plus anticipated receipts, will olc.er
money. This really disturbs me because
print more money. After a while, you will carry us through to 1983.
social security, in my opinion, is not the
find that you cannot run the printing
Mr. GOLDWATER. When this social only retirement fund in trouble, but it is
presses as fast as the value of your money security system started, if my memory is one fund that should not be in trouble
declines, and you will meet yourself com- correct, the theory was that every four because this money was never intended
ing back.
people donating to social security—I
used for any other purpose than to
If we want to avoid the mistake that should say thvesting in social security, to beback
the people who paid it in. It is
Imperiled Britain, before it began to because it is not a donation—would pay
not
like
tax
It is not in the genmove back toward fiscal responsibility, support one recipient. Is that the correct eral fund. Itfunds.
is there to pay the people
we had better not get into that trap to formula?
back who wanted to invest in it for a rebegin with.
Mr. CURTIS. I am informed that it
So I think we should level with
Mr. CURTIS. I thank the distinguished is about 3 to 1 now, and in 25 years it tirement.
the American people, and I hope
Senator.
will be 2 to 1.
throughout this debate we cn keep getMr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, will
Mr. GOLDWATER. I thought it was ting back to this one question. What is
the Senator yield?
less than 3 to 1 now. That would have the shape we are In? I happen to think it
Mr. CURTIS. I yield.
been my next question. In fact is it not is pretty bad.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, at approaching 1 to 1?
Mr. NELSON addressed the Chair.
this point in the debate, I should like to
Mr. CURTIS. Not yet.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I think

have a few questions cleared up that

Mr. GOLDWATER. Not yet. But we are

have been bothering me for a good num- coming to that.
ber of years. I think that with the chairMr. CURTIS. That depends on what

the Senator from Nebraska has the floor.

I wish to reply to that. The situation
Is bad: there is no question about that.
Anytime yu have an operation that is
One of the most distinguisied men who running behind $6 billion a year and
ever served In this body was a gentleman going to run behind more in the future
from New England, Senator Saltonstall. unless we do somethirg, it is bad.
He was not one of those hardilne Arizona
One of the mistakes that have been
conservatives.
made is that social security was conMr. GOLDWATER. He was a conserva- ceived as a plan whereby peoph paid In
tive, though.
their taxes and their employer paid in
Mr. CURTIS. But he was a responsive, his taxes and that money would be held
progressive Individual who sometimes and it would grow and pay their benefit.
voted more liberally than I could. But he It has never been that. It is social procame before the Finance Committee and gram levying a tax on everyone who
said: "Do not enact medicare and pay for works to pay a social benefit to those
it by the social security payroll tax." He who do not.
went further. He said, "It will take all
Some years ago when Commissioner
that tax can bear for a decent retirement Cohen
appeared before our committee,
amount."
he and I disagreed on many items of

.rnan of the Finance Committee, the Congress does.
chairman of the subcommittee, and the
ranking Republican, I should be able to

get an answer which I have not been
able to get from downtown.

In the last 4 or 5 years, we have had
several commissions meet on the subject of social security. Some of them have

said that social security is in no danger.
Others have said that social security is in
danger.
Last week or 10 days ago, in Arizona,

the minority leader of the House said
that the social security fund was more
than $3 trillion in the red. I cannot verify
that one way or the other. I should like
to have these very simple questions
answered.

He was so right.

First, where are funds held?
And today we are adding on to the soMr. CURTIS. The reserve Is held In cial
security tax of every worker In the
the Treasury of the United States, in a land to pay the hospital and medical bill
special account, In Government bonds. of the wealthiest people In the country

social security, but he would always give
you an answer. He was honest as lie saw
it. I said:

What assurance do the future beneficiaries
hElve that they will ever get their benefits?
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networks asked me my position on this
He said:
The assurance is that a particular genera- bill. I told them. Their representative
tion of taxpayers Will tax themselves to pay said:
Well, Senator, if it goes on like this we are

it.

And that is honest.

Now we have reached a point where
people say, "We do not want to pay it
any more."

I think that much of the blame be-

longs to the politicians who lave gone
out and told the people, "This is an Insurance plan, this money Is there, it Is
going Lo pay your benefit," rather than
telling them that this is a tax, and this Is
the reason that you find the social secu-

rity tax in two places in the book. The
social security tax can be found in the
Internal Revenue Code and also In the
social security provisions.

It is not an insurance plan at all.
Maybe it should have been. I do not
know. I believe if they had and the

Government had collected all this money

and held it and caused it to grow until
people got old enough to retire pretty
soon the Social Security Administrator
would have sufficient wealth at his com-

cerned

about the matter that is now

pending before us because I do not believe

there is any program that has ever been
enacted in the history of the Congress

going to have the welfare state in a few that has been more meaningful to the
people of America than the social secuyears.
rity program.
I said:
I travelled the byways and highways
My good man, we have had it for years. of my State and of the Nation, and it is a
The bill is just now coming in.
program in which the people take a great
The trouble with the alarm back home deal of pride. They do not consider it.—
is that it is 10 or 15 years late. I am not as the distinguished Senator from Necritical of the people because they did braska mentioned—as a social program.
They consider it an investment that they
not get the facts.
made for their future. I do not begrudge
Now I yield.
Mr. MORGAN. The Senator alluded them 1 penny we pay them. In fact, I
to the fact that in 1972 before the elec- support it.
I said in the beginning, Mr. President,
tion Congress increased the benefits by
20 percent. I wonder, perhaps, if that that as a State senator in North CaroI probably voted for more expendiis one of the reasons why the increased lina
Sentaxes recommended in this bill do not tures than any member of the Stateperiod
become effective next year, which just ate of North Carolina during the
time I was there.
happens to be an election year, but are ofBut,
Mr. president, I never voted for
put off until the following year? Do you expenditures
where I was not willing to
think maybe the election year had somevote for taxes to pay for them, and that
thing to do with it?
Mr. CURTIS. I do not think there is is something I find totally and complete-

ly lacking in this Congress.
question about It.
mand so that, if he Invested it in any- anyMr.
Just this past week we passed a soMORGAN.
The
fact
that
we
are
thing other than Government bonds, he
called energy bill that is going to cost the
not
in
need
of
the
increased,
taxes
suffiwould have controlled every corporation
taxpayers $40 billion. But nobody seemed

to put them in effect immediately,
in the land. The Government cannot run ciently
indicate that the urgency
a business. They never have been able to. would that not
this bill is not such that it would
But all of those theories are just of
require us to act immediately?
theories at this potht.
Mr. CURTIS. A part of the Senator's
We come back to the pending business question
for answer should be directed
of the move by the distinguished Senator to the Budget
Committee. I think they
from Missouri and the issue is clearcut:
Shall we pay social security benefits from have some ideas on that.
But while I have no objection to curthe general fund under an understanding
that we will not increase the general rent increases in taxes with enough leadto inform everybody, this Congress
fund but will merely add to the deficit time
and to the debt? I think it would be well has not done that well in the past. In
that the Senate have a vote on that and the 1976 tax act we taxed a lot of people
retroactively on some transactions that
find out.
The Senator from Nebraska has voted were just morally wrong.
So I have no objection whatsoever to
against so many social security benefit
the date up. I do think it should
bills that I have never been In a cam- moving
pagn where I have not had to defend the be far enough in advance for people to
position that I was against all social know and make adjustment, and never
retroactively.
security.
But I think that represents a feeling
Just before the 1972 election, we had a
vote to raise benefits by 20 percent. That that it is bad politics to raise taxes. Well,
vote is part of our trouble today. A dis- it is. It is kind of difficult. But I think
tinguished Member of the other body it is worse politics to say to the Ameri-

sent us a bill to increase benefits by 5
percent and made a tax adjustment for
it. In the meantime someone whispered
to him that he could be President of the
United States and so he announced, "I
am for a 20-percent increase, and my

to be concerned about where the money
was coming from. 'Oh, just leave it to the
Finance Committee. We will work it out
with the coaference committee. It will all
come out in the wash. Take our word for
it.,,

That was at a time when we already

are some $50 billion to $60 billion in the

red in this Congress, and now I do not

know where we are going to come out.

Now we are saying we have to have
more money. I am ready and willing to
vote the necessary taxes to carry on the

social security program in the way in

which it was intended to be carried out.
But it ought to be done on a permanent
basis, with a full understanding of what
we are doing.
Mr. President, this afternoon, since I
have been sitting here, the Committee on
Finance bill has been placed on my desk.

For several days we have been trying

to find out what was in it. We were told

can people that we are going to run by one of the staff members of the Comaway from this problem, we are going mittee on Finance. "You do not need the
to try to figure some way. out of the mess printed language of the bill to know

whether or not you are going to vote for
it." I guess we were supposed to find out
from the newspapers, and I did find out
some of the things from a newspaper in
original tax computations will take care
North Carolina this morning.
of it." They did not. We are $6 billion
When I arrived at my desk I had a call
short this year. I voted against that on
from Tabor City from a small businessthe eve of my last election, but I tell you
who said:
it gives me a good feeling. I sleep better heard first the request of the Senator man
We were down at the coffee shop this mornfrom North Carolina.
about these things.
ing
for
a coffee break, and we read in the
Mr. MORGAN. Mr. President, I yield
I believe with Senator Saltonstall that
Charlotte paper where the employers are
to
the
Senator
from
Missouli
for
the
purwe should not tax.the workers of the land
now going to have to begin to pay a greater
to pay hospital medical bills for everyone pose of making a unanimous-consent re- share of the unemployment tax.
Just because they happened to be born at quest.
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I ask
He said:
a certain time. That is part of our trouSenator, we are having to pay unemployconsent that Jeff Marston of
ble. But I am not here to spend my time unanimous
Senator HAYAKAWA'S staff be extended ment taxes: we are having to pay social
telling you 01 told you so."
security taxes. We are about taxed out of
Mr. MORGAN. Mr. President, will the privileges of the floor during the proceed- business. I run a small florist shop with 15
ings
on
this
bill.
Senator yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without employees, and I cannot stand much more.
Mr. CURTIS. I will yield In just a
But here we are with a bill delivered
objection,
it is so ordered.
moment.
Mr. MORGAN. Mr. President, I shall to my desk at 1:30, and we are supposed
A few minutes ago I was called to the
telephore, and one cf the broadcasting not speak very long, but I am vitally con- to be able to pass intelligently on this
so it will not be necessary.

Mr. DANFORTH and Mr. MORGAN
addressed the Chair.
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield for a unanimous-consent request?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair
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bill. I know what the answer Is, "Oh, leave

It to the conference committee."
What is the conference committee
doing now on the energy proposal? Nobody knows. I suspect when we vote to
ratify them that we will not really know
what is In those conference reports.
I say if there is no more urgency or
If the urgency for new taxes is not suffi-

fund. But I am prepared to vote to postpone or to commit or to stay here until
Christmas day until we come out with
a social security bill that will have the
confidence of the people of this Nation.
Mr. EAGLETON. Mr. President, I shall

speak for about a minute or a minute
and a half, and then, if no other Senator

wishes to speak, I presume Senator
cient to put the taxes Into effect until NELSON will
make his motion to table
after next year's election, then the my motion to commit.
urgency to consider this bill is not suffiSenator LONG, Senator Cutiris, arid
cient for us to have to vote on it and Senator
GOLDWATER, In succession, had a
pass on it when we have had It in our brief colloquy
with respect to being
possession for about 11/2 hours.
with the American people. Mr.
I think it is an Insult to the Members :andid
said he wanted to level with
of the Senate. I have had mail on this, GOLDWATER
American people. I think that is
perhaps as much or more mail on this the
piece of legislation and on this program commendable, and I think that is what
as any other I have had, except for the we should do.
So let me level with the American

controversial Issue of the Panama Canal.
But we are going to rush pell-mell into
It. We are going to complete it this week.
One of the provisions in this bill, I am

people as to what the result will be if we
pass either the Nelson plan or the Curtis
plan, because we will have a vote on the
Curtis plan sometime today or tomorrow.
If either of those plans is adopted, we
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Senate Finance Committee and also the
Senate Budget Committee, agrees with
nearly everything the distinguished
Senator from Missouri has said except
as to the method he would finance the
program.
The Finance Committee has discussed

what the Senator from Missouri proposes. It has been rejected; and in its
place we now have the proposal of the
distinguished Senator from WisconsIn
and the proposal of the distinguished
Senator from Nebraska, which will be
offered either this year or next year as

an amendment.
As you look at the House version and
the Senate version of the bill, my attention has been called to a comment pub-

lished today by the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, which does

represent the business community in

many areas. The comment states that the
House version of the social security tax

bill is preferable to the Senate version.
The Senate bill would slow economic
growth, reduce family income and the
number of jobs available. This opinion,
the article indicates, is based on data
provided by chief economist Jack Carlson of the Chamber of Commerce, who
to be a tax cut in order to rectify the cites certain data developed in the nanegative economic impact that will come tional chamber forecasting center, by
about as a result of either the Nelson or comparing the economic impact of both
the Curtis plan, or the House plan.
bills on each of the 50 States and the
So let us do level with the American District of Columbia.
Mr. Carlson states, among other
people. Once these plans are adopted,
at the end of this calendar year, 1977, things, that because the investment
there is going to have to be and President would be less and inflation somewhat
Carter will have to recommend some higher, the Finance Committee bill
form of tax cuts to counteract what we would cause the economy to grow slower
are doing from a negative economic by 0.8 percent by 1980; family income

told—I have not been able to find it in
the hour and a half it has been here— go
to conference with the House of
Is to correct a technical error that was
made when the bill was passed 5 years Representatives, and the social security
ago. They called it a technical amend- bill comes back from the conference, it
ment. It is necessary we were told, only is inevitable that next spring, maybe
because Congress made a mistake 5 years in March or April or so, there will have
ago.

Well, if we pass this bill this week we
are going to be making some more technical mistakes and more technical errors,
and they are going to have to be corrected somewhere down the line.
I agree with a great deal that my distinguished colleague from Missouri had
to say in his remarks concerning the motion that he made. But I cannot agree
with him, and I do not agree with those
who say we ought to go into the gen- point of view.
Mr.President, that is leveling with the
eral revenue fund to support a program
that was intended and meant to be self- American people. What is not leveling
sustaining. They say, "Oh, it is tem- with the American people is to pretend
porary." I challenge you to show me a that we do not want to put general revhalf dozen temporary programs that enue Into this fund, and it is insurance,
have ever been enacted by Congress or and all of the other appropriate cliches..
by the Senate that have ever been re- The most forthright, direct, and candid
way to level with the American people
pealed.
If we ever get into the general reve- is to say, at the time when we are disnue program then you are going to have cussing social security, when there is an
a real social program. If we ever get away unacceptably high level of unemployfrom the idea that the employee and ment, as there is now, of 6.9 percent o
the employer are to pay the taxes in 7 percent, during that unacceptably high
equal amounts, then again you are going unemployment period some general revto find a greater ana a greater demand enues will be used to shore up the fund
every election year to .raise the benefits and—further leveling with the American
because the employer is paying the people—that if we do not do that, we are
going to have to have, 3 months or 6
greater share.
Mr. President, I respect my leadership, months later, a tax cut to make up for
and I know the leadership has a job to the adverse economic impact of either
do. We have legislation to get out of the the Nelson plan, the Curtis plan, or the
Senate. But there comes a time when I House plan.
So, from my point of view, recommitjust think we ought to stop and say, "We
are not going to go into this matter un- ting the bill with instructions that the
til we know what It is all about," and committee report back forthwith a genif it means staying here until Christmas eral revenue provision of not less than
day, then, fine, I do not mind staying 4 percent of the total amount of the
here until Christmas day. I would rather bill, is the most direct, straightforward,
not do it, but I think It is important that and candid way to level with the Amerwe do that, if necessary, so that we will ican people.
have some understanding of what is goMr. President, I have said all I iningon.
tend to say.
So I am going to vote, whenever the
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
time comes and in whatever way, against HARRY F. BYRD, JR.). The Senator from
the Senator from Missouri's motion to Kansas.
commit mainly because I do not believe
DOLE. Mr. President, the Senawe ought to go into the general revenue torMr.
from Kansas, as a member of the

would be $272 lower, and there would be

400,000 fewer jobs. He indicates that
each State would be better off with the
House provision for taxing employers
and employees equally. He states that
New York would suffer a $222 loss of
family income under the House bill, and
would suffer a $303 loss under the Senate Finance Committee substitute bill.
He states, based on data available to
the Chamber of Commerce forecasting
center, that the loss of jobs th New York
would be about 28,000 under the Senate
bill, and also indicates that regionally,
th northern industrial States would suffer more than the Southern and Western States.

This is a statement by an expert In
his field, and I think perhaps these are
statistics that we should take notice of.
The Senator from Kansas does not
know of any easy way to get out of the
dilemma we are in, whether or not we
postpone action until next year. I think
the one advantage postponement would
be to give the American people an opportunity to see just what the Congress
has in mind for them.

I would also commend the Finance

Committee, particularly Senators NEL5ON and CTJRTIS, for trying to come up

with a proposal—especially when there
was the very close vote in committee,
9 to 9. That could be brought to the Sen-

ate floor. It seems to me that any way
the Senate acts will be met with some
disfavor, .because we are going to have
to ncrea5e taxes, and whether we do It
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Mr. NELSON. No.
to be one of the best in the
directly or indirectly, as the Senator determined
Mr. MORGAN. The Finance Commitfrom Missouri suggests, probably does not Nation. I cannot help but believe that a tee would normally be the authorizing
part
of
those
benefits
flows
from
the
make too much difference.
Mr. MORGAN. Mr. President, will the policy of operating on a sound fiscal committee?

Senator yield for a question?

basis.

Mr. DOLE. Yes.
Mr. MORGAN. Since the Senator from

Kansas sits on the Finance Committee, I
wonder if he could help me interpret an
article I read In the morning paper
about a $400 million fiscal relief meas-

Mr. DOLE. I certainly agree with the

Mr. NELSON. Yes.

Mr. MORGAN. That would be for op-

Senator from North Carolina. I have erating the local welfare departments
learned more and more about what a and the State welfare departments?
The Finance Committee has more exgreat State North Carolina is.

ure In the bill, which I am unable to
understand. Will he tell me how it relates
to the social security tax?

Mr. DOLE. Well, the Senator from
Kansas probably cannot explain it as
well as the Senator from New York, who

offered the proposal. I understand the

final figure was agreed upon after some

consideration In the committee. It is
really only $374 million; I think there

has been some increase since that statement, particularly since the news story

appeared, but there is now an actual
computation.
It is money that goes back to the
States, which according to the formula

wouli be about $374 million. The amount

is the result of negotiation between the
Senator from New York (Mr. M0YNIHAN), the Secretary of HEW, Mr. Califano, and the Senator from Louisiana
(Mr. LONG).

The Senator from Kansas was not
privy to that discussion. I am not sure
whether the Senator from Wisconsin
was there when this matter was discussed.- But it was, however, a part of
the package and added to the social security bill. Beyond that, the Senator
from Ka:isas cannot enlighten the Senator from North Carolina.

Mr. MORGAN. I thank the distin-

guished Senator.

Mr. DOLE. I might just say that hundreds of millions of dollars never seem
to faze us much in the Senate Finance
Committee. As the Senator from North
Carolina pointed out, we voted last week
to tax the American people, or to give
away—someone has to pay for it—$40
billion, and that is a conservative estimate. The Senator from Kansas did not
vote for that bill, because I had the same

pertise than the Human Resources Committee?
Mr. NELSON. That is within the
age, what the purposes of it are, and
Finance
Committee.
how it works?
Mr. President, I move to lay this
Mr. NELSON. That is not part of the
social security package. I am only han- motion on the table, and I ask for the
dling social security. The Senator is talk- yeas and nays.
The PRESIDING OF'ICER. Is there
ing about an amendment to another part
a sufficient second? There is a sufficient
of the bill before the Senate.
Mr. MORGAN. Is it an amendment to second.
Tle yeas and nays were ordered.
the bill which is pending nov, or is it an
amendment which came out of the FiThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The quesnance Committee? I am going by the tion is on agreeing to the motion to lay
Washington Post,. which is not always on the table the motion of the Senator
from Missouri. The yeas and nays have
authoritative.
Mr. NELSON. I do not have any mate- been ordered, and the clerk will call the
rial on that amendment since I am only roll.
handling the social security tax aspects
The assistant legislative clerk called
of the bill.
the
roll.
Mr. MORGAN. I—appreciate the posiMr. CRANSTON. I announce that the
tion of the distinguished Senator.
Senator from Arkansas (Mr. BUMPERS).
What I am trying to say is that this bill
Senator from Iowa (Mr. CULVER), the
contains so much and we have had so the
Senator
Minnesota (Mr. HUMlittle time to digest it, that is one more PHREY).from
the
Senator
from Hawaii (Mr.
reason why we should delay it. It also INOUYE), the Senator
from Arkansas
points up the fallacy of the statemeiit (Mr. McCLELL&N), and the
Senator from
made to my staff member by one of the Montana (Mr. MELCHER) are
necessarily
Finance staff members that you really do absent.
not have to go through a bill to find out
I also announce that the Senator from
whether one is for it or not.
Mr. NELSON. That particular bill is a Maine (Mr. MU5KIE) is absent because
welfare fiscal relief proposal. It was a of illness.
I further announce that, if present and
separate piece of legislation added to the
social security bill after some lengthy voting, the Senator from Minnesota (Mr.
negotiations with the Carter administra- HUMPHREY) would vote "yea."
tion, in which I was not in any way inMr. STEVENS. I announce that the
volved. The Senator is referring to that Senator from Utah Mr. GARN), and the
Mr. MORGAN. Will the Senator from
Wisconsin explain the $400 million pack-

legislation. It is not part of the social Senator from New Mexico (Mr. SCHMITT)

ecurity legislation we are talking about. are necessarily absent.
It is merely an amendment to it. My
I also announce that the Senator from
preference would have been to handle it Virginia (Mr. SCOTT) is absent on official
separately.
business.
Mr. MORGAN. I am somewhat a neoThe result was announced—yeas 74,
phyte in the procedures of the Senate. nays
16, as follows:
but it would appear to me that this is a
IRolcail Vote No. 608 Leg.!
matter which probably should be considfear expressed by the Senator from North ered by the Appropriations Committee.
YEAS—74
Carolina. The energy bill has to go to Does that make any kind of sense to the Allen
Griftn
Nelson
Nunn
Hansen
conference, and someone is going to pay. distinguished Senator? That is, rather Baker
Bartlett
Pearson
Hart
No one can pay but the American people, than being considered by the Finance Beilmon
Hatch
Pell

and I have not had many letters this
year saying, "Please vote to raise my
taxes." Maybe I have not read all my
mail, but I cannot remember a single
letter to the Senator from Kansas saying, "Senator, please vote to raise my

taxes." But even without those letters,
we are going to raise their taxes on energy, we are going to raise their taxes on

social security, we are going to have wel-

fare reform next year and tax reform
next year, and all in all, this is becoming a very taxing administration.

Mr. MORGAN. I might say to the

Senat3r from Kansas that NorTh Carolina operates, and has for generations,
on a balanced budget. We provide benefits and we pay for them. I might say to
the Senator, as a result of it, unemployment in North Carolina was 4.5 percent
just recently. This very v.'eek, one of the
work incentive programs, designed to
provide welfare recipients with jobs, was

Hatfield
Hayakawa
Heinz
Helms
Burdic1
Hollings
Byrd.
Harry F., Jr. Huddleston
Finance Committee is the appropriate Byrd,
Robert C. Javits
committee.
Johnston
Cannon
Kennedy
Mr. MORGAN. If I can pursue it a Case
Laxalt
Chafee
little further, maybe the Human Re- Chfles
Leahy
sources Committee would be more prop- Church
Long
Lugar
Cranston
erly the authorizing committee.
Magnuson
Mr. NELSON. As a matter of fact, the Curtis
Danforth
Mathtas
Matsunaga
welfare reform legislation has been Dole
McClure
referred to both the Human Resources Domentct
McIntyre
Eastland
Committee and the Finance Committee. Ford
Metzenbaum
But the Finance Committee is respon- Go)dwater
Morgan
Moynihan
Gravel
sible for those aspects of the legislation
which involve taxes and welfare benefits.
NAYS—16
Eagleton
Mr. MORGAN. But normally speaking, Abourez1
Olenn
an appropriation of $400 million for fiscal Anderson
Has1etl
relief would normally have been author- Bayh
Hathaway
Clark
Jackson
ized by the Human Resources Commit- DeConctni
McGovern
Dur1in
tee?

Committee.

Mr. NELSON. Once it is authorized,
the money will have to be approved by
the Appropriations Committee. The

Bentsen
Biden
Broo1e

Percy
Proxmire

Rando'ph
Rtbicoff

Roth
Sarbanes
Sasser
Schwe11er
Spar1man
Stafford
Stennis
Stevens
Stone
Talmadge
Thurmond
Tower
Wallop
Weic1er
Willtams
Young
Zorinsky

Metcalf
Packwood
Riegte
Stevenson
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Bumpers
Culver
Garn

Humphrey

NOT VOTiNG—jo
Inouye
Schmitt
McClellan
Scott
Melcber
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Mr. I'kent, this aeut will be lines that have been followed for almost four
submitted today. I ai t1y willing

Muskie

So the motion to lay on the table the

motion to commit was agreed to.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I move to
reconsider the vote by which the motion
to table was agreed to.
Mr. CURTIS. I move to lay that motion on the table.

decades iave been bec1 upon these prin-

that we aree on a tilL t r)pose of it ciples:
1. Everybody pays.
tomorrow, hut I would
little while
2. There are no general funds involved to
to discuss t again tomaxw.
it a welfare program.
But t thL point, I J uhious con- make
3. Employers and employees each carried
sent that memor 1iirci repared by one-half
of the load of the system.
me, rtit1td "Soca1 Seti ?nancing,"
BALANCE IN TE ?ROG!AM
which discusses the pr&bIm, the sugThe
Social
program has, been congested ohtions, dirahk guidelines, structed to tipSecurity
balance in favor of the lower
ari xrie of the ch ttis of the paic workers. aThe
b9neflt eheduIe gives the
which conta3 th rationale best bargain to the lower paid. The lower
p

The motion to lay on the table was fr my niendment l p1nted in the
paid worker or selfemployed person gets
more for the dollar he pays in than the
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I ask RECOU,
1iher
paid employee. Th18 is as it should be.
There ng n objection, th,material
Unanimous consent that Mr. Gerry Rosen
agreed to.

of Senator GRLFFflq's staff, Alan Holmer

and John Colvm of Senator PACK WOOD'S

was ord.r3d to be printed th the RECORD,
as ftllows:
S©cLL

staff, be granted privilege of the floor

CUR!Y F

PROL
Voting.
Tht ya the Soc1a u1ty Fund will
The PRESIDrNG OFFICER. Without pv oi bovt six bilhI© o11 o1e than
It, ta i. ext ycr t pt'd to be a
objection, it is so ordered.
-e og range
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ask 1XtV 1a Aefict a
during consideration of this measure and

Unanimous consent that Gale Picker of
Senator BENTSEN'S staff be granted
privilege of the floor during the course
of the consideration of this measure.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DECONCINI Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that Romano
Romani and John Mulkey of my staff be
granted privilege of the floor during consideration of this issue and votes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

yu ?rom
tb
nd.—The
this are c21fvont. 'rho Gen.

objeeti

Also, it must be remembered that a few years

ao the Committee on Finance caused the

"Earned Income Credit' to be enacted. Every

employee or self-employed person gets a
credit on his income tax of ten-percent of
his earned Income (not ten percent of his
tax) to a limit of $4000. The credit is reduced by 10 percent of adjusted gross income

in excess of $4.000. This was enacted for a
dual purpose. it was to reward the person
wio works as compared to the person who is
on welfare or has other income, and secondly,
it is based on the fact that there are no per-

sonal exemptions in applying the social Security tax and, in a sense, It reimburses the
person for the Social security tax
rather
th
a
selting retirement lowpaid
that be has paid. These two balancing factors
prograrn.
considerec when an effort is being
Overlo the Employc3.
naIority Slouldtobeincrease
revenues by changing the
opinion
he FInanc C m'dttee *ould made
rate of taxation as contrasted to raising the
have v Je o emploo
th
present wage base.
wage ic $16,500 pe
to 5O,OOO in
Mr. President i believe that this
1979 a
Within
to 875,000. need of the social security system financial
should be
ThL
r!fl
p'ace an Into rthI burden on
objection, it is so ordered.
mt
in a forthright manner and I have two
em1oy.
It
will
diccii
irt
ga1nst
emproposals
either
of
which
would
do
that.
Mr. DURKIN. Mr. President. a similar p1over wh have a sto portion of their
Curtis plan No. 1: A half of a percent tax
request for Claire Engers of my staff.
enove th hIgh-payIng nckets. It would thcrease
both employer and employee,
The PRESIDflG OFFICER. Without b vev buensome on c1ee, universities. together on
with the other charge which are
stat nd municthalltjL$ ini on mutual not in controversy,
objection, it is so ordered.
would meet the present
Mr. THtJRMONTJ. Mr. President, I Ufe in.s.rnce compa11e. t 1olates the deficit and the long-range needs of the
lnrctetJ pattern o' eua1 sharing of grain. This could be done by Imposingpro-a
ask Unanimous consent that Hargrave the
load between emp1o-er and employees. raise of .2% in taxes in 1979 acj
McElroy, of my staff, be granted priva .3ç In
Overload the Middle
present 1980.
ilege of the floor during debate and wage
ba
t
which
tae
t
i
applied
Is
Curtis
Plan
No.
2:
ThIs
is
a
combination
votes on the social security financing bill. 1,5OO. Wtn a f1nanca1 ed is met by
tax rate Increase and wage ba8e Increase.
The PRESIDING OFFICEI. Without inereasinp the wage base, a Contrasted to of
it calls for a .25' tax increase ix 1979 plus
objection, it is so ordered.
ra1shg the tax, the buc
w,on about
Increases in the wage base for both
Mr. HEINZ. Mr. President, I ask 17 pt of the blither I cp1oyees. An four
examwe o these faetor c be illustrated employer and employees of 6OO each (in

auch a Lo ficit4t would
a1 inak tie pogran a w1r program
ea1 Puric1

f

Unanimous consent that Connie Maffin,
of my staff, be granted privilege of the as 1llow3:
U ext1ng law th.
will auto.
floor during any business undertaken
increased t
,or year in
today.
ye& 192. Under ho
bill they
The PRESIDING OFFICEI. WAth'3ut tLe
wuk
this to $31.)O.
8,4OO inobjection, it is so ordered.
wo mean a aisc h cei1 security
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, I ask crease
tae for the employees uieet€ by this raise
unanimous consent that a member of of about 9.OO Der ye. ou1d ot mean
Senator HANSEN's staff, Margo Carlisle, auy raise for those emo ho are paid
be accorded the privilege of the floor less than the current wtg
In contrast.
during discussion of H.R. 9346 and votes if in 1982 the employee r©v 23.4OO had
his
ta
raLed
one-bali'
f
©e
percent,
his
thereon.
would only be 7. It would mean
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without increase
that there wouki be n ncreace in tax for
objection, it is so ordered.
all cia security txpyer,
justification
Mr. CURTIS addressed the Chair.
for that i mentioned bviow.
The PRESIDrNG OFFICER. The
Transfer of unds—=kt no the health
Senator from Nebraska.
Ivsurance fund which ncs nethcare Is
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I seek having a iUght surp1u hil the retirement
recognition, and I would appreciate hav- auI rkit fund ha tho efict. A transfer
o funds wu1d relieve t peeit deficit but
ing the attention of Senators.
oit money in
The PRESIDrNG OFFICER. The then both funds would
their resorve& at the san ti= four or five
Senate is not in order, Will the Senator years
from
now.
from Nebraska delay Until the Senate is
DESTRALE
LW1S
Jr. order?

Would the Senators In the aisles take
their seats?
The Senator from Nebraska.
Mr. CURTIS Mr. President, I will be
introducing an amendment which will
meet this problem, social security financing, by raising the tax rate on employers
and employees by a hail of 1 percent,
half on each one.

Ret1rmit beneat w
eceived by
with dignity bccu it is a self-

our

crbuto system. T xp1e

are

uneasy

by easo M the present em hi flnancIrn. We ne to restore th&r eaifldence. This
involves thu conüdenc o copIe o aJI ages

and is t limited to the retfred or those

t ay be that
a couragoous nd fortht sItion
on sowho will 'etire n a few

cial secui1t' financing wm b€

rather thazi

a

179; 1981, 1983, and 1985). This, too, Would
meet the immediate and long.range needs.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, my

ailnendment is simple. It would increase
the tax by one.haf percent on employers
and thcrease the tax by one-half on em-

p:Ioyee5.

My purpose in printing this memorandum fn the REcoRD is so that the

Members reading the RECORD In the
morning will be able to understand what

i being proposed.

Mr. ZORINSKy. Will the Senator Yield

for a unan1mous-coent request?
Mr. CURTIS. I am happy to yield to
my colleague.
Mr. ZORINSKY. Mr. PresIdent, I ask
unanjm&is consent that a member of my
staff, Grayson Fowler, be granted privilege of the floor during consideration of
this measure.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. It is so ordered.
VP AMENDM

T NO. 1034

(Purpose: elating to social security tax
rates and wage base.)

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I send an
amendment to the desk and ask that it
be stated.
The PI%ESIDING OPFICER. The
amendment will be stated.The assistant legislative clerk read as

potical plus
political icflity. The guide. follows:
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The Senator from Nebraska (Mr.
proposes

CtTRTIS)

an unprinted amendment num-

bered 1034.

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. president, I ask

unanimous consent that further reading
of the amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:

(2) HOSPITAL N5URANcE.—paragraphs (2)

per centuni of the wages (as so defined) paid

are amended to read as follows:

after December 31, 1978, and before January
1, 1981, and so reported, (I) 1.650 per centum

rate shall be 1.35 percent; and

wages (as so defined) paid after December 31,

through (4) of seCtion 3111(b) ot the Code

(as so defined) paid after
"(2) with respect to wages paid during the of the wages
31, 1980, and before January 1,
calendar year 1978 thrOugh 1980, the rate December
1985, and so reported, (J) 1.900 per centum
shall be 1.10 percent
the wages (as so defined) paid after De"(3) with respect to wages paid during of
31, 1984, nd before January 1, 1990,
the calendar years 1981 through 1985, the cember
and so reported, (K) 2.100 per centum of the

Stzike out SeCtion 101 of the Act.
Strike out section 102 of the Act.

Stzike out section 103 of the Act (to-

gether with the caption thereto) and insert
in lieu thereof the following:

EMPLOYMENT TAX INcREAsE; INCREASE IN SELFEMPLOYMENT TAX; REALLOCATION AMONG
TRUST FUNDS

SEC. 103. (a) TAX ON EMPLOYEES.—
(1) OLD-AGE, SURVIVORs, AND DISABILITr IN

vRMqcE._paragraphs (1) and'(2) of section

3101 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of

"(4) with respect to wages paid after December 31, 1985. the rate Shall be 1.50 percent.".

per centum of te amount of the wages (as

SURANcE.—Subsection (a) of section 1401 of
the Code is amended to read as follows:

of the amount of the wages (as so defined)
paid after December 31, 2000, and before
January 1, 2011, and (N) 3.00 per centum of

(c) TAX. ON SELF-EMPLoYME INCOME.—
(1) . OLD-AGE SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY IN"(a) OLD-AGE, SURvIVORs, AND DISABILITY

1989, and before January 1, 1995, (L) 2.400
so defined) paid after December 31, 1994, and
before January 1, 2001, (M) 2.700 per centum

INSURANcZ.—In addition to other taxes, there
shall be imposed for each taxable year, on the
self-employment incc me of every individual,
a tax as foUows

"(1) in the case of any taxable year be-

ginning after December 31, 1972, and before
January 1, 1979, the tax shall be equal to 7.00

1954 are amended to read as tollows:
of the amount of the self-employ"(1) with respect to wages received dur- percent
Income for such taxable year;
ing the calendar years 1974 through 19'Z8, ment
"(2) in the case of any taxable year bethe rate shall be 4.95 percent;
ginning after December 31, 1978 and before
"(2) with respect to wages received during January 1, 1980, the tax shall be equal to

the calexar year 1979, the rate shaU
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be

the amount of the wages (as so defined) paid

after December 31, 2010, and so reported,
which wages shall be certified by the Secre-

tary of Health, Education, and Welfare on

tile basis of the records of wages established
end maintained by such Secretary in accordance with such reports; and'.
(2) ALLOCATION OF sELF-EMPLOYMENT IN-

COME—Section 201(b)(2) Is amended by

striking out all that follows clause (F) and
inserting in lieu thereof the following: (0)
1.090 per centtun of the amount or self-em-

ployment income (as so defined) so reported
for any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1977, and before January 1, 1979, (H)
1.040 per centum of the amount of self-employment Income (as so defined) so reported
for any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1978, and before January 1, 1981, (I)
1.235 per centum of the amount of self-employment income (as so defined) so reported
for any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1980, and before January 1, 1985, (J)
1.425 per centum of the amount of self-ememploymeflit income for such taxable year; ployment income (as so defined) so reported
"(5) in the case of any taxable year begin- for any taxable year beginning after Decemning after December 31, 1989. and before ber 31, 1984, and before January 1, 1990, and
January 1, 1995. the tax shall be equal to (K) 1.575 per centum of the amount of self-

7.952 percent of the amount of the selfemployment income for such taxable year;
'(3) with respect to wages received during
"(3) in the case of any taxable year bethe calendar years 1980 through 1984, the ginning
after December 31, 1979 and before
rate Shall be 5.535 percent;
1, 1985, the tax shall be equal to
"(4) with respect to wages received dur- January
percent of the amount of the selfing the calendar years 1985 through 1989, 8.302
employment income for such taxable year;
tbe rate shall be 5.835 percent;
"(4) in thb case of any taxable year be'(5) with respect to wages received dur- ginning
December 31, 1984, and before
ing the calendar years 1990 through 1994, Januaryafter
1,
1990,
the tax shall be equal to
the rate shall be 6.385 percent;
"(6) with respect to wages received dur- 8.752 percent of the amount of the selfb.235 percent;

ing the calendar years 1995 through 2000,

the rate shall be 6.885 percent;
"(7) wIth respeét to wages received during

the calendar years 2001 through 2010, the 9.577 percent of the amount of the selfrate shall be 7285 percent; and
Income for such taxable year;
"(8) with respect to wages received after employment
"(7) in the case of any taxable year beginDecember 31, 2010, the rate shall be 7.685 per. ning
after
December
31, 1994, and before
cent.".
1, 2001. the tax shall be equal to
(2) HOSPITAL INsURANcE—paragraphs (2) January
percent of the amount of the self.
through (4) of section 3101(b) of the Code 10.327
employment income for such taxable year;
are amended to read as follows:
"(8) in the case of any taxable year begin.
"(2) with respect to wages received during
after December 31, 2000, and before
the calendar year 1978 through 1980. the ning
January 1, 2011 the tax shall be equal to
rate shall be 1.10 percent;
percent of the amount of the self"(3) with respect to wages received dur- 10.927
employment income for such taxable year;
ing the calendar years 1981 through 1985, the

and
rate shall be 1.35 percent; and
'(9) in the case of any taxable year begin.
"(4) with respect to wages received after ning
after December 31, 2010, the'tax shall
December 31. 1985, the rate shall be 1.50 be equal
to 11.527 percent of the amount of
percent.".
the self-employment income for such tax.
(b) TAX ON EMPLOYERS.—
(1) OLD-ACE, svRvlvoRS, AND DISABILITY IN-

SURANcE.—Paragraphs (1) and (2) of sec-

able year.".

(2) HOSPITAL INSURAIWE.—ParagTaphs (2)

read as follows:

through (4) of subsection (b) of section 1401
of the Code are amended to read as follows:
'(2) in the case of any taxable year begin-

rate shall be 4.95 percent;
"(2) with respect to wages paid during the

1.10 percent of the amount of the self-

tion 3111(a) of the Code are amended to

"(1) with respect to wages paid during
after December 31, 1977, and before
the calendar years 1974 through 1978, the ning
January 1, 1981, the tax shall be equal O
calendar year 1979, the rate shall be 5.235

employment income (as so defined) so reported for any taxable year eginning arter
December 31, 1990, and before January 1,

1995, (L) 1.800 per centum of the amount of
self-employment income (as so defined) SO
reported for any taxable year beginning after
December 31, 1994, and before January 1.
2001, (M) 2.025 per centum of the amount
of self-employment income (as so defined) 50
reported for any taxable year beginning after

December 31,- 2000, and before January 1.
2011, and (N) 2.250 per centum of the amount

of self-employment income (as so defined
so reported for any taxable year beginning
after Iecernber 31, 2010. which self-employment income shall be certified by the
Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare
on the basis of the records of self-employment income established and maintained by

the Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare in accordance with such returns.".

Mr. CANNON. Will the Senator yield
for a unanimous-consent request?
Mr. CURTIS. I am happy to.

employment income for such taxable year;
"(3) in the case of any taxable year begin-

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I ask

(1) ALLOCATION 0F.wACES.—section 201(b)

sent to the desk now the pending busi-

unanimous consent that Bruce Eggers, of
percent;
ning efter December 31, 1980, and before my staff, be granted pnvilege of the floor
"(3) with respect to wages paid during the January 1, 1986, the tax shall be equal to
consideration of this matter.
calendar years 1980 through 1984, the rate 1.35 percent of the amount of the self- during
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
shall be 5.535 percent;
employment income for such taxable year; objection, it s so ordered.
'(4) with respect to wages paid duling anU
Mr. CANNON. I thank the Senator for
the calendar years 1985 through 1989, the
"(4) in the case of any taxable year beginrate shall be 5.835 percent;
ning alter December 31, 1985, the tax shall yielding.
Mr. CURTIS. A parliamentary inquiry,
"(5) with respect to wages paid during be equal to 1.50 percent of the amount of the
the calendar years 1990 through 1994. the self-employment income for such taxable Mr. President.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senrate 8hall be 6.385 percent;
year,"
(d) ALLOCATION TO DIsABILITY INSURANCE ator will state it.
'(6) with respect to wages paid during the
calendar years 1995 through 2000, the rate TRUST FUND.—
Mr. CURTIS. Is the amendment I just
shall be 6885 percent;

"(7) with respect to wages paid during the
calendar years 2001 through 2010, the rate
shall be 7.285 percent: and
"(8) with respect to wages paid after December 31, 2010, the rate shall be 7.685 percent."

(1) of the Social Security Act Is amended by

ness?
striking out all that follows clause (F) and
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
inserting in lieu thereof the following: "(0) amendment
offered by the Senator from
1.550 per centum of the wages (as so defined)
paid after December 31, 1977, and before Nebraska (Mi'. CURTIs) is the pending
January 1, 1979, and so reported, (H) 1.500 business.
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Mr. CURTIS. I ye1d the floor, Mr.
President.

ployees, employers and the self-em- funded. The Board of Trustees of the
ployed. The schedule of taxes in present social security program has reported that
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, social aw is shown n the followmg table:
there is a long-term deficit in the OASDI
SecUrity Is one of this Nation's most
program of 3.20 percent of taxble payroll.
TABLE .—S0CIAL SECURITY
important Government-sponsored programs. It Is a retirement program providng financial security for older workers,
their dependents and spouses. It s a dis-

TAX RATES

by Increasing tax rates, a tax rate n-

crease of 4.1. percent on employers and

Employee-employer,

ability Insurance program providing
workers of all ages with monthly benefits
if they become disabled. It Is a hospitalization program providing social security
beneficiaries with hospitalization Insur-

ance. And it is a program providing
monthly benefits to the family of a deceased worker who has been covered by
social security.
Over 33 million people will receive so-

cial security benefits this year, while

If this deficit were to be eliminated solely

each

Self-employment

Hos.
Cash

Hos-

pital

Cash

ben.. nsur.
Yea,

ts

bene-

pitat

inur-

ance

Total

fits

0.9

2011 and after_....

1.5

5.85
6.05
6.38
6.45

5.95

7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0

0.9
1.1

1986—2010

4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95

1.5

7.45

7.0

1.5

ance Total

For about 70 percent of all single bene-

ficiaries and for some 50 percent of all
couples, social security benefits are their

major sources of retirement income.

("Major source" of mcome is defined as
at least 50 percent of all annual income.)

and in each of the next 74 years. A rate

increase of this magnitude would increase OASDI revenues by $66 billion
in 1977 and even more in Iuture years.
Over the 25-year period covered by the

1977

197880
1981.-85

1.1
1.35

7.9
8.1
1.35 8.35
1.5 8.5
B.5

cost estimates, the HI program has an

average deficit of 1.16 percent of taxable
payroll, This Is equivalent to $9.3 billion
per year based on the 1977 taxable payroll.

For 1977 the tax rate is paid by em-

about 104 million workers and their em- ployers and employees each on the first
ployers will pay social security taxes n $16,500 of an mdividual's earnings. In
1977.
1978, the amount will rise to $17,700. In
The Importance of the social security future
years the amount of earnings
program to workers and retirees is under- taxed will rise depending on thE rise in
scored by the following statistics:
from year to year.
The average monthly benefits are $234 average eajnings
by actuaries of the social secufor a retired worker; $262 per month for Estimates
rity system indicate that the taxable
a disabled worker, and $223 for an aged amount
will rise as follows:
widow.
TABLE 2.—Social secuñty tax base'
Forty percent of all American workers

pay more in social security taxes than
they do in Federal income taxes.

employees each would be required in 1977

Year:
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

Taxable

earnings
$16,500
17, 700

18,900
20,400
21,900
23, 400

24,900
26,400

One out of every 4 indivIdual bene27,900
ficiaries and 1 couple out of every
29,400
12 depend upon social security for
32200
2002
their sole source of retirement thcome.
71,700
("Sole source" of income is defined as at
These figures are calculated under the Inleast 90 percent of all annual income.) termediate set of assumptions (used by the
The social security programs are fi- Social Security Trustees) which incorporates
nanced from an earmarked payroll tax ultimate annual increases of 5% percent In

To a great extent these deficits reflect
an overindexing problem in calculating
future benefits. The legislation reported
by the Finance Committee solves this
overindexing problem.

These statistics represent the magni-

tude of the financing problems facing the
social security programs when averaged
over the entire valuation period. The def-

icit at present and in the years lznmediately ahead is much smaller, but the
ultimate deficit is much larger. The following table shows the deficits at various

points in the future for the OASDI and
HI programs.

TABLE 3a,—Deficl,ts oj the soclaF seeuiity cash
benefits program (O4SDZ)
(1)

1977
2000
2025
2050

1.01
4.01
12.40
15.03
Yearly average (1977—2001) ___ 2.34
Yearly average (2002—2026)..__ 7.67
Yearly average (2027—2051)___ 14.57
75-yr. average (1977—2051)..__ 8.20

average wages In covered employment and
4 percent In CPI, and ultimate unemployment rate of 5 percent, and an ultimate total
fertility rate or 2.1 chIldren per woman.

ployed persons. The total social sQcurlty
payroll tax Is a composite of three separate tax rates supporting: The old age
and survivors msurance program
(OASI); the disability Insurance program (DI); and the hospital Insurance

Under current law, social security is
facing severe financial difficulties, both Average cost

n the short term and in the longer

$8

32
100
121
19

62
117
66

'Percent of taxable payroll.
2floUar equivalent baoed on 1977 payroll
levels (In billions).
TABI.E 3b.—Long range (25-year) status of
hosptai thaurance trust fund—e3timates
wder pre8ent law
fIn percent of taxable payrollJ

which is referred to as the social security
tax.
Social security payroll taxes are paid

by employers, employees, and seI-em-

()

Average tax rate

3.96
2.80

range. Therefore, it Is necessary to make
Actuarial balance
changes in the law to provide adequate
—1. 16
ftnanclng for social security. The social Hospital insurance trust fund balances under
present law
program (HI or part A of medicare). security trust funds do not have current
Part B of medicare or supplementary income sufficient to meet the obligations
(In billions]
medical thsurance is also considered a made to beneficiaries, and the trust Start-of-year balance:
social security program but is financed funds do not have sumcient reserves to
178
S11
from premiums and general funds rather carry the social security program for
179
12
much longer. In 1977 and 1978, the social
than from payroll taxes.
1980

14
trust funds will run a $5.5 bil1981
Each of the three components of the security
14
lion
deficit
each
year.
1982
17
overall social security tax—OASI, DI,
1983
Under projections of the current law.
19
and HI—has a separate trust fund which
1984
19
receives all of the taxes generated by its the actuarial estimates indicate that the
1985
17
portion of the overall tax and which disability insurance program will not
1986
11
can use those funds only to operate its have sufficient income to meet its obliga1987
6
own program. The two cash benefit pro- tions, and the trust funds will not have Start-of-year balance as percent or outgo
grams, OASI and DI, are frequently sucient reserves to pay benefits profor yeas:
considered together. Therefore, except vided under present law. The hospital n1978
trust fund is projected to be de$55
where otherwise specified, the OASI and surarice
DI systems will be combined (OASDI) pleted in 1987. It is projected that trust
1980
Yor purposes of discussing social security fund reserves in the DI program will run
1981
45
in 1979, and the OASI will exhaust
financing legislation, and will exclude out
1982
50
its reserves n 1983.

the HI system.

HOW SOCTAL SECURITY IS FINANCtD

The social security program Is fi-

The long-run, 75-year projection of the
social security program also mdicates

that the present social security cash
nanced by a tax on earnings paid by em- benefits
program is seriously under-

1983
1984
1985
1986
19ft7

50

34
20
10
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The point of this table Is that addi- tion, which has not been fully offset by
tional funding would have to be provided rising wages, has only made matters
In 1972, Congress enacted an
to meet benefit costs over ad above cur- worse.
cost-of-living adjustment to
rent revenues if the benefit structure of automatic
the cash benefits progiam were left un- raise social security benefits automatias the Consumer Price Index (CPI)
changed, The amount of additional cally
funding would be $8 billion in 1977 in- increases. Due to high Inflation, social
benefits have been automatically
creasing each year to $121 billion (In security
increased to a greater extent than had

factor" for years prior to 2011 in the
1973 estimates. By 1976, the assumptions

had been changed to a 5.75 percent an-

nual increase in average wages and a
4-percent annual rise in the CPI.
The long-range economic assumptions
used for the 1977 estimates are basically

those used for the 1976 estimates. Significant changes, though, were made in
the mortality and fertility assumptions.
Mortality was assumed to improve, thus
raising the cost of the program by 0.64
percent of taxable payroll. This increase
in cost was offset by assuming that the
sumptions used for longrange projec- fertility rate would rise to 2.1, the aptions of the social security trust funds' proximate rate at which the population
solvency, and can also be attributed to a evenually would neither grow nor
fau]ty mechanism designed in 1972 to decline.
The social security benefits formula
calculate future social security benefits.
In 1973, when the Congress last en- also is the source of much of the longacted major social security legislation, term deficit. In 1972, the social security
the estimates of the cost of the cash- benefit formula was made too sensitive
benefits programs were based on demo- to changing economic conditions. The

constant 1977 dollars) by 2050. The al- been projected just a few years ago.
ternative to providing this much addiCompounding social security's probtional funding s to change the structure
of the program so that it pays out less In lems is a severe long-range deficit in the
program. This deficit is the resu]t of
benefits
changing economic and demographic asCAVSES O SOCIAL SECURITY'S FINANCIAL
PROBLEMS

Over the past year or so, many people
have questioned how the social security
system got into its present condition. To
answer this question, and to explore alternative solutions to the financial trou-

bles of the social security system, the
Senate Finance Committee's Subcom-

mittee on Social Security held 5 days of
hearings earlier this year. At these hearings, testimony was received from the
administration, leaders in business, labor, and small business, social security

experts, the insurance industry ad organizations representing older Americans. These witnesses agreed that the

short-range problems of the social security system are the result of three fac-

tors: high rates of unemployment, excessively high inflation, and a mechanical problem of overindexing social secu-

rity benefits for future beneficiaries.
As everyone knows, inf'ation and unemployment have caused severe dislocations throughout our economy. These related problems have plagued the social
security system, and are the primary fac-

tors causing the social security trust
funds' short-range financial shortfalls.

Because unemployment has been higher

in the last few years than anticipated,
fewer people than expected have been

contributing social security taxes to the
trust funds, more have retired, or
claimed disability thsurance. High infia-

benefit formula was intended to keep f uno longer appear realistic. At that time, ture benefits on a par with those benefits
social security cost projections assumed being received by present beneficiaries,
that the u]timate fertility rate wou]d be but it in fact has not worked that way.
2.55 children per woman. Subsequent cost Future benefits are increasing more
estimates were based on lower fertility rapidly than intended. This is because
rates. The initial reduction came in 1974 the formula for calculating future benewhen a rate of 2.1 was assumed and a fits is tied to increases both In prices and
further reduction was made In 1976 when wages. Because wages go up partly as a
an u]timate fertility rate of 1.9 was used reflection of prices, workers retiring in
future years receive double adjustments
for the 1976 assumptions.
As for the economic assumptions made for inflation.
This problem has become known as
in 1973, the most significant were that
after 1977 average earnings would in- overindexing or double-indexing. Withcrease at an annual rate of 5 percent out corrective action by Congress, future
while the CPI would increase at 2% per- retirees could receive social security bencent a year. As early as the end of 1973, efits exceeding the highest wages they
these projections were perceived as un- earned before retirement. This factor
reaUstic. Therefore, the 1974 estimates alone causes one-half of the long-term
were based on the assumption that the deficit.
The following table indicates how benannual rise in the CPI wou]d average 3
percent a year. The effect of this change, efit levels and program costs have inhowever, was offset to some degree by creased in the past and are projected to
eliminating an 0.375 percent additional increase in the future if the present
cost which had been included as a "safety benefit formula is left unchanged.
graphic and economic assumptions which

TABLE 4.—HISTORICAL BEHAVIOR AND PROJECTIONS OF PRESENT PROGRAM
benefit formula factors CPI indexed (ad hoc increases prior to 1975)1
records not indexed; benefitformula bend points not indexed;
Initial average benefit same as in present law; worker3 earnings

(In percent

Annual
Year

1955
1960
1965

1970
1975

1979______
1985
1990
1995

2000 ____.__-_
2010

low

Higi

benefit in

Replace-

1977 prices

ment rate

2,141

31
33
32

45

31

45

30
33

34
43
46

46
56

29

58
60

35

63

38
38

2,493
2,665
2,987

3619
4,415
5,25k
5,766
6,360
7,273
9,334

48
49
49
52
56

elrnings 2

43

66
76

84

earnings

30

34
38
42

As percent
of payroll

As percent

3.3
5.9
8.0

1.3

8.1
10.7

10.9
11.6
12.4
13.1
13.9
16.6

Assumed to be 4 times the average 1st quarter covered earnings.
2 Assumed at 4,600 in 1976 and following the trends of the average.
Assumed at th maximum taxable under the program.
4 Based on full employment and assuming taxable payrofl equals 41.1 percent of GNP.

of GNP i

Year

Annual
benefit.in
1977 prices

ReplaceS

ment rate

$11,733
14,558
17,892
21,830

5. 4
5. 7

6.8

Average long-range cost (1977—2051)
Average long-range revenue
Average long-range deficit

As percent
of payroll

As percent

8. 9
10. 7

44

21.6

45

66

47

26.0
26.7

68

106

48

26.9

Average medium.range cost (1977—2001)

Average mediumrange revenue
Average medium-range deficit

Higi
earnings

91
97

4. 6
4. 5
5. 1

Low
earnings 2

102

3.4
4.8

expenditures

63

60

2020
2030
2040
2050

2. 3
2. 8

Aggregate OASOI

worker with—

earnings'

expenditures

worker with—

Replacement rate for

Worker with average

Aggregate OASDI

Replacement rate for

Worker with average
earnings

of GNP 4

11.0
11. 1

Percent
12.2

99

—2.3
19.2
11.0
—8.2

Note: The estimates in this table are based on the econ3mic and demographic assumptions used
n the intermediate cost estimates (alternative II) in the 1977 OASDI Trustees Report. The replacement rates pertain to workers with steady employment at increasing earnings and compare the
annual retirement benefit at age 65 with the earnings in the year immediately prior t retirement
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gations, and OASDI reserves sufficient to

TINANCIAL PROBLEMS
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creased as wage levels rise. The table be-

prevent the need or a direct infusion of low shows the projected tax bases:

The goal of social security fiiiancing is general revenues, or the need to estabto provide enough income to meet bene- lish a borrowing authority from Federal

TABLE 5.--AMOUNT OF EARNINGS SUBJECT TO

fit payments, and to maintain a reason- general revenues for the social security
able fund balance as a contingency re- trust funds. Moreover, the Senate Fiserve to carry the program through a nance Committee plan is in actuarial
recessionary period. In the past, it was balance for the next 75 years, through

believed that a fund equal to about 1

the year 2051.

year's benefit payments was appropriate.
In 1972, when the last major financing
changes were made, the Social Security
/.dvisory Council recommended that the
fund be maintained at a level of 75 percent to 125 percent of 1 year's benefits.
The administration has indicated that it
would be appropriate at this time to aim
for a goal of about 50 percent of 1 year's

The committee plan increases social
security revenues over and above the revenues which would accrue under present

law. It would do so with the following
five changes:

First. Increase in the amount of earnings subject to employer tax.—Under
existing law, the employer share of the
social security payroll tax is collected on

benefits.

Dealing with the long-range deficit the first $16500 earned by each employee.
requires that additional revenues be This amount increases automatically in
future years as wages rise and will inmade available to the trust funds in crease
to $17700 in 1978. The Finance
future years and that a structural

change be made In the way of computing Committee provision would raise the base
for employer taxes to $50,000 starting in
1979. The employer base will remain at
$50,000 through 1984 and then Increase
formula less sensitive to economic In 1985 to $75,000. The base will remain
at $75,000 until such time as the emchanges.
ployee tax base reaches a level of $75,000.
There are three basic methods to

Initial social security benefits, thereby
reducing the overall cost of the program
and making the social security benefit

reduce short-range and long-range deficits In the social security program.
First. Increase revenues by adjustments in the social security payroll tax
and the wage base upon which these
taxes are paid.
Second. Reduce social security beneThird. Infuse general revenues directly
Into the social security programs or authorize the social security trust funds tn
borrow from Federal general revenues.
The Senate Finance Committee has
agreed to a series of chRnes in the financing of Social security designed solve both the short.term and long-term
deficits of the social security trust funds.
The Finance Committee plan produces
sufficient income to meet benefit obilfits.

Current projecUons estimate that this
will occur In the year 2002. Thereafter
the two bases would be equal and would
rise together in relation to the increases
in average wages.

SOCIAL SECURITY TAX

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
2002
I

Present law
(employers,
emp'oyees,

Employees;

$17,700
18,900

$17,700
19,500

20, 400

21, 000

21,900
23,400
24,900
26,400

23100

27, 900
71, 700

Finance Committee plan

24,600
26,700
28,200
30, 300
78, 300

$17,700
50,000
50, 000

50,000
50,000

50000
50,000
75, 000
78, 300

Approximation.

Third. Increase in the Tax Rate.—
Present law provides for tax rate increases in 1978, 1981, 1986, and 2011. The

committee plan Includes a rescheduling
of two of these four increases and pro.

vides for additional tax rate increases
in 1979, 1985, 1990, 1995, and 2011.

Under the committee plan, the 1989
tax rate for the cash benefit programs
(OASDI) would be 5.65 percent each and
the 1989 tax rate for part A of medicare
(hospital insurance.—m) would be 1.40
percent, for a total tax rate of 7.05 percent. Under present law, the 1989 OASDI
rate is 4.95 percent and the 1989 HI rate
Is 1.50 percent, for a total of 6.45 percent
each.

Projections of the hospital Insurance
Second. Increase in amount of earnare made for only 25 years
ings subject to employee (or self-employ- program
the future, whereas projections of
ment) tax.—In addition to increasing into
the amount of wages subject to the em- the OASDI programs are made for 75
years. Neither present law nor the comployer tax, the committee bill also in- mittee
plan deals with the needs of the
cludes an increase In the amount of an- HI program
beyond the mid-1980's The
nual earnings subject to the employee or committee plan,
provides sufself-emtloyment tax. Under this pro- ficient financing however,
for the OASDI program
vision, there will be a total of $2,400 in to be fully funded
for the next 75 years,
employee wage base increases over and through 2051.
above present law. Four separate $600 inThe following schedule of
creases are scheduled in 1979, 1981, 1983, has been approved by the tax rates
committee.
and 1985. As under existing law, the tax These
rates are compared with those
base for employees and self-employed which already
are provided in present
persons will also be automatically in- law.

TABLE 6.—SOCIAL SECURITY TAX RATES ON EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE (EACH)
IPercenti
Present law

OASDII
1977

1978
1979—80
19S1—84

1985
I

4g

4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95

HI 2

0. 90
1. 10
1. 10

1.35
1.35

Committee bill
Total

5.85
6,05
6.05
6.30
6.30

OASDII
4.

g

5. 05

5.085
5.35
5.65

Obi-age, survivors, and disability insurance.

Fourth. Increase in social security tax
rate for self -employment._ committee approved a tax rate increase for the
self-employed which would restore the
self-employment tax rate for cash benefits to the original ratio of one and onehalf times the employee rate effective In
1981. When earnings from self-employ-

ment were made subject to the social
security tax In 1950, the rate was set at
one and one-half times the employee
rate. At that time the employee rate was
1.5 percent and the self-employment rate
was 2.25 percent. Over the years as tax

HI

Present law

o. go

5. 85

1. 00

6.05

1.05
1. 25

1.35

OASDI 1HI2

Total

6.135
6.60
7.00

1988—89
1990—94

1995-2000
2001—2010

2011 and after
2

rates

495
495
495
495
595

1.50

1. 5
1,50
1,50
1.50

Committee bit)
Total

OASDII

6.45

5.65

6. 45

6. 10
6. 70

6.45
6.45
7.45

7.30
7.80

H12

1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40

Total

7.05
7. 50

8. 10
8. 70
g. 20

Hospital insurance.

weer increased, the one and onehalf to one ratio was maintained until
1973 when the cash benefit tax rate for
the self-employed was frozen at 7 percent. When the hospital insurance program was established the. self -employment rate for that program was made
equal to the employee rate and has re-

ployment taxes with respect to a given
employee only up to the amount of annual wages referred to as the tax base.
Under the committee bill, the tax base
for the employer share of the social secu-

rity tax would be increased to $50,000
effective In 1979. The base for Federal
unemployment taxes Is $6,000 after
mained equal as the total payroll tax 1977. Where a business
Is organized as
rate has increased.
a group of related corporations, however,
Fifth. Elimination of certain dual tax
employee of any one of those coration requIrements._Undr existing law an
porations who performs services for more
businesses are ordinarily required to pay than one of them is treated for employsocial security taxes and Federal unem- ment tax purposes as though he were
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employed• by each of the corporations come In the early years continues Into
for which he performs services. Conse- the future without being offset by future
quenUy, If his total wages from affiliated benefit liabilities.
In deciding to increase the amount of
companies exceed the tax base, social
security and unemployment taxes may earnings taxed to employers, the commitbe required to be paid in excess of an tee considered a number of alternatives
Individual employee's wage base. The (including taxing total payroll), and with
employer share of these taxes over the the aid of the actuaries, determined that
wage base Is not refunded, while the em- the total package it had in mind could
ployee share .s refunded. The commit- best be financed if the amount were to
tee agreed to a provision under which be increased to a maximum of $50,000
social security and unemployment taxes for each employer for 1979, increasing to
In excess of the taxable earnings base $75,000 in 1985, and thereafter to remain
would not be paid In this type of situa- at that level until the employee wage base
Is again equal to the employer's.

tion.

Other alternative methods to increasing the employer base are: Further mcreasing the tax rate paid by all workers
and their employers; or increasing
equally the earnings base for all workers

INCREASING TflE EMPLOYER'S WAGS BASE

The traditional approac to financing
the social security cash benefits programs
has been tO levy an equal tax on employers axid their employees. In considering

how best to raise the funds necessary to and their employers.
the short-term financial soundness of
One of the proposals considered by the
the system without at the same time pro- Finance Committee included a tax rate
viding an Intolerable tax burden either increase instead of the employer base innow or In the future, the Finance Com- crease. In that plan, the employer base
mittee plan proposes to apply temporarily would be set at the level of the employee
the payroll tax to a higher wage base on bases approved by the Fthance Committhe employer than the employee. After tee, and additional tax rate increases
1985, as the employee base rises with In- would be imposed over and above those
creases n average wage levels, the di!- approved by the committee.
ference between the employer and emThe major drawback to this particular
ployee base will gradually narrow, until approach is that, in combination with
the tax bases are again equai.
other revenue raising elements in the
One reason for doing this Is that so- committee's plan, it places virtually all
cial security benefits are based on the of the burden of additional social secuamount of individual earnings taxed. rity revenues on tax rate increases.
While Increases In the amount of emThe committee lan relies heavily on
ployee earnings to be taxed serves to In- tax rate increases already. By 1987, the
crease Income to the trust funds In the tax rate would be 0.6 percent above the
early years, such adjustments over the scheduled 1987 present law rate and 1.20
long-term increase benefits costs so that percent above the 1977 tax rate. By 1995,
much of the additional income is spent the tax rate would be 1.65 percent above
in later years. Employer taxes, on the •the rate scheduled in present law, and
other hand, do not increase the amount 2.25 percent above the 1977 tax rate. Adof earnings used to compute Individual
benefits. As a result, the additional in- ditional tax rates over and above present
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law also are scheduled again in 2001 and

in 2011 under the committee plan.

To compare the increase in only the

employers' base to another method of increasing social security revenues, we
looked at a plan which raises revenues by

equal employee and employer base in-

creases. ThIs Is the method that the
House of Representatives used to increase revenues for the social security
trust funds.

In order to produce revenues similar to
those provided by the employer base increase, the equal employee-employer base

would have to be raised to $31,800 in

1982. ThIs Is $7200 higher than the 1982

employee base in the committee plan.
The employer and employee earnings
base under this approach would increase

after 1981 t the same rate as average
wages rise, reaching a level of $42,600 in

1987. By way of comparison, the committee plan pegs the employee base at
$33,900 In 1987.

As compared to the committee plan,

increasing the base for the employer and
employee equally imposes no additional
tax burden on workers earning the aver-

age wage. It is, therefore, better for the
average worker than Is the tax rate increase approach.
However, this plan does have a rather
significant impact on the taxes paid by
workers earning the maximum amount
of covered wages. Under this plan, the
worker earning the maximum would pay
$2,648 in 1985, an increase of $890 above

the tax for such a worker scheduled in
present law, and of $527 above the tax
such a worker would pay under the committee plan.

To compare the effect on workers of
the various approaches studied by the
Finance Committee, the following table
has been prepared:

IMPACT ON ANNUAL TAX PAYMENTS O WORKER EARNING THE MAXIMUM

IMPACT ON ANNUAL TAX PAYMENTS OF WORKER EARNING

Increase Over present law

Increase over present law

Taxes undeT
Wage

1977
1978

1979,..._
1980
1981
1982

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

$10,001
10,812
11,655
12, 486

13,281
14,078
14, 888

15744

present law
$585
654
705
755
837
887
938
992

16,649

1,049

17, 606

1, 136

18,619

1,201

Finance
Committee
(Nelson
proposal)

$10

flnance
Curtis
plan *

11

139
42

40

73

42
45
47
117

77
97
102
175
167
177

106
112

bill $

0
0
133

49
52
55

108
114
121

I Finance Committee plan as reported to Senat
Senator Crts' financing p%an as proposed n the Senate Finance Committee on Oct. 21, 1977.
This plan is similar to the plan adopted bV the committee with these exceptions: Parity between
employer and employee wage base would be mantaned, and additiona% tax rate Increases over and
above those schedu%ed i the committee plea would be imposed ot 0.25 percent on employers and

This table demonstrates that the committee plan is less expensive for an aver-

age worker or the worker earning the
maximum taxable wages under social se-

curity than is a plan that relies almost
exclusively on tax rate Increases. The
table also Indicates that the committee
plan, when compared to a plan that includes equal employer-employee wage
base Increases, has a similar effect on
the average wage earner, but is sigiüflcantly less expensive for a worker earn-

Taxes under
present law

House

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

Committee
(Nelson
proposal) I

Curtis plan'

0
153

$102

$965

1,071

1,143
1,234
1,380
1,474
1,S69

1,663
1, 758

1,896
2, 012

0

198
363

107
203
211
287
297
469

367
378

479
496

54
145
149
194

House
bill 3

133
242
333
566
640
686
731

890
958
1, 012

employees each in 1979, 0.1 each in 1983, and 0.1 each in 2011. The employer wage base would also
be increased by S2,400 over and above present law. These increases would occur in 4 1600 Increments in 1979,1981,1983, and 1985.
H.R. 9346 as approved by the House of Representatives on Oct 27, 1977.

ing the maximum taxable wage under wc uld give fiscal relief to State and local
governments, public and private colleges
social security.
and universities, and other private nonFISCAL RELIEF TOE STATE AND LOCAL GOVERN
MENTh AND PRIVATE lqONPROrrr EMPLOYERS

profit institutions. Fiscal relief would be

to these categories of employers
The Finance Committee recognized offered
authorizing tax rebates to be paid
that raising the employer wage base by
of general revenues in the amount
would have a detrimental effect on cer- out
one-half of the difference between
tain employers who cannot pass on the o
aggregate liability of the employer
increased costs of social security except the
by increasing tuition rates, local or State axid the aggregate liability oi its emtaxes, or reducing their current level of ployes.
The coat'of this fiscal relief would be
services. Therefore, the committee plan
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million in 1979, $316 million In 1980,

the law. Thus, each Increase applies not
only to people entitled to benefits for the
month the increase is effective but also
to everyone who wifi become entitled to
benefits in the future.
The automatic cost-of-living benefit
increase mechanism incorporated into
the social security program by the 1972
amendments operates exactiy as intended for persons on the benefit rolls.
Once the initial benefit has been established, it is periodically increased by a
percentage which restores its original
purchasing power according to the official governmental index of purchasing
power—the Consumer Price Index. The

$324 million in 1981, and $344 million
in 1982.

In 1979, for example, employers will

pay social security taxes on the first

$50,000 of each employee's salary. Employees will pay social security taxes on
their first $19,500 of earnings. Under the

Finance Committee's fiscal relief pro-

posal, eligible employers would receive a

tax rebate of 50 percent on all tax contributions they make on their employee's
wages between $19,500 and $50,000.
This fiscal relief proposal would, there-

fore, provide approximately the same

financial benefits to eligible employers on

November 2, 1977

get a benefit of $60.50 (55 percent multiplied by $110).

Under most reasonable projections of
future economic conditions, benefit levels determined by the present-law mech

anlsm will be much higher than what
is necessary to simply adjust for infla-

tion and will represent an ever-increasing percentage of the new retiree's
wages in the year before he retires. For
sigxificant numbers of people, the benefits payable just after retirement would
approach—and in many cases exceed—
their wage levels immediately before re-

tirement. It is this part of the current

cost-of-living provisions that the comthe additional taxes to be Imposed by committee bifi proposes no change in mittee bill would change.
Increases In the employer wage base as this concept.
The starting point for most proposals
are currently available only to private,
The cost-of-living adjustment mech- for dealing with the current long-term
profit-making employers, who receive a anism,
however, also Increases the per- deficit of the social security system is a
Federal income tax deduction based on centages
in the formula for determin- concept called decoupling. Decoupling
their social security tax contributions.
ing
initial
benefits in the future. Fu- means that the automatic benefit inSOCLIL SECURITY BNEPIT ADJVSTMENTS
ture benefits, however, are based on crease mechanism in present law would
The committee plan adjust social secu- earnings which rise in part, as the re- continue to apply to keep benefits inrity benefit payments through the fol- sult of increases In prices. Thus, wages fiationproof after a person retires and
lowing changes:
which were increased to take account begins to draw his benefits, but the forfor initially determining benefit.s
First. Decoupling and Instituting a of rising prices are multiplied by a bene- mula
at the time of retirement would no longNew Wage Indexed Benefit Formula.— fit formula which was also increased to er
be automatically increased.
The procedure used to compute benefits take account of the same Increase in
Decoupling by itself would make a
for new retirees would be decoupled ef prices.
reduction in the long-term
fective in 1979. This would solve the unFor an example of how benefits are in- substantial
of the program but would also cause
intended effect in the present law that creased under present procedures, as- cost
overcompensates for inflation. Social sume a program with a benefit equal to a significant reduction in the real value
future benefits. In order to forestall
security replacement rates would be set 50 percent of wages. In such a program of
at their 1976 levels, an amount calculated wages of $100 would produce a benefit a reduction of this nature, the committee bill would provide that future beneto be about 43 percent of an average of $50. If wages and prices both rise by fits
be based on "indexed" earnings,
worker's earnings the year before retire- 10 percent, the individual who is on the rather
than the actual earnings that are
ment. These replacement rates would be benefit rolls will have his benefit in- used under
the present law. This proheld constant thereafter.
creased to $55 and the person who is cedure involves
the adoption of a new
Existirg law calls for automatic cost- still working will have his $100 wage in- automatic mechanism
adjusting the
of-living increases in benefits effective creased to $110. If the benefit formula is formula for computingfor
initial benefits
left
unchanged,
both
individuals
would
each June and for increases in the tax
which Is designed to keep replacement
qualify for a $55 benefit. But under pres- rates at about existing levels.
ent procedures the benefit formula is
The following table indicates the benalso increased to 55 percent and the per- efit structure, replacement rates, and ex-

base (based on changes in wage levels)

each January (assuming that the Consumer Price Index rises by at least 3
percent). Each benefit increase is put
into effect by a revision of the table in

son who will retire in the future with

penditures under the Finance Commitwages increased from $100 to $110 will tee bill:

TABLE 7.—BENEFITS, REPLACEMENT RATES, AND EXPENDITURES UNDER COMMITTEE (3111, 1979-2050

Worker with average
earnings i

Year

1979
1985
1990
1995
2000

Replacement rate for

Aggregate OASD(

worker with—

Worker with average

expenditures

earnings 1

Annual
benefit in

Replace-

Low

1977 prices

ment rate

earnings2

High
earnings a

As percent
of payroll

As percent
of GNP4

$4,444

46

58

43
43
43
43

35

54
55
54
54

30

10.24
10.54
10.83
11.09
11.31

4.2
4.3

4,711
5, 144

5,580
6, 067

30

30
31

Average mediumrane Cost (1977—2001)
Average medium-range revenue
Average medium-range deficit
Average long-ranp Cost (1977—2051)
Average longrange revenue
Average long-range deficit
I Assumed to be 4 times the average 1st quarter Covered earnings.
Assumed at $4600 in 1976 and following the trends of the average.
Assumed St the maximum taxable Under the program.

4. 5

4.6
4.6
Percent
10.81
11.

+1.
13.80
13.85

+. 05

Year

Replacement rate for

worker with—

Annual
benetit in

Replace-

Low

1977 prices

ment rate

earningsa

$7,171
8,472

43

54
54
54
54
54

2010
2020
2030
2040
2050

10, 011

11,830
13,976

43
43
43
43

High

earnings
32

32
32
32
32

Aggregate OASDI
expenditures

As percent
of payroll

As percent

12.47
15.24
17.32
16.84

5.1

16. 30

6. 7

of GNP

6.3
7. I
6.9

4 For 1979 and later, based on full employment and assuming taxable payrofl equats 41.1

percent of GNP.
Based on the present law benefit formula for all workers attaining age 62 before Jan. 1, 1979

(as in HR. 8218).

Note: The estimates In this table are based on the economic and demographic assumptions
used in the intermediate Cost estimates (alternative II) in the 1977 OASDI Trustees Report.
The replacement rates pertain to workers with steady employment at increasing earnings and
Compare the annual retirement benefit at age 65 with the earnings in the year immediately prior
to retirement.

A basic change such as that which basic a change in the benefit structure ers not covered by the social security

would be provided by the committee bill might otherwise produce,
also requires many substantial changes
First, Offset for pensions received from
in provisions of present law, transttlonal noncovered employers.—In response to
provisions for the period during which recent Supreme Court decisions, which
the new system is Implemented, and a held unconstitutional a dependency
number of conforming amendments to test applied to men only, a new offset
minimize possible disruptions that so against pensions received from employ-

system would be introduced. The committee bill includes a
which

would reduce benefits payable under social security to dependent spouses by the
amount of
civil service (Federal,
State. or ,ocal) retirement benefit payable to the
The
would
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apply only to Individuals applying for
spouses' social security benefits in the
future and only if the dependent spouse
had a civil service pension based on his
or her own earnings in public employment which was not covered under the
social security system.

As an example of how this provision
will operate, assume the following facts:
a widower, age 65, retires and Is eligible

to receive $600 a month from a public

pension. He is not eligible for any social
security, benefits. His deceased wife was
covered by social security and therefore,

Under current law, the widower is entitled to a surviving spouse benefit of
$136 a month. Because of the dollar for
dollar public pension offset provided in
this legislation, the widower will not be
able to collect any of the social security

benefit he otherwise would be entitled to
based on his wife's record of employment.
Second. Modification of retirement

test and financing of the provision.—

Social security beneficiaries who are wider age 72 have their benefits reduced if
their earnings exceed a certain amount.
This is referred to as the social security

retirement test. It is adjusted annually
Under present law to reflect changes in
average wage levels.

In 1977, the amount which may be
earned with no reduction in benefits is

$3,000; it is expected to increase to $3,240
in 1978 and to $3,480 in 1979. The com-

mittee approved an amendment to in-

S 18441

Under present law, the hospital inIs applied to their basic benefit rate, surance program (part A of medicare)

occurs because the automatic adjustment

which represents what would be paid to will be depleted In 1987.. Under the Fia beneficiary who began drawing benefits nance Committee bill the hospital trust
This means
at age' 65. If an individual begins getting fund will be depleted in 1988.
benefits prior to age 65 Sand therefore ac- that prior to 1987 or 1988 another
cepts an actuarially reduced benefit rate. source of revenue will have to be pro
subsequent benefit increases are now posed to secure the solvency of the
larger than necessary to keep that bene- hospital insurance program.
Right now, general revenues are used
fit up-to-date.
The committee agreed to modify the to support a portion of the medical insurprogram (part B of medicare). In
cost-of-living increase mechanism so ance
1976,
general revenues will be used to
that all persons on the rolls at the time support
70 percent of the cost of the
of an increase would receive only the medical insurance
program. And in 1977,
cost-of-living percentage increase ap- general revenues will
be used to support
plied to their actual monthly benefit almost 80 percent of the
program.
checks.
For these reasons, I believe that FedSixth. Increased benefits for certain eral
general revenues should be used to
widows.—Social security benefits for in- support
a part of the financing of the
dividuals who continue working past ae hospital insurance
program. It should be
65 are increased under present law by 1 emphasized, however, that the Senate
percent for each year prior to age 72 that Finance Committee bill does not include
the worker did not receive benefits be- any general revenues for the support of
cause the worker's earnings exceeded the the cash benefits program or for the use
social security retirement test. This de- of the hospital insurance program.
layed retirement increment is added to
It should be noted, however that genthe individual worker's benefit when he eral revenues support the social security
retires or reaches age 72. At present, this system indirectly under present law.
retirement increment applies only to the When employers deduct social security
worker's own benefit and is not transfer- payments they contribute on behalf of
rable to hIs survivors. The committee their employees from their Federal
adopted a provision under which any re- income tax returns. This deduction costs
tirement increment would be added to the general fund revenues it otherwise

the benefit payable to the widow or would receive. In the committee bill,
widower of such an individual.

employers with high-paid employees will

have to pay social security taxes on the
crease these levels to $4,500 in 1978 and
Using general revenues to help finance earnings of these employees to a greater
to $6,000 in 1979. After 1979, the $6,000 the social security program has been de- extent than they now contribute under
level would increase automatically as bated back and forth for many years. current law. This will create an addiwage levels rise. The committee also The President's legislative proposal on tional tax burden on these employers,
agreed to increase the social security tax social security would have infused gen- but the increased burden will be fully
rate applicable to employers and em- eral revenues into the social security deductible on these employers Federal
ployees, effective January 1, 1979, by the
funds during periods of high un- income tax returns. Therefore, the addiamount needed to fund the cost of the trust
employment.
This approach was sup- tional burden will be paid for, indirectly,
higher retirement testlevels. These tax ported by many
of the witnesses who by general revenues.
rate increases are Incorporated in the tax testified at the Senate
COCtUs1O
Firance Com8chedule printed above in table 6.
mittee's hearings on social security
Mr.
President,
one of the most difficult
Fourth. Elimination of retroactive earlier this year.
decisions public officials have to make is
payments which cause an actuarial reBefore the August recess, however, the
decision to increase the amount of
duction.—Persons applying for social se- Senate Finance Committee voted 11 to the
taxes their constituents have to pay.
curity benefits are now allowed to elect 3 against using general revenues to fund Every tax dollar paid by a wage earner
to start their entitlement up to 12 the social security cash benefits program. means one less dollar of income that
months prior to the month in which they This vote reflected the strong sentiment can be used to pay for essential goods
file an application. If these months are of members of the Finance Committee and services like food, clothing, housing,

months prior to age 65, however, the
retroactive benefits are obtained with
the understanding that the beneficiary
will receive a lower permanent benefit
amount. This is because whenever so-

GEPERAL. REVEPUES

that the social security cash benefits and schooling. As the Senate Finance
program should be financed totally by Committee considered •the problems of
payroll taxes. It was the general feeling the social security system, and finally
among Finance Committee members adopted a financing bill, we continually

that using Treasury funds to support the
present social security cash benefits pro65, they are actuarially reduced. The gram would create pressures in the fucommittee agreed to a provision under ture to increase benefits for social secuwhich retroactive benefits would not be rity recipients by the use of general
permitted in cases involving entitlement revenues.
before age 65.
I supported the Finance Committee's
Fifth. Adjustment in method used in position that general revenues should
computing certain benefit increases.— not be used directly to subsidize the cash
Under the committee plan, beneficiaries benefits program.
who are receiving actuarially reduced
In my judgment, however, a distincbenefits will no longer receive more than tion should be made between using genthe announced percentage increase in eral revenues for the hospital insurance
cial security benefits are paid before age

kept in mind the goals of protecting the
social security system from any threats

of bankruptcy, keeping future benefit

1.evels on a par with today's benefit levels,
and renewing the American public's con-

fidence in social security. In doing all of

this, we also tried to keep additional
taxes on every wage earner to a minimum.

The Finance Committee's bill requires
every wage earner to pay more in taxes
than under the current law. It was nec-

essary to increase taxes because right
their benefit when a cost-of-living ad- program and using them for the cash now the social security system is inadejustment is made in all benefits.
benefits program. Whether a beneficiary quately financed. We felt that American
Under the automatic cost-of-living becomes ill and must enter a hospital workers would be willing to pay addibenefit adjustment, some persons on the is not at all related to payroll contribu- tional tax dollars if they could be asrolls receive, through a technically, a tions. Rather, it is an incidence of one's sured that their parents and grandparcost-of-living increase which Is more health. Cash benefits, on the other hand, ents would continue to receive their
than the actual cost-of-living increase should and do reflect the earnings of the monthly social security benefit checks
and if they could be assured that the
based upon their monthly benefits. This employee.
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benefits to which they are entitled would

What has happened th the last few year 2000. The result, of course, would
31ot be diminished th the future.
years is that Congress has increased be that between 1979 and 2000, employIn raising social security taxes for benefits to a greater degree than taxes. ers would be carrying a significantly
every American wage earner covered by Thus, at the present time the social larger share of the direct cost of social
social security, I believe we worked out security trust fund has reserves of security than would employees.
a plan that would distribute the addi- somewhat less than 6 months.
The primary rationale for such an aptional burden n a fair and equitable
So that the reserves do not deteriorate
is that a greater tax upon emmanner. Some people may argue over further, It is necessary that the trust proach
ployers than upon employees would be
the method we used, but no one can say
that we have not taken the difficult po-

fund be replenished.

politically more ac :eptable than taxing
both groups equally.
The Nelson plan departs from one of
the fundamental prthciples of social security, which is that social security taxes
should be shared equally by employee
address the question of additional funds and employer, although the employee
before the reserves drop significantly receives the total benefit.
below 50 percent of annual benefits.
While the Nelson plan has less direct
The Carter administration has re- Impact on the paycheck of the worker
sponded to this question by proposing than the existthg tax formula, a realistic
the use of general revenues to finance appraisal will show that consumers—insocial security. This approach has been cluding workers and social security bene-

Although the income will not quite
litical route. We raised the additional equal the outlays for 1977, there still will
money necessary to finance social secu- be a reserve in the trst fund of approxirity through taxes rather than turning mately $36 billion.
to the general fund or by thcreasthg the
It is important for .tie Congress to
national deficit.
Mr. President, the financing plan
adopted by the Senate Finance Committee is a responsible, comprehensive proposal to assure American workers and
-their families and all social security
beneficiaries of a sound and secure so-

cial security program. The short-term
deficits confronting the social security
trust funds will be eliminated. The
threat that the social security trust
funds will go bankrupt has been ellininated. The Senate Finance Committee

rejected since the inception of social ficijaries—will pay higher prices for many
security, and Is contrary to the whole goods and services, because businesses
principle of social seourity funding.

will be forced to Increase prices to offset

Social security always has been selfadditional cost of their social security
financing. This is an Important reason the
contributions.
social se:urity has, up to this time,
But my main concern about the Nelson
plan will place social security cash bene- why
a program upon which the social proposal is that the social security benefits programs in actuarial balance for been
recipients could depend.
present and future, would be
the next 75 years based on current eco- security
The Senate Finance Committee over- fic;iaries,
much better off were the Congress to adnomic and demographic assumptions. whelmthgly
voted
down
the
Carter
ap- hcre to the traditional social security
No present beneficiary will suffer a social proach.
of taxes shared equally by emsecurity benefit reduction, while future
Indeed, there are no general revenue concept
ployee and employer.
beneficiaries will be assured that their funds
to use for social security.
For more than four decades, the equalsocial security benefits will be available There available
are only deficits.
contribution principle has stood the test
to them and their families should they
To
finance
social
security
out
of
gentime. It has widespread acceptance on
retire, become disabled, or die.
revenues would mean the use of of
the part of the public, employers and
These are the kthds of assurances all eral
printing
press
money,
which
would
un- workers alike. Plans, budgets, and exAmericans have sought. They deserve dermine the integrity of the social secuno less.
rity system. It would mean that contribu- pectations of millions of Americans are
Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. Mr. Presi- tions to the social security fund would based on this simple and equitable
formula.
dent, th my judgment, the social security be at the whim of political decisions
on
I have considerable reservations about
program i more lxnportant to more an annual basis. This could seriously
people than any other Federal program. Jeopardize the stability of the program— tinkerthg with the philosophy of shareSocial security was enacted n 1935. and could transform social security thto and-share-alike th financing of social
security.
Durthg the intervenIng 42 years it has a welfare-type program.
I am prepared to support an increase
become a basic and integral part of the
The Finance Committee under Senalives of the American people.
tor LoNG's leadership wisely rejected the th social security taxes to finance the thRetired and disabled Americans who use of general revenue funds for social creased benefits voted by the Congress.
If social security benefits are threceive social security benefits; working security.
creased—and it has been necessary to
Americans who pay thto the program
I
want
to
pay
tribute
to
the
commitwith the expectation of ultimately tee chairman, Senator LONG, for his therease the benefits from time to time
receiving social securlty.benefi; Amer- leadership th strong opposition to usthg as Government-stimulated inflation has
thcreased the cost of living—these thican businessmen who help to finance general revenues.
social security through their employer
In place of the plan to use general rev- creased benefits must be paid for.
portion of the tax, each have an enues, the committee has approved a
The social security fund can be apreplenished by an equal inImportant stake th social security.
carefully thought out plan develop by propriately
The Congress has a deep obligation the able Senator from Wisconsth (Mr. crease th the tax on employer and employee. Such a tax would be preferable to
to protect the solvency of the social NELSON).
approach.
security trust fund.
The plan approved by the Finance theAtNelson
the same time, the most important
When social security was established Qommittee would thcrease the so:lal
2 years ago, it was funded on the prin- security tax rate for both employers and objective must be to obtain adequate
financing to preserve the social security
ciple that one-hal.! of the total social employees th stages rising from the pressecurity tax would be paid by the em- ent level of 5.85 to 6.6 percent th 1981 system.
The social security program Is too mployer and one-hal.! would be paid by and to 9.2 percent by 2011.
to too many people to allow the
the employee. The employee, of course,
But the tax burden would 31ot fall portant
would be the beneficiary of the total equally upon employers and workers. reserves to drop to dangerously low
amount.
The rates would be the same for both levels.
This basic prthciple continues to this groups, but the Nelson program
would
day.
boost the wage base—the maximum
For many years the social security tax amount of pay subject to the tax—muc1
on both employer and employee was fixed more rapidly for employers than for emat a figure that would provide the social ployees.
security trust fund with a balance equal
The employer wage base, now $16,500,
to aPproximately 1 year of benefits. To
shoot up to $50,000 th 1979 and to
state it another way, U $80 billion of would
$75,000 n 1985. In contrast, the embenefits are to be paid over a period of a ployee wage base would not
$33,year, then the reserves in the trust fund 900 until 1987 and would notreach
equal the
would approximate that amount.
employer rate of $75,000 until after the
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SOCIAL SECtJRITY FINANCING
AMENDMENTS OF 1977

The Senate continued with the consideration of H.R. 9346.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques-

tion now recurs on the amendment
offered by the Senator from Nebraska
(Mr. Cuwris).

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. Presi-

dent, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, it Is 80 Ordered.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that Mr. WILLIAMS be recognized for 3 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from New Jersey (Mr. WILLiAMS)
Is recognized.

November 2, 1977
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SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING

AMENDMENTS OF 1977
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ate will now return to the unfinished
business, which the clerk will state by
title.

The assistant legislative clerk read as

follows:
A bill (H.R. 9348) to amend the Social
Security Act and the Internal Revenue Code

of 1954 to strengthen the financing of the
social security system, to reduce the effect
of wage and price auctuation on the 8378.
tern's benefit structure, to provide for the
Conduct of studies with respect to coverage
under the system for Federal employees and
for employees of State and local governments,

to increase the earnings limitation, to
eliminate certain gender-based distinctions
and provide for a study of proposals to elim-

inate dependency and sex discrimination
from the social security program, and for
Other purposes,

The Senate continued with the con-

sideration of the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The pending question Is on agreeing to the amendment of the Senator from Nebraska (Mr.
CURTIS).

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,

I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk pro-

ceeded to call the roll.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,

I ask unanimous consent that the order.
for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, It Is so ordered.

November 2, 1977
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Mr. MATHIAS. Will the Senator with-

hold that?
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I withhold
that.
Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I ask
manimous consent that during the debate on the social security bill and votes
thereon, Ralph Oman and Kent Steinkamp of my staff be granted the privilege
of the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

What Is the will of the Senate? The

pending business Is H.R. 9346, an amend-

ment by the Senator from Nebraska.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum.
Mr. HELMS. Will the Senator withhold that?
Mr. CURTIS. Yes.

Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, I ak
unanimous consent that Mr. Howard

Segermark of my staff may be granted
the privilege of the floor during discussion of the social security measure and
any yotes thereon.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.
Mr. HELMS. I suggest the absence of
a quorum. Mr. President.

The assistant legislative clerk pro-

ceeded to call the roU

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President.

I ak unanimous consent that the order
for the quorum cafl be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, It is so ordered.

SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING
AMENDMENTS OF 1OTT

The Senate continued with the con-

sideration of H.R. 9376.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I suggest the absence of a quorum.

November 3, 1977
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SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING
AMENDMENTS OF 1977

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the Senate will now
proceed to the unfinished business,
which the clerk will state.
The second assistant legislative clerk
read as follows:

A bill (HR. 9346) to amend the Social

Security Act and the Internal Revenue Code

oi 1954. to strengthen the financing or the
social security system. and so forth, and for
other purposes.

The Senate resumedthe consideration
The PRESIDINO OFPICF.R. The

of the bill.
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pending question Is the amendment by
the Senator from Nebraska (Mr. CVRTIS)
on which there is a 30-minute time limit.

Mr. BROOKE. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that Lawrence Oilshom of Senator Pnc's staff and
Barbara Harris of my staff may be granted the privilege of the moor during conaideration of this bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so Qdered.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I

ask unanimous consent that John Na-

pier of the staff of the Committee on the
Judiciary and Hargrave McElroy of my
staff be granted the privilege of the floor

today and tomorrow on all matters to
come before the Senate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

SOCIAL SECURrrY FINANCING
AMENDMENTS OF 1977
Mr. McINTYRE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that Tony Mazzaschi
and Marc Scheer of my staff be granted
the privilege of the floor during the consideration of the Social Security financlug bill.
- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.

Mr. LUGAR. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that Robert Kabel of
my staff may be accorded the privilege
of the floor during debate on this
measure.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection,It is so ordered.
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against companies. Concerns that employ a great many high paid and skillful
people will have a tremendous tax increase. Others may not.
In other words, Mr. President, it is an
effort for an easy answer:
How do we propose to impose this half

percent on each one? The total on the

payroll of 1 percent will bring in about $8
billion in full force. We propose that be-

ginning in 1979, and we should never

make these things retroactive, this gives a
year lead time after the conference acts,

that in 1977 we raise the tax a simple
0.2 of 1 percent.

In the individual making $10,000, it

amounts to $20.
Also, keep in mind, Mr. President, that,
very properly, we have tilted the benefits
SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING
AMENDMENTS OF 1977
The Senate continued with the consideration of HR. 9346.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,

I thank the distinguished Senator from

Nebraska (Mr. CURTIS) for allowing the
Senate to Impose on his time. His
amendment Is before the 'Senate, and I
hope we may proceed no*.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Nebraska.

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I yield

myself 5 minutes.

Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and
nays on the pending amendment.

in the social security in favor of the
lower paid. We have also enacted the
earned income credit. So the individual
who has nothing but earned income and
does not make more than $4,000 gets a
credit that is refundable for $400. If he
makes $7,000, he will still get a refund
of $100, to compensate for the fact that
the social security tax is a tax on the first
dollar that he earns.
Now, no one likes taxes. No one likes to

increase taxes. But what are we going
to do? Here is a system, and, as the dis-

tinguished Senator from North Carolina
said yesterday, more people depend on

the social security than on any other

program we have.
Mr. President, I think smart politics in
this deviates from the pattern in the past
second.
of trying to avoid things, to conceal the
The yeas and nays were ordered.
cost of social security and find an
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The true
easy answer.
Senator from Nebraska.
The Nation is alarmed about the situaMr. CURTIS. Mr. President, we are
about to vote on a very Important issue. tiori, and I believe they are expecting the
to meet it forthwith and forthSocial security is complex. But some- Congress
times a problem can present itself in a right.
All we are asking here is a raise in the
simple way, and it calls for a simple but
social security tax on employees of onestraightforward answer.
We hear all sorts of scare stories. This half of 1 percent in two steps, and a raise
morning I heard a commentator say that of a similar amount on the employers. It
the social security system was bankrupt. will keep all of the benefits flowing. It
I do not think that added a service to will take care of our immediate problem.
the general public, particularly to the It will conform to all the guidelines that
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a

sufficient second? There is a sufficient

beneficiaries.

We are collecting about $82 billion in
social security every year, but this year
we are going to be short a little over $6
billion. Next year it will be a little more.
In the long-range, we have got some
problems. It is just that simple.
Where do we get the $6 billion? I do

not think that this Congress wants to
lower benefits. We have got to increase
income.

we follow.

Yesterday there was circulated in the
Chamber a statement from the leading
municipalities carrying a list of cities
that woujd pay more under my proposal
than under the committee proposal.
The committee would load it all on
employers. I would vote half on.
Now, when does half of a sum exceed
the whole? I had it checked. They admit
now that they have made a mistake: but
they got it mixed up; that they took part
of my plan one and combined plan two

Yesterday, we voted overwhelmingly
against dipping into the general Treasury. Now the issue is, Shall we soak the with it and came up witl such an answer.
employers rather than face this probThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senlem? That is what it amounts to.
ator's time has expired:
I carry no brief for employers, but I do
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I resay that this amendment will create serve the remainder of my time.
havoc and If it becomes the law of the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
land the Congress will be here repeal- yields time?
ing it in less than 6 months.
Mr. CURTIS. I yield 3 minutes to the
To raise the base on employers only distinguished Senator from Virginia.
abandons the guideline of a contributory
Mr. HARRY F. BYRD. JR. Mr. Presisystem, half by employers and half by dent, ih my judgment, the social security
employees.

program is more important to more
Furthermore, when we raise the wage people than any other rederal probase clear up to $75,000, we discriminate gram.
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and the 33 million who are now bene- on the wage base between the employer
ficiaries that their retirement is not in and the employee as was proposed by the
jeopardy, that the money will be on Carter administration. The administrabill that was submitted to Conhand for them when they retire. It is tion's
lives of the American people.
gress
proposed
that the wage base cap
important
that
we
give
that
assurance,
When social security was established, and there has never been any doubt in be taken off the employer totally, so that
it was funded on the principle that onethose who are earning $500,000, $600,-

Social security was enacted in 1935.
has
During the Intervening 42 years, it
become a basic and lntegrai part of the

my mind that Congress would do so.
The point I am making is that both
be paid by the employer and the other
one-half would be paid by the employee. Senator CUR'rls' plan and the Finance
The employee, of course, would be the Committee plan went to great care to
beneficiary of the total amount. The levy the taxes, to be sure that we could
guarantee the Integrity of social security
basic principle continues to this day.
What the Curtis amendment in the all the way to the year 2050. I believe it
nature of a substitute proposes to do is was a wise move to do so on the part of
I feel that Senator CURTIS In his plan and the Fito maintain this principle. concept
to nance Committee In its plan.
a
very
important
that is
As I suggested, there are several ways
maintain. The social security program is
of such vital importance that I feel it to finance social security, and each has
unwise to depart from the fundamental a different Impact. You can dramatically
raise the wage base on employers and
concept as to financing.
The social security fund, as the able employees—that is, more dramatically
Senator from Nebraska just pointed out, than it is being raised—as the House
by an does. The House bill places a significan be replenished appropriately
equal Increase in the tax on employer cantly higher burden of cost on those in
and employee. Such a tax, I feel, would income brackets $20,000 and above. Sobe preferable to the bill recommended cial security could be fin3nced by just
Finance.
increasing taxes, which places a heavier
by the Senate Committee on
So I shall vote for the substitute of- burden on the low-Income groups. A
fered by the distinguished Senator from combination of Increased payroll taxes
and increased employer and employee
Nebraska (Mr. CURTIS).
The social security program is too wage bases could finance social security.
people to allow A variable employer/employee wage base,
important to too many dangerously
low as is In the Finance Committee plan,
the reserves to drop to
could also be used.
levels.
The social security fund got Into this
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
declining financial situation because of
yields time?
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, is there a three or four factors. Two of these factors were high unemployment and extime limitation?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Fifteen cessive inflation. Another factor was the
half of the total social security tax would

minutes to a side.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, there are
seve1al ways and combinations of ways

to provide funding to secure the social
security trust funds.
I will repeat what I said In the Finance
Committee and what I said on the floor
yesterday: The proposal of the Senator
from Nebraska does levy the tax and
provide the necessary funds to secure the
social security fund, based upon the In-

termediate assumptions of the Social

security trustees, through the year 2050.
The proposal that the Flnauce Committee reported to the Senate does the same
thing. Both proposals accomplish that
result, based upon the intermediate as-

sumptions, without a deficit 75 years
from now. That is to say, the fund will be

in balance based upon those assump-

tions, in the year 2050, in both cases.
In plan No. 2—what is called plan No.
2—of Senator CUR'rls, there will be a
plus 0.4 percent balance of taxable pay-

roll In the social security trust funds.

Under Senator CUR'rls' alternative plan,
there will be a deficit of 0.27 percent of

taxable payroll. Under the House bill,

there would be a deficit of 1.62 of taxable

payroll, which is fairly substantial. Under the Finance Committee plan, there
would be a long-term surplus of 0.06 of

taxable payroll.
So both the Curtis plan and the Senate

Finance Committee plan finance the social security fund and Insure its security
for the next 75 years and beyond. This
is an important objective to achieve for
the purpose of assuring everybody who
contributes to the fund—104 million
Americans who are now contributing—

COO or $900,000—the highest paid people

in this country—would pay on that whole
wage base on the employer's side. We did

not accept that in the Finance Committee.

Instead of no limit on the employer's
af $50,000 and

side, we set a limit

$75,000. Under current economic projections, the wage base of the employer will
be at $75,000 9 years from now, and the

employee wage base will have risen to
$75,000. Therefore, they will be back to
parity, and in the meantime, a method of

meeting the short-term deficit in the

social security trust fund will have been
met. At the same time, there will be less
of a burden upon the employee.

As to the employer, it should be
ointed out that a substantial majority

of all employers in the country pay less
under this plan with a higher employer

wage base than they would under the
plan in which the wage base for em-

ployers ad employees Increases equally

because 87 percent of all wages are
already covered by the current employer wage base. As of next year, employers whose employees are earning

less than $17,500 will incur no increase on

their employees at all; whereas, if we

levied the tax equally there would be an
increase on both the employer and the
employee and that would cost most emdouble Indexing of future benefits, which ployers more because increasing payroll
was not intended at the time it was taxes effects all employees, regardless of
adopted by Congress; this problem is re- their salaries. Only employers of highsolved in the proposal before us. Elimi- paid employees will be affected by the
nating double Indexing solves 50 percent finance committee bill.
of the total long-term—75 years—probSo, as to a substantial percentage of
lem In social security. The Senate Fi- the employers in this country the
nance Committee bill provides an aver- Finance Committee proposal will cost
age replacement rate of 43 percent of a them less money than if we levied the
workers earnings the year before his re- payroll tax equally on each side.
tirement. For the first time, everybody
What is the Impact on the employee
knows what their retirement replace- of these plans?
ment rate is going to be.
Under this Finance Committee bill, in
In order to take care of the short-tern 1979 the increase in the tax on the emfinancing problem without placing too ployee earnfrig an average wage of
heavy a burden on the contributing em- $11,655 over and above the scheduled inployees, I proposed, and the Finance creases, which are substantial, would be
Committee reported to the floor, a bill $10. Under the House bill, the additional
which establishes a wage base of $50,000 cost is zero. Under the Senator Curtis
for the employers; in 1985,. it would In- plan No. 1, the cost is $33; and under
crease to $75,000 and remin at that level Senator CURTIS' plan No. 2 the cost is $39.
until sometime after the year 2000.
In 1981, the increase under the
In the meantime, under the current Finance Committee bill is $40 on the
law, employees' wage bases continue to average worker, $33 in the House bill,
rise with increases in average wages. $78 under Curtis No. 1, and $73 under
For example, the wage base of employees Curtis No. 2.
under the Finance Committee proposal
In 1987, the increase on the individual
goes from $16,500 In 1977 to $33,900 In worker over the current scheduled in1987. It is projected to reach $75,000 by creases in the law, which are the really
substantial increases, is $112 a year unthe year 2002.
On the other hand, the House bill pro- der the Finance Committee plan, $121
.vides for i.vage base jumps from $16,500 under the House bill, $165 under the
to $24,800 in that same period. Senator Curtis plan No. 1, and $177 under Curtis

plan No. 2. That tells us the impact on
wage base on the Finance Committee the average worker.
CUR'rIs' plan No. 2 has the same employee

plan.
Under the differential wage base in the
commitee bill, the employer and employ-

Next, let us look at the impact on
the annual tax payments of workers

earning the maximum base. In 1977, the
ee wage base will again be equal in 25 employee earning base is set at $16,500.
years. It is not a permanent differential The taxable earnings base will Increase
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to $21,000 under the Finance Commit-

Mr. CURTIS. For instance, the House
tee bill n 1980. The base goes to $25,900 raised the wage base by $8,400 effective
under the House bill ad $21,000 under a few years down the line and that would
Curtis plan No. 2.
bring the cost to $529, for the highest
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the paid employee while mine would only
Senator yield?
create an increased cost of $117.
Mr. NELSON I yield.
Mr. NELSON. The maximum base for
Mr. CURTIS. Plan No. 2 s not before those employees earning high wages unthe Senate at this time.
der the Finance Committee proposal in
Mr. NELSON. Which plan is?
1987 will be $33,900, compared to $31,Mr. CURTIS. No 1.
200 under Curtis plan No. 1 and $42,600
Mr. NELSON. I am sorry. I did not in the House bill.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the appropriate tables that we
have been reading from here and others
be printed at this point in the RECORD
There being no objection, the tables

were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
follows:

as

COMPARISON OP ALTERNATIVE SOCIAL SEC WitTY

FINANCING PLANS

1. Present law.

2. Senate Finance Committee bill as reported on November 1, 1977
3. H.R. 9346 as passed by the House.
4. Finance Committee bill as reported, with

know that. As the Senator knows, we
Under the Finance Committee plan,
were trying to. make up these charts the employee earning the maximum will
at a time when the last proposal made be paying $378 a year more than the modtifications proposed by Senator Curtis
by the Senator from Nebraska was plan current scheduled social security tax. (presentlaw earnings base for both employNo. 2. We researched both No. 1 and No. Under the House bill, the maximum ers and employees with higher tax rates, as
shown on page 1).
2, and I thought the Senator was stick- earner will pay $1,012 more on a maxing with No. 2. But I now understand.
mum base of $42,600.
Mr. CURTIS. No.

Under Senator CURTIs' plan No. 1, the
Mr. NELSON. That even makes my maximum earner will pay $276 more on
argument look better, but that is all those earning the maximum versus $378
right.
more under the Finance Committee plan.

5. Finance Committee bill as reported, with
alternative modifications proposed by Senator Curtis (employee earnings base in
Finance Committee bill to apply to employ-

ers as well; higher tax rates, as shown on
page 1).

COMPARISON OF Fl NANCING PROPOSALS
Finance

Present
law

Committee
(Nelson
proposal)

Finance
House

Curtis

bill

plan I

Curtis
plan 2
1980

5.85

20, 400

5.85

1981

6.05
6.335
6.635

6.05
6.385
6.385
6.85
6.85
6.95
6.95
7.35
7.40
7.40
7.40
7.95
8.45
8.85
9.35

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

21,900
23,400
24,900
26,400

Total (OASDH) tx rate (employer and employee, each; in percent);
1977
5.85
5.85
585
1978
6.05
6.05
6.05
1979
6.05
6.135
6.05
1980
6.05
6.135
6.05
1981
6.30
6.60
6 55
1982
6.30
6.60
6.65
1983
6.30
6.60
6.65
1984
6.30
6.60
6.65
1985
6.30
7 00
6.95
1986
6.45
7.05
7. 10
1987
6.45
7.05
7.10
1988—89
6.45
7.05
7.10
1990—94
6.45
7.50
7.65
1995—2000
6. 45
8. 10
7.65
2001-10
6.45
8. 70
7.65
2011 and later
7.45
9.20
7.65
75-yr auerage balance (per-

cent of taxable payrofi) '-8.20

+.06

'-1.62

6. 885

6.885
6.885
6.885
7. 185

7.335
7.335
7.335
7.885
8.385
& 785

9185

-027

Presont
law

Employer earnings base:
1977
1978
1979

—

$16, 500
17, 700

$16. 500
17. 700

18,900
20, 400
21, 900
23, 400
24, 900
26, 400
27, 900.
29, 400
31, 200

119,500

16, 500
17, 700

18,900

21, 000
123, 100
24, 600
126, 700
28, 200
130, 300
32, 100
33, 900
16, 500
17, 700
4 50, 000

$16, 500

$16, 500

19,900
22,900
25, 900
29, 700

17,700
18,900

+40
$16, 500
17, 700

319,500

House
biD

Curtis

4 25, 900

20, 400

429,700
31,800
33,900
36,000
38,100

21, 000

21,900

27,00

50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
75,000

29, 400

24,900
26,400
27,900

423,100
24,600
426,700
28,200
430,300

75, 000

40, 200

31,200

29, 400

75,000

32, 100

42,600

31,200

33,900

1977

47

1978
1979
1980

36

47
36
26

28

21
21

26
24

22
22
22

29

plan I

23,40

Curtis
plan 2

OASDI reserve ratio (start of
year; in percent): I
47
36

47
37

27
18

28

25

31
27

1981

9

(3)

24

1982
1983
1984

25

28

26

31

28
29

5)

(5)
(5)
(5)

l95

Employee earnings base:
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

Committee
(Nelson
proposal)

1986
1987

reserue ratio (start

HI

Yearynpercent):S

33
35

47
36

34

21

36
38

46

30
34
37

23
25

44
51

41

of
66

66

'23, 100

66

66

66

55

24, 600

1978
1979

55

31, 800

20, 400
21, 900
23, 400

33,900

24,900

326,700

1980

55
48

36, 000
38, 100
40, 200
42, 600

26, 400
27, 900

28, 200

1981

'30. 300

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

53
45
50
50
44
34

48
46
40

55
50
44
34

55

56

16, 500

419, 900
4 22, 900

29,400
31, 200
16, 500
17, 700
18, 900

21, 000

32, 100
33, 900
16, 500
17, 700

419, 500

Estimate for all proposals supplied by the Office of the Actuary, Social Security Administration.
Preliminary estimate.
Statutory Increase of $600.

44
43

42

20

16

45
42
34
22

10

6

15

36
25

56
53
45
50
50
44
34

38

25
19
8
5

(5)

20

5)

10

(5)

4 Inctudes efft of statutory earnings base increase.
Funds exhausted.

IMPACT ON ANNUAL TAX PAYMENTS OF WORKER EARNING AVERAGE WAGE
Increase over present law

Increase over present law

Finance
Wage
1977
1978
1979
1980

$10, 001
10, 812

1981

13,281

1982

14,078

11655
12, 486

T.xes under
present aw
$585
654
705
755
837
$87

Committee
(Nelson
proposal)

House
biN

Curtis
plan 1

Curtis
plan 2

0
0
$33
49

$33
73
78
82

$39

Finance
Committee

1983
$10
11

40
43

42

1984
1985
1986

73 1987_

77

Taxes under
present law

(Nelson
proposal)

House

Curtis

bill

plan 1

14, 888
15, 744

938
992

16,649

1,049

17, 606

1, 136

45
47
117
106

18,619

1,201

112

52
55
108
114
121

172
156
165

Wage

87

92'

Curtis
plan 2
97
102
175
167
177
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The proponents of the $75,000 wage

IMPACT ON ANNUM. TAX PAYMENT OF WORKER
EARNING THE MAXIMUM

btse for employers started out with $ 100,000. Well, there are not too many being

paid more than $75,000, so the result Is
just about as bad.

Increase over present law

1977. - -

1978...

1979......

Taxes

Finance

under
present
law

Committee
(Nelson
proposal)

House

Curtis

bill

plan I

Curtis
plan 2

$965
1,071
1,143

0

$133

0

0

$53

242
333
566
640
686

$54

$102

119
128
137
146
154

107

1983....

1234
1380
1474
1569

1984. -

1, 663

1985....

1,758
1,896
2,012

1980....
1981.....

1982.
1986..

1987....

54

145
149

394
198
363
367
378

731

890
958

1,012

289
260
276

203
211
287

297
469
479
496

At that time I gathered Information the social se;urity system."
Mr. President, I ask unanimous conbe the impact. These figures that I am sent that that resolution be printed In
about to insert in the RECORD relate to
the $100,000 ceiling rather than the

the RECORD.

almost the same. However, I want to

RECORD, as follows:

$75,000 ceiling. But I think they would be

Curtis

bill

plan I

Curtis
plan 2

4.95

4. 95

4.95

4. 95

4.95

4. 95

4.95
5.235
5.535

5. 05

1980...

5.05
5.085
5.085

5. 05

4.95
4.95

198L.

4. 95

5. 35

5.35
5.35

-.

4.95
4.95
4.95

1985....

4. 95

5. 35
5. 65

4.95
4.95

5.65
5.65

1918..

1979
1982 -

1983....
1984.

1986..

1987.

5.05
5.05
5.25
5.35
5.35

5. 535

5.535
5.535

5. 35

5. 535

5.65
5.65

5.835
5.835
5.835

5. 65

5.385
5.385
5.70
5.70
5.60
5.60
5.95
6.00
6.00

HI PERCENT OF TAX RATE (EACH)

1977
1978...

1919....
1980....
1981....

1982

1983....
1984....
1985....
1986....
1987....

0.90
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.50
1.50

0.90
1.00
1.05
1.05
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.35
1.40
1.40

0.90

0. 90

0.90

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.30
1.30
1.30
1.30
1.45
1.45

1.10
1.10
1.10

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.15
1.15
1.35
1.35
1.40
1.40
1.40

1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35

1.50
1.50

There being no objection, the resolu-

tion was ordered to be printed In the

REs0LTJ'rXON
be fair about it. A major private universiy in the State of New York, it would
A resolution requesting the Congress of the
cost them $1.3 million; a leading nation- United States to consider certain concerns
al rut'ber company, $6 million; a major of the Committee on Intergovernmentalof Rethe
trunk airline, based in the Southeast, $11 lations and the Executive Committee Officers

Mi. CURTIS. Yes.

House

-

1977. -

One,

"Equal employee and employer contributions," and the next one says, "No use
of general funds for continued support of

National Association of State Budget

its consideration of amendments to
Mr NELSON. Mr. President, will the during
the
Social
Security Act and the financing
Senator yield for a question?
thereof.

Finance

Committee
(Nelson
proposal)

They enclose a resolution, and here is

what two points In them say:

from all across the land as to what would

million.

OASDI PERCENT OF TAX RATE (EACH)

Present
law
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Whereas, the Congress of the United States

Mr. NELSON. I have not been able has now before it several proposals regarding
to get figures together, but how much the financing of the Social Security System,
will it cost these same groups based upon and
Whereas state and local governments of
the Senator's proposal, how much addiand
tional taxes would that be?

the United States are vitally affected

Mr. CURTIS. Well, it would be very concerned with these proposals, now, theremuch less, very much less. I cited the fore.
Be It Resolved by the Committee on Inter-

figures a bit ago that the raise of the governmental Relations and the Executive

base for only $8,000 results in increased Committee of the National Association of
taxes of over $500, while half a percent State Budget Officers:
i. That we urge the Congress to act exon payroll is about $117. Here is the
thing, we are trying to raise about $8 peditiously to ..assure the soundness of the
billion and you have got to have a broad Social Security System and that in this
endeavor it adhere to certain principles:
base, have it reach everybody.
a. There be no mandatory coverage for
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- state
local units of government. Cursent that this list of examples I started rentlyand
these units have the option of comto read be printed in the RECORD in full. ing under the system or establishing an
There being no objection, the list was Optional system. Many of these units have
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as made independent provisions relating to the
follows:
A major private university in the State of
New York: $i.3 million.

retirement of their employees and the mandatory coverage would be an additional and

unnecessary burden on the financial re-

million.

sources of these units. Further. many of the
benefits of these retirement systems were

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator's time has expired.

A Nebraska-based major construction company: 82.8 million.

benefit without any corresponding decrease

quiry.

lion.
A textile company in the South: $2 million.

A leading national rubber company: $6

A major trunk airline, based in the South- gained through the collective bargaining
Mi'. NELSON. Mr. President, how
process and any enactment by the Congress
much time do I have remaining?
east: sii million.
of mandatory coverage would be a further

Mr. CURTIS. A parliamentary in-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator will state it.
Mr. CURTIS. Have the 15 minutes expired?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Nebraska has 6 minutes.
Mr. CURTIS. And no time remaining
over here.

A Midwestern state university: $1.4 mil-

A leading manufacturer of copymaking
equipment. headquartered in Connecticut:
$27 million.

Two Texas-based national oil companies:
$9.i million and $20 million, respectively.
Two Oregon educatiOnai facilities: $2 million and $693000, respectively.

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I am not
The PRESIDING OFFICER. That Is overly devoted to computer projectionS
because they depend on what you put In
whnt the record shows.
Mi. CURTIS. Mr. President. I would there. Nevertheless, there are some very
say that is a well-earned advantage. I well-qualified ones. One of them is by
had to listen for 15 minutes to unsound the Chamber of Commerce of the United
philosophy and confusing figures, and States. They point out, and I quote,
by reason of that I get 6 minutes more speaking of the committee's proposal,
"because investment would be less and
to respond.
Mi'. President, if we raise the wage inflation somewhat higher the Senate Fibase on employers from its present nance Committee substitue bill would
$16,500 up to $75,000, even though we cause the economy to grow slower by 0.8
take it in two steps, what do you suppose
we would do?

Think of your State university, an employer that has many high-paid professors, Instructors, and administrators. I
know what It does to the University of
Nebraska. It puts $1 million a year on
them. That is not meeting the situation.

in the benefits previously negotiated and

covered under the local system. Further recent attempts by Congress to control wage
and salary matters of state and local governments were declared unconstitutional.
b. In the event that mandatory coverage is
the final action of Congress it s suggested
that the effective date be made several years
in the future. This will allow for the necessary financial adjustments to be made within
the state and local .jurisdictrnns. Further, it
will allow adequate time for court tests to be
undertaken with reference to the mandatory
coverage.

2. P'urther, the Committees believe the
cost of participation in the Social Security

System should continue to be an equal

partnership between the employer and the
employee. It would be unfair to require the
employer, because they are fewer in numbers, to bear a disproportionate share of the
%ncreased cost of benefits. Except for the
welfare component of the System. this is a
retirement system and as such is and should

a substantial responsibility of the inpercent by 1980, family income to be $237 be
dividual. An equal sharing of the cost does
lower, and 400000 fewer jobs."
not seem unreasonable, as has been the his-

Mr. President, I hold in my hand a tory of the program since it waa first enacted.
It Is from the National Association of
S. Further, the Committees beliee Gencommunication dated October 31, 1977.

State Budget Officers. Now, budget officers have to deal with the figures of pay

ing the bills of all the state institutions.

eral Revenue Funds should not be used on
a continuing basis for support of the Social
8ecurity System. It may be necessary and
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in Borne instances to use General
Revenue Funds to meet certain shortfalls in
de8irable

income; however, the rates should at all
tirnes be adequate to meet the benefits

which Congress provides. ?urther, it would
be desirable in sorne way to require the Con-

gress by law to increase rates to rneet any
Increased benefits. Any action which increases benefits without providing the increase in rates to finance those benefits Is
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constructed the benefits schedule so it in January 1977 at age 65, and considers only
was the most generous to people of low the primary benefit. An Individual who had
had low earnings in all years before 1977 (at

income.

as far back as 1956) would have a beneI ask unanimous consent that my ques- least
fit representing about 57 percent of his final

tion and his answer and illustrations wage. On the other hand, such an individual
found on pages 232 and 233 of those who had had maximum earnings in all years
hearings be printed In the RECORD.

in the past (at least back until 1956) would

irresponsible and will continue to errode the
publics confidence in financing the system.

was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

the low-paid individual would have a relative

4. Further, the Cornrnittee believes that

this in any way as criticisrn—I think that a

!n amending the Social Security Act aa it relates to state and local units of governrnent,
Congres8 should recognize that basically the

budgets of these units o government are

fixed and as such are in a very poor position
to respond to Congressional enactments dur-

ing the year in which their budgets have
already been enacted. This Is very crucial
to these Units of government and Congress
should consider the timing of these enactments and should delay the implernentation

date until such times as these units can
respond to the appropriaUon of funds to
meet the actions Congress has taken in this
legislation.

Mr. CURTIS. Now, Mr. President,
when this matter was heard before the
Committee on Finance—how much time
do I have left?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator has 1 minute remaining.

r. CURTIS. Mr. President, when this
matter was before the Committee on Finance I asked one of the top actuaries

of the United States who, for many

years, was the chief actuary of the social
security system, to illustrate how we had

There being no objection, the excerpt have such a ratio of only 32 percent. Thus,

benefit almost twice as large as the maxi-

mum-earnings case.
The lower part of the table shows survivor
benefits for a widowed spouse and two eligible

Senator CURTIS. As I say—I do not mention

national policy that is a social system should

give preferential treatment to those people
who must rely upon that solely, and the individual with resources and higher earnings
can better be able to add things for his own

children. If the insured worker dies at age

I don't want to take the time right now

other hand, if the deceased worker was older,

35, the total family benefits are quite sizable,
representing 67 percent of the final earnings
for the maximum-earnings case and over 100

percent for the low-earnings case. On the

retirement where many of the people cannot.

but, Dr. Myers, would you give, for the rec- these benefit percentages would not have
ord, two or three illustrations both in re- been as high. Thus, for age at death 46 or
tirement and in reference to survivors, the older, the replacement rate would be about

dollar amounts of some hypothetical cases 57 percent for the maximum-earnings case.
which will illustrate that for the committee Thtas there is again illustrated the much
in the printed record?
larger relative benefits for persons with low
Mr. MYERS. Yes, sir. I will be glad to do so,
Senator.
IThe following was subsequently supplied
for the record:
Sn.vER SPRING, MD., June 27, 1977.
Subject: Illustrations of social security benefits for persons at different earnings
levels.

The attached table presents data on retirement and survivor benefits under the Social

Security program for persons at different
earnings levels. In summary, these figures
indicate very considerable heavier weighting of benefits applicable to persons with
low earnings.

earnings, although the benefits are quite

substantial in all cases.
The anomalous situation as to the
extremely high benefits for workers dying at
young ages (which would be even more if

the age at death that was considered was
under 30) has been pointed out at times in
the past. It would be eliminated under the
proposals that would decouple the benefit
computations through the use of the wageindexing method. Under such circumstances,
the benefit results for all ages at death would

be somewhat similar to those shown in the
attached table for ages at death 46 or older.

The retirement case is for a man retiring

ROBERT .7 MYERS.

Attachment.

IUustraive social security benefits
Replace-

Earnings category

in 1976

Monthly
benefit
payable

ment
rate
(percent)

$15, 300
9, 266
4, 600

$412.70
335.10
218.30

32.4
43.6
56.9

Earnings

Man retiring in January 1977 at
age 65, primary benefit only:
Maximurn
Average

Low'

Person dying in January 1977 at
age 35, family benefit for widowed spouse and 2 children:
Maximum
Average
Low1
1 Assumed

Replace-

Earnings

Earnings category

in 1976

9,226
4, 600

856.40
711.50
416.50

ment
rate
(per.
cent)

722.20
168.60
328.90

56.6
80.5
85.8

Person dying in January 1977 at
age 46 or older, family benefit
for

widowed

children:

spouse

and

Maximum
Average

2

15, 300

9,266

Low'
15, 300

Monthly
benefit
payable

4, 600

67.2
92.5
108.7

at $4,600 in 1976 and following the trend of the average wage In previous years.

Mr. CURTIS. As an illustration, a man
Mr. CURTIS. I am sure many people
retiring in 1977, age 65, if his earnings are thankful that my time has expired.
averaged $15,000, his social security ben- [Laughter. I
efit would be 32 percent of his earnings;
Mr. NELSON. No, I wish the Senator
if he only made $4,000 it would be 56 per- had more time.
cent of his earnings. There are similar
Mr. President, I move to table the
illustrations, but it will all show •up in amendment, and I ask for the yeas and
the record.
nays.
Mr. President, Thanksgiving is about
Mr. CURTIS. I think this is an imon us. I would like th have the people portant issue, and it should not be
of the United States, when they sit down tabled, but the Senator has that right.
to their Thanksgiving dinner, be thankMr. NELSON. Everybody knows the
ful for the fact that Congress did not run Senator is for his amendment and I am
away, that it did not try to raid the gen- against it. If I move to table the Senaeral fund or soak the people, but that tor's amendment, it is an amendment

times, but I will not make any objection.

It takes one more vote th table it than
to pa it. Go ahead.

Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, with the
consent of the Senator from Nebraska, I
move to table and ask for the yeas and
nays. [Laughter.]
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
a sufficient second? There is a sufficient
second.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, the social security fund paid in is a trust fund

for the benefit of the recipients. They

earned their payments.
they levied the tax necessary th pay I am against. If it is straight up or have
Heretofore,
I have voted against some
these benefits.
down—
of
the
increases
in the benefits. The reaThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Mr. CURTIS. The Senator is right. It son was, and I gave it at the time, that
Chair is advised that the Senator from carries a connotation and, for tactical the added programs and benefits would
Nebraska's time has expired, with 1 min- reasons, it is used. It should not be used cost more than the increase in taxes
ute extra for Thanksgiving. [Laughter.] on this amendment. It is used many provided and the fund would become fi-
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The PRESIDING OFFICER The quesnancially unsound. This has now happened. There Is no way out except to tion is on agreeing to the motion of the
decrease benefits, or increase the taxes. Senator from Wisconsin to lay on the
Mr. President, I support the amend- table the amendment of the Senator from
ment by the Senator from Nebraska •Nebraska. The clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk called
(Senator CURTIs). I do this because I
am convinced that it would be a serious the roll.
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that the
mistake for the Congress to depart from
the historic concept that the burden Senator from South Dakota (Mr. Anou-

financing social security benefits REzK), the Senator from Arkansas (Mr.
should be shared equally by the employer BUMPERS), the Senator from Iowa (Mr.
CULVER), the Senator from Minnesota
and the employee.
The House of Representatives, in the (Mr. HUMPHREY), the Senator from Hasocial security financing bill which it wail (Mr. INOUYE), and the Senator from
adopted, increased the taxable wage base Arkansas (Mr. MCCLELLAN) are necesequally for employ'rs and employees. sarily absent.
of

Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President,
was the rollcall started?
Mr. PELL. Regular order, Mr. President.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. May the

Chair answer the point raised by the
Senator from Ohio? The rolicall had

started but the Chair is advised that no
one had responded. The suggestion of
the Senator from Nebraska is in order.
QYORM

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.

I also announce that the Senator from
The Senate Committee on Finance recThe assistant legislative clerk proommended that the wage base be raised Maine (Mr. MUSKIE) Is absent because of ceeded
to call the roll.
higher and faster for employers than illness.
Mr. METZENBAUM. Point of order,
Mr.
STEVENS.
I
announce
that
the
for employees. If the committee recomPresident.
mendation is adopted it will mark the Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOLDWATER), Mr.
PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair
first time in history that social security the Senator from Kansas (Mr. PEARSON), is The
advised the point of order will have to
taxes have not been equal for employer and the Senator from New Mexico (Mr. wait
until after the quorum call.
SCHMITT) are necessarily absent.
and employee.
The second assistant legislative clerk
I
also
announce
that
the
Senator
from
This year 'both employers and em(Mr. SCOTT) is absent on official called the roll and the following Senployees are paying taxes on the first Virginia
ators answered to their names:
business.
$16,500 of earnings. Under existing law
Mr. DOLE. Regular order, Mr. Presithis is scheduled to rise to $17,700. Under

the Finance Committee bill the maxi- dent.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
mum employer wage base would jump BAYH).
The regular order has been called
to $50,000 in 1979 and $75,000 in 1985.

The maximum employee wage base for, but that does not speed up the clerk's

would advance in much smaller steps, addition.
The result was announced—yeas 44,
to $19,500 in 1979 and to $30,300 by nays
45, as follows:
1985.
(Roilcall Vote No. 611 Leg.)
I certainly realize, Mr. President, that,
with relatively fewer workers paying
taxes to provide benefits for more retired

checks keep growing to offset the ravages Cark
of inflation. I have been warning for sev- Cranston
Deconcini

eral years that the day of accounting on Durkin
the solvency of the social security trust Eastland
Ford
fund was approaching.
However. I believe that it would be a Gravel
serious mistake for us to increase the employer wage base ceiling disproportion- Allen
Baker

ately and to the very high levels pro-

posed by the committee bill. While I recognize that this approach has certain attractions, I believe that, in the long run,
it would have negative, unpleasant, and
unsound results. This is a matter of judgment, of course.

Mr. President, I hope that the Senate
will not see fit to depart from the traditional concept that employers and employees will contribute to social security
on an equal basis. I think that raising the
wage base for employers more than for
employees would be burdensome, unfair,
and inequitable and I hope, therefore,
that the amendment offered by the Senator from Nebraska will be adopted.
I wish it was possible to provide that no

funds collected under these new tax

schedules could ever be used to pay any
benefits not provided by law through this
or prior legislation. This would be a provision that could be modified by future
congressional acts. I say now, however,

Hart

Anderson

Americans, higher payroll taxes are in- Bayh
evitable. This is the only course of action Bentsen
Biden
which will insure that present and future Brooke
social security retirees will continue to Burdick
receive their monthly checks and that the Cannon
Church

Haskell

Hathaway

-

Hollings
Huddleston

Jackson
Johnston
Kennedy
Long

Magnuson
Matsunaga
McGovern
MclntyrC
Melcher
Metcalf

Metzenbaum
Moynihan
Nelson
Pell
Proxmire
Randolph
Ribicoff
Riegle
Sarbanes
Sasser
Stafford
Stevenson
Weicker
Williams

NAYS—45

Glenn

PackwoOd

Percy
Roti
Hansen
Schweiker
BelImon
Hatch
Hatfield
Sparkman
Byrd,
Stennis
Harry F., Jr. Hayakawa
Byrd. Robert C. Heinz
Stevens
Helms
Stone
Ca8e
Javita
Talmadge
Chafee
Laxalt
Thurmond
Chiles
Leahy
Tower
Curtis
Lugar
Wallop
Danforth
Young
Mathias
Dole
Zorinsky
McClure
Domenict
Morgan
Eagleton
Nunn
Garn
NOT VOTING—il
Humphrey
Pearson
Abourezk
Sthmitt
Inouye
Bumpers
Scott
MoCleflan
Culver

Bartlett

Griffin

So the motion to lay on the table was

rejected.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques-

Glenn
Goldwater
Gravel
Hansen
Hart
Bartlett
Haskell
Bayh
Hatch
BellmOn
Hatfield
Bentsen
Hathaway
Biden
Hayakawa
Brooke
Heinz
Burdick
Helms
Byrd,
Harry F., Jr. Hollings
Byrd, Robert C. Huddleston
Jackson
Cannon
Javits
Case
Johnston
Chafee
Kennedy
Chiles
Laxalt
Church
Leahy
Clark
Long
Cranston
Lugar
Curtis
Magnuson
DanIorth
Mathias
DeConcint
Matsunaga
Dole
McClure
Domenici
McGovern
Durkin
McIntyre
Eagleton
Melcher
Eastland
Metcalf
Ford
Metzenbaum
Garn
Abourezk
Allen
Anderson
Baker

Morgan
Moynihan
Nelson
Nunn
Packwood
Pell
Percy

Proxmire
Randolph
Ribicofi
Riegle
Roth
Sarbanes
Sasser
Schweiker
Sparkman
Stafford
Stennia
Stevens
Stevenson
Stone
Talmadge
Thurmond
Tower
Wallop
Weicker
Williams
Young
Zorinsky

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
The question is on agreeing to the

MELcHER). A quorum is present.

amendment offered by the Senator from
Nebraska. The yeas and nays have been
ordered and the clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that the
Senator from Arkansas (Mr. BUMPERS),
the Senator from Iowa (Mr. CULVER),
the Senator from Minnesota (Mr.
HUMPHREY), the Senator from Hawaii

(Mr. INOUYE). and the Senator from

Arkansas (Mr. MCCLELLAN) are neces-

sarily absent.
I also announce that the Senator from
Maine (Mr. MU5KIE) is absent because
of illness.
I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from Minnesota (Mr.

tion now recurs on the amendment of
the Senator from Nebraska. The yeas
and nays have previously been ordered HUMPHREY) and the Senator from Iowa
(Mr. CULVER) would each vote "nay."
and the clerk will call the roll.
Mr. STEVENS. I announce that the
The second assistant legislative clerk

'Senatør from Michigan (Mr. GRIFFIN),
with emphasis, that prudence dictates proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I move the Senator from Kansas (Mr. PEARSON)
that future benefits should not be added

unless completely new sources of reve- to reconsider the vote by which the monue are aLo added to provide the money. tion was rejected.

and the Senatør from New Mexico (Mr.
SCHMrrr) are necessarily absent.
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I also announce that the Senator from

Virginia (Mr. Scorr) • is absent on ocial
business.

The result was announced—yeas 40,

nays 50, as follows:
A]len

Baker

Bartlett

OOldwater
Hansen
Hatch
RarryF., Jr. Hatfield
Byrd, Robert C. Hayakawa
Chafee
Helms
ChUea
Laxalt
Curtis
Lugar
Dantorth
Matblas
Dole
Mcclure
Domenicl
Morgan
Eastland
Nunn

BelImon
Byrd,

Sasser
Schweiker

8tennis

Stevens
Stone
Talmadge
Thurmond
Tower
Wallop
Young
Zortnaky

NAYS—50

Abourezk
Anderson
Bayh
Bentsen
Biden
Brooke
Burdick

Cannon

Case

Gravel

Bumpers
Culver
Griffin

Hart
Easkell
Hathaway
Heinz
Hollings
Huddleaton
Jackson
Javits
Johnston
Kennedy

Insert at the appropriate place the folThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
lowing:
objection, it is so ordered.
VETERANS' PENSION AND COMPENSATION
Mr. McINTYRE. I yield to the Senator
from Nebraska.
SEC. 204. (a) Subsection (g) of section 415

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I ask. of title 38, United States Code, is amended

IRolicall Vote No. 612 Leg.1
YEAS-40
Garn
Percy
Glenn
Roth

Church
Clark
Cranston
Deconcini
Durkin
Eagleton
Ford
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Metcalf
Metzenbaum
Moynihan
Nelson
Packwood
Pell
Proxmlre
Randolph
Ribicoff
Riegle
Sarbanes
Sparkman
8tafford
Stevenson
Weicker

Leahy
Long
Magnuson
Matsunaga
McGovern
McIntyre
WUliams
Melcher
NOT VOTINO—lO
Inouye
Schmitt
Mcclellan
Scott
Muskle

Humphrey
Pearson
So Mr. CURTIS' amendment (No. 1579)

was rejected.

(Later the following occurred:)

Mr. BAYH. I apologize to my colleague

unanimous consent that Polly Gault, of

by adding at the end thereof the following

Subcommittee, and Nancy Barrow, of
Senator CIi1EE's staff, be accorded the
privilege of the floor during consideration of this measure.
The PRESIDING OmCER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.

of any incUvidual who is entitled to monthly
benefits under the insurance program estab-

Senator SCHWEIKER'S staff, Dave Rust
and Jack Miller, of the staff of the Aging

Mr. McINTYRE. I yield first to the

Senator from Arizona.
Mr. DECONCINI. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that Lola Pfau, of
my staff, be accorded the privilege of
the floor during debate on this measure.

"(4) In determining the annual income

lished under title II of the Social Security
Act, the Administrator, before applying para-

graph (l)(G) of this subsection, shall disregard any part of such benefits which results from (and would not be payable but
for)

any cost-of-living increase in such
benefits occurring pursuant to section 215(i)
of the Social Security Act which occurs after
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- September 1, 1978, and after the date on
ate will be In order.
which such individual becomes eligible for
Mr. McINTYRE. I yield to the Sen- dependency and indemnity compensation under this section.".
ator from Wyoming.
(ti) Section 503 of title 38, United States
Mr. WALLOP. Mr. President, I ask
Code, Is amended by adding at the end thereunanimous consent that Bob Reynolds of
the following new subsection:
of my staff, be accorded the privilege of
(d) In determining the annual income
the floor.
any individual who is entitled to monthly
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without of
benefits under the insurance program estabobjection, it Is so ordered.
lished under title II of the Social SecuMr. McINTYRE. I yield to the Sen- rity Act, the Administrator, before applying
ator from Ohio.
subsection (a) (6) of this section, shall Qis-

Mr. McINTYRE. Mr. President, I yield

to the Senator from Wyoming.

Mr GLENN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that Thomas Dougherty,
of my staff, be accorded the privilege of
the floor during consideration of this bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

regard any part of such benefits which resuits from (and would iOt be payable but

for) any cost-of-living increase in such bene-

fits occurring pursuant to section 215(1) of
the Social Security Act which occurs after
September

1,

1978, and after the date on

which such individual becomes eligible for

Mr. MONYmAN. Mr. President, I per1sion under this chapter.".
make the same unanjynous-consent rec) In determining the annual income of
quest for Dr. Finnand Miss Bardacke, of any person for purposes of determining the
my staff.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. McINTYRE. I yield to the Senator
from Kansas.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that Jack Hunter, of my

and express my deep appreciation. Out
of necessity, I have to be absent from
the Chamber.
staff, be accorded the privilege of the
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- floor.
sent that the vote I cast on the Curtis
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
amendment which somehow or other was objection, it Is so ordered.
cast yea be changed to.nay. This will not
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ask
change the results. I have checked with unanimous consent that Mr. Gary SellSenator CuRTIS and Senator NELSON and ers, of Senator CRANSTON'S staff, be acthey have no objection.
corded the privilege of the floor during
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without consideration of this pending legislation.
objection, it is so ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
(The foregoing rollcail vote reflects objection, it is so ordered:
the above order.)
The Senate will be in order.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I move
The Senator from New Hampshire has
to reconsider the vote by which the the floor, and the Senate will be in order
amendment was rejected.
before we will proceed.
Mr. DaCONCINI. I move to lay that
Will Senators take their seats so that
motion on the taF
the Senator from New Hampshire may
proceed.
The motion to !y on the table was
agreed to.
The Senator from New Hampshire.
Several Senators addressed the Chair.
AMENDMENT NO. 1580
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
Mr. McINTYRE. Mr. President, I call
HARRY F. BYRD, JR.) The Senator from up amendment No. 1580 and ask for its
New Hampshire is recognized.
immediate consideration.
Mr. McINTYRE. Mr.. President, I
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
shall call up my amendment.
amendment will be stated.
Mr. DECONCINI. Mr. President, will
The second assistant legislative clerk
the Senator yield?
read as follows:
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the
The Senator from New Hampshire (Mr.
Senator yield for a unan1mous-ionsent MCINTYRE),
for himself and Mr. DURxi?q, prorequest?

new paragraph:

poses an amendment numbered 1580.

continued eligibility of that person for, and
the amount of, pension payable under the
first sentence or section 9(b) of the Veterans' Pension Act of l959 the Administrator
of Veterans' Affairs shall disregard, if that
person is entitled to monthly benefiLs under

the insurance program established under
title II of the Social Security Act, any part
of such benefits which results from 'and
would not be payable but for) any cost-ofliving increase in such benefits occurring
pursuant to section 215(i) of the Social

Security Act which occurs after September
1, 1978,

(d) The amendments made by this section

shall apply with respect to annual income
determinations made pursuant to sections
415(g) and 503 (as in effect on and after
June 30. 1960) of title 38, United States
Code, and pursuant to section 9(b) of the
Veterans' Pension Act of 1959, for calendar
years beginning after September 1, 1978.

Mr. McINTYRE. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the Senator

from New Hampshire (Mr. DURKIN), the

Senator from Maine (Mr. HATHAWAY),
the Senator from Michigan (Mr. GRIFFIN), and the Senator from Kansas (Mr.
DOLE) be added as cosponsors of this

amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. McINTYRE. Mr. President, it is a
simple amendment, and I shall try to be
brief.

This amendment would make certain
that recipients of veterans' pensions and
compensation will not have the amount
of such pension or compensation reduced
because of increases in monthly social

Mr. 'McINTYRE. Mr. President, I ask security benefits due to cost-of-living
unanimous consent that the reading of Increases.
the amendment be dispensed with.
I cannot go up to my State without
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without heartng the veterans lament at the unobjection, it Is so ordered.
fairness of the present vetevans' pension
The amendment is as follows:

program. The Congress passes a cost-of-
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ternilnirig annual veterans pension boneliving increase to help social security bill would not lie counted in determining lits.
Rrett.bJy. we have not been able
the ve' pension. The problem of

Notember ,

recipients ke up with inflation, and yet
the Government through the Veterans'

is simplified and the cost to get acUon In the Veterans' Committee
gurther redunsd by man- m my bill.
tInting t tii icusion of szy veteran The proposal before the Senate today
joining tire setsraos' pension plan after will guarantee that actual cost-of-living
the e aetn-nt ci this bill wocki be de- increases under the social security systerraizted on the hncis of the amount of tem cannot be used to reduce the amount
social security hersefits at the time they of a veterans pension allowance. Needy
deserving veterans who are forced to
are awarded in cases of great need or join the plan. Bir ever, any cost-of -liv- and
live
on a veteran's pension and social
ing
increasns
gins
alter
they
joined
the
IS
advanced age. The veteran's
be security should be able to receive an inequivalent to an amount which main- veterans' pension program would not
come which enables them to survive at a
tains his entire income at not more than a cause for the redetermination of their decent
standard of living.
$3,540. The amount of a veteran's pension pension level.
We are not talking about the wealthy;
This nsaendment would add no further
Is dependent on the difference between
are not talking about those who are
$3,540 and his total income from other burden on the already overburdened so- we
clipping coupons in some Florida consources. Since social security benefits are cial security system. This amendment dominium.
We are talking about people
Included In the sum of "other sources," would add, I admit, some cost to the vet- who are struggling
to exist, struggling to
his pension allowance Is reduced by an erans' pension program. However, if Conand the Senate are sincere in their pay their oil bills, struggling to pay their
Increase in social security benefits. The gress
bills, strugglIng to survive.
social security system was established by attempts to help veterans and the elder- electric
I think this amendment provides the
costs of
Congress to protect citizens and their ly survive inflation, the higherfuel,
this wherewithal for these unfortunate citifamilies when earnings are stopped or food, rent, and especially
zens, these veterans who fought so hard
must be passed.
reduced because of the citizen's death, amendment
Mr. President, we must put an end to for this country when I was still in
disability, or retirement. Benefits are
to have a dignified existence.
paid to those who contributed a set min- this absurd system with its ravaging im- school
Mr. President, this amendment simply
imum to the social security system dur- pact on the veterans of this Nation. Con- says
the Government should not
ing their working years or to their bene- gress has tried repeatedly to increase give that
with one hand and take with the
veterans' pensions to compensate for deficiaries.
of social security
These two systems are the foundation clines caused by social security adjust- other. The purpose
Increases is to keep inflaof the Federal income insurance program ments but this band-aid approach has cost-of-living
tion from eroding the value of these

Administration takes most of the increase
by reducing the veteran's pension. Often
the pensioner receives no increase. Clearly this is not what Congress intended.
Veterans' pensions, except in the cases
of service-connected death or disability,

of my

In this country. Ideally, these systems, just not rorhed. As the thousands of
along with other social service programs letters to Senators each year reveal, if
this amendment Is not adopted, many
auth as medicare, medicaid, and vet- veterans'
pension recipients with inerans' medical services, should work in
harmony to Insure that those Americans comes below the poverty level will conwho need assistance can obtain it. How- tinue to lose their veterans' pensions as
a result of the cost-of-living increases in
ever, that is not the case today.
I know that each and every one of my social security benefits. There is no logic
colleagues has received many letters in the Government giving benefits with
from constituents concerning this un- one hand and taking them away with the
fairness. I personally find it impossible other, if the recipients are unable to
to respond in any rational way for this maintain even a minimum standard of
unfairness. Members of the House and living. Mr. President, I urge'the Senate
the Senate have introduced over 90 pieCes to act now as they did 2 years ago to
of legislation in the 95th Congress to redress this wrong. I urge the adoption

change this practice. There are three of my amendment.

Mr. DURKIN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
fairs Committee that are similar to
Mr. McINTYRE. I yield to the distinamendment.
The Senate Veterans' Affairs Commit- guished Senator from New Hampshire.
Mr. DURKIN. I thank my distintee, under the most able leadership of
Senator CRANSTON, has been wrestling guished colleague. I am pleased to join
with this problem for a long time. Clearly with my colleagues Senator MCINTYRE
an overall reform of the pension pro- of New Hampshire and Senator HATHAbills pending in the Senate Veterans' Af-

gram Is in order and I know that this
is the committee's No. 1 priority now that
the GI Bill Improvement Act has been
approved by the Senate. But even the
committee cannot assure us that pension
reform will pass both the House and
the Senate next year. If that pension

WAY of Maine in sponsoring this amend-

system under which the benefits are

reduced by any corresponding increase
in monthly social security benefits.
The Congress has made a determination that cost-of-living increases are essential for those receiving benefits and
attempting to live a decent life on fixed
incomes. A result which takes away these

increases is not only unfair to millions
of veterans, but it also clearly denies the
congressional purposes in allowing costof-living increases.

Mr. President, we have here an op-

portunity to end a system which unfairly

deprives veterans of the full value of

their benefits. I, therefore, strongly urge

my colleagues to join in adopting this
amendment as a means of correcting

this long-standing inequity.
Mr. McINTYRE. Mr. President, I thank
my colleague for his support.

I ask unanimous consent that the dis-

ment, and I am pleased to have this tinguished Senator from Alabama (Mr.

ALLEN) and the distinguished Senators
opportunity to address the Senate.
This amendment would insure that all from North Carolina (Mr. HELMS and

veterans including World War I vet- Mr. MORGAN) be added as cosponsors to
erans are fairly and adequately covered.

Every time I have toured or visited a

reform is approved, this amendment will senior citizens center or VA hospital in
most certainly be deleted in the course Manchester, the first thing veterans ask
of its actions. But until that happens, is, "Are we going to be victimized again
I want to be able to tell New Hampshire's or are we going to receive a small inveterans the Senate realized there was crease in our social security, and is our
an inequity in the law and that we made veterans pension going to be reduced as a
result of that?"
the law more equitable.
You know we spend an awful lot of
The Senate Veterans' Affairs Committee has not endorsed any of the bills money around here. But it seems to me
offered by Senators DORKIN, PEARSON,

hard-earned benefits. Yet the Intent of
these increases has been frustrated by a

the amendment.

The PRESIDING OmCER. Without

objection, it is so ordered.

The Senator from California

Mr.

CRANSTON).

Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, this
is a veterans' pension amendment, not a
social security amendment. Veterans'
pension benefits are related to need—

they should take into account other

sources of income. The amendment gives

regrettable we have to so torment the preferential treatment to veterans with

of difficulties it veterans who are looking forward to so- social security income compared to vetsees in each. My amendment is modified cial security, looking forward to marn- erans with other kinds of income, or no
other income. After a few years this
in such a way as to make It more finan- taming their right to survive.
Earlier this year I introduced legisla- would result in very large differences in
daily amenable. These bills have made
the cost-of-living pass-through retroac- tion which was aimed at ending this the adequacy of benefits without any
tive. My bill does not. Only cost-of-living inequity by disregarding cost-of-living relationship to need.
By giving significantly increased
increases after the enactment of this increases under social security when de-

and MA'rStINAGA because
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amounts to those pension recipients with of-living adjustment.s In social security.
the least need, the amendment would But even worse, a new pensioner in
deny the Congress an opportunity to pro- 1982—who has equvaIent social security
vide substantial increases to those pen- Income—would have "countable Income"
sion recipients who need It most—the of $263, $44 more than the flr.t pensioner.
veterans With little or no Income other The first person would have a much
than their pension.
larger pension than the second—and I
Enactment of this amendment uI, In repeat, the only difference between them
fact, render it difficult if not impossible would be the years in which they entered
to achieve the much needed reform of the pension program. Moreover, the inthe pension program, by setting up arbi equity illustrated by this example would
trary classes of protected i$ensioners.
be annually compounded; and the end
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, while result woud strike at the very foundation

I share the Senator's deep concern that
needy veterans and survivors receiving
pension, who also have social security
income, not be deprived of the full benefit of a social security cost-of-living in-

crease because of the lack of coordination between the social security system
and the way In which veterans' pension
payments are determined, I do not at all
agree that the approach contained in this
amenthuient is a constructive solution to
the problem, or, Indeed, a solution at all.
As I have many times reiterated, a major priority of the Committee on Veterans' Affairs is the restructuring of the
need-based pension program. The pension reform bill which I Intend to intro-

duce will restructure the system in a

way that will coordinate the payment of
veterans pension with the social security

system so that no pensioner receiving

pension under the new program can ever
lose the benefit of even $1 of a social
security cost-of-living increase. Moreover, I have directed the staff of

them? Why can we not take care of these

people now, and then address the full
realm of penson reform early next year?
God knows we are not going to get to it

this year, and this is some Christmas

present we are sending to the veterans.
They read in the paper that they are
getting a social security increase, and
they are happy, they smile, for about 5
minutes; and then they turn around and
hear that veterans' pensions wifi be reduced. I, for the life of me, cannot undeirstand why we have to wait for the
of the need-based pension program.
budget process in order to
Second, this would be a very costly congressional
help these unfortunate souls. They canchange. A CBO estimate of the first-year not burn the congressiol budget pToccost of a nonretroactive bill similar to ess and all the hallowed traditions
of
this amendment is $118.9 million, which this place in their furnaces and oil burnwould have scal impact in 1980. In ers. They have a pressing need which
other words, no one would'benefit from should be met right now; and while we
this amendment until 1980. The very peo- have our hallowed halls and traditions
ple intended to be helped would have to and conferences, what do these veterans
wait until 1980 before they would re- have? Why do these people have to wait?
ceive any additional pension payment
CRANSTON. The basic problem
resulting from this amendment. This is Mr.
that while we need pension reform
amendment is thus a hoax in terms of geierally, the more we press for it
now,
real help to beleaguered pensioners. Its the more difficult it will be to achieve
effective date of September 1, 1978, is meaningful pension reform.
totally illusory and makes a mockery of
Mr. DURKIN. Will the Senator yield
the Congressional Budget Act and right
at that point? Are you telling me
process.
we are going to holdS these poor people
While it has been in,possible, because hostage? That is what we would be doof the constraints of time, to obtain an in if we wait, holding these people hosestimate of the cost of this amendment tage to some hallowed tradition in this
for future fIscal years, we are informed place and I submit that is unfair.
by CBO that the 5-year cost would probMr. CRANSTON. The amendment
ably be in the billions of dollars. The de- would not help anyone until 1980, we
'ice of allowing future pensioners to ex- are hardly holding them hostage, so
since
clude only prospective social security we expect and intend to achieve pension
cost-of-living increases has very little reform before 1980.

the Veterans' Affairs Committee to Investigate ways in which this problem
could be solved for those persons who effect on the very high cost in future
do not elect, or who are not eligible for, years. And most significantly, the cost
pension under the new program we will does not begin to go down in future
be proposing.
years; it would rise continuously.
This amendment would substantially
Mr. President. as chairman of the Vetinterfere with the goal of making the erans' Affairs Committee, I strongly oppension system more equitable, because pose this amendment. It seems to deal
it benefits only those who have social with a very real problem, but in an insecurity income, and does nothing to as- equitable and unrealistic way.
sist those without such income.
As to the effect of last July's social
There are two other very important security 5.9 percent increase, the House
arguments against this amendment. and Senate have just agreed to a 6.5First, it would set up arbitrary and dis- percent pension increase bill, H.R. 7345,
criminatory classes of pensioners who which would insure that almost all of
had sociai security income. Such pen- the more than 1 .7 million veterans' pensioners would receive widely varying pen- sioners who also receive social security
sion amounts not because the needs or benefits will have their pension benefits
even the other income available to these increased in January, 1978, because of
pensioners differ, but only because the the change in pension rates contained in
pensioners entered the program in di!- H.R. .7345, and the average annual inferent years. In other words, the pen- crease will be $95.
This amendment is neither fair nor
sioners who would benefit the most are
those who are currently receiving pen- equitable, I, therefore, hope It will be
sion or who begin to receive it before tabled, and intend to move to do so in
July 1, 1979. They would receive larger just a moment.
Mr. DURKIN. Mi. President, will the
pensions than those in succeedIng years
who have identical social security in- Senator yield for a question?
Mr. CRANSTON. Certainly.
comes; new pensioners in each succeedmg year would always be worse off than
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Mr. DURKIN. As you know, I serve on

I also stress very strongly that the

amendment discriminates between and
among veteran pensioners, and against
veteran pensioners who do not have social security benefits.

Mr. McINTYRE. Mr. President, will

the Senator yield?
Mr. CRANSTON. I yield to the senior
Senator from New Hampshire.

Mr. McINTYRE. I thank the Senator
from California. As I understand, this
amendment would become effective and

payments would be made pursuant to

this amendment in 1979, not 1980.

It is my understanding that the dis-

tiiiguished Senator from California intends to move to table the amendment,

so at this time I would like to ask for
tIe yeas and nays on my amendment

or any motion thereto.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
a sufficient second? There is a sufficient
second.

The yeas and nays were ordered.

Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President. will the

Senator from California yield?
Mr. CRANSTON. I am happy to yield
to the Senator from Oklahoma.
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, I rise
in opposition to this amendment.
The McIntyre amendment has clearly
been written to circumvent the budget
process. There is not sufficient room in

those in au te previous years. For ex- the Veterans' Committee with my £riend
ample, a current pensioner with $250 per from California, and I commend him for
month of sociai security Income, this his long abiding concern with veterans
year has $225 "countable income," as and their problems. He has been a leader
that term is used by the VA. 1.1 the CPI in the Senate in helping the veterans, the 1978 second budget resolution to
increases at 6 percent during the next and I have joined him.
fund the full year effect of the McIntyre
few years, and if the Senator's amendBut why do we have to torment these amendment. To delay the effective date

ment were enacted, the same pensioner's poor souls while we wait for the Veter- of fiscal 1979—beyond October 1, 1978—
"countable Income" in 1981 would be ans' Committee of the Senate and the would require a section 303 waiver. The
$219, less than It is now, because of the Veterans' Committee of the House of September 1, 1978, date will result in no
compounding effect of the annual cost- Representatives to act on a pension for fiscal 1978' spending. Therefore, it is
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.techaically censistent with the budget away with one hand what It gives with
resolution and the provisions 01 the the other. I can see no 3usU&atlon for
Budget Act. Buch action would seriously continuing a system in which we vote a
vkoate the spirit of the Budget Act and social security Increase because elderly
d1stort the intent of the budget resolu- pensioners need more money, then autotion by creating a suj,stantlally higher matically reduce their veterans pension
• entitlement base on which fiscal 1979 because socsal security has risen. It is a

spending decisions will be made than was policy which makes utterly no sense arid
anticipated by Congress In adopting the is totally unexplainable.
I favor Senator McIZ4TrRE's amend1978 budget resolution.
We are going to get different figures ment because it will eliminate this sysci what this is Likely to cost., but my esti- tem. 1 have discussed this problem with
mates are that the first-year cost will be members of the Veterans' Affairs Committee in the past, and know that some
somewhere around $200 million.
Became of income and payment deter- prefer to address this problem In the

minations which will net be made until
alter January 1, 1979, there will be no

-

Impart on the ilscal 1978 budget.
The unofficial estimate of the total 5year cost of this amendment Is around $1
billion; so I would join the Senator from
California (Mr. CSANSTON) In opposing
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least the next 30 years. 1 believe that, as
Members of the Senate, we owe It to ourselves and to our constituteiits to make

certain that the costs and the full Implications 01 this bill and the amendments thereto are fully understood before we vote on them. The bill, Mr. Presi-

dent, was taken up by the Senate the
very day it was reported. Copies of the

bill were not available until the middle of

the afternoon yesterday.
Mr. President, does it take unanimous
consent to put my motion over until alter
the vote on the McIntyre amendment?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Yes, It
context of overall pension reform. Per- would. The motion of the Senator from
sonally, I see no need to wait. The Issues Oklahoma takes preoedewe.
Mr. ALLEN. Mr President, I ask unaniinvolved are simple and st,ralghtforward,
familiar to every Member of the Senate. mous consent that the Bellmon motion
There Is no need to delay any further, so be temporarily laid aside until after disof the McIntyre amendment.
I urge others to also support this amend- position
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
ment.

The Chair hears none.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. If the objection?
Without objection, It Is so ordered.
Senator from New Hampshire will perThe question Is on agreeing to the
mit the Chair to clarify a point, the Sen- amendment
as offered by the Senator
consider seriously the Impact of the ac- ator from New Hampshire earlier asked from New Hampshire.
for the yeas and nays on his amendment
t$on that we are about to take.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I sugMr. CRANSTON. I thank the Senator or any thoUon In relation thereto. The gest
the absence of a quorum.
Chair would state to the Senator from
very much.
The PRESIDING OFFICER The clerk
Mr. McINTYRE. Mr. president, may I New Hampshire that auth a motion will
call the roll.
would require unanimous consent for It
be recognized In my own right?
The second assistant legislative clerk
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The to be in order. The Senator could ask for proceeded
to call the roll.
Senator from New Hampshire Is recog- the yeas and nays on his amendment
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I ask unaniseparately without unanimous consent.
nised.
Mr. McINTYRE. Mr. Presdent, the mous consent that the order for the quoMr. McINTYRE. I yield to my good
Senator from New Hampshire asks for rum call be rescinded.
friend from Maine.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Mr. HATHAWAY. I thank the Senator the yeas and nays on his amendment.
The PRESiDING OFFICER. Is there objection, It Is so ordered.
for yielding. It is a pleasure to join with
him and his junior colleague in sponsor- a sufficient second? There is a sufficient
second.
ing the pending amendment.
While the amendment may not be a
The yeas and nays were ordered.

the amendment, and hope the Senate
will give time for the Veterans' Affairs
Committee and the Budget Committee to

perfect solution to the problem, and
Mr. McINTYRE. Mr. President, I yield
while I believe that reform of the vet- the floor.
erans' pension program, of course, is
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, on benecessary, I agree with both of the Sen- half of myself, Mr. EMfl2TON, and Mr.

ators, and those who have spoken In DOMENIC!, 1 send a motion ,to the desk
favor of the amendment, that the vet- and ask that it be reported.
erans cannot wait. We cannot ask them
to wait for 2 or 3 years more for us to
correct what we believe and I think the
majority in this body believe is a gross
inequity. I certainly hope Congress will
take action on pension reform before the
provisions of this amendment are effective; but I want the Senate to pass this
amendment, so that In the eventuality
that the veterans pension reform is de-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will report the motion.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
I move to commit the pending bill to the
Committee on Finance, with instructions to
report the bin during the month of February
197$.

Mr. DURKIN. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senlayed once again, America's veterans will ator will state It.
be able to keep their meager cost-ofMr. DURKIN. Is that motion In order?
living increase.
The PRESIDING OmCER. The moMr. President, this amendment is cru- tion Is in order.
cial to veterans. It is crucial to ConMr. CRANSTON. Would the Senator
gress. In adopting this amendment, we mind withholding until we dispose of the
can show the veterans throughout the pending amendment?
country that we are not insensitive to
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, It
their needs, and that we are not going would seem_to me it would be advantato continue this absurd policy of giving geous to dispose of the motion beiore we
with one hand and taking away with dispose of the amendment.
the other.
Mr. President, H.R. 9436, the social
I thank the Senator for yielding.
security financing bill, is intended to be
Mr. McINTYRE. I thank my able the major piece of social security legislafriend from Maine.
tion maybe the most significant we shall
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, of the doz- see for the balance of the 20th century.
ens of Government policies which make
It is clearly a highly significant bill and
no sense, the one we are discussing now may be the most significant bill that has
Is among the worst. For years I have been considered since social security was
received mall from constituents who created. It Is Intended to solve the finanwant to know why the Government takes cial defects of the present system for at
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The resuit was announced—yeas 20,

nays 68, ai follows:

Senator listen for a minute to the reBpC)flSe?

The Senate continued with considera(Roflcafl Vote No. 613 Leg.]
tion of the bill.
TEAS—20
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, Is it fleilmon
Eagletón
Moynihan
In order now to ask for the yeas and nays Bentsen
Gravel
Nelson
Harry F.. Jr. RolIings
amendment?
Byrd, Robert C. Leahy
The PRESIDING OFFICER. It IsThe Chafee
Long
Lugar
tabling motion has not .yet been made. Cranston

Packwood

What this amendment attempts to do
Is to address an inequity which has been
going on for years. We all heard the distinguIshed Senator from California say

Ribicoff
Stafford

works. That bill treats all thIs equitably
and correctly. It will be able to diminish

on a tabling motiGn on the McIntyre

Byrd,

It will take unanimous consent to ask
for the yeas and nays.

Allen
Andereon
Baker

holding anybody hostage.

CMe

cost-of-living Increase after September
1, 1978, Is July 1, 1979. That Is the first
Increase to be affected by the pending
amendment by its own terms. It will not

Church
Clark
Curtis
Danforth

The date of the first social security

affect the payment of pensions until

Hansen

Randolph
Stevenson

NAYS—68

The motion to table Is in order. Then
It would be in order to ask for the yeas Bartlett
nd nays.
Bayh
Mr. CRANSTON. I want to make one Biden
statement about the effective date and Brooke
the question of whether or not we are Burdick
Cannon
Chiles

DeoOncint
Dole

Domenici
Durkin
EMtland
Ford

February 1, 1980. This results from the
fact that even though the social security
cost-of-living Increase occurs In July Garn

-
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Goldwater
Griffin
Hart
Ha8keU

Hatch
Hatfield

Eat°away
Hayakawa
Heinz

HeIn

Huddleston
Jackson
Javits

Johnston

Metzenbaum
Morgan
Nunn
Peil
Percy
Proxmlre
Riegle

Roth
Sarbanes

Sasser
Schweiker
Sparkman

Stennis
Stevens
Stone

Kennedy
Magnuson
Talxnadge
Mathtaa
Thurmond
Matsunaga
Tower
McClure
weicker
wrniams
McGovern
McIntyre
Young
Melcher
Zorinsky
Metcalf
NOT VOTING—12
Inouye
Pearaon
Laxalt
Scbmitt
McClellan
Scott
Muakie
wallop

1979, it cannot have any effect on the Glenu
pension payment until after the end f
the calendar year, that Is, January 1, Abourezk
1980, and even then, under the law, Bumpers
would not affect the pension payable culver
until February 1980, becaue a rate in- Humphrey
crease is only payable for the month folSo the motion to lay on the table
lowing the month in which it becomes amendment No. 1580 was rejected.

effective. Not one pensioner will benefit
Mr. McINTYRE. Mr. President, I move
from this amendment until that time.
the adoption of my amendment.
I move to lay on the table the pending
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. STEvamendment. I ask for the yeas and nays. ENsON). The question is on agreeing to
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a the amendment. On this question the
sufficient second? There Is a sufficient yeas and nays have been ordered, and
second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.

the clerk will call the roll.
Mr. MCINTYRE. Mr. President, I ask

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The unanimous consent that the order for

question is on agreeing to the motion to the yeas and nays be vitiated.
lay on the table.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
The yeas and nays have been ordered. objection? The Chair hears none, and
It Is so ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legi1ative clerk called
Mr. MCINTYRE. Mr. Persident, I ask
the roll.
unanimous consent that the names of
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that the the following Senators be added as coSenator from South Dakota (Mr. ABOUR- sponsors of the amendment: the SenaEzK), the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. tor from South Carolina (Mr. ThtmBUMPERS), the Senator from Iowa (Mr. M0ND). the Senator from Oregon (Mr.
CULvER), the Senator from Minnesota HATFIELD), the Senator from Idaho (Mr.
(Mr. HUMPHREY), the Senator from Ha- CHURCH), the Senator from Montana
waii (Mr. IN0UYE), and the Senator from (Mr. MELCHER), and the Senator from
Arkansa.s (Mr. MCCLELLAN) are neces-

sánly absent.
I also announce that the Senator from

Maine (Mr. MUSKIE) Is absent becauseof
Ulness.

I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from Minnesota (Mr.
HUMPHREY) would vote "nay."

]ri the meantime, the amendment allows a year for the Veterans' Committee
to come up with a pension reform bill;
and if it does not do so, we think thIs Inequity should be corrected, and that is
the reason for this amendment.
Mr. NELSON. I should like to make
one point on thIs matter.
I am sure there are inequities. I never

saw the amendment until an hour ago.
But I make the point that It is time that
the U.S. Senate and Congress passed a
rue that said that no amendment affect-

ing pensions can be adopted without being referred to an appropriate pension
committee, with a fiscal note.
Jr do not know how many billions
we
are dealing with. In the Wisconsin State
Lelslature, any amendment offered on
the floor on a pension proposal Is out of

order. It has to go to the pension com-

mittee; and when the Pension committee
looks at the proposal and makes the ap-.

propriate fiscal note, it Is the last you
ever heard of the amendment because
of the billions these kind of proposals
cost.

Those Senators who talk fiscal responsibility to constituents and all over these

Chambers ought to say, "For Heaven's.
sake, let us at least be honest enough to
recognize that we are all cowards when
it comes to giving something away—
especially the Treasury."

Mr. McINTyRE. Mr. President, the

amendment of the Sentor from New
Hampshire was at the desk as of yesterday, so the dIstinguished manager of
thIs bill had ample opportunity to read
it and be acquainted with it.

Mr. NELSON. I take it back. So,
among all that pile of amendments, there
was one at the desk yesterday, which I
point out Is entirely nongermane to the
pending legIslation.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques-

tion Is on agreeing to the amendment

of the Senator from New Hampshire.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. DURKIN. Mr. President, I move to
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
reconsider the vote by which the amendobjection, it Is so ordered.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I wonder. ment was agreed to.
Mr. McIN'rYPE. I move to lay that
whether the Senator from New Hampshire will yield for a question, just for motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
my Information.
Mr. MCINTYRE. I am happy to yield.

Virginia (Mr. Scorr) Is absent on official

World War U veterans have not 'et
reached 65. Does the Senator have any
I further announce that, If present Idea of what we are doing with our

business.

(Mr. WALLOP) would vote "nay."-

some Of the financial blow of this bill.

Kentucky (Mr. FORD).

Mr. STEVENS. I announce that the
Mr. NELSON. What Is the fiscal proSenator from Nevada (Mr. LAXALT), jection of the cost of thIs bill when the
the Senator from Kansas (Mr. PSoN), 14 mIllion World War II veterans reach
the Senator from New Mexico (Mr. age 05?
SCHMITT), and the Senator from WyoMr. MCINTYRE. I do not know. The
ming (Mr. WALLOP) are necessarily ab- cost projected for 1979 would be $200
sent.
million.
I also annomce that the Senator from
Mr. NELSON. In 1979. And most of the

and voting, the Senator from Wyoming

that hIs pension reform bill Is in the

1noney

Mr. MCINTYRE. Will the4lstingulshed

agreed to.
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The Senate continued with the con-

sideration of H.R. 9346.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques-

tion occurs on the motion of the Senator from Oklahoma.

Mr. BEILMON. Mr. President, is it
necessary that the motion be restated?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. It Is not
necessary. It can be done If the Senator
so chooses.

Mr. BELLMON. Then for the enlightenment of the Members in the Chamber
let me say that this is simply a motion
to commit H.R. 9346 to the Finance Com-

mittee to report it back during—

Mr. NELSON. May we have order so
we can hear the Senator?
Is this the Senator's motion to refer

the social security bill to the Finance
Committee?

Mr. BEILMON. That is true.
Mr. NELSON. With a report-back date
of what?
Mr. BELLMON. During the month of
February.
Mr. NELSON. During the month of
February.
Mr. BELLMON. It gives the committee
a good bit of flexibility.

Mr. President, I pretty well made my

arguments.
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I sum up by saying that this billwas ations. They have not had that opportu- there
brought out from the committee the nity up to now. And that is one of the

same day it was brought to the fioor We main reasons why we should take a little
did not have copies of it until midalter- more time to coisider this matter more
noon yesterday. The committee report fully. I do not believe that the people are
was put on our desk this morning. It Is going to look with a great deal of favor
180 pages long. There are many amend- on Congress ramming this bill through
ments to the bill that are gothg to be with little opportunity for individual
subject to points of order unless we can Members to master the complexities of
somehow or other get the Budget Com- the legislation and to come up with
mittee together to consider all of these sound legislation.
amendments and try to determthe what
What is the crisis? Is there a crisis?
their financial impact will be.
Is there a crisis that demands action now
It seems to me that there is no hurry rather than in February of next year, as
on this legislation, that It does not go the motion provides? It was established
into effect until toward the end of next in colloquy on yesterday that there is In
fiscal year. There is ample time to con- the social security fund at this time some
sider the legislation in an orderly way, $40 to $43 billion, and it is being depleted
and I am frankly at a loss to see what at the rate of $6 billion a year. That
the big hurry is. I believe it would be very depletion amount really has nothing to
tnuch in the Interest of getting a better do with it, because waiting until Feb-

bill to commit it to the committee and
give them time to consider it and then
take it up In an orderly way.
Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and
nays on my motion.
The PRESmINQ
Is there
a sufficient second? There is a sufficient
second.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, 1 support
the motion to recommit and, in fact, I am
privileged and honored to be a cosponsor
of the motion.
There is no reason at all to speed this

We have the matter before us. The
committee report came in only this
morning. Senators have not had arPopportunity to study it. In addition, It

is any necessity whatsover of
ranimlng this through at this time,
Why is this delay beIng provided?
Well, it is being provided, as I see it—

that is, the delay until October 1 of next
year—to let this matter Just come on the
people more or less gradually, and they

would not be able to put the finger on
just where the increase came from.
But I believe the people are a whole lot

smarter than that, and they are going
to know it came from action here In the
Senate right at this time, if that is what
the Senate elects to do.
This will not do any violence, sending

it back to the committee with instructions to report it back In February, to
the bill. It will not do violence to the

Committee on Finance, but it woud give
us an opportunity to have a better considered piece of legislation, and I hope
ruary will not deplete the fund 1 cent tile Senate will agree to send the measmore than does action on the bill at this ure back to the Committee on Finance
time, because the increases do not take for further study and further action.
effect until October 1 of next year.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous conSo either way, acting now or acting in sent that a Dear Colleague letter dated
February, there is no difference between November 3, 1977, be printed In the
either form of action in the impact on REcORD.
the social security fund. If we are runThere being no objection, the letter
ning the risk of anyone being denied his was
ordered to be printed in the RECoRD,
social security benefits, that would be a follows:
one thing. That is not correct.
WASHINGTON, D.C.
I feel that this measure, imposing this
November 3, 1977.
Da COLLEAGUE: We believe it would be a
tremendous tax burden on the people,
should be considered more to see if there grave mistake for the Senate to bastily vote
HR. 5322. the Social Security Financing
is another angle that might be pursued. on
B;Ll1, in these last hours of this session. There

bill through the Senate, to the conference committee, and for final adoption I have an amendment. I do not know
before we adjourn here later this month, whether my amendment will be ruled to
I assume.
be in order or not. But I want
The provisions of the bill do not be- nance Committee to consider thistheif Fiwe
come effective until October 1 of next postpone the measure until February.
year. Therefore, nothing will be lost by The bill would not stay before the Senate
waitmg until next year to give the Fi- under this motion. It would go back to
nance Committee ample opportunity to the Finance Committee where they
study this measure more carefully.
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are very significant economic costs and policy implications In this bill. All key effective
dates In the reported bill ovcur in fiscal year
1979 which will not begin until next October 1. Thus, a postponement of Consideration

Icr three mouths, until February 1 1978.
would have no effect on the anticipated im.
plementatlon of the key provisions of the

Postponement of conBideration of the
would have ample opportunity to study bill.
bill until February 1 will allow time to studs'
it, analyze it, and then report it back in the report on this bill and allow time for
an approved fashion I would hope. But crefu1 analysis. As you know the bill was
the amendment that I have to offer, if it taken up by the Senate the very day it was
and a printed report bas Only now
is ruled to be in order I will certainly reported,
been made available.

seems likely that the bill is going to be- offer it. As we all know, the individual
come something of a Christmas tree. I employees and self-employed, persons
think in the interest of having a sound who are independent and work for thembill it would be much better if the Fi- selves, cannot deduct from Federal innance Committee had further opportu- come tax the social security payments;
nity to study this matter. Then, too, Mr. whereas, of course, the employer of
President, Congress is apparently em- taxable entity is able to deduct sociala
barkjng upon the largest tax-raising pro- security taxes. But I have an amendment
gram in history, and this bill forms a that would allow employees and indimajor part of that tremendous tax in- vidual self-employed persons to deduct
crease. No one knows what the energy from taxable income 50 percent of the
package is going to cost the taxpayers of amount they have paid in social security
this country. I would daresay, before it is taxes. I think that is only fair, because
over, in excess of $50 billion a year is a the social security tax skims the money
ball park estimate.
off the top of a person's earnings. He has
The distinguished manager of the bill no deductions whatsoever. He has to pay
in colloquy with me on yesterday con- a tax on a tax, in fact, because he has to
ceded that through 1983 thIs bill before pay a tax on that income that he earns

us would raise the tax burden on the even though he pays it out in social
workers of this country and their em- security taxes.

ployers over and above what the present
My amendment would allow him to
law provides and the increases provided claim as a deduction—not a credit but
by the present law, In Just 5 years a deduction—half of the amount he pays
through, that is through 1983, the tre- in social security. I think that is only
mendous sum of $72 billion.
fair. But that could not be acted on unWe are hopeful that Congress is gohg less it is ruled to be not offensive to the
to adjourn soon and give us an opportu- Budget Act.
nity to go back to talk with our constituI believe we come up with a better bill.
ents, talk with the people whom we Everyone
recognizes the necessity of
represent and give them some opportu- having to do something
In time, but it
nity to have some input into our deliber- Is a matter of timing. I do not believe

A more orderly consideration of this bili
will have no impact on the solvency of the
Social Security trust funds and will not adversely affect any recipients of Social Secu-

rity benefits. On the contrary, the rushed
consideration of the bill now unaerway is
far more likely to produce unsatisfactory
results, both for long-term solvency of tbe
trust fund and the adequacy of benefits for
beneficiaries of the Social Security system.

Under these circumstances, we plan to
move to recommit the bill to the Finance
Committee with instructions to report the
bill back on February 1, 1978, Our recominittal motion will not impair consideration
ot' this vital Social Security leIslAtion.
Rather, it assures orderly passage of the
best possible bill in considered circuni.
stances.

We hope you are able to join u in our

recommittal motion.
Sincerely,

EENRY BELLMON.
BARRY GOLDWATER,

THOMAS F. EAOI,E'roic,

JAMES B. ALLEN,

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, will

the Senator from Oklahoma yield? Is

there any time limit on this motion?
The PRESIDING OFTICER. There is
no time, there is no order entered on it.
Mr. DOMENICI, Mr. President, I
thank the Seiator from Oklahoma.
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1 am privileged to be a cosponsor of about this issue, and then come back here
January and act responsibly. We
this motion to recommit the pending bill in
with nstruction5. I commend the Sen- should not act in isolation.
Let me state, Mr. President, there is
ator from Oldahoma for brlngl2ig this another
issue brewing, tax reform. I bematter to the Senate for deliberation at
lieve Implicit in the construction of any
this time.
ragree wholeheartedly with the Sen- tax reform is the acknowledgement that
are going to have to cut taxes for the
ator from Alabama (Mr. ALLEN) that we
people. If we want the workthere is no urgency to acting on this bill American
people to keep working, the businessnow. Having decided that In my own ing
mind, I would like to discuss with the men to keep investing, we are going to

Senate a few of the serious liabilities

that I see ensuing from proceeding with
this bill so late In the session.

First of all, Mr. president, no one
would disagree that this bill has come
before us without a full and open iebate
across this land. It is a major tax measwe estimated to raise anywhere from

$50 to $70 billion between now and 1983.

A tax is a tax whether it is a social
Becurity tax or an income tax.
We are talking about taking away
from the American people, the middleIncome, the rich, the poor, the busi-

nessmen of all types, a vast amount of
money In new and higher taxes.
Why do we have to do this now before
we even know whether or not Congress

is going to Impose higher energy taxes

on te American people? If the House
version of the energy tax bill is approved

by the conference committee and be-

comes law, we are talking about $60 or

$70 billion taken froth the American

people—out of the American economy—
in the next 3 to5 years.

Mr. President, the American people
can only take so much. There is one
group of Americans about whom we
ought to be very concerned when we
talk about social security, and that is

any flexibility. It is
leave-it situation.

a

kind of take-it-or-

I will close with just one final com-

ment.

In this Senator's opinion, it is good
that the Senate stay on schedule. It is
good that our leaders want us to get

things done on time. But it absolutely is
futile to insist that we can get this done
by this Friday night, so that we will have
completed something this year, so that
we will have social security behind us, o
have to cut taxes.
Would it not be better if we knew that Senators can go home and say, "We
where we were going in our overall tax have had a busy year."
That is absolute and utter nonsense,
policy rather than to say to the American
people over this Christmas holiday, "We in my opinion. We do not have to do that.
are going to sock it to you with about We have had a busy year, and we will
$60 million in new energy taxes and $70 be in conference on the energy bills for
billion In higher social security taxes, another month. I do not believe the
just because we are going out of session, American people will buy the argument
and we wanted to do it right now," we that staying on some kind of schedule
are going to let the same conference, who that says we have to finish this social
are working on the energy bill, find a security bill will make this a better year
little time between now and Christmas for our people or for Congress.
This is absolutely the wrong time and
to work on a social security tax bill.
I am just not willing to do that. I want the wrong circumstances, for the Ameripeople or -for individual Senators
it done in a more calm, deliberate man- can
ner. I do not believe that is what we are to thoughtfully review this issue. If I
doing here today. We have been consid- thought the trust fund were going to be
ering a $70 billion increase in social se- bankrupt by February or March of next
curity taxes yesterday and today without year, I would be saying, 'Let us stay on
another 2 weeks, and let us do it right."
a printed copy of the bill on its report.
I have no personal concern about the But that is not the case. So I commend
Committee on Finance. They generally the Senator from Oklahoma, the Senator
do their job well. The facts of the matter from Alabama, the Senator from Ariare that no group of human beings, on zona, and other Senators who have
my committee, could handle afl the legis- joined in this motion in urging that the

lation they have handled in the last Senate vote "yea" so that we can dis-

month—and do it right.
There is Just no conceivable way that
the members of the Finance Committee
are going to handle the huge energy tax
bill and this social security tax bill in an
the older, retired Americans.
Let me tell you, the American people orderly manner between now and Christwho are working, the sons and daughters mas.
So I ask why rush this bill through at
of the older Americans, want to help this
I honestly believe the Amerthem. But if we want to trigger an anti- ican time?
people are concerned about the imattitude among the American people pact this
bill will have on small businesswith reference to social security then let man. Jnder
committee bill, the emus proceed to pass this bill in the waning ployer will the
bear two to three times the
days of this session. Hardly any options tax burden that
his employees bear. Who
can be considered, because of budgetary

we think these people are who are
constraints and the technical require- do
going
to bear this burden? They are the
ments of the Budget Act. Do we want to same people
are asking to crank up
impose on the American people a steep this economy.we
are the same people
Increase in Social taxes and an addt- we are asking They
to employ more people.

tional $30 to $50 billion in new energy They are the same people we are asking
taxes as a Christmas present this year? to invest more money so that our econDo we want our people to wake up
will grow.
the middle of next year, the end of next omy
Then we come along with this bill,
year or early the following year, with an right after the minimum wage increase,
economy that is not working, because to be followed by an energy tax bill, and
every time it begins to recover we impose then maybe sometime next year or the
new taxes so that they do not have any- year after we will look at tax reform and
thing to spend? Then we wonder why the perhaps we will take away any incentive
economy is not growing. Heap all those they have for future growth.
tax increases on the people and you will
Mr. President, everyone knows the imhave a taxpayers' revolt.
pact of this bill. I have stated it in overIn addition, the genuine concern of all figures, but it seems to me that inthe American people for a social security dividual Americans have to know the
system that is stable and strong, which impact it will have on them. Some Inmost of us want, will be In great jeopardy. dividuals out there who are now paying
For those who want to make sure the $900 in social security taxes—will be
social security trust fund remains sol- paying $2,000 or $3,000 by 1987.
I, for one, want to see the fund solvent;
vent, I suggest we ought to do what the
good Senator from Oklahoma recom- but I am not convinced we have explored,
mends—send this bill back to committee. th a prudent and reasonable manner, all
Let the Setiators and the Congressmen the options and alternatives. We are kind
go home; let the people digest and think of stuck late in this session with hardly

pose of this matter properly.

The PRESIDING OFTICER. The
Senator from North Carolina.
Mr. MORGAN. Mr. President, I urge
my colleagues to vote "yea" on the issue,
and I do so because in my own mind I
believe that the social security law that
was passed in the 1930's, amended in the
1950's to be extended to the rural people

of America, which has helped a good
many people in my State, and which has
been extended at other times, is perhaps

the most important single act that was
ever passed by the Congress of the Jnited

States. I think it is important that it
remains sound and safe, and that what-

ever changes we make to it be made after
careful consideration and thought, to the

end that the people of America may
know what we are doing.

I think our distinguished colleague
from New Mexico made a very good
point, that the people of America
are entitled to know what the debate is
that is taking place on the floor of the
Senate.

Yesterday morning for the first time
In North Carolina the headlines of the
newspapers began to carry something
about the Senate provisions of the social security amendments, and the pa-

pers had hardly hit the newsstand before
I began to get telephone calls. Today's
newspapers carried more, and my phone

has been ringing all day, with qstions
such as, "Senator, what are you doing
in the Senate? What effect will this

have? Is this going to make the program
safe?" and many other questions—ques-

tions that I cannot answer. Mr. President. I cannot answer them because I
do not have the answers.
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passed,
nd
even
yestcr&y,
t
the
was placed on my desk. As I said earlier, luncheon tb1e, I her ft stated, "We Finance Committee i can show the Senat,or from Louisiana portions of the somy staff assistants had been told earlier cann gt anybody
n
the
cial security bill that I have had three
that we really did not need the bill to Budget CnmIttee; o acIrv
to staff men working on trying
know whether or not we should support get off .th comzn1ttc d oewants
to mtcrpret,
cannot If it Is strange, that is one thing,
it, but I challenged that, because during get anybcdy to serve,"
but it
Yesterday at 1:30p.m. this 95-page bill

the same colloquy yesterday, I asked the

distinguished Senator from Wisconsin
(Mr. NsoN), in whom I have the greatest confidence, who Is one of the most
enlightened and Informed members of
the committee, what this $400 million
approriatjon for fiscal relief portended.
I posed that question here on the floor
of the Senate, and I did not get any answer, except that this was something that
Mr. MOYNIHAN and Mr. LONG had probably agreed upon.
Well, I got my answer last night about
7 o'clock, when I finally got a copy of the

is not that Budget Committee members
Why? Thxause fin thc thort span of hsve come strange idea
of an exact
2 years, ft has becornc nethigJess, be. pound of flesh or discipline
or telling
cause
©ontinue to bp it,
anìybody what to do. It is the Senate
Mr. Prcsdent I wk1 ot

to
o ©ommjtte tt notwant
going
to have any real effect
IgiIation.
Mr. LONG. Mr. Predt w2U the Sen.
ator ye1d t that poLit?

itself trying to work into a budget Proc-

LONG. Let m y to my able

will agree with this, though we have had
some differences In years gone by, maybe
even in months gone by, with the Budget
Committee, as far as the Finance Committee is concerned, with this big bill,
we are trying to help balance the budget.
We are trying to raise tens of billions of

serve

Mr. MOIGAN. Be happy ,

Mr.

friend from North Caralln and I hope
this will allay his con©eri Gozne.what:
What thc Finance Cmin1tto recom
mended was modified hi order to conSenate Finance CommJt report.
form to what the Eudgt CmxnIttee recI know where the $400 million s go- ommendd,
ing, but I do not understand why, In the
We wanted to rais, or money and
name of commonsense, It is In a bill rat'e
sooner, becu tb, sacia security
that is designed to increase the social trusttfunds
In a d€1t pton. But
security tax to make It sound and the Budget are
ComrnItt dve us that
solvent.
felt, with thefr study f economics,
Mr. DOMqIcI. Mr. President, will they
that f w ?alsed taxes quck1y as we
the Senator yield for a comment?
thought they ought to be riecj, it would
Mr. MORGq Be delighted to.
have
effect on th economy.
Mr. DOMENICI. The Senator was So part fadverse
the reason we
raising
talking about whether or not we all more money eariler 1 thcit wjnotfollowed
know what we were doing, or whether the advice of the Budt Crnmiittee.
we even had been told what we were I had my way, we wcuk h putting If
the
doing.
tax rate ip on January 1 of next
In a few moments, the Budget Com- just a few months frn iow, Butyear,
the
mittee will meet. I would remind my Budget Committee fe th might have
good friend that we have three or four an dvrse effect on the economy, that
waivers that we have to consider for this we ought to wait a while, o we moved
bill, to see whether or not we are going the date back until January 1, 1979.
to grant waivers under the Budget Act
Tue Budget Act Is cmp1ieat, and
so that certain amendmen can be con- It s sometimes difficult f me to know

sidered. This bill was tailored very carefully so that it would fit the Budget Act,
but hardly any of the major amendments fit the Budget Act, and a Senator
can hardly get his amendment considered without calling the Budget Com-

mittee to see whether It fits or not.
I assure the Senate that confusion is
rampant. Nobody Is going to be able to
understand it, and we are not going to
get a vote today.
Mr. MORGAIq. I thank my distinguished colleague for raising that question. I had Intended to and wanted to,
because I think it is Important that the
Budget Committee play a role in this
legislation.
The Budget Act has been talked about

all across America as the one instru-

ment of hope toward bringing some form
of fiscal responsibility to the U.S. Congress. As I campaigned across my State

in 1974, and as I campaigned for my
colleagues in 1976, the question of deficit

exactly how to comply w2th it, But when
we are told just exacUy what the Budget
Act docs require, we comply, The able
Senator from Maine i absent for health
reasons I wish he wei© here because he

is a very great statesman and a very
is being ably led by thc ruttor from
South Carolina. When th 1dget Comnilttee laid down their ter and conditions, and they laid dowi wa we could
do, we did it as they F nmcnded; and
it seems to me, with
th advke and
able leader. In his absence the committee

ess where everything is undcrstaIidab
and everybody knows the 1imitatjj
Mr. LONG. The only point I am trying to make, and I hope the distinguished Senator from South Carolina

dollars to make the social security system sound. It is nut sound right now,
That is why a lot oX people In this country have reason to be concerned,
Mr. HOhLINGS. If the Senator will
yield, it is not the burdezi or the duty
or even the goal of our committ to
baJance the budget, but notably, this
year, it is to unbalance it. We are going
to be running at a $60 billion deficit, Intentionally, We intentionally hope that
that budget is unbalanced, because we
think, In the ordering of rvenu€s and
the spending programs and the priorities
of this Government, that somehow, that
is the best program, ilscally, that we can
present to Congress.
So, while I am a good, big, balancedbtdget man just like the Senator from
Louisiana, that Is not the sole goal. It
is trying to Correlate and take the needs
azd demands of all the different agencies of Government Itself and
of our population and come segmen
down to
where we will not hurt the economy.
That is why we are here now; we said,
we need more revenues In social security; but let them not hnpact upon this
fiscal year, because it would then cut
back on the recovery of the economy
1telf.
Mr. LONG. All I am trying to say is
that as far as we on the Finance Com-

the experts that they have, the Senator rmittee are concerJ, we are In here
would want to know that wø have gone with a big tax bill. We are asking people
before the Budget C rnmftt and have to vote for it. We are doing that because
coniplied,
think the Senate would like us to
A far as the budget Iution oi the we
raise some money, because there s a bg
bill s concerned, they rejected the ver- deficit in the social security funds
sion We sent them, We asked them, they are going to continue unje& weand
do
"What dc you want us tc o with our something about it.
resolution? Just tell u hw you want us
Mr. BIDEN. Will the Senator yield on
to change our resolutk,n, in we will do that?
it.',
The PRESIDiNG OFFICER,
SenSeveral enator addmsd th€ Chair. ator from North Carolina has The
the floor.
Mr. MORGA. I yield without losing
Mr. MORGAN, I yield to the Senator
-

spending was a paramount issue on the
minds of the people of my State, and I
kept saying, "At long last we have the from South Carolina,
mechanism, now, whereby In a few years
Mr. IIOLLINGS. Mr. Piidet, I would
we are going to bring spending under only make one statement, because we are
control for the first time." I said, "We going to have a meeting on these parhave a Budget Act that is going to re- ticular waivers and reits,
quire us to at least know what we are
It Is not the Budget Coxnrttee saying
spending and what the moome is going what
you can and what ou cannot do;
to be."
it is the U.S. Senate. It the US. Senate
Yet time and time again, since the arid the membership itself.

my right to the floor.
Mr. BIDEN. Is the Senator from Louisiana not begging the quet1on? Surely
he came to our Budget Committee and
relied on our expertise. I am delighted

to hear he put so much stock in our

expertise. That is reassuring,
But the real question here is that we
are meeting now In the Budget Commlttee, not based on what you sent. We
Budget Act came Into effect, I have
I 'undertanj this k
complicated are meeting now based upon all theother
seen Waivers granted. I have seen It by- matter, the budget pze, but
o Ls the items that Senators who have disagree-
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ment with what you sent to the Budget have been a success. I tell them I went
Committee and to the floor want to In- down..
My newspaper said, 'Boy, he got up
troduce. So, as a practical matter, by there
spoke." But my Lord, I never
"letting you know"—YOU. the Finance know and
hit me. Sometimes I know it is
Committee—that we on the Budget good.what
Sometimes I find out it is bad. I
Committee say, yes, this falls within the
budget constraints, we have opted QJlt want to wait and find out, and February
plenty of time.
every other option. What we have done is It
does not go into effect until next
in responding to our duty—and as the year
and there it not an eld
Senator from Louisiana has skillfully personanyway,
in America who is going to be In
pointed out—he has enabled the Sen- jeopardy
not receiving their check
ate to act on nothing else but what he within theofnext
3 months. It is just not
has sent to us by use of the Budget Corn- the case. So let us
fl.nd out what we are
inittee mechanism, because now, anyone
to do to the young folks, too, before
else who wants to move In with a dif- going
ferent, alternative, or Increased tax base we pass this bill. I am going to vote to
it.
will have now to go through the mech- recommit
I thank the Senator from North Caroanism.
for yielding this time to me.
The reason why I am going to vote to lina
Mr. LONG. Will the Senator yield to

recommit and join the Senator from
Okialioma is not because I agree with
the Senator from New Mexico, who
raises all these other items. It is very
simply because I do not know what in
the heck this bill does. I do not know
whether I am helping those dear old

Mr. MOEOAN. I shall conclude momentarily, becauae my distinguished col-

leagues have made my arguments very
ably and much more eloquently than I
could.

I say to my disUnguished colleague
from Louisiana that he may understand

me?

Mr. MORGAN. Without losing my

right to the floor.
Mr. LONG. As far as the Senator from

Louisiana is concerned, and as far as
others on the Finance Committee are

we voted the bill we thought
folks or hurting those new young beau- concerned,
appropriate. There were some other
we knew would be offered.
I am not worried about the old folks amendments
the Curtis amendment. That muson this, quite frankly. They are going to like
a very strong vote in committee.
get their check. What I am worried tered
knew these amendments would be
about is me. I am worried about my kids. We
and, in fairness, we asked the
I am worried about what in the devil offered
Budget
Committee
grant a waiver so
they are going to pay. What am I com- those Senators couldtooffer
their amendmitting them to pay? What am I com- ments. We asked for a waiver
on the
mitting them to do?
amendment; we asked for a waiver.
The old folks are in good shape, sol- Curtis
on the Dole amendment. I am not supvent or insolvent. The 65-year-old people porting that amendment, but it lost on a
sitting in the gallery do not have any- tie vote in the committee. We thought
thing to worry about, I can guarantee since we voted on it in the committee,
them. But all of them up there who aie the Senate might want to vote on it too.
18, they had better watch their pockets. That amendment would lift completely
They had better cover them up real tight.
earnings limitations so a peison
Because I do not know what this does. all
might
be practicing law and making
Neither do most of the other people on $150,000
a year, and still get his full so-

tiful people.

this floor.
security benefit at age 65.
So I am going to vote to recommit, be- cialWe
said to the Budget Committee, let
cause I am worried about the young folks. the
Senate vote on those and other
I am going to vote to recommit because amendments,
too. The Budget Committee
I am worried about this already having said, 'We cannot
even give you a waiver
been a busy year—busy enough. We do on some of the things
the Finance Comnot have to go back to the folks to tell

agreed to. Knock those out. We
them how busy we have been. They can mittee
don't
think
we can give these other Senlook. They may not think we have been ators a waiver,
As far as I am
productive, but they know we have been concerned, onceeither."
the Budget Committee
busy.
bring our bill out, I cannot comLast, the impact of this bill: I do not let us that
you turned everybody else
know that anybody knows. In February. plain
down. But at the same time, I would say
I may come back to ask the chairman o! to
let your conscience be your guide,
the Finance Committee and ask the Sen- doyou
you want with the matter.
ator from Wisconsin, "Let me join you, Bitwhatever
do not comp'ain about us not doing
you were right all along. Mea cupla, mea what
the Budget Committee asked. We
culpa, mea maxima culpa. How could bent our
knees to the Budget Committee.
I have not known it?"
Mr. BIDEN. I am not complaining

I have not had a chance to read it. 1
do not know. So I am hoping to recommit, despite the brillance of the Senator
from New York and the Senator from
Louisiana and the Senator from Wisconsin, who may be absolutely right. But
when we got this yesterday, I began to
worry.
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all about the budget process and this
present bill, but how about giving the
rest of us on this floor an opportunity to

study it and understand it ourselves?
When I cast my vote on this bill, and
when the clerk tallies that vote, it
going to look just like that of the distinguished Senator from Louisiana. I
want an opportunity to know what it is
that I am voting on. I do not question
the fact that those of you on the Finance
Committee may know, but all I am saying is, please give us an opportunity to
know.

I thought the rules of the Senate were
made for the purpose of enabling us to
do just that. That is what I understand
the 3-day rule on a committee report to
be. I do not quite understand how we
got on it before the report got here, except maybe we laid the House bill down
and then we substituted it. We circumvented the rules. I guess sometimes I

think that is what rules are for, to

be

circumvented.
AU I am saying is please give us an opportunity to study it. There are some as-

sumptions in this bill which I am not
sure that I agree with.

My staff has been trying to work on

them and to give me some advice.

For Instance, as I understand it, some
underlying assumptions in the entire bill
have to do with economic predictions,
predictions of inflation, Of the birth rate.
For instance, it talks about economics.
The figures are assuming an unemployment rate at 5 percent per annum and an

inflation rate of 4 percent and a wage
increase of 5.75.

Well, we have not reached these fig-

ures yet. We do not know if we are going

to or not. Until we have some opportunity to study it, I do not know whether
they are realistic predictions, or not.

It talks about the birth rate of the

country, using as an assumption a birth
rate of 2.1 children per woman, but currently the birth rate in this country is 1.7,
and has been declining for 120 years.

I can only assume that the Finance
Committee took Into consideration a
birth rate that would normally be re-

quired to maintain a constant population,

but it is well known that the birth rate

has not normally increased with influence.
It talks about the mortality rate. It

about that. I am just saying how it uses an average life expectancy to be 70.8
worked.
Mr. LONG. We prostituted ourselves—

years for men and 79.6 years for women.
Yet in some countries in Europe, we know

wait; excuse me. We prostrated our- that it is greater than that.

I come back to the $400 million fiscal
selves. [Laughter.]
Mr. BIDEN. The Senator is an honest relief program which, the best I can figure out from reading the report, is that
man.
Mr. LONG. We prostrated ourselves it is sort of a handout to my State and to

I say one last time to you, Senator,
the Budget Committee and took other States in an effort to ease some of
when we have a debate—and I hate de- before
bating you, because I seldom win. When- that to the comnittee. I do not know the burden of carrying out the welfare
we are figIting over that.
prograxfls.
ever I get through speaking to you, I why
Mr. MORGAN. Mr. President, I believe
I can understand the distinguished
have a real warm feeling inside, but it s

Senator from New York's concern about
not until I get home that I find out what I have the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- it, but the President has sent to the Conhappened. [Laughter.]
gre6s a welfare reform bill that takes into
I really feel like I did it. I feel like I ator from North Carolina has the floor.
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this very measure. Why seems to me that, unpleasant as It is,
these moneys do not belong to the Treas8hould this matter not be considered In we better do the Job.
the question of well are reform rather
Why will a delay hurt? I can think ury. These are funds that all of us have
than the question of social security fi- of one provision, at least, In which a de- put in a trust, supposedly.
nancing?

Mr. MOYNIHAN. Will the Senator

yield?
Mr. MORGAN. In a minute.

I asked the committee yesterday where
lay will hurt.
the money is. They do not know. I have
There are old people who clip coupons been here 25 years and I have not found
and do not suffer any reduction of their out.

social security check at all, while there
So I do not see where taking
are old people who have to work and more months, added on to 25 years, aIsfew
goIf they earn at the rate of $3,000 a year, ing to hurt anything.
they
lose
their
money.
I think we would come up with
whatever their official titles are, come up
They lose money and a delay of sev- of legislation that we could worka piece
here and urge me to vote for it.
on.
months could lead to a delay of 6
In fact, I have been amazed ever since
I find today it originally started out to eral
months
or
a
year
more.
this bill finally hit the floor to find out
be $1 billion. I know when word gets back
There are those people who could use that it is going to amend the Tariff Act
home tomorrow that I am here arguing some
relief, whether we go for a com- for istle—whether ore speaks Spanish or
agathst a $7.5 million appropriation for plete removal
North Carolina, some of my people will this ceiling. of the cap or a lifting of English, for the edification of my colleagues, it is from the cactus and we use
say, "Why are you doing that?"
Those people deserve some relief now. it in the Southwest to make baskets.
But, Mr. President, there comes a time,
This is an unpleasant job that we think the social security people may be-I
If we are going to be fiscally responsible, ought
to stay with until we do it properly come a basket case. [Laughter.i
that we simply have to take the respon- and send
this bifi to conference.
sibility.
& this would be a proper place to
That is why I am not going to vote to amend
it.
I just happened, while I was waiting delay.
I thank the Senator for yielding.
for this matter to come up, to clip a letter
Mr.
BELLMON.
Will
the
Senator
yield?
Mr. STONE. I thank the Senator. We
to the editor in the Charlotte Observer in
Mr. STONE. Yes.
may differ on the irnniediate decision as
which it says, "Let's Say No to Federal
Mr. BELLMON. If the Senator wifi
Expenditures."
whether or not to delay, but we cerlook at the provisions of this act, he will to
tainly
do not differ on the inequities of
I will read just a bit of it. It says:
find it does not offer any immediate re- the current
situation and the need for reI would like to challenge local and state lief to any recipient. It does not
go
Into
form with respect to people who need to
government to refuse to accept a penny from effect until the late fiscal year.
the 80-called federal largsse arid replace it
work and are denied that by a rule which
If we come back in February, we can is
with realistic taxes and lees to meet their
totally arbitrary and which deserves
needs.
deal with the question and get the relief to be changed.
If all local and state government would to the people.
I thank the Senator from Arizona.
ftgree to target 1978 as the year ol divorce
Mr. STONE. I think people would like
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, as I unfrom dependence on lederal hantouts, a net the reassurance to know, and furtherderstand
this proposal, it is to postpone
savtngs 01 some
percent of the bill, or over more. there are some amendments that this matter
until certain people
$35 billion, would be reaflzed.
will be offered. I know the senior Senator stand it. That is equivalent to underIt goes on to make some good argu- from Arizona has one in which the Sen- inite postponement. [Laughter.]an indefments, and I agree with it. Maybe this ator from Florida will join in which that
we going to take the position that
is not one of those to turn down, but it relief ought to be vouchsafed and guar- weAre
are going to send back to the comanteed
to
these
folks.
is the wrong time and the wrong place
every intricate piece of legislation
I just feel we ought to.stay with it. I do. mittee
and the wrong bill.
that
comes
from the Armed Services
Mr. GOLDWATER. Will the Senator Committee, until we all understand about
If I am wrong in these assumptions,
yield?
then let us have 2 or 3 months to conbombs and weapons and so on? Or are
Mr. STONE. Yes.
sider it and to study it. If I come back
going to follow the committee system,
Mr. GOLDWATER. The Senator men- we
alter doing that, and I am wrong, I will
matters are referred to a comtioned a point I have noticed for many whereby
be willing to say so.
mittee; they hold public hearings—they
years,
the
fact
there
are
some
older
peoMr. President, I urge that we adopt
are public, all right; and arrive at a conthe motion of the distinguished Senator ple who clip coupons and collect social clusion and bring in legislation? Are
we
from Oklahoma so that whenever we do security, but they can collect the entire going to recommit every proposal related
pass a bifi we will not have to come back, social security.
to the space program, until we all get
Mr. STONE. That is correct.
a we are doing in this very bill, and
our Ph. D.'s in physics?
Mr. GOLDWATER. Now, the fellow
make technical amendments for errors
Let us now think about the financial
that
retires
without
any
pension,
without
that were made 5 years ago, because I
condition of the social security system.
any
securities,
without
any
real
estate,
assure Senators that if we pass this bill
In the long range, it is about 8-percent
this week we will be coming back cor- who cannot live, frankly, on social secu- short. There is a provision in here that
recting mistakes and errors we over- rity, has to suffer $2 for every dollar he takes up half of that. The paragraph
makes over $3,000.
looked that we should not have.
that describes it is less than a half page.
Mr. STONE. That is right.
Several Senators addressed the Chair.
do not need until February to study
Mr. GOLDWATER. 'I think this is We
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen..
that.
morally wrong, and I am not going to
ator from Florida.
It comes about In this way: An amendMr. STONE. Mr. President, I will speak stand still and hear Mr. John Califano ment was adopted In 1972 that provides
tell falsehoods about efforts to make

But I know It is going to give some
money to my State. I have had wellare
superintendents, or social workers, or

very briefly.

it

I had considered voting to put this possible for American people to live.
I think it is time we do remove that
bill back in committ. I had considered
the concept of delay until next year. But earnings limitation and I am hoping the
It seems to me that this is an unpleasant, Budget Committee this afternoon will
difficiJt task that we have to do now or find in their good judgment to give us a
so that we can at least overcome
we have to do it next year. We have to waiver
that hurdle.
do it.
But I differ with my friend in that I
If the reading of the report
which
was available only recently slows us down

want to vote for It, sending this back to
I think we have to have more
so that we might have to work on into committee.
time.
the next several weeks during some of
In fact, if we had more time, I think
these sessions that we have to come back people
downtown wifi begin to realize
to vote on, If we need more time as a how
wrong, wrong they are when
full Senate to look at €ach provIsion, ft they wrong,
are dealing not with Federal funds,

that there shall be an increase In benefits
for older people automatically, because
oftentimes the inflation took place and
Congress was delayed in passing a bill
to raise their benefits. So it is automatic
in there.

It turns out that what it does Is to

include it twice. This automatic cost-ofliving raise Is given to a future retiree
once, when it is woven into his benefit
formula, and then after he goes on the
rolls, he gets It again. The professionals
refer to that as decoupling. That is corrected in this bill, which sought to be recommitted. It takes care of one-half of
the deficit.
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to pay 20 percent more in beneMr. LONG. Mr. President, will the afford
fits than we were paying ad the autoSenator yield at that point?
matic cost of living increase provizion
Mr. CURTIS. I yield.
go along with it.
Mr. LONG. To put it in terms that the would
With the Commissioner of social selayman would understand, there is a provision In the law for an automatic cost- curity saying that this could be done
of-living Increase that works out for the and that you could afford a 20-percent
benefit of soie people so that In effect increase and could afford the automatic
they get a double cUp. They get an ad- increase feature, an amendment was
offered. The Advisory Committee for Sojustment twice for the cost of living.
cial Security recommended it, and everyMr. CURTIS. That is right.
Mr. LONG. This was an unintended body was told, with the support of the
windfall for certain people. We do not Commissioner of Social Security, that
propo€ to take it away from those who this could be afforded.
I voted for it. Subsequently, we found
are getUng it. We say that those who retire in the future will not get the double that the result was that we were headed
for a big deficit and that eventually the
(lip.
Mr. CURTIS. That is correct. That is fund would be insolvent.
Is it not about time that, whenever we
hi the bill now. It takes care of half of
can muster enough votes, we should
the deficit.
There are some welfare provisions in vote enough revenue into that fund so
the bill before the Senate. One ha8 to do that from that point forward, we would
with how you handle the disregard for not be projecUng bankruptcy or Insolvearnings for a welfare recipient. The way' ency in the social security fund? Then
the formula works now, it is very loo6ely all the people who are counting on it
drawn. It means that when indivtduais could have peace of mind about the matwith rather high incomes go on the wel- ter, rather than have those people told,
fare rolls, it not only cc€ts the Govern- day in and day out, month in and month
ment a great deal of money but also em- out, that the program is not solvent and
barrasses every Member of Congress who eventually the fund will go broke.
Mr. CURTIS. I believe that is true.
reads the paper and hears that people
who are not in need are on welfare. That I think there is an uneasiness over the
country about the $6 billion deficit years taken care of in this bill.
How much will it save? $230 million ly in our sodal security fund right now.
That should be met and settled right
annually
Mr. President, there is a provzsion here now.
The loig-range program is half taken
that initiates some quality control and
mcentives to reduce erorrs in the admin— care of in here, without either the tax
stration of welfare. I could go on and increase on employers which Senator
name a great many other provisions in NELSON proposed, or the general tax relief that I proposed. It is already taken
this bill.
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, will the care of. With respect to welfare, the $230
million saving becomes effective unSenator yield?
Mr. CURTIS. I yield.

cing the way Mr. NELSON recommended.

But they gave us the authority to recom-

mend what the committee wanted to
recommend to the Senate, so that we do

not really have any conflict with the

Budget Committee on this bill. With regard to Senators who wish to offer ad-

ditional amendments, they can do it

however they want to do it. If the Budget
Committee wants to give them a waiver,
we do not complain; on the other hand,

if the Budget Committee in its conscience feeis it should not give a waiver,
then, bf course, the Budget Committee
is within its rights.
Several Senators addressed the Chair.
Mr. MAUNAGA. Mr. "resident, will

mediately.

the Senator yield?'

Mr. CURTIS. I am going to yield the

floor in just a minute, and then the
Senator may have it.

Mr. President, if I thought that there

would be a material increase in the cour-

age of us all to meet this problem of
social security financing by waiting a few
months, it would be worth waiting. There

will be the same Senators with the same
ideas here in February as here now. Some

of them feel no harm in taking from the
social security pension. Some of them

think that it is not mportaiit that we
adhere to the pattern that we have had

for four decades of employers paying half

and employees paying hail. That s not
going to change. We cannot run away
from this problem by sweeping it under
the rug for 4 months.
Mr. President,again I remind Senators

that in the long range the 8-percent deficiency in the financing is taken care
of in this bill bf ore us and in the welfare
program there is a provision in here that

if it is not changed on the floor will
save $230 million as well as there are

many items in this legislation that means
a great deal to the people who fall in that
category.
from Oklahoma is trying to make. This member. But I stood on this floor, trying particular
Mr. President, I yield the floor.
to
get
some
amendments
adopted
to
the
may be a wonderful bill, perhaps the best
Several Senators addressed the Chair.
bill that ever came before the Senate, but food stamp program. They would have
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
saved
$2
billion.
I
never
got
a
vote
on
why do the job quickly? We only got it
Senator from Hawaii.
the
majority
side
of
the
Budget
Commityesterday and got the report this mornMr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. President, as
Ing. Why is the committee not willing tee.I was here last week when a floor a member of the Finance Committee, I
to give the Senate tune to consider what
rise in opposition to the amendment ofwould be done and perhaps improve on amendment was offered that cost $1 fered by the Senator from Oklahoma.
But when the Budget Committee
the committee's handiwork? So far as billion.
It has been said here that no one really
the Finance Committee, they
the recipients are concerned, there is no challenged
understands
the bill. As a member of the
particularly
exempted
all
of
those
that
reason not to wait until February. Their
Finance
Committee
I, too, admit that I
had
been
voted
on
on
the
floor.
benefits are not going to be affected until
Another thing, Mr. President: The do not know all about the bill. Perhaps

I have great respect for the Budget
is making the point that the Senator Committee. I am very fond of every
Mr. BELLMON. I believe the Senator

late next year.

if there is anyone who knows all about
proposal that I off ered—
Mr. CURTIS. The answer is that I taxMr.
LONG. Mr. President, i the Sen- the bill that is the chairman, the Senator

have nothing to do with scheduling legs-

lation here.
Furthermore, 'e have worked on this
matter for months. It creates more complications if the committee is rejuired
to do its work twice.

ator will yield at that point, let me make
clear that we do not have any problem
with the Budget Committee on this biB.

The way I understand it, there are
some Senators who wish to offer some
Mr. LONG. Mr. President. will the Sen- additional amendments which the
Budget Committee can either waive or
ator yield?

not waive. I am not here to tell them
Mr. CURTIS. I yield.
to do about that. I trust their good
Mr. LONG. I ask the Senator i this what
also is true. In 1972, some people thought judgment and commonsense to do what
—and there was some merit to the sug- they think is right about it.

But we on the committee are not askgestion—that we could afford more bene1ts than we were paying. They contended ing for any special exception. They have

that our assumptions about prices and given us aUthe latitude we need to prowages were static and that if we adopted pose this bill and they gave Senator
certain dynamic assumptions, such as CVRTIS a right to propose his amendthe fact that wages will go up and pro- ment which was a very good amendment.
ductivity will increase, we really could I thought t was better to do the finan-

from Louisiana. There is an old saying,
"He who knows and knows he knows is
wise; follow him." I am willing to follow
the Senator from Louisiana. I worked
with him for months on this bill. There
were some differences. What we arrived
at was the only bill as to which we could
get a majority vote in the committee.
Little as I. know, I kncw this for sure,
that the social security program is on the
verge of bankruptcy, that we must no
do something about it in order to retain
the confidence of the American people in

that great system which has brought
more security, more well-being to the
elderly than any program in the history
of this Nation. We cannot let it die. This
year the deficit will be between $5 billion
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and $6 billion. The disability funds will is something more Important
be exhausted by 1979. And the old age tangible the Senator refers to. than the
and and survivors Insurance funds will thtangible of the confidence I theIt is the
system
be exhausted by 1983.
which we need to develop
this day
The Secretary of Health, Education, because, as the Senator well even
knows, when
and Welfare testified that between 1978 you go back to your home State one
of
and 1982, an additional—I repeat—an the questions asked most of
is"Is it
additional $83 billion over and above the true that our social security us
program is
projected thcome under current law will bankrupt? Is it true that I may
be needed to keep the program solvent. able to depend upon my social not be
security
Clearly, the social secuiity program Is
my time comes?"
on the verge of bankruptcy, it is when
Well, If we pass this bill this week, we
absolutely imperative that the program will regain that confidence so that we
be kept solvent. More than 33 million can say when we go back to our constituAmericans, i out of every 7, receive social ents, "We passed that bill. Now
you can
Becurity benefits. Ninety-three percent rest with confidence."
of Americans 65 years of age and over are
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the
eligible for benefits. These benefits now Senator yield at that point?
exceed $100 billion a year. Millions of
Mr. AlLEN. Will the Senator explain
Amerkans depend on social security how action now is going to bring
that
benefits as their only source of thcome. about?
It cannot be denied that the present deMr. MATSUNAGA. I will yield to the
ficits n our social security system jeop- wisest of the wise to answer that question.
ardize the confidence of the Ameiican
Mr. LONG. I would just like to get in
people in our system. In order to keep our on this, if I may, because i think
my
social sceurity program alive, we cannot contribution might help a little.
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the people who pay Into this program will
get the benefits they were promised, you

ought to do it, and you ought to try to
resist these efforts to say, "Oh, no, not
now. I cannot vote for it right now. I
am going to vote for it next year. No, no,

not now. I would rather wait and think
about it some other time; no, no, I would
like to study it." You must resist those
pressures if you can because the easy way

out for the average politician, or even
the average state.sman, confronted with
the duty of voting a big tax to do something that responsibility requires, the

biggest problem is procrastination on the
part of people who must seek public electio. They will want to pass it off and
postpone it, put it off until next year, put
it off until 6 months later, and never get
around to measuring up to that tough
decision.

in my part of the country they have

an expression that is also common in the

part of the country so ably represented
by my very lovable friend from Alabama,

ALLEN. They talk about "come up to
lose the confidence of the American
The fact is that in 1972 we received Mr.
that lick log."
people. Many even today have the some bad advice. It was well-thtention&J
Option of droppthg out Of the system, advice, but It proved to be unsound. The
I once asked Lister Hill, "What does it
causthg more and more to be drawing advice was that we could afford a 20- mean to come up to that lick log?"

benefits but less and less puttthg into the
system, which means what? Which

means greater and greater deficits and
ultimate bankruptcy.

percent increase in benefits and an automatic cost-of-living provision.
Now, you cannot do any better than
act on the best advice you have, but the

He said that when some farmers would

get together to try to clear some lane,
cut down some huge tree before they had
a bulldozer or something like that to try

We must act thIs year. We must act advice was that we could afford to be to haul that tree off and clear the land,
wlthth the next few days and if it takes more generous than was in fact the case. they would have to cut that tree up into
Saturday to get this bill out we must get
For the past 3 years, this program has sections so that they could manage it and
It out.
been projecting insolvency because there haul it away.
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, will the is not enough revenue to fund all the
So those men would stand there all
Senator yield?
benefits.
day chopping on that tree, cutting it up
Mr. MATSUNAGA. In a mthute.
Why did not President Ford get the into sections. The tree might be 80 feet
This is the primary objective.
ththg under control while he was Presi- high. They would chop all day long,
Second, the administration Is now dent? Well, the fact was that he had chop that tree up into manageable sizes
working on a program of tax reform. all the problems on his hanth he could so that they could haul the tree away
n1ess we pass thIs bill out the adxnin- handle, and more than he could, it with their mules. That is what they
fstration will not have a basis on which turned out. He was trythg to get himself called the lick log. If some fellow wanted
to develop a new tax reform act. And If reelected, and he
in no position at to stop, and he would rest against tree
we pass thIs bill out the administration that particular moment to come in here while the others would be chopping,a they
will have a much easier task Ii develop- and recommend the sort of tax it would would say, Come up to this lick log, you
take to make the social secuiity program lazy so and so. You have to put your
ing that new tax reform bill.
So I urge my colleagues to let us act solvent for the next 75 years, as we are licks in with the rest of us."
today; if not today tomorrow; If not seeking to do.
So basically we are calling
SenIf anybody here could tell us that there ators and upon Members of theupon
tomorroW, Saturday, to get this bill out.
House of
would
be
some
thcrease
in
political
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, will the
cour- Representatives to come up to that lick
age on the part of Senators and Mem- log.
Senator yield?
You are going to have to vote for a
Mr. MATSUNAGA. I would be happy to bers of the House during the next 3 tax if this program is going to pay benemonths, or the next 4 months, then I fits for these old people, the disabled
yield to the Senator from A1abana.
Mr. ALLEN. Will the Senator explath would say by all means let us wait for people, and the widows and orphans who
how action this month as distinguished the political courage to rise to meet the were promised those benefits, and you
from action n February will contribute challenge.
had better do it any time you can.
more to the solvency of the fund InasBut knowing what the realities of life
If you can get the votes now, do it. If
much as the bill does not provide for are, I know that the nearer every Mem- you
think it would be any easier on you
any additional revenue to come thto the ber of that House gets to election, and
wait another s months until you are
Treasury before or starUng October 1 of the nearer every Senator who is running to
that much closer to the election, and
next year? Eow will action now be an next year gets to the election, the more just
those people in the House are 5
Improvement over action n February difficult he is going to find it to vote for all
months closer to the election, then I
ethce the bill does not start until Octo- the taxes to make this program solvent woild
the Senator is Just not the
ber 1 of next year?
and to fund these benefits; no matter politicalsayrealist
some of us are. The
how
politically
and
fiscally
Mr. MATSUNAGA. Well, the Senator
responsible sooner you can vote on it, the better off
that
may
be.
from Alabama remthds me of a young
we all are.
man who applied for a job. When he was
So the result is that as far as making
Mr. MATSUNAGA. The Senator from
told he would start, he was told he would the social security program fiscally solneed to start at the bottom, and he said, vent and responsible Is concerned, we Louisiana in a most interesting and per"Well, I am not concerned about that. ought to do it whenever we can. If we can suasive way has just said what can be
up n these words: What you
What about next year? What about the do it now, let us do it. If we can do It suziraned
can do today do not leave until tomoryear following? Can I look forward to a 3 months from now, do it then.
row. I think we can do it today.
Promotion and maybe some day become
But anytime you can muster enough
I would be happy to yield to the Senvice president of the firm?"
and tho6e men can find enough ator
from New York.
Well, what we are deaung with today votes,
courage to vote the taxes it takes so that
Mr. MOYNmAN I thank my distin-
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guished colleague on the committee, the

Senator from Hawaii.
Mr. President, I would simply like to

add to the observations of our distin-

guished chairman. He asked a question
as accurately as it could be put. I might
rephrase it as follows: The question is

being asked of us on the floor today,
Why do we not put this job off until
next year; Why do we not do it next
year?

The real question, Mr. President, is,

utes, with the understanding that I re- Budget Committee meeting—that there
is not going to be a waiver granted by
tain the floor.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, the point this Budget Committee, because they are
that bothersthe Senator from Kansas, opposed to the amendment. Unfortunatethe Senator from Texas, the Senator ly, it is not the Budget Act they are confrom Arizona, and other Senators who cerned about; they are opposed to the
have not heard the news, is that a num- amendment.
The Senator from Kansas is not disber of us have lost our waiver requests
in the Budget Committee. It is fine for posed to rush this bill. Frankly, I do
the chairman to stand up and say he not think it makes much difference
got what he wanted, and for other Sena- whether we vote on it today, on January
tors to stand up and say they got what 17, on February 15, on Washington's
they wanted. However, I have always Birthday. We should have an opportunbeen under the impression that in the ity to offer our amendments. If they

Why did we not do it last year? The
social security trust fund has been In- U.S. Senate a Senator had a right to lose on the floor, that is fine. We should
solvent for at least 4 years. We have offer amendments unless they were not not be shut out by some budget process
known it. We have put it off and put it germane for other such reasons. Now that is vague; my amendment is
off. Last year surely it was clear. Why
told we cannot offer amendments. cheaper, in the first years, than what
was it not done? It was because it was weI are
know what is happening in the is contained in the bill. The Budget Coman election year. Why will it not be done
next year? Because it Is also an election
year.
The measure of responsibility of thIs
body as trustees for the income of 30 million aged, frequently indigent, sometimes
minority Americans, the measure of our

Budget Committee. They are about to
turn down requests for waivers for the
amendment of the Senator from Kansas, the amendment of the Senator from

mittee did not object to what we have

might very well fail again. Those who
wish to associate themselves with the
avoidance of this responsibility today
risk - being considered persons not ca-

in an amendment today. A number of

It will be heard on the floor, but not
through the regular process. We are left

in the bill. In the first 10 years, the committee bill costs $24.8 billion, while the
amendment of the Senator from Arizona

Arizona, and the amendment of the Sen- (Mr. GOLDWATER), the Senator from
Texas, and the Senator from Kansas,
ator from Texas.
Mr. President, the issue is just not that and other Senators, would cost $24.9 bilstatute of men, as responsible persons simple.
My remarks about the Budget lion—a difference of $100 million in 10
capable of prudent foresight, is to act
Committee
are not precipiated just be- years. But somehow our amendment is
now.
We failed last year. Next year we cause I happen to be the one involved not to be heard on the floor.

Senators want to try to help some senior
citizens in this country. It is unfortunate
some members of the Budget Committee
vote in a way to influence the outcome of
pable of responsibility.
certain legislation. In the Finance ComI think the chairman and his distili- mittee
chairman indicated that we
guished associate from Nebraska, Sen- wouldthe
have a chance to bring up all
ator CURTIs, are altogether right and responsible, and if there are those of Us amendments.
We will bring up the amendments one
in this body who do not have the cour- way
or the other. If the motion to recomage to lead, if there are those here who mit the
bill fails, there are other ways to

to our own initiative and judgment as

to how we can best present this amendment to the Senate of the United States.
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. DOLE. I yield.

Mr. TOWER. I associate myself with
what the Senator from Kansas has said.
If for some reason we are barred by un-

favorable action by the Budget Compostpone action. They take longer, it mittee, or by the raising of a point of
takes more effort, but and I think I can order that Is made to lie against
speak for the Senator from Arizona— our amendments, so that we cannot get
unless there s some agreement to bring a debate and a vote upon the amendup our amendments, then we have no re- ments on their merits, then I think we
course but to discuss this bill at length have no other recourse but to keep the
from Kansas (Mr. DOLE) who, I believe, in order that the American people Senate here on this matter for the reunderstand there are some Sena- mainder of this week, all through next
is one of the cosponsors of the motion will
tors concerned about the earnings in- week, and however long it will take.
and perhaps is supporting—
come limitation. We think we ought to So I would anticipate under those cirMr. DOLE. I am not a cosponsor.

do not have the courage to lead, let us
at least have the wisdom to follow.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I shall shortly move to table the motion
to commit. but before I do so I would
not want to prevent from speaking on
the motion the distinguished Senator

have an opportunity to offer an amend- cuxnstances we will no doubt have a Satment on earning income. It appears the urday session, a Monday session, and
will be denied by the Senate perhaps a Tuesday session.
to the Senator from kansas without los- waiver
Committee, because the adminMr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President,
ing my right to the floor, with the ex- Budget
is opposed.
Will the Senator yield?
pectation of making the motion to table istration
My
amendment
was
offered
in
the
Mr. TOWER. Because on a matter of
the motion to commit.
The VICE PRESIDEN'l'. Is there ob- Finance Committee, and failed on a 9- this great importance, when we are lookvote. It was included in the presen- ing at the long-range efficacy of the
jection? The Chair hears none, and it to-9
tation that we made to the Budget Com- social security program, since we cannot
is so ordered.
Mr. HATHAWAY. Mr. President, will mittee, but then, in an arrangement get an adequate period for deliberaout by the chairman of the Sen- tion by the Budget Committee on a matthe Senator yield for a unanimous-con- worked
ate Finance Committee and the acting ter of this importance, I think, rather
sent request?
chairman, it was elim- than clear the matter just for the sake
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- Budget Committee
There are several other amend- of acting on it, we had better have some
sent that Charles Jacobs of Senator inated.
extended debate on it, and extended
MUsKIE's staff my have the privilege of ments in the same• situation—this
the floor during the debate and votes amendment, the amendment of the deliberations, and see if these amendMr. ROBERT C. BYRDs Does the Senator wish to speak? Mr. President, I yield

on the pending bill.

Senator from Delaware (Mr. ROTH), and

others.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without some
What we would hope to do by the
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. RO8ERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, amendment is raise the limitation on
as follows: to $4,000 in 1978,
could I have some understanding from earnings
$4,500 in 1979, to $5,000 in 1980, to
the Senator from Kansas as to how long to
$5,500 in 1981, and unlimited earnings in
he will speak?
Mr. DOLE. I may decide to read the 1982.
This amendment was adopted on the
180-page committee report, but the Senator from Kansas has not at this time House side by a vote of 268 to 149. There
were no budget objections ral8ed on the
decided.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Very well, I House side, but It is obvious—the Senayield the Senator not to exceed 20 mm- tor from Kansas has just attended the

ments cannot be deliberated on their
merits.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. TOWER. I do not have the floor.
Mr. DOLE. I yield to the distinguished
Senator from Arizona.

Mr. OOLDWATER. Mr. President, I
associate myself with the remarks of the

Senator from Kansas and the remarks
of the Senator from Texas. This earnings limitation amendment Is nothing
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new. I have proposed it In the last three with the distinguished ranking RepubliCongresses, and have not even been given can on the Budget Committee, who may
the courtesy of an invitation to appear vote against granting the waiver, I bebefore the committee, nor have the mem- lieve the waiver will not be approved. It
bers of the American public who are in- appears the die has been cast. The Senaterested in abolishing the earnings limi- tor from Kansas thinks the Budget Comtation. We have come out here on the mittee will resolve the matter.
floor, on an amendment like this, and I
In any event, whether the resolution is
want to read from the minority views of granted or disallowed, the Senator from
Senators CARL T. Cmis, CLIFFORD P. Kansas, in an effort to be fair with his
HANsEN, ROBERT DOLE, and PAUL LAXALT, colleagues, serves notice that unless
we
the first sentence in the eco!1d para- can offer our amendment, to discuss our
graph:
amendment for a reasonable length of
However, action should not be precipitate time3O minutes, 45 minutes, an hour—
or foolhardy.
then have a vote on the amendment, we
But that is exactly what we are doing. are prepared to speak at iength. The
This report was on my desk this morning. Senator from Kansas is not in a habit of
I have not had time to read through the such conduct, but we can learn.
Mr. NELSON. Will the Senator yield?
whole thing. Now we have the majority
-

leader standing up and trying to move

to table a m(4ion to recommit.
We have heard a lot of chatter on this
floor this afternoon about political courage. To me, it does not take any political
courage to vote for a motion to table. I
wtsh we could do away with motions to
table. Why not vote these things up or
down, in a fashion otir people understand?
I do not criticize the majority leader.
It Is certainly within his rights to move
to table. It is a Senate rule. But I do not
like to hear talk about political courage
on the part of U.S. Senators followed by
a motion—the easiest, the most cowardly
way to get out of voting on a hot measure
I have ever heard of—to lay on the table.
I agree with my friends fron Kansas

and Texas that If we are going to be

denied what I consider our right to offer
an amendment without having similar
objections made this Senator lives 2,200
miles away, but I can stay here till hell
freezes over, and I will be glad to do it
to see a decent bill passed.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, will

the Senator yield hail a minute to get
somebody on the floor?

Mr. DOLE. I yield.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that Mr. Skip Cowan
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I want to clarify the Record that the
Budget Committee has been most diligent. It met all yesterday. The day before yesterday, it got together with the
Committee on Finance, at that particular time, being asked for a formal waiver

for not only the bifi but also five or so
amendments.
Under the rules, not being allowed to

amend the waiver resolution, rather
than acting in just a unilateral fashion,
we then asked for a meeting with the
leadership and with the Finance Committee. We had that meeting. We said
we could reconunend approval for the
bin itself because the Finance Committee was doing exactly what we had re-

quested: namely, that somehow, rev-

enues be obtathed to maintain the financial stability of the social security sysMr. NELSON. I say to the Senator tem in the country. But in no way could
from Kansas that, as he knows, the Fi- we recommend approval for all these
nance Committee did recommend that a other waivers that went into $4 billion,
waiver be granted on that amendment. $8 billion, and so on, in ensuing fiscal
But the most convincing thing, as far as years, without a witness, without a
I am concerned, was i comment by the chance to hear or not hear or give any
Senator from Texas. If the Budget Com- kind of objective consideration,
mittee does not issue a waiver. I am gounderstanding is that, somehow,
ing to vote to take up the legislation, theMy
Finance Committee members
because I cannot think of anything more told that the Budget Committee waswere
arfrightful than listening to the Senator bitrary and was not going to consider
from Texa.' for a whole week. So at least them individually. The fact is that we
the Senator from Kansas ha my vote, so requested the distinguished chairman,
we can be saved from that.
with the leadership present, that we
Mr. DOLE. We will take it any way we have an opportunity to review certain
can get it, and that is very helpful.
resolutions_not only for the bill itself,
If the .Budget Committee disapproves but for the five amendments.
the resolution, we have a right to bring
Now, we were given back the resoluthat to the floor and have the full Senate tion
the Curtis amendments. We
act. We can make a recommendation; have with
acted on those. We are prepared, as
if they fail to grant a waiver, we can the distinguished Senator from Kansas
only proceed on the floor or move to dis- knows, because he was just at a meeting
charge the committee from further con- of the Budget Committee, and it was at
sideration.
request of the Senator from Kansas on
Mr. President, I hope that the Senator the Budget Committee's request that we
from Kansas has responsibly made a withhold action.
point. I don't want to hold up the bifi
he is talking about discharging
and hold up the Senate of the United theHere
coxrunittee, that the committee is
States.
job, when we are frankly
There is about as much to be said on not doing its
to the Senator from Kansas.
one side as the other on the issue of responding
He has to swlle. I wish the record
postponement. This is a very important would
a smile on the face of the
bifi. It should be fu11 understood. Those Senatorshow
from Kansas.
of us on the committee have an advanMr. DOLE. Yes.

of my staff be accorded the privilege of
the floor during the consideration of this
measure.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob- tage, because we have listened to the
distinguished Senator from Wisconsin.
jection, it 1 80 ordered.
The Senator from Kansas has the We think we understand most aspects
of the bill and all the amendments based
floor.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I will take 2 on what happens after the motion of the
distinguished majority leader, we can
or 3 addiUonal minutes.
First, I ask unanimous consent to add, then chart our course. I thank the disas additional cosponsors who were origi- tinguished Senator.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. Presinal cosponsors of this proposal, the
names of the distinguished Senator from dent—
Oklahoma (Mr. BARTLETT), the distinThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senguished Senator from Alabama (Mr. ator from West Virginia.

He said, "Let's hold up until we ac

and get a vote on recommitment. Then
we will poll the individual members of

the Budget Committee. Once polled, then

we will have reported back the official
waiver resolutions as being referred to
the Budget Committee." They wifi be
back at the desk. Then they will be sub-

ject to the action of the Senate. The
Senate can accept our recommendation;

what it is, I am not sure. We have not
acted, we have not polled the members.

But the Senate, by a vote at that parALLEN), and the minority leader, the disMr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, ticular time, can accept or reject on each
tinguished Senator from Tennessee (Mr. Lyield, without losing my right to the one
of those ofcial waiver resolutions.
BAKER).
floor, to the Senator from South CaroSo we are acting in lock step, more or
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob- lina so he may respond on the point less,
with the leadership and with the
section, it is so ordered.
made by the Senator from Kansas. Then
trying to fulfill our responMr. DOLE. Mr. President, the Senator I shall yield to the Senator from Con- membership,
sibility on the one hand and while tryfrom Kansas has indicated what he be- necticut.
th to bring to the attention of the Senlieves to be the right course of action.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I only
as Budget Committee members
Unless we can have an opportunity to now came to the floor to hear something ate—not
people what they should and
present our views and our amendment, about discharging the committee; that, telling
not do—but telling and remindwe will have no alternative. The Senator somehow, the Budget Committee Itself should
the Senate—which has a bad memfrom Kansas believes this Is a responsible was either lethargic or being obstructtve Ing
oiry, obviously—that we are about to
way to proceed. Based on a conveiat1on Or otherwlRe,
spend billions and billions of bucks in the
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out-years without a single witness or

having any idea or chance for the committee to look and give comprehensive
judgment on the total fiscal policy.

I thank. the distinguished majority

leader.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I promised to

yield to the distinguished Senator from

Connecticut for not to exceed 10 mInutes
without losing my right to the floor.
Mr. RIBICOFF. May I have order, Mr.
President?
The VICE PRESmENT. The Senate
will be in order.

S
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Also, I would like to point out for the
Information of the Members that after
months of hearings the Finance ComThe Senate continued with the consid- mittee split 9 to 9 on a key vote on this
eration of HR. 9346.
matter. So obviously, after months, they
Several Senators addressed the Chair. could not make up their minds.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator
I do not know why they are so insistent
from West Virginia.
that the Members of the Senate settle
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, will the this matter in 1 or 2 days.
Senator allow the Senator from OklaThe reason for my motion Is to give
homa to make a very brief statement be- some time to consider the matter so that
SOCIAL SECURIT? FINANCING
AMENDMENTS OF 1VTI

fore the tabling motion is made?
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. How long will
the Senator be?
Mr. BELLMON. Two minutes.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,

I yield to the Senator from Oklahoma for
2 mInutes without losing my right to the
floor.
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, the mo-

we come to the best possible solution.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President.
does any other Senator wish to address
himself to the matter before us before I
ni'ove to table?

Mr. BAKER addressed the Chair.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I yield to the
distinguished minority leader.

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I will take
tion when drafted referred to HR. 5322. only a moment.
That bill ras now been substituted, or has
I intend to vote to table the motion to
had HR. 9346 substituted for it.
recommit. share many of the same conI ask unanimous consent that that cerns others have expressed and I am
change in the motion be made, the mo- frank to say that yesterday my view
tion referred to HR. 9346.
might have been very different. My view
The VICE PRESIDENT. The motion yesterday might have been to recommit.
simply reads, the pending bill, and It Is in to give us an opportunity to look at this
the correct form.
matter further. We are now almost 2
Mr. BELLMON. I appreciate that cor- days into this measure, and for that rearection.
son I am inclined to think that we should
Mr. President, I would like to try to go ahead and finish the consideration of
straighten out what I am afraid is a mis- this bill. Therefore, I will vote to table
conception here on the Senate floor.
the motion to recommit.
This action I have taken, the motion
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, will the SenI Introduced, was taken on my own ini- ator yield?

tiative. It has nothing to do with the
work of the Budget Committee, In fact,

I have not talked with the members. I

do not know how those individual mershers will vote.

Mr. BAKER. I yield.
Mr. DOLE. Will the Senator from Ten-

nessee agree that some of us who are
shut out from offering our amendments

should have an opportunity to

offer

I introduced this motion simply be- them?
cause I feel a bill of this importance and
Mr. BAKER. I think the Senator from
a bill as complicated as this is should Kansas knows that I have tried my best
not be considered in such a hasty manner to get the Budget Committee to grant a

and that the Members of the Senate waiver so that the Senator can offer the
need time to consider what the impact is

amendment, of which I am a cosponsor.
As a matter of fact, if this bill were reI also want to say that I have no criti- committed, there would be no opportucism for the way the Finance Committee, nity to do that.
or the chairman of that committee, has
The Senator from Kansas knows that
operated as far as the Budget Committee I intend to support his amendment, and
is concerned. He was totally cooperative I will do so as enthusiastically as I can.
and everything as far as those two comI see the Senator from Arizona here.
mittees' relationship is concerned is He has a similar amendment of which I
strictly first class.
am a cosponsor, nd I will support it.
So I hope nothing I have said or done
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator
here in any way Infers any criticism of rom West Virginia is recognized.
the relationship between those commit—
Mr. THtJRMOND. Mr. President, will
tees.
the Senator yield?
We have enough problems, necessarily.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. How long
We certainly do not need more. We do would the Senator like to speak?
not need to bring up more.
Mr. THTJRMOND. Half a minute.
I wanted to make that clear for the
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I yield to the
record.
distinguished Senator from South CaroThe waivers that the Finance Commit- lina.
tee requested have been granted I think
Mr. THURMOND. I wish to ask a
in a timely way. There is no reason this question. I have an amendment to this
before we vote.

matter cannot move ahead on that ac- bill. I am going to vote to act on the
count.
bill now. I think we would make a misBut my reason is that I feel this proc- take to delay action. We must allay the
ess is hasty, not orderly, and a matter fears of the millions of people who are
of this Importance deserves time for the on social security and assure them that
Members to fully understand what we something is going to be done. At the
are doing and to know what is in the same time, it seems to me that we should
bill and what is In the report.
have the time to offer these reasonable
I simply wanted to point out that I amendments.
I have an amendment that concerns
am not acting as the ranking member
of the Budget Committee, but simply as a very small class of veterans who are
the Senator from Oklahoma.

caught in a peculiar situation.

It s
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that should be remedied as ment.s, If we must go against the Budget
soon as possible. All I want to know is Committee, and let the amendments be
whether I will have a chance to offer disposed of on their merith.
that amendment.
In the long run, I do not think we are
something

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. The answer going to solve the problem Involving the
"Yes," I say to the distinguished Dole amendment by just postponing It beSenator from South Carolina.
cause of a technicality or denying someMr. THTJRMOND, I thank the Sena- body the right to have it come to a vote.
tor very much.
It seems to me that we should cooperate,
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, will however we must, and I hope it will be
the majority leader yield so that I may on a straight up and down matter inask a question of the minority leader? volving the resolution that the Budget
It will not take more than 10 seconds. Committee will report. We should coopMr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I yield not erate, and I will do my best to. cooperate,
to exceed 2 minutes to the Senator from to see that every Senator has a chance
New Mexico for that purpose.
to offer his amendment.
Mr. DOMENICI. I think the minority
I fully realize how Senators feel when
leader knows how much I respect him. they have an amendment and believe
is,

I disagree on this Issue, but I wonder they can muster a majority vote, and
what has made the difference. What has
they are told they cannot have a
caused the d1fference between yesterday then
because of a technicality or because
afternoon at 5:30 and this afternoon at vote
the Budget Committee or because of
3:30? What has caused the Senator from of
something
I will do everything In
Tennessee to tell us yesterday he would my power else.
to
see
those Senators
have voted to recommit and today that such as Mr. DOLEthat
who wish to offer
he will not? What happened?
have an opportunity to do
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, my good amendments,
and we will vote on them and do
friend and distinguished colleague from so,
must be done, if the Senate sees
New Mexico, who is such an addition to what
fit
to
go
and fulfill its duty of
this side of the aisle and who has been in trying toforward
see
that
social security
league with me on many issues, knows program is funded. this
That is so important
that I have the highest affection and that we should try to
do it any time we
regard for him.
Mr. DOMENICI. That does not have
anything to do with the question.
[Laughter.]
Mr. BAKER. The Senator knows that
what I am about to say has no bearrng
on his views on this subject or my owi].
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ing burden of respectable advice—headed

by Mr. Robert Ball, the Commissioner
of Social Security, and others, to the effect that we could afford it. They said we
should adopt these so-called dynamic assuniptions. Those dynamic assumptions
proved to be too dynamic—more dynamic
than we could afford. So we found our-

selves in the situation we are in today.
Mr. BELLMON. Is the Finance Committee taking Mr. Ball's advice on this
bill?

Mr. LONG. On this bill, we are taking
the advice of all the experts we can. We

are taking the advice of everybody In
the Department, including Secretary
Califano, and our own experts.
I believe that if the Senator seeks the
advice of his committee staff—that is,
if he starts with Miss R1vIln and works

his way down; if he takes the burden

of the best advice that staff can muster,
and he has some very fine experts, they
will tell him that we must do something
like this whenever we can or this program will not be solvent.
Mr. BEIJLMON. All we are asking is
that we have time to consult those experts and find if this bill is the best we

cari do.
Mr. LONG. The Senator's experts have

been advising us that this bill should be

can; and I believe we have a better passed; so have our experts been advischance to do it now than 6 months from ing us that this bill should be passed;

now.

Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, Will the

Senator yield for a question?

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I yield for
purpose.
The reason, I say to the distinguished that
Mr. BELLMON. The Senator raises the
Senator from New Mexico, is that I point
that we got the social security prochanged my mind. [Laughter.]
gram in this shape by hasty action In
Mr. DOME?rICI. I am delighted, and I 1972. I am concerned that if we take
thank the Senator for his frankness.
the same kind of action now, we will
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator regret it later.
from West Virginia.
Mr. LONG. The action we took in
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the Sen- 1972 was not hasty action. It was thorator yield?
oughly considered. But the action was
ill-advised. Frankly, nobody cou'd have
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I yield.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, let me say done any better at the time.
At that time, the Advisory Committee
this in all good faith to those who serve
on the Budget Committee and those who on Social Security said we could afford
a 2Opercent increase and an automatic
serve on all the other committees.
increase provision. They
I really believe that part of the re- cost-of-living
sponsibility Is that Congress voted to be were advising us that we could afford
too generous. There was a floor amend- what that amendment provided when it
was offered on the floor by the Senator
ment offered here that put us in that from
Idaho (Mr. Cimcii), on behalf of
position in 1972. Now we have to cover the Committee
on Aging, We went along
the unfunded part of this social security
with it, and I supported it, as did almost
program whenever we can do it.
other Senator here, becaise the
We can come nearer to mustering the every
Commissioner of Socia' Security and all
votes now than if we wait 6 months, when those who always had been able to give
one-third of the Senate and every Mem- us very solid and reliable predictions nd
ber of the House will be that much closer cost estimates said this was something
to having to run for reelection. It is a we could afford. I hate to say it, but the
difficult thing for Congress to measure best experts in America proved to be in
up to, but we can come nearer to doing error. That is how we got into this situit now than we will later.
ation.
With regard to the Budget Act, I sort
Mr. BELLMON. It was a floor amendof like the idea that the Budget Commit- ment, brought up on the floor, after the
tee can sometimes protect the Finance bill came out of committee, and was not
Committee and help us defend against an carefully considered.
amendment that is going to cost a great
Mr. LONG. That amendment was
deal of money. If the motion to postpone voted on in the Committee on Finance.
is defeated and a motion to table carries, Many of u& voted for it in the commitI believe that, in good faith, in order to tee, but it failed. I voted for it in the
get on with the business, those of us on committee. It was offered on the floor,
the Finance Comjnittee should support but there was a lot of respectable adthose who want to offer their amend- vice—in fact, I would say the overwhelm-

and so has every expert in the Depart-

ment been advising us that this bill
should be passed.

All we are talking about is that Sen-

ators and Members of the House should
overcome their reluctance to vote for a
big tax and overcome the political burd-

en implicit in all that, to muster whatever it takes to vote the tax to make this

program solvent.
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for an additional question?
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I yield for that
purpose.

Mr. BELLMON. Just to be sure my
facts are right, I am told that the trust
funds at the end of this year, December 31, 1977, the combined trust funds,
will have a balance of $46.1 billion and
that a year later, on December 31, 1978,
those trust funds still will have a total of
$43 billion remaining.

I cannot understand the reason for the
rush. If the fund is going broke, certainly

we should do something as quickly as
poisible.

We have months or even years to consider this matter before we have to move
in such a hasty fashion.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, it was a

Seiator from Oklahoma, the late Robert
S. Kerr, who insisted that disability in-

surance should be a separate program
and a separate fund. Shortly after the
end of next year that program will go
broke. A few years later, in 1983, the old

age and survivors insurance fund runs

out of money. The Senator says why can
we not wait until then? For one thing, if
we wait we are going to have a $1 billion

increase in burden because of that Supreme Court decision on equal rights

which is going to load a lot of people on
the rolls who do not belong there—which
would not happen if this bill becomes law
now.
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It Is a $1 billion windfall that no one
ever intended because of the Supreme
Court decision. I am not chAtlPnging
their decision now. Now that we know
what it s this bill adJusts for it. That
Is No.1.

No.2. it is pur&y a matter of what time

does the Senator think we can muster
most political courage In the House of
Representatives and the Senate? In the

Senate one-third of our Members run for
reelection next year. The nearer we get

to thai election, the tougher it Is going
to be'or those Senators to vote for this
bill even though they know that Is a matter of fiscal responsibility.
In the House of RepresentaUves every

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
enough; we have not had the committee
will the Senator yield?
report long enough."
Mr. LONG. I yield.
I have been looking down the rollcall.
Mr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. President, will
and I will not embarrass anyone, but an
hour and a half ago on a veterans' bill the distinguished Senator yield for 30
that Is going to cost hundreds and hun- 3eCOnds?
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I yield to tJe
dreds of millioiis if not billions of dollars
there was no hearing at all, as there was Senator from Hawaii.
Mr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. President, I
on social security. There was no committee report at afl. There was 24 hour&' urge my colleagues to vote "yea" on the
notice, and we passed it 68 to 20 with the tabling motion.
As a member of the Finance Commitsame Senators who are now saying,
"Send thIs back for more studies," being tee, who has had the great privilege of
part of the 68. I must say I am proud to serving under the chairman who today
say I was not part of the 68. 1 was part is celebrating his 39th birthday for the
29th time by working for the American
of the 20.

Mr. MOROAN. Mr. Presidents. will the peOple, I say happy birthday, Russ.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
man over there has to seek reelection Senator yield?
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, if the Sen- I shall shortly move to table the motion
next year. There are 435 of them.. And
the nearer we push those men to election ator will let me say it, this Is a big tax. to recommit. I do that for at least three
the more difficult it Is going to be for If you want to fund the obligation and reasons.
One, the problems that the system
take these dear old people, disabled peothem to vote for this bifi.

My point is that we should hsve voted ple, and widows and orphans who have faces today have alre&Iy been analyzed
a right to expect that Congress Is going by the board of trustees of the social
to fulfill the promise it made to them security trust fund in its 1977 report to
in the Social Security Act, if you want Congress. The board has informed us

the taxes 3 years ago, we should have
voted them 2 years ago, and we should
have voted them last year. But for one
reason or another, such as the fact that

to take them out of that place of in- that the disability insurante trust fund
will be exhausted in 1979 and the old age
and survivors trust fund will be dep1eted In 1983.
In that regard, Mr. President, I ak

President Ford had a tough race coming security they are in with an unfunded
up—and it proved to be a very tough program and you want to put the money
race—and because of things of that sort up as was always in the past, so that
what has been promised theni will be
we could not do it then.
When can we ever do It? We have a paid for out of taxes that the American
chance right now. No one right now has people will make good, not by Inflation,
a tough race on his hands. Next year they but by taxes to pay for the benefits, you
will all have opponents beginning to en- are going to have to vote for a big tax,
ter the field and announcing their candi- and there it Is right there in this bifi.
dacy against many and sundry people for The more you study it the tougher it
is going to get and the longer you study
the jobs next year.
We could come nearer pasthg it right it the tougher it is going to get. But at
some point you are going to have to
now than at any other time.
Let me ask, as a matter of political march up the hill and find 51 votes to
reality, can anyone here mu8ter more pass that tax. Otherwise, this program
courage to vote for a great big tax 6 wifi have to be funded by hot checks out
months from now when we are 6 months of the Treasury where the purchasing
power of the money goes tiown as fast
closer to an election than right now?
That Is as strong a eason as I can as they print the money. Sooner or later
figure out why we should do it any time we are going to have to find a way to
fund what we have promised the Ameriwe can.
We could come nearer passing it right can people. It Is not going to be any easier
now as a matter of political reality than Just because you postpone that tough
decision.
we can 6 months or a year from now.
I believe that our proper course now
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, will the
Is to act and to act now to protect the
Senator yield for an observation?
Mr. LONG. I yield to the Senator for financial soundness of the social security
system. The alternate course, which Is
an observation.
Mr. NELSON. We have been trying to one of procrastination and delay, can
find out how much it would cost if we only contribute to a loss oI faith by the
delayed, and the Senator was suggesting American people in Congress.
The second reason why I make this
$1 billion, that it would cost $1 billion
because of the Supreme Court decision, motion and urge Senators to support the
with the increase in the replacement rate motion to table Is the fact that the Presithat Is going on, as well as the retroac- dent when he considers whatever tax
tive benefits. The actuaries have been initiatives he wishes to present to Conworking on it for some time now and esti- gress next year needs before him the
mate that If we wait until March—the Impact of the social security flna.ncbig
resolution here Is February—If we wait measure and the bupact of the energy

until March and It would probably be tax bill, which has been passed by the
Februry before we get it through, the Senate and which is in conference with
additional cost to the fund would be the House of Representatives.
$1,200000,000, and that alone is far too
Before the President can make a reamuch Just to postpone consideration of sonable judgment aa to what proposals
this bifi and go back and take another to send to Congress with reference to
look at it and pass what we started out taxes next year, he needs both of these
with in the first place.
matters before him. He needs to know
I might say thIs, if the Senator will what the impact upon the economy will
allow me a moment, that there Is a nice be. Until he has both of these measurea
piece of irony here in the fact that many before him, he will not be in a good posiSenators have been standing up and tion to formulate wha*ever decs1ons he
saying, "Oh. we have to study It further.; fee's he has to make In regard to the
we have not had the hearing record long proposals that he will aubinit.

unanimous consent to print In the

RECORD a letter which I have received
from the President of the United States.
dated November 3.

There being no objection, the letter

was ordered to be printed in the RCORo.
as follows

TUE Wrnl'E HOUsE.

Wa.shi,lgton, D.C., November 3. 1977.
Hon. ROBERT C. BYRD.

Majority Leaoer, U.S. Senate.
Washington, D.C.

To ScATOR RoBTtr BYRD Enactment of
strong social aecurity financing bill
essential thts year.

t

To svoid unacceptably high oosts to the
system and unacceptably high taxes on to.

y's workers, the legislation should retain
a reasonable earned income limitation for
social security beneficar1es and should tndude financing provlsiona such aa the socalled Nelson compromtse. I hope that the
Senate will take Into account my concerns
n this regard.

Sincerely.

JIMMY Caaz

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. Presi-

dent, I shall read merely the fist
sentence.
Enactment of a sông social security ünancing bill LB essential this year.

Mr. President, the third reason why I

shall move to table this motion lies in the

fact that now is the time to act. Next

February we will have the same problems

that we have now except they will be
compounded.

There will be those who will say "Wo
still have not had time enough to study.'
We will have more legislation than we
can adequately deal with next February
without this problem. We will have the

Panama Canal Treaty; we will have
whatever tax initiatives the President

decides to send up to Congress; we will
have the regular appropriation bills we

have to cope with every year; we will
have to meet the same Budget Act deadlines with respect to the reporting of

bills and the reporting of legislation
that provldp for new obligational au-
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thority; we will have all of those dead- February if Senators genuinely want to expert advice we had, was that if we did
lines to meet. So we are not lessening debate it. We do not have to close up not do it in the Committee on Fmance It
our problem by delaying this one until shop Saturday night. We can continue would be done on the floor. Indeed, we did
next February.
to act on this measure. It s th unfln- not do it in the Committee on Finance
I say, Mr. President, that Senator shed business, and it will be the un- and, indeed, it was done on the floor.
Loiqo has put his finger right on the crux flnshed business until it is disposed of.
I do not think the solution we are offerof the matter. Next February there will
If the Senate wants to dispose of it by ing to the American people today is all
be those who will be facing a filing dead- committing it that s one way to ds- that good. I would be inclined, if I
line back In their States; those who have pose of it. If the Senate wants to dispose thought that a better equilibrium could
to run for reelection will be facing a of it by tabling, that s one way to dis- result, if a better sense of balance could
1Ing deadline. They will want to wait pose of it. But it will not be disposed of occur, to postpone the decision. But I
until after the filing deadline before they by virtue of the majority leader Satur- think there Is a lot to what my distinshowdown on these taxes.
day evening saying, "Well, we are just
chairman has said, that if we put
After we pass the filing deadline they going to put it off until next year." You guished
it off until next spring we probably will
Will want to wait until after the State can just forget that.
not come up with as good a solution as
Primaries before they showdown on these
I would hate to see tomorrow morn- we have right now.
taxes.
ing's headlines say, "Senate shelves sonot happy with it. I did not vote
Then, of course, alter the State pri- cial security financing bill." How many of forI am
it, but I am going to vote to table
maries they will want to wait until alter you want to be responsible for that head- the motion
of the distingWshed Senator
the fall elections because the argument line? How many of you want to respond
will be then, "Well, the trust fund"—the to the letters that will come to you then? from Oklahoma because I am fearful,
being the kind of political nimals we
argument will run like thls—"Well, the
We have a responsibilty to face up to
trust fund, the disability trust fund, this question. The committee has faced all are, that we probably will be less inwon't be exhausted until 1979, so let us up to the question. If we need more time dined in February to do the honest and
wait until next year."
we can have it. But in any event do not decent and long-range good thing that I
80, Mr. President, let us have away commit this till; committing it means regret we have not done until now.
So I say with a sense of sadness, with
with this urging we have for procrasti- killing it, that s exactly what it means.
a
sense
of frustration, that I will support
natf on and delay. I am one of tho€e who
If we wait until next February we will
the motion to table the motion of the
often vote on legislation without having be waiting until February 1979.
had time to study the committee report,
So, Mr. President, I yield 2 mInutes, distingWshed Senator from Oklahoma

without having had time to study the before I move to table the motion, to
bill. Every Senator in this body s put the Senator from Wyoming.
Into that position from time to time, so
Mr. HANSEN. I thank the dstinthere s nothing unique, there s nothing guished majority leader.
new, about this particular situation.
Mr. President, I have been tied up in a
There are those who say, 'Why rush couple of conferences today, and I have

not because I do not think he s right,
bu precisely because I fear that come

next spring we will be even more conscious of the illusion that we continue
to perpetuate on Americans, that if we
do not tax them, but if we continue to
pay them more and more benefits, we

the bill?" Well, we have all of tomorrow, not been able to be on the floor to parwe have all day Saturday, and if we stay ticipate like I would have liked to have are good guys.
I thank my leader.
here until the close of business on Satur- done on this bill.

day on this bill, that will make a total
of 4 days we will have spent on it. If
Senators want to consider the bill further, the Senate has been promised by
the distinguished minority leader and
me there will be no floor action next
week in the Senate. But no such promise

THE SOCIAL SECtrRrry TAX DILL
Let me say I voted for the CurUs
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I oppose
amendment. Let me say I am dsappointed that the Senate of the United this legislation. I will vote to recommit
States seems to continue in the belief, it because it provides for a huge tax inthe mistaken conviction, that we can crease—one of the largest In history—

fool all of the people all of the time.

and a highly regressive tax, at that. The

There s no question at all but what social security tax, like the sales tax,
was made with respect to the week of inflation s one of the very major and fat1s hardest on those less able to pay.
the 13th through the 19th.
I recognize that the Social Security
increasingly difficult problems facing
I urge Senators not to commit this bill, this country. There s an uneasiness in System must remain solvent. But I had
because if we do it means we have wasted the business community. The stock mar- hoped that it would be possible to fashion
2 whole days here in delay. Senators ket s dropping steadily. I do not know a bill that would not only meet the fiscal
could have called up amendments, and what it has done today, but generally needs of social security, but also accomwe would be putting the bill back into the attitude of the typical businessman plish other objectives as well.
the committee until next February. For s that this Is not a very good economic
For example, this country needs a

what? For additional delay.
I would say, Mr. President, if we want
some additional time to debate the bill,
we can have it. We do not have to commit the bill. It s the tmflnshed business,

and if action s not completed on it by

the close of business Saturday, it will be
the business before the Senate when the

climate.
much-improved comprehensive medical
We are worried about jobs. It has been program for the elderly, the handicapped,

pointed out earlier today, from what I
have been told, that one of the things
that s wrong with the approach we are
now taking s that it 5 going to make it
more difficult to employ men, to generate
the kind of income that can result in

8enate convenes on November 14, a more jobs.
week from this coming Monday.
I was not on the Committee on FiIf they want additional time, ad the
too long before 1972, but I recall
Senate has not completed action on the nance
bill during that week, the dstlngu1shed that when we were talking about the
minority leader and I have assured Senators that the week of Thanksgiving we
will have no floor action, but on November 28, Monday, this bill will still be the
unfinished business. If Senators wish to
continue to debate until that time they

and the poor. We need a program that
eliminates the gaps that now exist between coverage under medicare and medicaid.
I feel that medicare should be removed

from the social security trust fund and
financed, Instead, through general revenues. Medicaid s already financed this
way, and the two should be blended into

a uniform system. General revenues

Church amendment there seemed to me come mainly from the income tax, so
to be a consensus, and I think the RECORD that the financing would be made prowill- reveal that a majority of us voted, gressive in nature, rather than regres-

against the so-called Church amendment. But there were others who did

sive.

If we were to remove medicare from

not, and it was said that one of the social security as part of a general over-

that was bound to happen—and I haul, it would lift a big burden from the
may do so. But whatever they do, the things
know the dlstinglushed Vice President at social security trust fund. That, in turn,
question of committal should not be de- that time, as I recall, was on the Com- wouk make it possible for us to lower
cided on the point that we are rushing mittee on Finance, and I suspect he too sub€tantially the rate increase contemIt through, that we are ramming

it down may recall—it was observed that the rea- plated by this bill.
the throath of the Senate.
son why the Committee on Finance ought
Accordingly, I will cast my vote to
There Is plenty of thne to debate this to vote to give these extra beneflt that commit this bill, and if the motion carbill without putting It over until next now come back to plague u, despite the ries, I will introduce legislation designed
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NOT VOTING—9
to accomplish these objectives soon after
Pearson
Inouye
Bumpers
Congress reconvenes next year.
Scbml&t
Mcclellan
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator Culver
Scott
MuRkie
from West Virginia.
the
motion
to
lay
on
the table the
So
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, motion
agreed to.
to
recommit
was
I move to lay the motion to commit on
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I move to
the table, and I ask for the yeas and reconsider
the vote by which the motion
nays.
agreed to.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there a suf- was
LONG. Mr. President, I move to
ficient second? There Is a sumcient sec- layMr.
that
motion on the table.
ond.
motion
to lay on the table was
The
The yeas and nays were ordered.
agreed
to.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question
is on agreeing to the motion of the Sen-

ator from West Virginia to lay on the
table the motion of the Senator from

Oklahoma to commit the bill. The yeas

and nays were ordered, and the clerk will
call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.
Mr. SPARKMAN (when his name was
called). Mr. President, on this vote I have
a pair with the Senator from Maine (Mr.
Mimicn). If he were present and voting,
he would vote "nay." If I were at liberty
to vote, I would vote "yea." Therefore, I
withhold my vote.
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that the
Senator from Arkansas (Mr. BUMPERS),
the Senator from Iowa (Mr. CLARK), the
Senator from Iowa (Mr. CImvER), the
Senator from Hawaii (Mr. IN0UTE), and

the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. McCLELLAN) are necessarily absent.

I also announce that the Senator fvom
Maine (Mr. MtsKIE) Is absent because of
illness.

I further announce that, if present

and voting, the Senator from Iowa (Mr.
CLARK) would vote "yea."

Mr. STEVENS. I announce that the

Senator from Kansas (Mr. PEARsON) and

the Senator from New Mexico (Mr.
ScHMI) are necessarily absent.
I also announce that the Senator from
Virginia (Mr. ScoTT) is absent on official
business.

The result was announced—yeas 54,

nays 36, as follows:

rRollcall Vote No. 614 Leg.J
YEAS—54

Anderson
Baker
Bayh
Bentsen
Burdick
Byrd,

Haskell
Hathaway
Hollings
Huddieston
Humphrey
Jackson

Harry F. Jr. Javits
Byrd, Robert C. Johnston
Kennedy
Cannon
Cranston
Laxalt
Long
Curtis
Magnuson
Dole
Mathia&
Durkin
Matsunaga
Eastland
McGovern
Ford
McIntyre
Olenn
Gravel
Meicher
Hansen
Metzenbaum
Moynha1i
Hart

Nelson

Nunn
Pell
Percy
Proxmire
Randolph
Ribicoft
Riegle
Sarbanes
Stafford

Stennis

Stone
Talmadge
Thurmond
Williams
Young
Zorinsky

NAYS—36

Bartlett

Domentct
Eagleton
Oarn
Goldwater

Case

Hatch
Hatfield

Danforth

Heinz
Helms
Leshy
Lugar

Abourezk
Allen

Bellmon
Biden
Brooke
Chafee
Chiles
Church

DeConctni

OrtMn

Eayaawa

McClure
Metcalf
Morgan
Packwood
Roth
Saaser
Schwetker
Stevens
Stevenson
Tower
Wallop
Weicker

PRESENT AND GIVING A LIVE PAIR. AS
PREVIOU8LY RECOBDED.—1
Sparkman, for.
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Mr. DANFORTH. That Is ab6olutely
The effect of this amendment would
be to provide a 10-percent reduction in correct. I think this is a very, very imsocial security tax rates for State and portant point to be made. Social security
local governments and not-for-profit taxes are going up on everybody no matter what we do in this bill. If we follow
employers beginning January 1980.
The reason for the beginning date in the Ne]son proposal the social security
January of 1980 Is to address myself to a

taxes are going up. If we follow the Cur-

problem with the Budget Act. I do not tis proposal socialsecurity taxes are gowant to be subject to a point of order. ing up. If we do nothing social security
Originally, this amendment would have taxes are going up very considerably and.
provided for a ;efundable tax credit pay- particularly, on this last group of emable to State and local governments and ployers.
If we do absolutely nothing, nothing
nonprofit employers equal to 10 percent
at all, in this bill in 1979 State and local
of their total social security liability.
But for reasons having to do with the governments and not-for-profit orgaBudget Act, I have now modified my pro- nizations will be paying $2.9 billion in
poeal in the amendment I will send to social security taxes more than they are
the desk which will provide for a simple now because of base increases and rate
reduction equal to 10 percent of the per- increases that are already programed in
centage tax rate which would otherwise existing law to take place at that time.
Mr. RIBICOFF. I wonder if I could
be applied to all those classes of emhave the appraisal of the Senator from
ployers beginning in 1980.
'In 1979 thIs group of employers would Missouri as to what happens with his
not be subject to the tax increase, social particular group of employers if they
security tax increase, which we are now have to pay this increase in social
security taxes?
considering in this particular bill.
Mr. DANFORTH. I think that It is
Mr. RIBICOFF. I wonder if my distinguished colleaie, Mr. President, Important to recognize that this group
of employers very often s existing on a
would yield for a few questions?
very slim margin. I think anyone who
Mr. DANFORTH. Certainly.
Mr. RIBICOFF. First, I want to com- read8 the newspapers understands the
mend the Senator from Missouri for hs fact that many city goverrments and
understanding of the seriousness of this many school districts are having a very
problem and hs hard work in bringing difficult time right now. What is happenabout this amendment. I am privileged ing, for example, in New York City Is

to be a cosponsor with him. But there are something that the Senate has concerned
a few questions that should be answered, itself about in the past.
We read in last weekend's newspapers
it seems to me.
Would this amendment in any way re- that Toledo, Ohio, which I guess fortu-

duce any taxes paid below the current nately for it is not part of the social
8ecurity system, had to close its public
obligations?
Mr. DANFORTH. The answer to that schools last week.
question is, no. No employer will be paySimilarly, the YMCA here in Wash-

mg less taxes in 1979 than he did .fl
1978. No employer under this amendment
would pay less taxes in ay year after
1980 than he didin 1979.
That question was raised to me by

ington, D.C. operates at a deficit of about

$50,000 a year, and has for the last 7
years.

So we have a group of governmental
and not-for-profit organizations
some people who were interested in the Units
very frequently are operating on a
amendment, and we have specifically which
very slim margin, and it is on that group
drafted the amendment to absolutely
employers that, with or without this
provide that there is not going to be any of
bill,
we are about to impose a very large
windfall for anybody. Nobody ia going increase
in liability.
to be better off than he was in 1979.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Is it not true that
As a matter of fact, as a class, this there
a very different situation as beoup of• employers, governmental em- tweenisthe
private, for-profit employer
ployers, and eleemosynary employers, s
going to be suffering a tremendous an- and the type of employer involved in this
crease n social security tax liability be- amendment? Is there not a benefit that
the private for-profit employer receives
tween now and the decade from now.
In 1976, last year, this group of em- that this type employer does not receive,
ployers paid $6.6 billion in social secu- and will the Senator please explarn the
rity tax ]inbility. That amount would be impact on both employers?
Mr. DAN1ORTH. Yes. If an employer
increased in 1987 to an estimated $21.6
billion or a total increase of 227 percent ts -in a profitmaking enterprise and e
-

if we do noting. If we do agree to this pays social security taxes, the anount
amendment, Instead of having the in- that he pays in social 8ecurity taxes may
creased social security tax liability !or be -recouped from Federal income taxes
this class of employers go up 227 percent, by way of deductions. Social security

taxes paid are a deductible expense from
it would only go up 197 percent.
Mr. RIBICOFF. The Nelson amend- the income taxes -of a private, profitment, which addresses the same problem, making enterprise.
The Senate conUnued wath the con- does
it give the same type of relief as
Obviously, this group of employers i&
sideration of H.R. 9346.
not profitmaklng and does not pay FedMr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, at the given other groups?
Mr. DANFORTH. I am sorry, I missed eral income taxes, and therefore it is not
appropriate time I wifi send to the desk
abae to recoup any portion of the tax
an amendment which Is cosponsored by the question.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Is it not true that only increase.
Senators RIEIcon', Az.x.EN, AsDIRS0N,
It is said, "Well, it is an advantage to
BAXER, EAGLTO1I. Foat, LAXALT, HATnzLD, a small part of the huge thcreaae In
MATSUNAGA. PAowooD. Doii, Luc* nd taxes these groups will pay will remain this group of employers that they do not
SCHMITT.
have to pay income taxes7
as hi the Nelson proposal?
SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING
AIVYENI)MENTS OF 1977
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That Is absolutely true; It Is a tremendous advantage that Congress, In its wisdom, has given this group of employers.
But it Is also true that this group of employers, as previously stated, Is operating

of the Senator from Connecticut, who
served so ably on the Senate Finance
Committee and who participated In
hearings on this bifi and In the markup
on it, and is very familiar with the de-
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I think anyone who has any close connection t all with colleges and universities knows the very serious financial dlf..

ficulties they are are in right now. I am
told some 16 unIversities are now charging annual room, board, and tuition of
$7,000 a year or more per student, which
has the effect of pricing middle income
families, particularly families with more
than one child, out of education in those
would not create a windfall for anyone. institutions.
Nobody, no employer, is going to be betYet what we are now saying, as a reter off as a result of this amendment sult not Just of this bill but of what Is
than he Is now. No employer, as a result already programed In the law, Is that
of this amendment, is going to be better we are going to Impose a very suboff m 1980 than In 1979.
stantial Increase in social security tax
Agam, as a class of employers, State liability on colleges and universities.
and local governments and not-for-profit
The University of Texas—and I see

on a very thin margin, and therefore tails of what is involved.
what we are about to do to this group of
I think that particularly m view of a
employers Is about twice as harsh as letter which was sent out by Secretary
what we are about to do to the profit- Califano last night, it Is Important to
making employers.
recognize the fact that this proposal
A profitmakthg employer, if it is a corporation and makes more than $0,000 a
year, has a marginal Income tax rate of

48 percent. That means that for every

dollar in social security taxes paid, they
get a deduction which Is worth 48 cents.
That does not apply, obviously, to notfor-profit employers.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I thank
the Senator from Missouri. I share his
belief that it is time to provide meaningful aid to our States and localities and to
nonprofit organizations. I am pleased to

organizations are going to witness, In the the Senator from Texas (Mr. BENTSEN)
period of a decade, a 227-percent increase on the floor—between 1976 and 1979,
In their social security tax bifi. What we will have an Increase in its social security
are saying is that 227 percent Is too tax liability equal to $2.92 million a
much. We cannot afford to do everything year.
be a cosponsor of thi amendment and for them. We cannot afford to hold them
One 'Midwestern university reports
I urge its adoption.
absolutely harmless. But what we can do that its social security tax liability in
is
reduce
the
percentage
of
their
social
Mr. President, I believe that it Is time
1979 will be $2,281,000 more than it was
to provide some relief from Increasing security taxes by 10 percent, so that, for last year. Washmgton University In the
-

example, If they were paying a 7-per- city of St. Louis will have its social secent social security tax, It Is reduced curity tax liability increased by a little
and schools. This group of employers wifi to 6.3 percent.
over $1.5 million. This Is Just the social
auffer a tripling of their social security
The result of this move would be that security tax liability, In addition to all
tax liability over the next 10 years—a $15 over the next decade, instead of expe- other problems universities are having
billion tax increase. They cannot pass riencing a 227-percent increase, they with the increased cost of energy and in.thls through. They cannot have the bur- would experience only a 197-percent In- flation in general.
den offset by the Federal Treasury. They crease, which in and of Itself is very
The University of Missouri at Colummust face the decision of whether to re- substantial.
bia will have its social security tax liaduce services, cut back on wages and emThere is a temptation here to talk only bility in 1979 increased to a point where
ployees, or pull out of the social security in terms of aggregate employers and In it will be more than $3 million more
social security tax burdens to our State
and local governments and our charities

system.
terms of great generalities. When I came than it was in 1976.
These are not fat organizations. We are over to the Senate floor yesterday and
These figures are just 1979. This is

all aware of the constant state of fiscal engaged in a colloquy with the Senator
cilsis of our cities and States. They are from Wisconsin (Mr. NELSON) on this
forced to cut back on services every day. subject, he said, in essence, "Well, the
Do we want to add to that?
value of the dollar Is shrinking anyhow
Private, for-profit employers receive because of inflation, and when you consome offset against their social security sider what is going to happen 10 years
tax liability. They do not bear the entire from now, it really does not matter that
burden. In 1979 they wifi receive an esti- much."
mated $23 billion in offset. The Danlorth
Mr. President, the fact is that it does
proposal would give State and local gov- matter that much. It does matter a great

just the Imniediate problem. This Is not
the problem extended with all of the rate
increases and all of the base Increases

that we have programed into the law
between now and the year 2000. The
problem wifi get worse, not better.

All that is being said In this amendment is that we are putting too much of
a squeeze on this group of employers who

have such difficulty oftentimes passing
ernxnents and nonprofit approximately deal for this group of employers. The on the cost to anyone else, and who will
$1 billion In relief.
question Is not sImply what is going to not be able to recoup any portion of it
The Nelson proposal offers some mod- be the case In the year 1987, whIch seems from the general revenue by way of a
est relief to some of these employers— a long way away, but what is going to be tax deduction.
but only to those with high-paid em- the case In 1979. What Is going to be
There has been a lot of discussion on
ployees. The Nelson proposal does noth- the difference between the social secu- the floor of the Senate about whether
ing at all for those cities, towns, States, rity tax liability of specific employers be- or not we should be dipping Into the
charities, and other nonprofits whose tween 1976, which was last year, and Treasury itself, whether or not we should
employees earn less than $19,500. The 1979, when what we are about to do takes be drawing upon general revenue. It was
Danforth amendment offers these em- effect and when increases already pro- part of the administration's proposal
ployers relief as well.
gramed in the law take effect?
that we should be.
State and local governments and nonI would like to give the Senate a numMy senior colleague from Missouri ofprofit organizations have the right to ber of examples of what is going to fered an amendment yesterday to do appull out of the social security system. happen.
proximately what the administration
Certainly their decision is not based
The city of Kansas City, Mo., is goIng wanted to do, to draw upon general reveolely on the tax burdens, but this to experience, over a 3-year period of enue and put that into the social security
growing tax burden does have some un- tIme, an Increase In its social security trust fund.
pact. We want to encourage all of these tax liability of $812,104.
What is not really widely recognized
employers to stay In the system—not just
The city of LIncoln, Nebr., Is going to is the fact that right now under present
those with high-paid employees.
have an increase In its social security tax law we have very substantial general revUnder the Nelson proposal the relief liability of $630,000.
enue funds used to finance social sedisappears over the years. The Danforth
For Omaha, Nebr.. the increase wifi be curity, and it works because of the Inamendment offers some permanent re- $398,000.
come tax deduction. That is, when there
lief. The problems of our State and local
Houston, Tex., will have its social secu- Ls a tax imposed on a profitmaking emgovernments and our nonprofit employ- rity tax liability increase $811,000.
ployer and he pays that tax to social seers will not lessen. Our help to them
Milwaukee, WIs., wifi have its social curity, he is going to recover 48 percent
should not decline Just as their burden security tax liability Increase, in 1979, from the Treasury by virtue of reduced
Increases.
$534,668 over what it is this year.
Federal Income tax payments.
Mr. DANFORTH. I certainly appreThe story with respect to colleges and
we are saying In this amendment
ciate the questions and the comments universities is even more striking; and is What
that th.t is a form of general revenue
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sharing. What we hope to do now is to country, particularly larger cities, are

Mr. DANFORTH. Certainly.
Mr. PACKWOOD. Do I understand cor-

provide some sort of cushion, even a 10percent cushion, which is m.uch less than

having a difficult time making ends meet.
in 11976, the city of Detroit, Mich., had

earning $50,000 or more per year.
Let me give some other figures to drive
home what we are ta]king about In this
amendment, the problem to which we are
trying to address ourselves.
The Salvation Army, I would submit
to the Senate, is not exactly a well-heeled
operation. Yet the Salvation Army is go-

a deficit in its budget of $17.6 million last we have order in the Senate, please?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the
year.

rectly that, under the bill as now written.

we do for the profitmaking sector. We to eliminate 4,100 positions nd cut sal- it would be the nonprofit organizations
aiready do provide a very substantial aries 8 percent. It had to further cut that would receive the biggest breaks in
cushion, a 48-percent cushion, for the its funds for welfare services and pris- terms of tax break—
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, ma,
profitmaking sector, the corporation oner care by 8 percent. Stifi it projected

I am told that since 1971 more than
200 colleges in the United States were
compelled to either close their doors or
merge. Again, this is the very class of
employers who are going to suffer this
tremendous increase of social security

ing to be facing a very substantial in- tax liability. It is much more of a blow to
crease in the amount of money it must them than it is to the profitiflaking secpay into the social security trust fund tor. Unless we provide for some sort of
in the very near future.
relief by way of this amendment there
The Salvation Army In the eaStern Is going to be absolutely nothing to
region will have its social security tax cushion the blow.
liability increased from 1976 to 1979 by
We talk a lot about the role of Gov$581,000 a year.
ernment, the responsibility of GovernThe Salvation Army In the southeast ment to take care of the needs of the
region wifi see Its social security tax American people. I believe in that. The
liability increased over a 3-year period American people expect things from
of time by $219,000 a year, the annual their Government. The American people
increased payout into the social security expect a first-rate education for their
trust fund.
children. They expect first-rate health
In the midwest region the Salvation care when they are sick. They expect

Senator suspend for a moment. Will the
Members please take their seats and let
us have the aisles cleared? It would be
helpful if the conversations could be
taken from the floor of the Chamber to
the cloakrooms.

The Senator from Missouri has the

floor.

Mr. PACKWOOD. Those nonprofit or-

gantzations that would receive the biggest breaks would be those that have the
highest salaried employees. Many of the
principal foundations that exist do have
people salaried at $50, $75, $100, or, in
some cases, $150,000 a year. The nonprofit organizations that would be the

worst off under this are the ones that

perhaps middle America is more familiar
with—the Goodwills, the Salvation
Armies—who generally do not have paid
executives in that wage category.
Mr. DANFORTt. Yes. As the SenMor
Army is going to be paying into the social first-rate emergency services when they

security trust fund by the year 1979 need them, police protection and fire is aware. the bill that has been reported
$400,000 more than it paid in 1976.
protection. They expect first-rate social out of the Committee on Finance proIn the western region, the Salvation services when they need them.
Army will be paying $456,000 more in
But it is important to recognize, I
1979 than it did in 1976.
believe, that these services are not perI could go on down the list. I could formed by us here in Congress. They are
stand here with examples which I have not performed even by the Department
before me and read them all day, as to of Health, Education, and Welfare. These
the effect of what we are doing and have services of educating the children of
already done in the law to not-for-profit the American people and providing
organizations and State and local units health care for the American people
of government.
ad providing emergency protection and
The American Cancer Society, a na- social services for the American people
tional organization, is going to be paying are ndt performed here by the Federal
in $593,505 more in 1979 into the social Government in the marble palaces of
security 'trust fund than it paid in 1976. Government in Washington. Instead,
That is the kind of burden we are they are provided by local governments
talking about. It is not an abstract issue in cities like Joplin and Rolla and St.
at all. It is a question of how much can Joseph, and local school districts, which
we squeeze out of these organizations; educate the children, and local hospitals
how much can we squeeze out of a school located in communities all over this
district that is already going broke; how country. They perform the service.
much can we squeeze out of New York
When there is a disaster, it is the Red
City or Buffalo, N.Y., which are Cross that steps in, and when there are
already in a very precarious financial people in need, it is the Salvation Army
situation; how much, quite literally, can or the United Fund Campaign r other
we grab out of the pot that Santa Claus organizations that take care of those
is standing beside for the Salvation Army
on the corners of our cities at Christmas
time?

That is what we are talking about

when we offer this amendment.
Mr. President, it seems to me anomalous for us—meaning the Congress—to
provide as a matter of law that the General Motors Corp. can recoup 48 percent

of its social security liability from the
public till, general revenue, and that the
Salvation Army can recover absolutely
nothing.
What this amendment would do would

needs.

vides for an authorization for an appropriation—nothing more thaii that—.an

authorization for an appropriatioi for
some recovery from the Treasury for social security taxes paid by governmental
and nonprofit employers. However, that
provision that is now in the bill is keyed

to the so-called Nelson proposal and

would recover 50 percent of the social
security tax liability caused by the differential between the employee's wage

base and the employer's wage base,

Therefore, it would have several things
going against it.
One is exactly what the SenatOr is talk-

ing about now: Namely, it would only
benefit those employers who pay fairly
high salaries.

'For example, we canvassed various
foundations, and they asked that their
names not be used, but they were well
known, national eleemosynary founda-

tions with very highly paid professional
staffs— people with Ph. D. degrees, and
so on, working on their st?.ffs. Under the
proposal of Senator NELSON, they would

That is how we take care of our sick. recoup about 17 percent of their social
That is how we educate our people. It is security tax liability; whereas, under the
not by any new study group that we have proposal that Senator NELSON has put
here in Washington. It is out there in the forward, the Salvation Army, in Washington, D.C., and Virginia and Marycommunities where the job is done.
I simply want to raise for the consid- land—this region—would recoup $7.67.
Mr. PACKWOOD. How much addieration of Members of the Senate 'that
it is there local governments and these tional tax would they pay?
Mr. DANPORTH. The Salvation Army.
not-for-profit organtzations who are
really doing the job, who are extending in this particular area—Washington.
care to those who are helpless and pro- D.C., Virginia, and Maryland—would
viding education for our children, and have a social security tax liability in-

be to simply reduce by 10 percent the rescuing children from burning buildings, crease of approximately $13,000 and they
amount that the Salvation Army or any and everything else that is done in local would recoup, under his proposal, $7.67.
other not-for-profit or governmental communities. It is these groups of people It Is my view, very frankly, that $7.67 is
that really provide the service to the poor not adequate; whereas a much higher
unit would have to spend.
I believe it is obvious that this group and the needy and the helpless, and that payment for, say, Brookings Institution
of taxpayers is in very serious financial we are increasing the social security tax or Rockefeller Foundation or Ford Foundation is not as big a problem to them
condition. This is the point Senator liability of by 227 percent
Mr. PACK WOOD. Will the Senator as it Is to the Salvation Army or to the
RxBIcoF' raised in asking his questions.
Boy Scouts.
It Is obvious that cities all over the yield for a question?
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The Camp Fire Girls, for example, In
this area, would recoup absolutely
nothing under the provision that is In
the bill now.
Mr. PACKWOOD. I do not mean this
In any sense to disparage the Ford Foundations or Rockefeller Foundations of
this country, but the very orga1zaUons
that at least touch great group of middle
American taxpayers, touch them every
day directly—pick up the old clothes or
collect the newspapers—the very organizations the Senator says aie going to

er nothing. So, when we increase their
Mr. BENTSEN. Will the Senator yield
tax, they are suffering about twice
for a unanimous-consent request?
big a marginal burden as the profitinakMr. DANFORTH. Certainly.
ing employers were.
Mr. BENTSEN. Mr. President, I ask
I think it Is Important to point out that unanimous consent that Steve Sacher of
there is yet another difference between Senator WILLIAMS staff and David Allen
the profitmaking employers and the not- of my staff be granted privilege of the
for-profit employers. That is that the floor.
not-for-profit employers and governThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
mental employers have the statutory objection, it is so ordered.
right to get out of the Social Security
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask the
System. They ca1, by filing a notice in same request for Don Zimmerman of the

Senator has raised a good poInt. There
are other things that are Inadequate in
pegging it to the base differential. If we
go to the Nelson approach and peg It to
the base differential, and, after the Curtis amendment. it seems that is the way
we are going—but the way the base differential is set up, It appears that over
a period of years, it would phase out 80
that the amount to be refunded would
be declining as the social security tax

drew their notice. But were New York ican people. Our role in Washington
.to withdraw from the Social Security should not be to create emergencies for
System, the loss to the trust funds be local government and emergencies for
tween 1978 and 1982 would, be an esti- not-for-profit organizations and then
mated $3.1 billion. So if we increase the rush in at some later date with emerpinch on this group of employers, It Is gency cash in order to bail them out,
going to be counterproductive as far as with all of the conditions and strings
the solvency of the trust funds is con- that so often are attached to that kind

The second thing, of course, which is
unfortunate about It is that it is keyed
to the base differential proposal and,
therefore, it it does not survive conference—if the House bill prevails in con-

Mr. JAVITS. May I say, it is always
refreshing when one begins to realize

a period of 2 years, withdraw from social

Human Resources Committee staff.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
the most difficult time raising funds and tional burden on them, they will with- objection, it is so ordered.
have -to raise them year after year, be- draw from social security and the result
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, it
cause they are not endowed; whereas, is going to be counterproductive.
seems to me that our role here in Washthe well-heeled foundations areendowed
For example, I see the Senator from ington Is to try to be helpful to those
foundations that do not have to raise New York here. New York City, as we governmental agencies and social service
money every year.
know, its various governmental units, agencies throughout the country that
Mr. DANFORTH. That Is right. The filed notice to withdraw and then with- provide meaningful servilces to the Amer-

be hardest hit, are the ones that have security. If we place too high an addi-

liability is going up.

cerned.
(Mr. SASSER assumed the chair.)
Mr. JAVITS. Will my colleague yield?
Mr. DANFORTH. Yes.

that New York represents an asset to our

of a bailout situation.
Therefore, itseems to me for the sake

of the health of what is going on in the
rest of the country, for the sake oX the
health of communities all over America,
we simply cannot deal them the kind of
blow that we are dealing them, not Just
by this bill, but by changes in programs,
by the law, without cushioning the blow
just a little bit. What I would like to do

country, r'ather than what some would
paint it as being a liability.
ference rather than the Nelson proBut I would like to say to the Senator
posal—there would be absolutely nothing. that having heard him and looked over is cushion that blow.
left.
his amendment very carefully, tested it
VP AMENDMENT NO. 1042
Finally, it is nothing more than an out with him, and otherwise ts basic UrnBSEQVENTLY
NUMBERED AMENDMENT NO.
authorization.
hypothesis, that I am with him and I
1815)
I might say that I Intend, If I am suc- shall vote for his amendment.
To reduce the employment tax oi
cessful in my first amendment, which
I think he is rendering us all a very (Purpose:
States and nonprofit organizations by 10

Is nothing more, really, than a social constructive service In the way in which

security tax rate reduction for this class
of employers, it wold Then be my intention to offer a second amendment which
would authorize an appropriation from
general revenue into the social security
trust funds to recoup the amount of rev-

enue that is lost by this method. But,
of course, Members of the Senate, assuming I would prevail on this, would
be able to judge that as a separate, entirely different kind of question.
Mr. PACK WOOD. Mr. President, I

think the amendment of the Senator

from Missouri makes eminent sense. I
congratulate the Senator from Missouri
on the very, very yeoman, outstanding
service he has done in the field of social
security. I do not think anybody, In my
memory, who has come to this Senate
as a freshman has made such a tremendous impact on a subject so critical to
America as has the Senator from Missouri on this subject.
Mr. DANFORTH. I thank the Senator
very much.

I pointed out earlier that there was

percent of the amount of tax which sucb
he has so thoroughly and brilliantly preState or organization would otherwise
pay.)
pared his case and presented it to the
Senate.
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, for
Mr. DANFORTH. I thank the Senator that reason, I send now to the desk an
very much.
amendment and ask that it be considered
I know that the Senator from New forthwith.
York privately asked me about the numThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
ber of governmental units and employees amendment will be stated.
participating in this. I do not know the The assistant legislative clerk read as
answer to that. But I do know this, that follows:
because of the optIng out possibilities
The Senator from Missouri (Mr. DANof both State and local governments and To,aTH), for blmsell and Messrs. Rtxcor
not-for-profit organizations, and because ALLEN, ANDERSON, BAKP, DOLE, EAOLET0N,
of increased social security tax liabilities P'oiu,, HATPIELD, LAXALT, LUOAR, MATStYNAOA,
that we have already experienced, there PAcKwOOD, ad $caMrI'r). proposes an unhave been a large number of governmen- printed amendment numbered 1042.
tal units, and a large number of emMr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I ask
ployees represented by those units, that unanimous consent that further reading
in recent years have been withdrawn of the amendment be dispensed with.
from the social security system.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
In 1977, in this present year, the Social objection, it is so ordered.
Security Administration estimates that
The amendment is as follows:
147 State and local governments with
Strike out section 106 and insert in fleu
26,121 employees will terminate their thereof tbe following:
social security coverage hi 1977, and an
RuCTION IN TAX FOR CftTAIN PUBLIC AND
additIonal 219 governmental units with
NONPROm EMPLOYK

one difference between profitmaking 81,534 employees have filed notice to

employers and not-for-profit employers. withdraw in 1978 and 1979.
That difference, again, was that profitAs far as the problem of social secumaking employers can recoup a very sub- rity, when one withdraws the. number
stantial portion of their social security of employees and employers who are contax payments from the Treasury by was' tributing to the system, It Impairs the
of deductions from Federal income tax; solvency of the 8ystem.
whereas not-for-profit employers recovMr. JAVITS. I thank my colleague.

SEc. 106. (a) Section 218(e) of the Social

Security Act is amended—.

(1) by innserting

Bubject to the provi-

sions of paragraphs (3), (4), Rnd

(6),'

after "will pay" in paragrapb (1) (A) tbereof; and
(2) by adding at the end thereof tbe f 01lowing new paragraphs:
°(3) For, purposee of paragraph (l)(A)
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in determining th amount of taxeS which
would be impO6ed—
'(A) for calendar year 1979, the rate6 of
tax under such seCtion 3111 and the contribution and benefit base (as determined
under section 230) which would have applied
for calendar year 1979 under the law in effect mmed1ately before the enactment of the
Social Security Amendments of 1977 shall
be applied; and

"(B) for calendar years 1980 and thereafter, the amount determined under paragraph (1) (A) as the taxes which would be
imposed by 8uch section 3111 (without regard to the provisions of this paragraph)
with respect to such employees shall (except as otherwise provided in paragraph (5))
be reduced by 10 percent.

(4) Each agreement under this section

shall provide that any State who6e payments

under the agreement are reduced by reason
of paragraph (3) or paragraph (5) shall agree

to pay (and any such reduction shall be
made on the OOndition that such State pay)

to any political subdivision thereof a percentage shall be equal to the percentage of
the amount paid by Buch State under paragraph (1) (A) for which such State was reimbursed by such political subdivision.".

a sufficient second? There is a sufficient

ing up the difference, all this amendment

does is to provide for those rate reductions.
The yeas and nab's were ordered.
If the amendment Is successful, it is my
Mr. DANFORTE Mr. President, that
concludes axiy comments I have on this Intention at that Ume to offer a further
amendment which would recoup, by way
amendment for the moment.
I do not know if Senator NELSON would of transfer from the general fund, an aulike to offer any comments, or If anyone thorization for an appropriation from
the general fund of an amount equal to
else would like to offer any comments.
Mr. NELSON. I did not hear the Sena- the amount of social security tax revenues lost by the first amendment.
tor from Missouri.
Mr. NELSON. Would that authorizaMr. DANFORTH. I Just sent the
amendment to the desk and asked for tion direct that the loss to the fund from
the yeas and nays. I think I pretty well the 10-percent reduction in the tax be
have made my argument on behalf of paid by the general fund directly, then,
the amendment, unless anybody has any to the social security fund, tomake up
questions or would like to express any the loss?
Mr. DANFORTH. That is right, yes.
other views.
Mr. NELSON. So, basically, it is the
Mr. NELSON. Is the Senator expecting
same as the other Danforth amendment.
the amendment vote this evening?
Mr. DANFORTH. That is correct.
Mr. DANFORTH. That, to me, is not
Mr NELSON. In terms of cost to the
necessary. I think it is whatever suits
general fund. It Is simply a different apthe Senator's convenience,
We could have it this evening or we proach to achieve it.
Mr. DANFORTH. That is correct.
could put it over until tomorrow.
UNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT
I have some other problems tomorrow
second.

"(5) The amount of the reduction result- mc.rnlng, but it depends on when we
ing from the application of the provisions would come in.
Of subparagraph (B) of paragraph (3) for a
lam ready for a vote,
calendar year shall not be greater than the
Mr. NELSON. Let me ask the Senator,
lessor of:
'(A) the amount determined under para- I am not clear which amendment the
graph (1) (A) aa the taxes which would be Senator has now called up, Is it the tax
Imposed by such section 3111 for such calen- reduction amendment?
dar year (without regard to the provisions of
Mr DANFORTH. Yes.
paragraph (3)); or
Mr. NELSON. I have not seen that.
(B) the amount determined for calendar I do
not know how much the reduction
year 1979 under paragraph (1) (A) aa the
taxes which would be imposed by such sec- iS.
Mr. .DANFORTH. Ten percent. It action 3111 fbr calendar year 1979 (after &pplication of the provisions of subparagraph (A) complishes exactly the same purpose as
of paragraph (3)).
the amendment offered in the Finance
(b) Section 3111 of the Internal Revenue Committee except it Is couched in terms
Code of 1954 (relating to rate of tax on em- of a reduction of the social security tax
ployers) is amended by adding at the end rates.
thereof the following new subsections:
Mr. NELSON. Now, it reduces the tax
(c) Certain Nonprot Employers—NotHow much does that then cost the
withstanding any other provision of this rate.
and how do we restore it?
Section, in the case of an organization de- fund
Mr. DANFORTH. All right. Here is
scribed in section 501(c) (3) which is exempt
from tax under section 501(â) and with what this amendment does.
Ffrst of all, for the year 1979, and the
respect to which the taxes imposed by this
section are paid, the amount of the taxes reason for the situation is due to the
imposed by this section with respect to em- terms of the Budget Act, but for the year
ployees (other than employees who are pri- 1979 it would do no more than hold this
manly employed in connection with one or group of governmental employers and
moie unrelated trade or businesses (within
the meaning of section 513) of such orga- eleeznosynary employers harmless from
any additional increase In social security
nlzatiOn) iiaII—
(1) during calendar year 1979, be equal tax liability caused by this bifi, for 1 year.
Then, beginning in 1980, it would comto the amount which would be determined
If the rates of tax under section 3111 and pute the social security tax liability for
the contribution and benefit base (as deter- this group of employers in exactly the
mined under section 230 of the Social Secu- same fashion as for the profitmaking
rity Act) which would have applied during employers except that after that percent-

calendar year 1979 under the law in effect
immediately before the enactment of the
Social Security Amendments of 1977; d
(2) for calendar years 1980 and thereafter.
be equal to 90 percent of the amount determined under this section (without regard
to the provisions of this subsection) .".
(d) Notwithstanthng anything herein to
the contrary where the amount of taxes imposed under subsection (c) (2) above is less
than the amount of taxes paid under subsection (3) (A) above, an organization de-
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age tax is computer, there would be a 10-

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President.

I understand that the manager of the

bill Mr. NELSON, will moveto table the
amendment by Mr. DANFORTH.

I ask unathmous consent that Mr. NELSON be recognized at 9:45 a.m. tomorrow

and that, without further debate, he may
proceed to move to table the amendment
by Mr. DANPORTR.

Mr. NELSON. I would like, some time
this evening, 5 mInutes or so, to respond
to the amendment proposed by the Senator from Missouri.
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, reserving he right to object, if the vote is

going to be set for 9:45 a.m. tomorrow

and Senator NELSON is going to respond

now, I wonder whether it would be possible to hold the vote at, say, 9:55 a.m.
and to have 10 minutes of debate before
the vote, evenly divided between Senator
NELSON and myself.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I ask unani-

mous consent that at 9:45 a.m. tomor-

row, the Senate resume consideration of
the amendment by Mr. DANPORTH; that
there be a 10-minute time limitation for
debate at that time, to be equally divided
between Mr. DANPORTH and Mr. NELsON:

and that at 9:55 a.m., Mr. NELSON be
recognized to move to table the amend-

ment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,

percent reduction in that percentage.
So that if we were to compute the tax
rate, just as we would for a profitmaking
employer, and then come up with, say,
7 percent, the social recurity tax applied
to this group of employers would be 7

I ask unanimous consent that it be In

would come out to 6.3 percent.
Then, finally, the amendment provides

Is so

order at this time to order the yeas and
nays on the motion which Mr. NELSON
will make at 9:55 tomorrow morning to
table the Danforth amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
percent, less 10 percent of 7 percent, or it objection? The Chair hears none, &nd it
ordered.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,

I ask for the yeas and nays on the Senator's motion to table.
lesser of (i) the amount of taxes which It was in 1979, or less than the amount
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
would be imposed under this section (with- that it would be for a profitmaking em- a sufficient second? There is a sufficient
out regard to the provisions of subsection ployer. whichever is less.
second.
(d) (2)).
So we prefer the situation where there
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I ask could be any conceivable windfall for any
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
for the yeas and nays.
employer.
the rollcall vote on the motion by Mr.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
With respect to the possibility of mak- NELSON to table the amend!neDt by Mr.
scribed in section 501(c) (3) which is exempt that in no case will the social security
from tax under section 501 (a) shall pay the tax liability in future years be less than
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Dasroar will begin at 9:55 am.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Mr. MOYNIHAN. That is agreeable
Chair Is questioning the Senator from to me and we can move forward with
New York as to whether he requests the business. I want this statement In

unanlmons consent to set aside the pend- the R&coa.
sass)
ing amendment of the Senator from MisMr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Yes.
Is that agreeable that we temporarily
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I send souri, In order that the amendment of
the Senator from New York can be con- lay aside Mr. Daispoirni's amendment for
to the desk an imprInted amendment.
a moment to allow Mr. MOYNIHAN to call
The RESIDUIG 'OPFWER. The sidered at this time.

Mr. CURTIS. By being considered at
amendment will be stated.
time, does the Senator mean voted
The assistant legislaUve clerk sead as this
upon?
follows:
The PRESIDING OFFICER. No. Just
The Senator from New York (Mr.
oYNmasr) proposes an unprinted amend- brought up for consideration and discussion at this time.
nient numbered 1043.
Mr. CURTIS. The announcement has
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I ask been confirmed there will be no more

up his amendment and discuss It and

with the understanding there will be no
vote on that amendment tonight?
Mr. CURTIS. And not foreclose discussion of it tomorrow?
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Exactly.
Mr. CURTIS. That Is all right.
The PREIDING OFFICER. Without
unanimous consent that reading of the votes tonight. If that Is not the order of objection,
It Is so ordered.
amendment be dispensed with.
things, IWIS1I to know.
Mr.. MOYNIHAN. I thank the distinThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. There might guished Senator from Nebraska.
objection, it Is so ordered.
be a voice vote.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
The amendment is as follows:
Mr. vuzcuS. No.
will
the dtlngulshed Senator yield to
Strike out sectIon 305 and insert in lieu
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. No. All right. me without losing his right to the floor?
thereof the following:
Mr.
CURTIS.
Is
this
the
amendment
Mr. MOYNIHAJi. With pleasure.
S.c. 305. (a) Section 402(a) (1) of the
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I thank the
Social Security Act Ii amended by striking that reduces the recovery of an Item In
out "as well as an expenses reasonably at- the bill from $320 million In favor of Senator.
tributable to the earning of any such 1;- the Treasury down to about $117 million
Mr. President, If I may have the attencome".
or $118 million?
tion of Senators, there are a number of
(b) Section 402(a) (8) (A) (ii) of such Act
Mr. MOYNIHAN. The Senator Is cor- budget waiver resolutions at the desk
Is amended ly striking out "the Srst $30 of rect. I believe the figures are $230 mil- which have been reported by the Budget
the total of such earned Income for such lion to $119 million, and It is my pur- Committee this afternoon which would
month plus one-third of the ressainder of
such Income for such month" and inserting pose to Introduce the administration- allow and which have relation to cerOf the total of such backed formula for the earned income tain amendments that Senators want to
earned Income for such month plus an disregard as a substitute for that which offer tomorrow or at some point, and
amount equal to any expenses (subject to has been submitted by the Senator from the distinguished Senator from South
sugh reasonable limits as the State shall Nebraska.
Carolina, who is the actIng chairman
prescribe) which are for the care of a
Mr. CURTIS. I have no objection to
the Budget Committee, Is here. He is
dependent child and are reasonably attrib- discussing 'It tonight, but I do not want of
utable to the earning of any such Income to dispose of it. It is over $100 million. agreeable at thIs time to our taking up
those budget resolutions, and perhaps
plus an amount which the State Ihall
the understanding that there will we could do that with some comments
establish in lieu of disregarding other ex- beWith
no votes tonight, I just feel in fair- by the Senator from South Carolina;
penses reasonably attributable to the earning of any such Income (which amount shall ness to my colleagues as well as the Im- perhaps we could voice vote them singly
be a per centum, applied uniformly through- portance of the vote that we should not or en bloc this evening, and we would
out the State, of not less than 15 per centum vote tonight.
'have that much out of the way for
nor more tbn 28 per centum of the total of
Mr. MOYNIHAN. That is an arrangesuch earned income for such month) plus ment entirely agreeable with me. I be- tomorrow.
Will the distinguished Senator from
one-third of the remainder of such Income lieve that there should be a vote. It need
New York allow the Senator from South
after deducting $30, plus the amount equal not be a rollcall vote.
Carolina to proceed on that basis?
to any expenses (subject to the limits preBut would the majority leader help us
scribed by the States) which are for the
Mr. MOYNIHAN. May I ask how long
care of a dependent child, plus the amount here? Would It be possible to have this does the Senator from South Carolina
established by the State in lieu of disregard- vote following the vote on the amend- expect to take?
ing other expenses reasonably attributable ment of the Senator from Missouri toMr. HOLLINGS. Five minutes.
to the earning of such income".
morrow morning?
Mr MOYNIHAN. Of course, with
(c) Section 402(a) (8) (D) of such Act is
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
amended by striking out "wee In excess of the distinguished Senator from New great pleasure.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I thank the
their need" and inserting Instead was In ex(Mr. MOYNIHAN) asks whether or Senator from New York.
cess of their need (after deducting from such York
not
It
would
be
possible
to
have
the
vote
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I
income an amount equal to any expenses,
subject to such reasonable limitations as to In relation to his amendment occur Im- thank the distinguished leader. We shall
mediately
following
the
vote
on
the
taamount or otherwise as the State shall premove on. We are hopeful that this conscribe, which are for the care of a dependent •bling motion, and If the tabling motion tinuing resolution will be coming over
child and are reasonably attributable to the fails, immediately following the vote, from the House side. we think the SBA
earning of any such Income plus an amount then, of the amendment by Mr. DANemergency loan disaster fund of $1.4 bilwhich the State establishes pursuant to sub- FORTH In the morning.
lion
will be in there. If it is In there, we
paragraph (A) (Ii) of this paragraph in lieu
Mr. MOYNIHAN. That Is correct, would
of disregarding other expenses reasonably whatever
like to be able to concur or if
is agreeable to the Senator not at least
attributable to the earning of any such from Nebraska.
conclude and send it back to
Income)
the House before they adjourn. That is
Mr. CURTIS. I wish to be heard on this one of the things hanging around.
(d) The amendments made by this section
shall be effective with respect to payments tomorrow. As I say, It is a $100-million
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Still tothy?
under section 403 of the Social Security Act item, and I will be prepared to state the
Mr. HOLLINOS. Still today.
for amounts expended during calendar case against it tomorrow.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. Presimonths after September 1977.
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, may dent, may I have the distinguished miThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the I suggest that perhaps this could be con- nority leader's attention, and still with
Senator from New York ask unanimous sidered before my vote rather than after- the indulgence of the Senator from New
consent to set aside the amendment of ward?
York, the distinguished Senator from
the Senator from Missouri, In order that
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, South Carolina has Indicated that a conthe amendment of the Senator from I think we had better let well enough tinuing resolution is expected, I believe,
New York may be considered at this alone and leave the amendment of the shortly.
time?
Mr. HOLLINGS. Shortly, that Is right.
Senator from Missouri as It now stands.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. From the
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, reserving If the Senator wanted to discuss his
the right to object, ma ' we hear what the amendment tonight, no vote would be other body, which has to do with the'
Dlstrlct,of Columbia appropriations bill.
request Is?
taken on It tonight.

,,
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I happen, as the acting chairman, to
S. Ra. 317
Resolved, That (a) pursuant to Section appreciate the fact that at least the
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. And the 303(c)
of the Congre8ional Budget Act of Senate has adhered to th extent to the
Labor-HEW.
Mr. HOLLINGS. That Is right.

the provisions of Section 3O(a) of
Mr. HOLLINGS. And it has to do with 1974,
such Act are waived with respect to the conthe SBA disaster loan fund, $1.4 billion 8ideration of an amendment to either HE.
alreacy approved by both Houses.
b322 or HR. 9346 offered by Senator Dole
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Yes, and the relating to modifications in the provisions
dIstinguished Senator from South Caro- under which benefits for certain persons
lina wants the Senate to stay in until we under title II of t1e Social Securtty Act are

budget procedures by being wffllng to
present formal waiver resolutions to be
referred to the Budget Committee so that
we could at least slow down the process

for some 2 days here where if nothing
else we have had a little bit of a chance

to stem the onrush.
can receive that continuing resolution reduced because of their earnings; and
There Is no question that my distin(b) That waiver of such Section 303(a) is
which should be coming along shortly. necessary
in order to enable the Senate guished chairman, who Is still bedridden,
I thought we better notify our respective
cloakrooms.

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, if the majority leader will yield, do we have any
idea how long it will be before that hap-

pens because I think a number of our
people have already gone home?

Mr. HOLLThGS. Unless there is objection I think it is a matter that could
be handled by unanimous consent. I will
ask the distinguished majority leader, or
policy counsel, Mr. Hart, or others, since

promptly to consider changes in social se- will be filing a statement if not tomorrow
curity financing which are provided for in in person at least for the record, and I
this amendment to H.R. 5322. In order to shall b glad to do it for him, containing
assure that the program is adequately a very defln'Ite feeling that thIs is a
funded, and which first become effective ii stinking way to proceed, and he emphafiscal year 1979.

S. Rs. 318
Resolved. That pursuant to section 303(c)
of the Congressional Budget Aot of 1974,
the provisions of section 303(a) of such

sizes that herein that we should have
under the Budget Act some 10 days in
which to consider these far-reaching

spending programs that go into the years
1982 with an impact of some $8 bilAct are waived with respect to the con- by
sideration of Amendment No. 1541, iatended lion, one of them, another some $7 bilthey are tracking it, do they have any to be offered by Mr. Tower in the nature lion, and another a loss, let us say, of
Idea. The House Is going out tonight. If of a substitute. to HR 9346, the Social Se- $2.3 billion.
It is very difficult for the Budget Comwe get it back I know we can concur in it. curity Financing Amendments of 1977. Such
is necessary to permit consideration mittee, without a committee report from
We -sort of crosswaIked it twice today. It waiver
of Amendment No. 1541, which would provide the Committee on Finanee, without a
Is momentarily expected right here.
modifications in the present Social particular assessment as to the exact
Mr. BAKER. I think that is the only certain
Security financing system to allow shifting
practical course to follow, and I have no or certain trust thnds, modification of the financial impact upon the budget, what
earnings limitation, changes in the depend- it contains or amounts to, and without
objection.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Hopefully it ency test solution, alleviating defective in- really due time to hear any witnesses,
dexing provisions, and establishing an out- and then put it into context as to how,
can be done by voice vote.
side commission to consider permanent if nothing else, by way of priority, where
Mr. HOLLINGS. Yes.
alteTnatives. The waiver of this it should be placed or, mere specifically,
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD I thank the financing
section s necessary to enable the Senate when we come and change a retirement
Senator.
to consider promptly changes in the Socia' insurance program into an annuity proSecurity financing system which are pro- gram by elim1natng entirely the income
BUDGET__WAIVER RESOLUTIONS vded for in the blil.
tax limitation provisions within social
SUBMITTED RELATING TO THE
secur4ty. then you begin to see the frusS. RES. 320
CONSIDERATION OF H.R. 9346
Resolved, that (a) pursuant to Section tration of many of the Members of the
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I ask 303(c) of the Congressional Budget Act of Senate on both sides of the aisle.
There is a very strong feeling, a very
unanimous consent that we proceed to 1974, the provisions of'Section 303(a) of such
are waived with respect to the consid- strong undercurrent, that It should be
the consideration to Senate Resolutions Act
of amendments to either H.R. 5322 or committed and considered next year. The
317, 318, 320, and 321, the waiver res- eration
9346 offered by Senator Goldwater relat- leadership and the Committee on Fiolutions referred to the Budget Com- ILR.
to modifications in the provisions unmittee and reported back at the desk ing
der which benefits or certain persons under nance feel otherwise. and the Budget
without recommendation.
Title II of the Social Security Act are re- Committee is trying to do its level best
to do a job without becoming too inI ask for immediate consideration of duced because of their earnings; and
(b) that waiver of such Section 303(a) volved with the merits.
those four resolutions and ask unaninous consent that they be considered en s necessary to enable the Senate promptly
So in that context we voted, and it
to consider changes in Social Security fi- sort of brings up a happy solution. The
bloc.
liancing
which
are
provided
for
in
these
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
to H:R. 5322 or H.R. 9346 in resolutions can now apparently, by a
objection to the request of the Senator amendments
Order to assure that the program is ade- majority vote, go ahead and be approved.
There will be no point of order, and we
from South Carolina?
quately funded in future years.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, if the Senhave made our point as best we can un•

ator will yield, reserving the right to
object, and the Senator from Kansas

shall not object, I did not hear the numbers. Were they Senate Resolutions 317,
318, 320, and 321?
Mr. HOLLINGS. That is right.

Mr. DOLE. That would cover the

S. RE8. 321

Resolved. That at the end of the bill add

the following new section:

der the circumstances.

Mr. President, the Budget Committee

"There is hereby allowed to each individ- has reported unfavorably on four waiver
ual taxpayer. who has paid Social Security resolutions which have been submitted
taxes as an employee, as a deduction from to the Budget Committee with respect to
Income subject to Federal income taxes an the waiver of section 303(A) of the Budgamount equal to 50 per centum of all Spcial et Act to permit consideration of several
Security taxes paid by such taxpayer hi the amendments to be offered by the dis-

amendments of the Senator from Kansas. the Senator from Arizona, the Sen- calendar year 1979 and subsequent years, tinguished Senator from Kansas, Senaator from Texas, Senator TOWER, and such deduction to be claimed on the taxpay- tor DOLE. the distinguished Senator from
ers' return for the year in which such Social

the Senator from Alabama, Senator Security taxes are paid. Self-employed tax- Texas, Senator TOWER, the distinguished

ALLEN.

Mr. HOLLINGS. That is correct.
Mr. DOLE. I thank the Senator.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. Presidetit, I again
renew my request.

payers may deduct 50 per centum of that Senator from Arizona, Mr. GOLDWATER,
portion of Social Security taxes paid by them and the distinguished Senator from Alathat they would have paid on'their earnings
if they had been employees."

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, it is
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without interesting to note that the Budget Comobjection, the resolutions will be con- mittee reported these waiver resolutions
sidered en bloc.
back by a vote of seven Senators voting
to disapprove and seven Senators voting
The resolutions will be stated.
The assistant legMative clerk read as to approve. It shows the mixed feeling
that we have on this particular score.
follows:

bama, Mr. ALLEN.

Mr. President, I have to make it very
clear that any recommendation would

not go to the merits of any of these

amendments. Indeed, there are members
of the committee who would vote in favor
of these amendments if they reached the
floor. It is the responsibility OS the Budget Committee, however, to carefully re-
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view any bill, resolution or amendment Act we are required to make recommenwhich would have the effect of increas- dations on waiver resolutions.
Ing or decreasing revenues or providing
When the resolution of waiver comes
new budget authority in a year for which to the Budget Committee Instead of
the first concurrent resolution on the waiving the provisions of the act or fallbudget has not been adopted. In each Ing to, refusing to, waive the provisions
case, these amendments would first be-'-of the act, we send a piece of paper back

November 8, 1977

a moment to thank my distinguished

colleagues on the Budget Committee, the

Senator from Kansas, being a member
of the full committee, and also a mem-

ber of the Committee on Finance, under-

stands the problems the Budget Committee has, and I think probably from a
come effective in fiscal 1979. The Budget without - recommendation. Does that technical standpoint they were absoCommittee has begun preflniInry delib- mean the Budget Committee waived the lutely right. But the facts are that In
erations on the first budget resolution provisions of the act or does It mean the the bill wherein a waiver was granted, it
for fiscal 1979, but that resolution wifi Budget Committee refused to waive the contained a provision much like three of
provisIons of the act?
not be adopted until May 15. 1978.
those or at least—yes, about three of
The Budget Act Intended that the
It Seems to me it does neither. I am those were addressed In this fashion by
Budget Committee and the Congress not at all certain that the precedent we the Senate Budget Committee.
should have the opportunity to review are establishing, if, indeed, this Is any
As the distinguished Senator from
all spending decisions and all r'evenue Precedent, Is superior to the position that Idaho has pointed out, I am not certain
might
be
taken
by
the
Budget
Commitproposals prior to the cpnsideratlon of
as to where we are, but at least we relegislation which would affect revenues tee to at least say, "This Is a unique con- solved without setting a precedent the
In the new fiscal year. Without thIs com- dition, a unique situation, under which problem before the Budget Committee
prehensive review, Mr. President, the we will waive the provisions because of at the Immediate time.
the unique situation," Instead of duckBudget Committee and the Congress
I would hope the Senate would apleft in the unenviable position of having ing the issue completely, by saying, "We prove the resolutions or whatever on a
will
return
them,
but
we
have
neither
legislation on the books which ties the
voice vote so we might proceed tomorrow
hands of the committee and the Con- waived nor refused to waive the provi- to maybe complete the bill or vote up or
slons
of
the
act."
gress In formulating a comprehensive
down. So I thank my distinguished colThis Is a unique situation, and I hope league from South Carolina, and I again
congressional budget and in setting
the Senate and the committee will not suggest that the Senator from Oklanational priorities,
Mr. President, this, our recommenda- regard the action that has been taken homa should be heard In lust a second.
jion, would not be a question of equity by the Budget Comniitee as a precedent He wanted to be here and wanted to be
or of the Budget Committee acting be- 1flY way.
heard for 1 minute.
I hapepn to have indicated my apcause It did not endorse the substance roval
Mr. McCLURE. Mr. President, might I
of the waivers simply because it Is address a parliamentary Inquiry to the
of the amendments. ThIs Is not the .
This has never been the case. When the a very difficult situation with which the Chair?
Senate Is confronted, and not because I
Budget Committee acts with respect
The PRESIDING OmCER. The Senwaiver requests such as this, we simply think it Is particularly desirable for the ator will state it.
Budget
Committee
to
waive
the
provilook at the overall budget Impact and slons of the act, and I would not have
Mr. MCCLURE. What is the parliathe consequences which may result from
mentary situation? What will the Senate
voted
that
way
except
in
the
very
unique
action on these amendments, It may be
be acting upon if the Senate acts on anysituation which confronts the Senate on

claimed that the Budget Committee legislation at this time.
would be choosing sides and acting In

thing?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The questhink the people who objected earlier tion
is on considering en bloc four budget
an unfair manner. Let me be very clear, today,
among
them
my
very
eloquent
waiver resolutions.
Mr. President, that Is not the Case,
friend
from
Kansas,
who
was
very
vocal,
Mr. MCCLURE. And the budget waiver
Mr. President, as reflected In the tied
that the situation foreclosed any op- resolutions
committee vote the Budget Conmittee said
are actions of whom? Are
tions
that
the
Committee
on
Finance
Is extremely reluctant to recommend the proposal could be approved under the they a Budget Committee waiver?
Mr. HOLLINOS. Mr. President, if I
adoption of resolutions waiving section Budget Act. It had no conflict with the

303(A) of the Budget Act. One of the budget resolution, but any of the alter- might be recognized—
major purposes of the Congressional
The PRESIDING OFFICER. These are
to the Committee on Finance ac- resolutions
which were referred to the
Budget Act was to bring the Federal natives
tion
would
violate
the
budget
resoluBudget Committee and then reported
budget under better control. Through the tion.

adoption each year of the first and
For that reason, and that reason alone, from the Budget Committe without
second concurrent resolution on the I voted to waive the provisions of the amendment or recommendation.
Mr. HOLLINGS addressed the Chair.
budget, Congress sets fiscal policy and Budget Act.
national priorities for the fiscal year.
If legislation affecting spending or
revenues for a future fiscal year is considered prior to the adoption of the first
concurrent resolution on the budget for
that year, to that extent Congress loses

But I cannot imagine what it means
when a committee which is called upon
to either waive the act or to refuse to
waive the act simply returns the waiver
resolution with no recommendation.
That is not action, in my judgment. It
control of the spending and priority deci- is not discharging the committee reslons for that year. However, the Budget sponslbiity. .1 hope we have not estabAct recognized that In some situations it
may be appropriate to consider such legislation before the adoption of the first
concurrent resolution.
Mr. President, we believe that because
of the unusual circumstances presented
by this legislation, It Is now appropriate

Mr. MCCLURE. Mit. President, will the

Senator withhold for lust a moment? I
thank the Senator for that courtesy.
I am puzzled because as I read the
Budget Act the Budget Committee must
waive the provisions, not vote upon or

report a resolution of waiver, and that

bshed any kind of precedent by this

is the reason for my dilemma.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, actu-

action.

ally the committee can be discharged

The only way in which It can be read
Is meetIng a very, very unique situation
on the floor of the Senate In a very prag-

what we have before us are the resolutions of waiver for adoption or rejection

for the full Senate to vote on these

matic way.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. HOLLINGS. I yield.

for yielding,

one moment when he arrives.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

withIn 10 days under the Budget Act. So

by the Senate itself.
With respect to the Budget Committee;

it has reported them back without recommendation by a 7-to-7 vote. Now we
have it up for consideration by a voice
vote. I see my colleague, the Senator
from Oklahoma, is now here, and we
could at least agree to consider them en
to
the
floor
and
would
like
to
speak
for
Mr. MCCLURE. I thank the senator
bloc, and then I take it those who would

resolutions.
Mr. McCLURE. Mr. President, will the
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, first, I UnSenator yield?
derstand the distinguished Senator from
Mr. HOLLINGS. I yield.
Oklahoma (Mr. BELLMON) Is on his way

I take this time only to make one

be in favor of the waiver would move the

adoption, and that would be the way to

very brief comment. I am not very cer- ate is not In order. The Senator from act because aP we can do is waive or just
tam I know what we have done now as Kansas may proceed.
not waive.
a Budget Committee. Under the Budget
Mr. DOLE. Second, If I can just take
Mr. McCLURE. Might I just for the
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record state the following: The act requires that the reporting cpmmittee ask
for a waiver where the committee action
is that which requires a waiver.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair
will observe that under section 303(c)

others to consider. So I doubt that
It is t the Inttion of the Senator wish
would be possible for the Budget Comfr Ith to object to this proceeding, itmittee
to start denying waivers and
becatse I believe it a pragmatic solu-

tion to the problem with which the Sen- make those denials stick. I believe our
to
ate Is confronted, and_does act with sub- proper role is the role we have tried
to slow

stantial justice to those Senators who play here today, and that Is
down these waivers and look at them
carefully before anyone realizes their

have sought and will seek to offer amendof the Budget Act, the Budget Committee
cannot waive but can only recommend a ments to the pending legIslation.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Marwaiver, and only the full Senate can act zmes*uu).
The Chair wishes to make a
and waive the Budget Act.
Mr. McCLURE. As I say, the Chair an- statement at this point.

ticipated the wrong question, that where
the committee takes action that will require a waiver the committee reports a
waiver resolution, and that waiver resotutlon is' referred to the Budget Committee for action, and the Budget Committee

would then take action on that waiver

full Impact.

I consider this to be a considerable

contribution. It Is a great improvement
the past, when multibillion-dollar
Even though the Budget Act provides over
special handling for waiver resolutions amendments could be brought up on a
reported from a standing committee rel- moment's notice without prior warning.
ative to the action of that committee, it without any chance for costing to take
and written Into bills without any does not preclude individual Senators place,
from introducing such resolutions; and one having an opportunity to understand
since the Budget Act, in another section, their full impact.
The process Is new. We may find that
specifically section 904, allows a motion
to waive to be made by any Senator, the the role of the Budget Committee is conChair believes it is conslstent.to permit siderably different than I have described
any Senator to introduce a resolution to it, but I feel we have met our responsi-

resolution by way of agreeing with It or
disagreeing with it and, perhaps under
the circumstances, reporting it back
without recommendation.
bility In bringing the waivers back to the
This, however, Is not committee action waive.
floor for the Senate's action.
Mr.
McCLURE.
Well,
now,
I
am
sorry
which we are asked to act upon, and
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I move that
the
Chair
decided
to
make
that
antherefore, there was no resolution of
the resolutions be agreed to, and I ask
waiver from the committee asking us for nouncement, because I think that is com- unanimous consent that they be considpletely gratuitous, and establishes exa waiver; am I not correct?
en bloc.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- • actly the thing I was seeking to avoid in .ered
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The resator Is correct as to the genesis of the terms of a precedent being made for pro- olutions
are, by previous agreement, beresolutions. They were not reported from cedures outside of the budget law. It may ing considered
en bloc.
be
something
that
will
work,
and
it
may
standing committees and then referred
Mr.
ALLEN.
I move that the resolube
the
kind
of
thing
that,
upon
reflection,
to the Budget Committee. They were Intions
be
agreed
to.
the
Senate
will
wIsh
to
adopt.
But
the
troduced by Individual Senators and reThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The quesferred to the Budget Committee, a pro- Senator from Idaho was tryingto avoid tion
Is on agreeing to the motion of the
'writing Into the precedents of the Senate
cedure—
from AIabama
Mr. McCLURE. Individual Senators something that is not provided for by the Senator
The motion was agreed to.
Introduced waiver resolutions dealing statute but is not objected , to by any
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The rewith individual amendments which they ldember, including the Senator from solutions
are agreed to en bloc.
Idaho.
hoped to offer; is that the situation?
Mr.
LONG.
I move to reconsider the
'I
hope
that
we
may,
indeed,
as
a
SenThe PRESiDING OFFICER. That is
vote
by
which
the
motion was agreed to.
ate,
upon
some
reflection,
and
as
a
correct. There is no provision for it in
Mr. AlLEN. I move to lay that motion
Budget Committee with some reflection,
the Budget Act, but—
the table.
Mr. McCLURE. Would the Chair re- discuss and determine whether or not onThe
motion to lay on the table ws
this Is the procedure which we want folpeat that?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. There is lowed In the future upon amendments agreed to.
no provision for it in the Budget Act, the which may be offered In the future by
SOCIAL 8ECURITY FINANCING
Chair is advised, but Senators have a any Member of the Senate.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair
AMENDMENTS OF 1977
generic right to introduce resolutions.
Mr. McCLURE. I presume that Is, in- agrees with the Senator that thIs Is toThe
Senate
contInued with the considdeed, the situation, though maybe not tally a matter of the Senate's choice.
eration of E.R. 9346.

quite that. The reason why I am concerned about it is that the origin of the
resolutions is not provided for by the
statute and Is not provided for by any
of the existing rules of the Senate,.
It may, indeed, be a generic right of
Senators, but this Is a matter of first impression, as I regard it, of the Budget

Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, I would

Mr. DOLE. -Mr. President, I wonder if,
like to say for the record that the Sen- with
. the concurrence of the distinator from Oklahoma voted In favor of guished
Senator from New York (Mr.
these waivers, and I would like to ex- MoyNmsx),
we might have unanimous
plain briefly my reasons. I would like to consent to proceed
say the opinion I am going to give Is another amendment. for 3 minutes with
mine alone, and. Is not In any way repMOYNIRAN. I am happy to yield
resentative of other members, of the forMr.
that purpose.
Budget
Committee;
and
also
I
would
like
Act, In which, In anticipation of an
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
amendment which might be offered on to say that this is a new matter, and my objection
to the temporarily laying aside
which a point of order might be raised, own Ideas on it are subject to change.
I feel that the Budget Committee has the amendment of the Senator from New
we have sent a resolution to the Budget
for the purpose of calling up other
Committee for action before it has ever- a somewhat restricted role as far as York
waivers are concerned. Realistically, amendments? Without objection, It is so
been presented to the Senate.
I just hope, again, that this entire pro- there are some things we can do and —ordered.
AMENDMENT NO. 1044
ceeding may not necessarily be held to some things we cannot do. I believe we Purpose: VP
To clarify the tax liabilities or
be a precedent for all future actions of can slow down runaway spending legiscertain non-profit organiation.)
similar nature, because I am not certain lation, and make c?rtaln that the Senate
Mr.
DOLE. Mr. President, I send to the
fully
understands
the
Impact
of
what
we
that that Is what the Senate wishes to do
an imprinted amendment In behalf
by way of establishing a precedent on are doing, that we have fully costed out desk
myself and the Senator from Maryactions that are not covered by the the various proposals, and that we un- of
derstand the impact, the effect, and the land (Mr. SARBMIES), and ask for its imbudget law itself.
I am not going to question the action big word we hear so much now, the mediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
any further than to say it Is outside of macroeconomic Impact, so that we know
the statute, and I think we peed to be the related economic effect in other amendment will be stated.
The second assistant legislative clerk
very careful before we establish a prec- areas.

edent of this kind, not only In the origin

But I doubt that the Senate expects or read as follows:

of the resolution but In the treatment would long permit the Budget Commitof the resolution, which Is not provided tee to deny access to the floor to any
for by the act.

The Senator from Kaias (Mr. flOl.E), for

himself and Mr. SARR4MES, proposes an un-

Senator who has a proposition he might printed amendent numbered 1044.
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The amendment Is as follows:

oniy impact of this amendment would
economic conditions cry out for it
At an appropriate place, Insert the fol- be on those few groups who Inadvert- ent
to be extended.
lowing:
ently lost their FICA exemption and
My State of Rhode Island is one State
"Section 3121(k) (4) (B) of the Interni are fated with back taxes.
where this legislation will have an 1111Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to the peflMr. President, I believe that my mediate and critically important impact.
od cf not le8s than-three calendar quarters during which taxes imposed by &ecttons

3101 and 3111 were paid) Is amended by
deleting the period at the end thereof and
inserting in lieu thereof:
(iii)' ', or If the organization, prior to
the end of the period referred to in clause
(ii) of such subparagraph, had applied for
a ruling or determination letter acknowl-

amendment is in keeping with the intent of Congress to exempt charitable
organizations from the obligations of
paymg FICA taxes. Now is the proper
time for Congress to correct the mis-

take it made in Public Law 94—563 and
I urge the adoption of my amendment.
The amendment relieves certain nonedging it to be exempt from income tax profit organizations from being adversely
under section 501(c) (3), and it subsequently affected by Public Law 94—563. It is the
received such ruling or determination letter responsibility of the affected organizaand did not pay any taxes under sections tions to apply to IRS for reopening of

In addition, as the winter inevitably

causes some work stoppages and some
increases in unemployment along with

fewer new job openings, the present

need for this program will actually increase.

Right now, about 300 Rhode Islanders

per week apply for benefits under the
FSB program. If this program in reextended, it could mean that as many as
1,200 unemployed workers per month

their cases under this amendment. No
obligation Is placed on IRS to reopen
of such ruling or determination letter and such cases on its own motion.
did not pay any such taxes wtth respect to
Mr. President, I hope the amendment

could begin these necessary benefits, and
if the program is extended for 6 months

December 31, 1975 or (II) the date on which

I urge my colleagues to support and
vote for this important program. Our

3101 and 3111 wtth respect to any employee
wtth respect to any quarter ending after the
tPelfth month following the date of mailing

any quarter beginning after the later of (I)

h ruling or determination letter was

issued'."

-

Mr. DOLE. I might say very quickly,

M. President, that this amendment has
been discussed by myself and the distinguished Senator from Maryland (Mr.

will be accepted.

Mi. LONG. Has the Senator's amendment been agreed to?
Mr. DOLE. I am waiting to see if the
amendment is agreed to.
Mr. LONG. I have no objection.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.'

as in our proposal, then 7,200 workers
and their families could participate in
its benefits.

national economy is simply not producing enough new jobs quickly enough for
us to let this program fade away. It provides a minimal, but vital level of assistance to unemployed workers, and it
deserves a renewal for another 6 months.
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, the

SARBANES) with both the minority and
majority side.
VP AMENDM1NT NO. 1045
before us today is the future
This is a technical amendment to clar- Purpose: To provide coverage for policemen subject
financing of the social security system.
and firemen in Mississippi.
ify certain tax liabilities of a few taxBut it is Inseparable from another set of
exempt organizations. All organizations
Mr. LbNG. On behalf of the two Sen- profound social policy issues that are also
which qualify under section 501(c) (3) ators from Mississippi, Mr. President, I em-bedded
In the Social Security Act:
for tax exemptions are also exempt from send an amendment to the desk and ask those associated
with aid to families with
payment of FICA—social security— for its immediate consideration.
dependent children, and with President
taxes unless they waive that privilege.
The PRE.gIDING OFFICER. The Carter's far-reaching propo6al to reform
This ability to waive the tax Immunity amendment will be stated.
that program as well as a number of
has created an unfortunate situation for
The legislative clerk read as follows: other public assistance programs.
a few charitable organizations.
The Senator from Louisiana (Mr. LONG),
On September 12, I introduced 5. 2084,
In the past, some 501(c) (3) organi- for himself Mr. EASTLAND and Mr. Sitmns,
program for better jobs and income,
zations paid FICA taxes and inadvert- proposes an unprinted amendment ñum- the
on behalf of the Carter administration.

ently did not file a waiver. To help

bere 104S.

them, Congress passed Public Law 94Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I ask unani563 which provided that if an orgathza- mous
consent that further reading of
tion paid FICA taxes for three quarters, the amendment
be dispensed with.
a waiver of its FICA exemption would
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
be implied. This law applied to all tax- objection,
it is so ordered.
exempt organizations, regardless of when

they received their tax exemption.
AMENDMENT IS STRICTLY LThU'rED

My amendment only concerns those

1stated at the time, as I had when the
Presittent first announced it in August,
that I agreed with its general goals and
directions. I said that, "The President
has, as he pledged, undertaken the great
task of making this Nation's welfare sys-

The amendment is as follows:
tem more rational, equitable, and huAt the appropriate place insert the fol- mane, and has done so with vigor and
lowing new section:
good faith, mindful of the general procOvERAGE 'OR POLICEMEN AND FIREMEN ZN

MISSISBWPI
organizations which had applied for but
not received their tax exemption. These
SEC. 130. Section 218(p) (1) of the Social
organizations were obligated by law to Security Act is amended by inserting
pay FICA taxes until given a tax-exempt "MississIppi" after "Maryland.'.
for the FICA taxes paid duilng the inMr. LONG. Mr. President, this lanterim were then refunded by the lBS. guage is in the House bill and it would
The problem for t.ee groups only arose permit certain policemen and firemen in
after Public Law P,d3 was enacted.
the State of Misssippi to have the same
Although these ups had no inten- election which has been provided In 21
tion of waiving iefr tax exemption, a other States and the Commonwealth of
waiver is still Implied by Public Law Puerto Rico. I see no objection to it.
94-563. These organizations would thus
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The quesbe liable for years of FICA taxes. Pay- tion is on agreeing to the amendment.
ment could bankrupt them.
The amendment was- agreed to.
coszsitirr WITH coNGRESsIoNAL INTENT
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I am pleased
The original reason for exempting to join today with my colleagues to urge
charitable organizations from FICA the Senate to accept an amendment to
taxes was to free more money to be spent the social security bill to reextend the
on their charitable and educational proj- Federal supplemental benefits (FSB)
ects. My amendment would preserve this unemployment insurance program.
FICA exemption privilege for those orThis program provides 13 additional
ganizations which desire it.
weeks of unemployment compensation
If any group that had a tax exemption benefits to unemployed workers who
pending truly Intended to waive its FICA have exhausted their inItial 39 weeks of
exemption, my amendment would not Buch benefits. This section of the law
prevent them from filing a waiver. The expired last week, and I believe that pres-

position that most people do, can, and
ought to work for their livings." "The
fundamental assumption2 behind the
plan," I added, "are clearly praiseworthy:

the concept of a national floor under

cash benefits, paid for by the National
Government; the attention to improved
financial incentives for work; the provision of mcome supplementation for the
'working poor and the conscientious

effort to relieve some of the fiscal burden
now borne by State and local taxpayers,

particularly in those jurisdictions that
have historically been most generous toward their least fortunate residents."
As we set about examining the specific

legislative language of the bifi, and as
reactions and analyses began to flood in
from many quarters, one diculty with
this proposed legislation was obvious
above all others: the proposition that
States and localities must wait 3 years,
until the reformed welfare system was
fully In operation, before realizing any
of the fiscal relief that they so urgently
need.

Meanwhile, in the context of another
piece of legislation, the Committee on
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First, the States are authorized to con- 75 yers, is the result 01 a combination
Finance had responded to my fervent duct
1imted work demontratiOU proj of factors. About half of the deficit is the
relief
for
pleas for some immediate fiscal
ecth
as
part of their APDC programs. Up result of a defect In the formula for
I
hard-pressed States and localities.
to
three
such pr ets can be in1ertakefl computing benefit Increases which has
asked fox $1 bi1llon spread over 2 years, by any jiiridktOn wishing to do so. ru1ted In benefits rising at a faster rate
with actual State receipts In the second States desfrng to conduct such prO than wages. This flaw can be corrected
of those years linked to improvement In grams must tht submit them to the eec- by Indexing future benefits to wages, as
their welfare error rates.
W, who wifi have 45 days to recommended by the Committee on FiThis proposal was warmly eiidorsed by retary of
consider
tbm.
If not disapproved by ilance, In order to Insure that the ratio
the
the Governors, by the mayors, by
hni
n
that
time,
State can pt ts of benefits to wages belore retirement
county officlais, and by others troubled plans into effect. Itthe
important to note emarns about the same. Other factors
by the heavy fiscal burden that soaring that partic1pt1on inIssuch
programs will affecting the financthg problem are the
welfare costs were imposing on our State
of revenues to the trust funds as a
and local governments. They aiso urged be entirely voluntary from the stand- loss
of recent high rates of unemploythe administration to embrace the idea pcnt of the individual welfare recipient. result
ment
and
the declining birthrate, which
Second,
the
States
will
be
given
access
of Interm fscaI relief within its welfare
to social security wage records, and to produces fewer workers entering into the
reform plan.
system. In additior, the number of disOn Tuesday, that happened. In a unemployment insurance records,. for
of verifying the eligibifity of ability beneficiaries has increased by 1
splendid decision. President Carter purposes
added great]y to the momentum for pas- welfare applimts. This access will be million since 1972—an increase unsage of his welfare reform bill In the next strictly 1riited to the purposes of veri- anticipated by the Congress and one
session of Congress by agreeing to link fication, and will be supervised by the which Is expected to deplete the Disabilwelfare reform to Interim fiscal relief for Secretary of HEW. I would note that ity Trust Fuid by 1979.
While the problems associated with
States and localities. Indeed, he and Sèc- many States have been seeking this acretary Calif ano agreed to go further than
we had initially proposed, and to endorse
the prospect of esca.1 relief In au 3 years

between now and the Implementation
o.t the administration's comprehensive
welfare reform plan.

The second and thId Installments of
that interim fiscal relief will come be-

f ore us later, In the form of modifications

cess for years. In New York, for example,

State officia]s estimate that as much as
$100 million a year may be saved by allowing the we1are agencies to consult
these records as part of their review of
individual applications.
Third, because a high error rate" has
been a persistent problem In the AFDC
program, States will be given modest fl-

the disability insurance program are not

addressed In the legislation before us
today, I was pleased to learn that the

House Subcommittee on Social Security
plans to review the program next year as

phase II of the social security issue. I
hope that this body will also examine
the causes of the large increases in disability clakns and devise solutions wher-

to the President's welfare reform bill nancial incentives to bring their error ever possible.
The range of options available to us to
now before the committees. The first In- rates below 4 preent per annum.
The Committee on Finance, and the respond to these problems is limited and,
stallment, however, is before us today, as

an integral element of the social security administration, all look upon these pro- as is so often the case, none of them is
financing bill reported by the Commit- visions as a "package" providing fiscal perfect. One alternative, which has been
tee on Finance. It provides $374 million relief on the one hand and, on the other, recommended by President Carter, is to
to States and localities In fiscal year a trio of modifications to the current rely upon Infusions of general revenues
1978, which began 1 month ago, distrib- AFDC program designed to make it more in order to make up part of the deficit.
uted according to a formula that the Fi- efficient, economical, and effective.
There are two strong arguments against
I cannot close these brief comments this recommendation, however, which
nance Committee developed, and that
without
remarking
once
again
on
the
the administration has agreed to, under
have persuaded me that the President's
which half Df each State's allocation is splendid boost we are now in a position proposal would be Ill-advised. First, relybased on its AlDC expenditures and half to be able to give to the concept of wel- ing upon general revenues will erode the
is based on the formula of the general fare reform. While more than fiscal re- "earned-right" nature of the social serevenue sharing program. There is a lief and minor program modifications curity system—an aspect of the program
further provision that these funds be are obviously required, passage of the which, In my view, accounts In large part
"passed through" to lal governmeiits measure before us today will signal to for the overwhelming public support the
in those States where the localiti share the entire Nation our commitment to program has received throughout the
in the costs of aid to families with de- serious reform of a system that is wide- years.
ly—and accurately--regarded as costly,
pendent children.
Secondly, when the financing of beneThis Is a reasonable amount While it inequitable, and confusing.
is not directly dependent upon tax
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, Senate fits
represents on1y a modest fraction of curconrtibutions of employers and emcosiderat1on
of
legislation
to
remedy
rent outlays in this multibifilon-dollar
the ptessures upon Congress to
enterprise, It will confer real and sub- the financing difficulties confronting the ployees
further
expand
benefit levels and eligibilsocial
security
system
is
overdue,
and
I
stantial benefit in the current year on
ity
wifi
become
even more severe than
am
pleased
that
we
are
now
addressing
every one of the 50 States. And, Just as
now are.
importantly, it will serve as an earnest the need to take action to insure the fu- they
A second alternative, and one which
of our commitment to genuine welfare ture fiscal stability of the system.
Since its inception, social security has has been rejected by the House, would be
xeform, and to the sizable amounts of
gradually Increase the retfrement age
fiscal relief that must be part of any evolved into a comprehensive retirement, to
disability, and survivors' insurance sys- to 68. While I am aware that life expectgenuine welfare reform plan.
for Americans has improved since
The Committee-on Finance had also tem which reaches almost every Amen- ancyretirement
age of 65 was first estabproposed some other interim modifica- can family. While the system has its the
llshed,
it
is
my
view that it would be a
weaknesses,
its
mandatory
nature
and
tions to the current welfare system,
breach of faith for the Congress
based on the committee's strong belief almost universal coverage has made it serious
reduce what for many elderly Amenthat the prpect of comprehensive re. possible to provide a level of social in- to
Is very short period of retirement
form 3 years hence did not obviate the surnce to millions which relatively few cans
long years of labor. For this reason,
need for some easily implemented im- would be able to obtain for themselves. after
have also rejected this option for copprovements in the present, jerry-built To fail to assure adequate future financ- Iing
with the deficit.
programs. Accordmgly, and again with ing would be devastating, not only to the
Our remaining alternative, Mr. Presithe full support of the Carter adni1ns- 33 million Americans who now rely upon
tratlon, three such improvements are social security benefits, but also to the dent, is to continue to rely upon the tradialso before us today as part of the com- more than 100 million flow paying into tional method of financing the system
through employer and employee taxes.
mittee's bill. A bit later, I will speak to a the program.
The deficit facing the social security After reviewing the problems confrontfourth provision, which must be altered
slightly before It is entirely agreeable to trust funds, whkh I calculated to be ing us, I have concluded that this s the
about 8.2 percent o payroll over the next most realistic meft of lnsurtng the solthe adni1ntraUon.
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vency of the social security program and

mandate coverage of these employees
protecting the r1ght of. future benefici- under social security by a certain date
aries.
without a more thorough examination
In arriving at the combination of wage- than has yet been made of how the two
base and tax-rate Increases which will be systems would mesh would do an injusnecessary to accomplish that goal I hope tice to Federal employees, and I would
that we will refrain from the temptation oppose such proposals. If the Congress

of placing a disproportionate share of should determine that it is best to brhig
the tax burden upon middle-income wage

Federal employees into the social secuearners who are aIready laboring under rity program, then we slould take whatthe severe effect of inflation on Income ever action is necessary to review the two
tax Iates. In addition. I would caution systems and devise a method of combinagainst deviating from the trafltional ing them which will assure Federal emparity which has been maintained be- ployees that they will not be deprived of
tween taxes on employers and employees the retirement benefits which they have
by mandating heavy tax increases for earned.
employers. While the full economic efMr. President. this legislation is one of
fects of any tax Increase cannot be pre- the most complex measur which the
dicted with complete accuracy, it seems Senate has considered this year and
clear that employers will not magically these remarks have touched upon only
absorb such taxes but will pass them on a few 'of the many Issues which will be
to employees by cutting back on their raised during discussion of the bill and
labor force and on wages and benefits. amendments to be offered on the floor. I
Moreover, I fear that proposals to elizn- hope that, In the course of this debate,
mate the wage base upon which em- we will bear in mind the fai-reachthg
ployers pay social security taxes will bring impact of the actions we take today, as
on a new round of financing difficulties well as the need to restore public confiIn future years as benefits, which are cal- dence in the social security system.
culated upon employees' earnings subject
to the tax, rise along with the wage base.

There is no doubt, Mr. President. that

any increase in the social security tax will

take its toll upon all workers now contributing to the system and that, dependIng upon how It is designed, it will aect
some workers more than others. I see no

choice for us, however, but to approve

such an increase, for the alternative

would be to abandon a program that is
literally vital to millions. Accepting this
fact, I believe that we can best serve the

needs of the Nation by fashionmg a
measure which will distribute the burden as equitably as possible among
classes of wage earners and employers.

As part of this effort, Mr. President.

we have an opportunity to remedy some

of the Inequities which currently exist
In the program. I am pleased that the
Finance Committee has recommended
lncreaing the earnings limitation on retirees under the age of 72. I have long
supported such an increase, and I hope
that we will be able to remove the limita-

tion entirely for those who continue to
work after retirement.

In addition, I support the changes
to alter those aspects of the program
which the committee has recommended

which discriminate on the basis of sex,
including those changes which have been

mandated by recent Supreme Court decisions.

One of the most heatedly argued is-

sues which has been raised m connection
with the social security debate this year
has been whether or not Congress should

require coverage of Federal employees
under the social security system. The
civil service retirement system, which is
mandatory for all but a few Federal employees, varies from social security in
many ways—lncludjng the fact that Fed-

eral employees pay a larger tax on a

larger portion of their income in order to
receive higher benefits.

Thousands of retired employees, as

well as those now working for the Governnienb, rely upon this program as their

sole source of retirement Income. To
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The senate continued with the conalderatlon of HR. 9346.
Mr. ROBT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
the first vote will occur tomorrow morn-

lngat9:55a.m.
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SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING
AMENDMENTS OF 1977

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The hour of 9:45 having arrived,
the Senate will proceed to the unfinished

buness which the clerk will state.
The assistant legislative clerk read as
follows:

A bill (HR. 9346) to amend the Social
Security Act and the Internal Revenue Code

of 1954, to strengthen the nancing of the

social security system, and so forth, and for
other purposes.

The Senate resumed the consideration

of the bill.

AMENDMENT NO. 1615

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The Senator from Missouri.
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I yield
myself 3 mInutes.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern-

pore. The Senator from Missouri
reiognized for 3 minutes.

is

Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, the

basfic point, the only point of this amend-

ment is to cushion the blow of programed Increases In social security tax
liability for State and local government
and for not-for-profit organizations.

This amendment will not provide a

windfall to anyone. No employer by virtue of this amendment will be paying less
social security taxes In 1979 than today;
no employer under this amendment will

be paying less social security taxes in
1980 than In 1979.

The problem Is that, by virtue of the
bill that is now before us in whatever

form it eventually comes out and by vir-

tue of increases In social security tax
liability already programed in the law,
State and local governments and notfor-profit organizations are going to
experience a tremendous increase in
social security tax liability over the next
decade and beyond.
As a matter of fact, if we do absolutely
nothing, i we do not adopt this amend-

ment under the bill befor us with the

sjovember ,

1977

increases already progranied
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on this side if it is satisfactory to
in the level of $2 billion a year by 1987, does tion
the Senator from Missouri. Until what

law, State and local governments and
nonprofit organizations will experience a
227-percent Increase In social security
tax liability by the year 1987.
That Is just too much. Even under this
amendment, if adopted, the increase In
social security tax liaoility for this group
of employers will be 197 percent. So we
are just talking about a little cushion
from that tremendous blow.
My point s simply that the American
people rely on State govertiment, local
government, the United Way, the Salvation Army, the Boy Scouts, and so on, to
deliver meaningful services in their community, and to the extent that we deal
a substantial economic blow to this class
of employers we are going to make It

not increase the benefits of a single retiree in this country. It is a revenue shar- time is that?
Mr. NELSON. Five after 10.
ing plan so far as the municipalities and
Mr. BAKER. Make it 5 after 10.
States are concerned.
Mr. DANFORTH. That is satisfactory
We now have a general revenue sharing plan which is pending $6 billion a to me. However, I do not think it is satisto the majority leader.
year in general revenues back to the factory
Mr. BAKER. The distinguished Senmunicipalities and the States. Do we
from West Virginia, the majCrity
want to add to that general - revenue ator
has constructed a pretty precise
sharing plan at this time, in this social leader,
schedule of voting. If it is suitable to
security bill?
is certainly suitable to me.
The Finance Committee proposal him, it DANFORTH.
Mr. President, may
Mr.
pending before the Senate authorizes all
eligible employers—the States, munici- I now be recognized for 2 minutes?
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempalities, charitable organizations, and
private colleges—to get a refund to 50 pore. The time of the Senator from Mispercent of the excess that they pay on souri has expired pursuant to the previthe employee's base over what the em- ous order.

UP AMENDMENT NO. 1050
pays. That authorization will
difficult if not Impossible for them to ployee
DANFORTH. Mr. President, I ask
phase
out
in
25
years
as
the
base
of
the
Mr.
provide the services for the Am rican employee rises—
unanimous consent that I may now send
people that the people of our comtry
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- to the desk my amendment with certain
demand and need.

I reserve the remainder of my time.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Wisconsin.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, this proposal, or the essence of it, was discussed
on a previous day, so I shall attempt to

pore. The Senator's 5 mInutes have ex-

modifications, which have been checked

with the staff of the Senator from Wisconsin, and that the amendment as presthat of the employer. So I think it is a ently sent to the desk might be the one
mistake to use general fund moneys at to be voted on.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temthis time .or this purpose.
pired.
Mr. NELSON (continuing). And equals

Mr. President, how much time does the
avoid being repetitious about all that Senator
from Missouri have?
was said. I will only comment on the
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temmajor points.
Two minutes.
The essence of this proposal is that pore.
Mr. NELSON. I believe it was underfor the first time general fund moneys stood
that we would delay the rollcall for
wlfl be used for the purpose of support- 5 or 10
mInutes from the time set by
ing the social security system.

pore. Is there objection?

Mr. NELSON. May I ask, what is the

request?
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-

pore. There is a unanimous-consent request propounded by the Senator from
Missouri to modify his amendment.
the unanimous consent agreement yesMr. DANFORTH. It is technical corrections, and it has been cleared with the
terday. Was that correct?
Mr. DANFORTH I think there was Senator's staff.
supposed to be, at 5 minutes to 10, a
Mr. NELSON. I understand. Does anyvote on the motion to table.
one object?
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temThe ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator is correct.
pore. Is there objection to the modilicaMr. NELSON. As I recall, Senator tion of the amendment? The Chair hear-

That may or may not be a good Idea,
depending upon one's viewpoint. There
are those who believe there ought to be
a direct infusion of general fund moneys
into the social security system, and there
are those who strongly argue against it;
both of them have defensible arguments
from their own standpoints.
had asked whether we could
This proposal, however, would have the M0YN1HAN
that time until 10 o'clock or
effect of refunding from the general fund extend
and he discussed that request
10 percent of all social security taxes something,
with
the
Senator
from Missouri, did he
paid by all States and. all municipali- not?
ties, public and private colleges, and
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, reother charitable institutions. The cost serving
right to object, I would like
of this amendment starts at about a bil- to clear the
this with the minority leader. It
lion dollars a year, and during the period is my understanding—you
want to do
between now and 1987, the total cost will
be $14 billion. In 1987, the cost will be a what?
Mr. NELSON. If the Senator will relittle more than $2 billion a year. By the call,
Senator MOYNLHAN asked for a 5- or
year 1990, there will be a $20 billion in- 10-minute
delay in the vote, and I befusion of general fund money into the lieve he discussed
it with the Senator
social security system, which is nothing from Missouri yesterday.
more than a revenue-sharing concept.
Mr. DANFORTH. Yes. Further reservEven if one does believe that general
the right to object, I did discuss that,
fund moneys should be infused into the ing
request, with Senator CRANSTON and
social cecurity system directly, the ques- his
ROBERT C. BYRD, and they told
tion is whether this Is the way to do it. Senator
that they wanted to go ahead with
The general fund of the United States Is me
vote at 5 minutes until 10. It is Imsupported by exactly the same taxpayers the
who pay the social security for the States, material to me, but that was their statethe municipalities, and the public col- ment yesterday.

ing none, the amendment will be so modified.

The amendment as modified is as fol-

lows:

Strike out section 108 and insert in lieu

thereof the ol1owing:

REDUCTION ZN TAX FOR CERTAIN PUBLIC AND

NONPROFIT EMPLOYEES
SEC. 106.

(a) Section 218 (e) of the Social

Security Act Is amended—

(1) by inserting", subject to the provisions

of paragraphs (3), (4), and (5)," after will
pay" in paragraph (1) (A) thereof; and

(2) by adding at the end thereof the fol-

lowing new paragraphs:

"(3) 'or purposes of paragraph (1)(A) in
determining the amount of taxes whicb

would be imposed—

"(A) for calendar year 1979, the rates of
tax under such section 3111 and the contribution and benefit base (as determined
under section 230) which would have applied for calendar year 1979 under the law
In effect immediately before the enactment

the Social Security Amendments of 1977
Mr. NELSON. Bf ore the minority of
leges. So taxpayers who are paying
shall be applied; and
money into the general fund will support leader came in, we were discussing that
(B) for calendar years 1980 and therethe States, municipalities, and other we have a unanimous-consent agree- alter, the amount determined under para-

nonprofit organizations who will receive

a reduction in their social security tax
payments.

If I were to support, at this stage, the
concept of using general fund moneys;
it would not be my view that this is the
best way to do it. In any case, I am not
prepared to support the concept at this
time. The general fund money that goes
back to the municipalities, running at a

ment to vote at 5 minutes to 10. Senator graph (1) (A) as the taxes which would be
MOYNIHAN had delayed taking up his Imposed by such section 3111 (without reproposal to set aside the Danforth pro- g'srd to the provisions of this paragraph

posal, and discovered that, in going to with respect to such employees shall (except
otherwise provided In paragraph (5)) be
New York and catching his plane back. as
reduced by 10 percent.
he would need to have another 5 mInutes.

"(4) Each agreement under this section
I wonder if the minority leader would shall
provide that any State whose payments

agree to that.

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I have no

objection to that. There will be no objec-

under the agreement are reduced by reason
of paragraph (3) or paragraph (5) shall
agree to pay (and any Such reduction shall
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be made ot the condition that such State ant then that the remaining 5 minutes
pay) to any po1tica1 sbdiv1s1oii tbereof a
percentage of the aggregate amount of luch be equally divided.
The ACTING PRESIDE?IT pro ternreduction which percentage ahall be equal to
the percentage of the amo,mt paid by such pore. Without objection, it is o ordered.
State under paragraph (1) (A) for which such The Senator from MIssouri recognized
State was reimbursed by such political sub- for 2 minutes.
division.".
Mr. DANFORflJ. Mr. President, I
(5) The amount of the taxes which would
simply like to respowl to the combe imposed by Euch section 3111 for a cal- would
endar year (taking into account the provi- ments of the Senator from Wisconsin
sion of paagap& (3) shall not be leS& than that his aniendnient dae$ tiot call for
any disbursement Iron,, the geicra1 fund
the lesser ot

No"vember 4, 1977

Ities and States In this country arc not
covered by social security. So this gener1 fund revenue-sharing program will
ony be giving back to those States and
rrn.micipalities which are under social ecurity, 10 percent of what they paid; but,

those States and those municipalities
which have their own pension plan for
their employees will get nothing back. So

this refund discriminates against a substantial number of municipafltie, State

"(A) the amount detern2(ned under para- to the social security trust fund. My governments, as well az others who are
graph (1) (A

te taxes which would be original amendment did, but in order to not covered by socia1 security.

imposed by such section 3111 Zo such cal- satisfy the Budget Committee, I transendar year ('without regard to the provisions formed this amendment to impJ1e rate
of paragraph (3)); or
"(B) the amount deterinJied for calen- reduction for this group of employers.
If successful with this arcxdment, I
dar year 1979 under paragTaph (1) (A) as
the taxes which wOuld be Imposed by such will then move into phase 2, whIch will
section 3111 for calendar year 1979 (after ap- be an amendment which would authorize
plication of the provisIoia o subparagraph a trajisfer from the general 'und to the
(A) of paragraph (3)).
social security trust fund ii an amount
(b) Section 3111 of the Xnternai Revenue equal to the revenue 1s a a result of
Code of 1954 (relatIng to rate of tax on em- the amendment which is currently pe,nd

ployer) s &mended by adding t the end.
tbereo the foflowing ew subect1ons;
"(c) Certain Woproñt Empioyers.—Notwithstanding any other provision of this

Section. in the case of an organization deBcrlbed In section 501(c)(3) which Is ex-

Mr. President, th1 amendment will

cost $2 billion a year by 1987; the cost
starts out at $1 billion a year in 1979.
General fund moneys have to be paic!
by levying taxes on the same taxpayers
who are paying the taxes for social security in the States and municipalities anyway. It Ls a reshuffling of funds and a
dip into the general fund without having
any hearings as to whether this L what
ing. However, this amendment does not we ought do and, if it is, whether this is
cause any draw on the general fund at the best way to do It.
all.
The AC'ITNG PRESIDENT pro ternThe Senator from Wis:onin Mr. N- pore. The Senator's time has expired.
SON) Is correct in saying that he also has The Senator from Missotiri has 1 minute
a version of a proposal to provide some remaining.
r. DANFORTH. Mr. President unless
relief for State and local govmments

empt from tax under section 501(a) and
with ra8pect to which the taxes imposed
by this section are paid, the amount of the and otforprot ernp1oycx. I have Senator Rmico, who is a cosponsor.
taxes imposed by this section with respect
to employees (other than empIoyee who carefully considered his vcrLn. I think has something to add, I yield back the
are primarily employed in cocinection with it is inadequate for at 1eat three rea- remainder of my time.
Mr. NELSON. Has all time been used
one Or oe unrelated $rsde or buinesats sons.

(within the meaning of .ectLo 53) of such
orgaiilzat1o) thall—
"(1) during calendar year 1979. be equal
to the amount which would be determined
It the rates of tax under section 3111 and
the contribution and benefit ba8e (as-determined under sectIon 230 of the Social Security Act) which would have applied during
calendar year 1979 under the law In effect
immediately before the enactment at the So-.

One reason is that it wou'd benefit
only those employers who have farIy

up?

The ACTING PRESmENT pro tern-

high-salaried personnel, which Would be pore. The Senator Is correct.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. Prtsident, I move
professional not-for-profit organizations
such as, for example, foundations like the to table the amendment and I ask for the
Rockefeller Foundation aM the Ford yeas and nays.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro ternFoundation.

They would have a very ubstantiai pore. The yeas and nays have been or-

dered on the motion to table by urzaxiimos. consent.
The question is on agreeing to the motion to table the amendment of the Senator from Missouri. The yeas and nays
I think the amendment which s now have been ordered and the clerk will call
before us, if we realiy want to do some- the roll.
(Mr. ZORINSKY assumed the chair.>
thing to cushion the blow for this group
The legs1atlve clerk called the roll.
of employers, is the one which s fairest
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that the
and most equitable and treats all alike.
and which gives the greatest relief to Senator from Arkansas (Mr. BUMPERS),
that group of emp1oyer that really can the Senator from Mississippi (Mr. EASTstand the relief. They are the commu- LAND), the Senator from Colorado (Mr.
the Senator from Kentucky
nlty.based organizations, such as the HASKELL),
Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, Salvation Army, (Mr. HVDDLE5TON), the Senator from
local school districts, and the like; Minnesota (Mr. HUMPHRIY), the Senawhich do not have the etremeIy high tor from Hawaii (Mr. MA'rsuAGA), the
from Arkansas (Mr. MCCLELlevel of salaries which would be bene- Senator
fited by the proposal of Senator NELsoN. LAN) • the Senator from New York (Mr.
MOYNIHAN), and the Senator from TenI reserve the remainder of my time.
(Mr. SA5sER) are necessarily abMr. NELSON. Mr. President, first of nessee
afl what could be said about the proposal sent.
I also announce that the Senator from
has now been said. I did iiot mean to Maine
(Mr. MVSKIE) is absent because
imply that this proposal cncompassed of illness.
the Senator's general fund propsa1. But
I further announce that, if present
it is my understanding that if the Sen- and
the Senator from Minnesota
ator prevalled, he would seek to fund (Mr. voting,
HUMPHREY) would vote "no."
the liability in the social security trust
M. STEVENS. I announce that the
fund out of the generi fund.
Senator from California (Mr. HAYAIn principle, it is the
as the KAwA), the Senator from Kansas (Mr.
Senator's original propsaL 1o give ell- PEARSON), the Senator from New Mexico
gible emp1oyer refundable tax' credit of (Mr. SCHMITT) • and the Senator from
10 percent for their tothi cc1a1 security Connecticut (Mr. WEICKER) are necesliabilities from the general fd
sarily absent.
I would make just one other poInt I
I also announce that the Senator from
have neglected to make the past. That Virginia (Mr. Scor) is absent on ofli-

windfall as a result of the proposal which
cia.1 Security Amendments o 1977; anSI
is now itt the bill. However, tb &Ivation
"(2) for the calendar years 1980 and Army in Washington, D.C., would oriiy
thereafter, be equal to 90 percent of the receive $7.67 back in 1978 unce Senator
amount determined under this section
(without regard to the provisions of this NELSON'S proposaL
mib8ection).".

(d) Notwithstanding nytling herein to
the contrary where . the amount of taee
imposed under subsection (c) (2) above
is less than the amount of taxes paid under
subsection (c) (1) above, ftn organization
described in section 501(c)(3) wlich 18

exempt from tax under sec$ion 501(a) shall
pay the Ie8ser of (i) the amoimt of taxes
which woild be imposed under this seotion
(without regard to the provisions of subsection (d)(2)).

Mr. NELSON. I ask unanimous consent that the agreement reached yesterday for the Senator from Wisconsin to
have the floor to make a motion to table
be postponed for 7 mInutes,. until 5
minutes after 10.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro ternpore. Is there objection?
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, reserving
the right to object, and I will not. I un-

derstand the majority leader has now
indicated he has no objectAon. Is that
correct?
Mr. NELSON. Yes.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the remaining

7 minutes be divided as follows: I would
like my 2 mInutes originally agreed to, is that 30 percent of aI th municipal- cial business.
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The result was announced—yeas

34,

nays 51, as follows:
IRolicall Vote No. 616 Leg.1
YEAS—34

Culver

Beilmon

Glenn

Bentsen
Biden
Burdick

Gravel

Hathaway
Harry F., Jr. Inouye
Byrd, Robert C. Jackson
Johnston
Cannon
Long
Chiies
Magnuson
Church
McClure
Clark
McIntyre
Cranston

Byrd,

Meicher
Metcalf
Metzenbaum
Morgan
Nelson

Nunn
Proxmlre
Randolph
Sparkman
Stennia
Taimadge

NAYS—b1

Abr urezk
Allen
MidersOn
Baker

Bayh
Brooke

Case
Chat ee

CurUs

Danforth
Dole

Domenici
Durkin
Eagleton
Ford

Bumpers
EMtland

Haskell
Hayakawa

Huddleston

Fell
Percy

Hansen
Hatch
Hatfteld
Heinz
Hem8
Hollings
Javits
Kennedy
Laxalt
Leahy
Lugar
Mathias
McGovern
Packwood

Riegle

Griffin

Bartlett

DeCncini

Garn
Goldwater

RibicOff

Roth
Sarbanes

Schweiker
Stafford
StevenS
Stevenson
Stone

Thurmond

Tower
Wallop
Williams
Young
Zorinsky
NOT VOTINC*—15
Pearson
Humphrey
Sasaer
Matsunaga
Schmitt
McClellan
Scott
Moynihan
Weicker
Muskie

So the motion to lay on the table

amendment No. 1615 was rejected.
Mr. DANFORTH addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques-

tion recurs on the amendment of the
Senator from Missouri.

PEARSON), the Senator from New Mexico (Mr. SCHMITT), and the Senator from
Connecticut (Mr. WEICKER) are necessarily absent.

I also announce that the Senator from
Virginia (Mr. ScoTT) is absent on official business.

The result was announced—yeas 57,

nays 28, as follows:
[flolicall Vote No. 617 Leg.)
Abourezk
Allen
Anderson
Baker

Bartlett
Bayh
Brooke
Case

Chafee
Clark

Curtis
Danforth

DeConcini

Dole

Domenict
Durkin
Eagleton
Eastland
Ford

YEAS—57
Garn

Fell —

Griffin

Randolph

Goldwater

Hansen
Hatch
Hatfteld
Heinz
Helms
Houings
Javits
Kennedy
LaxBIt

Leahy
Long
Lugar

Mathis

McGovern
McIntyre
PackwoOd
NAYS—28
Culver

Percy

Ribicoff
Riegle

Roth

Srbanes

Schweiker
Sparkman
Stafford

Stennk

Stevens
Stevenson
Stone
Thurmond
Tower
Waflop
Williams
Zorinsky

Metzenbaum
Bellmon
Morgan
Bentsen
Glenn
Gravel
Nelson
Biden
Nunn
Burthck
Hart
PrOxmire
Hakell
Byrd,
Talmadge
Harry F., Jr. Hathaway
Young
Byrd. Robert C. Inouye
Cannon
Jackson
Magnuson
Chiles
Church
McClure
Metcalf
Cranston
NOT VOTING—15
Pearson
Bumpers
Matsunaga
Rayakawa
McClellan
Sasser
Melcher
Huddleston
Schmitt
Moynihan
Humphrey
Scott
Muskie
Weicker
Johnston

Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, a
parliamentary inquiry.
So amendment No. 1050 was agreed
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sento.
ator will state it.
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I
Mr. DANFORTH. Have the yeas and move
to reconsider the vote by which
nays been ordered on the amendment?
the
amendment
was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. They
Mr.
LONG.
I
move to lay that motion
have been ordered.
the table.
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I ask onThe
to lay on the table was
unanimous consent that the order for agreed motion
to.
the yeas and nays be vitiated and we

proceed—

Mr. HATFIELD. I object.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objection
Is heard.

The clerk will call the roll.
The second assistant legislative clerk
called the roll.
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that the
Senator from Arkansas (Mr. BUMPERS),

the Senator from Kentucky (Mr. HUDDLE5TON), the Senator from Minnesota
(Mr. HUMPHREY), the Senator from Louisiana (Mr. JOHNSTON), the Senator from
Hawaii (Mr. MATSUNAGA), the Senator
from Arkansas (Mr. MCCLELLAN), the

Senator from New York (Mr. M0yNIRAN), the Senator from Tennessee (Mr.
SA55ER), and the Senator from Montana
(Mr. MELCHER) are necessarily absent.
I also announce that the Senator from
Maine (Mr. MUSKIE) is absent because
of illness.

I further annbunce that, if present

and voting, the Senator from Minnesota
(Mr. HUMPHREY), would vote "yea".

Mr. STEVENS. I announce that the
Senator from California (Mr. HAYAKAWA), the Senator from Kansas (Mr.
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be given to the amendment in the nature of a substitute, which I shall, offer, as

has been given to the Senator from Arizona for the debate on his amendment.

Mr. NELON. That would be a total

of 3 hours.
Mr. cIOLDWATER. Will the Senator
yield at that point?
Mr. CHURCH. One hour Is sufficient
for me, equally divided.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there

objection?
Mr. DOLE. Reserving the right to ob-

ject, Mr. President. The Senator from

Kansas wants to make certain he understands what the agreement is or would
be if it Is approved. Can anybody advise

me? There would be an hour on the

Goldwater amendment.
Mr. NELSON. An hour and a half.
Mr. DOLE. With an up or down vote?
Mr. NELSON. I am not going to—

Mr. CHURCH. At the expiration of
that hour and a half, or such time as is
consumed, it Is my intention to
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- actually
an amendment in the nature of a
ate will now resume consideration of the offer
substitute, for which I would like to have
SOCIAL SECURITY -FINANCING
AMENDMENTS OF 1977

unfinished business.

hour's time for debate.
The Senate continued with consider- anThe
PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
ation of H.R. 9346.
objection?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SenThe Chair hears no objection. Without
ator from Arizona.
it Is so ordered.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, objection,
The question occurs on the amendmay I have the attention of the ma- ment
of the Senator from New Yolk.
jority leader?
GOLDWATER Mr. President, who
Has there been a Ume limit agreed to hasMr.
the
floor?
on this amendment?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. RIEadvised that the Senator from Arizona
c). The Chair advises the Senator Is
the floor, but the business before the
that there harns been a 1-hour time limit has
at the moment is the amendplaced o his amendment subject to the Senate
of the Senator from New York.
approval of the Senator from Wiscon- ment
Mr. GOLDWATER. Will the Chair say
sin and the Senator from Kansas.
Mr. NELSON. I wonder if it Is agree- that again?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
able to make it an hour and a half? We Chair
that the pending quesnmy yield some back. That would be di- tion isadvIses
the amendment of the Senator
vided equally. There were four or five from New
York. That is the business at
I had not talked to who said they want
moment.
to talk to it briefly. The Senator from theMr.
GOLDWATER. Before I yield the
Arizona knows what "briefly" means floor for
that purpo€e, I ask unanimous
around here. Why not agree on an hour consent that
Bruce Thompson and John
if
there
Is
time
left,
we
and a half,
Mervin of Senator Rom's staff and Terry
can yield it back.
Mr. CHURCH. Will the Senator yield Fmerson of my staff be accorded the
privileges of the, floor during the debate
for a question?
on this measure.
Mr. NELSON. Yes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Mr. CHURCH. Is this a unanimous- objection,
it is so ordered.
consent request being propounded?
Mr. GOLDWATER. Also, I ask unan;Mr. NELSON. There is already an mous
consent that, at the expiration of
agreement, I understand, to limit it to 1
business of the Senator from New
hour. I am asking to make it an hour the
York, I be recognized to offer my amendand a haif.
Mr. CHURCH. May I ask if that hour ment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
and a half request accommodates amend- objection?
there any objection to the
ments to the amendment being offered amendmentIsbeing
in order at this time?
by the Senator from Arizona?
Mr. NELSON. What is the request?
Mr. NELSON. The majority leader
I understand that the pending
tells me it does not, I have not seen the Do
amendment is the amendment of the
agreement.
Senator from New York?
Mr. CHURCH. Does the unanimous- junior
The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is
consent agreement prohibit an amendcorrect.
ment in the nature of a substitute?
Mr. NELSON. And what is the request?
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. It would not
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Seriprohibit an amendment. At the close ator
from Arizona has asked unanimous
of the hour, the Senator could offer an consent
that his amendment be in order
amendment.
Mr. CHURCH. I place the Senate on at this time.
Mr. GOLDWATER. No, following that
notice that I shall have an amendment
in the nature of a substitute to offer. I of the Senator from New York.
I ask furtIer unanimous consent that.
want to preserve my right to do so.

I ask that the same amount of time following my amendment, an amendment
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of Senator ROTH occur. He was so kind Senator DECONCINT. I think we generally
ment dealing with
as to give up his place to me.
understand what is going to take place. security.
Mr. DECONCflqI. Reserving the right

financing social

I ask unanimous consent that Senator

That is the reason before I consent to
to obfëct, what was the second imani- DECONCINI be recognized fo11cwIng the this
I want to know how much time
mous-consent request?

completion of my amendment.
they are going to take.
Mr. DEONCflI. Following the compleMr. GOLDWATER. If the Senator will
tion of the amendment of tlw senior Senfollowing the disposition of my amend- ator from Arizona and the substitute by yield, I think if he would allow the junior
Senator from New York to proceed, and
ment, because he was so kind as to yield the Senator from Idaho.
he says he Is only going to go for 10
Mr. GOLDWATER. I asked unanimous
consent that Senator ROTH be recognized

his place to me.
Mr. CURTIS. Reserving the right to
I recognize that my colleague from object,
I shall not object.
Arizona has a little problem of departure
How
and if the Chair has no objection and he day? long does that take us into the
wants to say a few words about this beThe PRESiDING OFTLCER. Is there
fore he leaves, I do not think anybody objection,
then, to the unanimous-conwould object.

minutes, and then allow us to take up
ours, I can assure the Senator we will not
use 1 hours and I do not believe the
Senator from Idaho wi1 use an hour.
So if we will get this show on the road,
I think the Senator can have his vote

sent request?
at 2:45.
Mr. THtJRMOND. Reserving the right
Mr. CURTIS. Will the Senator v ithI have an amendment I had hoped to to object, Mr. President, I understood
offer after the senior Senator from Ari- that I was to follow the Goldwater draw his request and let us proceed with
the Moynihan amendment and then rezona offered his amendment and the amendment with my amendment, I was state
it?
Senator from Idaho offered his substi- willing to 1ve way to the distinguished
tute, so I shall have to object to the Senator from Arizona if he is catching Mr. GOLDWATER: What is that?
Mr. CURTIS. Would the Senator withunanimous consent for Senator R0TR to a plane; otherwise, I shall be forced to draw
his request?
be considered next.
object
unless
I
can
follow
him.
I
think
Mr. GOLDWATER. No. I have been
The PRESIDING OFFFICER. Objec- there is a chance that my amendment, around
here too long.
tion is heard.
if I am assured of a hearing, can go off
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The mat-.
Does the Senator from Arizona want to In about 10 minutes.
ter then is before the Senate. Is there
restate his unanimous-consent r'quest
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection?
Without the provision for the Roth objection
then to the request of the SenTle Chair hears no objection. Without
amendment?
ator from South Carolina to follow with objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. GOLDWATER. No, I shall not his amendment?
The Senator from New York.
make that request. It Is perfectly all
Mr. TRtJRMOND. Unies my amendVP AMENDMENT NO. 1051
right with Senator ROTH that Senator ment
can follow the distJnguishcd Sen(REPLACEMENT FOR AME?DMENT NO. 1618)
DEC0NcINI follow me, and he will take ator from Arizona.
his place in line.
Mi. MOYNIHN. Mr. President, I
M_i. ROTH. I will object uniess mine
A parliamentary Inquiry.
thank the Chair and my colleagues for
follows.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-S
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair making this Intervention possible. I shall
ator will state it.
will put the unanimous-.consent request, be as brief as I can.
Mr. GOLDWATER. What Is the busi- restate it for the benefit of the Members
Mr. President, the administration, on
ness now
here, and that Is that following the d.is- whose behalf I am offering this amendThe PRESIDING OFFICEER. The position of the amendment of the Sena- ment, has made some technical correcSenate is not in order. Let us have order tor from New York, the senior Senator tions in the draft .vhich I submitted last
In the Chamber. Several questions have from Arizona will present his amend- evening.
been raised and before responding, I ment, thM will be disposed of along with
Accordingly, I ask unanimous consent
think it is important that we have order the substitute by the Senator from that the revised amendment I am now
In the Senate.
Idaho, that to be followed by the amend- sending to the desk be substituted for the
The pending order of business is the ment of the junior Senator from Ari- one I offered yesterday.
amendment of the Senator from New zona, that to be followed by the Senator
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
York.
from South Carolina, that to be followed objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DECOTC1NI. If it please the Chair,

Mr. GOLDWATER. Is there a time
limit on that?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. There is
no time limit.
Is there objection to the amendment
of the Senator—does the Senator from
Arizona wish to have the Chair put his
unanimous-consent request forward?
Mr. GOLDWATER. Yes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Perhaps I

ought to restate It. I am not sure everyone here understands.
Mr. GOLDWATER. I thought the
Chair had ruled on it. I had merely asked
unanimous consent that I be recognized
following the disposition of the amend-

by the Senater from Delaware

The clerk will state the modification
(Mr.
of the amendment of the Senator from
RorH), and that Is the request.
New York.
Is there objection to it?
Mr. CURTIS. Reserving the right to
The assistant 1egislatve clerk read as
object, Mr. President.
follov,s:
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SenThe Senator from New York (Mr. MOYNTator from Nebraska reserves the right HAN) proposes an unprinted amendment
to object.

numbcred 1051.

Mr. CURTIS. On how many of these

Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I ask
amendments is there time fixed?
consent that further reading
The PRESIDING OTFICER. The unanimous
of
the
amendment
be dispensed with.
Chair would advise that on only two of
The
PRESIDING
OmCER. Without
those amendments have there been time

objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment Is as follows:
ior Senator from Arizona, which Is an
Strike out section 305 and substitute in
hour
and
a
half,
and
the
one
of
the
Senament of the junior Senator from New tor from Idaho, which is an hour. The lieu thereof, the following:
SECTION 1. (a) Section 402(a) (7) of the
York.
are without time limits.
Social Security Act is amended by strllcng
The PRESIDING OFFICER. That rest
Mr.
CHURCH.
Reserving
the
right
to
Out any" before expenses" and by insertpart has been agreed to.
object—
ing before the semicolon at t:rie end thereof
Mr. GOLDWATER. There was objecMr. CURTIS. I do not want to bring the following: "which, for expenses other
tion raised to the other part.
problems for anybody. I am inclmded to than for the care of a dependent child, shall
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the think when this Involves four or five dif- be based on a percentage of not less than
15 percent nor more than 25 percent of the
Senator wish, then, to amend his unani- ferent amendments that perhaps the total
of such earned Income for such month.
mous-consent request so that the Sen- leadership ought to meet with those peo- which
percentage shall be esabli8hed Subator from Ar1zoria (Mr. DECONCXNI) ple and try to work out something, rather ject to methods
and standards prescribed by
might proceed following the disposition than just doing as we are. But that would the Secretary to assure that the percentage
of his amendment, and, following that, call for withdrawing the unanimous- 18 related to actual work expenses, and which

Mr. ROTH of Delaware?

Mr. GOLDWATER. I thought that had

agreements reached. The one of the sen-

consent request.

for expenses for the care of a dependent child

provide an amount equal to any Such
I had hoped that sometime, by 2:45, shall
expenses, subjeot to Such reasonable limits

been handled by the objection raised b' I could have a vote on my second amend-

as the State shall prescribe pursuant to meth-
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ods and standards pre6cribed by the Secre-

Miss Bernstein estimates that under mInd, I believe—and I agree with him—
would reduce the disincentive to work

tary, to assure that the limits allow an certaIn circumstances persons can earn
amount which fairly recognizes the actual up to $29,000 a year under this formula
child care expense incurred;"

(b) Section 402(a) (8) (A) (U) of such Act
is amended by strIIing out "the first $30 of
the total of such eained Income for such
month plus one-third of the remainder of
such Income for such month" and Inserting

instead "the first $30 of the total of such
earned Izcome for such month plus an

amount equal to any expenses which are for
the re of a dependent child plus an amount
equal to other expenses reasonably attributable to the ea1ning of any such Income (as
established pursuant to clause (7)) plus one-
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and still receive some margInal welfare
benefits, as well as retaining their entitlement to medicaid, which is not marginal
at all.
There is ow a general agreement that
it should be changed.
The Senate Finance Committee has
twice before adopted the formula which
is In the present bill, whiäh provides for

that the committee bill contains and yet
maintain its provisions for simplification

of administration and tightening of
abuses In the area of work-related ex-

penses.

Senator Moynihan's amendment would

require States to put a cap on' work-related expenses between 15 and 25 percent of gross Income. This would prevent

abuse of th work-expense deduction I
have been in this Chamber for many
a scaling down of the disregard, such years
when the argument has been made
that this hypothetical person with a
about
the FDC mothers who travel to
$29,000
Income
is
no
longer
eligible
for
third of the remainder of such Income ater
work In gold-p'ated Cadillacs. Aside from
deducting $30, plus the amount equal to any It.
expenses which aie for the care oZ a dependThe diculty with the Finance Com- the administrative eciency of a perent child plus the amount established by the mittee's proposal is that it cuts off too centage, which is very great—and if
State for other expenses reaBoflably attribu- much. It reduces the margInal rate of there is any place where we should cut
table to the earning of such Income (as esIncome retaIned, to almost nothing, and redtape, it is here—the thing that apt8bllshed pursuant to clause (7)).
peais to me is the fact that it can be
(c) The amendments made by this section possibly, in some circumstances, to a
answer to the idea that people.who
hali be effective with respect to paymEnts negative rate, such that to earn $1 costs ai
under seCtion 403 of the Social Security Act $1.05. The mathematics of these partic- are on welfare are riding to work and
for amounts expenrled during ca1enda ular Income formulas are discouraging otherwise carryIng on in some kind of
luxurious style. I have heard more of that
months after December 1977.
and sometimes bewildering.
thrown at this program than anything
But
because
this
is
so
and
because
the
Mr. MOYNmAN. Mr. President, this
else I know of.
sole
purpose
of
the
disregard
has
been
amendment is, In a way, a substitute to
I thInk that the Senator, by his provia provision In the committee bill which to encourage work, the administration sion, which Is the administration proviIs now before us. It has to do with the propo€es a substitute formula.
It works to the same objectives as does sion, will help very materially in cleaning
technical Issue of what is known In the
that situation.
language of social welfare as the earned the committee measure. As much as con- upMr.
MOYNIHAN. I thank my senior
sistency
can
be
obtaIned
In
this
world,
Income disregard.
colleague.
In
which
one
measure
Invariably
defeats
In 1967, Mr. President, the Congress,
Mr. President, reservIng the right to
In an effort to provide AFDC mothers or subverts another, the adxninlstraUon reply,
I now have concluded my formal
with an Incentive to work, adopted the formula does so.
on the matter. I see that my
Mr. President, there is no wisdom In statement
so-called 30 and one-third Lormula
associate in the Finance
whereby the recipients were enabled to this matter; worse, there is not even distInguished
Committee. the revered Senator from
disregard the first $30 of their earnings, much information. The Department of Nebraska,
has risen, and I accordingly
plus a third of the subsequent earnIngs Health, Education, and Welfare allows accede.
thereafter, plus actual work expenses, that it does not know anything about
Mr. CURTIS. I thank my distinguished
the effects of this provision one way or
We have now had a decade of expe- the other.
On the face or it, the present arrangerience with this, Mr. President. But we
do not seem to have any information ments provide benefits to persons whom
about what have been the consequences. no one ever anticipated would receive
Dr. Blanche Bernstein, who until re- them. Such is the inexorable mathemacently was a deputy commissioner of so- tics of marginal rates of taxation, and it
cial services In New York State, testi- is the dilemma which faces all programs
fied in July that it is "at least doubtful" of this kind.
taxes and child care costs.

the 30 and one-third has ever been a

significant Incentive to work.
The proportion of AFDC mothers In
New York City, for example, who are
employed, has remained stable at about
6 percent for years and the numbers that
leave the welfare rolls because they obtained jobs have remained low, at about
4 percent.

colleague. He is such a charming gentleman that he starts out with considerable

advantage. He can garner a number of
votes beyond the merits of the proposition he is advancing. So it is with considerable timidity that I rise to oppose
his amendment.

Here is the situation: There is a provision In the bill, and the estimate is
committee to reduce the total cost of that if it stays there, it will save $230
The committee bill is estimated by the

the AFD program by $230 million. The million In welfare costs. If the substitute
administration measure would reduce it of the distinguished Senator from New
York is adopted. the savings will drop
by $119 million.

I submit that there is a choice here down to about $119 million annually.
It comes about in this manner. Conbetween the amount of money to be
saved; but also, I think that a reasonable gresswants to do something to encourperson, looking at the effects of the com- age welfare mothers to work, so that
mittee measure on marginal rates of they can break out of welfare and get a
earnings, would have.to agree that it has job. What Congress has done is this: It
destroyed any incentive to additional has said that certain earnings shall be
earnIngs, and it was to create such In- disregarded and will not be counted
centives that the original formulas were agaInst the recipient. The mother can
earn that much money and still draw
adopted
That, Mr. President, is as much as I AFDC benefits.
would like to present formally, and I
The controversy is not over working

I note that the percentage of welfare
recipients, with jobs in New York City
is about 6 percent, a figure well below
the national ratio of working mothers.
Miss Bernstein writes that the "main
effect" of this arrangement has been "to
create a permanent class of welfare
recipients ror it is unlikely that most of
the women who come on to the AFDC would be happy to answer any questions.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
program will ever command jobs which
will pay salaries substantially above the Senator yield?
Mr. MOYNIHAN. I yield.
average for all wage earners."
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I support
I have spoken to the Commissioner of
Social Security, Mr. Cardwell, who agrees the Senator, and I shall vote for his subthat there is no Information on the sub- stitute. So few of the AFDC mothers—
ject excepting this: We do not know that and that is what it really comes down
the present arrangements have made it to—are at work. From my own expeilence
possible to contInue receivIng welfare In one of the biggest centers of that—
and associated benefits, such as medic- to wit, New York City—I deeply feel it
aid. well Into an Income range where no Is because of lack of Incentive. The rearrangement which the Senator has In
one waa Indigent.

or not, Incentive or not. It is how much
Incentive, and what is the formula? The

formula in the law for a disregard of
earnings that do not count against the
welfare recipient have proved that it

needs to be rewritten and tightened up.
That is the reason why the Senate Committee on Finance put it in this bill. The
provision In the bill now has passed the
Senate twice. It has been approved by
the Committee on Finance three times.
If it prevails, we save $230 million a year.

If the subsUtUte or the alternative of the
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distinguished Senator from New 'York Is the Finance ConmIttee bill with respect
adopted, it will save a lesser amount.
to the "earned Income disregard." This

What Is the practical effect of the
If the committee version prevafls,

two?

the top limit that anyone could earn,

quiry, but evidently the necessary research has not been done. We are, thereis the element of the AFDC p;ogram that fore, forced to make Judgments based
prescrtbcs how much in the way of pri- on impressions and suppositions, Yet it
vate earnings a welfare recipient is per- Is not an unimportant issue. For if the
mitted to retain without losing welfare earned income disregard is too generous,
benefits.
then persons with rather high incomes
It is a complicated formula and there- will remain eligible for welfare benefits.
fore all proposed reviioms In its are But if it is too stern, it seems likely that

under any circumstances, and tiU be on
APDC rolls, for a family of four, would
be $11,000 a year or a little more. If the
amendment of the distinguished Senator from New York prevails, it will be equally complex.
possible in some cases for an AFDC reAs background, I stiall quote fron tescipient to have earnings as much as a tlznony offered before the House Comlittle over $16,000 a year and still be on mittee on Government Operations in
welfare.
July 1977, by Dr. Blanche Bernstein, a
Therefore, I believe that the Senate widely recognized authority on welfare
should reaffirm what it has passed on and, until recer.tly, deputy commissioner
two other occasions and leave the com- for income maintenance of the New Yor1
mittee language tu there, for the greater State Department of Social Services:
saving. If it prevails, it still will be posIn its efforts to provide AFDC mothers
sible, under certain circumstances, the with an Incentive to work, the Congress in

way the formula works, for an AFDC
recipient to have outside earnings of as
much as $11,000, and I think that is

1967 adopted the income disregard of $30
plus a third of reman1ng monthly income
aa well as actual work expenses, txee, and

appropriate.
I do not think we should Jeopardize the

child care costs. As a result it Is possible for
&n AFDC mother with three children to ie-

Congress because we permit a disregard
of earnlngsfor a AFDC recipient which
call run as high as $16,000 forafanJ]y of
four.
Therefore, I oppose the amendment,
and I am ready to vote.
Mr. MOYNflfAJ. Mr. President, I will

rnath8 eligible for medicaid for hersoll aud

main on welfare, albeit with a small cs
welfare program and cause the public grant, until her Income reaches $29,000 per
scorn to focus on it and be critical of year. and as long as she Is on welfare the ie-

respond very briefly.

First, I thank the Senator from Ne-

braska.

The one thing the Committee on Finance can say Is that we have agreed on
these numbers. The Senator Is entirely
correct.
The present arrangement permits

we will erode the economic rationale for

welfare recipients to go to work. For if
the "marginal tax rate" on earnings is
too high, one does not improve one's financial situation as a consequence of
working.

Practically everyone agrees that the
earned income disregard in the present

law is wasteful. In New York, as Dr.

Bernstein has sliown, it is possible, albeit not likely, for a welfare recipient to
earn up to $29,000 a year before the last
dollar of that rec1pients benefits would
vanish. And while the cash payment at
those higher income levels would be
small, the family receiving it would aiso
retain full eligibility for medicaid.
We would agree that it is a mistake for

the welfare program to subsidize the
er children.
middle
class at the expense of the InIt Is at least doubtful that 30 And a third digent and
the working poor. The earned
bas ever been a significant Incentive to 1nome disregard must be tightened. The
work—the percentage of AFDC mothers in
administration wants this to be done:

New York City who are employed as Tomatned stable, at about &Ix percent, for years.

and the numbers wo leave the welfaie rolls

because they obtained job8 has remained
tow—fewer than four percent. Its main effect
bas been to create a permanent class 0! wel-

fare recipients, for it Is unlikely that mt ot
the women who come on to the A?DC pro-

thdeed, that is one of the notable ele-

ments of the President's long-range wel-

fare reform plan. The Committee on

Finance also wants this to be done. The
question is how much.
Th my view, and that of the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare, te

grain will ever command jobs which will pa
salaries substuitially above the average for committee approach is somewhat too
aU wage earnor. Further, it creates a seri- severe. It saves additional money, to be
ous Inequity between those who never were sure, but it does so by reducing benefits
earn1xg up to the $29,000 level. The com- on welfare and those who were, to the great so much that whatever impetus to work
mittee's measure would put a ceiling in disadvantage of the former.
may result from the present disregard
effect oI about $11,000. The admInic
The Adm1xiitratjon has submitted a pro- would be eroded.
posal to the Congress to substitute a standtration proposed about $16,000.
My amendment, which is the earned
The point I wish to make, and I shall arc deduction of between 15 and 25 percens income disregard proposed by Secretary
gross income In place of itemized expenses,
not try the patience of this body to lec- of
thUd care oosts, plus 30 and one third Califano last May, save for a few techture on the marginal rates of taxation in plus
of
remaining
income after the 8ndard de- nical corrections, would allow a more
the measure, is that this is an incentive duotion and child
care oo6ts. ThIs Is a 8ub- adequate income for many of our needprogram. Yet for a mother earning 1s. St.antial Improvement
over the present ys- iest citizens.
than the nInimfl wage, earning about tem but in my view it does not go tar
This last Is not an unimportant
$85 a week, under the committee meas- enough. It does reduce the cut-off point for point. Welfare recipients bear a particmother with three children from a maxiure for each additional dollar she would
heavy burden when the econmum of $29,000 to a maximum of about ularly
earn she would retain only 13 cents.
assuming a 20 percent standard de- omy is In an inflationary period. Their
The administration measure is scarcely $13,800
duction and child care expenses of $200 per Income-includes scant margin for flucmore adept at its avowed social purpose. month.
tuations in the prices of essential goods
At the $330 a month level, the marginal

and services. Surely we would not wish
to modify the earned income disregard
lii siich a way as to aggravate the hardship of a mother trying, with scant help
from anyone else, to rear several small,
fatherless children.
The present law allows the recipient
years, I would contrast the fact that,
nationwide, some 15,461,000 women with to disregard": First, the first $30 of
children under the age of 18 were work- his or her monthly earnings; second.
ing in March 1977, and that this com- one-third of all remain1ng earnings;
prises approxImately 50.7 percent of all third, the total amount of child care
costs; and fourth, the tatal amount of
women with minor children.
As for the "incentive effect" of the other work-related expenses. Let us
present income disregard, I inquired -of consider' its effect on a typical, if ne:esMr. Bruce Cardwell, the Commissioner of sarily hypothetical family. Since the
Social Security, whether the Department average AFDC family in the United
of Health, Education, and Welfare has States, as of July 1977, contained 3.1 ieravailable any research findings on this sons, and since the AFDC benefit gurpoint. He stated that, to his knowledge, antee level for a family or three with no
no definitive information is available.
other income was $261 in the median

rate of taxation is 77 percent, leavIng 23
I would add two comments to Dr.
percent for each dollar earned.
Bernstein's reflections. First, with reThere does not seem to be any way out spect to the estimate that the proportion
of this arithmetical dilemma. Whit its of AFDC mothers in New York City who
consequences are, few know. But with are employed has remained reiatively
the incongruity of the present arrange- constant at about 6 percent for some

ments agreed upon, the Senate faces a
choice between scaling down the disregard to levels which the aamlnstration
feels and which I feel will defeat the purpose of the program, and the amendment
we offer by way of a substitute which Is

a measure that is considerable but yet
not, as we would think, extreme.

I should now like to elaborate somewhat on my earlieT remarks, which I intentionally kept brief so that the Senate
could move expeditiously to the many
matters before it today.

My amendment, fully supported by,

and introduced at the behest of, the Cart.r administration, would modify slightly

One would think this a matter sus- state during that same month, it is in-

ceptible to disciplined social science in- structive to examine the impact of the
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earned income disregard on such a

Under the provisions of my amend- Senator from California (Mr. HAYA-

rate for an .AIDC KAwA), the Senator from Nevada (Mr.
family. Let us assume that the head of ment, the marginal taxmore
than $333 LAXALT), the Senator from Kaxisas (Mr.
earning
recipient
the family has earnings of $125 a week, monthly—and assuming that
State PzitsoN) • the Senator from New Mexico
or $500 per month, has $150 In child care chose 20 percent as the workthe
(Mr. SCHMITT), and the Senator from
expense
work
in
other
and
$100
expenses,
allowance—would be 77 percent. This Connecticut (Mr. WEICKER) are necesexpenses.
sarily absent.
still high, but not absurly so.
Under present law, a recipient In those is In
I also announce that the Senator froth
sum, I regard this amendment to
circumstances would be entitled to a dis- be a reasonable compromise between the Virginia (Mr. SCOTT) is absent on official
regard of $447, which means her monthly present law, which clearly needs to be business.
AFDC benefit would be reduced to $208. changed, and the committee bill, which
The result was announced—yeas 42,
Her gross monthly Income would then I believe is somewhat too severe In this nays 43, as follows:
total $708, or an annual rate of $8,496. regard. I urge the adoption of my amendIRolicall Vote No. 819 Leg.)
The Committee on Finance has pro- ment.
YEAS-42
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, while Abourezk
posed—and the Senate has twice previMetzenbaum
Haskell

ously agreed—to change this formula I am voting for the Moynthan amendquite drastically. Under the new formula ment today, I do so reluctantly and becontained In this bill, an APDC recipient cause I believe it to be less harsh In its
would be allowed to disregard the first application to AFDC recipients In Cali$60 of monthly earnings, a limited fornia. I am concerned, however, that

amount of child care costs, no additional this amendment to the present law, govwork-related expenses, one-third of the erning the earned income of certaIn
next $300 In earnings, and 20 percent of AFDC recipients, is at best an knperfect
probably an excessive solution to the
any amount earned above that level and
of excessive amounts of workUnder the example.! gave, that formula problem
related
expenses
that have been claimed
would yield a disregard of $307, assum- by some AFDC recipients.
The present

Ing the entire actual amount of child law contains no statutory cap on the
care expenses was allowed, and would

thus shrink the monthly benefit to $68.
The gross monthly income would then
be $568 for an annual rate of $6.816.

In an attempt to find a satisfactory

the administration
amendment which I have offered would
disregard the first $30 In monthly bene-

middle

ground,

Anderson
Bayh
Biden
Brooke
Burdick

Heinz
Inouye
Jackson
Javita

Clark
Cranston

Magnun

Case
Chafee

Danforth
DeConcin
Eagleton
Hart

Iennedy
Leahy
Lugar

Mathias
Matsunaga
McOovern
Meicher

Metcalf

WUlIam8

NAYS—43

Allen

amounts of these expenses which may be Baker
Bartlett
deducted by AFDC recipients who Incur Beilmon

Durkin
Eastland
Ford
Garn
Glenn
Goldwater

extra costs when they take full or part- Be*itsen
time jobs in an attempt to supplement Byrd,
Harry F., Jr. Griffin
their family's income. As a result there Byrd, Robert C. Hansen
Hatfield
Cannon
may have been excessive deductions In Chiles
Helm8
some cases; however, I do not want to Church
Hollinga
solve that problem by also reducing the Culver
Johnston
Long
incentive of persons to find those extra Curtis
McC'ure

fits; would disregard actual child care
expenses under a limit prescribed by jobs which necessarily include legitimate
the Secretary; would allow 15 to 25 per- extra costs.
cent of total earnings—the actual rate
In addition I believe that this provito be determined by the State, under sion should be more appropriately conregulations prescribed by the Secre- sidered as part of the administration's
tary—f or other work-related expenses; welfare reform proposals rather than beand to allow a further disregard of one ing prejudged at this time. I hope that
thfrd of all earnings in excess of the the conferees will carefully evaluate the
basic. child-care and work-expense dis- full impact and appropriateness of inregards. Under my example, assuming cluding this provision as part of their
that the entire $150 in child care ex- final conference product.
penses was allowed, and assuming
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. Presidents I
further that the State determined 20 have no further comments to make.
percent to be the appropriate work aiI ask for the yeas and nays on the
lowpnce, the recipient would receive a amendment.
total disregard of $353. This would leave
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
a monthly benefit of $114, a gross a sufficient second? There is a sufficient

Moynihan
Nelson
Pell
Proxmtre
Randolph
Ribicoft
Riegle
Sarbanes
Sparkman
Stafford
Stevenson
Stone

Dole

Domenici

Bumpers
Gravel
Hatch
Hathaway
Hayakawa

Morgan

Nunn

Packwood
Percy

oth
Schweiker

Stennis
Stevens
Talmadge
Thurmond
Tower
Wallop
Young

Zorinky

McIntyre
NOT VOTING—15
Pearson
Huddleston
Sasser
Humphrey
Scbmitt
Laxalt
Scott
McClellan
Weicker
Muskie

So Mr. M0YNniAN's amendment (UP
amendment No. 1051) was rejected.
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I

move to reconsider the vote by which
the amendment was rejected.

Mr. CURTIS. I move to lay that motion on the table.
Mr. LONG. Point of order, Mr. President.
Several Senators addressed the Chair.

monthly income of $614, and an annual second.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
income of $7,368.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
MELCHER). The Senatorfrom Nebraska.
I believe this Is a reasonable approach.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The quesMr. CURTIS. A point of order, Mr.
It would save an amount estimated by tion is on agreeing to the amendment of President.
A motAon to reconsider must
the Committee on Finance to be $119 the Senator from New York. On this be made from
the prevailing side.
million per annum, as compared with question the yeas and nays have been
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
present law.
ordered, and the clerk will call the roll. Senator is correct. The motion must be
The final point I would wish to make
The assistant legislative clerk called made by a Senator who voted on the
concerns the "marginal tax rates" Im- the roll.
prevailing side or by a Senator who has
plicit in these two alternative formulas.
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that the not voted. The motion by the Senator
According to administration calcula- Senator from Arkansas (Mr. BUMPERS), from New York is not in order.
tions, if the Finance Committee bill were the Senator from Alaska (Mr. GRAVEL),
'CURTIS. Mr. President, what is
adopted, an AFDC recipient with earn- the Senator from Maine (Mr. HH- theMr.
pending business?
ings between $334 and $360 per month AwAY), the Senator from Kentucky (Mr.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
would have a margin&l tax rate of 87 HUDDLESTON), the Senator from Min- Senator
from Arizona is recognized to
earning
above
Those
$360
percent.
offer
an
amendment.
nesota
(Mr.
HtJMPHREY),
the
Scnator
monthly would face a marginal rate of from Arkansas (Mr. MCCLELL), and
tYP AMENDMENT NO, 1052
96 percent Those whose earnings the Senator from Tennessee (Mr. SAS- (Purpose: Relating to repeal of earnings test
brought them into the range where they 5ER) are necessarily absent.
for individuals age 65 and over.)
would be paying Federal Income taxes
I also announce that the Senator from
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I
could actually find themselves with a
ma-rglnal rate In excess of 100 percent, Maine (Mr. MrSKIE) Is absent because of send an amendment to the desk and ask
for its Immediate consideration. This
meaning that for each additional dollar illness.
Mr. STEVENS: I announce that the amendment is offered for myself and
they earned they would lose more than
Senator from Utah (Mr. HATCH), the 17 other Senators.
$1 in net income.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

amendment will be stated.

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, may we
have order so we can hear the Senator
from Arizona?
The PRESIDING OFT'ICER, May we
have order, please?
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"(ill) shall be *418.66% for each month
of any taxable year ending after 1979 and

Insert in lieu thereof "5.40";

any taxable year ending after 1980 and be-

Lu paragraph (5) 8trike out "6.66" and insert In lieu thereof "6.70";
Zn paragraph (6) strike Out "6.10" and

before 1981, and
"(Iv) 8hRIl be *458.33% for each month of
fore

1982.".

In paragraph (4) strIke out "6.36" and

insert in lieu thereof "6.15";

No notification with respect to an
In paragraph (7) strike out "6.70" and
increased exempt amount for individuals
in lieu thereof "6.75"; and
The Senate will have to be In order described In section 203(1) (8) (D) of the insert
In paragraph (8) strike out "7.30" and
o we can have the clerk state the Social Security Act (as added by paragraph insert
in lieu thereof "7.35".
(1) of thIs subsection) shall be required
arncrndment.
In the matter proposed to be added to
under
the
last
sentence
of
section
203(1)
The amendment WIll be stated.
section 1401 of the Internal Revenue Code
(B) of such Act in 1977, 1978, 1979, or
The legislative clerk read as follows: (8)
of 1954 by section 103(c) of the bill:
1980;
and
section
203(f)(8)
(C)
of
such
Act
Zn paragraph (4) strike Out "8.00" and
The Senator from Arizona (Mr. OOLDWA- shall not prevent the new exempt amount
ven), for himself, Mr. DoLe, Mr. DECONCINI, determined and published under section 203 Insert in lieu thereof "8.10";
Mr. BATH, Mr. SToNE, Mr. STEVENS, Mr. 4f) (8) (A) In 1977 from becoming effective
In paragraph (5) strike Out "8.50" and
TNURMOND, Mr. Harpr.o, Mr. HELMS, Mr. to the extent that such new exempt amount insert in lieu thereof "8.55";
Mr. LAXALT, Mr. BasmE'rr, Mr. DoleIn paragraph (6) strike out "9.15" and
applies to individuals Other than those deesci, Mr. Tiucsa, Mr. ALLEN, Mr.

Horn, Mr.

PAcxw000, Mr. RANDOLPH, and Mr. MoRGan,

proposes an unprinted
bered 1052.

amendment num-

(2)

scribed in section 203(f) (8) (I)) of such Act
(as

so added).
(d) Subsections

(f)(l),

(f)(3),

(B), and (h)(l)(A) of section 203

(f)(4)

of such

are each amended by striking out "$200
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I Act
or the exempt amount" and Inserting In lieu

ask unanimous consent that the fur-

ther reading be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
Strike out section 121

of the

with the caption thereto) and
thereof the following:

Act

(together

insert

In lieu

LIBERALIZAI'TON AND EVENTUAL REPEAL OP
EARNINGS TEST FOR TNDZVIDUALS AGS 65 AND
OVER

Sac. 121. (a) Section 203(f) (8) (A) of the
Social Security Act Is amended by striking
out "a new exempt umount which shall be
effective (unless such new exempt amount

is prevented from becoming effective by subparagraph

"the applicable exempt amount".
(e) Subject to subsection (f), the amendments made by the preceding provisions of
this section shall apply with respect to taxable years ending after December 1977.
(f) Effective with respect to taxable years
ending after December 31, 1981—
thereof

Mr. DECONCINI. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield for a unanimous-consent request?
Mr. GOLDWATER. I yield for that
purpose.
Mr. DECONCINI. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that Jerry Bonham,
of my staff, be granted the privileges of
Act, and subsection (c) (1) of such section the floor during the consideration of the
203 (as amended by section 411(1) of this pending legislation and any votes there—.
Act), are each amended by striking Out on_
"seventy-two" and inserting in lieu therepf
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
"sixty-five";
objection, It is so ordered.
(2) the last sentence of section 203(c) of
on this amendment is limited to
such Act (as so amended) is amended by 1 Time
hour, to be equally divided. Who yields
strikIng out "nor shall any deduction" and time?
(1)

subsections

(d)(l),

(f)(l)(B), and

amended by striking out "The exempt ing age 60, or";
amount for each month of a particular tax(4) sectIon 203(f)(3) of such Act Is
able year shall be" in the matter preceding amended by striking Out "age
72" and inclause (i) and inserting in lieu thereof "Ex- serting In lieu thereof "age 65";
Is

to individuals described In 8uch subpara-

In paragraph (7) strike Out "10.06" and
insert in lieu thereof "10.10"; and
IRL paragraph (8) strike Out "10.95" and
insert in lieu thereof "11.05".

(j) of section 203 of the Social Security

(C) of this paragraph) with re- all that follows and inserting in lieu thereof
spect to any individual's taxable year which "nor shall any deduction be made under thIs
ends after the calendar year" and inserting subsection from any widow's or widower's
in lieu thereof "the new exempt amounts insurance benefit if the widow, surviving di(ceparately stated for Individuals described vorced wife, widower, or surviving divorced
in cubparagraph (D) and fo other Individ- husband involved became entitled to such
uals) which are to be applicable (unlesS benefit prior to attaining age 60.";
prevented from becoming effective by sub(3) clause (I)) of section 203(f)(l) of
paragraph (C)) with respect to taxable years such Act is amended to read as follows:
ending in (Or with the close of) the calendar "(D) for which such individual is entitled
year after the calendar year".
to Widow's or widower's insurance benefits if
(b)(1) Section 203(f)(8)(B) of uoh Act she or he became so entitled prior to attain-

cept as otherwise provided,in 8nbparagraph
(D), the exempt amount which Is applicable

insert In lieu thereof "9.25";

(6) section 203(f) (6) (D)
repealed;

of such Act is

Mr. GOLDWATER. I yield myself such

time as I may require,
Mr NELSON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. GOLDWATER. I will yield on the
Senator's time.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, this is
a very important amendment. I believe

the Members who are In the Chambe

should have the chance to hear the Sonalor from Arizona and those in opposiMon. I would ask that the Chair require
that there be order In the Senate Chain-

ber and that those who are continuing
to converse be requested to leave the
Chamber.

(6)

203(h)(1)(A) of such Act is
graph and the exempt amount which Is amendedsection
by striking Out "the age of 72" and
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senapplicable to Other individuals, for each "age 72" and inserting In lieu thereof
in each
ator is correct. I would hope the Senaflonth of a particular taxable year, shall Instance "age 65";
tors will listen to Senator GOLDWATER,
each be".
(7)
(2) Section 203(f)(8)(B)(i) of such

Act

the

heading

of sectIon 203(1) of

Act is amended by strikIng

such

out "SeventyIs amended by striking out "the exempt two" and inserting In lieu thereof
"Sixtyamount" and inserting In lisa thereof "the
Corresponding exempt amount".
(8) subàections (f)(1), (f)(3), (f)(4).(B),
(3) The last sentence of section 203(f) and (h)(l)(A) of section 203 of such Aot
(8) (B) of such Act is amended by striking (as amended by section 501(d) of this Act)
out "the exempt amount" and Inserting In are each further amended by striking out

lieu thereof "an exempt amount".

"the applicable exempt amount" and

(c)(1) Section 203(f)(8) of such Act Is serting In

further amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:
"(D) Notwithstanding any other provision
of this subsection, the exempt amount which
is applicable to an individual who baa attained age 85 before the close of the taxable

year Involved—

(I) shall be *333.33% for each month of
any taxable year ending after 1977 said be-

fore 1979,

"(11) shall be $375 for each mouth of any

taxable year ending after 1978 and before
1980,

In-

lieu thereof "the exempt amount";

(9) the amendments made by subsections
(a), (b), and (c)(l) of this section shall
cease to be effective; and the provisions of
section 203 of such Act (as otherwise amended by the provisions of this Act) shall read
as they would if such subsections (a), (b),
and (C) (1) had not been enacted.
In the matter proposed to be added to sectIons 3101 and 3111 of the Internal Revenue

and I would hope the staff members,

officers and employees in the Senate will

do likewise If they want to remain In

the Chamber.
The Senator from Arizona.
Mr. GOLDWATER. I thank you, Mr.
President, and I thank the Senator from
Wisconsin.

Mr. President, before briefly explain-

ing this amendment, I would observe

that on 5. 146, which is my amendment
offered to the bill, I have 34 cosponsors.
Senator BArR has introduced a bill, S.
1455, which does the same thing. He has

Senator HVDDLESTON as a cosponsor. We

have a total now of 43 Senators who are,
to some extent, committed publicly to the
of 1954 by sections 103(a) (1) and 108 repeal of the ceiling.
(b) (1) of the bill;
Mr. President, the amendment would
Zn paragraph (3) atrlke out "5,085" and repeal the earnings ceiling on social se-.

Code

insert

In lieu thereof "5.05"

ourity benefits for all persons aged 65
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beaiid over effective January 1q82. The would offset niuct o! the difference
the amend-

vision csf social security law that is more

mpopu1ar.

tweet our amendment arn
Suppolters of the test argue first that eliniment that has already been approved in ination s Costly and secondly, that the
-distribution of benefits favors persons at
the Finance Committee bill. These2 addimil- higher inconie levels. We would like to take
vmcing vote of 268 to 149. Both that tional revenues will come from
opportunity to point out that on the
amendment and ours will phase out the lion or more of the persons who are now this
of existing economic evidence, neither
ee.rnings ceiling for older persons over staying home in order to draw thetr full basis
these two arguments is obvious even
to work of
a period of 4 years, from 1978 to 1982. benefits, but who will return
the narrow context within which they
is repealed and within
The ceiling. Mr. President, will become sfter the earnings testsecurity
offered. Secondly, from a broader social
and in- are
$4,000 in 1978, $4,500 in 1979, $5,000 In resume paying social
viewpoint. both may be simply wrong.
1980, $5,500 in 1981, and then be re- come taxes. Since they are already drawAccording to the Social Security Administhey
will
not
cost
tration repeal of the earnings limitation for
moved entirely for persons 65 and over ing the full benefits,
but
they
will
propersons
over 65 would cost the social secubeginning in 1982.
the system one dime,
system, or more accurately the taxpayer,
feeling, and duce new revenues for the Government rity
Mr. President, it is
billion dollars. It should be clear, howobviously the feeling of a majority of by returntng to work. be said o the 2.9
ever, that to have a provision in the Social
The
same
thtng
can
the people in this body and the other
who have security system which causes people to limit
body, that the earnings test is an out- half-million or more people
work effort, itself imposes a slgnincant
benefits
with- their
beexi
employed
but
had
no
cost on taxpayers. Potentially productive
rageous discrimination against more
deliberately
kept
than 11 million citizens in the age group held because they have ceiling so that people who could be supplementing their
thetr earnings under the
income thru their own efforts and contributof 65 to 72.
amount of ing to national output are instead forced to
Mr. President, if persons this age 1sh they could collect the fullAgain,
these
remain idle. If only 1 million older people
to continue working, they must pay a their social security checks.
drawing benefits and re-enter the labor market on a part-time

amendment is identical to the Ketchum
amendment which passed the House of
Representatives last week by the con-

tax of 50 percent. They lose $1 of bene- persons are already
new costs to the
fits for every $2 of earnings on all In- they would not add any for
higher wages,
come earned over $3,000 until thetr bene- system. But by working
they would pay additional taxes and
fits are withheld entirely.
the national product.
Mr. Prident, let me obeerve at this boost
never
Not only has the Government
point wiat we are really dealing with. estimated
that will
the
additional
taxes
We are not dealing with the funds of be paid by the millions upon millions of
the general fund. We are not really dealthe labor force
ing with the subject of money. We are persons who will rejoin
earnings, once the
dealing, in my opinion, with the subject or work for higher
income test is repealed, but it has never
of morality.
calculated the increased output of goods
These are people Who have paid thetr
services that will be added to the
money into social security and thetr em- ftnd
national economy by repeal of the inployers have matched that money, and come test. So the cost arguments used
that has been paid into social security. against repeal do not hold up when one
This is their money. I repeat: This is looks at all of the facts.
their money. It is not the money of the
Mr. President, our amendment is enFederal Government. I do not think It is
by the American Association of
morally right for the Federal Govern- dorsed
Persons and the National Rement to say to anyone to whom it owes Retired
tired Teachers Association. These orga-

basis, even earning at the minimum wage
the Increase in gross national product that
wiU occur exceeds the 2.9 billion

stimtel

cost of repeal. It should also be clear that
additional Workers are also additional taxpayers. Esttmates of the gain in income ta
receipts and social security tax receipts exceed 1 billion dollars a year. It appears quite

kely that the cost to taxpayers of continuing the earnings limitation Is greater than
the cost of repeal.

It Is also argued that repeal of the limitation would primarily benefit the relatively
higher income elderly and not older petsons
of low income. It should be noted that the
working elderly are of higher income than
their non-working counterparts solely by vir-

tue of the fact that they work, not becauso
they are wealthy that compared to younger
workers, even the working elderly are 01
relatively low income aiid that the earnings
limttation is the only "meanz' test in the
Social security system. More impormoney, "we are not going to pay you nizations report that they have never entire
however, there ts a large group of
this money tmless you meet certain received so much mail on any subject tantly,
hidden beneficiaries who are of relativiy low
criteria that we set."
that the supporters of the earnings
they have on this one. Mr. President, income
Limitation choose to ignore. Studies by the
That is the basis of my argument, Mr. as
I
hope
that
there
will
be
an
overwhelmSocial
Security
Administration and uiilverPresident. I do not-get down Into the ing vote for the amendment.
sity economizs have clearly documented the
arithmet.lc of the thing, although we will
I ask unanimous consent to have fact that large numbers of' low income workand we can. I am just getting down to printed
the RZCORD at this point a ers deliberately hold their earnings down an
the question of whether It is moraUy copy of in
out of the labor force rather than bear
the
letter I have received from drop
right for u to tell any person over 65 the associations
and a table showing the e Incredibly hIgh 70 peTcent tax rate the

or any recieut ol' social security that new revenues that will be raised by re- earnings limitation imposes. Sizice these peothat person cannot earn more than peal of the earnings limit. This table ple do not actually have their social securitybenefits reduced, they are not counted £
$L000 a year withou,t being penalized $2
for every dollar earned.

has never been reZuted by contrary data. potential beneficiaries when in fact repeal

the test will permit large numbers o low
'There being no objection, the material of
By the time they reeh '65, they wifi
income people to earn additional income to
have paid taxes Into the system over a was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, fiupplement and Improve their standard o
normal working lifetime, and their em- as follows:
Uving.
ExHmrr 1

ployers have paid taxes on thetr behaff.
I believe workers are entitled to receive
benefits at age 65 whether they continue

working or not. Their benefits have

NATIONAL REXXUED TcHER8 AsSOCZATON, AMERICAN ABSOCTA-

TON op Rrm PEnBONS.
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matured by then.
Hon. BARRY GOLDWATER,
I know someone will ratse the objec- U.S. Senate,
tion that repeal will be too expensive, Washington D.C.
Dz*n SENATOR OowAm: On behBtf of
but the cost estimates never take ac-

our millions of retired mmebers, we 9trongly

count of the additional revenue that 'wlfl
your support of efforts to repeal the
result from repeal of the earnings test. urge
Bocial security earnings limitation. Over the
Based on studies mde by independent years there has been no subject about Which
economists, I am convinced that e1imina- theae Assoctationa have received more mail
tion of the earnings ceiling wifi generate and on the basis of thousands of commuTliat least $1 billion in added revenues. 'Ibis cations from our members, there s no pro-

In s1mmry, we urge your support of repeal of the earnings limitation because it wU
in fact benefit large numbers of low income

elderly people and because the lim1tatioi
now lmpO6es a substantial cost on taxpayers
thru the loss of gross national product and

tax revenues. Finally, we urge your support
because we believe it to be simply wrong to
te] people they cannot work as much as they
choose to, to support themselves. Repeal of
'the limitation ts supported by the public, and
needed by the elderly and we urge you to do
aM you can to see that it becomes a reality.
Sincerely.

PETER W. HUGHES

Legislative Coi4nsei.
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EXHIBIT 2.—INCREASED REVENUES RESULTING FROM REPEAL OF EARNINGS LIMIT AT AGE 65
Total
persons
Mean

to

earnlngna

wo'

(thounands)

Total persons in-

Revenues (millions)

returning

creasing

Income

OASDI°

tax'

earnings'
(thou-

Total

sands)

A. Revenues from beneficIaries presently nonworkung who already

receive all their benefits and who
will decide to return to work:
High estimate:
Total
Mules
Females

Low estimate:
Total
Males
Females

.

,,iear
earnings

Revenues (millions)

over
$3,000 a

—

Income
OASDI

tax 4

Total

B. Revenues from beneficiaries pres-

ently employed who already receive all their benefits and who
2,000
1, 200
800

$6, 070

3,040

1,500
900
600

$1,014.8

$207.0

$1,221.8

736.0
278.8

180.0
27.0

916.0
305.8

784.4
6,070
3,040

575.3
209. I

155.0
135.0
20.0

will increase their earnings above
exempt amount:
High estimate:
Total

500

Males
Females

300
200

Low estimate:
Total

300

939.4
710.3

$3, 070
40

$77. 4

614. 7

$92. 1

76. 7

12. 0

88. 7

2.7

3.4

.7
58.0

11.0

69.0

180

3,070

57.5

•12Q

40

.5

9.0
2.0

66.5
2.5

229. 1

Males
Females

C. Total revenues gained by repeal of
earnings limit at age 65:
High estimate (billions)
Low estimate (billions)

I The analysis takes account of the tact that the labor force participation rate of men is greater
than that sf women in the age group 65—il. See U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census,

"Current Population Reports—Consumer Income," series P.60, No. 105, June 1977, table 49,
at pu. 216-219.
a Source: Unpublished working paper, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census (June
1977). For purposes of computinfi OASDI and income taxes, this analysis assumes the potential
earnings of workers will fall within the same range as the actual range of earnings, from wages
or salaries only, of persons 65 or older who were employed in 1975, as reported in such working
paper.

a The analysis includes the combined amount of OASDI taxes currently imposed both on employees and employers (5.85 percent plus 5.85 percent) and takes account of the fact that such
taxes appiy only to income up to $16,500.

Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, let

1.3
1.0

4 Beginning with the 1977 tax year, taxpayers must use a new "tax table income" feature
which incorporates a flat "standard" deduction and other new concepts, in order to determine
their tax liability. Although the IRS has rot yet published the new tax tables, the analysis projects
a conservative estimate of the likely tax revenues based upon the provisions of H.R. 3477, Public
Law 95—30, and assumes that earnings will fall within the same range proportionally as the incomes
from wages or salaries only of persons 65 or older, as reported by the U.S. Bureau of Census for
This underestimates tax revenues since the total income of such employed older persons actually
was much greater than their earnings from wages or salaries alone1 causing their incomes to be
pushed into higher tax brackets than thsse used for computations in this analysis.

about, when you really get down to it. It used against the amendment, Mr. Presi-

me really get down to what I call the does not matter to me whether it might dent, are all wrong. This is nothing new
nitty-gritty of this whole thing. Take cost social security $1 billion, whether to this body.
myself, for example. When I choose to it might, as I believe, bring in another
It is nothing new to this Senator.
retire, if I want to, I can collect social billion and a half dollars to the system
I introduced an amendment to this
security benefits in the full amount. I am

and to Internal Revenue. That does not

effect through the last three Congresses.
I have never been allowed to testify on
as the head of a corporation, who has fairness. It is shocking to me that the It at hearings devoted Just to the earnmade investments, who owns real estate. administration is using all the muscle ings test. I have never been given the
I am not a wealthy man, but I am not a they can get together to defeat this courtesy of that. I have heard nothing
poor man. Yet I can live off of my amendment on the floor, even though the but arguments against it.
dividends, my retirement from the U.S. House has overwhelmingly passed it and
Then we decided to take the bull by
8enate, my retirement from my corpo- even though millions of Aiiericans want the horns and introduce it as an amendration, my income from investments; I this.
ment and see what would happen.
can receive all the money that I can and
Now, we have correspondence on our
I want to further point out that even
not one dime will be deducted from my desk from the Secretary of Health, Edu- older persons with higher incomes are
social security.
cation, and Welfare, that is so filled with entitled to their benefits. They have
Now, what Is right about that? I ask inaccuracies that, knowing Mr. Califano paid the maximum payroll taxes and
the administration, that was elected, to as I do, I am convinced that he not only have an earned right to receive their
a large extent, on the argument that they did not write the letter, he has never social security checks just the same as
were going to do something for the peo- even seen It. Let me try to talk about other workers do.
one of those fortunate people whO worked matter to me. This, to me, is a matter of

ple, for human rights: What Is right some of the arguments they put forth.
about this massive discrimination that
allows a fellow like myself to retire and
collect full social security benefits, and
yet say to the man or woman who was
not as fortunate as I have been in life,
who did not work for a company that
had retirement plans, that he or she has
to live on social security alone?
Mr. President, you can do it, but you

Mr. President, those are my basic,

First of all, they say the amendment
is a rich man's amendment. According
to the consumer Income series Issued
by the Census Bureau in June this year,
there were only 173,000 persons of age
65 and over whose total money income

primary arguments on this.

6 percent of all older workers and even

Yes, he would like to know how bad
the shape is and where the money went,
but we have not been able to tell him.

As noted, it is not, to me, a question

of how many dollars we are talking
about because the social security system

already is in rather bad shape, but that

does not make any difference to the perin 1975 was $20,000 or more. This is only son who paid his money in.
less of all older persons. Ninety-four per-

are not living even off the skinny end of cent made below $20,000.
the hog when you do it. I know. My State
But that does not alter the fact that
Remember, this is total income. This
probably has a larger percentage of re- amount includes rental Income, pensions, we owe that person the money he has
tired people than any other State ex- dividends, and other income not subject paid in.
cept Florida. I listen to their troubles, to the earnings ceiling. Actual wages
Mr. STONE. Mr. President, I rise In
and their troubles are based on the fact subject to the ceiling '.average about support of Senator GoLDwATER's amendthat they cannot live under social secu- $4,500—hardly a rich person's income. ment and would like to commend him
rity alone. Many of these people are 5_till
Even if we look at total family income, for his leadership on this very important
very skilled craftsmen. Many of them which includes the combined incomes of issue.
can use their hands and are able to work. three or four or five family members, the
It has been said that the true test of a
All they ask—all they ask—is the right Census Bureau report shows that only society is the way in which it treats Its
to do what I have the right to do, earn 11 percent of all families headed by senior citizens. The earnings test, which
some money after they retire. I am not older workers had combined incomes of is currently a part of the Social Security
penalized; they are.
$20,000 or more—li percent of those Act, has caused great physical and menThat Is all this amendment of mine Is people retired. So 'the statistics being tal harm to older Americans. This
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amendment would dispense with this unfair practice.
Under present law, the social security
recipient who Is between 65 and 72 years
of age is denied $1 in social security payments for every $2 earned over $3,000 a

ment. That amendment would Increase people, if we go above the $6,000 limitathe current limitation of *3,000 to $4,500 tion that I
In 1978, and to $6,000 in 1979. After that, Committee.

it would Increase by Inflation to try to
take care of it.
But one of the things that the amendyear. This means that a social security ment of the Senator from Arizona does
beneficiary who receives the average not do, and that the Rouse bill did not
$206.58 monthly payment loses all social do, Is take care of the'dlsabled and take

put on It In the Finance

But I will say who we are taking it
away from, we are putting additional
constraints on 6 million dependents and

survivors who will still be under the
$3,300 limitation.

Mr. NELSON. Will the Senator yield?
Mr. BENTSEN. I am delighted to.
security benefits if he or she earns $7,717 care of the dependents.
Mr. NELSON. The Senator is making
We
would
have
a
very
substantial
numIn a year.
a
very
good point. Not only does the
ber
of
people
who
would
still
have
the
provision
forces
many
senior
citiThis
amendment
deprive potential beneficiarsame
constraints
that
we
have
under
the
work,
zens, who are able and willing to
to retire or limit drastically their earn- present law. We would have 6 millIon ies who are at a lower retirement income
-

that would be limited to $3,300 than those who are benefiting, but payings in order to receive social security people
earnings. Six million people, depend- ing for that increased cost is the worker
benefits. This is a terrible Injustice to in
American working men and women who ents and survivors, that would still be who is earning the average wage of $10,have been led to believe that social secu-

under the current legislation.

000 a year. That worker is going to have

My amendment takes care of that. to make up the extra cost of $1 billion
rity benefits will be paid to them as a
year in order to provide full retirematter of right when they reach a cer- We provide that they will come under the ament
-benefits for somebody else who is
in 1978, go to $6,000 in 1979.
tain age. This right Is earned by years $4,500
me give some examples as to how working at $20,000, $30,000, or $40,000.
and years of payroll deductions and farLet
we could go in the earnings under my Doctors, lawyers, engineers, and those
matching payments by employers.
people are going to be permitted to draw
limitation
on earnings.
In view of the continuing rise in the
maximum social security retirement,
At
the
$12,000
earning
level,
a
couple
cost of living, we must recognize that would have benefits before reduction of the
is $890 a month, or $8400 a year
social security alone does not provide $9,209. The amount that would be with- which
rounded off.
enough money for many people to live on.

would be $3,000. They would get
We should remove the legal barrier for held
those who can help provide for them- $6,209.
Now, that plus their earnings of $12,000
selves. Can we afford to waste the spe- would
mean that couple get a maximum
cialized skills of our senior citizens by
discouraging them from working? Do we

of $18,209.

Those are the kind of earnings and
wish to force our senior citizens to live benefits
they could have under the Bentunproductive lives when they have fur- sen amendment
to the Finance Committher energy and ambition? I do not think
tee's report.
so.
I think it is unfair ahd unrealistic to
Congress originefly Intended social talk
about forcing people to retire at 65.
security to be a supplemental security I believe
we ought to encourage them
program. People were encouraged to to continue
to be as active and producadd to their social security protection tive as possible,
and every year I get a
through private pension plans, savings, little more enthusiastic
about that posiand continued employment. At present,
however, the law nearly forces people to tion.
Sixty-five was chosen as a mandatory
fall Into the ranks of the Indigent In retirement
age in the 1880's when averorder to receive benefits. This bill would age life expectancy
was far less than It
reaffirm Congress original intent
today.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I is Senator
CHURCH, with his committee
am going to reserve the remainder of my and the studies
he has made and the
time.
he has made, has been one
Mr. TRURMOND. Will the Senator proposals
who has laid it on the line in helping
yield 5 mInutes to me?
to be active and continue to be
Mr. GOLDWATER. The Senator from people
for several years.
Texas asked me to yield ftrst, and I will productive
As I stated, I have been on record as
yield to him.
eliminating that earnings limitation
Mr. BENTSEN. Not on the Senator's to Senator
Doi..E and Senator GOLDWATER
time, because I am speaking on the other as
it. But I changed that position
side and I do not want to Impose on the propose
because we are talking now about $1 bilSenator's time.
addition in cost. We are talking
So I ask the manager of the bill to yield lion
about a 0.06 addition to the cost, the Intime to me, if he will.
have already made for the emMr. NELSON. I am sorry, 1 was dis- crease we
and the employers. It is burdencussing something with the Senator ployees
some enough as it is, an that transfer
from Missouri.
income is going to be made from peoMr. BENTSEN. Will the manager yield of
ple generally of moderate incomes to
me 10 minutes?
those generally who are having rather
Mr. NELSON. I yield the Senator from substantial incomes after retirement.
Texas 10 minutes.
Our work force currently numbers
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- about 92 million people. Out of that numator from Texas.
ber, some 88 million pay the taxes that
Mr. BENTSEN. Let me say, when I first support nearly 22 million social security
came to the Senate I certainly supported beneficiaries, people over 65, wIdows and
the viewpoint of the Senator from Ari- their dependents, and the disabled.
zona and thought we ought to take the
Our best information suggested only
limitation off entirely. But I do think we' about 15 percent of those over 65 conrun into some economic constraints that tInue to work. Perhaps 1.3 million of
now require us to put some limitations on those who work past the age of 65 earn
how far up we can go in raising this lim- more than the current exemption of
itation on earnings.
$3,000. When we realize that it is $6,000,
The amendment that has been put in then we are talking about 650,000 people,
the Finance Committee bill is my amend-

Average wage earners are going to pay

the cost of that extra billion dollars

when, Ironically, they themselves are

working at a wage level so low they will
never be affected by the removal of the
earnings limitation.

I think that is the real outrage ci

the amendment because, as the Senator
knows, those who are now working are
supporting those who are presently retired.
Those working are supporting those
retired. Doctors, lawyers, engineers, professors, who are permitted to work until
age 70, make $25,000, $30.000, $40000.
or $150,000 a year. They contribute not
a penny to this Increased cost because
when they were contributing to social

security the retirement earnings limit
was $3,000.

Under the amendment, a $10,000 a year
worker is being asked to contribute pay-

roll taxes so that a $100,000 a year income lawyer, doctor, or engineer can
draw $8,400 tax free in retirement. That
is an outrage.

Mr. BENTSEN. If we are talking about
of tax-free return—say,
$8400—that would be the equivalent of a
municipal bond that we would be grant-

that kind

ing to them here today, if we voted for
that, of $140000.

Mr. NELSON. That

is

like giving

wealthy older persons a $150,000 municipal bond, earning around 5.5 percent, so
that they can draw the income from it.

Mr. BENTSEN. It is a little early for

Christmas. We are just facing up to
Thanksgiving. We should not be talking
about Christmas this early In the year.
We are talking about giving them, in effect, a $130,000 municipal bond, the
equivalency of that, If we give them that
kind of return.

We are talking about people baing

cared for rather well in this situation.
I made the point earlier that the maximum benefits paid to a couple, the bene-

fit before the reduction, was $292. If only
$3,000 of that were withheld, wit-h their

$12,000 earning, they would be up to
$18,209.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
that is how many are benefiting, 650,000 of the Senator has expired.
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Mr. BENTSEN. May I have an addi-

tional 3 mInutes?
Mr. NELSON. I yield the Senator 5 additional minutes.
Mr. BENTSEN. Mr. Prs1dent, I want
to encourage people to continue to work

past 65, and I want to encourage the

SENATE

Mr. GOLDWATER. I yield the Sena-

SOCIAL SECURITY R(TIREMENT TEST

tor from Kansas whatever time he requires.

GoIiwateoIe cmendment

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I thank the
distinguished Senator from Arizona for
yielding.

I have listened carefully to the Senawidows and the teenagers to work and tor from Texas. As one who supported
still get social security. But when we con- his amendment in the Finance Commitsider taxIng 88 million people to try to tee, I certainly do not have any quarrel
get additional money to 65OOOO people with the Bentsen amendment.
over 65 whose earnings exceed even the
When we start tossing around figures
present retirement test level, I think we of 6 million, or 3 million, or 2 million, I

should think carefully about such a think it is well to suggest that we do not
policy.
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Senate

Calndar year
1978
1979
1980

Present
law

Undo, G5

53, 240

(')

1981

1982
1983
1984
1985

3, 720
3, 960
4, 200

the Senator from Texas was alludSo what do we have to do? We have to which
ing.
We get down to the question of whether or not we want our senior citizens, who
have been paying social security tax for

raise it on the people who are working
today, to be able to say actuarially that
the social security fund is solvent and to
ay to the elderly people of this country
that their savings wfll ot turn to dust;
that those savings are goiflg to be there,
waiting for them,, as they retire.
Mr. President, I believe that what we

()
(')
()
()

(

4,440
4,680
4,920

cover early retirees, age 62 to 65.

I believe that we should employ the
The Senator from Texas said that the
limited resources available to us to pro- disabled are not covered under our
vide incentives to people with lower n- amendment. The fact is, the disabled are
comes, lower social security benefits, to not subject to any limitation. If they
work past the age of 65.
start earning a lot of money, there may
The Senator from Arizona states that be a determination on whether or not
this will be recompensed to the Treas- they are totally disabled.
ury because people will earn more money
We do not cover minor thlldren, and
and pay more taxes. But the problem Is I understand that minor children make
that they do not pay it back into the up about 3 million of the 6 million to
social security fund.

(()

3,48)
—

Finance
65 and Committee
over
bill
$4, Of)O

$4, 500

4,500

6,000
6,480

5, 000
5, 500

6, 90

()
()
()

1, 440

7,920
S,400
8, 880

Q)

Short-range costs (billions)
Goldwater-Dote
amendment
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

Senate Finance

Committee bill

$0.3

.5
.6
.6

3.

3.7
3.8
3.9
4.1
Total

24.9

-

0.8

2.0
2.4
2.5
2.6

2.7
2.8

2.9
3.0
3.1
24. 8

• Excludes effect of etimination of monthly measure.
'Same s present law.
2 No limit

Note; Long-range (75 yr.) co5t—Hose bill: 0.23 percent of

40 years, to have the right to earn more payroll. Senate Financo Committee bill; 0.17 percent of payrol
money when they reach 65. That Is all
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, if we look at
the Goldwater-Dole amendment does.
the
75-year costs, the House
We have an opportunity, under the bifi long-range
would be 0.23 percent of payroll; the
have done in the committee L an equita- Ooldwater amendment to raise the limit. Senate Finance Committee bifi would be
ble proposal and Is fair to the taxpayers. The limit would be $4,000 In 1978, $4,500 0.17 percent of payroll.
It has been endorsed by the National in 1979, $5,000 in 1980, $5,500 in 1981 and
I 1eIjeve that once the amendment is
Council of Senior Citizens; by the Secre- then unlimited.
understood, it wifi be accepted. As the
There is going to be an offer. by the Senator from Arizona pointed out, the
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Mr. Califano; by President Carter.
distinguished Senator from Idaho to gut earnings limitation is arbiltrary.
The Senate has ben debating the ques- the Goldwater amendment. He is going
We would tell the American working
tion of earnings limitations ever since to take 5 years of benefits away from men and women who have worked for 40
1935. The original Social Security Act senior citl2ens.
years and paid into the system for 40
atipulated that a person could not reI hope the Grey Panthers are listen- years:
ceive benefith and earnings th any one ing as well as the National Association of
After you have paid in for 40 years, you
month. Then, in 1939, we liberalized that Retired Teachers and the American have to meet a means test. ]tf you make over
retirement test, so that a person earning Association of Retired Persons, when we a certain amount, you have o pay back some
$14.99 per month still could collect bene- see these efforts to cripple the Gold- of your social security.
fits. The law was revIsed 12 more times, water amendment, which has been in
Right now, 23 percent of all the money
and in 1972 we adopted the current pro- some form sponsored by some 40 Sen- under the social security component goes
visions increasing the earnings Ilnilta- ators.
for welfare programs for which people
tion by the cost of living on an annual
do not get back any benefits.
I
hope
that
when
we
vote,
we
will
look
basis.
We are talking about a class of Ameriat
the
facts.
There
has
been
taik
about
Remember, what I am talking about the great cost of this amendment. The cans who have worked all their lives and
here is that the Bentsen amendment amendment in the committee bill, to reached 65; and come 1982, Senator
raises it almost double by 1979.
1987, costs $4.8 billion. The Goldwater GOLDWATER and 40 other Senators say
At no time during the 42-year con- amendment,
for the same period, co6ts there should not be any earnings limitasideration of this issue has Congress $24.9 billion—$100
million more. That is tion.
agreed to remove the earnings limita- all for the next 10 years.
If you own a bank, if you own stock,
So we are not
tion entirely, and for good reason.
If you have investment income, you could
talking
about
billions
and
billions
of
dolSo I urge my colleagues to continue lars in extra cost.
have a million dollars a year in income
their traditional support for an earnings
and at age 65 still receive your soehl
As
the
distinguished
Senator
from
limitation; but I also urge that this figsecurity. No one quarrels about that. But
Arizona
pointed
out,
these
are
going
to
be
ure be revisedso as to provide additional
the argument is that this is not an intaxpayers,
who
will
pay
tax
back
to
the
incentives to people over 5 to remain in Government.
come transfer program. This is a retirethe work force, so as to allow these peoment program.
Mr. President, I ak unanimous conple to earn a more decent and producWhy should people who have paid all
sent
to
have
printed
in
the
RECORD
the
tive retirement.
their lives, who have reached 65, who still
facts
and
figures
on
the
social
security
Mr. President, I yield back the rewant to work, or still want to teach, or
mainder of my time to the manager of retirement test.
who stifi want to practice a profession.
the bifi.
There being no objection, the material man, or woman, be discriminated
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, against? That is really what the amend-

yields time?

as follows:

ment is all about.
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Mr. CURTIS. It does not disturb the CURTiS, Senator CHURCH, and theit SenSo I suggest we address the problems.
ator ALLEN.
The earnings limitation now Is about 50 Senator's arnendment
Mr. ALLEN. That is all right. I just
Mr.
CHURCH.
I
went
to
just
add
to
percent of the poverty level; that Is how
want
to get on the list.
the
unanimous-consent
request
that
follow It is. The limitation deprives the lowing disposition of all of the amendThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
economy and the work force of people
objection, it is so ordered. But the Chair
who want to work. It Is not enough to ments for which the Senator has made points
out that the Senator from South
stand on the floor of the Senate and say the request my, amendment and another Carolina
is not on that list.
that we think people should have that amendment with which the Senator i
Mr.
CURTIS.
He is disposing of it now.
familiar
relating
to
adjustments
in
beneright. They will not have that right fits in inflationary years on a 6-months
Mr.
RIBICOFF,
I thought the Senator
unless we give them that right.
from
South
Carolina
wanted to handle
basis
rather
than
an
annual
basis
might
That Is precisely what happened in the
the matter in 2 minutes and was going
House of Representatives. By a vote of follow in sequence.
Mr. CURTIS. Yes. My amendment, to ask for it now, and I ask unanimous
269 to 148, a margin of 121 votes, an
amendment almost identical to the then ROTH, then THURMOND, and then consent he may be able to proceed with-

amendment offered today by the Sen- CHURCH.
Mi. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, reator from Arizona was agreed to and
aEreed to over the objection of the serving the right to object, am I corleadership; and agreed to over the objec- rect that the amendment that Senator
tions of the distinguishcd chairman of THURMOND was going to offer was the
the House Committee on Ways and amendment that there was going to be
Means—because Republicans and Demo- a short colloquy on between Senator
crats alike in the House understood the THURMOND and myself? If that is the
case, I would hope that the order would
needs of a special class of people.

If the Senator wants to talk about not be changed, because it will only take
2 minutes, and I may have to leave, I

figures, this amendment effects about 21

out taking any time from the Senator
from Kansas.
Mr. DOLE. The Senator from Kansas
certainly agrees to that.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The Senator from South Carolina.
UP AMENDMENT NO. 1053

(Purpose: To permit military service per-

formed after 1956 to be credited under the
civil service retirement program if the civil
service annuity is offset by social security
benefits received for the same service.)
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I

million people not just the 1.8 million say to the Senator from South Carolina,
referred to ?fl some of the material made before he can present it under these circumstances and I would not be able to
available.
to the desk an amendment and ask
The Senate recently added new pro- engage n the colloquy with him, and I send
that it be stated.
tection against age discrimination in think he would like that.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
employment. I suggest that action is
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, we
will be stated.
rather useless unless we back it up with can take the 2 minutes right now if there amendment
The second assistant legislative clerk
some action and demonstrate to those of is no objection. All it will take Is 2 minthat age category that they are not the utes. I ask unanimous consent that we read as follows:
The Senator from South Carolina (Mr.
forgotten Americans. They do not have bring up this amendment and take not THURMOND)
proposes unprinted amendment
to go into the back somewhere and stay over 3 minutes at the outside.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, re- No. 1053.
hidden from view. They are productive
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I ask
Americans. They have great potential. serving the right to object.
• The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- unanimous consent that reading of the
We need their assistance.
It seems to me that by having some ator from Arizona reserves the right to amendment be dispensed with.
arbitrary means test, some demeaning object.
The PRESIDrNG OFFICER. Without
test, some limiting test on American
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I with- objection, it is so ordered.
senior citizens, we are saying:
You are second-class. We don't care
whether you paid for 30 years, 40 years, or 45
years. You are second-class citizens.

.

You cannot go out and earn money

because you do not meet the test that Is
hnposed. I think we deprive our senior
citizens of independence. We cause them
to rely on Government. It just seems to
me that it Is time to take some action.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the

draw the request.
The amendment is as follows:
Mr. GOLDWATER. I would suggest
At the appropriate place insert the followthey take time off the bill. I do not an- ing new section:
ticipate using all of my time. I do not
SEC.
(a) Section 8332(J) of title 5.
want to be caught in the position where United States Code, is amended to read as
follows:
my amendment s out of order.
"(J) (1) Notwithstanding any other proMr. THURMOND. I ask unanimous
consent that the time come off the bill. vision of this section, the period of an individual's
service as a volunteer under pa't
The PRESIDING OFFICER. There is
A of title VIII of the Fonomic Opportunity
no time on the bill.
of 1964, and the period of an individual's
Mr. AlLEN. Mr. President, reserving Act
service as a volunteer or volunteer leader un-

•

Senator yield to me for a unanimous- the right to object to this request, and der c1apter 3401 tItle 22, shall be excluded in
I shall not object.
consent request?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SenMr. DOLE. I yield to the dIstinguIshed
Senator from Nebraska for a unanimous- ator from Alabama.
Mr. ALLEN. I ask unanimous consent
consent request.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I ask that amendment No. 1619 be considered
unanimous coiisent that, in the order of after the amendments that already have
amendments to be caUed up, following priority or are disposed of.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
the amendment offered by Senator De.C0NcINI, the Senator from Nebraska, objection?
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, reserving
now speaking, be recognized for an
amendment and the amendment of Sen- the right to object, I add to my request.

determthlng the aggregate period of service

on which an annuity payable under this

subchapter to the individual or to his widow
or child Is based, if the individual, widow,
or child Is entitled, or would on proper ap-

plication be entitled, at the time of that
determination, to monthly old-age or survivors benefits under section 402 of title 42

based on the ndivduals wages and selfemployment income. If the service as a volunteer under part A of title Vu of the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 or as a

or volunteer leader under chapator THuIoz, who holds that place, I thought it would clarify things but it volunteer
ter 34 o tttle 22 Is not excluded by the pre-

is taking a little different turn now.
Mr. DOLE. Is this coming out of my
serving the right to object, let me get time?
Mr. CURTIS. I ask unanimous consent
it straight. It was my understanding that
following the disposition of this business it not be charged to his time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
the Senator from South Carolina would
be recognized, then Senator Rom would objection, It s so ordered.
The Senator from Nebraska.
follow him.
Mr. CURTIS. The Senator from South
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I ask
Carolina has agreed to yield to me and unanimous consent that the order of
change places.
amendments when we flnih the pending
Mr. CIWRCH. Mr. President, reserv- one be any substitute offered by Senator
DEC0NcINI, Senator Roiir, Senator
ing the right to object.

follow Senator Rom.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, re-

ceding sentence, but on becoming 62 years
of age, the individual or widow becomes entitled, or would on proper application be en-

titled, to the described benefits, the Civil
Service Commission shall redetermine the

aggregate period of service on which the annuity is based, effective as of the first day of

the month in which he or she becomes 82

years of age, ao S to exclude that service. For
the purpose of this subsectIon, the period of

an individual's service as a volunteer or
volunteer leader under chapter 34 of title
22 Is the period between enrollment as a
volunteer or oluteer ieader and termina-
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tion of that &rvice by the President or by

cape. In 1956, Congress, in passing aThe Disabled American Vetrai (DAy),

death or re1gnation, and the period of an modification to the social security law to
individual's Mervice as a volunteer under part
A of title VU! of the Becononile Oppoflu- include the uniformed services, Inad-

nity Act of 1984 Is the period beitween enrv1ment as a volunteer and termination of
that servke by the Director of the Office of
Economic Opportunity or by death or resgnation.
'(2) Notw1tlsianding any other provision
of this section, under regulations prescribed
by the Civil Service Commission with the
concurrence of the Secretary of Bealth, Eductalon, and Welfare, in any case wbere an
individual performed military service (except
military 8ervlce covered by miLitary leave
with pay from a civflian position) after December 1956, and be (or bis widow or child)
i or becomes entitled, or would on proper
application be entitled, to monthly benefits
under &ection 402 of title 42 based on bis
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The National AMocation of Rurci Letter

Carrler8 (NARLC),
The Marine Corpa League.

vertently created what has come to be
known as Catch-62. I am proposing an
It has been reported to me that the
amendment to correct this Injustice.
Department of Defense supports this
Mr. President, Catch-62 applies only measure.
to veterans, and not just military reIn the House of Representatives, Contirees, who later retire from being em- gressman CHARLES E. BENNErT has introployed by the Federal Government. Like duced similar legislation. His bill, H.R.
other Federal employees, veterans can 767, has considerable support in the
elect retirement at 55 and count all serv-

ice to the United States for retirement,
but at age 62 they lose credit for their
military service alter 1956.
These veterans find themselves caught

between two different Government retirement systems. Their problem stems
wages aad self-employment Income, the from being forced to contribute to social
Civil Service Commission shall exclude from security after 1956, while in military
the ann1ty payable to bim (or his widow service at relatively low pay, but being
or chIl4) under this subcbatper an amount prevented from earning social security
equal to that portion of the montbly benefit credits while in Federal employment at
(to which he or his widow or cbtid Is en- higher wages.
tItlel uader section 402 of title 42) wbich
Mr. President, the social security bill
Is attr1biitable to his military service.
us falls to address this problem.
'(3) The Secretary of Realtb, Education, before
and Weltare, on request of tbe Civil Service Although a corrective amendment was
Comm1sión, sball inform the Civil Service germane to the House bill, the House
Commission wbetber or not the IndividuAl, Rules Committee restricted amendment

House.

It is my understanding that the Honorable Thos P. O'NEILL, the Speaker
of the House, has committed his support
when H.R. 767 is reported favorably by
committee to the House.

Mr. President, I strongly urge unanimous approval of this amendment.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, the
amendment which the Senator offers is

not related directly to social security.
Instead, ft is an amendment to title V

of the United States Code which is properly in the jurisdiction of the Committec

on Governmental Affairs. Earlier this
year the Senator introduced a bill, S.
245, which would accomplish the same

actions. Testimony by experts In the purpose as his amendment. I am told by
s entitWd at any named time o the de- House Ways and Means Subcommittee the junior Senator from Tennessee (Mr.
scribed benefits.".
supported corrective action. Correction SA5sER), who is necessarily away today,
(b)(l) Except as provided In paragrapb of this inequity is long overdue. Although that he would hold hearings on the
(2), the amendment made by subsection (a)
executive branch of the Government Senator's bill in the course of studying
thall apply only in the case of annuities to the
wbich individuals become entitled on or has not developed detailed co8ts of this other retirement-related legislation.
The amendment which the Senator
after the date of the enactment of this Act. measure, previous reports indicate that
widow, o child described in this subsecUon

(2) (A) Upon the written request to the

United States Civil Service Con3nhission (sled

n such form and nanner and containing
such information a the Civil Service ComInis2ion hll by regulation prescribe) by any
1ndividul receiving an annuity before the
date of the enactment of this Act to bave the
amendment iade by subsection a) app]y to

such anziuity—

costs would be nominal.

Mr. Prestdent, I am conñdent that my
distinguished colleagues would like to go
on record in supporting this amendment
to remove a grossly unjust provision of
the law which singles out a certain group
of veterans to penalize, because they paid

to the social security program. I am

the proviz!ons of section 8332(j) o strongly m favor of the social security
title 5, UnIted States Code, as amended by program being put on a solvent basis, but
rubsection (a), shall apply to sucb annuity, I am not in favor of a certain group of
(i)

and
veterans being penaiized to help the
(ii) th Civil Service Commission sball resecurity program from going
compute such annuity by redetermlning tbe social
ggregate period of service on wbicb the an- bankrupt.
My amendment would remedy this innuity Is based so as to include military Berv-

ie excluded under sucb section 8332(j) as equity by providing that a veteran face
in effect on the day before sucb date of no loss of income when he reaches age
enactrneit.
62. Under my amendment, the veteran
(B) Ay zrnu1ty wbich Is recomputed would receive a social security check, but
under subparagrapb (A) shall be effective his civil service annuity would be dewith respect to payments of sucb annuity creased (or offset) by the amount of
for months after the montb in whicb this social security received. This is not a
Act is enacted and no payment of any sucb
nnu1ty for any month pxor to sucb month double-dip. The retiree would receive the
shall bo ons1dered erroneous by reason of same amount of compensation as he did
this paragraph.
prior to his 62d birthday—no increase or
(C) The Civfl Service Commission sbafl decrease.
take suc1 actions as may be necessary to
The following organizations support
uotiy nüviduah3 receiving an annuity be- an amendment to correct an inequity in
fore the date of tbe enactment of this Act the social security law which discrimiof the prvLions of tbls section.
nates against veterans who work for the
Mr. THtTRMOND. Mr. President, it is Government:
disappointing to note that the new social
The National. Association for Uniformed
security bill fails to deal with a problem Services (NAUS),

Tbe American Federation of Government
caused by the current social security
law, known as Catch-62. It -is the en- Employees (AFGE),
The American Association for Retired Perforced loss of sizable amounts of re- sons—the
National Retired Teacbers Associtirement income beginning at age 62 for

veterans who combine their military and

cvii service time for retirement from
Federal Government.
The term Catch-22 came Into Our
language after World War IL It descrlbe5

a situation from which there is no -

ation (AARP-NETA),
The Fleet Reserve Association (FRA)
The Retired Officers Association (TROA),
The Air 1'orce Sergeants Association
(APSA),

offers would credit an indIvidual's years
of mi1tary service after 195G toward civil

service retirement rather than social

security retirement. Under current law,
Ume spent by Federal employees In the
military serviëe before or during their
Federal employment Is generally creditable service under the civil service ietirement system. Employees make no
contribution to the retirement fund to
cover their military service time even
though the same amount of retirement
credit is granted for years In the military az for years of civilian employment
during which contributions are made.
Since January 1, 1957, military members have been required to make social
security contributions from their pay.
If a civil service retiree become eligible
for social security benefits his civil service annuity is recomputed and his military service after December 31, 1956, is
excluded from the annuity omputat1on.
The law, in effect, requires that military
service performed after 1056 be credited
to social security when a retiree is eligible
for benefits under both programs.

I am concerned because of the lck of
information available as to the number
of Federal employees who would potentially be affected by this amendment. The

estimates which we have from th' National Association for Uniformed Services is anywhere up to 112,000 Fedcril
workers. These individuals would be ab

to credit their years of military serice
toward civil service retirement without
having made the required contributory
payment to the retirement fund. Therefore, we have no informat ton available

The Diplomatic and Consular Officers Re- with which to judge the potential effects
tired (DACOR),
on the unfunded liability of the civil
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service retirement fund. They could be
substantial.
I know the Senator shares my concern
that we should have these facts before
we take action. I want to emphasize that
I, too, am conperned that Federal employees who have served In the military
receive equitable retirement benefits. For

ALLEN, DANFORm, HELMS, HANSEN, CASE,

JAVITS, DECONCnI, HARRY F.

BYm, Jr.,

HATFIELD, JomsToN, STEVENS, THTYRMOND,
CANNoN, PELL, MAGNUSON, STONE, BARTLETT, YOUNG, MORGM, LAXALT, DOMENICI,
LEAIiY,
STAPPORD,
RThIc0FF,
NuNN,
AB0UREzK, WEICKER, GAaN, IN0VYE, C1(A-

FEE, LUGAR, HtJDDLESTON, BAKER, ROTH,
PACKWOOD, and BAYH.
So that is a fairly representative
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the rich as a reality appears to be before
us now in a very explicit form.

We just defeated, Mr. President, a
measure involving the earnings disre-

gard, on the ground that welfare benefits

should not continue to the level of $16,000

of income. But let us remember what the

welfare payment to a mother earning

this reason, if the Senator Is willing, I
would ask the Senator from Tennessee
to hold early hearings on his bill in the group—Republicans, Democrats, connext session. Hopefully, the hearings will servatives, and liberals—to indicate that
produce a body of testimony to support there is rather widespread support for
the Senator from South Carolina's what Senator GOLDWATER seeks to do
today.
proposal.
So, Mr. President, I would hope that
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, In
view of the statement and assurances by when the time comes when there is an
the able and distinguished Senator from effort to gut the Goldwater amendment
Connecticut, I will withdraw the amend- by the Senator from Idaho, we can suc-

$16,000 would be. The last benefit on the

ment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
amendment is withdrawn.

We just reeled back in horror at the
thought of a welfare mother receiving

cessfully lay that effort on the table.
I yield back the remainder of my time.
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Wisconsin yield me 10
UP AMENDMENT NO. 1052
minutes on the bill?
Mi. DOLE. Mr. President, the charge
Mr. NELSON. I yield the Senator from
is going to made time after time, and I New York 10 minutes.
can hardly wait for the Senator from
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SenWisconsin to make it because he does it ator from New York.
so eloquently, that this is a rich man's
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, we
amendment. That is one way to divide have just completed action on a welfare
some on the Senate floor. According to measure which is part of the bill before
the Consumers Income Series issued by us, and has to do with the amounts of
the Census Bureau this year there are earnings which welfare recipients, in the
only 173,000 persons 65 years and over main mothers, are able to keep as an inwhose total money income in 1975 was centive to work before they begin losing
$20,000 or more. This is only 6 percent benefits, and until they have finally
of all older workers who earn income. lost their benefits altogether.
Ninety-four percent made below $20,000.
It was agreed that the present arThis is total income. That includes rental rangements are too generous, and the
Income, dividends, interest, pensions, and Senate moved to restrict them. In that
other income not subject to the ceilmg. context I offered an amendment which
Actually wages subject to the ceiling av- would have enabled the so-called earned
erage about $4,500, hardly a rich per- income disregard to continue in effect
son's income.
until a medium range of earnings.
If we look at the total family income,
The distinguished Senator from
which includes the combined incomes of Nebraska
pointed out on this floor, and
three or four family members, the Cen- I agreed with him, that the proposal as
sus Bureau report shows only 11 percent made would make it possible, under cerof all families headed by older workers tain hypothetical settings, for a welfare
had combined incomes of $20,000 or recipient to earn up to $16,000 and still
more for all families who had earned receive welfare benefits.
income. So statistics which may be used
This, I think, was a point made—I
against this amendment are not correct. conceded
the fact because it is a fact,
The

Let me also point out that Members
I found great difficulty explaining
of Congress are not subject to the social but
how
Such a fact could be to Members on
security system. The President of the the Senate
United States is not subject to the social ment failed.floor, and indeed my amendsecurity system. The Vice President is
I have a moment now to suggest, hownot subject to the social securit& system.
a curious harmony, a curious symMembers of the Cabinet are not subject ever,
to the social security system. So we pass metry; because once again we are talk.in judgment and make the policy al- ing about a situation in which the penthough Congress is not even part sions we might make available under this
of the system. We do not under- bill would be available to persons whose
stand all the complexities and all income is in that range.

the down sides of the system. We do
not have any earnings limitation. The
Senator from Kansas may offer an

amendment later on today which would
put Members of Congress and members
of the Cabinet into this system. I make

the point now to underscore the fact

declining scale would be $1. it is, however, a dollar, and there were many who

found that an inappropriate arrangement, and my amendment lost.
The next amendment would provide
benefits to a group of persons of comparable income. We are not in the least
appalled that they might get, not a dollar of welfare, but, being of an age over
65, we are proposing, on an average, to
give such persons $8,400.

$1 if her income is $16,000; and we now
move, right on top of that, to give $8,400
to other persons whose incomes average
$17,000.

Mr. President, there is a disharmony
between these acts. There is a symmetry
of circumstance, and I would argue that
if it seems so unworthy to provide such

largess to the welfare recipients, how
could it not be equally inappropriate to

• do so for persons who, by definition, are

not in any financial difficulty?
I would like, Mr. President, to make
two points here. The question is, are
people automatically entitled to receive
back the contributions they make to the
social security -fund? If, Mr. President,

this is an insurance system, it insures
against loss of income, and it is inherent

in most insurance propositions that the
most fortunate do not ever have to claim
benefits. Yet in social security, persons
who never lose their incomes to a level
below that which we can consider the
minimum have had, since 1935, total
claim on the Insurance that they have
paid for by contributions to the social
security trust fund.

But a second point, and perhaps a

most important one, is to be clear—
maybe this is an inopportune thing to
say, and I ask the Senator from Wiscon-

sin to forgive my bringing the subject
up, but surely no one is under any illusion as to the origin of the benefits we

are adopting. The decision we have made
to go to a system whereby employers pay
a very much larger share than employees
we have justified ourselves on the ground

that employers can deduct it from income taxes, and in a very real sense

there may be a very large decline in the
income tax revenues of the Federal GovAs we know, we are talking in this ernment from the graduated income tax
case, about persons whose average in- under those circumstances. One of two
come would exceed• the $6,000 limit things will happen: There will be less
which Senator BENTSEN has proposed. money available Thr other programs, or
We are talking about a class of persons taxes will have to be increased to replace
whose income is $17,000 on the average— that which has been lost owing to concuriously close to the hypothetical wel- tributions to the trust fund.
fare family whose income might be Mr. President, it does not stretch rea-

that 40 some Senators have cosponsored
this principle. I would only repeat those $16,000. So we have moved from the son or fact to say that these increased
for the REcom who have either copon- subject of welfare for the poor to the benefits are going to be paid out of insored Senator GOLDWATER'S measure or subject of welfare for the rich. That is come taxes that may be greatly reduced
have in the past introduced or cospon- a term I do not often use. I find that the as a result of the Impact of this meassored similar legislation.
formulation is rather too easy and is, ure on the Anerican political economy.
If you were to ask the political econThe list of distinguished Senators In- perhaps, too frequently used. But since
cludes myselI and Senators SCHMrrr, the thought is conceivable, welfare for omists, "What will be the single place
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affected by this decision?" they dollars a year In interest income to colwould say, "Internal revenues of the lect his full social security benefits. HowUnited States.". We are proposing, in a ever, the average man who never had
5-year period, to take $23 billion, in ef- the time, much less the money, to enter
fect, out of the income tax system and the world of Investments, and who might
transfer It to a very small group of per- need to continue working in order to inmost
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are 65 who care to go to work will be

freeloaders, no, that is not correct. They
will have to pay social security taxes just

as the younger people, and their employers will have to pay their part of
social security, We are not doing anysons who are comparatively well off.
sure the economic survival of himself or thing to upset the applecart. As the
It is an extraordinary measure. A Sen- his family, cannot work without being Senator from Kansas pointed out, over a
ate which reeled back in some alarm subject to this penalty. This is simply not 10-year period there is probably $100
that a welfare family might receive a right.
million difference involved in about a $24
dollar—one dollar—goes on with much

Still, it is argued by opponents of this billion to $25 billion figure.

enthusiasm to provide the well-to-do amendment that repeal of the limitation
Mr. President, I get back to my arguolder persons in this country with an would primarily benefit the relatively ment. This is a moral argument. The avextraordinary transfer of wealth from higher income elderly, and not older per- erage social security benefit for a retired
the working population at middle-income
levels to this retired, but still active, older population of high-Income levels.
Mr. President, I do not know how we

are going to explain this If we do It. I
can think of persons right now In New
York City who would be very distressed

if they were to hear me making this
speech.

I can tell you who would benefit from

this measure in my city. Take the five
most senior partners in the 50 largest,
most prosperous Wall Street law firms.
There is $8,400 more per year In it for

every one of them, tax free. They are not
very much interested in this legislation,
But they would benefit.
Find me a 65-year-old partner In Cadwallader, Prisbie, Humphrey, and SpUnk,
and here we come, $8,400 tax free. If that
Is not welfare for the rich, Mr. President,
I wait a more convincing illustration of
the proposition.
I have sometimes disdained those peo-

sons of low income. We must recognize worker Is $230 per month. The average
that the working elderly are of higher for a couple, both receiving benefits, is
Income than their nonworking counter- $400 a month.
Is anybody going to stand up and say
parts solely by virture of the fact that
they work. Compared to younger work- this is a lIving income? I can tell my
ers, even the working elderly are of rela- colleagues on this floor who may not be
tively low income. More Importantly, aware of it—though I Imagine they are—
there is a large group of hidden benefi- that many, many social security recipiciaries that the supporters of the earn- ents are receiving food stamps. Do they
ings limitation choose to ignore. It is a want to? No. they have to, In order to
well documented fact that large numbers live. Giving these people the chance and
of low income elderly deliberately hold the right to work, the chance to use the
their earnings down and drop out of the skills they have acquired during a lifework force rather than bear the incred- time, will not cost anybody any money.

ibly high tax rate the earnings limita- It Is going to relieve the people of the
tion imposes. Since these people are not difficulty of trying to live on social securrently having their social security curity money alone and allow them to
benefits reduced, they are not counted as raise their heads as they have done all
potential beneficiaries when in fact re- their lives in paying this money.
This is not money that we are giving
peal of the test will permit these people

to earn additional income to supplement
and improve their standard of living.
It is said that removal of the earnings
will be too costly. In my opinple who claimed that such things went limitation
this begs the question. The people
on because I thought their imaginations ion,
receive social security are the same
were perhaps incorrect in the matter. I who
who have worked hard all their
must say I rise in tribute to life imitating citizens
lives for their salaries. They have not
rhetorical art.
been on the welfare rolls. These people
Thank you, Mr. President.
the backbone of America—they are
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who are
the men and women who believe in
yields time?
have quietly and loyally
Mr. GOLDWATER. I yield to the Sen- America andtheir
fair share to the soator from South Carolina, Mr. President. contributed
security program all their lives. To
Mr. THIJRMOND. Mr. President, I cial
the fruits of their labors now,
join the distinguished Senators from deny them
they need it most, Is not only ilArizona and Kansas and other Senators when
in theii effort to phase out the present logical, but unjust.
Mr. President, let us remove this obrestrictions on outside earnings by social
which stands In the way of thousecurity recipients over the age of 65. stacle
Mr. President, there is no question as sands of our senior citizens who want to
to the impact of this limitation. Many work. Work produces income and income
older persons are being pressured into produces tax revenue. Work contributes
not working for fear of losing their bene- to the good health of our senior cltizens
fits. As a result an untold amount of who have many valuable skills to convaluable skills acquired through many tribute to this country. Removal of the

them, Mr. President. This is money that
they have paid into the kitty. Where that
kitty is does not seem to make any difference, but this is money that is owed the
American worker. I repeat what I have
said earlier: I do not think we have the
moral or even the constitutional right to
say, "Yes, we owe you this money but we
are not going to pay it to you."
If the U.S. Government is going to take

that attitude, I do not think they are
going to have the respect of the American people too long.

Mr. President, I will just remind my
colleagues we have recently completed
an action on age discrimination that encourages people to work until the age of
70. If the earnings ceiling Is not repealed,

we will penalize these persons who remain in the labor force until age 70 by
depriving them of their social security
checks.

We are talking about what is fair and

what is right, and what is moral. My

whole argument is based upon these ele-

years of hard, honest work are totally earnings limitation is an equitable and ments. I have not heard a single argureasonable step.
ment raised against that argument.
lost to our country.
Mr. President, I urge my colleagues to
Such a limitation is in direct contraMr. NELSON. Mr. President, I think
diction of a fact widely accepted by the carefully consider this measure, and to we have heard about every argument on
Federal Government, gerontologists, and join me and others in this effort to bring each side of this issue. What i win say
others concerned with the health of the meaningful reform to the social security briefly will be repetitious for emphaisis
elderly. That fact is that the hiring and system.
I point out that the reference was

Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I
retention of older workers in all aspects
of the economy is very "good medicine" think the time situation is about 20 minfor the elderly. It should be encouraged utes on each side.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
in every way possible, and removing this
limitation is one way to accomplish this ALLEN). The Senator is correct.
objective.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I
Mr. President, in my opinion, this as- yield myself 5 minutes.
pect of the social security system is
Mr. President, I have not heard anyextremely inequitable. Investment in- thing said in opposition to my amendcome is not recognized when determin- ment which I feel is the least bit convincing whether an individual's social secur- ing. To answer a probable charge the
ity shall be reduced. This allows a Senator from Texas made, that If we lift
Wealthy man who received thousands of the earnings limitation those people who

made by Senator BENT5Ec earlier that
the National Council of Senior Citizens
is deeply concerned about the retirement problem in this country.

It is their full-time concern. It was,

until recently, headed by Nelson Cruik-

shank, and there is no more distin-

guished gentleman in this field. They
made a statement in March on this ques-

tion in a pamphlet on the retirement

test in social security. Here Is what this
group, representing a large number of
retired people, had to say. Obviously, I
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need not suggest that they are not

maximum benefits. And $32,000 is better

against retirees. That is whom they rep- than twice the average Income of the
resent. From that pamphlet 1 quote just worker who Is supporting the system.
That doctor, that lawyer, that enone brief paragraph:
It would appear evident that the elimina- gineer, that professor, that professional
tion of the retirement test in the social man, that manager of his little plant or
security program is neither practicable nor that manager of some little Industry, who
desirable, since it would help a relatively is now 65, never contributed a single
small number who are least in need and deprive a very large number, Including those
most in need, of the benefit of possible improvements In the program.

There Is simply no doubt about that,
If we eliminate the retirement test entirely, the cost Is $4 billion a year when
it Is totally eliminated. That compares
with a cost of $3 billion a year under the
retirement earnings limitation
that the Committee on Finance has sent
$8,000

to the floor In Its bill. When average
wages rise, so will the $6,000 earnings
limitations ,under the committee bill.

his
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dear wife was called to meet her

reward ahead of him, and he is in a 70percent tax bracket, how much would
he have to make?
Mr. MOYNIHAN. To get the $8,400?

Mr. LONG. To get the $8,400, yes. can

the Senator tell me, he has staff assistants to help him, would the Senator say
how much that fellow has to make?

penny to the cost of lifting totally the
retirement earnings income limitation.
Mr. NELSON. Around $30,000—$28,000
His contribution was based upon a cost to be exact.
In that fund of supporting a $3,000 limMr. LONG. So what would be
itation, not no limitation at all. Now, done—
since he did not contribute to the cost
Mr. NELSON. That is at the top of the
of that limitation, we should not now bracket.
provide that we will lift it and leave it
Mr. LONG. Say he is a senior partner
to somebody else to pay the bill.
In the law firm. He would have to win
I want to see the Member of Congress
a big case, or maybe do somewho is prepared to stand up in a public himself
thing to make the law firm make some
forum in any city or any community in dollars. How much would he have to
this country and say, "Yes, that lawyer of increase his Income to net $8,400?
that distinguished law firm, Mr. Jones,
Mr. MOYNIHAN. $28,000.

is 67 years old and making 15U,000
LONG. He would have to Increase
That extra $1 billion should, In my who
a year practicing law, we have lifted the hisMr.
income by $28,000 to get what tlil
limit for him. He was not entitled to amendment
would give him. He would get
any social security retirement under the $8,400, tax free.
current law; but we lifted the earnings
Let me ask, at the time this fellow
limit so we are going to give him $8,400,

judgment, be used to help those who are
In the lower retirement and average retirement levels.
Now, the statement is repeatedly made

that those people who have retired tax free on top of his $150,000. You fel- found himself In the social security proearned this income; that those who are lows and women, working down in that gram, did the program promise him this
over the retirement limitation level plant getting $10,000 a year, are going equivalent of $28,000 a year Income?
Was that a promise that was In the
earned their pension, and, therefore. to pay for It."
should receive It. As Senator Moysqnzic
What kind of income transfer Is it program when he became part of it?
has pointed out, this is not an annuity that takes from the poor and gives to
Mr. NELSON. No.
Mr. LONG. So this is what we call a
program; It Is an Insurance program.
the rich?
Of course, It can be converted. That
Mr. MOYNAN. Will the Senator windfall benefit. It could be compared to
the double dip some people got that we
Is what is about to happen here if the yield?
amendment prevails. Under an ordinary

Mr. NELSON. Yes.

Insurance program In which you buy
Mr. MOYNIBAN. I rise to support the
your own annuity, If the owner of the Senator's proposition and say, with reannuity dies, that money goes to the spect to the average citizen who might
estate—whether it is a first cousin, sec want to ask this question of one of his
ond cousin, whatever relative may be left. legislators, that he need not make It a
Here, if there is no beneficiary of that generalized question like: Did you give
retiree who dies, the money remains In all this money to some rich people? It is
the fund. If there is no dependent, it is not hard to know who these people are.
not taken out of the fund and put into He need simply inquire of any lawyer,
an estate that ultimately goes to first and what are. the five largest law firms In
second cousins; because that was not the town, and get the names of every partpurpose of this social insurance pro- ner who is over 65. He will know what
gram.
man in Kansas City, or what man in
If we want to convert it to an annuity New York City got the $8,400.
program, we can. But those who have
It need not be an anonymous transbeen saying social security taxes are fer of funds from uncertain origins to
horrendous would face a payroll tax in- vague and confused destinations. You
crease much more substantial than we can know by name. Find a rich, successalready have If we approve this amend- ful, active lawyer over 65, and this bill
ment.
gives him $8,400 a year, tax free.
It was not the Intent of the designers
We shall find an extraordinary cornor was It the purpose of the social secu- relation, I suggest, between those Senarity law to have an annuity program. tors who will have just voted not to al-

are eliminating In this bill.
When we enacted social security, no-

body promised anything like that, but

someone came along with an amendment
that always causes people to say, "Why
did we do that, why on God's green earth
would Congress do something like that?"
Nobody promised this fellow $28,000
and suddenly, one day, somebody got up
and said, "Well, I think everybody ought
to get it."

This reminds me somewhat of the

amendment that my dear friend, the late
Winston Prouty, offered here one time.
He came up with the idea that anybody
who was not getting a pension ought to
get one. He came up with the "shoot-the-

moon" amendment, as I called It, that
anybody not getting a pension ought to
get one.
It looked as though it would carry until

I began to explain that 'his amendment
would cost a trillIon dollars. He said It
not possthly be a trillIon dollars,
Every Congress sInce 1935 has recognized low a welfare working mother to get $1 could
and I said that was a minimal figure, a
this.

went to the very next trillion dollars.
The liberalization In the committee bill and those who
and voted that the most Under that amendment, Mao Tse-tung
Is quite dramatic—a doubling by next amendment
lawyers In town be given an would get the pension, Charles de Gaulle,
year, from $3,000 to $6,000, which wIll successful
be tied to the increase in average wages. income of $130,000 In tax-free munici- Nikita Khrushchev, people we do not

bonds.
know exist In darkest Africa, or In Asia,
By 1987, the retirement test will be about palMr.
NELSON. I suggest to the Senator would get the pension, people we never
$10,000.

maybe the answer is there is a dis- heard of would get the pension. For all
We must recognize that this Is not that
tinction between the worthy and the un- we knew, some Eskimo at the North Pole

an annuity program, that It is an insur- worthy in this society and that the richer
would get it if he found out It was offered
ance program. Its purpose Is to help re- you are, the more worthy you are.
In the United States, because the amendplace lost Income when people quit workMr. LONG. Will the Senator yield at ment failed to require that people be citiing. There are 650,000 people In Amer- that
point?
zens of the United States to get the penica who are over 65 and who are earning
Mr. NELSON. I yield.
sion. Just anybody who was not getting
enough income so that they will lose
Mr. LONG. Let me ask the 8enator, In a pension from this Government would
some or all of their retirement benefits.
Under the committee bill, you can earn view of the fact that we still have a 70- get one. Anybody.
Fortunately, that was one little correc$22,000 before you lose all at your re- percent tax bracket—and I think that
tirement benefits under the $4000 limi- is too high, but that is where It stands— tion that, thank the merciful Lord, sometation If you are married aad receiving for a man making $150,00G. umIng body brought to our attentioo.
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last couple of weeks the Senate with dismay for the last 2 days. I have

been here to direct attention to that fact, passed $40 billion of energy credits to
this Nation would be beneath the Atlantic many who did not deserve it. Many

Ocean now, the Atlantic and Pacific people who are rich will get the tax
would have met. We would Shave been credits under the big energy bill we

completely destroyed because the amend- passed.
ment promised pensions to everybody on
We are talking about people who have
God's green Earth automaticaUy, even if worked all their life. There s quite a dif-

he had not put a nickel into it.
ference. It Is just depending who has
But at least we have this much expla- the—
nation for how that happened. That was
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, how much
done because nobody had thought about time does the Senator from Wisconsin

the matter. They just had not thought have?

the amendment out that carefully.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SenBut here we are today and say, "Why ator from Wisconsin has 6 minutes, and
in the world did they give old Ben Brown, the Senator from Arizona has 14 mInwho was already making $150,000, the utes.
equivalent of $28,000 of additional InMr. LONG. Mr. President, we did in
come that nobody promised him?"
the energy bill give some tax credits to
He did not ask for it, did not vote for some people.
it.
Mr. NELSON. Is tith rponse on the
Like. some people that got the Prouty time of the Senator from Kansas?
pensf on thought you were a fool to do it.
Mr. WNG.-Let me just say this and
Why would you want to do something I will be through.
like that?
Yes, in that energy bill we did give

listened to all the conservatives, all the
people who are careful with the public's
money, vote yesterday for a pension bill
for veterans, and place it on this bill—
nongermane—without hearings, with no
notion of what the cost is, except that
it starts at $200 million; and when the
14 million World War II people become
eligible, its cost goes to billions.
I looked at the rollcall. I could not
believe it. I voted "no." But there were
only 20 "no" votes fn all, including all
those defenders of the budget, all those
fiscal conservatives, are on that rollcall.
Then we come along and take $2 billion
a year, when it is in full bloom, out of
the general fund, for Senator DANFORTH'S

amendment to assist State and local gov-

ernments and other norprofit organizations.

Look at the rollcall. All the conserva-

tives who talk the most about fiscal
conservation, voted to approve the Danforth amendment. Why? Because the

I know if we send them the money, some tax credits to some people who general fund s some kind of amorphous,
they wifi not insult us by sending it back. might not be expecting it. But we feel if vague fund, someplace that nobody has
But at the same time, they wonder why they do something that the law says they to put money in, I suppose.
we wovild do something like this.
should do, they will get this.
I am carrying those two rollcalls along
Here s an enormously wealthy person
Look, what s the head of the law firm with me in Wisconsin; and when my contrying to figure out how to leave some going to do that we should encourage stituents talk about me as a bfg spender,
money to his children or hs grandchil- him to do? Will he retire and let some- I am going to read the roll of those peodren, spending more time on that prob- body move up the ladder? No, we give ple who are known nationwide and suplem than anything else, and somebody him the money to stay there and deny ported by all the conservative organiza-

wants a way to give him the equivalent the other man the opportunity to move
of $28,000 additional income, $8,400 tax- up and become head of the law firm.
free.
Mr. NELSON. I thank the Senator.
It just absolutely makes one wonder.
Mr. President, how much tine does the
One would wonder when we have all this Senator from Wisconsin have?
munificence to bestow on somebody, all
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senthis largesse, why did we not think about ator has 6 minutes.
this poor old soul that was not getting
Mr. NELSON. I thank the Senator
much to hold hide and hair together— from Louisiana.
why not increase his pension a little,
I might point out in fairness to the late
rather than give it to that lawyer?
Senator Prouty, after the Senator's exHow many lawyers Is the Senator planation that it would cost over a trilaware of who are senior partners in the lion dollars and benefit Mr. de Gaulle
firm, the guy whose name appears first and Khrushchev and Mao Tse-tung, he
on the door, how many of those people did amend it. So it only applied to everydoes the Senator know who have peti- body in America.
tioned him to do this for them, Is he
Mr. LONG. That is right.
aware of any?
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ththk
Mr. NELSON. No, but if they think of we should take note again of the fact
it, they will.
that the Senate passed an Age DscrimMr. LONG. Well, I do not know. I have Ination Act which protects workers until
not had one call. I would be willing to age 70. The House also passed a similar

tions. as fiscally responsible.

We have seen more politics of joy here
in the last couple of days, the joy being
to give away a lot of money and take it
out of the deficit. Do Senators believe

there is a lot of money in the deficit?
That you can just keep raising the defi-

cit? It is endless. It is worse than the
hibftd, euphoric exhilaration. That is

—politcs of joy. It is the politics of uninwhat we are involved fn now.

There fs no end to it. But I want to
see the same fiscal conservatfves, who
make a career out of it, defend what we
have been doing yesterday and today as
late as a couple of hours ago. Will they

vote to have another billion dollars
transferred for those older persons who
are better off, by any standard, than

anybx1y else covered by social security.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I
yield myself 2 minute..

It has been a very entertaining 20
consider voting for this if one of my bill. It Is now in conference.
friends who s a senior partner in one of
Now, imagine the situatio", for ex- minutes, although I have not heard anythe firms could call and say, "Well, I've ample, at the University of Wsconsm—a thing said that would cause anybody to
been discriminated against, treated great and distingthshed university—with seriously consider voting against the
badly, I think I ought to have this."
profesors making $30,000, $35,000, and amendment.
But I am not aware of anybody that $40,000 and working fulltfme. These
My friend from Wisconsin and my
expects it.
professors would be drawing $35,000, and
Of course, I must say that sometimes we would give them $8,400 on top of that.
the best politics s not to give somebody The bill would not be paid by them, but
something he has a right to, or a right by the worker who is averaging $10,000 a

friend from Louisiana have been talking

about 4 percent of the social security
recipLents. What about the other 96 per-

cent? That is where we conservatives
to expect, because people like that do year, and who will never earn enough argue with you liberals. We want the
not appreciate it as much.
to retire on that social security maximum money to be distributed in a proper way,
If we find something to give some- of $8,400 a year in any event.
not worrying all the time about the rich
body who has no right .to expect it, makes
The purpose of social security is not to people, not worrying all the time about
no sense whatever, sometimes those supplement the full-time income of doc- 4 percent. What about the 96 percent
people are more grateful than the people tors, lawyers, professors, engineers, and who we say cannot earn a living, only
that actually had a right to expect some- owners of plants. That never was the because we owe the money to them?
thing.
purpose. It would be nice if you could
I think the Senator has made the best
Mr. DOLE. Will the Senator yield?
give everybody $25,000 a year; but if you argument for the bankrupt condition of
Mr. NELSON. On the time of the Sen- are to offer such a benefit, let us come the social security fund that I have heard
ator from Kansas.
in with the tax to pay for it. If you have yet, far better arguments than I made
Mr. GOLDWATER. I will yield.
a referendum on that, you will not get in 1964, when I recall our wonderful
Mr. DOLE. I want to remind the many votes.
friend the Vice President tearing up his
distinguished chairman it was only In
I have watched the Senate's action social security card. That was GOLD•
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by go1y. I think In your en Income transfer program; It is a retirement program. Many have tried to
Mr. NJ8ON. AU I point out Is that make it an income transfer program over
this amendment would benefit only the years and nearly succeeded.
About 23 percent of the social security
650,000 people out of 22 million who are
over age 65. Mr. President, 650,000. They component now goes for welfare proare the ones who are In the best posi- grams. The Senator from Arizona b addressing those persons under the systion now.

WATER—and,

hearts you know I was rtght. (Laughter.)

I think it would be nice if everybody
could receive all this social security
money whether they work or not. But it
changes the fuxidamental purpose of the
social security system, and It lays the
cost of doing it upon those who are aver-

ment.
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If someone can demonstrate all

these added billions of dollars, let us take
a look at it. It is not there,

I do not know where all these people

over 65 are who are making all this

money. We cai ftnd a lawyer or a banker.
I did not hear from any lawyers or bankers. I heard from the American Associatioi of Retired Persons. Perhaps a lawyer

tem who reach 85, 'who have paid into
belongs to that association. I do not
the system. and who want to work.
It b good for everybody in Congress know. They are middle-income Amento stand up and talk about the social canz. I heard from the National Associasecurity system, because we are not in tion of Retired Teachers Association. I

aging $10,000 a year.

it. We may have a chance to be in it later
today; but, as of now, we are not In the

minutes.

income versus investment income. Rich

do not think teachers are overpaid. Maybe, they are not paid enough. They Support this legislation. They sent the till or-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time system.
reminds me of the debate we had on matio. They do not represent rich
of the Senator from Wisconsin has theItfloor
when the ethics bill was being bankers and rich lawyers. They represent
expired.
considered,
and we talked about earned teachers and professors.
The Senator from Arizona has 12
If someone can demonstrate that all

Mr. OOLDWAT I yteld 3 minutes Senators could clip thefr coupons and
others could not do anything. It is much
to the Senator from Kansas.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I underscore like the predicament we have now.
11 you have Investment Income, as the
what the distlngubhed 8enator from
Arizona said. I think the argument wa8 lawyer would have who we paraded
predictable. You get up and cite 5ome around here for 20 minutes, or the rich

horrible example, and we are supposed professor, or the rich banker, they will
to focus on it instead of the problem and work out some arrangement. He will receive stocks or bonds instead of earnthe bsue.
ings, and then qualify for social security,
ZA*Nfltfl LD

these retired people in America, members

of that association, are overpaid or re-

ceive too many benefits, that Is fine.
It seems to me that what is being said,
in effect, b: U1f you are over 65, you arc

second-rate. You are not needed any
longer. You have to have an earnings
test. You can't make over the poverty
level." You almost have to die in order to

qualify. That b what we will hear in a

can have $50,000 or $500,000, $1 mu- few moments.
What the amendment does Is to re- you
There are some 40 cosponsors of the
lion,
million, in investment bcome
move one of the most onerous provisions at ageor65$10
Goldwater amendment, and I say beware
and
still
get
your
social
Becurity
of the social security law as It applies to
of efforts to compromise. The House
Individuals who are now relred. The benefit.
It b only those who want to work, voted 268 to 149 for a similar amend-

present earnings test of $3,000 Is unIalr,
those who want to earn the money. who
It Is set at a completely Brbitrary limit. are
the right to receive their soPresently less than 50 percent of the cialdenied
security benefit, without having it
official poverty level. The penalty ts also
arbitrary because it applies only to reduced.
The poverty level s about $6,000. The
earned income and ignores income from
distinguished Senator from Texas wants
investments.
to go a little above the poverty level. We
CONOMZC 8LNSL
do not think that is quite enough.
There is a compelling ecoiiomic arguIf you lived in this country and worked
ment for repealing the earnings limita- and
worked, and rabed your family, and
tion. The earnings test deprives our

ment.

It seems to this Senator the Urne has
come to approve thb legislation. I see
Senator Bayh in the Chamber. He is a

strong supporter of thb amendment and
we are pleased to have his support.
I yield back the remainder of my time.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous coisent to have printed in the REcoiw two
articles that deal with thb subject.
There being no objection, the material
paid
your
taxes,
and
reached
65,
you
economy of the skills and productive still have some productive years left. was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
capacity of millions of older citizens who Why should you not work? Why should as follows:
are capable and willing to work. Many you be denied the benefits far which you
INCREASE IN RATE SCHEDULE
of the individuals do not work for no paid?
other reason than to avoid having their
We
are
going
to
have
an
amendment
Goldwater. Dole
social security checks reduced. Not only submitted in a few moments that will
employees end
do we lose their skifls and output, but eliminate about 8 million people out of
Committee
tnployers, eath
amendthe Ooverxunent also loses the taxes they the 12 million, in an effort to gut the
,nent
Calendar year
HI
Total
DASDI
would pay on those earnings.
Goldwater-Dole
amendment,
the
SenCongress recently acted to give senior ator from Idaho wants to deprive 8 mIl5. 85
4.95
5. 85
0. 90
citizens new protection against age dis- lion senior citizens of the right to work. 1917
6.05
6.05
1978
5.05
1.00
crimination In employment. This Iegs1919—80
1.05
6.10
6.135
5.05
We have a tax in this amendment. The 1981-84
6.60
5.40
1.25
6.65
lation, now in conference, b but a use- rate
In
our
amendment
is
no
higher
than
7.05
7.00
1985
.
70
1. 35
less gesture, unless we repeal the earn- that in the Bentsen amendment.
1.40
7. 05
5.70
7. 10
1986—89
7.50
1990—94
1.40
7.55
6.15
ings limitation. It makes no sense to the
If Senators look at the charts, they 1995—2000
6.75
.8. 0070
8. 15
1. 40
Senator from Kansas to penalize a per- will
1.
40
2001—10
7.
35
8.75
see that we did not dream up those 2011 and later
7.80
1.40
9.20
9.20
son for working.
figures. They came from the Social Se- Self employed
HOUSE ACTION
persons;
curity Administration. The rates are the
7.00
0.90
7.90
7.90
1977
The House recognized the problem same. Where is all this additional cost
1978
7.10
1.00
8.10
8.10
caused by the earnings limitation by over the committee amendment? It has
1979—80
7.05
1.05
8.10
8.10
1.25
1981—84
8.10
9.35
9.25
approving by a vote of 208 to 149 a not been demonstrated.
1. 35
1985
& 55
9. 90
9. 85
phaseout repeal for persons aged 65 to 72.
No one here is opposing the committee
1.40
9.95
1986-89
8. 55
9.90
1990—94
9.25
1.40
10.65
10.55
A proposal in the Finance Committee amendment, but they are opposing the
10.10
1.40
1995—2000....
11.50
11.45
similar to the House version failed by a Ooldwater-Dole amendment because it
1.40
12.45
12.35
2001—10
11.05
2011 and
9 to 9 vote. The committee bill has a pro- provides a llttle more flexibility.
1.40
13.10
11.70
13.10
later
vision to increase the ceiling from the
If we go to the year 2011 and later, the
existing $3,000 in 1977 to $4,500 in 1978 tax on the Goldwater-Dole amendment
EFFECTS OF THE 1966 RETIREMENr TEST
to $8,000 in 1979.
would be 9.20, percent and with the com- THE
CHANGES ON TE EARNINGS OF WOIUCERS
While I support that action, It does mittee amendment it is 9.20 percent. So
AcED 65—72
not go far enough for our senior citizens. where are the billons of dollars? Where
Program changes incorporated in the 165
Therefore I support the removal of the is the added cost? There is no added cost. social
security amendments provide a rare
limitation for workers over age 65.
In fact, it will be found that the Gold- recent Opportunity to examine the Impact

The Senator has been talking about water-Dole amendment b less in the of changes In the retirement test on retired
Income transfers. Social Security b not early years than the committee amend- workers earnin,gs. The level of exempt earn-
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ings—the amount a worker may earn without
losing any benefits—was Increased in 1968
for the first time Since 1955. The provision
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to the upper limit ot the $1-for-$2 fiects, as previously mentioned, that benerange. In a range above that amount, the ficiaries lack control over their total earnings.
beneficiary finds himself working at a zero
THE 1965-66 EXPENCE
under which $1 In benefits is withheld for marginal pay rate and a negative marginal
ings

eacJh $2 of earnings above the exempt amount

increase in disposable income: in this range.
was also extended to a much wider range of the more he has earned above the $1-fÔr-$2
earnings, affecting many more persons than limit the less disposable lnco'me he has. The
before. As a consequence, the provision for negative marginal increase in disposable inwithholding $1 in benefits for $1 in earnings come corrects itself when all benefits are
above the $1-for-$2 range affected a new withheld, and disposable income again ingroup of relatively high-earning workers.
creases by the after-tax amount of additional
The provisions of the retirement test in earnings. However, because the total amount
1965 allowed the beneficiary to earn up to of taxes payable increases with earnings there
$1,200 annually and still receive full benefits.- Is a range of earnings above the point where
If he earned between $1,200 and $1,700. $1 of all benefits are withheld that yields a total
benefits was withheld for every $2 of earn- disposable income smaller than the disposIngs within this range, and if his ear.nings able Income that would be available if earnexceeded $1,700, $1 of benefits wa withheld ings were held to an amount equal to the
for each $1 of earnings until all benefita were $1-for-$2 upper limit. This, of course, inwithheld. Benefits were payable for any creases the area of earnings where a worker
month in which total wages were $100 or might be encouraged to reduce his earnings

less and in which the beneficiary did not
perform any substantial services in selfemployment. Full benefita were payable at

in order to maximize his income.
The monthly test alters the general picture

The 1965 and 1966 number and percentage

distributions of wcrkers aged 65-72, by sex
and amount of taxable earnings, appear in
table 1. The number of workers has been
adjusted to the level reported in the 1967
Social Security Bulletin, Annual Statistical
Supplement. In order to achieve a greater
degree of comparability between the data for
1965 and 1966, all workers who fell into the
65-72 age group were included. This proce-

dure avoids the uncertainties about comparability that can occur over time when
entitlement,

current

payment,

insured

status, or recept of benefits is used as a
criterion for inclusion in the sample. The

small number of urinsr red workers in the
Sample shold not affect any major conclusion to be drawn from the data.
Wlen oompared with those for 1965, the
1966 distributions exhibited substantial
changes in the earnings intervals arotind the
new and old annual exempt amounts. The

given above by aJlowing benefits to be paid
for months in which earnings do not exceed
The amended test in 1968 provided for the spectiled amount or no substantial selfannual exempt earnings of $1,500. The $1- employment services are performed. It is pos- percentage of men with earnings in the
fOr-$2 benefit withholding' area began at sible with the monthly test to have annual $1,300-1,599 interval, in which the $1,500
$1,501 and extended to $2,700, beyond which earnings in the $l-fOr-$1 area without re- exempt amount i9 located, nearly tripled to
the $1.1or-$1 provision wa effective. This ducing one's disposable income from what it 11 percent in 1966 from 4 percent in 1965,
marked the first change in these provisions would have been at the $1-fOr-$2 limit. In an increase of 135000 workers in absolute
The percentage of woman in that
since 1961. At the same time the monthly order to achieve this result the earnings must terms.
test was increased to $125, while other pro- be concentrated in a few months. Such a interval increased from 5 percent to 13 pervisions were unchanged.1
situation typically occurs in the first year of Cent, representing a 70,000-worker increase.
To determine the effect8 of these retire- retirement, when the beneficiary works at his On the other hand, the interval in which the
ment test changes on the earnings of retired regular job for part of the year and then re- old exempt amount of $1,200 is located lost a
number of workers. The percentworker&, earnings data for workers in the tires. It is probable that the primary effect substantial
age f men earning $1,000-1,299 declined
65—72' age group were obtained from a of the monthly test is to pay benefits to these from
14 percent to 9 percent, an 89,0001-percent sample of workers' eummary earn- newly retired workers or to workers who could
dro,. The percentage of women earnings records as of September 1968. The ef- not receive any benefita under the annual test worker
ing
$l,000-1,299
declined from 17 percent to
fecta of changes in the test could then be but happen to have months with low earn- 11 percent, a 44000-worker
Aside
noted by comparing the earnings distribu- ings. The monthly test would seem to have from these two intervals, nodecrease.
other compartons br the two years.
little effect on the earnings of most workers ably irnrrow interval experienced
a change of
The conclusions of the study are:
because of the complexities involved in using more than 19,000 workers for either men or
A fairly large number of workers responded it to maximize income.
to the higher annual exempt amount by inIt is clearly in a beneficiary's interest to womEn.
The expected change in the number and
creasing their annual earnings or earnings avoid earning in the $l-fOr-$1 area and just percentage
workers in th $1,000-l,299 and
plans from about $1,200 to about $1,500 a above it. He may not, however, have control l,30O-1,599ofintervals
that would be brought
year.
over the amount of his work. The choice about by normal year-to-year
increases in
Most of the workers who were affected by facing him may be a job paying,a certain earnings would be quite different
what
extension of the $1-fOr-$2 and $1-for-$1 pro- amount or no job at all. If the beneficiary actually occurred. It appears fromfrom
other data
visions did not alter their earnings level.
feels that he needs more income than his that both intervals would have shown an
Extension of the $1-fOr-$2 and $1-for-$1 benefits alone will provide him, he will take
unchanged number of workers
provisions for benefit withholding to higher the job, regardless of his preference for more e8sentially
and stationary or slicrhtly declining percentearnings amounts apparently had the effect Or less income than the job provides.
a'es.
Hence,
almost no part of the observed
of inducing some men to reduce their earnParadoxically even a pay raise for the bene- 196-86 changes in the two Intervals can be
ings.
ficiary can place him in a less desirable posi- attributed to the higher general earnings
HOW THE RETDEMENT TEST
tion. This can happen, for example, I! his in- level In 1966.
INFLUENCES EARNUGS
come is raised enough to put him in the $1The SharD dro', in 1966 in the number of
Under a retirement test of the type u8ed fOr-$l area when he was previously in the $1- workers erning close to $1,200, when Coupled
since 1961, the disposable incone of bene- fOr-$2 area. His total disposable income may with the increase in the number of workers
ficiaries is increased by the after-tax amount or may not have been increased by the earning about $l.500. is consistent with a
of earnings up to the annual exempt amount. raise. If he was earning in the $1-for-$1 large groun of workers increasing their earnHowever, earnings in the $1-fOr-$2 benefit area before the pay increase and continued to ings (or, in the ca'e of the newly retired
withholding area are only partially reflected have total earnings in that area afterwards, workers, their earnings pla1s) from about
in disposable income because an additional his disposable income would actually have $1,200 a year to about $1500 a year, kee',ing
up with the increase in the nnuil exemnt
$2 in earnings resutls in a $1 loss of benefits. been reduced by receiving the raise.
A study based on the 1963 earnIngs dis- amount. There were i,o other chai,ges in the
The effect of the beneftt withholding is to
reduce the beneficiary's marginal rate of pay tribution of workers who were entitled to re- earnings distributions that quantitatively
in the $1-fOr-$2 area by one-half, and the tirement benefits and subject to the retire- approached the chan'es associated with the
increment to his disposable income by more ment test found that a large group of workers exempt amount In 1965, indicatIve of the
were earning close to the annual exempt primary role of the annual exem',t amount
than one-half if the earnings are taxed.
When the beneficiary's total earnings are amount, and that the nwnber of workers in helpIng to determine a beneficiary's earnin the $l-for-$1 area, each dollar above the with earnings immediately above that ings.
A1thouh the u',per limit of t-'e l-of-$2
$1-for-$2 limit is offset by a dollar of with- amount was much snialler. The 1-fOr-$ and
held benefits. Since the worker's earnings $1-fOr-$1 provisions had little impact on benefit withholding range wa extended from
are usually subject to OASDEI and possibly those beneficiaries whose earnings exceeded $1700 in 1965 to $2,700 in 96O. there was
to personal income taxes, he usually has the exempt amount. It would have been logi- relatively little change in the earnings disless disposable Income than would have been cal to find far fewer workers earning in the tribution between $1600 and $3,000 in earnthe case had he been able to limit his earn- $1-for-$1 range, where disposable income de- ings. The 28,000-worker increase in populaclines, but actually there was no sudden drop tion in the $l,600—1999 interval can probably
The present test, effective in 1968, has a in nwnbers where the $1-for-$2 provision left be explained by the closeness of the exempt
$1,680 exempt amount, $1-for-$2 withholding off and the $1-for-$1 provision commenced in amount to that interval—a spillover of workbetween 81.680 and $2,880, and $1-for-$1 the earnings distribution. Perhaps this re- ers trying to achieve 81,500 in earnings but
earning more. The small changes in the $2.withholding above $2,880. The monthly test
8ee Kenneth 0. Sander, "The Retirement 000—2,099 interval populations by sex were
is $140.
Seventy-two rather than 71 was chosen Test: Its Effect on Older Workers Earnings." made smaller in total because they were pars the upper age Umit because beneficiar1 Social Security Bulletin, June 1968. See also tially offsetting. tie number of men in the
are subject to the test during that part of House Document No. 91-40, 91st Congres8, $2,000-2,999 interval increased by 18.000. The
the calendar year preceding their 72d birth 1st Session, 'The Retirement Test Under percentage increased a well, which was
counter to the change expected from rising
Social Security,' January 1969.
date.
age 72, regardless of earnings.
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paid no income taxes, and ignoring work ex- what one would have expected as a result
In the 1nterval in line with the expected penses, his take-home pay after social secu- of rising earnings levels. A possible explanarity taxes wa $3855. This was $966.63 more tion for the different results between men
effect due to higher earnings levels.
the $2888.37 he could have received by and women in the over $3,000 earnings interThe 1966 results also Indicate that most than
$1,700 and taking partial benefits of val is that women do not have as much conworkers could not Or did not effectively dif- eanin
ferentiate between the $1-Or-$2 and $1-for- $L250, tile combination of benefits and earn- trol as men over the amount of their earnearnings. There was a decline of 6,000 women

$1 provisions in determining their earnings
levels. The majority of affected workers did
not avoid the $1-fOr-$1 area: 205,000 work-

ings which would have maximized his dis- ings. There was evidence of this also in the
82,000—2,999 interva.1 where the distribution

posable income.

After the retirement test liberalizations for men went counter to the underlying
and the social security tax increase in 1966, trend for that intervals showing increases in
ers earned $3OO3-3,999 in 1965 compared however,
he could have had an income of number3 and percentages, while the women's
with i92OO0 workers in that interval tn 1966.
by earning $2700 and receiving $900 distribution showed the expected drop due
In addition, there was no sudden drop in $3,486.60
benefits, compared with a $3,832 disposable to increasing earnings levels.
Interval populations above the upper limit in
from earnings of $&000. He would
One reason for the probable greater conof the $1-fOr-$2 range, as there was above income
the exempt amount. In fact, there were ac- have gained only $345.40 in disposable income trol over earnings on the part of men can
from
the
$1,300
of
earnings
above
$2700,
and
be
traced to the fact that one-fourth of the
tually more women earning $3,000—3,499
less after allowing for work-connected men 65 or over who work have self-employthan there were earning $2,000—2,499 in even
expenses Assuming he was paid at the rate ment income. Only one in 10 of the women
1966.
EARNINGS

AX1'RIBUTADLE

REDUCTIONS

TO

CHANGES IN flE1'flEMENT TEST

Retirement test liberalizations are often

supported on the basis that they provide improved work incentives for retired workers.

of $2 an hour, worked a 40-hour week, and 65 or over who work have self-employment
had control over his work schedule, he could income. The self-employed could presumhave gained almost 4 months of leisure by ably regulate their earnings better than
foregoing at most $345.40 in disposable in- wage and salary workers.
come.

It may well have been attractive

enough for him to reduce his earnings and
Increasing the exempt amount of earnings "buy" the leisure time at its much reduced
should encourage additional work and, as price in foregone income.
has been shown, a number of beneficiaries
It is not possible to say how many workers
do increase their earnings up to the higher actually reduced their earnings or earnings
exempt amount. W1at tends to be over- plans between 1965 and 1966 because of the
looked, though is that liberalizations of the retirement test liberalizations, but there is
present form of the test can generate work evidence that some workers did cut back. The
disincentives. For example, it is highly un- percentage of men earning $3,000 or more fell
likely that many workers who found them- from 44 percent to 42 percent. This decline
selves earning in the $l-for-$1 or $1-.fOr-$2 occurred in the face of a rise in the earnings
range after the test was changed and did not level whioh, other things being equal, would
like it could increase their earnings in order have raised the percentage to above 44 perto improve their position. They might well, cent in 1966. Some idea as to the number of
however, reduce their earnings to the neigh- men who may have reduced their earnings
borhood or the exempt amount as another or earnings plans in 1966 can be derived by
method of bettering their position.
calculating the number of additional workers
Another way that retirement test liberal- needed to bring the percentage earnings over
izations could reduce the earnings of some $3,000 to the 1965 level. This procedure yields
workers would be through affording workers an estimate of around 30,000 men who prethe chance to increase their leisure time with sumably had lower earnings. If a one perlittle or no reduction in disposable income. centage point increase were assumed in 1966
Thts opportunity could even affect workers to allow for increased earnings levels, the
earning amounts above the $1-fOr-$1 trade- number of men who presumably reduced
off area. For example, a worker may have their earnings would go to almost 50,000.
been eligible ror a $1,500-a-year retirement
By contrast, the percentage of women
benefit tn 1965, but Instead chose to earn earning $3,000 or more increased by one per$4,000 and forego any benefits. Assuming he centage point between 1965 and 1966, or

EARNINGS OF wORKERS AGED 73 AND OVER

The 1965 and l96 earnings distributibns
for men and women aged 73 and over are
shown in table 2. These workers were not
subject to the retirement test, and the dis-

tributions clearly show It. As one would expect with the older group, workers were con-

centrated in the lower earnings intervals,
and the number of workers declined relatively smoothly from one higher earnings
interval to another. No abnormally large
groups of workers were to be found in the
earnings intervals where the annual exempt
amounts were located. The distributions
showed no unusual changes between 1965
and 1966.

There were relatively more men aged 73

and over than men aged 65—72 earning $1,600—3,999 in 1966. This is a good indication

of what some of the men who earn around
the annual exempt amount increase their
earnings to when freed of the constraints
of the retirement test. For woman, the rela-

tively higher populations were tn the $1,600—

2,999 interval, indicating less of an increase

in earnings when the retirement test is removed. This would be consistent with the
women's lower earnings level.

TABLE 1.—NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF WORKERS AGED 65 TO 72 WITH TAXABLE EARNINGS, BY SEX AND TAXABLE EARNINGS
tNumbers in thousandsJ
Total

:

Number
Earnings interval
Total

1 to 499

distiibution

Percentage

distribution

Number

distribution

Number

1966

1965

1966

1965

1966

1965

1966

1965

1966

1965

2.610

2,708

100.0

100.0

1,749

1,715

100.0

100.0

861

893

100.0

.000

435
405

427
382
258
313
124

16. 7

15.8

240

245

15.5
15.0
4.1

13.5

248
246
66

230

1C2
152

22.6
18.2

157

14. 1

3.8

101
112

16.

4. 4
3. 8

44

3.8
3.9
3.8

3. 5
3. 3

35

4. 1

107
105
100

41

38

4. 8

43
38
33
29

40
40

5.0

4.9
4.3
4.5

3.5
25.9

3.3
3.5
4.2
3.6
32.8

3.6

92
90
709

201
80
69
65
60
59
59
590

8. 7
11.1

195
157
145

20.4

14. 1

13.7
14.2

4. 4
3. 8

4. 5
3. 7

391
108
96

.

2, 000 to $2, 499
2, 500 to $2, 999

99
101

--

3,000 to 3, 499
3, 500 to 3, 999

Women
Percentage

1965

—

;50o to $999
$1, 000 to l, 299
$1, 300 to U, 599
1,600 to U, 999

Men
Percentage

.

99
106
92
676

$4, 000 to 4, 499
$4, 500 or more

3. 7

4. 1

9.5
11.6
4.6
4.0
3.9
3.7
3.4
3.3
26.2

61

58
58
61

73
63
573

12. 7

3.3
3.3
3.3
32.5

42

33

3.4

31
119

103

8

4.9

12.0

1966

17. 0
11. 3

12.6

3.5
13.3

TABLE l.—NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF WORKERS AGED 73 AND OVER WITH TAXABLE EARNINGS, BY SEX AND TAXABLE EARNINGS
tNumbers in thousandsi
Total

Number
Earnings interva'
Total

l—$499
50O-$999

1300-i1,599

diSthbution
1966

1965

1966

1965

802

100.0

100.0

561

151

160
137

10.9
17.1
10.0

95
88
62
37
39
33
29

19.4
18.6
11.3

6.4

50
55

56

$1,6OO—l,999

56

7.1

$2000—$2499__.

48

3,000—3,499

38
30

6.2
4.9
3.9

24

53
42
31
27

21
128

138

—

$250042999

3,500 43,999
$4,000—$4,999

4,500 or more

—
—

23

3. 1

2.7

16.

7.8
7.0
6.6
5.2

3.9
3.4
2.9

U.2

.

16

112

1965

1966

1965

1966

1965

1966

575

100.0

100.0

218

227

100.0

100.0

102

16.9
17.5

17.7
16.3

5G

9.0
7.1
6.9
6.6

26
13

58
43
28

25. 8

11.1

25.6
18.9
12.3

52
41

40
38
30
22
20

21
19

/

distribution

Number

1966

94
.

Percentage

.

distribution

Number

779

80

Women

-

Percentage

1965

145
88

$100041299

Men

Percentage

:

6.6
7.0

5.9
5.2
3.7

17

3.4
2.9

120

20.0

5.2

3.8
3.5
3.0

20.8

41

15

16
15
9
9
5

16
15
12
9
7
6

5
,

18

•

21.7

12.0

6.0
7.4

6.6

6.9

6. 6

4.1
4.1

2.3
2.3

7.4

7.0

5.3
4.0
3. 1

2.6
7.9
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AETECTED
ts. Men .ou.tnu.xnbered women, hut they also E7ECTS F L&TINGS TEST ON BENEFITS

BizEF1czalEs

TEST n 1971

had dgher earnings tfla women. For some
nd.lvidual6. £arnigs were not optimal in
(Every year orne older perss entitled to relation to their monthly benefit amount.
retired-worker benets le some
all f The dMa (except Lor table 2) have been deBY THE ANNUAL EARNINGS

By Barbara A. Lthgg)

The withholding provi&ons underlying the

earnings test limit The netary gain that
retfred-orker benefici.aries ca receive from
work, in 1971, from the point at which the

1O0-percent basis from the SocIal
thez benefits because o the annual ean- rived on aAdministration's
master beneficiary
nga test. This artic'e cUacusaes those af- Security
Iected n 1971—who they were, how much record that contains detailed benefit data

earnings exceeded $2,880 to the point at
which they were gh enough to offset the

In assessing the effect of the earnings test,

no net gain. From that point on, however.
each $1 of earnings was an add.Iton to the
Individual's income, Eince There were no

or all beneficiares.

they earned, how much they lost in monthly
cash benefits, and the effect of family status

on benet amount6. In that year. among it thould be remembered That the number
those aged 82—71, relatively fewer women of beneficiaries actu1ly receiving benefit
than men lost benefits a a result of earn- payments woWd undoubtedly be large? if it
tEgs from work becau8e relatively fewer

women worked and those who did had lower
earnings.)
Retired workers under age 72 who are en-

were not for the limitation on earnings. Pereons not 1aining their benefits for thfs reason ehould be counted among those affected
by the test. MoBt persons aged 85 or older
do file for benefits. Some of them, however,

titled to monthly cash benefits under the
soca1 security program are afected by the flle sole'y to beome eligible for hospital

aTD1ngs test provision of the law If they have

thcoxne from employment or Belf-employment in excess o specific monthly and yearly
exempt amounts. The effect of the earnings

limitation In 1971 Is studied here. In that
year no benefits were withheld if annual

onth in which the entitled

for any

This article focuses on the data for re-

tired-worker beneficiaries on the rolls who
lost some or all of their benefits because of

The 1.5 mIllion reUred-worker beDe-

and'/or chflctren or retired-worker benefi-

Divlsion o OASDI Statistics.

f they work, but the available earnings-test
data for 1971 Is limited to earnings of the
retired worker.

stantial services in self-employment.1

ciaries aged 62—71 who were affected by the
earnings test in 1971 lost $2.2 billion in bene-

ings of the retired-worker beneficiary are

charged against the total family benefit payable on his earnings record. ThuG, if a retired

worker has an entitled spouse and/or chi-

then, their benefits are withheld along with
those of the worker until all of the excess
earnings are taken Into account. In the folexalnp]e the effects of the 1971 earnthiue In their employment. Among those lowing
aged 82—64 Who have not applied for redriced ings test are Shown or a reUred-worker benwith total family benefits of $3,000
benefits are undoiibtedy some who do not eficiary
do so because they realize that the earnings and varying earned Income.
test means limited earnings or loss of some
1. For earnings up to $2,880, with taxes
or all of their benefits. They therefore decide on earnings disregarded, the individual
to wait at least until they can file for full would have been ahead financially by work-

iearned 8140 or less or did not render sub-

individual

more benefits to offset (table 1). Excess earn-

benefits under Medicare and have their cash
benefits postponed since they want to oon-

earnings were $1,680 or less, $1 in benefits
was withheld for every $2 In earnings from
IL 681 to $2,880, and 1 In benefits as wIthJielci for each $1 in earnings above $2,880. benefits.
Benefits were payable, however,

payment o't all benefits each $1 in earnings
offset $1 in benefits and, therefore, there was

earnings in 1971.

The entlUed spouses

cari are also subject to the earnings test

The 1972 amendments to the Social Security Act modlñed the provision that Ye-

ing, by a maximum of $2,280.
2. For earnings of $2,881—5,280, the mone-

tary advaitage the retired worker beneficiary

could gain from employment would have

remained at $2,280 regardless of the am9unt
earned, since each additional $1 of earnings
would have offset $1 in benefits. In terms of
actual income, he probably Would have
netted far less than $2,280 because of deduc-

tions Zor both Income aid social security
taxes. (Social Becurity beneflt6 are not sub-

For a diacussion of the effects of the an-

ject to eithe'r ta.) Thus, the net income

empt amount only $1 of benefits waa to be Bulletin, Jine 1968. FOr a history o the

would be eplced dollar-for-dollar by taxable earnings and the taxes on earnings of

.quired withholding of $1 in benefits for each nual earnings test in 1963. see Kenneth 0. from gross earnings OX $5,280 would probab1
$1 in earnings beyond $2,880. Beginning with Sander, "The Retirement Test: Its Effect on be less than the net income from gross earn3973, $or each $2 in earnings above the ex- Older Workers' Earnings," Social Security ings o $2,880, since the tax-free benefits
withheld regardless of total earnings. Legt,8- earnings teBt prOVtSiOflB and a discussion of
lation enacted in 1972 and 1973 provides for possible changes and their potential effects,
&utomatic inc?eases in the exempt amount see U.S. Congress, Committee on Ways and
to reflect increaaes in general earnings levels, Means, The Retirement Test Under Social

For 1975 the exempt amounts were raised
to $210 per month and $2,520 per year.

Security, Roe Document No. 91-40, Janu-

ry 9, 19.

$28 would be considerably larger than

the taxes on earnings of $2,880. In addition.

the worker probably would have incurred
such work-related expenses as transpo:'tatic'n, clothtng, etc.

TABLE 1.—EXAMPLES OF NET RECEIPTS flY RETIRED.WORKER BENEFICIARIES FROM BENEFITS AND EARfItiGS FOR SPECIFIED ANNUAL BENEFIT AND EARNINGS LEVELS, )7 I

—

Economic
advantage

Earn,ng

3,000

4,680

3 000

1 680

2,700

4,981

3 000

5, 281

3 000

1 981
2281

$3,481
$4,081

1,200
1,800

2,400
1,800
1,200

5,281

3000

2:281

4,68l
5,28l

2, 400

600

6,48l

3, 00
3, 00

0
0
0
0

3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000

2, 281
2, 281

3, OOC
3, OOC

5, 281
5, 281
6, 281
5, 881

1,500

1,981

$1,680
$2,281

900

3, 781

1, 500

2, 281

1,200

300

2,281

0
0
0
0
0
0

3,781
4,081
4,681

1,500

1, 500

2, 581
3, 181
3, 781
4, 381

6, 181

1, 500
1, 500
1, 500
1, 500
1, 500

7.081

1,500

$2,281
2 881

3OO

1,200

600

13,481
$4081

4,68l
5 281

1,500
1,500

$5,881

1, 500

Earnings in year

of working

Benet

(in doUat)

Benefit amount ($3000 for

Benefit amount ($1,500 for
year, $125 monthly):

6 481
7,O8l

0
300
600

3,481

l,68O

l, 500

benetit

Fconomc
advantage

$2881

$1, 680

0

-

—

Payabe

$1, 500

Payable

-

Withheld

BeneL1.s

Withhetd

Amount received from—
Earnings
and
benefits

of WOrhin
(in dollars)

end

Earnings in year

Amount of benefits
—___________________

Amount received from—

Amount of be efits

year, $250 monthly):

1,500
1, 500

$3, 180

5, 281

5,881

4,981
5,581

5,8l
7,O8l

3. The retired-worker beneficiary would strict their earnings to $2,880 or less, unhave been $1 ahead for each 1 earned be- less the earnings were fairly large.
yond $5,280, since all benefits would have
AGE AND SEX
been already offset. In order for his work
About 1.5 million retired-worker beneficito result in a net ñnancial gain, however, aries, roughly one-fifth of all retired workhe would have had to earn enough in excess ers aged 62—71, lost some or all of their 1971
of $5,280 to compensate for all taxes and benefits because they worked. About 70 percent or the group were men and 30 percent
work-related expenses incurred.
Since no monetary advantage would be were women, compared with 58 percent and
percent, respectively, for the total regained from earnings over $2,880, unless 42
beneficiary population aged 62—
they exceeded the point at whIch all of the tired-worker
71. Rclativey fewer women lost benefits bebenefits were offset, those with higher yearly
benefit amotuits wou'd have to earn consid-

erably more than those with lower yearly
benefits to realize a financial advantage.
Consequently, it would be to the advantage
of many retired-worker bene&larlee to re-

cause relatively fewer women worked; moreover, relatively more of those who did work
had earnings below the exempt amount. The

smaller percentage of working women is
In line with the generally lower labor-force
prt3cipation rate of women—*n 1971, 43

6,481
7,081

2281
2, 881

3 481
4 081

pereent for all women and 9 percent for
women aged 65 and over. The corresponding rates for men were 79 percent and 25

percent.3 The lower earnings level among
women workers Is corroborated by data from
the Cortinuous Work History Sample of the

SociaU Security Administration. Less than

$1,800 in earnings were shown for about

two-.fUis OX the women in covered employment in 1971. but only one-fifth of the men

had arntngs that 'ow. Among workers aced

65 and over, 8 percent of the women but

oily 45 percent of the men had earxins
below $1,800 (table 2.

Bureau of the Census, Stasiwa1

Ab-

atract of the Onfted States: 1972 (93 d edition) 1972, page 217.
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retired-worker beneficiaries either from their

TABLE 2.—WORKERS WITh TAXABLE EARNINGS: NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION FOR ALL WORKERS AND FOR

annual report of earnings or their earnings

THOSE MED €6 AND OVER, BY AMOUNT OF EARNINGS, 1971

-
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record. AU retired workers who received some
Men

Women

Ag.d65

Total number

md o.r

Jotal

57,2OOOOO

2,440,000

35700OOO

l,28O000

100

100

100

100

20
8

45

38

11

7

7

13
13

7

6
6

Total percent

Leu than $1 800

—
$l8OOto$299
$3 000 to 4,199__..___
4200 to
S4O0to$6599

Aged 65

ToW

Amount of earnings

—
—

8
8

$6600 to $7,799

$7,8000rmore

58
12
7

7
5

12
9
6

4
21

41

end over

4

8

7

Source: Oath from the continuous work history sample for 1971. See the technical note for sampling variability calculations, p. 31.

Among those aged 62—7L the proportion of
persons aged 65—71 who were affected by the

earnings test was somewhat higher than the

p;oportion of persons age4 65—71 in the total

retired-worker beneficiary population aged
62—71 (table 3). ThIs higher proportion may
reflect the large number of individual8 men-

.tioned earlier who came onto the social security rolls at age 65 to be eligible forMedicare, even though their earninga offset all

beneftts that would otherwise be payable to

benefits In 1971 and who earned more than
$L680 during the year were required to file
an annual report of earnings Indicating: (1)
amount of earnings; (2) type of employment
performed (wage and salary, self-employment or a combination of the two); and (3)

number of months in which they did not
earn more than $140 or render substantial

services in self-employment.
For persons who were not required to the

annual reports because their benefits for
1971 were completely offset, earnings infor-

mation was obtained from reports by employers and the self-employed and entered

in the individuaPs earnings record for about
90 percent of the cases. For the remainder,
eainings

information was not available

either because the reporting by employers
or the self-employed was too late to be included in the tabulations, the individuals
their earnings were low enough to permit worked
in employment not covered by the
payment of some benefits or there were
months in which they earned less than $140 social sceurity program—those in the Federal
or did not render substantial services in self- civil service, for example—or because of
errors in processing the data. Earnings inemployment.
Information about the amount of income formation was not available for about 10 perfrom work in 1971 was available for moet cent of the men and 8 percent of the women.
them. Employed persons aged 62—64 would
have little incentive to file for beneftts unless

TABLE 3—NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OISTRIBUTION OF RETtRED-WORKER BENEFICIARIES ON THE ROLLS AND DF THOSE AFFECTED BY EARNINGS TEST,
BY SEX AND AGE GROUP, 1971

Retired.worker benefiaries
Dn the rolk at end
of year

Retired-worker beneficiaries

Affected by earmngs
test

Percentage

Total

Men ....
Women

On the rolls at end
of year

on rolls

Percentage

distribuSe and age

Percent

who are
affected
by earnings test

Affected by earnings
test

Percentage

Number

tuon

Number

distribu•
tion

7,999, 072

100.0

1,528, 399

100.0

19.1

4,622. 723
3,376, 349

57. 8

1,067,949

69. 9

23. 1

62 to 64

42.2

460, 450

30. 1

13.6

65to71

Men

Women

62to64
65 to 71

An analysis of earnings of retired-worker
Relatively more men and women aged 65—
beneftciaries Indicates that relatively more 71 had earnings in the higher ranges than
men (57 percent) than women (37 percent) .men and women aged 62—64. Among those
had earnings of $5281 or more. On the other aged 65—71, for example 60 percent of the
han& relatively more women (40 percent) men and 40 percent of the women had earn-

on rolls

Percentage

distjibuSex and age

Percent

distribution

who are
affected
by earnings test

Number

tion

4,622,723

100. 0

1,067, 949

100. 0

23. 1

659, 903

14. 3

109, 238

10. 2

16. 6

3,962,820

85.7

958711

89.2

24.2

3,376, 349

100.0

460, 450

100.0

13. 6

712,030
2,664,319

21,1

74,712

78.9

385, 738

Number

16210.5
83.8
14.5

them and their entitled dependents if there

had been no deductions due to earnings. Men
lost $1.65 billion (72 percent of their bene-

ftts) and women lost $0.5 billion (68 per-

cent). For both men and women the proporthan men (24 percent) had earnings of ings exceeding $5280, compared wIth 33 per- tion
of benefits withheld was substantially
$L681—&080 (table 4). These differences in

the earnings levels of working men and women beneftciaries reflect earnings differences

cent of the men and 23 percent of the wo- higher for those aged 65—71 than for those
men aged 62—64. These differences could be

aged 62—64. Among men, the proportion of

but only 23 percent of the women had earnings of $5,400 or more. For workers aged 85 by the earnings test lo6t $2.2 billion In social
or older the corresponding proportions were security benefits—about 71 percent of the
31 percent and 16 percent.
$3.1 billion that would have been payable to

responding proportions were 71 percent nd
49 percent. These differences may reflect in

since many persons aged 62-64 with benefits withheld was about 74 percent for
between men and wonen th the general expected
high earnings would not have flied for those aged 65—71 but only 52 percent for
population. Among all workers with taxable fairly
those aged 62—64. Among women, the corearnings in 197L 57 percent of the men benefits.
In all, retired-worker beneficiaries affected

part the higher earnings of workers aged
65—71.

TABLE 4.—NUMBER OF RETIRED-WORKER BENEFICIARIES AFFECTED BY EARNINGS TEST IN 1971, PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY AMOUNT OF EARNINGS, AND AVERAGE B[NEFIT AMOUNT

WITHHELO ANO BEFORE WITHHOLDING, BY SEX, AGE, AND PRIMARY INSURANCE AMOUNT

Retired-worker
beneficiaries affected

Percentage distribution, by amount of earnngs

Ratio of
benelits

withheld
to amount

2,88l—

Before
$5,281

With-

5.280

or more

with

before

$4,081—

4,080

hcld

holding

holding

14. 9

8. 7

9. 7

57. 0

$1, 545

$2, 150

0. 719

11.4

7.6

25.7

541

791

15. 6

23. 9

984

5.8

7.4

l 616

.684

15. 7

6.2

22.9
28. I
9.4

71.2

1,809

2,409

.751

100.0

7.1

32.6

17. 1

10.3

32.9

862

1,644

.524

3.6

100.0

14.3

56.1

100.0
100.0

l& 7

5.2

9.7

45. 7

44. 4
20. 2

22.6

10. 9

13.2

340
643

705

8.

10.2

.482
.470

12. 3

52. 4

1,096

Percent

Sex, age, and primary insurance amount

Average beneht
amount—

Earnings

Number

of total

1,067,949

100.0

100.0

9.7

26, 080

2.4
27.7
69.9

100.0

32.4

100. 0

16. 7

100.0

100.0

Total

unknown

$1 681—

880

with-

MEN

Total
Under $100
$100 to $209.90
$210 or more

Aged 62 to 64,

Under $100
$100 to $209.90
$210 or more

.____ 295k 759
__--.- 746, 110

.——
_..

109, 238
3, 897

—————____________

88

—

55, 456

50.7

4. 9

1,367
I, 960

.609

. 559
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B8'AMOIJNTOfEAAWIOIOS, APID AVERAGE BENEFIT AMOUNT

IHHELD ND BEFORE WITHHOLDING, BY SEX, .W8E, A1W PRIMARY flISURANCI .AMOUSI.T-.-'Cciitiniiid
Ratio of

Retired—worker

beneficiaries affected

.

Percent

lumbcr

.

Sex, age, and prima ry Insurance amoant

Aged 65 to l'l,tntal
Under $100
8100 to $200.90
$210 or more

.,

Average benefit
amount—

percentage d istFbution, by amount of earnings
Earnings
unknown

beset if S

withheld

ft amount

l,681—

$2,881—

$4,081—

2,880

4,080

5,28d

$5,281
or more

With-

Before

befo'e

held

withholding

with.
holding

9.6

59.1

1,623

2,207

735

8. 1

28. 5

577

716

26.5

26.1

1,886

806
1, 666

.652

7. 2

72. 7

1, 860

2,445

761

14.5

15.0

37.2

1,148

1,683

.682

ll3

5.6

14.6

801

564

19.1
31.1

12.6

452
833

70.1

1,619

1,416
2,116

.588
.765

of total

Total

958, 711

100.0

100.0

30.1

12.9

7.7

22, 103

2.3

100.0

35.6

17. 0

10. 8

245, 1374
1390, 654

25. 6
72. 1

100. 0

18. 3

24.8

14.3

100.0

6.3

8. 5

5. 3

460, 350

100.0

100.0

8.8

25.3

5.1

24.0
9.4

44.5

4.4

8.2

2F6
6.2

WOMEN

otat

Under$100
$lOOto $209.90
$2lOor morn

—

Age 62 to 64, total
fInder 81 00
$10000 $209.90
$210 or more

Aged 65 ton, total
Under $100
100 to $209.90
$230 or more

23,330
241,280
106,840

52.4
42.5

100.0
100.0
100.0

74,712

300.0

109.0

6.1

46.8

17.1

7.0

23.0

594

1,203

.494

7, 709
46, 756
20, 247

10. 3

10.0
5.4
6.0

10.3

62.6
27.1

100.0
100.0
100.0

30.1
22.2

.2.1

6. 3

7.4

1. 8

1. 1

65. 2

485
969

665
1,117
1, 609

. 403

7.6

268

85 738

100.0

100.0

8.4

21.1

14. 0

16.6

39. 9

3,255

1, 116

.107

15,1321

4.1

30.9

3.1.8

50.4
45.5

11.6

10.3

32.5

21.4
5.9

543
936

1.6

18.7
13.9
10.7

.626

4.3

7.0
21.9

868

394, 524

100.0
100.0
100.0

1,488
2,175

.779

175,93

EARNINGS AND PRIMARY INSURANCE AMOUN'S'

The primary insurance amount (PIA)

Is

related to average monthly earnings on

37.3

57.4
13.3

titlesnerit to benefits. As table 4 data indicate, a substantially higher proportion of

eoclaI security cash benefit amounts. The
full PIA is payable to a retired worker who

1-694

. 602

616

ings test in 1971 are classified as "workeronly" beneficiary families (table 5). Family
classifications of the beneficiary data are
based on the aggregation of persons entitled
to benefits on the worker's earnings record.

retired wor}serv with PIA's of $210 or more

which a person's social security taxes are had earnings exceeding $5,280 than those

paid. It serves as the basis for computing all

11.5

.434

with lower PIA's, irrespective of age and sex.

Interestingly, although the proportion of The term 'worker-only" family therefore
women with high earnings was generally means that no spouses and/Or children are

becomes entitled to benefits at age 65. If the much lower than the proportion of men with entitled to benefits on the worker's earnings
worker becomes entitled before age 65, the high earnings, the earnings patterns of men record. It does not necessarily mean that the
PIA is actuarially reduced. Since the PIA In and women were virtually identical at the worker is not married. The worker actualiy
a limited way reflects a person's average hIghest PIA level.
may be married to another beneficiary who
is entitled to benefits on his or her own earnmonthly earnings before entitlement to bensENrFlcvArrvr
FAMOLY STATUS AND SSONTHLY
ings record, or to a person who does neat
efits, one might expect that those with high
BENEFIT AMOUNT
meet the requirements for entitlement— a
PIA's would be in a better position than
About GO percent of the retired-worker woman too young, for example, to become
those with low PIA's to have high earnings
if they engage in work activities after en- beneficiaries who were affected by the earn- entitled to wife's benefits.
TABLE 5.—NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RETIRED WIIt1KES BENEFICIARIES AFFECTED BY THE EARNINGS TEST IN 1971, AMOUNT OF BENEFITS WITHHELD AND DEF&'_
WITHHOLDING, BY AGE GROUt', lEN, TV2E OF EMPLOYMENT, AND BY TYPE OF BENEFICIARY FAMILY

Amount of benefitn (in thousands)

Retired-worker bneef;cianies affected
Total

Sea type of employment and type
of beneficiary family
Total
Men
Women
Men

Wage and salary
Self.employed

Percentage

Women

Wage and salary
Self-employed

-

Wage and salary ansI acemployed
Type unennwn

All beneficiary families
Worker only
Men
Women

Worker and spouse
Worker and children
Worker, spouse, and childien__

Percentage

Percentage

Aged 65 71

.Aged62—€4

Before
Withheld withholding

Before
Withheld withhOlding

withholding

13269, 518

132,040, 332

$2, 800, 820

. 119, 621

3, 556, 114
484, 218

2, 415, 954

179,621
123, 252

1,556,114
614, 585

2,115,954
3,022,345

21,178

64,615

138,212

3,036

6, 831

23, 480
41, 311
38, 449

28,360

16, 780
'864. 105
484, 248
248, 713

39, 658
915, 719
681, 866
425. 549
15, Sal

distribution

Plumber

drstributinn

Number

1,528,399

100.0

183, 9511

12.0

1, 344, 449

88.0 $2, 178, 831

133, 070, 339

13138,505

958, 711
385, 738

1,650,272

2,295576

94, 158

528, 565

174, 763

41,347

.89,887

100.01,650,272

2, 295, 576
1, 145, 597
159, 411

94,158
58,189
8,859

46, 489

944,679

109,210 — 1.1

distribution

1, 067, 949
460, 450

69.9
30. 1

14, 712

4. 9

1,067,949

1000

100.0

558, 105
72, 251

52.3

109, 238
75, 192
13, 816

12.6

958, 711
483, 213
58, 435

21, 988
415, 305
460, 450
316, 313
11,000

2.0
38.9

4. 1

17, 550

1. 8

14.5

309,513

100. 0

4, 438
15, 792
74. 712

100. 0

68.1
2.4

66,527
2,355

89.0
1.2

385, 738
249, 186

41.7
100.0
64.8

21, 816
884, 585
528, 565
287, 133

8,736

2.3

8,666

.8

170

1. 0

.1

3,256

28.1

5,060

6.8

2, 885
124, 331
1, 344, 449

32.2
100.0
80.1

229, 510
2, 178, 837

3,070, 339

1,603,620

2,183,389

51. 6

1, 079, 777
523, 813
469, 269
40, 942
65, 037

1, 417, 096
766, 323
702, 601
71, 235
112, 912

6. 8

3, 655
129, 391
1, 528, 399

100. 0

1,223,330

80.0

766, 636

50. 0

456,624

30.0

240, 793
27, 725

15. 8
1. 8

183, 950
146, 782
73, 451
73, 331
22, 590
5, 995

36, 551

2.4

8,583

68.8

100. 0

4.7

79.8
39.9
39.9
12. 3
3. 2.

1,076,518
893, 185
103,363
218, 203
21, 730
27, 968

62.8
25.2
50. 4
6. 1

28.5
16.2
1.6

2.1

670, 398
13, 501

774, 763

506,270
18,108
6, 198
244, 187

Befn:e

Withheld

Number

Wage and salary and nelfemployed
Type unknown

Total

Aged 65 71

Aged 62 114

1,064
465
4, 399
138, 505
93, 326
50, 125
43, 201

30, 429
5, 530

9,221

89, 891
80, 724
2, 507

7,602

681, 8°

269, 548

2, 040, 332

5, 274
238, 502
2, 880, 820

188, 2118

1,510,293

1,995.421

100, 763
87, 505
48, 096
12, 316
20, 769

1, 029, 652
480, 641
431, 810
35, 383
55, 817

1, 316. 303
678, 818
654. 708
58, 848
92, 443

924

5,685

2, 794

225, III

dependents axe not shown separately by sex held due to earnings and benefits would he
of th retired-worker beneficiary. Compari-. payable for more months during the year.
1971 had dependent children entitled to ben- sons are made only between families with
'Family benefits are subject to a nm:. efits on their wage records. The percentage dependents and those with a man as the
mum amount that is related to the -worker s
f beneficiary families with dependent chil- only beneficiary.
In general, beneficiary families with de- PIA. If the family benefit amount exceed's
dren was somewhat higher among those
beneficiaries aged 62—64 than among those pendents lost a lower proportion of their this maximum, the benefits 'to the dependaged 65—71. Relatively more of 'the older benefits than the men in the worker-only ents are reduced. The earnings test is upgroup than of the younger had spouses en- families (table 6). A partial explanation is piked against the amount the family actw.13
titled to benefits. Because women retired- the fgct that the former tend to receive larg- receives. Thus, 4f a family receives the maxiworker beneficiaries comprised less than 1 er monthly amounts, because the family ben- mum, it will apply against that amount not
percent of the "worker and spouse" and efit includes amounts to which dependents againsb the amount the dependents would
wOrker, spouse, and children" beneficiary are entitled.' It would therefore take fewer have received before reduction for tle famfamilies, data for such families that include benefit months to offset amounts to be with- ily maximum.
About 4 percent of the retired-worker ben-

eficiaries affected by the earnings test in
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TA&E 6.—4IUUBER OF REloIEO-WORI4ER BEJIEFICMJIES A.FF(CTED BY EARNINGS TEST IN 1971, PERCENTAGE DIS111IBUTION BY AtfOUNT OF EA6SINCS, AND
AVERAGE BENEFIT AMOUNT WTM44ELII AND BEFORE WITHOIOEfiING, BY TYPE Of BENEFICIARY FAMILY AND MONThLY BENEFIT AMOUNT

Retired-worker

bensarie, affected
Number

total

Total

Worker only, men

766 636

100.0

100.0

9.0

13.9

8.6

10. 3

.2

23, 870
72, 816
139, 186

3.1

100.0
100.0
000.0
100.0
100.0

30.0
22.0

12.4
16.8

8.0

23.4

13.3

26.2
34.9
24.2

7.2
3.0

12.7
3.1

8.0
3.0

11.3
18.5
12.4
3.9

100.0

8.0

25.2

14.5

15.1

108.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

18.6

112
9.0

52.0
55.4
27.3

12.6
19.8

5.2
3.7

11.1

Upder $100.00
$100.00 to $149.90
$150.00 to $199.90
$200.00 to $249.90

$250000rmore

—

Worker only, womea
Under $100.00
$IOC 00 to $149.90
$158.00 to $199.90

261,419
269,345

9.5
18.2

341

—

35.1

456,694

I000

24, 743

5.4

—

$2O0.OOto$249$0......

86,064

18.8

138, 167

30.3
27.9

127,239

$250.00 or more

Worker tad spouse
Under $150.00
$150.00 to $199.90
$200.00 $ $249.90
$250.00 to $299.90
$300.00 to $349.90
$350.00 or more

-

Earnings
unknown

—

$1,681 to
$2,880

withhetd to
amount

Type of beneficiary far.iily and
monthly benefit amount

Percent of

Ratio of
benelits

Average benefit
amount—

Percentage distribution, by amount of earnings
$2,881 to
$4,080

15. 4

23.5
8.6

$4,081 to
$5,280

$5,281 or

Before

mose

Withheld

befrie

ithholdtny

withholding

$1. 409

$1, 848

0. 762

732

15.0

502
675

.686
.593

28.6
59.7
87,0

1,000
1,426
1,877

2,210

37.2

1,147

1,678

.684

733

.525
.447
.627
.750
.800

4.9
7.5
24.4

11.9

18.1
5. 3

57.0

385
513
974

6.1
15.5

1,444
1,887

1,139
1, 556

- 648

1,931
—

1,147
1,553
1,926

.738
.849

80, 181

17.6

240, 793

100.0

100.0

10.9

16.7

8.2

7.7

56.5

1,949

2, 919

.668

5,342

2.2
4.9
9.7

100. 0

26.6

8. 1

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

19.3
16.2

30.7
40.6
33.8
23.2
20.6

20.9

15.9
15.0

13.7
10.3
12.0
10.2

1, 100

. 575

13.9

633
766

23.0

1,635

435

1,064

2,100

1, 527

2, 578

6.1

4.6

8.8
5.2

50.8
76.5

1,754

2,550

2,930
3,423

.485
.507
.592
.599
.745

11,711
23, 419
39, 228

16. 3

48,562

12. 3

3.6

3. 3

10. 8

84. 1

2, 359

112, 531

20.2
46.7

27, 725

100. 0

100.0

12.9

21.4

12.2

10. 3

43. 1

1, 476

2, 569

. 575

1, 341

4. $
8. 4

100.0

23. 1

38. 9

15.9

3,224

100. 0

11.6

9. 3

15.4

. 507
. 443

19.4

20.2
20.3
16.8

12.6

5,369

14. 3

27. 1

12.9

43.8

2,750

.548

7. 7

66. 3

1,205
1,506
2,000

. 506

40.8

11.4

2, 382

11, 307

42.0
36.4
28.0
20.3
8.9

538
672
908

1, 061
1, 527

15.0

100.0
108.0
100.0
100.0

16.5
10.6

4, 156

17.9
15.3
13.8
11.6
10.5

5.6

3, 116

.642

36,551

100.0

100.0

16.4

19.3

12.6

10.2

41.5

1,778

3,089 -

.576

thnlr $150.00

1,627

$150.00 to $199.90
$200.00 to $249.90
$250.00 to $299.90
$30000 to $349.90
2350.00 or more

4.5

2,932

100.0

21.8

32. 3

8. 0

23.5

34.8

7. 8

15. 0

100. 0

762

9. 3

108.0
100.0

15. 1

3, 417
21, 761

10.8
13.0
15.7

11.2

29. 7

8.6

19.9
19.7

1, 078
1, 534

.538

10. 1

19.7
22. 3

580

3,691
3,123

100.0

17. 1

17. 4
13. 3

22. 1
13. 3

964
1,221

Worker and children
Under $159.00
$150.00 to $199.90
$300.00 to $249.90
$250.00 to $299.90
*300.00 to $349.90
$350.00 or more

2, 328

Worker, spouse, end children.-

Among beneficiary families affected by the

earnings test, more than three-fourths of
those with dependents but only 35 percent
of the male worker-only families received

monthly benefits of $250 or more. FamUles

59.5

11.0

7.6

100. 0

24.1

8.8

.

6.6

19.9
15.5
8.2

20.6
29.2
56.9

15. 8

8.2

months of 1971 at the monthly rate of $250
would not, for example, gain anything from
earnings from $2,881 to $5,280. He would
have to earn much more than $5,280 to benefit financially from earnings beyond $2,880.
Yet the data indicate that many beneficiary
families with a monthly benefit amount of

Some

1,465
2,274

.460

1,973

- 497
- 492

1,959
2,393
2,843
3,779

.510
. 515

.602

retired-worker beneficiaries

had
earnings within the nonoptimal range—for
several possible reasons. First, some of them

could not Control the conditions of their

employment and may have had to earn more
than $2,880 in order to earn anything at all.
more benefits against which earnings Could
need to supplement the retirement inbe offset and thus possibly could retain some $250 or more earned $2,881—$5,28O. The pro- The
come
have
them
continue
benefits, though the same amount of earn- portion of beneficiary families with earnings to work, even
If earnings
$2,880 did
hugs offset all the benefits payable to In this range was particularly high for yeprovide an additional
advan"worker-only" famUies. Lower earnings tired-worker beneficiary famUles with de- not
tage. The need for additional
was
among beneficiary families with dependents pendent Children—about 31 percent of the probably
greater for those with dependent
also help to account for proportionately "wOrker and chfldYen" famUles with monthly children and,
with taxes disregarded, earnsmaller losses of benefits. The data Indicate benefits of $280—$299 and about 14 perCent Ings beyond $2,880
at least $2,280 of
that among beneficiary families with the of those with monthly benefits of $350. additional Income.created
individuals may
highest monthly benefit amounts, the pro- Among "worker, ouse, and children" fazel- not have been awareSome
of
the
amount
portion of retired-worker beneficiaries earn- lies, the correondIng proportions were 36 of earnings in relation to optimal
benefits and
Ing $5,281 or more was somewhat lower percent and 16 percent. On the other hand,
worked beyond that point (even if they had
among families with children than among less than 10 percent of "worker-only" fami- some
control over how much they Could
male "worker-only" families,
lies with monthly benefits of $250 or more earn). Finally, some Individuals may have
It does not always prove financially ad- had earnings within this range. As pointed derived something other than financial satlsvantageous to work since earnings beyond cut earlier, families with higher monthly faction from their
Such considerations
$2,880 do not contribute to the net Income benefits would have had to earn considerably
status, associations
others, and the
of the beneficiary family unless earnings more than those with low monthly benefits as
for accomplishment and selfexceed the point at which all benefits are off- to realize a financial advantage from annual opportunities
expression provided by their work may have

with dependents therefore tended to have

Bet. A worker entitled to benefits for all earnings above $3,880.

financial

TABLE 7.—NUMBER OF RETIREO-WOR IcER ByPIEFIC IARIES AFFECTEO BY EARNII6GS TEST IN 1971, PERCENTAGE OISTRIBUTION BY AMOUNT
A MOUNT WITHHELO ANO BEFORE WITHHOLOING, BY TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT ANO SEX

Percentage distribution,, by amount of earnings

Type of employment and sex
Total
Wage and salary
Men
Women

Self-employed
Men
Women

'

Wage and salary and oulf-umployed..__
Men
Women

Type unknown
Men
Women

Earnings

OF EARNINGS, AND AVERA GE BENEFIT

Auerage benefit amount—

Number

Total

unknown

$1,681 to
$2,880

$2,881 to
$4,080

$4,081 to
$5,280

$5,281 or
more

Withheld

Before withholding

1,528, 309

100.0

9.2

18.0

10.5

11.3

51.0

$1, 426

$2,009

874, 718
558, 405
316, 313
83, 342
72, 251
11,091
25, 643

100.0
100.0

6.8
7.3
5.9
6.5
6.8

26.7
22.5

14.5

342

18.2
17.4

12.0
11.5
12.9
10.7
10.7
10.9
12.7
12.5
13.5
10.2

40.0
46.4
28.8
30.4
31.9
21,2
34.8
35.4

1,095
1,201

1,888
2,052

21,988
3,655

544,6%
415, 305
129, 391

li. 0
100.

100.6
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1010

4. 2

6.4
6.7
4:8

35.0
33. 5

.4

12.3
17. 1
19.

28.5
28.0

17.6
17.4

31. 7

13. 7

18. 7

•9

13.7
13,8

1.6

2.6
1,9

.7

4.9

6.9

20.6

-

908
986
1, 017

2,130
2 206

781

1, 633

978
992

2,055
2,114
1 696

31. 2

891

72.6
76.8
59.1

2,045
2,130

1, fl4

1,601

2, 182

2,273
1,887

Ratioof bonefits withheld
to amount
before withhotdng
-

0.710

.580
.585
.567
.463
. 461
. 478
- 476

.469
. 525

.937
,937
.940
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Among persons whose earnings were high

than among those with earnings from salenough to be affected by the earnings teat, aries and wages only or from both salaries
the type of employment (either wage nd and wages and self-employment. The selfsalary, sea-employment, or a combination employed probably had more control over
of the two) was obtained for about 60 per- the amount of time that they worked or over
cent of the men and 70 percent of the women their level of earnings than those who had
from the annual reports they were required worked for an employer. It is difficult to
to file. Relatively more men than women were draw conclusions about the relationship of
self-employed or had a combination of wage
and salary employment and self-employment.

Type of employment was unknown for a

substantial number of workers—mainly those
who were not required to file annual reports

because their earnings were high enough to
offset all benefits payable for the year. While

type o employment was not available for
thia group, the amount of earnings was available or most of them from their earnings
records. At least 77 percent of these men
and 59 percent of the women had earnings
above $5,280. Among those whose type of em-

ployment was known, relatively fewer men
and women had earnings above $5,280 (table
7). Entitled workers whose type of employment was not known lost about 94 percent of
their benefits to earnings.
The proportion of entitled workers with

The proportion of those who had one or
more nonwork months was higher for the

group aged 62—64 than for those aged 65—71.

Since those under age 65 would have little
incentive to file for benefits unless they
could actually receive some payment, the
fact that there were months for which pay-

ment could be made (regardless of total

earnings to type of employment, because of annual earnings) might have prompted
the large number of workers whose type o some people in t1la age group to come on
employment was unknown.
the rolls.
MONTHS OF ENTXThEMENT AND NONWORK
One would expect that persons with earnTables 8 and 9 show thforniation on the ings from self-employment would have more
number of months workers were entitled in nonwork months than persons with earnings
1971 (either 12 months or less than 12
from wages and salaries or a combination of
nnbhs) and the number of months in the two types of employment since the selfwbich they did not earn over $140 or cUd not employed may have greater control over
render substantial services in self-er Aploy- theirwork time. The data indicate, however,
ment (nonwork months). Both for months that among those whose type of employment
of entitlement in 1971 and for nonwork was known, relatively more of those with a

months the pattern did not differ much
among men and women but did differ for the

combination of wage and salary and selfemployment had some nonwork months
than did those who had either wage and

of 1971 was higher among those aged 65—71
than among those aged 62—64. More of the

expected, all persons whose types of employment was unknown had zero nonwork
months—these were individuals who did not

two age groups. The proportion of retired.
worker beneficiaries entitled for all months salary employment or self-employment. As

younger group may have become entitled
those with earnings from self-employment may have been on the rolls or some time.
earnings of 81,681—2,880 was higher among during the year, but more of the older group
TABLE 8.—NUMBER OF RETIRED.WORIcER BENEFICIARIES
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le annual reports because no benefits were
payable to them for the year.

AFFECTED BY EARtINGS TEST N 1961, NUMBER OF MONTHS OF ENTITLEMENT AND NUMBER OF NON WORK MONTHS, BY SEX,
AGE GROUP, AND TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT

Length of entitlement
Entitled for 12 months

Entitled for less

Percentage distribution, by number of nonwork months

Sex, age. and type of employment
Men

Number

Total

0

1 to 6

than

12

months

Percentage distribution, by number of nonwork months

ito II

Number

Total

0

Ito 6

ito II

797, 405

100

60.7

22.9

16.4

270, 544

100

57.9

31.3

10.8

62 to 64
65 to 71

63, 574
733, 831

100
100

42.2
62.3

31.0
22.2

26.8

100
100

38.3
61.9

51.2

15. 5

45, 664
224, 880

21.3

10.5
10.8

Wage and salary
Self-employed
Wage and salary and self-emptoyed. - - Type unknown

406 016

364

59, 529
16, 579
315, 281

100
100
100
100

37 8 —

25 8

152 389

27. 7
27. 1

38. 6
39. 4

49 6

12. 722
5, 409
100, 024

100
100
100
100

333

33. 7
33. 5

171

36. 8
22. 9

47. 9
57. 5

100.0

15. 3
19. 6

354,618

100

105,832

100

52.7

37.8

44, 983
309, 635

100
100

29, 729
76, 103

100

32.2

60.5

100

60. 6

29. 0

10.

242, 794
8, 958

100
100

2,989

100

99, 877

100

73, 519
2, 133
666

100
100
100

34. 2
43. 5
23. 5

29,514

13. 2
12. 7
14. 3

100

100.0

52. 6
43. 8
62. 1

Women

62 to 64

65to71

—

Wage and salary
Self-employed

Wage and salary and seIf-employe& Type unknown

100.0
-

0

6

0
-

16.1

46. 2

30. 8

62.8

23. 1

22.1

15.1

45.5
42.9
35.5
100.0

32. 3
29. 7

22. 2
27. 4

37.3

27.2

0

0

-

0

0

0

9.5
7.3

0

The proportion of retired-worker bene- nonwork months had substantially lower 57 percent of their benefits. Obviously, those
with some nonwork months were able to
receive beneath or these months.

ficiaries with earnings exceeding $5,280 was earnings than those with from Oto 6 nonhigher among those whose entitlement dur- work months, as expected, since the former
ing 1971 was less than 12 months than among had fewer months in which to accumulate
those who were entitled for the entire year substantial total earnings. The earnings
(table 9). Possibly some of those who were level for those with 1—6 nonwork months did
entitled or less than a full year were work- not differ substantially from the earnings
ing at fairly high wages until they retired; level for those with zero nonwork months.
others might have been working full time Those with 1-6 nonwork months, however,

and came onto the rolls solely to file for lost a much lower proportion of the total
Medicare. Relatively more of those who were beneftts payable to them. Among men enentitled or all months of 1971 may have titled or less than 12 months, for example,
been working at fairly low wages to supple- those with zero nonwork months lost about
ment their retirement income.
90 percent of the beneftts payable, but those
Retired-worker beneciaries with 7—11 with 1-6 nonork months lost only about

5The earnings-test provisions are the same,

regardless of the number of months of entitlement in the year. Thus, if a worker entitled for less than a full year earned more
than $1,680 he would be subject to the earn-

ings test (even if some of that amount had
been earned before he became entitled to
benets) . For a discussion of the effect of the
earnings test on persons with part-year entitlement, see Barbara A. Lingg. Social Security Bufletfn, January 1975, pp. 28—34.
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PEENTAG6.DISTR1BUTION BY AMOUNT OF EARNINGS, AND AVERAGE BENEFIT AMOUNT

TABLE 9.—NUMBER OF RETIRED-WORKER BENEFICIARIES AFFECTED BY EARNINGS TEST IN 1971,

WITHHEI.D AND BEFORE WITHHOI.DING. BY SEX. MONTHS OF ENTITLEMENT, AND NUMBER OF NONWORK MONTHS

Ritio of
Pepcsatage

—

Avera$e bene lit amount—

tributian, by amount of earnings

.

Amount of
sarstags

$2,881 to
14.080

$4,081 to
$5,280

$5,281 or
more

heId

to amount

Before

before

WIthheld

withholding

holding

with-

San arid pambe of noiwork months

Member

Percent
St total.

Total

uskiown

$1,981 to
52,880

Total

797, 405

100.0

100. 0

10. 3

17. 7

9. 1

9. 3

53.6

$1, 771

$2, 476

0.715

100.0
190.0
100.0

12.4

6.7
9.4

6.4

62.0
51. 8

3.7

17.4

24.7

847

2, 501
2, 464

.845
.637

43. 9

16. 3
10. 3

2,087
1.594

2,469

9. 3

12.5
13.2

0 aonwork months
I to 6 nonwork months
7 Ia 11 noawork months

484,063

60.7

182, 909

22.0
16.4

130,433

. 344

Entitled less than 12 mo
270,544

Total

156,644
$4, 786
29,114

8 nonwort months

ito 6 nonwort months
7 to II nonwork months

190.0

57.9
31.3
10.8

190.0
100.0
190.0
100.0

8.2

6.4

7.5 — 10.7

67.2

880

1,188

.741

12. 5

5.0

5. 1

1,048

1, 164

665
599

1,159
1,399

.900
.574
.428

2.4

6.3

9.9

8.0
14.4

1.7

14.0

13.8

15.2

69.4
67.0
55.3

Entitled 12 mo

WOMEN

Total

—

354,61.8
215. 381
82, 065
57, 171

0 øonwork months
I to 6 nonwork months
7 to 11 nonwork months

100.0

90.7
23.2
16. 1

8.6

100.0

9.8
9.7
2.5

100.0
100.0
100.0

28.7

14. 7

14. 2

33.8

1, 272

1,895

.671

25.6

1,424

43. 1

.746
.665

59. 1

16.4

1, 307
651

1,905
1,965

11. 1

13.3
18.5
10.9

34.8

15.9

16.5
12.8

1, 759

. 370

Entitled less than 12 mo
108,832

Total

55, 742

0.onnwork months

Ito6nonworkmonths
7tall nonwork months

40,034
10,056

100.0
52.7
37.8

9.5

100.0
190.0
190.0
100.0

6. 1

13.7

13.8

18. 7

47.7

732

970

.755

9. 4

13. 5

11.4

2.4
2.2

II. 8

16. 1

47.7
51.8

.874
.634

14.6

850
603
584

973
951

22.5

18.0
17.9
19.2

1,025

. 570

Differences In earnings between those with ($8 out of 100 that the differences due to
aero or 1-6 nonwOrk months and between samplIng variability between a sample estithose wIth 7-11 nonwork months were gret- mate and the figure that would have been
er among those entitled for all months of obtaIned from a compilation of all records
1971 than among those entitled for less than is less than the standard error. The chances
12 months. Among men entitled for all are 96 out of 100 that the difference is less
months of 1971. for example, the proportion than twice the standard error and about 99
with eat-flings exceeding $5,280 was about out of 100 that It Is less than 21/9 times the
52 percent for those wIth 1—6 nonwork standard error. Table I (expressed In permonths and 25 percent for those with 7—11 centage points) shows the standard error
nonwork months. Among men entitled for for percentages of persons with a particular
less than 12 months, the proportions were characteristic. Linear InterpolatIon may be
67 percent and" 55 percent, respectively. It used for estImated percentages and base
is likely that many of those with less than figures not shown here.
12 months of entitlement In 1971 were new
1.—APPROXIMATIONS OF STANDARD ERRORS OF

entrants to the social security rolls and

TABLE

may have had fairly high earnings before re.

ESTIMATED PERCENTAGES

those with 12 fuR months of entitlement In
1971 were not new entrants; they may have
been working at lower wages to supplement
their retirement benefits and the 7—11 nonWork months would hold down their total
earnings considerably:

TECHNICAL

TE'

All data, except those presented In table 2,
were derived on a 100-percent basis from the
Social Security Administration's master
beneficiary record. SamplIng variability cal-

culations for the data In table 2 (derIved
from the 1971 ContInuous Work History
Sample) are shown In table I.

Since the estimates (In percentages) are
based on sample data, they are subject to

sampUng variability, which can be measured
by the standard error. The chances are about

'The contributions of Robert H. Finch and

Beatrice K. Matsul, Division of OASDI Statis-

tics, to the sampling variability calculations
are acknowledged. For details on the sample

design see Earnings Distributions In the

United States, 1968, Office of Research and

StatIstics, 1973, pp. 816—18.

I say to my friend from Arizona, I
put a rather lengthy statement in the

RECORD when I knew I was going to have

to be downstairs in the Appropriations
Committee trying to resolve this controversy we are having with the House
on the HEW appropriations bill.
I have supported this proposition for
a long period of time, and I hope that

the Senate will sustain our position.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, un-

less there are other Senators who wish
to speak in favor, I gladly yield back
the remainder of our time so we may
allow the Senator from Idaho to get out

his long knife and see what can be done.

tirement but several nonwork months ater

retirement. On the other hand, many of

41. 5

Base of parcentages

2 or

5 or

athousausds)

Mlwodwn:
25,000
50,000
75,000

Workers aged 65 arid
Dyer:
750
1,000

Mr. NELSON. I want to see that as

10 or 20 or 35 or

08

95

65

50

(5)
(5)
(1)

(I) 0.10 0.10 0.10
0) .10 .10
C')
(s)
(I) .10 .10

0.10
.10
.10

90

08

soon as possible.
Do Senators want any time yielded to

them'
Mr. President, I yield back the remainder of my time.

Mr. GOLDWATER. I yield back the

0.20 0.30

.46

.50

.10

.20

.30

2,50&

10

.60
.50
.30

.60
.30

remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
has been yielded back.

'Lass than 0.1 peicent

Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President,
what is the time situation?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Arizona has 7 minutes.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, if
my friend from Wisconsin is willing, I
am perfectly willing to yield back.

ADDITIONAL_STATEMENTS

StTBMrrI'ai
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I rise in

support of the amendment submitted on

behalf of Senator GOLDWATER, myself,
and several of our colleagues. This

amendment is very similar to legislation

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, wili the which I introduced earlier this Congress.

Senator yield me just a moment?
Mr. GOLDWATER. I have 7 minutes.
How much does the Senator need?
Mr. BAYH. A couple minutes will be
fine.

It would take the beneficial reforms made
by the Finance Committee in the area of

outside earning limitation one step further by eliminating this restriction altogether by the year 1982.
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It is stating the obvious to say that inflation has had a particularly disastrous
impact on our Nation's older citizens.
During this past year, I am sure nearly
every Member of this body has spoken
at some length regarding this subject. It

amendment benefits

present earning limitation for recipients
of social security.
Mr. President, the central fact about
social security is that it does not provide
enough income for retired persons to live
decently. Even with the increased level
of benefits that went into effect In June
the soaring cost of living has left many

more than one wage earner—had a combined family income of over $23,000.

only the very
wealthy. According to figures just released by the Census Bureau for 1975,
only 6 percent of- all workers 65 years
of age or older had incGmes of more

labor. I urge my co11eaguc to approve
this amendment.
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. Prident, I have

long worked to raic the Iaw' precnt
$3,000 limit on the amount of ncorne

than $20,000 from any source of income. people can earn without a r€duction of

is now time to take action to ease the This same report showed that only 11 their social security benefits.
burden on older Americans. One step we percent of all families headed by a person
Now I am highly gratified that the Sencan take in this regard is to alter the ver the age of 65—even families with ate is about to approve a ornmttee bill

Even for those few older Americans
—whose income may be In excess of the
$20,000 figure, I feel that these it1zens
are entitled to collect the social security
benefits they had earned over a lifetime
work.
social security recipients striving just of hard latter
fact, Mr. President, leads
to get by. Those who have no other In- meThis
an observation concerning the
come than their social security check basicto philosophical
character of our
live—strictly
speaking—in
poverty.
security system. At the insistence
Nearly 25 percent of the population over social
President Franklin Roosevelt, the sys65 falls into this category according to of
tem
was designed as a contributory inthe Census Bureau. As of March of this surance
plan instead of 1mply—as some
year, this represents 3.5 million persons. of his advisers
urged—an old-age benefit
In all too many cases, the only solution
for many of these elderly citizensis wel- paid out of general revenues. Mr. Roosefare. And yet, despite these facts,, exist- velt's point, which he made very explicit,

ing law makes it impossible for many was that if people paid insurance preolder Americans to raise their standard miums into a special fund out of their
own earnings, no future generation of
of living to a comfortable level.
The present law now permits an politicians could ever take it away from
Individual to earn up to $3,000 a year them by labeling it a Government handwithout any reduction in his or her social out.
In other words, because of the way
security benefits. Above that dollar
amount, however, he or she must sacri- the system was consciously designed by
fice a dollar in benefits for every $2 one of our greatest Presidents, social
earned. This means that a single person security benefits today are a matter of
between the age of 65 and 72 who is able earned right, not Federal largess. It,

which will raise that limit from $3,000
to $6,000, and provide for automatic fu-

ture increases in that $6,000 limit by
increases In the cost of 1ivng. These
features will allow our nre,cnt ocia1
security beneficarcrj to undertrk other
worlc and to earn uj to $G,000 without
a reduction in their oeia1 security
checks. This is the content, of course,

of the action we hav ut t&kn to re-

duce from 72 to 70 thc age at whIch our

social security benflciar1es may have
unlimited outside earned income with
out any reduction in their bmets.
Removing th eariing limitation en

tirey would make a :adica1 change in the
character of the social security program.

It would convert the sockil curity program from a retirement prorrarn to an
annuity program, The social $eeurity
program

has always been dcsgned to the

needs of our older Amerjen who have
retired from the wcri force. Lifting the
earnings limitation would actually bene-

fit only a very small group f recipients
with

earned

2ncomo

in

excess

of

the $6,000 providec in the committee
bill. Even so, this amendmcnt would add

billions of dollars of extra new costs to
the severely strained social curity sybut improper for anyone to try to claim tem. These costs would have to be made
with added taxes from rnployers and
social security benefits to which a life- that benefits are and ought to be con- up
I believe the committee b1l
time of work and as much as 35 years ditional upon an agreement not to be employees.
a major 1ncreae n taxes
of paying int the trust fund entitles him gainfully employed. Social security was represents
an
increase
which
the American people
not
designed
to
include
a
means
test.
Its
or her.
are
willing
to
support.
I think it s un
benefits
are
not
predicated
upoi
how
The Senate Finance Committee has
private income one might have. wise at this time to add to the major
taken an important step toward easing much
tax increase alreacy provided in
this burden on our older citLzens. Under One does not have to plead poverty in payroll
to qualify for a monthly social se- this bifi.
the provisions of the Fmance Committee order
Mr. LAXALT. Mr. President, I strongly
check. For those who have paid
bill, the earnings limitation Is raised to curity
the amendment offed by the
$4,500 in 1978 and to $6,000 in 1979. Our into the system over these many years, support
Senator
from Arioa. I voted for t in
the
benefit
is
a
matter
of
right.
amendment, similar to one offered in the
the
Finance
Committee whr i lost by
Mr.
President,
that
is
the
philosophy
House by Representative KETCHUM.
a
tie
vote
and
underlying
the
social
security
system.
It
would remove any monetary limitation Is clear that an earnings limitation, support it now. I urge my col1eaue to
on outside earnings whatsoever by the which so weakens the automatic, rightTh me, the earnings limitation on soyear 1982.
ful character of benefit payments, is in- cial security is unfair. It i. inequitable.
The total repeal of the outside earn- consistent with that philosophy.
It dampens work thcentivc.s. Axd, it imings limitation would benefit some 4 milFurthermore, the earnings limitation poses an oppressiv1y high marginal tax
lion older workers. This includes 2 mil- penalizes only those social security recip- rate on those least able to pay. I would
lion workers whose benefits have been ients who earn wages or are self-em- prefer to see the earnings Umtation
actually denied or reduced as a result of ployed. Pensions, no matter how large, abollshed outright. But, short of that,
the earnings test. Additionally it Is esti- are not counted in the limitation. Nor is I am delighted to support
measure
mated that another 2 million older interest and dividend income. The re- which would phase ut out by 1982.
workers who now are out of the work tired corporation executive can enjoy a
Earlier this year, I introduced S. 1020,
force would return upon the repeal of the pension of $5OOOO a year and have in- a bill which would have the
effect
earnings limitation.
vestment income double that amount as the Goldwater aiiendment but which
There are two concerns which have and stifi not lose one penny of social se- would eliminate thc earnings limitation
been raised regarding this amendment. curity. But the cabinetmaker or electri- by reducing the ge limit 1 year at
The first is its cost. It would not cost cian who wants to continue hs life's a tiime from its present level of 72 down
several billion dollars as many have proj- work and be paid for ft may have to give to 65 in 1984, by which time the test
would be abolished entirely.
ected. According to the SocaI Security up his entire social security check.
IMEQIJITY
Administration, the cost of eliminating
That is not fair. It is not sensible. It
the restriction entirely would be only $1 Is not necessary.
Mr. President, it i all too easy to argue
billion more than the changes already
Certainly, Mr. President, I do not be- that virtues of frugality and the need
made by the Finance Committee pro- grudge the corporation executive the for indi,iduas to make their own provivisions. It has been estimated that this social security payment to which his own sions for retirement as
theoretical
represents less than a one-tenth of 1 contributions entitle him. But I deeply justification for penalizing those who
percent payroll tax increase on em- resent the d1scrimnation practiced must work to make ends meet because
ployers and employees.
against working people by a system that they simply cann make it n their
The second concern Is that this penalizes them for the fruits of their own meager social security Uownce. But..
and willing to hold down even a modestly
paying job must give up every cent of the

therefore, seems to me not only mistaken
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the highest rate In the Internal Reve- In social security benefits. I believe this
that argument ignores the suffering to
which these individuals must endure be- nue tax table and one which many tax approach will help low income people
advocates have proposed reduccause of the retirement test, while others, reform
with substantial investmentS and alter- ing on the basis of the fact that It is exnative pendon incomes, utilize social se- orbitant. Surely, such a level which has
been found excessive for high Income Incurity benefits for pin money.
As a member of the Finance Commit- dividuals should not be Imposed on those
tee and one who has devOted consider- among our elderly who are seeking only

who must work beyond age 65 without
paying unreduced benefits to high Income individuals who do not need such
benefits.
AMENDMENT NO. 1054

(Purpose: Relating to repeal of earnings limitation for workers age 70 and over.)

make ends meet. In my judgment, a
able attention to social security ques- to
tiops, I simply cannot accept the argu- government policy Which Imposes such
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I send
mént that those who must work to live punitive penalties on a most vulnerable an amendment to the desk in the nature
should be penalized, but those who• have sector of our society is indefensible.
a substitute.
Mr. President, I am pleased to co- ofThe
ample income from other sources may
PRESIDING OFFICER. The
sponsor
the
proposal
of
the
Senator
from
continue to receive full social security
amendment will be stated.

Arizona. I know he has worked long and
The assistant legislative clerk read as
applying a means test to investment in- hard to eliminate the earnings limitation follows:
he deserves the thanks of all of us
come and I have no intention of going and
Ehe Senator from Idaho (Mr. CHuRCH)
that route. Accordingly, it seems to me for his efforts. I certainly will vote with proposes unprinted amendment l,o. 1054 In
him
and
I
urge
all
of
my
colleagues
to
do
the
nature of a substitute to unprinted
that the only practical means for reamendment No. 1052.
solving this inequity is to remove the likewise.
Mr. JAVTI'S. Mr. President, for many
penalty on wage earnings.
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I ask
years I have advocated the phased elimiWOflK UiCEN'TIVES
nation of the social security earnings unanimous consent that reading of the
Personally, I believe that any citizen limitation. It has long been my belief amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
who wishes to make wproductlve contri- that older Americans who must work to
bution should be encouraged to do so. support themselves should be able to do objection, it is so ordered.
As the ranking Republican on the Social so without losing their social security
The amendment 15 as follows:
Security Subcommittee of the Finance benefits. The grave financial situation of
In lieu of the language proposed to be inCommittee, I recognize the need for a the social security system, however, make serted by the Goldwater amendment (UP1052) Insert the following:
comprehensive look at the financial this phasing question a decisive one.
REAL OF EARNINGS LIMITATION FOR
status of the social security trust funds
Secretary Calif ano has stated that the
INDIVIDUALS AGE 70 AND OVER
and, although I support a different fiscal Goldwater amendment which would re(a) Subsections (c)(1), (d)(1),
approach from that which the commit- move the earnings limitation altogether
8Ec.
tee ultimately adopted, I am pleased to would benefit a "privileged minority—1.3 (f)(1), and (j) of sectiOn 203 of the Social
amended by striking
see the financial status of the trust funds million of the Nation's 22 mIllion re- 8ecurity Act are each
Out "seventy-two" and Inserting in lieu
guaranteed by the committee bill. How- tirees." The Secretary has observed that thereof
"seventy'.
ever, within the context of an overall If the retirement test were eliminated,
(b) Subsection (f) (3) of section 203 of
strengthening, I feel we also need to do more than half of the new benefits would such
Act is amended by striking out "age
away with the Inequitable and counter- go to people earning more than $10,000 72' and inserting in lieu thereof "age 70".
productive retirement test.
(c) 8ubsection (h) (1) (A) of Section 203
a year. I realize that some have taken isMr. President, as you know, the Senate sue with Secretary Califano's analysis, of Such Act Is amended by striking Out "the
has recently affirmed the premise that but I feel that It raises suclent doubts age of 72" and "age 72" and inserting in
the contributions which the elderly bring about the effect of the Goldwater amend- lieu thereof in each instance "age 70",
payments. I understand the problem with

.

to our society by virture of their dilithat the Congress cannot go all
gence and experience should not be ar- ment
the
way
at this time in eliminating the
bitrarily discouraged. In H.R. 5383, the eari"ngs limitation.
Age Discrimination Amendments of 1977,
administration has also pointed
the Senate voted overwhelmingly to in outThe
the Goldwater amendment will
crease the mandatory retirement age costthat
$23 billion In the
from 65 to 70. In that vote the Senate yearsapproximately
from 1982—87. Even though this
made clear that the elderly should be amount
may be offset somewhat by injudged on their ability and competence creased social
taxes (as well as
and that their contributions to the work income taxes)security
resulting
from the conforce are to be encouraged rather than tinued employment of Americans
past
discouraged. It seems to me that an age 65, the cost is still sufficiently large
abolition of the earnings limitation to deter us from moving to eliminate the
would be a further reaffirmation of the whole earnings limitation at this time.
Senate's faith in the positive contribu- The basic thrust of the social security
tions of the elderly.
bill under consideration is to restore the
OPPRSXVE TAX RATE
system's financial soundness, and we
Mr. President, the economic status of should not include an amendment which
our elderly is a serious national problem. will Interfere with this objective. It ap-

Many who have paid taxes and have

contributed to our society all their working lives now find themselves dependent
on cash and Inkind public income transfer programs. While no stigma should be
attached to these programs, those elder-

ly who are able and willing to work
should be encouraged to do so. And,

most emphatically, those who have to
work to make ends meet should not be
subject to punitive tax -rates by an unfair earnings limitations test.
It has come to my attention that an
elderly person earning $4,000 in 1975
would have been subjct to a marginal
tax rate on $I480 earned over the social
security earnings limitations ceiling of

approxlma.tely 70 percent. This is equal

(d) The heading of subsection (i) of section 203 of such Act is amended by striking

Out "Seventy-two" and inserting in lieu

thereof "Seventy".
(e) The amendments made by this section

shall apply Only with respect to taxable

years ending after

December 31,- 1981.
added to

In the matter proposed to be

3101 and 3111 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 by sections 103(a) (1) and
103(b) (1) of the bill:
sections

strike Out "5.35" and
in lieu thereof "5.40"; except for calendar year 1981 it shall remain at 5.35
In paragraph (5) strike Out "5.65" and
insert in lieu thereof "5.70";

In paragraph (4)

insert

In paragraph (6) strike out "6:10" and
In the matter prOt,osed to be added to

insert in lieu thereof "6.15";

section 1401 of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 by section 103(1) of the bill:
In paragraph (5) strike out "8.50" and
pears to me that the price tag for the insert in lieu thereof "8.55"; except Or

Goldwater amendment as matters stand 1981 it shall remain at 8.50
In paragraph (6) strike Out "9.15' and innow is too high.
Consequently, Mr. Chairman, I will Bert in lieu thereof "9.25";
support the position of the Finance CornMr. CHURCH. Mr. PresIdent, I shall
mittee as modified by the Church sub- explain the, amendment, and yield mystitute. which is to raise the present self such time as I may require.
$3000 earnings limitation to $4,500 in
Before proceeding, I first ask unani1978 and to $6,000 in 1979. After 1979, mous
consent that Mr. Ronald Davis
the $6,000 level would increase automat- be accorded
the privilege of the floor to
ically as wage levels rise. I will also sup- provide technical
assistance during the
port the Church amendment which will consideration of my
amendment.
reduce the upper effective age for the
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER.
Without
earnings limitation from age 72 to age
70. This amendment will permit people objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. CURTIS. I ask unanimous consent
70 years of age and older to earn more
than $6,000 In 1979 (if the committee bill that Mr. Robert Myers, an actuary con
Is passed) without Incurring a reduction sultant on the Committee on Finance, be
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intended

to be an annuity Lund in the
consideration of this measure and vote. first place.
The PRESIDING OFF1c. Without
You cannot, with a sthgle stroke, conobjection, it Is so ordered.
vert social security from a 'retirement
Mr. BATH. Mr. President, will the system to an annuity system and say, in
Senator yield 30 seconds for a unani- the same breath, that it will not cost
mous consent?
anything. You cannot put the working

age level, the .retlrement test should no
longer apply. Under present law the retirement test no longer applies at the age
of 72. Then an aged individual can receive his or her soci2J security benefits
',hether or not that person retires. 0therwLse, some persons may work all their
rich into this system, and pay them lives and never receive social security
$8,400 a year, out of a fund into which benefits, even though they paid the sothey have made no commensurate con- cial security tax.
tribution, and then say it will cost next
My amendment would reduce the age
to nothing.
to 70. I think 70 is the appropriate age
The costs are heavy, and I will include level because it conforms with an acLon
in the RECORD from the Office of the taken by Congress within the past few
Actuary of Social Security itself the dif- weeks to extend the mandatory retireference between the costs of the Gold- ment age from 65 to 70.
water amendment and the amendment
Now, those Senators rlho participated
I have offered and will now explain.
in that debate will remember one of the
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, will the reasons advanced for extending the
Senator yield for a unanimous-consent mandatory, retirement age in this coun-

Mr. CHURCH. I yield.

M_r. BAYH. I make a siiliilar request
for Barbara Dixon, of my staff, duril'ig

debate and consideration of this bill,

amendments thereto, and votes thereon.
The PRESIDING OFFWER. Without
obJection it Is so ordered.
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, it Is un-

necessary for me to speak at length.

In offerilig the amendment that has
already been characterized as one Intended to gut the Goldwater amendment,

I feel like a man alone on the beach request?

watching an approaching tidal wave, beMr. CHURCH. Mr. Prestdent, I am
cause I fully understand the tidal wave happy
to yield
the Senator from
appeal of the amendment offered by the Massachusetts forto
a unanimous-consent
distinguished Senator from Arizona.
request.
But I think that if the Members of
Mr. KENNEDY. I ask unanimous conthe Senate had an opportunity to ana- sent that Mr. Parker and Mr. Urwitz, of
lyze his amendment carefully, if they my office, be accorded the privilege of
had been present during the debate to the floor during consideration of this bill.
hear the arguments of the Senator from
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Texas (Mr. BENTSEN), the manager of objection, it is so ordered.
the bill (Mr. NELSON), the able junior
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I listened
Senator from New York, and the distin- with some amusement to the argument
guished chairman of the Finance Corn- of the Senator from Kansas when he
rnlttee, the vote would be different.
said he was not really interested in these
There is no doubt who the benefici- wealthy people by allowing them to draw
aries of the Goldwate-Dole amend- out benefits from social security, once
ment will be. They will be the well-to- they become 65, regardless of what their
do, those who need the benefits the least. income may be and regardless of whether
The beneficiaries of this amendment will or not they continue to work. No, he said
be the doctors, the lawyers, the engi- his concern was with the great mass of
neers, the archttects, the business execu- older people who will benefit from the
tives. and the Wall Street financiers, Goldwater amendment.
those professional people who tend t
lam also interested in the more typical
continue to work after the age of 65. They beneficiary, that working man or woman,
work because they like their professions. on a very modest retirement income.
They are engaged actively in them. And who has to do some work in order to
they are lucrative professions, to be sure. augment his or her retirement. We want
These people are not complaining about to eliminate the need for anybody on
being denied social security. They do not social security to be overly restricted in
expect to get it, while they continue to what they may earn, after retirement.

work. It will come as a complete surMr. Prestdent, I have not only been
prise to them if this amendment is aware of the problem imposed by a lintagreed to and all at once they are pre- tatlon too severe, but I fully sympathize.
sented with this largesse from the social I cannot remember a time when I have
security fund which they neither asked not voted in favor of increasing the refor nor need. This is a largesse, it has tirement test, in an effort to catch up
been explained by the manager of the with the rising cost of living.
bill, which they have not paid for
I agree that, despite past efforts to
through their contributions to social se- liberalize the retirement test, the present
curity, but which will be paid for by amount is too restrictive. The $3,000-aordinary working people through their year limitation now does Impose too se•

future payroll taxes.
Mr. President, ft has aiso been pointed

out that the effect of the Goldwater
amendment will be to transform, in a
single stroke, a retirement program into
an annuity. That was not the purpose
of social security when it was frst

try from 65 to 70 was that this would
provide an incentive for olier people to
continue to work which, In turn, could
ease the heavy burden on the social security fund.
- Well, I submit, Mr. President, that we

are acting in a completely inconsistent

ay if after raising the mandatory re-

tirement age to 70, on the strength of
the argument that this would ease the
burden on the social security fund by
permitting people who wanted to continue to work to do so, we turn around
and adopt the Goldwater amendment

which has Just the opposite effect by al.
lowing them to receive soctal security
anyway, whether or not they retire.
Thus, the whole lncenttve is eliminated
in a single stroke, and the one action of
Congress would be in contradtctton wtth

the other. So, Mr. President, the first
argument I would make for my amendment is that 70 is the logical age at

which social security retirement benefits should be paid, whether or not the
person chooses to continue to work. At
that point, we could logically say that
since we have established, by law, the
age of 70 as the mandatory retirement
age for all Americans, then social security beneficiaries may receive their bene-

fits whether or not they continue to

work, regardless of their income, and
without the earnings limitations imposed
by a retirement test.
The second reason I would advance in

support of my amendment is that it is
simply too costly to adopt the Goldwater amendment.
Mr. President, we have asked the Office of the Actuary for the Social Secu-

Administration to provide a comvere a limitation upon the right of people rity
parison of the costs between the Gold-

on limited retirement incomes to earn water amendment, which would eltminate the retirement test at the age of 65,
ing their retirement.
and my amendment which would eltmiextra money for the purpose of augment-

But, Mr. President, the committee bill
takes care of those people. The ones who
need it are being provided for. Next year,

adopted. It was to be, and to this moment the retirement test jumps from a prohas continued to be, a retirement pro- jected $3240 of Permissible earned in-.
gram. The reason the retirement test •come to $4,500, before social security re-

nate that test at the age of 70. Since

both amendments take effect beginning
In the year 1982, here is the comparison:
In that year, 1982, the added costs to the
social security system imposed by the
Goldwater amendment would be $2.4 bil-

was included in social security was to tirement benefits are reduced. In 1979, lion as compared to $0.4 billion for my
the retirement test jumps all the way to amendment.
er or not a person was rettred. If we $6,000 that can be earned before the first
In 1983, the cost of the Goldwatei
transform social security into an annuity dollar in social security benefits is lost.
the added cost, would be
program, then it is irresponsible to say My amendment would not change these amendment,
$2.5 billion as compared to 0.4 billion.
that it will not cost anything. The truth figures In the Finance Committee bill.
In 1984, the cost would be $2.5 billion
Ia that it will constitute a tremendous
Furthermore, Mr, President, I agree
compared to $0.4 billion; in 1985, $2.8
new burden upon a fund that was never that, at some point, at an appropriate as
billion as compared to $0.4 bfflion; In

provide a method for determining wheth-
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Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, 1
1986, $2.7 billion as compared to $0.4 bil- Senator from Kansas say earlier that
move
to lay on the table the amendment
there
may
be
a
motion
to
table
my
1987,
$2.7
billion
as
comlion; and in
amendment. I just want him to know to my am'ndnient offered by the Senator
pared to $0.4 billion.
Idaho.
So, In each of these years, following that if he moves to table this amend- from
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
the time my amendment would take ef- ment, then it will be my purpose to move
Has all remaining time been
fect, the Goldwater amendment would to table the Goldwater amendment, in PELL).
yielded back on the substitute?
cost about $2 billion a year more than the event that my amendment fails.
Mr. CHURCH. I yield back the reMr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, we
the amendment I am offering. These

figures are given to us by the Office of fully expect that. We have been apthe Actuary of the Social Security Sys- prised, and in the interests of time, we
have no further use for our time and are
tem.
I ask unanimous consent that a table prepared to yield it back.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, may I have
of the comparative costs of the two
amendments be printed in the REcoRD at one moment, before the Senator from
Arizona yields back his time and makes
this point.
There being no objection, the table his motion to table?
Mr. GOLDWATER. i;5.
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
Mr. DOLE. I just want to point out, as
as follows:
Cost over commtttee bill for lowering re- the Senator from Arizona has and the
tirement test exempt age from 72 to 65, or Senator from Kansas tried to do, that
th argument is predictable. We under70, beginnIng In 1982.
stand the Committee on Aging coming
tIn billionsj
to the floor and trying to knock out the
Calendar
year
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

mainder of my time, and I ask for the
yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OmCER. Is there

a sufficient second? There is a sufficient
second.

The yeas and nays were ordered.

Tile PRESIDING OmCER. All re-

mainmg time having been yielded back,
the question is on agreeing to the motion
to lay on the table the substitute amendment offered by the Senator from Idaho
(Mr. CHURCH). The yeas and nays have
been ordered, and the clerk will call the
roll.

The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that the
on 8.1 million senior citizens, who are Senator from South Dakota (Mr. AB0Usupposedly wealthy and do not need nor REzK), the Senator from Arizona (Mr.
DECONCINI), the Senator from Maine
want it.
effect of the Goldwater-Dole amendment

65

70

*2.4
2.5
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.7

60.4

.4
.4
.4
.4
.4

But I ask the Senator, who are they?
Doctors and lawyers, perhaps? But what
about the teachers, the barbers, the small
farmers? I do not think we are going to
be stampeded on this floor by glib statis-

(Mr. HATHAWAY), the Senator from Ken-

tucky (Mr. HUDDLESTON), the Senator
from Minnesota (Mr. HUMPHREY), the

Senator from Arkansas (Mr. McCLELLAI.r), and the Senator from Tennessee

tics that do not show anything. I think (Mr. SAS5ER) are necessarily absent.
I also announce that the Senator from
we will keep in mind the 8.1 mIllion
Americans the Senator from Idaho is Maine (Mr. MU5KIE) is absent because
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, will the Sen- trying to exclude from the benefits un- of illness.
I further announce that, If present and
der the amendment of the Senator from
ator yield at that point?
Total

15.4

voting, the Senator from Minnesota (Mr.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I would HUMPHREY) and the Senator from TenMr. DOLE. Just to clarify what the say to the distinguished Senator irom nessee (Mr. SAs5ER) would each vote
Senator put In the RECORD, is this over Arizona and the distinguished Senator "nay."
Mr. CHURCH. Yes, I will be happy to

Arizona.

yield.

and above the committee amendment, from Kansas that I wanted to move to
table, and I have moved to table, without
being the additional cost?
Mr. CHURCH. Yes. These figures are success in some instances, every other
over and above the cost of the committee amendment, because Senators said they
bill, comparing the cost of the amend- wanted a straight up or down vote.

Mr. STEVENS. I announce that the
Senator from Utah (Mr. HATCH), the
Senator from California (Mr. HAYAKAWA), the Senator from Kansas (Mr.
PEARSON), the Senator from New Mexico

I wonder if we could have a straight up (Mr. SCHMITT), and the Senator from
Mr. DOLE. The Senator from Kansas or down vote on the Church amendment Conne3ticut (Mr. WEICKER) are necespoints out that we have different figures also, without the Senator making a mo- sarily absent.
that would indicate another conclusion tion to lay on the table.
I also announce that the Senator from
Mr. DOLE. Why do we not just have a Virginia (Mr. SCOTT) is absent on official
so it just depends on whose figures are
motion
to
table
each
of
them?
Then
we
being used.
business.
Mr. CHURCH. I can only say we have would have other options.
The result was announced—yeas 33,
Mr. NELSON. That was the option the
gone through the Social Security System
for these figures, and I think they are Senator from Wisconsin gave up at the nays 53, as follows:
ments.

(Rolicall Vote No. 620 Leg.J
request of the Senatr from Arizona and
the most accurate we can get.
YEAS—33
Mr. DOLE. And the Social Security the Senator from Kansas.
Mr. DOLE. That was to obtain a time Allen
Griffin
Administrator is not under the system.
Randolph
Baker
Hansen
Roth
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who limitation, which we were eager to do, Bartlett
Sparkman
Hatfield
and wanted to accommodate the Senator. Bayb
yields time?
Helms
Staftord
Mr. NELSON. Except that I have no Chafee
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, for these
Laxalt
Stevens
Lugar
Stone
reasons I hope very much that this sub- objection to voting on the merits of both Curtis
flanforth
Talmadge
McClure
stitute amendment will be adopted. Ir amendments. I think that would be the Dole
Morgan
Thurmond
combination with the committee bill, it most direct and efficient way to proceed. Domenici
Packwood
Tower
Pell
Garn
Wallop
Mr. DOLE. I do not quarrel with the
does justice. All those who need the reliel
Percy
Youiig
Goldwater
will receive it. We will not create a com- Senator's motives in trying to substitute
NAYS—53
pletely unjustified bonanza for the rich- his amendment for the Goldwater-Dole
Eagleton
Matsunaga
est people in the country, who neithei amendment. Therefore, I would think we Anderson
Eastland
McGovern
need it nor want it, and we will reduce would want to table his amendment and Bellmon
Ford
Bentsen
McIntyre
the age at which the retirement test wil] come back to the merits of what we Biden
Glenn
Meicher
be totally abolished to an age that con- thought we came to debate, anyway.
Brooke
Gravel
Metcalf
Hart
Metzenbaum
Mr. CHURCH. If we are going to have Bumpers
forms with the mandatory retirement
Haskell
Moynihan
ae that has just been established by tabling motions, I think tabling motions Burdick
Byrd,
Heinz
Nelson

Congress, and thus bring the two systems should apply to both cases.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, has
into conformity.
Mr. President, I am willing to proceed all remaining time been yielded back?

to a vote on my amendment at any time

that the opponents of the amendmenl
are willing to yield back the remaindei
of their time.

I must say this, however: I heard th

Mr. NELSON. I just wish to say my
agreement was that I would not move to
table, but I would hope the amendment
woul5I be tabled if the motion is made
because I am against the amendment.

Harry F., J. Hollings
Byrd, Robert C. Inouye
Cannon
Jackson
Case
Javits
Chiles
Johnston
Church
Kennedy
Clark
Leahy
Long
Cranston
Culver
Magnuson
Durkin
Mathiaa

Nunn
Proxmlre

Ribicoft
Riegle
Sarbanes
Schweiker

Stennis
Stevenson
Will iaxns

orinsky
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NOT VYZNG—I,4
Hudd]eeton
Saner
Humphrey
Sthmttt
McClellan
8cott
Muakie
Weicer
Pearson

So the motion to lay on the table was

rejected.

SOCIAL SECURITY FINANC]NG
AMENDMENTS OF 1977

Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I move
to reconsider the vote by which the motion to lay on the table was rejected.
Mr. CHURCH. I move to lay that motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was

agreed to.

Mr. HATFIELD and Mr. DOLE addressed the Chair.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, may I
make an Inquiry?
All time has expired and we now pro-

ceed to a vote on the Church amendment?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. That ii.'

correct.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, a par1ia

mentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OF!FICER. The Senator from Wisconsin has the floor.

Mr. NELSON. I yield to the Senator

from Kansas for a parliamentary inquiry.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator will state his parliamentary inquiry.
Mr. DOLE. Is the pending business the
Church amendment upon which all time

has been yielded back? Is that correct

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator is correct.

The question is on agreeing to the
Mr. DOLE. A further parliamentrv
inquiry: If the Church amendment is
Church amendment.

adopted, then the voe would cotne—the
Church amendment is an amendment to
the Goldwater amendment. Is 'that correct?
Mr. CHURCH. Yes, it is a substitute.
The PREStDING OFFICER. The seconc! vote, if it did pass. would b on the
Goldwater amendment as amenied.

Mr. DOLE. I wonder if the S"nafor

from Kansas will be able to proceed for

2 minutes on the rhurch amendment.

Maybe we could avoid a rollcl1 vote.
Mr. NELSON. I ask unanrnous consent that each side be allowe4 2 minue
to sneak on the Church sllbc€itute
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
obfect1on
Without objection, it is so ordered
UP AMENDMENT NO. 1054

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, since there
are Senators here who were not present
before, I think many Senators were persu&Ied by what they have hettrd down
n the well about the Church amendment
costing 20' percent of the Goldwater
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The result was nounced—yeaS 59, Maine (Mr. Mussas) Is absent because
of illness.
the well—and that Is not an accurate nays 28, as follows:
I further announce that, If present and
just
we
that
IBoilcaIl
Vote
No.
621
Leg.)
statement, either—Is
voting, the Senator from Minnesota
amendment. What they were not told In
knocked out 8 million senior citizens.

Those who voted "no" just took care Abourezk
of 8 million senior citizens who have no Anderson
right to work any more. Their earning Bayh
limitation is going to be the same under Beilmon
Bentsen
the committee amendment as modified Biden
by the Church amendment.
There are about 23 mIllion people over
age 65 and 12 million between 65 and 72.
What Senator CHURCH does Is cut it off
at 70. We have just eliminated about 8.1
million Americans as far as earning limitation. I do not think that was explt.lned.
There was a great deal of intensive lobbying going on by both sides to Senators
who came Into the floor. It seems to the

Senator from Kansas that If the Sena-

tors knew they were denying benefits to

8 mIllion people, they may not have

voted the way they voted. I do not suggest that that be changed at this point,
but I do suggest that perhaps the facts
were not available at the time.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I should
like to respond to that. We do not elim-

The PRESIDING OCER. Is all time

Glenn

Gravel

Byrd, Robert c. Inouye
Jackson
Cannon
Javits
Case
Johnston
Chafee
Kennedy
Chlles
Leahy
Church
Long
Clark
Magnuson
Cianston
Matbiaa
Culver

Matsunaga
McGovern

McIntyre
Melcher
Metcalf

MetzeflbaUm

Moynthan
Nelson
Nunn
Proxmire
Ribicoff
Riegle
Roth
Sarbanes
Schwelker
Sparkman
Stafford
Stevenson
Williams
Zorinaky

NAYS—26

Allen
Baker

Hansen
Helms

Dole

Luger
McClure
Morgan
Packwood

Bartlett
Danlorth
Domenici

Eastland
Garn
Goldwater
Griffin

fects only 65,000 people who today are Hatch
Hathaway
over age 65, out of the 22 million who HayakaWR
That Is all it does. The Finance Committee supports the Church amendment.

Ford

Hart
Brooke
Haskell
Bumpers
Hatfield
Burdick
Heinz
Byrd,
Harry F., Jr. Hoilings

inate 8 million people at all.
The Committee on Finance sets an Income limit of $6,000. That limitation a!- DeConcini
are over age 65 right now.

YEAS—59

Curtis
Durkin
Eagleton

HuddleBtOn

Lxalt
Pd

Stennis
Stevens
Stone
Talmadge
Thurmond
Tower
Wallop
Young

Percy

Randolph
NOT VOTING—iS
Schmitt
Humphrey
Scott
Mcclellan
Weicker
Muskie
Pearson
Saeaer

(Mr. HUMPmtxY), and the Senator from
Tennessee (Mr. SASSER) would each vote
"yea."

Mr. STEVENS. I announce that the

Senator from Massachusetts (Mr.
BRooKs), the Senator from Arizona (Mr.
GOLDWATER), the Senator from Utah
(Mr. HATCH), the Senator from Califor-

nia (Mr. HAYAKAWA), the Senator from
Kansas (Mr. PEARSON), the Senator from

New Mexico (Mr. SCHMITT), and the
(Mr.
Connecticut
from
Senator
WEICKER) are necessarily absent.

I also announce that the Senator from

Virginia (Mr. SCOrr) is absent on official
business.

On this vote, the Senator from New

Mexico (Mr. ScHMrrT) is paired with the
Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOLDWATER).

If present and voting, the Senator from
New Mexico would vote "yea" and the
Senator from Arizona would vote "nay."
The result was announced—yeas '79,
nays 4, as follows:
IRolicall Vote No. 622 Leg.)
YEAS.—79

Baker

Ford
Oarn

Genn

Metcalf
Morgan
Moynihan
Nelson
Nunn
Pacitwood

Hart

Poll

Bayh

So imprinted amendment No. 1054 was
Bonteen
agreed to.

ordered on this.

Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I move Bumpers
Hatfield
Heinz
to reconsider the vote by which the
Hems
Byrd,
amendment was agreed to.
Harry
F.,
Jr.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I move to lay Byrd, Robert C. Inouye
that motion on the table.
Jackson
Cannon

nays.
The PRESIDINGOFFICER. Is there a

agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques-

yielded back?
All time is yielded back.

The yeas and nays have not been

Mr. CLARK. I ask for the yeas and

sufficient second? There is a sufficient

The motion to lay on the table was

tion is on agreeing to the amendment

by the Senator from Arizona, as
The yeas and nays were ordered.
amended.
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, I ask for
The PRESIDING OFFWER. The clerk
the yeas and nays.
will call the roIl.
The PRESIDING OCER. Is there
The second assistant legislative clerk
a sufficient second? There is a sufficient
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that the second.
Senator from Arizona (Mr. DEC0NcINI),
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Ihe Senator from Maine (Mr. HATHAMr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
wAY), the Senator from E:entucky (Mr. the question is—

second.

FIUDDLESTON), the Senator from Minne-

sota (Mr. Huiepmizr), the Senator from

P A1NDMENT NO. 1052, AS AMENDED

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The quesArkansas (Mr. MCCL.ELLAN), and the tion
Is on agreeing to the amendment by
Senator from Tennessee (Mr. SASSER) are the Senator
from Arizona (Mr. GOLDnecessarily absent.
I also announce that the Senator from WATER), as amended.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. As amended
Maine (Mr. MUSKIE) Is absent because of
by the Church amendment. I thank the
illness.
I further announce that, If present and Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
voting, the Senator from Minnesota (Mr.
HUPHArr), and the Senator from Ten- will call the roll.

nessee (Mr. SASSER) would each vote
"yea."

The legislative clerk called the roll.

Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that the

Case

Chafee
ChLlee

Church
Clerk
Cranston
Culver

Kennedy
Laxalt
Lee.hy

Luger

Percy
Proxmire

Randolph
Riegle

Roth
Sarbanes
Stbweiker
Sparkman
Stafford
Stevens
Stevenson
Stone
Thurmond
Tower

Dole
Domenici

McClure
McGovern

Wallop
Williams
Young
!.orinsky

Durkin

McIntyre

Eastland
Metzenbaufl)

Stennis

Ta:madge

Curtis
Daniortb

Mathias
Matsunaga

Brooks
DeOonclni
Qoldwater

Hatch
Hathaway

Hayakawa

NOT VOTING—i'?
Ribicog
Huddieston
Sasser
Humphrey

Johnston
Mcclellan
Muskie
Pearson

Schmitt
Scott

Weicker

So Mr. GOLDWATER'S u amendment

(No. 1052), as amended, was agreed to.
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I move
to reconsider the vote by which the
amendment was agreed to.
Mr. NELSON. I move to lay that motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was

agreed to.

Mr. STEVENS. I announce that the
Senator from Utah (Mr. HATCH), the
Senator from California (Mr. HAYAKAWA), the Senator from Kansas (Mr.

Senator from Arizona (Mr. DECONCIN!),

Connecticut (Mr. WEICKER) are necessarily absent.
I also announce that the Senator from
Virginia (Mr. ScoTT) is absent on official
business.

from Arkansas (Mr. MCCLELLAN), the Senator yield for a unanimous-consent
Senator from Connecticut (Mr. Risi- request?
Mr. NELSON. I yield.
coPs'), and the Senator from Tennessee
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, the dis(Mr. Basses) are necessarily absent.
I also announce that the Senator from tinguished senior Senator from West Vir-

Mr. NELSON and Mr. CULVER adthe Senator from Maine (Mr. HATHAwAy), the Senator from Kentucky (Mr. dressed the Chair.

HUDDLESTON), the Senator from MinnePEARSON), the Senator from New Mexico sota (Mr. HUMPHREY), the Senator from
(Mr. ScHMrrT), and the Senator from Louisiana (Mr. JOHNSTON), the Senator

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wisconsin.
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, will the
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ginia (Mr. RANDOLPH) has asked that his

name be added as a cosponsQr to my
amendment, and I ask unanimous con-

sent that that be done.
The PRESIDflG OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. NELSON. It is my understanding
that we would move to Senator CuRTIs'
amendment next, and we will agree upon
a time limitation, if there is no objection, which will be short.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the

previois agreement, we are supposed to

move to the amendment of the junior
Senator from Arizona (Mr. DECONCINI).

Mr. CURTL. Mr. President, will the

Senator yield to me?

Mr. NELSON. Yes.

Mr. CURTIS. I have had conversations with the distinguished Senator

from Indiana (Mr. BAYH), who is going
to call up the Deconcjnj amendment, and
also with Senator ROTH, both of whom
were listed ahead of the Curtis amendment.
The request has been cleared with the
distinguished Senator from Indiana and
with the distinguished Senator from Del-

aware that I may move ahead and present my amendment as the next amendinent, with protection to those two gentlenen that they follow in that order,
and I am willing to agree to a 10-minute
limItation, 5 minutes on each side.

Mr. NELSON. Is that in the unaniMr. CURTIS. And that there will be

mous-consent request?
a rolIcall.
Yes.

Mr. NELSON. That is agreeable with

me.

Mr. CURTIS. I ask unanimous consent that notwithstanding the previous
order the Curtis amendment will be In
order next, with a limitation of 10 mmutes debate, 5 minutes on each side, and

that. it be followed by the DeConcini
amendment to be offered by Senator
BATH, and followed by the amendment
of the distinguished Senator from Delaware (Mr. ROTH).
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,

reserving the right to object, and I personally will not object, and I hope there
will be no objection, will the Senator
limit his request at this moment to that
of calling up his amendment. Let me be

sure the 10-minute limitation can be
cleared with a Senator.
Mr. CURTIS. My problem is this:

These two gentlemen are yielding to me
for this purpose as part of the package
deal.

I withdraw It momentarily.

Mr. CULVER addressed the Chair.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I yield

to the Senator from Iowa for 2 minutes.

November J, 1977

November ,

1977
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under subsection (b) but u ftumented for

each Buch year (and canted forWard thereafter) by $600 and the smount of 5uch ba8e
for any 5uch year as eo lncreaaed shall be
deemed to be the amount of Buch base for
suci year for. purpoeea of determining any
ncreaae, under the preceding provisions of
thiB section, in such baBe for any eucceed.lng
year.".

EMPLOYMENT TAX UIcEZASE; INCREASE IN SELF
REALLOCATION aMONG
EMPLOYMENT TAX
TRUST FENDS

SEc. 103. (a) TAX ON EMPLOYEES,—
(1) OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY 1N

BURANcE._Paragrapba (1) and (2) oZ secUon
8101(a) oZ the Internal Revenue Code of

1954 are amended to read as follows:
"(1) with respect to wages received during
the calendar years 1974 thrOugh 1977, the
rate Bhall be 4.95 percent;

(2) with respect to wages received during
the calendar year 1978, the rate shall be 5.05
percent;
(3) with respect to wages received during

the calendar years 1979 and 1980, the rate
shall be 5.885 percent:

"(4) with respect to wages received during

the calendar years 1981 through 1984, the
rate shall be 5.85 percent;

"(5) with respect to wages received during the calendar years 1985 through 1989,
the rate Bhall be 5.95 percent;

SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING
AMENDMENTS OF 1977

"(8) with respect to wages received durir.g

the calendar years 1990 through 1994, the
rate shall be 8.80 percent;
(7) with respect to wages received dur-

The Senate continued with the con- Ing the oalendar years 1995 through 2000, the

sideration of H.R. 9346.

TIME LIMITATION AGREEMENT ON MR. CURTIS'
AMENDMENT

rate Bhall be 7.05 percent;

"(8) with respect to wages received durng the calendar years 2001 through 2010,

rate shall be 7.45 percent; and
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I renew the"(9)
with respect to wages received after

my request that notwithstanding any December 31, 2010, the rate Bhall be 7.95
other order, that at this time—my unan- percent.'.
(2) H0SPrrAL IN5URANcE.—Paragraphs (2)
inious-consent request is that at this

time—the Curtis amendment be called through (4) of section 8101(b) of the Code
amended to read aa Zollows:
up with a time limitation of 10 mInutes, are (2)
with respect to wages received during
5 minutes on each side, and that follow- the calendar
years 1978 through 1980, the

ing it the distinguished Senator from rate shall be 1.00 percent:
Indiana (Mr. BAYX) can call up the "(8) with respect to wages received during
DeConcini amendment, and following the calendar years 1981 and 1982, the rate
that the distinguished Senator from Bhall be 1.25 percent;
Delaware (Mr. RoTH) may call up his
(4) with respect to wages received during
amendment.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
reserving the right to object—and I will
not object—I have now cleared the time
limitation on the Curtis amendment with
Mr. MoRGAN, and there Is no objection.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request?
Without objection, it s so ordered.
UP AMENDMENT NO, 1055

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I send to
the desk an amendment aiid ask for its
Immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will report.

the calendar years 1983 and 1984, the rate
shall be 1.35 percent;
(5)

with respect received during the

calendar 1985, the rate Bhall be 1.45 percent;
"(8) with respect to wages received during

the calendar years 1988 through 1989, the
rate shall be 1.50 percent: and

"(7) with respect to wages received after

December 31, 1990, the rote Bhall be 1.40
percent.".
(b) TAX ON EMPLOYERS,—
(1) OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DXSABILITY is-

BURANcE.—Paragraphs (1) and (2) of section

3111(a) of the Code are amended to read as
follows:

(1) with reBpect to wages paid during the

calendar years 1974 through 1977, the rate

be 4.95 percent;
The assistant legislative clerk pro- Bhall
"(2) with respect to wages paid during
year 1978, the rate shall be
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I ask the calendarpercent:
unanimous consent that further read- 5.05(3)
with respect to wages paid during

ceeded to read the amendment.

ing of the amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it s so ordered.
The amendment s as follows

the calendar years 1979 and 1980, the rate
Bhall be 5.385 percent;

(4) with respect to wages paid during
the calendar years 1981 through 1984 the
rate shall be 5.65 percent;
Strike Out section 101 of the Act.
with respect to wages paid during
Strike out sectio s 102 and 103 of the Act the calendar years 1985 through 1989, the
arid insert n lieu thereof the following:
rate Bhall be .95 percent;
ZMPLOTS
(8) with respect to wages paid during
SEC. 102. Section 230 I amended by adding the calendar years 1990 through 1994. the
rate €hall be 6.60 percent:
at the end the following new subsection:
"(7) with respect to wages paid during
"(d) For calendar years 1979, 1981, 1983.
and 1985 the contrbuton and benefit base the calendar years 1995 through 2000. the
shall be equal to the amount determined rate shall be 7.05 percent;
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0(8) with respect to wages paid during the

percent of the amount of the self..employcalendar years 2001 through 2010; the rate ment income for such taxable year;
shall be 7.45 percent; and
In the case of any taxable year begin"(9) wIth respect to wages paid after De- ning(3)
after December 31, 1980, and before Jancember 31, 2010, the rate shall be 7.95 per- uary 1, 1983, the taj shall be equal to 125
cent.".
percent of the amount of the eolf'.employ(2) HOSPITAL INSURaNcE..—Paragraphs (2)
ment income for such taxable year;
through (4) of section 3111(b) of the Code
"(4) in the case of any taxable year beginare amended to read as follows:
ning after December 31, 1982, and before Jan"(2) with respect to wages paid during uary
1, 1985, the tax shall be equal to 1.35
the calendar years 1978 through 1980. the percent of the amount of the self.employrate shall be 1.00 percent;
ment income for such taxable ycar
"(3) wIth respect to wages paid during the
"(5) in the case of any taxable year begincalendar years 1981 and 1982, the rate shall ning after December 31, 1984, and before
be 1.25 percent;

"(4) with respect to wages paid during the
calendar years 1983 and 1984, the rate shall
be 1.35 percent;
"(5) with respect to wages paid during the
calendar year 1985, the rate shall be 1.45 percent;
"(6) with respect to wages received during

January 1, 1986, the tax shall be equal to 1.45

percent of the amount of the sel.f..employment income for such taxable year;
(6) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1985, end before

(c) TAX ON SmF-EMPLOYMXNT INCoME.—
(1) OLD-AG!, $VaVTVORS1 AND DISABU.FI'T Di-

of the amount of self-employment income
(as so defined) so reported for any taxable
year beginning after December 31, 2010,

which self -employment income shall be cortilled by the Secretary of Health, Education,

and Welfare on the basis of the records of

self-employment income established and
maintained by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare in accordance with such
returns.".

The amendments made by this amend-

ment to settiOns 1401, 3101, and 3111 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 shall not be

modified as a result of any amendment to
the bill agreed to prior to the adoption of
this amendment.

ment income for such taxable year; and

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, if I may
have order I can state what this amendment Is. This amendment deals with financing of social security. Yesterday I
offered an amendment o take care of

percent of the amount of the selfemploy-

year.".

(d) ALLOCATION TO DI5ABnITY INSURANCE

I'ausT FUND.—

SUEANCE.—Subsectjon (a) of section 1401 of
(1) ALLOCATION OF WAOES.—8ectiofl 201(b)
the Code is amended to read as follows:
(1) of the Social Security Act Is amended by
"(a) OLD-AGE, Suavivogs, AND Dtsaun,rry striking Out all that follows clause (F) and
INStTRANCE,—In addition to other taxes there inserting in lieu thereof the following: ".(G)
Shall be imposed for each taxable year, on 1.550 per centum of the wages (as so 4ofined)
the self-employment income of every indi- paid after December 34, 1977, and before Janvidual, a tax as follows:
uary 1, 1979, and so reported, (II) 1.500 per

"(1) in the case of any taxable year be- centum of the wages (as so defined) paid

ginning after December 31, 1972, and before

year beginning after December 31, 2000, and
before January 1, 2011, (N) 2.250 per centum

January 1, 1990, the tax shall be equal to 1.50

the calendar years 1986 through 1989. the
"(7) in the case of any taxable year beginrate shall be 1.50 percent; and
ning after December 31, 1989, the tax shall be
"(7) with respect to wages paid after De- equal to 1.40 percent of the amount of the
cember 31, 1990, the rate shall be 1.40 per- self-employment income for such taxable
cent.".

November 4, 1977

(as 50 defined) so reported for any taxable

after December 31, 1978, and, before Janu-

the $6 billion deficit in the fund now,
and there will be a larger one next year
as well as some long range.
We were defeated on what I regard as
a rather close vote. That amendment of
yesterday would have increased the tax
on employers and employees at one-half
of 1 percent on each side.
It Is true that when you raise revenue
by raising the work base the entire burden falls upon the higher-paid, and with
the present level of prices that is a blow

January 1, 1978, the tax shall be equal to ary 1, 1981, and so reported, (I) 1.650 per
7.00 percent of the amount Of the self-em- centum of the wages (as so defined) paid to the middle class.
after December 31, 1980, and before Januploysnent income for such taxable year;
On the other hand, i we raise revenue
"(2) in the case of any taxable year be- ary 1, 1985, and so reported, (J) 1.900 per

centum of the wages (as so defined) paid af- by raising the rates only, it does affect
ter December 31, 1984, and before January 1, the people of all brackets.
1990, and so reported, (K) 2.100 per centum
Mr. President, I have a compromise.
of the wages (as SO defined) paid after Deployment income for such taxable year;
propose to raise half of It by raising
"(3) in the case of any taxable year be- cember 31, 1989, and before January 1, 1995, Ithe
rate and half of It by raising the
ginning after December 31, 1978 and before (L) 2.400 per centuin of the amount of the
January 1, 1981, the tax shall be equal to wages (as so defined) paid after December 31, wage base. So, instead of one-half of
8.077 percent of the amount of the self- 1994, and before January 1, 2001, (M) 2:700 1-percent increase on all, I will make
per centum Of the amount of the wages (as that one-quarter of 1 percent, and then
employment income for such taxable year;
"(4) in the case of any taxable year be- 80 defined) paid after December 31, 2000, and raise the wage base on employees and
ginning after December 31, 1980, and before before January 1, 2011, (N) 3.00 per centuxn employers alike $2,400, but I do that in
January 1, 1985, the tax shall be equal to of the amount of the wages (as so cleaned) four steps of $600 each.
after December 31, 2010, and so reported,
8.475 percent of the amount of the self- paid
This tax increase of one-quarter of 1
which wages shall be certified by the Secreemployment income for such taxable year;
tary
Of
Education, and Welfare on percent and the first step in raising the
"(5) in the case of any taxable year be- the basisHealth,
of the records of wages established wage base do not go into effect until 1979,
ginning after December 31, 1985, ,and be- and maintained
by such Secretary in accord- There is a tar increase in 1979 of onefore January 1, 1990, the tax shall be equal ance with such reports;
and".
to 8.925 percent of the amount of the self(2) ALLOCATION OF SELF-EMPLOT flj quarter of 1 percent for employer and
employment income for such taxable year;
210(b) (2) is amended by employee, and there is the first $600 of
"(6) in the case of any taxable year be. COME.—..SectiOn
Out all that follows clause (F) and wage base increase. Then there will be,
ginning after December 31, 1989, and before striking
the second year thereafter, another $600,
January 1, 1995. the tax shall be equal to Inserting in lieu thereof the following:
ginning after December 31, 1977 and before

January 1, 1979. the tax shall be equal to
7.10 percent of the amount of the self-em-

9.90 percent of the amount of the self-em-

"(0) 1.090 per centum of the amount of until we raise it by $2,400. Substantially

employment inoome for such taxable year;
and

self-employment income (as so defined) so half of the burden will f all on the upper
reported for any taxable year beginning after brackets alone by raising the wage base,
December 31, 1977, and before January 1, and half of it will be across the board
1979, (H) 1.040 per centum of the amount on everyone.
of self—employment income (as so defined) so
I think that is a fair compromise. It
reported for any taxable year beginning after
December 31, 1978, and before January 1, does not involve the general fund; it does
1981, (I) 1235 per centum of the amount of not involve having a rate base different
self-employment income (as so defined) so for employers than for employees.
reported for any taxable year beginning after
One more feature, Mr. President: 6
December 31, 1980, and before January 1, years from now there will have to be a
1985, (J) 1.425 per centum of the amount one-tenth of 1 percent increase in order

ginning after December 31, 2010, the tax
shall be equal to 11.925 percent of the
amount of the self-employment income for
such taxable year.",

December 31, 1984, and before January 1,
1990, and (K) 1.575 per centum of the
amount of self-employment income (as so

ployment income for such taxable year;

"(7) in the dase of any taxable year beJanuary 1, 2001, the tax shall be equal to
10.575 percent of the amount of the selfemployment income for such taxable year;
"(8) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1994. and before

ginning after December 31, 2000, and before

January 1, 2011, the tax shall be equal to
11,175 percent of the amount of the self-

self-employment income (as so defined) so
"(9) in the case of any taxable year be- of
reported for any taxable year beginning alter

to make up for the transfer of funds at
this time. But that is 6 years off, and It
is only one-tenth of 1 percent.
Mr. President, how much time have I

defined) so reported for any taxable year consumed?
beginning after December 31, 1990, and beThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The SenJanuary 1, 1995, (L) 1.800 per centum Of
1401 of the Code are amended to read as fore
the amount of self-employment income (as ator has 1 mInute remaining.
follows:
Mr. CURTIS. I reserve the remainder
so defined) so reported for any taxable year
"(2) in the case of any taxable year begin- beginning after December 31, 1894, and be- of my time, and I ask for the yeas and
ning after December 31. 1977, and before fore January 1, 2001, (M) 2.025 per centum nays on ny amendment.
January 1, 1981, the tax shall be equal to 1,00 of the am 'unt of self-employment income
The PRESIDING OFEICER, I there
(2) HOSPITAL INSUEANCE.—Paragraphe (2)

through (4) of subsection (b) of section

November 4, 191"7
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a sufficient second? There Is a sufficient
second.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I move

to table the amendment. My motion
would not lie until the time exptres; Is
that correct?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator's motion would not lie until all time
on the amendment has expired or been
yielded back.

Mr. CURTIS. I am willing to yield it

with no gimmicks, no dodging of the issue, meeting it forthrightly for the benefit of all the people of the land.
I yield back the remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFPICER. All remainng time is yielded back.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I move
that the amendment be laid on the table.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I ask for
the yeas and nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient secopd? There is a sufficient

NOT VOTINO—.18
Hathaway
Nunn
Pearson
Hayakawa
Ss6er
RudthestOn

Abourezk
Benteen

Cannon

Johnaton

DeOoncin.t

McClellan
Muskie

Goldwater
Hatch

Schmitt
Scott
Weicker

Mr. CURTIS. Regular order, Mr.

President.
The VICE PRESIDENT. On this vGte
there are 41 yeas, 41 nays.
The VICE PRESIDENT votes "aye." The

motion to lay-on the table is agreed to.

Mr. NELSON. I move to reconsider
second.
back right now.
the vote by which the motion to lay- on
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, the distinguished Senator from Nebraska and
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- the table was agreed to.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I move to liy
I have discussed the principles involved tion is on agreeing to the motion to lay
here In some detail In the last couple of on the table the amendment of the Sendays, and I would repeat that this pro- ator from Nebraska (Mr. Cuiis). The
posal was printed In the CONGRESsIONAL yeas and nays have been ordered, and
RECORD twice, In short form, In the Wed- the clerk wifi call the roll.
nesday and Thursday REcoiws; and this
The assistant legislative clerk called
present amendment Is referred to as Cur- the roll.
Us plan No. 2.
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that the
Yesterday we debateçl Curtis plan No.
from South Dakota (Mr.
1. That was not adopted, and this is Cur- Senator
Us plan No. 2, as identified In the REC- ABouuzlc), the Senator from Texas (Mr.
BENTSEN), the

Senator from Nevada

that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
VP AMENDMENT NO. 1050

(Purpose—To liberalize the conditions goverxilng eligibility of blind persons to receive disability benefits.)

The VICE PRESIDENT. Under the

previous order, the Senator from Indiana
is recognized.

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I send to
CAiiioN), the Senator from Arizona
Let me say, as I did then, that Senator (Mr.
(Mr. DECoNcnI), the Senator from the desk an unprinted amendment in
CURTIS, in both of his plans, has designed Maine (Mr. HATHAWAY), the Senator behalf of the distinguished junior Senaa proposal which does, In fact, guarantee from Kentucky (Mr. HUDDLE51ON), the tor from Arizona (Mr. DEC0NcINI), mythe integrity of the fund all the way
ORD.

from Louisiana (Mr. JOHNsTON), self, Senator BROOKE, Senator DURKIN,
to the year 2050. HIs plan No. 2 has a Senator
the
Senator
Arkansas (Mr. Mc- Senator EASTLAND, Senator GOLDWATER,
balance in the fund of plus 0.40 percent CLELLAN),from
the Senator from Georgia Senator HUMPHREY, Senator MCGOvERN,
of taxable payroll, so from the stand- (Mr. Ntmri), and
the Senator from Ten- Senator RANDOLPH, Senator RIEGLE, Sen-

point o fiscal Integrity, there Is not nessee
really any question about it being finan-

(Mr. SA55ER) are necessarily ator SPARKMAN, Senator THVRMOND, Senator TOWER, and Senator WEICKER.
absent.
cially sound.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. SI also announce that the Senator from
The Finance Committee, at the same
time, reported a proposal to the Senate Maine (Mr. MU5KTE) is absent because BANES). The clerk will state the amendment.
..
floor which also provides the financing of illness.
The second assistant legislative clerk
Mr. STEVENS. I announce that the
for all of the provisions in the current
as follows:
law and In the pending legislation Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOLDWATER), read
Senator from Indiana (Mr. BAYH),
through the year 2050, just as does Sen- the Senator from Utah (Mr. HATCH), the forThe
the Senator from Arizona (Mr. DECONator CuR1Is' amendment. The Senate Fi- Senator from California (Mr. HAyAIt- cuz),
himself, and Others, proposes unnance Committee bill leaves a balance WA), the Senator from Kansas (Mr.

in the fund of plus 0.06 of taxable pay- PEARSON), the Senator from New Mexico
(Mr. SCHMITT), and the Senator from
roll in the year 2050.
There is a basic difference, however. Connecticut (Mr. WEICKER) are necesI cannot get into it in great detail be- sarily absent.
cause of time constraints and because
I also announce that the Senator from
we have covered it before. However, the Virginia (Mr. SCOTT) is absent on official
levy of.taxes under Curtis plan 2 on the business.
worker earning the average wage is
The yeas and nays resulted—yeas41,
greater at each step than under the nays
41, as follows:
Finance Committee plan. In 1979, the
Rollcall Vote No. 623 Leg.
Finance Committee would increase the
YEAS-41
tax over the present law by $10 for the
Gravel
Metzenbaum
worker earning the average wage, and Anderson
Hart
Moyn.than
Senator Curtis' plan would increase it Bayh
Haskell
Nelson
by $39, and, down into the year 1987, Biden
Humphrey
Pell
Bumpers
the Finance Committee plan would in- Burdick
Jackson
Proxmire
Randolph
C.
Kennedy
Robert
cfease the liability by $112 on the indi- Byrd,
Leahy
Ribicoff
Case
vidual earning the average wage, while Church
Long
Riegle
Senator CURTIS' plan would increase it Clark
Magnuson
Sarbane8
Sprkmsn
Matsunaga
by $177. The fIgures are roughly similar Cranston
Stafford
McGovern
in terms of those earning the maximum Culver
Stevenson
Mcintyre
Durkin
amount taxed.
Mecher
wuuaina
Eagleton
'letcGif
P1ESIDfliG
OFFICER.
The
SenFord
The
ator's 5 minutes have expired.
NAYS—41
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I thank Allen
Orn
Mçrgan
Gienn
Packwood
my dIstinguIshed friend for his fair Baker
Percy
Griffin
statement. He has very graciously stated Bartlett
Bel'mn
Hansen
Roth
the facts very forthrightly just as they Brooke
Hatfield
Schwelker
-

•

are.

Byrd.

Heinz

restore the fund. It will set at rest the
uneasiness. It wifi get the additional

Chafee
Chiles
Curtis

Holling6

traditional pattern that everybody pays,

Dole

The adoption of my amendment wifi

money that we need. It will maffitain the

haiZ by employers and half by employees,

Harry P., Jr. Hems

Danforth
Domenict

Inouye
Javite
Laxalt
Lugar
Mathias

Stennis
Stevens
Stone
Talmadge
Thurmond
Tower
WUOp
Young

printed amendment numbered 1056.

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I ask unan-

imous consent that further reading of

the amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so-ordered.
The amendment is as follows
At the approprate place insert the follow-

ing:

DISABILIIYT

BENEFITS FOR BLIND PERSONS

SEC. 130. (a) Section 214 (a) of the Social
Security Act is amended by adding °or" after

the semicolon at the end of paragraph (3),
and by Inserting after paragraph (3) the
foflowtng new paragraph:

"(4) in the case of an individual who has
died and who was entitled to a benefit under
section 223 for the month before the month

In which he died, 6 quarters of coverage;'.
(b)(1) Section 215(b) (1) of such Act is
amended by striking Out "shall be the quo-

tient' and inserting in lieu thereof "shall
(except as provided in paragraph (5)) be the
quotient".
(2) Section 215(b) of such Act is further

amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new paragraph:

"(5) In the case of an individual who is
blind (within the meaning of 'blindness' as
defined in section 216(i) (1)), such individual's average monthly wage shall be the quo-

tient obtained by dividing (A) the total of
his wages paid in, and self-employment income credited to, all the calendar quarters
which are quarters of coverage (as defined
In section 213) and which fall within the
period after 1950 and prior to the year specified in cla(ase (i) or clause (ii) of para-
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graph (2) (C), by (B) the number of months
(f) Section 223(a)(1) c( euch £ct Is tor EUMPIIRE, myself, and several other
In such quarters; except that any such n- amended—
dividual wbo is fully irured (without re(1) by striking out the comma &t the end
gard to section 214(a) (4)) shall have b-IS of subparagraph (B) and inserting n lieu
average monthly wage computed under• this thereof 'or is blind (within the meaning of
subsection without regard to this paragraph 'blindness' as defined in Section 216(i) (1)),";
if such Computation results In a larger pri(2) by striking Out "the month in which
mary insurance amount."

(3) The amendments made by this subsection shall apply with respect to monthly
benefits and lump-sum death benefits payable under title fl of the Social Security Act
for months after September 1977.

(c) (1) Section 215(b) (1) of such Act (aa
amended by aection 104(b) of ti1a Act) is
further amended by 8trlklng Out

*8

equal to

the quotient" and inserting In lieu thereof
"*8 equal to (except as provided in parRgrph
(5)) the quotient".
(2) Section 215(b) oX such Act (aa
amended by section 104(b) of th*8 Act) *8

Senators in February of this year.
The purpo€e of the amendment s to
standardize the work requirement and
remove the earning limitation" for blind
persons to qualify for disability benefits.
he attains age 55" and inserting in lieu
While the principal sponsors of this
thereof 'in the case of any individual other legislation requested consideration of
than n individual whose disability is blind- this bill In the context of the recent Finess (as defined in section 216(i) (1)), the nance Committee hearings, its p'ovlsions
month in which he attains age 66": and
are not Included In the bill as reported.
(3) by striking out the second sentence.
(g) Section 223(c) 1) of such Act Is
However, I believe that this amendamended to read aa follows:
ment, which s designed to assist our
"(1) An individual shall be Insured for blind citizens, s extremely important
disability insurance benefits in sny month and I hope we shall have an opportunity
U—
"(A) he would hive been a fully insured to consider it here today.
Let me review, briefly, the arguments
individual (as defined in section 214) had he
attained age 62 and filed application for In favor of this amendment. While the
benefits under section 202(a) on the first day primary purpose of the pending legis-

further amended by adding at the etd thereof the following new paragraph:
"(5) In the case of an Individual who 8 of Such month, and (i) he had not less than
blind (within the meanIn.g of 'blIndness' 88 20 quarters of coverage during the 40-quarter
defined in section 216(i) (1)). ,uch individ- period which ends with the quarter in which
ual's average Indexed monthly earnings is such month occurred, or (ii) 11 such month
equal to the quotient octalned by dividing ends before the quarter in which he attalna
(A) the total (after adjustment under pare- (or would attain) age 31, not lesR than onegraph (3)) of his wages paid In. nd 8e11- half (and not less than 6) of the quarters
employment Income credited to. ll of the during the period ending with the quartet'
ca'endar quarters which are quarters of cov- in which such mOnth occurred and beginning
erage (aa defined in Bection 213) and which after he attained the age of 21 were quarters
fall within the period aiter 1950 nd p?1Ol of coverage, or (11 the number oq quarters n
to the year specifled in subclause (I) or sub- such period is le than 12) not less then 6
ClauSe (fl) of paragraph (2)(B)(il), by (B) of the quarters in the 12-quarter period endthe number of months in such quarters; ex- ing with such quarter were quarters o cov-

cept that any such individual who Is fully erage. or
(B) he is blind (within the meaning of
Insured (without regard to sectioi 214(a)
(4)) shall have his average indexed monthly

blindfless' 98 defined In eection 216(i) (1))

earnings computed under thIs .eubeectlon and haa not less than 6 quarters o coverage
without regard to th•*8 paragraph 11 such in the period which ends with the quarter in
computation results n a large? primary In- which such month occurs.
surance amount.".
For purposes of clauses (i) and (ii) of sub(3) The amendments made by this subsec(A) of this paragraph, when the
tion Shall apply with respect to month}y paragraph
of quarters in any period is an odd
benefits and lump-sum death benefits under number
such number shall be reduced by
title II of the Social 8ecur1tv Act pThble number,
one, and a quarter shall not be counted as
for months alter December, 19'1$.
(d) SectIon 216(i) (3 of uci Act *8
amended
to read M follows:
0(3) The recluirements refred to in

part of any period 11 any part of 8uch quarter
was included in a period of disability unless

atIon s to strengthen the financing of
the social security system, it s both

proper and desirable to make needed improvements in the ability of that system
to fu]fIll its purpose of p'ovid1ng minimum financial security to the aged and
disabled. In fact, the House-passed bill
contains a dramatic commitment to reduce and eventually repeal the earnthg3
tt for Individuals over 65, because there
Is a growing coiv1ction that everybody
should have the right to better their economic status.
Mr. President, the Senator from mdi-

ana does not need take a great deal of
time to convince our colleagues of the
particularly difficult situation In which

blind citizens find themselves.
Social security disability insurance
was designed to partially replace income
loss due to a disability. Congress has pre-

viously recognized blindness as a ds-

tinct and unique condition. Certain econonilc consequences predictably follow
the disability of blindness. It s compati-

such quarter wa s quarter of coverage."
(h) Section 223(d) (1) (B) of such Act Ia ble with the social security insurance
clauses (i) and (ifl of paragraph (2) (C) are amended
to read as follows:
satisfied by an lndividuaZ with respect to
to protect the blind from these
"(B) blindness (as defined in secUon 216 concept
ay quarter only 11—
adverse effects. If persons with a high
(i)
(1))
"(A) he would have been fully Insured
(I) The second sentence of section 223(d) earning capacity can return to work at
individual (a defined in section 214) bad he
after becoming blind, they do so, alattained age 62 and filed application for (4) of such Act i amended by inserting all
benefits under section 202(a) on the first "(other than an Individual whose disability most without exception at a much lower
day of such quarter, and (i) he had not less is blindness, as defined in section 216(i) (1))' salary, and continue to suffer an adverse
Impact on their earning power. Morethan 20 quarters pf coverage during the 40- immediately after "individual'.
(j) In the case of an insured individual over, working in a society adapted to
quarter period which ends with such quarter,
or (ii) 1 such quarter ends before he ttans who is under a disability aa defined in sec- vision entails extra costs for supportive
(or would attain) age 31. nOt less than one- tion 223 (d) (1) (B) of the Social Security Act,
half (and not lees than 6) of the quarters who is entitled to monthly insurance bene- services and special devices.
The blind, as a group, suffer largely
during the period ending with such quarter fits under section 202(a) or 223 of such 'Act

and beginning alter he attained the ge o for a month after September. 1977, aDd who artificial Impediments when they seek
21 were quarters of coverage, or (11 the num-

ber of quarter8 in such period *8 less than
12) not less than 6 of the quarters in the 12-

quarter period ending with Such quarter
were quarters of coverage; or
"(B) he *8 blind (within the meaning of
blindness' as defined in paragraph (1) of
this subsection) and has not less than 6

applies fo a recomputatlon of his disability
Insurance benefit or for a disability Insur-

ance benefit (if he is entitled under such
section 202(a)) after September, 1977, the
Secretary shall, notwithstanding the pro—

to enter and compete in the lab3r market.

The economic penalties exacted by ds• crimination are evident in a dramatic 70
percent rate of unemployment and undereniploymnent. Any group with such a
high rate merits being singled out for
compensatory help, for particular assist-

visions of section 215(f) (1) of such Act1
make a recomputation of 8uch benefit if such
recomputation results in higher primary
quarters of coverage in the period which ends insurance amount.
ance to meet their problems.
with Such quarter.
(k) Except as otherwise provided in this
Much of today's discussion revolves
For the purposes of clauses (I) and (ii) of section, tjie amendments made by this sec- around costs and benefits. I believe this
Subparagraph (A) of this paragraph, when tion Shall apply with respect to monthly amendment can be defended as cost-efthe number of quarters in sny period M an benefits and lump-sum death benefits pay. fective. HEW actuaries have estImated
odd number. such number Shall be reduced able under title II of the 8ocial Security
an annual Increase in cost somewhere
by one, and a quarter shall not be counted Act ror months after September, 1977.
as part of any period 11 any part of such
between $400 and $500 milhi3n a year.
quarter was included in a prior period of
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, the amend- This is not an insignificant figure. The

disability un1s such quarter wa a quarter

ment which I bring up because of an National Federation of the Blind, in its
important unexpected occurrence that recent testimony before the House Ways
caused our distinguished colleague from and Means Committee, disputed these
of such Act is amended by inserting "(other Arizona
to be unavoidably absent, is an
of coverage."
(e) The first sentence of section 222(b) (1)

than such n Individual wboee disability is
blindness aa defined in section 216(1) (1))"
after 'an individual entitled to disability insurance benefits".

amendment which s identical to S. 753,
which amends title fl of the Social Securight Act, and was introduced by Sena-

coat figures which appeared to be predicated on an additional 150,000 to 200,000 bene1ciaries receiving an average of
$2.500 annually. A figure pf 50,000 newly
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eligible persons has been suggested as several times In the past. During the 94th
Congress, Senator Hartke, with over 35
more realistic.
No adequate comideratlon has been cosponsors, introduced it as 8. 1183.
given by the administration to the off- Arguments both pro and eon bave bee"
setting savings that would result from presented each time this proposal has
the transfer of blind beneficiaries now come before the Senate.
However, It seems to me that the Senserved by 881, food stamp, and other
welfare programs; nor the savings that ate position still remains the right posiwould result from removing the strong tion and, hopefully, the Senate will once
again reaffirm Its belief that the blind
work disincentives.
Presently, an earnings level of about people of this country need the kind of
$200 is considered proof of the ability to assistance which would be provided in
engage In substantial gainful activity. A this amendment.
However, the debate deserves a fresh
blind person willing to take an entrylevel job for retraining purposes, or to look. Arguments on cost finally boil down
accept sporadic employment, cannot af- to a value judgment on relative priorities.
ford to risk losing the basic security pro- It Is no secret that priori les shift from
vided by disability benefits, as well as Congress to Congress. Regrettably. progcontinued eligibility for medicare cov- rem for all groups Is never achieved
erage. Therefore, the incentive to work simultaneously. But social and economic
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ployment rate of '70 percent, knowing

that this unemployment is related more
directly to social attitudes and discrimination than to incapacity.

The cost of earnings lost through

blindness has been estimated by the Dc-.
partment of Health, Education, and Wel.

fare at $1 billion annually. The cost of
this amendment has been estimated by
the same Department at $500 million.
However, to the best of my knowledge,
there has been no effort to offset this esti-

mate with the savings that would result
as working blind persons transfer from
public assistance to the disability program, begin paying social security and
income taxes, and contribute their productivity to our economy.
I wonder if we are talking incorrectly
of preferential treatment, when we
inequities can be corrected step by step; should be speaking in support of reasonIs not present for most blind people.
I think It is rather obvious, to the blind the time has come for this particular able exceptions to redress handicaps and

disadvantages imposed by social and ecoas well as to many other categories of step.
M.r HUMPHREY. Will the Senator nomic barriers that have barred the
citizens throughout our country, the inblind, far more than their disability.
centive to work is just not present.
yield?
Indeed, the strongest argument for this
Mr. BAYH. I am glad to yield to the from earning a decent and secure liveliproposal before the Senate Is the need to distinguished Senator from Minnesota hood?
The law as it stands encourages the
remove disincentives to gainful activity, who has been the leader in this field. I
and to encourage every person to seek appreciate the opportunity to associate blind individual to be dependent, to lose
work, to contribute, and to become to- myself with him today as I have in the faith in himself or herself, to abandon
the arduous efforts, apprenticeship, and
dependent.
past.
The Department of Health, Education,
Mr. HUMPHREY. I appreciate the risk required to train for, or resume, a

and Welfare has also estimated that production lost through blindness currently
costs the economy $1 billion a year. The
blind who become productive members of
society lessen that loss.
Further, to gain eligibility for disability
Insurance benefits, a blind person must
have worked long enough under social
security-covered employment to be fully
insured. To do so, two requirements must

be met. First a blind person must have
accumulated a number of quarters of
coverage which Is equal to 1 out of every
4 quarters elapsing between 1950 and the
time of blindness, or age 21 and the time

of blindness, whichever is later. Ii other
words, he must have worked in a covered
occupation at least 25 percent of the time
between either 1950 or his 21st bIrthday
and the time of blindness, whichever is
later. Second, he must have accumulated
a minimum of 6 quarters of covered employment. Thus, under existing law there
is substantial variation in the criteria a
blind person must meet to be eligible for
disability benefits. Currently, the number
of quarters necessary to qualify for disability benefits ranges from 6 to 26. People who become blind on the same date
and, indeed, in the same accident may,
under present law, be subject to significantly different eligibility requirements.
For example, aperson who attained his
or her 21st birthday in 1960 and became
blind in 1975 would be required to earn
15 quarters. A person who was 21 prior to
1950 and became blind in 1975 would be
required to earn 24 quarters.

The purpose of this amendment is

twofold. It would remove the earnings
limitation for blind persons—thereby
creating a work incentive; and, It would

Senator yielding.

I just wanted to thank the Senator for
his initiative here today in bringing this
worthy amendment to the attention of
the Senate.
Blind people deserve this and the fund
can handle this amendment.
I hope the Senate will once again, as

job, or profession.
Too frequently, blind workers are hired

last, let go first, and-paid least. If they

take a temporary job, when It disappears,

they find themselves permanently de-

prived of disability benefits. If they take
a low-paying job, in the hope of eventual
advancement, they find themselves withdisability benefits, and with added
the Senator has Indicated we have passed out
expenses for the extra services and equipthis before, agree to its adoption.
It Is not in any way going to wreak ment needed to function in a sighted soany serious damage upon the fiscal ciety.
Indeed, whatever their earnings, and I
soundness or the strength of the social think
record will not show a great
security fund. The Senator's amendment many the
who achieve wealth through their
deserves our support.
Mr. President, I rise in support of the labor, they continue to suffer a reduction

in their earning capacity, through reamendment being presented today by duced
opportunity and through the added
Senator BAYH and Senator DICONCWI. expenses
that working incurs. It is reaThis amendment is essentially Identical sonable that
some disability insurance
to legislation the Senate has passed on payment be continued
to compensate for

a number of previous occasions, and to a
salary loss.
bill I introduced together with Senator a continuing
Budget considerations are basic, but
BaTH.
they cannot be the sole determinant of
The purpose of this amendment Is clear policy. They have to be tempered by a
and simple. A readily identifiable cate- sense of priority, a recognition of social
gory of handicapped Americans are being obligations, and a true accounting of the
sidelined from productive participation cost of undeveloped human potential.
in our economy through an i.mlntenI will not repeat arugments ably made
tionni bias against work, which has been by my colleagues who have presented
built into the disability insurance system.
The amendment would correct this work
disincentive.
I want to address very briefly the arguments raised in the past against this proposal. It has been said that costs are unknown. That is probably less true of this
amendment than of some other Incentive
programs we have recently adopted with
no certain knowledge of how many persons or businesses will respond.
Perhaps we would have more firm cost

this legislatiojk, and who share my views.

I will just say that I consider this particular amendment an investment and

an incentive that would sustain and

strengthen blind Americans in their determination to join the ranks of working
America. That is my objective in supporting this legislation.

I think It is just, I think it is timely,

I do not think it will bankrupt our

Nation.
Mr. DURKIN. Will the Senator yield?

Mr. BAYH. I sin glad to yield to the
necessary to qualify for disability bene- the attention and study it manifestly de- Senator from New Hampshire.
Mr. DURKIN. I thank the Senator.
fits at six.
serves. I do not believe we can dismiss the
Mr. President, this amendment has situation of a group of Americans who I am very pleased to join with the
been considered and passed by the Senate suffer an unemployment and underem- Senator from Indiana, the Senator from

standardize the numbers of quarters estimates if the issue ever had received
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Arizona, the distinguished Senator from

sible, if we can have the Senator's In-Mr. WALLOP. Mr. President, I present
dulgence.
this amendment to the social security
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- financing bill on bha1f of inye1f, SenaAs the Senator from Indiana says, it sent that I may suggest the absence of tor HUMPHREY, Senator THURMOND, SenIs identical to the bill we cosponsored a quorum, pending the arrival on the ato YOUNG, Senator CRANSTON, and Senand introduced earlier thIs year.
floor of Mr. YOUNG; that Mr. MAGNu50N ator STEVENS. This mondment would reThis amendment which I have co- then be recognized to call up the con- peRl s-ctIon 274 of the Soia Security
sponsored will help blind people In two tinuing resolution; and that when that Act, the section that deals with the
Minnesota, In cosponsorlng this amendment.

ways. It would permit blind people who
have worked a year and a half to qualify
for disability benefits, and it allows blind
people who are working now to continue
receiving social security benefits regardof their earnings.
W should encourage and support the
efforts of the blind who want to be self-

is disposed of, Mr. ROTH again be recognized.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. It is the
understanding of the Chair that the time

workmen's compeniation provision.

Mr. President. the purpo of this

amendment is qufte simple. I would nd
the required monthIy reducUon n social

for the quorum call will not be taken security bnefts when a disb1ed worker
out of anyone's time.
is also receiving wrkmen' compensaMr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Yes.
tion. This reduction of ocia1 security

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there benefits due to workmen's comenatIon
supporting and productive. Under the objection to the unanimous-consent re- has been n effect since the 1965 socIal
present system blind people risk losing quest? The Chair hears none, and it is security amendments. Under present
the security of Insurance benefits 11 they so ordered.
law, when a worker qua1ffis for both
want to work. It just does not make
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, workmen's compensation and sockil sesense to hold back people who want to I suggest the absence of a quorum.
curity disability benefits, the monthly
overcome their handicap and make their
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The social security beif1ts must be reduced
own way in the world.
clerk will call the roll.
because the disabled worker is 1so reMany blind peo,le in New Hampshire
The second assistant legislative clerk ceiving workmen's compensation. Where
feel its good medicine to be employed: called the roll.
this offset provision is applicable, the oBut they face more than the usual obMr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, cial security benefits ptyab1e to the
stacles when Job hunting, and often en- I ask unanimous consent that the order worker and his family are reduced by

counter discrimination, because of their for the quorum call be rescinded.
the amount that the total monthly benehandicap.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without fits payable under the two programs exIf the blind do overcome discrimina- objection, it is so ordered.
ceed 80 percent of the worker's cirnings
tion they still face higher costs for speprior to becoming disb1ed.
cial services and transportation. Rarely
The Senator from Wyoming nd the
SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING
will a blind person's income approach
cosponsors of this arnendmcit fe1 that
AMENDMENTS
OF
1977
what it would be without his handicap.
the workmen's compensatIon ff&t proMr. President, too often social secuThe Senate continued with the con- vision is unfair and 1ncontert. Disrity regulations discourage ambitious sideration of HR. 9346.
abled workers and thefr fanile under
people from being self-supporting. The
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, workmen's compensaUon c th only
whole point of this amendment, is to with the understanding of Mr. ROTH and category of socia1 security bne1iciarIes
encourage the determination felt by while the Senate is awaiting the arrival whose benefits are reduced because of the
many blind people to work and be pro- of Mr. YOUNG, who is on his way, I ask receipt of nonwork Income. The great inductive members of society. 1.1 the blind unanmous consent that Mr. WALLOP may equity Is that the Sca Security Act
were free to earn a living for themselves be recognized to call up an amendment does not require a imllr reduction in
they would be paying income and social and have not to exceed 2 minutes which disability benefits from othcr Fcderal or
security taxes. Most of the costs in- I understand the committee will accept, private programs. A worct' could becurred by increasing eligibility for social and this be all without prejudice to the come disabled and reclvc payments
security disability insurance and raising order that was entered.
from civil service reiremcrt annuity and
the earnings limLation will be offset as
The PRESiDING OFFICER. Without Veterans' Administration diabillty payrecipients of those benefits will no longer objection, it is so ordered.
ments, yet he would not h&ve his social
need supplemental security and other
The Senator from Wyoming Is recog- security benefits r&uced as they arc unpublic assistance programs.
nized.
der the workmen's campenstion offset
The PRESiDING OFFICER. The
VP AMENDMENT NO. 1058
provision.
question is on agreeing to the amend- (Purpose: To eliminate the reduction in disThe disabled workers who receive lump
ment of the Senator from Indiana.
ability benefits on account of receipt of sum
or monthly paynents under private
workmen's compensation.
The amendment was agreed to.
disability insurance pdilc1s or receive
Mr. DURKIN. Mr. President, I move
Mr. WALLOP. Mr. President, I send to
in private tort actions do not
to reconsider the Vote by which the the desk an unprinted amendment and damages
have their social sccurlly bnefit.s reamendment was agreed to.
ask for its immediate consideration.
duced. Only those workers who through
The PRESiDING OFFICER. The no choice of their own depend on workMr. FORD. I move to lay that motion
on the table.
amendment will be stated.
men's compensation are th1cd out and
The legislative clerk read as follows: have their social security paymenth reThe motion to lay on the table was
The
Senator
from
Wyoming
(Mr.
WALLOP)
agreed to.
duced. The Senate surely rccognies the
for himself and Mr. CRANSTON, Mr. HUM- unfairness of a provision that requires a
PHREY, Mr. STEVENS, Mr. TRURMOND, and Mr.
YOtTNG, proposes unprinted amendment nu- reduction in social security bcnefits beUNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,

the continuing resolution continues to
be a nettlesome problem. The Senator
from Washington, the chairman of the
Appropriations Committee, is prepared
to make a motion at this time. I think
Senator BRoox is in accord with that
motion. I wonder whether we can have
an understanding that it would not prejudice the right of the Senator from Delaware to the floor if we could proceed

bered 1058.

Mr. WALLOP. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESiDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
At the appropriate place insert the follow-

cause the worker is receiving coxnpensation due to injury.

In my State and in every other 3tate

employers contribute to workmens com-

pensation funds. They do o to provide
a fair protection to cover injured workmen. In most caSes the covered work-

man has no right to dvii damages.

contrict agreement, if you
will, and exchange the right to rceover
additional damages in court. The workcurity Act Is repealed.
(b) The amendment made by this section men's compensation fund exists solely
shall be effective with respect to monthly for the benefit of injured and disabled
with the continuing resolution, while the benefits payable under title II of the Social working men and women and not to creHouse Is still In session. I think it is Security Act for months beginning after the ate actuarial soundness in the social seurgent that we do that as quickly as pos- date of enactment of this Act.
curity trust fund. Their employer's payIng:
SEC. 130. (a) Section 224 of the Social Se-

Awards on
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Mr. President, I shall briefly explain
are no different from the payrnents of employers under private coi- to the chairman what this does. It tries
tract. Their Injuries are no less painful. to correct an injustice In the American
Their needs are no less real. Yet they are social security system whereby a worksingled out amongst all Americans for man who receives a lump sum payment
special treatment. A treatment which Is under workman's compensation has
patently unfair; an injustice which Con- that payment- deducted from his social
security disability payments. This leaves
gress alone has the power to right.
ments

This punitive and discriminatory the disabled worker without the full
treatment of one category of disabled benefit of his social secuilty disability
workers is shamefully unfair and must payments.
It is my understanding that the cornnot continue.
I wish to point out Mr. President that mitthe will accept this amendment and
the number of workers affected by the consider its financial impact in conferOffset provision represents only about ence. Should it not meet the terms of the
3 percent of the total number of people House bill and the amendment is not

agreed upon in conference, the Finance
Committee has agreed to hold hearings
disabled workers and their dependents on the problems created by Section 224
were affected by the month-to-month of the Social Security Code and recommend legislation that would be Impleoffset provision.
The questions of equity and fairness mented at a subsequent date.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, my underare central to the argument in support
of this amendment, but there are ad- standing is that the Senator from Wisministrative reasons why the offset pro- consin (Mr. NELSON) studied the amendvision should be repealed. The provision ment and he agreed that he would take
generally requires a disproportionate the amendment to conference, and as
application of administrative rources. far as I am concerned, I would be willing
As the Senator from Wyoming Indicated to join with the Senator in seeing that it
previously, only 3 percent 1 the workers is considered in conference.
Mr. WALLOP. I thank the Senator
receiving disability benefits are affected
by the offset provision. However, much very much.
I checked with Senator Cuis, and
more time than would seem to be warranted by this small number o benefi- he, under the same set of circumstances,
ciaries Is spent in processing cas which agreed to it.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I have
involve the offset provision.
Elimination of the workmen's com- cosponsored this amendment in order to
pensation offset would slmplif' the so- correct the inequities found in the prescial security program. Processing these ent social security disability payments
claims now requires reference to State system.
Currently a disabled person who reworkmen's compensation laws wMch, of
course, vary widely. Often, social secu- ceives workmen's compensation payrity field offices must contact employers, ments may not be entitled to his full soworkmen's compensation agencies, in- cial security benefits. At the same time,
surance companies, attorneys, and claim- however, should he be receiving disabilants before workmen's compensation ity payments from another source such
offset determinations can be made. A as civil service retirement annuity, Vetlarge amount of correspondence, pro- erans' AdminLstration disability benefit8,
tracted interview time, and program •or coverage under other private sources,
who i eceive benefits payable on the basis
of thsability. As of January 1977, 57,911

center review contribute to the high he would be entitled to his fuJi social

cost of handling each case. Also, each
case must be handled manually, both
Initially and when workmen's compensation benefits are increased and when
offset redeteruiinations are made every
3 years. Obtaining the necessary offset
Information often results in long delays
in getting social security disability benefits to entitled
families.

bidividuals and their

security benefits. There ts no sound reason for this discruninatory practice.

The present law places a financial
penalty on disabled wage earners at a
time when they are least able to afford
it. We must remember that these disabled workers have contributed their
8hare into the social security system.
To deny them their full compensation
Is contrary to the spirit of the disability

If the workmen's compensation offset program and Impose a hardship on
were eliminated, effective with October those Americans that have become dis1, 1977, 500 man-years would be eliml- abled.
nated over the next 5-year period endI urge my colleagues to act favorably
ing with fiscal year 1982. In addition, On this amendment.
*7.8 million In admtnistrative savings
ThePESIDING OFFICER. The queswould be realized over the same 5-year tion is on agreethg to the amendment
period.
of the Senator from Wyoming.
I wish to close by saying that the most
The amendment was agreed to.
Important consideration here Is one of
equity. There is no reason for the dls.tinction between workmen's compensation and other disability payments programs. Section 224 arbitrarily singles out
those who receive workmen's cómpensation for the reduction and offset treatment. I urge my colleagues to support
this amendment and end this discrlznjnatory treatment of disabled worken.
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SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCrNG
AMENDMENTS OF 1977

The Senate continued with the consideraon of H.R. 9346.

The PRESIDING OmCER. Under

the unanimous-consent order, the Chair
now recognizes the Senator from Dela-

ware for the purpose of offering an
amendment.

VP AMENDMEN'r NO. 1057

Purpose: To provide tax credits to help off:et
college tuition costs.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I send to

the desk an unprmted amendment.

The PRESIDING OmCER. The

amendment will be stated.
The assistant legislative clerk read as
follows:

The Senator from Delaware (Mr. Ron),

for himself and Mr. JOHNSTON, Mr. Bmw,
Mr. HELMS, and Mr. Rrwou'H, proposes an
unprlnted aznendment numbered 1057.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that further reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, It is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
At the end of the bill add the following
new section:

C. —. CoLL3

Section

TUITION TAX RELIEF.

1. In general (a) subpart A of

part IV of subchapter A of chapter 1, of the
thternal Revenue Code (relating to credits
allowable) Is amended by Inserting before
section 46 the following new section:
"SEC. 441). EXPENSES OF HZGHER EDtYCATION.

°(a) GL RULE.—There Shall be al-

lowed to an individual, as a credit against
the tax imposed by this chapter for the taxable year, an amount, determined under subsection (b), of the educational expenses paid

by him during the taxable year to one or
more eligible educational institutions for
himself, his spouae, or any of his dependents
(as defined In eection 152).
"(b) LxMIATION8.—
"(1) AMOUNT P UrDIVWVAL.—The credit

under subsectIon (a) for educational expenses of any Sndvidual 8haU be an amount
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Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I ask unaniequal to so much of such expenses paid tn patd during te taxable year for educational
taxable years beginning after December 31, expenses with respect to any individual mous consent that we have 10 mInutes,
lniles8 that individual, during any four equally divided.
1977, as does not exceed $250.
"(2) PaORATION op CREDIT WHERE MORE calendar monthB during the calendar year in
Mr. DANFORTH. That is fine with me.
THAN ONE TAXPAYER PAYS EXPENSES.—It edu- 'which the taxable year of the taxpayer
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
cational expenses of an individual are paid begIns, I a full-time student above the objection to the unanimous-consent reby more than one taxpayer during the tax- secondary level at an eligible educational quest?
able year, the credit allowable to each such institution.
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I re"(5) SPousE.—No credit shall be allowed
taxpayer under subsection (a) shall be the
same portion of the credit determined un- under subsection (a) for amounts paid dur- serve the right to object, for one moment.
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, what is the
der paragraph (1) which the amount of edu- ing the taxable year for educational expenses
cational expenses of such individual paid by for the spouse of the taxpayer unlesa.—
request?
(A) the taxpayer is entitled to an exthe taxpayer during the taxable year Is of the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sentotal amount of educational expenses of such

emption for his spouse under section 151(b)

section—

year.

individual paid by all taxpayers during the for the taxable year, or
"(B) the taxpayer files a joint return with
taxable year.
"(c) DEpuirrioNs.—For purposes of this his spouse under section 6013 for the taxable
(1)

EDUCATIONAL !XPENSES.—The term

educational expenses' means—

ator from Missouri has made the unanimous-consent request that following recognition of the Senator from Alabama

under the pre' bus unanimous-consent
order, he be recognized to offer an
TION.—NO deduction shall be allowed under amendment, the time for debate on the
"(e) DISALLOWANCE OF EXPENSES AS DEDUC-

"(A) tuition and fees required for the en- section 162 (relating to trade or business amendment to be limited to 10 minutes,
rollment or attendance of a student at an expenses) for any educational expense which equally divided between the Senator from
(after the application of subsection (b)) is Missouri and the manager of the bill.
eligible educational institution, and
(B) fees, books, supplies, and equipment taken into account in determining the
Is there objection to the unanimousrequired for courses of Instruction at an amount of any credit allowed under subsec- consent
request?
tion (a). The preceding sentence shall not
eligible educational Institution.
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, reto the educational expenses of any
Such terni does not include any amunt apply
paid, directly or indirectly, for meals, lodg- taxpayer who, under regulations prescribed serving the right to object, I have to obing, or similar personal, living, or family ex- by the Secretary, elects not to apply the propenses. In the event an amount paid for tui- visions of this section with respect to such
for the taxable year.
tion or sees includes an amount for meals, expensesREOuLATI0NS.—The
Secretary shall
"(f)
lodging, or similar expenses which Is not prescribe
such regulations as may be necesseparately stated, the portion of such amount

ject on behalf of Senator MORGAN, momentarily, until he can be consulted.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objection
is heard.

"(A) an institution of higher education; or following:
"Sec. 440. Expensespf higher education.".
"(B) a vocational school.
(2) Section 55(c) (2) (B) (relating to im"(3) INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION.—
position
of minimum tax) is amended by
The term institution of higher education' striking out
"and" at the end of clause (ix),
means the institutions described in section
1202(a) or 491(b) of the Higher Education by Striking out the period at the end of
clause (x) and inserting in lieu thereof a
Act of 1965.
"(4) VOCATIONAL SCHOOL—The term voca- comma and the word 'and", and by adding
tlonal school' means an area vocational edu- at the end thereof the following new clause:
"(xi) section 440 (relating to credit or
cation school as defined in section 108(2) of
expenses for higher education)
the Vocational Education Act of 1963.
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments
"(d) SPECIAL RULES.—
( 1) ADJUSTMENT FOR CERTAIN SCHOLAR- made by this section shall apply to educa-

must be a full-time student at an rnstitution of higher education or at a higher
vocational school. The amount of the

The Senator from Delaware.
which is attributable to meals, lodging, or sary to carry Out the provisions of this
Mr. RQTH. Mr. President, my amendsection.".
similar expenses shall be determined under
ment provides tax credits for education
(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—
regulations prescribed by the Secretary.
(1) The table of sections for such subpart expenses paid by an individual for him'(2) ELIGIBLE EDUCATIONAL INSTTVTION.—
is amended by Inserting Immediately self, his spouse, and his dependents. To
The term eligible educational institution' Abefore
the item relating to section 45 the be eligible for the credit, an individual
means—

SHIPS AND VETERANS BENEFrrS.—The amounts

tional expenses paid aZter December 31, 1977,

otherwise taken into account under subsec- in taxable years beginning after December 31,
tion (a) as educational expenses of any in- 1977.
dividual during any period shall be reduced
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, will
(before the application of subsection (b)) by
Bny amounts received by such individual the Senator yield for a unanimous-consent request?
during such period as—
Mr. ROTH. I yield.
'(A) a scholarship or fellowship grant
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, a
(within the meaning of section 117(a)(1))
which under section 117 Is not includible in parliamentary inquiry.
gross income, and,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen"(B) an educational assIstance allowance ator will state it.

tax credit is to be $250.

To avoid any dispute with the Budget
Committee, I am not proposing at this
time the incremental increase to $500 as
proposed in 5. 311, my college tax relief
bill.

I point out that a provision has been
made for this college tax credit In the

second budget resolution. Last year, the
Senate twice overwhelmingly endorsed
my college tax credit legislation by votes
of 68 to 20 and 62 to 21. The measure was

also approved by the Senate 'inance

Committee.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield?
Mr. ROTH. I yield.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. What was the

request as to time on the Senator's

under chapter 35 of title 38 of the United
Mr. DANFORTH. What is the list of amendment?
States Code or educatiC and training al- amendments
LONG. On this amendment, there
on the present unanimous- hasMr.
lowance under chapter 33 of title 38 of the
been
no request. I suggest that we get
consent agreement?
United States Code.
a
time
to
vote on this amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Following
"(2) GRADUATE, NONCREDIT, AND RECREAHow much time does the Senator rethe amendment of the Senator from quire
TIONAL, ETC., COURSES—Amounts paid for
to explain his position. What limieducational expenses of any individual shall Delaware, under the unanimous-consent
be taken into account under subsection (a) order, the Chair will recognize the Sena- tation can we agree to?
Mr. ROTH. Twenty minutes, to be
only to the extent such expenses are attrib- tor from Idaho (Mr. CHURCH), and folutable to courses of Instruction for wbich lowing that, the Senator from Alabama divided equally.
credit is allowed toward a baccalaureate (Mr. ALLEN).
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, reservdegree by an institution of_higher education
Ing the right ot object, I should like to
Mr.
DANFORTH.
Mr.
President,
I
ask
or toward a certicate of required course
have at least 10 minutes on this amendwork at a vocational School and are not unanimous consent that after the dis- ment.
ttributable to any graduate program of such position of the amendment to be offered
Mr. LONG. I ask unanimous consent
individual.
by the distinguished Senator from A1"(3) APPLICATION WITH OTHIR CREDITS—The bama (Mr. ALLEN), I be recognized to that there be 30 minutes, to be equally
divided, and that 10 minutes of the time
credit allowed by subsection (a) to the tax- call up an amendment.
In opposition be allotted to the Senator
payer shall not exceed the amount of the
The
PIESIDING
OFFICER.
Is
there
tax imposed on the taxable year by thIs objection?
from Oklahoma (Mr. BELLMON).
chapter, reduced by the sum of the credits
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Mr.
DIJRKIN.
Mr.
President,
reserving
allowable under thIs subpart (other than
under this section, section 31, and section the right to object, can we get a time objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I reagreement on it?
39).
Mr. DANFORTH. So far as I am con- serve the right to object, on behalf of
"(4) FULL-TIME STUDENT.—NO credit shall
Senator KENNEDY. He has some amendbe allowed under subsection (a) for amounta cerned, we can.
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amendment and

would like 10 mInutes on each of his

Mr. President, my amendment pro- tion costs. There are millions of families

vides tax credits for education expenses
amendments to the Roth amendment.
made by an individual for himself, his
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objection spouse, and his dependents. To be eligiis heard.
ble for the credit, an individual must be
Mr. CRANSTON. If that is accepted, I a lull-time student at an Institution of
do not object.
higher education or at a vocational
Mr. LONG. I so modify the request.
school. The amount of the tax credit is
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, reserving to be $250. To avoid any dispute with the
the right to object, I did not hear the Budget Committee, I am not proposing
proposal.
at this time the Incremental increases to
Mr. CRANSTON. Senator KENNEDY $500 as proposed in 5. 3111, my college
would like 10 mInutes for each of several tax relief bill.
amendments to the amendment of the
Mr. President, twice last year the SenSenator from De'aware.
ate overwhelmingly endorsed my college
Mr. ROTH. I do not know what his tax credit legislation by votes of 68 to
amendments rre. I am not willing to en- 20 and 62 to 21.
ter into a unanimous-consent agreement.
Mr. President, I ask that the Senate
Mr. LONG. Why do we not, for the be in order.
time being, leave the limitation on the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SenRoth amendment? Then we can obtain a ate will be in order. The Senator is enlimitation on amendments as they are titled to be heard. Will Senators kindly
called up and considered, and they will take their seats?
be subject to a motion to table.
The Senator from Delaware.
Mr. CRANSTON. That will allow SenMr. ROTH. Mr. President, in considator KENNEDY an opportunity to br1ig up

ments to the amendment. So, if a Sen- who are prevented from obtaining a
ator is to offer an amendment, we can higher education because of increasing
seek a limitation at that time on the costs. In the past few years the cost of a
amendment to the amendment; or one college education has skyrocketed. Accould move to table the amendment. cording to the College Entrance ExamThat is the most severe limitation we ination Board, the annual average total
can have.
cost of a public university has increased
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 40 percent in the past 5 years, from
objection? The Chair hears none, and $1,782 to $2,790.
It Is so ordered. There will be 30 minFor a private university, the average
utes on the Roth amendment, equally annual total cost has increased 35 perwill the Senator yield further?
Mr. ROTH. I yield.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I thank the
Senator for his courtesy and indulgence.
Can we now obtain a time limitation

today who are neither affluent enough to

afford the high cost of college nor considered poor enough to qualify for the
many different Government assistance
programs which their taxes make possible.

As a result, college attendance of mid-

dle-income students has declined sub-

stantially in the past few years. Between

1969 and 1974, college attendance for
children of middle-income families declined at a rate of 22 percent, while enrollment for lower- and higher-income
students remained fairly stable.

Mr. President, we are rapidly approaching a situation in this country
where only the very affluent and the very

poor will be able to attend college, and
I am convinced that action must be taken
to ease the financial plight of middleincome American families.
Mr. President, I yield back the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time?
eration of this amendment, I want to Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, who is

his amendments.
remind my colleagues that the Senate
Mr. LONG. Yes. There will be no lim- provided room in this year's budget for
itations on amendments to the amend- this amendment by a vote of 59 to 25 and
ment.
the House by a vote of311 to 76. I am
Mr. ROTH. Reserving the right to ob- convinced that Congress can and must
ject, I am not clear on this.
enact this legislation to provide tax reMr. LONG. The agreement is that we lief to the millions of families struggling
have a limitation on the Roth amend- to send their children to college.
ment, which is & half hour, equally dlAccording to the statistics, there is a
'vided. There is no limitation on amend- growing number of qualified students

divided.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
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cent, from $2,793 to $4,568.
According to a New York Times survey

handling the time for the opposition?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Oklahoma has control of 10
minutes. The Senator from Louisiana
has 5.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President,

11

I

may have the attention of the Senator
from Louisiana, I am opposed to this
amendment. Will the Senator yield me
time?

Mr. LONG. How much time does the
Senator want? I have 5 mInutes. He may
have my 5.
Mr, KENNEDY. I thank the Senator.

Mr. President, I rise in opposition to
this amendment for several important

reasons.

The amendment would allow a tax

credit of $250 a year to parents for college tuition expenses.
The cost of the amendment would be:
$175 million in fiscal year 1978; $1.0 bil-

lion in fiscal year 1977; and a total of
the total annual cost at many colleges $8.2 billion for fiscal year 1978—85.
and universities is as high as $7,000.
This amendment is being offered on

Tuition costs will continue to increase. the wrong bill. It does not belong on the
If a parent has a 1-year old baby today, sclal security bill, and it Is unlikely to

it has been estimated that it will cost
accepted by the House conferees.
on the amendment of Mr. Danforth? $47,000 to send that child to a public beThe
Senate Committee on Finance has

Mr. Morgan has no objection to that.
university, and $82,000 for a private uniMr. LONG. Tei3 minutes, equally di- versity in the 1990's. For a student entervided.
ing college ncxt fall, the total cost will
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The be
$17,500 for a public university and
unanimous-consent request of the Sena- $30,000 for a private college.
tor from Missouri is that following the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
disposition of the amendment of the Sen- Senator's 3 minutes have expired.
ator from Alabama, he be permitted to
Mr. ROTH. I yield myself, 1 more mincall up an amendment, with the time to ute.
be 10 minutes on his amendment, equally
These increasing costs are a primary
divided.
reason why college attendance has deWithout objection, It is so ordered.
in the past few years. The U.S.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, is this clined
Census Bureau reports that there has
Counting against my time?
a significant decrease in the perThe PRESIDING OFFICER. It is been
centage of 18- to 24-year-old dependents
counting against the Senator's time, tin- attending
college full time. In addition,
less there Is unanimous consent other- U.S. Census
Bureau data shows that
wise.
families are especially hard hit right now
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. Presideni,, because many of them have more than
I ask unanimous consent that the time one child of college age at the same time.
not be charged against Mr. Roth.
These families face the d1cult problem
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without of educating two or more children over
objection, it is so ordered.
an 8- to 10-year period.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I yield my..
Middle-income families are especially
self 3 mInutes.
hard hit by the increasing college educa-

announced plans to hold hearings on the

credit in January, and further floor

action by the Senate should be deferred
until the Issue can be seriously considered by the committee.

As a matter of fact, the amendment
belongs on the forthcoming tax reform

bill, which Congress will be considering
next year, after the proposals of the administration are submitted.

Serious objections exist against the
amendment with regard to education
policy, tax policy, and budget policy.

First, a direct subsidy is preferable

to a tax subsidy.

Federal grant and loan programs are
better able to deal with the burden of
college education costs, because such
programs can target the relief to the specific needs of particular families.
The Federal Government Is now spend-

ing $12.7 billion a year in direct outlays and $3.8 billion in tax expenditures
for education, for a total of $15.5 billion
in aid t higher education.
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Since 19'12, tudent aid rograms 4n subsidies are targmed 'to the smaller

the Office '0! Education have increased group of 'needy 'Students, and tuition
from $1.0 billion to $3.4 billing; or a 340 cannot 'be raised WithoUt IvIng away
jinsubsidized students. But 17 perceift
percent increase in 6 years.
This year, the maximum grant under of aU Students would be'sUbsidlzed by the
the basic education opportunity grant tuition credit.
The amendment Is an 'open frivitation
program 1ll increase from $1,400 to
$1,600, and the program will reach 24(- to colleges to adopt across4&ieboard
000 newly eligible middle-income stu- tuition Increases of $250.
Fourth, the tax credit is essentially an
dents.
Income eligibility requirements 'for appropriation for education, and it has
guaranteed student loans have been in- not been through the athoi1zatiOfl or
creased by the 1976 Higher Education appropriations process.
'The credit Is little more than an add!Act to ailow loans for families with intional appropriation of $1 billion a year
come up to $30,000 per year.
In ways like these, the direct grant or more for colleges. Parents and Stu-

programs are being targeted more to- dents will get no benefit frorci a $250 tax
ward middle-income families, and 'there credit if tuition costs go up simulta-

is less need f or the blunderbuss ta'cred- neously by $250. Since the benefit of 'the
credit Is likely 'to be siphoned off by init approach.
Second, the tax credit 'Is inequitable. stitutions, Congress should appropriate
The credit Is not refundable. There- the funds directly, through the authorifore, families with 4ncomes too low 'to zat3n and appropriations process, rather
pay taxes will get no benefit at all from than indirectly through the tax code.
The credit has a serious Impact on the
the credit. Tt tuition costs go up because
of the 'credit, low-income Students will budget. The credit Is a "wedge" provision,
be left in worse condtlion than under with a relatively low revenue loss in the
present law—their costs of education will first year and larger revenue losses In
go up, but 'they will not receive the ad- future years.
Federal budget dollars appropriated
vantage of the credit.
The amendment discriminates against by the Finance Committee are as real as
low-income gtudents In another way, the dollars appropriated by the Approsince other forms •of student aid are priations Committee. The Senate ought
subtracted from 'the credit. Ninety 'per- to be giving the same close scrutiny to
cent of the recipients of basic education tax expenditures as it gives to direct exopportunity grants with family income penditures. Supporters of such indisup to $15,000, would be disqualified from criminate tax spending are the rea'
the credit.
budget busters and deficit financiers.
Fifth, Mr. President, college costs are
The amendment discriminates against
self-supporting students, who are in- not rising as rapidly as income any more.
•The amendment is an idea whose time
eligible for the credit. The credit Is available only for parents claiming depand- has passed. It is a relic of the surge in
ents. Yet, self-supporting students are tuition costs of the early 1970's.
Recent studies by the College Scho'arthe fastest-growing group in the student
population; the average college student ship Service and the College Entrance
Examination Board show that the probage is 23.
The benefits of the tax credit will be lem is easing, with college cost Inflation
distributed unfairly among income rates down and student aid up. For 1977—
groups: 60 percent of the benefits will go 78, college inflation is estmted at 4.3
to families with incomes over $25,000 a percent, compared to 7.5 percent 'ast
year.

year, 8.8 percent the year before, and
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The PRESiDING 'OP'FXCER. The
Senator from Oklahoma ias 10 minutes.
That ts time in oppS1tion.

r. 3AVITS. Has that been usea?
The PRESIDING OCER. Tht has

not been jsed. Mr. BELLMON does not
apepar to be on the floor.
Mr. JAVITS. 1 ask unanimous consent
that I may proceed Thr 2 mInutes.

The PRESmG OFFICER. Ts there
dbjection? 'Withotft objection, t s so
ordered.

'Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President,! wh to
express my agreement with Senator

I do not 'thlik he Shofld stand
alDne in this matter. T have had many
opportunities to vOte or a 'tax dedtution
KENNEDY.

for eollege u1tion and 'have eIt thai
that Is the wrong way to go. I 'am the
ranking member of the committee which

deals 'with educt1on In this body. 'Xt

wo11d be distorting, running across the
grain of all of our sdidlarships, our educational opportunity 'grants—almost
everything we do rims 'precIse'y the ther
way.

Here we have ut passed the nan-

forth amendment, which deals with the
social security obligations of colleges ad
universities. We have just taken a step
respecting tuition payments, which hap-

pens to 'be very hard on my State but
Is designed to hep veterans with their
college tuition. This s simply adding a
layer of something totally new and different, with great costs, upon everything
we do respecting education and in a very
nondiscriminatory way. 'That Is, it really
Is not tailored to do what even we wish
to do.

I believe Senator KENNEDY is right,
that hearings should be held—our hear-

ings in our committee do not indicate
that there is a justification for this at
all. The hearings should be held by the
Committee on Finance and we sl-iould
make some definitive disposition of this

matter on the new tax bill. But It cer-

tainly should not be done at this stage on
this bill. I hope, •theref ore, that the

amendment will be rejected.
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, iow

The bill will aso change the balance 17.3 percent in 1973.-74.
time do I have?
between low cost public colleges and
Scholarship money is aiso increasing much
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senhigh cost private colleges:
more rapidly than college costs—li per- ator
has 10 minutes.
Fifty percent of students in higher cent this year, and 12 percent last rear.
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. Pre8ident, I urge
education attend sChools where the costs Since enrollments are down, there is
of tuition are $1,000 a year or less. more aid money to spread among fewer the Senate to reject the amendment offered by my good friend, the Senator
Fourty percent charge $1,000 or less. students.
Only 8.4 percent of private colleges
Iii fact, in recent years, family income from Delaware (Mr. ROTH). I want to
charge $1,000 or less. Yet, the amend- has been growing at a more rapid rate state at the beginning of my remarks
ment provides the some amount of tax than education costs. According to the that my position on this amendment Is
subsidy, regardless of the tuition costs Congressional Budget Office, the median- not because of any immediate budgetary
of the college attended.
family income grew by 73 percent from considerations, because, as the Senate
Thousands of students in low-tuition 1968—75, but college costs grew by only well knows, there Is room In the flsca
community colleges will have their full 57 percent. The need for the tax credit year 1978 budget for the Roth amendment. I do have concerns about the out
tuition costs paid by the tax credit; for is declining as family income goes up:
those in 'expensive private coueges
FThally, Mr. President, the tax credit years, but primarily, I rise to oppose the
(where costs may run $5,000 a year), the is complex. It puts the Internal Revenue amendment on its merits.
The amendment would provide a colcredit will be a drop in the bucket.
Service in the education business, adds
The heaviest burden Is faced by fami- complexity to the tax law, and adds an- lege tuition tax credit. In light of the
lies with more than one child In college other layer of bureaucracy to education extremely high out-year costs and because the proposal has not received adeat the same time. Yet the amendment programs.
consideration by the Senate, I feel
ignores 'this fact. Federal direct grant
For.those reasons, Mr. President, I op- quate
the amendxnent hofld not be adDpted
programs provide increased aid 4n such pose
the
amendment.
at this time.
cases.
Mr. JAVITS. Will the Senator yield?
Third, the tax credit Is Inflationary.
The cost of this proposal in fiscal 1978
Mr. KEN11EDY. I am afraid have Is only $175 million, but that is only the
Colleges wifi use the credit as an excuse for new tuition inoreases. Colleges no further time.
camel's nose under the treasury tent.
are less able to do so now, under existMr. JAVITS. Mr. -President. wbo has The authorization resultS In a cumula-

Ing programn, because the diret Federal the time?

tive 5-year cost of almo€t $4.5 billion in
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loss. The major beneficiaries of
this indirect spending for higher education are not the Nation's studenth, who
oppose it, but above-average-income
revenue

operation, 67 percent of the revenue reduction that would result from the Roth
credit would accrue to persons m families with adjusted gross incomes above
parents and higher education Institu- $25,000, a population more suited to
tions.

The proposed credit would provide a
subsidy to a much broader range of students than any of the exlstmg grant or
loan programs. Approximately 77 percent of all undergraduate students would
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family income rises. We need to ascertain
the roots of the problem before us before

we prescribe meffective remedies prematurely.

Fourth. The Roth credit would likely

loans and loan guarantees. Since the

upset the delicate balance between highly
subsidized low-cost pubiic higher educa-

comes up to $15000, would not be eligible

attend schools where tuition and fee

Roth credit is calculated after deducting
other student aid available to individual tion institutions and high-cost private
students, 90 percent of the BEOG's re- schools. Almost 40 percent of the encipients, those with taxable family in- rollees in higher education institutions

be subsidized under this amendment. for the Roth credit—those, Mr. PresiPart-time students and students from dent, are the students or. the families
low-Income families are the main groups that need help the most—even further
who would not receive benefits. This Is skewing the distribution toward upper
more than three times as broad as the income taxpayers.
coverage of the basic opportunity grants
Second. Existing legislation provides
(BEOG's) program, the largest student appropriate vehicles if there is to be a

charges amount to $500 or less. Almost 50

percent of public institutions as compared with 8.4 percent of private schools
charge $1,000 or less for tuition and fees.
The Roth credit will worsen the competitive balance between public and private
institutions.

aid program administered by the U.S. deliberative expansion of Federal stuAlthough there is room for the fiscal
Oce of Education. Since three out of dent aid to middle-income families. year 1978 costs of this amendment in the
every four students would receive a sub- Since 1972, there has been a dramatic
sidy under this amendment, compared increase in spending on student aid proto only one out of four under the grams, from approximately $1.0 billion
BEQG's program, it Is clear that the to $3.4 bfllion m the Oce of Education
Roth amendment would give institutions programs alone, or a 340-percent ina substantially greater opportunity to crease in just 6 years.
capture the subsidy through tuition
Mr. President, that is almost 60 perincreases.
cent a year in new money the Congress
The Senate shoul•d be reminded that has provided for this purpose.

not go very far any more in
The thrust of Federal higher educapaying for college tuition and expenses. tion student aid policy contmues to be
The average annual co6t of a college edu- a mix of spending programs targeted on
cation is roughly $4,000. Thus, if the the disadvantaged as well as loans and
credit were enacted, subsequent efforts loan guarantees available to moderatewould be made to enlarge the credit to and middle-income students. The center$500, $750, $1,000, or even more. The ulti- piece of Federal student aid for higher
mate annual costs will be extremely high. education is the BEOG's program. By
There is considerable controversy over increasing the maximum grant in
the merits of a college tuition tax credit. BEOG's from $1,400 to $1,600 this year,
The administration opposes it: both the as assumed in the second budget resoluTreasury Department and the Depart- tion and as acted on by the Appropriament of Health, Education, and Welfare •tions Committee, the prograni will reach
oppose it. A significant segment of the 241,000 newly eligible middle-income
higher education community also opposes students. The Increase in the BEOGs
it. In these circumstances, the credit maximum grant will allow moderateshould be given close scrutiny before it income families a small subsidy to deIs hastily adopted as Federal education fray the costs of their childrens' college
policy. I understand that the chairman schooling, thereby, responding in part to
of the Finance Committee has made the concern raised by Senator Rorri. In
plans to hold hearings on the subject of response to the same concern the income
higher education tax credits in January. eligibility requirements for guaranteed
Those hearings, announced this week, student loans were increased in the
constitute the first such Senate hearings higher education amendments of 1976 to
held on this amendment by that commit- allow eligibility for families with gross
tee or any other.
earnings up to $30,000 per annum.
I commend the Senator from DelaThird. The basic premise of the proware for persisting in this matter until posal, that middle-income families are
he does at least get the hearings under- sending a declining percentage of their
way.
children onto higher education because
The Senate ought to await the conclu- they cannot afford it, may be flawed.
sion of those hearings to insure that Supporters of the amendment argue that
what results is consistent with both the proposal is necessary in order to
deliberate education policy and deliber- address the explosive growth in the cost
$250 does

budget resolution, we will be seriously
mortgaging future budgets if we approve

this amendment. This untargeted tax

credit will cause future Federal deficits to
be greater than they would need to be—

or if we ever get a balanced budgets

higher taxes than otherwise necessary.
For all these reasons I urge the Senate
to reject the Roth amendment.

Mr. President, if we are ever to get a

balanced budget, we have to begin to say
'No" to these attractive propositions that
are brought up and that have far greater
effect than the sponsors frequently
realize.

Again, I urge the Senate to reject the

amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time?

Mr. ROTH. I yield 3 minutes to the

Senator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I rise

in support of the Roth amendment. I
want to dfrect my remarks to the Sen-

ator from Massachusetts, not by way of
specifically asking about his amendnvnt,
but with reference to our goal of helping
young people get through college.
There is one thing that is missing from

almost every formula that I think is
very relevant and that the Roth amend-

ment addresses.
The Senator from Oklahoma says that

loans and grants are available.
That they have a dollar limitation, and
nothing in that dollar limitation relates
to the number of children in a household. Also, the Senator from Massachusetts does not have anything in his

amendment relating to the number of
dependents. It is a phaseout between
$25,000 and $30,000.

I would say to the Senator from Mas-

ate tax policy. There are a variety of of college. What they fail to take into sachusetts.that in my case, I have eight
reasons why this particular proposal consideration is that incomes have grown children, I would be exempted entirely
may constitute
policy.

inecient

education

I would like to point out some ol the
problems. Each of these and other flaws
presently unlorseen need to be brought
to light before the Senate mortgages the•
future of higher education policy.
First. The proposal is inequitable both
in terms of who pays and who benefits.
The proposed amendment would provide tax relief for upper middle income
families with college-age children and
little incentive or subsidy for other families. The credit fails to target relief to
- those who need it. In the final year of

at a faster rate than college costs. CBO from this credit. Somebody else making

reports that from 1968 to

1975, the $25,000 to $30,000 a year, with one child,
growth in the median family income was would be entitled to the credit. It seems

73 percent, whereas the growth in college costs (both public and private) was
only 57 percent.
Let me state that again, Mr. President.

The growth in incomes in the period from
1968 to 1975 has been 73 percent, but the
growth in college costs has been only 57
percent.
So it is easier now for a family to meet
the costs of higher education than it was

to me that I am not typical, in having
eight children, but most families have
two, four, or six children—families come
in all sizes.

It is unfair to say to a household with

a $30,000 income and one child, "We are

going to give you this tax credit when

your child goes to college," but the next
door neighbor, who makes $34,000 and
has six children, is not going to receive

In 1968. Thus, there may actually be a any asistance, is not going to get any
declining need for tuition assistance as loans, and is not going to get any grants.
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So it appears to me that the ormu1a priatlons Vommlttee and the Budget
f or loans, grants, and the Senators in- Committee and others have insisted and
come phaseout for the Roth tax credit have been determined that we should
does not take Into consideration the kind v,ot have any more refundable tax credof hardships families have that are re- its—at least, not for the time being.
lated to income. The Senator would They have enjoyed recommending loans
change the credit between one child and and grants and appropriating money for
two in college.

Therefore, since we cannot do that, it
seems to me that the Roth approach is
far more equitable over the long haul. It
will permit those with a higher Income
and those with a number of children to

low-income students. If they cannot find
a way to handle It, we will try a refund-

able tax credit, perhaps, in the future.
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Senator WIll yield, When the time has

expireU, I intend to offer an amendment.

Since I Initially indicated that I would
be glad to have a 10-minute limitation,
I ask that It be evenly divided; and If
It is not sufficient, I 'will be glad to ask
for additional time.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I yield back
the remainder of my time.
yr AMENDMENT NO. 1059

They have done pretty well by the poor (Purpose: To adjust the credit for eclucational expenses according to the number
with the loan programs and grants.
of the taxpayer's children in college.)
As one who has seen how the Senator
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I send
still get the credit, It will not have so has been frustrated by the technicalities
many built-in Inequities.
and the parliamentary maneuvering of an amendment to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFICER. The
In conclusion, the group that will be those who represent a minority In both
hurt the most by the S nator from Mas- Houses, I think the Senator has every amendment will be stated.
The assistant legislative clerk read as
sachusetts amendment are those In the right to offer his amendment on any big
middle and upper middle income range revenue bill he sees headed for the follows:
The Senator from Massachusetts (Mr.
when their children go to college.
White House. I cannot complain about
KENNEDY) proposes an unprinted amendI thank the Senator for yielding.
his offering It on this bill.
ment
numbered 1059 to amendment 1057.
Mr. ROTH. I thank the Senator from
Mr. ROTH. I yield 3 mInutes to the
Senator from Louisiana.
Louisiana for his words of support.
Mr. KENNEDY: Mr. President, I ask
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I urged the
Mr. DANFORTH addressed the Chair. unanimous consent that reading of the
Mr. MOYNIHAN. The Senator from amendment be dispensed with.
Senator to offer his amendment on the
floor, rather than In the Finance Corn- Delaware is the only Senator who has
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
rnlttee, because the amendnent Is not time remaining. He has 4 minutes.
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, will
germane to the bill. But in the Senate
The amendment Is as follows.
we are not under a rule of gerrnaneness. the Senator yield for a unanimous-conStrike out paragraph (1) of section 44D Cb)
The Senator offered an amendment sent request?
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (aS
Mr. ROTH. Without detraction from such section would be added by the amendsubstantially similar to this on the Tax
ment) and insert in lieu thereof the followReform Act last year. The chairman of my time.
the House conferees refused to go along,
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I ask ing:
"(1) Amount per individual.—The credit
as did the majority of his conferees, and unanimous consent, In connection with under
subsection (a) for the taxable Year
the House was not permitted to vote on unprinted amendment 1050, which was ehall not
exceed—
It. If the House had been permitted to voted, on this morning, that the names '(A) $150,
if sucih 'expenses were .paid for
vote, they would have voted in favor of of the following Senators be added as only one individual, and.
"(B) $250, if suoh expenses were paid by
It.
cosponsors, in addition to myself: SenThen the chairman of the committee ators RIBIcoFF, ALLEN, ANDERSON, BAKER, the taxpayer during the taxable year Lot

there said if we put It on some other

EAGLETON, FORD, LAXALT, HATFIELD, MAT-

more than one individual.

bill, he would let the .House vote on It, SITNAGA, PACKWOOD, DOLE, LUGAR,
Mr. LAXALT. Mr. President, will the
but somebody else found a way to keep SCHMIrr, JAVIT5, and TRIniMOND.
Senator yield for a unanimous-consent
the House from voting on it.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without request?
This type of amendment, which has objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. KENNEDY. I yield.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I ask unanbeen favored In both the House and the
Mr. LAXALT. Mr. President, I ask
Senate, has been denied the privilege imous consent that it be in order for unanimous onsent that Bob Heffier, of
of an up-and-down vote In the House. Senators to offer amendments to the the staff of Senator Hznsz, be granted
If I were the Senator from Delaware, amendment. I believe that under the the privilege of the floqr during the
I would feel that I had no choice but to unanimous-consent agreement, It would course of the debate.
offer this amendment on any big rev- require unanimous consent for Senators
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
enue bill I could see was headed for the to offer amendments to the amendment. objection, It is so ordered.
White House and which I thought the I ask unanimous consent that It be In
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Do SenaPresident wanted to sign. That Is a order for Senators to offer amendments tors understand that in order for there to
course the Senator has been compelled to the amendment.
be debate on the amendment, unanimous
to take.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is the consent must be obtained?
It may very well be that if the amend- Senator asking for time on those amendMr. LONG. Will the Chair repeat that?
ment is agreed to, the House will not merits?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. In order
Mr. LONG. I believe the time on the for there to be debate on the amendment,
accept It and I may have to come back
and ask for approval of a conference re- amendment has expired.
unanimous consent murt be obtained.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. About 2
port that does not include the Roth
Mr. LONG. I ask unanimous consent
minutes remain.
amendment.
that the amendment be debatabje.
Mr. LONG. I ask unanimous consent
However, I believe that we owe the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
Senator our cooperation, In good faith, that when the time has expired on the objectIon? The Chair hears none, and It
because more times than one, the Senate amendment, it be in order for Senators is so ordered.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. Preeldent. I would
has agreed to his amendment: and more to offer amendments to the amendment.
'The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without be glad to have a 15-minute limitation—
times than one, he has been denied the
71/2 rninutes for each side, If that Is
opportunity to have the House express objection, It Is so ordered.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, a parlia- agreeable.
its honest Judgment on the issue, beMr. LONG. Mr. Pre'ddent, 1 jk iiriilcause of the technicalities and the par- mentary Inquiry. I have how much time
mous consent thct there be a 20-minute
liamentary maneuvering that is possible remaining?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The limitation, evenly divided between 'the
within the rules of both Houses.
I for one cannot complain that the Senator now has 2 mInutes remaining. Senator from Massachusetts and the
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, Senator from Delaware.
Senator offers his amendment on this or
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
any other big bill that he thinks Is would they not be entitled to offer
objection, It Is so ordered.
headed for the White House. I expect amendments?
to vote for the amendment. The Senator
Mr. ROTH. I have no objection to any
Mr. KENNEDY. I yield myself 5
Senator offering an amendment, but I minptes.
has made a good case.
would
like
to
keep
a
few
minutes
for
disFurthermore, the fact that his amendMr. President, in the material that was
ment is not a refundable tax credit is an cussion at the end, If that is permissible. circulated earlier Is a letter from the dIsentirely different matter. The ApproMr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, If the tinguished Sectetary of Health, Educa-
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tion, and Welfare, Mr. Caiffano. I will
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large a beneftt under some proposals as
at the desk, $150 for the first
read at this time from the final para- a blue collar worker sending his child to an amendment
expensive private college with no other aid. child and $250 for the second child.
graph:
Mr. ROTH. Second or each addifamily with Income so low that it pays no
You ask whether the proposed program— A
tax would receive no aid at all. The "solu- tional child?
Meaning the Roth amendment—.
Mr. KENNEDY. For more than one
tion" proposed by such legislation badly
child.
would be consistent with policies underlying snatches the problem.
This, of course, Implies an answer to your
Mr. ROTH. They get a total of $250?
the prftsent direct Federal expenditures for
question regarding whether such a program
education.
Mr. KENNEDY. The Senator is correct,
would
target
Federal
funds
to
those
who
It would be a radical departure. Two facMr. ROTH. Mr. President, I think
need
assistance.
Such
grants
would
have
tors presently determine the amount of aid a
that the proposal of the Senator from
student receives from the Office of Educa- little relationship to need because almost all Massachusetts is inadequate. Basically,
tion: the family's ability to pay and the cost students, even those attending low-tuition he is merely reducing the credit for the
public insltutlons, incur sufficient tuition
of the chosen college.

That Is the sound underlying concept

of the various Federal education pro-

grams, which provide several billIon dol-

lars a year through the appropriations

process. We are violating that sound concept by adopting this unsound tax credit
approach.

Mr. President, earlier we heard my

friend from New Mexico talk about the

dilemma of those in upper-income groups

with large families. But we do not consider the question of the cost of education in Isolation. There Is a $750 tax deduction for each member of the family.

as

charges and Other expenses to be eligible for
the maximum credit. A reduction In the al-

first child. I might point out that this

will barely cover the additional cost for

lowable credit would occur only where the college each year.
student received grant or scholarship assistMr. President, I had a constituent
ance, and, sInce today most grants and
into my office in Wilmington about
scholarships are awarded on the basis of come
or 3 weeks ago. She is a schoolteacler.
need, such a reduction would almost always 2
result from receipt of a need-based grant or She told me that she also worked at night
as a teacher and that her husband was a
scholarship.
A direct, targeted grant program In which teacher as well. And she was complaining
both family ability to pay and costs of at- about how low my college tax credit was,
tendance determine the amount of the stu- that it was really not offering the basic
dent's grant is a desirable way of equalizing help that middle America needs.

-educational opportunities, and is highly com-

She may have a point, when one stops
plementary to loan programs. However, for and
considers what college is costing tomany of the upper-middle income families

which would likely benefit from a grant
program such as the tax credit proposal, I
suspect a loan program would be preferable.
What they need most is to spread college
costs over an extended number of years, as
So we cannot consider this particular is currently done under the Ouaranteed
Student Loan program. I think most of these
amendment in Isolation.
Mr. President, the amendment that I families, when faced with large college costs
offer provides a very simple modification In a particular year, would prefer a $2,600
term 7 percent loan to a $250 to $500
of the Roth amendment. It gives a credit long
Where the Issue is not ability to pay,
for the first child of $125: for the second grant.
but convenience, I believe the loan alternachild or more, it Is $250. The amendment tive becomes the more desirable.
We know about the $35 credit per person.
There are other provisions In the Internal
Revenue Code providing greater benefits
for larger families.

retains the essential part of the Roth

day. I pointed out earlier that the average public university is costing approximately $3,000 and the average private
university is costing around $4,500.
According to the New York Times, the

total annual cost is going to rise very
quickly in the future. So what the distinguished Senator from Massachusetts
is offering is a mere pittance.
I point out that my $250 college tax

credit is already weighted in favor of

the low income, as I think it should be.

The distribution of benefits under a grant My amendment also provides that there
amendment, but it draws a distinction program patterned alter some proposals will be $250 for each additional child.
between those who have only one child would appear to be inequitable among inUnder the proposal of the Senator
come groups. Benefits would be largely the from
in college and those who have two or same,
Massachusetts you could have five
despite
differences
not
only
in
college
more children in college. The total cost costs, but also in income. We estimate that children and you still would get only
of the Roth amendment Is $8.2 bfflion at least 60 percent of tax credit benefits $250. That is practically no help to the
over the period 1978—85. My amendment would probably go to families with income average family.
will reduce that cost by about 20 percent, of $18,000 or more—which are considerably
About 2 years ago, Mr. President, the
or about $200 mfflion a year.
better off than the national average. Further, Commissioner of Higher Education in
So, Mr. President, I hope that the only 30 percent of the benefits would go to HEW,
who at that time made $37,500,
amendment will be accepted. I reserve families sending children to private colleges, resigned. And he resigned for one reaalthough
they
have
almost
60
percent
of
the
the remainder of my time.
need of all families likely to bene- son, and that was because he could not
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- financial
afford to send his children to college.
fit
from
the
credit.
sent that the full text of Secretary CiiYou ask whether the proposed program
It is a sad state of affairs when the
fano's letter may be printed in the would be consistent ,wlth policies underlyindividual who heads up higher edRECORD.
ing present direct Federal expenditures for very
for the entire Nation says he has
There being no objection, the letter education. It would be a radical departure. ucation
resign from public office, because he
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, Two factors presently determine the amount to
of aid a student receives from. Office of Edu- cannot afford to send his children to
as follows:
catio' programs: the family's ability to pay, school.
Taz SECRETARY OP REALTH,

EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,

Washington, D.C., March 31, 1977.

and the cost of the chosen college. When
But what about the person in the priability to pay is subtracted from cost, we vate sector, the family that makes $20,000

have need, and In this sense all the Office of or $25,000? That used to sound like a
Education programs are need based. Perhaps. lot of money. But today it is not. They
as some argue, different ways of determining
should be considered, or assignment of have to save at least $3,000 after taxes to
DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: I am writing In need
responsibility
for meeting need among dif- send one of their children to college.
response to your request for an analysis of ferent programs
could be improved. I can- And are we going to go home and tell
proposals for the use of tuition tax credits to not, however, imagine
endorsing a student them we cannot help them fulfill the
provide aid to families with college age grant program which would
completely dis- American dream of sending their chilstudents.
card need as a relevant factor in the manner dren to college? Is that going to be our
There is no question but that college costs of some tuition credit proposals.
message, When we are on the verge of Imare rising and that many families must make
Sincerely,
posing substantial tax increases upon tie
hard choices to finance a college education.
JOSEPH A. CALIFANO, Jr.
average American family? The energy
ireduction in the family's standard of living
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who tax bill Is going to make a substantial
or increased borrowing is often necessary to
meet educational expenses. However, there yields time?
difference to the average American famiron. EDWARD M. KENNEDY,

US. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

are many combinations of grant and loan
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I would ily. The social security taxes are going to
programs which would deal with that prob- like to ask two questions to clarify his be hitting the average American family
lem better and more fairly than a program amendment.
heavily. These new taxes will make it
of tuition tax credits, by distributing assistThe amendment at the desk says $150, even more difficult for the average famance according to the severity of the particular family's problem. For example, a and I believe the Senator from Mas- ily to send their boy or their girl to
highly paid professional sending his child to sachusett.s said $125.
a low-tuition community college would get
Mr. KENNEDY. It is

$150 In the

school.

I say that It is time we recognize this
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If present and voting, the Senator
need and we recognize it by giving some grams, both grants and loans, for the dis-

aid that Is substantial. For that reason advantaged and the poor, which I have from Minnesota would vote "yea" and
I urge, Mr. President, the rejection of supported and shall continue to support the Senator from North Carolina would
the amendment of the Senator from in the future. ut I think my amend- vote "nay."
Mr. BAKER. I announce that the
ment addresses a pressing need the
Massachusetts.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, the plight of the millions of middle-income Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. BARTfacts of the matter are not as described families who are considered too rich to LETT), the Senator from Arizona (Mr.
qualify for Government aid programs. GOLDWATER), the Senator from Utah
by the Senator from Delaware.
If you take the top percentile In col- If the Senator from Massachusetts is (Mr. HATCH), the Senator from Oregon
lege aptitude tests, In spite of the In- ready to yield back the reminder of his (Mr. HATFIELD), the Senator from California (Mr. HAYAKAWA), the Senator
adequacies those tests have, you find time, I will yield back mine.
Mr. .KEN?EDY. Mr. President, I have from Pennsylvania (Mr. HEINZ), the
that a surprisingly large number come
from low-Income groups—far larger one other amendment, on an income cut- Senator from North Carolina (Mr.
than their proportion In the population. off. I would be glad to debate that with HELMS), the Senator from Kansas (Mr.
We are trying to see that young people the Senator, and then we could have PEARSON), the Senator from Illinois (Mr.
In this country with talent are not dis- back-t'-baek votes for the convenience PERCY), the Senator from Alaska (Mr.
criminated against, because of financial of the Members of the Senate, if the STEVENS), and the Senator from Connecticut (Mr. WEICKER) are necessarily
ability. There Is nothing In the Roth leader wishes to proceed in this way.

Could I have the attention of the
amendment that Is going to remedy that
situation. Let us make no mistake about leader, the Senator from West Virginia?
that. No one Is denythg the financial bur- We have used up our time, Mr. Leader, on
den that middle-income families are this amendment. I have one other
under In terms of the cost of education. amendment. I would be glad to debate it,
But the Roth amendment s not the and then have two bacJ-to-back votes
answer. If you put $8.4 billion between for the convenience of the membership.
now and 1985 In the guaranteed student If that is agreeable, we could have 15
loan program, you could educate almost minutes on the next amendment, debate
every child In this country. We ought it, and then have a vote on both of the
to spend the money where the need is. amendments back to back.
Mr. ROTH. I would prefer that we take
We have to have some sense of priorities.
We know that our Federal education the amendments up one at a tithe and
programs are starved for funds. It is vote on them accordingly.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
wrong fot us to squander a billion dolwill the Senator object to the proposal
lars a year this way.
The amendment of the Senator from of the Senator from Massachusetts
Delaware offers no help to all of the which he has just made?
young people who are working their way

Mr. ROTH. Yes, I would object.

Mr. KENNEDY. I am prepared to yield
through college, or who take a year off
In order to make enough money to go to back the time. I would like to get a yea
college. It gives no help to them. It does and nay vote.
Mr. ROTH. I make a motion to table
not help any low-income families who
have children in college, because it is not the proposed amendment.

refundable.
Mr. President, what I am trying to do

Mr. KENNEDY. On the motion to

table.

absent.
I also announce that the Senator from
Virginia (Mr. SCOTT) is absent on official
business.

I further announce that, if present
and voting, the Senator from Oregon
(Mr. HATFIELD), the Senator from North

Carolina (Mr. HELMS), and the Senator
from Alaska (Mr. STEVENS) would each
vote "yea."
The result was announced—yeas 49,
nays 26, as follows:
LRoUcaU Vote No. 64 Leg.]
YEAS—49

Anderson
Garn
Baker
Glenn
Gravel
Bayh
BeUmon
Griffin
Burdick
Haa8en
Byrd,
Hskll
Harry F., Jr. Hatbaway
Byrd, Robert C. Inouye
Case
Jackson
Chafee
Leahy
Church
Long
Curtis
Lugar
Dan!orth
Magnuson
Dole
Domenict
Mathias
Durkin
Mataunaga
McClure
Eaglet.on

Llt

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On the
in this amendment is, at least, if the
Senate is going on record to accept tax motion to table is there a sufficient secexpenditures like this, to draw at least ond? There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
some distinction between those families
Abourezk
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- Allen
that have more than one child who is tion
is on agreeing to the motion of the Brooke
goIng to college and those that have only
Senator from Delaware to lay on the Bumpers
one child in college.
Ohilee
Finally, Mr. President, I cite an ex- table the amendment of the Senator Clark
Craa8tOn
from
Massachusetts.
ample that Secretary Califano uses. He
Culver
The clerk will call the roll.
notes in his letter that a highly paid proThe assistant legislative clerk called Eastland
fessional sending his child or her child to
a low tuition community college would the roll.
Bartlett
(Mr. STONE assumed the Chair.)
get as large a benefit under Senator
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that the Bentsen
RoTH's amendment as a blue-collar Senator
Biden
from Delaware (Mr. BIDEN), the Oannon
worker sending his child to an expenDeconcini

NAYS—26
Ford
Hart
HoUings

Javits
Kennedy

McOovern

Melcher
Nelson
Packwood
Proxmire

Randolph
Riegle

Roth
Schmitt
Schweker
Stafford
Stennis
Talmadge
Thurmond
Tower
Wallop
Zorlnsky

Moynihan
Nunn
Pell
Sarbanes
Stevenson
Stone

WilLiama
McIntyre
Young
Metoalf
Metzenbaum
NOT VOTING—25
Percy
Heinz
Ribicoff
Helms
Sasser
Huddleston
Scott
Humphrey
Sparkman
JobnMon
Stevens
Mcclellan
Weicker
Morgan

sive college with no aid. What sense does

Senator from Nevada (Mr. CAmioN), the

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator frdm Delaware.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I would re-

absent.
I also announce that the Senator from
Maine (Mr. MU5KIE) is absent because
of illness.

agreed to.

greatest need. We have a number of pro-

MORGAN).

its immediate consideration.

that make? I do not think it makes any Senator from Arizona (Mr. DEC0NcINI), Gojdwater
the Senator from Kentucky (Mr. Him- Batch
Muskie
Hatfield
sense at all.
Pearson
So I would hope, in terms of trying to OLE5T0N), the Senator from Minnesota Hayakawa
meet one of the inequities of the Roth (Mr. HUMPHREY), the Senator from
So the motion to lay on the table was
amendment—and my amendment does Louisiana (Mr. JoHNsToN), the Senator agreed to.
Arkansas (Mr. MCCLELLAN), the
not meet all of them—that my pro- from
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I move to
posal would be approved. At least, the tax Senator from North Carolina (Mr. MOR- reconsider the vote by which the motion
credit should distinguish between fam- GAN) , the Senator from Connecticut (Mr. was agreed to.
ilies that have one child in college and RIBIc0FF), the Senator from Tennessee
MELCHER. Mr. President, I move
those that have more than one child in (Mr. SASSER), the Senator from Alabama toMr.
lay that motion on the table.
college. I hope that this amendment will (Mr. SPARKMAN), and the Senator from
The motion to lay on the table was
Texas (Mr. BENTSEN) are necessarily
be accepted.
VP AMENDMENT NO. 1060

(Purpose: To provide an adjusted gross income ilinitatton on the college tuition

mind the Senate that my proposal has
credit.)
been overwhelmingly adopted by the
On this vote, the Senator from MinSenate on three different occasions. I nesota (Mr. HUMPHREY) is paired with
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I send
think it is tailored to help those In thç the Senator from North Carolina (Mr. an amendment to the desk and ask for
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Mr. President, I will be glad to enter
mto a 15-minute time limitation If It is
agreeable to the primary sponsor.
The PRESJDING OFFICER. The

vides, which is a flat $250 credit per taxpayer, There is an inconsistency between

the amendment Itself and the explana-

tion of the Senator.
Mr. ROTH. The tax credit of $250 per
The second assistant legislative clerk individual.
read as follows:
Mr. KENNEDY. If he had two children,
The Senator from Massachusetts (Mr. Km- it is $500, Is that correct?
NEDY) proposes an unprlnted amendment
Mr. ROTH. That is correct.
amendment will be stated.

numbered 1060 to unprinted amendment No.

Ncnjember 4, 1977

clear; $8.2 billion at $250 per family is
the revenue estimate. The intent of the
author is $250 per dependent. That
means the estimate will go up to between
$13 billion and $14 billion by 1985.
Before time runs out, I want to explain
my amendment.

What this amendment would do is
phase out the tax credit for adjusted

Mr. KENNEDY. But the text of. the gross incomes between $25,000 and $30,amendment itself and the revenue esti- 000, the same way we did in terms of the
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I ask mated of $8.4 billion through 1985 are $50 rebate earlier this year. The amendunanimous consent that further reading based upon $250 per family. If it is $250 ment follows exactly the same pattern.
per student, the cost gQes up to between It saves about 15 percent of the total exof the amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESiDING OFFICER. Without $13 billion and $14 billion by 1985.
penditure cost.
objection, It is so ordered.
Mr. ROTH. Will the Senator yield?
In the case of the $50 rebate, before
Mr. KENNEDY. I yield.
The amendment is as follows:
it was dropped altogether, we phased it
Mr. ROTH. That is not correct. The out for Ir.coines between $25,000 and $3 0,At the end of subsection (b) of new section 441) of the Internal Revenue Code revenue Impact—
000. It is the intention of this amendof 1954, as such section is intended to be
Mr. KENNEDY. Could we have order, ment to phase out the education credit
added by the amendment, insert the 101- Mr. President?
for incomes between $25,000 and $30,000.
lowing:
The ACTING PRESiDENT pro tomAnother precedent is the home heat(3) Phase out between $28000 and $30,- pore. The Senate will be In order. The
ing oil tax credit, which we adopted only
000.(A) In generaL—If the adjusted gross Senate is not In order. The Senate will last Saturday on the energy tax bill. We
income of the taxpayer for the taxable year be In order.
included a phaseout In the credit that
Mr. ROTH. That is not correct. The begins at $15,000 of income. The phasewith respect to which the credit Is claimed
under subsection (a) exceeds $25,000. the text of the amendment provides a tax out In the penNIng amendment begins
amount of the credit allowed under this credit for the taxpayer, his spouse, or any at $25,000.
section (determined without regard to this of his dependents. And according to the
President, I reserve the remathparagraph) shall be reduced (but not be- Joint Committee on Taxation, the fiscal derMr.
of my time.
low zero) by an amount which bears the 1978 revenue Impact will be $175 million,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sensame ratio to the amount so allowed as the
adjusted gross income of the taxpayer for and then it would go up to approximately ator from Delaware.
$1.2
billion
In
the
succeeding
4
years.
the taxable year In excess of $25,000 bears
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I want to
to $5,000.
Mr. KENNEDY. The Budget Commit- make very clear what my amendment
"(B) Married individuals filing separate tee estimate which was provided me was does. It provides a tax credit of $250 per
returns.—jn the case of a married individual $8.4 billion for a credit of $250 per fam- student In college, per dependent. I want
filing a separate return. subparagraph (A) ily, $8.4 billion.
to point out that the first year the cost
shall be applied by substituting '$12,500' for
Mr. ROTH. I have never seen that fig- would be $175 million.
'$25,000' and by substituting '$2,5l)0' for ure.
It is directly contrary to what we
Mr. President, my concern with the
have been supplied. As I said, the joint amendment of the Senator from MassaMr. LONG. Mr. President, I ask unani- committee has given the figure of $1.2 chusetts is that it is going to have a
mous consent that there be 15 minutes billion for my proposal.
very limited effect upon those who need
debate on the amendment, to be equally
Mr. KENNEDY. That is the amount
The Senator from Massachusetts
divided between the sponsor of the for a single year, but It is still based on aid.
would phase it out in the area of $25,000
amendment and the opposition.
$250 per family. The cumulative effect to $30,000. But, as I mentioned earlier,
The PRESiDING OFFICER. Is there through 1985 is how much? My under- 2 years ago we had the head of higher
objection? Without objection, It is so standing is that it is $8.2 billion for fiscal education at HEW, making $37,500 a
ordered.
years 1978 to 1985, based on a $250 credit year, resign because he could not afford
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, if the per family. That is provided by the to send his children to college.
Senator will yield, I ask unanimous con- Budget Committee.
There was an article In the New Resent that alter the Danforth amendMr. ROTH. Let me repeat the joint public, as well as one In Newsweek, which
ment is considered, which I understand committee estimates. For the first year, point out that Middle America, for the
is third on the list, my amendment may 1978, it Is roughly $175 mIllion; 1979 is first time, is finding itself In a position
be considered, numbered 1550.
$1.2 billion; and 1980 is $1.2 billion.
where It sees downward mobility, where
The PRESiDING OFFICER. Is there
Mr. KENNEDY. But that estimate is It is not able to reach the great American
objection? Without objection, It is so based on $250 per family.
dream of sending its children to college.
ordered.
Mr. ROTE. That is incorrect. The esti- The figures show that the group that is
Mr. BUMPERS. Will the Senator yield mate is based on a tax credit for each trailing behind in continuing into higher
for a unanimous-consent request?
education is middle working America.
individual dependent in college.
Mr. KENNEDY. I yield.
Mr. LONG. Will the Senator yield at
Mr.
KENNEDY.
Mr.
President,
I
diMr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I ask rect the Senator's attention to the that point?
unanimous consent that Richard Arnold, amendment itself. It talks about the
Mr. ROTH. Yes, I am delighted to
of my staff, be granted the privileges of credit under this section shall be an yield.
the floor during the consideration of the amount equal to so much of the expense
Mr. LONG. As I understand It, this
pending legislation and any votes there1057.)

paid as does not exceed $250. It is drafted

amendment provides a $250 tax credit to
per Individual. That means per Individ- help families send their children to colual taxpayer, not per individual student. lege. A family that has a family income
objection, it is so ordered.
are talking about the individual tax- of $30,000 would not get it.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, may we We
payer.
Mr. ROTH. That is correct.
have order in the Chamber?
Mr. ROTH. The language states that
Mr. LONG. At $25,000 they would get
The PRESiDING OFFICER. The Senator Is correct. The Senate wifi be In the taxpayer could claim a tax credit the full amount; at $27,500, they would
on.

The PRESiDING OFFICER. Without

for himself, his spouse, or his dependents. get half; at $30,000, they would get
order.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I would It depends upon the number of student nothing.
he has in college.
Mr. ROTH. That is correct.
like to direct a question to the Senator dependents
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, how
from Delaware, if I may.
Mr. LONG. I say that anybody who

wants to vote for the tax credit, try to
Does he Intend, as In his Dear Col- much time do I have remaining?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- explain to those people why you did that.
league letter, that there be a $250 credit
We are saying, "AU right, you are so
for each dependent, or does he Intend ator has 2 minutes left.
what the text of the amendment proMi. KENNEDY. I want to make It very rich. Maybe you have eight children in
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Mr. ROTH. That Is correct. There are Maine (Mr. MUSKIE) is absent because
the family, but you are so rich, with a
$30,000 income, you are too affluent to several billion dollars avaUable, both In of illness.
I further announce that, If present and
get the benefit of it." For somebody mak- loans and granth, for that purpose.
Mr. BT3PER8. There are all kinds of
Ing 80 percent of what we make here, if
he sends bls child to college, he s pay- funds for loans to students, too.
Mr. ROTH. I have limited time. Could
ing a lot of taxes, but he does not get it.
How does the Senator think that fam- we proceed on the pending amendment?
Mr. BUMPERS. I did not reaflze the
ily is going to react when he explains,
"I am sorry, but you are affluent, you Senator wa under a l4me agreement.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I reserve
are making $30,000 with that family. We
want to help the other fellow send his the remainder of my tAme.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro ternchildren to college, but not &ou."
How does the Senator thIi they are pore. The Senator from Massachusetts.
Mr. KENNEDY. The Senator from
going to take that when be explains that
Delaware mentioned a $250 credit per
to them?
Mr. ROTH. They are not going to like dependent, The cost estAmate on that is
it. I point out to the Senator from Louisi- about $13 billion. This is a huge Federal
ana that I had a teacher come to my subsidy for higher education. But we are
office

voting, the Senator from Minnesota (Mr.
HUMPmIEY) would vote "nay."
Mr. BAKER. I announce that the Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. BtTLETT), the
Senator from Massachusetts (Mr.

BROOKE), the Senator from Arizona (Mr.
GOLDWATER) •

the

Senator from Utah

(Mr. HATCH), the Senator from Oregon
(Mr. HATFIELD), the Senator from California (Mr. HAYAKAWA), the Senator
from Pennsylvania (Mr. HErrz), the Senator from North Carolina (Mr. HELMS),
the Senator from Kansas (Mr. PEARSON),

the Senator from Illinois (Mr. PERCY),
the Senator from Alaska (Mr. STEVENS),

in Wilmington about 8 weeks providing it for a. very select income the Senator from Connecticut

ago, complaining that my tax credit was
too little. She pointed out that she was
working full time, that she has a job In
the evening teaching, that her husband

(Mr.

group, and denying it to the lower in- WEICKER), and the Senator from North
come group6. That is bad education pol- Dakota (Mr. YOUNG) are necessarily
icy. It is bad economic policy. It is bad absent.
tax policy.

I also announce that the Senator from

Mr. President, it is important that Virginia (Mr. SCOTT) is absent on official
is teaching as well, and that they are
unable to send their three children to the Senate know what it is doing. My business.
college. They had to withdraw one from amehdment is an effort to modify the
I further announce that, if present and
court in a more responsible and equitable
Of course, under this amendment, they way.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I point out
would not be eligible, and I would hate
that we a1read' have a number of tax
to face her again.
Mr. BUMPERS. Will the Senator yield credits in the law which do not discriminate against certain income classes. We
for a question?
have a child care credit. We have a home
Mr. ROTH. Yes.
Mr. BUMPERS. Does the Senator have insulation credit and a solar tax credit
a computation on what it is going to in the energy bill. None of these credits
school.

cost the Treasury if we include a re- have income limits. My amendment
fundable tax credit?
Mr. ROTH. We do not have an estimate for a refundable tax credit.
Mr. BUMPERS. Would the Senator agree with me that the amendment
is inequitable for people who have to go

would not help only a select few. My pro-

posal will help Middle America send its
children to school. It will provide some
relief to the people who are not eligible
for the Government assistance programs
their taxes make possible. I urge the reto the bank and borrow money to pay jection of the amendment of the Senator
their children's tuition and who have from Massachusetts. I shall make a mono tax of any consequence to pay? They tion to table it upon the expiration of the
get no credit, is that correct? Or would time.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temthey get a refund?
Mr. ROTH. I point out to the distin- pore. All time has expired.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I move to
guished Senator, that we do have a
number of programs, both grants and lay the amendment of the Senator from
loans, to help out those at the lower Massachusetts on the table. I ask for the
economic end of the scale. But I do be- yeas and nays.
lieve your proposal could be considered
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temat a later time.
pore. Is there a sufficient second? There
Mr. BUMPERS. Does the Senator have is a sufficient second.
any objection to a refundable tax credit?
The yeas and nays were ordered.
If the students are on gráxits, parents
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem
would not be eligible for a tax credit pore.
The question is on agreeing to the
anyway.
to lay on the table the amendMr. ROTH. I point out to the distin- motion
of the Senator from Massachusetts.
guished Senator that I would be happy ment
eyas and nays have been ordered.
to work with him In the future if he The
wants to look into that.—'But I do not The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
believe it would be possible in this legisMr. CRANSTON. I announce that the
lation.
Mr. BUMPERS. But neither the Sen- Senator from Texas (Mr. BENTSEN), the
ator nor the committee has any idea of Senator from Delaware (Mr. BIDEN), the
what this would cost if we made it a re- Senator from Nevada (Mr. CANNON), the
Senator from Arizona (Mr. DEC0NcINI),
fundable tax credit?
Mr. ROTH. I do not have the figures. the Senator from Kentucky, (Mr. HuDMr. LONG. If the Senator will yield DLESTON), the Senator from Minnesota
on that point, I do not have an estimate (Mr. HUMPHREY), the Senator from Louon that. But would not this amendment isiana (Mr. JOHNSTON), the Senator from

make it possible to concentrate the

Arkansas (Mr. MCCLELLAN), the Senator

voting, the Senator from Oregon (Mr.

the Senator from North Carolina (Mr. HELMS), and the Senator from
Alaska (Mr. STEvENS)would each vote
"yea."
The result was announced—-yeas 52,
nays 21, as follows:
HATFIELD) ,

LRoflcalI Vote No. 625 Leg.]
YEAS—52

Allen
Anderson

Baker
Bellmon
Burdick
Byrd,
Harry F., Jr.
Oase

C1afee
Chiles
Church

Garn

GJenn
Gravel
Griffin
Hansen
Hol1in.s
Inouye
Jack8or.

Laxlt
Leahy
Long

Dole
DOmenc.1

Durkin
Eagleton
Eastland

Lugar
Magnuson
Mathias
Matsunaga
Mcclure
Meicher
Nunn

Abourezk
Bayb
Bumpers

Ford
Hart
Haskelt

Curtis

Dnorth

Fickwood
PrOxmire

Randolph
Riegle

Roth
Sarbanes
Schmitt
Schwelker
Stafford

Stennis
Stcvenson
Stone
Talmadge
Thurmond
Tower

Wallop
Zorlnsky

NAYS—2 1

Byrd, Robert C. Htbawa
Jav1t

Clark
Cranston
Culver

Bartlett
Bentsen
Biden
Brooke
Cannon

Deconcini
Goldwater
Hatch
Hatfteld

McIntyre
Metcalf
Metzenbaurn
Moynihan
Nelson

Pell
Kennedy
Williams
McGovern
NOT VOTLNG—27
Pearson
Hayakawa
Percy
Heinz
Ribicoff
Helms
HuddlestO!
Ssser
Htimphre
Scott
Sparkmali
Jobnstoi
Stevens
Mcclellan
Weicker
Morgan
Young
Muskie

So the motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I ask for
the yeas and nays on the Roth amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
a sufficient second? There is a sufficient
second.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
North Carolina (Mr. MORGAN), the
money that is available for the grants from
UP *MENDMEIT NO. 1061
and the loans at a favored interest rate, Senator from Connecticut (Mr. RIBIMr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I send
all of that on the low Income people, cofl'), the Senator from Tennessee (Mr.
because It would take the pressure off by SA5SER , and the Senator from Alabama an amendment to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
helping people who are not in the low (Mr. SPARKMAI.T) are necessarily absent.
inc3rne area?

I also announce that the Senator from

amendment will be stated.

S 18802

The second assistant legislative clerk

read as follows:

The Senator from Arkansas (Mr. BuasPa)

proses an unprinted amendment num-

titled to that $250 tax credit. Why should ment apparently did not violate the bud-

she not be entitled to It?
get.
I will give another example. I can tell
Mr. President, a parliamentary in-

Senators about one student In this couxibered 1061 to the Roth unprlnted amend- try who paid his own tuition last year
ment numbered 1057.
from his summer earnings, and that Was
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I ask my son. He at least helps sustain himself
unanimous consent that reading of the to the extent of paying his tuition. By
hIs doing that, and the fact that I have
amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without paid 10 times that much to maintain him
during the year, the Roth amendment
objection, it Is so ordered.
would deprive me of the tax credit.
The amendment Is as follows:
By the same token, youngsters who are
At the end of the amendment add the
following:

(d) CRxDrr TO BE P.ZFVNDA3LE.—

Section 6401(d) is amended—
(A) by striking out "oil) and 43" and in(1)

serting in lieu thereof "oil), 43",

"(B) by inserting "and 441)' after "credit)", and

(C) by striking out "and 43," and inserting
hi lieu thereof ", 43, and 441),".
(2) Section 6201(a)(4) is amended—
(A) by striking out "or 43"in the caption
and inserting In lieu thereof ", 43, or 441)",

(B) by striking out "oil) or sectIon 43"
and inserting In lieu thereof "oil), section
43", and

(C) by inserting "or section 441)," after

"income) ,".
(3)
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This subsection (d) shall be effective

only during fiscal 1978.

quiry;
The

PRESIDING OFFICER.

Senator will state It.

The

Mr. LONG. Does this amendment In
the opinion of the Chair violate the budget provisions of law by which we are
constrained at this moment?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair sees no violation of any applicable
provisions of the Budget Act.

paying all their tuition and all their exMr. LONG. Mr. President, If that Is
penses—and literally hundreds of thou- the case, I hope that the Senator from
sands are doing so in this country Delaware will agree to accept the amendtoday—would be deprived of this tax ment.
credit.
Mr. ROTH. As long as It Is withIn the
Finally, those people who are on basic budget resolution, the Senator from
educational grants would have that Delaware will accept It.
amount subtracted from any tax credit
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I ask unanito which their parents would be entitled. mous consent that we rescind the order
For those reasons and many more for the yeas and nays.
which I have not taken the time to enumMr. BUMPERS. I did not get the yeas
erate for the Senate, this seems like a and nays on this. I am prepared to vote
minimal amount to spend toward a very on It.
egalitarIan purpose, one that Is worthy
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, just
and one 'that I certainly hope my col- to keep the record straIght, this Is not in
leagues will adopt.

a budget resolution, but because of a

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, will fluke It Is not subject to a point of order.
It Is plainly outside the budget resoluMr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I will the able Senator yield?
Mr. BUMPERS. I am happy to yield. tion.
take only a few moments.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I apMr. LONG. Mr. President, 11 It Is not
This amendment Is very simple. It
provides for a refundable tax credit for preciate the family illustration of the subject to the budget resolution, I hope
the year 1978. All It does Is include the Senator's son, during his work-study the Senate will accept the amendment
people In this country who are not In a program. Frankly, there are thousands and take It by voice vote.
Mr. BUMPERS. I wish to do that.
taxable category, who pay no Income tax, and thousands of sons, and yes, daughMr. President, I ask unanimous conor who pay less than the $250 tax credit ters too, not only teenage children, who
for a student that would be allowed un- earn money used in their education. sent to add my colleague from West VirThese youth are working In the after- ginia (Mr. RANDOLPH) as a cosponsor.
der the Roth amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
The Roth amendment Is projected to noon and at night as they pursue their
cost a billion dollars. This amendment college education and then receive de- objection, It Is so ordered.
Mr. JACKSON. Vote!
simply would add $100 million to the cost grees.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
There Is equIty in the Senator's
of that amendment. It Is a very small
amount, but It certainly Is egalitarian. It amendment, which I cosponsor. I sup- question Is on agreeing to the amend-

would be patently unfair for us to ap- port It, as the Senator from Arkansas
prove the Roth amendment and say to a
lot of people in this country who need
help much worse than those who are going to get It under the Roth amendment,
"There Is nothing in the bill for you."
Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, may we
have order?
The PRESiDING OFFICER. The Senate Is not in order. The Senate will be in
order.
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I will

(Mr. BUMPSRS) has said because the provision is "worthy."

(Putting the question.)

The ayes appear to have it. The ayes
Mr. President, I recall that I worked have It, and the amendment Is agreed to.
The question now occurs on the
as I went through academy and college

years. Mrs. Randolph and I had two amendment, as amended, by the Senator
from Delaware.
sons who did likewise.
On this question the yeas and nays
I recall J. BuhI Shahan, a student in
my classes at Davis and Elkins College. have been ordered, and the clerk will

He sold over 100 Items, with his wares
on the racks of a bicycle. He graduated
with honors and became a State senator
give a classic case in point, and I can and successful educator.
Mr. President, the Bumpers amendspeak from experience; because when I
practiced law, I came across this fre- ment makes sense. It will aid the mothers
and fathers and their children. It will
quently.
A woman with minor children loses her cushion the cost of higher education.
Mr. BUMPERS. I thank the Senator
husband and Is left to educate the"children.

ment of the Senator from Arkansas.

very much.

call the roll.

The second assIstant legislative clerk

called the roll.

Mr. METCALF (after having voted in
the negative). Mr. President, on this vote

I have a pair with the distinguished

Senator from Tennessee Mr. SAssEri). If

he were present and voting, he .would
vote 'yea." If I were at liberty to vote, I
would vote "nay." I withdraw my vote.

Mr. President, I have no purpose in
Mr. ABOUREZK (after having voted In
social security, as long as those children elaborating further. I hope I have made the negative). Mr. President, on this vote
are minors or as long as they are in col- the point. I made it about as well as I I have a pair with the distinguished
lege and over 21, she and they would be could make it If I had another hour to Senator from Delaware (Mr. BIDEN. If

If her husband was covered under

entitled to social security benefits. It Is a spend on it.
I am prepared to vote on It. I do not
token amount, according to today's living standards. But this income is not tx- wane to deprive the Senator from Delaware of an opportunity to respond if he
able.
However, if this is her sole source of in- chooses.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I had some
come, bear this in mind. She is trying to

send a child to college on that small doubts because of the point raised by
amount of social security payment and Is the Budget Committee that we could
limited in the past, as she has been, to make thIs a refundable tax credit, but
$3,000 in earned Income a year. She has there have been some consultations held
virtually no taxable income. This amend- and the last advice I heard from the
ment simply would say that she Is en- Parliamentarian was that the amend-

he were present and voting, he would vote
"yea." If I were at liberty to vote, I would

vote nay." I withdraw my vote.
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that the
Senator from Texas Mr. BENTSEN, the
Senator from Delaware (Mr. BIDEN), the

Senator from Nevada (Mr. CANNON), the
Senator from Arizona (Mr. DECONCINI),
the Senator from Mississippi (Mr. EAsT'-

LANr), the Senator from Kentucky iMr.

HUDDLESTON), the Senator from Minnesota (Mr. HUMPHREY), the Senator from
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Louisiana (Mr. 3onsroN), the Senator Percy
Scott
from Arkansas (Mr. MOCLaLLAN), the Ribioc
axlan WeicZer
Senator from Rorth Carolina (Mr. MoaSo Mr. Roia's smont (No. 1057).
CAN), the Senator from ConnectIcut (Mr. as amended, was agreed to.
Rnircorr) the Senator front Tennessee
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I move to
(Mr. SASSER), and the Senator from Ala-

(2) (A) (1) '1be eeretary shall determine
each yaar beginnng with 1977 (subject to

tbe liniita*Aon its paragraph (1) (B)) whether

a base er*od (as defined in. parairaph (1)

(A) (U) e (ill) in such year is a cost-of.f the Secretary determines that a

livIng computatto period.

•

reconsider the vote by which the amendment was agreed to.
absent.
BAKER.! move to lay that motion
I also announce that the Senator from onMr.
the table.
Maine (Mr. MUsIUE) Is absent because of
The motion to lay on the table was
mness.
I further announce that, 41 present and agreed to.P £DT NO. 1062
voting, the Senator from Minnesota (Mr.
(Purpose: Relating to cost-of-living Increases
HUMPHREY) would vote "yea"

base period In any year Is a eo,stof..liv1ng
computation perhid, he tscii, effective with
the month of June of such ycac, where such
period is the month sf uary et such year,
and effeative with the snouth of Pecember

bama (Mr. SPARKMAN) are necessarily

of Such year, where such period is the month
of August of such year, ea provided in sub-

paragraph (B),"

3. StrIking out "nartr" h place it aptimate sentence ot sragrrph (2) (A) (ii)

pears after the word "Inc eiss" hi the penul-

under SOCIal security.)

On this vote, the Senator from ConMr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I send to
necticut (Mr. Rxaicopv) Is paired with
the Senator from North Carolina (Mr. the desk an amendment and ask that It
MORGAN). if present and voting, the be reported.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Clerk
Senator from Connecticut would vote
"yea" and the Senator from North will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
Carolina would vote 'nay."

and inserting in liCu thereof, "period";

4. Striking out "calendar period" in such
penultimate scutanca (m p'eviously amendcrest "month".
ed) and inerthi hi

5. Striking out "(i)(A) (h in suth penul-

timate sentence and incert-ing in lieu thereof

Mr. BAKER. 1 announce that the The Senator from Idaho (Mr. CHURCH),
Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. BARTLETT), for himself and others, proposes an unprinted
the Senator from Massachusetts (Mr. amendment numbered 1062.
BRO0KE), the Senator from Arizona (Mr.
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I ask

GOLDWATER), the Senator from Utah unanimous consent that further read(Mr. Hsrcn), the Senator from Oregon ing of the amendment be dispensed with.
(Mr. HATFIELD), the Senator from CaliThe PRESiDING OFFICER. Without
fornia (Mr. HAyAKAwA), the Senator objection. It Is so ordered.
from North Carolina (Mr. HELMS), the
The amendment Is as follows:
Senator from Kansas (Mr. PEARSON), the
At the end of Utle I of the Act, add the
Senator from Illinois (Mr. PERCY), following new section:
the Senator from Alaska (Mr. STEVENS),

and the Senator from Connecticut (Mr.

6. Striking out 'months after May" and

all that foliows in subparagraph (2) II) and
inserting in lieu thereof:
"months (1) after May of i-he calendar year
in which occurred such cost-of-llving com-

putation period hi the case of an increase
based on a costo ivfng computation period of the month of bebruary of such yeai',

or (II) after November of that year In the

case of an Increase burod on a cost-of-living
computation period of the month of August
of suCh year, and In the ease of lump-sum

-

death payments with respect to deaths oc-

COST-OF-LIVING INCREASES

curriltg after such hicy or y0ovembsr,";
'1. StrikIng out "psavtm" each place it ap-

(a) Effective with respect to monthly bene-

WEICKER) are necessarily absent.

fits and lump-sum death paymenio payable

business.

b'y—

I also announce that the Senator from for months after November 197'?, section 216 pears inaubparagreph (h), (O),and (D) of
Virginia (Mr. ScoTT), Is absent on official (I) of the Social Security Act Is amended subsection (2) and Imerting In lieu there-

I further announce that, if present
and voting, the Senator from Oregon
(Mr. HATFIELD), the Senator from North

of "period": and
8. StrIking out (I) (A) (II) he subparagraph
(2) (C) and Inserting hi hen thereof (I) (A)
(iv)";

1. Striking out paragraph (1) and insert-

ing in lieu thereof the following:

"(i)(l) For purposes of this subsection—
"(A) the term 'base period' means (i) the

ib) Effective with det mbwtions after

Carolina (Mr. Esijis), and the Senator three-month period ending on March 31, 1977, section 230 of the oOiai becurity Act
from
JdyflAlaska (Mr. SrrvrNs) would vote 197'?, (ii) the month of August in 1917 or by striking out subsection (a) and Inserting
in any succeeding year, (iii) the month 01

in lieu thereof:

(a) If the Oscritary lnst1tuts pursuant
The result was announced—yeas 61, February in 1978 or in any succeeding year,
Or (iv) any other month Which Is the effec- to section 215(1) one or mote benflt innays 11, as follows:
tive month of a general benefit increase un- creases which become off acttvc In any calRolcal1 Vote 1o. ese Leg.)
endar year, he shall after October 1 and
der this title;
Allen
Anderson

Baker
Bayh
Bumpers
Burdick
Byrd,
Harry F., Jr.
Byrd, Robert C.
Case
Chafee
Church
Curtis

DnfOrth
Dole

Domenici
Durkin
Bagleton
Ford
Garn
Gravel

Oriflln
Hansen
Raskell

"(B) the term 'cost-of-living computation not later than November i of such year de'
period' means (i) a base period, as defined in termine and publish In the t-cderal Register
subparagraph (A) (other than Clauses (I) the contribution and benefit base deterand (iv) thereof) whiCh occurs after July mined under subsection (b) which sh&1l be
197'? in which the Oonsumer Price Index effective with respect to remuneration paid
prepared by the Department of Labor ex- after zuch year and t-amble years beginning

Moynthan
-

-

Hathaway

Holilngs
Iaouye
Jackson

Jovits

lkalt

Leahy
Long
Lugar
Magnuson

Mathis

Matsunag

McClure

liluan
Packwood
Proxanire
Randolph
Riegie
Roth
Sarbanes
Schmitt
Schwe.Iker

by not less than 4 per centum,
such index in the later of (I) the last
ceeds,

-

prior

Stevenson
Tolmadge
Thurmond
Tower
Wallop

'Williams
Young
Zori,nsky

Culver

Pell

coot-of-living

computation

after SUCh year."
(c) Effective with determinations after

-

1977, sectIon O3(f) (0) (A) of such Act Is
amended to read as follows:

period

which was established under this subparagraph (whether under the law in effect
in November 197'?, or after November 197'?)
Or (Ii) the most recent month which was
the eEective month of a general benefit in-

BtaffOrd

)ZcQcwcrn

McIntyre
Meicher
Metzenbauxn

-

Nelson

-

"(A) U the Secretary institutes pursuant
o section 213(1) one os' more benefit in-

creases which become effectiso In any éalendar year, he shall after October 1 and not
later than November 1 of such year determine and publish in the Fedcral Register a
new exempt amount which shall be effective lunleeS such new esempi amount is prevented from becoming effective by subparagraph (C) of thIs paragraph) with respect
to any individualb iambic year which ends
after such calendar year."
(d) Section 1d13b) of ch Act ii

crease under 'this title, or (ii) a base period,
as so defined, which occurs after July 1977, in

-

which such Consumer Price Index exceeds,
by not less than 3 percent, such index in the
later of (I) or (I1) and in which more than
5 months have elapsed since such later pe-

riod or month and up to but not including

Belimon
Chiies
(Rark
Cranston

Glenn
Hart
Kennedy

FREVIOUOLY RI2CORDED—2

Metcalf. against.
Aboureak, against.

-

Bartlett

Benteen
Biden

ooke

Cannon

DeOoncfnl

NOT VOTING—26
Eatian6
Rudd.ieston
Goldwater
Rumphrey

Hatch
Hatfield

Hayakawa
Helms

period in any calendar year if in the year amended to read se fohows:
prior to such year a law has been enacted
"(b) The Zectrty shall not find that
providing a general benefit increase under a State has failed to meet the requirements
-

PREST AND GIVING A LIVE PAiR.
-

the base period being considered; except that
there shall be no cost-of-living computation

Stennis
Stone

Johnston

MoOlel]en
Morgan
MuskiS

AS

this title or if In such prior year such a general benefit- increase becomes effective; and
(C) the Consuner Price Index for a base
period of 3 months or a cost-of-living com-

imposed by paragraph (3) of subsection (a)
with respeet to the lends
lh supplernen-

tary payments for a psaticuicu' month or
months if the fi'iabe's astsndltuses for such
putation period of 2 months thaU be the payments In the twtsvo-aa©nth period (witharithmetical mean of such Index for the 3 in which such month or months fail)
months in such period.";

-

. Striking out so much of paragraph (2)

as precedes the 'word 'increase" and Insert-

ing In lieu thereof:

-

(1)

begthn1m, on the edictIv date of arty

increase In the isel at supplemental secu-

rity income bonebta psesuisot hi section 131 'd

and ending hefse July 51, 101551, are not lesS
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than its xpendit.ures for such paymenta in

this time to ascertain what amendments
the preceding twelve-month period, or
(2) beginning on July 1, 1978. and Ju'y 1 remain to be offered, and to try, if posof each year thereafter are not less tan sible, to secure time limitations on those
its expenditures for such paymenta in the amenthnent.s that remaIn to be offered.
It is the Intention of the leadership,
twelve-month period begInning July 1, 1977,
and ending June 30, 1978, or, if the first and I think I speak on behalf of Mr.
such payments are made by a State after BACER and myself—he Is present and
July 1977, not less than its expenditures for can comment, and will, I am sure—to
such payments in the first full twelve-month complete action on this bUl tonight, and
period beginning July 1 in which such pay- following that, we would hope, if it is
ments are made.'
(e) Effective with respect to monthly bii-

not too late, that we can also take up

November ., 1977

move back, now, until we resolve that
matter, without taking too much time,
to the amendments that wUl remain to
be called up on the pending bill.
Mr. CHURCH has an amendment at the

desk at this time, while he is patiently
indulging this colloquy. Would the Semi-

ator be agreeable to a 20-minute time
limiltation on his amendment, to be

equally divided?
Mr. CHURCH. Yes, I would be happy

and dispose of 5. 2159, which has to do with a 20-minute time limitation, but I
with the medical schools receiving capi- would like to ask for the yeas and nays
tation grants, and the enrollment of on the amendment.
third year medical students in the school
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
this secUon and by section 104 of this Act, year 1978 and 1979 therein.
sucient second? There b—a sufficient
is further amended by—
It Is hoped that the time limitation second.
1. StrikIng Out SO much or paragraph (2)
The yeas and nays were ordered.
as preceeds subparagraph (A) (i) (I) thereof agreement that has already been entered
on that bill may be reduced, and I think
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. Pies!and Inserting in lieu thereof:
(2) (A) (i) The Secretary shall determine there are good indications that that is dent, I ask unanimous consent that
each year beginning wtth 1978 (subject to possible.
there be a 20-minute time limitation on
the limitation in paragraph (1) (B)) whether
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, will the
amendment by Mr. CHURCH, to be
a base period (as defined in paragraph (1) majority leader yield for just a moment? an
equally divided and controlled In accord(A) (ii) or (iii) in such year Is a cost-ofMr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Yes.
ance with the usual form.
living computation period.
BAKER. I have an indication that
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With'(ii) If the Secretary determines that a weMr.
reduce the time limitation on this out objection, it is so ordered.
base period in any year Is a cost-of-living sidecan
of the ai.sle to 30 minutes on the bill
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Now, Mr.
computation period, he shall, effective with
the month of June of such year, where Such and 10 minutes on each of two amend- President, I ask unanimous consent that
period Is the month of February of sueh year. ments, one, I think, by Mr. JAVITS— the time I am consuming not be charged
Mr. JAVITS. No. One by Mr. to the amendment by Mr. CHURCH.
and effective with the month of December of
SuCh year. where such period Is the month SCHWEIKER and Mr. HATCH.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
of August of such year as provided in subMr. BAKER. SCHWEIKER and HATCH? objection, it is so ordered.
paragraph (B), increase—;
Mr. JAVITS. Well, it is going to be
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. All right;.
2. Striking out 'quarter' each place it apby Mr. SCHWEIKER.
now, Mr. Minority Leader, what Is your
pears in the penultimate sentence of sub- offered
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Will the dis- proposal .on the medical bill?
paragraph (2) (A) (ii) and Inserting In lieu
tinguished minority leader repeat that?
thereof. "period';
Mr. BAKER. I thank the majwity
Mr. BAKER. Yes; we can reduce the leader. Mr. President, it is my under3. Striking Out "(1) (A) (ii) in such penultimate sentence and inserting In lieu there- time limitation previously provided for standing, and I see that the principals
of "(1) (A) (iv)";
to 1 hour on the bUl and 10 mInutes on are here, with the possible exception of
4. Striking Out "months after May' and an amendment by Mr. HATCH and 10 one, that we could reduce the time on the
all that follows in subparagraph (2) (A) (iii) minutes on one by Mr. SCHWEIKER.
bUl to 30 minutes, the time on an amendand inserting In lieu thereof:
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I thought it
by Mr. HATCH to 10 minutes,
months (I) after May of that year in the was indicated there would be a possibU- ment
case of an increase based on a cct-of-living ity to reduce the time on the bill to 30 equally divided, the time on an amendment by Mr. SCHWEIKER to 10 minutes,
computation period of the month of Febru- minutes.
to be equally divided, and the time on
ary of such year, or (II) alter November of
Mr. BAKER. Yes; and there is another an amendment by Mr. JAvITS—
that year in the case of an increa8e based
on a cost-of-living computation period of the amendment, though, by the distinguished
Mr. JAVITS. I have no amendment.
month of August of such year, and in the Senator from New York.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. JAvITS wUl have no
ca8e of lump-sum death paymenta wtth reMr. JAVITS. No, I have set it aside amendment, and that covers the provispect to deaths occurring after such May or and will not have an amendment. But sions we wUl have on this side.
November.'.
MATHIAS Is here, and he ha an
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. And that the
Sponsors of Church semiannual co6t-of Srnmtor
amendment.
agreement be In the usual form?
living amendment6:
Mr.
MATHIAS.
Ten
minutes.
Mr. BAKER. And that the agreement
Domealci, Clark, Williams. Pell, Stafford,
Mr. BAKER. And 30 minutes on the be in the usual form.
Humphrey, Abourezk, Hatfield.
Regel, fi.andolph, Stone, McIntyre, East- bill. Is that satisfactory?
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I, make that
Mr. JAVITS. ThIrty minutes on the request, Mr. President.
land, McGovern. Metcalf, Melcher.
Bumpers, Leahy, Cannon, Anderson, bill; I will take a chance on that in the
Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, reservBrooke, Thurrnond, Byli. Hart, Kennedy.
absence of Senator WILLIAMS.
ing the right to object, I have an amendMagnuson, Weicker, Sarbanes, DeConcini,
Mr. MATHIAS. I agreed with the Sen- ment.
Heinz, Chiles, Case, Jackson.
ator from Massachusetts that I could
Mr. BAKER. We provided for it. Ten
Haskell, Durkin. Javits, Hollings, Percy, have
about 7 minutes and he would have minutes, to be equally divided.
Ford, Metzenbaui
Burdick, Hatha- the balance,
so there will be 10 minutes
Mr. JAVITS. I will allow him more
way.
total on the amendment.
from my time on the bill, if he needs more
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
Mr. JAVITS. I do not know what the than 10 mInutes equally divided. It can
will the distinguished Senator yield to attitude of the Senator from Massachu- be adjusted.
me?
setts is going to be.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
Mr. CHURCH. Yes, I am happy to
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I understand objection? Without objection, it is so
yield to the majority leader.
from the Senator from Massachusetts ordered.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I thank the (Mr. KENNEDY) that he would be agreeMr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I thank the
Senator. Mr. President, may we have able to cutting the tithe limit.
distinguished minority leader and all
order in the Senate?
Mr. JAVITS. I know, but I do not know Senators.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- whether he is against the amendment.
This all comes after the social security
ate will be In order. Senators will cease We are against it. So I suggest 5 minutes bill tonight. If action is comp'eted on the
conversations. Staff members will retire on the side, or, if Senator MATHIAS wants social security bUl tonight, as we anticito the seats provided for them In the 7, gIve him 7,
pate it will be, and on the medical bill.
rear of the Chamber, and will cease conMr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, there will be no session tomorrow.
versations.
could we pass that for a moment? I an
Mr. President, there is a time limitaThe Senator from West Virginia.
still hopeful we can do that bill tonight, tion already agreed to on the DanIorth
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I thank the because I think it Is Important that it amendment of 10 minutes, to be equally
Chair. Mr. President, I take the floor at be done before we go out. But I want to divided. There is an amendment by Mr.
efits and lump-sum death paymenta payable for months after December 1978, section 215(i) of the Social Security Act, as
amended by subsections (a) through (d) of
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the distinguished Senator frmn

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

New York agreeable to 40 minutes, obeetiun, It Is so ordered.
Mr. BA.ER. Mr. President, I underequally divided?
Mr. JAVITS. Yes..
Mr. ROBERT C.BYRD. Or less?

S 18805

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. On Mr. ALLEN's amendment.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. ALLEN told me he

stand the Senator froni Kans has an only wished to speak on It for 3 minutes
alneTidnient.

with no roilcall.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I have an
Mr. JAVITS. Forty minutes. We can
unanimous consent that there be
say what it Is; It Is an amendment on amendn,ent with the dIstinguished Seri- Ia ask
time limitation on rollcall votes of
ator from New York. (Mr. MOYNIBAN)
unemployment compensation.
minutes.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. All right; Mr. which will be acceiried. It will take 1 10The
PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
President, I make that 40 minutes, minute.
Mr. CURTIS. Is it a good amendment? objection, The Chair hears none, and it
equally divided, on the Javits amendMr. DOLE. One which we have dis- is so ordered.
ment.
Mr. BAKER.. Mr. President, reservThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Without cussed with the distinguished floor
leader of this bill, the ranking minority ing the right to object.
objection, It is so ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, Mr. TOWER member, the Senator from Illinois, the
has an amendment in the nature of a Senator from Nevada, and the Senator Senator from Tennessee reserve the
right to object?
substitute. I understand he Is agreeaLle from Oregon.
Mr. BAKER. We have no objection.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mi. President,
to40 minutes, to be equally divided.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I will if I could have the attention of the Senaagree to that. It Is not now In the nature tor from Wisconsin (Mr. NELsON) for objection, It Is so ordered.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Now, Mr.
of a substitute; It Is being withdrawn. just a moment—and I beg his pardon,
because he is working with Mr. CHILES President, if the distinguished Senator
But I will agree to 40 mInutes.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, on a time agreement—Mr. DOLE and Mr. from Idaho will yield another 30 secMOYN1BA1, I believe, have an amend- onds, the distinguished Senator from
I make that request.
Washington has very appropriately
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without ment. What is the time limitation?
pointed out that we are going to be here
Mr. DOLE. One minute.
objection, It is so ordered.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. One minute, quite a while yet under the best circumMr. ROBERTt. BYRD. Mr. President,
stances. I would hope that where Senare theie further amendments to the equally divided?
atom can restrain themselves they do
Mr. DOLE. Right.
social security bill?
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. What a so, and yield back their time. and also
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, reserving
not ask for rollcall votes where they can
the right to object, has any agreement bargain.
restrain themselves. I see the distinMr. DOLE. Right.
been entered Into with reference to the
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. This is a bar- guished Senator from Washington nodChurch amendment?
ding his head affirmatively and with a
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Twenty mm- gain basement night.
Mr. CURTIS. I am a little suspicious; beautiful smile on his face.
ut.es, to be equally divided.
Now I will ask Mr. ALLEN what he
Mr. CURTIS. Who will have charge of this looks like collusion.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, would be agreeable to on his amendment.
the time in opposition?
Mr. ALLEN. I would just as soon not
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. In the usual I ask unanimous consent that on the
form; It will be the manager of the bill, amendment by Mr. DOLE and Mr. Moy- set a time limit, but I will not use more
or, If he Is in agreement, then the distin- NnIAN there be 5 minutes equally divided. than 5 or 10 minutes on each aiendguished minority leader or his designee. If they want to yield the time back, that ment.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. That is fair
Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, I have will be all right.
two amendments, on which I request 10
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without enough.
Mr. HEINZ. Will the Senator yield for
minutes.
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Ten minutes
Mr. MAGNUSON. How many hours a unanimous-consent request?
Mr. CHURCH. Yes. I will yield for
equally divided?
does this add up to?

Mr. CHILF. Ten minutes on each

side.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. All right. Two

amendments by Mr. CHII.ES, 20 minutes
on each, equally divided.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.

Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, reserving the right to object, what are they?
Mr. CHILES. We have discussed them
with your staff. One has to do with an
earnings limitation, and one Is a retirement provision.

Mr. NELSON. Just so I will know,
what Is the earnings limitation amendment about?
Mr. CHiLES. Let me get It for you.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
while Senator CHILES Is responding, Mr.
GRIFFIN has an amendment. Is it agree-

that purpose.
Mr. HEINZ. Mr. President, I ask unanMr. MAGNUSON. How many? Let us
have some idea. We want to know 11 we imous consent that Bob Hepler. of my
are going to be here until 11 o'clock. I staff, be granted the privileges of the
just added up the unanimous-consent floor today and tomorrow.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without.
agreements in my own mind, and it takes
objection, It Is so ordered.
us up to 11 o'clock.
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I ask
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. The Senator
the same for Jonathan Fleming of my
answered his own question.
Mr. MAGNUSON. We will stay until staff.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
11 oc1ock?
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Yes. May I say objection. It Is so ordered.
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, this
to the distinguished Senator that Mr.
amendment would provide semiannual
NILSON will yield back his time.
Mr. MAGNIJSON. But the majority cost-of-living adjustments for social security beneficiaries during periods of
leader has us up to 11 o'clock.
accelerated inflation.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. No.
Under present law, social security benMr. MAGNUSON. Unless I have added
efits are increased automatically in
It up wrong.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. The Senator July, provided that the consumer price
index rises by 3 percent or more during
never adds It up wrong.
Mr. Aii.m has an amendment. I will the preceding year.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Not too many.

able that there be 20 minutes, equally
divided, on that amendment?
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, It Is my ask Mr. NELSON what time would be

understanding he Is willing to accept 10 required there.
minutes, equally divided.
May I say to my friend from WashMr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Ten minutes mgton, I do not believe we will be that
equally divided?
late, but I could be wrong.
Mr. BAKER. Yes, 10 minutes equally.
Mr. MAGNUSON. I will stay here until
divided.
11 o'clock in the morning, but I believe
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, most Senators want to know or have a
I make that request, that there be a 10- rough idea.
Mr. NELSON. What was the Senator's
minute limitation on Mr. GRm'rm's
request?
amendment.

It was my privilege to sponsor legislation in 1972 whIch led to the establishment of this cost-of-living mechanism to protect social security beneficiaries from rising prices.

This represented an historic first step
toward safeguarding older Americans

from inflation. But the mechanism needs
further tuning,
This amendment would authorize
cost-of-living adjustments—in January
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and July—provided the Inflationary index increases by at least 4 percent semiannually from one benefit period to another. The measurmg period would be
from February to August to determine
whether beneficiaries would he entitled
to a cost-of-living increase in January,

This semiannual cost-of-living a4ist.. sponsors was ordered to be printed in
ment amendment can provide essential the RECORD, as follows:
relief for these older Americans.
SPONSORS OF CHURCH SEMIANNUAL CosT-oFI am pleased that leading organizaLIVING AMENDMENT
tions in the field of aging, including the
Domenici. Clark, Williams. Pell, Stafford.
National Retired Teachers Association- Humphrey. Abourezk, Hatfield. Riegel, Ran-

possible July increase.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator will suspend. There is so much con-

zens, have enthusiastically endorsed this Anderson, and Brooke.
Thurmond, Bayh, Hart, Kennedy, Magnu.
amendment.

American Association of Retired Persons dolph. Stone, McIntyre, Eastland, McGovern.

and from August to February for any and the National Council of Senior Citi- Metcalf, Melcher, Bumpers. Leah'. Cannon

Sarbanes, DeConcini, Heinz.
Today I received a letter from the son, Weicker,
Case, Jackson, Haskell. Durkin, Javits,
fusion and noise in the Chamber the National Retired Teachers Association Chiles,
Percy. Ford. Metzenbaum. Biden.
Chair is unable to hear the Senator and the American Association of Retired Hollings,
Burctick, and Hathaway.

from Idaho. The Senate will be in order. Persons endorsing the amendment. I ask
The Senator from Idaho.
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, for these
unanimous consent that this letter may
reasons I urge -the adoption of the
Mr. CHURCH. I thank the Chair.
be printed at this point In the REcORD.
The first possible semiannual adjustThere being no objection, the letter amendment and reserve the remainder
ment under the cost-of-living amend-. was ordered to be printed in the REcORD, of my time.
ment would be in January 1978. A as follows:
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Nebraska.
4-percent inflationary rate from the first
NATIONL RETIRED TEACHERS AssOquarter in 1977 to August 1977 would be
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, how much
CIATION -AMERICAN
AsSOcIArION
OF RETIRED PERSONS,
time is reserved to the opposition?
necessary to trigger a cost-of-living adNovember 2, 1977.
justment in January 1978.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SenFRANK CHURCH
ator has 10 minutes.
Actually, Mr. President. the inflation- Hon.
Chairman.
Special
Committee
on
Aging,
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I yield
ary rate fell below the triggering point. Wash rngton, D.C.
If the inflationary rate did not reach
DEAR SENATOR CHt,!CH: The 12 million myself 7 minutes.
this level, social security beneficiaries member National Retired Teachers MsOciaMr. President, here is an amendment
would be entitled to a cost-of-living in- tion and American Association of Retired that was brought here by compassion and
crease when the Consumer Price Index Persons strGugly endorse your amendment Interest for our elderly, but it Is somerises by at least 3 percent over a 12- to the social security flnancing legislation to thing which should not be adopted. It has
month period since the last adjustment. provide more frequent cost-of-living adjust- far-reaching effects. It has never been
in social security benefits.
In the vast majority of cases, social nlentGelderly,
before a committee and has never been
more than any other age group. ana'yzed. In a moment I will give some
security beneficiaries would still receive areThe
particularly
vulnerable
to
the
ravages
of
only one cost-of-living adjustment per inflation. Their expenditures for basic needs figures to show that this could become a
year under the .amendment because an and necessities are concentrated in areas costly thing running to $2 billion a year.

Here is what I want to remind Senaannual inflationary rate of 8.2 percent where some of the sharpest price Increases
would be necessary for semiannual ad- have occurred—housing, fuel, food and tors: It has to do with upgrading benefits
justments. The amendment, though, medical care. The majority of them, while twice a year instead of once a year. In

would provide protection when the aged

unable to supplement their limited and flxed

1972, a floor amendment was offered by

ing power.

Supplenieulal Security Income benefits are
automatically adjusted every July to reflect
Increases In the CPI which occur during the
previous January through December period.

matic raises, brought about the very

iiiatlc adjustment Is adequate or timely

the right way is to take this up In com-

with employment income, must the distinguished Senator from Idaho
and disabled need it the most—during incomes
', their
meager retirement savings 01' which, together wit.h the increase In the
periods of rapid inflation when rising i11vetmeI1t.
are eroded away.
prices are washing away their purchasUnder current law, social security and benefits and that scheduling of autoIn the 1976 campaign President Carter

endorsed more frequent adjustments in
social security benefits during times of
accelerated inflation.

Civil service annuitants now receive
two cost-of-living increases a year. To
my way of thinking, similar protection
should be available for social security
beneficiaries.
As things now stand, they receive only

one cost-of-living adjustment, whether
the inflationary rate is 3 per'ent, 13 per-

Our Associations

deficit that we have now. It was a matter

not thrashed out th the committee. I

commend the distinguished Senator for
do not believe this auto- his interest In the elderly, but I believe

enough to prevent a gradual erosion in benefit purch,ing power particularly during peiiods ot rapid inflation. A siguiflant lag time
existq between the measuring period (during
which prices are actually risliig and the adjustnlent made in beneflts.
Your amendment to Improve the cost-ofliving mechanism directly addresses this

mittee.

I find, after reviewing the material
which the distinguished Senator from
Idaho has provided me concerning his
amendment, that I must rise in opposition.

By the very cost estimates included in
by substantially reducing the lag that documentation, we find there is a
cent, or 20 percent. A on.-a-year ad- problem
time between benefit adjustments and meas-

justment may simply be too rigorous for
older Americans struggling to get by on
limited incomes. Semiannual adjustnients would keep social security benefits
more current with rising prices.
The amendment would not only provide greater protection against inflation
for about 33 million social security beneficiaries. it would also help others as well.

More than 4 million aged, blind, and
disabled supplemental security income
recipients would benefit because the SSI
automatic escalator provision is pegged
to the social security cost-of-living adjustment mechanism.
In addition, about 1.4 million railroad
retirement beneficiaries would be entitled to semiannual cost-of-living adjustments on the tier I portion of their
inrtuities,
Inflation is the elderly's No. 1 enemy. As prices go up, their purchasing
power dwindles.

long-range cost estimated of 0.03 percent of taxable payroll. Taxable payroll
(in July and January) during periods When curiently is running slightly over $800
the CPI increases by an annual rate in ex- billion this year. Over the next 75 years.
ce of 6 percent. It therefore ha.s our full however, taxable payroll will average apand complete support.
proximately $6.4 trillion, a tenfold inSincerely.

tiring periods. More Importantly. your amendment would provide adjustments twice a year

PETER W. HUGHES.

Legilatit'e Counsel.

Mr. CHURCH. This amendment is

based upon legislation—S. 1243, the So-

Security Cost-of-Living Improvement Act—which I introduced earlier
cia.l

this year. That measure generated strong
bipartisan support In the Senate. In fact,
44 Senators sponsored 5. 1243,

crease in '75 years. That means the long-

range cost of this measui'e would be—
using the Senator from Idaho's own figures—approximately $2 billion per year.
'However, even this estimate is premised upon the intermediate assumptions
of the Social Security Administration,
and I have been advised that the actual
i'ate of inflation being used is an average

of 4 percent over the next 75 year.'.

4 percent inflation per year. Mr. President, we do not know what the inflation
rate will be over that period of time. We
do not know where it will be even 10
years from now. We have just finished a
period of double-digit Inflation, and if
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the list of co- that kind f thing recurs te costs of the

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-

sent that a list of cosponsors of 5. 1243—
which would authorize semiannual costof-Iiving adjustments for social security
beneficiaries—be printed at this point In
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Church amendment would be much higher than what these estimates tell us.
Moreover, Mr. President, I believe that
the 0.03-percent estimate, and the 4-percent inflation rate, does not take Into account the inflationary fuel that would be
added by the very provisions being sug-

gested by the Senator from Idaho. They
are based upon current assumptions, not
what the rate of inflation is likely to be
if Important programs like social security

S 18807

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
to the distinguished Senator from Nebraska, I really do not believe that this yields time?

amendment could ever have the fa

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, how much

service retirees and military retirees, except in this case, the semiannual adjust

Mr. CURTIS. How much does the Senator from Nebraska have?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sei-

time do I have remaining?
reaching impact that he foresees
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Seiipossibility. I think i Is a very modest
amendment. It only seeks to do for social ator from Kansas has 3 minutes remainsecurity beneficiaries what we do for civil ng.

ment would occur only in yeais o

ator from Nebraska has 3 minutes.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, is there
are indexed every 6 months, even for liman industrial nation in the world that
this
amendment
have
been
triggered
by
ited periods.
Finally, Mr. President, the cost esti- an annual rate of inflation of 8.2 per- has Inflation under control? Stagnation
mates presented at this point do not cent? Our figures show that only four inflation and a depression.
accelerated Inflation.
How often in the past 25 years would

Now, if this is such a good amendment.
appear to take into account the very real times in the last quarter of a century why not give It a hearing?
accompanying cost that will be involved would it have been necessary to have
There was an argument just like this
for supplemental security income (551) given a semiannual adjustment by back in 1972 for automatically upgradvirtue
of
the
severity
of
inflation.
and the railroad retirement program.
In all likelihood, there will be infre- thg approximately a 20-percent increa'.e
Each of these has indexing formulas
quent occasions in the future when it In benefits without a proper increase in
that are tied to social security.
taxes. That has caused the newspapers
For these reasons, Mr. President, I be- will be necessary to make this 6-month,
the air to fill with comments that
lieve the amendment offered by the Sen- rather than the annual, adjustment in and
the system Is bankrupt, and all sort$ of
social
security
benefits.
But
when
we
do
ator from Idaho should be considered
that frighten people.
thoroughly in the Committee on Fi- have steep Inflation, then common jus- things
I
say
that if you are a friend of the
tice
requires
that
those
who
live
on
the
nance, where it has not even had the
aged, do everything you can to keep the
most
limited
income,
the
elderly
of
this
benefit of a hearing. We have never consocial security fund out of trouble. A vote
sidered it; we have never analyzed it. We country, should have at least the same
"no" is a vote in favor of the aged and
have had some experience with an protection now available to civil service of
the younger people who are still paying
annuitants
and
miltiary
retirees.
amendment of this nature offered by the
As to our estimate on cost, Mr. Presi- the bill.
Setiator before, which created a signifitimes recently we have had doudent,
we have estimated that the long- bleMany
cant portion of the financing problem
digit thflat1on-—a worldwide situashort-term
cost
projected
because
there
social security Is now experiencing. I
tion.
would trust, and I would urge, that the cent of the taxable payroll. There Is no
Furthermore, this Congress Is not goSenate be more careful this time, and I short-term cot projected because there Ing to lose all its compassion. They can
would call for consideration by the Com- Is no anticipated near-term period when act every year. Unfortunately for the
mittee on Finance of an amendment of the trigger mechanism would invoke the country, they are in session most of the
this magnitude by the committee before semiannual provision.
So they can act quickly.
The figures have been given to us by time.
It Is hastily acted upon on the floor.
Mr. President, I reserve the remainder
Harry
C.
Ballantyne,
who
Is
an
actuary
Mr. President, I hope that every
of my time.
Senator will consider the fact that we for the social security system. It Is my
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SEllcannot recommit this amendment to the understanding that Robert Myers, the ator from Idaho.
committee. If we could, that would be my former actuary, actually thinks that
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President. how
move. Everyone dIslikes to oppose an these estimates are on the high sides much time do I have remaining?
modest
as
they
are.
amendment and be in opposition. A vote
The PRESIDING OmCER. The ScmMr. President, I hope that the Sen- ator
of "no" must be regarded not as reject- ateSo,
has 1 mInute.
will
adopt
thIs
amendment.
It
will
thg the good intentions of this amend- not prove costly, in my estimation. MoreMr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I think
ment, but as the only means to have this over, it will do justice to the elderly. I that the answer to the argument made
far-reaching amendment be subject to a urge the Senate's support.
by the distinguished Senator from Nehearing and an examination.
braska Is simply this: if we mismanage
Mr.
HARRY
F.
BYRD,
JR.
Will
the
Mr. President, the Committee on F!our economy so badly that we get back
yield?
naiice does not always come up with the Senator
into double-digit inflation, then we ouglt
Mr.
CHURCH.
I
am
delighted
to
yield.
right answer. I am aware of that. But in
not to extract the cost of that inflation
Mr.
HARRY
F.
BYRD,
JR.
W1iat
is
the
the field of soc1a1 security, our most triggering mechanism that the Senator from the elderly.
costly amendments, tho6e amendments refers to?
We must find the discipline, and we
that are not fully financed, usually come
must find the remedy for inflation in our
Mr.
CHURCH.
The
triggering
mechafrom the floor. That does not mean that nism Is an Inflationary rate of 4 percent genera' spending and fiscal policies. But
the members of our committee are any or more within a 6-month period. When if we manage so badly to have doublemore capable than anybody else, but It those 6-month rates are compounded one digit hiflation, then we must provide redoes prove that the system of committees on top of another, that amounts to an lief to older Americans or terrible sufferholding hearings—announcing to the annual Inflationary rate of 8.2 percent. thg will result.
public what is going on, having the proThis amendment would only be trigHARRY F. BYRD, JR. The Senaponents come before it, cross-examina- torMr.
gered in those years when inflation is
said
4
percent;
then
he
said
8
pertion carried on by the committee memwell above the average for people who
bers, the opposition appearing—Is the cent.
Mr. CHURCH. Four percent Is for a 6- depend upon social security for the bulk
right way to legislate.
month period; 8.2 percent is for an an- of their retirement income.
I concede that the distinguished Sen- nual period.
Therefore, I hope this amendment w1I
ator from Idaho has excellent motives.
Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. So the trig- be adopted.
His knowledge Is just as good as that gering mechanism would be any time in
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, again I
of any of the rest of us. But the proce- a 6-month period that inflation exceeds repeat that the friends of the elderly arid
dure Is lacking, the procedure for an 4 percent.
the friends of the people who are work open hearing before we start out on a
Mr. CHURCH. That Is correct.
ing and paying social security taxes
program that could, very likely, cost as
Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. And if it Is should vote "no" on this amendment.
much as $2 billion a year.
below 4 percent, there is no change.
Can one imagine the heartache over
Mr. President, I reserve the remainder
Mr. CHtJRCH. There is no change. The the country and the uneasiness about
of my time.
annual adjustment would remain Iii °WiU I get my social security?"
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. effect.
We do not have to leave the radio on
Cirnts). Who yields time?
Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. I thank the very long to find comnientators—they
Mr. CHuRCH. Mr. President, in reply 8enator.
are exaggerating, they do not know what
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per year than my amendment eficlaries to wait as many a 12 months
ening the people. They do not tell them to reduce the upper age from 72 to 70 before they receive financial re1if.
we are taking in $82 billion and running for applicatwi of the retirement test.
We know that two itern dJofle=-food
over $6 billion and we have the problem
This table was based on the under- and medical care -account for one-third
already dealt with. They say it Is bank-- standing that the Goldwater amend- of the household expenses for retired
rupt.
ment raised the earnings limitation for persons. We also know that the prices
Well, from one standpoint, that may all social security beneficiaries to $450O of these items have inflated uhtantial1y
be true, but it is operating as It always a year m 1978, and to $6,000 In 1979, and over the past sevraI yea's, phting a
has from the taxes from people who work that, in 1982, the earnings ceiling would great burden on senior citizens iiving on
to pay the beneficiaries. That is what be abolished entirely for persons 65 or ed incomes.
social security is. It has never been a re- .older.
Each day, older Iowans write me about
serve annuity program.
The final version of Senator Goi..i,- the overwhelming problems they are fac
expensive

A vote of "n is a vote to protect the WATRS amendment, however, thcreased big in meeting their evr4nerathg ex
funds that belong to the aged of this the earnings limitation oiiy for per- penses. They simply cannot wait a year

country.
Mr WiLLIAMS. Mr. President, I wish
to join the distinguished chairman of the
Senate Special Committee on Aging (Mr.
CHURCH) in proposing an amendment to

sons aged 65 through 71 to $4,000 a year until social security br.efits reflect the
m 1978, $4,500 in 1979, $5000 m 1980, ination they encounter every weck in

and $5,500 in 1981. In 1982 the retirement test would be repealed for persons
65 or older, This measure is based upon
the social security financing bill to au- the House-passed provisions affecting
thorize semiannual cost-of-living in. the retirement tests exempted amounts.
creases in social security benefits.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous conAs former chairman of the Aging Com- sext to insert m the RECORD a table com-

the grocery store and at the doctors
office.

To reduce the hardship during priod
of high inflation, our amend.nent would

instruct the Social Security Adinistrtion to make co3tofliving djutrnents
semiannually when the Consunie Price

mittee, I have been deeply concerned pailng the additional cct of the Gold- Index rises by at lcat 4 pcrcet ovcr a
about the devastating effects of inflation water amendment, as submitted, to the 6-month period. These incrac: would
on our elderly citizens. Rising prices Church amendment and the Finance occur in July, accounting for inflation
from August to February, and In Janucompel many of the aged living on fixed Committee bill.
incomes to face increasingly difTicuit
This table reveals that in 1982—the ary, covering the ixfiation from Fcbru
choices in allocating their limited re- year the Ooldwater amendment would ary to August.
This amendrn.nt would not alter the
sources. Expenses for basic needs—food, have repealed the retirement test for
housing, fuel and health care—have increased at a greater rate than all other
items in the Consumer Price Index by 29
to 43 percent. For the substantial number
of elderly citizens who depend solely on
their social security benefits, high infla-

tion rates place a crushing burden on
their budgets.

It is therefore essential that we take
immediate steps to alleviate this situation. The amendment we are proposing
would authorize cost-of-living adjustments in July and January if the Consumer Price Index increased by at least
4 percent in a 6-month measurement period. If the Consumer Price Index does

increase by this percentage within the

appropriate period, social security beneficiaries would receive a cost-of-living
adjustment when the Index increased by
at least 3 percent, as under present law.
Thus, this amendment would protect
the elderly during periods of high tnflation. Since it is unlikely, however, that
prices will rise by more than 8 percent
every year, in most years beneficiaries
would only rece2ve one cost-of-livingadjustment. In the past 25 years, there have
been only 4 times where prices rose by 4

percent or more in the 6-month measurement periods specified n this amendment—August to February and February
to August. Thus. the long-range cost of
this amendment is expected to be slight.
It is anticipated that the cost will be .03

percent of taxable payroll. It therefore
will be necessary to raise taxes beyond

the levels set by the Finance Committee.

Mr. President, it is time that we at-

tempt to deal realistically with the debilitating effects of Inflation on a group of
citizens least able to cope with this burden. For this reason, I urge a favorable
decision on this amendment.
Mr. CHITRCH. Mr. President. earlier

persons 65 or older—the added cost of existing cost.of-living provision that apthe Goldwater amendment, compared plies to the annual in±Iatioi rtc. When
with the Church amendment, would be inflation does not nrease by 4 percent
$400 mI1iio-i, lncressing to $600 million in 6 months, beneficiaries would still receive a yearly adjustment in July as long
a year frmn 1983 to 1987.
There being no objection, the table as the cost of living rose 3 pcrccnt over
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD. the previous year.
The Social Security Adininitrations
a follows:
Board of Trustees has informed us that
COST OF GOLDWATER AMENDMENT AND CHURCH AMENDthis amendment would have virtually no
MENT AS COPARW TO THE COST OF THE SENATE
cost impact on the social security sysFINAnCE COMMITTEE 6LL
tem. The long range cost would amount
un biIIons o doIIas1
to no more than 0.015 percent for employers and employees. Using th Board
Calendar
Committee
Mdrtional
of Trustees assumptions for inflation for
Go41w4er
year

1978
1979
1980
1981

1982
1983
1988
1985

198
1987

bill

ameidment

cost

0.8
2.0
2.4

0.3

—0.5
—1.5
—1.8
—1.9

2.
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.0

31

.5

.6
.6
3.4

3.8
3.9
4.0
4.1

+8

+1.0
+1.0
+1.0

0.8

2.4

2.4

20
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.0
3.1

an eVer—growing proportion ©f this Na

tion. In fact, by the end f this century,
nearly one out of every six Americanr

2.)

will be a senior citizen.

25
3.0
3.1
3.2

3.3
3.4
3.5

ignore our responsthility for irsuring

lems for older Americans re affccting

Church

.8

of Congress is to restore balance to the
social security trust funds, we must nt

that; the OASDI program truly provides
+10 "social security" to those who depend on
+1.0 it. We should note that the income prob

amendment
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

the ne,ct 5 years, there would be no shortterm cost.
While the lmrnediath responsibility

+4
+4
+4
+4
+4

we should aLso not forget that there
are about 7 million lowincome older
Americans among us, rcprsenting 1
of

every

3

Americans 5 years

or

older. These are the very people who are
inflations greatest victim, and to whom
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, Senators we are obligated to cushion thc impact of
CHticR, DOMENICI, and I are joined by risiig prices.
Nearly all elderly individua! rely on
40 cosponsors in offering an amendment
today that would wovide relief durthg the social security program, which properiods of rampant inflation to the mil- vides about half of Il income for aged

lions of Americans who depend on the
social security system for their thcome.
Basically, this amendment would adjust benefits for lnfition on a semiannual basis, when the cost of living goes
this afternoon I included a table from up more than 4 percent over a 6-month
the Social Security Administration period. At the present time, adjustments
which pointed out that the Goldwater are made just once a year, forcing older
amendment wa.s about $2 billion more Americans and other social security ben-

persons living alone. Because of this
heavy dependence of older Arnerican
upon the social security programs and

other fixed income programs, every effort

should be made to insure that benefits
are adjusted for increases in the cost of
living.

I urge. the Senate and the }Iouse of
Representatives to accept thL amend-
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Nelson

ment. It would Instill In older Americans Leaby
Magnuson
a greater sense of financial security and Matsunaga

would help restore their trust in the so- McGovern
cial security program and in the Federal McIntyre
Meicher

PackwoOd

P."

Promlfr

Government.
Metsenbaum
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time Moynihan

on the amendment has expired;
The question Is on agreeing to the Unprinted ainendnient No. 1002. The yeas

Randolph.
Riegle

Roth
Sarbanes

Schmitt

Schwelker
Stevenson
Ston
Thurmond
WUUaID9 -

Young

Nunn
Stafford
Stennls
Talmadge

Baker
Griffin
Beflmon
Hansen
Byrd.
Harry F., Jr. Laxalt
clerk will call the roll.
'X'ower
Long
Chafes
Wallop
The assistant legislative clerk called Curtis
Luger
Mathias
Dole
the roll.
Mcclure
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that the Eagleton
NOT VOTING—29
Senator from South Dakota (Mr. AsouPearson
Hatfield
RERK), the Senator from Texas (Mr. Abourezk
Percy
Hayakawa
BENTSEN), the Senator from Delaware Bartlett
Riblooff
Helms
Benteen
(Mr. BnEN), the Senator from Nevada Biden
Saseer
HuddlestOn
Scott
Humphrey
(Mr. CsiisoN), the Senator from Arizona Brooke
Sparhman
Johnston
(Mr. DECoNcnI), the Senator from cannon
Stevens
McClellan
Mississippi (Mr. EASTLAND), the Senator DeCOncini
Weicker
Metcalf
Rutland
Zorinaky
Morgan
from Kentucky (Mr. HUDDLESTON), the Ooldwater
Muskie
Senator from Minnesota (Mr. HUM- Hatch

pusigy) ,the Senator from Louisiana (Mr.
JOHNSTON). the Senator from Arkansas

(Mr. MCCLELLAN), the Senator from
Montana (Mr. METCALF), the Senator

from North Carolina (Mr. MORGAN), the

Senator from Connecticut (Mr. Risi-

•

Mr. BAKER. I announce that the

the Senator from Massachusetts (Mr.
BR00KE), the Senator from Arizona
(Mr. GOLDWATER), the Senator from

ployees who elect to receive such coverage.
An identical provision was adopted by.

the Senate as an amendment to HR.

'this provision was not finally approved
because the conference committee never

bill. This
amendment I offer today recently passed
the House in H.R. 9346, the social security financing bill.
Last year, I received over 5,000 signed
letters from the Essex County Board of
Education Employees Pension Fund advocating the extension of social security
benefits to workers and officials throughout Essex County. These letters indicate

completed action on this

what I believe to be abundant support
for this proposal.
Mr. President, this measure would help

to shore up the social security funds as
well as extend desired coverage to public
So Mr. CHURCH'S amendment (No. employees in New Jersey. A substantial
1062) was agreed to.
group of my constituents have waited a
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I move number of years for this change, and I
to reconsider the vote by which the am hopeful that the Senate will approve
amendment was agreed to.
this amendment.
Mr. LONG. I move to lay that motion
This amendment would add the State
—
on the table.
of New Jersey to the list of 20 States

cors'), the Senator from Tennessee (Mr.
SsssER), the Senator from Alabama (Mr.
The motion to lay on the table was
8PAiacaew), and the Senator from Ne- agreed to.
braska (Mr. ZoRnisKY) are necessarily
Mr. WILLIAMS addressed the Chair.
absent.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SenI also announce that the Senator ator from Alabama is to be recognized.
from Maine (Mr. MUSKIE) is absent Does the Senator from Alabama yield to
because of illness.
the Senator from New Jersey?
I further announce that, If present Mr. ALLEN. I yield..
and voting, the Senator from Minnesota
Mr. WILLIAMS. I thank the Senator
(Mr. HUMPHREY) would vote "yea."
from Alabama.
Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. BARTLETT),

vision, a State has the option to extend
social security coverage to public em-

3153 in the 93d Congress. Unfortunately,

NATS—21

Garn

and nays have been ordered and the

VP AMENDMENT NO. 1083

(Purpose: Relating to coverage under divided
retirement system for State and local employees In New Jersey.)

WILLIAMS. Mr. President, I have
Utah (Mr. HATCH), the Senator from anMr.
amendment at the desk and ask that
Oregon (Mr. HATFIELD), the Senator It be
stated.
from California (Mr. HAYAKAWA), the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from North Carolina (Mr. amendment
will be stated.
HELMS), the Senator from Kansas (Mr.
The assistant legislative clerk read as
PEARSON), the Senator from Illinois (Mr.
Psacy), the Senator flom Alaska (Mr. follows:
The Senator from New Jersey (Mr. WaSERVENs), and the Senator from Con- LLtMS),
for himself and Mr. CASE, proposes

necticut (Mr. WEICKER) are necessarily an unprinted amendment numbered 1063.
absent.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, I ask
I also announce that the Senator from
Virginia (Mr. Scoyr), Is absent on official unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.
business.
I further announce that, If present
The PRESIDING OFFICER.. Without
and voting, the Senator from Alaska objection, it is so ordered.
•
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which now allow public employees to ob-

tain social security coverage under the
divided retirement system provision of
the Social Security Act.

Under this provision, a State has the

option to extend social security coverage
to public employees who elect to receive
such coverage.
New employees would automatically be
covered under the social security system.
An identical provision was adopted by

the Senate as an amendment to H.R.
3153 in the 93d Congress.

Unfortunately, this provision was not
finally approved because the conference

committee never completed action on
this bill.
This amendment I offer today recently passed the House in H.R. 9346, the social security financing bill.
Last year, I received over 5,000 sIgned

letters from the Essex County Board of
Education Employees Pension Fund advocating the extension of social security
benefits to workers and officials throughout Essex County.
These letters indicate what I believe to
be abundant support for this proposal.
Mr. President, this measure would help

to shore up the social security trust
The amendment Is as follows:
as well as extend desired coverage
On this vote, the Senator from Oregon
At the appropriate place In the Act, insert funds
to public employees in New Jersey.
(Mr. HATFIELD) Is paired with the Sena- the following new section:
A substantial group of my constituents
tor from North Carolina (Mr. Hrs.ts). COVERAGE VNDER DIVIDED RETIREMENT SYSTEM
(Mr. STEVENS) would vote "yea."

have waited a number of years for this
If present and voting, the Senator
FOR PURLIC EMPLOYEES IN NEW JERSEY
change, and lam hopeful that the Senate
from Oregon would vote "yea" and the
. Section 218(d) (6) (C) of the SoSEC.
approve this amendment.
Senator from North Carolina would vote cial Security Act Is amended by inserting will
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, we accept
"New Jersey," after "Nevada.'.
the amendment.
The result was announced—yeas 50,
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, today
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The quesnays 21, as follows:
I join the distinguished senior Senator tion is on agreeing to the amendment.
introducing
an
(Roilcail Vote No. 627 Leg.1
from New Jersey in
The amendment was agreed to.
amendment to the social security financMr. LONG. Mr. President, when the
YEAS—SO
ing bill.
Senator from Idaho (Mr. CHURCH) OfClark
Allen
Hart
Anderson
Cranston
Easkell
This amendment would add the State fered his amendment to reduce the upper
Bayh
Hathaway
Culver
of New Jersey to the list of 20 States age limit of the retirement test from 72
Bumpers
Heinz
Danforth
which now allow public employees to ob- to 70, he said that his amendment was a
Hollings
Burd.Ick
Domenici
Byrd, Robert C. Durkin
InOuyO
tain social security coverage under the substitute for the Goldwater amendment.
Case
Ford
Jackson
divided retirement system provision of This had the effect of striking the FiChilea
Glenn
Jaiite
the Social Security Act. Under this pro- nance Committee language raising the
Kennedy
Church
Gravel
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retirement test In two steps to $6,000 In
1979. Senator Cmxcn did not intend to
strike this language In the Finance Com-

mittee bill. In fact, his accompanying

statement Indicated that his amendment
would not change the Finance Committee provisions to raise the social security
earnings limitation to $6,000 a year In
1979.

staff, subeequent to the introduction 'of
the amendment, had furnished figures
showing that this cost In the year 1980
would be $7.9 billion and going up from
there as more social security taxes were
paid. OtMously, that would be a very
heavy load on the Treasury.

I hope that the manager of the bill

could take the amendment and scale the

November 4, 1977

These things are complicated. They

cost more than It seenis like, and we can-

not accept these amendments on the
basis of appeal that they have. It Is a
matter of dollars and cents, and we either
protect the fund for the benefit of all
the people of the country or we do not.
Mr. LONG. Let us vote.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques-

Therefore, I ask unanimous consent 50 percent down In conference, I do not tion is on agreeing to the amendment.
that the language In HR. 9346 from page ask for a roilcall, and I do not care to
(Putting the questloh.)
47, lIne 1, to page 48, line 12, stricken by make any further remarks with respect
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
the Goldwater amendment, as amended, to the amendment.
"nays" appear to have it. The "nays"
be restored to the bill.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President. this amend- have It.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without rneit would impose a tremendous burden
The amendment was rejected.
objection, It Is so ordered,.
on the budget. For example, this bill is
VP AI6ENDMENr NO. 1064
£NDMENT NO. 1019
estimated In 1980 to raise $8.5 billion
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I send
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I have two •f the social security fund. But the- another amendment to the desk and ask
amendments, and I do not Intend to ask aioendinent the Senator offers would for Its Immediate consideration.
coat m $7.9 billion. So we would only
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
for a roilcall on either.
I call up at this time amendment No liivc a net gainer of $600 million if the .mendment will be stated.
amendment is adopted. It would not
1619.
'rhe assistant legislative clerk read as
The PRESIDINO' OFFICER. The burden the social security fund, but It follows:
would cause us to lose almost as much
The Senator from Alabama (Mr. Aar.zw)
amendment will be stated.
The assistant legislative clerk read as In geno'al funds, as we pick up In social proposes unprinted amendment No. 1064.
security taxes. The cost would go on up
follows:
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I ask unanThe Senator from Alabama (Mr. AI.Lsu) to where in 1986 It would be $15.8 bil- Imous consent that the reading of the
proposes an unprinted amendment numbered
1619.

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I ask unan-

imous consent that the reading of the

amenimnt

be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, It Is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
At the end of the bill add the following

new section:

SEc.
. There Is hereby aflowed to each
Individual taxpayer, who has paid social security taxes as an employee, as a deduction
from income subject to Federal income taxes
an amount equal to 60 per centum of all social security taxes paid by such taxpayer In
the calendar year 1979 and subsequent years.

such deduction to be claimed on the taxpayer's return for the year In which such
social security taxes are paid. Self-employed
taxpayers may deduct 50 per centum of that
portion of social security taxes paid by them
that they would have paid on their earnings
if they had been employees.

•

lion. Over the period between 1980 and amendment be dispensed with.
1t80 the cost of the amendment would
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
be $80.0 billion.
It is so ordered.
do not think the Senate wants to objection,
The amendment Is as follows:
agree on something like that without
At the end of the bill, add the following
giving a great deal of thought to it.
sectioft
I would have to urge that the Senate new
Sxc. . (a) flat, notwithstanding any
not agree to this amendment,
other provision of law, the Secretary of
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President. will the Health, Education, and Welfare is authorized
and directed to pay to each State an amount
Senator yield?
equal to the amount expended by such State
Mr. LONG. I yield.
for
supplemental payments to
Mr. NELSON. The amendment has a aged,erroneous
blind, or disabled individuals whengreat deal of appeal, but It Is hIghly in- ever, *nd
to the extent to which, the Secrevolved.
tary through an audit by HEW determine;
If we do this on social security taxes, that—
(1) such amount was paid by such State
It will follow the Senate Is likely to do It
a supplemental payment during the calwith reference to the deduction for civil as
endar
year 1974 pursuant to an agreement
service retirement. We should also keep between
the State and the Secretary required
in mind that social security benefits are by section
212 of the Act entitled "An Act
nontaxable.
to extend the Renegotiation Act of 1981
It in quIte unlikely that the program fo one year, and for other purposes," apJuly 9, 1973, or such amount was paid
could go on giving a tax benefit for pay- proved
Ing in arid retaining the tax free benefit by such State as an optional State supple-

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, as we all that the beneficiary receives when he
know, social security taxes on the em- gets his retirement.
ployees are not deductible against inI remind the Senator that the authorcome tax by the employees.
ity to make it tax free is not statutory.
Here we are adding by this bill on It is by regulation and could be changed
employers and employees over the 5-year any time, and I do not know how much
period some $72 billion. The purpose of this would cost.
this amendment Is to provide that 50
Mr. LONG. The cost of this amendpercent of the amount that employees ment would be as much or more than the
pay as social security shall be deducti- bill would raise. In the year 1983 the bill
ble against Income subject to Federal would raise $11.5 billion. In that same
Income taxes.
year the cost of this amendment would
The employer, If It is a profitmaking be $19.3 billion. In other words, the cost
concern, a business concern, that Is not of this amendment would exceed what
• a nonprofit organization or eleemosyn- the bill would raise by $8 billion In 1963.
ary Institution or university, is allowed
So while the Senator has a thought
to deduct all of Its social security pay- that should be explored, I hope that we
ments on Its employees. And this 'would not get involved In It at this point 'topermit employees to deduct 50 percent night on this bill.
•

mentatlon, as defined in sectIon 1610 of the
Social Security Act, during the calendar year
1974,

(2) the erroneous payments were the re-

sult of good faith reliance by such State

upon erroneous or incomplete information
supplied by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, through the State data
exchange, or good faith reliance upon incorrect payments made by such department,
and
(3) recovery of the erroneous payments by

such' State would be impossible or unreasoniible

(b) There are suthorixed to be appropri-

ated such sums as are necessary to carry Out
the provisions of this Act.
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, the

amounts we have estimated for each
category of error are based upon our
projections of results obtained from our

review of a sample.of 351 cases. Hence.
of the amount that they pay In social
CURTIS. Mr. President, I just the amounts estimated should not be
security. It would not be a credit. It sayMr.
this: It is the floor amendments that considered precise. In fact, the total of
would be merely a deduction.
are ieonardiring the social security all of our projections is about $76,746
Assume that an employee paid $1,000 fund. We have been fighting here over
than the amount ($1,204,861) of the
in social security taxes. He would be able amendments how to recoup the dcii- lesE
claim submitted by the State of Alato deduct from Income subject to Fed- cieney In the social security fund. On bama.
Statistically this variance Is con-

eral Income tax 50 percent of that the Church amendment we just repeated sidered small when the results of such a
amount or $500. That would be allowed
as a deduction against Income.

the matter. It should have been heard sample, (351) Is projected. While the
before the committee. This should be, precision of our total sample Is plus or

The Joint Committee on Taxation also.

minus $153,950 or about 12.7 percent, the

____
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precision of the various categories of quently, we reooxnmend them for that purerror Is not that precise. For example.
sample precision for the $557,820 of over-

.

Mr. LONG. Well, Mr. President, I bepayments attributable to the SSA is plus lieve the amendment Is meritorious and,
of course, we will hear from the adminor minus $122,714.
Nevertheless, we believe that our esti- istration, and they can state theIr p051mates are statistically reliable, that the Uon in conference.
It is my Impression that this is a
State has a valid claim for about $600,000, and that our estimates may be used. meritorious amendment It involves a
a settlement claim the States have, and Insofftr as I
as a basis for negotiating
of the State's claim. Consequently, we am able to determine, these are claims
recommend them for that purpose.
that ought to be paid. I would like to
The situation Is that the State of Ala- see it accepted so we can take It to conStates,
none
bama and some 16 other
ference.
having the stake in It that Alabama
Mr. ALLEN. Yes. I will furilsh the dishas, acting on information furnished by tinguished Senator a copy of the audit
the Department of HEW, made excess for use in the conference.
payments to 851 recipIents. They have
Mr. LONG. If the administration con-
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
a sufficient second? There is not a sufficient second.
Is there a sufficient second? There is a
sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.

Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I do
think this- amendment poses an hnportwit question that shOuld be determined

by a rollcall vote. The Senate will remember that this morning it adopted an

amendment. which I offered which would

amount to a rate reduction for non-

profit employers and for State and local
governments. That amendment was the
second version of an original proposal
I had which would have provided that
this group of employers would have paid
in the full amount to the social security

to negotiate with HEW for the curs when we have the administration
fund and then recouped 10 perloss sustained by this misinformation witnesses before us in conference that trust
of their social security liability from
furnished by HEW. An audit was made the amendment has the merits the Sen- cent
the Treasury by means of a refundable
by HEW Itself of the claim which at that ator says it has—and I have no reason tax credit.
sought

time on behalf of the State of Alabama
was $1.2 million, and the audit for Identification purposes—I am not going to
ask that the entire audit be' placed In
the RecoRD because it is over 30 pages
long—but I Identify the audit by stating

to believe they would not—then I think
The proposal ran into some problems
the House would be willing to accept It. with the Budget Committee and with the
Mr. ALLEN. I thank the distinguished Budget Act and, therefore, I transSenator.
formed it into a simple rate reduction.
Mr. HANSEN. Mr. President, I have
But as a result of that there will be a
just glanced at the amendment, and I shortfall amounting to in the neighborthat it Is HEW Audit Agency Region IV, am not certain I understand completely hood of $1 billion to $2 billion a year
Audit Control No. 04-62305.
what it does, but with the understandotherwise would go into the social
The conclusion of the audit is that ing that it will be limited In its applica- which
security trust fund.
on page 11 we believe—
tion and will not be unduly expensive, I
This amendment would authorize apMr. LONG. Mr. President, will the will not raise any objection. I do think propriations
in the amount of those
Senator yield at that point?
we want to look at it very closely In shortfalls into the trust fund.
Mr. ALLEN. I yield.
conference, I will say to the chairman,
It could be argued that this amounts
Mr. LONG. How much is involved in the floor manager of the bill.
to
an Infusion of general revenues into
the audits and the settlement with the
Mr. ALLEN. The State of Alabama's social security and, for that reason, I call
States involving the Senators amend- claim is only $600,000. Other States it to the Senate's attention.
rpent?
However, I would point out the fact
Mr. ALLEN. $600,000.
Mr. HANSEN. With that understand- that what It actually amounts to in pracMr. LONG. Does the Senator mean ing, I have no objection.
ticality is an offset from general revethe entire amount or only the amount
Mr. ALLEN. I think it drops down to nues of social security liability which
for Alabama?
$83,000 below that.
would otherwise be incurred by this
Mr. ALLEN. Alabama Is only one of
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The class of ethployers.
that large amount. I believe the next question Is on agreeing to the amendThe way the tax laws work now for a
largest is $83,000. There Is less than $1 ment of the Senator from Alabama.
profitmaking employer there is such an
million involved. Kentucky is one of the
The amendment was agreed to.
offset; that Is, when a profitmaking emStates. I have a list of the States here.
VP LMENDMEJrr NO. 1065
pays his social security tax he reMr. LONG. What is the amount in- (Purpose: To provide for an authorization ployer
coups, in the case of a corporation, 48
volved for all the States involved in the
of appropriations for the amount by percent of the social security tax from
amendment?
wb1ch the tax on States and nonprofit the Treasure by virtue of the fact that
Mr. ALLEN. Less than $1 million.
organizations is reduced.)
he will receive a deduction from his FedMr. LONG. Mr. President, I believe the
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I
income tax in the amount of the
amendment should be considered in con- send an amendment to the desk and ask eral
security tax paid.
ference and I hope the Senate will agree for Its immediate consideration, and I social
The original purpose of my concept
to it.
ask that the clerk read the amendment of a refundable tax credit was to provide
Mr. ALLEN. I hope the Senator would in its entirety.
something of the same, although to a
not assign to this amendment that classiThe PRESIDING OFFICER. There is limited extent, for not-for-profit and for
fication that it be an amendment that is a l0-mniute time limit on this amend- governmental employers.
going to be considered in conference.
ment, 5 minutes to a side.
It Is my understanding that this
Mr. LONG. My understanding is that
The clerk will report.
amendment is acceptable to the leaderthe department does not oppose the
The assistant legislative clerk read as ship of the Committee on Finance and
amendment; is that correct?
follows:
Is also supported by the administration.
Mr. ALLEN. They state they do not
The Senator from Miesouri (Mr. DANMr. LONG. Mr. President, as the Senhave authority without this legislation FORTH) proposes an unprinted amendment ator
stated, in view of the Senate's connumbered
1065:
being passed.
with the Danforth amendment
Mr. LONG. I am not aware that the
At the end of section 106, insert the fol- currence
we believe the Senator from Missouri is
department opposes it. They feel it lowing:
the responsible thing In moving
(c) There are authorized to be appropri- doing
should be paid, but they say they do not
an authorization for appropriations
have the authority the Senator seeks to ated to the Federal Old-Age and Survivors for
Trust Fund and the Federal Hospital In- from the general fund to the social securprovide.
surance Trust Fund for each fiscal year ity fund to cover the costs of the previous
Mr. ALLEN. That is correct.
equivalent to the amounts which Danforth amendment.
I was trying to read from the audit amounts
would have been deposited In such trust
I can only applaud him for offering
itself where it is stated:
funds during that fiscal year but for the the amendment since he was precluded
We believe that our estimates are statis- amendments made by this section.
from doing what he Is seeking to do by
ticafly reliable; that the State has- a valid
Mr. DANFORTR. Mr. President, I ask way of a refundable tax credit. So I perclaim for about $600,000. and that our estimates may be used as a basis for negotiating for the teas and nays of this amend- sonally wfll v,ote for the amendment.
Anyone who wants to oppose ,t I would
a settlement of the State's claim. Cones- ment.
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glad to yield time to speak Inopposi- Senator from Alaska (Mr. STEVENS), and
tion.
the Senator from Connecticut (Mr.
Mr. DANFORTH. How mucai more WEIcIR) are necessarily absent.
time dolhave?
I also announce that the Senator from
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- Virginia (Mt. ScoTT) is absent on officia'
ator has 1 minute remaining.
business.
Mr. DANFORTH. I will yield 1 minute
I furthor innounce that, if present and
to the Senator from Kansas.
voting, the Senator from Oregon (Mr.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I applaud HATPIELD) • the Senator from North Caro.
the distinguished Senator from Missouri lina (Mr. HELMS), and the Senator from
for his first amendment. I canot applaud
be

(Mr. STEvENs) would vote "yea."
him as loudly for his second amend- Alaska
The result wa announced--yeas 44,
ment. I know ft may seem Inconsistent,

6nd it may be, but what we are doing, as ntys 26, as follows;
I11c11 Vote No,
a matter of principle may I say to this

body, is we are dipping Into general
revenues to ay for cetaln social secur-

Ity benefits even though they may be Indirect in this case, and I trust the Members of the Senate understand that when
they vote.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, if there are

no more requests for time, I yield back
the remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The sen.
ator yields back his time. All time being
used, the question is on agreeing to the
omendment of the Senator from Mis-

n1rron

ker
By

Bumpers
Chafee
Clark

Cnston
Curtis
Iuforth

flomenici

FgIetcn
Ford

Orn

Grve1

souri. The yeas and nays have been

ordered, and the clerk will call the roll. Alien
The second assistant legislative clerk Beilmon
Burdick
called the roll.
Byrd,
(Mr. FORD assumed the hcair and was

succeeded by Mr. MELCHER).

TEA8-44

Haekell
Heinz
Hollings

Inouye
Jackson
Javtte

ennedy
Laxalt
Long

Lugar
Mathlae
Mateunaga
Mcoovern
McIntyre

Moynthan
NAYS—20

flole
Durkin
Glenn
Griffin

Harry F.. Jr. Hansen

Byrd. Robert C. HathAway
Chiles
Leahy

Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that the
Senator from South Dakota (Mr. Church
Culver

ABOUREZK). the Senator from Texas (Mr.
BisEN) • the Senator from Delaware

(Mr. BIDEN), the Senator from Nevada Aboure
BrUett
(Mr. CANNON), the Senator from Arizona

(Mr. DEC0NCINfl, the Senator from Mississippi (Mr. EsmMw), the Senator
from Colorado (Br. HART) • the Senator
from Kentucky (Mr. HUDDLESTON), the
Senator from Minnesota (Mr. BUMPHREY), the Senator from Louisiana (Mr.

JosToN), the Senator from Arkansas

Bnt8o

Biden

Brool{e

Cannon

DeOozicini

Ewit1an

Ooldwat,er

Lut

Magnuon
McClure

Packwood
Pell
Randolph

Iiegie

Roth
Sarbanes
Schmitt
Stafford
Stevenson
Stone

1madge
Tower

W1lop

Williama

Melcher
Metzenbaum
Nelson
Nuun

Proanti*

Scbwelker
&exizis

Tbrmond
Young

NOT VOTIN3O
Hatch
Hatfteld
Hayakawa
Helms
Huddlestoli
Humphrey

Johnston

MoClellan
Metoalf
Morgan

Musklo

Pearson

Rercy
Ribicoff

as&e

Scott
SI*rknlan

eve
weicker

Zortnsky

So Mr. DANFORTH'S amendment was

(Mr. MCCLELLAN), the Senator from agreed to.
Montana (Mr. METCALF), the Senator
Mr. DANFORTB. Mr President, I
from North Carolina (Mr. MORGAN), the move to reconsider the vote by which
Senator from Connecticut (Mr. RIB!- the amendment was agreed to.
co), the Senator from Tennessee (Mr.
Mr. WALLOP. I move to lay that mo&S5ER), the Senator from Alabama (Mr. tion on the table.
SPARKMAN, and the Senator from NeThe motion to lay on the table was
braska (Mr. ZORZNSKY) are necessarily agreed to.
absent.
I also announce that the Senator from
Maine (Mr. MU5KIE) is absent because
of illness.

On this vote, the Senator froL Con-

necticut (Mr. RIBICOF') is paired with

the Senator from North Carolina (Mr.
MORGAN). If present and voting, the Sen-

ator from Connecticut would vote "yea"

and the Senator from North Carolina
would vote "nay."

I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from Minnesota (Mr.
HUMPHREY) would vote "yea."

Mr. BAKER. I announce that the Sen-

ator from Oklahoma (Mr. BARTLErr) the
Senator from Massachusetts (Mr.
BR00KE), the Senator from Arizona (Mr.
•

GOLDWATER), the Senator from Utah
(Mr. HATCH), the Senator from Oregon
(Mr. HATPIELD), the Senator from California (Mr. BAYAKAWA), the 8enator
from North Carolina (Mr. HELMS), the
Senator from Kansas (Mr. PEARSON) the
•

Senator from Illinois (Mr. PERCY), the
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SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING
AMENDMENTS OF 1977

The Senate continued with the con-

sideration of H.R. 9346.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from New York is recognized.
AMENDMENT NO. i5O

(Purpose: Relating to 6-month extension of
Emergency Unemploynient Compensation
Act of 1974.)

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, on behalf

of myself and Senators HEINZ,

CASE,

RIEGLE, CHAFEE, PELL, STEVENS, and WIL-

LIAMS. I call up amendment No. 1550.

S 18822
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AI)T1(3 OCER. The

amendment will be stated.
The legislative clerk read as follows

The Senator from New York (Mr. JAvrrS),
for himself and senators HEms, CASE, E,oI.s,

CHAFs, FELl,, 'nNC 5Ld WnLss, proposes an am roat oumbered 1550.
Mr. JAV18, Mr. President, I

November 4, 1977

$o we have almost 7 mIllion unem- brief extension Is simply standby Insure-

ployed, Mr. President, and the number of
those who were unemployed for extended
periods of time is increasing,
Right now, Mr. President, the persons
unemployed for 27 weeks or longer have

just increased by 20,000 and they come

ance aga"ist the dangeE of increased unemployment and the probability that the
Congress will not ho in session to restore

the program again in time for most of
the winter of 197'i-78.

Although participation In the FSB
program had declined in recent months,
unanimous consent that further reading
The States now suffering high unem- th1 apparent lessening of the unemploy of the amendment be dispensed with.
ployment and participating in FSB are ment crisis cannot be read as an indicaThe PPESIDL'O OmCER. Without Alaska, Maine, Michigan, New Jersey, tion that further need for the program
objection, It is so ordered.
New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, has abated. A careful examination of the
The amendment Is so follows:
Washington, and the Commonwealth of unemployment data shows just the
At the prepLeto place n the Act, insert Puerto Rico. Fully one quarter of the U.S. opposite.
the followln new aection:
labor force Is located In these States.
The sununer and fall months tradi5IONT
OF EMELCENCY
Over the winter, this list of States Is tionally show a decline In unemployment
COO OtOGEAM
likely to more than double, incorporatIng rates, but also take an upswing in the

ask

Sm.
(a) PreSion lO(f) (2) of the Emergency Unemploymct Oompensatlon Act of
1974 Is amended o read as follows:
"(2) No emergency compensation shaU be
payable to any individual under an agreement enter'in mb under this Act for any
week ending after april 20, 1975".
(b) The ame nsnt made by subsection
(a) shall apply o weeka of unemployment
ending after Coter 31, 5977.

to 946,000.

more than half of the Nation's work- late fall and peak in late winter. Even
force, with the addition of California, more importantly Is the recent rapid
Illinois, Massachusetts, Oregon, Vermont, escalation of participation in the ex-

Connecticut, Idaho, Montana, Minnesota, tended benefits program. As of the last
Nevada, and North Dakota,
week in August, particIpation in the cx -

Mr. President, one of the other things tended benefits prograin=tbose unem -

which appears very markedly, and I refer ployed for between 26 and 39 weoksto the testimony of Mr. Shiskin, the Com- had dropped to 280,000. But, by the first

missioner of Labor Statistics, this very week In October, the latest period for
who testified to the 7-percent whIch data arc available, that figure had
The PRE1DO OFFICER. There is morning,
figure, he points out, and I quote:
jumped to over 450,000, an increase of
a 40-minute time limit,
unemployment rate has now leveled 60 percent,
Mr. JAVT, I yield myself 5 minutes. forThe
6 months at about 7 percent, an unprecIf this trend continues, as many long-

The PRllWMNG OFFICER. The edented high level for an economic expan- tenn unemployed workers will be relying
sion period.

Senator from Now York,
Mr. JAVITq, Mr. President,

on additional Federal benefits this year
He points out, Mr. President, a very as last year. Participation in the exmatter which bears upon this tended benefits program could easily rise
supplemental bonefito program providing serious
to 600,000 or more, equal to the level
additional u rsployment compensation amendment.
He says:
registered during the energy crisis of
to long-term unemployed workers who
However, the black uncmplo5y,nent rate, last winter. And, during last winter, and
have exhausted their entitlements to and
particularly the rate for black adult the winter before that as weLl, Federal
benefits under the permanent Federalthis

amendment proposes that the Federal

seems to be rising. The employment
State unemployment Insurance system be males,
population ratio for Whites rose to an allextended for a period of 6 months from time high, while the black ratio continues
its expiration date, which was Octo- to fluctuate at historically low levels.
ber 31, 157?, just a few days ago.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
In December 1074 the Congress responded quickly and effectively to the of the Senator has expired.
Mr. ,JAVITS. I yield myself 2 additional
jobs crisis by creating the Federal sup- minutes.
plemental bondfits (FSB) program, proMr. President, in view of the impact of
viding additional unemployment compensation to lorig4erm unemployed these unemployment terms sgson the
workers who exhausted their entitlements poorest part of our population; to wit,
to benefits under the permanent Federal- these black adult malen—and the conState unemployment insurance (UI) sys- tinuing fact that we have about 7 million
tem. The permanent rn programs In- uncmp1oyed=_nothJng has changed since

31, or since we extended this
clude the reyukr llinto benefits, usually October
for 7 months=it seems to me
for a maximum duration of 26 weeks, and program
before we go home we should at least
the Federal-State extended benefits pro- that
on the books, as a standby, this pargram, which provides up to 13 additional put
ticular extension.
weeks. Combined, these provide a potenAccordingly, the amendment we protial maximum duration of 39 weeks of pose
today would continue FSB for an
compensation,

supplemental benefits were available for
a maximum duration of 65 weeks. Even
with the extension I am proposing today, the maximum will he for 52 weeks,

The figures for participation in the

EB program take on added significance
with regard to extension of the FSB program when it is realised that historically

about 90 percent of exhaustees of the

EB program go oxs to participate in the
FSB program. In addition to increased
participation in the EB program, figures
released by the Bureau of Labor Statistics last month indicate that the average
duration of unemployment for an Individual unemployed worker is once again
on the rise.
In short, there are disturbing indications that the unemployment Picture Is
deteriorating once again. Until such time
as we are sure that we have overcome
the recession, it would be unwise to dis-

C months to Apr11 30, 1978. We
During the deepest part of the reces- additional
make a judgment again early next continue the I"Sb program, a crucial
sion, specifically from April 1975 to April can
of this year, the FSB program provided year whether this program should be weapon in our antirecession arsenal.

further or whether economic
up to 26 weeks of additional benefits, continued
allowing an unemployed worker a maxi- circumstances permit its termination.
I wish to remind my colleagacs that an
mum potential entitlement of up to 65 extension
of this program does not mean
weeks of compensation. For the last 6 that any unemployed
worker, no matter
months, expiring cxi October 31, 1977, the
the economic situation, will autoprogram has provided a maximum of 13 what
draw 52 weeks of benefits. The
weeks of additional benefits for a total matically
FSB program contains Its own State ecoentitlement of' up to 52 weeks,
Mr. President, the unemployment rate nomic trigger which means that it will
additional benefits only if the
Is very sticky, t remains at 7 percent, provide
situation remains at sewhich is cis to ? million unemployed, unemployment
and in the last nwnt.hs it has varied very vere recessionary level In States which
have insured unemployment of 5 perlittle,
equivalent to about 7
The month Isetore It was 05 percent. cent=genera]1y
percent overall unemployment-=-or more
The month hetoro that, ? percent. The for the preceding 13-week period. If it Is
month before that, .l percent,
not needed, it will not be available, This

Since its December 1974 enactment,

Congress has on several occasions, modi-

fied and extended the program to con-

tinue to provide for the needs of the
long-term unemployed. The most recent

extension came just last April. At that
time Congress extended the FSB program for an additional seven months, in
the hope that the economic picture would

improve sufficiently so as to permit it
expiration. The sad reality rcmins, how-

ever, that unemployment has not iiiiproved slgnlilcsntly, if the P115 program
is not extended, hundreds of thousands
of American workers will exhaust all entitlement to unemployment benefits and

be left without the wherewithal to sup-
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does not support this amendthe needs of the long-term unemployed. istration
ment. This amendment would cost $500
We
have
yet
to
see
any
meaningful,
commy own State of New York, approxi- prehensive reform of the unemployment million. It would benefit certain persons
mately 100,000 new claims are expected compensation system. I again call on my In the States of Alaska, Maine, Michiduring the period of the six month exNew Jersey, New York, Pennsylcolleagues, and particularly on the gan,
tension I am proposing.
vania, Rhode Island, Washington, as
Finance
Committee
to
turn
its
attention
Puerto
The FSB program ha8 been highly suc
this serious problem. The UI system is well as the Commonwealth of
bencessful In providing Income security for to
Rico.
The
other
42
States
would
not
of temporary solutions and
long-term unemployed workers. During patchwork
unsatisfactorY compromises. Piecemeal efit from this amendment.
calendar year 1976, over 2 million of our legislation s not the answer, but it is the
This program for a solid year of unNation's unemployed workers were FSB only available solution so long as we do employment benefits for persons work
beneficiaries. In the first 7 months of not have meaningful reform of the en- ing at least 20 weeks develops some situ1977, the FSB program aided approxi- tire unemployment compensation sys- ations that cry out for correction.
mately 1 mIllion unemployed workers. tem.
For example, the Labor Department
receive
An additional, but undetermined number
3ob did a survey as to what families
Our
failure
to
develop
sufficient
of unemployed workers would have been
in these emergency unemployment bentraining
opportunities
also
provides
comeligible to receive benefits except for the
the averof efits, and they found that, on
$8190 for the
operation of State trigger requirements pelling justification for the extension
age,
the
family
income
was
provide
which went Into effect January 1, 1976. the FSB program. If we could long- family not counting the unemployment
These State trigger provisions prevented effective job opportunities for the need benefit. The benefit was in addition to
thousands of long-term unemployed term unemployed we would have no for 8190 in average family income.
workers from FSB eligibility despite the for a UI system that provides benefits
For women with husbands. the averfact that many of them live in high un- such an extended period. Despite considage
family income was $10,640 without
the
employment' areas within the ineligible erable congressional attention to
the unemployment benefits. Since these
trainneed for developing effective job
States.
have substantial income on the
any realistic appraisal of our efforts families
A study of FSB recipients prepared ing,
average,
it may be questioned whether
conclude that we have not yet the unemployed
last year for the Department of Labor, must
person is truly availunder the mandate of the Emergency developed programs which can offer adeable and seeking employment.
the
Compensation Act of 1974, indicates tuiat quate jobs for a sumcient number of
For example, it has been discussed
the FSB program is succeeding in reach- long-term unemployed.
that
many situations the wife has
Finally, the inadequacy of our wel- gone in
ing unemployed workers most in need
to
work
and worked about 20 weeks.
of additional assistance during the reces- fare system also argues for extension of or whatever the minimum is that it takes
sion. That study, prepared by Mathe- this program. The long-term unem- to become eligible. Then, when she finds
matica Policy Research, Inc. of Prince- ployed worker who exhausts his bene- herself out of work, she goes back to the
ton, N.J., reports that FSB recipients fit entitlements under the various UI house and she is working for the famwere found to have strong labor market programs may have no viable alternative ily. Her services are of great value to
attachment—an average of 17 years— but to join the welfare rolls. The recog- the family in the home. If you look at the
including an average of 5 years of nized inadequacy of the welfare system fact that they are drawing benefits
employment at their last jobs. FSB ben- should compel us to postpone forcing which average about $2,500, and there
efits were found to have had a substan- long-term unemployed workers onto the is no tax on it, it is a pretty good deal.
tial effect on household incomes. With- welfare rolLs until we develop a system
In fact, in some families, we can find
out those benefits, 33 percent of the that provides adequate income mainte- situations where the family would be
recipient households in 1975 would have nance without robbing its beneficiaries of making more money after taxes because
had incomes below the Federal poverty their self-respect or incentive to seek the wife is not working than if the wife
line_approximately $5.000 for nonf arm emplOyment.
were working, especially if you consider
families of four in 1975.
Last March Congress extended the the family income and the services of the
In addition, the study found that the FSB program for an additional 7 wife In doing cooking and household
single most important cause of an FSB months. At that time I proposect that the services and other services to the family
recipient's job loss was the decline in program be extended for a full year, to that a wife does In the home.
business of their former employers.
carry us through the winter high unemMr. President, this program has been
FSB benefits also provide direct eco- ployment months. In light of the current extended and extended again. It has
nomic stimuli which aid in continued employment picture, and estimates for been extended to the point that we have
progress toward economic recovery. They the next few months that do not project other programs. It was felt, when we
flow directly Into the mainstream of the any rapid improvement, this amendment got Into this program, that we would
economy from unemployed workers who would extend the FSB program for an continue it until other programs were
use them to provide the basic essentials additional 6 months. In considering developed to deal with unemployment.
of food, clothing and shelter for their this amendment, I ask my colleagues to We have those programs.
families.
bear in mind two important facts. First,
We have only these eight States plus
I have long taken the position that un- while we have experienced some eco- Puerto Rico that have the high unememployment compensation is a poor sub- nomic Improvement In the past year, re- ployment rate, and in Puerto Rico 70
stitute for real jobs. Ideally, the private covery In many of our largest States lags percent of the population receives food
sector, complemented by effective job behind that in the Nation as a whole. stamps. That probably bears some relatraining and public service employment Second, the FSB program is triggered tion to the high unemployment rate in
programs, would provide meaningful un- "on" and "off" on a State by State basis. Puerto Rico.
employment opportunities for all Ameri- Therefore, a the economic picture in
I suppose that if I represented one of
cans who are ready, willing, and able to any given State improves, the program those States, I would be taking the same
work. But, we cannot close our eyes to will automatically discontinue when it view as the Senator from New York,
the cold reality of the employment pic- is no longer needed.
saying that we should continue the proture on the Inadequacies of the unemSo I felt it my duty, and so did Sena- gram when it expires again and sayployment compensation system.
tor HEINZ, who came to me with a very ing that we should continue when it
While the employment picture has im- special interest in this matter, to do this comes up for renewal.
proved somewhat, and we have made before we went home, knowing that we
At some point, these temporary prosome strides towrd expanding public could not deal with this matter again grams should be terminated. It seems to
service employment opportunities, these until the depths of winter, when it might me that this is about as good a time as
efforts fall far short of the remedy re- cause a great deal of hardship and wel- any to terminate it. That is what the
quired if we are to provide all workers fare cases, and so forth, to give the Sen- administration seems to think.
with meaningful job opportunities. An ate the opportunity to express itself on
I hope the amendment will not be
even more compelling reason for the ex- this matter. This is the only bill upon agreed to.
tension of this program Is that the per- which we feasibly could do it. That is
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield 5
maneut unemployment Insurance prominutes
to the Senator from Pennsylthe
reason
for
this
amendment.
gram and other social welfare systems
Mr. LONG. Mr. Pre8tdent, the admin- vania.
are inadequately prepared to cope with

port themselves and their families. In
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- order to survive, the previously emMr. President, Under Secretary of
ator from Penflsylvania Is recognized
for 5 mInutes.

ployed workers will be forced to swell the Labor, Robert J. Brown stated on Sepwelfare rolls.
tember 9, as reported In the Philadelphia

Mr. HEINZ. Mr. President, this Is an
Jj certain States, their re.©ipt of wel- Inquirer of that date, that "unless the
enormously Important amendment. It is fare will be conditioned or. the liquida- unemployment
rate droppcd below 7
important not only for the States that tion of some of their assetr. Thus, a percent In October
November, the
are immediately affected by It, as Sen- worker might be forced to cell his or her Carter administrationor
will seriously conator JAVITS has pointed out, but also, It home, obabIy at a reductol, forced-sale sider legislation extending
benefits beis going to be Immensely Important, I price, only to find out a %7
later that
52 weeks. The extension will probfear, for a large number of other States, the sale was unnecessory, broanse he or yond
ably be for an additional 13 or 65
States that incorporate hail this Nation's she had finally been sue
In the weeks."
work force. I refer to California, 1111- search for empoynient,
Today, the epartment of Labor renois, Massachusetts, Oregon, Vermont,
The workers who arc ibie for FSB,
the unemployment statistics for
Connecticut, Idaho, Montana, Minne- I hosten to add, have bccn employed. leased
sota, Nevada, and North Dakota, because These American men and women, I em- October. The national unemployment
at 7 percent in October. And durduring this wlnterf these States, accord- phasize, are in need of assistance because stands
ing to the best information, are esti- economic conditions have rendered fruit- Ing October, blacks and factory workers.
steelworkers, were hit the
mated to be States that may need these less their search for further employment. especially
hardest by the economic conditions
benefits. Thus, we are talking about
It was the severity of the economic
something that is truly national in scope. conditions existent In December, 1974 which plague our country. The unemployment rate for blacks rose almost a
When unemployment rises to the 5our commitment to provide for the full percentage point during the la.st
percent insured rate, which Is approxi- and
basic needs of workers forced into Unto a totally unacceptable 13.9 permately a 7-percent actual rate, the un- employment by those economic condi- month
In addition, over 60,000 steelworkemployed have an extremely difficult tions which moved us to enact the Emer- cent.
time, an impossible time, finding a job. gency Unemployment Compensation Act ers have been put out of work.
As I said a moment ago, Under SecreIf there is unemployment ef 4 or 5 per- of 1974. The continuation of this ecoof Labor Brown stated that if Uncent, actual rate, there is changeover, nomic rccesison exacethatod by the se- tary
employment
did not go below 7 percent,
there Is turnover, in the work force. Al- verity of last winter resulted in our exthe administration would support the exthough there always are, unfortunately, tension off FSB.
tension of unemployment benefits to 6s
people who are unemployed, the people
Many areas of our ecuntry are still
Well, the unemployment rate is
move In and out of the work force. But economically devastated by recessionary weeks.
below 7 percent. The fact is that the
when the actual rate rises to 7 percent, conditious, The Impact at foreign Im- not
as It Is here, some unemployed workers ports on our economy, especially on the country has a serious and persistent
problem. The fact Is that hunsimply cannot find a job. The conse- steel industry, has deluged an already economic
dreds of thousands of Americans must
quences of that to the individual worker problem nidden economy with more dim- struggle
to survive until the economy
the man or woman who has been feeding, cuitics. In view of these facts and in view
up. And, although the administra housing, and clothing a family, are disas- of our past commitment to assist Ameri- picks
trous. Therefore, in such a period of high can working men and women whose em- tion has talked In vague and general
about economic stimulus, the fact
Unemployment extended unemployment ployment expectations are frustrated by terms
that there is no concrete plan.
benefits, as are provided for in the pro- economic conditions beyond their con- is Mr.
HEINZ. Mr. President, will the
posed amendment, are needed.
trol, I entreat my colleagues to again
yIeld 2 additIonal minutes?
Mr. President, I originally intended to come to the aid of them Americans, Senator
We are getting talk about stimulating
offer this amendment because of the Americans who are unemployed but lookthe economy, not action to do It. In the
acute unemployment probleum facing the
forward to the day when there will same way, we are getting llpservice to
working people of my home State of ing
again be a place for them in the Amen- the problems of the unemployed. I do not
Pennsylvania, However, when I discov- can economy.
understand how the administration can
ered that Senator JAVITS' State of New
supplemeiflal benefits program continue to Ignore this problem, espeYork faced similar problems, I concluded hasThe
provided
the
long-term
tmeuployed
when unemployment benefits arc
that It would be more appropriate for worker with a minimal level of subsist- cially
for a full 26 weeks less than the
him to introduce this amendment, be- ence; It amounts to only an average of available
weeks of benefits which the Under
cause he Is recognised on both sides of $70 per week on a national basis, This is 65
of Labor stated would be the
the aisle as being the most knowledge- a small amount. it is not a question of Secretary
able and effective legislator oi this Issue. allowing people to live in luxury; it Is administration's goal.
cannot believe that in the final days
I asked him to participate and he gen- simply providing the bare minimum for ofIthis
session, as we are about to stop
erously agreed. I wtiolehearteuy applaud basic human needs during the extended conducting
business for nearly 3 months
his conunitment to the plight of our un- period of unemployment,
that the administration could set upon a
employed.
Mr. President, nearly 1 million unemI wholeheartedly endorse this amend- ployed workers, including over 21,000 course which Is so shortsighted. Under
ment to extend the Federal supplemental Pennsylvanians who were receiving the the best circumstances, the Congress
benefits program. Extension of FSB will benefits of the supplemental benefits pro- would not be able to respond to an
increasing unemployment rate until late
provide critical assistance to those work- gram when it was recently terminated,
or early February. I believe that
em In States which have experienced and could be deprived of these benefits when January
continue to experience consistently high the phasedown is complete-cl on Janu- this "wait and see" attitude of the.
administration Is foolish and will cause
Unemployment rates.
ary 31, 1978. A very substantial portion
hardship for thousands of
The Issue to which we address our- of these families who have not exceeded unnecessary
when the severe consequences
selves through this amendment is the the 39 weeks under the extended benefits families
of long-term unemployment could be
right of American working men and program will face cutoffs this week judiciously
dealt with now.
women to have sufficient financial means without immediate congressional action.
Mr. President, the basic issue here is
to meet their basic needs as they conThis will be the first winter in 2 years one of equity:
tinue their search for employment, a which
we have faced without a suppleEquity for those statet which continue to
search necessitated by economic condi- mental benefits program, For the last 2
high unemploymeut and for which the
tions beyond their control. Absent the years the unemployment benefits have face
has little chance of change for the
benefits of FSB, the nearly i million been extended to 65 weeks. Notr, with the situation
inunedlate future
equity for the
Americans whom this program might unemployment picture clouded at best, Individuals 'who wish and
to re-enter the job
benefit during the 6-month extension and the weather. situation uncertain, and marliet but who Ond all the doors closed to
proposed in the amendment will be faced with industrial fuels such as natural gas theui right now.
with the choice of either abject poverty likely to be In short supply, we will face
If we cannot deal equitably and fairly
or the acceptance of welfare assistance, winter with only 39 weeks ©f benefits with
our previously employed who have
I correct myself, This is not a choice. In available.
become unemployed involuntarily then
.

.
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what hope can we seriously offer to our program provided up to 26 weeks of addiminorities or to our young who find the tional benefits.
Termination of this program now, just
doors closed even tighter than those with
skills and a previous employment record? as the winter doldrums are taking hold,
It is important to note that this pro- would be a classic case of the worst postiming.
posed amendment has considerable sup- sible
It is Important to bear in mind, Mr.
port among our colleagues In the House.
that the national unemployCongressman JAis Br3KE (D-Mass.), President,
rate has not Improved over the past
the chairman of the Scommittee on ment
It has remained on a plateau
Social Security of the Committee on 6ofmonths.
about 7 perent, seasonally adjusted.
Ways and Means, who is likely to be a
Looking beyond this disappointing
conferee with respect to the present bill, reaJiy,
it is also important to
is one among many Congressmen who bear in however,
mind that the seasonal adjusthave communicated their support to me.
ment factors camoufiage the fact that,
(Senator JAVITS and me.)
real numbers, ma1y more workers are
Mr. President, I exhort all of my col- in
the job now than last summer, and
leagues to Join us In support of this off
more will be added to the unemamendment, and through it, demonstrate many
lines in the months just ahead.
their compassion and support to those ployment
key statistical indicator is the numdeserving American workers who are berAof
persons enrolled in the extended
presently unemployed as a result of the benefits
(EB) program, which provides
economic problems besieging our counbenefits for those who have exhausted
try.
JAVITS. I yield so much time as he their entitlements under the regular 26-

Mr.
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State
and their families in
alone will need the FSB payments this
workers

winter.

Without these benefits, their choices
will be few. Unable to find a job durhig

the most difficult winter easox, they

will be forced to exhaust their per8onaR
savings and, in many cases, turn to the

welfare program to keep home and
family together.
Mr. President, the monthly unemploy

ment report of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, released just this mOrning
gives little reason for comfort t ob1e
Americans.
Overall unemployment In October was

up slightly to 7 percent, where it has
remained vii tually
April.

Long-term

unchanged since

unemployment—persons

unemployed 27 weeks or longerth

creased by 20,000 last month alone, to
level of 946,000 workers. These are the

workers who will, in many cases, have

week program. These EB recipients dire need for FSB assistance this winter.
Among blue-collar workers, who have
would be eligible for the FSB program
Jersey.
would be renewed by the Javlts among the lowest earnings in the workMr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, I shall that
try to be brief, and I thank the Senator amendment, if they remain unemployed force and need help the most as a result,
may desire to the Senator from

New

despite their best efforts to find work for unemployment increased sijarply in
October from 7.9 percent to 8.3 percent.
52 weeks.
The Senator from Louisiana has Indi- upIntothe
If there were any hope that manu
first
week
of
November
last
year,
cated that we have a temporary program 565,880 persons were enrolled in the EB facturiñg employment would expand to
here. And he said that it has come to the program. By the end of February, this absorb seasonal workers, it is a vain
end of its legs1ated temporary period, number had risen to 630,474, reflecting hope.. Manufacturing employment has
and this is as good a time as any to end
the general rise in unemployment remained static since May.
this temporary program of supplemental both
Finally, Mr. Pesident, I hope that my
and
the
greater difficulty of the longbenefits for the unemployed.
colleagues
will give special attention to
term
unemployed
to
find
a
job.
I suggest to our good friend, the most
the
fact
that,
without an extension of
By
the
third
week
of
August,
EB
enable and distinguished Senator from
had dropped to 279,216, reflect- the FSB program for the coming winter,
Louisiana, that this in my judgment is rollments
a dramatic decrease in long-term ui- the long-term unemployed will be asked
the worst time to end a program directed ing
to make do with far, less than Congress
to the long-term unemployed, just as we employment across the NatioD.
But within a few weeks, the trend provided them last winter and the wintor
go into the winter season when the job made
even more dramatic turn- before.
market, bad as it is, is at its worst point, around.an
During September and October,
You will recall, Mr. President, that the
and at a time when we know the long- EB enrollments
have risen by more than FSB program provided up to 65 weeks of
term unemployment is getting worse.
So, I urge my colleagues to agree to the 179,000 to the level of 458,411 in the third benefits during the last two winters. As
the law now stands, it would provide a
in October.
amendment that the' Senator from New week
In short, Mr. President, long-term uñ- maximum of only 39 weeks of benefits
York (Mr. JAvrrs) and I have offered to
has increased dramatically during the winter ahead.
renew and extend the emergency com- employment
Such a cutback in maximum benefit
pensation benefits program for another in recent weeks. Jobs are more difficult
to find, and for those '(ho cannot find duration constitutes a harsh reduetion
6 months.
The extension proposed in our amend- them, the situation will worsen as win- In the Federal commitment to help work
settles in. It is this group of workers ing Americans cope with the recession.
ment would meet the obvious need to ter
I recognize, Mr. President, thid
help long-term unemployed persons sur- for whom we seek adoption of our
today.
turn to a- 65-week maximum benefit
vive the coming winter without Impover- amendment
The need for this legislation is par- duration is not likely to be approved by
ishing themselves axid their families. Unfrom New York.

ticularly crucial in my home State of the Congress. I fought that battle last
der the amendment, these important New
Jersey, Which had the highest un- spring, and the majority on the other
benefits would be available until next emplo'ment
rate last year of any State,
April 30 in States where joblessness re- 10.4 percent. Conditions have improved
mains very high and where scarc jobs
significantly in recent months in New
remain very difficult to find.
but joblessness remained at 8.6
This emergency compensation pro- Jersey,
in August. Over 268,000 workers
gram, known In the Federal establish- percent
counted as unemployed persons who
ment as Federal Supplemental Benefits were
(FSB), has been a mainstay in our ef- were looking for a job but could not find
forts to combat the human misery that one.
Nearly 33,000 jobless workers were rethe recession inificted on American
workers. Since its enactment In Decem- ceving extended benefits (EB) in August.
ber of. 1974, It has provided additional Another 23,000 were receiving Federal
unemployment assistance to workers who supplemental benefits (FSB), or emercompensation (EC) as it is known
exhausted their benefits under the • gency
permanent unemployment Insurance in my State.
Without enactment of our amendment,
system.
These permanent programs now pro- some 3,000 New Jersey residents will be
vide up to 39 weeks of benefits for jobless dropped from the UI rolls abruptly.
Still another 57,000 New Jersey resiworkers In all States. Since last April 30,
the FSB program has afforded an addi- dents, not now enrolled in FSB, would
tional maximum of 13 weeks of benefits qualify for, but not receive, these benewhere high rates of unemployment per- fits if our amendment is not enacted.
In summar'. some 60,000 unfortunate
sist. For the 2 years prior to April 30, the

side was large enough to persuade me
not to renew that battle.

But a 52-week maximum is realistic
and, I believe, would meet with the ap
proval of the House of Iepresentatives.
It is the least we can do at this time, Mr.
President, and that is why our menth

ment is written as it is.
It provides for a return to the 52-week

maximum benefit duration that was in
effect until this week and extends that
provision until next April 30.

So, for all of the reasons of humanity
and the harsh facts of what the sftua-.
tion is going to be this winter with the

unemployed, I earnestly hope
amendment will be agreed to.

this

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time?
Mr. LONG. I yield to the Senator from
Wyothlng 3 mInutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Seli-
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ator from Wyoming Is recognled for
minutes.

3

These

tj

f

That
Mr. HANSEN. Mr. President, it has anyone ii h a
tio need, we
been stated here this evening that this have right th this b $ i1Iion for
s not a regional or a local program but, the Stath that they wc r oven budgIndeed, a national program.
eting
t help take
the needy.
I call attention to that fact. I do not
Mr. PekJent, no oo 6(4I uffer bethink it really makes much difference to cause wc Ive a lot of
in this bill
a person who has been out of work to he!p c care of Mtutns
where
whether he lives in the State of New someone rght find himdf 1n need.
York or In a State such as the State of
Mr. BELLMQN. Mr. Prcident, will the
Kentucky, where the rate of unemploy- Senator iIeId?
ment at the present time runs about 2.97
How much time does the cator from
percent
Ok1ahorn desire?
I do not believe it is fair or equitable
Mr. BELLMON. Pve m1nute.
that it should be to an unemploye4 workMr. LONG. I yield
er's advantage to be able to say he Is in Senator from Oklahoma, minutes to the
one of these States where this trigger ts
Mr BELLMON. Mr. President, I hesigoing to apply.
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are not aU that hard up. vote, hopefufly, on the Javits amendabove the pwzt line. If mcnt that Is going to extend Federal
supplemental

unemployment

benefits

fog' 39 weeks, and this is going to cost
another $500 million.

So, Mr. President, this means we have

got more than $1 billion in fiscal year
1978 not covered in the budget resolution.

J[f this bill is not to rupture the budget
entirely, it is going to be absolutely essential that the conference agreements

reduce some of the fiscal year 1978

spending under this bill or it will ultimately be $1 billion more than we can

afford under the budget.
The Budget Committee cannot legally
raise points of order against these costly

to throw a cold bianket over the fun floor amendrneijts the way the law is
I voted against extending benefits tate
some Members are havDig spending the written. We can only tell the Senate

when that extension came up a few years
ago. This amendment would extend Federal benefits going directly to the worker
for another 3 months.

•

•

taxpayers' money as wEll as the money what we are doing to the budget with
of futir generations ©f taxpayers. But I these big spending schemes. The fact is
believe thc total budget, implications of that we are now rupturing the budget
blU nceds to be called to the Sen- that we planned so carefully and adopted
I know it is tough to be out of work. this
ate's
before we vote on the onJly a few weeks back.
I do not think it can be contended that JavltsattrAtion
I shall give a little
I want to conclude by again saying
there are not cases where work could be report am2ndjnent.
oi what actions av been taken that the Javits amendment adds $500
found. I will not dwell on that subject so fat today
in terms the ludget for million to the deficit, which is already
very long. But right in this city of Wash- fl.seal ea 1978.
approaching $63 billion for fiscal year
$ngton, D.C., you can look at the want ads
Whcn thL bill came
of the Com- 1978. The deficit in fiscal year 1977 was
or you can drive around the town, as I mittee
Iinance It naw.ged to walk a onJly $45 billion by comparison. We are
have and I know that many Members fine 1ieonunder
the budget relution the roughly then going to be $20 billion furhave, and find signs asking people to Senate passed less
than 2 months ago. ther In the red in fiscai year 1978 than
come In and offer their services to take
Actually the Committee n Finance was we were In fiscal year 19777.
a job.
within its allocation We are moving In precisely the wrong
But the thing that strikes me that s only tehncally
the budget reso1uton,
It is going to have Immensely
basically wrong about this amendment is under
That reoiution, Mr. Pridont, as- direction.
damaging effects on the economy of the
th&t it rewards people who are unem- sumed
35O mllhon twount hi medi- country, and I urge that we begin to
ployed if they happen to be fortunate care ad amedicaid
cost &wings, that up practice restraint by defeating the Javits
enough to live in a State where the trig- to now the Commttce
m Finance has amendmeiit.
ger applies, and on that basis I think the not yet ropirted a bill cm
it
Senate 5hould reject this ainendmeiit. If
LONG. Mr. President, I appreciate
Taking th committee ver8ion of the theMr.
It were going to be applied equitably over social
statement of the distinguished Senecuity
bill
into
account,
and
asthe entire United States, there would be sumiit tbcr were no medkare-medicald ator from Oklahoma. In. this situation,
greater Justification for it than there is sav1ng wW©h seems to be a fairly rea- the Committee on Finance is pleading
at the present time, but since only a few sonabe asumption at ths point, the with the Senate not to put this addiStates receive the bençflt, I do not believe Cornniitte o Fhiance would have been tional $500 million on the bill. We do not
the amendment actually provides a "na- about $2 million over ts allocation think it I justified, and we are urging
tional solution to the national problem of direct skenIng ezthticineuts under that it not be agreed to.
of unemployment.
We are also trying to comply with the
budgeL eso1ution.
I hope, as a consequence, that the Sen- theThe
Budget Committee's admonition that we
Bugct
Committee
dAd
not
make
ate will reject this amendment.
about it. We hope the Committee should not spend this money, and I do
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I yield my- aonfuss
Fhac
will report a bill to make not want to spend it.
self 2 mInutes.
Mr. JAVITS. I yield myself 30 seconds.
such
savings,
There 1 still time to do it,
The PRESIDING OFFICER: The Sen- and w urgt them
I would like to call attention to this
to
go
ahead
and
reach
ator from Louisiana,
Alice-in-Wonderland situation of the
that goal.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, we have in
Senate. We have been spending all day
There
wa
aIo
a
sLi1
wcrage
of
althis bill the Moynthan amendment locatioii;, That small vagc could dis- adding billions of dollars, and we are
which the administration will accept. It appear when we make me updated suddenly becoming economical at the
provides $374 million for the remainder estimttc 1atr on, s© ticr really was expense of the unemployed.
of this fiscal year to be spread among not much to be glad abt.
]E yield a minute to the Senator from
all the States. New York, for example,
We were able to agrci wftb the Com- Rhode Island.
will get $53 million of that money, and mitte oi 1'inance that It wa consistent
Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, I must
California will get a nice big chunk of it. with the cond budget icsoiution. But say one man's thrift Is another man's
Those are the two States that get the look tht W€. have do here m the floor w1id spending.
biggest help. But all the States will get the last ccip1e of days.
In this particular bill, it seems to me,
fiscal relief they bad not even planned on
We have added fisca'
1278 spend- as we come Into these difficult days
or budgeted and all of that they can use Ing In thcse ways:
ahead, particularly with respect to those
for their welfare programs. They will
First of viI, the DcC©ncni-Bayh
who have had this long-time uncertainly give a priority to welfare if they amcud' on beneflts t the blind workers
many of whom are in marneed to. I do not think they want to use a&hrd $:! flJjfl fl Cr ing the Wai eniploymeit,
industries which are going to be
this money with people drawing the lop a . t:eit on th ifet of work- ginal
severely affected by the taxes that
benefits where the family Income is man's compensation benefits against so- very
have
dramatically thcreased in the
$12,500, and that is the average family cial security costs $150 million; the Senatebeen
over
past 2 weeks—and I am
Income Including unemployment bene- Bumpers aendmcut t the Roth speaking ofthe
the energy taxes and the
fits for these families with husband and arnendme m efundaI tax credit for socth,1 security
ta'es that are going to
wife where the wife is receiving unem- college tuition was $100 million; 50 we force many marginal
ndustries under,
ploynient compensation. For all recipi- have adde( $550 million to the bill that with the concomitant and associated
ents the average is $10,420 with the un- wa at Ieat $250 milikn over.
uzemp1oyment, Mr. President, that being
employment benefits, $8,190 without.
In additkn we are going- to quickly ao, I support the remarks-of those who
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from Alabama (Mr. SPARKMAN), and agreement, the Chair recognizes the
have gone before In favor of this ator
the
Senator
from Nebraska (Mr. ZORIN- Scnator from Texas (Mr. TOWER).
measure.
UP AMENDMENT NO. 1066
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield SKY) are necessarily absent.

(MODIFICATION OF AMENDMENT NO. 1541)
I also announce thit the Senator from
the remainder of our time to the Senator
Maine (Mr. MUsKIE) is absent because (Purpose: A proposal to amend the Social
from New York.
Security Act and the Internal Revenue
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- of illness.
Code of 1954 to strengthen the financing
I further announce that, if present
ator from New 'York.
of the social security system.)
Mr. MOYNIHAN. I thank my col- and voting, the Senator from Minnesota
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I call up
leagues who I have joined in this col- (Mr. HUMPHREY) would vote "yea."

On this vote, the Senator from Con- my amendment No. 1541.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
quickly to the economics of this situa- the Senator from North Carolina (Mr. will state the amendment.
The assistant legislative clerk read as
tion. What we have done the last 2 days MORGAN). If present and voting, the SenMr. President, is to overwhelmingly raise ator from Connecticut would vote "yea" follows:
taxes in America, and we do so at a time and the Senator from North Carolina
The Senator from Texas (Mr. TOwER) prowhen the rIsing, and I ththk now a ma- would vote "nay."
poses an amendment numbered 1541.
Mr.
BAKER.
I
announce
that
the
jority, judgment of economic observers
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I ask
of this country is that there must be a Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. BARTLETT), unanimous
consent that further reading
tax cut. The President has as much as the Senator from Massachusetts (Mr. of the amendment
be thspensed with, and
BROOKE), the Senator from Arizona (Mr.
said so.
to the desk a modification.
For example, the costs to the gross na- GOLDWATER), the Senator from Utah I send
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
tional product alone of the social secu- (Mr. HATCH), the Senator from Oregon
reading of the amendment
rity tax increases that were adopted by (Mr. }1ATFIELD, the Senator from Cali- objection, thewith,
and the amendment
the House, Merrily Lynch estimates at fornia (Mr. HAYAKAWA), the Senator is dispensed
loquy.

I would like to speak directly and necticut (Mr. RmIc0FF) Is paired with

from North Carolina (Mr. HELMS), the of the Senator from Texas is modified.
The amendment as modified (UP No.
Senator from Kansas (Mr. PEARSON),
the Senator from Illinois (Mr. PERCY), 1066) is as follows:

$2.9 billion GNP.

The point, Mr. President, is that President Carter will probably propose a tax
cut this January because this economy
is not moving as it should. In my State
unemployment is 7.8 percent, but the
effect of the Javits amendment would be
a tax cut, an immediate direct increase
of disposable income in the family budgets of people who are in this economy.
it is not only social justice but it is, in
my view, prudent economic anticipation
of the fact that the economy needs sUmulation. It needs more purchasing power.
Now that we have greatly increased the
amount of money the government will
take out of the economy, here is an op-

the Senator from Alaska (Mr. Srvs',
-

and the Senator from Connecticut (Mr.

WEICKER) are necessarily absent.

I also announce that the Senator from thereof the following:

Virginia (Mr. SCcrrT) is absent on official
business.
On this vote, the Senator from Oregon
(Mr. HATFiELD) Is paired with the Senator from North Carolina (Mr. HELMS).

P.TIAL TRANSFER OF HOSPITAL INSURANCE TAX
INCREASE TO OA5DI TRUST FUND; INCREASE OF
EMPLOYMENT AND SELF-EMPLOYMENT TAXES;
REALLOCATION AMONG TRtST FImDs

tor from North Carolina would vote

are amended to read as follows:

Sc. 103. (a) TAX ON EMPLOYEES.—
(1) Old-age, survivors an disability inIf present and voting, the Senator from surance—Paragraphs (1) and (2) of section
Oregon would vote "yea" and the Sena- 3101(a) 01 the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
"nay."

The result was announced—yeas 29.

portunity in an area of great need and nays 43, as follows:
equity to increase the amount that will
tRolIcall Vote No. 629 Leg.I
go in. It will partially compensate for
YEAS—29
what we have done.

This could be, in effect, the first eco-

nomic stimulus of President Carter's

1978 program.
I thank my colleagues.
Mr. LONG. I yield back the remainder
of my time.

Gravel
Griffin
Haskell

AbOurezk

Anderson
Bayh

Hathaway
Heinz
Jackson
Javits
Kennedy
Leahy
Magnuson

Case

Chafee
Clark
Cranston
Culver

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask far Danforth
Dole

the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
a sufficient second? There is a sufficient Allen
Baker
second.
BellmOn
The yeas and nays were oidered.
Bumpers
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The.ques- BurdiCk
tion is on agreeing to the amendment of Byrd,
Harry F., Jr.
the Senator from New York. The clerk Byrd,
Robert C.
Chiles
will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk called

the roll.
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that the
Senator from Texas (Mr. BENTSEN), the
Senator from Delaware (Mr. BIDEN), the

Church
Curtis
Domenici
Durkin
Eagleton
Ford

Senator from Nevada (Mr. CoN), the Bartlett
Senator from Arizona (Mr. DEC0NCnn),
the Senator from Mississippi (Mr. EAST-

im), the Senator from Kentucky (Mr.

HUDDLESTON), the Senator from Minnesota (Mr. HUMPHREY), the Senator
from Louisiana (Mr. JOHNSTON), the
Senator from Arkansas (Mr. MCCLELLAN), the Senator from Montana
(Mr. METCALF), the Senator from North
Carolina (Mr. MORGAN) , the Senator from
Connecticut (Mr. RIBICOFF), the Senator
from Tennessee (Mr. SASSER) • the Sen-

Strike Out section 101.
Strike Out section 102.

Strike out sectiOn 103 and insert in lieu

Bentsen
Biden
Brooke
Cannon
DeConcini

Eaatlad

Goldwater
Hatch
Hatfield

Mathias
Moynihan
Nelson
Pell
Riegle

Sarbane

Schweiker
Stafford
Williams

NAYS—43

Garn
Glenn
Hansen
Hart
Hollings
InOuye

Lxalt
Long
Lugar

Matsunaga
McClure
McGovern

McIntyre
Mel cher

Nunn
Packwood
PrOxmlre

Randolph
Roth
Schmitt
Stennis
Stevenson
Stone
Talmadge
Thurmond
Tower
Wallop
Young

Metzenbaum
NOT VOTING—28
Percy
Hayakawa
Helms
Ribicoff
Sa8eer
Huddleston
Scott
Humphrey
Sparkman
Johnston
McClellan
Stevena
Weicker
Metca'f
Zorlusky
Morgan
Muskie
Pearson

SO Mr: JAvrrs' amendment was rejected.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BAR-

BANEs). Under the unan1mous-cons1t

"(1) with respect to wages received dur-

tn the calendar years 1974 through 1977, the
rate shall be 4,95 percent;
"(2) wIth respect to wages received during

the calendar years 1978 through 1981, the
rate shall be 5.10 percent;

"(3) with respect to wages received during the calendar years 1982 through 2010,
the rate shall be 5.15 percent: and
'(4) with respect to wages received after
December 31, 2010, the rate shall be 5.95
percent.".

(2) Hospital insurance—Paragraphs (2)
through (4) of section 3101(b) or the Code
are amended to read as follows:
"(2) with respect to wages received during the calendar years 1978 through 1980,
the rate shall be 0.95 percent;
'3) with respect to wages received during the calendar years 1981 through 1985,
the rate shall be 1.20 percent; and
'(4) with respect to wages received after
December 31, 1985, the rate shall be 1.35

percent.".

(b) TAX ON EMPLOYERS.—
(1) OLD-AGE, suRvIvoRs, AND DISABILITY IN-

SuRANCES—Paragraphs (1) and (2) of section 3111(a) of the Code are amended to
read as follows:

"(1) with respect to wages paid durlng
the calendar years 1974 through 1977, the

rate shall be 4.95 percent;
"(2) with respect to wages paid during the
calendar years 1978 through 1981, the rate
shall be 5.10 percent;
"(3) with respect to wages paid during the

calendar years 1982 through 2010, the rate
shall be 5.15 percent; and
"(4) wIth respect to wages paid after
December 31, 2010, the rate shall be .95

percent.".
(2) Ho6pital insurance.—Paragraphs (2)

through (4) of section 3111(b) of the Code
are amended to read as follows:

"(2) with ,respect to wages paid during
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the calendar years 1978 through 1980, the

rate shall be 0.96 percent;
"(3) with respect to wages paid during the
calendar years 1981 through 1985, the rate
shall be 1.20 percent; and
"(4)

with respect to wages paid after

December 31, 1985, the rate shall be 1.35
percent.'

(c) TAX ON SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME.—
(1) OLD-AGE, 8VEV1VORS, AND DXSAamrrT IN-

(a) of sectIon 1401
of the Code is amended to read as follows:
SVEANC.—6ub5eCt1on

"(a) OLD-AGE, SVaviVos, AND DISASILITY

!URANCE.—In addition to other taxes there

ahall be imposed for each taxable year, on
the se1f-employment income of every ind.1vidual, a tax as follows:

"(1) in the case of any taxable year be-

November 4, 19'7

lished with respect to subparagraphs (A) (t)

which that disability insw'anco benefit
and (A) (ii) shall equal the product of the based, increased In the case of the individual
corresponding amount established with re- who so became entitled, became reentitled,
spect to the calendar year 1979 under clau.e or died, by each general benefit tharcane (as
(i) of this subparagraph, and the quotient defined In subsection (1) (3)) and each inobtained by dividing—
crease provided under subsection (1) (2) that
"(I) the average Consumer Price Index would have applied to that primary insur
prepared by the Department of Labor for ance amount had the lndlvlciusl remained
the 12 months of the second calendar year entitled to that disability lnsunneo benedt
preceding the calendar year for which the until the month in which he became entitled,
reentitled, or died, or
determination Is made, by
"(ii) the amount competed uder par(U) the average such Consumer Price
graph (1)(C).
Index for the calendar year 1277,
(B) In the case of an ladividual who was
"(iii) The amounts established under
clause (ii) shall be rounded to the nearest entitled to a disability insurance benefit for
$1.00, except that an amount that is a multi- any month, and with respect to whom a pripIe of $0.50 but not a multiple of $1.00 shall mary insurance amount is required to b
computed at any time after the close of the
be rounded to the highest $1.00.

ginning after December 31, 1972, and before
"(C) (i) No primary insurance amount
January 1, 1978, the tax shall be equal to 7.00 computed under 8ubparagraph (a) may be
percent Z the amount of the self-employ- less than the greatest of—.
ant income for such taxable year;
"(I) the amount in the first line of column
in the case of any taxable year be- XV in the table of benefits contained (or
ginning after December 31, 1977 and before deemed to be contained) in this subsection
January 1, 1982, the tax shall be equal to as in effect in December 1978,
7.15 percent of the amount of the self(U) the amount determined under subemployment income for such taxable year,". section (i) (except subclauee lU of this
"(3) in the case of any taxable year be- clause) with respect to thin subparagraph, or
ginning after December 31, 1981, the tax
(III) an amount equal t $9 multiplied by
shall be equal to 7.20 percent of the amount the individual's years of coverage In excess
of the Sell-employment income for such tax- of 10.
able yeer..
"(ii) For purposes of the preceding clause,
(2) HOspital insurance—Paragraphs (2)
term 'years of coverage' means the numthrough (4) of subsection (b) of section the
be"Uiot exceeding 30) equal to the sum

per:Lod of the individual's disability (whether
because of that Individual's subsequent entitlement to old-age insurance benefits, to
a disability insurance benefit based upon a

ployment income for such taxable year; and before 1951 by (b) $900, plus (U) the num"(4) in the case of any taxable year be- ber equal to the number of years after 1950
ginnIng after December 31, 1985, the tax each of which is a computation base year
ahll be equal to 1.35 percent of the amount (within the meaning of subsection (b) (2)
of the self-employment income for such (B) (ii)) and In each of which lie is credited
taxable year.".
with wages (including wages deemed to be
Strike out section 104 and insert in lieu paid to such individual under section 217,
compensation under the Railroad Retirethereof the following:

old-age

subsequent period of disability, or death),
the primary insurance amount so computed
may In no cam be lcss than the primary
insurance

amount on the basis

of which

he

most recently received a disability insurance
benefit.
(3)

(A) Except as otherwise provided by

(4), paragraph (1) applies to=
(i) an individual who was not eligible

paragraph

for

an old-age insurance benefit prior to
January 1979 and who in that or any succeeding month-

1401 of the Code are amended to read as of (I) the number (not aeceediug 14 and
"(I) becomes eligible for that benefit,
follows:
disregarding any fraction) determined by
"(II) becomes eligible for a disabilIty in
"(2) in the case of any taxable year begin- dividing (a) the total of the wages credited surance benefit, or
ning after December 31, 1977, and before to the individual (including wages deemed
"(III) dies, and
JanuL'ry 1, 1981, the tax shall be equal to to be paid prior to 1951 to such individual
"(ii) an individual decribcd In clause i)
£5 percent of the amount of the self-em- under section 217, compensation under the who was eligible for a disability insurance
ployment ineome for such taxable year
Railroad Retirement Act of 1974 prior to benefit for a month prior to January 1972,
"(3) in the case of any taxable year begin- 1951 which is creditable to such Individual (except to the extent that paragraph (4) (A)
ning alter December 31, 1980, and before pursuant to this title, and wages deemed to otherwise provides).
Jzmuary 1, 1986, the tax shall be equal to be paid prior to 1951 to such individual
(B) For the purposes of this title, an
1.20 percent of the amount of the self-em- under section 231) for years after 1936 and individual is deemed to be eligible for an

COMPT3TATZON OF PRIMARY nqst,BANCE AMOViT

ment Act of 1937 or the Railroad Retire-

ment Act of 1974 which i creditable to such
Sxc. 104. (a) Section 215(a) of the Social individual pursuant to this title, and wages
Security Act is amended to read as follows:
to be paid prior to 1951 tO such in"(a)(1)(A) The primary insurance deemed
dividual under section 229) and self-emamount of an individual (except as other- ployment income of not less than 25 percent
wise provided in this section) is equal to of the maximum amount which, pursuant
the sum
to subsection (e), may be countcd for such
'(i) 80 per centum of the individual's av- year.
erage indexed monthly earnings (determined
"(D) In each calendar year after 1978,
under subsection (b)) up to the amount as- the Secretary shall publish in the Federal
tablished for purposes of this clause by sub- Register, on or before November 1, the
paragraph (B),
formula for computing bsncfita under this
"(ii) 37 per centum of the portion of the paragraph and for adjusting wages and selfindividual's average indexed monthly earn- employment income under subparagraj,h
ings which exceeds the amount established (b) (3) to an individual who becomes eligible
for purposes of clause (i) but does not ex- for an old-age insurance benefit, or (If
ceed the amount established for puropses of earlier) becomes eligible for a disability in-

this clause by subparagraph (B), and
"(iii) 25 per centum of the individual's
average indexed monthly earnings to the
extent that they exceed the amount established for purposes of clause (ii),
rounded in accordance with subsection (g),
nd thereafter increased as provided in sub-

retlon (I).

"(B) (5) In the case of an individual who

becomes

eligible

for old-age or disability

insurance benefits or who dies in the calendar year 1979, the amounts established with
respect to subparagraphs (A) (i) and (A) (ii)
are $250 and $1,010, respectively.
"(ii) In the case of an individual who becomes eligible for old-age or disability in—
surance benefits or who dies in a calendar
year after 1979, each of the amounts estab-

surance benefit or dies, in the followIng year,

insurance benefit beginning In the
month in which he attains age 62, or for a

insurance benefit for months beginning in the month In which the disabllitg

disability
began

as described in section 216(1) (2) (C),
unless less than 12 months have so elapsed
since the termination of a prior period C-i

disability.

"(4) Paragraph (1) does not apply to the
or recomputatlon of a primary
insurance amount for.
"(A) an individual who was eligible for

computation
disability

insurance benefit for a month prior
1970 unless, prior to the month
in which there occurs the event described in
clause (5) (I), (I) (II), or (1) (III) of paragraph (3) (A), there
at
least 12 consecutive months for whtch ha v, as
not entitled to a disability insurance bene-

to January

cesurs a period of

fit,

or

"(B) (I) an Individual wbo had wages or
self-employment income credit for a year
before 1979 and who wan not eligible for an

old-age

or disability insurance

benefit, or did

not die, prior to January 1979, If in the year
for which the computetion or recensputation
would be made the IndivIdual's primary in-

and the average Consumer Price Index (as surance amount would be greater if comdescribed by clause (I) of subparagraph puted or recomputedL-=.

(B) (ii)) on which that formula is based.

With the initial publication required by this
subparagraph, the Secretary shall also publish in the Federal Register the average

Consumer Price Index (as so descrIbed) for
each year after calender year 1950.
"(2) (A) In the case of an individual who
was entitled to a disability insurance benefit for any of the 12 months before the month
in which he became entitled to an old-age

"U) under section 918(a) (wIthout refei'ence to section 215(d)), as in effect In December 1978, in the case of an individual win

becomes eligible for on o1dago 1uracr
benefit prior to 1984, or

"(U) as provided by section 2l5d), in the
an individual to whom such Section

case of
applies.

insurance benefit, became reentitled to a

"(ii) For purposes of detcrminIng unth
clause (I) whteh amount is the greatcr=
"(I) the table of bonefit in effect in De-

benefit attributable to that entitlement, reentitlement, or death Is the greater of—
"(I) the primary Insurance amount upon

cember 1978 shall apply without regard to
any increases in that table which become effective (in accordance with subectien i)
(4)) for years after 1978 and prior to the
year in which the insured individual became

disability insurance benefit, or died, the primary insurance amount for determining any

November 4, 1977
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eligible for an old-age or dianbtlity thzurac
benet, or died, and
'(II) the individual's average monthly
wage shall be computed as provided by ub
section (b)(4).

"(5) With respect to computing the pr-

mary insurance amount, after December 197,
of an individual to whom paragraph (1) does
not apply (except an Individual described in

paragraph (4)(B)). this section as in effect

in December 1978 remains in effect.".
(b) Section 215(b) (except the caption
thereof) is amended to read as follows:
"(b) (1) The amount of an ind1vidual'

average indexed monthly earnings is equal
to the quotient obtained by dividing—
'(A) the total (after adjustment under

paragraph (3) ) of his wages paid in and self-

come md1ted to an individual's computa- into account, for purposes of this subparagraph. as total wages after 1936 and prior
tion be year—
Calen- to 1951,",
() which occurs after the Second (A)
(2) Section 215(d)(1(D) is amended to
(ii)
dai ye pectfied in subparagraph

read as follows:
(I), nd where applicable, or
(D) The individual's primary insurance
"(U) In a year under subsection (f) (2) (1))
considered to be the last year of the period benets shall be 40 per centum of the first
$50
of his average monthly wage as coinspecified in subsection (b) (2) (B) (ii).
under this subsection, plus 10 per
are available for use in determining an indi- puted
of the next $200 of his average
vidua's benefit computation years, but With- centum
wage; Increased by I per centum
out applying subparagraph (A) of this para- monthly
for each Increment year. The number of ingraph,
years is the number, not more than
(4) In determining the average monthly crement
14 nor less than 4, that is equal Io the inwage of an individual whose primary insur- dividual's
wages prior to 1951 divided
ance amount Is computed (after 1978) un- by $1,650 total
(disregarding any fraction),",
der section 215(a) or 21&(d) as In effect (ex(3) Section 215(d)(3) is amended (A)
cept with respect to the tables contained by striking subparagraphs (A) and (B).
therein) in December 1978, by reason of sub- and (B) by strikinL, the dash after individ•

employment income credited to his benefit section (a) (4) (B), this Subsection as in
computation years (determined under para- effect in December 1978 remaIns in effect.
graph (2)),by
except that paragraph (2) (C) (as then in
(B) the number of mont1 in those years. efiect) is deemed to provide that 'computa'(2) (A) The number of an Individual's tion base years' include only calendar years
benefit computation years equals the num- In the period after 1950 (or 1936, if applicaber of elapsed years, reduced by eve, except ble) and prior to the year in which occurred
that the number of an individual's benefit the first month for which the individual was
computation years may not be less than two. eligible (as defined in subsection (a) (3) (B)
(B) For purposes of this subsect1on-'—
of this section as in effect in January 1979)
(i) the term 'benet Computation ys'
an old-age or disability Insurance benemeans, in the case of ny individual, those for
or died. Any calendar year all of which
computation base years, equal in number to fit,
is included in a period of disability shall not
the number determined under subparagraph be included as a computation base year.".
(A) of this paragraph, for which the total of
(c) Section 215(c) (except the caption
the individual's wages and self-employment thereto)
is amended to read as follows:
income, after adjustment under parogrph
'(c) This subsection, as In effect in Decem(3). is the largest;
ber
1978,
sha'l remain In effect with respect
(ii) the term 'computation base years
an individual to whom subsection (a) (1)
means, in the case of any individual, the cal- to
does not apply by reason of the individual's
endar years after 1950 and prior to the earlier eligibility
for an old-age insurance or disof—
insurance benet, or the individ'(I) in the case of an individual entitled to ability
death, prior to 1979,".
old-age insurance benets, the year in which ual's
(d) (1) The matter in section 215(d) which
occurred (whether by reason of sectIon 202 precedes
subparagraph (C) of paragraph (1)
(j) (1) or otberwise) the rst month of that is amended
to read as follows;
entitlement;
(1) For the purpose of column I of
"(II) in the case of an individual wIo has the'(d)
appearing in subsection (a) of
died, the year succeeding the year of his this table
section, as that subscction was in effect
death:
in December 1977, an individual's primary
ezcept that such term excludes any calendar insurance benefit shall be computed as fol-

year entirely included in a period of disability; and
(lii) the term 'number of elapsed years'
means, in the case of any individual, except
as otherwise provided by section 1O4 of
the Social Security Amendments of 1972
(Public Law 92—603), the number of calendar
years after 1950 (or, 11 later, the year in
which the individual attained Ige 21) nd
before the year in which the tndivtdual died.
or, if it occurred after 1960. the year In
which he attained age 62; eicept thftt cuth
term excludes any calendar year any part of
which is included in a period, of thsabillty.
(3) (A) Except as provided by subparagraph (B), the wages paid in and se1femployment income credited to each of an in
dividual's computation base years for purposes of the selection tberefrom of benefit
computation years under paragraph (2) Is
deemed equal to the product of—.
'(i) the wages and income credited to
such year, and
(ii) the quotient obtained by dividing—
"(I) the average Consumer Price Index

prepared by the Department of Labor for the
12 months of the second calendar year (after

1976) preceding the earliest of the year of
the individuals death, eligibility for an oldage insurance benefit, or eligibility for a
disability Insurance benet (but excluding
the year in which the individual dies, or be-

ual" and inserting instead the text of the

stricken subparagraph (B).
(4) Section 215(d) is amended by adding
at the end the following new paragraph:
"(4) The provisions of this subsection as
in effect in December 1977 shall be applica-

ble to individuals who become eligible for
old-age insurance or disability insurance

benefits or died prior to 1978.".
(e) Section 215(e) is amended—
(1)

by striking out 'average monthly

wage" each time it appears and inserting instead "average indexed monthly earnings or,
in the case of an individual whose primary
insurance amount is computed under section

215(a) as in effect prior to January 1979,
average monthly wage." and
(2) by inserting immediately before "of
(A)" in paragraph (1) the following: '(before the application, in the case of average
indexed monthly earnings, of subsection (b)

(3) (A) )

(f) (1) Section
as follows:

21S(f) (2)

is amended to

read

t2) (A) If an individual has wages or self-

employment income for a year alter 1978
for any part of which he is entitled to oldage

or disability

insurance benets. the

Secretary shall, at such time or times aid
within such period as he may by regulatton
prescribe, recompute the Individual's prilows:
'(A) the individual's average monthly mary insurance amount for that year.
"(B) For the purpose of applying subwage shall be determined as provided in subsection (b) of this section, as In effect in De- paragraph (A) of subsection (a) (1) to the
average
indexed monthly earni1gs of an iiicember 1977 (but without regard to paragraph (4) thereof), except that for purposes dividual to whom that subsection applies
of paragraphs (2) (C) and (3) of that sub- and who receives a recomputation under thi
section (as so in effect) 1936 shall be used paragraph, there Shall be used, in lieu of
the amounts of those earnings established
1nstea of 1950.
(B) For purposes of subparagraphs (B) by clauses (i) and (ii) of subparagraph (B)
and (C) of subsection (b) (2) (as So in ef- of that subsection, the amounts that were
fect), the total wages prior to 1951 (as de- (or in the case of an individual described in
fined in subparagraph (C) of this para- subsection (a)(4)(B), would have been)
graph) of an individual who attained age used in the computation or the individual's
21 after 1936 and prior to 1951 shall be di- primary insurance amount prior to the apvided by the number of years (hereinafter plication of this subsection.
"(C) ,A recomputation under this parain this subparagraph referred to as the
divisor') elapsing after the year in which graph shall be made as provided in subsecthe individual attained age 21 and prior to tion (a) (1) as though the year with respect
the earlier of 1951 or the year of the Individ- to which it is made is the last year of the
ual's death. The quotient so obtained is period specified in subsection (b) (2) (B) (ii),
deemed to be the individual's wages credited and subsection (b) (3) (A) shall apply with
for each of the years included in the divisor respect to any such recomputation as it applied in the computation of such individexcept—
(i) if the quotient exceeds $3,000, only ual's primary insurance amount prior to
$3,000 is deemed to be the individual's wages the application of this subsection.
"(D) A recomputation under this parafor each of the years included in the divisor,
and the remaInder of the inividual's total graph with respect to any year shall be effective—
wages prior to 1951 (I) if less than $3000, is
"(i) in the case of an individual who did
deemed credited to the year immediately
preceding the earliest year used in the divi- not die in that year, for monthly benefits
sor, or (II) if $3,000 or more, are deemed beginning with benefits for January of the
credited, in $3,000 increments, to the year following year; or

comes eligible, if the individual was entitled
to disability insurance benefits for any in which the individual attained age 21 and
month in the 12-month period immediately to each year consecutively preceding that
preceding such year), by
year, with any remainder less than $3.000
11) the average of such ConBumer Price credited to the year prior to the earliest year
Index for the computation base year for to which a full $3,000 increment was credited; and
which the determination is made.
'(B) Wages paid In or self-employed In"(H) no nore than $42,000 may be taken

ii) in the case of an individual who died
in that year, for monthly benefits beginning

with benefits for the month in which he
died.".

(2) Section 215(f) (3) is repealed.
(3) Section 215(f) (4) Is amended

as follows:

to read
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(d) as in effect (without regard to the table
contained In subsection (a)) in that month,

and, where appropriate, under subsection (d)
as In effect in December 1977. For purposes
of recomputing the primary insurance

amount under subsection (a) or (d) (as
thus in effect) with respect to an Individual
to whom those subsections apply by reason

o paragraph (B) o subsection (a) (4) as In
effect after December 1978, no remuneration

ehall be taken into account for the year in

which the individual initially became eligible

for a old-age insurance or disability insur-

ance benefit, or or any year therea!ter.".
(g) (1)
Section 215(i) (2) (A) (ii)
smended to read as follows:

is

°(li) If the Secretary determines that the
base quarter in any year is a cost-of-living
computation quarter, he shall, effective with

the month of June of that year as provided
In subparagraph (B), increase—
"(I) the benet amount of each Individua'
who for that month Is entitled to benefits
under section 227 or 228,
(II) the primary insurance amount of

each other individual on which benefit en.
titlement Is based under this title, and
"(Ifl) the total monthly benefits based on
each primary insurance amount and per-

mitted under section 203 (which shall be increased, unless otherwise so increased under

another provision of this title, at the same
time a the primary insurance amount on
which they are based) or, in the case o a
primary Insurance anount computed under
subsection (a) as in effect (without regard to

the table containec therein prior to January 1979, the amount to which the benefiin effect in December 1978, e,cept as provided by section 2O(a) (6) and (7) as in
ciaries may be entitled under section 2O3 as
effect after December 1978.

but thall not increase a primary insurance
amount that is computed under subparagraph (C) (i) (Ifl) of subsection (a) (1) or
a primary insurance amount that was computed prior to January 1979 under subsection (a) (3) as then In effect. The Increase
shall be derived by multiplying each o the
amounts described in clauses (I), (U), and
(UI) (including each of those primary insurance amounts or benefit amounts as previously increased under this subparagraph)

by the same percentage (rounded to the

nearest one-tenth of 1 perceAt) as the percentage by which the Consumer Price Index
for that cost-of-living compuation quarter
exceeds that index for the most recent prior
calendar quarter which was a base quarter
under paragraph (1)(A) (ii) or. if later, the
most recent cost-of-living computation quar-

ter under paragraph (1) (B). Any amount
so increased that Is not a multiple of $0.10

shall be increased to the next higher multiple
of $0.10..

(B) At no time shall more than three o
the members appointed by the President,

amount (without regard to the time of entitlement to that benefit) 6hall be increased
(unless otherwise so Increased under another provision of this title) by the amount
of that increase, but only with respect to

member of the Commission.

(0) The Chairman of the Commission

5hal designate a member of the Coinmis,ion
to act as Vice Chairman of the Commission.

(E) A majority of the members of the

(B) the use of a system whereby the duties

the members appointed by the of employer and employee to contribute t
Speaker of the House of Representatives, or the funding of the insurance prorarns re
two of

(2) Section 215(i)(2)(A) is amended by two of the members appointed by the Presipro teinpore of the Senate be members
(iii) In the case of an individual who dent
of the same political party.
becomes eligible for an old-age insurance or
(C) The membership of the ComnIssion
disability insurance benefit, or dies prior Shall consist of individuals who are of recogto becoming so eligible, in a year in which n.tzed standing and distinction and who posthere occurs an increase provided in clause sess the, demonstrated capacity to discharge
the individual's primary insurance

expertise in those programs. No individuai
who Is otherwise an officer or full-time employee of the United States shall serve a a

Commission shall constitute a quorum, but
a lesser number may conduct hearings.
(F) Members of the Comm1sion Shall be
(4) There is added at the end of section appointed for the life of the Comnii'sion.
215(i) the following new paragraph:
(0) A vacancy In the Commission shall
"(4) This subsection, as in effect in De- not affect its powers, but shall be filled in
cember 1978, shall continue to apply to sub- the same ninner as that herein provided
secUons (a) and (d), as then in effect, with for the appointment of the member first aprespect to computing the primary insurance pointed to the vacant position.
amount of an individual to whom subsec(3) Members of the Commis4on shall retion (a), as in effect after December 1978, ceive $138 per diem while engaged in the
does not apply (including an individual to actual performance of the duties vested In
whom subsection (a) does not apply in any the Commission, plu3 reimbursement for
year by reason of paragraph (4) (B) of that travel, subsistence, and other necessary exsubsection, but the application of this sub- penses incurred in the performance of such
section in such cases shall be modified by dutiee.
(4) The Commission shall meet at the cl
the application of subclause (I) of clause (ii)
of such paragraph (4) (B)). l'or purposes of of the Chairman, or at the call of a majority
coirputing primary insurance amounts and of the members of the Commission; but
ma,dmum family benefits (other than pri- meetings of the Commission Shall be held
mary Insurance amounts and maximum not less frequently than once in each calenfamily benefits for individuals to whom such dar month which begins after a majority of
paragraph (4) (B) applies), the Secretary the authorized membership of the Commiehall publish in the Federal Regter revi- sion has rst been appointed.
(b) (1) It shall be the duty and function
sions of the table of benefits contained in
subsection (a), as in effect in December 1978, of the Commission to conduct a continuing
a required by paragraph (2) (D) of this study, investigation, and review o—
(A) the Federal old-age, survivors, and
subsection, as then in effect.".
Strike Out section 108 and insert in lieu disability insurance program established by
title II of the Social Security Act; and
thereof the following:
(B) the health $nsurance progran1 estabSEc. 108. (a) The amendments made by
section 103 of this Act shall be etrective on lished by title XV]TI o such Act.
January 1, 1978.
(2) Such study, investigation, and review
(b) The amendments made by the preced- of such programs thall include (but not be
ing provisions of this Act, except as pro- llmted to)—.
vided in subsection (a), and other than sec(A) the fiscal status of the trust funWi
tIon 104(d), shall be effective with respect est6blished for the financing of such proto monthly benefits and lump-sum death grams, with emphasis on means for keeping
benefits under title Ii of the Social Security the trust funds in positive, long-lange
Act payable far months after December 1978. acttrnrial balance over the next 7 years and
The amendments made by section 104(d) for keeping the reserve ratios at a 25 perceit
shall be effective with respect to monthly level, or, alternatively, at a 50 percent level:
insurance benefits of an individual who
(B) the rapid draining of funds from the
becomes eligible for an old-age or disability Disability Insurance Trust Fund undir
insurance benefit or wI2o dies after Decem- present law;
ber 31, 1977.
(C) the public welfare aspects of the oldInsert at the appropriate p'ace in tiue II age, survivors, and disability insurance prothe following new section:
gram which provides greater benefits to low
inc3me individuals than to high income inNATIONAL COMMISSr0N ON SOCIAL SCt11UTT
divduals
in relation to the amount conSEC. . (a) (1) There is hereby established
tributed
a commission to be known as the National individuals;to the trust funth by sneh
Commission on Social Security (hereinafter
the inclusion of Federal employees,
in this section referred to as the 'Commis Or(D)
other employees presently excluded, under
sion").
old-age, survivors, and di'ability ir(2) (A) The Cozmiission shall consist o— the
(i) five members to be appointed by the surance program and the hospital insurance
and
President, by and with the advice axid con- program;
(E) the establishment of a system persent of the Senate, one of Whom shall, at mitting
covered inUividual a choice of pubthe time of appointment, be designated as lice or private
Insurance programs, or both.
Chairman of the Commission;
(3)
In
making recommendations the Com(U) four members to be appointed by the mison may
not consider—
Speaker of the House of Representatives; and
the use of general revenue financing
(iii) four members to be appointed by the to (A)
support (in whole or in part) the hurance
President pro tempore of the Scnate.
programs;

adding at the end the following new clause:

(ii),
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"(4) A reoomputation is effective under benefits payable for months after May of
this subsection only If It results In a primary that year.".
thaurance amount that is higher (by at least
(8) Section 215(i) (2) (D) Is amended b
$1) than the previous primary Insurance striking out all that follows the first senamount.".
tence. and by Inserting instead the following:
(4) There Is added at the end of section "He shall also publish in the Fcderl Register
215(f) the following new paragraph:
at that time a revision of the bneflt table
"(7) This subsection, as in effect in Decemby subparagraph (0) (i) (I) df
ber 1978, shall continue to apply to the estithllshed
subsection (a) (1), and that shall be the
recomputation Cd a primary insurance amount determined
for purposes of subamount computed under subsection (a) or paragraph (C) (i) (U) of such subse<tion.".

the duties imposed on the Commission, and
shall include representatives of the private
Insurance industry and of recipients and po-

not equal;
(C)

the inclusion of Fedeiai cmpoec

under the insurance programs if such in-

clusion would result in a level of benefits for
Federal employees below the level of bencLt.

received by such employees under pre.ni
law; or

(D) any modifications in benefits whkh
wouid increase costs to the insurance programs, unless such modifications are accontntial recipients of benefits under the pro- partied by recommenda.tions which provlae
grams involved as well as individuala whose for a means for keeping the trust funds in
capacity Is based on a special knowledge or postive, long-range actuarial balance ()V
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the next 75 years, and for keeping the reserve
ratios at a 25 percent level, or alternatively,
at a 50 percent level.
(4) In order to provide an effective oppor-

tunity for the general public to participate
fully in the study, investigation, and review
under this section, the Commission in conducting such study, Investigation, and review, shall hold public hearings in as many
titiferent geographical areas of the country

gate) shall be entitled to attend any such which effectively answer the short4erm
meeting.
and long-term needs of social security
The amendmentsznade by this amendment
to sections 1401, 8101, and 3111 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 shall not be mod-

ified as a result of any amendment to the
bill HR. 9346 agreed to prior to the adoption
of this amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the
as possible. The residents of each area where Senator suspend momentarily, while we
such a hearing Is to be held siall be given clear the aisles and obtain order in the
reaaonable advance notice of the hearing Chamber? Senators will please take their
and an adequate opportunity to appear and
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seats.

express their views on the matters under
The Senator from Texas.
consideration.
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, the modi(c) (1) No later than 4 mOnths after the fication I have made does not change my
date on which a majority of the authorized amendment ,ubstantially, except to the
membership of the Commission is Initially
appointed, the Commission 8hall submit to section relative to the elimination of—
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, may we
the President and the CQngress a special re-S
port describing the Commission's plans for have order so we can hear the Senator
conducting the study, investigation, and re- from Texas?
view under subsection (b), with particular
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The point
reference to the scope of such study, in- is well taken. Will Senators please cease
vestigation, and review and the methods pro- their conversations?
posed to be used in conducting it.
The Senator from Texas.
(2) On or before January 1, 1979. the ComMr. TOWER. Mr. President, the only
missioli shall submit to the President and

and restore financial Integrity to the

system once again.
To achieve these goals, my amendment
first averts drastic funding changes proposed to ease the short-range problems

by using available moneys in a wiser
fashion. During this time an appointed
outside commission would be instructed

to 1nd comprehensive solutions to the

impending deficit without shifting funds
from general revenues r without break-

ing the historic partnership of the employer and the worker in financing the
system on an equal basis. Second, it
would solve the long-range financing
problems by using a price-indexing formula of decoupling, which would correct the error in the 1972 amendments.
Meanwhile it would insure that future
retirees receive benefits that keep pace

with their cost of living. Third, my

amendment would also retain the action
which the Senate has already taken on
the Congress an Interim report on the study. change my modification makes In the the modification of the outside earnings
investigation, and review under subsection original amendment No. 1541 is to change limitation, together with. other amend(b), together with its recommendations with the section on earnings limitations to ments which the Senate already has
respect to the programs involved. On or be- conform with the amendment of the
fore January 1, 1980, the Commission shall Senator from ArLzona, as modified by
submit to the President and the Congress a

approved.

investigation and review, and shall include spects it is the same, except that it Is not
its final recommendations; and upon the offered as a substitute, but as an amendsubmission of such final report the Commis- ment to the bill.
&ion shall cease to exist.
Mr. President, everybody In this coun(d)(l) The Commission shall appoint an
has a stake in the future of the social
executive director of the Commission who try
system—and there is no longer
shall be compensated at a rate fixed by the security
Commission, but which shall not exceed the any question that its financing needs to
rate established for level V of the Executive be overhauled. That is why the choices

ing inequities in social security can be

final report of the Commission on such 8tudy,

Mr. President, financial soundness can

the Senator from Idaho. In other re- be achieved and a number of longstand-

Schedule by title 5, United States Code.

we in Congress must now make in find-

the Commls8ion shall have the power to appoint and fix the compensation of such personnel as it deems advisable, in accordance
with the provisions of title 5. United States
Code, governing appointments to the competitive service, and the provisions of chap.

structure are so critical. The decisions
we make. the legislation we write, will

(2) In addition to the executive director. ing ways to shore up its sagging financial

determine if generations of working
Americans to come can expect meaning-.

ful benefits in return for their years of

ter 51 and subchapter III of chapter 53 of contributions.

corrected. The damage is not beyond re-

pair. But social security is much too
Important for ill-considered, quick-fix
solutions such as the Finance Committee
seems to have embraced.

I call on my colleagues to consider
my proposal as a more responsible al-

ternative to the other legislation we have
been asked to consider. I am convinced
that the results of our combined efforts
will effectively stabilize the drain on the
trust funds and renew Americans' confidence in an economically viable social
security system once again.

We do not need to act this year in a

hasty and precipitate fashion. We do not
need to act similarly next year. Through
proper—and more rational—allocation
of our currently scheduled tax resources,
tions made by the committee. We cannot we have until the early part of the next
place this burden of lessening the finan- decade to make changes—permitting a
cial ills of social security too heavily on deliberative and careful review of this
our middle class and business cominu- entire question.

While I share with my colleagues on
eral Schedule pay rates.
the Finance Committee's desire to solve
(e) In carrying out its duties under this this particularly complex issue, I believe
section, the Commission, or aiiy duly au- there are alternatives to those suggesthorized committee thereof, is authorized to
such title, relating to clasiflcation and Gen-

hold such hearings, sit and act at- such times

and places, and take 6uCh testimony, with
respect to matters with respect to which it
ba8 a responsibility under this section, as

the Comm1aion or such committee may deem
advisable. The Chairman of the Commission

nity. Buffeted by inflation, and ever
larger taxes imposed by Government,

or any member authorized by him may ad- middle income families cannot be made
minister oatls or affirmations to witnesses to
bear a still greater share of the flnncappearing before the Comm1aion or before

Therefore, Mr. President, I urge the

adoption of my amendment.
Mr. President, I reserve the remainder
of my time.

Ing load for the retired generation. ApThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
(f) The Commission may secure directly plying a disproportionate share of this yields time?
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I ask for
from any department or agency of the United tax to employers would be equally unfair
States such data and information as may be and ill advised. Employers will not pay the yeas and nays on my amendment.
neoessary to enable it tO carry out its duttes increases In payroll taxes out of profits,
The PRESiDING OFFICER. Is there
under this section. Upon request of the but rather will shift the tax primarily to a sufficieit second? There is a sufficient
Chairman o the Commission, any &uch de- their employees, either through lower second.
partment or agency &hall furnish any such
wages or by hiring fewer workers. InThe yeas and nays were ordered.
data or information to the Commission.
Mr. DANFORTH. Will the Senator
(g) The General Services Administration creased prices to the consumer would be
shall provide to the Commission, on a reim- an unavoidable product of this approach. yield for a question?
Mr. President, the precipitate rise In
Mr. TOWER. I yield for a question.
bursable basis, such administrative support
services a the Commls6ion may request.
taxable wage base, the inequitable disMr. DANFORTH. I commend the Sen(h) There 1e authorized to be appropri- tribution of payroll tax increases as sug- ator from Texas for his proposal. With
ated such sums as are necessary to carry Out gested by the Finance Committee, will respect to the decoupling issue, this is a
the provisions of this section.
combine to produce Inadequate and, in somewhat technical problem which was
(i) It shall be the duty of the Health In- my view, unacceptable options for the created several years ago when Consurance Benefits Advisory Council (estab- American people,
gress, I think Inadvertently, double inlished by section 1867 of the Social Security
Theref ore, today I ask my colleagues dexed the computation for the initial
Act) to provide timely notice to the CommIion of any meeting thereof, and the to consider the more responsible alterna- pay-out of social security to both wages
Chairman of the C2nmission (o hs dele- tives found in my financing proposal and prices, It s universally recognized, I
any committee thereof.
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that decaupihig. that is, resolv- of funds. Therefore, there would be no
time of two different fear of bankruptcy of the system bemethods of
hig, ?dac to be aocom- fore 1983 if we failed to act before that
pUshed.
time, But I would expect thtt we would
The bill which is before us would de- act in a timely fashion subsequent to the
couple by retaining wa-go Indexing. I do report of the commission,
not have the gures before me now, but
Mr. DANTFORTH. Mr. President, the
the fact of the matter is that If instead disability fund, as I understand It, would
of retebuing wa-go indexing we retain run out of money in 19?9 and health Inprice indexing, we would protect those surouce=-=-=
Mr. TOWER. No, by the transfer of
who do r©ath the age for receiving social
security from the effects of Inflation, funds. they would all run out in 1983.
Mr. DANFORTH. 1983?
which is exactly what Indexing is supMr. TOWER. Yes, what we are doing
posed to do. We would still preserve the
possibility of adjusting the benefits of is taking money out of one pocket and
these who hove already reached retire- putting it into another, but to the exment age, which possibility Is, I believe, tent that it all runs out in 1983. We would
foregone by the approach that we are have to act prior to that time.
Mr. DANFORTH. Eeplenishlng the retaking in this bill, which would retain
the wage indexing method of computa- serve at that time would become more
ditlicult. because we would have less
tion.
The Senatce"s propesal also would re- t.ime—-wc would have less of a reserve;
sult in a considerable saving for the therefore. we would have to replenish
more. The eventual increase, therefore,
social security tract fund,
11 that wore the ensior's sole pro- would have to be higher—
Mr. TOWER. I might say to the Senaposal I would have no hesitation at all
in supporting the senator, and support- tor from Missouri that I am not proming him enthusiastically, Iowever, I a-rn ising anyone a rose garden. What I am
a little bit concerned about the possibil- suggesting here Is that we can meet the
ity of a further etudy. We have had a problem of ultimate bankrpptcy in this
study for the lcist few years, and I think way, over a short term. The commission
have bretty well debated the course we would be required to report In January
eon take in resobdug the short-term of 190. We would have ample time, then,
to act on that report. Hopefully, it would
problems of social security financing.
My question will be, how long does the be sin!icientb' objective and statesman&natcr intend to put it off? If we do like and sound that we could embody
put off the resolution of the short-term those recommendations in legislation
problem, we simply increase the actuarial that would give us a permanent soluproblem which we are going to have to tion, at, least a long-range solution.
Mr. DAN1ORTH. I do want to comsolve down the road, which would be
even more tax or base increases in some mend the Senator on the second word
ci his answer to this problem. I think
future year than we have in this bill
Mr. TOWER. I want to thank the Sen his decoupling approach is highly reator for his very constructive contrthu- sponsible. As a matter of fact, we have
finn to this discussior I may say that he had a commission in existence for the
has certainly stated the case for decou- past few years which has been something
pling for more eloquently and lucidly of a blue ribbon commission to study the
problem of social security financing.
than I could,
In fact, my proposal does make the One of the proposals that It made was
social security benefits thflition-proof to retain price Indexes, which Is, of
but does not result in the enormous costs course, what the committee would be
that wage indexing would resuit th. interested in.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, will the
Therefore, I think it makes the system
Senator yield briefly?
more sound.
Mr. TOWER. I yield to the Senator
In terms 0f the commission, it is my
intent that it would be a very bipartisan from lOnsas.
Mr. DOLE. I just want to ask a quescommission, ainof from political eon.sideratlans, that could look at this mat- tion on the earnings lfmitatlon, How has
ter In a seasonal and thnely fashion and the Senator from Texas modified his
make some sort of recommendations to amendment in that area?
Mr. TOWER. What we did was simus. They would be required to report on
1 at llhl©. tthc fund would not ply incorporate the Goldwater amendrota ant until the yeas' of 1983. Therefore, ment that was modified by the Church
there would be an ample period of time amendment that was adopted earlier this
In which Congress could act subsequent evening. That amendment stands. My
to the report of the commission. There provision was that there be a total rewould be approximately 3 years In which moval of earnings limitations financed
by a 1,25 ta, to commence In the year
Congress could act.
It could, of course, accept or reject 1979.
Mr. DOLE. I agree with the distinwhat the finfitego of the commission or
the
imendntlocc of the commission guished Senators original proposal, Of
believe,

ing this comb

-

might be.

course, we have modified It.

I want to point something out.
Mr. DANFOTH. As far as the short
Mr. President, during the debate on the
term prohiem the short term solution,
the senator would, in essence, put that Church substitute to the Goldwateroff untIl 1983?
Dole amendment there was a paper cir-
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the record by Senator CHURCH. The fact

is, the figures are Inaccurate. Senator

CHURCH stated that the amendment to
eliminate the earnings limitation would
cost:
198?
1083
1984
1985
1985
1987

52.4

....

2.5
2.5
2.6

.-.

2.7

.2.7

Or $15.4 billion more than the commit-

tee bill.

That is incorrect. I believe the Senator from Idaho will admit to the inac-

curacy.
While the Goldwater-Dole amendment

does cost about $1 bfflion more per year
than the committee amendment in 1987,

the fact Is the Goldwater-Dole amendment would have cost only $100 million
more in the first 10 years than the committee amendment.

These figures are directly from the

Social Security Administration. The cost
difference between the Church substitute
and the Goldwater-Dole- amendment is
no more than $500 million in any year,

not the $2 billion represented by the
Senator from Idaho.
While the mistake was inadvertent
the record must be set straight. I believe
that the vote would have been different

if these Inflated figures were not cii'culated.

I hope that the conference will adopt

the House amendment.

There was a great deal of discussion
about the cost of the Goldwater amend-

ment; that It would cost $15.4 billion

more than the original bill was an inac-

curate statement. I think the Senator

from Idaho now understands It was not
an accurate statement, I do not think It
was made intentionally, but It was based
on one of the Goldwater proposals that

was not offered. As I said, I think the
overestimation of costs might have cost
Senator GOLDWATER a number of votes, I

thInk the record should show what the
actual costs are, because It might help in
the adoption of this amendment.

Mr. T"WER. I might say I much

prefer to eliminate the limitations al-

together, but I am facing up to the realities of life here. The Senate has already
acted, so I have Incorporated that action
of the Senate Into my amendment.
Mr. CHURCH, Will the Senator yield
for a comment?

Mr. TOWER. I yield to the Senator

from Idaho.
Mr. CHURCH. It is true that the oi'lgma] figures that I placed In the RECORD
related to an earlier version of the Goldwater amendment. That was a confusion

that was not understood at the time.
It has now been clarified and another set
of figures have been inserted in the

RECORD. I only want to state that the
accurate set of figures still reflect a 'ery
substantial difference In cost between

the Goldwater amendment and the
Church amendment, a difference of $400
million a year, increasing to $600 mil-

Mr. 'IOWR. Well, the short term culating In the well with some cost figures lion a year from 1983 to 1987. So the
on the Goldwater-Dole amendment.

solution is that we make the system solvent through 1983 by a judicious transfer

These cost figures were inserted into

proper figures are now In the RECORD.

The confusion has been corrected.

I
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think the basic fact that the Goldwater nance Coinnittee proposal, !n saI1y pIacment
amendment is substantially more costly sound. That I to say they all levy the percent frcm ow . It at 4 percent
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than the one that the Senate did adopt necessary taxes to pay the benefits pros substantiated by the accurate figures vided. So there i not any question t all
that have been Included In the second that, If the. S€nate adopted the proposal
of the Senator from. Texas, the security
chart.
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I am pre- of the fund is guaranteed.
pared to allow the maiiager of the bill the

opportunity to use some of his Ume. I
am also prepared to yield back the remainder of my thne. I shall reserve that
time for the time being.
Mr. NELSON. I thank the Senator for

ii 1977.

The repIacemet rate w©uld drGp to

43 percent d ft would remain at 4?
percent o the tina computed rate oi
earning that s used or that purpose.

Under the rcposaI 1n the amendment

Now, there is one undamenta1 differ-

ence, but not only one distinction, b- offered by the eator from Texas, the
tween the proposal by the Senator from ep1acement rate w©uld go fron 46 er
Texas respecting replacement rates and cent in 1979-=whc t is for all other.
the two proposaIs that were made by the propoea1&=-to 41 percent fri 1985; in 1990
to 6 prcnt. And
Senator from Nebraska and the proposal to 38 percent; I

wcfld cont1nu on down when k the
his generosity In allowing me to use that the Finance Committee made on it
year 2050, it wrnild reach 26 rent.

the gue3tion of retirement ep1acenent
some of my time.
Mr. TOWER. I am always delighted to rates.
That is to say, the percentage of the
be generous to my d Ungulshed friend salary
that employees retire at was the
from Wisconsin, especially with his own
same
in
Senator CtTRTIS' two propoea as
resources.
Mr. NELSON. I yield ..to the Senator In the Finance Committee proposal. The
Tower proposal would lower replacement
from South Dakota.
Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, I ask rates.
The Tower amendment uses price
unanimous consent that Mr. Jeffrey
Smith of my staff be granted the priv- dexing so that the replacement rates
which is the percentage of the final rate
ilege of the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without of earning, continually goes down, and
that is the difference.
objection, it Ia so ordered.
If the Senate wishes to make the deMr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that Mr. Bill Morris cision that the percentage of the final

the Finance Committee staff be rate of earning replaced by soc&1 se
granted the privilege of the floor dur- curity shall be substantially reduced,
then the proposal of the Senator from
ing consideration of this bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without Texas meets the standard of anybody
who wishes to support that.
objection, it is so ordered.
I will just give a few Illustrative figMr. NELSON. Mr. President, the Finance Committee members are familiar ures so that everybody will be familiar
with the proposal that was made by the with what they are voting on.
Under the Finance Committee bill,
Senator from Texas, because we heard
testimony on it by Dr. Hslao, a if arvard the average worker would receive a reprofessor. I will say to the Members of placement rate In retirement 43 percent
the Senate that this provision, like both of his earnings the year before retireSenator CURTIs' proposal and the Fl- ment. That Is to say, the average reof

The replacement rate under the Tower
amendment would be 26 percent, whereas

the replacement rate under th Finance

Committee proIosal wo1d remaii at
43 percent for those e,rng th average
Income. Under th prpoa1 c senator

CURTIS, the rep1ament rate 1s would
have been 43 pernt.
A lower replacement rate ha tb. CQfl
recufrng less
sequence, o cou,
taxes. That true. B© th obJective is
to reduce the p1anent at to 26
percent ultimately nsted of freezing it
at 43 percent, then eto Tow'

proposal hou1d be dpte.

The propsa1 of th eator from

Texas costs )ess moiey n taxes than the

F2nanc Comnitte p1ari. fl produces a

lower rep1eret rate, nd that
fundamental ft e'ec.

the

Mr. President, I ask una1mous coisent to have prntd in the
point the comp&rtive tab1 or. the
placement rates of th two proosa1s.

co t this

There berng o bjectiom, th tables

were ordered tc be painted in th Rco.
as follows:

FINANCE COMMITTEE

TOWER AMENDMLNT

BENEFITS, REPLACEMENT. RATES, AND EXPENDITURES UNDER
COMMITTEE BILL, 1979-2050

IProposal recommended by panel of consultants to CongresionaI R?seaich Seruce

lniUalaver3ge benefitclosto presontIawn 1979; workorsearningsTocordsCPhndexed; hne
formula bend points CPI indexed; bojiefit formula tacors i1o inded

tIn percent except dollarsj

un percent except dollarsi
earnings I

Year

1979
1985
1990
1995

2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050

Annual
benefit in
1977 prices

'4,444

4713
5, 145
5, 581

6,068
7, 172

8,472
10,011

11,830
13,978

Aggregate OASDI
expenditures

Replacement rate for

Worker with average

worker with—

Replace-

ment rate

low
earnings'

High

earnings i

As percent

As percent

of payroll

of GNP'

'58

'35

1029

4.2

43
43
43
43
43
43
43
43
43

54

30
29
30

10.56

4. 3

55
54
54
54
54
54
54

54

31

32
32
32
32

3?

10. 84

11.29
11.68
12. 88

15.72
17.86
17.36
16.81

4.4
4.5
4.6
5.0
6.1
7.0
6.8
6.6

RepIacemit ro fc

earnings 1

worker with—

gato OASD

Annuel

benefit in
1977 prices

Rop!ace
mont rato

1979
1985
1990
1995
2000

4, 444

86

4 508
4 591

41

4713

2010
2020
2030

5360

36
34
32

Year

•46

Worker with average

— 2040

2050

4,908
5,962
6,665
7,496
8,477

38

28
27

26

Low

oarnings

earnings3

ls prcn
0g pyroH

35
53
50
87
45
42
40
37
35
32

30

28
28
28
27

26
25
24
23

A prcnt

I0.

il.0
11.0

O.S

I0.

2.0
2.8

I1.

of WP
4.

.5
4. 5
4. 4
4. 3

4-3

4.9
5. 3

4.9
4.

Percent

Average medium-range cost (1977—2001)
Average medium-range revenue
Average medium-range balance
Average long-range cost (1977—2051)
Average long-range revenue
Average long.range balance

10.93
11.83

+.90
—

Average medium-range cost (1977—2001)
Average medium-range revenue

14.22

Average medium-range deficit

9.9
—.9

+. 06

Average long-range cost (1977—2051)
Average long-range revenue

U. 0

I Assumed to be 4 times the average 1st quarter covered earnings.
2 Assumed at $4,600 in 1976 and following the trends of the averagL

'Assumed at the m*imum taxab!e under the program.
'Based on full employment and assuming taxable payroll equals 41.1 percent of GNP.
I Based on the present law benefit formula for all workers attaining age 62 before Jan. 1, 1979.
Note: The estimates in this table are based on the economic and demographic assumptions
used in the intermediate cost estimates (alternative II) in the 1977 OASDI Trustees Report. The
replacement rates pertahi to woilieri with steady employment at Increasing earninga andcompare

the annual retirement benefit .t age 65 with the earnings in thø year immediately prior to
retirement.

Percent

14. 16

10.

IL 3
—. 3

Average long-range deficit

Assumed to be 4 times the vorøge 1st quarter covoød

rigs.

2 Assumed at +4,600 in 1976 and following the trends o the vert.
Assumed at the maximum taxable under the program.

'Based on full employment arid assuming taxable payroD culs 4L1 rcnt of I4P.
Note: The estimates in this tab!e are based on the economic od derogrpiic somCiois used

In the intermethatecostestimates (aternahuo $) In the 1977 OSD 1rstcs orLT rpce
onpar the
ment rates pertain to workers with steady empoymnt t ncrasin erflIIg
annual retremnt benefit at age 65 with the earnings in the y€r immeditoy prior to rtiremenL
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Mr. TOWER. Mr. Pr1dent, I woujd the balance, an employee paying half, an
just like to say that the Senator from employer paying half. That has never
Wisconsin has certainly stated the case been approved by a majority vote anyfairly.
In the committee It was 9 to 9. It
It is something of a Hobson's choice where.
has a majority of a Vice President, that
we have to make between benefits and is all.
taxes, and that is the choice. It Is there,
It was a tie here. It is a departure. It
and I cannot say anything to ameliorate should not be followed.
that.
Here is a chance to take a temporary
I simply say, however, In terms of measure that has a commission report. It
1977 prIces that the benefits would al- is not my choice. I would rather have us
most double from the year 1979 to the meet it right now, levy the taxes, be hon-
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GOLDWATER), the Senator from Utah
(Mr. HATcn), the Senator from Oregon
(Mr. HATFIELD), the Senator from California (Mr. HAYAKAWA), the Senator
from North Carolina (Mr. HELMS), the
Senator from Oregon (Mr. PACKWOOD),
the Senator from Kansas (Mr. PEARSON),

the Senator from Illinois (Mr. Pmcy),
the Senator from Alaska (Mr. STEVENS),

and the Senator from Connecticut (Mr.

WEICKER) are necessarily absent.

I also announce that the Senator from
est with the people, restore the fund.
Virginia (Mr. ScoTT) is absent on official
It would not, perhaps, enable the benMr. NELSON. Mr. President, I am pre business.
eficiary to keep up with the Jon ses, but pared to yield back the remainder of my
I further announce that, 11 present and
It would enable him to meet the Infla- time.
the Senator from Oregon (Mr.
tionary rate and It would be less costly
Mr. TOWER. My time has expired and voting,
HATFIELD), the Senator from North Caroand, I think in the final analysis, it I think we have debated It enough..
HELMS), and the Senator from
would have less hazardous impact on the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time lina (Mr.
(Mr. STEVENS) would each vote
ultimate security of the social security has been yielded back. The yeas and nays Alaska
"nay."
system.
have been ordered.
The result was announced.=—yeas 48,
Mr. DANFORTR. Mr. President, will
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I move to nays
21, as follows:
the Senator yield?
lay the amendment on the table.
tRolIcan Vote No. 630 Leg]
Mr. TOWER. I will yield, I believe the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The quesSenator from Missouri was on his feet tion is on agreeing to the motion to table.
TEAS-.-48
first, and then I will yield to the Senator
Mr. NELSON. I ask for the yeas and Allen
Gravel
Meicher
Anderson
Hart
nays.
from Nebraska.
Metzenbaurn
Byh
Haskeli
Moynthan
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr.. President, we
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there Bumpers
Hathaway
Nelson
have Indexing. If we were to retain price a sufficient second? There is a sufficient Burdick
Heinz
Nunn
Byrd, Robert C. HollInge
Pell
indexing rather than wage indexing, it second.
Case
Inouye
Proxmire
The yeas and nays were ordered.
would protect people who retire from the
Chafes
Jackson
Randolph
ravages of inflation. It would protect the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- Chiles
Jav)t
Riegle
Kennedy
purchasing power of their social security tion is on agreeing to the motion of the Church
Sarbanes
Leshy
Stafford
benefits from inflation. That is the pur- Senator from Wisconsin to table the Clark
Cranston
Long
Stevenson
pose of indexing.
amendment of the Senator from Texas. Culver
Magnuson
Talmadgo
The difference between wage indexing On thls question the yeas and nays have flurkizI
Mathlas
Williams
Eagleton
Matsunaga
and price indexing has to do with the been ordered, and the clerk will call the Ford
McGovern
social security tax rate that we are going roll.
Glenn
McIntyre
to have to charge in the long term. UnThe assistant legislative clerk called
NAYS.-.2l
der the committee's bill, between 1986 the roll.
Oarn
Schwelker
and the year 2011 and thereafter, the
Mr. CRANSTON, I announce that the Baker
Bellmon
Orlthn
Stone
Social security tax rate is going to in- Senator from Texas (Mr. BENTSEN), the Byrd,
Haneen
Thurmond
Harry.
F.,
J.
Laxalt
crease from 7 to 9.20 percent.
Senator from Delaware (Mr. BIDEN), the
Tower
year 2050.

The fact of the matter is that if we Senator from Nevada (Mr. CANNON), the

had—

the Senator from Arizona (Mr. DECoNThe PRESIDING PFFICER. The time Clxi), the Senator from Kentucky (Mr.

of the Senator—

Mr. DANFORTH. Instead of wage indexing, we could freeze it.

The PRESIDING OmCER. The Senator's time has expired.
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, might I
borrow some time from my good friend
from Wisconsin to yield to the Senator
from Nebraska?
Mr. CURTIS. Just 2 minutes.
Mr. NELSON. Yes, with interest.
Mr. CURTIS. I am sure there will be
an interest in what have to say.
Mr. NELSON. AU. right. What time
does the Senator desire?

Curtis
Danforth
Dole

Domenici

HUDDLESTON', the Senator from Minnesota (Mr. HUMPHREY), the Senator from Abourezk
Louisiana (Mr. JOHNSTON), the Senator Bartlett

from Arkansas (Mr. McCtzLT.av), the
Senator from North Carolina (Mr.
McaoArq), the Senator from Connecticut
(Mr. RIBIc0FF), the Senator from Tennessee (Mr. SASSER), the Senator from
Alabama (Mr. SPARKMAN), the Senator
from Mississippi (Mr. STENNIS), the Senator from Nebraska (Mr. Z0Rlx5KY), the

Benteen
Biden
Brooks
Cannon
DeConcin
Eastland
Goldwater
Hatch
Hatfield

Lugar

McClure

Wallop
Young

Hayakawa
Helms

Percy
Riblooff

Roth
Schmitt
NOT VOTING—3l
Huddleston
Humphrey
Johnston
McClellan
Metcalf
Morgan
Muskie
Packwood

Sasser
Scott

Sparbnan
Stennis
Stevens

Weicker
ZorinSky

Pearson

So the motion to lay on the table was
Senator from Mississippi (Mr. EASTLAND), agreed to.
the Senator from Montana (Mr. METMr. NELSON. Mr. President, I move to
CALF), and the Senator from South Dareconsider the vote by which the motion
kota (Mr. AaOvnszx) are necessarily to lay the amendment of the Senator
Mr. TOW, Two minutes to the Sen- absent.
from Texas on the table was agreed to.
ator from Nebraska.
I also announce that the Senator from
JAVITS. I move to lay that motion
Mr. NELSON. I yield 2 minutes to the Maine (Mr. MusirrE) is absent because onMr.
the table.
Senator from Nebraska.
of illness.
The motion to lay on the table was
Mr. CURTIS. I thank my distinguished
I further announce that, if present agreed to.
friend.
and voting, the Senator from Minnesota
t'P AML5DMLNT NO. 1067

Mr. President, to the Senator from (Mr. HUMPHREY) would vote "yea."
On this vote, the Senator from ConTower amendment and the committee necticut (Mr. Rmicorr) is paired with
amendment is something different than the Senator from North Carolina (Mr.
has been discussed here. The Tower MoaGax). If present and voting, tJIe Senamendment Is a temporary arrangement. ator from Connecticut would vote "yea"
It calls upon a report to give guidelines and the Senator from North Carolina
Nebraska, the big difference between the

(Purpose: To eliminate the monthly retirement test.)

Mr. CHfl.ES. Mr. President, I send to
the desk an unprinted amendment and
ask for its Immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The assistant legislative clerk read as

for us to follow meeting the long-range would vote "nay."
cost of social security.
Mr. BAKER. I announce that the SenSo the advantage of the Tower amend- atdr from Oklahoma (Mr. BARTLETT), follows:
The Senator from PorIda (Mr. CHn.zs)
ment Is twofold. It will avoid the matter the Senator from Massachusetts (Mr. PrOPOSeS'
unprinted an amendment numof going to a program of doing away with

BROOKS) the Senator from Arizona (Mr.

bered 1067.
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VP AMENBMENT NO. 1088
Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, I k by the previous administrations in their
(Purpose: To freeze minimum benefit.)

unanimous consent that the reading of budgets. !t has also been recommended
by the Social Security Advisory Comthe amendment be dispensed with.

Mr. CHILLS. Mr. President, I send to
an independent body that Is ap- the desk another unprinted amendment
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without mission,
pointed by the Secretary of HEW to and ask for its Immediate consideration.
objection, ft is so ordered.
oversee the soundness of the system.
The PRESIDING OFFICER The
The amendment Is as follows:
It was Included In the House-passed amendment will be stated.
Insert at the appropriate place the follow- version
of the bill. Now that we have a
The assistant legislative clerk read as
ing:
ELIMiNATION OF THE RETIREMENT TEST MONTH-

LY ISEASURE EXCEPT FOR THE I5iTIAL TEAR

Dt WHICH MONTHLY BENEFIT 15

RECEIVED

bill to make major changes In social follows.
security financing and increase the earnThe Senator from Ploria (Mr. CHU.ES)
ings limit, it is a good time to correct proposes unprinted amendments numbered

some of the flaws which have been drain- 1068.
tence of section 203(f) (1) of the Social Se- ing the trust fund. Thisamendmeflt will
Mr. CHILES. Mr. President. I ask
curity Act (as amended by section 121 (d of save $174 million in fiscal year 1978, $234 unanimous consent that reading of the
this Act) is further amended by inserting million in 1979 and more in later years. amendment be dispensed with.
before the period at the end thereof the If we can cut down on a lot of these flaws
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withfollowing: ', U such month Is In the taXable in the benefit structure, we can minimize
yea in which occurs the V.rst month that is the tax increases necssary to keep the out'objection, It Is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
both (i) a month for which the individual is system solvent and pay a decent level of
entitled to benefits under subsection (a), benefits to our retires.
EEEZF OF THE MIWIMVM BENEPIT AT THE
(b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g),or (h) of section
DECEMBER 1978 LEVEL

Sxc. 130. (a) Clause (E) of the last sen-

202 (wIthout having been entitled for the

Mr. President, in order to make sure

In lieu of the matter proposed to be inby section 104(a) as a new subparaof such subsections), and (ii) a month in not have any negative effects on low- serted
which the Individual did not engage In self- income workers, I asked the Social Se- graph (C)(l) of section 215(a)(1) of the
preceding month to a benefit under any other that the effects of this amendment would

employment and did not render services for curity Administration to calculate the
wages (determined as provided In paragraph number of persons at each income level
(5)) of more than the exempt amount as who would have their earnings reduced.
determined under paragraph (8)
(b) The amendment made by subsection I ask unanimous consent to print a table
(a) shall apply only with respect to monthly showing the results in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the table
benefits payable for months after December
was ordered to be printed in the REcORD,
1977.
Mr. CHUES. Mr. President, lain offer- as follows:
Ing an amendment to change the month- Tstr I—Percent o/ workers w(tlt reduced

ly earnings test to an annual test for

benefits under annual retirement test, by

Social Security Act, Insert the following:

"(C) (i) No primary Insurance amount

computed under subparagraph (A) may be
less than—
(I) the dollar amount set forth on the

fist line of column IV in the table of beriefits contaIned In this subsection as in effect
In December 1878, rounded (If not a multlpl. of $1) to the higher multiple of $1, or
(II) en amount equal to 39 multiplied by
the Individual's years of coverage In excess
of

10,

tncOrne (Data ftom
whichever Is greater. No Increase under subpurposes of determining whether an in- lPercent
0/ workers with reduced benefltsl section (i) shall apply to the dollar amount
dividual is retired and thus eligible for
Annual earnings:
specified In subdivision (I) of this clause.".
social security benefits.
Paragraph (8) of sectIon 104(g) is amendLess than $3.900
1 think we should encourage older peo6
ed by striking out everything that follows
83,900—35.400
ple to keep working to the degree that
20
"sentence" and inserting in lieu thereof a
$540C)—$8.400
they are still physically able to. More
26 period.
38.44)0-411,400
14
than any economic considerations, the
511,400—414,100
Mr. CHILES. Mi. President. I am offer32
work situation provides a valuable social
More than $14,100
ing an amendment to freeze the minisupport that prevents the loneliness and
mum benefit at the level of $121 which
All workers (Total doSs not add
isolation which so many of the elderly
100
itlsexpectedtoreachonJanuary 1,1979.
due to rounding)
suffer. I have long supported increasing
the level of allowable retirement earnMr. CHILES. Mr. President, it is clear This is the same provision which passed
ings In order to encourage continued em- that no more than 1 percent of the af- the House without controversy last week.
ployment, and I congratulate the Fi- fected workers earns less than the ex- The Congressional Budget Office estinance Committee for providing signifi- panded earnings limit of $3,900. That Is, mates this amendment will save $193
cant increases In this bill.
99 percent are using this mechanism to million between now and 1983.
The minimum benefit is a classic exAt the same time, 1 believe it is nec- avoid the limits we are imposing on lowessary to be as fair as possible In how income workers who work every month ample of the need for sunset legislation.
we calculate the earnings limit. One flaw of the year. Even assuming an increase It was a good idea when first adopted,
it has outlived its purpose. The
in the current law Is that it allows an in the earnings limit to $6,000 as provided but
intent of the minimum was to
Individual to be retired In 1 month, in the Finance Committee bill, 93 per- original
working In another, and so on, without sent of the affected workers would be ex- provide a floor for low-wage workers and
regard to how much Is earned In the ceeding the annual limit by means of the to keep the Social Security Administration from having to write checks for very
working months. Many people can reg- monthly computation.
ulate theIr flow of income by reasons of
I hope my colleagues will join me and small amounts. Several events have
self-employment or ownership of a busi- support this amendment so that we can eliminated these needs. In 1972 Congress
ness. Thus, they can earn $100,000 in 3 keep social security retirement benefits created a special benefit structure for
months of the year, then "retire" and directed to those who really need them. persons with many years of work at low
thus meeting the primary need
draw social security benefits for the rest
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the wages,
for a floor on benefits. At the same time
of the year. They can then go back to distinguished Senator yield?
we created the supplemental security inwork again the next year and repeat the
Mr. CHILES. Iyield.
program which takes care of lowpattern. Social security is for them just
Mr. CURTIS. We had an opportunity come
a bonus piece of income. At the same to examine the statement of the distin- income elderly, including those persons
time, we tell a salaried employee that we guished Senator from Florida, and I am with only a few years of work history.
will reduce his benefits 50 percent for speaking for the manager of the bill also. Benefits under both of these provisions
any earnings over $3,000. This is ob- We are willing to take the amendment. greatly exceed the social security minibenefit. Finally, the age of comviously unfair and discriminates against
Mr. CRILES. I think this could be a mum
puters makes it easy to apply the benethe salaried workers who tend to have cost-saving
amendment.
I
think
It
Is
also
lower incomes. The Social Security Ad- fair that it be determined on this basis. fit computation formulas at any level and
issue an appropriate check.
ministration estimates that about 80,000
I thank the distinguished ranking miAs conditions and benefit structures
persons currently avoid the earnings nority
member, and I urge adoption of have changed, two types of individuals
Jimitation by this mechanism.
have emerged as recipients of the miniMy amendment would correct this flaw the amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- mum benefit.'First, we have Individuals
by calculating the earnings limit on an
annual basis. This improvement was rec- tion Is on agreeing to the amendment of who work most of their adult life In government jobs which are.not covered by
ommended by President Carter In his the Senator from Florida.
social security. Since their jobs are not
The amendment was agreed to.
1978 budget. It was also recommended
1975)

1
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trust funds. However, many government (Purpose: To correct a techuieai error in the
pension systems, Including the Federal
bill.)
one, have generous provisions for early
Mr. NELSON. Mr. Preidemt, I send to
retirement. As a result, government the desk a technical amcndn and I
workers may retire while they are. still ask for its immediate oridatjon.
active and healthy, work a few years In
The PRESIDING
Th
private sobs covered by social security, amendment will be stated.
then qualify for the minimum benefit. In
The legislative clerk rec a foows:
these cases, the Individual receives a The
Senator from Wisconsin (Mr. NELSON)
benefit greatly exceedmg what he would proposes
an unprinted amQwmcnt num
get based on his actual earnings and con- bered 1069.
tribution to the trust fund. Of course he
The amendment is as foI1ow:
is also double dipping by drawing down

his government pension In addition to In section 124(b) of the bill, trik out
the $1,400 a year in social security. While "3102. 3111," and insert i lieu thereof:
I think we should encourage older work-

"3301, 3302,",

ers to keep working if they are healthy
Mr. NELSON. Mr. Iresident, this
and active, we ought not to burden the changes numbers in the bill. Md it has
system with paying benefits to persons been cleared on both sides.
who have not made an appropriate conThe PRESIDING OFTICER. The
tribution.
question is on.agreeing to the amendMr. President, I believe we reaUy ought ment of the Senator from Wisconsin.
to freeze the minimum benefit for curThe amendment was agreed to.
rent beneficiaries and eliminate it for f uThe PRESIDING OFHCER. Are there
ture retirees. The future recipients are further amendments to be proposed?
not those who have put In long years of
P AMENDMENT NO. 1O?©
work an contributed to the trust fund in (Purpose Relating to coverage under medithe expectation of receiving a specified
care of certain devices which ai'e designed
level of social security benefits. However,
to serve the same or sirn11a purpose a
that performed by a wheelchair.)
when Mr. CORMAN offered that as an

amendment in the House, it was de-

wheelchair
people.

November 4, 1977
for

many

handicapped

This amendment is to make it clear to
HEW that this should be considered. It

dev1oped and manufactured by
small company in Michigan and the
Vetras' Admhtratjon has approved
it, but he bureaucracy of HEW so far
h.s ioL
Mr. President, section 1861(s (6 of
th Scia1 security Act (now 42 U.S.C.
135X(s (6)), allows for medicare coverage of "durable medical equipment, in-

cluding . . . wheelchairs used in the.
patient's home."

Until 1976, the bureaucracy at HEW

interpreted the statute to cover the

AMIGO WhIchajr which is manufacturej in Bridgeport, Mich. However, In
that year, for no good reason, the regulations were "revised" to preclude the

AMJGO wheelchair from medicare cov-

erage.

Because the AMIGO wheelchair is
manufactured in my State of Michigan.
I have written to officials at HEW on several occasions requesting an explanation

for the change in policy. The justification I received can best be characterized
as thzarre and ridiculous.
In its reply to my 1etters HEW officia1

GRIFFIN. Mr. Prednt, J send refer to the AMIGO wheelchair as a
feated. I am therefore offering the same anMr.
amendment to the desk ad ask for golf cart4ype vehicle which could be
provision as in the House bill, which pro- its inmediate
consideration.
used by those who are not sick or invides a very gradual transition, simply
The
PRESIDING
letting the value of the minimum benefit amendment will be stated.OCR. The jurer!. They also compared the AMIGO
wheelchair to room air-conditioners and
erode by excluding it from the provision
The legislative clerk read as follows: bathtubs.
that automatically increases benefits to
The Senator from Michigali (Mr. GIv'IN)
This is ridiculous. The AMIGO is not
match price changes.
proposes
I think the House was also wise to in- bered 1070,an unprinted amct um a golf cart,type vehicle; it Is used by
wh are 8ick or handicapped and
crease the special mmimuin benefit from
At the appropriate place n th .Act, Iflse?t those
it is ed by the patient in his home.
$9 to $11.50 per covered year. In contrast the following
section:
Mr. President, 8 yrs ago, Allan
to the regular minimum benefit, the COVERAGE tYNflER MEDICARE OF CETA1N DE
special minimum only covers persons
VICES SERVING TflE SAME SIMILM PtJRPOSE Thieme of Bridgeport, Mich., designed
the first AMIGO wheelchair for his wife.
with over 10 years of covered employAS THAT PEFORMED BY A WIEELCHAIE
ment. It is thus protected against
SEC.
(a) Section 1861 () (6) of the who was sufferIng from multiple sclerodouble dipping or from providing bene- Social Security Act is amended by inserting sis and had been using a conventional
fits to persons with a minimal attach- after the word 'wheelchairs" the following: wheelchair. The AMIGO gives handiment to the work force. The $9 multiplier "(and devices designed to serve the same or capped people more mobility and greater
purpose as that performed by a variation of activity than was available
has not been updated for inflation since similar
with conventional wheelchairs. He acthe original amendment was adopted in wheelchair)"
(b) The amendment made by this section comp1ihed this by makthg the AMIGO
1972. However, since the House provision shall
be effective in the case of service furwould not take effect until 1979, it would nished after the date of ena,tment of this lighter in weight, narrower in width.
be out of order under the Budget Act. I Act.
more maneuverable, and easier to trans
port than conventional wheelchajr,
feel very strongly that we should not be
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I have
circumventing the budget process by
As one example of the AMIGOs abilpassing future benefits that have not discussed this amendment with the man- ity to give the handicapped greater mo.
agers
of
the
bill
on
both
sides
of
the
competed against other needs and prioribility, the chair is equipped with a swivel
ties in the deliberations on the first budg- aisle.
seat that a1low the user to pull up to a
This
amendment
is
offered
primarily
et ,resolution. I have therefore omitted
normal desk or table and function comthat provision from my amendment and because the bureaucracy in HEW has fortably without undue awkwardness. In
hope that we will be able to adopt,it next taken a very arbitrary view inteiprting a1dition, the AMIGO's narrower width
the word "wheelchair" in the Soc1 Se- allows users to get through doorways—
year.
Mr. President, I hope my colleagues curity Act as it applies to medica?e, and particularly in private homes—that conwill join me in adopting this cost-saving has precluded the cover'agc of a very fine ventional models cannot negotiate.
electric-powered vehicle that is proimprovement.
I first saw the AMIGO wheelchair in
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the duced In my State specifically fr handi opertf on several years ago when our
capped
and
invalid
people.
Senator yield?
friend, former Senator Charlie Potter
Mr. CHrLES. I yield.
The best way to describe what it is is rode one into my Senate office. Senator
Mr. CURTIS. I believe this is a good the thing that Margaret Chase Smith Potter's enthusiasm for the AMIGO
amendment, talked it over with the dis- used following her operation when she helped to make me a believer. Later. I
tinguished manager of the bill, and we went back and forth from the Senate saw the AMIGO wheelchair used by our
are, willing to take this one also.
Oce Building over here. Former Sen- former colleague, Margaret Chase Smith
Mr. CHflES. I thank the distinguished ator Charlie Potter had one of these.
following an operation.
ranking minority member.
They are very maneuverable. They alTrue to the American spirit of buildThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- low a person who is handicapped to get ing
a better mouse trap, the AMIGO
tion is on agreeing to the amendment of about his home in a dignified way. All has
caught on and is being used by sevthe Senator from Florida.
handicapped people cannot use them. eral thousand handicapped Americans.
The amendment was agreed to.
But it is a great improvement over the It i very strange that the HEW bu-
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(s), p.n benora.rlum shall be ability, or SSI check falls on a weekend
reaucracy has been so xbltrary in Its subsection
treated as accepted ceily in the year In which or on a Monday national holiday, the
refusal to make this device available.
honorarium Is received.".
check shall be mailed and dated so as
It should be pointed out that the thM
(b) The amendments made by subsectiOn to arrive early, on the preceedirig FriAMIGO wheelchair has been approved (a) shalt apply with respect to honoraria re- day. In this way, the millions of bel'eby the VA for VA beneficiaries. And, it ceived after December 31, 1976.
ficiaries of these vitally important proshould be noted that the AMIGO has
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, let me say grams can cash and use their checks on

undergone extensive testing at the pres- at the outset this would add a new sectigious Institute of Rehabilitation at New tion to the end of the bill. It Is a matter
York University Medical Center, and

been found superior to conventional
wheelchairs for many handicapped persons.

Mr. President, this amendment and
this legislative history should make it
clear, once and for all, that the AMIGO
is a wheelchair within the meaning of
the statute.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the
distinguished Senator yield?
Mr. GRIFFIN. I yield to the Senator

time, rather than 2 or 3 days late.
This section of the committee bill dethat the Senator from Kansas end the rives from 5. 543 a bill which I introSenator from New York have discussed duced a]ong with Senator HATHAWAY and
with the distinguished chairman of the many other cosponsors on January 31
Rules Committee, the Senator from of this year. Another section of that bill,
Nevada (Mr. CMnoN), and the dlstiii- which provides similar early mailing regguished ranking Republican, the Sena- ulations for veterans benefit checks, has
tor from Oregon (Mr. HATFIELD). We dis-

cussed it with the distinguished Senator

Mr. GRIFFIN. Incidentally, it will cost
less than electric-powered wheel chairs
that are now being authorized for payment.
Mr. CURTIS. The distinguished manager of the bill joins me in willingness
to accept the amendment.

been signed into law by the President.

ircan Illinois (Mr. STEvrN5ON), chairman I would urge my colleagues to support
of the Ethics Committee, and the distin- this bill including this early check de-

guished Senator from New Mexico (Mr.
ScIsMIrr), the ranking Republican, and
from Nebraska.
with the distinguished Senator from
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, we had an Nebraska (Mr. CURTIS), and the distinopportunity to examine the amendment. guished Senator from Wisconsin (Mr.
We believe it is in the interest of the NELSON), and the distinguished Senator
beneficiaries that use these machines as from Louisiana (Mr. LONG).
well as the social security fund, and we
Let me state very quickly just what it

are willing to accept it.

already passed tie Congress and has

does.

We are trying to make some legislative

history and to offset some of the FEC
rulings with reference to restrictions on
officers and employees of the Federal
Government under compliance with the
honorarium provisions of the Federal

livery provision, and I hope that before
to long we will have enacted a comprehensive and, on the part of millions of

beneficiaries very much welcome, reform
of benefit check delivery, practices.
Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. president, the

bill presently before us purports to address the financing problems of the so-

cial security system. The bill, however, IS

simply a tax increase with provisions
to dip into general revenues should the
system again have serious financial difficulties. This is not a solution to the
systeni's problems. By increasiiig the
taxes, Congress invites future flagrant

election law. It does not change the limit. abuses in the nature of additional benefit
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- It simply states three things.
programs which have no relationship to
tion Is on agreeing to the amendment of
First of all, it gives you the right to the original purpose of social security.
the Senator from Michigan.
treat as a charitable contribution, if the The addition of these very types of proThe amendment was agreed to.
payee wants.to select one of five chari- grams is the cause of the existing fiscal
VP AMENEDMENT NO. 1071
table contributions. You can do so. That difficulties *ith the system.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I send an is No. 1. It gives you the right to return
A number of my colleagues have spokamendment to the desk on behalf of my- honoraria. That is No. 2. Many people en out against the hasty consideration

self and the distinguished Senator from thought there was no problem with that
New York (Mr. MovNmMe) and ask for If FEC says there is not.
Second, it says, as we do all other inits immediate consideratiOn.
you count honoraria in the year
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The come,
It is received. That is all it does. It is a
amendment will be stated.
The legislative clerk read as follows: housekeeping amendment offered by the
The Senator from Kansas (Mr. Dor), for distinguished Senator from New York
himself and Mr. Moy,mN propes an un- and myself.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the
printed aniendinent numbered 1071.
Senator yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Mr. DOLE. I yield.
objection, further reading of the amendMr. CURTIS. As stated by the distinment will be dispensed with.
guished Senator from Kansas he has
The amendment is as follows:
cleared this with a number of chairmen
At the appropriate place. Insert the fol- and ranking minority members of comlowing:

of this legislation, and I would like to
associate myself with these remarks.
The social security system has become

the resting place of many programs

which are totally unrelated to the protection of this Nation's senior citizens.
These are programs which are more re-

lated to our social welfare programs but
have been included under social security.
These include such things as disability
income and medicare. It is my belief that
to recommend significant tax increases
contained in this legislation without addressing the whole array of welfare pro-

grams, both within and without the

mittees somewhat involved.
security system, continues the
The distinguished manager of this bill social
tion mpaIgfl Act of 1971 (2 U.S.C. 4411) Ia and I both join in accepting the amend- tenuous basis on which social security
has come to rest.
amended—
Before we raise taxes on employers and
(1) b Inserting "(a)" Immediately after ment. We believe it a wise and fair
amendment.
"Sec. 328.", and
employees, we should consider separating
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- out those programs which are unrelated
(2) by adding at the end thereof the
tion is on agreeing to the amendment of to the security of senior citizens. These
following new subsections:
SEC.

.

(a) SectIon 328 of the Federal Elec-

If an honorarium payable to p. person the Sentaor from Kansas.

programs should be specifically identified to the voters in committee hearings
of both Houses and on the floor in exFRY OF SOCIAL SECVRITY BENEFIT CHECKS
tended debates.
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I am deThere are several provisions which I
lighted that HR. 9346, the social security believe are well founded, and which I
refinancing bill we are debating here congratulate the Finance Committee for
today, contains an important measure, addressing. These specific sections are:
which I introduced earlier this session,
(A) The decoupling provision which a-as
Code of 1954.
to improve the delivery of social security necessitated
by previous errors on the part
(c) For purposes of determining the ag- checks to millions of beneficiaries.
of Congress. The Committee has acted to corgregate amount of honoraria received by a
This early check delivery amendment, rect this provision, and I congratulate them
person during any calendar year, amounts re- contained
in section 126 of the commit- for their expeditious action.
turned to the person paying an honorarium
(B) The Inclusion of provisions to delete
before the close of the calendar year Zn which tees bill, would change the statutes to
provide that where the ordinary delivery sections whIch, treat men and women differ It was received shall be dIsregarded.
"(6) For purposes 'of paragraph (2) of date for a social security retirement, dls- ently under the Social Security Act.
(b)

Is paid instead at his request to a charitable
organization selected by payor from a list
of 5 or more cbarltable organizations provided by that person, that person shall not be
treated, for purposes of subsection (a). as
accepting that honorarium. For purposes of
this subsection, the term 'charitable orgailzatlon' means an organization described
In sectIon 170(c) of the Internal Revenue

The amendment was agreed to.

AN IMPORTANT IMPROVEMEN'I IN THE DSLIV-
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two select provisions do not public, are not only skeptical, but inordered to be printed in the RECORD,
overshadow the major problem with the censed at the continued expansion of was
as
follows:
legislation. The tax increases fly In the programs under the social security sysTULSA, OKLA.,
face or general public attitudes about tem. This expansion of programs has led
September 14. 1977.
the system. I have received many tele- to continued tax increases which lag be- Hon. DEWEY F. BTLEr'r,
These

phone calls in my State and Washington hind the actual expenditures for benefits.
offices against the tax increase, and my
I would like to make one last point. Mr.
mail has been overwhelmingly against President, I ask unanimous consent to
the Increase.
have inserted at this point a copy of two
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- pages from an informational bulletin
sent to insert at this point In the RECORD published by the Social Security Board
a copy of a survey done by Cities Service in 1936.
Co. on the social security proposals. This
My colleagues should note that under
survey is representative of the type of the section entitled Taxes" the rates are
mail I have been receiving. The figures in explained, and at the end of the subsecthe survey concerning the use of general tion entitled "Your part of the tax" the
revenues to finance the system, the pay- following statement is made: "That is
most you will ever pay." Mr. Presiment of a larger portion of the tax by the
dent, this is only one of many broken
employers, the increase, in the tax, and promises
to the American public, and I
the discontinuance of the system are par- believe that the voters of this Nation
ticularly significant.
recognize the folly in our present action.
The Cities Services em'ployees, and the
There being no objection, the material

U.S. Senate,
Was7dngton, D.C.

DE SENATOR BTLE'rr: Recently, Cities
Service Company mailed the enclosed article
on proposed Social Security legislation, along

with a questionnaire, to its employees and
annuitants.
The results of the enclosed survey represent the opinions or our employees and annuitants and are not intended to reflect the
position of Cities Service.
To date, more than 500 responses have been

received from persons residing in over 200
comnunities in 33 states. Response to the
questionnaire was voluntary and not structured 80 as to represent a scientific sampling.

Nevertheless, I feel that these opinions received from such a wide area, my be of value
to you.
Sincerely,
R. C. MooRE.

Cities servfce employees and annutants t'ofce their opinions on social security
un percentj
Do you favor

Decoupling, to eliminate compensating retirees
doubly for inflation

Using general revenue funds from the Trea8ury to help pay cost of social security
Employers paying a larger tax to help pay for
social sectrity

In summary. Cities Service respondents
tavor Only one of President Carter's Social
Security proposals. i.e.. "decoupling." Respondents sharply oppose the Presidents
proposals to thcrease taxes on employees or
employers and are also in Opposition to the
use of general revenue Zunds for Social Security. These measures are two of the key
elementa in the Presidents legislative pack-

Yes

No

Undecided

64

21

15

31

53

16

12

67

21

Do you favor

Undecided

32

50

18

46

40

14

ers

Discontinuing present social security system,
after current obligatfons are met, and replacing it wfth a voluntary program

The same law that provides these old-age
benefits for you and other workers. seth up
certain new taxes to be paid to the United
States Government. These taxes are couected

by the Bureau or Internal Revenue or the
U.S. Treasury flepartment, and inquiries con-

cerning them should be addressed to that
bureau. The law also creates an "Old-Age

ments regarding what they felt should be are 65.
done to improve the "System." The major
YOUR PART OF THE TAX
suggestion, made by 32 percent of those comThe taxes caued for in this law will be paid
menting, was to make the Social Security both
by your employer and by you. For the
system function as it was originally intended,
3 years you will pay maybe 1 centa a
i.e., balance Inflow and outflow. Respondents next
week, maybe 25 cents a week, maybe 30 centa
felt that this could be accomplished by:
(1) paying contributors only—not survi- or more, according to what you earn. That

ThE GENERAL CONSENSUS

No

Increasing tax on both employees and employ-

Reserve Account" in the United States treasage.
ury, and Congress is authorized to put into
In addition to responding with Opinions this reserve account each year enough money
on current legislative proposals, respondents to provide for the monthly payments you
also took the time to write additional com- and other workers are to receive when you

vors, disability cases. etc., and
(2) stopping benefit Increases until Social
Security is brought under control

Yes

is to say, during the next 3 years. beginning

January 1, 1937, you will pay 1 cent for every

dollar you earn, and at the same time your

employer will pay 1 cent for every dollar you
earn, up to $3.000'a year. Twenty-six million

security trust fund. Social security is the

first and major ingredient for financa

security for many of our senior citizens
and it is absolutely necessary for steps to
be taken to save the system.
However, I am deeply cGncerned that

the proposed legislation Is not the light
answer to our social security problems.
Because of the amount of time spent
on the energy bifi, neither the Finance

Committee nor the Senate had enouh

time to adequately consider this bill and

to explore the whole range of alternatives.

For example, I proposed an amend-

ment to use a portion of any new energy

tax revenues to help the social security
system. This amendment could have al-

located billions of dollars to the soiaJ

security trust fund, and reduced the need
for social security taxes proportionateJy.
There are more than 100 million people

paying taxes to support the social seurity system, and my amendment would
that this action could reduce the systems
After the frst 3 years—that is to say, have provided some tax relief to all of
projected deficit by 50 percent. Of the real- bglnning in 1940—you will pay, and your them while still restoring financial staistic alternatives rematning—namely, either
Cities employees and axinuitanta who responded favor "decoupling." It is estimated

other workers and their employers will be
paying at the same time.

employer will pay, 1% cents for each aollar

raising taxes and/or cutting back benefits, you earn, up to $3,000 a year. This will be
respondents favor reduced benefits over n- the tax for 3 years, and then, beginning in
creased taxes.
SECURITY IN YOUR OLD AGE

(To employees of ndustr1al and business

establishments——factories, shops,
mines.
mills. stores, offices, and other places of

business.
(BeginnIng November 24, 1936, the United
States Government will set up a Social

bility to the trust fund.

Unfortunately, the Senate refused to

1943, you will pay 2 centa, and so wfll your accept my amendment to ease the thx
employer, for every douar you earn for the burden on workIng Americans.

I am concerned the substantial tax innext 3 years. After that, you and your employer will each pay half a cent more for 3 creases will have a devastating impact

years, and finauy, beginning in 1940, twelve on the economy. In addition, I fear the
years from now, 'ou and your employer will higher tax burden will erode the publt''s
each pay 3 cents on each dollar you earn, up support for the social security systm

to $3,000 a year. That is the most you will
ever pay.

Security account for you, if you are eligible.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, there is no
To understand your obligations. righta, and
benefits you should read the following question that action must be taken to
general explanation:)
restore financial stability to the social

and put pressure on Congress to rediie,
or at least not increase, social security
benefits for senior cltfzens.
Therefore, I cannot sunport this bill.
I believe Congress should go back to the
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At its inception, this program was
drawing boards and make this the first only a round about way of using general
revenue funds to support social security designed to supplement the incomes of
order of business.
financing. Oni final, but very important retired workers, through the shared
iwcnzssm PAYROLL TAIm NOT A GOOD METHOD

November , 1.977

FOR TUqANCmG SOCIAL seCURITY

Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, while

I fully support the need to restore financial integrity to our social security system and while I strongly favor providing ample assistance to those who have

contributed to this system, I nonetheless will be casting a symbolic Vote
against H.R. 9348, the Social Security

Financing Amendments of 1977. I register a "no" vote because of my conviction

point in thin connection is that the in- financial contributions of employers and
come tax Is a far more equitable way of employees. I emphasize this concept of
financing than are the regressive payrofl

parity, because I believe that that philos-

payroll taxes and toward the use of general revenue funds to finance our social
security system.
In closing, I want to indicate my strong
support for one particular aspect of the
bill before us. That is the amendment of
my colleague from Idaho (Mr. CHnRcH),

they were contributing toward their own
futures, and not simply receiving a welfare benefit. During the deliberations on

tax. I firmly believe that we must turn ophy of sharing gave the program crediaway from our increasing reliance on bility for employees who recognIzed that

that the additional cost of social security should be covered by general reve- which will increase the ea1ngs limitaflues—not by additional payroll taxes on tion. I believe that it is entirely proper
that some upward adjustment be made
workers and employers.
Earlier this week, I joined with 15 of to reflect the reduced purchasing power
my colleagues in an unsuccessful at- that these additional earnings represent
tempt to move the financial footing of In an economy subjected .to continued
Inflation.

this bill, three attempts were made to
restore parity. I supported each, because

I believe American workers prefer to
believe that they are taking responsibility for their own futures, rather than
leaving their own future security to
others.
It Is regrettable that the Finance Com-

mittee and the Senate chose to place a

heavier tax burden on employers than on

employees. Such action may well put

the system away from exclusive reliance
While the financial Integrity of the heavy pressure on already burdened emon payroll taxes. My distinguished colhas been reestablished, we must ployers as they enter Into negotiations
league from Missouri (Mr. EAGLETON) system
future benefits for their employees.
moved to recommit this bill to the Fi- certainly contemplate moving It away for
it suggests to Americans that
nance Committee with Instructions to from its reliance on higher and higher Moreover,
they do not have a full measure of rereport back a bill to authorize appropri- payroll taxes.
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, reluc- sponsibility to provide for their old age
ations out of general revenues to cover

not less than 4 percent of the total cost tantly, I must vote against the bill for
of the bill. This, of course, was a version the same reasons that led me to favor
of the administration's proposal to in- the motion to recommit the bill yestertroduce general revenue funds as one day.
I ask unanimous consent that the exsource of the funds which would be used
to shore up the financial foundation of planation I gave at that time be inserted
the system. The administration propos- here in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the maal was criticized as turning social security Into another welfare program and terial was ordered to be printed in the
not the Insurance system that it was in- RECORD, as follows:
I oppose this legislation, I will vote to retended to be. That It would destroy a commit
it because it provides for a huge
person's sense of paying 'for their own tax increase—one
of the largest in history—
retirement. Given the reality that those and a highly regressive
tax, at that. The
presently paying into the system are Social Security tax, like the
sales tax, falls
paying the benefits of those already re- hardest on those less able to pay.
tired, It is not clear how the use of genI recognize that the Social Security Systern must remain solvent. But I had hoped
eral revenue funds would change this.
It seems to me that the more Impor- that it would be possible to fashion a bill
would not only meet the fiscal needs
tant point to raise is that continued re- that
liance on the payroll tax will have in- of Social Security, but also accomplish
creasingly negative Impacts on our econ-

omy. Increasing payroll taxes will both
add to Inflationary pressures and will
aggravate unemployment. I would note
that we are not doing well on either of
these fronts even without the additional
stress of higher payroll taxes. Most economic forecasts are for much reduced

other objectives as well.

For example, this country needs a much-

Improved comprehensive medical program for

the elderly, the handicapped, and the poor.
We need a program that eliminates the gaps
that now exist between coverage under Medicare and Medicaid.

or disability. Because I have faith that

Americans do wish to pay their fair share
of premiums for the social security insurance programs, I vote against the
Finance Committee bill.

I also vote against the bill, because it

continues to rely on indexing for Its
primary benefit formula structure. I

would sugest that indexing got the fund
Into its present straits, so I see no reason
to continue to rely on such an unpredictable and unreliable foundation.
Notwithstanding these reservations. I

applaud the chairman for having the
,courage to lead the Senate to restore
the confidence of the American people in
the social security system.
SoCI.AZ, SECURITY FINANCING

Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, I think it

is important that Congress take action
to correct the problems in financing social security. However, I am voting
against final passage of the bill because
I think It was brought out too close to

the end of the session for the Senate
to give It the kind of careful considera-

I feel that Medicare should be removed tion it deserves. The report of the comfrom the Social Security trust fund and mittee was not even available until after
Instead, through general revenues.
growth in the months ahead. Already financed,
Medicaid Is already financed this way, and consideration of the bill had begun. The
this week, we have been advised that the the two should be blended Into a uniform Finance Committee bill involves the first
wholesale price index is again spurting system. General revenues come mainly from total overhaul of social security financ-

upward and the unemployment rate for the income tax, so that the financing would ing we have ever made since 1933. It
October was up a tenth of a point; again be made progressive in nature, rather than represents the biggest peacetime tax
regressive.
increase in decades. It involves major
to the 7 percent level.
If we were to remove Medicare from Social benefit changes that will affect future
What will be the consequence of higher Security
part of a general overhaul, It year budget deficits by billions of dollars.
payroll taxes? Small businessmen in my would liftasa big
from the Social Sehome State of South Dakota have told curity trust fund.burden
That, In turn, would make The Senate has not had adequate time
me that they will try to pass part of the it po,ssible 'for us to lower substantially the to consider exactly who will be getting
the benefits, who will be paying higher
Increase on in tle form of higher prices. rate increase contemplated by this bill.
Accordingly, I will cast my vote to recom- taxes and what the economic effects of
Theywould also be forced to reduce their
labor force. For employees the Increase mit this bifi and introduce legislation de- these changes wIll be. No other law afwill result in less disposable income and signed to accomplish these objectives soon fects as many individuals directly and
indirectly as social security. Practically,
presumably less spending which will also after Congress reconvenes next year.
act to slow the economy.
Mr. HANSEN. Mr. President, I will all workers, all businesses, all families
There has been increasing speculation vote against final passage of this legis- have their present and future livelihood
that the administration will find it nec- lation, because I believe that the proposal affected.
I chaired the conference on this yeais
essary to propose a tax cut early next of the Finance Committee, while It does
year to revive the economy and that this much to restore the integrity of the social Congressional Budget Resolution which
in turn will tend to offset the drain of security system, makes momentous called for speedy action to correct the
$10 billion caused by the increases pro- changes in the fundamental philosophy flaws in social security financing. For
each of the 3 years the Budget Cornposed in the bill before us. This is really of social security.
-
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I have suc- a

special benefit structure for persons
ceeded In getting it on record for "de- with many years of work at low wages,
coupling" the benefit structure, which Is thus meeting the primary need for a floor
the major key to restoring the Integrity on benefits. At the same time we created
of the trust fund. However, the reason the supplemental security Income proI helped create the congressional budget gram which takes care of low income
process was so that we would have an elderly, including those persons with only
orderly way to consider major changes in a few years of work history. Benefits
taxes and expenditures, AU the studies under both of these provisions greatly
by Congress and the administration have exceed the social security mthimum benshown that the social security trust fund efit. Finally, the age of computers makes
will still have reserves of over $40 billion it easy to apply the benefit computation
by the end of 1978. There would thus formulas at any level and issue an appro-

priate check.

be plenty of time to bring the bill up
As conditions and benefit structures
in January and look at these provisions
have changed, two types of individual
in detail.
The biggest choice that Congress has have emerged as recipients of the mm!mum benefit. First, we have individuals
to make is how to distribute the burden
of increasec taxes. The Finance Com- who work most of their aduit life in
mittee bill put a disproportionate share government jobs which are not covered
on employers. Unfortunately, that would by social security. Since their jobs are
not covered, they do not contribute to

be an Illusory benefit to workers. First
of aU, most economic studies show that the trust funds.
However, many government pcnsion
payroll tax Increases on employers get
including the Federal one, have
passed right on as increased prices and systems,
provisions for early retirement.
forgone wages. The workers would thus generous
pay the cost, but the mechanism used As a result, government workers may retire while they are sUU active and
would have the most rapid possible In- healthy,
iork a few years in private jobs
flationary effect. Second, the biggest covered by
social security, then qualify
problem we are having with economic for
mlnimwn benefit. In these cases.
recovery at this time Is the failure of the the
individual receives a benefit greatly
businesses to invest ix new facilities and exceeding
what he would get based on
thus create new jobs. To cut drasticafly his actual earnings
and contribution to
into their cash flow at this point In time the trust fund. Of course
he is also "douwould simply delay recovery and cost ble dipping"
by drawing down his govjobs. That is certainly no benefit to ernment pension
In addition to the $1,400
workers.
a year in social security. While I think
For these reasons I voted in favor of we
encourage older workers to
the amendments offered by Senator keepshould
working
if they are healthy and
CuRns, which would have provided equal
we ought not to burden the systax rates for employers and employees. active,
with paying benefits to persons who
If the Senate had been allowed time to tem
not made an appropriate contribuconsider a full range of alternatives, I have
would have favored a combination of an tion.
Mr. President, I believe we really ought
equal share between employers and employees, but with a higher wage base to freeze the minimum benefit for curand a lower tax rate. That combination rent beneficiaries and elimInate It for
would have been the fairest for all future retirees. The future tecipients are
parties. I hope the conferees will adopt not those who have put in long years of
a version that is closer to that combina- work and contributed to the trust fund

tion.

in the expectation of receiving a specified

I have been concerned for a long time level of social security benefit.s. However,
that we are undermining the basic social when Mr CORMAN offered that as an
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for providing significant increases in thi;
bill.

At the same time, I believe it is necesary to be as fair as possible in how we
calculate the earnings limit. One flaw
in the current law is that it allows an
individual to be retired in 1 month,
working in another, and so on, without
regard

to how much is earned in the

working months. Many people can regu-

late their flow of income by reasons of
self-employment or ownership of a business. Thus, they can earn $100,000 in 3

months of the year, then "retire" and

draw social security benefits for the rest
of the year.
They can then go back to work again
the next year and repeat the pattern.
Social security is for them just a bonus
piece of income. At the same time, we

ten a salaried enployee that we will re-

duce his benefits 50 percent for any

earnings over $3,000. This is obviously

unfair and discriminates against the

salaried workers who tend to have lower
inccrnes. The Social Security Adrniithtration estimates that about 80,000 persons currently avoid the earnings
limitation by this mechanism.
by

My amendment would correct this flaw
calucuatlng the earnings limit on an

annual basis. This improvement was recommended by

President Carter in his

1978 budget. It was also recommended
by the previous administrations in their
budgets. It has a'so been recommended
•by the social security advisory commLssion, an independent body that is ap-

pointed by the Secretary of HEW to

the soundness of the system.
This amendment win save $174 million in fiscal year 1978, $234 million in
1979, and more in later years. If we can
cut down on a lot of these flaws in the
benefit structure, we can minimize the
tax increases necessary to keep the system solvent and pay a decent level of
benefits toour retirees,
Mr. President, in order to make sure
that the effects of this amendment would
truly fall on the upper levels of Income.
I asked the Social Security Administration to calculate the number of persons
at eaeh income level who would have
their earnings reduced. I ask unanimous
consent to insert a table showing the
results in the REcORD at this point:
oversee

compact of the socia1 security system by amendment in the House, It was depaying welfare-type benefits out of the feated. I am therefore offering the same
retirement fund. If we can eliminate provision as In the House bin, which prosome of these provisions we an minImize vides a very gradual transition, simply
the tax increases necessary to safeguard letting the value of the minimum benefit
erode by excluding it from the provision TABLE 1.—Percent of workers with redneerl
the trust fund.
bene fits under annual retirement test, by
I therefore offered two cost saving that automaticafly increases benefits to income
(data from 1975)
amendments to the Finpnce Committee match price changes. The Congressional
bill and the Senate adopted both of Budget Office estimates that this amend- 1 percent of workers with reduced benefits]
earnings:
them. At my urging, the Budget Com- ment will save $193 miflion between now Annual
Less than $3900
mittee has been on record for making and 1983.
$3,900—$5.400
6
these savings for each of the last 3 years,
The second amendment I offered was
$5,400—$8,400
20
just as we have been on record for de- to eliminate the monthly computation of
$a400—$11,400
26
coupling.
the earnings limit for deternJning
$11,400—$14,100
..
14
The first of my amendments was to whether an individual Is retired. I think
More than $14,100
32
freeze the minimum benefit. The mini- we should encourage older people to keep
All workers (total does not add
mum benefit is a classic example of the working to the degree that they are still
due to rounding)
ioo
need for "sunset' leg1ation. It was a physicaUy able to. More than any ecogood idea when first adopted, but it has nomic considerations, the work situation
Mr. President, It is clear that no more
outlived its purpose. The original Intent provides a valuable social support that than 1 percent of the affected workers
of the minimum was to provide a floor prevents the loneliness and Isolation earn ess than the earnings limit of $3,for low-wage workersand to keep the which so many of the elderly suffer. I 900. That is, 99 percent are using this
Social Security Administration from have long supported increasing the level mechanism to avoid the limits we are
having to write checks for very small of aflowable retirement earnings In order imposing on low-income workers who
amounts. Several events have eliminated to encourage continued employment, and work every month of the year. Even conthese needs. In 1972 Congress created I congratulate the Finance Committee sidering the increase In the earnings
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limit to
93 percent of the affected workers would
be exceeding the annual limit by means
of the monthly compilation.
During consideration of the social
security financing bill, I backed the
Church substitute amendment to permit
higher outside earnings for social secu-

tional priority ought not to be dealt with
hastily. I believe 1 have been as diligent
as any other Member of the Senate to
aid the condition of the elderly. I have
taken an active role as a ranking member of the Special Committee on the Aging to investigate the needs and problems
rity recipients.. This provision allows of the elderly and have sponsored many
unlimited earnings for those over 70 and amendments. to help them with their
strengthens the trust fund's financial needs for income, for fuel payments, for
condition. I believe the law should per- nutrition, for safe medical care, for
mit a more reasonable allowance for out- transportation, and for housing.
But no one suffers more from inflation
side earnings without affecting social

security benefits. If we were to permit
every person over 65 access to socld
security benefits without some earnings

limit, we would really be doing a tremen-

the entire Senate. Unfortunately, this
bill will not receive that kind of consideration. This bill came to us with only
3 days left for normal Senate business In
this session. As Senator MORGAN has
pointed out, we began consideration of
this bill without having either a printed
bifi or printed report.
Mr. President, yesterday some of us

tried to convince the Senate that we
should hold this bill until February so

we would have time to consider It fully.
We are not serving the country as well
and recession than the elderly. Older as we should by proceeding in haste on
workers get pushed out of jobs when un- this Important matter. I regret that the
employment is high. Most pensions and majority leader and others chose to acother sources of retirement income are cuse us of trying to kill the bill. That was
not adequately adjusted for increases in certainly not my motivation, and I be-

dous disservice to the great majority of
elderly citizens who have small incomes the cost of living. I voted in 1972 to index
and rely on social security. We would be social security benefits to the cost of livplacing a tremendous diain on an al- ing, and this year to make that adjustready overburdened trust fund. The Con- ment twice a year. But for most people
gressional Budget Office estimated an social security is only a part of retireadditional cost to the fund of $3.4 bil- ment Income and the other parts do not
lion in the first gear if the earnings test have cost-of-living increases built in. For
were dropped, a cost that would have that reason I am voting against final
to be met either by increased taxes on passage of this bill because I do not beworkers nd employers or reduced bene- lieve the Senate has had adequate time
fits. What bothers me is that such a pro- to consider the economic effects it will

lieve all Senators recognize that we must

soon provide added social security financing. The display of leadership
muscle we saw yesterday may get a so-

cial security bill passed this month. It
will not produce as good a plan as would

be possible If we and the public had
adequate time to study the Finance
Committee's proposals.
Let me turn now to some specific con-

cerns I have about the bill and the povision would make substantial social have. Even with the adoption of the cost- tential for action in the House-Senate
security benefits available to the person saving amendments which I sponsored,
earning $75,000 or $100,000 a year. That the bill will add over a billion dollars
certainly Is not what we had had in mind more to the Federal deficit than was set
when the social security program was in the congressional budget resolution for
created to benefit elderly Americans.
thIs year. The effect on the deficit in f uIn my view, the law should permit the ture years will be many billions. Many of

older citizen the opportunity to earn a the provisions of the bill, and many
reasonable amount without having those amendments added on the floor of the
earnings affect social security payments. Senate, will have inflationary conseMy votes supported efforts to permit quences of unknown degree. Pushing
higher earnings in 1978 and subsequent ahead with a law that will add to infla-

years that would not be subject to reduc- tion is no favor to either retirees or
tion in social security benefits.
Workers.

Florida has the largest percentage of
persons over 80 years of age in the Na-

I firmly believe that social security
beneficiaries deserve better protection
against Inflation. This protection would
be provided in an amendment I cosponsored to authorize two cost-of-living ad-

justments each year when consumer
prices rise more than 4 percent semiannually.

Twice yearly adjustments In social

Impact of Inflation on them.

Mr. President, as I stated at the outset, I believe that assuring adequEte financing of the social security system Is

budget. Moreover, the House bill provides

for $1.3 billion in added social security
taxes In fiscal year 1978. If the conferees
were to accept the House position, budget

targets which Congress set less than 2
months ago would be breached even
more substantially.
Second. I fear that solving the financ-

bill proposes will take pressure off Congress and the executive branch to make
the kind of review of the benefit side of
social security that Is required. Both the
Senate and the House bills include provisions dealing with spouses' benefits, for
example, but neither bill reflects the kind
of comprehensive review of those bene-

fits that is needed. The House Is committed to an examination of the disability program during the coming months.
part of social security is experiSecond. The bill would remedy the That
runaway costs. The interrelaoverindexing of benefits for future re- encing
between social security and the
tirees, thereby avoiding In future years tionships
new supplemental security inthe payment of unnecessary sums out of relatively
come program desperately need examithe Treasury.
nation. In short, we ought to be wary of
Third. The bill would partially correct solving the social security financing
the double-dipping problem, by requir- problems before we address some of the
ing spouses' benefits to be reduced by benefit questions that could result in
the amount of any retirement payments greater equity and lower outlays.
under a Federal Government or other
Third. The Senate Finance Committee
public retirement plan.
proposes that the wage base for the em Fourth. I also favor the elimination of ployer portion of the social security paythe retroactive lump-sum retirement roll taxes be more than doubled to

security benefits would mean those who
depend on their monthly checks could
keep up with rising prices which hit the option and some of the other smaller corelderly the hardest. The amendment rections that the Senate bill would make.
would also direct the Sectetary of Health,
I do have some serious concerns, howEducation, and Welfare to develop a ever, about the bill before us and even

special consumer price index for the
elderly to more adequately reflect the

First. While the Senate bill as originally reported was consistent with the
budget resolution, amendmentswe have
added today now put the bill over the

Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, the ing problems of social security as this

social security proposals we are now contion, so I have great concern for the sidering
include changes that are very
thousands of elderly citizens who are much needed.
The following are some
strapped to fixed incomes which seldom of the aspects of the Senate Finance
respond to cost of living increases. Costs Committee's bill that I regard as strong
for food, health care, transportation, features:
electric and water bills—the basic necesFirst. The bill would reassure the
sities of modern life—have all risen American
people that the social security
dramatically in recent years.
is sound. This obviously must be
I believe it is essential that we help asystem
very high priority goal for the Conthe senior citizen cope with such in- gress.

creases wherever possible to assure that
the elderly are able to live with dignity
and security.

conference:

$50,000 in 1979 and then increased again

to $75,000 in 1985 while the wage base
for employee taxes continues to increase
in relationship to average wages. This
greater concern about the process by proposal concerns me greatly. We should
which we are considering It. Few Issues have no doubts about who will pay the
coming before the Congress have the ex- added taxes to be imposed on employers.
tensive impact on the American people The genera' public will pay them in
that social security legislation has. Major higher prices for goods and ervlces and
social security legislation needs concen- the employees will absorb part of them
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because of lower wage increases, fewer
new hires, et cetera. At the very time our
economy desperately needs added capital
investment, some companies will cancel
or delay capital investments because of
the added social security costs they will
be required to pay. This kind of tax in-
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It is deplorable that such a major piece of
ment systems Into a more rational pattern. I intend to work with the Budget legislation would come to the Senate floor in

Committee to keep pressure on this area.
We could save billions of dollars In future years by making more sense out of

the last hours of the session for debate with
such little time fcs review and analysis. The

bill Itself did not become available until

after debate on the measure had begun and

the morass of Federal retirement pro- the printed report was not available to
grams.
members of the Senate until two days into
Finally, Mr. President, let me turn to the debate. This situation wSs moat distresscrease impacts most substantially on
those private-sector firms which are our some very brief comments on the por- ing to members of the Budget Committee
highest growth industries. It would also tions of the committee bill dealing with
impose substantial burdens on universi- the aid to families with dependent chilties, State governments, and other non- dren program. I do not believe the fiscal
profit organizations. I realize that the relief provisions included in the bill rechoices between higher payroll taxes and flect a high priority for use of Federal

a higher wage base for employers are funds. We are simply giving $400 million
dlcult one. I personally believe either to States and localities as a rather unthe House bill or the proposal by Senator usual form of general revenue sharing.
CURTIS are preferable approaches to the There is no assurance at all that this
Finance Committee's plan which the money will be used to Improve services

Senate Is about to adopt.
Fourth. I am very concerned that Congress will produce a bill that almost totally eliminates the earnings limitations
in social security. While I recognize that

or benefits to AFDC recipients. The administration's position on this provision
demonstrates again how whimsical and
inconsistent our current executive branch

leadership is on Its policy Initiatives.
this limitation is considered a serious Up to Tuesday morning of this week, the
deficiency in social securiy by many administration adamantly opposed these
people, totally eliminating the limitation fiscal relief provisions. Then Secretary
would cost at least $2 billion a year and Califano abruptly changed the admina very high percentage of the added benefits will go to people with high incomes.

Is it fair to tax all workers so we can

make social security payments to people
over 65 making $25.000 or $50000. or
$100,000, or even more?
Fifth. The possibility of using price-indexing Instead of wage-indexing for cor-

recting the overindexing problem de-

serves more consideration than It has received from the Senate Finance Committee or is likely to get here on the floor.
If we adopt the committee's bill, we will
be fixed the overindexing problem in a
way that is still most generous. I wonder
how many Senators have looked at the
table on page 21 of the Finance Commit-

tee's report. That table shows that the

average annual social security benefit In
1977 dollars wifi rise to $13,978 in the
year 2050 under the "price-indexing"
approach adopted by the Finance Committee. Data compiled by the Senate Finance Committee staff show that if instead of the "wage-indexin" approach
recommended in the Senate Finance
Committee bill, a modified price-Indexing approach was used, we would need

and to the Senate as a whole.

Because I was necessarily absent for rea-

sons of health, the senior Senator from

South Carolina, Mr. Hollings, has served as
Acting Chairman of the Budget Committee
during consideration of this measure. Let me
say for myself and I am sure for the Senate
as a whole, that we owe him an enormous
debt of gratitude for his able leadership of
the committee on this very critical and complex legislation. Let me also pay tribute to
the important role of the Ranking Minority
Member of the Budget, Committee, Senator
Bellmon, whose wise counsel and support
were essential during the debate on the Social
Security bill.
I firmly believe that the Budget Commit-

tee has played an important role in peralit ting the Senate to proceed in a more
orderly fashion and in assembling costly

amendments relating to certain segments of
the bill in one place for the Senate to con-

istration position and endorsed the $400 sider and compare. Mr. President, let me
million give-away that Is included in the briefly summarize the involvement of the
Budget Committee with this legislation and
Senate Finance Committee's bill.
We are not buying any reform with my assessment of the role of the budget
in the fonulation of legislation.
this $400 million. We are simply giving process
The Finance
met Tuesday
the States a windfall. They need not use morning to reportCommittee
Out the Social Security
it in their welfare programs at all.
financing bill. At that time they reported
The other provisions that have been a resolution to waive Section 303(a) of the
included in the Senate bill deal with im- Budget Act. with respect to consideration
proved quality control, revised work ex- of the Finance Committee bUl, two alternapense and income disregard reductions tive amendments to be offered by the RankRepublican on the Committee, and five
and work demonstration projects. Most ing
other amendments to be offered by Finance
of these seem reasonable provisions and Committee
members with respect to other
I support their inclusion in the bill.
provisions in the bill. This waiver was necesMr. President. I continue to harbor the sary to permit Senate consideration of
the
hope that something will happen to slow bill and the amendments thereto because
down this express train which is carry- they provided for increased revenues and
ing us toward a hastly constructed, in- new entitlements which first became effecadequately considered social security fi- tive in fiscal 1979. a fiscal year for which
no First Budget Resolution has yet been
nancing bill.
adopted.
Clearly, adjustments are needed in soBudget Committee staff had received
cial security financing and in the benefit anThe
advanced copy of the bUl the night bcstructure. Regrettably, this bill is fatally fore and was able to prepare for the memflawed.

bership a memorandum detailing the high-

Mr. President. I voted for recommittal lights of the bUi. This memorandum served
once and will do so again in the expec- as a basis for a Committee meeting Tuesday
to review the requested waiver. At
tation that a better bill will be before afternoon
that meeting. Committee members expressed

the Senate at an early date.

strong reservations with respect to granting

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President. I ask
only a very modest tax increase over
present law in order to fully fund the unanimous consent to have printed in
social security system: Under this ap- the Rzcoao a statement by the disproach, the annual benefit in 1977 dollars tinguished Senator from Maine. Mr.
for a worker with average earnings MTySicIE.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
would still be in the neighborhood of

tie the hands of the Budget Committee and
the Congress with respect to actions on revenues and entitlements in future years.
The Committee agreed to seek guidance from

objection, It is so ordered.

Finance Committee on these matters.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR EDMUND S. MUSKIE

mon met with the distinguished Majority

$9,000 in the yeas 2050, or twice what it
is today. In other words, a modified priceindexing approach would result in a doubling of the purchasing power of social
security benefits over the next 75 years.
A tax increase averaging only 1 percent
each for employees and employers over

that 75-year period would be required
under this modified Indexing approach.
Sixth. Mr. President, I am also very
concerned that this bill does, nothing
about melding the numerous retirement
system financed by the Federal Government. The vote in the House overwhelmingly rejecting coverage of public employes by social security shows that we
have a long way to go before Congress
will correlate and integrate these retire-

As the Senate proceeds with debate on the

Social Security financing bill. I would ask
my colleagues to pause for a moment and
reflect on the role of the budget process and
the Budget Committee with respect to this
legislation.

a waiver for costly amendments which would

the Leadership and the chairman of the
Senators Hollings, Cranston

and Bell-

Leader. Senator Byrd, and the distinguished
chairman of the Finance Committee, Sena-

tor Long. in an effort to reach agreement
On the most orderly way to proceed wIth
consideration of the request from the Finance Committee. it was suggested that the
Finance Committee might report out sepa-

The bill reported from the Finance Committee Is one of the most significant pieces rate waivers for the bill and any import.snt
of legislation to come to the Senate floor this amendments which members of the Finance
session. The Social Security financing bill is Committee might seek to raise.

Intended to be the major piece of Social
Security legislation for the balance of this
century. It is undoubtediy the most significant Social Security bUl considered since
the creation of the Social Security system
Itself and its economic and fiscal implications wIU have far-reaching effects for the
next thirty years.

Wednesday morning the Finance Commit-

tee met at 9:00 am, and reported out a
waver with respect to the bill itself and

two alternative amendments from the Ranking Minority Member. This waiver was con-

sidered ,by the Budget Committee within
minutes of the conclusiofl of the Finance
Committee meeting and Was favorably is-
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to the full Senate within an hour.

In summary, the review by the Budget

ported
Later that day and early on Thursday, ewe- Oommfltee sf the bill ami its
me to
permitted the suUze Oess
eral individual Senators tnts'oduced wales? P..mine
closely this lstslMkm which will
resolutions which were refeweed te the set the pattern
for all Social Security payBudget Committee for consideration. .As1n, ments and taxes
for the next quarter centhe Budget Committee arranged to meet In
If this were the only thing we aeblevod.
midafternOOri to review the waiver requests tury.
betransmitted by tour senators. After a poll we could be justly proud. But I firmly The
lieve that we have done more then that.
of the Committee which resulted in a tIe Committee
and the pres are still alive and
vote with seven members voting to approve well. The budget
process has served the Senthe waiver requests and seven members vot- ate and other committees
means to exing to disapprove the requests, the Com- amine and to compare costsasofa one
provision
mittee reported the waiver resolutions back against another. Reflection and comparison
to the Senate without amendment or recom- is critically Important U the Congressional
mendation. Under these circumstances, it budget process Is to establish a sound fiscal
was left to th full Senate to act on these policy and to project Congressional needs
waiver requests. They were approved en and priorities for the coming fiscal year.
bloc by a voice vote.
We do not lightly waive the constraints of
Looking at these events. I would draw the
following conclusions which I would like the Budget Act on future year wending. It
is only in the moat extraordinary cases that
to share with my Senate colleagues. First, I such
'waiver should be granted to permit
believe It is Important that we understand consideration
of a Committee's bill and
that the Budget Committee and the budget amdndments thereto
the Senate floor. In
process Is not intended to obstruct the work this case, the Budget on
Committee had earlier
of the Senate or in any way curtail prompt determined that a delay
in financing in the
consideration of legislation. Bather, it Is an Social Security system was
essential to asImportant tool to aid informed Senate de- sure the sound economic footing
of the
bate and consideration of Important legis- country prior to the imposition of new pay-
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the adoption of costly and unsound floor

amendreenta has produced a bill that is fiscally irresponsible. For these reesons, Mr.

Padent, I cannot support this bill nd

would vote against It If 1 were present.
Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President, I

recognize that the social security system
must be adequately funded. But I am not

convinced that this bill represents the
best Way to do It. As a matter of fact,
none of us can be certain what this bill
does, The committee report was not made

available until after the Senate began

consideration of the measure. And since
then amendments have been approved
which will add substantially to the costs
of the system. If this legislation is sound,
it is only by coincidence. AU we really
know Is that Its economic consequences
for the Nation are substantial. And the
new system, sound or unsound, will be
locked In for many years to come.
I am Inclined to think the system pro-

posed Is unsound. The costs are high,
arid so are the taxes. They will raise
the cost of labor and In some measure
lation.
taxes.
cause a further Increase In unemployReview by the Budget Committee of the rollWith
this
understanding,
we
proceeded
to
legislation from the Finance Committee and consider closely the bill as reported from the ment. It would be best to take some part
costly amendments thereto permitted the Finance Committee and amendments thereto. of general revenues to defer the high
Senate to proceed with a more Orderly de-

bate. The time needed for Budget Committee
review and analysis permitted other Senators

The Budget Committee then acted favor- cost, of this system. It Is established for

to examine more carefully the budgetary
Impact of the bill as reported from the
Finance Committee and the report when It

ably on the waiver request from the Finance
Committee. Upon reviewing individual
amendntents which senators wanted to offer,
the Committee was dittoed on a 7—7 vote and

tees worked together very closely to examine

economic impact.

the benefit of the Nation and not alone
for its an.riuitants. It is not unreasonable, therefore, to demand of the Na-

tion that it pay a part of the direct costs.
determined that it should report them back But
avenue will now be shut for a
to the Senate without recommendation and longthat
time to come. With new general revpermit
the
Senate
to
work
its
will
on
these
Budget Committee acted with dispatch at waiver resolutions.
enues, as for example from an Increased
every juncture. Its meetings were scheduled
gasoline tax, the Nation might fund this
I
hope
in
the
future,
Mr.
President,
that
on short nOtice, with participation by the when a bill of this magnitude comes to the system with economic benefits and not
majority of the Committee in every decision Senate that the Budget Committee will be
that was made. Moreover, by grouping the permitted time to review it in a more del.tb- the economic costs which will be occaamendments with respect to the earnings erate fashion. Within the time constrslnts sioned by a substantial hike in payroll
limitation in one place, the Budget Commit- placed on the Budget Committee, I believe taxes.
tee allowed the Senate to make important that the Committee did an outstanding job
I have heard it said many times that
comparisons among alternative proposals and provided a great service to the Senate the Senate must act now, in haste and
with respect to this important Issue.
to the Congress in permitting the debate amidst all the clutter of these late hours
Second, it 15 important to recognize that andfocus
on current, as well as Out year Im- because It cannot be expected to act
individual Senators with costly amendments to
worked closely with the Budget Committee plications for costly and controversial meas- responsibly next year, an election year.
To that I have to say that the chance
to maintain the discipline of the budget ures.
In closing, Mr. President, let me make it of next year's irresponsibility is no warprocess with respect to these amendments. clear
that
the
review
of
the
Budget
ComBecause of serious reservations with respect mittee Is not intended to pass judgment on rant for this year's.
to The refundable tax credits for non-profit the substance of any amendment, or the
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, the
organizations, Senators agreed to change the
Senate
now completed Its consideraThe
Budget
Committee
itself.
legislation
refundable tax credit to an appropriated does not want to become a Rules Committee tion of has
the
1977
to the Sopayment or to establish a differentiation in or an authorizing committee. We view our cial Security Act.amendments
As we prepare to vote
the rate of tax in order to achieve the ss.me role as simply that of a watchdog for the
on this bill I would like to take just a few
objective.
From the standpoint of sound fiscal policy, Congress in reviewing the budgetary impact minutes to explain my reasons for votin
both
the
short
and
long-term
of
all
importhe alternative formats allowed greater Con- tant legislation which the Congress must ing against this measure.
gressional control and avoided the backdoor consider. It is on those grounds, and those
I object to the way this bill was
spending which the Budget Act was enacted grounds alone, that our decisions must be handled. This bill is probably the biggest
to preclude. From a procedural standpoint, made. If we are not free to exercise this re- tax measure to come before the Senate
the alternative formats avoided the need for sponsibility without undue pressure from In the 5 years I have served here. Yet
Budget Act waivers or for the raising of Other members of this body, then the role of it came to us on the same day the Fipoints of order on the floor.
Committee Is subject to serious question. nance Committee reported it. It came to
In two Other cases, individual senators theBut
I believe that the debate of the last us unprinted and It was not until 2 days
agreed to modify their amendments so that several
days has shown that the Budget later that the accompaning report benew entitlements would not have increased Committee
serves an important purpose. The came available to the Members. Mr. Presout-year costs. These modifications obviated Budget process
working and the Senate Is
the need for Budget Act waivers and reduced conscious of theIsneed
for Sound, orderly de- ident, this is no way to legislate and it
the overall costs of these amendments.
bate
on
matters
of
significant budgetary and Is especially no way to enact a tax proThirdly, 'the Finance and Budget Commitfinally became available. Letme not be misunderstood, Mr. President. I believe that the

For myself, Mr. President, I must say that

posal that will raise $200 billion over

the next 10 years.
I am m'ely distressed that the cost of the
We have not thought this measure
Social Security bill has risen so markedly through. We have not had an opporduring this debate. We now find that thIs tunity to weigh all of the economic imbill could exceed the Finance Committee's plicatiins of this massive tax program.
allocation under the budget resolution by
We have not had an opportunity to remore than half a billion dollars.
I certainly favor the Social Security sys- ceive valuable Imput from the American
sential to permit the economy adequate time tem as an Insurance system for older Amar- people, the business community, econto recover from the serious recession of the icane arid fully support legislation to re- omlst and so forth. There are questions
store the program to fiscal soundness. But we have not apawered:
last few years.

the consequences for the federal budget of
the t3gislation and the amendments thereto.
It lb .o secret that the distinguished gentlenaan from Louisiana and I are not always in
agreement as to the means to achieve sound
fiscal policy. In this instance, however, we
both agreed that a delay in changes In 5nancing the Social Security system was es-
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First. How will this drastic tax in- most serious defects in H.R. 9346. The coFF), and the Senator from Tennessee
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crease affect our recovery from the re- Curtis amendments would have restored
cent recession?
the concept of paity which is so Impor-

Second. Should we shift the tax bur- tant to the traditions of this program.
den, now shared by employer and em- Senator TOWER, recognizing as I do that
ployee, from the employee to the em- we have time to legislate in a ca]ni deployer?
liberate manner, sought to restructure
Third. If we abandon the parity con- the bifi and Introduce the concept of
cept will it lead us, in future years, to price-indexing. I believe, Mr. President,
shift most or all of the tax burden onto that price-indexing would save the trust
the employers?
funds billions of dollars over the coming
Fourth. Will private pension plans suf- years and thus allow us to moderate the
fer from this change in the tax struc- tax increases contained in this bill.
ture?
Had either the Curtis or Tower amendFifth. Will the future growth of our ment,s carried I probably would have
economy be adversely affected by this been able to vote for final passage. As it
increased tax liability?
is, Mr. President, I cannot justify, in my

(Mr. SASSER) are neceissarily absent.

I further announce that the Senator

from Alabama (Mr. SPARKMAN) and the
Senator from Nebraska (Mr. ZORINSKY
are necessarily absent.

I also announce that the Senator from
Maine (Mr. MusKIE Is absent because of

Illness.

On this vote, the Senator from Con

necticut (Mr. RIBICOFF) is paired with

the Senator from North Carolina (Mr.
MORGAN). If present and voting, the Sen-

ator from Connecticut would vote "yea"

and the Senator from North Carolina

would vote "nay."
I further announce that, if present and
Sixth. Can ow' middle-income families own mind, a vote for this bill. This is not voting, the Senator from Minnesota (Mr
stand to have their social security taxes a vote agathst the social security pro- HUMPHREY), the Senator from Alabama
doubled or tripled In the next 10 years? gram or the benefits it pays to 30 mIllion (Mr. SPARKMAN), the Senator from DelaSeventh. Will more Americans be tin- Americans. It is instead a vote against a ware (Mr. BIDEN), the Senator from
employed as a result of the enactment of bad bill, th enactment of which we may Tennessee (Mr. SA55ER), and the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. BUMPERS
this leg1slaion? If so, how many?
all come to regret.
Eighth. Will the enactment of this tax
The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there would each vote "yes."
Mr. BAKER. I announce that the Senincrease generate opposition to future be no further amendment to be proposed
benefit increases for older Americans by the qucstion i, on the third reading of the ator from Oklahoma (Mr. BARTLETT), the
Senator from Massachusetts (Mr.
hard pressed taxpayers?
bill,
Mr. President, the economic Impact of
The bill was ordered to be engrossed BRoo), the Senator from Arizona (Mi'.
this bill will be far greater than the Fi- for a third reading and was read the GOLDWATER), the Senator from Utah
(Mr. HATCH), the Senator from Oregon
nance Committee Is projecting. Several third time.
economists have estimated that this tax
Mr. CURTIS. Mi'. President, I ask for (Mr. HATflELD), the Senator from California (Mr. HAYAKAWA), the Senator
Increase will push the U.S. inflation rate the yeas and nays on final passage.
up by an additional 1 percent In 1981. MiThe PRESING OFFICER. Is there from North Carolina (Mr. HELMS), the
chael Young, an economist at the Whar- a sufficient second? There is a sufficient Senator from Oregon (Mr. PACKWOOD.
the Senator from Kansas (Mr. PEAR5ON.
ton Economic Forecasting Associates second.
the Senator from fllinois (Mr. PERCY).
said:
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESING OFFICER. The bill the Senator from Alaska (Mr. STEVENS
What that does Is make the impact of the
regular cyclical slowdown evex worse. It having been read the third time, the and the Senator from Connecticut (Mr.
means any tax Cuts the administration was question is. Shall the bill pass?
WEICKER) are necessarily absent.
planning will have to be visibly largei.
I also announce that the Senator from
On this question, the yeas and nays
Virginia (Mr. SCOTT) is absent on official
Young went on to point out that break- have been ordered, and the clerk will call business.
Ing parity between employer/employee the roll.
On this vote, the Senator from Alaska
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
taxes will "bloat unit labor costs and
(Mr. STEVENS) is paired with the Senator
prompt companies to pass on the full there is another bill in a short time, but from
Oregon (Mr. HATFIELD). If present
brunt of the increases in higher prices to I expect a rollcall vote.
and voting, the Senator from Alaska
The legislative clerk called the roll.
consumers." The House approach—par(Mr. MATSUNAGA assumed the would vote "yea" and the Senator from
ity—would have less impact on prices.
Oregon would vote "nay."
Art Pine, writing in this morning's chair.)
On this vote, the Senator from fllinois
Mr. HEINZ (when his name was
Washington Post stressed that the brunt
(Mr.
PERCY) is paired with the Senator
called).
Mr.
President,
on
this
vote
I
of the impact will come in 1980—81—
from
North Carolina (Mr. HELMS. If
have
a
pair
with
the
Senator
from
Dela"When the economy is expected to be
and voting, the Senator from
weak anyway"—and that is the time pe- ware (Mr. BIDEN). If he were present present
would vote "yea" and the Senriod when the last phase of the energy and voting he would vote "nay." If I were fllinois
at liberty to vote, I would vote "yea." ator from North Carolina would vote
consumption taxes take effect.
"nay."
Some business leaders have expressed Therefore, I withhold my vote.
The result was announced—yeas 42.
Mr. LEAMY (when his name was nays
the view that this tax increase will drive
25, as follows:
President,
on
this
vote
I
have
up prices, reduce private pensions, and called) . Mr.
JRoflcall Vote No. 631 Leg.1
harm U.S. exports by further reducing a pafr with the Senator from Maine (Mr.
YEAS—42
MUSKIE). If he were present and voting
our competitive position.
predicted that this he would vote "nay." If I were at liberty Baker
Gravel
Moynihan
Michael Young

bill could have ct.le" impact on job-

deeply concerned about the well-being of

our senior citizens, I wish that I could
support this bill. I want to stabilize the

Bayh
Burdick

Hart
Hathaway
Hollings
Harry F., Jr. Inouye
Byrd, 1obert C. Jackson
Oa9e
Javits
Kennedy
Chafee
Long
Clark
Magnuson
(Mr. BIDEN), the Senator from Arkansas Cranston
Mathias
(Mr. BUMPERs) ,the Senator from Nevada Culver
Daniorth
Matsunaga
(Mr. CANNON), the Senator from Arizona Durkin
McIntyre
Mel cher
(Mr. DEC0NcINI), the Senator from Mis- Ford
Mtzenbaum
sLsslppi (Mr. EASTLAND), the Senator Glecn

tc vote, I would vote "yea." I therefore
lessness especiah i the economy enters withhold my vote.
a cyclical slowdown n late 1978.
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that the
the ranking minor- Senator from South Dakota (Mr.
Mr. President,
ity member on the Senate Special Com- AB0UREZK), the Senator from Texas (Mr.
mittee on Aging and a person who Is BENTSEN), the Senator from Delaware

Byrd.,

three social security trust runds and thus
secure the future of this vital program.
I would never take any action that would from Kentucky (Mr. HUDDLESTON), the
jeopardize the social security benefits of Senator from Minnesota (Mr. HUM- Allen
present and future retirees.
PHREY) • the Senator from Louisiana (Mr. Anderson
But I am not prepared, Mr. President, JoiiisToN), the Senator from Arkansas Bellinon
hi1ea
to approve—by my vote—an Ill-con- (Mr. MCCLELLAN), the Senator from Church
Ourtie
ceived, premature proposal such as this. Montana (Mr. METcALF), the Senator Dole
I supported the effort6 by Senator CUR- from North Carolina (Mr. MORGAN), the Domenici
rts and Senator TOWER to correct the Senator from Connecticut (Mr. Rial- Eagleton'

Nelson
Fell
Proxmire

1andolph

1tegle
Sarbanês
Stafford
Stennis
Talmadge
Thurmoiid
Will Ims
Young

NAYS—25

Garn

Griffin

Roth
Schmitt

MoC]ur

Tower
Wallop

Hansen
Easkell
Imxalt
Lugar

McOovrn
Nuflu

SchweIkr
Stevenson
Stone
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PREVIOUSLY EECORDED—2
engrossment of the smendments of the of the first session of the Congress have
Senate to the bill the secretary of the been dtseussed before and are well
Heinz. for.
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Leey, for.

NOT VOTINO'—81
Abourezk

Bertlett

Bentsen
Biden
Biooke
Bumpers
Cannon
DeConcini
Eastland
Ooldwater
Hatch

Batfield
Hayakawa

Helms
Huddleeton
Humphrey

Johnston

McClellan
Metcalf
Morgan

Paar8on

Percy
Ribicoff
Sasser

Scott
Spar1aTl
Stevens
Weicker

Zornsky

Senate be authorized to make all necessary technical and clerical changes and
corrections, including corrections in section, subsection, and so forth, designations, and cross references thereto.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I

move that the Senate insist

on its

amendments and ask for a conference
with the House of Representatives
and that the Chair be authorSo the bill (H.R. 9346), as amended, thereon,
ized to appoint the conferees on the part
was passed.
the Senate.
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I of The
motion was agreed to; and the
move to reconsider the vote by which the
Musk.ie
PackwoOd

known to the Members of the Senate. I
will not repeat them now. Sumce it to
say that It had to be done.
But though it had to be done, the issues
that had to be resolved were by no means
easy ones. They were difficult and complex.

When confronted with such a chal-

lenge, I can think of no Members of this

body more capable of meeting it than
the three Senators—Senators LONG,
NELSON, and CURTIS—who did so much
to bring about passage of the social se-

curity bill today.
Their knowledge and expertise—and
Presiding Officer appointed Mr. LONG, their extraordinary legISlative skills—
bill was passed.
RIBIcorr, Mr. NELSON, Mr. HA5KELL, are well known to every Member of this
Mr. SARBANES. I move to lay that Mr.
Mr. MOYNLHAN, Mr. CURTIS, Mr. ROTH, Chamber. They brought all of these
motion on the table.
Mr. LAXALT conferees on the part of qualities to bear on this bill. And beThe motion to lay on the table was and
the
Senate.
cause of these skills and their tireless
agreed to.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. Presi- efforts, what many had argued could not
Mr. MOYNTIHAN. Mr. President, may
dent, I take this opportunity to pay 4be achieved at all has indeed been acwe have order.
in a manner that does
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- tribute to the distinguished managers compllshed—and
ate will be order. Senators will cease con- of HR. 9346, the Senator from Wisconsin the Senate and the people of the Nation
versations. The Senate will please be in Mr. NELSON) and the Senator from Ne- proud.
braska (Mr. CURTIs), and, of course, the
Mr. President, every person who will
order.
distinguished chairman of the Finance enjoy the benefits of our social security
There is still too much conversation.
Committee, Senator LONG, upon the system—and that includes every citiThe Senator from New York.
Mr. MOYNTHAN. Mr. President, I ask passage of this bill today by the Senate. zen of this country—owes these three
The importance of the social security Senators a profound debt of gratitude.
unanimous consent that the bill (H.R.
9346) be printed with the amendments of amendments to the Nation and the ne- On their behalf I say thank you.
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thus determined the State agency match. authorkty before the Social Security Ad-

For the first 3 months of 1974, these ministration could repay Mabarna these
tapes were grossly incorrect and inac- funds.
curate and caused Alabama to expend
Therefore, I ask my colleagues to lena
$1.2 million in erroneous payments based their support to this amendment, so
on these faulty data furnished by 881. that restitution due the State of AlaAfter the first quarter of 1974, SSI was bama—accordlng to HEW's own audit—.
able to furnish the States more accurate can be made without further delay.
data and the overpayments ceased.
Following discussions between representatives of the Social Security Administration and the A]abama Department
of Pensions and Security, Gov. George

Wallace wrote to Mr. James B. Cardwell,
Commissioner, Social Security Adminis-

tration, and requested that immediate

reimbursement be made to A]abama for
the amount of $1.2 million. Commissioner

Cardwell replied to Oovernor Wallace
that the matter was under consideration.
After discussion regarding Alabama's

claim with Dr. David Mathews—who was

Secretary of HEW at the time—repre-

sentatives from the Alabama Department
of Pensions and Security met with SSA
officials and HEW auditors and agreed on

a. statistically valid sample for an audit

of Alabama's claim against HEW for

ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS

SOCIAL SECuRITY FINANCING
AMENDMENTS OF 1977
VP AMKNDMwr NO. 1064

Mr. AJJLEN. Mr. President, on last Fri-

day, November 4, 1977, in connection
with the passage of unprinted amendment No. 1064, my speech in behalf of

the amendment was omitted from the

RECORD. I ask unanimous consent that
the permanent RECORD of November 4,

1977, be corrected to show such speech

and that a copy thereof be inserted at

this point in today's RECORD. The pages
in the November 4 RECORD where these
proceedings appear are 818810 and
818811.

Mr. President, the amendment I offer
at this time is needed to enable the 80cial Security Administration to repay

States-administered mandatory supplementation payments. The audit was conducted from October 1975 through
March 1976, and the subsequent audit
report stated that the amount of $600,000 was owed to the State of Alabama.
There was approximately $30,000 in addition which the auditors recommended
be negotiated between SSI and the Alabama Department of Pensions and Seeurity.
After completion of the audit, the Social Security Admnlstration stated that
it would be necessary to have legislative
authority to repay Alabama any moneys.
However, the Social Security Admnistration was unable or unwilling to come
up with a legislative proposal that was
acceptable to Alabama.
The States that elected to have Federal admliilstration of the SSI program
have had their claims settled, since ft
did not take enabling legislation.
Mr. President, this amendment would
not require large amounts of money. It
is my understanding that there are not
more than six States that would make
claims under this enabling legislation
and the largest amount reported, with the
exception of Alabama, Is a claim of ap-

Alabama approximately $600,000 which
has been owed to the State since 1974.
When the supplemental security insur- proximately $83,000.
Mr. President, I have a copy of the
ance (SSI) program was implemented on
January 1, 1974, Alabama, along with ap- audit by the Department of Health, EdproxImately 17 other States, chose to ucat1oi, and Welfare. It Is lengthy,

have State admIiistration of the man- therefore I am not requesUng that the
datory supplementation. The law man- entire report be printed in the CoNGa.sdated that State welfare agencies supplement the amount given by SSI, at least
up to the amount the person was receiving from the State agency in December

1973. For example, if a person was receW-

SIONAL RECORD. However, I would like to

read a portion of the audit listed under
the subtitle 'Conclusion and Recommendation."

We believe that our estimates are staState has a valid
claim
for
about $600,000, and that our esticember 1973, and SSI determined him to
as
a
basis
for negotiwung
mates
may
be
used
be eligible for $50 from their program,

ing $100 from the State agency in De- tistically reliable, that the

a settlement of the State's claim. Conse-

pensions and security was mandated to
we recommend them for that puralso send hxn a $50 check. The only quently,
po8e.

method whereby the department of penAs I pointed out in an earlier part ol
sions and security could determine the
amount for which It was liable to each my statement, negotiations for a settleclient was by SDX tapes from 881 in Bal- ment were never completed because
timore, which listed the amount of pay- Commissioner Cardwell stated that It
ient the person received from SSI and would be necessary to have legislative

December 1, 1977
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SUBSTITUTION OF A CONFEREE ON

HR. 9346
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I ask unani-

mous consent that the Senator from

Maine (Mr. HATHAWAY) replace the Senator from Colorado (Mr. HASKELL) as a

conferee In the conference on the social
security amendment (H.R. 9346).
I understand this has been cleared all
the way around.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
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SEssIoN

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
NovE1iiE1 4 (legisliLtive day, NOVEMBER 1), 1977

Ordered to be 1)1iIlte(l with the aflWIl(lmeflt of the Senate
[Strike out all after the enacting clause and insert the part printed in Italic)

AN ACT
amend

rib

the Social Swiritv Act find the Internal Revenue

Codc of 1 )54 tn trciigtheii the fiuianiiig of the so(1a1 security
syteiii, to reduec the (t1eCt of wage wiid t'ice fluetwition on
the s'teiit' benefit. structure, to provide !'or the conduct of

sliidics with rPpcet to covrage under

the system

for Fed—

cial mpho'e and for ciimphoyet ol State and hocth govern—
11W1l1, to inCfl';ISC t1l(l (lFI1lIgS himit;ition, to Chiflliflatc certain
g('lmder—1);('d

(iitillCtiO1t and 1)10\'i(lC for ;1 studs' oL h)I0Po

to

dcpcndeml('v ;UFd SPX di

('hilHhIllLt('

1ifflifltiOii frolU the

O(lflh sc(ilritv progralmi , and br otllCF 1)11P0S('.

Be it eflacte(l b!I the Senate and house of Represe?tati?'e.c of the

United 8!ates of America in Conjre.cs (i.c.cembied,

rçj A t, viili

1w following tal)lc ol conte-n-t—-—mav

t

(4.44—'I-' fh ''Si:1 4 41itv

5

F±".

1w

F11-1-t:fl(flg \ 1I1'11(lnIcnt: oi
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6.

"(61) 'ith. respect to.. wagoa paiI a orDoeoinber 31,
1989, the rate shall be 6.20 percent.".

(8.) oetion 1401 (a) of suck Ce (r'eWig to rate o
tax on eelf-ernp!oyment income for •purpe

of old-age,

survivoff, and •disability inslirance) -i mendby-rikng
out "a tax" and all that fl!pwg and inserting ,in lieu thereof
thc following: "a tax as follows:

"(1) in the case of any taxable year beginning
before January 1, 1078, the tax shall be egua—t-7.Q
percent of the amount of the self employment income
for each taxable yoar-;

"(2) in the case of any taxable year beginning
after December 31, 1977, and before Januai7 1, 1981,
the tax shall be equal to 7.10 percent of the amount f
the zclf-cmployment income- for such taxable year;

"(-)

in the case of any tarnble year beginning

after Deccmbe 31, 1980, and before January 1, 198,

he tax shall be equal to 7.00 pcreon-e--the rnonnt-i
the self employment income for such taxable yea1;

"(-4) in the eao of any taxable year beginning after

December 31, 1981, ana before Jenuary 1, 1985, the
1a- shall be equal to 8.0 percent of the amount of the
self employment !ncome for uoh texable year;

"f-)

i

the ease of any taxable year beginning after

Deeember 31, 1984, and before January 1, 1000, the

7
1

tax nhail be equal to 8.15 poroent of the amount- of t1ie

2

o1f omploymont inoomo for such taxable year; and

"(6) in the case of any taxable

3

year bogi-nning

4

after Docomber 31, 1989, the tax ha11 bo cgual to 9.30

5

.1:' _

6

for ouch 1i1XffflU ycar."

7

4-1 (1) Soction 3101 (b-J ef --''

of tho
1

fl of the o1f omployment InCOmu
'""
LtSLV

1

8

—-f

9

amended by etriking-

...44
crnp1Gy

i:..

10

-

unit.

nd (rc1atini
c to rate

purposes -o--

hespi'---iki&t*FtkEJA

paragraph6

(1) through (I)--an

4.L. £11__.

i.i.

"(1) with ropect to wagon roceivod during—the

11

11...

12

Ifl'7A through Ifl'7'7
I rr a
11

a

-

4.L.
1.1111

111.111

L11 k
IIIII-.__

0.90 percent;

13

14

"(2) with repcct to wagc rcceive4—.dtwing- the

15

oalondar yoar 1978 through 1980, the rate shall bo

16

1.00 percent;

17

"-(3) with reepect to wagot received during the

18

calendar yoar 1981 through i--4her4e-shaII-be

19

1.30 pcrccnt; and

"(4) with respect to wages received after Decem-

20

ber 31, 1985, -the rate shall. bb4-pefcertt.".

21

()

22

Section

3111 (b) of uoh Codo (rolating to rato of

-

1nvr for

-

tax

24

by strk' 4u.Lfaragvap -J4 tliopgh
inserting ii licu thereof t fllowig:

25

pnueu

-

nnmose of hospital insurance)

23

(4)

ift

8

"•{1)t with respect to wpges paid tiuriiig, the cal2

eadar years 1974 through 1977, the rate sh*fl be 0.90
percent;

4

"(2) with respect to wages paid 4ItnilIg the calondar yeers l78 through 1980, the rate thai! be 1-00

6
7

8
9

10

percent;

"(3) with respect to wages paid during the-e&--

nr-ears 1981thfough498&rthei*t shall be 1.30
percent; and

"(4)- with esoet-te waete4)eeeber—34,
1985, the rate shall be 1.44 percent.".

12

•(&) Section

1401 (b) of such Code (relati to tax on

13

self employment income for purposes of hospital insurance-)

14

ie emended by striking out paragraphs (1) through (4) an
inserting in lieu thereof the following:

16

"(4) - li÷4he- case-of-eny-4axa—yeai-1eginning

17

after Deeenber 81, 1973, and bfor Jauuary1r±W8,

18

the tax shall be equal to 0.90 peieent 4-4he-ameunt of

19

the self employment income for such taxable—year;

"( ) in
21

22
23
24

2

the cace of any taxable year beginning after

December 31, 1977, and before January—i-, •1981 the
tax shall be equal to 1.00 porcont-of4he--amount of the
sell employment income for such taxable-y-ear-;

"(3) in the case of any taxable year beginning after
December

31. lc)80. and before. January 1, 1986, the

9

i

.ta-all-Ie-equa1 -to 1.30- percent of the amount of the

2

self-employment income for such taxable year; aria

3

"(4) in the case of any taxable year beginning altec

4

Deeember-31,--1985,•the--tax shall be equal to 1.45 per-

cent of the amount. of the sell-emplyn
6
7

8
9

4tm& i&r

such taxable year.".
AMO€AT4—T4--D1SAB-bI4- iNSU.AGE- TRUST- PUND

SEc. 402. (a) (1) Section 201 (b) (1) of the Social

Security Act

is

amended by striking out cipusos (G)

10 thugh— - -J) and- in i4ing- -4n-- linu—ther-eof 4ho4ollowing:
ii "EQ )---1 .ö5pr—eentum -o-4h--wagea-4a-s-. so defined)- -paid
12

-after Dc.einber 31, 1977, and before January 1, 1979, and

13 •se—ceported---fII)

1

--.ctu-m—of the wages (as so

14

defined} paid-- after-Decernber31, -1978,- and before Janu-

15

ary 1, 1 981-, and so--reported, (I) 1.60 per - centuin of the

16

wages---(as- so defined) -paid--after December 31, 1980, and

17

befor-e---January 1,

18

eei-tun-i---of--tho---wagcs--- c-as- so defined)

19

be+ 31,-i 984,-and- beforo.-.Ja-nua-ry--1-r-i-990, and--so reported,

20

and--(K)--2-20- per-centum- of the wages (as so defined)

21

paid after December 31, 1989, and so reported,".

22

.

1985, and so reported, (J) 1.80 per

f2-)----Seetion- -201 (-h) - (2)

paid after Decem-

of such Act is amended •by

23

$riking out olaures (0) through_4-an4-4iserting'- in lieu

24

thereof the-following+" (-0)- 1-.09Q per centum of the amount

25

of a'1f ernploymeiit neome (-wi o kfincd) -o reperted for any

12
•1

('c.). (1) &ofion 230 of ouch Act' is further amended by

2

adding at the end thereof the following now eabscetion:
"(di) Nohithutanding' any other provinion of law, the

4

contribution and benefit baco dotonninod under this pootion

5

fr any calendar year after 1976 for purponco of coction

6

4022 (b) (3) (B) of Public Law 93—406, with respect to uny

7

plan, shall be the ontribution and benefit base that would

8

have boon dote

9

hnmediately prior to the enactment of the ooial oourity

10

Fianncüg Arnndmonto of 'fl77 had nmahind in offwt;

Ii

without .ehungc..

12

eti for such your if this section as in effect

(2) The amendment mtttlo by p&mgraph (1).

13

apply with ropekit to plan terrnination occurring nftoE tle:

14

dpte of the enaotthont of this Act.

15

1f

(d) (1') The eioond sPntenet ot_eeotion21'(i) '() (D)

fr) of cuih iAt:'j ammnde4 'by striking g1I; "ic oqual to

1. ono'weiith o the tiew eon ribtion and benefit base" and
18

oi'tiii in lieu' thereof' "is equal to, or exceeds by loss thaT

19

'e-twelit of the new contribution and benefit hee"'

20

() The third sentnie o'seotion 215(i) (2) '.(D) (v)

21

ft1ijiIj: kmended 'byL:triking' gut. all thet fel1ew

22,

'4 (,)?;. pn4 inserting.•in lie thergo "pluø"O pe#.

23
24

the

*1 the eeond figure i' the last lifie sf

eslunin III as extended under the preceding sentenee ever

19
1

that any amount

2

but not of $1 ohall

3

dtiple of .$0.5O
ho

clod to th

ext higher $1.
I

a

"(C) (i) No prim

S

4 subparagraph (A) may be loss than
" /T' 4I 1,iin
it not forth on the firot. line of
5
%1

IV in the table of benofith contained in

(or

6

column

7

doomed to ho oontainöd in) tbio oubocotion as in effect

8

in December 1978, rounded (if nOt a multiple of $1) to

.

tho noxt higher multiple of $1, or
.

10

"(II) an ailiount equal to $11 .59-ultipliod by the

11

individual's years of coverago in exopse of 10,,. or th

12

croaeod oi.mt ietormined for prpses of tbisb

13

.

1!

.f

I

'—, 7

14

whichever is goater. No increase under ubaeotioa . (i), ge

15.

eurring before the year in which an individual, becomes eIi

16

gible for old age or disability insurance bee1ts or. dies, she11

17

apply to the dollar amount pooified in rnibdivicie (I) of

18

this clause with respeet to such individual.

19

"(ii) For purposes of clause (i) (II), the term 'yparg.

20

of coverage' with respect to any individual .mes the num

21

her (not exceeding 30) equal to the sum o (I the number

2

(not exceeding 14 and disregarding ay fraoor.) deter

23

rnned by divding (a) the total of the wages prodited to'

24

such individual (including wages deemed to be paid prier

20

to 1951 to ucIi individual under section 217, compensation
2

wider the Railroad—Retirement Act of 1937 priOr to 1051

3

whili I ercd tahic to such indkidual Plllt'itu1t to the; title,

4

and Wages deemed to be paid pI'ioi to I 9) I to such individual

5

under section 231) for years after 1936 and before 1031

6

L_.(_1j3_ $900, plus—(-J4-)— the

number cqual to the number of

7

years after 1930 each of which is a computation base year

8

(within the m'a.ning of suhscotion (h) (2) (B) (ii)) and i+i-

9

ca-eli of which lie is credited with wages (neluding wages

10

deemed to he paid to such individimi under section 2 17,

11

•oOlfll)ensation under the Rtulroad ietirenient Act of I 937 or

12

1074 whkh—i+--ereditnblc to such —ffi{lividua-l 1)u1utu1t to this

13

title, niid wages deemed to ho paid to such individual under

14

seotioii 229) and self cml)lOymdnt income of not less tim,, 2

15

percent of-the th+urn amount w-hich, p11iiait to subsee

16

tion (e) , may he counted for such year, or of not loss than 23

17

percent-of the muxilliun, amount which could 1)e so conitted

18

for sich year (in the case of a year after 1 077) if section 23()

19

115 in effect. iminediiitclv prior to the enactment of the Social

20

Security Fiiiancing Anicndiiiciit,- of 1977 had rcnia:iicd in

2.1

eIYect without. change.

" (D) In each calendar year after 107$—the Secrelary

22

23

shall publish in the Federal 1Ieister, on or before Noveni

2i

her

25

graph and for adjusting w'age; iuid self employment I11COHIC

1, the foriuulii br con1puing benefits under this pars

31

"(ii) no more than $12,000maybc takcn into
2

account, for purposes of this subparagraph, as total

3

wages after 1936 and prr to 1951.".

4

(2) Soeton 215(d) (1) (D) of such Act is amended

5

6

"(D) The individual's primary insurance benefit

7

shall be 40 percent of the first $50 of his avorago

8

monthly wage as computed under this ubsoction, plus

9

10 percent of the next $200 of his average monthly-

10

wage, increased by 1 percent for each increment year.

11

The number of increment years is the nbor, not more

12

than 14 nor less than 4, that is equal to the individual's

13

total wages prior to 1951 divided by $1,650 (disro

14

garding any fraction) .".

15

(3) Section 215 (d) (3) of such Act i.s amended (A)

16

by striking out "in the case of an individual" and all that

17

follows and inserting in lieu thereof the following "in the

18

case of an individual who had a period of disability which

19

began prior to 1951, but oniy if the primary insurance amount

20

resulting therefrom is higher than the primary insurance

21

amount resulting from the application of this section (as

22

-tunendod by the Social Security Amendments of 1967) and

23

section 22O"

24
25

(4) Section 21.5 (d) of such Act in fthor amended by

dding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

54
1
2

•(-e3

-employee" mcan€>—

(1) an employee, as dcfiuicd in section 2105--of-

3
4

title 5, United States Codc;

(2) an officer or employee of the United States

U

6

For puipoc of this seetion,—thc term "Fcderal

Postal Service or of the Postal Rate Comrnision; and

3) any other individual in the employ of the-

7

8

United States or any intrumcntality of the ITnited

9

States.

10 -gTUDY CONCERNING MANDATORY COVERACE OF STATE AND—
LOCAL EMPI7fWF1E&

11
12

SEc.

302. --a)--4s- soon as possible after the date of the

13

-euactmcn t of this Act the-ghahmef-4he--Gi4--Se.i'4ee-

14

Commijion, the -S r*?tfHe of-j 4he--Tr

15

—Education, and Wclhirc, and the Director of the Oflice -

16

Muiiagcrneiit and Budget shall 3ollitIy undertake and carry

17

out a detailed - s-tndy with repeet to coverage of all State

18

iiid- •1øe&---governrnont emp

19

-4wr, and -disall-ity--insurance sstem-

20
21

22
23
24

i—a-d- IIe:i1tl+

withim --the--old--age-, -w-

(hi) r1'1e s-t-udy—te--he--undertaken under-su-bcet.ioii (a)

lialI includ-o---—

--(—4--H--orvev of 4he-sweva1-Statcs and their 1)Ohttea1siibdiv-iions -wit-h tha—-o+÷w.+
--

-(A) the typen and

"I

rcriìi il-i 111 7

i-c)

1

2
3

by striking-out "(f)--—and inserting in lieu t,hcreof_!' (p),

(f),".
-).-Seoti--2O2-fe) (1) .(.E.)- of such Act (as

4 -ne4-4iy--paragraph

(2) of this subsection) is aniciidcd 4y-

a4 inserting in lieu thereof "such

5
6

individual".

7

8

rcdcsg—

4—1-)

Scetioii 202 (f) (1) of such Aot is amended,

+::,i—-i-s-i+-—-*+1 tter

)re(ecTi1Ig subparagraph (A)

-9 ——ttt-t-ery surviving

,

iiisertit-

b

divorced husband (us defined iii cctioii-

10

216—f4}--)— -heforc '-'4-au—individual" -and inserting "or such

11

survivuig divorced lmsbanü." ufter "if such widowcr-.

12

(-2.) &etinn-O2-(4-4

h--et--i--furthcr tune+ided-

13

—by striking out "his deceased wife" in subparagraph

14

and in—-the matter following ;ubparagmph (0) and inser-t.—

15

ftg in lieu thereof "such deccased indiv-idual".

(.E)

16

43 )—Para.gca-ph (3), 44-5__(() , and (7) of see om2{12—

17

uc eu1i amended liv iiisertiiiç "oi survivn

18

19

-divoreed husband" after 'vidpwor" wherever it

44)-Partgmpli (3)

20 • fu-i4hei-

ipenr+

of sctioii 202 (f)—of such —Aet—i*

tl—b--trikiug oit

-occased wife'—w1uer—

21

• ever-—it-—appears and by inserthig in lieu thereof "iichi —de—

22

ease4-in4ividl--u44)y- striking

23

-appears- anclse-rting in lieu thereof "individual-".

o —wik'2---wherever•- i*

24

+ã*&otko2-44-) of such Act. is further tiniciided

25

•-by—i4king_o±n.wFi" nid inserting in lieu theco

1

age of 18, or (D) he was married to her at the time both of

2

them legally adopted a child under the age p118.

3

"(i) The term 'surviving divorced parent' moans a sr

4

viving divorced mother as defined in paragraph (3) of thi

5

subsection or a surviving divorced father as defined in para

6

graph (6).".

7

(d) Seetien 202 (c) (1) of such Act (as arncnded by

8 section 401 (a) (2) of this Act) is further—amended by in
9

sorting "(8ubj-eet to nbseotion (c) )" before "be entitled

10

to" in the matter follcwing subparagraph (E) and pro

11

coding subparagraph (F)..

12

(e) Scetion 202 (o) (1) (B) of such Act is amended by

13

in3crting after "62" the following: "or (in the ease of

14

husband) has in his care (individually or jointly with such

15

individual) at the time of filing such application a child en

16

titled to child's insurance benefits on the ba8is of the wages

17

and celf-employment income of such individual".

18

(f) Section 202 (c) (1) of such Act (as amendod by

19

section 401 (a) (2) (C) of this Act) is further amended b-

20

rcdcsignating thc new subparagraphc (J) and (K)

21

paragraphs (K) and (L), respectively, and by adding after

22

subparag'ra-ph--- (I) the following now subparagraph:

23

a

cub

"(J) in the case of a husband who has not attained

81

II of the Social Scourity Act for months after December
9
3

4
5

_i Q'7•
.. ../

•

,

1-rn4,JL4V

'.JJiLJ

VJ(L.V.

in section 202 (d) (5)

,s.,

VV ILVJ V.,

"1AC4 V
4-

LLLV.,

JJLJJ.L ILL

£ VJLVJL

,1
L Cu
LJ

such Act is a month after Docom

of

ef49ni7
—F-FEQ-T---OF MA1IRIACE ON OTHER DEPENDENTS' OR
1V.TtrI1
TTTX1TV_T1D
& TVXT1t!Trn1_
LS.LJA.'V
S
LJ.IJS .L4
'.JStPJ
I)

6
7

£LL

U

V

SEC. 408. (a) Section 202 (e) (4) of the Social Sc

8

eurity Act (as added by section 401 (a) (4) of this Act) is

9

further amended by inserting before the period at the end-

10

thereof the 4ollow4+ig: "; except that, in the ease of such a

11

marriage to an individual entitle4-•-4o-bnefi-ts undei subscc-

12

tion (d), the preceding provisions of this paragraph shall- not

13

apply with respect to benefits for moiths after the 1at month

14

for which such individual is-entitled to such benefits under

15

subsection (d) unless she ceases to be so entitled by reason of

16

-her-deathi-'.

17

(b) Section 202(f) (4) of such Act is amended by in

18

serting before the period at the end thereof the following:

19

"; except that, in the case of a marriage to an individual

20

entitled to benefits under subsection (d), the preceding pro

21

visions of this paragraph shall not apply - with respect to-

22

benefits for months after the last month for which such in

23

dividual is entitled to such benefits under subsection

24

unless she ceases to be so entitled by reason of her death".

(d4_
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(3) by insertiig—"hi or---befor--1hei- each 1ace-

1
2

-it-&ppear
(4) by striking out "the woman" in abparagraph—

3

(B) (ii) and "a woman" in subparagraph (C) and

4
5
6

•

inserting in lieu thereof "the individual" and "an mdi
vidual", repcctivc1y

;-

and—

7

(5) in subparagraph (P )-by--inorting- "widoweis-

S

or" before "widow's"; by incrting "wife or" before

9

"huthand" each place it appears; by inserting "wif-

10

-or" before "lmuoband'@" each place it appoar; and by

11

incorting "fathor' or" Lkeforc "mot?s".

12

(c) (1) Scotion 402 (g) (6) (A) (i) of soh Aet

13

amended by otriking out "or huøband's inurancc" in sub—

14

divioion (I), and by inserting "or husband'g" after "wife's"

15

in gubdivisign (114-.

16

(2) Scotion 202 (g) (7) of uoh Act i amended, in

17

ubparagraph (B), by inserting "husband's or" before

18

"wife's", by insertg "he or" Lieforo "she", and by inscrt

19

-ing "his or" before "her", and -in- subparagrah—(-D-)-—-by-—

20

innorting "or widower's" after "widow'o".

2:t
22
23

24
25

(f) (1) Section 202 () (1) of such A—ameide4by incrting " (c) (1)," aftor f--14-44-).-,".
(2) Section 202 (s) (2) of such Act is amended by
in2erting " (c) (1) ,' after " (b)

(-3-)—'.

(3) Section 202 ($-(3) of such Act is amended by

87
1

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10

11
12

benefit Icr the month in which the child entitled to such
benefit attained the age of eighteen—or any- -su-bsequentmonth; nor shall any deduction be made under 4bis---subsee--

tion from any videw's insurance benefits for any month in—
which the widow. or surviving divorced wife is entitled atd—

has not attained age sixty five (but only if she became-so-entitled prior to attaining age sixty), or

insurance benefit for any month in which the widower orsurviving divorced husband is entitled and has--not--aftained-

age sixty five (but only if he became so entitled —prioc-4o-

attaing age sixty) .".
(j) Section 203 (d) of such Act is amended by inserting—

13

"divereed husband," after "husband," in paragraph

14

and by inserting "or father's" after "mother's" each place-

15

it appears in paragraph (2).

16

(k) (1) Section 205(b) of such Act (au amended -1wthis Act) is further amended —by-

17

section 401 (d) (1)

18

inserting "surviving divorecd father," after "mother,'!.

19

(1-)--,

of

(2) Section 205(e) (1) (C) of such Act (as amended—

20

by section 401 (d) (2) of this Act) is further amended by

21

inserting "surviving divorced father," after

22

divorced mother,".

23

24

"surviving

(1) Section 216 (f) of such Act is amended by inserting
(c) ," before " (I) " in clause (3) (A)

95

() Section 20i (g) of ueh Act i further mniended by

1

3triking out-pffiagra)l1 ( )

2

(-g)—•( I)

3

Seotioii 202 (Ii) (I) of si+eli Act i funen(lcd

4

(.A) by trikhig out su-hparagraph (C)

5

(B) by striking out "marrie," in the matter fo1

6

lowing ubparagrap1i (E) ,

(C) l)y rcdcignituig :uli1)nmgn1)h (1)) and E-)

7

8
9

10
11
12

13

and

a ubparagrapli (C)

fliHi

(-)--Stio4--.202 414-)-- .-sH4th—A4-41- fu rt I er a 1 H ei ded4v

trikiiig out pamgiplt (1)
(h) (1)

Section

202 (k) (2) (1

of

such

Act

i.

amended
(A )

by tuikiiig out—'' (other than an individual to

14

wlioni suhsectioI4-.—.).-(-4) ...

15

(-143—-hy•--414k-iug-

16

(1)), rt';pcctiveIy.

r4f)4-4-- i11ilio) ",

1fld

out t.he•••+eQo+14 entene:

f23 Sect on.2 )2.(k)() of.. snob

17

(—A) hy—triking nt_-4A) "4mniediately 4ie—4f

18

a-n i1ldiv.i41ital..i.s--eutitk-4—to-—a-n-—o1d—4ge--or (1nabiIitV in—

19

twtnwe 1jeneft'----a-n4

20
21
22

23

24
25

( B) by tnkmg out ubparagraph (B)
(i) Scctio

32—(-p)---(-.i.)-.-of such •Aet-.-fas—-amcndcd hy

eetiow 411 (h).-of this Act)

i-

*-a+nen4ed—-by st.ri1trtg

ipara-gfl4ph ...(-D of.. snbsctioi.(4-.(-4...)-1--4 —{i ) øï
(ii) of rllhparagraj)ll (1)) of uJ.c-otipn ( f44.Lanil fft-('rt
•ing in lieu

u1r—(-©-)--of-s4i+---4-( 1),

•100
1

with rcpcet to taxabic ycars-eiiding in (or with the eloc of)

2

the oclondar year after the calendar year".

—&etion 24)4--(B) of such Act i amended

3

4 by- striking -0

"4+eefflpt nieut4ef-effeh moit1i of-a

pftfEifti- taxable year shall be" iii-

the

matter preceding

e—-i) and inserting, in lieu thereof "Except a otherwico

6

el

7

provided

in subparagraph (D), the exonp*e4-whi4e

8 pplithe-4o-4idividuals dsoribed4.such subparigraph and
9

the exempt-amount which—isapplicab1e--to other individa1s

10

for each month of a-particular taabie year, shall -each 1)0".

11
12

(-23 Section 203-(f) (8

B-)--(4-)—ef-such Aet-is-amondod

by striking out. "the exempt-uount" and inserting in lieu

13 thcof-1'o&ponding-xemm.
14

(a)-T-Icritcioc of seetion 203 4H8)

exempt amount2-.

15

Act is -

16

inserting in lieu 1here —"& exempt amount";

17

(3--

end'

(o) (1) Section 203 (f) (8) o such Act is further

18 amende by-adding--at the cnd -thereof -the4ellowirig nc-w•
19

subpaiagmph:

20

"(D) Nowithstanding shy other provision of this

21

subsection-, the exempt nnout—whieh s applicable to an

22

individual who has attained age 65 bôfore.. thc close of

23

the -tax

—+-4i volvc ii

ml—of--any

24
25

ta-xaWe--v-eer--. cnding--aei—9-77—a

—before 4979,

101

'-4-u)

1

-taxable year ending after 1978 and befori 1980-

2

' (iii) sha11 be-$416+-fe -each :rntk4any-

3

taxable year ending—after 1979 aibefore—--1-984j

4

-and

5

(iv) haI1-bc $15833 for

6

e-an-y—

axaMe—yea-i ending after 1980 and—before 1982.".

7

-(-2) No notification with respect to

8
9

shal1--be $375 for

an4ease4exempt-

amount for

10

4ed-by-afagfftph •-).-e

11

-this subsection) shall be-eqi±ircd under the-ittst sentence of--

12

—soetion 203 (f) (8i -()_-ef-4

13

-er- 1080; and section 2O(4)_(8)_f +_ef_seh-A4-ShaII not-

14

-prevent the new exempt amount detormi4—aidpublishe4

15

-under section 203 (f) (8-)4A-) in 1977 from-beeoming-ffec—

16

tivo to the extent that such new

17

individuai other than those described- -in

18

i-et-4n4O7-7r-l-O7S, 1979

-

section

20&-

(f) (8) (D) of such Act (as so added)-.

19

(d) Subsections (f) (1), (f) (3,_-..-(-f)--(4)---(B4 an4

20

-(-h3--(4) (A) of section 203 cf such Ac4ftre -each-amendd

21 - by
22
23

striking out "$200 or the exem$-..amount'! -and inserting-.

---in--lion thereof "the applicable- exemp4- amoun-t.

(e) Subject to subse

ti_--_tbe--amendmentsmad'

24

by the preceding provisiQn ef this seetion shall -apply with-

25

respect to taxable yearsr—ending after- Decembe497-7-

102
1

9

(1) Effcctive with

ct to taxabic

TPI r.l taii

j4tet'

Dcccmber 31., 1981—

3

(1) subscetions (d) (1), (f) (1) (B), and -(j.)

4

section 203 of the Social Security Act, and subsection-

(o) (1) of such section
6

411 (i) of this Act), arc

7

"seventy two" and-ins 4ing—in—i-ien-theeef 'sixty4ive;

(2) the last scntciee-efeefr-2-Q{ef-such-A-et-

8

(as so amcnded4—is amended ),y—s-t-i4k-ing out "nor sha-l-l-10

any deduction" and all that follows and inserting—in lieu

Ii

thereof "nor shail•--any—-4e4tion I—4--under---thi-g--

12

subsection from -any ..widow!s or widows-4nsuance--

13

benefit if the widow, surviving divorced wife—widowe

14

or surviving divorced husband involved became entitled

15

to such benefit prior to attaining age GO;

(3) clause (D) of section 203 (f) (1) of h—Ac-

1.6.

17

is amended to read as follows: "(D)---forwkieh--suehi,3--

18

divid ual is enti tied

19

benefits if she or he became so entitled prior to attain.-

20

ing age 60,_cr';

.iw?s. -or--i4owef-- insurance-

(4) section 203 (f) (3) of such Act is amended by

21

22

striking out "age 79-and inserting in lieu thereof

23

'it,

24
25

(5) section 203 (f) (5) (D) of such Act is repealed;

104

(a), (b),

1

is'cntftlcd to benefits UUui subsection

2

(o).,

3

entitled for the proeedirig month to a benefit under—any-

4

other of such stbeetions), and (ii)

5

individual did not engage -in -seWemployent-and---did--net-

6

render services for—wages (determined as provided in para-

7

graph (5)) of more than the exempt amount as determined-

8

undelparagrft-p1+--(8-) ".

(.c), (d-),

(f), (g), or (h) of section 202 (without having been

p -me th—in-which-4he-

9

(b) The amendment made—13y-ssthseetion (a) shall ap-p4y-

10

only with respee-t -to monthly benefits payable-fef--monThe-

11

after December 197-7,

12

LIBERALIzATION OF TEST FOR DETERMIIN&-DEDGIO-

.

13

ON ACCOUNT OF NONCOVERED WOR-K--OUTSIDE--'llE-

14

UNITED STATES—

15

SEc. 502. (a) Effective with respect to—months in tax-

16

able years ending after 1977 and hefore 19--sseetion-

17

(c) (1), (d) (1), and- (d) (2) of section-203 -of-the. Soch4

18

Security Act (as amended by -the---peeeding—provisionsef-

19

this Act) arc eechamendedby striking o-"

20

and inserting in--hjeuthereof "nin-eor niore?'.

21

en-ormore!

(b) Efftive with respect to-nionths—in-taxable -years-

22

ending after 197S—subscetions (e-)-f F), (d) (1-) ,-and- (d+
(2) of such -section- 203--.-(as a-mended -hy--snbseetin--(-aof-

24
25

this section) are each further aineiided by. striking-out "nine-

or

more" and inserting- in lieu thereof .we1vor-meiL

106
1

" (B) Service" and inserting in lieu thercf ' (10)'

')

and by rodesignating clauses (i) arA (ii) as

3

4
5
6

Scrvicc",

(A) and (B), rospotively
(b) Section 212 of such .Act is men44—to read asfollowsi"CHEDITIN9 OF SELF EMPLOYMENT--.rNQOM-B. ø-

7
S

"Sno. 212. (a) For the purposes of doterrnining—ave—-

9

ago monthly wage and quarters- ef•-.eeverage--th&--amount4

10

self employment income derived--during-any—4axa.ble--yea

11

which bcgin3 before 1978 shall—

"(1) in tho ease of a taxable year which is a calen-

12

'dar year, be credited equally to each —quarter of-such14

calendar year; and

15

"(2) in the ease of any other taxable year, ---be-

16

credited equally to' the calendar ijuartor in which such—

17

taxable year ends and to eack of the next three or fewer-

18

preceding quarters any part of which is in such taxable

19

year.

20

"(b) For the purposes of-determining average indexe4

21

monthly earnings, average monthly wage, and quarters—of--

22-

coverage the amount of self-employment income derived dur-

23

ing any taa-ble year which begins after 197 7—al1----

24

"(1) in the ease of a taxable year which is a

25

calendar year or which begins with or during a calendar

107

i

year and ends with- o-rduring ucli--year;-be-eredited t-

2

such calendar yea-r-;-and—

3

"(2) in the case of any other -•axable--year-be-

4

allocated proportiona-teIy-.4e---t.he--two---eale4ar--yea-r6r

5

-

portions of which—are -inclu

4--within soeh-taxab1e-yearr
such-

6

on the basis of -the- number---ef-

7

calendar -year which--are neluded• completely -within the—

8

taxable yeai
For purposes-of--clause-• (-2-)-,- 4e--calendar-month-ift-which -a-

10

taxable year ends -shall 'be treated as--included --e&mpletely-

within that taxable year.
(e) Section 213 (a) (2) of such Act is amended- Vo - read—

12

13

14

as

"(2) (A) The term 'quarter of' coverage'—means—

15

"(1) for calendar-years--befo 47-8-and subject-te-

16

the provisions of subparagrapi---fB3—,'--a--quartcr in -which-

17

an individual h-1cen-ai4- $50 --or---more—in wages—

18

-(except wages

19

or for which he has been

20

-under section—2 1-2 )---with--$ 100 e-more-of f-employ-

21

—et—ineome and—

22

"(ii)

cre4-ited--.(es---determined--

for• calendar yeare—after--i-9-7---and-—subjee-t-

23

-to the provisions of subparagraph-•--(•B)---,-eaeh'-portion of....

24

the total of the wages paid and--the--self-employment--

25

-income credited (pwsuant—te-' seetion-41-2-)---to- -an mdi-.'-

108
1

-vidutil in a calendar year whiceqrnls4 -with su4

2

quarter of coverage being assigne4 -to-a speoificcalenda—

3

quarter in euch caiendar year—only•-if -neeessary in- the-

4

case of any individual who ha

5

or is under a disability-ad--the-Pequirement&4of-insiwe4--

6

status in subsection (a) or

7

-requirements for

computation of his primary

8

9

-

roquirementsof -paragiapk- (-33-f- seetion--216-(i )--wouM-

10

•not otherwieebe-met

11

,' (B)

12

ned-age- -62 or- died—

Notwithstanding the -provisions--of-bpafagraph-

(A)—
"(i) —no quarter after the quarter—-in-- whiok aw-

13
14

individual dies shall be a quarter of coverage, and no

15

quarter any part of which i&4

-disability (thor than the--initial-quarteran4 the last-

16
17

e4—•In---&period of..

quarter of such period) -sha11-4e a- quarte-ofoverage-t-

-

"(II)

18

if the wages p-4o-.-4al---inany-

19

calendar year equal to $3,000 in the—eae--of- a calendar-

20

-ar-be1ore 1951, or $3604-in--tho—ease—of-- eahndar-

21

year after 1950 and beorc495-o_$4,-2OO-in—the-case—

22

of a calendar year after 1054 and before 1959, or $4,80O

23

in the case of a calendar year after-4958- . and

24
25

-,

196G,

before—

or $6,&O-in thc ease-of a ealcndar—year-aftcr196--

and before 1968, Or

8404n4h09—-Of—& c.aIendMt
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1

year after 1967 and before 1-9-2o$0O0h the-case--

2

of the calendar year 1

3

calendar year 1973, or $13,200 in the case of-the ealen—

4

dar year 1974, or an amoun-t- -equal-'to- the contribution—

5

-and benefit base (a's detormined under section 230) -in-

6

the case of any calendar year after 1974 with respeØ—.

7.

to, which ouch oontribution and benefit-base4s-eeetive3-

r-'$40800 in the case of the--

each quarter 'of such year sh1I '(subject to—clauses- (ri-)-9

and (v)) be a quarte of—eevecage÷

10

"(iii) jf an individual has self

ii

for a ta;a:ble year, and if the sum of such income-and--

12

the wages paid to him during such year c.quals $3,600-

iS

in- the case of a taxable year beginning after 1950 and—

14

ending before 1965, or $4,200 in the case of-a taxable-

'15

year ending after 195'l and-befoe--1-9591-or-4,80(} in-

16

the case of' a taxable year ending after 1958-and before-

17

196, or $6,600 in the ease of a taxable -year ending-

18

after 1965 and before 1968, or $7;800- in--the case -4-

.19

a taxable year ending after 1967 and hefore—i)7-2, -op--

20

$9,000 in the case of a taxable year beginning afte-

21

1971 and before 1973, or $10,800 in the ease of a--ta--

22

able year 'beginning after 19-72--and'-before-4-974, -

23

-$13,200 in 'the case of a taxable year

24

--173 pndbcforc 1975, or an amount equal -to' the-eon—

25

tribntio—and benefit 'base (as-determ'i'ne4-Hnder"seetien-

110
1

230) which is effective for the ca1endr-year in--thecae--

2

of any taxable year beginning in any calcndar year after

3

± tf

4

shall (ubjcct to c1auc (i) and (v) )

5

ge1-

(jjh n tin

•

nV
LL (LAJ
yc(1 V I

n]1fl111 LLLi
tlflfllS J C(L..
1i1iL LIL
be

a quarter of

6

"(iv) if an individual is paid wages for agricultural

7

'abor in a cakndr year after 1964 an4-beere i9

8

then, nubjoct to o1auo8 (i) and..-v..-the4&s4-qu&—

9

ter p1 such year which- ean

••but-inet otherwise—a—

10

quarter of coverage shall be a guarter-.o.-eoverage-.if-sue—

11

wages equal or coeod $100 but ro less than $2Oø-

12

(II) the iat two guartor8 of such ycar- which- can

13

lmt aro not othcrwio guarter@ •e1 -oo-vege—shall-e—

14

guarton of coverago if 6uoh wages- equal -ot'-exceed $20&—

15

but arc less than $300; (III) the 1at three guartcrf

16

uoh year which can be but are not -otherwise -quartes-

17

of coverage shall be quarters of covcrage-if--seh -wagew-

18

•

cguul or exceed $300 but arc 1cs. than $4OG--and--(iV)--

19

-each quarter of such year which i not othcr-wie-

20

• tcr

21

wagc arc €400 or more;

22
23

24
25

a-qu-

of coverage ha11 be a quarter- of— coverage if such-

'

(v) nc

urter—h1I b co mte as -ft--qu.rter -of—

covorag prior to the bcginning of such qutwte
"-(vi) ot mro than one quarter of--coverage maybc credited to a c1en41ar qnarter;-and—

122
1

—for- rervicc—1eH4&ed—4+1--tlle ein4ey-of-siwli organization,

2

-if th reinnn-eratww paid -ii+•--siwh- year by the organha—

3

4i0w10-1he--eH4pk*yee-for such scrviee is less than EdUO.".

4

(e) Section 312 1 (li) (10) of such Code is amended liv

5

striking out " ( 1&) (A) "

6

"(B) servie&!.- and inserting in lien thereof "(1(J) serviee"r

7

and redesignating clauses (i) and (ii) as eubparagraphs

8

-(A) t111d (B-).-, respectively.

9

p11(1 all

flint follow3 down through

(d) Seetions 3.121 (b) (17) (A) and 3121(g) (4) (B)

10

of ucli Code are cadi amended by striking out quartcr!

11

and inserting in lieu thereof '5-ear".

12

(e) The amendments made by this section shall apply

13

with respect to remuileratiOll paid and eerviccs rendered

114

after December 31, 1977.

15

PART C CoxFoI:I1xc AMENDMENT TO TIlE 1tAIL11OAI)

16

RETIREMENT ACT OF 1974

17

COMPUTATION OF EMPLOYEE ANNUITLFR

18
19

20
21

22
23
C)
hø

25

SEC. 621. (a) The last sentence of section 3(1) (1) of

tue ittt enren1ont Act of 1971 is amended
(1) by inserting "1)aid before 1978" after "in the
ease of wages",, and

-f2-)- by inserting "and in tlìe case of wages paid
after 1977" before the period at the end thereof.

(b) The alnolldnwnts made by this section shall be
effective January 1, 1978.-
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•Hi14 Ijusted redu—

1

-tioii period- 1rH3r- to age -(•2llluIt+&.ied l)-y-..'%

41—1fti--o4- li1UHth

•tuiH,- -

3

th

-i

of 1 ei
ad1(Isted
ol

4

tt--—+44--4I-e- ++li-t
...

-pevi+tI —1+UlitF14Ik4i

6

I11(Mttl -

7
8

I

)tF

H thie •lk4tt1+*+it

.;Vl tt-Oi4 ..ieI_-t.4.}ItFI.nII. 1)ht4

in-th-

lt4nml.— IehI€41olI-

t4t14-kT_4-.rtrt4ieF+e11t111t i,•

-

9

10

1)CllCIitA f01 tlI(' h+€ft4l+— jil \vlndl —t1*4+-

111(11 Vi(iHfFl-—f-t-l1+I-

1y4iie i4-4 4--)-•

11

the udjnted

redn44—j-444

12

-tl-t-e-

13

lfluIti1)hC(l 1)V

14

months in the adjn-;ted adtltwiiaI reclmiion pcuiotl nul

15

-til-phed by 4o

16

months in th*—ed-H4ion period hgmning wth—-g-—(—

17

imhipheci hy ] o-!-4--ei—-&ciitui-n- phi the iiuiuhcr 01

18

rnonhIl in the adjutctl

21

1 1)CI centuin

1('dU(.tiU11

to (B) tlic lItlILIh('Y

o

pflO(l P'10 to age (2

—duction —j*iiod

—o-f-—months

multi pl icd l)y—

-with- eaeh

23

pFOVifiOfl of f;OOtiOfl
-( c)

r-+f--1-- per

eentrnn-

h--4c-4-4ng made in acordaw-wi4--44+€

22

24

Ol

1 cr (CithU11,p1tl the flUn!hCl Of

per centUfli, plus the 11tu1W-e9-

19

20

ol

1

(q) (S) of ;uoh Apt.

\Vlien an individual i entitled to more than one-

25 —month-Iy-1+'nefit under title II of the Sociii1 Sciiurty :ct-4ot

1

any month and one or more of Guch benefits are reduced under

2

seotion 202 (g) of the Social

3

this Act, subsection (li )-ef4I4s--seeñew-shall apply eparatehz

4

to each suoh benefit before the application of scction 202 (k-)----

5

of such Act (pertaining to the method -hy-

6

benefits are offset when an individual is entitled to more--thaw-

7

no kind of benefit), and the application of—this uhsectio-n-

8

shall oporato in conjunotion with section 202 (q) (3) of the-

9

-Social Sccurity—4et7

winch -mo-ntluly—

10

-(-d-)---f)---Section 202 (g) (7) (C) of the Social Sccurity

11

Act is ended by striking out "because" and all that follows-

12

and inoerting in lieu thereof "because of the occurrcnce

13

of an event that termnated her

or his entit.Iemei-it---te—

14 —hcncfits,".
15
16

(2) Seetiet 202 (g) (3) (II) ef sueli Aet is anietided—
by inserting "for that month or" after "first entit1ed'.

17 -ELIMINATION OF CERTAIN OPTIOXAL PAYMENT PROCE—
18

DUBES UNDER TIlE OLD ApE, SLVIVOIS, AND

19

rnLITY JNStI1ANCE

DTSA—

PJ1OGIIAM

20

—SEC. 702. (a) (1) The first sentenec 91 seetien O2-f-j-I-.

21

(1) ol the Seelal Seenrity Aet is amended by riking out

22

'An individual" and kserting "Subject to the limitations

23

eontained in paragraph (4), an individual" in lieu thereof.

24

25

(2) Section 202 (j)

of

such Aet is further amended hy

nserting at the end thQI'eof the following new paragraph:
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1

"(4) (A) Except as providcd-rn-subpuragraph (B), no

2

individual shall be entitled to benefits under subsection (a),

3

4b), (c)--_(-

4

in which ho or she file —an-a-pplication for 'ueh benefits if the

5

effect of such pay1eit--- would be to reduce, pursuant to—

6

subection (g) -the

7

wrotild othcrwiehe-'eiti4led

—e--(4)-4or-any month prior to the month

tiE-benefits to which such individual

8

"(B) (i) If the individua applying for retroactive

9

benefits is applying--for--sueh- -benefits under subsection (a.),

10

and there are one-or-mere--other persoi who would, except-

11

for subparagraph----)- —--ho--entifled for any month, on the—

12

basis of the--wages--and self employ-inent income of such in-

13

dividual and—because of such individual's entitlement to

14

retroactive_honefits,--4oe-troaotiVe benefits under subsection(c) ,—or (d) not ubjeet to reduction under subsection

15

(b)

,

16

(g)

,

17

t-o such-

18

suoh—

then

subparagraph-4-4-hahl not apply with respect—
oi

y—-snhsequent month.

"(ii) If the individual applying for retroactive benefits
,-or surviving divorced spouse who is

19

is a surv g--po

20

under a disahili-ty-—(+s---4o.fined in section 223-(-d-) )

21

individual would, oxcept for subparagraph (A), be entitled

22

to retroactive benefit-s -as-

23

24

,

and such

disa-hiod surviving spouse,

or-

for any month before ho or
tta-incd the age-of---6O—-then-- subpara.grph

(A) shall not

25 —apply wit.h—repeet- to—such- month or any s4thsoguent month.
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1

2
3

4
5

(LmQfit1ifc

guoruin, but

1

ietscr iiuiuuui

hear

ingu.

{} Members of the Commission ha1l be appointed for
a term of two years.

(0) A vacancy in the Commission shall not affect its

6

powers, but -shah

7

provided for the appointment of the meniber first appointed

8

to the vacant position.

lled-h+--the-same--ma.n-ner.- as--that-herein

9

-(-33- Members- ef-tha Commission shall-eeei.ve44-3&per

10

diem while -engaged in- the-aetual --performance of-the duties

11

vested in -the-—Qemmissien-,--j4us---+eimharsemeut for travel,

12

-•neeessary expeiises incurred in the

13
14

-

performance of such duties.
('1) The Commission -sha1i-meet-at

ali-ef•-the--Chai-r-

15

ma* or---at-4he---eall--of—•a -majority--of- -the- members of the

16

Commission; but meetings of the Commission shall be held

17

n-ot less frequently than once in each calendar month whieli

18

begins after a majority of the anthoried mombersini) of the

19

Coinmission ha: first been appointed.

-

(b) (1.) It shall be—the duty and 4ffliction--f4he—Com—
21

misFI1)fl to cond-u-o-t-—-a---eontinuing---sttidy, iiivostigatioii -and

22 -review of—
23

(-A)

time Federal old age, survivors1 n4-4isalility

24

insurance program establish-ed--by- -itle-4.T--ef--t4ie-&eia1

25

Seet+rit-y-• Act and
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(B) the health insurance programs estahIiahod- y

1

2

title XVIII of such Act.

3

-(

4

2) Such study,-.iRvestigation, and review of such pro-

grams shall include (but not be limited to)-—

5

(-A) the- 1icoai status of the -thi&t-un4s established

6

for the financing of such prograinsaiid the adequacy-of

7

such

8

financing needs of such programs;

9

trust funds to meet the-4mmediate- and-long-range

(B) the scope of--co

a-ge--the-•adequaoy-of benefits

10

including the measurement of an adequate- ret.ircment

11

income

12

provided by such programs including—the apphication--oI

13

the retirement income test to unearned-as---wehl—as-eafnecl

14

income;

n4—the-odition&4al4fieation4or-1jenefits

15

-(C) the impact of such programs on, and their rela-

16

tion to, public assistance programs, iiongovern+iiei+tal

17

retirement and annuity programs, medical--service -de-

18

livery systems, and national—employment- -practices;

19

(Ii) any inequities--(-whether attributable to provi-

20

sion& of law relating to the estUshme -and-operation

21

of such programs, to -ruioand--regulati-ons--pr-omulgated

22

in connection with-h

23

or to administrative practices -&nd--prooe-ures--employed

24

-in the carrying out f such progmrns) which affect-sub--

25

stantial numbers of individuals -who are insured or—other—

dministration of.-sahi programs,
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i.

wic cligibic for—benefits- under such programs5 -inekdg

2

iioquitie and inegualitie

3

s--•----sirnilr classific-ations or categories;

sing-oiit•-ef -marital status,

4

-E) possible- altcrnatives to the current Federal

5

programs or pa-rticu1 .aspeots4heref, 4ncluding--but no

6

limited to (i)

7

financing oi--sueh---programs being accomplished in some

8

€aher manner (including general revenue funding and

9

1—ret-irernent.1ond)

a

phasing out of the payroll tax with the

,

(ii) the establishment of a systeu

10

woviding -foi- mantlfttory partwipation -i-n- any oiaiI -of

11

thc Federal -piøgfams (iii)-

12

eifIent Federal program with private retirement pro

13

grams, and- -(iv) the -establishment of -a systcrn pcrmit

14

thig co-vcrccl individuals a choice of publio—er---priwt-te

1

JofAi ftftd

16

•+F--- methods

.

17

e—htegfati—f- seh

foi -effectively implementing the ree—

•onim*ndations of- the Commission.

18

(3) In ordcr to provide-art-effective opportunity •fo?

19

the general public to participat-fu1Iy in t.he study, investi.-

20

gation, and review under this section4e--Qomission-—i.n

21

-conducting such t-udy, investigation, and. review, shall hold

22

-pii11ic 110

g4ii-a

ny-different geographic&l a-rea.s

23

4ke—countrv a posih1e. The residnt of ah area where

24

tawh

a hearing is to be held shall be given reasonable advance
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1

notice of the hearing and- an .adeguate-opportunity to appear

2

and expr their viows on the- mptters mder conideration.

3

(o) (1) No later th four months after the date on

4

which a majority of-the authurized-menibership of the Corn-

5

iion iinitially•appointe4, the Commission shall submit

6

—to the- Preidont and the Cogie&s•a-specia1 report clescrib-

7

ing th Commission's plans for conducting the study, invesi-

8
9

10
11

•

gation,—and review under subsetio •4b)-., - with particu'ar

ioferoiioo to the sopo of such study, investigation, ai
fev-eW and the mcthod -(2)

pose4—t&-1e

used in conducting it.

At. or before the. close f each of the first twe

12

ycar after the duto on which a -maj.ority of the authoriz

13

membership of the Corninisn-4 initialy appointed -th

14

€eirn-issioii shaI—sahmit-to-the President and the Congress

15

an anmial rcpor—O1F-- the- -study, i-n-vestigation, and review

16

under sabcctioii (14 , -together—with its recoinrnendati&ns

17

with rcpect to -the- •progia.ms involved. The second such re-

18

port thall constitute the-final eport of. the Commission on

19

such study, investigation, and review, and shall include its

20

finid iceoiiiinendtitioi; and upon the-sthmision of such final

21
22

4L, CL

:c..;nr 0h11

--

(d) (1) T4e-Comn .shpll .-1)on}—E-xeeuwe
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1

D-ireetor of the Conimission who shall 1ompeneated—a--a

2

fate-fix-ed--by- the Oominision; but which shall not exceed

3

the rate cstthlishe44o*'4 e4-V-

4

by title 5, -•United--Sta.tes-Qede.

the-Execialve Schedule

5

•f2-)- In addition to the Executive Direetoi-•4he--Coin—

6

shall--1ttt--tftt-ptwtf---te-ai)pon}t
'
-and••fi•x-•-the-•com-

7

pensation

8

aiice with the provisions of title 5, United States Code,

9

governing appointments to the competi

tLU11

piun+iel--as-k-4eems--ad-visah1e,. maccord-

—''vice, aml

10

the—provisions of chapter 51 -and- subchapter- III of chapter

11

58- of such title, relating to classification gild General Schedule

12

pay rates.

13

(e) In carrying out its—4ties unii--eotio-4he

14

Cmmissien-, or any—duly authorized committee thereof, s

15

authorized to—hold such- he ing-s,-- $t--and

16

•aid places, and take such testimony, with respect to matters

17

with respect to—hi-eh-•it••has -a responsibility under this

18

soc-tion, as the— .Coniniis.ion-oi:.sueli committee may deem

19

advisahleftChümanof. the Commission-or--any rnem

20

her authorized by- him may administer a4hs-o-affiimation

21

•to witnesses appearing before the -Commission- or before any

22

eemmi#tee4hefeoi.

.t.--at--uch -4imes
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c-f) —The Commission-- may. securo directly from any

1

2

4p me

3

information as may he necessary to -en.able4t -to-oarry- out

agencthe-.Uni.ted. States.. such... dat-a4

4
5

øf the Cornrnission any such department or agency shall

6

•f

4'nsktgr.4n1ormation• to. th Connnissionfg-)---TIw General Services Administration shali provide

7
8

-to t-hc Corni

9

ti-ye--support services as-4he•-•CHHTi4sion•rnay request.
1ii) There are hereby -*.tI+oi-ized to

10
11

—-onreinilnwsah1e basis, siic:h administra—

e--frp1opriate4

such sums•-sm&y---be-necessa-ry to cal.ry out this-seotioii.

12

4) It shall be the duty oi the Health Insurance Benefits

13

Mvior Council (cta1ilishcd by section 1841-t-he&eia-l-

14

Security Act.-) to- provide --timely- notice to the Commission

15

of—the- •-Gom-mi-s-

(au' hiM delegate) shall be entitled to attend any such

16

-s.ion

17

meeting.

18

SHORT TITLE; REFERENCE TO ACT

19

SECTION 1. (a) This Act (together with the following

20

table of contents) may be cited as the "Social Security

21

Amendments of 1977".
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2
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3
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4
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5
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Sec. 401. Expenses of higher education.

6

TITLE V—ERRONEOUS SUPPLEMENTAL PA YMENTS
Sec. L01. Authorization of appiopi'atiois.

7

(b) Whenever in this Act an amendment i3 expressed

8

in terms of an amendment to a section or other provision

9

without specification of Act, the reference is to a section or

10

other provision of the Social Security Act.

ii TITLE I—PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE
12

OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY

13

INSURANCE PROGRAM

14

PART A—PROVISIONS RELATING TO FINANCING

15 APPLICATION OF EMPLOYER EXCISE TAX TO WAGES IN
16

EXCESS OF CONTRIBUTION AND BENEFIT BASE

17

SEC. 101. (a) Section 230(c) is amended by adding at

18

the end the following sentence: "For purposes of the employer

19

tax liability under section 3111 of the Internal Revenue Code

20

of 1954 and section 3221 (b) of such Code in the case of rail-

21 road employment, the contribution and benefit base referred
22

to in paragraph (1) of section 3121 (a) of the Internal

23 Revenue Code of 1954 is deemed to be $50,000 with respect
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remuneration paid during calendar years 1979 through

1

to

2

1984, and with respect to calendar years after 1984 $75,000

3

or (if higher) the contribution and benefit base as delermined

4

under this section without regard to the provisions of this

5

sentence.".

(b) Section 230 (b) is amended by striking out "shall

6

in the matter preceding paragraph (1) and inserting in

7

be"

8

lieu thereof "shall (subject to subsections (c) and (d)) be".

9

INCREASE IN CONTRIBUTION AND BENEFIT BASE FOR

10

EMPLOYEES

SEC.

11

12

102. Section 230 is amended by adding at the end

following new subsection:

the

"(d) Except a otherwise provided by the last sentence

13

14 of

subsectio2i (c) and except for purposes of determining

15

employer

tax liability under section. 3221 (a) of the Internal

16

Revenue

Code of 1954, for calendar years 1979, 1981,

17 1983,

and 1985 the contribution and benefit base shall be

18

equal

to. the amount determined under subsection (b) but as

19

augmented

20

after) by$600, and the amount of such base for any such

for each such year (and carried forward there-

21 year

as so increased shall be deemed to be the amount of such

22

for such year for purposes of determining any increase,

base

23. under

the preceding provisions of this section, in such base

24 for anj sit cceediig. year.".
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1

EMPLOYMENT TAX INCREASE; INCREASE iN SELF-EMPLOY-

2

MENT TAX; REALLOCATION AMONG TRUST FUNDS

3

SEC.

4

103. (a) TAX

ON EMPLOYEES.—

(1) OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DiSABILiTY iN-

(1) and (2) of section 3101

5

SUEANCE.—Paragraph8

6

(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 are amended

7

to read as follows:

8

"(1) with respect to wages received during the cal-

9

endar years 1974 through 1977, the rate shall be 4.95

10
11
12

13

percent;

"(2) with respect to wages received during the calendar

year 1978, the rate shall be 5.05 percent;

"(3) with respect to wages received during the calyears 1979 and 1980, the rate shall be 5.085

14

endar

15

percent;

16

"(4) with respect to wages received during the calyears 1981 through 1984, the rate shall be 5.40

17

endar

18

percent

19

5.35 percent;

20

"(5) with respect to wages received during the calyears 1985 through 1989, the rate 1iall be 5.70

21

endar

22

percent;

23

except for calendar year 1981 it shall remain at

"(6) with respect to wages received during the cal-
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years 1990 through 1994, the rate shall be 6.15

1

endar

2

percent;

3

"(7) with respect to wages received during the cal-

4

endar years 1995 through 2000, the rate shall be 6.70

5

percent;

6

"(8) with respect to wages received during the cal-

7

endar years 2001 through 2010, tue rate shall be 7.30

8

percent; and

"(9) with respect to wages received after Decern-

9

10

ber

31, 2010, the rate shall be 7.80 percent.".

11

(2)

12

through

13

amended to read as follows:

(2)

74) of section 3101 (b) of the Code are

"(2) with respect to wages received during the

14
15

HOSPITAL INSURANCE.—Paragraphs

calendar year 1978, the rate shall be 1.00 percent;

"(3) with respect to wages received during the

16
17

calendar

18

percent;

years 1979 and 1980, the rate shall be 1.0.5

19

"(4) with respect to wages received during the calen-

20

dar years 1981 through 1984, the rate shall be 1.25

21

percent;

"(5)

22

wit/i respect to wages received during the

23

calendar year 1985, the rate shall be 1.35 percent; and

24

"(6) with respect to wages received after Decem-

25

ber

31, 1985, the rate shall be 1.40 percent.".
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1

7b) TAX ON EMPLOYERS.—

(1) OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY iN-

2

(1) and (2) of section 3111

3

SURANCE.—Paragraphs

4

(a) of the Code are amended to read as follows:

5

"(1) with respect to wages paid during the cal-

6

endar years 1974 through 1977, the rate shall be 4.95

7

percent;

"(2) with respect to wages paid during

8
9

calen-

dar year 1978, the vale shall be 5.05 percent;

"(3) with respect to wages paid during the calendar

10
11

the

years

1979 and

1.980,

the rate shall be 5.085 percent;

12

"(4) with respect to wages paid during the calendar

13

years 1981 through 1984, the rate shall be 5.40 except

14

for calcnilar year 1981 itshiall remain at 5.35 percent;

15

"(5) with respect to wages paid during the calendar

16

years 198ö thiroiigh 1989, the rate shall be 5.70 percent;

17

"(6) with respect to wages paid during the calendar

18

years 1990 through 1.994, the ratc shall be 6.15 percent;

19

"(7) with respect to wages paid during the calencicir

20

years 1995 through 2000, the rate shall be 6.70 percent;

21

"(8) with respect to wages paid during the calendar

22

years 2001 through 2010, the rate shall be 7.30 percent;

23

and

24
25

"(9) with respect to wages paid after December 3.!,
2010, the rate shall be 7.80 percent.".
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(2)

1

HOSPITAL

INSURANCE.—Paragraphs

72)

2

through (4) of section 3111 (b) of the Code are amend-

3

edto read as follows:

"(2) with respect to wages paid during the calen-

4
5

dar year 1978, the rate shall be 1.00 percent;

6

"(3) with respect to wages paid during the calen-

7

dar years 1979 and 1980, the rate shall be 1.05

8

percent;

"(4) with respect to wages paid during the calendar

9

10

years

11

cent;

"(5) with respect to wages paid during the calendar

12
13

1981 throlLgh 1984, the rate shall be 1.25 per-

year 1985, the rate shall be 1.35 percent; and

"(6) with respect to wages paid after December 31,

14
15

1985, the rate shall be 1.40 percent.".

16

(c) TAX ON SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME.—

(1) OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY IN-

17

(a) of section 1401 of the Code

18

SURANCE.—Subsection

19

is

20

"(a) OLD-AGE, SuRvIvORS, AND DISABILITY INSUR

amended to read as follows:

21 ANcE.—In

22 each

taxable year, on the self-employment income of every

23 individual,

24
25

addition to other taxes, there shall be imposed for

a tax as follows:

"(1) in the case of any taxable year beginning after
December

31, 1972, and before January 1, 1978, the
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shall be equal to 7.00 percent of the amount of the

1

tax

2

self-employment

income for such taxable year;

3

"(2) in the case of any taxable year beginning

4

after December 31, 1977 and before January 1, 1979,

5

the

6

Ihe self-employment income for such taxable year;

tax shall be equal to 7.10 percent of the amount of

"(3) in

7

the

case of any laxable year beginning

8

after December 31, 1978 and before January 1, 1981,

9

the tax shall be equal to 7.05 percent of •the amount of

10

the

self-employment income for such taxable year;

"(4) in the case of any taxable year beginning

11

December 31, 1980, and before January 1, 1985,

12

a.fter

13

the

tax shall be equal to 8.00 percent of the amount of

14

the

self-employment income for such taxable year;

15

"(5) in the case of any taxable year beginning

16

after December 31, 1984, and before Jcwuary 1, 1.990,

17

the

18

remain

19

employment income for such taxable year;

tax shall be equal to 8.55 except for 1981 it shall

at 8.50 perceit of the amount of

"(6) in the case of any taxable year beginning after

20
21

December

22

tax

23

self-employment

24
25

the self-

31, 1989, and before January 1, 1995, the

shall be equal to 9.25 percent of the amount of the
income for such taxable year;

"(7) in the case of any taxable year beginning after
December 31,

1994, and before Januarj .1, 2001, the lax
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1

shall be equal to 10.05 percent of the amount of the self-

2

employment

income for such taxable year;

3

"(8) in the case of any taxable year beginning after

4

December 31, 2000, and before January 1, 2011, the tax

5

shall be equal to 10.95 percent of the amount of the self-

6

employment

wcme for such taxable year; and

"(9) in the cae of ay tarab1e year beginning after

7
8

December 31, 2010,

9

cent of the amount of the self-employment income for such

10

the tax shall be equal to 11.70 per-

taxable year.".

11

(2)

12

through

13

Code

HOSPITAL INSURANCE.—Paragraphs

(2)

(4) of subsection (b) of scction 1401 of the

are amended to read as follows:

14

"(2) in the case of any tavable year beginning

15

after December 31, 1977, and before January 1, 1979,

16

the

tax shall be equal to 1.00 percent of the amount of

17

the

self-employment income for such taxable year;

"(3) in the case of any taxable year beginning after

18

31, 1978, and before January 1, 1981, the

19

December

20

tax

shall be equal to 1.05 percent of the amount of

21

the

self-employment income for such taxable year;

22

"(4) in the case of any taxable year beginning after
31, 1980, and before January 1, 1985, the

23

December

24

tax shall be equal to 1.25 percent of the amount of the

25

self-employment

income for such taxable year;
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1

"(5) in the case of any taxable year beginning

2

after December 31, 1984, and before January 1, 1986,

3

the

4

the self-employment income for such taxable year; and

5

"(6) in the case of any taxable year beginning

6

after December 31, 1985, the tax shall be equal to

7

1.40 percent of the amount of (ho self-employment in—

8

come

tax shall be equal to 1.35 percent of the amount of

for sue/i taxable year.".

(d) ALLOCATION TO DISABILITY INSURANCE TIwST
10 FUND.—

(1) ALLOCATION OF WAGES.—Section 201 (b)(1)

11
12

of

13

all that follows clause (F) and inserting in lieu thereof

14

the

15

so

16

January 1, 1979, and so reported, (H) 1.iYOO per ccii-

17

turn of 'the wages (as so defined) paid after December 31,

18

1978, and before Januaiy 1, 1981, and so reported, (I)

19

1.650 per centurn of the wages (as so defined) paid after

20

December

21

50

22

defined)

23

January 1, 1990, and so reported, 7K) 2.100 per-

24

centurn

25

ber

the Social Security Act is amended by striking out

following: "(0) 1.550 per centurn of the wages (a,
defined) paid after December 31, 1977, and before

31, 1980, and before January 1, 1985, and

reported, (J) 1.900 per centürn of the wages (as so

paid after Decernber 31, 1984, and beforc

of the wages (as so defined) paid after Deceni-

31, 1989, and before January 1, 1995, (L) 2.400
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1

per centum of the amount of the wages (as so defined)

2

paid after December .31, 1994, and before January 1,

3

2001, (M) 2.700 per centum of the amount of the wages

4

(as so defined) paid after December 31, 2000, and before

5

January 1, 2011, and (N) 3.00 per centurn of the

6

amount of the wages (as so defined) paid after Decern-

7

ber

8

tified by the Secretary of Health,

9

TVelf are on the basis of the records of wages established

10

and maintained by such Secretary in accordance with

11

such

31, 2010, and so reported, which wages shall be cer-

reports; and".

(2) ALLOCATION

12

Education, and

OF

SELF-EMPLOYMENT

IN-

201 (b) (2) is amended b, striking ou

13

COME.—Section

14

all that follows clause (F) and inserting in lieu thereof

15

the

16

of self-employment income (as so defined) so reported

17

for any taxable year beginning after December 31,

18

1977,

19

centum

20

so

21

after December 31, 1978, and before January 1, 1981,

22

(1) 1.2375 per centum of the amount of self-employ-

23

ment

24

year beginning after December 31, 1980, and before

25

January 1, 1985, (J) 1.425 per centum of the amount

following: "(G) 1.090 per centum of the amount

and before January 1, 1979, (H) 1.040 per
of the amount of self-employment income (as

defined) so reported for any taxable year beginning

income (as so defined) so reported for any taxable
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1

of self-employment income (as so defined) so reported

2

for any taxable year beginning after December 31,

3

1984, and before January 1, 1990, and

4

centum of the amount of self-employment income (as so

5

defined) so reported for any taxable year beginning after

6

December 31, 1990, and before January 1, 1995, (L)

7

1.800 per centum of the amount of self-employment in-

8

come

(K) 1.575 per

(as so defined) so reported for any taxable year

beginning after December 31, 1994, and before Janu10

ary 1, 2001, (M) 2.025 per centum of the amount of

11

self-employment

12

any taxable year beginning after December 31, 2000,

13

and before January 1, 2011, and (N) 2.250 per centum

14

of the amount of self-employment income

15

fined) so reported for any taxable year beginning after

16

December 31,

17

shall be certified by the Secretary of Health, Education,

18

and TVelf are on the basis of the records of self-employ-

19

ment

20

tary of Health, Education, and TVelf are in accordance

21

with such returns.".

22

COMPUTATION OF PRIMARY INSURANCE AMOUNT

23

SEC.

income (as so defined) so reported for

(as so de-

2010, which self-employment income

income established and maintained by the Secre-

104. (a) Section 215(a) is amended to read as

24 follows:
25

"(a) (i)(A) The primary insurance amount of an mdi-
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1

vidual (except as otherwise providcd in this section) is equal

2

to

the sum of—

"(i)

3

92 per centum of the individual's average in-

monthly earnings (determined under subsection

4

dexed

5

(b)) up to the amount established for purposes of this

6

clause

7

by subparagraph (B),

"(ii) 33 per centuim of the portion of the individual's

8

average

indexed monthly earnings which exceeds the

9

amount

established for purposes of clause (i) but does

10

not

11

clause

exceed the amount established for purposes of this

by subparagraph (B), and

"(iii) 16 per centum of the individual's average

12
13

indexed

14

the

monthly earnings to the extent that they exceed

amount establi$hed for purposes of clause (ii),

in accordance with subsection (g), and thereafter

15

rounded

16

increased as provided in subsection (i).

17

"(B) (i) In the case of an individual who becomes eli-

18

gible for old-age or disability insurance benefits, or who dies

19

before

20

amounts

21

and (A) (ii) are 18O and 1,O75, respectively.

becoming .so eligible, in the calendar year 1979, the

"(ii)

22

established with respect to subparagraplis (A) (i)

In the case of an individual who becomes eligible

23

for old-age or disability insurance benefit$, or who dies

24

before

25

each

becoming so eligible, in a calendar year after 1979,

of the amounts established with respect to subparagraphs
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1

(A) (i) and (A) (ii) shall equal the product of the cor-

2

responding amount established with respect

3

year 1979 under clause (i) of this subparagraph, and the

4

quotient obtained by dividing—

to the calendar

5

"(1) the average of the wages (as defined in section

6

230 (e)) of all employees as reported to the Secretary of

7

the

8

calendar year for which the determination

Treasury for the second calendar year preceding the

"(II)

9

s ,nade, by

the average of the wages (as so defined) of

10

all employees as reported to the Secretary of the Treasvry

11

for the calendar year 1977.

12

"(iii) The amounts established under clause (ii) shall

13

be

rounded to the nearest $1.00, except that an amount that

14

is

•a multiple of $0.50 but not a multiple of 1.00 shall be

15

rounded to the next higher $1.00.

16
17

"(C) (i) No primary insurance amount coin pitted 'under
subparagraph (A) may be less than—

18

"(1) the dollai amount set forth on the first line of

1.9

colunin IV in the table of benefits contained in this sub—

20

section

21

a

22

23
24

as in effect in December 1978, rounded (if not

multi jile of $1) to the higher multiple of $1, or

"(II)

an amount equal to 9 multiplied by the in-

dividiial's years of coverage in excess of 10,
whichevev

is greater. No increase under subsection (i) shall
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1

apply to the dollar amount specified in subdivision (I) of

2

this clause.

3

"(ii) For purposes of the preceding clause, the term

4

'years of coverage' means the number (not exceeding 30)

5

equal

6

disregarding any fraction') determined by dividing (a) the

7

total of the wages credited to the individual (including wages

8

deemed

9

section 217, compensation under the Railroad Retirement Act

10

of 1937 prior to 1951 which is creditable to such individual

11

pursuant to this title, and wages deemed to be paid prior to

12

1951

to such individual under section 231) for years after

13

1936

and before 1951 by (b) $900, plus (II) the number

14

equal

to t1e number of years after 1950 each of which is a

15

computation base year (within the meaning of subsection (b)

16

(2) (B) (ii)) and in each of which lie is credited with wages

17

(including wages deemed to be paid to such individual under

18

section

19

Act of 1937 or the Railroad Retirement Act of 1974 which is

to the sum of (I) the number (not exceeding 14 and

to be paid prior to 1951 to such individual under

217, and compensation under the Railroad Retirement

20 creditable

to such individual pursuant to this title, and wages

to be paid to such individual under section 229) and

21

deemed

22

self-employment

23

maximum amount which, pursuant to subsection (e), may

income of not less than 25 percent of the

24 be counted for such year.
25

"(D) In each calendar year after 1978 the Secretary
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1

shall publish in the Federal Register, on or before Novem-

2

ber

3

graph and for adjusting wages and self-employment income

4

under subsection (b) (3) in the case of an individual who

5

becomes

6

earlier) becomes eligible for a disability insurance benefit

7

or dies, in the following year, and the average wages (as

8

described

9

which that formula is based. With the initial publication

1, the formula for computing benefits under this para-

eligible for an old-age insurance benefit, or (if

by subclause (I) of subparagraph (B) (ii)) on

10

required by this subparagraph,

11

publish

12

described)

the Secretary shall also

in the Federal Register the average wages (as so
for each year after calendar year 1950.

13

"(2) (A) A year shall not be counted as a year of an

14

individual's death or eligibility for purposes of this subsec-

15

tion or subsection

16

was

17

months

18

eligibility (but there shall be counted instead the year of the

19

individual's eligibility for the disability insurance benefit to

20

which he was entitled in such 12-month period).

(i) in any case where such individual

entitled to a disability insurance benefit for any of the 12

immediately preceding the month of such death or

"(B) In the case of an individual who was entitled

21

a disability insurance benefit for any of the 12 months

22

to

23

before

24

insurance benefit, became reentitled to a disability insurance

25

benefit,

the month in which lie became entitled to an old-age

or died, the primary insurance amount for deter—
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1

mining any benefit attributable to that entitlement, reentitle-

2

ment, or death is the greater of—

3

"(i) the primary insurance amount upon which

4

that di$ability insurance benefit was based, increased in

5

the

6

reentitled,

7

defined

8

vided under subsection (i) (2) that would have applied

9

to

case of the individual who so became entitled, became

or died, by each general benefit increase (as

in subsection (i) (3)) and each increase pro-

that primary insurance amount had the individual
that disability insurance benefit

10

remained entitled 'to

11

until the month in which he became entitled, reentitled,

12

or died, or

"(ii) the amount computed under paragraph (1)

13

14

(C).

15

"(C) in the case of an individual who was entitled to a

16

disability insurance benefit for any month, and with respect

17

to

18

puted at any time after the close of the period of the individ-

19

ual's disability (whether because of that individual's subse-

20

quent

21

ability insurance benefit based upon a subsequent period o/'

22

disability, or. death), the primary insurance amount so corn-

23

puted

24

amount on the basis of which he most recently received a di$-

25

ability insurance benefit.

whom a primary insurance amount is required to be com-

entitlement to old-age insurance benefits, or to a di$-

may in no case be less than the primary insurance
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1

2

"(3) (A) Except as otherwise provided by paragraph
(4), paragraph (1) applies to—

"(i)

3

an individual who was not eligible for an old-

4

age insurance benefit prior to January 1979: and. who in

5

that or any succeeding month—

6

"(1) becomes eligible for that benefit,

7

"(II)

8

benefit, Or

becomes eligible for a disability insurance

"(III) dies, and

9

10

"(ii) an individual described in clause (i) who

11

was eligible for a di'sability insurance benefit for a month

12

prior to January 1979, (except to the extent that para-

13

graph (4) (A) otherwise provides).

14

"(B) 'For the purposes of this title, an individual is
to be eligible for an old-age insurance benefit begin-

15

deemed

16

ning in the month in which he attains age 62, or for a

17

ability insurance benefit for months beginning in the month in

18

which

19

216(i) (2) (C),

20

since

the termination of a prior period of di$a&ility in which

21

case

the month of eligibility with respect to the prior period

22

of disability shall be considered the month of eligibility.

a period of disability began as described n section
unless

less than 12 months have elapsed

23

"(4) Paragraph (1) does not apply to the computa-

24

tion or recomputation of a primary insurance amount for—

25

"(A) an individual who was eligible for a dis-.
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1

ability insurance benefit for a month prior to January

2

1979 unless, prior to the month in which there occurs

3

the

4

(III)

5

at

6

entitled to a disability insurance benefit, or

event described in clause (i) (I), (i) (II), or (i)

of paragraph (3) (A), there occurs a period of

least 12 consecutive months for which he was not

"(B) (i) an individual who had wages or self-

7
8

employment

9

who

was ncit eligible for an old-age or disability insur-

10

ance

benefit, or did not die, prior to January 1979, if

11

in the year for which the computation or recomputation

12

would

13

amount would be greater if computed or recomputed-.--

14

"(1) under section 215(a), as in effect in

income credited for a year before 1979 and

be made the individual's primary insurance

1978, in the case of an individual who

15

December

16

becomes

17

prior to 1984, or

eligible for an old-age insurance benefit

"(II)

18

as provided by section 215(d), in th

19

case

of an individual to whom such section applies.

20

"(ii)

For purposes of determining under clause (i)

21

22

which amount is .he greater—

"(I)

the table of benefits in effect in December

23

1978 shall apply without regard to any increase im

24

that table which becomes effective (in accordance with
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(i) (4)) for years after 197$ except as

1

subsection

2

provided in subsection (i) (2) (A) (iii), and

"(II)

3

the individual's average monthly wage

4

shall be computed as provided by subsection. (b) (4).

5

"(5) With respect to computing the primary insurance
after December 1978,. of an individual to whom

6

amount,

7

paragraph

8

individual described in paragraph (4) (B)), this section as

9

in effect in Decem.ber 1978 remains in effect.".

10
11

(1) does not apply (except in the case of an

(b) Section 215(b)

(except the caption thereof)

i3

amended to read as follows:

12

"(b) (1) The amount of an individual's average indexed

13

monthly earnings i3 equal to the quotient, obtained by

14

dividing—

15

"(A) the total (after adjustment under paragraph

16

(3)) of his wages paid in and self-employment income

17

credited to

18

under

19

his benefit computation years (determined

paragraph (2) ),

"(B)

by

the number of months in those years.

20

"(2)(A) The number of an individual's benefit corn-

21

pvtation years equals the nunther of elapsed years, rduced

22

by five, except that the number of an indicidual's benefit corn—

23 put atiom

24

years may not be less t4an two.

"(B) For purposes of this subsection—
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"(i)

1

the term 'benefit computation years' means, in

case of any individual, those computation base years,

2

the

3

equal in number to the number determined under sub-

4

paragraph (A) of this paragraph, for which the total of

5

the

6

adjustment under paragraph (3), is the largest;

7

individual's wages and sclf -employment income, after

"(ii) the term 'computation base years'

means, in

8

the case of any individual, the calendar years after 1950

9

and prior to the earlier of—

10

"(1) in the case of an individual entitled

11

old-age insurance benefits, •the year in which oc-

12

curred (whether by reason of section 202(j) (1) or

13

otherwise) the first month of that entitlement;

14
15

to

"(II) in the case of an individual who has died,
the year succeeding the year of his death;

16

except that such term excludes any calendar year entirely

17

included in a period of disability; and

18

"(iii) the term 'number of elapsed years' means, in

19

the case of any individual, except as otherwise provided

20

by section 104(j) of the Social Security Amendments of

21

1972 (Public Law 92—603), the number of calendar

22

years after 1950 (or, if later, the year in which the mdi-

23

vidual attained age 21) and before the year in which the

24

individual died, or, if it occurred after 1960, 'the year in

25

which he attained age 62; except that such term excludes
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calendar year any part of which is included in a

1

any

2

period of disability.

3

"(3) (A) Except as provided by subparagraph (B),
wages paid in and self-employment income credited to

4

the

5

each

6

of the selection therefrom of benefit computation years under

7

paragraph (2) is deemed equal to the product of—

of an individual's computation base years for purposes

"(i)

8
9

10

to

the wages and self-employment income credited

such year, and

"(ii)

the quotient obtained by dividing—

"(I)

11

the average of the wages (as defined in

230(e)) of all employees as reported to the

12

section

13

Secretary

14

year (alter 1976) preceding the earliest of the year

15

of the individual's death, eligibility

16

insurance benefit, or eligibility for a disability insur-

17

ance

18

vidual dies, or becomes eligible, shall not be con-

19

sidered

20

to

21

12-month period immediately preceding such death

22

or eligibility but there shall be counted instead the

23

year of the individual's eligibility for the disability

24

insurance benefit to which he was entitled in such

25

12—month

of the Treasury for the second calendar

for an old-age

benefit (except that the year in which the ndi-

as such year if the individual was entitled

disability insurance benefit9 for any month in the

period), by
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"(II)

1

the average of the wages (as so defined)

2

of all employees as reported to the Secretary of the

3

Treasury for the computation base year for which

4

the

"(B)

5
6

to

determination is made.

J'Vages paid in or self-employment income credited

an individual's computation base year—

"(i) which occurs after the second calendar year

7

8

specified

9

or

in subparagraph (A) (ii) (I), where applicable,

"(ii) in a year which under subsection (f) (2) (C)

10

considered to be the last year of the period specified

11

is

12

in subsection (b) (2) (B) (ii),

available for use in determining an individual's benefit

13

are

14

computation years, but without applying subparagraph (A)

15

of this paragraph.

16

"(4) in determining the average monthly wage of an

17

individual whose primary insurance amount is computed

18

(after 1978) under section 2l5(a) or 215(d) as in effect

19

(except with respect to the table comtained therein) in Decem-

20

ber

1978, by reason of subsection (a) (4) (B), this subsection

21

as

in effect in December 1978 remains in effect, except that

22

paragraph (2) (C) (as then in effect) is deemed to provide

23

that

24

the

period after 1950 (or 1936, if applicable) and prior to

25

the

year in which occurred the first month for which the mdi-

'computation base years' include only calendar years in
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1

vidual was eligible (a& defined in ubsection (a)(3) (B) of

2

this

3

disability insuraflce benefit, or died. Any calendar year all of

4

which

5

cluded as a computation base

6

(c) Section 215 (c)

7

section as in effect in January 197) for an old-age or

is included in a period of disability shall not be in-

amended

year.".

(except the caption thereto) is

to read as follows:

8

" (c) This subsection, as in effect in December 1978,

9

shall remain in effect with respect to •an individual to whom

(a) (1) does not apply by reason of the mdi-

10

subsection

11

vidual's. çligibiiity for an old-age imsurance or disability in-

12

surance

13

benefit, or the individual's death, prior to 2979.".

(d)(i) The matter in section. 215(d) which precedes

14

subparagraph

15

follows:

16

(C) of paragraph (1) ü amended to read as

"(d) (1) For the purpose of column I of the table
in subsection (a) of this section-, as that sub-

17

appearing

18

section

19

mary insurance benefit shall be computed as follows:

was in effect in Deieniber 1977, an individual's pri-

"(A) The individual's average monthly wage shall

20

determined as provided in subsection (b) of this sec-

21

be

22

tion, as. in effect in. December 1977 (but. without regard

23

to

24

paragraphs

25

in effect), 1936 shall be used instead Qf 1950.

paragraph (4) thereof), except that for purposes of

(2) (0) and (3) of that subsection (as so
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1

"(B) For purposes of subparagraph.s (B) and (C)

2

of subsection (b) (2) (as so in effect), the total wages

3

prior to 1951 (as defined in subparagraph (C) of this

4

paragraph) of an individual who attained age 21 after

5

1936 and prior to 1951 shall be divided by the number

6

of years (hereinafter in this subparagraph referred

7

as

8

individual attained age 21 and prior to the earlier of

9

1951 or the year of the individual's death. The quotient

to

the 'divisor') elapsing after the year in which the

10

so

11

credited

12

except—

obtained is deemed to be the individual's wages

for each of the years included in the divisor

"(i)

13

if the quotient exceeds $3,000, only $3,000

14

is deemed to be the individual's wages for each of the

15

years included in the divisor, and the remainder of

16

the individual's total wages prior to 1951 (1) if

17

less

18

immediately preceding the earliest year used in the

19

divisor,

20

credited, in $3,000 increments, to the year in which

21

the

22

consecutively

23

mainder less than $3,000 credited to the year prior

24

to

25

ment

than $3,000, is deemed credited to the year

or (II) if $3,000 or more,

is deemed

individual attaincd age 21 and to each year
preceding that year, with any re-

the earliest year to which a full $3,000 merewas credited; and
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1

"(ii) no more than $42,000 may be taken

2

into account, for pu.rposes of this subparagraph, as

3

total

(2) Section 215(d) (1) (D) is amended to read a

4
5

wages after 1936 and prior to 1951.".

follows:

"(D) The individual's primary insurance benefits

6

be 40 per centum of the first $50 of his average

7

shall

8

monthly wage as computed under this subsection, plus

9

10 per centurn of the next $200 of his average monthly

increased by 1 per centum for each increment

10

wage;

11

year. The number of incremen1 years is the number,

12

not

13

individual's total wages prior to 1951 divided by $1,650

14

(disregarding any fraction).".

15

(3) Section 215(d) (3) is amended (A) by striking

more than 14 nor less than 4, that is equal to the

(A) and (B), and (B) by striking the dash

16

subparagraphs

17

after "individual" and inserting instead the text of the

18

stricken

(4) Section 215(d) is amended by adding at the end

19

20
21

subparagraph (B).

the

following new paragraph:

"(4) The provisions of this subsection as ir& effect in

22

December

23

come

24

benefits

25

1977 shall be applicable to individuals who be-

eligible for old-age insurance or disability insurance
or die prior to 1978.".

(e) Section 215(e) is amended—
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(1) by striking out "average monthly wage" each

1

it appears and inserting instead "average indexed

2

time

3

monthly earnings or, in the case of an individual whose

4

primary insurance amount is computed under section

5

215(a) as in effect prior to January 1979, average

6

monthly wage," and

7

(2) by inserting immediately before "of (A)" in

8

paragraph (1) the following: "(before the application,

9

in the case of average indexed monthly earnings, of sub-

(b) (3) (A))".

10

section

11

(f) (1) Section 21L(f) (2) is amended to read as

12

follows:

"(2) (A) If an individual has wages or self-employment

13

for a year after 1978 for any part of which he is

14

income

15

entitled to old-age or disability insurance benefits, the Secre-

16

tary shall, at such time or times and within such period as he

17

may by regulation prescribe, recompute the individual's pri-

18

mary insurance amount for that year.

"(B) For the purpose of applying subparagraph (A) of

19

20 subsection
21

of an individual to whom that subsection applies and who

22 receives
23

(a) (1) to the average indexed monthly earnings

used,

in lieu of the amounts of those earnings established by

24 cianses
25 the

a recomputation under this paragraph, there shall be

(i) and (ii) of subparagraph (B) of that subsection,

amounts that were (or, in the case of an individual de-
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in subsection (a) (4) (B), woulditave been) used in

1

scrnbed

2

the

3

amount prior ta the application of this subsection.

4

computation of the individual's primary insurance

"(C) A recomputation under this paragraph shall be
as provided in subsection (a) (1) as though the year

5

made

6

with respect to which it is made is the last year of the period

7

specified in subsection (b) (2) (13) (ii), and subsection (b)

8

(3) (A) shall apply with respect to any such recomputation

9

a it applied in the computation of such individual's primary

10

insurance amount prior to the application of this subsection.

11

"(D) A recomputation under this paragraph with re-

12

spect

to any year shall be effective—

"(i)

13

in the case of an individual who did not die in

14

that year, for monthly benefits beginning with benefits

15

for January of the following year; or

16

"(ii) in the case of an individual who died in that

17

year, for monthly benefits beginniny with benefits for

18

the

19

(2) Section 215(f) (3) is repealed.

20

(3) Section 215(f) (4) is amended to read as follOws:

21

"(4) A recomputation is effective under this subsection

month in which he died.".

if it results in a primary insurance amount that is at

22

only

23

last $1.00 higher than the previous primary insurance

24

amount.".
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(4) There is added at the end of section 215(f) the

1

2

following new paragraph:

"(7) Thi$ subsection, as in effect in December 1978,

3

4

shall continue to apply to the recomputation of

5

insurance

6

as in effect (without regard to the table contained in subsec-

7

tion (a)) in that month, and, where appropriate., uider sub-

8

8ectiOn

9

computing the primary insurance amount under subsection

a primary

amount computed under subsection (a) or (d)

(d) as in effect in December 1977. For purposes of re-

10

(a) or (d) (as thus in effect) with respect to an individual to

11

whom

those subsections apply by reason of paragraph (B) of

12 subsection

(a) (4) as in effect after December 1978, no re-

13

muneration shall be taken into account for the year in which

14

the

15

ance

16

thereafter.".

17

18

individual initially became eligible for an old-age in3ur-

or disability insurance benefit or died, or for any year

(g) (1) Section 215(i) (2) (A) (ii) is amended to read

ofoUows:

19

"(ii) If the Secretary determines that the base quarter

20

in any year is a cost-of-living computation quarter, he shall,

21

effective

22

subparagraph (B), increase—

23

with the month of June of that year as provided in

"(I)

the benefit amount of each individual who for

24

that month is entitled to benefits under section 227

25

or 228,
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"(II)

1

the primary insurance amount of each other

2

individual on which benefit entitlement is based under

3

this title, and

"(III)

4

the

total monthly benefits based on each

5

primary insurance amount and permitted under see-

6

tion 203 (which shall be increased, unless otherwise

7

so

8

the

9

which they are based) or, in the case of a primary insur-

increased under another provision of this title, at

same time as the primary insurance amount on

amount computed under subsection (a) as in effect

10

ance

11

(without regard to the table contained therein) prior

12

to

13

may be entitled under section 203 as in effect in Decem-

14

ber

15

and (7) as in effect after December 1978,

January 1979, the amount to which the beneficiaries

1978, except as provided by section 203(a) (6)

shall not increase a primary insurance amount that is

16

but

17

computed

18

(a) (1) or a primary insurance amount that was computed

19

prior to January 1979 under subsection (a) (3) a then in

20

effect.

21

the

22

(including each of those primary insurance amounts or ben-

23

efit

24

graph) by, the same percentage (rounded to the nearest one-

25

tenth

under subparagraph (C) (i) (III) of subsection

The increase shall be derived by multiplying each of

anwunts described in clauses (I),

(II), and (III)

amounts as previously increased under this subpara-

of 1 percent) as the percentage by which the Consumer
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1

Price Index for that cost-b f-living computation quarter ex-

2

ceeds

that Index for the most recent prior calendar quarter

3

which

was a base quarter under paragraph (1) (A) (ii) or, if

4

later, the most recent cost-of-living computation quarter

5

under

6

is not a multiple of $0.10 shall be increased to the next

7

higher multiple of $0.10.".

(2) Section 215(i) (2) (A). is amended by adding at

8

9

pragrapk (1) (B). Any amount so increased that

the end the following new clause:

"(iii)

10

in. the case of an individual who becomes eligible

11

for an old-age insurance or disability insurance benefit, or

12

dies

13

occurs

14

primary insurance amount (without regard to the time of

15

entitlement

16

wise

17

by

18

increases,

19

after May of that year.".

prior to becoming so eligible, in a year in which there

the amount of that increase and subsequent applicable

24
25

but only with respect to benefits payable for months

(3) Section 215(i) (2) (D) is amended by striking out
a;ll

that follows the first sentence.

(4) There is added at the end of section 215(i) tue

22
23

to that benefit) shall be increased (unless other-

so increased under another provision of this title)

20
21

an increase provided in clause (ii), the individual's

following new paragraph:

"(4) This subsection, as in effect in December 1978,
shall

continue to apply to subsections (a) and (d), as then
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1

in effect, wit/i respect to computing the primary insurance.

2

amount

3

effect

4

individual to whom subsection (a) does not apply in any

5

year

6

but

7

modified

8

such

9

mary insurance amounts and maximum family benefits (other

10

than primary insurance amounts and maximum family bene-

11

fits

12

plies), the Secretary shall publish in the Federal Register

13

revisions of the table of benefits contained in subsection (a),

14

as

15

(D) of this subsection, as then in effect.".

of a'n individual to whom subsection (a)r as in

after December 1978, does not apply (including an

by reason of paragraph (4) (B) of that subsection,
the application of this subsection in such cases shall be
by the application of subclause (I) of clause (ii) of

paragraph (4) (B)). For purposes of computing pri-

for individuals to whom such paragraph (4) (B). ap-

in effect in December 1978, as required by paragraph (2)

(/i) (1) Section 230 of the Social Security Act is

16

by. adding after subsection (d) (as added by sec-

17

amended

18

tion 102 of this Act) the following new subsection:

"(e) For purposes of subsection (b), the term 'wages'

19

20

for years after 1976 shall have the meaning assigned to such

21

term

22

1954 and section 3121 (a) of such Code (but without regard

23

to

by section 3401 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of

the operation of section 230 of the Social Security Act as

24 specified
25

such

therein) to the extent that they are excluded from

section 3401 (a). For years before 1977, the term
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shall be determined under regulations to be promul-

1

'wages'

2

gated by the Secretary.".

3

(2) The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall be

4

applicable to determinations of the Secretary of Health, Edu-

5

cation,

6

rity Act effective in the case of calendar years after 178.

7

MAXIMUM BENEFITS

8
9

and Welfare, under section 230 of the Social Secu-

105. (a) The matter in section 203(a) preceding

SEC.

paragraph (2) thereof is amended to read as follows:

"(a) (1) In the case of an individual whose primary

10

amount has been computed or recomputed under

11

in.surance

12

section

13

December

14

ciaries may be entitled under section 202 or 223 for a month

15

on

16

that

17

graph

18

application

19

215(i)) be reduced so as not to exceed—

215(a) (1) or (4), or 215(d), as in effect after
1978, the total monthly bene fits to which benefi-

the basis of the wages and self-em ployment income of

insured individual s/i all, except as provided by para-

(3), (but prior to any increases resulting from the
Of

paragraph

(2) (A) (ii) (Ill)

of section

20

"(A) 150 percent of the individual's primary in-

21

surance amount up to the amount that i$ established with

22

respect

to this subparagraph by paragraph (2),

"(B) 272 percent of the individual's primary insur-

23

amount that exceeds the amount to which sub para-

24

ance

25

graph

(A) applies but does not exceed an amount
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1

established

2

graph

with respect to this subparagraph by para-

(2),

"(C) 134 percent of the individual's primary in-

3

amount that exceeds the amount to which sub-

4

suranee

5

paragraph (B) applies but does not exceed an amount

6

established

7

graph (2), and

with respect to this subparagraph by para-

"(D) 175 percent

8

of the

individual's primary

insurance amount that exceeds the amount establi8hed

9

10

by

paragraph (2) with respect to subparagraph (C).

11

Any such amount that is not a multiple of $0.10 shall be

12

increased to the next higher multiple of $0.10.

"(2) (A) For individuals who become eligible for old-

13

or disability insurance benefits or who die in the calendar

14

age

15

year 1979 the amounts established with respect to sub para-

16

graphs

17

$342, and $449, respectively (not counting as the year of

18

death or eligibility for purposes of this. paragraph

19

the

20

titled to a disability insurance benefit for any of the twelve

21

months

22

eligibility, but counting instead, the year of eligibility for

23

such

the year of

individual's death or eligibility if the individual was en-

immediately preceding the month of such death or

disability insurance benefit).

"(B) For individuals who become eligible for such bene-

24
25

(A), (B), and (C) of paragraph (1) are $236,

fits

or who de in a calendar year after 1979 the amount

17'2

with respect to each of those subparagraphs shall

1

established

2

equal the product of the corresponding amount established for

3

1979 by subparagraph (A) of this paragraph and the quo-

4

tient obtained under subparagraph (B) (ii) of section 215(a)

5

(1)..

6

prescribed by section 215(a) (1) (B) (iii).

Such product shall be rounded in like manner as

7

"(C) In each calendar year after 1978 the Secretary

8

shall publish in the Federal Register, on or before Novem-

9

ber 1, the formula applicable under this subsection to individ-

10

uals who become eligible for old-age insurance benefits, become

11

disabled, or die in the following calendar year.

"(3) (A) When 'an individual to whom this subsection

12

would (but for he provisions of section 202(k) (2)

13

applies

14

(A)) be entitled •o child's insurance benefits for a month on

15

the

16. or.

17

basis of the wages and self-emplàyment income of one

more other individuals, the total of benefits shall not be

reduced

under this subsection to less than the smaller of—

"(i)

18

the sum of the maximum amounts of benefits

19

payable on the basis of the wages and self-em ploym.ent

20

income of all of those individuals, or

"(ii) an amount equal to the product of 1.75 and

21

primary insurance amount that would be computed

22

the

23

under

24

to

25

twelfth of the contribution find benefit base applicable

section 215(a) (1) for that month with respect

average indexed monthly earnings equal

to one-
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I

to

2

year under section 230.".

3

(b) Paragraph (2) of section 203 (a) (prior to the

employees and the self-employed determined for that

4 amendment made by subsection (a) of this section) is re-

as subparagraph (B) (of paragraph (3)), its

5

designated

6

three lettered subparagraphs are respectively redesignated

7

as clauses (i), (ii), and (iii), the word "paragraph" in

8

the

9

paragraph" is inserted in lieu thereof, its initial word is

redesignated clause (i) is strickem and the word "sub

10 strix,ken

and "When" inserted instead, and ", or" as it

11

appears

at the end thereof is stricken and a period inserted

12

instead.

(c) The matter following clause (iii) of the redesignated

13

14 subparagraph
15

(B) is amended to read as follows: "but

in any such case (I) subparagraph (A) of this paragraph

16 shall

not be applied to such total of benefits after the applica-

of clause (ii) or (iii), and (II) if section 202 (k) (2)

17

tion

18

(A) was applicable in the case of any such benefit for a

19

month, and ceases to apply for a month after such month, the

20

provisions

21

after the month im which seotion 202(k) (2) (A) ceases to

22

apply, as though subparagraph

23

not been applicable to such total of benefits for the last month.

24

for which clause (ii) or (iii) was applicable.".

25

of clause (ii) or (iii) shall be applied, for and

(A) of this paragraph had

(d) Paragraph (3) of section 203(a) (prior to the
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made by the preceding provisions of this 5cc-

1

amendments

2

tion) is redesignated as subparagraph (C) (of paragraph

3

(3)), a.nd its initial word is stricken and "When" inserted

4

instead.

5

(e)

The matter in section 203(a) that follows para-

6

graph (3) (prior to the aniendments made by the preceding

7

provisions of this section) and precedes paragraph (4)

8

(prior to the amendments made by the preceding provisions

9

of this section) is stricken and there is insertcd instead the

10

following:

"(4) In any case in which benefits are reduced pursuant

11

the preceding provisions of this subseclion, the reduction

12

to

13

shall be made after any deductions under this section. and

14

after any deductions under section 222(b). Whenever a re-

15

ductiom

is made under this subsection in the total of monthly

16.

benefits

to which individuals are entitled for any month on

17

the

18

insured individual, each such benefit other than the old-age

19

or disability insurance benefit shall be proportionately de-

20

creased.".

basis of the wages and self-employment income of an

Paragraph 74) of section 203(a) (prior to

21

(e)

22

amendments

23

tion.)

24

stricken and "Notwithstanding" inserted instead, and ", or"

25

at

the

made by the preceding provisions of this sec-

is redesignated as paragraph (5), its initial word is

the end thereof is stricken and a period inserted instead.
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(A) of such paragraph (4) is amended by

1

Subparagraph

2

striking out "and section 202(q)" therein. The matter fol-

3

lowing subparagraph (B) of such paragraph and preceding

4

the

5

paragraph (5), and shall be indented accordingly.

next numbered paragraph is a portion of the redesignated

6

(f) Paragraph (5) of section 203(a) (prior to the

7

amendments made by the preceding provisions of this see-

8

tion) is repealed, except with respect to an individual who

9

became

10

eligible for a monthly benefit (as defined in section

215(a) (2) (A)) or died prior to 1979.
(g) Following paragraph (5) of section 203(a) (as

11

by 'this section) there are added the following new

12

amended

13

paragraph$:

"(6) In the case of any individual who i8

14

entitled for

15

any month to benefits based upon the primary insurance

16

amounts

17

of which primary insurance amounts were determined under

18

section

19

the

20

or more of which primary insurance amount$ were deter-

21

mined under section 215(a)

22

effect

23

benefits for that
individual and all other individuals entitled to

24

month

25

be

of two or more insured individuals, one or more

215 (a) or 215(d) as in effect (wit ho vit regard to

table contained therein) prior to January 1979 and one

(1) or (4), or 215(d), as in

after December 1978, the total benefits payable to that

based upon those primary insurance amounts shall

reduced to an aimount equal to the product of 1.7
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1

and the primary insurance amount that would be computed

2

under

3

average

4

the

5

230 for the year in which that month occurs.

section 215(a) (1) for that month with respect to
indexed monthly earnings equal to one-twelfth of

contribution and benefit base determined under section

6

"(7) Subject to the preceding paragraph, this subsec-

7

lion, as in effect in December 1978, shall remain in effect

8

with respect to a primary insurance amount computed under

9

section 215 (a) or (d), as in effcct (without regard to the

10

table

11

primary insurance amount so computed with respcct to an

12

individual who first becomes eligible for an old-age or dis-

13

ability insurance benefit (as defined in section 215(a)

14

(2) (A))

contained therein) in December 1978, except that a

or dies, after December 1978, shall,

instead,

15

be

16

1978"

17

RE!) UCTION IN TJX FOR CER'i'JIX J'UiiLIC JN!) NONPROFiT

18

EJIPL 0 YEES

19

20
21

governed by this section, as in effect after December

SEc. 106.

(ci) Section 2l8(c) of i/ic Social &'curify

Act is ciniended—

(1) by inserting ", subject to the provisions of para-

(3), (4), and (J)," after "will pay" in

22

graphs

23

graph (1) (A) thereof; and

24
25

paia—

(2) by adding at 'the end thereof the following new
paragraphs:
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"(3) For purposes of paragraph (1) (A) in determin-

1

2

the amount of taxes which would be imposed—

in.g

3

"(A) for calendar year 1979, the rates of tax under

4

such section 3111 •and the contribution and benefit base

5

(as

6

applied for calendar year 1979 under the law in effect

7

immediately before the enactment of the Social Security

8

Amendments of 1977 shall be applied; and

determined under section 230) which would have

"(B) for calendar years 1980 and thereafter, the

9

determined under paragraph (1) (A) as the

10

amount

11

taxes

12

(without regard to the provisions of this paragraph) with

13

respect

14

vided

15

"(4) Each agreement under this section shall provide

which would be impoed •by such section 3111

to such employees shall (except as otherwise pro-

in paragraph (5)) be reduced by 10 percent.

any State whose payments under the agreement are

16

that

17

reduced

18

s/ia 11

19

the

20

thereof

21

tion which percentage shall be eqwal to the percentage of the

22

amount

23

which such State was reimbursed by such political subdivision.

24

"(5) The amount of the taxes which would be imposed

25

by

by reason of paragraph (3) or paragraph (5)

agree to pay (and any such reduction shall be made on

condition that such State pay) to any political subdivision

a percentage of the aggregate amount of such reduc-

paid by such State under paragraph (1) (A) for

such section 3111 for a calendar year (taking into ac-
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the provsions of paragraph (3)) shall• not be less

1

count

2

than the lesser of

3

"(A) the amount determined under paragraph (1)

4

(A) as the taxes which would be imposed by such section

5

3111 for such calendar year (without regard to the pro-

6

visions of paragraph (3)); or
"(B) the amount determined for calendar year 1979

7

paragraph (1) (A) as the taxes which would be

8

under

9

imposed by such section 3111 for calendar year 1979

10

(after application of the provisions of subparagraph

11

(A) of paragraph (3)).".

12

(b) Section 3111 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

13

(relating to rate of tax on employers) is amended by adding

14

at the end thereof the following new subsections:

15

"(c) CERTAIN NONPROFIT EMPLOYERS.—Notwith-

16

standing any other provision of this section, in the case of an

17

organization described in section 501 (c) (3) which is exempt

18

from tax under section 501 (a) and with respect to which the

19

taxes

20

imposed

21

employees

22

one

23

ing of section 513) of such organization) shall—

24
25

imposed by this section are paid, the amount of the taxes

by this section with respect to employees (other than

who are primarily employed in connection with

or more unrelated trades or businesses (within the mean—

"(1) during calendar year 1979, be equal to the
amount

which would be determined if the rates of tax
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1

under section 3111 and the contribution and benefit base

2

(as determined under section 230 of the Social Security

3

Act) which would have applied during calendar year

4

1979 under the law in effect immediately before the

5

enactment

6

and

of the Social Security Amendments of 1977;

7

"(2) for the calendar years 1980 and thereafter, be

8

equal to 90 percent of the amount determined under this

9

section

(without regard to the provisions of this

10

subsection) .".

11

(c) Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary

12

where

the amount of taxes imposed under subsection (c) (2)

13

above

is less than the amount of taxes paid under subsection

14

(c) (1) above, an organization described in section 501 (c)

15

(3) which is exempt from tax under section 501 (a) shall

16

pay the lesser of (i) the amount of taxes which would be im-

17

posed

18

of subsection (d) (2)).

under this section (without regard to the provisions

(d) There are authorized to be appropriated to the Fed-

19

Old-Age and Survivors Trust Fund and the Federal

20

eral

21

Hospital Insurance Trust Fund for each fiscal year amounts

22

equivalent to the amounts which would have been deposited in

23

such

24

ments made by this section.

trust funds during that fiscal year but for the amend-
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CONFORMING CHANGES

1

SEC.

2
3

as

107. (a) Section 202(m) (1) is amended to read

follows:

"(1) In any case in which an individual is entitled to

4

monthly benefit under this section on the basis of a primary

5

a

6

in.surance amount computed under section 215

7

a in effect after December 1978, on the basis of the wagers

8

and self-employment income of a deceased individual for

(a) or (d),

any month and no other person is (without the application

(1)) entitled to a monthly benefit under

10

of 8ubsection (j)

11

t1ii section for that month on the basLs of those wages and

12

self-employment income, the individual's benefit amount ford

13

that

month, prior to reduction under subsection (k) (3),

14

shall

not be less than that provided by subparagraph (C)

15

(1)

or (C) (Ii) (whichever is greater) of section 215(a)

16

(1). In an.y case in which an individual is entitled to a

17

monthly bene fit under this section on the basis of a primary

18

insurance

19

(without regard to the table contained therein)

20

January 1979, that monthly benefit shall be determined

21

under this sectioi as in effect as prescribed by section 215

22

(a) (5) and increased under subsection (i) (4).".

23

amount computed under section 215 as in effect

prior to

(b) Section 217(b) (1) is amended by inserting "as in

in Decembcr 1978" aftcr "section 215(c)" each time

24

effect

25

it appcars, and after "section 2157d)".
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1

(c) Section 224 (a) is amended in the matter follow-

2

ing paragraph (8) by inserting "(determined under section

3

215(b) as in effect prior to January 1979)" after "(A)

4

the

5
6

average monthly wage".

(d) Section 1839 (c) (3) (B) is amended to read as
follows:

7

"(B) the monthly premium rate most, recently

8

promulgated by the Secretary under this paragraph, in-

9

creased by a percentage determined as follows: The

10

Secretary shall ascertain the primary insurance amoirnt

11

computed

12

indexed

13

dividuals who became eligible for and entitled to old-age

14

in.surance

15

tion.

16

the

17

amount is increased when, by reason of the law in effect

18

at

19

puted

20

May 1.".

21

(e) Section 202 (w) of such Act is amended—

under section 215(a) (1), based upon average

monthly earnings of $900, 'that applied to in-

benefits on May 1 of the year of the prornulga-

lie shall increase the monthly premium rate by

same percentage by which that primary insurance

the time the promulgation is made, it is so comto 'apply to those individuals on the following

22

(1) by inserting after "section 215(a) (3)" in para-

23

graph (1) (in the matter preceding subparagraph (A))

24

the

25

215(a) (1) (C) (III) as in effect thereafter";

following: "as in effect in December 1978 or section

182

(2) by inserting "as in effect in December 1978, or

1

215(a) (1) (0) (III) as in

effect thereafter,"

2

section

3

after "paragraph (3) of section 215(a)" in paragraph

4

'(5);and
(3) by inserting "(whether before, in, or after, De-

5
6

cember 1978)" after "determined under section 215(a)"

7

in paragraph (5).

8

(f) Section 104(j) (2) of the Social Security Amend-

9

10

ments

of 1972 is amended by striking out "215(b) (3)" and

inserting in lieu thereof "215(b) (2) (B) (iii)".
EFFECTIVE DATE PROVISIONS

11

12

SEC.

108. The amendments made by the preceding provi-

of this Act (other than section 104 (ci) and 106) shall be

13

sions

14

effective

15

payments

16

for months after December 1978. The 'amendments made by

17

section

18

insurance benefits of an individual who becomes eligible for

19

an

20

December

with respect to monthly benefits and lump-sum death

under title II of the Social Security Act payable

104(d) shall be effective with respect to monthly

old-age or disability insurance benefit or who, dies after
31, 1977.

21

PART B—GENERAL PROVISIONS

22

LIBERALIZATION OF EARNINGS TEST

23

SEC.

121. (a) Section 203(f) (8) (B) of 'the Social

24

Security

Act is amended by striking out "The exempt

25

amount"

in the matter preceding clause (i) and' inserting
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1

in lieu thereof "Except as provided in subparagraph (D),

2

the

exempt amount".

3

(b) Section 203(f) (8) of such Act is further amended

4

by adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:

5

"(D) Notwithstanding any other provision of this
.qubsection, the exempt amount—

6

"(i) shall be $375 for each month of any tax-

7

able

8.

year ending after 1977 and before 1979, and
"(ii) shall be $500 for each month of any tax-

9

10

able

ii

year ending after 1978 and before 1980.".

(c) No determination or publication of a new exempt
shall •be required to be made under section 203(f)

12

amount

13

(8) (A) of the Social Security Act, and no notification with

14

respect

15

be

16 of

to an increased exempt amount shall be required

given under the last sentence of section 203(f) (8) (B)
such Act, in the calendar year 1978 but such a determina-

17 tion, publication, and notification shall be required in calendar
18 years

after 1978 and shall be made or given as though the

19

dollar amounts specified in clauses (i) and (ii) of section 203

20

(f) (8) (D) of such Act (as added by subsection (b) of this

21

section) had been determined (for the taxable years involved)

22

under such section 203(f) (8) (B).

(d) Subsections (f) (1),

23

(f) (3), (f) (4) (B), and

24

(h) (1) (A) of sectiom 203 of such Act are amended by strik-

25

ing

out'' uu or
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1

REPEAL OF EARNINGS LIMITATION FOR INDIVIDUALS AGE

2

70

SEc.

3

AND OVER

122. (a) Subsections (c) (1), (d) (1), (f) (1),

4.

and (j) of section 203 of the Social Security Act are each

5

amended

6

thereof "seventy".

by striking out "seventy-two" and inserting in lieu

(b) Subsection (f) (3) of section 203 of such Act is

7

by striking out "age 72" and inserting in lieu

8

amended

9

thereof "age 70".
(c) Subsection (h) (1) (A) of section 203 of such Act

10

amended by striking out "the age of 72" and "age 72"

11

is

12

and inserting in lieu thereof in each instance "age 70".

(d) The heading of subsection (j) of section 203 of

13

Act is amended by striking out "Seventy-two" and

14

such

15

inserting in lieu thereof "Seventy".

16

(e) The amendments made by this section shall apply

17

only with respect to taxable years ending after December 31,

18

1981.

19

(f) (1) The amendments made by this section shall be

20

effective

(subject to the provisions of paragraph (2)) with

21

respect

to taxable years ending after December 31, 1977.

22

(2) Prior to October 1, 1978, title II of the Social Secu-

23

rity Act shall be administered as if the amendments made by

24

this section had not been enacted.

25

(g) Clause (E) of the last sentence of section 203(f)
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1

(1) of the Social Security Act (as

2

121 (d) of this Act) is further amended byinserting before

3

the period at the end thereof the following: ", if such month

4

is in tile taxable year in which occurs the first mont/i i/tat

5

both

6

benefits

7

or (h) of section 202 (without having been entitled for

8

preceding month to a benefit under any other of such

9

lions), and (ii) a month in which the individual did not

10

engage in self-employment and did not render services for

amended by section

is

(i) a mont/i for which tue individual

is entitled to

under subsection (a), (b), (c), (ci),

(e), (f), (q),

U wages

(determined

the

subsec-

as provided in paragraph (5)) of more

12

than the exempt amo?Jnt as determined under paragraph

13

(8)".

14

(/)

The

am enclrnent made by subsection (g) s/tall
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apply only with respect to monthly benefits payable for

16

mont/is after December 1977.

17

WIDOW'S AND WIDOWER'S INSURANCE BENEFITS IN CASES

18

OF DELAYED RETIREMENT

19

SEC. 123. (a) Section 202(e) (2) (A) of the Social

20 Security Act £s amended (1) by in8erting "(as determined
21

after application of the following sentence)" after "primary

22 in8urance amount", and (2) by adding at the end thereof
23

the following new sentence: "If such deceased individual

24 was (or upon application would have been) entitled to an
25

oldi-age insurance benefit which was increased (or subject to

186

increased) on account of delayed retirement under the

1

being

2

provisions

of subsection (w),

3

subsection,

such

4

shall be deemed to be equal to the old-age insurance benefit

5

(increased,

6

(6) and under section 215(i) as if such individual were still

7

alive in the case of an individual who has died) which he was

8

receiving (or would upon application have received) for the

9

month

then.,

for purposes of

thi3

individual's primary insurance amount

where applicable, under section 215(f) (5) or

prior to the month in which he died, and (notwith-

10

standing the provisions of paragraph (3) of such subsection

11

(w)) the number of increment months shall include any

12

month in the mont/is of the calendar

13

prior to the month in which he died, which satisfy the condi-

14

tions

year in which he died,

in paragraph (2) of such subsection (w) ."
(b) Section 202(e) (2) (B) (i) of such Act £9 amended

15

inserting "and section 215(f) (6) were applied, where

16

by

17

applicable," immediately after "living".

18

(c) Section 202(f) (3) (A) of such Act is amended

19

(1) by inserting "(as determined after application of the

20 following

sentence)" after "primary insurance amount",

21

and (2) by adding at the end thereof the following new sen-

22

tence: "If such deceased indiLidual

was (or upon application

23 would

have been) entitled to an old-age insurance benefit

24 which

was increased (or subject

25 account

to

being increased) on

of delayed retirement under the provisions of sub-

187

(w), then, for purposes of this subsection, such

1

section

2

individual's primary insurance amount shall be deemed to be

3

eqv alto

4

cable, under section 215(f) (5) or (6) and under section

5

215(i) as if

6

individual who has died) which she was receiving (or would

7

upon

8

month in which she died, and (notwithstanding the provisions

9

of

the old-age insurance benefit (increased, where appli-

such

individual were still alive in the case of an

application have received) for the month prior to the

paragraph (3) of such subsection (w)) the number of

10

increment months shall include any month in the months of

11

the

12

which

13

(2) of such subsection (w) .".

calendar year in which she died, prior to the month in
she died, which satisfy the conditions in paragraph

14

(d) Section 202 (f) (3) (B) (i) of such Act is amended

15

by inserting "and section 215(f) (6) were applied, where

16

appropriate," after "living,".
(e)

17

further amended by adding at the end thereof the following

18

is

19

new

20

Section 203(a) (as amended by section 105(g))

paragraph:

"(8)

when—

"(A) one or more persons were entitled (with-

21

the application of section 202(j) (1) and sec-

22

out

23

tion 223(b)) to monthly benefits under section 202

24

or 223 for December 1977 on the basis of the wages

25

and self-employment income of an individuals
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1

"(B) the benefit of at least one such person

2

for January 1978 is increased by reason of the

3

amendments

4

curity Amendments of 1977; and

made by 8ection 109 of the Social Se-

"(C) the total amount of benefits to which all

5

persons are entitled under such section 202

6

such

7

are

8

(or would be so reduced except for the first sentence

9

of section 203 (a) (4)),

reduced under the provisions of this subsection

10

then

11

entitled for mont/is after December 1977 shall be increased

12

(after such reductions are made under this subsection) to

13

the

14

person

15

been

the amount of the benefit to which each such person i8

amount such benefit would have been if the benefit of the

or persons referred to in subparagraph (B) had not

so increased.".

16

(f) The amendments made by this section shall be ef-

17

fective with respect to monthly insurance benefits under title

18

II

19

1977.

of the Social Security Act for month3 after December

20

REDUCED BENEFITS FOR SPOUSES RECEIVING

21

GOVERNMENT PENSIONS

SEC. 124.

22

(a) (1) Section 202(b) (2) of the Social

23

Security Act is amended by irtserting after "subsection (q)"

24

the

following: "and paragraph (4) of thi3 8Ubsection".
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(2) Section 202 (b) of such Act is amended by adding at

1

2 the

end thereof the following new paragraph:

"(4) (A) The amount of a wife's insurance benefit for

3

4 each month as deiermincd after application of the provisions
5

of subsections (q) and (k) shall be reduced (but not below

6

zero) by an amount equal to the amount of any monthly bene-

7

fit payable to such wife (or divorced wife) for such month

8

which is based upon her earnings while in the service of the

9

Federal Government or any State (or political subdivision

218(b) (2)) if, on the last day

10

thereof, as defined in sectiom

11

she

12

stitute 'employment' as defined in section 210.

was empkyed by such entity, such service did not con-

"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, any

13

periodic

which otherwise meets the requirements of sub para-

14

benefit

15

graph (A), but which is paid on other than a monthly basis,

16

shall be allocated on a basis equivalent to a monthly benefit

17

(as

18

monthly benefit shall constitute a monthly benefit for purposes

19

of

subparagraph (A). For purposes of this subparagraph,

20

the

term 'periodic benefit' includes a benefit payable in a lump

21

sum

22

payments.".

23

24

determined by the Secretary) and such equivalent

if it is a commutation of, or a substitute for, periodic

(b) (1) Section 202(c) (1) is amended—

(A) by striking out subparagraph (C),

190

(B) by inserting "and" at the end of subparagraph

1

(B);and

2

(C) by redesignating subparagraph (D) as sub-

3

4

paragraph (C).

5

(2) Section 202(c) (2) is amended to read as follows.

6

"(2) (A) The amount of a husband's insurance benefit

7

for each month as determined after application ofprothe

8 visions

of subsections (q) and (k) shall be reduced (but not

zero) by an amount equal to the amount of any monthly

9 below

10 benefit payable to such husband for such month which is based
11

upon his earnings while in the service of the Federal Govern-

12

ment

13

in section 218(b) (2)) if, on the last day he was employed

or any State (or political subdivision thereof, as defined

14 by such emtity, such service did not constitute 'employment'
15 as

defined in section 210.

"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, any periodic

16

17 benefit.

which otherwise meets the requirements of sub para-

18 graph

(A), bu which is paid on other than a monthli,i basis,

19 shall

be allocated on a basis equivalent to a monthly benefit

determined by the Seccrtary) and such equivalent

20

(as

21

monthly benefit shall constitute a monthiij benefit for purposes

22

of subparagraph (A). For purposes of this subparagraph,

23 the term 'periodic benefit' inciude8 a benefit payable in

24 sum

a lump

if it is a commutation of, or a substitute for, periodic

25 payments.".

1\91

(3) Section 202 (c) (3) is amended by inserting after

1

2

"sub3ection

(q)"the following: "and paragraph (2) of thi3

3 subsection".

(c) (1) Section 202(e) (2) (A) of such Act is amended

4

striking out "paragraph (4)" and inserting in lieu thereof

5

by

6

"paragraphs (4) and (8)".
(2) Section 202(e) of such Act is amended by adding

7

8

at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

9

"(8) (A) The amount of a widow's insurance benefit

10

for each month as determined (after application of the pro-

11

visions of subsection (q) , paragraph (2) (B), and paragraph

12

(4)) shall be reduced (but not below zero) by an amount

13

equal to the amount of any monthly benefit payable to such

14

widow (or surviving divorced wife) for such month which is

15

based

16

Government or any State (or any political subdivision there-

17

of,

18

was

19

'employment' as defined in section 210.

20

upon her earnings while in the service of the Federal

as defined in section 218(b) (2)) if, on the last day she

employed by such entity, such service did not constitute

"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, any periodic
which otherwise meets the requirements of sub para-

21

benefit

22

graph (A), but which is paid on other than a monthly basis,

23

shall be allocated on a basis equivalent to a monthly benefit

24

(as determined by the Secretary) and such equivalent monthly

25

benefit

shall constitute a monthly benefit for purposes of sub-

192

(A). For purposes of this subparagraph, the

1

paragraph

2

term 'periodic benefit' includes a benefit payable in a lump

3

sum if it is a commutation of, or a substitute for, periodic

4

payments.".

5

(d) (1) Section 202(f) (1) is amended—

6

(A) by striking out subparagraph (D); and

7

(B) by redesignating subparagraphs (E), (F),

8

and (G) as subparagraphs •(D), (E), and (F),

9

spectively.

re-

10

(2) Section 202(f) (2) is amended to read as follows:

11

"(2) (A) The amount of a widower's insurance benefit

12

for each month (as determined after application of the pro-

13

visions of subsection (q), paragraph (3) (B) and para-

14

graph (5) shall be reduced (but not below zero) by an

15

amount equal to the amount of any monthly benefit payable to

16

such widower for such month u,hich is based upon his earnings

17

while in the service of the Federal Government or any State

18

(or any political subdivision thereof, as defined in section

19

218(b) (2)) if, on the last day he was employed by such

20

entity, such service did not constitute 'employment' as defined

21

in section 210.

22

"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, any periodic

23

benefit which otherwise meets the requirements of subpara-

24

graph (A), but which is paid on other than a monthly basis,

25

shall be allocated on a basis equivalent to a monthly benefit
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I (as determined by the Secretary)

and such equivalent

2 montlly benefit shall constitute a rnontMy benefit for purposes
3

of subparagraph (A). For purposes of this subparagraph,

4

the term 'periodic benefit' includes a benefit payable in a lump

5

sum if it is a commutation of, or a substitute for, periodic

6

payments.".

7

(3) Section 202(f) (3) (A) is amended by striking out

8

"paragraph (5)" and inserting in lieu thereof "paragraphs

9

(2) and (5)".

10

(4) (A) Section 202(f) (7) is amended by striking out

11

"paragraph (1) (G)" and inserting in lieu thereof "para-.

12

graph (1) (F)".

13

(B) Section 226(h) (1) (B) is amended by striking out

14

"subparagraph (0) of section 202(f) (1)" and inserting in

15

lieu thereof "subparagraph (F) of section 202(f) (1)".

16

(5) Section 202(p) (1) is amended by striking out "sub-

17

paragraph (0) of subsection (c) (1), clause (i) or (ii) of

18

subparagraph (D) of subsection (f) (1), or".

19

(e) (1) Section 202(g) (2) of such Act is amended by

20

striking out "Such" and inserting in lieu thereof "Except

21

as provided in paragraph (4) of this subsection, such".

22

(2) Section 202(g) of such Act is amended by adding at

23

the end thereof the following new paragraph:

24

"(4) (A) The amount of a mother's insurance benefit

25

for each month to which any jnciviciual is entitled under this
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subsection

2

equal to the amount of any monthly benefit payable to such

3

individual for such month which is based upon such in-

4

dividual's earnings while in the service of the Federal Gov-

5

ernment

6

defined in section 218(b) (2)) if, on the last day such indi-

7

vidual was employed by such entity, such service did not

8

constitute 'employment' as defined in section 210,

shall be reduced (but not below zero) by an amount

or any State (or political subdivision thereof, as

"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, any periodic

9

10

benefit

ii

graph (A), but which is paid on other than a monthly basis,

12

shall be allocated on a basis equivalent to a monthly benefit

13

(as

14

monthly benefit shall constitute a monthly benefit for purposes

15

of

subparagraph (A). For purposes of this subparagraph.,

16

the

term 'periodic benefit' includes a benefit payable in a lump

17

sum

18

payments.".

which otherwise meets the requirements of sub para-

determined by the Secretary) and such equivalent

if it is a commutation of, or a substitute for, periodic

19

(f) The amendments made by this section shall apply

20

with respect to monthly insurance benefits payable under

21

title

II of the Social Security Act for months beginning with

22

the

month in which this Act is enacted, on the basis of appli-

23

cations filed in or after the month in which this Act is enacted.
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1

EMPLOYEES OF MEMBERS OF RELATED GROUPS OF

2

CORPORATIONS

3

Employer Social Security Tax Liability

4

SEC. 125. (a) Section 3121 of the Internal Revenue
of 1954 (relating to definitions for purposes of the

5

Code

6

Pederal Insurance Contributions Act) is amended by add-

7

ing at the end thereof the following new subsection:

8
9

"(s) CONCURRENT EMPLOYMENT BY Two OR MORE
EJJIPLOYERS.—FOr

purposes of sections 3102, 3111, and

10

3121(a) (1), if two or more corporations concurrently em-

11

ploy the same individual and compensate such individual

12

through a common paymaster, each such corporation shall be

13

considered

14

only the amounts actually disbursed by it to such individual

15

and shall not be considered to have paid as remuneration to

16

such

17

by another of .such corporations.".

to have paid as remuneration to such individual

individual amounts actually disbursed to such individual

18

(b) Section 3306 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

19

(relating to definitions in. respect of unemployment tax) is

20

amended by adding at the end thereof the following subsection:

21

"(p)

CONCURRENT EMPLOYMENT BY Two OR MORE

3302, and

22

E1IPLOYERS.—For /?urposes of sections 3301,

23

3306(b) (1), if two or more corporations concurrently errir
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1

ploy the same individual and compensate such individual

2

through a common paymaster, each such corporation shall

3

be

4

only the amounts actually disbursed by it to such individual

5

and shall not be considered to have paid as remuneration to

6

such

7

by

considered to have paid as remuneration to such individual

individual amounts actually disbursed to such individual

another of such corporations.".

8

Effective Date

9

(c) The amendments made by thi$ section shall ap-

10

ply with respect to wages paid after December 31, 1978.

11

LiMiTATION ON RETROACTIVE BENEFiTS
SEC.

12

126. (a) (1) The first sentence of section 202(j)

13

(1) of the Social Security Act is amended by striking out

14

"An individual" and inserting "Subject to the limitations con-

15 tamed

in paragraph (4), an individual" in lieu thereof.

(2) Section 202(j) of such 4ct is further amended by

16

17 inserting

at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

"(4) (A) Except as provided in. subparagraph (B),

18

no

19

individual shall be entitled to benefits under subsection (a),

20

(b),

21

in which he or she files an application for such benefits if the

22

effect of entitlement to such monthly benefit would be to reduce,

23

pursuant to subsection (q), the amount of the monthly benefit

24

to

25

month in which such application is filed.

(c), (e), or (f) for any month prior to the month

which such individual would otherwise be entitled for the
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1

"(B) (i) If the individual applying for retroactive

2

benefits is applying for such benefits under subsection (a),

3

and there are one or more other persons who would, except

4

for subparagraph (A), be entitled for any month, on the

5

basis of the wages and self-employment income of such in-

6

dividual and because of such individual's entitlement to such

7

retroactive benefits, to retroactive benefits under subsection

8

(b), (c), or (d) not subject to reduction under subsection

9

(q), then subparagraph (A) shall not apply with respect

10

to such month or any subsequent month.

ii

"(ii) If the individual applying for retroactive benefits

12

is a surviving spouse or surviving divorced spouse, and is

13

under a disability (as defined in section 223(d)), and such

14

individual would, except for subparagraph (A), be entitled

15

to retroactive benefits as a disabled surviving spouse or dis-

16

abled surviving divorced spouse for any month before he or

17

she attained the age of 60, then subparagraph (A) shall not

18

apply with respect to such month or any subsequent month.

19

"(iii) If the individual applying for retroactive benefits

20

has excess earnings (as defined in section 203(f)) in the

21

year in which he or she files an application for such benefits

22

which could, except for subparagraph (A), be charged to

23

months in such year prior to the month of application, then

24

subparagraph (A) shall not apply to 80 many of such

25

tnonth3 immediately preceding the month of application as
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1

are required to charge such excess earnings to the maximum

2

extent possible.

3

"(iv) As used in this subparagraph, the term "retro-

4

active benefits' means a benefit to which an individual becomes

5

entitled for a month prior to the month in which application

6

for such benefit is filed.".

7
8

(3) Section 226(h) of such Act is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new

paragraph:

"(4) For the purposes of determining entitlement

9

to

10

hospital insurance benefits under subscction (b) in the case

11

of an individual described in clause (iii) of subscction (b)

12

(2) (A), the entitlement of such individual to widow's or

13

widower's insurance benefits under section 202 (e)

14

by

15

ment

to such benefits that would result if such entitlement

16

were

determined without regard to the provisions of sec-

17

tion

18

or (f)

reason of a disability shall be deemed to be the entitle-

202(j) (4).".
(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall be

19

effective

20

title II of 1/ic Social Security Act to which an individual be-

21

comes

22

date of enactment of this Act.

only with respect to monthly insurance benefits under

entitled on the basis of an application filed after the

23

DELIVERY OF BENEFIT CHECKS

24

SEC.

127. (a) Title VII of the Social Security 4ct is

25

amended

by adding at the end thereof the following new

26

section:
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"DELIVERY OF BENEFIT CHECKS

1

2

"SEC. 708. Notwithstanding any other provision of this

3

Act, when the normal day for delivery of benefit checks un-

4

der title II or XVI of this Act would, but for the provisions

5

of this section, fall on a Saturday, Sunday, or legal public

6

holiday (as defined in section 6103 of title 5, United States

7

Code), benefit checks for such month shall be mailed for

8

delivery on the first day preceding such normal delivery day

9

which is not a Saturday, Sunday, or legal public holiday,

10

without regard to whether the delivery of such checks is made

11

in the same calendar month in which such normal day for

12

delivery would occur.".

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) of this sec-

13

14

tion shall be effective on the date of enactment of this Act.

15

ACTUARIAL REDUCTION OF BENEFIT INCREASES TO BE

16

APPLIED AS OF TIME OF ORIGINAL ENTITLEMENT

17

SEC.

128. (a) Section 202(q)(4) of the Social Se-

18

curity Act is amended by striking, out all that follows sub-

19

paragraph (B) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

20

"then the amount of the reduction of such benefit (after the

21

application

22

each

23

primary in$urance amount, shall be computed under para-

24

graph (1) or (3), whichever applies, as though the increased

25

primary insurance amount had been in effect for and from

of any adjustment under paragraph (7)) for

month beginning with the month of such increase in the
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month for which the individual first became entitled to

1

the

2

such

3

(3).".
(b) Section 202(q) of such Act is amended by adding

4
5

monthly benefit reduced under such paragraph (1) or

at the end thereof the following new paragrapll$:

6

"(10) For purposes of applying paragraph (4), to

7

monthly benefits payable for any month after December

8

1977, to an individual who was entitled to a monthly benefit

9

as

reduced under paragraph (1) or (3) prior to January

10

1978, the amount of reduction of such benefit for the first

11

month for which such benefit is increased by

12

increa3e

13

on whose wages and self-employment income such benefit is

14

based

15

subsequent

16

increase

17

being

18

(8)). In the case of an individual whose reduced benefit

19

under this section is increased as a result of the use of an

20

adjusted

21

tion

22

of thi3 section), then for the first month for which such in-

23

crease

24

such

25

if applicable) shall be reduced—

reason of an

in the primary insurance amount of the individual

and for all subsequent months (and similarly for all
increases) shall be increased by the percentage

in such primary insurance amount (such increase

made in accordance with the provision$ of paragraph

reduction period or an additional adjusted reduc-

period (in accordance with paragraphs (1) and (3)

is effective and for all subsequent monthà, the amount of

reduction (after the application of the previous sentence,
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1

"(A) in the case of old-age, wife's, and husband's

2

insurance bene fits, by multiplying such amount by the

3

ratio of (i) the number of months in the adjusted reduö-

4

tion period to (ii) the number of months in the reduction

5

period,

"(B) in the case of widow's and widower's insur-

6

benefits for the month in which such individual

7

ance

8

attains age 62, by multiplying such amount by the ratio

9

of (i)

the number of months in the reduction period

with age 62 multiplied by 19/40 of 1 per-

10

beginning

11

cent,

12

tion period prior to age 62 multiplied by 19/40 of 1 per-

13

cent,

14

reduction

15

(ii) the number of months in the reduction period multi-

16

plied by 19/40 of 1 percent, plus the number of months

17

in the additiondi reduction period multiplied bq 43/240

18

of

plus the number of months in the adjusted redüc-

plus the number of months in the adjusted additional

period multiplied by 43/240 of 1 percent to

1 percent, and

"(C) in the case of widow's and widower's insur—

19

benefits for the month in which such individual

20

ance

21

attains age 65, by multiplying such amount by the ratio

22

of (i) the number of months im the adjusted reduction

23

period multiplied by 19/40 of 1 percent, plus the number

24

of months in the adjusted additional reduction period

25

multiplied by 43/240 of 1 percent to (ii) the number
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of months in the reduot ion period beginning with age

2

62 multiplied by 19/40 of 1 percent, plus the number

3

of

4

age 62 multiplied by 19/40 of 1 percent, plus the number

5

of month$ in the adjusted additional reduction period

6

multiplied by 43/240 of 1 percent,

montha in the adjusted reduction period prior to

7

Buch decrease being made in accordance wit/i the provision3

8

of paragraph (8).

"(11) When an individual is entitled to more than one

9

10

monthly benefit under this title and

11

benefits

12

graph of this subsection shall apply separately to each such

13

benefit

14

of subsection (k) (pertaining to the method by which monthly

15

benefits

16

one

one or more of such

are reduced under this subsection, the preceding para-

reduced under this subsection before the application

are offset when an individual is entitled to more than

kind of benefit) and the application of this paragraph

operate in conjunction with paragraph (3).".

17 shall

(c) (1) Section 202(q) (7) (0) of the Social Security

18
19 Act

iB

amended by striking oust "because" and all that follows

inserting in lieu thereof "because of the occurrence

20

and

21

of an event that terminated her or his entitlement to such

22 benefits,".

23

24 by
25

(2) Section 202(q) (3) (H) of such Act is amended
inserting "for 'that month or" after "first entitled".
(d) The amendments made by this section shall be effec-

o3
1

tive with respect to monthly benefits payable for months after

2

December 1977.

3

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS WITH RESPECT TO SOCIAL

4

SECURITY BENEFITS

129. (a) Title II of 'the Social Security Act is

SEc.

5
6

amended by adding at the end thereof 'the following new

7

section:

8

"INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

9

"Purpose •of Agreement

10

"SEC.

233. (a) The President is authorized (subject to

succeeding provisions of this section) to enter into agree-

11

the

12

merits

13

security system established by this title 'and the social security

14

system

15

'

establishing totalization arrangements between the social

of any foreign country, for the purposes of establishing

en'titlement to and the amount of old-age, survivors, disability,

16

or derivative benefits based on a combination of an individ-

17

nal's periods of coverage under the social security system

18

established

19

foreqn country.
"Definition,!

20
21

22

by this title and (lie social security system of such

"(b) For the purposes of this section—

"(1) the term 'social security system' means, with
to a foreign country, a social insurance or pen-

23

respect

24

sion system which is of general application in the country

25

and vnder which periodic benefit., or the actuarial eqniv-
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2

thereof, are paid on account of old age, death, or

alent

1 disability; and

3

"(2) the .term 'period of coverage' means a period

4

of payment of contributions or a period of earnings

5

based

6

income, or any similar period recognized as equivalent

7

thereto under this title or under the social security system

8

of a country which is a party to an agreement entered

9

into under this section.

on wages for employment or on self-employmeiit

10

"Crediting Periods of Coverage; Conditions of Payment

11

of Benefit$

12

13

"(c) (1) Any agreement establishing a totalization
arrangement pursuant to this section shall provide—

"(A) that in the case of an individual who has at

14

6 quarters of coverage as defined in section 213 of

15

least

16

this Act and periods of coverage under the social security

17

system

18

agreement,

19

such

2Q

be

21

otherwise

22

entitlement to and the amount of old-age, survivors, and

23

disability insurance benefits under this title;

of a foreign country which is a party to such
periods of coverage of such individual under

social security system of such foreign country may

combined with periods of coverage under this title and

considered for the purposes of establishing

24

"(B) (i) that employment or self-employment, or any

25

service which is recognized as equivalent to employment
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or self-employment under this title or the social security

2

system

3

agreement,

4

agreement, result in a period of coverage under the system

5

established

6

under the laws of such foreign country, but not under

7

both,

8

under which system employment, self-employment, or

9

other

of a foreign country which is a party to such
shall, on or after the effective date of such

under this title or under the system established

and (ii) the methods and conditions for determining

service shall result in a period of coverage; and

10

"(C) that where an individual's periods of coverage

11

are combined, the benefit amount payable under this title

12

shall

13

periods of coverage which was completed under this title.

14

"(2) Any such agreement may provide that—

be based on the proportion of such individual's

15

"(A) an individual who is entitled to cash benefits

16

under this title shall, notwithstanding the provisions of

17

section

18

foreign country which £s a party to such agreement; and

19

"(B) the benefit paid by the United States to an

20

individual who legally resides in the United States shall

21

be

22

benefit

paid by such foreign country, will be equal to the

23

benefit

amount which would be payable to an entitled

24

individual based on the first figure in (or deemed to

25

be

202(t), receive such benefits while he resides in a

increased to am amount which, when added to the

in) column IV of (lie (able in section 215(a) in the

206

of an individual becoming eligible for such benefit

1

case

2

before

3

ance

4

(i) (I) or (II) in the case of an individual becoming

5

eligible for such benefit on or after that date.

6

"(3) Section 226 shall not apply in the case of any

7

individual to whom it would not be applicable but for this

8

section

Jamuary 1, 1979, or based on a primary insur-

amount determined under section 215(a) (1) (C)

or any agreement or regulation under this section.

9

"(4) Any such agreement may contain other provisions,

10

which are not inconsistent with the other provisions of this

11

title and which the President deems appropriate to carry out

12

the

purposes of this section.

13

"Regulations

"(d) The Secretary of health, Education, and Welfare

14

make rules and regulations and establish procedures

15

shall

16

which are reasonable and necessary to implement and admin-

17

ister any agreement which has been entered into in accordance

18

with thi3 section.

19

"Reports to Congress; Effective Date of Agreements

20

"(e) (1) Any agreement to establish a totalization ar-

21

ran gement entered into pursuant to this section shall be trans-

22

mitted by the President to the Congress together with a report

23 on the estimated number of individuals who will be affected by
24 the agreement and the effect of the agreement on the estimated
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income and expenditures of the programs established by thins

2

Act.

"(2) Such an agreement shall become effective on any

3

4

date, provided in the agreement, which occurs after

5

expiration of the period, following the date on, which the

6

agreement is transmitted in accordance with paragraph (1),

7

during which each House of the Congress has been in session

8

on

9

become effective if, during such period, either House of the

the

eaeh of 90 days; except that such agreement shall not

10

Congress

11

ment.".

adopts a resolution of disapproval of the agree-

12

(b) (1) Section 1401 of the Internal Revenue Code of

13

1954 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following

14

new subsection:

15

"(c) RELIEF FROM TAXES IN CASES COVERED BY

16

CERTAIN INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS.—Durnflg any

17

period in which there is in effect an agreement entered into

18

pursuant to section 233 of the Social Security Act with any

19

foreign country, the self-employment income of an individ-

20

ual shall be exempt from the taxes imposed by this section to

21

the

22

such

23

under the social security system of such foreign country.".

24

(2) Sections 3101 and 3111 of such Code are each

extent that such self-employment income i3 subject under

agreement to taxes or contributions for similar purposes
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1

amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sub-

2

section:

3

"(c) RELIEF FROM TAXES IN CASES COVERED BY

4 CERTAIN INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS.—DUring any
5

period in which there is in effect an agreement entered into

6

pursuant to section 233 of the Social Security Act with any

7

foreign country, wages received by or paid to an individual

8

shall be exempt from the taxes imposed by thiB section to the

9

extent that such wages are subject. under such agreement to

10

taxes or contributions for similar purposes under the social

11

security system of such foreign country.".

12

(3) Secthn 6051(a) of such Code is amended by add-

13

infJ at the end thereof the following new sentence: "The

14 amounts required to be shown by paragraph (5) shall not
15

include wages which are exempted pursuant to sections 3101

16

(c) and 3111'(c) from the taxes imposed by sections 3101

17

and 3111.".

18

(4) Notwithtanding any other provision of law, taxes

19

paid by any individual to any foreign country with respect

20

to any period of employment or self-employment which is

21

covered under the social security system of such foreign coun-

22

try in accordance with the terms of an agreement entered

23

into pursuant to section 233 of the Social Security Act shall

24

not, under the income tax laws of the United States, be
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deductible

2

such

by, or creditable against the income tax of, any

individual.

3

COVERAGE OF NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS WHICH

4

FAILED TO FILE WAIVER CERTIFICATES

5

130. (a) (1) Section 3121 (k) (5) of the Internal

SEC.

Code of 1954 (relating to constructive filing of

6

Revenue

7

certificate

8

certificate is not filed) is amended—

where refund or credit has been made and new

(A) by striking out "prior to the expiration of 180

9

after the date of the enactment of this paragraph,"

10

days

11

in subparagraph B and inserting in iiea thereof "prior

12

to

January 1, 1978,"; and
(B) by striking out "the 181st day after the date

13

the enactment of this paragraph," and "such 181st

14

of

15

day" in the matter following subparagraph (B) and

16

inserting

17

1978,".

18

(2) Section 3121 (k) (7) of such Code (relating

to

of both employee and employer taxes for retro-

19

payment

20

active

21

is amended—

period by organization in cases of constructive filing)

(A) by striking out "prior to the expiration of 180

22

23

in lieu thereof in each instance "January 1,

days

after the date of the enactment of thi.s paragraph"
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and inserting in lieu thereof "prior to January 1,

2

1978,";

3

(B) by striking out "the 181st day after such

4

date," and inserting in lieu thereof "January 1, 1978,";

5

and

6

(C) by striking out "prior to the first clay of the
quarter in which such 181st day occurs" and

7

calendar

8

inserting in lieu thereof "prior to that date".

9

(3) Section 3121 (k) (8) of such Code (relating

to

10

extended period for payment of taxes for retroactive cover-

ii

age) is amended—

12

(A) by striking out "by the eni of the 180-day

13

period following the date of the enaotment of this para-

14

graph" and inserting in lieu thereof "prior to January 1,

15

1978,";

16

(B). by striking out "within that period" and in-

17

serting in lieu thereof "prior to January 1, 1978"; and

18

(C) by striking out "on the 181st day following

19

that date" and inserting in lieu thereof "on that date".

20

(b) (1) Section 3121 (k) (4) of the Internal Revenue

21

Code of 1954 (relating to constructive filing of certificate

22 where no refund or credit of taxes has been made)

is

23 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
24 subparagraph:
25

"(C) In the case of any organization which is
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under this paragraph to have filed a valid

1

deemed

2

waiver certificate under paragraph (1), if—

"(i) the period with respect to which the

3

imposed by sections 3101 and 3111 were

4

taxes

5

paid by such organization (as described in sub-

6

paragraph (A) (ii)) terminated prior to Octo-

7

ber 1,

"(ii) the taxes imposed by sections 3101

8
9

1976, or

and

3111 were not paid during the period re-

10

ferred to in clause (i) (whether such period has

11

terminated or not) with respect to remuneration

12

paid by such organization to individuals who

13

became

14

dar quarter in which such period began,

15

taxes

its employees after the. close of the calcn-

under sections 3101 and 3111—

"(iii)

16

in the case of an organization which

the requirements of this subparagraph by

17

meets

18

reason

19

tion

20

nation of the period referred to in clause (i) and

21

prior to July 1, 1977; or

of clause (i), with respect to rernunera-

paid by such organization after the lermi-

"(iv) in the case of an organization which

22

the requirements of this subparagraph by

23

meets

24

reason

25

tion

of clause (ii), with respect to remunera-

paid prior to July 1, 1977, to individuals
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became its employees after the close of the

1

who

2

calendar

3

to

quarter in which the period referred

in clause (i) began,

4

which remain unpaid on the date of the enactment

5

of

6

October 19, 1976, but prior to the date of the enact-

7

ment

of this subparagraph, shall not be due or pay-

8

able

(or, if paid, shall be refunded); aend the certifi-

9

cate

which such organization is deemed under this

this subparagraph, or which were paid after

10

paragraph to have filed shall not apply to any serv-

11

ice

12

taxes

13

remajin

14

subparagraph, or were paid after October 19, 1976,

15

but

16

paragraph) are not due and payable (or are re-

17

funded) by reason of the preceding provisions of this

18

subparagraph.

19

purposes

20

period during which reports of wages subject to the

21

taxes

22

by any organization may be conclusively treated as

23

the

24

during which the taxes imposed by such sections were

25

paid by such organization.".

with respect to the remuneration for which the

imposed by sections 3101 and 3111 (which
unpaid on the date of the enactment of this

prior to the date of the enactment of this sub-

In applying this subparagraph for

of title II of the Social Security Act, the

imposed by section 3101 and 3111 were made

period (described in subparagraph (a) (ii))
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(2) Section 3121 (k) (4) (A) of such Code is amended

1

inserting "(subject to subparagraph (C))" after "effec-

2

by

3

tive" in the matter following clause (ii).

4

(3) Section 3121 (k) (6) of such Code (relating

5

application of certain provisions 'to •cases of constructive

6

filing) is amended by 'inserting "(except as provided in para-

7

graph (4) (C))" after "services involved" in the matter

8

preceding

to

subparagraph (A).

9

(4) Section 3121 (k) (4) is amended by striking out the

10

word "date" in subpara graph (B) (ii) and inserting in lieu

11

thereof

12

the words "first day of the calendar quarter".

(c) In any case where—

13

(1) an individual performed service, as an employee

14

of an organization which is deemed under section 3121

15

(k) (4) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to have

16

filed a waiver certificate

17

such

18

period described in subparagraph (A) (ii) of such see-

19

tion

under section 3121 (k) (1) of

Code, on or after the first day of the applicable

3121 (k) (4) find before July 1, 1977; and
(2) the service so performed does not constitute

20

(.as defined in section 210(a) of the Social

21

employment

22

Security Act and section 3121 (b) of such Code) because

23

the

24

to

25

tion 3121 (k) (4) (C) of such Code, but would con.iitute

waiver certificate which the organization is deemed
have filed is made inapplicable to such service by sec-

2.14
1.

employment (as so defined) in the absence of such section

2

3121 (k)

(4) (C),

remuneration paid for such service shall, upon the request

3

the

4

of such individual (filed on or before April 15, 1980, in such

5

manner

6

scribed by regulations made under title II of the ,Social Secu-

7

rity Act) accompanied by full paymemt of all of the taxes

8

which

would have been paid under section 3101 of such

9

Code

with respect to such remuneration but for such section

and form, and with such official, as may be pre-

10

3121 (k) (4) (C) (or by sati.s factory evidence that appropri-

11

ate

12

taxes

in installments as provided in section 3121 (k) (8) of

13

such

Code), be deemed to constitute

14

employment

15

paid by an organization to an individual is deemed under

16

the

17

employment,

18

standing any other provision of such Code) for payment of

19

the

20

section

21

in the absence of such section 3121 (k) (4) (C).

arrangements have been made for the payment of such

remuneration for

as so defined. In any case where remuneration

preceding sentence

to

constitute

remuneration

for

such organization shall be liable (notwith-

taxes which it would have been required o pay under
3111 of such Code with respect 'to such remuneration

22

(d) Sectün 3121(k) (8) of the Interijal Revenue Code

23

of 1954 (relating to extended period for payment of taxes for

24

retroactive coverage), as amended by subsection (a) (3) of

25

this Act, is amended to read as follows:
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"(8)

1

EXTENDED PERIOD FOR PAYMENT OF TAXES

RETROACTIVE COVERAGE.—Notwithstanding any

2

FOR

3

other

provision of this title, in any case where—

4

"(A) an organization is deemed under para-

5

graph (4) to have filed a valid waiver certificate

6

under

7

described in paragraph (4) (A) (ii) has terminated

8

and part or all of the taxes imposed by section8 3101

9

and 3111 with respect to remuneration paid by such

10

organization to its employees after the close of such

11

period remains payable notwithstanding paragraph

12

(4)(C),or

paragraph (1), but the applicable period

13

"(B) an organization described in paragraph

14

(5) (A) files a valid waiver certificate under para-

15

graph (1) by December 31, 1977, as described in

16

paragraph (5) (B), or (not having filed such a cer-

17

tificate

18

(5) to have filed such a certifiiate on January 1,

19

1978,or

20

by that date) is deemed under paragraph

"(0)

an individual files a request under section

21

3 of Public Law 94—563, or under section 3 of the

22

Act which added paragraph (4) (0) of this sub-

23

section,

24

remuneration for employement (as defined in section

to

have service

treated as constituting
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3121 (b)

and in section 210 (a)

2

Security Act),

of the Social

taxes due under sections 3101 and 3111 with respect

3

the

4

to services constituting employment by reason of such

5

certificate

6

calendar quarter in which the date of such filing or con-

7

structive filing occurs, or with respect to service consti-

8

tuting employment by reason of such request, may be

9

paid in installments over an appropriate period of time,

for any period prior to the first day of the

10

as

11

tary, rather than in a lump sum.".

12

(e) The first sentence of section 3 of Public Law 94—563

13

determined under regulations prescribed by the Secre-

(in the matter following paragraph (3)) is amended—
(1) by inserting "on or before April 15, 1980,"

14
15

after.

"filed", and

16

(2) by inserting "or by satisfactory evidence that

17

appropriate arrangements have been made for the repay-

18

ment

19

tion 3121 (k) (8)

20

or credited".

21

(f) Section 3121 (k) (4) (A) (i) of the Internal Revenue

of such taxes in installments as provided in sec-

of such Code" after "so refunded

of 1954 (relating to constructive filing of certificate

22

Code

23

where no refund or credit of taxes has been made) is amended

24

by

striking owt "or any. subsequent date" and inserting in lieu
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1

thereof "(or, if later, as of the earliest date on which it satis—

2

fies clause (ii) of this subparagraph.)".

3

(g) The amendments made by subsections (a), (b),

4

(d), (e), and (f) shall be effective as though they had been

5

included as a part of the amendments made to section 3121

6

(k) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 by the first section

7

of Public Law 94—563 (or, in the case of the amendments

8

made by subsection (e), as a part of section 3 of such Public

9

Law).

10

(h) Section 3121 (k) (4) (B) of the Internal Revenue

ii

Code of 1954 (relating to the period of not less than three

12

calendar quarters during which taxes imposed by sections

13

3101 and 3111 were paid) is amended by deleting the period

14

at Ihe end thereof and inserting in lieu thereof: ", or if

is

"(iii) the organization prior to the end of

16

the period referred to in clause (ii) of such sub-

17

paragraph, had applied for a ruling or deter-

18

mination letter acknowledging it to he exempt

19

from income tax under section 501 (c) (3), and

20

it subsequently received such ruling or determi-

21

nation letter and did not pay any taxes under

22

sections 3101 and 3111 with respect to any em-

23

plo yee with respect to any quarter ending after

24

the twelfth month following the date of mailing

25

of such ruling or determination letter and did
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1

not

pay any such taxes with respect to any quar-

2

ter

beginning after the later of 71). Decem-

3

ber

31, 1975, or (II) the date on which such

4

ruling or determination letter was issued.".
DISABILITY BENEFITS FOR BLIND PERSONS

5
6

131. (a) Section 214(a) of the Social Security

SEC.

7

Act is amended by adding ¶'or" after the semicolon at the

8

end

9

the following new parag'raph:

of paragraph (3), and by inserting after paragraph (3)

"(4) in the case of an individual who has died and

10

was entitled to a benefit under section 223 for Ihe

11

who

12

month before the month in which he died, 6 quarters of

13

coverage;".

14

(b) (1) Section 215(b) (1) of such Act is amended by

15

striking out "shall be the quotient" and inserting in lieu

16

thereof

17

quotient".

18
19

"shall (except as provided in paragraph (5)) be the

(2) Section 21(b) of such Act is further amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

"(5) In the case of an individual who is blind•

20
21

(within the meaning of 'blindness' as defined ii section

22

216(iHl)), such individual's average monthly wage

23

shall be the quotient obtained by dividing (A) the total

24

of his wages paid in, and self-employment income cred-

25

ited

to, all of the calendar quarters which are quarters

2:19
1

of coverage (as defined in section 213) and which fall

2.

within

3

specified

4

(C),. by (B) the nuinber of months in such quarters;

5

except

6

(without regard to section 214 (a) (4)) shall have his

7

average monthly wage computed under this subsection

8

without regard to this paragraph if such computation

9

results

the period after 1950 and prior to the year
in clause (i) or clause (ii) of paragraph (2)

that any such individual who is fully insured

in a larger prinvary insurance amount."

10

(3). The amendments made by this subsection shall apply

11

with respect to monthly benefits ançl lump—sum death benefits.

12

payable

13

after September 1977.

vnder title II of the Social Security Act for months

(c) (1) Section 2Th(b) (1) of such Act, (as amended

14

section 104 (b) . of this Act) is further amended by striking

15

'by

16.

out

17

"is equal to (except as provided in paragraph (5)) the

"is equal to the quotient". and inserting in lieu thereof

18, quotient".
19

(2) Section 215(b) of such Act (as amended by section

20

104(b) of this Act) is further amended by adding at the end

21

thereof the following new paragraph:

22.

"(5) In the case of. an individual who is blind

23

(within the meaning of 'blindness' as defined in section

24
25

.

216(i) (1)), swch individual's average indexe4 monthly
earnings

is equal to the quotient obtained by dividing
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1

(A) the total (after adjustment under paragraph (3))

2

of

3

credited to, all

4

quarters of coverage (as defined in section 213) and

5

which

6

the year specified in subclause (I) or subclause (II) of

7

paragraph (2) (B) (ii), by (B) the number of months

8

in such quarters; except that any such individual who is

9

fully insured (without regard to section 214(a) (4))

10

shall have his average indexed monthly earnings corn-

11

puted under this subsection without regard to this para-

12

graph if such computation results in a larger primary

13

insurance ainou nt.".

14

(3) The amendments made by this subsection shall

his wages paid in, and self-employment income

of the calendar quarters which are

fall within the period after 1950 and prior to

with respect to monthly benefits and lump-sum death

15

•apply

16

benefits

17

for months after December 1978.
(d) Section 216(i) (3) of such Act is amended to read

18
19

20

unde title II of the Social Security Act payable

as

follows:

"(3) The requirements ref erred to in clauses (i)
of paragraph (2) (C) are satisfied by an

21

and (ii)

22

individual with respect to any quarter only if—

23

"(A) he would have been a fully insured mdi-

24

vidual (as defined in àection 214) had he attained

25

age

62 and filed application for benefits under

221

202(a) on the first day of such quarter, and

section

1

2

(i) he had not less than 20 quarters of coverage

3

during the 40-quarter period which ends with such

4

quarter, or (ii) if such quarter ends before he

5

attains

6

one-half (and not less than 6)

7

during the period eiuhng with such quarter an(l

8

beginning after lie

9

quarters of coverage, or (if the number of qnarters

10

in such period is less than 12) not less than 6 of

11

the

12

such

(or would attain) age 31, not less than
of the quarters

attained the age of 21 were

quarters in the 12-quarter period ending with
quarter were quarters of coverage; or

"(B) he is blind (within the meaning of 'blind-

13

as defined in paragraph (1) of this subsec-

14

ness'

15

tion) and has not less than 6 quarters of coverage

16

in the period which ends with such quarter.

17

For purposes of clauses (i) and (ii) 'of subparagraph

18

(A) of this paragraph, when the number of quarters in

19

any

20

reduced

21

part

22

included

23

quarter was a quarter of coverage."

24

(e) The first sentence of section 222(b) (1) of such

25 Act

is amended by inserting "(other than such an individual

period is an odd number, such number shall be
by one, and a quarter shall not be counted as

of any period if any part of such quarter was
in a prior period of disability unless such

222

disability is blindness as defined in section 216(i)

1

whose

2

(1))" after "an individual entitled to disability insurance

3

benefits".

(f) Section 223 (a) (1) of such Act is amended—

4
5

(1) by striking out the comma at the end of sub-

6

paragraph (B) and inserting in lieu thereof "or is blind

7

(within the meaning of 'blindness' as defined in section

8

216(i) (1)),";
(2) by striking out "the month in which he attains

9

65" and inserting in lieu thereof "in the case of

10

age

11

any individual other than an individual whose disability

12

is blindness

13

month

18

in which he attains age 65"; and

(g) 'Section 223(c) (1) of such Act is amended to read

15

17

the

(3) by striking out the second sentence.

14

16

(as defined in section 216(i) (1)),

as

follows:

"(1) An individual shall be insured for 'disability
insurance benefits in any month if—

19

"(A) he would have been a fully insured in-

20

dividual (as defined in section 214) had he attained

21

age

62 and filed application, for benefits under sec-

22

tion

202(a) on the first day of such. month, and

23

(i) he had not less than 20 quarters of coverage

24

during the 40-quarter period which ends• with the

25

quarter in which such month occurred, or (ii) if

223

month ends before. the quarter in whiéh he

1

such

2

attains (or would attain) age 31, not less than one-

3

half (and not less than 6) of the quarters during the

4

period ending with the quarter in which such month

5

occurred an(l beginning after he attained the age of

6

21 were quarters of coverage, Or (if the number of
quarters in such period is less than 12) not less than

8

of the quarters in the 12-quarter period ending

6

with such quarter were quarters of coverage, or

"(B) he is blind (within the meaning of

10
11

ness'

12

less

13

ends

'blind-

as defined in section 216(i) (1)) and has not

than 6 quarters of coverage in the period which

with the quarter in which such month occurs.

14

For purposes of clauses (i) and (ii) of subparagraph

15

(A) of this paragraph, when the number of quarters in

16

any period is an odd number, such number shall be re-

17

duced

18

of

19

in a period of disability unless such quarter was a quar-

20

ter of coverage."

21

(h) Section 223(d) (1) (B) of such Act is amended to

22

by one, and a quarter shall not be counted as part

any period if any part of such quarter was included

read as follows:

23

"(B) blindness (as defined in section 216(i)(1))."

24

(i) The second sentence of section 223(d) (4) of such

25

Act is amended by inserting "(other than an individual whose
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1

dthability is blindness, as defined in section 216(i) (1))" im-

2

mediately after "individual".

3

•(j) In the case of an insured individual who is under

4

a disability as defined in section 223(d) (1) (B) of the Social

5

Security Act, who is entitled to monthly insurance benefits

6

under section 202(a) or 223 of such Act for a month after

7

September

8

disability insurance benefit or for a disability insurance bene-

9

fit (if he is entitled under such section 202(a)) after Sep-

1977, and who applies for a recomputation of his

10

tember

11

sion.s

12

tion of such benefit if such recomputation results in a higher

13

primary insurance amount.

14

1977, the Secretary shall, notwithstanding the provi-

of section 215(f) (1) of such Act, mike a recomputa-

(k) Except as otherwise provided in this section, the

15

amendments

16

to

17

under

18

September 1977.

monthly benefits and lump-sum death benefits payable

19

title II of the Social Security Act for months after

MONTHLY BENEFITS PAYABLE UNDER TITLE II

20
21

made by this section shall apply with respect

SEC.

132. (a) Section 224 of the Social Security Act

is repealed.

(b). The amendment made by this section shall be effec-

22

with respect to monthly benefits payable under title
of the Social Security Act for months beginning after the

23

tive

24

II

25

date of enactment of this Act.
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1

COVERAGE FOR POLiCEMEN AND FIREMEN iN MISSiSSiPPi

2

133. Section 218(p) (1)

SEC.

of the Social Secu-

3

rity Act is amended by inserting "Mississippi," after

4

"Maryland,".

S

COVERAGE

UNDER DiVIDED RETiREMENT SYSTEM FOR
PUBLiC EMPLOYEES iN NEW JERSEY

6

SEc. 134. Section 218(d) (6) (C) of the Social Security
8

Act is amenclcd by inserting "New Jersey," after "Nevada,".
COST-OF-LIVING INCREASES

10

135. (a) Effective with respect to monthly benefits

SEC.

lump-sum death payments payable for months after

11

and

12

November

13

amended by—

1977, section 215(i) of the Social Security Act is

(1) striking out paragraph (1) and inserting in

14
15

lieu thereof the following:

16
17

"(i) (1) For purposes of this subsection—
"(A) the term 'base period' means (i)

18

month

19

of August in 1977 or in any succeeding year,

20

month

21

or (iv) any other month which is the effective month of

22

a

23

the three-

period ending on March 31, 1977, (ii) the month

(iii) the

of February in 1978 or in any succeeding year,

general benefit increase under this title;

"(B) the term 'cost-of-living computation period'
(i) a base period, as defined in subparagraph

24

means

25

(A) (other than clauses (i) and (iv) thereof) which
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after July 1977 in which the Consumer Price

occurs

Index prepared by the Department of Labor exceeds,

2
•

by not less than 4 per centum, such index in the later of

4

(1) the last prior cost-of-living computation period which

5

was

6

der the law in effect in November 1977, or after Novem-

7

ber 1977) or (II) the most recent month which was the

8

effective

9

title,

established under this subparagraph (whether un-

month of a general benefit increase under this

or (ii) a base period, as so defined, which occurs

10

after July 1977, in which such Consumer Price Index

11

exceeds,

12

later

of (I) or (II), and in which more than 5 months

13

have

elapsed since such later period or month and up

14

to

15

except

16

period in any calendar year if in the year prior to such

17

year a law has been enacted providing a general benefit

18

increase

19

general benefit increase becomes effective; and

by not less than 3 per centum, such index in the

but not including the base period being considered,

that there shall be no cost-of-living computation

under this title or if in such prior year such a

20

"(C) the Consumer Price Index for a base period

21

of 3 months or a cost-of-living computation period of 3

22

months shall be the. arithmetical

23

the

24
25

mean of such index for

3 months in such period.";

(2) striking out so much of paragraph (2) as precedes

the word "increase" and inserting in lieu thereof:

227

"(2) (A)(i) The Secretary shall

1

determine

2

each

year beginning with 1977 (subject 'to the limita-

3

tion

in paragraph (1) (B)) whether a base period

4

(as defined in paragraph (1) (A) (ii) or (iii)) in

5

such

year is a cost-of-living computation period.

"(ii)

6

If the Secretary determines that a base pe-

7

nod in any year is a cost-of-living computation

8

period, he shall, effective with the month of June of

9

such year, where such period is the month of Febru-

10

ary of such year, and effective with the month of

11

December

12

month

13

paragraph

14

(3) striking out "quarter" each place it appears

15

after the word "increase" in the penultimate sentence of

16

subparagraph (2) (A) (ii) and inserting in lieu thereof,

17

"period";

of such year, where such period is the

of August of such year, as provided in sub-

(B),";

(4) striking out "calendar period" in such penulti-

18

sentence (as previously amended) and inserting in

19

mate

20

lieu thereof "month";

21

22.
23

(5) strking out "(1) (A)(ii)" in such penultimate
sentence

and inserting in lieu thereof "(1) (A) (iv)";

(6) striking out "months after May" and all that

in subparagraph (2) (B) 'and inserting in lieu

24

follows

25

thereof: "months (I) aft.er May of the calendar year in

22 8
1

which occurred such cost-of-living computation period in

2

the

3

tion period of the month of February of such year, or

4

(II)

after November of that year in the case of an in-

5

crease

based on a cost-of-living computation period of the

6

month

of August of such year, and in the case of lump-

7

sum death payments with respect to deaths occurring

8

cifter such May or November,";

case of an increase based on a cost-of-living computa-

(7) striking out "quarter" each place it appears in
10

subparagraph

11

and inserting in lieu thereof "period"; and

12

7B), (C), and (D) of subsection (2)

(8) striking out "(i) (A) (ii)" iii subparagraph (2)

13

(C) and inserting in lieu thereof "(i) (A) (iv)".

14

(b) Effective with determinations after 1977, section

15

230 of the Social Security Act is amended by striking out

16

subsection

(a) and inserting in lieu thereof:

17

"(a) If the Secretary institutes pursuant to section 215

18

(i) one or more benefit increases which become effective in

19

any

20

than November 1 of such year determine and publish in the

21

Federal Register the contribution and benefit base determined

22

under subsection (b) which shall be effective with respect to

23

remuneration paid after such year and taxable years begin-

24

ning after such year.".

calendar year, he shall after October 1 and not later
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1

2

(c) Effective with determinations after 1977, section 203

(f) (8) (A) of such Act is amended to read as follows:

3

"(A) If the Secretary institutes pursuant to 5cc-

4

tion 215(i) one or more benefit increases which become

5

effect iL'e in any calendar year, lie shall after October 1

6

and not later than November 1 of such year determine

7

and publWi in the Federal Register a new exempt

8

amount which shall be effective (unless such new exempt

9

amount is prevented from becoming effective by sub para-

10

graph (C) of this paragraph) with respect to any in-

11

dividual's taxable year which ends after such calendar

12

year.".

13

(d) Section 1618(b) of such Act is amended to read as

14

follows:

15

"(b) The Secretary s/tall not find that a State has failed

16

to meet the requirements imposed by paragraph (4) of sub-

17

section (a) with respect to the levels of its supplementary

18

payments for a particular month or months if the State's

19

expenditures for such payments in the twelve-month period

20

(within which such ?nonth or months fall)—

21

"(1) beginning on the effective date of any increase

22.

in the level of supplemental security income benefits pur-

23

suant to section 1617 and ending before July 1, 1978,

2.30
1

are

2

the

not less than its expenditures for such payments in
preceding twelve-month period, or

"(2) beginning on July 1, 1978, and July 1 of

3

4

each

year thereafter are not less than its expenditures for

5

such

payments in the twelve-month period beginning

6

July 1, 1977, and ending June 30, 1978, or, if the first

7

such

payments are made by a State after July 1977, not

8.

less

than its expenditures for such payments in the first

9

full twelve-month period beginning July. 1 in which such

10

payments are made.".

11

(e) Effective with respect to monthly benefits and lump-

death payments payable for months after December

12

sum

13

1978, section 215(i) of the Social Security Act, as amended

14

by

15

104 of this Act, is further amended by—

16

subsections (a) through (d) of this section and by section

(1) striking out so much of paragraph (2)
as pre-

"subparagraph (A) (i) (I)" thereof and inseiting

17

cedes

18.

in lieu thereof:

19

"(2) (A) (i) The Secretary shall determine each

20

year beginning with 1978 (subject to the limitation

21

iii paragraph (1) (B)) whether a base period (as

22

defined

23

year is a cost-of-living computation period.

24

in paragraph (1) (A) (ii) or (iii)) in such

"(ii) if the Secretary determines that a base
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1

period in any year is a cost-of-living computation

2

period, he shall, effective with the month of

3

such

4

ary of such year, and effective with the month of De-

5

cember

6

of

7

graph (B), increase—";

8

(2) striking out "quarter" each place i appears in

9

the

10

and

year, where such period is the month of Febru-

of such year, where such period is the month

August of such year, as provided in sub para-

penultimate sentence of subparagraph (2) (A) (ii)

inserting in lieu thereof, "period";
(3)

11

12

June f

striking out "(1) (A) (ii)" in such penulti-

sentence and inserting in lieu thereof "(1) (A)

mate

13

(4) striking out "months after May" and all that

14

in subparagraph (2) (A) (iii) and inserting in

15

follows

16

lieu

thereof: "months (I) after May of that year in the

17

case

of an inérease based on a cost-of-living compittation

18

period of the month of February of such year, or (II)

19

after November of 'that year in the case of an increase

20

based

on a cost-of-living computation period of the

21

month

of August of such year, and in the case of lump-

22

sum

23

after such May or November.".

death payments with respect to deaths occurring
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1

TITLE Il—MISCELLANEOUS

2

STUDIES AND REPORTS

3

SEC.

201. (a) The Secretary of Labor, in con$ultation

4

with the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, shall

5

immediately study the need to develop a special Con.sumer

6

Price Index for the elderly. Not later than 6 months after

7

the date of enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Labor and

8

the

9

$ublnit to the Congress a report of his findings and recom-

Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall each

10

mendations

11

gether

12

index would have on the cost3 of the programs established

13

under the Social Security Act.

14

wit/i respect to the need for such an index, to-

with an estimate of the financial impact that such an

(b) (1) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Wet-

15

fare,,

16

nation in the Department of Justice, shall make a detailed

17

8tudy, within the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-

18 fare

in conultatian with the Task Force on Sex Discrirni-

and the Social Security Administration, of proposals

to

19

eliminate dependency as a factor in the determination of en-

20

titlement to spow9e'8 benefits under the program established

21

under

22

to

title II of the Social Security Act, and of proposals

bring about equal treatment for men and women in any

23 and

all respect3 under such program, taking into account

24 the

practical effects (particularly the effect upon women's

25 entitlement

to such benefits) of factors such a—

233

(A) changes in the nature and extent of wOmen'3

1

participation in the labor force,

2

3

(B) the increasing divorce rate, and

4

(C) the economic value of women's work in the
home.

5
6

The study shall include appropriate cost analyses.

(2) The Secretary shall submit .to the Congress within

7

months after the date of enactment of this Act, a full

8

six

9

report on the study carried out under paragraph (1).

10

APPOINTMENT OF HEARING EXAMINERS

11

Sic. 202. The persons who were appointed to serve as

12

hearing examiners under section 1631(d) (2) of the Social

13

Security Act (as in effect prior to January 2, 1976), and

14

who

15

appointed

16

(with such appointments terminating no later than at the

17

close

18

deemed

19

examiners

20

title

21

tenure

22

hearing examiners appointed directly under 8uch 8ectiOn

23

3105, and shall receive compen8ation at the same. rate as

24

hearing

25

Education, and Welfare directly under 8uch section 3105.

by section 3 of Public Law 94—202 were deemed to be

under seotiin 3105 of title 5, United States Code

of the period ending December 31, 1978), shall be
appointed to career-absolute position3 as hearing

under and in accordance with section 3105 of

5, United States Code, with the same authority and
(without regard to the expiration of such period) a

examiners appointed by the Secretary of Health,

S4
1

All of the provi.sions of title 5, United States Code, and the

2

regulations promulgated pur8uant thereto, which are applica-

3

ble

to hearing examiner8 appointed under such section 3105,

4 3hall apply to. the persons described in the preceding 8entence.
5

REPORT

6

OF ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SOCIAL SECURITY

SEc. 2O3 Notwithstanding the provisions of section

7 706(d) of the Social Security Act,

the report of the

8

Advisory Council on Social Security which is due not later

9

than January 1, 1979, may be filed at any date prior to

10

October

11

1, 1979.
VETERANS' PENSION AND COMPENSATION

12

SEC.

204. (a) Subsection (g) of section 415 of title 38,

13

United States Code, is amended by adding at the end thereof

14

the

following new paragraph:

15

"(4) In determining the annual income of any individ-

16

ual who is entitled to monthly benefits under the ins?trance

17

program established under title II of the Social Security

18

Act, the. Administrator, before applying paragraph (1)

19

of thi$ subsection, shall disregard any part of such benefits

20

which results from (and would not be payable but for) any

21

cost-of-living increase in such bene fits occurrnig pursuant to

22

8ection

23

September

24

ual becomes eligible for dependency and indemnity compen8a-

25

'tion under thi8 section.".

(0)

215(i) of the Social Security Act which occurs after
1, 1978, and after the date on which such individ-
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I

(b) Section 503 of title 38, United States Code, is

2

amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

3

subsection:

4

"(d) In determining the annual income of any individ-

5

ual who is entitled to monthly benefits under the insurance

6

program establis4ed under title II of the Social Security

7

Act, the Administrator, before applying subsection (a) (6)

8

of this section, shall disregard any part of such benefits which

9

results from (and would not be payable but for) any cost-of-

10

living increase in such benefits occurring pursuant to sec-

11

tion 215(i) of the Social Security Act which occurs after

12

September 1, 1978, •and after the date on which such in-

13

dividual becomes eligible for pension under this chapter.".

14

(c) In determining the annual income of any person for

15

purposes of determining the continued eligibility of that per-

16

son for, and the amount of, pension payable under the first

17

sentence of sectkn 9(b) of the Veterans' Pension Act of

18

1959, the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs shall disregard,

19

if that person is entitled to monthly benefits under the imsur-

20

ance program established under title II of the Social Security

21

Act, any part of such benefits which results from (and wowld

22

no.t be payable but for) any cost-of-living increase in such

23

benefits occurring pursuant to section 215(i) of •the Social

24

Security Act which occurs after September 1, 1978.

25

(d) The amendments made by. this section shall apply
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1

with respect to annual income determinations made pur-

2. suant to sections 415(g) and 503 (as in effect on and after
3

June 30, 1960) of title 38, United States Code, and pur-

4

suant to seotion 9(b) of the Veterans' Pension Act of

5

1959, for calendar years beginning after September 1, 1978.

6 TITLE Ill—PROVISIONS RELATING TO CER7

TAIN STATE WELFARE AND SERVICE

8

PROGRAMS RECEIVING FEDERAL FINAN-

9

CIAL ASSISTANCE

10

FISCAL R.LIEF FOR STATES AND POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS

11

THEREOF

12

PROGRAMS

13

SEC.

14

WITH RESPECT TO COSTS OF WELFARE

301. Section 403 of the Social Security Act is

amended—

(1) in subsection (a), by adding at the end thereof

15

16

the

17

"In the case of calendar quarters beginning after Sept em-

following new paragraph:

30, 1977, and prior to April 1, .1978, the amount to be

18

ber

19

paid to each State (as determined under the preceding pro-

20

visions of this subsection or section 1118, as the case may be)

21

shall be. increased in accordance with the provisions of sub-

22

section

23

(i) of this section."; and
(2) by adding at the end thereof, the followinq new

24

subsection:

25

" (i) (1) in the case of any calendar quarter which
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after September 30, 1977, and prior to April 1,

1

begins

2

1978, the amount payable (as determined under subsection

3

('a) or section 1118, as the case ma.y be) to each State, which

4

has

a. State plan approved under this part, shall (subject to

5

the

succeeding paragraphs of this subsection) be increased

6

by

an amount equal to the sum of the following:

7

"(A) an amount which bears the same ratio to

8

93,500,0OO as the amount exp&ndéd as aid to families

9

with dependent children under the State plan of such
during the month of December 1976 bears to the

10

State

11

amount expended as aid to families with dependent chil-

12

dren

13

momth,

under the State plans of all States during such
and

14

"(B) (i) in the case of Puerto Rico, Guam, and the

15

Virgim Islands, an amount equal to the amouid deter-

16

mined

17

State, or

18

"(ii)

under subparagraph (A) with respect to such

in the case of any other Slate, an amount which

(lie same ratio 'to $93,0O,OO0, minus the amounts

19

bears

20

determined

21

the

amount allocated to suck State, under section 106 of

22

the

State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972 for

23

the

most recent entitlement period for which allooations

24

have

25

enactment

under clause (i) of this subparagraph, as:

been made under such section prior to the date of

of this subsection, bears to the total of the

238.

allocated to all States under such section 106

1

amounts

2

for such period.

3

"(2) As a condition of any State receiving an increase,

4

by reason of the application of the foregoing provisions of

5

this

6

pursuant to subsection (a) or under section 1118 (as the

7

case may be), such State must agree to pay to any political

8

subdivision

9

State's

subsection, in the amount determined for such State

thereof which participates in

the cost

of the

plan, approved under this part, during any calendar

10

quarter with respect to which such increase applies, so much

11

of suc4 increase as does not exceed 90 per centu7n of such

12

political subdivision's financial contribution to the State's

13

plan for such quarter.

"(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of this part,

14

amount payable to any State by reason of the preceding

15

the

16

provisions of this subsection for calendar quarters prior to

17

April 1, 1978, shall be made in a single installment, which

18

shall be payable as shortly after October 1, 1977, as is admin-

19

istratively feasible.".

20

INCENTIVE ADJUSTMENTS FOR QUALITY CONTROL IN FED-

21

ERAL FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION IN AID TO FAMILIES

22

WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN PROGRAMS

23

SEC.

302. (a) Section 403 of the Social. Security Act is

24 amended

by adding after subsection (i) (as added by section

25 301 of this Act) the following new subsection:
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1

2

"Incentive Adjustments in Federal Financial Participation

"(j) If

the dollar error rate of excess payments of aid

iy

State under u.s Slate plan, approved under

3

furnished

4

this part, with respect to any six-month period, as based on

5

samples

a

and evaluations thereof, is—

6

"(1) at least 4 per centum, the amount of the

7

Federal financial participation in the expenditures made

8

by

9

period shall be determined without regard to the provi-

10

the State in carrying out such plan during such

#ions of thi3 subsection; or

11

"(2J less than 4 per centum, the amount of the

12

Federal financial participation in the expenditures made

13

by

14

period shall be the amount determined without regard to

15

this

16

penditures

are less than they would have been if the

17

erroneous

excess payments of aid had bcen at a rate of

18

4 .per centum—

the State in carrying out such plan during such

subsection, plus, of the amount by which such ex-

"(A) 10 per centum of the 'Federal share of

19

amount, in case such rate is not less than 3.5

20

such

21

per centum,

"(B) 20 per centum of the Federal share of

22

amount, in case such rate is at least 3.0 per

23

such

24

centum but less than 3.5 per centum,

25

"(C) 30 per centum of the Federal share of

240
such

1

amount, in case such rate is at least 2.5 per

centurn but less than 3.0 per centurn,

2
3

"(D) 40 per centurn of the Federal share of

4

such amount, in case such rate is at least 2.0 per

5

cent urn but less than 2.5 per centurn,

6

"(E) 50 per centum of the Federal share of

7

such amount, in case such rate is less than 2.0 per

8

cent urn.".

(b) Payments rnay be rnade under the arnendrnents

9

10

made by subsection ('a)

11

men cing

only in the case of periods coin-

on or after January 1, 1978.
ACCESS TO WAGE INFORMATION

12
SEC.

13

303. (a) Part A of title IV of the Social Security

14

Act is. amended by inserting after section 410 the following

15

new section:
"ACCESS TO WAGE INFORMATION

16

"SEC.

17

411. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of

18

law, the Secretary shall rnake available to States and political

19

subdivisions thereof wage information contained in the rec-

20

ords

of 'the Social Security Administration which is neccs-

21

sary

(as deterrnined by the Secretary in regulations) for

22

purposes

of determining an individual's eligibility for aid or

23

services,

or the amount of such aid or servüe, under a State

24

plan for aid and services to needy farnilies with children,
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1

app roved under this part, and which is specifically requested

2

by such State or political subdivision for such purposes.

"(b) The Secretary shall establish such safeguards as

3

necessary (as determined by the Secretary under regula-

4

are

5

tions) to insure that information made available under the

6

provisions of this section is used only for the purposes au-

7

thorized by this section.".

8

(b) Section 3304(a) of the Federal Unemployment Tax

9

Act is amended by redesignating paragraph (16) as para-

(17) and by inserting after paragraph (15) the fol-

10

graph

11

lowing new paragraph:

"(16) (A) wage information contained in the rec-

12

of the agency administering the• State law which is

13

ords

14

necessary

15

Education, and Welfare in regulations) for purposes of

16

determining an individual's eligibility for aid or services,

17

or the amount of such aid or services, under a State plan

18

for aid and services to needy families with children ap-

19

proved

20

Act, shall be made available to a State or political sub-

21

division thereof, when such information is specifically re-

22

quested

23

purpose, and

24

25

(as •determined by the Secretary of Health,

under part A of title IV of the Social Security

by such State or political subdivision for such

"(B) such safeguards are established as are necessary

(as determined by the Secretary of Health,
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1

Education, and Welfare in regulations) to insure that

2

such

3

thorized under subparagraph (A) ;".

4

(c) Section 402(a) of the Social Security Act is

5

amended—

(1) by strildng out th.e word "and" at the end of

6
7

information is used only for the purposes au-

paragraph

(27);

8

(2) by striking out the period at the end of para-

9

graph (28) and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon

10

and the word "and"; and

(3) by adding at the end thereof the following new

11

12

paragraph:

13

"(29) Effective October 1, 1979, provide that wage

14

information acailable from the Social Sccrify Admin-

15

istration under the provisions of section 411 of this Act,

16

and

17

(a) (16) of the Federal Unemployment Tax Act) from

18

agencies

19

laws,

20

nitted under the provisions of such sections; except that

21

the

22

tion from the Social Security Administration where such

23

information is available from the agency administering

24

the

available (undcr the provisions of section 3304

administering State unemployment compensation

shall be requested and tiiized to the extent per—

State shall not be required to request such informa-

State unemployment compensation laws.".
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section shall be
(il) The amendments made by this

1

2

effective on the date of the enactment of this Act.
STATE DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

3

Sic. 304. Section 1115 of the Social Security Act is

4.
5
6

amended—

(1) by inserting "(a)" after "SEC. 1115.";

.

(2) by redesignating subsections (a) and (b) as

7

8

paragraphs

(1) and (2), respectively; and

(3) by adding at the end thereof the following new

9

10

subsection:

11

"(b).(1) In order to permit the Slates to achieve more
and effective use of funds for public assistance, to re-

12

efficient

13

duce

14

increase

15

public assistance, any State having an approved plan under

16

part A of title JV may, subject to the provisions of this sub-

17

section,

18

stration projects. In establishing and conducting any such

19

project the State shall—

dependency, and to improve the living conditions and

22

23

24

establish and conduct not more than three demon-

"(A) provide that not more than one such project

20
21

the incomes of individuals who are recipients of

be

conducted n a statewide basis;

"(B) provide that in making arrangements for
public service employment—

"(i)

appropriate

standards for

the

health,
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1

safely, and other conditions applicable to the per-

2

formance of work

3

established

and training on

such

project are

and will be maintained,

"(ii) such project will not result in the displace-

4

ment of èmploye4 workers,

5

6

"(iii) with respect to such project the condi-

7

lions of work, training, education, and employment

8

are reasonable in the light of such factors as the type

9

of work, geographical region, and proficiency of the
participant, and

10

"(iv) appropriate workmen's compensation pro-

11

12

tection is provided to all participants;

13.

"(C) provide that participation in any such project
any individual receiving aid to families with de-

14

by

15

pendent children be voluntary.

16

"(2) Any State which establishes and conducts demon-

17

straiion projects under this subsection, may, subject to para-

18

graph (3), with respect to any such project—

"(A) waive, stbject to paragraph (3),

19

any

or all

20

of

the requirements of sections 402(a) (1) (relating

21

to

statewide operation), 402(a) (3) (relating to admin-

22

.stration by a single State agency), 402 (a) (8) (relating

23

to

24

waiver of 402(a) (8) shall operate to waive any amount

25

in excess of one-half of the earned incOme of any indi-

disregard of earned income), except that no such
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1

vidual, and 402(a) (19) (relating to the work incentive

2

program);

3

"(B) subject to paragraph (4) use to cover the

4

costs of such projects such funds as are appropriated

5

for payment to any such State wit4 respect to the assist-

6

ance

7

project under •this subsection, be payable to individuals

8

participating in such projects under part A of title IV

9

for any fiscal year in which such demonstration projects

10

which is or would, exept for participation in a

are conducted; and

"(C) use such funds as are appropriated for pay-

11
12

ments

to States under the State and Local Fiscal Assist-

13

ance

Act of 1972 for any fiscal year in which such

14

demonstration projects are conducted to cover so much

15

of the

16

in public service employment as is not covered through

17.

the

18

(B).

19

"(3) (A) Any State which wishes to establish and con-

20 duct

demonstration projects under the provisions of this sub-

21 section
22 form

costs of salaries for individuals participating

use of funds made available under subparagraph

shall submit an application to the Secretary in such

and containing such information as the Secretary may

23 require.

Such State shall be authorized to proceed with such

24 project

(i) when such application has been approved by the

25 Secretary,

or (ii) forty-five days after the date on which
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1 such application is submitted unless the Secretary, during
2

forty-five-day period,, disapproves such application.

such

3

"(B) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (2)

4

(A), the Secretary may review any waiver made by a State

5

under such paragraph. Upon a finding that any such waiver

6

is

7

purposes. of

8

such

9

such disapproved waiver was made by such State shall be

inconsistent with the purposes of this subsection and the

waiver. The demonstration project under which any

10 terminated
11

the

part A of title IV, the Secretary may disapprove

not later than the last day of the month following

month in which such waiver was disapproved.

"(4) Any amount payable to a State under section 403

12

13. (a) on behalf of an individual participating in a project
14

under this section shall not be increased by reason of the

15

participation of such individual in any demonstration pro j-

16

ect

17

would be payable if such individual were receiving aid to

18

families with depend e.nt children and not participating in

19

such project.

20

conducted under this subsection over the amount which

"(5) Participation in a project established under this
shall not be considered to constitute employment for

21

section

22

purposes

23

that term is used in section 407.

24
25

of any finding with respect to 'unemployment' as

"(6) Any demonstration project established and conducted

pursuant to the provisions of this subseotion shall be
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1

conducted for not longer than two years. All demonstration

2

pro jècts established and conducted pursuant to the provision$

3

of this subsection shall be terminated not later than Septem-

4 ber 30, 1980.".
EARNED INCOME DISREGARD

5
6

SEC. 305. (a) Section 402(a) (7) of the Social Security

7

'Act is amended by striking out "any expenses" and inserting

8

in lieu thereof "any child care expenses".

(b) Section 402(a) (8) (A) (ii) of the Social Security

9

ib Act is amended to read as follows:
11

"(ii) in the case of earned income of a

12

dependent child not included under clauáe (i),

13

'

a

relative receiving such ai4, and any other

14

individual (living in the same home as such

15

relative and child) whose needs are taken into

16

account in making such determination, (I) the

17

first $60 of earned income for individuals who

18

are employed at least forty hours per week, or

19

at least thirty-five hours per week and are earn-

20

ing at least $92 per week, and (II) the first $30

21

of earned income for individuals not meeting the

22

criteria of subclause (I), plus (Iii) in each

23

case, one-third of up to $300 of additional earn-

24

ings, and one-fifth of such additional earnings

25

in excess of $300, except that in each case an
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1

amount

equal to the reasonable child care ex-

2

penses

incurred (subject to such limitations as

3

the

4

first be deducted before computing such individ-

5

ual's earned income (except that the provisions

6

of

7

income

8

maintained under the programs established by

9

section 432(b)

this clause (ii) shall not apply to earned
derived from participation on a project

(2)' and (3)); and".

(c) (1) The amendments made by this section shall

10
11

Secretary may prescribe in regulations) shall

become

effective on January 1, 1978.

12

(2) A State plan for aid and services to needy families

13

with children shall not be regarded as failing to comply

14

with th€ requirements iniposed with respect to approved State

15

plans

16

and the amount payable to any State under such part shall

17

not be decreased, solely because such State plan fails to corn.-

18

ply with the requirements of paragraph (7) or (8) of section

19

402(a) of the Social Security Act as in effect after the date

20

of

21

such

22

paragraphs or amended by this section.

under part A of title IV of the Social Security Act,

enactment of this Act and prior to January 1, 1978, if
State plan complie$ with the requirernent$ of such
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1

COVERAGE UNDER MEDICARE OF CERTAIN DEVICES SERV-

2

ING THE SAME OR SIMILAR PURPOSE AS THAT PER-

3

FORMED BY A WHEELCHAIR

4

SEC. 306. (a) Section 1861 (s) (6) of the Social Se-

5

curity Act is amended by inserting after the word "wheel-

6

chairs" the following: "(and devices designed to serve the

7

same or similar purpose as that performed by a wheelchair)".

8

(b) The anicidrnent made by this section shall be ef—

9

fective in the case of services furnished after the date of en-

10
11

actrnent of this Act.
FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT AMENDMENTS
SEC.

12

13

307. (a) Section 328 of the Federal Election

Campaign Act of 1971 (2 U.S.C. 441i) is amended—.

(1) by insertiig "(a)" immediately after "SEC.

14

328.", and

15

(2) by adding at the end thereof the following new

16

17

subsections:

18

"(b) If an honorarivm payable to a person is paid inL
at his request to a charitable organization selected by

19

stead

20

payor from a list of 5 or more charitable organizations pro-

21

vided

22

purposes

by that person, that person shall not be treated, for
of subsection (a), as accepting that honorarium.
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1

For purposes of this subsection,
the term 'charitable or-

2

ganization' means an organization described in section 170

3

(c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

4

"(c) For purpOses of determining the aggregUte amount

5

of honoraria received by a person during any calendar year,

6

amounts return.ed to the person paying an honorarium before

7

the close of the calendar year in which it was received shall

8

be

disregarded.

9

"(d) For purposes of paragraph (2) of subsection (a),

10

an honorarium shall be treated as accepted only in the year in

11

which that honorarium is received.".

12

(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall am

13

ply with respect to honoraria received after December 31,

14

1976.

15

TITLE I V—COLLEGE TUITION TAX RELiEF

16

EXPENSES OF HIGHER EDUCATION

17

SEC.

401. IN GENEIML.—(a) Subpart A of part JV of

A of chapter 1, of the Internal Revenue Code

18

subchapter

1.9

(relating to credits allowable) is amended by inserting before

20

section

21

"SEC. 44D. EXPENSES OF HIGHER EDUCATION.

45 the following new section:

22

"(a.) GENERAL RULE.—There shall be allowed to an in-

23

dividual, as a credit agaiist the tax imposed by this chapter

24

for the taxable year, an amount, determined under subsection

25

(b), of the educational expenses paid by him during the tax-
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year to one or more eligible educational institutions for

1

able

2

himself,

3

section

his spouse, or any of his dependents (as defined in

152).

"(b) LmIIT1ITI0Ns.—

4

"(1)

5

AMOUNT PER INDIVIDUAL.—The credit under.

6

subsection (a) for educational expenses of any individ-

7

nal shall be an amount equal to so much of such ex-

8

penses

9

ber

paid in taxable yjears beginning after Decem—

31, 1977, as does not exceed $250.

"(2)

10

PRORATION OF CREDIT WHERE MORE THAN

TAXPAYER PAYS EXPENSES.—If educational ex-

11

ONE

12

penses

13

payer during the taxable year, the credit allowable to

14

each

such taxpayer under subsection (a) shall be the

15

same

portion of the credit determined under paragraph

16

(1) which the amount of educational expenses of such

17

individual paid by the taxpayer during the taxable year

18

is

19

individual paid by all taxpayers during the taxable year.

20

"(c) DEFINITIONS.—FoT purposes of this section—

of the total amount of educational expenses of such

"(1) EDUC1TIONAL EXPENSES.—The terni 'educa-

21

tional expenses' means—

22

"(A) tuition and fees required for the enroll-

23

ment

24
25

of an individual are paid by. more than one tax-

...

or attendance of a student at an eligible educa-

tional institution, and.
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1

"(B) fees, book,s, supplies, and equipment re-

2

quired for courses of in.struction at an cligible edu-

3

cational institution.

4

Such term does not include any amount paid, directly or

5

indirectly, for meals, lodging, or similar personal, living,

6

or family expenses. In the event an amount paid for

7

uition or fees includes an amount for meals, lodging, or

8

similar expenses which is not separately stated, the por-

9

tion of such amount which is attributable to meals, lodg-

10

ing, or similar expenses shall be determined under regu-

11

lations prescribed by the Secretary.

"(2)

12

13

ELIGIBLE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION.—The

term 'eligible educational institution' means—

14

"(A) an institution of higher education; or

15

"(B)
"(3)

16

a vocational school.

INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION.—The

17

term

'institwtion of higher education' means the institu-

18

tions

de,scribed in section 1202(a) or 491(b) of the

19

Higher Education Act of 1965.

20

"(4)

VOCATIONAL SCIIOOL.—The term 'vocational

21

school' means am area vocation,al education school as de-

22

fined in section 108(2) of the Vocational Education Act

23

of 1963.

24

"(d)

25

SPECIAL RULES.—

"(1)

ADJUSTMENT FOR CERTAIN SCHOLARSHIPS
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1

AND VETERANS BENEFITS.—The amounts otherwise

2

taken into account under subsection (a) as educational

3

expenses of any individual during any period shall be

4

reduced (before the application of subsection (b)) by

5

any amounts received by such individual during such

6

period as—

7

"(A) a scholarship or fellowship grant (within

8

the meaning of section 117(a) (1)) which under

9

section 117 is not includibie in gross income, and,

10

"(B) an educational assistance allowance under

ii

chapter 35 of title 38 of the United States Code or

12

education and training allowance under chapter 33

13

of title 38 of the United States Code.

14

"(2) GRADUATE, NONCREDIT, AND RECREApaid for educational

15

TIONAL, ETC., COURSES.—Aiflouflt.S

16

expenses of any individual shall be taken into account

17

under subsection (a) only to the extent such expenses

18

are attributable to courses of instruction for which credit

19

is allowed toward a baccalaureate degree by an institu-

20

tion of higher education or toward a certificate of re-

21

quired course work at a vocational school and are not

22

attributable to any graduate program of such individual.

23

"(3) APPLICATION WITH OTHER CREDITS.—The

24

credit allowed by subsection (a) to the taxpayer shall

25

not exceed the amount of the tax imposed on the taxable
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1

year by this chapter, reduced by the sum of the credits

2

allowable under this subpart (other than under this sec-

3

tion, section 31, and section 39).

4

"(4) FULL-TIME STUDENT.—No credit shall be

under subsection (a) for amounts paid during

5

allowed

6

the taxable year for educational expenses with respect
to any individual unless that individual, during any four

8

calendar months during the calendar year in which the

taxable year of the taxpayer begins, is a full-time stu10

(lent

11

institution.

above the secondary level at an eligible educational

"(5) SpoUSE.No credit shall be allowed under

12
13

subsection

14

for educational expenses for the spotisc of the taxpayer

15

unless—

(a) for amounts paid during the taxable year

16

"(A) the taxpayer is entitled to an exemption

17

for his spouse under section 151 (b) for the taxable

18

year, or

"(B) the taxpayer files a joint return with his

19

20

spouse

under section 6013 for the taxable year.

21

"(e) DIS.JLLOWANCE OF EXPENSES AS DEDUCTION.—

22

No deduction shall be allowed under section 162 (relating

23

to

24

which

25

into account in defrrpüning the amount of any credit allowed

trade or business expenses) for any educational expense

(after the application of subsection (b)) is taken
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(a). The preceding sentence shall not

1

under subsection

2

apply to the educational expenses of any taxpayer who, under

3

regulations prescribed by the Secretary, elects not to apply

4

the

5

for the taxable year.

provisions of this section with respect to such expenses

"(f) REGULATIONS.—The Secretary shall

6

prescribe

7

such regulations as may be necessary to carry out the pro-

8

visions of this section.".

9

(b) CoNFoR1ING AMENDMENT.—

(1) The table of sections for such subpart A is

10

by inserting immediately before the item relat-

11

amended

12

ing to section 45 the following:

13

"Sec. 44D. ExponBe8 of higher education..".

(2) Section 55(c) (2) (B) (relating to imposition

14

striking out "and" at

15

of minimum tax) is amended by

16

the

end of clause (ix), by striking out the period at

17

the

end of clause (x) and insertnig in lieu thereof a

18

comma

19

thereof the following new clause:

and the word "and", and by adding at the end

"(xi) section 44D (relating to credit for

20

expenses

21

for higher education.".

(c) En'EcTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

22
23

section

24

ber

25

1977.

shall apply to educational expenses paid after Decern-

31, 1977, in taxable years beginning after December 31,
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(d) CREDIT TO BE REFUNDABLE.—

1

2

(1) Section 6401 (b) is amended—

3

(A) by striking out "oil) and 43" and insert-

4

ing in lieu thereof "oil), 43",

5

(B) by inserting "and 44D" after "credit)",

6

and

(C) by striking out "and 43," and inserting
8

in lieu thereof ", 43, and 44D,".

(2) Section 6201 (a) (4) is amended—
10

(A) by striking out "OR 43" in the caption

11

and inserting in lieu thereof ",

43,

OR 44D",

(B) by striking out "oil) or section 43" and

12

13

i'nsertinq

14

in lieu thereof "oil), section. 43", and

(C) by inserting "or section 44D," after "in-

15

come),"

16

(3) This subsection (d) shall be effective only during

17

fiscal

18

TITLE V—ERRONEOUS SUPPLEMENTAL

19

PAYMENTS

20

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

21

SEC.

yearl978.

501. (a) That, notwithstanding any other provi-

22

sion

23

is

24

equal

25

supplemental payments to aged, blind, or disabled individuals

26

whenever,

of law, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare

authorized and directed to pay to each State an amount
to the amount expended by such State for erroneous

and to the extent to which, the Secretary through
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1

an audit by the Department of health, Education, and TVe1-

2

fare determines that—

3

(1) such amount was paul b!/ such State as a sup-

4

plemental payment during the cilendar year 1974 pur—

5

.suant to an agreement betweei the State and the Secretary

6

required by section 212 of the Act entitled "An Act to

7

extend the Renegotiation Act of 1951 for one year, (md

8

for othei pul'poses", approt'ecl Jill,]

9

amount was paid by snch State as an optional State

10

supplementation, (is defined in Section 1616 of the Social

11

Security Act, thiring the calendar year 1974,

9,

197[], or .iich

12

(2) the erioneous payments were the result of good

13

faith reliance by such State upon erroneous or incom-

14

plete information supplied by the Department of Health,

15

Education, and Ti7elfare, through the State data cx—

16

change, or good faith reliance upon incoirect payrnens

17

made by such department, and
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1

(3) recovery of

the

erroneous payments by such

2

State would be impossible or unreasonable.

3

(b) There are authorized to be appropriated such sums

4

as are necessary to carry out the pro?;isions of this title.
Passed the House of Representatives October 27, 1977.
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EDMUND L. HENSHAW, JR.,
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Passed the Senate with an amendment November 4
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J. S. KIM MITT,
Secretary.
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I. CAPSULE COMPARISON OF HOUSE AND SENATE
BILLS
I. FINANCING

Tax ba8e.—Both bills increase the amount of earnings subject to social
security taxes. However, the amount of the increase differs and the Senate bill,
unlike the House bill, proposes a different ceiling oii the amount of earnings
subject to the employer tax from the ceiling on the amount of earnings subject
to the employee tax:
Amo'ura of annual earnings s'ubject to social security taxe8
Eouse bill:

.

Cslendar yesr
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

Senate bill

Present law

Employees,
employers
self-employed

Employees,
self-employed

Employeri

$17,700
18,900
20,400

$19,900
22,900
25,900

$17,700
19,500
21,000

$17,700
50,000
50,000

21, 900

29, 700

23, 100

50, 000

23,400
24,900
26,400
27,900

31,800
33,900
36,000
38,100

24,600
26,700
28,200
30,300

50,000
50,000
50,000
75,000

•

.

Under the Senate bill it is estimated that the employee wage base will
reach the cmploycr level of $75,000 in the year 2002.

Tax rate—OASDHL—The Senate bill has a small tax increase in 1979
•but from 1981 (the first year of the House tax rate increase) through 1994, the

rates under both bills are quite similar. In 1990 the House tax rat6 reaches
its ultimate rate at 7.65 percent (for employees and employers, each) while
the Senate bill stands at 7.55 percent (each). Subsequently, the Senate rate
increases to 8.10 percent (each) in 1q95, 8.70 percent (each) in 2001, and 920
percent (each) in 2011 and thereafter. The self-employment tax under both
bills is returned to its original ratio of 1½ times the employee-employer rate.
The Senate bill (Danforth floor amendment) also would generally limit State
and local governmental and non-profit employers' tax liability to 90 percent
of the liability under the law as amended by the bill but not less than 1979
lia'bility under present law, effective beginning in calendar year 179. The
Danforth amendment further authorizes funds to be paid from general revenues

to reimburse the trust funds for the amount by which the employer liability
of States and non-profit organizations is reduced.
AZZocatio to disabiZity in3trance.—In the 1980's slightly more in revenues

is allocated to DI under the Senate bill than under the House bill. (This is
more than offset by increased disability expenditures because of two Senate
(1)

2

floor amendments.) In 1990 the ultimate allocation is reached under the House

bill (1.10 percent each of payroll) which is just about equal to the Senate

allocation in 1990—1994 (1.05 percent each). After 1994 the. allocation under
the Senate bill increases three more times reaching its ultimate allocation of
1.50 percent (each) in 2011 and thereafter.
7'ru8t fuid guarantee.—The House bill provides standby authority for
automatic loaiis to the OASDI trust funds appropriating funds from Federal
general revenues whenever the assets of a trust fund at the end of a calendar
year amount to less than 25 percent of the outgo from the fund in the calendar

year. A. repayment of the loan is required and an additional tax is imposed under
specific conditions. No comparable provision is in the Senate bill.
II. STABILIZATION OF BENEFITS

DecoupUng.—Both the Senate and House bills modify the existing law
provisions for increasing benefit amounts as the Consumer Price Index rises
so that, in the future, those increases will apply only to persons already on the

benefit rolls and not to the formula for computing initial benefits.
New benefit formula for computing initia' beneflts.—Both the Senate and

House bills adopt new formulas for computing initial benefits based on the
concept generally referred to as "wage indexing." The Senate and House bills
are basically the same, with the following exceptions: (1) The House bill is
designed to provide replacement rates 5 percent below those estimated for existing law in 1979 while the Senate bill would provide them 21/2 percent below

this level. (2) The House bill provides a 10-year transition guarantee for the
aged while the Senate bill's guarantee would be for a5 years. (Both the Senate
and House bills freeze the regular minimum benefit at its December 1978 level—

est.irnated at $121 per month.) (3) The House bill increases th special mini-

mum which applies to low-income workers who have over 20 years of coverage.
The Senate bill would continue present law for the special minimum.
III. COVERAGE

tlniversa2 coveraqe.—The House bill (Fisher floor amendment) provides
for an extensive study by the Chairman of the. Civil Service Commission, the
Secretaries of Treasury and Health, Education, and Welfare, and the Direc
tor of the Office of Management and Budget of the coverage of Federal em

plovees and State and local employees under social seturity and a report

back to the President and Congress no later than 2 years after enactment with
appropriate recommendations. No provision is made for .a study of nonprofit
organization coverage.
InternationaZ soczaZ eecurit' agreenzents—tota.Ziation.-—Both the House

aid Senate bills authorize the President to enter into agreements with
other countries to coordinate the social security protection pi'ovided for people

who work under the social security programs of both the U.S. and the other
country. The Senate bill differs from the House bill in that it would allow
either House of Congress to disapprove the agreement by simple resolution.
Such action would have to be take within 90 days after the agreement is sub-

mitted to the Congress.
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0 tlier coverage provi8ions.—The House bill provides for employer tax
liability for tips deemed wages under the minimum wage, the exclusion of
income from limited partnerships, the revocation of coverage exemptions by
clergymen,and two State and local provisions affecting employees in Illinois
and Wisconsin.
IV. TREATMENT OF MEN AND WOMZN

Gender-ba3ed di8tinction&—The House bill includes a series of provisions
to make changes in the social security law to eliminate differences in treatment between.men and women. Some of these would write into the Act provisions, which carry out Supreme Court decisions already being implemented
by regulations. The Senate bill includes no such provisions.

Study.—Both bills also would direct the Secretary of Health, Education,

and Welfare to conduct a study of changes in the social ecurity program
needed to giarant.ee that men and women are treated equitably. The
study is to be completed within 6 months of enactment of legislation.
Included in this study would be various alternatives to mitigate the cost impact of the recent Goldfa?b and companion decisions on the system. These
decisions eliminated the requirement in the Act that men must prove dependency
on their wives in order to receive husbands' or widowers' benefits on their wives'
earnings records. (The House bill does not make this change in its gender-based
distinction changes although the Social Security Administration is carrying out
the decision.)

Public pen&ion off8et.—The Senate bill eliminates from the statute the
dependency requirements for men and provides for •the reduction of benefits payable under social security to dependent spouses (including surviving
spouses) by the amount of any civil service (Federal, State or local) retirement
benefit payable to the spouse. The provisions would apply only to individuals
applying for spouses' social security benefits n the future and only if the
dependent spouse had a pension based on his or her own earnings in public
employment which was not covered under the social security system.
Divorced spou8e—marriage ?equirement8.—The House bill includes two•
provisions to liberalize benefits for spouses. One would shorten the duration
of marriage requirement for aged divorced spouse's benefits from 20 years to 5
years. The other would provide that remarriage would not cause any reduction
in the benefits paid to aged widows or widowers and that marriage would not
bar or terminate benefits for all other auxiliary beneficiaries.
V. RmIREENT TEST

Exempt anwunt.—The House bill (Ketchum floor amendment) raises the
retirement test exempt amount for beneficiaries age 65—72 to $4,000 in 1978,
$4,500 in 1979, $5,000 in 1980, and $5,500 in 1981. Beginning in 1982 the retirement test would be eliminated for such beneficiaries.

The Senate bill raises the retirement test exempt amount for all bene-

ficiaries under age 72 to $4,500 in 1978 and to $6,000 in 1979. After 1979, the

$6,000 level would be increased aitornatically as wage levels rise. The bill

4
(Church floor amendment) also repeals the earnings limit for workers age 70
and over, effective in 1982.

Foreign work te8t.—The House bill liberalizes the foreign work test.
VI. ANNUAL REPORTING

The House bill modifies the annual reporting legislation passed in 1975 50
that employers need not report, for coverage purposes, quarterly wage data.
The bill also changes the quarter-of-coverage measure and certain automatic
provisions of the law so that annual rather than quarterly data would be used.
The most, important change would change the quarter-of-coverage measure
from $50 a quarter to one quarter of coverage (up to a total of four) for each
$250 of annual earnings. The $250 measure would be increased automatically
every year to reflect increases in wages.
VII. MIscELlANEOUS PROVISIONS

The House bill (Jenkins floor amendment) provides for the establishment
of.a National Commission on Social Security. The Senate bill extends the filing
date for the report of the advisory council to be appointed this year.

The Senate bill converts temporary Administrative Law Judges to permanent status in the same manner as H.R. 5723 which was approved by Ways
and Means.

The Senate bill requires the Secretary of Labor, in consultation with the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, to study the need to developS
special consumer price index for the elderly, and to report to Congress within
6 months of enactment.

The Senate bill would have the present law delayed retirement increment
earned .by a. worker reflected in the benefit of the widow or widower, while the
House bill would increase the delayed retirement increment from 1 to 3 percent
a year for workers who do not receive benefits between age 65 and 72.

The Senate bill would provide that a group of corporations concurrently
employing an individual would be considered as a single employer if the group
uses a common paymaster for purposes of determining the maximum amount
of earnings subject to social security and unemployment taxes.

The Senate 'bill provides relief to certain nonprofit organizations that
'had not properly waived theirexempt status. Similar legislation (H.R. 8490)
•

was reported out of Committee in the House.

Th Senate bill (Wallop floor amendment) eliminates the reduction of

disability benefits on account of workmen's compensation benefits, effective
upon enactment.

The Senate bill (Bayh floor amendment) permits blind persons to receive

disability benefits without regard to their earnings capacity (and without
regard to their actual earnings). The Senate amendment would also lowei
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to 6 the number of quarters of coverage required for the blind to qualify for
disability benefits.

The Senate (Church floor amendment) bill puts cost-of-living increases
for monthly benefits on a semi-annual basis. A CPI increase of 4 percent in a
6-month period will trigger a semi-annual adjustment. The earliest possible
effective date is January 1979. SSI and Railroad Retirement benefits are also
affected.

VIII. PRovIsIoNs IN Bo'ri-i BILLS

Both Senate and I-louse bills contain similar provisions with respect to
several issues. Where differeiicés in these provisions exist (e.g., differenteffec-

tive dates), the provisions are described fully in the comparative text. The
following provisions, however, are identical in the two bills:

(1) Elimination of the monthly exception to the retirement test
which permits benefits to be paid for months of low earnings regard'ess
of annual earnings;

(2) Modification of cost-of-living increase provisions for persons
who originally received actuarially reduced benefits. Percentage increases would be based in the future on the actual (reduced) benefit
amount rather than on the ünreduëàd benefit rate

(3) Provisions permitting. social security coverage for certain
policemen and firemen in Mississippi and public employees in New
Jersey.
TX. NON-OASI)T PliovisroNs

The Senate amendment also includes a number of provisions not directly
related to t1u social security program. These provisions:
(1) Make available a one-time fiscal relief payment to State and
local goverinients (related to their welfare costs) of $374 million;
(2) Piovido certain fiscal incentives for reducing welfare error
rates;
(3) Provide State welfare agencies access to wage information

maintained for purposes of the social security and unemployment

compensation programs;
(4) Allow States to undertake certain demonstration J)rojects involving the employment of welfare recipients;
(5) Modify the provisions under which certain earned income is

disregarded in determining the amount of welfare grants under the
AFDC program;
(6) Permit reimbursement under medicare for certain wheelchairs;
(7) Provide that veterans pension payments will not be reduced
as a result of future social security benefit increases;

(8) Require Federal reimbursement for certain erroneous State

payments in 1974 snppleineiiting the SSI program;

(9) Make available a tax credit for a portion of the expenses in-

curred by a taxpayer for higher education; and
(10) Make certain modifications in the treatment of honoraria
under tIic Federal Election Act.
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H. PROVISIONS TO IMPROVE THE FINANCING OF THE OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAMS
ITEM

A. Adjustments in tax rates.
Houiebill
Se4e. 101

Senate bill
Sec. 103
p. 141

PRESENT LAW

In 1977, the Federal OASDHI contribution rate
is equal to 5.85% of taxable earnings for the
employer and the employee, each (11.7% combined). The OASDI tax is 4.95%, each. The law

provides a schedule of OASDHI contribution
rates which reach an ultimate rate of 7.45%,
each (5.95% each for OASDI) in 011.

In 1977 the OASDHI contribution rate for the
self-employed is 7.9% of net earnings; OASDI
tax is 7.0% for sef-emp1oyed.

In 1977 the hospital insurance (HI) contribution
rate is equal to 0.9% of taxable earnings, each
for the employer and the employee, plus 0.9%
for the self-employed.

The following table shows OASDHI contribution
rates under present law:
[In percent]
Calendar
year

OASDI

HI

Total

Employee8 and employers, each
1977
1978—80
1981—84

1985
1986—89

1990—2010

2011 and later

4. 95

4.95
4. 95
4. 95
4. 95
4. 95
5. 95

0. 90
1. 10
1. 35
1. 35
1. 50
1. 50
1. 50

5. 85
6. 05
6. 30
6. 30
6. 45
6. 45
7. 45

7

HOUSE BILL

SENATE BILL

The House bill provides for inorases in the

The Senate bill would increase the OASDHI con-

OASDHI which reaches an ultimate rate of

schedule of OASDHI contribution rates reaches
an ultimate rate of 9.2%, each (7.8% each, for
OASDI) in 2011.

OASDHI contribution rate for employers and
employees, each over present law beginning in
1981, and a schedule of contribution rates for
7.65% each (6.20% each for OASDI) in 1990.

The self-employment OASDI rate would be

tribution rates for employers and employees,
each over present law beginning in 1979. The

Similar provision.

increased to the original ratio of 1½ times the
employee rate beginning in 1981. The HI tax for
the self-employed would continue to be equal to
the employee HI rate.

The House bill provides that a portion of the HI

tax increases already scheduled in the law

Reduces HI tax rate by 0.10% for 1978, by 0.05%
for 1979—80 and by 0.10% for 1981—84. There

would be shifted to the OASDI program. Of

increase scheduled for

would be no change in the rate for 1985 and
for years after 1985 the rate would be reduced

employers and employees each in 1978, 0.10%
would go to OASDI for the years 1978—80 and
0.05% would be shifted in 1981 and thereafter.

by 0.10%.

The following table shows OASDHI contribution
rates under the House bill:

The following table shows the OASDHI contribution rates under the Senate bill:

the 0.20% HI tax

[In percent]
Calendar
year

OASDI

[In percenti
HI

Total

Calendar
year

Employees and employer; each
1977

4.95

0.90

1978—80

5. 05
5. 25
5. 35
5. 65
5. 65

1. 00
1. 30
1. 30
1. 30
1. 45

1981
1982—84

1985
1986—89

1990 and after

6.20

1.45

OASDI

HI

Total

Employee. and employer., each

5.85
6. 05
6. 55
6. 65
6. 95
7. 10
7. 65

1977
1978

4.95
5.05

0.90
1.00

1979—80

5. 085
5. 35

1. 05
1. 25

1981
1982—84

1985
1986—89
1990—94

1995—2000
2001—10

2011 and titer

5.40
5.70

1.25
1.35

5. 70
6. 15
6. 70

1. 40
1.40

7. 80

1. 40

7.30

1.40
1.40

5.85

605

6. 135
6. 60

6.65
7.05

7. 10
7.55
8. 10

8.70

9. 20
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PRESENT LAW

ITEM

Calendar
year

OASDI

III

Total

7.90

Self-employed persons
1977

7.00

0.90

1978—80
1981—84

7. 00

1. 10

7.00

L35

1985

7. 00
7. 00

1. 35
1. 50

1986—89

1990 and later

B. Allocation to DI trust fund.
House bill
Se. 102

7.00

1.50

8. 35
50

8.50

In 1977 the disability insurance trust fund (DI)

receives an amount equal to 0.575 percent each
from the employer and employee (1.15% cornbined), plus 0.815 percent of self-employment
income from which benefits and administrative

expenses are paid for the disability insuran'e
program. A schedule of allocations of portions
of OASDI inconm to the 1)1 trust fund is provided in the law. All other income, from. OASI)I
taxes goes to the OASI fund.

Allocation betwech the OASI and t1ie 1)1 tiiist
funds is shown in the following table
[In percent.]

Employee and employer,
rates, each
Calendai years

OASI

1977

4.375

1978—80
1981—85
1986—2010

4.300

2011 and hter

. 00

0.575

.600
.650
.700

Self-employed rates

977

6.1850

1978—80
1981—85
1986—2010

6.000

2011 and later

1500
6. 0800

.8150
.8500
.9200
.9900
1. 0000
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Calendar
year

.

HI

OASDI

Total

Calendar
year

7.90

7.90
8.05
8.45

0.90
1.00
1.30
1.30
1.30

8. 45
9. 30

1. 45
1. 45

9. 90
10. 75

7.00

1978-80

7. 10

1981
1982—84

1985
1986—89

1990 and after

Total

7.00

0.90

7.90

7. 10
7. 05

1. 00
1. 05

8. 10
8. 10

18. 10

Self-employed persons

Self-employed persons
1977

HI

OASDI

8. 10

9.20
9.35
9.75

1977
1978
1979—80

8.00

1985

8.55

1.25
1.25
1.35

1986—89
1990—94

8. 55

1. 40

1981
1982—84

9.25
10.05

1995—2000
2001—10

10. 95

2011 and after

9. 35

9.90
9. 95

1.40
1.40

10.65
11.45

1. 40

12. 35
13. 10

1.40

11.70

9.25

The Senate amendment provides a tax rate of 8.00%
for 1982-1984. The Senate floor debate indicates that a
rate of 8.10 was intended.

The house bill increases allocation to the dis-

Similar provision with different allocation.

Allocation between the OASI and the DI trust

Allocation between the OASI and the DI trust

[In percent]

[In percenti

ability insurance t.rust fund, beginning in 1978.

funds is shown in the following table:

funds is shown in the following table:
Employer and employee
rate, each

Emp loyer and employee
rate, each

Calendar years
1977
1978

OA5I

DI

4.375

0.575

4. 275
4. 300
4. 450

1979—80

1981

4.550
4.750

1982—84
1985—89

1990 and later

5. 100

. 775
. 750

.800
.800
.900

1.100

Calendar years

OASI

DI

1977
1978

4.375
4.275

0.575

1979—80

4. 335
4. 525

1981
1982—84

1985-89
1990—94
1995—2000
2001—10

2011 and after

1979—80

1981
1982—84
1985—89

1990 and later

4. 750
5. 100
5. 500
5. 950
6. 300

.

775
750

.825
.825
.

950

1. 050
1. 200
1. 350
1. 500

Self-employed rates

Self-employed rates
1977
1978

4.575

.

6. 185
6. 010

6.045

6. 700
6. 850
7. 100
7. 650

0. 815
1. 090

1.055
1.200
1.200
1.350
1. 650

1977
1978
1979—80

1981
1982—84
1985—89
1990—94

1995—2000
2001—10

2011 and after

6. 185

6.010
6. 010
6. 7625
6. 8625
7. 125
7. 675
8. 250

8.925

9. 450

0. 815

1.090
1. 040
1. 2375
1. 2375
1. 425
1. 575
1. 800

2.025
2.250
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C. Increases in earnings base.
House bill
sec. 103

p.10

Senate bill
sec.

101—102

pp. 139—140

The maximum amount of annual earnings subject
to the employer and employee social security tax
is $16,500 in 1977, covering approximately 85%
of total payroll. In the year after an automatic
benefit increase becomes effective, the taxable
wage base will automatically increase in proportion to the increase in average wages in covered
employment.
ContrThution
and benefit ba66

Year:
1979

$17, 700
'18, 900

1980

'20,400

1918
1981

1982
1988
1984
1985
1986
1987

'21,900
'23, 400
'24, 900
'26, 400

127,900
'29, 400
'31, 200

'Estimated amount under automatic provision in law.

Tier-TI of the Railroad Retirement program is an

industry annuity program which is finaiiced
from a 9.5% tax on wages paid by employers
wit.hout any contribution from employees. Both

the amount of earnings taxed and the benefits

paid are limited by the amount of earnings taxed

under the social security program and rise as
the social security tax base rises.
The Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation

(PBGC) under the Employee Retirement In-

come Security Act of 1974 provides for the insurance of pensions up to a certain maximum

monthly amount;. Initially, the amount was $750,

and the amount increases automatically each
year to reflect increases in the general level of
wages. The mechanism to increase the amount
is the taxable wage base under social security.
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SENATE BILL

The House bill provides for 4 ad hoc increases in
the contribution and benefit base in 1978, 1979,

The Senate bill calls for four $600 increases above

would be taxable for social security purposes

the level that would prevail under present law
for employees and the self-employed in 1979,
1981, 1983 and 1985. The base for employers
would be increased to $50,000 in 1979 and to

(and about 94% of all workers would have their

$75,000 in 1985. It would remain at $75,000 until

full earnings credited for benefit purposes).

the employee base reaohes that level. Once the

After 1981 the base would be automatically adjusted to keep up with average wage levels in the
same way the present4aw base is adjusted.

two bases are equal, both will increase at the
sanie rate as under the present automatic-increase provisions.

The following table shows the base under present
law and under the House bill.

The following table shows the tax base estimated

1980 and 1981 so that in 1981 and thereafter
about 91% of all payroll in covered employment

Year

Present law

House bill

$16,500

$16,500

for employees and the self-employed under
present law and under the Senate bill:

Year
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

17, 700
18, 900
2
20, 400
2
21, 900
2
23, 400
2
24, 900
2
26, 400
2
27, 900
2 29, 400
2
31, 200
2

'19, 900
' 22, 900
' 25, 900
' 29, 700
2

31,
33,
2
36,
2
38,
2 40,
2 42,
2

800
900
000
100
200
600

'Ad hoc increases.
Estimated amount under automatic provision in law.

2

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

Present law
$17, 700

118, 900
' 20, 400
' 21, 900
' 23, 400
' 24, 900
' 26, 400
' 27, 900
' 29, 400

131,200

Senate bill
$17, 700
19, 500
21, 000
2
23, 100

'

2

224, 600

2 26, 700
2
28, 200

30, 300
32, 100

233,900

'Estimated amount under automatic provision in law.

Estimated amount under automatic provision, with
additional increments of $600 in each year 1979, 1981,
2

1983, and 1985.

The tax base. for tier-Il of the Railroad Retirement Act would not be affected in any way by

the House bill. The tier-Il base for both benefits
and tax purposes would be the same as under the
automatic-increase provision of the present law.

The Senate bill contains a similar provision except

that the amount of earnin used for computing
the tier-Il benefit would be the base used for
social security benefits under the amended law.
(As unde:r the House bill, the tier-Il tax would
apply to the present-law base.)

Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
(PBGC) would not be affected by the ad hoc

The

increases of the wage base under social security.
The insured pension amount would increase as
it would under automatic increase provisions of
present law.

No similar provision. (However the PBGC would
be affected only by the changes made in the employee tax base, and not by the changes in the
employer base.)
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11 Reduction in taxes of certain employers.

No provision.

Senate bill
sec.

106

p. 176

E. Standby guarantee of trust fund levels.
House bill
sec. 104

p.13

No provision.
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No provision.

SENATE BILL

The Senate amendment would limit State and
oca1 governmental and 501(c) (3) nonprofit
employers' social security liability for 1979 to the

liability that would be incurred for 1979 under

the provisions of present law. For 1980 and
after, such an employer's liability (in dollars)
would generally be 90 percent of the liability
under the law as amended by the bill, but not
less than the 1979 liability. In no case would

the provision require an increase in liability as
compared with the reoular provisions applicable
to other employrs. ()anforth floor amendment
adopted by a vote of 57 to 28.)

An authorization for appropriations from general

revenues is provided to make up the loss of
social security revenue to the trust funds that

would result from enactment of the provision.
(Danforth floor amendment adopted by a vote
of 44 to 26.)

The House bill provides standby authority for
automatic loans to the OASDI trust funds from
Federal general revenues whenever the assets of
a cash benefits trust fund at the end of a calendar
year amount to less than 25% of the outgo from
the fund in the calendar year. The amount of the
loan would be equal to the difference between
the year-end balance in the fund and 271/2% of
the year's outgo.

Such loans would automatically be repaid with
accrued interest when assets at the end of a year
exceeded 30% of the year's outgo from the fund.

To provide for automatic repayment, there

would be temporary social security tax-rate increases of 0.1% for employees and employers,
each, and 0.15% for the self-employed, if at the
end of any year after the year the loan was made
the reserve 'evel is less than 35% and the loan
debt exceeds $2 billion. This temporary tax rate
increase would go into effect one year later.

The standby loan authority would not be applicable for the 1-111 trust fund.

No provision.
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III. STABILIZATION OF REPLACEMENT RATES IN THE OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM (DECOUPLING)
A. Computation of primary insurance amount
(PIA).
House bill

Average m,ont/ily wage.—A worker's benefit

amount is determined from the benefit table
(in or deemed to be) in the law which 'relates
average monthly wage amounts to primary

benefits (PTA's).
Senate bill
sec. 104
p. 149

Benefit formu7a.—The law novides a benefit table

which is used in determining benefit amounts
for both fixture beneficiaries and those now on

the benefit rolls.

Though not stated in the law, the formula that
underlies the amounts in the table, effective
June, 1977 is:
145.90 percent of first $110 of ÂME, plus
3.07 percent of next $290 of ÂME, plus
49.59 percent of next $150 of ÂME, plus
58.29 percent of next $100 of ÂME, plus
32.42 percent of next $100 of AME, plus
27.02 percent of next $250 of ÂME, plus
24.34 percent of next $175 of AME, plus
22.54 percent of next $100 of ÂME, plus
21.18 percent of next $100 of ÂME.
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SENATE BILL

Average indexed monthly wage (p. 25) .—Applies a benefit formula in the law to an mdividual's average indexed monthly earnings,
which are indexed by wages. Apart from the
indexing procedures, the computation of the
average wages for benefit purposes generally

Average indexed monthl'y 'wage (p. 150) .—Similar
provision.

follows existing law.

Benefit fommula (p. 17) .—Provides a new benefit
formula for individuals who become eligible for
old-age benefits (regardless of when they apply
for those benefits) after 1978, whose disability
occurred after 1978, or who die after 1978.

The formula for 1979 would be:
90 percent of the first $180 of average indexed

monthly earnings (AIME); plus

32 percent of AIME over $180 through
AIME of $1,085; plus
15 percent of AIME above $1,085.

Benefit forimula (p. 150) .—Similar provision
except that the formula for 1979 would be:

92 percent of the first $180 of AIME; plus
33 percnt of AIME over $180 through AIME
of $1,075; pius

16 percent of AIME above $1,075.

This formula would provide benefit amounts
roughly 5 percent lower than those that are estimated for 197 under existing ktw.

This formula would provide benefit amounts
roughly 2½ percent lower than those that are
estimated for 1979 under existing law.

For beneficiaries on the rolls cost-of-living benefit

Similar provision, except that two increases per

increase procedures would operate as they do

year would be possible.

under present law.

Transition guarantees.—For the 10-year period
1979—88 individuals becoming first eligible for
old-age benefits would guaranteed the higher of
the PTA under wage-indexing or under the benefit table in the law in December 1978.

Similar provision for the 5-year period 1979—83.
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Co8t-o/-living ilwrea8e8.—If the Secretary deter-

mines that in the 1st quarter of the year
(January-March) the cost of living (CPI) has

exceeded by 3 percent or more the level for the
1st quarter of the most recent preceding year in
which a cost-of-living benefit increase has gone
into effect, or, if Later, the most recent calendar
quarter in which an ad hoc increase became effec-

tive, a benefit increase equal to the percentage

increase in the CPI between the 2 quarters
(rounded to the nearest 1/io of 1 percent) is

effective for June of the year in which the
determination is made (payable in the July

checks). (Supplemental security income payment levels are increased effective for July
payable in the Ju'y checks.) The increase is
effective for beneficiaries on the rolls and for
future beneficiaries. (Each percentage figure in
the benefit formula by the percentage increase.)
There is no cost-of-living increase if in the preceding year a law had been enacted providing a
general benefit increase or if a legislated benefit
increase had become effective.
Minimium monthly primary amount.—$114 as of

June 1977 (average monthly wage of $76 and
below) increased by the cost of living.

Special minimium, benefit.—Provides a special
minimum benefit of up to $180 a month for a

worker with 30 years of creditable earnings
($270 for a couple). The special minimum is
calculated by multiplying $9 times the number
of years of coverage in excess of 10 and up to
30—for a maximum multiplier of 20. Generally
a year of "coverage" is a year in which a person
has earnings at least as high as one quarter of

the contribution and benefit base ($4,125 in

1977) in effect for the year and this would rise
with average wages in the future. Benefit not increased by cost-of-living mechanism.
B. Maximum family benefits.
House bill
sec. 202
p.39
Senate bill

sec. 105
p. 170

MO!crnnun monthly /amily benefit June 1979.—
Men and women age 62 in J une 19 9: $887.
Young disabled $1,249.
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SENATE BILL

Cost-of-living (p. 35) .—Provides that in general
cost-of-living increases will apply only to keep

Cost-of -Ziving increases (p. 166) .—Similar provision, except that effective December 1977 semiannual cost-of-living increases would be possible
effective each December and June (January and

benefits up to date with price level changes
beginning with the year each individual becomes eligible for benefits (or dies).

July for Supplemental Security Income payment levels). A cost-of-living increase is provided at the end of a 6-month period if the
CPI increases by at least 4 percent. If an increase is not provided because the 4-percent
trigger is not met, the percentage drops back
to 3 for a 12-month period as under present law.

It is already known that no increase could be
provided effective for December 1977.

The measuring period would end with February
for a June increase, or August for a December
increase, and would begin with the previous
February or August which triggered the previous automatic increase, or the last month which

was the effective month of an ad hoc benefit
increase if later. However, the first measuring
period under the amendment would begin with
the first calendar quarter of 1977. (Sec. 135,
p. 225). (Church floor amendment adopted by a
vote of 50 yeas to 21 nays.)

Minimum monthly primary amount (p. 19).—The
December 1978 minimum benefit rounded to the
next higher dollar (estimated to be $121) would
be frozen for new beneficiaries but the minimum
benefit would be increased in line with CPI increases after a worker reaches age 62, becomes
disabled, or dies.
SpeciaZ mininwm benefit (p. 19).—Raises $9 fig-

ure to $11.50 thereby increasing the maximum
benefit amounts to $230 for an individual and

Mnnvam monthy primary amount (p. 151).—
Similar provision, except that the Senate
amendment would increase the minimum by the

CPI index only from the point where the individual actually begins to receive benefits

rather than from the point at which he becomes eligible for benefits (or dies.
No provision.

$345 for a couple. Years of coverage will be based

on the existing contribution base (without ad
hoc increases as a result of H.R. 9346) increased
automatically. Benefits will be increased by costof-living mechanism. Effective January 1979.

Mao,imum monthly family benefit.—Men and
women age G2 in June 1979: 840. Young disabled: $951.

Masimum monthly family benefit.—Men and
women age 62 in 1979: $858. Young disabled:
$952.
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Although not specified in the law the forniula
underlying the benefit table in the law on June
1979 for the family maximum is estimated to be
150 percent of PIA's up to $257. It gradually in-

creases to 188 percent of a PIA of $368 and

then declines to 175 percent of PIA's for $483
and above.

C. Increase in old-age benefit amounts for delayed
retirement.
House bill
p.47

Senate bill
p.185

Automatic iwireases on account of delayed retirement.—An old-age beneficiary who claims no
benefits prior to age 65 and thereafter has benefits withheld under the retirement test is entitled
to have his benefit increased by a credit equal to
142 of 1 percent or each full month of with-

holding. Increases are effective in January of
the year following the year the credits were
earned, except that credits earned in the year of
attainment of age Th are effective in the month
of such attainment.

IV. COVERAGE UNDER THE OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY
INSURANCE PROGRAM
A. Study concerning mandatory coverage of Fedcral employees,
House bill
sec. 301

p.50

Excludes civilian employees of the United States

or its instrumentalities who are covered under
Federal staff retirement systems.
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The family maximum benefit formula would be
specified in the law and would range from 150
to 188 percent of the PTA as under present law.

Similar provision.

The family maximum benefit amounts would be
determined by applying the following formula:

Similar provision except that the formula would
be:

150 percent of the first $230 of PTA, plus
272 percent of the next $102 of PIA, plus
134 percent of the next $101 of PIA, plus

150 percent of the first $236 of PTA, plus
272 percent of the next $106 of PTA, plus
134 percent of the next $107 of PTA, plus
175 percent of the remainder.

175 percent of the remainder.

Provides for an increase in the delayed retirement

credit (which applies to the worker only) to

one-fourth of 1 percent for each month (3 percent per year) a worker does not receive a benefit from age 65 and up to the month he reaches
age 72. The provision would apply for months
after 1981 for workers whose benefits are computed under the new wage indexed system or
under the 10-year transitional guarantee.

Provides that as soon as possible after the date of
enactment, the Chairman of the Civil Service
Comnussion, the Secretaries of Treasury and
Health, Education, and Welf arc, and the Direc-

tor of the Office of Management and Budget
shall joiiitly conduct a detailed study with respect to methods by which fufl coverage of Fed-

eral employees under OASI)HT could be attained. Upon completion of the study, and in
any event no later than two years after the date
of enactment, a report will be submitted to the
President and the appropriate Committees of
Congress including the results of the study and
recommendations (Fisher amendment adopted
by a vote of 380 to 39.)

No similar provision, but makes delayed retirement credit applicable to widow and widower
benefits, as well as to the worker's benefit.

No provision.
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B. Study concerning mandatory coverage of State

Covers on an optional basis employees of States
(including Puerto Rico, Viroin Islands, Guam
and American Samoa) and poitical subdivisions
thereof, under voluntary agreements between
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-

and local government employees.
House bill
sec. 302

p.54

C. Limited partnerships.
House bill
sec. 303

p.57

D. Cash tips.
Eou;4bill

fare and each State.

A partner's share of partnership income is includable in his net income from self-employment irrespective of the nature of his membership in the
partnership.

Cash tips received by an employee in the course of
his employment are covered as wages for social

security purposes if the tips amount to $20 or
more a month for employment by one employer.

Employers are not required to pay the social
security employer tax on the tips. The tips
represent compensation for income tax purposes

even though less than $20 a month or even

though paid in other than cash but are not, under
either of these conditions, subject to withhold-

ing for income tax purposes. However, tips

amounting to $20 or more a month in work for
one employer are subject to withholding for income tax purposes.

E. Ministers and members of religious orders.
House bill
sec. 305

Cover8 as self-employed duly ordained, commissioned, or licensed ministers, Christian Science
practitioners, and members of religious orders

(other than those who have taken a vow of

poverty.)
Clergymen irrevocably can elect not to be covered
if they are consthentiously opposed to social se-

curity coverage on grounds of conscientious
belief or religious principle.

F. International social security agreements (totalization).
House bill
sec. 306
p.62

Senate bill
sec. 129
p. 233

No provision.
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Provides that as soon as possible after the date of
enactment, the Chairman of the Civil Service

No provision.

Commission, the Secretaries of Treasury and
Health, Education and Welfare and the Director of the Office of Management and Budget
shall jointly conduct a detailed study with respect to methods by which full coverage of State

and local employees under OASDHI could be
attained. Upon completion of the study, and
in any event no later than 2 years after the date

of enactment, a report will be submitted to

the President and the appropriate committees
of Congress including the results of the study
and recommendations.. (Fisher amendment
adopted by a vote of 380 to 39.)

Excludes from social security coverage the distributive share of income or loss from a limited part-

No provision.

nership. Effective for taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1977.

Requires employers to pay social security contributions with respect to covered tips which are

No provision.

deemed wages under the Federal minimum wage
law. Effective January, 1978.

Provides that an election made by a clergyman in
the past to be exempt from social security may
be revoked by filing an application no later than
the due date of the tax return for his first taxable

No provision.

year beginning after enactment. Effective for
taxable years ending on or after enactment, or
beginning after enactment (whichever is specified by the clergyman).

Provides the President with authority to enter

into bilateral social security agreements (totalization agreements) with interested foreign
countries to provide for limited coordination
between U.S. social security system and that of
the other country. An agreement could eliminate
dual coverage and contributions for the same
work under the social security systems of two
cooperating countries and could provide that
eligibility and the amount of benefits payable

by each country would take into account a

Similar provision except:
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G. Illinois policemen, firemen.
House bill
sec. 307
p.67

H. Wisconsin Retirement Fund.
B

s bil

sec. 310'
p.69

PRESENT LAW

Illinois is not on list of States who can extend
coverage to policemen and firemen under a retirement system.

Wisconsin Retirement Fund—Allows the State
of Wisconsin to extend coverage to State and
local employees covered under the Wisconsin
Retirement Fund without holding a referendtim.

V. ELIMINATION OF GENDER-BASED DISTINCTIONS UNDER THE OLDAGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM
Part A.—Equalization of Treatment of Men and Women Under the Program
The social security law contains a number of rela-

tively minor provisions that are different for
men and women.

1. Divorced husbands.
House bifi
sec. 401
p.69

2. Remarriage of surviving spouses before ago 60.
Hou2bill

Provides benefits based on a former spouse's social

security earnings record for an aged divorced

wife and an aged or disabled surviving divorced

wife but not for divorced men in like circumstances.

Provides that an aged or disabled widow (or surviving divorced wife) may qualify for widow's
benefits if she "is not married" when she applies
for benefits. For a widower (or surviving divorced husband) , on the other hand, the require-
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worker's work and earnings in both countries.
Each country would exchange information on
covered earnings with the other country, make
determinations of coverage based on its own
social security law7 and pay pro rata benefits directly to beneficiaries.

The Oongress would have an opportunity to
consider and reject a proposed agreement, as

each negotiated agreement must be submitted to
the Congress for review and could not become
effective before 90 days on each of which at least
one House of Congress has been in session following its submission. To reject an agreement

would require enactment of legislation to that
effect by both Houses of Congress.
The United States has two totalization treaties
signed with Italy and West Germany, but such
treaties cannot become effective until Congress
enacts the general enabling legislation.
Provides social security coverage for employment
prior to 1978 by certain policemen and firemen
who are covered by the Illinois Municipal Re-

Requires that each agreement be transmitted to
the Congress with a report on the estimated cost
and the number of individuals affected; a totalization agreement could not go into effect until
after both Houses had each been in session for
90days and neither House passed a resolution

of disapproval within the 90-day period. The
Senate provision also contains a specific prohibition against including in an agreement any
provision which would be contrary to the provisions of title II.

No provision.

tirement Fund and for whom social security
taxes have been paid.

Extends the special provision applying to employees covered under the Wisconsin Retire-

No provision.

ment Fund to any successor system to the
Fund.

The House-passed bill includes provisions to elimi-

No provision.

nate the gender-based distinctions and lerminology and provides the same rights for men
and women. To accomplish this it has included

in its bill the following provisions (Sections
401—410) which would be effective January 1,
1978.

Provides such benefits for aged divorced husbands

and aged or disabled surviving divorced husbands.

Permits a widower (or surviving divorced husband) to obtain benefits based on his deceased
wife's (or deceased former wife's) social security if he is not married at the time he applies
for widower's benefits, as widows now can.

No provision.
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mont specifies that he may qualify for widower's
'benefits if he "has not remarried." As a result of
this difference, a widower (Or surviving divorced
husband) cannot ever become entitled to widower's benefits based on his deceased wife's (Or decreased former wife's) earnings if he has remar-

ried before age 60, even if he is not married at
the time he applies for benefits.
3. fllegitimate children;
House bill
se.4403

4. Transitional insured status.
Rouse bill
sec. 404

Provides that a man's illegitimate child who cannot inherit from him under applicable State law
relative to devolution of intestate personal property may nevertheless be deemed to be his child
for purposes of receiving social security benefits under certain conditions. Certain of these
provisions may also apply with respect to such
a child of a woman, but certain others do not.

A 1965 amendment to the social security law made
certain people who attained age 72 before 1969

eligible for benefits based on a shorter time in
covered employment than would otherwise be
required. Benefits were also provided for certain

wives and widows who attamed age 72 before
1969, but similar benefits were not provided for
husbands or widowers.
5. Special age 72 benefits.
House bill

se 405

i.

6

Certain people who reach age 72 before 1968 get
special monthly cash payments (financth from

general revenues) even though they have not
worked in jobs covered by social security. The
special payments can also be made to people who

reach age 72 after 1967 and before 1972 if they
have a specified amount of work under social
security but not enough to qualify for regular

retirement benefits.
When both members of a couple are receiving such

payments, the husband receives a• full benefit
now $78.50) and the wife gets a benefit equal
to one-half the husband's benefit (now $39.30).

6. Fathers insurance benefits.

Benefits are provided by the present statute for
a woman who has in her care a minor or disabled

House bill
sec. 406

p.77

child (entitled to child's benefits) of her re-

tired, disabled, or deceased husband, or deceased
former husband. By virtue of a 1975 Supreme

Court decision in Weinberger v. Wie8enfeld
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HOUSE BILL

Provides that an iflegitirnate child's status for purposes of entiflement to child's insurance benefits

No provision.

win be determined with respect to the child's
mother in the same way as it is now determined
with respect to the child's father.

In addition, the bifl changes the socia' security
statute with respect to children of disaMed workers to conform to a 1974 Supreme Court decision
in Jinne'nez v. Wei'nberger. That decision provided that certain iflegitimate children cou'd get
benefits based on a worker's earnings if the rea-

tionship and/or living with or support requirements in the law are met at the time the child
applies for benefits instead of before the worker
becomes disaMed, as the statute provides. The
bifl makes a similar change with respect to children of retired workers.
Provides such benefits for husbands and widowers

under the same conditions as for wives and

No provision.

widows.

Provides that when both members of a coup'e are

receiving special age-72 payments, the total

No provision.

amount of the payments ($117.80) to the couple
would be divided equally between the two.

Provides benefits for men who were not covered
by the Supreme Court decision—young husbands of retired or disabled workers, and surviving divorced husbands with an entitled minor
or disabled child of the retired, disabled, or deceased worker in their care. The bill a'so changes

No provision.
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benefits are also provided for a similarly situated

widowed father. (In Wie8enfeld, the Court
ruled that benefits must be provided for a widower with an entitled child in his care on the

same basis as they are provided for a widow with

an entitled child in her care.) Also under the
law, benefits are not provided for a father who
has in his care an entitled child of his retired or
disabled wife or deceased former wife.

7. Effect of marriage on childhood disability bene-

ficiary and on dependents and dependent
survivors' benefits.

House bill
seCs. 407, 408
PP. 80—81

When a childhood disability beneficiary (a retired,
disabled, or deceased worker's child who has been

disabled since before age 22) marries another
person getting dependent's or survivor's benefits,
and when a disabled worker marries a childhood

disability beneficiary or a mother, surviving
divorced mother, or father, neither's benefits are

terminated by reason of the marriage. Subsequent treatment of the spouse's benefits if the

childhood disability beneficiary or disabled

worker beneficiary has medically recovered or
engages in substantial work and has his or her
disability benefits terminated varies depending
on the sex of the disability beneficiary. If the
disability beneficiary is a male, the benefits of
his spouse end when his benefits end. If, on the
other hand, the disability beneficiary is a female,
the benefits of her spouse do not end when her
benefits end.

8. Treatment of self-employment income in com
munity property state.
House bill
sec.24O9

Provides that all income from self-employment in
a trade or business owned or operated by a married couple in a State in which comimmity prop-

erty statutes are in effect is deemed to be the

husband's for social security purposes unless the
wife exercises substantially all the management
and control of the business, in which case all the
self-employment income is treated as the wife's.
In noncommunity property States2 self -employ-

ment income of married couples is credited to
the spouse who owns or is predominantly active
in the business.

9. Credit for certain military service.
House bill

se41O

Generally provides that if a civil service annuity
based in part on military service performed before 1957 is payable to an individual, such service may not be used in determining eligibility
for or the amount of such individual's social
security benefit. An exception applies to a widow
(or child), but not a widower, entitled to a civil

service survivor's annuity based in whole or in
part on pre-1957 military service. The widow (or
child), but not a widower, may waive the right
to the civil service survivor's annuity and receive
credit for pre-1957 military service for purposes
of determining eligibility for or the amount of
social security survivor's benefits.
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HOUSE BILL

the statute to reflect the Supreme Court decision
in Weinberger v. Wie8enfeld.

Provides that the benefits of the spouse of a female
disability beneficiary would be terminated if she
ceases to be disabled, as is now the case if the
disability beneficiary is a male.

Permits self-employment income of a married

No provision

No provision.

couple in a community property State to be crcd-

ited for social security purposes to the spouse
who exercises more management and control
over the trade or business. The provision would
be effective with respect to taxable years beginning after 1977. Where the husband and wife
exercised the same amount of management and
control the self-employment income would be
divided equally between both the huband and
wife.

Provides that a widower, as well as a widow, would
be permitted to waive payment of a civil service

annuity attributable to credit for military service performed before 1957 in order to have the
military service credited toward eligibility for
or the amount of a social security benefit.

No provision.
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Part B.—Effect of Marriage, Remarriage and Divorée on Benefit Eligibility
1. Eliminate marriage or remarriage as factor in
eligibility for, or reduction or termination of,
benefits.
House bill
eec. 415

p.90

Provides in general, that the marriage (Or remarriage) of a worker's divorced or surviving
spouse, parent, or child prevents or terminates
entitlement to benefits based on the worker's socia! security earnings record. For example, a
widow who remarries before 60 cannot get benefits based on her first husband's earnings as long

as she is married. If she remarries after ae 60,

the benefits based on the first husband's social secuHty are reduced.or terminated; the widow gets

either:a benefit equal to a wife's benefit based
on her first husband's earnings (which is less
than the widow's benefit she was getting) or a
wife's benefit based on her current husband's
earnings (if he is a beneficiary), whichever is

higher. Benefits are not payable to divorced
spouses and young surviving spouses who are
remarried.

2. Duration of marriage requirement.
House bill

se416

Provides benefits for aged divorced wives and
aged surviving divorced wives of retired, disabled, or deceased insured workers, subject to
a 20-year duration-of-marriage requirement.

Part C.—Dependents benefits and study of gender-based differences
1. Study of gender-based differences under social
security program.
House bill
see. 421

p.98

Senate bill
see. 201

No provision.
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Provides that marriage or remarriage would not
bar or terminate entitlement to benefits as a di-

No provision.

vorced spouse, surviving spouse (including those

with an entitled child in their care), parent, or
child, and remarriage would not cause any reduction in aged widow's or widower's insurance
benefits. Also, the dependent's benefits of a person married to a disabled worker or an adult

disabled since childhood would no longer be
terminated when the disability ends.

The amendments made by the bill would apply
with respect to benefits for months after December 1978. People whose dependents benefits were

terminated because of marriage or remarriage
(or because of the recovery of a previously disabled spouse) prior to January 1979 may again
become entitled to such benefits thereafter upon
application for reentitlement.

Reduces from 20 years to 5 years the length of time
a person must have been married to a worker in

No provision.

order for benefits to be payable to an aged di-

vorced spouse or surviving divorced spouse.
Effective with respect to benefits for months after
Decembe.r 1978.

Directs the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, in consultation with the Justice Department Task Force on Sex Discrimination,
to carry out a detailed study of proposals:
(1) to eliminate dependency as a requirement
for entitlement to social security spouse's benefits, and (2) to bring about the equal treatment
of men and women in any and all respects. In
conducting this study the Secretary shall take
into account the effects of the changing role of
women in today's society including such things

as: (1) changes in the nature and extent of

women's participation in the labor force, (2) the

increasing divorce rate, and (3) the economic
value of women's work in the home. The study
shall include appropriate cost analyses. A full
and complete report shall be submitted by the
Secretary to the Congress within 6 months after
enactment of the bill.

Similar provision.
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2. Reduced benefits for spouses receiving Government pension.

A woman can become entitled to spouse's or sur-

Senate bill.

se.24

•

viving spouse's benefits without proving dependency on her husband. As a result of a March 1977
Supreme Court decision, a man can also become
entitled to spouse's or surviving spouse's benefits
without proving his dependency on his wife.

VI. CHANGES IN EARNINGS TEST UNDER THE OLD-AGE,
SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM
A. Liberalization of earnings test.
flouse bill

Provides that benefits will be withheld from a
beneficiary under age 72 (and from any dependent draving on his record) at the rate of
$1 in benefits for each $2 of annual earnings

Senate bill
secs. 121—122

Under automatic provisions, in the year after an

sec. 501

in excess of $3,000 in 1977.
pp. 182485

automatic benefit increase becomes effective the

of earnings exempted from the withholding of benefits under the retirement test
amount

automatically increases in proportion to the increase in average wages in covered employment.

The following are estimated automatic increases
in the annual exempt amount under the retirement test as reported in the 19T7 Report of the
Board of Trustees:
An,waZ exempt

rear:
1978

$3, Z40

1979
1980

3 480

1981
1982

B. Liberalization of foreign work test.
Rouse bill
sec. 503
P 104

amount under
retirement teat
720
3, 9(()
4, 200
3,

A separate retirement test applies to employment
or self-employment outside the United States
which is not covered by the U.S. social security
system. A monthly benefit is withheld when a
beneficiary under age 72 works on any part of

7 or more days within a month. This test is

based solely on the number of days the benefici-

ary works and not on the amount of earnings.
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HOUSE BILL

Provides that social security benefits payable to

No provision.

spouses and surviving spouses be.reduced .by the

amount of any public (Federal, State, or local)

retirement benefit payable to the spouse The
offset would apply only to pension payments
based on the spouse's own work in iublic emp1oyment which is not covered under sociai
security. The reduction would apply to individuals who become entitled to spouse's benefits or
to surviving spouse's benefits on the basis of applications filed in and after the month of enactment. (Also eliminates dependency requirements for husband's and widower's benefits from
the social security statute.)

Increases the earnings limitations for beneficiaries
age 65—72 to the foilowing amounts for 1978—81,

and totally eliminates it in 1982 for beneficiaries
aged 65—72:

Retirement test annual eve,n'pt amount for persons aged

Calendar year:

65 and over

1977
1978
1979
1980

181

1982

Amount
$3, 000
4, 000

4,500
5, 000

5,500
No limit

The retirement test figure of present law, which is
to rise to $3,240 in 1978, woukl continue to apply
to 'beneficiaries under age 65. (Ketchum amendment adopted by a vote of 268 to 149)

Increases the annual exempt amount to $4,500 for
1978 and to $6,000 for 1979 for all beneficiaries
(under age 65 as well as over age 65) with automatic increases thereafter, as under present law.
ReUrement te8t annual eaempt amount for au
Calendar year:

beneflokirie8

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

1982

or more ca'endar days in 1978 and in 12 or more
ca'endar days in 1979 and subsequent years.

$3 ()1J()

4,500
6,000
a6,48()
16,964)

17,440

1Estlmated amounts under aufomatie provision.

Reduces the age at which a beneficiary is no longer
subject to the retirement test from age 72 to 70,

beginning in 1982. (Church substitute amendment adopted by a vote of 59 to 28.)

Provides that benefits would not be payable for
any month in which a beneficiary worked in 9

Amount

No provision.
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VIL COMBINEDSOCIAL SECURITY AND INCOME TAX ANNUAL
REPORTING
A. Annual crediting of quarters Of

trage.

House bifl

secO1

Employers report wages for social security purposes on a quarterly 'basis. As a result of Public
Law 94—202, beginning in 1978, private employ-

cr5 will report annually; however, quarterly
wage information will need to be listed on the
annual reports because provisions of the law
which require the use of quarterly wage data for
some purposes were not changed. Forms W—2
will be used as the annual reports of wages for
both social security and income tax purposes,
and they will include either the amount of wages
paid the worker in each quarter or a checkoff of
the calendar quarters in which the worker was

paid at least $50 (the measure of a quarter of
coverage). (State and local employers continue

to report on a quarterly basis.) This information

would allow SSA to determine whether a

worker has enough quarters of coverage to be
eligible for benefits.

B. Amount requIred for quarter of coverage.
Bouse bill
sec. 602

"Quarter of coverage" is defined as a calendar
quarter in which worker received at least $50
in wage8.

p.112

VIII. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
1. National Commission on Social Security—Advisory Council on Social Security.
Bouse bill
se.3O1

Senate bill

;eO3

Requires that after January of each Presidential
inauguaration year the Secretary shall appoint
an Advisory Council on Social Security consist-

ing of a Chairman and 12 other menibers who
are representatives of organizations of employees and employers, the self-employed, and the
general public. The Council is required to review
the status of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors

Insurance Trust Fund, the Federal Disability

Insurance Trust Fund, the Federal Hospital In-

surance Trust Fund and the Federal Supplementary Medical :rnsurance Trust Fund in relation to the long-term commitments of the oldage, survivors, and disability insurance program
and the programs under parts A and 13 of title
XVIII, and of reviewing the scope of coverage
and the adequacy of bene&s under, and all other
aspects of, t'hese programs, including their impact on the public assistance programs under
the Act. The Council is also required to submit
reports of its findings and recommendations to

the Secretary not litter than January 1 of the
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HOUSE BILL

Changes the provisions of the Social Security Act

No provision

that require the use of quarterly wage data so
that only annual data would be needed—employers would no longer have to check off quar-

ters of coverage or report quarterly wages on
the forms W—2. Excludes from the definition of
wages certain employment wherein the remuneration is less than $100 in a calendar year. State
and local employers will continue to report on a

quarterly basis but wages will be converted to
annual figures. The most significant program
change relates to how annual wages would be
credited in terms of quarters of coverage. Effective date, January 1, 1978.

Changes "quarter of coverage" definition so that

No provision.

after 1977 all workers would receive a quarter of
coverage for each $250 of wages paid in a year
(to a maximum of four quarters of coverage in
a year). The amounts measuring a quarter of
coverage would increase automatically each year
as wages increase.

Establishes a National Commission on Social
Security independent from the executive branch

composed of nine members—five appointed by
the President, two by the Speaker, and two by
the President pro tern of the Senate.
The Commission would be required to submit in-

terim reports and to issue a final report two

years after its appointment.
(1) It shall be the duty and function of the Commission to conduct a continuing study, investigation, and review of—

(A) the Federal old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program established by
title II of the Social Security Act; and

(B) the health insurance programs estab-

lished by title XVIII of such Act.
(2) Such sudy, investigation, and review of such
programs shall include (but not be limited to)—
(A) the fiscal status of the trust funds
established for the financing of such programs and the adequacy of such trust funds

The Senate amendment includes no provision com-

parable to the House bill relating to a National
Commission.

Under the Senate bill, the advisory council to be
appointed this year would have an additiOnal 9
months in which to make its report. The report
would be due October 1, 1979, rather than January 1, 1q79.
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second year

after the year in which it is required

tobe appointed. Such reports are to be trans-

imtted to the Congress and the Board of
Trustees.

2. Elimination of certain optional payment procedures under social security,
House bill
sec. 702
p.

126

Senate bill
sec. 126
p. 196

Persons applying for benefits are permitted, if
they meet all conditions of entitlement, to get
benefits for up to 12 months prior to the month
in which they filed an application.
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SENATE BILL

to meet the immediate and longrange financing needs of such programs;

(B) the scope of coverage, the adequacy .of
benefits including the measurement of an
adequate retirement income, and the conditions of qualification for benefits provided by such programs including the application of the retirement income test to
unearned as well as earned income;

(C) the impact of such programs on, and
their relation to, public assistance pro-

grams, other governmental retirement and
annuity programs, medical service delivery
systems, and national employment practices;

(D) any inequities (whether attributable to
provisions of law relating to the establishment and operation of such programs, to
rules and regulations romu1gated in connection with the adminisration of such pro-

grams, or to administrative practices and
procedures employed in the carrying out of

such programs) which affect substantial
numbers of individuals who are insured or
otherwise eligible for benefits under such
programs, including inequities and inequal-

ities arising out of marital status, sex, or
similar classifications or categories; and

(E) possible alternatives to the current

Federal programs or particular aspects

thereof, including but not limited to (i) a
phasing out of the payroll tax with the fi-

nancing of such programs being accomplished in some other manner (including general revenue funding and the retirement bond), (ii) the establishment of a system providing for mandatory participation
in any or all of the Federal programs, (iii)
the integration of such current Federal pro-

grams with private retirement programs,
and (iv) the establishment of a system permitting covered individuals a choice of public or private programs or both.

Provides that benefits not be paid retroactively for
months before an application is filed when this

payment results in a permanent reduction of
future monthly benefits. Effective January 1,
1978.

Identical to House provision, except effective upon
enactment.
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payment of social security and SSI benefit checks in certain situations.
House bill
p.129

Senate bill

Social security benefit payments for a particular
month are payable after the end of that month,
and payment is normally made on the third day
of the month; SSI benefit checks for a particular month are delivered on the first day of that
month.

sec. 127
p. 198

4. Taxation of corporations.
Senate bill

se425

When an individual is concurrently employed by

a group of corporations and works for more
than one of the corporations, each corporation is
treated as an individual employer for employer
tax purposes. As a result, the group of corporations may be required to pay employment taxes

on an individual's wages in excess of the
maximum amount otherwise taxable.

5. Nonprofit organizations which failed to file
waiver certificates.
Senate bill
sec. 130.

p.209

Nonprofit organizations that have been paying
social security taxes without having filed a valid
waiver certificate to cover employees under tthe
social security system are deemed to have filed
such a waiver in those instances where no refund
was obtained before September 9, 1976, and also
in instances when organizations which received
a refund before September 9, 1976, did not file a

waiver within 180 days after October 4, 1976
(date of enactment of Public Law 94—563).
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SENATE BILL

Requires that, when the delivery date for either
payment falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or lega'
public holiday, the checks would be delivered

Similar provision, except there is no waiver of
recovery of overpayments that occur as a result
of earlier delivery of checks.

on an earlier date. Any overpayment that ocëurs
as a direct result of the earlier delivery of checks
would be waived and would not be subject to the
recovery.
No provision.

A group of corporations concurrently employing
an individual would be considered as a single
employer if one of the group serves as a common

paymaster for the entire group. This would result in such corporations having to pay no more
in social security and unemployment taxes than
a single employer pays. The provision is effective January 1, 1979.

No provision in H.R. 9346; H.R. 8490 as reported
by Ways and Means Committee would forgive
unpaid social security taxes for certain organizations that stopped paying taxes prior to Octo-

ber 1979 without receiving a refund and were
deemed to have filed a certificate under P.L.
94—563; would permit employees of those
organizations to individually elect retroactive
coverage providing the taxes were paid; and
would extend from April 19, 1977, to December 31, 1977 the date by which organizations
that received a tax refund may file a waiver
certificate.

Similar to H.R. 8490 except would permit a refund

of back taxes to certain organization that had

stopped paying the taxes before October 1, 1976,

but paid the back taxes after enactment of P.L.
94—563.

Senator Ribicoff's floor amendment provides that

certain nonprofit organizations that had obtained refuiids for the quarter ending prior to
July 1, 1973 would be entitled to file actual

waiver certificates as are organizations that re-

ceived refunds for any period after June 30,

1973 and before September 9, 1976.
Senator Dole's and Senator Sarbanes' floor amend-

ment provides that those calendar quarters in
which organizations were required to pay social

security taxes peiiding determination of their
application for section 501(c) (3) tax exempt
status hall not be considered calendar quarters
in which taxes were paid without having filed
a waiver certificate for the purpose of .deeming
them to have filed a constructive waiver certifi-

cate under Public Law 94—563. (This exclusion

generally applies through the quarter ending
after the twelfth month following mailing of
the ruling. Organizations ruled exempt after
December ai, 1975 qualify for the exclusion
through the quarter in which such ruling was
issued.)
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To qualify for disability benefits, a legally blind
person must be fufly insured. If he is under age

6. Benefits for blind persons.

55, he gets a 9-month trial period to test his

Senate bill

se31

capacity to work; if he engages iii SGA after the

•

trial work period, his benefits are terminated.
If he is aged 55 or older, his benefits are susended for each month in which he engages in

GA.

The amount of benefits is computed the same as for
nonblincl disabled beneficiaries.

7. Administrative law judges.
•

Senate bill
sec. 202
p.

Public Law 04—202 established temporary hearing officer positions (AU's) to hear cases under

titles II, XVI, and XVIII of the Social Security Act pursuant to the Administrative Proce-

(lure Act. The authority for the positions would

expire on December 31, 1978.

8. Study of CPI for tli clder]y.

No provision.

Senate bill
sec. 201

p.232

9. Elimination of workmen's compensation offset.

Sena;blll
sec.

An individual who is under age 62 and who receives both social security and workmen's com-

pensation benefits at the same time may have
his social security reduced. No reduction is made

if the State workmen's compensation program
provides for any reduction in the workmen's
compensation benefit because of the payment of
social security. However, if the workmen's com-

pensation benefits are not reduced, then social
security benefits are reduced by whatever amount

is necessary to assure that the individual's total
income from both social security and workmen's

compensation is not higher than 80% of his
"average current earnings".

"Average current earnings" are defined as the

highest of the average monthly wage on which
the benefit is based, the average monthly wage
during the individual's highest five consecutive
years of earnings, or the average wage the individua had in the one year of highest earnings
during the five years before lie became disab]e1.
Where an individual receives a lump sum settlement under workmen's compensation rather than
monthly payments. The Department prorates
the lump sum settlement over a period of time
and applies the monthly reduction in social security payments as though the lump sum settleinent had been paid monthly.
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No provision.

SENATE BILL

A legally blind worker would:

(1) need only 6 quarters of coverage;
(2) be considered disabled, regardless of earnings and capacity to work;
(3) have benefits computed and recomputed
in a special, advantageous method;
(4) not b subject to the retirement test at age
65; and

(5) not be required to undergo vocational
rehabilitation services.
(Bayh floor amendment adopted by a voice vote.)

No provision, but identical bill (H.R. 5723) reported by Ways and Means Committee.

Converts appointments to permanent AU status
under the Administrative Procedure Act.

No provision.

Senate bill requires the Secretary of Labor, in con-

sultation with th Secretary of Health, Educa-

tion, and Welfare, to study the need to develop a
special consumer price index for the elderly, and

to report to Congress within 6 months of
enactment.
No provision.

Senate amendment repeals th provision of existing law which provides for a reduction in social security benefits for persons simultaneously
entitled to workmen's compensation payments
(Wallop amendment adopted by a voice vote).
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No reduction is made after the individual becomes

age 62 and no reduction is made in the amount
of any increases in social security benefits which
become payable after the individual goes on the
rolls.

The reduction is recomputed every three years to
give the individual the benefit of increases which

he might have had in "average current earnings" had he not become disabled.

10. Reimbursement under medicare for certain
wheerchairs.

Senate bill
secjO6

Among the items which are specified in the statute

as allowable for medicare reimbursement are
"wheel chairs used in the patient's home". The
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

interpreted this statute to preclude coverage
for a type of wheelchair known as the "AMIGO"
wheelchair which is self-propelled on the basis
that it can be used outside the home as well as in
the home.
has

IX. PROVISIONS RELATING TO PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
1. Fiscal relief for State and local welfare costs.

No provision.

Senate bill
sec. 301

p.236

2.

Incentives for lowering AFDC error rates.
Senate bill

.

sec.

302
238

Under its general regulatory authority, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
requires the States in administering their programs of aid to families with dependen.t children to conduct quality review samplings which
provide statistical data concerning the percen-

tage of erroneous payments. Attempts •by the
Department to use this quality control system

as a basis for reducing Federal matching to
States with excessively high error rates have

thus far been successfully blocked in the courts
and have consequently been withdrawn by the
Department.
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HOUSE BILL

No provision.

The Senate amendment would expand the definition of allowable expenses to include devices
serving the same or similar purposes as wheel-

chairs in order to assure coverage of the
"AMIGO" wheelchair

(Griffin

amendment

adopted by a voice vote).

No provision.

The Senate amendment would provide for a onetime payment as soon as possible after enactment to the States of $374 million as fiscal relief
for State and local welfare costs. The amount
payable to each State would have to be passed
through to local jurisdictions which participate
in the cost of the AFDC program except that no
political subdivision could receive more than
90% of its share of program costs.
The amount allocated to each State out of the $374
million total would be computed under a two-

part formu]a. Half of the total would be al-

located among the States in proportion to each
State's share of AFDC expenditures for December, 1976. The other half of the $374 million

total would be allocated among the States in
the same relative proportion as the most recent
general revenue sharing allocations.

No provision.

The Senate amendment would establish a system
of fiscal incentives for, States which have low
error rates as measured by the quality control
findings.

Under the amendment States which have dollar
error rates of, or reduce their dollar error rates

to, less than 4 percent but not more than 3.5 percent of the total expenditures would receive 10
percent of the Federal share of the money saved,
as compared with the Federal costs at a 4-percent payment error rate. This percentage would
increase proportionately as shown in the following table:
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Access by AFDC agencies to wage records.

Present law contains no specific statutory pro-

Senate, bill
P. 240

vision either allowing or requiring State AFDC
agencies to verify the amount Of earnings re-

ported (or not reported) by A'DC recipients
through cross-checking the wage records of
State unmployrnent compensation agencies or
the Social Security Administration.

4. State wefarc demonstration projects.
Senate bill
sec.

304

P. 243

Section 1115 of the Social Security Act allows the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to
waive any of the State plan requirements of the

Federal AFDC statute for the sake of experi-

mental pilot or demonstration projects which in

the Secretary's judgment are likely to assist
in promoting the objectives of the program.
'Waivers requested by the States under this authority become effective only when specifically
approved by the Secretary.
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HOUSE BILL

If the error rate is
At least 3.5 percent but less than 4 percent
At least 3 percent but less than 3.5 percent
At least 2.5 percent but less than 3 percent
At least 2 percent but less than 2.5 percent
Less than 2 percent

Federa

8avig8

10
20
30
40
50

'The State will retain this percent of the imputed

Federal savings.

No provision.

The Senate amendment would specifically authorize State AFDC agencies to obtain wage
information from the wage records maintained
by the Social Security Administration and the
wage records maintained by State unemployment compensation agencies for purposes of
determining eligibility for (or amount of)
AFDC. The Secretary of 1-IEW would establish the necessary safeguards to prevent the
improper use of such information. Effective
October 1, 1979, States would be required to
request and make use of this wage inrormation
either from the State unemployment compen-

sation agency (if available there) or from the
Social Security Administration.

No provision.

The Senate amendment would authorize certain
types of State demonstration projects related to
the AFDC program to be implemented if the
Secretary did not specifically disapprove the
implementation of such projects within forty-

five days after the State applies to have the
projects approved. In other words, a State could
proceed with such projects either when the Sec-

retary approved them, or forty-five days after
submitting them to the Secretary if no decision
had been reached by HEW within that period.
implemented, demonstration projects
could continue for two years or until such time
as the Secretary took action to disapprove the
Once

waiver.
Under this authority, States would be permitted to

conduct not more than three demonstration

projects but not more than one on a Statewide

basis. Projects involving public service employment would have to meet reasonable standards

related to health, safety and other conditions,
could not displace employed workers, would
have to be reasonable for the individuals partici-

pating, and would have to provide appropriate
workmen's compensation protection. Participa-

tion in any project by any AFDC recipient

would have to be on a voluntary basis.
States would be permitted to waive ordinary statu.-

tory rules requiring statewide uniformity, administration by a single agency, a.nd regarding
participation in the work incentive program and
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ITEM

5. AFDO earned income disregard.
Senate bill
sec. 305
p.

PRESENT LAW

Under present law States are required; in determining need for Aid to Families with Dependent Children, to disregard:
1. All earned income of a child who is a fulltime student, or a part-time student who is

not a full-time employee; and
2. The first $30 earned monthly by an adult
plus one-third of additional earnings. Costs

related to work (such as transportation

costs, uniforms, union dues, child care and
other items) are also deducted from earnings in calculating the amount of welfare
benefit. The $30 plus one-third disregard
is based on total earnings and not on earnings net of work expense deductions.

6. Federal liability for Federally-caused errors in
State SSI supplementation (1974).
Senate bill
sec. 501
P. 256

Where States provide additional benefits to aged,
blind and disabled people over and above the

Federally administered SSI payments under
title XVI of the Social Security Act, there is authority in existing law for States to either administer those payments themselves or to enter
into agreements with the Department under
which the State supplemental benefits are paid
by the Social Secunty Administration with that
agency being reimbursed by the State for the
cost of those payments. Where State supplemental payments have been Federally administered, the Department has negotiated with the
States a partial Federal assumption of liability
for the cost of payments which were made incorrectly. Where States have adminstered their
own benefits, however, the Department has not
assumed any Federal liability for erroneous payments. No statutory provisions exist concerning
Federal liability for incorrect State supplementation payments under either mode of administration.
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the disregard of certain amounts of earned income. (Not more than half of all income could

be disregarded under the waiver authority,
however.)

AFDC matching for these demonstration projects
would be limited to the amount the State would

have received through AFDC if it had not
implemented the demonstration project. In
addition the Stat&s general revenue sharing
funds could be used to cover the costs of salaries

for participants in public service employment
which are not covered by AFDC matching.
Once implemented, demonstration projects could
continue for up to 2 years unless the Secretary

took action to disapprove a State waiver of
statutory rules before the end of t.he 2-year
period. The provision would not apply after
September 30, 1980.

The Senate mendrnent would requireS States to

No provision.

disregard the first $0 earned monthly by an
individual working full-time ($30 in the case

of an individual working part time—work under
40 hours weekly would be considered part-time
unless it involved 35 hours per week and weekly
wages of at least $92.) There would be no deduction for individual itemized work expenses except that reasonable child care expenses, subject
to limitations prescribed by the Secretary would

also be disregarded. Th remaining earnings

(net of the basic $60 or $30 disregard and child
care expenses) would be disregarded according
to the foflowing formula: 1/3 of up to $300 of
adclitiona earnings would be disregarded and
1/5 of earnings above that.
No provision.

-

The Senate amendment would authorize and di-

rect the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare to reimburse the States for erroneous
State supplementa' payments administered by
them and paid during 1974 to the extent that
an HEW audit determines is appropriate on the
basis that the incorrect payments resuked from
erroneous or incomplete information furnished
to the States by the Department or from States'
reliance on incorrect payments made by the
Department. (Allen amendment adopted by a
voice vote.)
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ITEM

X. NON-SOCIAL SECURITY ACT PROVISIONS
1. Prohibition against reducing veteran's pensions
because of social security increases,
Senate bill
sec. 204
p.

Benefits for veterans who are disabled from a nonservice connected disability (including veterans
who are age 65 and over) are payable on a needs-

test basis in which the amount payable is reduced to take into account the other income
which the veteran has. A similar needs test applies in the case of benefits for the widows of
veterans who die from non-service connected
causes and also in the casc of compensation pay-

able to the dependent parent.s of veterans who
die from service connected causes. In computing

the amount payable under each of these pro-

grams, 10% of the value of social security benefits is excluded. Otherwise, however, the social

security benefit is counted like any other income and serves to reduce the pension. When
social security benefits are raised, the amount
of pension payable is accordingly reduced (however, this effect is offset to some extent by periodic ad hoc increases in the rates of pension payable to veterans).

2. Tax credit for higher education expenses.
Senate bill
sec.O1

3. Treatment of honoraria under Federal Election
Act.

p. 249

Individuals are allowed a deduction in computing
their income tax liability for education expenses
only to the extent that they represent ordinary
and necessary business expenses.

Under the Federal Election Campaign Act (2

USC 441i), a Federal officer or employee cannot accept any honorarium of more than $2,000
or honoraria aggregating more than $25,000 in
any calendar year.
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No provision.

SENATE BILL

The Senate amendment provides that the amount
of any social security benefit resulting from a
cost of living increase will not be used to reduce

Veterans Administration payments of these
types. The amendment would apply to social
security increases taking place after Septem-

ber 1, 1978. (McIntyre floor amendment agreed
to by a voice vote—tabling motion failed 20 to
68).

No provision.

The Senate amendment modifies the Internal

Revenue Code to provide an income tax credit
for educational expenses (tuition, fees, books,
and equipment, but not meals, lodging, or other
living expenses) paid to an institution of higher
education or a vocational school. The amount

of the credit is limited each year to $250 per

student. For 1978 only, it would be refundable.
The student must be a full-time student working towards a baccalaureate degree or certificate
of required course work. Expenses eligible for
the credit are reduced by scholarship or fellowship grants, educational assistance allowances,
and education and training allowances. (Roth
amendment adopted by a vote of 61 to 11.)
No provision.

The Senate amendment makes clear that a contribution to a charitable organization selected by
the payor from a list of 5 or more organizations
named by the government officer or employee

shall not be treated as an honorarium. Also,
amounts returned to a payor before the end of

the calendar year shall not be treated as honoraria. The amendment also provides that honoraria are to be treated as accepted in the year of
receipt. The amendment is effective with respect
to honoraria received after December 31, 1976.
(Dole amendment adopted by a voice vote.)
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XI. TABLES
HOUSE BILL

A. SHORT TERM ESTIMATES PREPARED BY THE SOCIAL SECURITY
ADMINISTRATION ACTUARY

OASDI Program as Modified by H.R. 9346 as Passed by the House of Representatives
TABLE H-1.—ESTIMATED EFFECTS OF THE HOUSE BILL ON THE NET INCREASE IN THE OASI AN])
DI TRUST FUNDS, COMBINED, IN EACH CALENDAR YEAR 1978-83, BY PROVISION
[In millions]

Effective
date

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

—$371

$682

$545
54

$64
76

$2,313
138

$1, 818

16

666

491

—12

2, 175

1, 608

—70

—351

—803

—1,473

—2, 392

1, 135

1, 355

1, 454

551

1, 654

137

Total additional amount of benefit payments
Reduction in other outgo 1

Net amount of additional outgo
Decoupling

—371

Jan. 1979

Elimination of marriage or remarriage
as a bar to entitlement to benefits___ Jan. 1979
Reduction in duration of marriage required for divorced spouses benefits
Jan. 1979
from 20 to 5 years
Chanes in the retirement test—Total_ - Jan. 1978

1,

210

190

204

266

164
359

177

54
—224

404

3, 299

3, 657

—276

—297

—313

—326

—337

Jan. 1978
aries age 65 and over
Reduction in age at which test
ceases to apply from age 72
Jan. 1982
to age 65

278

542

656

717

753

791

2, 872

3, 203

Subtotal—cost provisions
Elimination of retroactive payments of
Jan. 1978
actuarially reduced benefits
Limitation on increases in actuarially

278

542

656

717

3, 625

3, 994

—339

—536

—550

—559

—565

—569

—90

—280

—500

—1,157

14

—751
14

—'948

12

15

16

1

4

9

18

26

Elimination of the monthly measure Jan. 1978

Gradual increases in the exempt amount for benefici-

reduced benefits

Jan. 1978

Increase in special minimum benefits.. Jan. 1979
Changes in annual wage reporting pro-

(2)

Jan. 1978
of gender-based distinctions
Jan. 1978
from the law
Increases in contribution and benefit
Jan. 1978
base
visions

Elimination

tax contribution income
resulting from financing changes_.. Jan. 1978
Additional interest income

4

5

6

7

8

8

(2)

12

44

112

218

371

3, 999
114

6, 673
478

8, 566
1, 007

15, 284
1, 885

19, 900
3, 075

21, 474
4, 652

4, 113

7, 151

9, 573

17, 169

22, 975

26, 126

4, 484

6, 485

9, 082

17, 181

20, 800

24, 518

Additional

Total additional income

Net effect on increase in trust
funds

1 Transfers to the railroad retirement account under the
financial interchange provisions are lower under the House
bill than under present law because of the financing changes
in the bill.

2 Less

than $500,000.
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A. SHORT TERM ESTIMATES PREPARED BY THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION ACTUARY

OASDI' Program as Modified 'by H.R. 9346 as Passed by the Senate
TABLE S-1.—ESTIMATED EFFECTS OF THE SENATE BILL ON THE NET INCREASE IN THE OASI ANI)
1)1 TRUST FUNDS, COMBINED, IN EACH CALENDAR YEAR 1978-83, BY PROVISION
[In millions]

Total amount of additional benefit payments
Reduction in other outgo'
Net amount of additional outgo

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

$463

$1, 503

$1, 438
28

$909

16

151

$630
217

—$273
274

1,487

1,410

758

413

—547

—31

—196

—486

—947

—1,609

720

824

929

1, 033

1, 137

463

Decoupling

Changes in eligibility requirements and in benefit
Cpinputation provisions for blind workers
Elimination of worknwn's compensation offset

410

provision

172

202

22G

254

582

1,786

2, 170

2,271

2,744

2,835

—224

—276

—297

—313

—326

—337

806

2,062

2, 467

2, 584

2,719
351

2, 785
387

Changes in retirement test—net total
Elimination of monthly measure

Incieises in exempt amounts for all beneficiaries

Reduction in exempt age from 72 to 70

2, 062

2,467

2, 584

3, 070

3, 172

—424

—536

—550

—559

—565

—569

—90

—280

—500

—751

—948

—1,157

3

4

5

7

10

13

—190

—362

—545

—767

benefits

Increase in benefits of surviving spouses, resulting
fiorn deceased vorker's delayed retirement credits
Offset to benefits of spouses receiving public retirexnent pensions2

Inerease in contribution and benefit base

Additional tax contribution income resulting
from financing changes
Additional intwest income

312

806

Subtothi—cost provisions

Elimination of retroactive payments of actuarially
eduee1 benefits
Limitation on incieases in actuarially reduced

282

(4)

—1,008

—1,289

4

11

29

54

1, 630
42

8, 209
215

9, 767
800

16, 822
1, 720

19, 900
2, 994

21, 375
4, 699

Total amount of athtitional income

1, 672

8, 424

10, 5G7

18, 542

22, 894

26, 074

Net effect on increase in trust funds

1, 209

6, 937

9, 157

17, 784

22, 481

26, 621

1 Transfers to the railroad retirement account under the
8 Includes reimbursements from the general fund for
financial interchange provicions are lower under the Senate
reduction in employer payments by State and local govIjill than under PIS('nt law because of the financing changes ernments and in employer tax contributions from nonin the bill.
profit organizations. Such reimbursements are assumed
2 The Senate. Finance Committee adopted the administo be made concurrently with the loss of such payments
tration's esthnate of the benefit reduction that would
and tax contributions.
result from the administration proposal regarding benefits
Less than $500,000.

for dependent spouses as the estimated reduction that
would result from the ,elate(1 committee amendment offsetting Government I(tiIement pensions against spouses
benefits. The Ofiie of the Actuary estimates reductions
of $135 million in 1978, $235 million in 1979, $324 million
in 1980, $434 million in 1J81, $554 million in 1982, and
SU92 million in 1983.
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TABLE H-2.-—ADDITIONAL CONTRIBUTION INCOME RESULTING FROM H.R. 9346 AS PASSED BY
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES BY PROVISION, CALENDAR YEARS 1978-83
(In billions]

Increase in
contribution
and benefit

Calendar year

base

OASDI:

HI:

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

Increase in
OASDI
Reallocation self-employment
tax rates to
of tax rates
1 times
between
OASDI and HI
employee rate

$2.3

$1.7

4. 6
6. 3
8. 0

1. 3

$1

1.0
1.4

9.3

10. 2

—1. 7

—2.0

—1.2
—1.0

—2. 3

—. 9

2.3

—1.3
—1.3

2. 5

—1. 4

2. 1

6. 7
8. 6
15. 3
19. 9
21. 5

$5. 8

.4
.4

1.3
1.4

.5

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

Total'
$4.0

2. 0
2. 3

8.8
9.4

Increase

in tax rates

.8

1. 0
1. 1

OASDHI:
2. 8
5. 6
7. 6

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

10. 1
11. 2
11. 9

2. 8
5. 7
7. 7

1

5.8

16. 1

.4

9. 3
10. 2

20. 9
22. 6

.

.4

1 Includes relatively small amounts of additional taxes payable by employers on employees' income from tips and
reduction in taxes due to the provision on totalization agreements.

TABLE H-3.-—ESTIMATED OPERATIONS OF THE OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE TRUST FUND

UNDER THE PROGRAM AS MODIFIED BY THE HOUSE BILL, CALENDAR YEARS 1977-87
[Amounts in billions]

Fund at

beginning of

Fund at end

percentage of
Fund at end outgo during
of year
year

percentage of
outgo during
year

yearasa

Net increase
in fund

Income

Outgo

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

$72. 5

$75 6

90. 8

—$3. 1
—3. 0
—1. 9

100.8

83. 6
92. 7

101.3

—.4

27.4
26.9

114. 1
125. 9

109. 9
121. 4

4. 1
4. 5

31,. 1
35.. 6

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

135. 1

130. 7

40. 0

171. 9

151. 1
162. 2

4.4
3.9
9.2
9. 7

62. 9

Calendar year

86

144.4
160.3

183.7
See note

at end of table H-O.

140.5
174.0

9.7

$32. 3
29. 3

43.9
53.2
72.6

ofyeara$a

47
39
32
27
25
26

43

27
28
29
33
36

31
31

35
30
27
28
29

35
39
42
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TABLE S-2.—ADDITIONAL CONTRIBUTION INCOME RESULTING FROM H.R. 9346 AS PASSED BY THE
SENATE, BY PROVISION, CALENDAR YEARS 1978-83
[In billions]

Increase
in
OASDI
sell-em—

Calendar year

Increase
in base
for employers

Increase Realloca- ployment
tion of tax rates
in base
to l3Y
for em- tax rates
times
ployees between
OASDI employer
and selland HI
rate
employed

OASDI:

HI

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1183

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

$5.1

6.2
6.5

.5
.9

6. 6

1. 0

1. 1

. 1

1. 4
1. 7
1. 8
1. 8

. 1

6.7

OASDHI:
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

$0.4

6. 3
7. 6

8.2
8.4
8.6

1.3

.

.

2
3

.4

Increase
in employer

tax rates

Increase
Increase
in selfin em- employployee ment tax
tax rates
rates

Total
increase

in tax
rates

$1.6

$1.6
1. 1
1. 1

2. 4

2.6
2.8

Total

$0. 1

.4
.4

$0. 9
1. 0
3. 6

4.7
5.0

$0. 8
$0. 1

$1. 6
1. 9
7. 0

.4

10.0

.9

3. 3

4.3
4.6

.3

9.3

8. 2
9. 8
16. 8

19.9
21.4
—1.6

—1. 6
—1. 1
—1. 1
—2. 4
—2. 6
—2. 8

. 1

4
—. 4
—. 6
.

—.6

.

5

1. 6

8. 3

.

6

1.9
7.0

10. 1

.1

1.1
1.3
1.7

.4
.4

9.3

10.0

16.4
19.3
20.7

TABLE S-3.----ESTIMATED OPERATIONS OF THE OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE TRUST FUND
UNDER THE PROGRAM AS MODIFIED BY THE SENATE BILL, CALENDAR YEARS 1977-87
[Amounts in billions]

Fund at

beginning of

Fund at end

percentage of
outgo during
year

percentage of
outgo during
year

47
39
29
26
25
28

43

32
36
39

39
42
49
56
62

yearasa

Net increase
in fund

Fund at end
of year

$75. 6
83. 8
92. 5
101.G

—$3. 1
—5. 3

$32. 3
27. 0
26. 6

125. 7

118. 1

7. 6

41. 0

135.0

126.8

8.2

49.3

144. 4

136. 3
146..5

8. 1

Income

Outgo

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

$72. 5
78. 5
92. 1

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

Calendar year

102.0
115.2

161.0
173.1
185.0
See note at end of table S—6.

109.3

157.3
168.7

—. 4

.9

5.9

14.5
15.8

162

27.5
33.4
57. 3

71.8
87.6
103.8

46
52

ofyearaaa

32

29
27
31

35

52
HOUSE BILL

TABLE H-4.—ESTIMATED OPERATIONS OF THE DISABILITY INSURANCE TRUST FUND UNDER THE
PROGRAM AS MODIFIED BY THE HOUSE BILL, CALENDAR YEARS 1977-87
[Amounts in billions]

Fund at

beginning of

Fund at end

percentage of
outgo during
year

percentage of
outgo during
year

48
24
25
26

27
28
29
28

26
31

34
37

34
35
33
38
43

38
38
42
46
48

yearasa

Calendar year

Net increase
in fund

Fund at end

—$2. 4
.5

15.3

.6

$3. 3
3. 8

17. 1

.5
1. 5
1. 4

4. 9
6. 4
7. 8

.9
.3

8. 8
9. 1
11. 7
14. 1

Income

Outgo

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

$9. 6
14. 2

$12. 0
13. 7

15.9
17. 6
20. 5
22. 3

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

23. 9
25. 5

33
32. 8

35.0

19. 0
20. 9

23. 0
25. 2
27. 7
30. 3

2. 6
2. 4

33.2

1.8

of year

4.4

15.9

ofyearasa

See note at end of table H—6.

TABLE H-5.—ESTIMATED OPERATIONS OF THE OASI AND DI TRUST FUNDS, COMBINED, UNDER
PRESENT LAW AND UNDER THE SYSTEM AS MODIFIED BY THE HOUSE BILL, CALENDAR YEARS
1977—87

[Amounts in billions]

Funds at

beginning of
year as a

Calendar year

Funds at end

percentage ,f
outgo during

Income

Outgo

Net increase
in funds

$82. 1
94. 8

$87. 6
97. 3

—$5. 5
—2. 5

$35. 6
33. 1

47
37

106.7

108.0

—1.3

31.8

31

118. 5
134. 6
148. 2

118. 4
128. 9
142. 3

(I)
5. 7

5. 9

31. 8
37. 5
43. 4

27
25
26

159. 0

153. 6

5. 4
4. 2

48. 8
53. 0

28

1977:
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

17 0

190.0

165.8
178.8

204. 7
218. 7

192. 5
207. 1

Income exceeds outgo by less than $50 million.
See note at end of table H—O.

11.8
12. 2

11. 5

of year

64.8

77. 0
88. 5

year

29
30
34

37

Funds at end
of year as a

percentage of
outgo during
year
41
34
29
27
29
31

32
32

36
40
43

53
SENATE BILL

TABLE S-4.—ESTIMATED OPERATIONS OF THE DISABILITY INSURANCE TRUST FUND UNDER THE
PROGRAM AS MODIFIED BY THE SENATE BILL, CALENDAR YEARS 1977-87
[Amounts in billionsj

Fund at

beginning of

Calendar year

Income

Outgo

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

$9. 6
13. 8
15. 9
17. 5
20. 7
22. 4

$12. 0
14. 3
16. 3
18. 3
20. 3
22. 4

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

23. 9
25. 4
31. 1
33. 7
35. 9

24. 7
27. 2
29. 8
32. 6
35. 7

Net increase
in fund

Fund at end

—$2. 4

$3

—. 5
—. 4
—. 8

4
(1)

of year

2. 8
2. 4
1. 6
1. 9
1. 9

percentage of
outgo during
year

48
23

27
20

17
13
8

15
9

9

8
5
(2)
2
5
6

—. 8

1. 1

8

—1. 7
1. 3
1. 0

—. 6
7

4

(2)

1. 8
2. 0

2
5

.

2

Fund at end
of year as a

year as a
percentage of
outgo during
year

9

I Outgo exceeds income by less than $50 million.
2 Fund exhausted at end of 1984.
See note at end of table S—6.

TABLE S-5.—ESTIMATED OPERATIONS OF THE OASI AND DI TRUST FUNDS, COMBINED, UNDER
THE PROGRAM AS MODIFIED BY THE SENATE BILL, CALENDAR YEARS 1977-87
[Amounts in billions]

Fund8 at
beginning of

Calendar year

Net increase
in funds

Funds at end

$35. 6
29. 8
29. 0
29. 1
35. 3
42. 9

47
36
27
24
22
25

41
30
27
24
27

50. 4
56. 7
72. 6
89. 4

28

33
35
41

105. 8

44

Income

Outgo

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

$82. 1
92. 3
108. 0
119. 5
135. 9
148. 1

$87. 6
98. 1
108. 8
119. 3
129. 7
140. 5

—$5. 5
—5. 8

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

159. 0
169. 8
192. 1
206. 7
220. 8

151. 5
163. 5
176. 3
189. 9
204. 4

7. 5
6. 3
15. 8
16. 8
16. 5

See note at end of table S—6.

Funds at end
of year as a

year as a
percentage of
outgo during

—. 9
. 1

6. 3
7. 6

of year

year

31
32
38

percentage of
outgo during
year

31

47
52

54
HOUSE BILL

TABLE H-6.—ESTIMATED OPERATIONS OF THE HOSPITAL INSURANCE TRUST FUND UNDER THE
PROGRAM AS MODIFIED BY THE HOUSE BILL, CALENDAR YEARS 1977-87
(Amounts in billions

Fund at

Fund at

Net

Calendar year
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

$16. 1
19. 7
22. 3
24. 5
33. 8
37. 0

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

39. 5
42. 0
44. 5
51. 9
55. 3

end of
year

increase

Income

in fund

Outgo

•

.

$16. 2

—$0. 1

19. 1

.5
—. 1

22. 3
25. 9
29. 8
34. 1

—1. 4
3. 9
2. 9

38. 7
43. 9
49. 4
55. 2
61. 5

—1. 8
—5. 0
—3. 3
—6. 2

beginning of
year as
a percentage
of outgo
during year

.8

$10. 5
11. 0
11. 0
9. 6
13. 5
16. 4

66
55
49
42
32

17. 2
15. 4
10. 4
7. 1
0. 8

42
39
31

40

19
12

NOTE.—The above estimates are based on the intermediate set of assumptions shown in the 1977 trustees
report.

B. SHORT-TERM ESTIMATES PREPARED BY THE CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE
TABLE H—7.—CBO ESTIMATES OF INCREASES IN OUTGO FOR FISCAL YEARS 1978-83, OASDI
[In billions of dollars]
1978

Decoupling'
Raise exempt amount in retirement test
Limit windfall increases for early retirees
Expand benefits to divorced spouses
Elimination of marriage as a bar to benefit entitlement.
Elimination of monthly retirement test
Elimination of retroactive benefits
Total1
1 Includes freezing of minimum benefit and increment in
delayed retirement credit,
'Less than $50 million.

1979

0

0

()

.

2

—. 2

0
0

.2

1980

1981

1982

—0. 3

—0. 7
3

—1. 3
3. 0

—. 7

—. 9

.

2

—.4
.

2

.

.

2

.2

1983
—2. 1
3. 1
—1. 2
.

2

0
—. 2
—. 2

.2

1.4

1.6

1.7

1.9

—. 2

—. 2

—. 1

—. 02

—. 4

—. 5

—. 6

—. 6

—. 6

—.4

.9

.4

—.1

2.0

1.3

1.3

Total includes minor costs and savings of other pro-.

visions.
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TABLE S-6.—ESTIMATED OPERATIONS OF THE HOSPITAL INSURANCE TRUST FUND UNDER THE
PROGRAM AS MODIFIED BY THE SENATE BILL, CALENDAR YEARS 1977-87
[Amounts in billions]

Fund at

.

Fund at

Net

Calendar year

197L.

beginning of
year as
a percentage
of outgo
during year

Income

Outgo

in fund

end of
year

$16. 1

$16. 2

—$0. 1

$10. 5

23. 4

19.0
22.2
25.9

1. 2

increase

.2

66
55
48
46

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

25.8

(1)

10.7
11.9
11.9

32. 7

29. 8
34. 1

2. 8
1. 3

14. 7
16. 0

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

37.7
39.9
45.5
50.1
52.9

38.7
43.9
49.4
55.2

—1.0
—4.0
—3.8
—5.1
—8.6

15.0
11.0
7.2
2.1

19.2

35.4

61. 5

41

34
22
13

(2)

3

Fun dexhausted in 1987.
result from the administration proposal

1 Outgo exceeds income by less than $50 million.

would

N0TES.—1. The above estimates are based on the inter-

re—

garding benefits for dependent spouses as the estimated
reduction that would result from the related committee

mediate 8et of assumptions shown in the 1977 Trustees
Report. 2. The Senate Finance Committee adopted the
administration's estimate of the benefit reduction that

amendment offsetting government pensions against spouses
benefits.

B. SHORT-TERM ESTIMATES PREPARED BY THE CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE
TABLE S-7.—CBO ESTIMATES OF INCREASES IN OUTGO FOR FISCAL YEA1S 1978—83, OASDI
[In billions of dollars]
1978

Decoupling

Raise exempt amount in earnings test
Allow widows to collect increased benefits of husband's delayed retirement
Pension offset to spouse benefit
Limit windfall increases for early retircment
Limit on retroactive benefits
Eliminate monthly retirement test
Liberalize benefits to blind
Eliminate penalty for disabled workers collecting
workmen s compensation
Total
1 Less than $5 million.

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

—0. 02
1. 20

—0. 14
1. 39

—0. 41
1. 51

—0. 81
2. 00

—1.44
2. 15

.

(I)

(1)

—0. 17

—. 27

—.41

—.43

—.53

—.64

—. 05
—. 29
—. 20

—. 23
—. 53

—. 45
—. 55

—. 68
—. 56

—. 91
—. 56

—1. 17

—. 20

—. 20

—. 20

—. 30

67

—. 20
72

51

. 01

63

.

01

.

01

.

01

—. 57
76

.

31

.

.

12

. 13

. 14

. 16

. 17

. 19

—.281

. 589

.420

.070

—. 110

—1. 00

.

.

.
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C. LONG-TERM ESTIMATES PREPARED BY THE SOCIAL SECURITY
ADMINISTRATION ACTUARY
TABLE H-8.—CHANGES IN ACTUARIAL BALANCE OF THE OASI AND DI PROGRAM OVER LONG-RANGE

PERIOD (1977-2051) AS A RESULT OF CHANGES INCLUDED IN THE HOUSE-PASSED BILL
[In percent of payroll]

Item
Long-range actuarial balance under present law
Wage-indexed decoupling
Freeze the minimum benefit'
Retirement test
Delayed-retirement increment
Marriage/remarriage
Original actuarial reduction factor

OASI

DI

Total

—6. 06
3. 72

—2. 14

—& 20

07
—. 23

02

1.07

.

4.80

08
—. 23

00
—. 08
. 25

—. 08
.

25

Miscellaneous provisions 2

Increase in taxable wage base
Increase in self-employment tax rates
Tax rate increases

46
.
.

Total effect of changes in the bill
Long-range actuarial balance under the bill

08
56

4. 83
—1. 23

1 Includes updating the special minimum and providing
for automatic increases after 1979.
2
Includes equal treatment by sex, employer liability for
taxes on minimum wage for employees receiving tips,

correction of the flaw in present law regarding limited

54

08
.

02

.

10

.56

1. 12

1. 75

6. 58
—L 62

—. 39

partnerships, elimination of retroactive payments of actuar-

ially reduced benefits, reducing marriage requirements
from 20 to 5 yr for certain divorced beneficiaries, and
annual reporting of earnings.

TABLE H-9.—CHANGES IN THE ACTUARIAL BALANCE OF THE HOSPITAL INSURANCE PROGRAM
OVER THE LONG-RANGE PERIOD (1977-2001) AS A RESULT OF CHANGES INCLUDED IN THE
HOUSE-PASSED BILL
[In percent of payroll]
•

Item

Long-range actuarial balance under present law
Increase in taxable wage base
Eligibility requirements regarding marriage/remarriage and divorce
Miscellaneous provisions
Revised tax schedule
Total effect of changes in bill
Long-range actuarial balance under bill

Percent
—1. 16

+. 25
—. 02
—. 11

+. 12
—1. 04

SENATE BILL

C. LONG-TERM ESTIMATES PREPARED BY THE SOCIAL SECURITY
ADMINISTRATION ACTUARY
TABLE S-8.-—CHANGES IN ACTUARIAL BALANCE OF THE OASI AND DI PROGRAM OVER LONGRANGE PERIOD (1977-2051) AS A RESULT OF CHANGES INCLUDED IN THE SENATE-PASSED BILL
[Iii percent of payroll]

Item
Long-range actuarial balance under present law
Changes in benefit formula
Effect of decoupling
Effect of new (wage-indexed) benefit formulas
Freeze the minimum benefit
Pension offset
Retirement test

Delayed retirement increment for widows and widowers; and

employer tax relief for affiliated corporation
Eliminating retroactive payment of actuarially reduced benefits__
Original actuarial reduction factor
Elimination of workmen's compensation offset
Special benefits for blind persons
Semiannual benefit adjustments
Increase in taxable wage base for employers
Increase in taxable wage base for employees and self-employed
persons

OASI

DI

Total

—6. 06
3. 45
9. 63
—6. 18
07
05

—2. 14
1. 01
2. 32
—1. 31

—8. 20
4. 46
11. 95
---7. 49
08
: 05

—. 18
—. 01
01

25

.

02

00
00
00
• 00
00

—. 18
—. 01

: 01
25

— 04

—. 02

—. 04
—. 27
—. 01

20

05

:25

;05

;01

:06

09

3. 27

.

00

01

—. 26
—. 03

Increase in self-employment tax rates
Tax rate increases

2. 18

02
1. 09

Total effect of changes in the bill
Long-range actuarial balance under the bill

6. 14
08

1. 87

8. 01

—. 27

18

11

TABLE 5-9.—CHANGES IN THE ACTUARIAL BALANCE OF THE HOSPITAL INSURANCE PROGRAM
OVER THE LONG-RANGE PERIOD (1977-2001) AS A RESULT OF CHANGES INCLUDED IN THE SENATE-.
PASSED BILL
[In percent of payroll]

Item
Long-range actuarial balance under present law
Increase in wage base for employers
Increase in earnings base for employees and self-employed persons
Eligibility requirements for blind workers
Miscellaneous provisions
Revised tax schedule
Total effect of changes in bill
Long-range actuarial balance under bill

Percent
—1; 16

+ 07

+: 05
—:02

—: 18
—; 08

—1. 24
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TABLE 11-10.—ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE
SYSTEM AS PERCENT OF TAXABLE PAYROLL UNDER THE HOUSE-PASSED BILL, FOR SELECTED
YEARS 1977—2055

[In percent]

Expenditures as percent of taxable payroll'
Old-age and
survivors
insurance

Disability
insurance

Total

Tax rate
in bill

1977
1978
1979
1980

9.39
9.05
8.91
8.75

1.50
1.48
1.47
1.48

10.89
10.52
10.38
10.23

10.10
10.10
10.10

9.90

—0.99
—.42
—.28
—.13

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

8.63

1.49

10.12

8. 88

10.50

1. 53

10. 41

10. 70

.38

Calendar year

1991
1992
1993
1994
1995

10.51

10.70

.19

9. 00

1. 62

10. 62

10. 70

.

10.68

11.30

.62
.51

1.70

10.79

11.30

1. 74
1. 79
1. 83

1.87

10. 87
10. 84
10. 81
10. 77

11. 30
11. 30
11. 30
12. 40

1. 63

8. 88
8. 87

1. 91
1. 95

10. 80
10. 82

1.99

10.85

12. 40
12. 40

1. 60
1. 58

8. 85
8. 85

2. 03
2. 07

10. 88
10. 92

12. 40
12. 40

1. 52
1. 48

1977—2001
2002—26
2027—51

75-yr average: 1977—2051

.
.

1.55

2.12

10.95

12.40

1.45

2. 18
2. 23

10. 98
11. 02

12. 40
12. 40

12.40
12.40

1. 42
1. 38

1.33
1.28

8.80
8.86

2.40
2.64

11.19
11.50

12.40
12.40

1.21

9. 43

2. 88

12. 31

12. 40

302

15.12

2.28
2.34

11.07
11.12

—1.18
—2.72

2.91

16.52
17. 25

12.40
12.40
12.40
12.40
12.40

—4.12

2. 77

12.40
12.40

—389

16. 35

10. 76

11. 52

161

14.65

1t09

2.70
2.71
2. 79

17.34
16.80
16.41

1347

2.82

16.29

2. 83
1. 85

8. 91
10. 73
14. 06
11. 24

I Expenditures and taxable payroll are calculated under
the intermediate set of assumptions (alternative CII) which
are described in the 1977 Report of the Bbard of Trustees

of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insuranèe and
Disability Insurance Trust Funds. These assumptions
incorpora4e ultimate annual increases of 53% percent in
average wage in covered employment and 4 percent n

09

12.40
12.40

2.99

13. 52

.90

.

1358

10.59
12.10

ia 62

25-yr averages:

12.40

43
46
49

.

8. 81
8. 79

14. 47

2050
2055

08

9. 13
9. 05
8. 98
8. 90

8.79
8.78

2025
2030
2035
2040
2045

1.66

9.09

8.82

2001
2005
2010
2015
2020

29

1.57

8.86

1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

.

8.94
9.03

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

Difference

2.86
2. 76
2. 49

ia 59

16. 82

13 73

—4. 85

—4.94
—4.40
—4. 01
—3. 95
.

76

12.40

—1. 19

12. 40
12. 11

—1. 62

—t 42

Consumer Price Index, an ultimate unemployment rate of
5 percent, and an ultimate total fertility rate of 2.1 children

per woman. Taxable payroll is adjusted to take into

account the lower contributions rates on self-employment
income, on tips, and on multiple-employer "excess wages"
as compared with the combined employer-employee rate.
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TABLE S-10.—ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE
SYSTEM AS PERCENT OF TAXABLE PAYROLL UNDER THE SENATE-PASSED BILL, FOR SELECTED
YEARS 1977—2055

[In percent]

Expenditures as percent of taxable payroll'
Old-age and
survivors
insurance

Disability
insurance

Total

1977
1978
1979
1980

9. 39
9. 37
8. 79
8. 73

1. 50
1. 60
1. 55
1. 58

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

8. 67
8. 76
8. 79
8. 88

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

Tax rate

in bill

Difference

10. 89
10. 97
10. 35
10. 31

9. 90
10. 10
10. 17
10. 17

—0. 99

1. 61
1. 66
1. 71
1. 77

10.29

10. 70
10. 80
10. 80
10. 80

41

10.60

11.40

:15
.80

8. 87
8. 93
8. 93

1. 84
1. 89

10. 71
10. 82

11.40

. 69

8. 93

2. 12

11. 05

12. 30

1.25

1991
1992
1993
1994
1995

8.95
8.97

2. 18
2. 24
2. 31
2. 37

12. 30
12. 30
12. 30
12. 30

1. 17
1. 08

2.44

11. 13
11. 22
11. 31
11. 40
11. 50

13.40

1. 90

1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

9.07

2.50

11.57

13.40

1.83

9. 08
9. 10
9. 12

2. 57
2. 64
2. 70

13. 40
13. 40
12. 40

9.14

2.77

11. 65
11. 73
11. 83

1. 75
1. 67
1. 57

2001
2005
2010
2015
2020

9.16
9. 21

9.79
10.97

3.37
3.50

13.16
14.46

12. 53

3. 52

16. 05

15. 60

2025
2030
2035
2040
2045

14. 07
14. 95
15. 03
14. 54

3.40

17.47
18.20

15. 60

15.60

—1.87
—2.60

3.27

15. 60
15. 60

—2. 58
—2. 12

14.05

17.72
17.32

2050
2055

13.89
13.96

3.30
3.32

17.19
17.28

15.60
15.60

—1.59
—1.68

8. 98
11. 12

2. 09
3. 35

11. 07
14. 47

81
77

11. 53

2. 89

14. 42

11. 88
15. 24
15. 60
14. 24

Calendar year

8.81

8.93

9. 00
9. 03
9. 06

25-yr averages:
1977—2001
2002—26
2027—51

75-yr average: 1977-2051

14.50

I Expenditures and taxable payroll are calcuiated under
the intermediate set of assumptions (alternative II) which
aie described in the 1977 Report of the Board of Trustees

of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and
Disability Insurance Trust Funds. These assumptions
incorporate ultimate annual increases of 534 percent in
average wage in covered employment and 4 percent in

1.79

1.97
2.04

10. 42
10. 51
10. 65

10.90
10.98

—. 87
— 18

—: 14

38
29

11. 40

11.40
11.40

58
:

50

.42

.
.

99
90

11.91

13.40

2.84

12.00

14.60

2.60

3. 11

12. 32

14. 60

2. 28

3. 25
3. 15
3. 18

3.23

18. 18

17.73

14.60
15.60

15.60

1.49

1.44
1.14
—.45

—1.72

—2. 13
—. 18

Consumer Price Index, an ultimate unemployment rate of
5 percent, and an ultimate total fertility rate of 2.1 children

per woman. Taxable payroll is adjusted to take into
account the lower contributions rates on self-employment
income, on tips, and on multiple-employer "excess wages"
as compared with the combined employer-employee rate.
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D. NON-OASDI PROVISIONS IN SENATE BILL
TABLE S-11.—ESTIMATED BUDGETARY IMPACT OF NON-OASDI PROVISIONS
[In billions]

Fiscal year—
1978

Fiscal relief for welfare costs
AFDC earned income disregard
Prohibition against veterans pension reduction for OASDI
Education tax credit (revenue reduction)
Federal liability for certain State SSI errors

1979

1980

1981

1982

—0. 23

—0. 24

—0. 26

—0. 28

0. 37
—. 18

.
.

18

1. 27

11

1. 20

.

26

1. 22

39

.

1. 24

(1)

Estimated cost of $0.001 billion.
Source: CBO.

TABLE S-12.—DISTRIBUTION OF FISCAL RELIEF FOR WELFARE COSTS UNDER SENATE BILL
State

Amount
(thousands)

Percent
of total

Total

$374, 000

100. 0

4, 360
740
2, 614
2, 721
50, 490
3, 541
4, 939
1, 045
2, 410
7, 903
5, 876
2, 277
1, 023
23, 239
6, 073

1. 2

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Iffinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana

3,897

2, 996
5, 690

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
I Less

5,992

1, 961
6, 539
14, 344
21, 043
6, 443
3, 271
6, 260

.

State

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey

2

7
. 7
.

New Mexico
New York

13. 5
1. 0
1. 3
.
.

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

3
6

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina

2.
1.
.
.

6. 2

South Dakota

1. 6
1. 0

Tennessee
Texas

1. 5
1. 6

Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Guam
Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands

.8
.

Utah

5

1. 8

3.8
5. 6
1. 7
.

9

1. 7

than 0.05 percent.

0

Amount
(thousands)

Percent
of total

$893
1, 644
622
977
13, 902
1, 843
52, 921
7, 006
658
15, 604
3, 454
4, 438
22, 481
1, 810
3, 333
912

0. 2

4,950
11, 630
1, 728
966
6, 348
5, 455
2, 670

.
.
.

4
2
3

3. 7
.

5

14. 2
1. 9
.

2

4. 2
.

9

1. 2

8. 0
.

5

.

9
2

.

1. 3
3. 1
.

5

.

3

1. 7
1. 5
.

7

8,572

2.3

436
94
899
65

. 1

(1)
.

2

()

House of Representatives
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1977

REQUEST FOR PERMISSION TO AP-

POINT CONFEREES ON HR. 9346 AT
ANY TThLE HOUSE IS IN SESSION

Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I ask

unanimous consent that on any day
when the House Is In session and a message has been received from the Senate

returning the bill H. 9346 with Senate
amendments thereto, it shall be In order
to take from the Speaker's table the bill

H.R. 9346, with the Senate amendments,
disagree to the Senate amendments, and
request a conference or agree to the conference requested by the Senate and that

the Speaker be authorized to appoint
House conferees without Intervening
motion.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Oregon?

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr.
Speaker, reserving the right to object,

would the distinguished chairman of the
Committee on Ways and Means explain
what this bill involves?
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, if the gen-

tleman will yield, the Senate presently

Is In consideration• of the, social security

bill. It Is a matter of great urgency that
the conferees work on it during the Intervening time. If the Senate should get
4t In time to vote and go to conference
'this afternoon, we would do so; but it
Is anticipated that probably will not happen. In that event, we are asking unanimous consent that conferees can be ap-

pointed on any day that the House is
in session so we can move into conference on the bill.

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr.

Speaker, 1 withdraw my reservation.
The SPEAKER.. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Oregon?

Mr. AVMAN. Mr. Speaker, further
reserving the right to object, the gentleman's request did not say germane

ftmendments. It Is the habit of the other
H 12103
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body to load down legislation with al- slon, then, they could presumably go to
most anything they can load on, par- conference before Thanksgiving?
ticularly thoe that have some political
Mr. ULLMAN. Oh, it would bemy hope
usefulness.
that we could meet Immediately w1n
Mr. Speaker, if the gentleman would the conlerees are appointEd.
amend the request to say nongermane
Mr. KETCHUM Mr. Speaker, I object.
amendments, I would not object; but I
The SPEAKER. Objection Is heard.
think otherwise it Is a; very broad request for the Speaker, without cpncurrence of the House.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, if the gen-

tleman will yield, let me say that the
House conferees will do everything in
their power to stay with the germane
amendments and with the House bill;

but I think there is no way tht we

could handle that matter in thlsrequest
In the way suggested by the gentleman
from Maryland.
Mr. BAUMAN. The gentleman could
handle It very easily by amending the re-

quest to ask for thIs power if the bifi

comes over with germane amenthnents.
Mr. tJLLMAN. Let me say to the gentleman tlmt the House will, be fully proptected on any nongermane amendments.
There are procedures that ailow for separate votes on those matters under the
rules. I think it .would be very unwtse o
this body to tie the conferees up in the

manner suggested, but I just want to

assure the gentleman that the conferees
are going to do everything in their power
to hold to the House position and hold
to ermaneness.
Mr. BAtJMAN. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my reservation of objection.
Mr. TCITJM. M_r. Speaker, rervIng the right to; object, I would like to

ask. the chafrman of the Ways and
Means Conunittee this: What. the gen-

tleman L asking ts unanimous consent to

appoint conferees at any time that the
social security bill might be passed by

the other body?
Mr. TJILMAN. At any time that there

a pro forma session of the House, and
after the papers have been returned, I
am asking unanimous consent that conferees can be appointed so we then can
go to conference on the social security
bill.

Mr. K.ETCKUM. Further reserving the

right to object, In other words, if the

other body were, by. some stretch of the
tmaglnation, to pass. the social security

bill tomorrow or today, then net Tuday—if that Is the ftrst pro forma ses-

sion—the gentleman could then ask to

go to conference?
Mr. DLLMAN. That is the purpose of
the request, that the conferees be named

and that we go to conference with the
Senate.

Mr. KETCHUM. In other words, we

would go to conference like next Tuesday
or next Wednesday?

Mr. ULLMAN. It would be the mten-

tion of the chairman of the Ways and
Means Committee to make the request
as soon as the Senate passes the social
security bill and we get the papers over
here. Then, the ffit meeting .thereaftr,
the chairman of the Ways and Means
(ommittee would make the request.
Mr. KETCHUM. Further reserving the

right to object, what I am trying to de-

termine Is does the gentleman mean

that if the conferees were appointed by'

next Tuesday, the fixt pro forma ses-

November S, 1977
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Speaker's table the bill (hR. 9346) to

amend the Social Security Act and, the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to
strengthen the financing of the 'social
security system, to reduce the effect of
wage and price fluctuation on the system's benefit structure, to provide for
the conduct of studies with respect to
coverage under the system for Federal

employees and for employeös of State and

local governments, to Increase the earnings limitation, to eliminate certain gender-based distinctions an4 provide for a
study of proposals to eliminate depend-.

ency and sex discrimination from the
social security program, and for other
purposes with a Senate amendment
thereto, disagree to the Senate amendment, and agree to the conference asked
by the Senate.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there

objection to the request of the gentleman from Oregon?
There was no objection.

PREFERENTIAL MOTION TO INSTRUCT CONFEREE5 OrnRED BY MR. ARCHER

•

Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, I offer a
preferential motion.
-

The Clerk read as follows:
Mr. ARCEER moves that the managers on

the part o the House at the conference on
the disagreeing vote of the two Houses on

the bill H.R. 9346 be instructed to insist on
section 501 of the bill, HR. 846, as adopted
by the Hou8e, to provide for, the Ilberalizatioñ and eventual repeal of the earnings test

for individuals age 65 and over under the,
Old-Age, Survivors and Disabuity Program
of the Social Seolirity Act.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gen-.
tleman from Texas (Mr. ARcRm) Is recogriized for 1 hour.

(Mr. ARCHER asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

'Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, for purposes of debate only, I yield 30 mInutes.

to the gentleman from Oregon (Mr.

ULLMAN) and reserve the other 30 mInutes for myself. At this time I yield my-

self such time as I may consume.
Mr. Speaker, the motion I have offered
would instruct the House conferees on
social security to Insist on a provision
to eliminate by 1982 the ceiling on earnings of beneficiaries aged 65 or older.
The provision was an amendment approved in the House by a vote of 268 to
149,

offered by the gentleman from

California (Mr. KETCHUM), and it clearly

demonstrates that more than 60 percent

of this House want this provision included in the bill.

Because of that mandate, because of
the widespread support of this change

which has been expressed over the years
and because of the merits of the provision itself, we slould act now to Instruct
our conferees on this. one Issue.

Until the ceiling on the earnings of

APPOINTMENTS OF CONFEREES ON

social. security retirees Is lifted, our entire society will, remain the loser. It will
continue to lose the services of wise and
experienced workers who simply cannot

afford to work for substantial pay beH.R. 9346, SOCIAL SECURITY Ft- cause, if they do, they will lose their
NANCING AMENDMENTS OF 1977 valued social security benefits.
Mr. tJLLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I ask
Millions of retirees are Individual
unanimous consent to take from the losers, too, of course, because they face
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a potentialloss of benefits if they pursue
gainful employment. They are forced to
adopt artificial worlç practices. They
cannot work that extra hour; they can-

November 30, 1977

thing that he has said. He has made a about 21 percent of the males aged 65 or
very excellent statement, but we must older were in the labor force.

realize that when we increase the bene-

The contention that more older work-

• not sell that extra item because either where get the contributions.
• move would put their earnings over the
I would like to ask the gentleman from
ceiling. It also creates an Incentive to Texas as to how he would increase the
circumvent the law by working for un- contributions into the trust fund.
reported cash.
Mr. ARCHER. I would say to the genIt is time, Mr. Speaker, to put an end tleman that the increased econom&c acto this waste, in taxes and economic tivity in this country generated by the
activity and In human lives.
creativity of people over 65 and their
One argument that Is often made work efforts will produce far more than

workers just does not stand up statisti-

fits that are paid out, we must some- ers automatically mean fewer younger
cally.

• In years ahead, the U.S. labor force

will need more older workers, not fewer,

becuse fewer younger workers will be
entering the work force as a result of our

reaching the population zero birth rate

several years ago.
In addition, the social security system,
against the repeal of the earnings the increased benefits in additional to my knowledge, is the only pension syslimitation is that it would not help the taxes coming into the Treasury of the tem in this country where an individual
many people who work in arduous tasks United States, through income taxes can pay in all of his or her working life

throughout their careers, and do not
want to continue when they reach 62,
or 65. The answer is that repeal of the
earnings limitation would not in any
way be disadvantageous to these people,
and it could be helpful to them. It would
give those who have done backbreaking

and social security taxes paid on the and then, at the age of retirement, be
earnings of persons• over 65.- We are prevented from drawing benefits just besuffering a tremendous loss of wasted cause he or she decided to take another
human productivity at this time.
Mr. ICHORD. Was that the gentleman's thought?
Mr. ARCHER. In addition, the
Ketchum amendment itself carries provisions to provide the necessary funds.
To continue with my statement, not
only are our people living longer, they

work an opportunity to draw their social security benefits while turning to
some entirely different type of gainful
employment which they might have
wanted to pursue all their lives, but are living longer productive lives. Medicould not afford to do so because they cal 1&terature clearly indicates an imwere locked economically into an un- provement in health levels of older per-

wanted career.
Mr. Speaker, we simply face the fact
that changing demographics are changing America. In 1935, when the Social
Security Act was signed, American males

sons, compared with 20 or 40 years ago.
Better diets, more widely available
health services, and improved medicines
have combined to keep more Americans

more active, both mentally and physiaged 65 could look forward to, on the cally, for increasingly long periods of
average, another 11.9 years of ]if. Fe- time.
males at that time could expect to live
It also is argued by those opposed to
an average of about 13 years beyond age repeal of the earnings limitation that
65. Btt today, the life expectancy of an those workers who retire early do so
American male aged 65 Is almost 14 because of ifi health, and therefore
years,. and for an American female it is could not work past 65 anyway. A 1976
18 years.
Social Security Administration survey
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Speaker, will report did, in fact, state that "failing
the gentleman yield?
health Is the most important reason deMr. ARCHER. I yield to the gentleman scribed by over half the men claiming
from California.
reduced benefits." But this retrospective
Mr. ROUSSELOT. I - appreciate my. analysis contradicts prospective studies,
colleague yielding to me.
and in a number of instances might reSo that, the point of this motion to flect an understandably defensive reinstruct is to reinforce the support that sponse offered by persons who are atthis House gave by voting for the Ketch- tempting to rationalize an earlier deciinn amendment to eliminate the earn- sion to retire by pleading ill health beIngs limitation for senior citizens be- cause it is a reason readily acceptable
yond 1982?
to society.
Mr. ARCHER. That Is correct, to perOn the other Side of this retirement
mit, them to continue to work without coin,
there are those who believe—and I
suffering any loss of their social secu- happen
to be one of them—that enforced
rity benefits after age 65.
actually may cause ill health
Mr. ROUSSELOT. And especially be- retirement
and
reduced
I have talked with
cause so many senior citizens are also a. number oflongevity.
physicians,
some of whom
now living longer and want to earn their testified before our committee,
who also
way?
believe that quitting work too early has
Mr. ARCHER. That Is correct.
in many cases a contributing factor
Mr. ROUSSELOT. I appreciate the been
disease and death.
gentleman offering this motion to in- in Stifi
another oft-heard argument
struct. It is appropriate, and I join him against repealing
the earnings limitation
In his strong effort.
15 that if older persons keep on working,
Mr. ARCHER. By the year 2050 there will be fewer jobs for younger
these expectancies will have reached 15 people trying to break into the labor
years for American men and 20 years force. But this never has been proved as
for American women. In short, men will an overall effect. An economist who also
be living at least 3 years longer, and is a recognized expert on social security
women about 7.
recently pointed out that in 1950, when
Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Speaker, will the the unemployment rate for males 20
gentleman yield?
years and older was just 5 percent, more
Mr. ARCHER. I yield.
than 45 percent of males aged 65 or older
Mr. ICHORD. I listened very intently were stifi in the labor force. Yet in 1975,
to the distinguished gentleman from when the unemployment rate for males
Texas, and I cannot .disagree with any- 20 years old or older was 9 percent, only
.

job. This is not true of any private pension system that I know of. It is not true
of our military pension system, where
military personnel can retire at a very
early age on a Federal pension and still
work at another job without losing any

part of the pension. All Federal employees can retire under the Federal

alternative program to social security,
and get another joband continue to draw

their Federal retirement benefits. All

Congressmen can retire under their Federal retirement system, obtain large
earnings from another job, and still draw
their benefits. But the social security re-

cipient cannot. This, to me, is grossly

unfair.
]3eyond these points, however, lies an
even more important issue, involving not
only the growth of jobs and the economy,

but the ways in which we make them
grow. Our aim should be to strengthen
the economy as much as possible, thereby

creating enough jobs to enable all our
citizens to be productive, just as long as
they want to be.

This would be highly regenerative,

morally and economically. It would util-

ize the creative talents and experience
of niilhions of Americans to produce a

bigger national pie of goods and services

for all 'Americans to share, improving
the standard of living and the quality
of life for all our people.

Mr. Speaker, that is the direction in
which I believe this motion points, and
I urge my colleagues to help get us moving in this direction.

Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Mr..

Speaker, will the gentleman yield at that
point to answer one question?
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, I have a

limited amount of time. I am forced to
yield time on this side, and if there is
any time left after that, I will be glad to
yield to the gentleman. If the gentleman
from Oregon (Mr. ULLMAN) wifi yield me

the time, I would be glad to answer the
question.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I yield my-

self such time as I may consume, and I
yield to the chairman of the Subcommittee on Social Security, the gentleman
from Massachusetts (Mr. BURIE).
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, I would like to ask the gentleman from Texas (Mr. ARCHER) if it is not

true that we would be putting a tax of

$3 billion to $3.5 billion on business and
employees In this country If we were to

adopt this ridiculous and outrageous
provision?
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Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, if the gen- 9346) and, as a member of the Commit- on Ways and Means that held up contleman from Oregon will yield for a re- tee on Rules, I supported efforts to have sideration or going to conference on this.
sponse, the actuarial expert tells me that the amendment made, in order under the particular bill.
Let me say, in no uncertain terms, that
the cost of this particular amendment rule.
I am therefore in the position of op- I did, indeed, object; and we are today
Is only one-tenth of 1 percent. of the
payroll. That Is all it amounts to, and posmg a motion to instruct conferees to participating In an exercise, right here
thaj estimate does not include proyision insist on an amendment I have strongly and now, which the chairman of the
for any extra social securltytaxes paid supported. I do not see any inconsist- Committee on Ways and Means would
into the system on the extra earnings ency in this position. I believe that in- have precluded us frOm doing had we apof persons over 65. For this reason I be- structions to conferees are appropriate pointed conferees in a pro forma session.
lieve it is faulty and grossly exaggerates only in extraordinary cases.
Suffice to say, Mr. Speaker, that I was
I should point out that the managers
the net cost to the fund.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, let me urge for each House do not enter a conference mildly surprised and terribly disapmy colleagues not to take this very without limitation under the standing pointed in the leadership of my corndrastic step of moving to instruct con- rules. Clause 3 of rule XXVIII prohibits m.tttee because the chairman of the Comferees on an issue that is as far-reaching consideration In the House of a confer- m.tttee on Ways and Means and all of
as the one we will have in our con- ence report which exceeds the scope of the members knew, beyond a shadow of
férence dealing with the exempt earn- the conference. While this is frequently doubt, for what reason I objected to the
ings for social security benefits eligi- a difficult question for the Chair, rulings appointing of conferees in a pro forma
bility. I urge my colleagues to let the on points of order raised on the question session. I was surprised that the chairof scope are extremely straightforward man did not mention that to the press.
legislative process work.
We had a great conversation in H—208
The assumption somehow is that the when specific dollar amounts are inconferees are not committed to the HoUse volved. For eaeh year, the conferees will right after I objected; and in that discusbill, and I want to say that the chair- be limited by the lowest and highest sion, which became heated at times, I
man of this committee will always be figures. It appears to me that it might be explained not once, not twice, but three
committed to the House position. On the useful to insert in the RECORD a summary tinies why I had objected—because under
the appointing of conferees in a pro
other hand, the nature of a conference is on - the limitations on the conferees:
forma session, not one Member would
that the goal Is always to reach an
have been able to offer a motion to inagreement between the positions of the
Outside eajnlngs which may be
contained In conference report
struct conferees.
House and'the other body. The condiOne other advantage accrued to this
tions of a conference demand flexibility
Ketchum
Highest
lowest
body, in my opinion, by the, delay; and
motion
limitation
In order to allow the decisiomnaking
limitation
Year
-

process to work.

It s

not possible, of course, for the

House to bind conferees. That is obvious
by the very nature of the process. To instruct conferees, even though we cannot
bind conferees, seems to me to be a procedure that should be used very
sparingly.

1979
1980

$4,000
4,500
5,000

1981

5, 500

1978

After 1981

()

$500

,

000

'6,000

'6, 000

16,000

$4,000
4 500

5:ooo
5,500
(2)

1 After 1979, the Senate bill provides that the $6,000 ceiling
will be adjusted to reflect Inflation, by the same factor Used to
adjust benefits.
2 No 'imitatIon.

Let me say that it is the intention of
the chairman of the CommitteeonWays
Thus, Mr. Speaker, if the Ketchum
and Means, while he certainly cannot
commit the other conferees, to bring motion were to prevail, it is possible that
back from the conference a bill on which a worker over 65 years of age earning
the majority of the House can agree and $6,000 now would have gotten $2,250 less

can support. That includes certain ac- in benefits during 1979 through 1981
tions in this area that are very import- under the motion than would be possible
ant, and in making that consideration, without instructions.
Although the motion would Instruct
the conferees are going to have to look
House conferees to Insist on language
at other pieces in the package.
They are going to have to look to the with no limitation after 1981, only well
long-range actuarial soundness of the paid workers would be able to make up

social security system. They are going to the money lost in the next 4 years.
have to do that with a sense of responsiIf, during the course of the conference,
bility, both to those who are paying into it appears that. the conferees are prethe system and those who are the re- pared to agree on a figure the House cancipients of the benefits.
not accept, a motion may be made in the
So, Mr. Speaker, I urge the Members House to Instruct conferees or the reof this body to vote against the motion to port itself can be sent back to conferInstruct and to give the conferees, by vot- ence. But I cannot support an effort to
ing against the motion to Instruct, a vote send our managers into conference
of confidence, so that they may indeed bound tothe lower House figures for the
live up to their responsibillties and bring next 4 years simply to thsure that the
back the very best bill that they can get complete repeal of limitations after 1981
In their conference with the Senate.
will be included in the report especially
Mr. MOAKLEY. Mr. Speaker, will the since it would be perfectly possible even
gentleman yield?
without instructions.
Mr. ULLMAN. I yield to the gentleMr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, 1° yield 4
minutes to the gentleman from Callman from Massachusetts.
(Mr. MOAKLEY asked and was given fornia (Mr. KETCHVM).
(Mr. KETCHUM asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his repermissioi to revise and extend bis remarks.)
Mr. MOAKLEY. Mr. Speaker, I rise in marks.)
Mr. KETCHUM. Mr. Speaker and
opposition to the motion offered by the
gentleman from California (Mr. KETCE- Members of the House, some Members
tmi). I should stress that I voted for the may possibly have heard that it was my
amendment when the gentleman offered objection to the appointing of conferees
it during coxisideration of the Social Se- on an Ill-advised unanimous-consent recurity Financing Amendment (HR. quest by the chairman of the Cornmlttte
-

that is that each and every one of my
coueagues have had time to listen to
their constituents, who told them what
they thought of the social security bill
during the rece. I am sure our constituents have discussed. it at some length
with all of us.

Mr. Speaker, I think it is Important
to have that input before we go to eonference. There is nothing lost. Nothing
has been lost. Conferees will now be appointed. We will go to conference, .nd
undoubtedly we will come back with
some kind of bill.

Mr. Speaker, I sincerely hope that this
body will concur with the Archer amendment, will concur with the overwhelming.

desires of this House, as expressed during the debate on the social security bill,
to instruct the conferees to hang tough

on the amendment which this House
overwhelmingly adopted, and that is, to

phase out the earnings limitation for

those individuals over 65 years of age. Mr. Speaker, the specious argument Is
made—and I heard it made by a Member
of the other body, and I heard it made by

the chairman of the committee during
the course of our debate—that if we remove this earnings limitation, only the
rich, the doctors, the lawyers, the architects will benefit.

Nothing could be further from the
tors, the lawyers, all of them are the

truth. The rich, the architects, the doc-,
Individuals who have unearned Income,
dividend income, rental income, all sorts

of investments that they have made;
and no limitation Is made on that unearned income.

Therefore, Mr. Speaker,

I ask the

Members to speak up; speak up for those

individuals, those thousands of retired

individuals who have been deprived
through Inflation, much of which Is

created in this body right here. I ask the
Members to stand up for those people,

give them this amendment, and iis1st
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that our conferees carry that message tc amendment but the fact is that this
One of our colleagues has described
the other body.
House has been denied time after time those with large incomes, without worry,
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, I yield 14 an opportunity to vote here In the receiving untaxed social security. It just

thinutes to the gentlemaz from Califor- House on education tax credits.
does not seem fair.
nia (Mr. LAcoasD1o).
Many of my colleagues wiM remember
I think we must let the older people
(Mr. LAGOMARS]NO asked and was during the dying hours of the last session who want to earn a little extra to do so;
given permission to revise and extend his of Congress, specifically on Wednesday, that is my reason for supporting this
remarks.)
September 29, 1976, a .con3nlitment was amendment.
Mr. LAGOMAR&NO. Mr. Speaker, I made to bring this matter before the
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, I yield
rise in support of the motion to Instruct House for a vote. It was brought here such time as he may consume to the
our conferees to Insist on the Ketchum under a procedure Which was objected gentleman from California (Mr. DoN H.
amendment to H.R. 9346 to phase out the to successfully.
CLAus).
earnings limitation for social security reSuch legislation to provifie educa(Mr. DON H. CLAUSEN asked and
cipients. I do not know how many of the tional tax credits.. has been passed in was given permission to revise and exMembers had the opportunity to see the the Senate in four out of. the last five tend his remarks.)
article In Monday's Los Angeles Thnes Congresses. Similar legislation has been
Mr. DON H. CLAUSEN. Mr. Speaker, I
on this issue. The article spoke of two introduced in this House by myself as rise to support the motion of the gentlepersons age 67 who receive $3,744 a year long ago as 1970 and by numerous other man from Texas (Mr. ARcHER) to inIn social security benefits. One works at Members. In fact, 210 Members of the struct the conferees on the social security
a menial job for 6 months of the year House have sponsored sone form of ed- financing bill to Insist on the phasing out
just to make ends meet. But for every ucation tax credit legislation in this of the earnings limitation placed on our
dollar he earns over $3,000, he loses hail Congress alone. That warrants it being senior citizens who receive social security
that much In benefits.
brought here for a vote.
benefits.
The other retiree, according to the
On September 8, 1977, at the time of
As an original cosponsor of legislation
Times, lives on easy street. In addition consideration of the second concurrent to accomplish this goal azd having voted
to his social security benefits, he receives resolution on the Budget, a provision In favor of the amendment offered by the
$100,000 a year in investment divi- was made for this amendment. That gentleman' from California (Mr. KETdends—without liftIng a finger.
provision was adopted by this House by cHUM), I want to continue my association
This anomaly Is caused by laws now avoteof3llto76.
with this effort and reemphasize the need
on the books requiring earned Income
The time has come, now, to provide to provide Immediate relief to those peoexceeding $3,000 a year to be, in effect, some measure of tax relief to those who ple most severely affected by Inflation,
taxed at a 50-percent rate by the social are struggling to meet the soaring costs namely our senior citizens living on fixed
security adinthistration. No such penalty of higher education. Seven years have incomes. The best and most effective way
is levied against the coupon clipper.
elapsed since I first introduced this leg- of providing this help is to remove the
It is beyond me how anyone can say islation. In that time .the cost of such kinds of limitations which trap them
this is fair. The Ketchum amendment education has doubled, up over 50 per- Into a position where they are dependent
would do away with this dlscthninatory cent, and in the community, colleges and on Government programs for survival.
provision of the law—a provision which vocational schools, it has increased by
These people want the freedom to
penalizes working people and deprives 130 percent. Business can get a tax de- choose to continue working to supplethe economy of their talents and pro- duction for educational expenses, why ment their retirement incomes without
ductive capacity. It has been said that cannot people get that kind of a deduc- suffering a loss of benefits.
the true test of any society is the way tion? This would not mean a revenue loss
I urge my colleagues to support the
it treats its senior citizens. I say do away to the Government, but could instead motion.
with this hated earnings test, and restore result in a net tax revenue gain to the
M:r. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, I. yield
our senior citizens to the respect, and Government because the record shows such time as he may consume to the
legal protection, they deserve.
that those with a higher education earn gentleman from Minnesota
(Mr.
The projections of cost do not include more than those who do not have such FRE!IZEL).
Increased social security taxes that will an education, and those with this educa(Mr. FRENZEL asked and was given
be paid. It is my understanding that the tion will pay taxes.
permission to revise and extend his
Social Security Administration has reMr. Speaker, at the appropriate time remarks.)
fused to make such estimates or projec- I hope to offer such an amendment to
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I rise in
tions.
agree to the tuition tax credit provision. support of the Archer motion.
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, for the
Mr. Speaker, I support the Archer moMr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2
purpose of debate oniy, I yield 3 min- minutes to the congresswoman from New tion to instruct our House conferees to
utes to the gentleman from Pennsyl- Jersey (Mrs. Fwxcx).
support the elimination of the earnings
vania (Mr. Coucrn.n).
Mrs. FENWICK. I thank my colleague limitation on social security.
(Mr. COUGHLIN asked and was
The House voted, by a strong majority,
yielding.
given permission to revise and extend forMr.
eliminate the inequitable restriction
Speaker, I intend to vote for the to
his remarks.)
under which social security beneficiaries
Archer
motion
to
Instruct
the
conferees,
Mr. COUGHLIN. Mr. Speaker, I rise
lose Iienefits if they earn a certain
I would like to tell my colleagies must
in support of the motion offered by the and
amount oI income. That decision ought
why.
gentleman from Texas (Mr. AacIR).
be supported in the conference comOnce, in a radio program in my home to
As a sponsor of similar legislation
mittee.
to eliminate the earnings limitation on district, a woman telephoned in. She
Many social security recipients desire
social security I think this measure is said:
to work even after they begin receiving
I am 68 years old and I work to make a
long overdue to provide this kind of rePeople ought to be encouraged
little extra as a parttime checker In the benefits.
lief.
to work. Many of our older citizens lose
A&P.
At the appropriate time, Mr. Speaker,
their sense of worth when they are forced
I will also seek to offer an amendment
This was at the end of the year and to leave their jobs, or are not allowed to
to the motion offered by the gentleman she went on—
seek new jobs, because of this earnings
from Texas (Mr. ARcHER) to provide
By mistake—I make $400 too much this limitation.
additional instructions to the conferees year.
In my district, people constantly refer
to agree to the Senate provision for a
to the earnings limitation as the most
She
started
to
cry
and
said:
$250 income tax credit for higher edinequitable single feature of our whole
-

ucation expenses.

Now they tell me I have to give some of it

Mr. Speaker, my colleagues are well back; and coal has gone up to $57 a ton.
aware of the long history of this proI thought of everything that meant in
posal whose time has certainly come.
the life of that woman: Wrestling with
It will be said that we are being an old coal Iurnace, trying to make ends
asked to agree to a .nongermane Senate meet. living at the edge of possibifity.

social security system. It is high. time we

got rid of it.

A vote for the Archer motion will not

guarantee that we can get rid of the

limit, but it will take us much closer to
that goal. I urge an "aye" vote.

November 30, :19?!
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e outzgeous thlnE 0
Speaker, X yI1d 'the óel]Ing
Mr. ARCHER.
such time s he may consume to the obecaise what we are doing Is takinggentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr. people who are earning up to $100,000
a year ad. giving. them their social
ScHULZE).
(Mr. SCHULZE asked and was given security benefith and nik1ng an- anpermission to revise and extend his nuity program out of the social security
system and breakthg down the whole
remarks.)
Mr. SCHULZE. Mr. Speaker, I rise hi principle of social security, and we
-

• We are driving the steel workers out
of their job€. We are driving the textile
workersout of their jobs. We are driving
the shoe workers out of their jobs, you

name it, and these are the types of
provisions that are doing it.
It is an irresponsible amendment that

was riot discussed fully enough in the
would be doing a most dangerous thing. last session when we adoped this amendsupport of the Archer motioi.
I am surpilsed and shocked to hear ment and we should not bind the hands
Mr. Speaker, for the past several
the conferees.
months, Members of both Houses of the people on that other side of the ofIvIr.
DLLMAN. Mr. Speakers I yield 3
Congress have been debating the social- aisle supporting this when they are minutes
to the gentleman from Louisputting such a burden on the. business
security finance bill.
iana (Mr. WAGGONNER).
firms of this. cOuntry.
- One of the most controversial and
(Mr. WAGGONNER asked and was
If the Members have been back home
significant provisions, particularly for
peEn1sion to- revise and extend his
the elderly ançl others .iv1ng on fixed during the recess and if they have read givenIncomes, is the aount of Income which their mail, they have, found out the remarks.)
WA000NNER. Mr. Speaker, in
those receiving social security may earn people in business and the employees theMr.
interests
of the social security sysoppose
this
regressive
tax
that
this
proin addition to their monthly benefits.
tem itself, I urge. you to vote down this
No other aspect of the present law has vision Is going to cause.
There is no justification for it. We can proposed instruction, and let me explain
attracted so much adverse reaction from
the public. Hearings before the Ways and raise the ceiling on earnings to a rea- why.
The problem is far more difficult than
Means Subcommittee on Social SecU,ity, sonable amount so that people In this most
of us realize. Listen to me for a
country
can
earn
a
sufficient
amount
of which I am a member, produced more
minute
to what this House has done and,
of
money
to
get
by,
but
we
do
not
have
discussion and adverse testifliony conwhat
you
are going to do to the social
to
abolish
the
ceiling
and
take
care
of
cerning the earnings limitations than
security system if you do not give us a
any other issue. It is particularly, neces- the fatcats in this country, take care of chance to reconcile the problem itself.
sary to consider the ramifications of this the high-rollers, take care of those peo- Now, the problem Is money for social selimitation at a time when there is con- ple who need that provision like a hole curity. Whether you realize it or not, this
cern for the well-being of our elderly in the head. There is no reason for it. House earlier thIs year did away in ancitizens. It has finally en acknowledged There Is no justification for it. There is other piece Of legislation with the manthat elderly Americans are an under- a lack of common sense here.
retirement at age 65 and made
I think If we are going to protect the datory
utilized and long-Ignore1 segment of our
it discretionary at 70 on the part of the
social
security
system;
we
have
to
do
society who possess the inowledge and
employee. What that means is that if
perspective from which we may all something about the financing. There we
instñzct this conference conniIttee
has been over $20 billion of benefits on this
benefit.
matter we will further seriously
The soôial security earnings limita- added to this bill. We put an unmerciful jeopardize the trust fund. The confer-,
weight
on
the
shoulders
of
business
in
tioi only serves as a disincentive to those
ees are going to be in the - position of
senior citizens who cii and want to con- this country.
having to consider equating what we do
I
have
heard
from
800
small
business
tinue contributing to our Nation and the
with regard to social securlty'wtth what
economy. It is for this reason that I have firms In my district who are concerned we have already done on ,the discreconsistently supported :he removal of about this regressive tax. I think we tionary retirement proposal. Even
the earnings limitation and urge my shoi1d not bind the hands of the con- though we are talking about separate
ferees. The conferees should go in there bills each affects the other.
colleagues to support it removal.
Not only wifi we be tapping a valuable with at least some ability to adjust this
Now, if we phase out the retirement
human resource bute will a1o be gen- tax and not instruct them to abolish test in 1982, we will then have a situathis
earnings
ceiling
entirely.
We
can
erating additional tax revenues by reand as desirable as it might be,
raise the ceiling to a reasonable amount, tion,
moving any earnings limitation.
practically,
we cannot do it yet because
Finally, I personally believe that it Is even if that makes it $6,000 or $7,000 for of the financial state of the trust' fund.
Improper to say to the elderly, who have the rate value, but to insist on abolishing We wifi have a situation where at age
contributed so much that they can only the ceiling is an' outrageous thing to do. 65 every employee can at his or her disThe SPEAKER. The time of the gen- cretion continue to work and be. eligible
draw full benefits if they abstain from
employment which would pay more than tleman for Massachusetts has expired.
full social security retirement beneMr. tILLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I yIeld 1 for
a minimal amount.
fits between the age of 65 and 70.
additional
minute
to
the
gentleman
from
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I yield
Now, I know that we did not think
.

2 minutes to the distinguished cha- Massachusetts.
•Mr. KETCHUM.Mr. Speaker, will the when we passed the discretionary retireman of the Social Security Subcommittee, the gentleman from Massachusetts gentleman yield?
Mr. BURKE of -Masahusetts. I yield
(Mr. BURKE).
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Mr. to the gentleman from California.
Mr. KETCHUM. Mr. Speaker, I thank
Speaker, 'I thank the chairman for
the gentleman for yeld1ng. We are old
yielding.

ment bill at 70 that we would be faced
with this problem; but nevertheless, we
are, and we cannot consider either of
them in isolation, if we are interested
in preserving the integrity of the social
security retirement s3'stem or private
friends,
as
everyone
in
this
House
knows;
Mr. Speaker, I think the issue here
systems for that matter.
but
we
are
not
talking
about
the
$100,again is a little clouded I just would
Now, I am one of 'these people who
000
fat
cat:
We
are
talking
about
the
like to have the attention of my good
stood
here and voted with the gentle-.
friend, the gentlewoman from New Jer- elderly eating dog food, as this House has man from California (Mr. KETCHUM). I
discovered.
sey (Mrs. FENWICK).
voted for. an increased limitation in the
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Then subcommittee and In the full committee;
I can understand her concern, and I
am concerned also about these people, why not come back with a limitation on but it has dawned on me nd I am trying
but this amendment goes a little bit the earnings ceiling?
to get you tQ see as well what we are
further than that. This amendment re-.
Mr. KETCHUM. We tried and we tried doing in the transition period while we
moves the entire ceiling. If we would in the subcommittee unsuccessfully.
are trying to provide financing for the
instruct the conferees to go in and do
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. It costs social security system if we force this
this, 'we are in a bind and we would have

to levy a tax o $3 billion to $3.5 billion

$3.5 billion in taxes to the business firms

in this country. If the minority side

additional conference burden on the
House.

-

-

The SPEAKER. The time of the genon the business firms and on the em- wants to take that position, let them do
ployees of this country to finance this it; but let them go back and be truthful tlèman from Louisiana has expired.
provision.
Mr. TJLLMAN. Mr. Speaker3 I yield 2
and honest with their business firms
We can raise the ceiling and raise It and tell them we are driving them out of additional minutes to the gentleman
from Louisiana (Mr. WAGGONNER).
to a reasonable amount, but to abolish business.
-

-

-
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Mr. WAGGONNR. I Would plead with
the Members to reject this motion to Instruct.
Mr. ARCHER. Jr. Speaker, will, the
gentleman yield?

Mr. WA000NNER. I yield to the

gntleman from Texas.

Mr. ARCHER. Does the gentleman ac-
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ning a lathe somewhere In a Ford plant, its total cost. It seems ridiculous that
will have to pay Into the system in order we should not have on]y voted that way
that those benefits can be paid. Now, but we should now tell the conferees they

I do not really think that we want to should have their feet In concrete and

tell the public that we are going to look at not even talk to the Senate conferees on
the person that MILLICENT talked about, what ought to be dOne on this very, very
for whom we all have not only sympathy difficult matter. I do not believe that the

but willingness to take action, and say House conferees are Insensitive to the

tuafly stand In the well and tell this to that person—if there Is only one in concern the gentleman from California
House that a Congressman who has paid the country, and there are hundreds of and the gentleman from Texas (Mr.

In all his life to an alternative program them who will make the hundred thous- ARCHER) are expressing. We would all
to social security and can. retire at age and and collect a golf cart of money in like to do something for the elderly. We
60, can continue to get another high-paid social security benefits, "Have at it, hit would all like to do something that makes
job?
the jackpot on the widow's mite."
it a little easier for them to get by on
Mr. WAGOONNER. He coUld without
I do not think we want to go on record what is a minimum, social secur1tybenehaving to be a social security recipient. as doing that. I support the chairman. fit at the bottom end. But we do not
Nobody can get it now without an earn- Frequently, I do not, but at this time I want to do that at the expense of breakmgs limitation. I am saying that we have do.
ing the system and we do not want to do
to provide a transition that will allow
Mr. TJLLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I yield 4 thai by adding still further to a very,
us to not destroy, first of all, retirement minutes to the gentleman from Illinois very heavy tax burden that this bifi is
systems that the business community of (Mr. MIKvA).
putting on the working people and the
this country has, the land over. Nor
(Mr. MIKVA asked and was given per- middle class.
should we further aggravate the social mission to revise and extend his reI "would only point out to my distinsecurity trust fund.
marks.)
guished friend, the gentleman from
I am saying, do not instruct us, and
Mr. MIKVA. Mr. Speaker, I think I Texas, that, while I appreciate his genlet us try to get into conference and try understand the strong feelings that the erosity and his concern for the senior
to work the matter out. The gentleman gentleman from Texas and the gentle- citizens, I would feel a lot more comfrom Texas (Mr. ARCHER), my friend, is man from California have about this fortable about it if I knew he was going
going to be a conferee. I am Just saying general subject matter. The sympathy is to vote for the final product. But I fluid It
that we are jeopardizing the social secur- one that I think all of us share. We are somewhat troublesome to know that my
ity trust fund at a time when it Is al- aware that there are some people who friend, the gentleman from Texas (Mr.
ready In serious jeopardy, and we should have been caught on the low end of the ARCHER) and my friend, the gentleman
let the conference committee try to pro- social security ladder and have been hurt from California (Mr. KETCHUM) who are
vide for a transition that will preserve by the earnings limitation put on them, urging an additional 3 billion expendithe system.
That sympathetic feeling was one that ture here and urging an additional tax
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, :1 yield 3 reflected itself In the original action load 1mpoed on the working people, are
minutes to the gentleman from Indiana taken by the subcommittee and the full asking for us to do it while they will not
(Mr. JACOBS).
committee to raise the earnings llmlta- bite the bullet and vote for the bifi. I
Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Speaker, I think It tion. It reflects itself in the even higher would urge those who did vote for the
might serve a useful purpose to get our limitation that the Senate put on. But bill tothink twice before going home and'
terms Iii order here. This matter has been I think it gets put in an improper pack- having to explain why they voted this
referred to as an "earnings l1nitatlon." age when the whole limit istaken off, be- WaY.
That is legislatively inaccurate. The term cause then we are not expressing the
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, wifi the
Is "retirement test," and the question sympathy to those people we are really gentleman yield?
is, What sense does it make to pay' re- concerned about, but we are expressing
Mr. M]XVA. I yield to the gentleman
tirement benefits to somebody who is not sympathy to all of the lawyers and doe- from Texas,
retired?
Mr. ARCHER. I thank the gentleman
tors and dentists and other professionals
The further point has been made that, by saying to them, "We know you are for yielding.
after all, Members of Congress on their nOt going to retire at age 65 anyway, but
Mr. Speaker, I am not absolutely
pensions are allowed unlimited earnings, go ahead and keep working and, in addi- certain who the majority conferees wifi
And after all, people who have unearned tion, you wifi collect full social security." be from the House, but it is very nearly
income are allowed •uillmIted unearned
That was never the intention of the certain that every one of them voted
income. But, when tie Insurance contract vote of the House, and yet that is the against the Ketchtun amendment on the
was., made with the American people, way it is going to come out. I would hope floor, and that Is the support for our conthe retirement test was later added in that, without an Instruction, perhaps the cern.
order to be sure that, everybody under- conferees on the Senate side and on the
Mr. M]XVA. Mr. Speaker, I would only
stood, as he or she paid into the s'stem, House side could find some, common say to my collegaue that we all underthat he or she would have to be retired ground to try to ease the burdens of stand the rules, and I asuine the conin order to receive retirement benefits, those people we are financially concerned fereeswlIl attempt to support the House
Now, there are two ways to cure the about, but not to throw out the baby position; But at the same time, we ought
disparity between the way Members of with the bath water and end up with a to be aware of the very heavy burden
Congress are treated and the way social. $30 'bfflion lc,ad over a 5-year period that the House position is putting on the
sOcial security system.
security people are treated One way, the' under the social security system.
Mr. TJLLMAN. Mr. 'Speaker, I yield 3
usual congressional national debt way, is
How longwould it take for the Memto load the Christmas tree where the dis- bers of this body to vote $30 'billion in minutes to the gentlewoman from Kanparity is on the low side. The other way appropriations? I assure the Members sas (Mrs. Ks), a very lmportant memwould be to stand up and vote a law that tIat it would be more 4ifficult to get a ber of the committee.
• says that we cannot collect our retire- $30 billion direct appropriation through
Mrs. KEYS. Mr. Speaker; much has
ment benefits if we take jobs to earn than it was to get the original Ketchtun ben said on this 1ue, but sometimes I
$100,000 a year. Now, what we have, here, amendment approved when we debated think we forget that sooiai security benein essence, is Robin Hood in reverse, be-j the social security bifi or the considera- fits for old age were intended to corncause after everything is said that.can tion that we are devoting to this motion pensat.e people for Income that they had
be said, if this language is adopted It to Instruct. Thirty billion dollars is the lost by' retiring.
will indeed mean that 'the person who least that this wifi co6t the system over 'When we get down to the basic misearns $100,000 a year at age 65, 66, .67, that 5-year period. It may cost more. takein public policy that would be made
and so on, can collect the social security This, may be the equivalent, in this bifi, by' our adopting the complete removal of
benefits despite the fact that this per- of what the Congress did a few years ago he retirement test, we have to look at
son is not retired.
'.
when it rst created the coupling provi- the recent overwhelming action of both
The other side of that some coin a áion. It is such an open-ended exposure the House and the Senate in endthg
that the poorest person In the land, run- that no one can eaMy properly estimate mandator ietirement at age 65.'
.

'
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Can we possibly say to our working The main issue. I heard related to rising
men and women, those who are working wage rates and wage bases provided in
at the low steps of income, that they our bill. Not once did this issue regardhave to pay additional taxes in addition ing the earnings limitation come up. But
to competing with those who are at the the main issue of rising soëial security
high level of income who, between the taxes was so overwhelming on the part
ages of 65 and 70, are still holding the of my constituents that I do not think I
jobs that the younger work force is seek- am willing to tie the hands of the conferees on this bill on an issue which could
ing to fill?
As a matter of public policy, I do not raise these taxes fairly dramatically, even

think we can possibly say that to these
people in our work force. I think that
changes the entire way we have in the
past looked at the retirement test, and it
underscores the natural sensitivity all of
us have because it has been far too low.
What does the National Council of

often without other sources of income,
find that the meager Increases In their
social security payments have been offset by spiraling thfiation.
There is no reason for those on a lim-

ited Income to bear the often devastating

consequences of Government policies

that do nothing to control inflation. And
certainly there is no reason for placing

a limit on how much extra Income a
though the issue On the merith is still senior citizen receiving benefits may
earn. Our society cannot afford to waste
quite attractive,
I think this is an issue that should be the special skffls of our elderly by decompromised. The future of the social priving them of their social security
security system, even with this bill, is, in

my mind, rather bleak, and while the

benefits if they choose to continue worlçIng.

It is Congress, and only Congress,
are somewhat popular political issues, which can correct this injustice. The
after I came back from Kansas I found right of those on social security to live in
and not despair, is in the hands
It is pointed out in their statement that the most popular issue to be lower social dignity,
of the U.S. Congress, and I hope we will
the acceptance of a $6,000 retirement security taxes.
Mr. Speaker, I think it would be foolish correct the present situation by passing
test would provide an income that is very
for
us to vote to instruct conferees and I this bifi.
near to the average income of the averFor these reasons, I most respectfully
age working man and woman, an income urge the membership to vote down the urge
all Members of the House to adopt
less than a thousand dOllars below that motion to recommit.
Mr. GEPHARDT. Mr. Speaker, will the this motion to instruct the conferees to
of the person who is still working and
insist on the House language of the bill.
issues raised by the Ketchum amendment

Senior Citizens say about this? They say,
"No." They say that it is a wroilg policy.

gentleman yield?
Mr. GLICKMAN. I yield to the gentleI would like to quote from ehe end of
the council's statement an this issue, as man from Missouri.
who is probably still supporting a family.

Mr. UIJLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I yield my-

self such time as 1 may consume.
Mr. Speaker, on this matter I urge my
colleagues to vote on the side of respon-

Mr. GEPHARDT. Mr. Speaker, I thank
follows:
The elderly for whom added earnings and the gentleman for yielding.
I would like to make just one point. I sible alternatives for the conferees. I
higher incomes would be of greatest help are
the least likely to benefit. People who draw voted against the Ketchum amendment, ask them to recall what happened on the

low benefits because they could not earn and I am not today going to go into, the cost-of-living increase when the actuhigh salaries in their peak earning years, or merits of that amendment again. I think aries told us that that would do certain
who6e health is too poor to permit them to the result was clear; the vote was 268 things and keepthe trust fund in a sound
continue earning, are not the sort who comactuarial posture.
mand salaries over $6,000 in the best of cir- to 149.
That was the story when we adopted
This is a bicameral legislature, not a
cumstances. They will not be helped at all
by ending the retirement test. Instead, bil- unicameral legislature. It seems to me the cost-of-living increases. Then all at
lions o dollars will go to aid that 7 per- that tying the hands of the conferees once, we woke up to the fact that it was
cent of the elderly best able to help them- before the conference would be an ex- destroying the social security fund over
selves, and be unavailable to improve the traordinary remedy. It seems to me the the long term. In this particular inconditions of the 93 peroent whose need is time for this motion to be made is after stance, I urge my colleagues to give the
much greater.
the conferees come back from the con- conferees the authority to be actuarially
responsible so as to keep that trust fund
Mr. Speaker, let us look to our respon- ference with a product, not before.
Therefore, Mr. Speaker, I urge the solvent. If we are to have the responsisibilities and raise the retirement test to
bility, I ask that that decision be left to
a decent level, but let us not perform Members to vote against this motion.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 us, and I ask the Members to vote
the terrible, mistaken public policy of
saying that our younger work force is minutes to the gentleman from Tennes- against this motion to Instruct.
Mrs. FENWICK. Mr. Speaker, wilIthe
going to have to pay for older members of see (Mr. ALLEN).
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Speaker, those who gentleman yield?
the work force who would receive addiMr. ULLMAN. I yield. to the gentletional benefits when they are not retired. have reached the age wJieré they are enI urge the Members to vote against the titled to receive social security benefits, woman from New Jersey.
Mrs. FENWICK. Mr. Speaker, I thank
• for which they have already paid their
Archer motion to instruct conferees.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 taxes, should not be forced to retire in the chairman for yielding.
I was staggered to hear that removminutes to the gentleman from Kansas order to receive full benefits, or be penalized for having other sources of income. ing all limitations on the ceiling would
(Mr. GLICKMM).
(Mr. GLICKMAN asked and was given This is not required of those who have cost $3.2 billion. I did not know that.
I want to ask the chairman, Does that
permission to revise and extend his re- paid their premiums on annuity policies
with private insurance companies, and take into account the income taxes that
marks.)
Mr. GLICKMAN. Mr. Speaker, I sup- it should not be required of those who• the people who will be receiving the'
ported the Ketchum. amendment when have paid their premiums in the form benefith would be paying, since they
it was offered before, and I still support of social security taxes. Furthermore, the would be employed, and a'so the social
it basically on its meri.But the longer more wealthy, who own stocks, bonds, security taxes which they would be payI hear statements on the issue, the more real estate and other assets from which ing?
Mr. TJLLMAN. This does not take into
I realize that only a fool never changes they draw an income, are not limited in consideration
factors; but, I want
his mind when he finds he perhaps is the amount of income they may receive to say that thethose
actuarial
assumption in
'in
order
to
qualify
for
full
social
security
wrong, or better yet, not entirely right.
estimate, in my judgment, is too
Although I do not think the amend- benefits. rcan see no justification or de- that
Furthermore, I am sure
ment is intrinsically wrong, I intend to fense for this kind of discrimination conservative.
vote against the motion to instruct con- against the less fortunate of our citizens that that $3 billion annually will go up
ferees. I do not want to tie the hands of whose only income outside of social se- and up and up as the years go on.
Therefore, Mr. Speaker, I urge the
the conferees on an issue which I think is curity is in the form of' wages and salvery complicated and on a matter which aries for work performed. Everyone gentlewoman from New Jersey (Mrs.
NwIcK) to oppose the motion to inshould be treated alike.
could turn out to be very costly.
,

The Government's failure to control
When I went home recently, I must
have made 20 speeches, and the main spiraling inflation has hurt those on
issue on which I was confronted was not modest and fixed incomes. The elderly
gay rights, was not the Panama Canal, and people with disabilities, either ternwas not energy, but it was sial security. poray or permanent, and those who are

truct.

Mrs. FENWICK. If there is no exact
figure with respect to the social security
taxes and income taxes that those people
who will be working will be paying, how
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do we know it Is even going to cost $3.2
billion?

nate the earnings limitation on retirees
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Gudger

because it Is the only rational thlngto do. Hs.nilitOn
HAnay
We can talk about raising it from Hannord
$3,000 today to $4,500 or $6,000 at some Harkin
r10z
future day or any other figure you might Hawkins
want to pick out of the air. But, the fact Hefner
remains that no limitation is Justified or Heftel
rational and as a matter of principle the flightower
Holzman
limitation thust be abolished.
Any limitation Is discriminatory Howard
Hubtrd
against ourelderly. There Is no Justifica- Hughes
Ireland
tion for this discriminatory practice. It Is Jacobs
discrimination based on age, and It Is Just Jenkins

Mr. TJLLMAN. The problem Is that
there wifl be no more Income; if that
person did not stay on that job, someone

else who does not have a Job would have
that Job. Consequently, somebody would

be paying taxes if that other person did
not stay on the job and continue to work.
It Is still a Job on which someone would
be paying taxes, and there really Is no
cost gain in that event.
Mrs. FENWICK. Mr. Speaker, I thank
the gentleman.
Mr. tJLLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I reserve
the balance of my time.
The SPEAKER. The Chair will state
that the gentleman's time has expired,
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker,' may i
inquire how much time I have remain-

Rostenkowaki

Mazzoli
Meeds

Robal

Metcife
Meytner

MIkuIskI
Mikva
Mifler, Calif.

Mineta

Moak1ey

Md.

Runnele
Russo

Ry

Santini

Scheuer
Seiberling
Sharp
Shipley
Sikes
Simon

Moffett
Mollohan
Moorhead, Pa. 818k
Muirphy, Ill.
Skelton
Mwphy, N.Y. Slack
MUXtha
Smith, IDwa
Myers, Gary
Solarz
as wrong as discrimination based on Jenrette
Natcher
Spellman
CaLif.
Neal
Staggers
race, creed, religion, or sex. We are con- Jon, NC.
Nedzl
Sta.rk
cerned about those blatant forms of dis- Jones Okia. Nix
Steed
crimination in employment so why Jordii
Nolan
Steiger
should we not be equally up-In-arms Kastexuneier Oak
Stockman
Ketchum
Oberatar
Stokes
about this form of age discrimination.
Obey
Studd8
Ultimately if freedom means anything Keys
Kildee
Panetto
Stump
in this great country, it implies no eco- koch
PatterGn
Thompson
Krebs
Pattison
Trax1r
nomic sanctions should be applied
LFace
Pease
Udall
anyone's desire to work. The earnings Le Fante
Pepper
Ullman
limitation Is such a sanction.
Leggett
Perki
Vnik
Pickle
Besides, most of those who want to Lehman
Vento
Calif.
Poage
Waggonner
work after 65, need to work because of Lloyd,
Preyr
Weaver
inadequate income from social security. LunUne
McCormack
Price
Wet88
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Mcfl
Rahali
Whitley
McHugh
Raflsback
Wilson, Tex.
Tecas (Mr. ARCHER), as I understand
McKay
Rangel
Wright
wishes to yield time?
McKinney
Reusa
Yates

Ing?

The SPEAKER. The geñtlemán from

Texas has 71/4 minutes remaining.
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, I would
-

use whatever time I consume for one
moment to merely make a rejoinder to

the chairman of our committee, the gentleman from Oregon (Mr. ULLMAN) by

saying that as mentioned earlier the
estimates of the actuaries are faulty

Mr. ARCHER. I will yfeld. back my Zylaguire
time, but before I yield back the balance Mabn
Mnr
not Include one penny of income tax and 1of my time, I would like to yield to the Markey
social security taxes that will be paid gentleman from Pennsylvania for an Mriott
in by those over 65 years of age who con- amendment. That was the purpose of my Mttox
tinue to work. The actuaries admit thIs rising.
Mr. WA000NNER. Mr. Speaker, I Ambro
and the Social Security Administration
admits that they have not included one move the previous question on the mo- Anderson, fll.
Anthewa,
penny of addttional income. So the defi- tion to instruct the conferees.
N. flak.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Applegato
cit estimates, on their face, are faulty.

Richmond
Roberta
Rodino

Yatron
Young, F1.

Rose

'Zereretti

I have no further requesth for time, but previous question. The question Is on As1brook
at this time I would like to yield to the ordering the previous question.
The question was taken; and the Bafalls
gentleman from Pennsylvania
CoucHuw) for the amendment which he Speaker announced that the, ayes ap- Beard, RI.

an

i'il
Forsythe

Marlenee
Martin
Mathis
Michel
Milford
MlUer, Ohio
MiniSb
Mttcbell, N.Y.
Montgomery

Board, 'renn.
Benjamin

Gmmage

Gibbons
Oilman
Goldwater
Gonzalez
Goodling
GradsOn
Graasley
Guyer
Hagedorñ
Hail

Moorhead,

because they, as the gentlewoman from

New Jersey (Mrs. FENWICK) just said, do

Mr. Speaker, for the purposes of debate Louisiana (Mr. WAGGONNER) moves tJie Archer

peared to have it.

has previously described.

Mr. couGmn. Mr. Sl3eaker, Ot

Mr. LEVFrAS. Mr. Speaker, I favor

lifting the unfair earnings limitation to the vote on the ground that a quorum
that presently penalizes retired persons is not present and make the point of

Bevill

Boland
Bonlor
Bowen

who need to work and supplement their order that a quorum Is not present.
BrLnkley
SPEAKER, Evidently a quorum Is Bje1d
urity notThe
present.
Brown, Mloh.
benefiti. I voted for the etchum
Ohio
The Sergeant at Arms will notify ab- Bucsimn
amendment which would remove the sent
Members.
Burene
limitation, and I have even' introduced a
The vote was taken by electronic de- Burte, Fla.
bill of my own which would lift the unvice, and there were—yeas 214, nays 181, put0
fair limit on earned income.
Carney

meager retirement and social

However, I do not think we should not voting 39, as foflows:
[IoU No. 786]
vote to instruct our conferees on this

Issue at thIs time. Rather we should let
the conference process to see if an acceptable provision can be written into
the law that will lift the earnings limit
for thcse who need to work to supplement their income but would not let the
very wealthy continue to receive
secuiity and also salaries ranging in the
hundreds of thousands of dollars. So we
should not bind the conferees now. A
vote against Mr. Arther's motion Is not
a vote against the unfair penalty; rather

Addbbo

Akak
Allen
Anern3an

Brooks

Brown, CaAlf.

Broyhill
Burke, Calif.

Drinan'
)arly

Eckhardt

Anderson,
Calif.
Burke, Ms. Evans, 0010.
Andrews, N.O. Burleson, Tex. Fary
Burlison, Mo.
Mbley
Burton, Philip Fisher
Butler
F1Ippo
AuCoin
Byron
Flood
B.1dus
clay
mowers
Barnard
Collins, fli.
Baueua
Corm
Foley
Bedell
Cornell
Ford, Mich.
Befleflon
Oornwell
ori, Tenai.
Bennett
Cotter
Fountain
Biagi
D'Amoure
w1er
Bingham
Danieleon
Fraser

iO

'it

It Is a vote to let the conference come, up
with the best possible provision.
I will not vote for the final coMerence
report unless it contAIns a fair provision

for lifting the earnings limitation. But

BlncImrd

the time to cast that vote win come later.
ThIs Is not the vote to accomplish that Blouln
Bgg
end.
Bonkar
Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. Speaker, I sup- Bradem98
Breaux
.

port the Ketchum amendment to elimi-

Caviaamugh

YEA8_214'
Brodhead
Downey

Delealey

Derrick
Derwineki
Dicke
.

BrecklnrIdge

Digga

tngeU
Dodd

Fuqua
Gaydos
Ge,1iardt

Gialmo
Ginn
Glickman
Gore

Oederberg

cliappeil

C1aun,

Don H.
Olawson, De
Cleveland

oncaUo

Rosenthal

Youn Mo.
Zblocki

WAYS—181

E?lenborn

Eel

Jvane, Del.

Evus, Ga.

Evans, md.
Fenwick
Findley

?renzel

nn8en
Harris

Hasba

Heckler
H1li18

Holiand
Holienbeck
Holt
Horton

Huckby
Hyde

Ichord
Jefforde

Moore

Oaflf.

Motti
Murphy, Pa.

Myere, Michael
Nichols
Nowak
O'Brien

Ottlnger

Patten
PettI8

Pre1er

Pritchaxd
Pursell
Quie

Quill
Regula
Rhodes

RtnMdO

Eleenhoover
Robinson
Roe

Co1ath. TeL

Rogera
Rooney
John6On, 0010. RoueIOt
K.azen
Rudd
satteraeld
Kemp
Sawyer
Kindness

coughUn

Leach

ociran
Ooben

OolGfl&fl

Oobe

Crane
Daniel, Dan
DaviG

i. W.

de la GRTZ
Devine
DickthfiOfl

Kotmayer
Lomarsino
Latta
Le4eZ'Or

Lent
Levito
Livingston
Lloyd, 'renn.
Long, La.
Long, Md.

Lott
Dornan .
DUflcafl, Tenn. Lujan
Luken
Edgar
EdwadL Ala. MoCloekey
EdwardG, Okia. McDado
.

EITherg

Emery

Engl1h

MeEwen

Madigan
Marks

8cbroede

Schulze
Sebeliue
Shuater
Skubitz
Snyder
Spence

st Germain
Stangeland
Stanton

SteerG

Stratton
Symm8

Taylor
Treen
Trible

VanderJagt

Vollthier
Waigren

.

Waiker
Walsh
Wam)4er
Watkin3
Whitehurst

Wbitten

Wilson, Bob
Wthin

WIrth

Wydle?
Wylie
Young, Tex.

Wolff

IcOT VOTIIcG—39
Jones, Tenn. Thornton
Abdnor
Tsongas
Kasten
Alexander
Tucker
Kelly
Armst.rong
Van Deerlin.
Krueger
Bolling
Waxman
Burton, John McClOry
Whalen
McDonald
CIilsholm
White
Moss
COnyers
Wigtha
Cunningham Myers, John
Wilson, C. H.
Pike
Dellums
Young, Maeka
Quayie
Delit

Duncan, Oreg. Ruppe'
Sarasin
Fithian
Smith, Nebr.
Frey
Teague
HammerThone
schmidt

Coughlin
Craue
Daniel, Dan
Daniel, R. W.
Davis
de la Oarza
Derwlnski
Devine
Dickinson

The Clerk announced the following

Emery

English
Evans, Del.
Evans, md.
I'enwick
Fish
Forsythe
Fowler
Fren.zel

Fuqua
Gammage
Gibbons
Mr. Joiies of Tennessee for, with Mr. Mc- Oilman
Goldwater
Donald against.

Ms. Chisholm for, with Mr. White against.
Mr. Barasin for, with Mr. Abdnor against.

Mr. Dellums for, with Mr. Cunningham

against.

Mr. Charles H. Wilson of California for.

with Mr. McClory against.
Mr. Waxman for, with Mrs. Smith of Icebraska against.
Mr. Tucker for, with Mr. Young of Alaska
against.

Until further notice:
Mr. Dent with M. Armstrong.
Mr. Alexander with Mr. rrey.
Mr. John Burton with Mr. Hammerschmidt.
Mr. Conyers with Mr. Kasten
Mr. Moss with Mr. Thone.
Mr Duhcan of Oregon with Mr. Wiggins.
Mr. Fithian with Mr. Whalen.
Mr. Krueger with Mr. John T. Myers.
Mr. Teague with Mr. Kelly.

Mr. Thornton with Mr. Ruppe.
Mr. Van Deerlin with Mr. Quayle.
Mr. Tsongaa With Mr. Pike.

Messrs. MADIGAN, PATTEN, HAGE-

Ooa,.zalez

Goodiing
Gore
Gia4ison
Grassley
Guyer
Hagedorn

H1l

Hannaford
Hansen
Harrington
Harris
Harsha
Hightower

mills

HOLlenbeck
HOlt

Horton
Huckaby
Hyde

WATKINS, and WHITTEN changed
their vote from "yea" to "nay.'.'

Bedeil
Beilenson

The question was taken: and the

Speaker announced that the noes appeared to have ii?.

Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, on that I
demand the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The vote was taken by electronic de-

vice, and there were—yeas 183, nays 209,
not voting 42, as follows:
[Roll Ico. 757)
YEAS—183
Bevill
Biaggi
Boggs
Bowen

Caputo
Carter
Cederberg
Chappell
Clausen,

Badham

aunian
eard,Tenn.

Burleson, Tex. Conable
Butler
Oonte
Corcoran
Bron

Burke,Fla'

Roe

RonoaiIo
Rooney

Rouselot

Don H.
ClawSon, Del

Oleveland
Cohen
Coleman

cllIn, Tex.

Rudd
Russo
Santini
Satterfield
Sawyer
Scheuer
Schroeder
Schuize
Sebelius
Shuster
Sikes
Snyder
Spence
St Germain
Stangeland

Lløyd, Calif.
Lloyd, Tenn.
Long, Md.

Lott

Luja

McOloskey
McEwen
McK.Iiney

Madigan
Marks
Marlenee
Marriott
Martin
Mathis
Michel
MiUer, Ohio
Mitchell, N.Y.
Montgomery

Stntou
Steers

Stockman

,

Stump

Symme

Ty1or

Treen
Trible
Vander Jagt
Waigren
Walker
Walsh
Wampler
Watkins

Moore

Moorhead,
Calif.

Natcher
Nichols
O'Brien
Ottinger
Patterson
Pettis
Pressler
Pritchard
Pursell

Wbitehurst
Whitten

Wiggine
Wilson, Bob
WHson,Tex.

Quillen

Rail&back

Regula
Rhodes

Beaad R.I.

Benjamin
Bennett
Bingham
Blanchard
Blouin
Boland
BonOr
Bonker
Brde2T1a8

Breaux
Breckinridge
Brodilead

Brooka
Brown, Calif.

Buchanan
Burke, Calif.

Burke, Mass.
Burlison, Mo.

Price
Rahall
Rangel

Sisk
Skelton

Reua

Richmond
Rodtno
Rogers
Rose
Rosenthaa
Roetenkowaki
Roybal
Runnelø
Ryan
Seiberling
Sharp
Shipley
Simon

Skubitz
Slack
Smith, Iowa
Solarz
Speilman

Vilmfl
Vanik
Vento

Volkmr

staggerB

Stark

Steed
Stelger
Stokes

Stratton

Waggonner
Weaver
WeI8s

WhiUey

Wlrth
Wright
YateB

Yatron

Young, Mo.
Young, Tex.
Studda
Zablockl
Thompson
Traz1e
Zeferetti
Udall
IcOT VOTIIcG—42
SMasin
Abdnor
HammerSmith, NGbr.
schmidt
Alo,Qander
Jones, Tenn. .Teage
Armatrong
ThonG
Baucus
Knsten
Thornton
Kelly
BoIling
Tsongas
Burton, John Kxueger
Carney
Leggett
Tucker
MoOlory
Vaii Deerlin
Chlaholm
Waxmafl
Conyera
McDonald
Whalen
Cunningbm Mo2
White
Myers, John
Dellunis
Wilson, 0. H.
Pike
Dent
Young, Aia8ka
Dunoai, Oreg. Poage
Quayle
Fithian
Ruppe
Frey

The Clerk announced the following
pairs:
On this vote:
Mr. McDonald for, with Mr. Jones of

Winu

Tennessee against.
Mr. White for, with Ms. Chtsholm against.
Mr. Abdnor for, with Mr. Dellums against.

Wydler
Wylie
Young, Fla.

against.
Mr. Kelly for, with Mr. Tucker' against.

Wolff

Que

Mr. Cunningham for, with Mr. Waxman

Mr. Mcolory fcr, with Mr. Charles II.

Wilson of California against.

Evans, O.

McDa4'e

McPeil
McHugh
McKay
Magulre
Mahon

Fary
Fascefl
Flndiey
FMher
Flippo
Flood
FlOriO

Flowers
Foley
Ford, Mich.

.

Mann
Markey
Mattox

Mazzoli
Meeds

Metife

Ford, Tenn.

FOuntin

Meyner
Mikuiski
I4ikva
Milford
Miller, Calif.

Fraer

Gaydos

Gephardt

Glaimo
Ginn
Glickman
Gudger
Hamilton
Hanley
Harkin
Hawkins
Heckler
Hefner

Minet

Minish
Mitchell, Md.
Moakley
Moffett
Mollohan
Moorhead, Pa.
MOttl

Murphy, ill.
Murphy, Ic.!'.
Murphy, Pa.
Murtha

Burton, Phillip Hefel
Holland
Carr
Cavanaugh
Holtzman
Myer8, Gary
HOwad
Clay
Myers, Michael
Hubbard
Oochx$n
Hughes
Neal
Collins, ill.
Jacobs
Nedzl
OOrman
Jenkins
Nix
Cornell
Jenrette,
Nolan
Oornwell
'Johnson, Calif. Nowak
Cotter
Jones,N.C.
Oakar
D'Amours
Jones,Okla.
Oberstar
Danielson
Jordan
Obey
Delaney.
Kastenmeier Panetta
Derrick
Keys
Patten
Dicks
Kildee
Pattison
Dingell
Kostmayr
Pease
Dodd
Erebs
Downey
Pepper..
LaFalce
PerkinE
Drinan
Early
Le Fane
Pickle
Eckhardt
Lederer
Preyer
,

Brinkley
Broomfield
Brawn, Mich.
Brown, Ohio
Broyh1l.
Burgener

BdiiiO
Bafafl

Johnson, Cob. RObinsn

IcAYS—209

Messrs. GAMMAGE, HUCKABY, GON- Baldus
ZALEZ, HALL, STRATTON, BOWEN, Barnard

tleman from Texas (Mr. ARCHER).

Risenhoover
Roberts

Lehman
Edgar
Edwards, Calif. Levitas
Ellberg
Long, La.
Luken
Ammerman
Erlenborn
Lundine
Andrews, N.0. Erte
Evans, cob.
McOormack
AnnunzO
Ashley
Aspin
AuCoin

Mr. DINGELL and Mr. GIAIMO

Rinftldo

Addabbo
Akaka
Ambro

DORN, Mrs. LLOYD of Tennessee,

changed their vote from "nay" to "yea."
So the, previous question was ordered.
The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
The SPEAKER. The question is on the
preferential motion offered by the gen-

Ichord
Irelend
Jeffords

Kazen
Kemp
Ketchuni
Kindness
Koch
Lgomar8ino
Diggs
Dornan
Latta
Duncan, Tenn. Leach
Edwards, Ala. Lent
Edwards, Okia. Livingston

F1nt

pairs:
Onthis vote:

Allen
Anderson,
Calif.
Anderson, Ill.
Andrews,
N. Dak.
Applegate
Archer
Aahbrook
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Mr. Barasin for, with Mr. Ooner8 against.
Mr. Young of Alaska for, with Mr. Moss
against.

Until further notice:
Mr. Dent with Mr. Ruppe..
Mr. Alexander with Mrs. Smith of Icebraska.
Mr. Carney with Mr. Hammerechmidt.
Mr. John Burton with Mr. Frey.
Mr. Teague with Mr. John T. Myers.
Mr. Van Deerlin with Mr. Quayle.
Mr. Thornton with Mr. Armstrong.
Mr. Tsongaa with Mr. Baucus.
Mr. Fithian with Mr. Duncan of Oregon.
Mr. Krueger with Mr. Káaten..
Mr. Leggett withMr. Pike.
Mr. Thone with Mr. Whalen.

Mr. PATrERSON of California chang-,

ed his vote from "nay" to "yea."

So the. preferential motion wa re-

jected.

The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
GENERAL LEAVE

Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I ask u2lan-

imous coiisent that all Members may
hvé 5 legislative days in which to revise

and extend their remarks on the preferential 'motion to instruct the conferees
which was just considered.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there
objection to the request of the gentle-

man from Oregon?
Therewas no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without
objection, the Chair appoints the following conferees: Messrs. ULMAi, BURKEof
Massachusetts, ROSTENKOWSKI, WA000NNER,

COTTER. MDCvA, ThCKER, CONABLE

ARCHER, and IETcIwM.

There was no objection.

-
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SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1977

DECEMBER 14,

1977.—Ordered to be printed

Mr. LONG, from the committee of conference,
submitted the following

CONFERENCE REPORT
(To accompany H.R. 9846]

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses on the amendment of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 9346) to

amend the Social Security Act and the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

to strengthen the financmg of the social security system, to reduce
the effect of wage and price fluctuation on the system's benefit structure, to provide for the conduct of studies with respect to coverage
under the system for Federal employees and for employees of State
and local governments, to increase the earnings limitation, to eliminate certarn gender-based distinctions and provide for a study of
proposals to eliminate dependency and sex discrimination from the
social security program, and for other purposes, having met, after full
and free conference, have agreed to recommend and do recommend
to their respective Houses as follows:
That the House: recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amendment insert the following:

That thi8 Act, with the following table of conients, may be cited a
the "Social Security Amendments of 1977".
TABLE OF CONTENTS

TITLE I—PROVISIONS RELATINGL TO THE FINANCING OF THE OLDAGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM
Sec. 101. Adju8tment8 in ta rate8.
Seo. 102. Aflocation to diabU4ty n8ura.2ce tru8t fund.
Sec. 108. Inerea8e8 in earnSng8
Sec. 104. EDeotive date.

ba9e.

2

TITLE II—STABILIZATION OF REPLACEMENT RATES IN THE OLD-AGE,
SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM

Sec. 201. Computation. of p'rtmary in8ranCC amount.
See. 202. Marinwm benefit8.
See. 203. Irwrea8e in oid,-age benefit amOnt8 for delayed retirement.
Sec. 204. Widow's an4 widwer'8 in8urane,e beflefit8 in OaSe8
retirement.
Sec. 205. Conlormttng aAnendment8.
Sec. 206. Effective date.

of etdyed

TITLE Ill—OTHER CHANGES IN PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE OLDAGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM
P1aT A—CHANGES IN EARNINGS TEsT

Sec. 301. IAberaiization 01 earnin?8 te8t br indivduo age 65 and ever.
Sec. 302. Repeai ol oarn4ngs iimitation for in4J4vduai& age 70 and over.
Sec. 303. E14nvintion of monthiy eojrn4ng8 te8t.
PART B—COVERAGE

Seo. 311. Study of un4ver8ai coverage.

Sec. 312. Coverage of nonprofit organzation8 which faiZed

to file woAver

certiftc.ate8.

Seo. 313. Evciusió Irom coverage 01 certa4n l4ni4ted partfler8Mp income.
Seo. 314. EmpIoyee8 01 nwmber8 of rekited group8 01 Corp OratiOfl8.
See. 35. Tav on employer8 01 indii1Jiclua8 who receive income from tip8.
See. 816. Revocation of ewemption Irom coverage by etergymen.

Seo. 317. Interntiona agreement8 withY re8pect to 800w2 8ecurity beneftt8.
Sec. 318. lwod4flcation of agreement with. IflLn&i8 to provtio coveoge for certain
pojicemen aGut firemen.

Sec. 319. Coverage for pol4cemen aGut firemen in Miu8mppi.
See. 320. Coverage under divided retirement 8y8tem loft pub&' empioyee8 in New
Jer8ey.
Sec. 321. CQverage of 8ervice under Wi8ooivin reUre,nent 8y&tem
PART C—BENwIT AMOUNTS AND ELIGIBILITY

See. 331. ActuariaZ reduction of benefit increase8 to be applied a of time of
origini entitieinent.
Sec. 332. lAnvitation on retroactive benefit8.
See. 33. Deiivery 01 benøfit check8.
Sec. 334. educecl beneflt8 for 8POU&C8 reCeiving Government penons.
Sec. 335. Sub8tantiai gainlui activity in ca.e 01 bl4nd indivWiwaZs.
Sec. 33.6. Remarrtage of widow8 and wdower8.
Sec. 337. Durati -ol-nuwrkzje requirement.
PART D—STUDY WITH RESPECT TO GENDER-BASED DISTINCTIONS

See. 341. Study of pro po8al8 to eiinvinate dependency and ex di8orim4naUon
under the 8Ocia 8ecurity prOgran.
PART E—COMBINED SOCIAL SECURITY AND INCOME TAX ANNUAL REPORTING

Subpart 1—Arnendment8 to Titie II 01 the Sociai Security Act
Sec. 351. Annuai cred4tinj, of qwrter8 of coverage.
Soc. 352. AZjustment in amount reqwired for a quarter of coverage.
Sec. 353. Te&nwc and coizbo,'minr amendment8.

Subpart 2—Amendments to the Internai Revenue Code of 1954
Sec. 355. Deduction of t'av Irom wage..
See. 356. Teohnicai and co,j.fonn4nr amendment8.

Subpart 3—Conborming Amendment to the Raiiroa.d Retirement Act of 1974
See. 358. (Jcnnpistàtion of èmpioyee annuitie$.
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PART F—NATIONAL CoMMIssIoN ON SOCIAL SECURITY

Seo. 361. Establishment of Comrn488ion.
PART G—MISCELLANEOUS PRovisioNs

Sec. 371. Appointment of hearing eXa4niner8.
See 372. Report of Advi8orlJ COwnoU on Sooal Security.

TITLE IV—PRO VISIONS RELATING TO CERTAIN STATE WELFARE AND.
SERVICE PROGRAMS RECEIVING FEDERAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
Seo. 401. Fi8oai relief for States aw.Z pal4tical 8ubdivi8ion8 With re8pect to c08t8
of welfare program8.
Sec. 402. Incentive adjtutment8 for a qtuil4ty control in Feder4l flnanoial pa'rtwipation in ad to fa'nUlie8 with depen4ient children progra'm..
.ec. 403. Ac0e88 to wage information.
Sec. 404. State demont ration project8.
Sec. 405. Reimbur8ement for erroneou8 State 8upplementary paj,nent8.
TITLE V—MISCELLANEOUS
Sec. 501. Coverage under medicaire of oertain po'wer-operatet wheele1air8.
Soc. 502. Federal Election Campaign Aot ameniment8.

TITLE I—PRO VISIONS RELATING TO THE FINANCING
OF THE OLD-AGE SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM
ADJUSTMENTS IN TAX RATES

SEC. 101. (a) (1) Section 3101 (a) of the Intenial Revenue Code of
1954 (relating to rate of tax on employees for purposes of old-age,
sur'vivors, and diBabilitq insurance) is amended by striking out paragraphs (1) and () and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"(1) with respect to wages received during the calendar year8
1974 thrOugh L977, the rate shall be 4.95 percent;

"(s) with respect to wages received during the calendar year

1978, the rate shall be 5.05 percent;

"(3) with respect to waqes received during the calen&tr years

1979 and 1980, the rate 8hail be 5.08 percent;

"(4) with respect to wages received during the calendar year
1981, the rate 8hall be 5.35 perce'nt;

"(5) with respect to wages received during the cale'ndar year8
1982 through 1984, the rate 8hall e 5.40 percent;
"(6) with re8pect to wages received during the calendar years
1985 through L989, the rate 8hall be 5.70 percent; and
"(7) with re8pect to wages received after Decenvber 31, 1989,
the rate shall be 6J0 percent.".

() Section 3111 (a) of such Code (relating to rate of tax on em-

ployers for purposes of old-age, sur'vivors, and di8ability insura'nce)

28

amended by striking out paragraphs (1) a?ld () a'nd in8erting in lieu
thereof the following:

"(1) with respect to wages paid during the calendar

yeiar8

1974 throvgh 1977, the rate shall be 4.95 percent;
"(s) with respect to wages paid during the cale'ndar year 1978,
the rate shall be 5.05 percent;
"(3) with respect to wages paul during the ca,ledar years
1979 and 1980, the rate shall be 5.08 perce'nt;

4

"(4) with respect to wages paid during the calendar year 1981,
the 'rate shall be 5.35 percent;

"(5) with; re8pect to wage8 paid during the calendar years

198 through 1984, the rate shall be 5.40 percent;

"(6) with respect to wages paid during the calendar years

1985 through 1989, the rate 8hall be 5.70 peróent; and

"(7) with re8pect to wages paid after December 31, 1989, the
rate shall be 6.0 percent.".
(3) Section 141J1 (a) of such Code (relating to rate of tax on selfemploymett income for purpoe of old-age, survivor8, and disability
in8urance) i8 amended by striking out "a tax" and all that follow8 and.

in8erting in lieu thereof the following: "a tax as follw8:

"(1) in the case of any taxable year beginming before January 1,
1978, the tax 8hall be equal to 7.0 percent of the c,mount of the
self-employment income for such taxable year;
"(i) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December
81, 1977, and before January 1, 1979, the tax shall be equal to
7.10 percent of the amount of the self-employment income for
such taxable year;
"(3) in the case of any taxable jear beginning after December
31, 1978, and before January 1, 1981, the tax shall be equal to 7.05
percent of the amount of the self-employment income for tich
taxable year;
"(4) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December

31, 1980, and before January 1, 198, the tax 8hall be equal to
8.00 percent of the amount of the self-employment, income for
such taxabie ?jear;

"(5) in the case of at1 taxable year beginning after December
31, 1981, and before January 1, .1985, the tax 8hall be equal to
8.05 percent of the amount of the self-emploijment income for
such taxable year;
"(6) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December
31,. 1984, and before January 1, 1990, the tax shall be equal to
8.55 percent of the amount of the 8elf-employment income for
8uch taxable year; and
"(7) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December
31, 1989, the tax shall be equal to 9.30 percent of the amount of
the 8elf-employment income for such taxable year.".
(b) (1) Section 3101 (b) of 8uch Code (relating to rate of taw on
employees for purposes of ho8pital in.urance) is amended b, striking

out paragrapliB (1) through (4) and in.erting in lieu thereof the

following:
"(1) with respect to wages received during the caiendar years
1974 through 1977, the rate 8liaZl be 0.90 percent;

"(i) with respect to wages received during the caZendar year

1978, the rate shall be 1.00 percent;

"(3) with re8pect to wage8 received during the calendar years
1979 and 1980, the rate 8hall be .7.05 percent;

"(4) with re8pect to wages received during the calendar years

1981 through 1984, the rate 8hall be 1.30 percent;

"(5) with respect to wages received during the calendar year

1985, the rate 8hall be 1.35 percent; and

"(6) with respect to wages received after December 31, 1985,

the rate 8haU be 1.45 percent.".

5

() Section 3111 (b) of 8uch Code (relating to rate of tace on employer8 for purpoe of hospital in8ura'nee) is amended by 8tmking
o'at paragrapll8 (1) through (4) and in.serting in lieu thereof the
following:
"(1) with respect to wage8 paid during the calendar years 1974

through 1977, the rctte 8hall be 0.90 percent;

"(s) with re8pect to wages pai4 during the calendar year 1978,
the rate 8hall be 1.00 percent;
"(3) with respect to wages paid during the calendar years 1979
and 1980, the rate shall be 1.05 percent;
"(4) with re8pect to wages paid during the calendar years 1981
through 1984, the rate shall be 1.30 percent;
"(5) with respect to wages paid during the calendar year 1985,
the rate 8hall be 1.35 percent; and
"(6) with re8pect to wages paid after December 31, 1985, the

rate 8hall be 1.45 percent.".

(3) Section 1401 () of such Code (relating to tax on 8elf-emplo
ment income for p'urpose8 of ho8pital in8ura'nee) i8 amended by 8trn
Mg

-

out paragraph8 (1) through (4) and ierting in lieu thereof the

following:
"(1) in the case of any taccable year beginning after December 31, 1978, and before January 1, 1978, the tace shall be equal to
0.90 percent of the amont of the 8elf-employment income for 8UCh
taxable year•

"(s) in die case of any taccable year beginning after December 31, 1977, and before January 1, 1979, the tax 8hall be equal to
1.00 percent of the amount of the self-employment income for 8UCh
taxable year;
"(3) in the case of any taxable year beginning after Decem-

ber 31, 1978, and before January 1, 1981, the tax 8hall be equal to
1.05 percent of the amount of the self-employment income for 8uch
taxable year;

"(4) in the case of any taccable year beginning after Decem-

ber 31, 1980, and before January 1, 1985, the tax shall be equal to
1.30 percent of the amount of the 8elf-employment income for 8ueh
taa,able year;

"(5) in the case of any taxable year beginning after Decem-

ber 31, 1984, a'nd before January 1, 1986, the taw shall be equal
to 1.35 percent of the anwunt of the 8elf-employment income for
such taxable year; and
"(6) in the case of any taccable year beginning after December 31, 1985, the tax shall be equal to 1.45 percent of the amount
of the 8elf -employment income for 8uch taccable year.".
ALLOCATiONS To DiSABiLiTY iNSURANCE TRUST FUND

SEC. lOFd. (a) (1) Section p201(b) (1) of the Social Security Act i8
amended by striking out clau.se8 (G) through (J) and in.serting in lieu

thereof the following: "(G) 1.55 per centum of the wages (as so defined) paid after December 31, 1977, and before January 1, 1979, and
80 reported, (H) 1.50 pe? centum of the wages (as so defined) paid
after December 31, 1978, and before January 1, 1981, and 80 reported,
(I) 1.65 per centum of the wages (as so defined) paid after Decem-
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ber 31, 1980, and before January 1, 1985, and so reported, (J) L90 per
centum of the wages (a8 so defined) paid after December 31, 1984, and
before January 1, 1990, and so reported, and (K) P2!20 per centum of
the wages (a.s so defined) paid after December 31, 1989, and 50
reported,".
(p2) Section p01(b) (p2) of such Act iB amended by striking out clauses

(G) through (J) and in8erting in lieu thereof the following: "(G)
1.090 per centum of the amount of self-employment income (a8 50
defined) so reported for any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1977, and before January 1, 1979, (H) 1.0400 per centum of the
amount of self-employment income (a8 so defined) so reported for any

taxable year beginning after December 31, 1978, and before January 1, 1981, (1) 1f375 per centum of the amount of self .eimployment

income (a8 so defined) so reported for any tavable year beginning
after December 31, 1980, and before January 1, 1985, (J) 1.4$350 per
centum of the amount of self-employment income (a8 so defined) so
reported for any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1984, a'nd
before January 1, 1990, and (K) 1.650 per centum of the amount of
self-employment income (aB so defined) so reported for any taxable
year beginning after December 31, 1989,".
iNCREASES iN EARNiNGS BASE

SEC. 103. (a) (1) Section 3O(a) of the Social Security Act iB
ame.nded by in8erting "or (c)" after "deternined under subsection
(b)".
(p2) Section p230(b) of such Act iB amended by striking o'&t "shall be"

in the matter preceding paragraph (1) and in8erting in lieu thereof
"shaU (subject tosubsection (c)) be".
(b) Section PS0(c) of such Act is amended—
(1) by in8erting "(1)" imimediately before "the 'contribution
and benefit ba8e' "; and
(p2) by striking out "section." and in8erting in lieu thereof the
following:
"section, and (p2) the 'contribution and benefit ba8e' with respect to
remruneration paid (and taxable years beginning) —

"(A)

in 1978 shall be $17,700,

"(B) in 1979 shall be $9OO,

"(C) in 1980 shaU be $25,9OO, and

"(D) in 1981 shall be $29,700.

For purposes of determining under subsection (b) the 'contribution
and benefit base' with re8pect to remuneration paid (and ta'ziable years
beginning) in 198P2 and subsequent years, the dollar amounts specified
in clause (p2) of the preceding sentence shall be con8idered to hat'e re-

sulted from the application of such subsection (b) and to be the
amount determined (with respect to the years in.vdZed) under that

subsection. For purposes of determining empioyer tax liability under
section 3P2P21 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, for purposes of

deter'mining the portion of the employee representative tax Uability
under section 311(a) of 8ueh Code which results from the application of the 9.5 percent rate specified therein, and for purposes of cornputing average monthly con?,pen8ation under section 3(j) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1974, except with respect to anivuity amounts
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detemnined under section 3(a) or 3(f) (3) of such Act, caue (2) and
the preceding sentence of this subsection shall be disregarded.".
(c) (1) Section 3O of sueh Act is further amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new subsection:

"(d) Notwithstanding any other provision of aw, the contribution
and benefit base dete'rinined under this section for any caendar year

after 1976 for purposes of section 4022(b) (3) (B) of Public Law

93—406, with respect to any plan, shall be the contribution and benefit
base that would have been determined for such year if this section a

in effect immediately prior to the enactment of the Social Security
Amendments of 1977 had remained in effect without change.".
(2) The aamend'rnent made by paragraph (1) shall apply with respect to plan terminations occ-urring after the date of the enactment
of this Act.
(d) (1) The second sentence of section 215(i) (2) (D) (v) of such
Act is amended by striking out "is eq'ual to one-twelfth of the new
contribution and be'n4t base" and in8erting in liev thereof "is equal
to, or exceeds by less than $5, one-twelfth of the new contribution and
benefit base".

(2) The third sentence of section f215(i) (2) (D) (v) of stwh Act
is amended by striking out all that follows "cause (iv)" and iizserting in lieu thereof "pius 20 percent of the excess of the seco'nd figure
in the last line of column III as extended under the preceding sentence o'ver such second figure for the calendar year in which the table
of benefits is revised.".
EFFECTiVE DATE

SEC. 104. The amendments made by this title shaU apply with respect

to remuneration paid or received, and taxable years beginning, after
1977.

TITLE Il—STABILIZATION OF REPLACEMENT RATES IN
THE OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM
COMPUTATiON OF PRiMARY INSURANCE AMOUNT

SEC. 201. (a) Section 215(a) of the Social Security Act is amended
to read as follows:

"(a) (1) (A) The primary in8ura'nce amount of an indivithial shall
(except as otherwise provided in this section) be eq'ual to the sum

of—

"(i) 90 percent of the individ'ual's average indexed monthly
earnings (determined under subsection (b)) to the extent that

such earnings do not exceed the .amount established for purposes
of this clause by subparagraph (B),

"(ii) 32 percent of the individ'ual's average indexed monthly

earnings to the extent that such earniizgs exceed the amount estab-

lished for purposes of clauBe (i) but do not exceed the amount
established for purposes of this clause by sub paragraph (B), and
"(iii) 15 percent of the individual's average indexed monthly
earnings to the extent that such earilings exceed the amOunt established for purposes of clause (ii),
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rounded in accordance with subsection (g), and therea/ter increa3ed

a3 provided in subsection (i).

"(B) (i) For individuals who initially become eligible /or old-age
or di8abilty insurance benefits, or who die (be/ore becoming eligible
for 8uch benefit8) , in the calendar year 1979, the amount e8tabli8hed
/or j1O88 0/ clau.e (i) and (ii) o/ 8ubparagraph (A) 8.hall be $180
and $1,085, re8pectively.

"(ii) For individual8 who initially become eligible /or old-age or
di8ability insurance be'nefit8, or who die (be/ore becoming. eligible /or
8uCh benefit8), in any calendar year a/ter 1979, each o/ the amount8 80
e8tabli8hed 8/tall equal the product o/ the corre8ponding amount e8tabii8hed with re8pect to the calendar year 1979 under clause (i) o/ thi8
8ub paragraph and the quotient obtained by dividing—

"(I) the average o/ the total wages (a8 defined in regulations
o/ the Secretary and computed without regard to the limitation8
8peci/ied in 8ection 209(a)) reported to the Secretary o/ the Trea.ury or hi8 delegate for the, second calendar year preceding the
calendar year for which the determination i3 made, by
"(II) the average of the total wages (a3 80 defined and computed) reported to the Secretary o/ the Trea8ury or hiB delegate
/or the calendar year 1977.

"(iii) Each amount establi.ghed under clau8e (ii) /or any calendar
year 8hall be rounded to the neare8t $1, except that any amount8 80
established which i8 a multiple o/ $0.50 but not of $1 shall be rounded
to the 'next higher $1.
"(C) (i) No primary insurance amount computed under 8ubparagraph A) may be 1e88 than—
(1) the dollar amount set /orth on the fir8t line o/ column IV
in the table o/ benefit8 contained in (or deerned to be contained in)

thi8 sub8ection a in effect in December 1978, rounded (if not a
multiple o/ $1) to the next higher multiple o/ $1, or
"(II) an amount equal to $11.50 multiplied by the individual'8
years o/ coverage in excess o/ 10, or the increa3ed amount determined /0',' purpo8e8 of this 8ubdivi8ion under 8ub8ection (i),

whicheve is greater. No increa3e under 8ub8ectin (i), except a provided in 8ubsection (i) (2) (A), shall apply to the dollar amount
8peci fled in subdivision (I) of this clau8e.

"(ii) For purpoe o/ clau8e (i) (II), the temm 'year8 o/ coverage'
'with re8pect to any individual mea the number (not exceeding 30)
'equal to the sum of (I) the number (not exceeding 14 and disregarding

any /raction) deternined by dividing (a) the total of the wage8

credited to 8uch individual (including wages deemed to be paid przor
to 1951 to such individual under 8ectwn 217, compeation under the
Railroad Retirement Act o/ 1937 prior to 1951 which i3 creditable to
8uch individual pur8uant to thi3 title, and wages deemed to be paid

prior to 1951 to 8uch individual under 8ection 231)/or years a/te'
1936 and be/ore 1951 by (b) $900, pluB (II) the number equal to
the number o/ year8. a/ter 1950 each o/ which i8 a coinputatin ba3e
year (within the 'nwanin9 o/ subsection (b) (2) (B) (ii)) and in each
of which he is credited with wages (including vage deemed to be paid
to 8uch individual under section 217, compensation under the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1937 oi' 1974 which i3 creditable to 8uCh individual
pur8uant to thi3 title, and wa deemed to be paid to 8uch individual
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unde?' section 229) and sef-emploijm.ent income of not less than 25
percent of the maximun anwiunt which, pursuant to subsection (e),
may be counted for sueh year, or of not less than 25 percent of the
maximum amount which couW be so counted for such year (in the case

of a year after 1977) if section 230 a in effect immediately prior to
the enactment of the Social Security Amendment8 of 1977 had remained in effect without. change.

"(D) In each calendar year after 1978 the Secretary shall publish

in the Federal Register, on or before November 1, the formula for com-

puting benefits under this paragraph and for adju8ting wages and
self-employment income under subsection (b) (3) in the ca.se of an
individual who becomes eligible for an old-age i'n8urance benefit, or
(if earlier) beco'ines eligible for a disability in8urance benefit or dies,
in the following year, and the average of the total wages (a8 described

in subparagraph (B) (ii) (I)) oit which that formula is ba8ed. With
the initial pub ligation required by this subparagraph, the Secretary
shall al8o publish in the Federal Register the average of the total wages
(a3 so described) for eai..h calendar year after 1950.

"(2) (A) A year shall not be counted a the year of an individual's
death or eligibility for purposes of this subsection or subsectwn (i)
in any case where such individ'ual wa entitled to a disability inurance
benefit for any of the 12 months invmediately preceding the month of
such death or eligibility (but there shall be counted in8tead the year of
the individual's eligibility for the disability inurance benefit or benefits to which he wa entitled during sueh 12 ?mo'Fit1i.).

"(B) In the ca3e of an individual v,ho wa entitled to a di.w.bility
inurance benefit tor any 0! the 12 nwntli8 before the month in whkh
he became entitled to an old-age in8urance benefit, became reentited to
a disability inurance benefit, or died, the primary inurance amount
for determining any benefit attributable to that entitlement, reentitlement, or death i8 the greater of—
"(i) the primary i'nsurance amount upon which such di8ability
inurance benefit wa ba8ed, increa3ed by the amount of each general benefit increa8e (a3 defined in subsection (i) (3)), and each
increa8e provided under subsection (i) (2), that would have ap-

plied to such primary inurance anwunt had the individual remained entitled to such discthiity inurance benefit until the
month in which he became so entitled or reentitled or died, or
"(ii) the amount computed under paragraph (1) (C).
"(C) In the case of an individual who wa entitled to a disability
i'n8urance benefit for any month, and with respect to whom a primary

in3urance amount is required to be computed at any time after the
close of the period of the individual's disability (wkether because of
such i'ndividual's subsequent entitlement to old-age in8urance benefits
or to a disability inBurance be'ne fit ba3ed upon a subsequent period of
disability, or becau8e of such individual's death), the primary i18urance amount so computed may in no case be less than the primary insurance amount with respect to which such former disability insurance
benefit wa most recently determined.

"(3) (A) Paragraph (1) applies only to an individual who was not
eligible for an old-age intrance benefit prior to January 1979 and
who in that or any succeeding month—
"(i) becomes eligible for suchabenefit,
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"(ii)

becomes eligible for a disability insurance benefit, or

"(iii) dies,
and (except for subparagraph (C) (i) (II) thereof) it applies to every
such individual except to the extent otherwise provided by paragraph

"(B) For purposes of this title, an individual is deemed to be

eligible—

"(i) for old-age insurance benefits, for months beginning with
the month in which he attains age 6, or
"(ii) for disability insura'iwe benefits, for months beginning
with the month in which Ms period of disability began as provided
under section 216(i) () (C),
except as provided in paragraph () (A) in cases where fewer than 12

month8 have elapsed si'iwe the term,i nation of a prior period of
disability.

"(4) Paragraph (1) (except forsubparagraph (C) (i) (II) thereof)
does not apply to the computation or recomputation of a primary
insurance amount for—
"(A) an individual who was eligible for a disability insura'iwe

benefit for a month prior to January 1979 'unless, prior to the
month in which occurs the event described in clause (i), (ii), or
(iii) of paragraph (3) (A), there occurs a period of at least li2
consecutive months for which he was not entitled to a disability
insurance benefit, or

"(B) an individual who had wages or self-employment income
credited for one or more years prior to 1979, and who was not
eligible for an old-age or disability insurance benefit, and did not
die, prior to January 1979, if in the year for which the computation or recommendation would be made the individual's primary
insurance amount would be greater if computed or reco'imputed—
"(i) under section 15(a) as in effect in December 1978, for
purposes of old-age insurance benefits in the case of an individual who becomes eligible for such benefits prior to 1984,
or

"(ii) as provided by section 15(d), in the case of an

individual to whom such section applies.

In determining whether an individual's primary insurance amount
would be greater if computed or recomputed as provided in sub paraqraph (B), (I) the table of benefits in effect in December 1978 shall
be applied without regard to any increases in that table which may
become effective (in accordance with subsection (i) (4)) for years
after 1978 (s'ubject to clause (iii) of subsection (i) () (A) but with-

out regard to elduses (iv) and (v) thereof) and (II) such individual's
average nvnthly wage shall be computed as provided by subsection

"(5) For purposes of computing the primary insurance amount

(after December 1978) of an individual to whom paragraph (1) does
not apply (other than an individual described in paragraph (4) (B)),
this section a.s in effect in December 1978 shall remain in effect, except

that, effective for January 1979, the dollar anvunt specified in paragraph (3) of subsection (a) shall be iiwrea.sed to $11.50. The table
for determining primary inurance amownts and mcucinwm family
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benefits contained in this section in December 1978 shall be revised a.s

provided by subsection (i) for each year after 1978.".
(b) Section p215(b) of such Act is amended to read a. follows:

"Average Indexed Monthly Earnings; Average Monthly Wage
"(b) (1) An individual's average indexed monthly earrtings shall be
equal to the quotient obtained by dividing—
(3))

"(A) the total (after adjustment under paragraph

of his

wages paid in and self-employment income credited to his bene-

fit computation years (detenined under paragraph (p2)), by

"(B) the number of months in those years.
"(p2) (A) The number of an individual's benefit computation years
equals the number of elapsed years, reduced b five, except that the
number of an individual's benefit computation years nuiy not be less
than t'wo.

"(B) For purposes of this subsection with respect to amy in-

dividual—
"(i) the terirt 'benefit computation years' means those computation ba8e years, equal in number to the number determined under
8ubparagrap/t (A), for which the total of such individual's wages
and self-employment income, after ad)u8tment under paragraph

(3),is the largest;
"(ii) the terirt 'computation ba8e years' means

years after 11)50 and

the

calendar

be fore—

"(I) in the case of an i'ndividual entitled to old-age inurance benefits, the year in which occwr'ted (whether by rea8on

of section 202(j) (1) or otherwise) the first month of that
entitlement; or
"(II) in. the ca.se of an individual who ha8 died (without
having become entitled to old-age insurance benefits), the
year succeeding the year of his death;

except that such tern excludes any calendar year entirely included in a period of disability; and

"(iii) the te?'ln 'number of elapsed years' means (except a

otherwi8e provided by section 104(j) (p2) of the Social Security
Amendments of 1972) the number of calendar years after 1950
(or, if later, the year in which the individual attained age p21) and

before the year in which the individual died, or, if it occui'red
earlier (but after 1960), the year in which he attained age 62;
except that such tern excludes any calendar year any part of
which iB included in a period of disability.

"(3) (A) Ececept a. provided by subparagraph (B), the wages paid
in and self-employment income credited to each of an individual's comput ation base years for purposes of theselection therefrom of benefit
computation years under paragraph (p2) shall be deemed to be equal
to the product of—
"(i) the wages and self-employment income paid in or credited
to 8uc/t year (as determined without regard to.thisubparagraph),
and
"(ii) the quotient obtained by dividing—

"(I) the average of the total wages (as defined in regulations of the Secretary and computed without regard to the
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lmitation8 specified in section 209(a)) reported to the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate for the second calendar
year (after 1976) preceding the earliest of the year of the individual's death, eligibility for an old-age in8urance benefit,

or eligibility for a di8ability insurance benefit (except that

the year in which the individual dies, or becomes eligible, shall
not be con8idered a8 8uch year if the individual was entitled
to di8ability in8urance benefits for any month in the 12-month
period immediately preceding such death or eligibility, but

there shall be counted in8tead the year of the individual's

eligibiiity for the di8ability insurance benefit to which he was
entitled in such 12-month period), by

"(II) the average of the total wages (as so. defined and
computed) reported to the Secretary of the Treasury or his
dele gate for the computation base year for which the determination B made.

"(B) Wages paid in or. self-employment income credited to an indvidual's computation base year whick'—
"(i) occurs after the second calendar year specified in subpara-

graph (4) (ii) (I), or
"(ii) iB a year treated under subsection (f)(2)(C) as though
it were the last year of the period specified in paragraph (2)
(B)(ii),

8/tall be available for.use in dete?"Inining an individual's benefit com-

putation years, but without applying subparagraph, (A) of thi8
paragrajh.

"(4) For purposes of dete?"Inining the average monthly wage of an
individual whose primary in8urance amount is computed (after 1978)
under section 215(a) 'or P215(d) as in effect (except with respect to the
table contained therein) in December1978, by reason of subsection (a)
(4) (B), this sub8ection as in effect in December 1978 shall remain in

effect, except that paragraph (2) (C) (as then in effect) shall be

deemed to provide that 'computation base years' include onZy calendar
years in the period after 1950 (or 1936, if applicable) and prior to the

year in which occurred the first mth for which the individual was
eligible (as defined in sub8ection (a) (3) (B) as in effect in January
1979) for an old-age or disability in8urance benefit, or, if earlier, the
year in which he died. Any calendar year all of which is included in a
period of disability shall not be included as a computation base year
/or such purposes.".
(c) Section 215(c) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"Application of Prior Pro'vision8 in Certain Cases

"(c) This subsection as in effect in December 1978 shall remain in
effect with re8pect to an individual to whom 8ubsectwn (a) (1) does
not apply by reason of the individual'8 eligibility for an old-age ordi4ability in8urance benefit, or the individual's death, prior to 1979.".
(d) (1) The matter in the text of section 215(d) of such Act which
,precedes paragraph (1) (C) is amended to read as follow8:

"(d)(1) For purposes of column I of the table appearing in 8ub-

section (a), as that 8ub8ection was in effect in December 1977, an indi'vidual's piimary in8urance benefit shall be computed a follows:.
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"(A) The individual'8 average monthly wage 8hall be deterntined a. piovided in 8ub8ection (b), a in effect in December 1977
(but without regard to paragraph (4) thereof), except that for
purposes of paragraphii () (C) and (3) of that 8ub8ectio1 (a8 80
in effect) 1936 shall be uBed in8tead of 1950.
"(B) For purposes of subparagraphs (B) and (C) of subsec-

tion (b)(1d) (a8soin effect)—
"(i) the total wages prior to 1951 (a8 defined in 8ubparagraph (C) of thi8 paragraph) of an individual who attained
age 1 after 1936 and prior to 1950 shall be divided by tile
number of years (hereinafter in thi8 sub paragraph ref ei'red

to a the 'divi8or') elap8ing after the year in which the individual attained age 1d0 and prior to 1951; and

"(ii) the total wages prior to 1951 (a8 defined in 8ubparagraph (C) of thi8 paragraph) of an individual who attained
age 1 after 194.9 shall be divided by the nuimber of years
(hereinafter in this subparagraph referred to a the 'divi8or')
elapsing. after 194.9 and prior to 1951.

The quotient 80 obtained shall be deemed to be the individual's
wages credited to each of tile years which were used in coimputing
the amount of the divi8or, except that—

"(iii) if the quotient exceeds $3,000, only $3,000 shall be
deemed to be the individual's wages for each of the years
which were used in computing the amount of tile divi8or, and
the renuxinder of the individual's total wages prior to 1951
(1) if less than $3,000, shall be deemed credited to the year
imi'inediately preceding the earliest year u8ed in comp1Atin9
the amount of the divisor, or (11) if $3,000 or more, shall be

deemed credited, in $3,000 increments, to .the year immediately precedini tile earlie8t year u.ged in computing the
aimount of the divisor and to each year consecutively preOed-

ing that year, with any remainder less than $3,000 being

()

lows:

credited to tile year immediately preceding. tile earliest year
to which a full. $3 000 increment was credited; and
"(iv) no more t)an $42,000 may be taken into account, for
purposes of this 8ub paragraph, a total wages.after 1936 and
prior to 1951."..
Section 1d15(d) (1) (D) of such.Act is amended to read a fol-

"(D) The individual's primary insurance benefit shall be 40

percent of the first $50 of his average monthly wage d8 computed.,
under thi8 8ub8ection, plu8 10 percent 'of the next $1d00 of hi8
average monthly wage, increa8ed by 1 percent for each increment
year. Tile number of increment years i8 the nwmber, not more than
14 nor 1e88 than 4, that is equal to tile individual's total wages prior
to 1951 divided by $1,650 (disregarding any fraction) .".

(3) Section 1d15(d) (3) of such Act is amended (A) by 8trikin9
out "in the case of an individual" and all that follows and in8erting in

lieu thereof the following "in the case of an individual who had a

period of disability which began prior to 1951, but only if the primary
in8urance amount resultvng there front is higher than tile primary in-

surance amount resulting from the application of this section (a8
amended by the Social Seourity Amendments of 1967) and section
1?11d0.".
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amended by adding at
(4) Section 2l5(d) of such Act is further
the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(4) The provi8iona of thi8 subsection a in effect in Decem'ber 1977
shall be applicable to individuals who beco'me eligible for old-age or
disability in3urance benefits or die prior to 1978.".
(e) Section p215(e) of suchActiBamended—
(1) by striking out "average monthly wage" each place it appears and inserting in lieu t hereof "average indexed monthly earnSings or, in the case of an indirndual whose przmary 2n8urance
amount i8 computed under sectwn p215(a) a. zn effect prior to
Januarzi 1979, average monthly wage," and
(A)" in paragraph (1)
() y in3erting immediate'y before "of
in
the
case of average inthe followina: "(before the application,
(3)
(A))".
dexed monthly earnings, of subsection (b)
(f) (1) Section p215(f) (p2) of this Act i8 amended to read (18
follows:
self-employment ineome for
"(s) (A) If an individual ha8 iixges or

a year after 1978 for any part of which he is entitled o old-age or

disabiliti, in3urance benefits, the Secretary shall, at such time or times
and within such period a he may by regulation prescribe, recompute
the individual's primary in8urance amount for that year.
"(B) For the purpose of applying subparagraph (A) of subsection (a) (1) to the averaqe indexed monthly earnings of an individual
to whom that subsection applies and who receives a recomputation
under this paragraph, there shall he vsed, in lieu of the amounts established by subsection (a) (1) (B) for purposes of cla'uses (i) and(ii)

of v,bsection (a) (1) (A), the amounts so established that were (or
in the case of an individual described in subsection (a) (4) (B), would
have been) used in the computation of such individual's primary insur7.ne anwunt prior to the application of this svb.ection.
"(C) A reco'in.p'utation of any individual's primary in8urance amount
under thi8 paragraph shall be made a provided in subsection (a) (1)
as thouqh the yeir with respect to wlth'h it is made is the laBt year of
the period specified in subsection (b) (2) (B) (ii) ; and subsection (b)
(3) (A shall a.ppl,i with respect to cn/ gu€h recoimputation a.s it

applied in the conpvtiton of such indi'nidual's primary in8urance
amount prior to the application of this subsection.

"(D' A recomputation under this paragraph with respect to any

year shall be effective—

"(i) in the case of an individual who did not die in that i/ear,
for rnonthlii benefits beginning with benefits for January of the
fo7loi,inc, year; or

"(ii) in the case of an individual who died in that year. for

monfhii, benefits beginning with benefits for the month in whicA
he thed.".

( Ri'ction V5( f (3 of sv.ch Act is repealed.
(8) Section 215(f) (4) of 8uch Act i amended to read a-i follows:
"(4) A recomputation sha7l be effective under thi. suhRR,tion only
if t ncreis,°s th' nrimam, in.guranee, amount by at ieist $1.".
(4' Reclion 7(f) of such Act is further amended by adding at the

end the rent t1u follo'winq ne,w paraqraphs:

"(7) Th subsection a in effect in D&em,ber 1978 shall confinve fo
app7y to the recomputation of a primary in8urance anwun.t coimputed
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(without regard to the table
under subsection (a) or (d) a. in effect

in subsection (a)) in that month, and, where approprzate, 'uwler subsection (d) a in effect in December 1977. For purposes of recomputing
a primary in8urance amount determined under sub.ection (a) or (d)

(a3 so in effect) in the case of an individual to whom those subsections
applj bj rea8on of gubsection (a) (4) (B) a. in effect after December 1978, no re',nraneration shall be taken into account for the jear in

which the individual initialj became eligible for an old-age or di3abilitj in8urance benefit or died, or for any jear thereafter.
"(8) The Secretary shall recompute the primory insurance amounts
applicable to beneficiaries whose benefits are ba8ed on a prmary insurance amount which wa. computed under subsection (a) (3) effective prior to January 1979, or would have been so computed if the

dollar arnount specified therein were $11.50. Such recomputation shall
be effecte January 1979, and shall include the effect of the increa8e
in the dollar amount provided b'y subsection (a) (1) (C) (i) (II). Such
primary in8urance amount shall be deemed to be provided under such
section for purposes of subsection (i) .".
(g) (1) Section p215(i) (p2) (A) (ii) of such Act iB amended to read a
follows:

"(ii) If the Secretary determines that the ba.se quarter in any year
is a cost-of -liviig computation quarter, he shall, effective with the

month of June of that year a provided in subparagraph (B),
increa8e—

"(I) the benefit amount to which individuals are entitled for

that nwnth under section 27 or 228,

"(II) the primary insurance amount of each other individual

on which benefit entitlement is based vender thi8 title (including

a primary i9urance amount determined under subsection (a)
(1) (C' (i' (I), but subject to the provisions of such subsection (a)

(1) (C) (i) and clauses (iv) and (v) of this subparagraph), and
"(III) the amount of totaZ monthly benefits ba8ed on ant' primary insurance amount which is permitted under section O3
(and such total shall be increased, unless other'wi.ge so increa.9ed

under another provision of this title, at the same time a such
primary in.urance amount) or, in the case of a primary insurance

amount computed under subsection (a) as in effect (without
regard to the table contained therein) prior to Januarj 1979, the
amount to which the bene./iciaries may be entitled under section
p208 a in effect in December 1978. except a8 provided by section
p203(a) (6) and (7) as in effect after December 1978.
The increase shall be derived by multiplying each of the amOUflt8
de8crThed in subdivisions (I), (II), and (III) (including each of those
amounts as previously increased under this subparagraph) by the same
percentage (rounded to the nearest one-tenth of 1 percent) as the percentage by which the Consumer Price Index for that cost-of-living
computation quarter exceeds such index for the most reeent prior caZendar quarter which was a base quarter under paragraph (1) (A)(ii)
or, if later, the most recent cost-of-living computation quarter under
pa.raaraph (1) (B) ; and any amouit so increa9ed that is not a multiple
of $0.10 shall be increased to the next hiqher multiple. of $0.10.
Any increase under this snbsection in a primary in.surance amount

determined under subparagraph (C) (i) (II) of 8ubsection (a) (1)
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shall be applied after the initial determination of such primary inBur-

ance amount under that sub paraqraph (with the amount of such
increase, in the case of an individual who becomes eliqible for oldage or disability insurance benefits or dies in a calendar year after
1979, being determined from the range of possible primary in8.urance

amounts published by the Secretary under the last sentence of subparaqraph (D)).".
(2) Section 215(i) (2) (A) of such Act is amended by adding at
the end thereof the folZowinq new c7auses:
"(iii) In the case of an individual who becomes eligible for an oldage or disability insurance benefit, or who dies prior to becoming so

eligible, in a year in which there occurs an increase provided under
claie (ii), the individual's primary insurance amount (without regard to the time of entitlement to that benefit) shall be increa3ed (unless otherwise so increa3ed under another provision of this title and,
with respect to a primary insurance amovnt determined under subsection (a) (1) (0) (i) (I), subject to the provisions of subsection (a) (1)
(U) (i) and clauses (iv) and (v) of thi8 subparagraph) bj the amount
of that increase and sub8equent applicable increases, but only with
respect to bene fits. payable for nwnth8 after May of that year.

"(iv) (I) In the case of an individual who is entitled to an old-age
insurance benefit that is based on a primary insurance anuunt determined under subsection (a) (1) (U) (i) (I), such primary in.gurance
amount shall not be increa3ed under this sub'ection for any year before
the year in which occurs the first month with respect to which there is

payable to such individual all or some part of such benefit after
application of the provisions of section 203 relating to deductions on
account of work, or, if earlier, the year in which he attains age 66.
"(II) In the case of aqi individual who is entitled to an insurance

benefit under subsection (e) or (f) of section 202 thai is based on

a primary insurance amount determined under subsection (a) (1) (U)
(i) (I), such primary inurance amount shall not be increa3ed under
this subsection for anu uear (excent as provided in subdivision (III))
before the year in 'which occurs the first month with respect to which

there is paJble to such individual all or some part of such benefit
after application of the• provisions of section 203 relating to deduction. on account of work, or, if earlier, the year in which he attains
age 6.5.

"(III) Any increaBe under this sijbsection which wrn'Zd othpr',ise
be apvlied to a primary inBurance a?nount except for the provi9ion8
of subdivision (II) of thi8 clause, shall apply to such primary insuranc amount if, durinq any month of the year in which the increa3e
occurs, any individual is entitled to a benefit under subsection (d),
(g), or (h.) of section 202 based on such primary inBurance amo'unt,
and such primary in8urcnce ameunt 8 based upon the wages and selfemploi,rne,nt income of a deceaBed individual.

"(IV) No prtnaari,i insurance amount determined under subsection
(a) (1) (U) (i) (I) shall he increa.sed under this subsection for any year
during which no individual wa.9 entitled to any benefit based thereon
under Rection 202 or 23 for any month of such year.
"(V) In any case in which an increase under this subsection which
occurs during any ijear applies to a vrirnary insurance amount determined inder subsection (a) (1) (U) (i) (I), and such an increase occur-
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ring in a later ),ear does not appl!, to 8u3h primary in.surance anwunt
on account of the provisions of this clause, any, such increa8e which
occur8 in a later year 'which 8 applicable to such primary in8urance
amount shall be based upon 8uch primary insurance amount as previousl,, increased under tlii8 8ubsection.

"(v) IYotwith8tanding clause (iv), no primary in8urance amount
shall be less than that provided under section 15 (a) (1) without regard to subparagraph (0) (i) (I) thereof, as subsequentlj increased b
applicable i'iwrease8 under thi8 section.".

(3) Section p15(i) () (D) of such Act (a8 amended by 8ection
103(d) of this Act) is further amended b striking out all that follows the first sentence and in8erting in lieu thereof the following: "He

shall also publish in the Federal Register at that time (i) a revision
of the range of the primar in3urance amounts which are pOs8ible
after the application of this subsection based on the dollar amount
8peczfied in subparagraph (0) (i) (II) of subsection (a) (1) (with suih

revised primary in8urance amounts con8tituting the increased amounts

determined for purposes of such subparagraph (0) (i) (II) under this
subsection), or specified in subsection (a) (3) as in effect prior to 1979,

and (ii) a revision of the range of maximum famil benefits which

correspond to such primar,, insurance amounts (with such maximum
benefits being effective notwithstanding section p03(a) except for
paragraph (3) (B) thereof (or paragraph () thereof as in effect prior
to 1979) ).".
(4) Section td1(i) of such Act i8 further amended b adding at the

end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(4) Thi, subsection as in effect in December 1978 shall continue to

apply,, to subsection8 (a) and (d), as then in effect, for purposes of
computing the primary insurance amount of an individual to whom
8ubsection (a), as in effect after December 1978, does not apply
(including an individual to whom subsection (a) does not apply,, zn
reason of paragraph (4) (B) of that subsection (but the
year
application of this subsection in such cases shall be modified by the
application of subdivision (I) in the last sentence of paragraph (4) of

that subsection)). For purposes of computing primary iirance

amounts and maimum family benefits (other than primary in.urance
amounts a'nd maximwm famil!, benefits for individuals to who such
paragraph (4) (B) applie8), the Secret arv shall publi8h in the Federal
Reqi8ter revisio of the table of be'ne fits contained in subsection (a),
as in effect in December 1978, ((5 required b paragraph () (D) of thi8
8ubsection as then in effect.".
MAXIMUM BENEFITS

SEC. 202 The text of section p203(a) o/the Social Security 4ct i8
amended to read as follows:

"(a) (1) In the case of an individual whose primary in8urance

amount ha. been computed or recomputed under section p15(a) (1)
or (4'), or section p15(d), as in effect after December 1978, the total
monthly benefits to which beneficiaries may be entitled under section
or 3 for a month on the basis of the wages and self-employment
income of such individual shall, except as provided by paragraph (3)
(but prior to any increases resulting from the application of para-
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graph () (A) (ii) (III) of section p15(i)), be reduced as necessary
80 CZ8 not to exceed—

"(A) 150 percent of such individual's primary in.surance

amount to the extent that it does not exceed the amount establi8hed with re8pect to this subparagraph by paragraph (s),
"(B) p272 percent of such individual'8 primary insurance
amount to the extent that it exceeds the amount established with
re8pect to. subparagraph (A) but does not exceed the amount
e8tabzshed with respect to this subparagraph by paragraph (s),

"(0) 134 percent of such individual's primary in.surance
amount to the extent that it exceeds the amount establzshed

wit4 respect to subparagraph (B) but does not exceed the amount
established with respect to this subparagraph by paragraph (p2),
and

"(D) 175 percent of such individual's przmarij n8urance

amount to the extent that it exceeds the amount establzshed with
respect to subparagraph (0).
Any such amount that i8 not a multiple of $0.10 shall be increased to
the next higher multiple of $0.10.
"(p2) (A) For individuals who initialy become eligible for old-age
or di8ability in.surance benefits, or who die (before becoming so eligible

for such benefits), n the calendar year 1979, the amounts established

with respect to 8ubparagraph8 (A), (B), and. (0) of paragraph (1)
8hall be $230, $332, and $433, respectively.

"(B) For individuals, who initially become eligibe for old-age or
di8ability in8urance benefits, or who die (before becoming so eliqible
for such benefits). in any cale,idar year after 1979, each of the a.rnounte
80 e8tablished shall equal the product of the corresponding amount
establi8hed for the calendar year 1979 by subparagraph (A) of this
paragraph and the quotient obtained under subparagraph (B) (ii) of
Bection p215(a) (1), with such product being rounded in the manner
prescribed by section p215(a) (1) (B) (iii).

"(0) In each calendar year after 1978 the Secretary shall publish

in the Federal Register, on or before November 1, the formula which
(except as provided in settion p215(i) () (D)) is to be appiiable under
th paragraph to individuals who become eligible for old-age or disability insurance benefits, or who die (before becoming eligibe for
8uch beneflt8), in the following calendar year.
"(D) A year shall not be counted a the year of an individual's death

or eigibility for purposes of this paraqraph or paragraph (7) in any

case where such individual was entitled to a disability insurance benefit for any of the 1 ?month. immediately preceding the month of sueh
death or eligibility (but the?'e shall be counted inead the year of the
individual's eligibility for the disability insurance benefits to which hc
wa entz fled 'uring snch 12 months).
"(3) (A) When an individual who i$ entitled to benefits on the basis
of the. wages and 8e1f-employnient income of any iwvred individual
and to whom thi8 suh8ection applies would (hut for the proi'i.ion of
Bectzon p02(k) () (A)) be entitled to i?d's 9vrance beieflts for a
month on the basis of the waqes and 8elf-emplo'lJm,ent income of one
or more other in.gured individuals, the total monthly benefits to which
all benefic2arjes are entitled on the basis o.f sueh waqes and self-empioymnt income Rhall not be reduced under this subsection to 1e58
than the smaller of—
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"(i) the sum of the maximum amounts of benefits payable on
the ba8is of the wages and self-employment income of all such
inBured individuals, or

"(ii) an amount equal to the p'roduct of 1.75 and the primary
in.surance amount that would be computed under section 215 (a)

(1) for that month with respect to average indexed monthly

earnings equal to one-twelfth of the contribution and benefit ba8e
determined for that year under section 2$0.
"(B) When two or nwre persons were entitled (without the appli-

cation of section 202(j) (1) and section 23(b)) to monthly benefits
under section 202 or 2.2 for Januari,' 1971 or any prior month on the
ba8is of the wages and self-employment income of 8uch zn.sured individual and the provision8 of this subsection as in effect for any such
month 'were applicable in determining the benefit amount of any persons on the ba.9i.9 of such wages and self-employment income, the total

of benefits for any month after January 1971 shall not be reduced to
less than the largest of—
"(i) the amount determined under this subsection without
regard to this subparagraph,
"(ii) the largest anwunt which has been deterimined for any

month under this subsection for persoiis entitled to monthly
benefits on the ba8is of such in.sured individual's wages and 8elfemployment inoine, or
"(iii) if any erson are entitled to benefits on the ba.9i8 of such

wages and self-em jiloyment income for the month before the
effective month (after September 1972) of a general benefit increa.9e under this title (a8 defined in section 215(i) ($)) or a benefit increa.9e under the proviion8 of section 215(i), an amount equal
to the sum of amounts derived by multiplying the benefit amount

determined under this title (excluding any part thereof deter-

mined under section 202(w)) for the month before 8uch effective
month (including this subsection, but without the application o
section 222(b), section 2O(q), and subsectio'n8 (b), (c), and (d
of this section), for each such person for such month, by a percentage eqval to the percentage of the increa8e provided under
such benefit increase (with any sueh increased amount which ia
not a rnultipie of $0.10 being rounded to the next higher mu7tiple
of $0.10);
bvt in any such case (I) sub paragraph (A' of this paragraph 81aZl not
be applied to such total of benflts after the application of clau8e (ii)

or (iii), and (II) if section 20(k) (2) (A) wa applicable in the case
of any such benefits for a month, and ceases to app7i, for a month after
such nwnth., the prov'ision.s of clau8e (ii') or (iii) shall be applied, for

and after the month in which section 203(k)(2', (A) ceases to apply,

as fhouqh subjaraqraph (A' of thi. paragraph had not been applieable to such total of benefits for the la8t month for which claU8e

(ii) or (iii' waYs applicable.
"(C) When any of such individva' is entit7ed to monthl!, beneflt8 as
i divoreed

sow9e wnde,r section 202 (b) or (c) or a a surviving

divorf'ed poue vnder section P1)2 (e) or (f) for any month, the benefit
to which he or she is entitled on the ba.i of the waqes and 8elf-employ-

m,ent ineome of such inBured individval for such month shall be

deter-n-tinpd without regard to thi8 subsection, avd the benefits of all
other individual8 who are entitled for 8uch month to mo'nthty benefit8
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on the wages and self-employment in4ome of 8uch
in8ured individual shall be determined a. if 'no 8uch divorced spoue
or surviving divorced spouse were entitled to beneflt8 for such month.
"(4) Zn any case in which benefits are reduced pvirsuant to the preceding provi3ilns of this subsection, the reduction shall be made after
any deductioii under this section and after any deduction8 under 8ection PP2(b). Whenever a reduction is made under thi8 subsection in
the totaZ of monthly benefi.t8 to which individuals are entitled for any
month on the ba3i8 of the wages and 8elf-employment income of an
n8ured indii,idual, each such benefit other than the old-age or di8ability in8urance benefit shall be proportionately decreased.
"(5) Notwit1itanding any other provision of law, when—
"(A) two or more persons are entitled to monthly benefits for a
particular month on the ba3i8 of the wages and 8elf-employnzent
income of an in8ured individual and (for such particular month)
the provigion3 of this subsection are applicable to 8uch monthly
under section

benefits,, and

"(B) such, individual's primary in8urance amount i8 increa3ed
for the following month under any vrovision of this title,
then the total of monthly benefits for all persons on the basi8 of such

wages and self-employment income for such particular month, a8
determined under the provisionB of thi8 subsection, shall for purposes
of deterrninin9 the total monthly benefits for all person6 on the ba8is
of such wages and self-employment income for months subsequent to

such particular month be considered to have been increased by the

smallest amount thai would have been required in order to a.ssure that
the total of monthly benefits payable on the basis of such wages and
8elf-employment income for any such subsequent month will not be
less (after the application of the other provisionB of this subsection

and section O(q)) than the total of monthly benefits (after the application of the other provision8 of this svfiseetion ad section

(q)) payable on the bats-is of such wages and self-employment income
for such particular month.

"(6) Zn the case of any individual who is entitled for any month
to benefits ba.sed upon the primary in&rance amount8 of two or more
insured individuals, one or more of which primary insurance amounts
were determined under section p15(a) or p15(d) as in effect (without
regard to the table contained therein) prior to January 1979 and one
or more of which primar, in.surance amounts were determined under
8ection. p15(a) (1) or (4). or section p15(d), a in effect after Decem-

ber 1978, the total benefits payable to that indi'vidual ad all other

zndivzduals &ntitled to benefits for that month based upon those primarzj inu.rain1'e amo'un.ts shall be reduced to an amount equal to the
product of 1.75 and t1e primar?, insurance a.mount that would be computed under 8ection p15(a) (1) for that month v,ith respect to average

zndexed monthly earninqs equal to one-twelfth of the con tribution
and benefit8 ba.ie determined under section 3O for the yEar in which
that month occurs.

"(7) Su1ect to paraqraph (6), this subsection a in effect in De-

cember 1978 shall remain in effect with respect to a prinv?r-y insurance
amount computed u'nder section 215 (a) or (d), as in effect (without
regard to the table contained therein) in December 1978, except that a
primary insurance anwunt 80 computed with respect to C/fl. individ'ual
who fir8t becomes elzgzble for an old-age or disability in8urance benefit,
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or dies (before becoimiiig eligible for such a benefit), after Deceimber
1978, shall instead be governed by this section as in effect after Deceni.ber 1978.".
iNCREASE ZN OLD-AGE BENEFiT AMOUNTS FOR DELAYED RETiREMENT

&c. 9203. Section 92092(w) (1) of Social Security Act. is amended—

(1) by striking out "If the first imonth" and aZl that follow8
down through "to 8uch individual" in the matter preceding 8ubparagraph (A) aind inserting in lieu thereof "The aimount of an
old-age in3urance benefit (other than a benefit ba8ed on a primar,i
ftsurance aimount determined under section 9215(a) (3)) which 28
payable without regard to this aubsection to an individual"; azd
(92) by in3erting after "such aimount," in 8ubyaragrayh (A) the
following: "or, in the case of an individual who first becorfl.e8 eligible for an old-age isurance benefit after Deceimber 1978, onequarter of 1 percent of such aimount,".
WiDOW'S AND WiDOWER'S iNSURANCE BENEFiTS iN CASES OF
DELA lED RETIRE1VENT

SEC. 9204. (a) Section 92092(e) (92) (A) of the Social Security Act i8

amended (1) by inserting "(aB determined after application of the
followi'ng sentence)" after "primary insurance anwunt", and (2) b1j
adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "If such deceased

individual was (or upon application would have been) entitled to an
old-age isui'a'iwe benefit which wa increa8ed (or 8ub2ect to being inereaed) on account of delayed retirement under the provi8ion3 of 8ub$ection (w), then, for purposes of thi.s 8ubsect2on, 8uch individual'8
primary in.urace am1v.t, if less than the old-age in.surance benefit

(inrer'.ei1. v,h,re .ppiicah1e. under sectioi 15(f) (5) or (6') and

under section 9215(i) as if such individual were atill alive in the case
of an individual who has died) which he. was receiving (or would upon
appiicatio'n have received) for the mo'nth prior to the ?nonth in which
he died, shall be deemed to be equal to 8ueh old-age iuraiwe benefit,

and (iotwithtandnc the provisions of para graph (3) of 8UCh subsection (w)) the nuimber of increment months 8hall include any imoith

in th imonths of the calendar year ii which he died, prior to the
month in which he died, which 8ati8f y the condition8 in paiagraph (92)
of siwh s€b8ection (w).".
(b) Section 9202(e) (92) (B) (i) of such Act is amended by inserting

"and wtion 9215(f) (5) or (6) were applied, where applicable,"
after "livinq".
(c) Section O2(f) (3) (A) of such Act is aimended (1) by in8erting
"(a. determined after application of the fol7owing sentence)" after

"primary insui'ace amount", and (92) by adding at the end thereof the
followiiq ?ew sente'nce: "If such dece.ased individual wa (or upon
application would have been') entitled to an old-age insurance benefit
'which was increased (or subject to beinq increa.ged) on account of dela?,'ed retirement u'nder the provisions of subsectio'n (w), then, for purposes o.f thia subsection, 8uch individual's priirtan,' in.9urance aimount,
if less than the old-age isurace beine fit (i'ncre.ised, where applkable,
under section 9215(f) (5) or (6) and under sectioi. 9215(i) a.s if uch
i'ndividual were 8till alive in the case of an individual who ha8 died)
which 8he was receiving (or wow/i upon application have received)
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for the mtynth prior to the month in. which 8he died, 8hall be deemed
to be eqvaZ to sue/i old-age i'n8urance benefit, and (notwith8tanding

the provion of paragraph (3) of such 8ub8ection (w)) the number

of increment m.onth8 8/id include aiy imonth in the ?flOflt/i8 of the
calendar year in which she died, prior to the month in. which 8he died,
which sati8f y th conditions in paragraph () of such 8Ubeectiofl (w).".

(d) Section 202 (f) (3) (B) () of such Act is amended by i'isertinq "afld section 215(f) (5) or (6) were applied, where applicable,"
after "living".
(e) Section 203(a) of such Act (as amended by section PdOPd of thi8

Act) is further amended by adding at the end thereof the following
new paragraph:
"(8) When—
"(A) one or more persons were entitled (without the applica-

tion of 8ection PdOPd(j) (1)) to monthly benefits under section PdOPd

for lIIai, 1978 on the ba8i8 of the wage8 and self-employment income of an individual,

"(B) the ben4t of at least one sueh person for June 1978

is increased by rea8on of the amendments made by section Pd04 of
the Sot'i al Securit?J Arnendment8 of 1977: and
"(C) the total amount of benefits to which all such per8on8 are
entitled under such section P202 are reduced under the pro'vi8ion8

of this subsection (or would be so reduced except for the fir8t
sentence of section 203(a) (4)),

then the anwunt of the benefit to which each 8uch person i8 entitled

for month8 after May 1978 shall be i'ncreaed (after such redu.care made under thi8 8ubsectwn) to the amount 8uch benefit8
would have been if the benefit of the person or peron referred to in
Bubpara graph (B) had not been so increased.".
CONFORMING AMENDMENTS

SEC. 205. (a) Section 0(m) (1) of the Social Security Act i8
amended to read a follows:
"(1) Zn anj ease in which an individual i8 entitled to a monthly
benefit under this 8ect on on the basis of a primary insurance amount
compute(l under 8ection 215 (a) or (d), as in effect after December
1978, on the basis of the waqe and self-em po?/ment income of a
decrea8ed individual for any month and no other person i8 (without
the application of subsection (j) (1)) entitled to a monthly benefit

under thi8 section for that month on the basis of such wages and
8elf-ernplo?/rnent income, the individual's benefit amount for that

month, prior to reduction under 8&b8ectzon (ic) (3), shall not be ie8s
than that proi,ided by subparagraph (C) (i) U) of section 215(a) (1)
and increased under 8ection PdlS(i) for months after May of the year

in which the insured individual died a though such benefit were a
primary in8urance amount.".
(b) Section 2OfJ(w' of such Act (a8 amended by sectiort 203 of thi8
Act) is further amended—

(1) by in8erting after "section p15(a) (3)" in paragraph (1)
(in the matter preedinq subparaqraph (A)) the following: "as

in effect in Decen-tber 1978 or 8ectiOn p315(a) (1) (C) (i) (11)

effect thereafter";

as

in
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() by

inBerting "as in effect in December 1978, or section 15

(a) (1) (C) (i) (ii) as in effect thereafter," after "paragraph (3)
of (3)
section 215(a)" in paragraph (5); and

b1 inBerting "(whether before, in, or after December1978)"

after "determined under section 215(a)" in paragraph (5).
(c) Section r217(b) (1) of such Act is amended by. inserting "as in

effect in December 1978" after "section p215(c)" each place it appears,
and after "section ?215(d) ".
(d) Section ?224(a) of such Act is amended by inserting "(determined under section p215(b) a in effect prior to January 1979)" after
"(A) the average monthly wage" in the sentence immediately follow-

ing paragraph (8).
(e) Section 1839(c) (3) (B) of such Act is amended to read a.
follows:
"(B) the monthly premium rate mo8t recently promulgated by

the Secretary under this paragraph, increased by a percentage
determined a follows: The Secretary shall ascertain the primary
insurance amount computed under section 5315 (a) (1), based upon

average indexed monthly earnings of $900, that applied to individuals who became eligible for and entitled to old-age insurance

benefits on May 1 of the year of the promulgation. He shall
increase the monthly premium rate by the same percentage by
which that primary insurance amount is increased when, by re&wn
of the law in effect at the time the promulgation i& made, it is so
computed to apply to those individuals on the following May 1.".
EFFECTIVE DATE

SEC. ?206. The amencliments made by the provision8 of this title other
than sections ?201 (d), ?204, and ?205(a) shall be effective with respect to

monthly benefits under title II of the Social Security Act payable for
months after December 1978 and with respect to lump-sum death payments with respect to deaths occurring after such month. The amendments made by section 01 (d) shall be effective with respect to monthly
benefits of an individual who becomes eligible for an old-age or disability insurance benefit, or die8, after December 1977. The amendments made by section 04 shall be effective with respect to monthly
benefits for months after May 1978. The amendment made by section
?205(a) shall be effective with respect to monthly benefits payable for
months after Decenber 1978 ba8ed on the wages and self-employment
income of individuals who die a.fter December 1978.

TITLE Ill—OTHER CHANGES IN PROVISIONS RELATING
TO THE OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM
PART A—CHANGES IN EARNINGS TEST
LIBERALIZATION OF EARNINGS TEST FOR INDIVIDUALS AGE 65 AND OVER

SF'C. 301. (a) Section p03(f) (8) (A) of the AS1OeZaZ Seenrity Act is
amended by striking out "a new exenpt amount which shall be effective
(unless 8uch new exempt amount i.s prevented from becoming effective
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svbparaqraph (C) of this paragraph) with respect to anyindividval's taxable year which ends after the calendar year" and znsert?ng
in lieu thereof "the new exempt amounts (separately stated for individuals described in subparagraph (D) and for other ?ndiv2dual8)
which are to be applicable (vnless prevented from beconing effect ve
by

by subparagraph (C)) with espect to taxable years ending in (or

with the clo8e of) the calendar year after the calendar year".
(b) (1) Section 203(f) (8) (B) of such Act i8 amended by striking
ou "The exempt amount for each rn,o'nth of a particular taeable year
shall be" in the matter precedinq clav8e (i) and ingertinq in lieu there-

of "Except as otherwise provided in subparagraph (D), the exempt
amount which i a.pliah7e to individuals described in such sub paragraph and the exempt amount which is applicable to other individuals, for each month of a particular taxable ear, 8hall each he".
(2) Section 203(f) (8) (B) (i) of such Act i8 amended by 8trzking
out "the exempt amunt".and in.serting in. lieu thereof "the corre.pondinq exempt amount".

(3) The la8t 8entence of section 203(f) (8) (B) of 8uch Ac 18

amended by 8triking out "the exempt amount" and in8erting in lieu
thereof "am exempt amount".

(c) (1) Section 203(f) (8) of such Act i8 further amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:
"(D) Notwith8tandinq any other provi8ion of thi8 8ub8ection,
the exempt amount which i8 applicable to a.n individual who ha8
attained aqe 66 before the close of the taxable year involved—
"(i) 8hall he $3S.3.931/ for each month of any taaable year
endinq after 1977 and before 1979,

"(ii) 8 hall be $375 for each. month of any taxable year

endinq after 1978 and before 1980,
"(iii) 8hall be $416.662/3 for each month of any taxable year

endinq after 1979 and before 1981
"(iv) 8hall be $458.33'A for each month of any taxable year
endinq after 1980 and before 1982, and
"(v) 8hrlli be $500 for eaeh month of any taxable year endinq after 1981 and before 1983.".

(2) No no fithon. with re.pe.ct to in. inereised eo'mpt anuunt .for
individual8 de8crzbed in 8ection 203( f') (8) (T)) of the Social Security
Act (a8 added by paraqraph (1) of thi8 subsection) 8hall be required
nnAer the la8t 8entence of section 203(f) () (1?) of 8u'h Aet in 1977,
1978 1979, 1980, or 198/; ani 8eet2o O.9(f) ((s') (C) of R?l(h At .chail
no prel,eMt the. rev, exempt iim,ount deternine,d awi publi8he.d under

8eet2on 08(f') (8') (A) n 1977 .from beeonnq eeefii,e to the eatent
that 8uh new exempt inumnt apnhie8 to znthmdnai8 other than tho8e
de8cribe4 in 8ef?tion 20.9(f) (8) (D') of .cuch ,4't (a so added).
(d') ,cvhsectiovs (f) (1) (f' (.9), (f) (L) (1?), d (h) (1') (A) of
8ection 203 of 8u(ih Aet are eaih anen,1ed h?/ Rfrlinq ont "$00 or f he
exenvt amount" and in8ertinq in lieu thereof "the applicable exempt
anvount".

(e') The amendment8 made by thiR
inn s?ail apply with re8pect
to taxable jears ending after Pe.'e'imher 1977.
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REPEAL OF EARNINGS LIMITATION FOR INDIVIDUALS AGE 70 AND OVER

SEC. 302. (a) Subsections (c) (I), (d) (1), (f) (1) (H and (j) o/
section O3 of the Social &curity Act are each amended by striking

üut 'seventy.two" md insertiiq in lieu thereof "seventy".
(b) Subsection (f) (3) o/ section 203 o/ such Act is amended by

striking out "age 72" and in8erting in lieu the reo/ "ge 70".
(c) Subsection (h) (I) (A) 0/section 2030/ such Act is amended by
striking out "the age of 72" and "age 72" and inserting in lieu the reo/
in each iistance "age 70".

(d) The heading 0/ subsection (j) 0/ section 203 0/ such Act is

amended by striking out "Seventy-two" and iiiserting in lieu the reo/
"Sevent,i".

(e) The amendments made bj this 8ction shall apply only with
'espect to taxable years ending a/ter December l, 1981.
ELIMINATION OF MONTHLY EARNINGS TEST

SEc. 303. (a) Clanse (E) of the last sentence of section 203(f)(1)

of the Social Security Act (as anu3nded by section 301(d) o/ this Act)

is /urther amended by inserting be/ore the period at the eni thereo/
the following: ", if such month is inthe taxable year in which occurs
the first month that, is both (i) a month for which the individual is
entitled to benefits under subsection (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (/), (q),
or (h.) of section 202 (witho'ut having been entitled for the preceding
month to a benefit under any other of such subsection8), and (ii) a
month in which the individual did not engage in self-employment and
did not render services for wages (determined as provided in paragraph (5)) of more than the applicable exempt amount as determined under paraqraph (8)".
(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall appl?, only with
respect to monthly benefits payable for months a/ter December 1977.
PART B—COVERAGE
STUDY OF UNIVERSAL COVERAGE

SEC. ill. (a) The Secretary of Health. Education, and Wel/are is
directed to undertake. as soon as possible after he date of the enactment of this Act, a thorough study wit/i rsp6ct to the extent of the coverage under the old-age, snr'ivors, and disability isnraii'e proqram.s
and under the pro grams established b title XVIII of the Social Security Act. The study shall examine the feasibility and desirability o/

covering, under such social security pro gran, Federal employees,

State and local qover'nmental employees, and employees of non-profit
organizations who are not now covered. The study shall include alter-

native methods of accomplishing such coverage together with any

appropriate alternatives to extendinq coverage to such employees.
(b) With respect to each major ater'native method or proposal included i'n the, stuci deseri bed in subseetiom (a), such studi shall also
include an analysis of the changes which would be required in the prograrn established by the Social Security Act and in any other systems
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or pro gram.s (8uch as retirement, survivorship, disability, and health

programs) affectinq the individuals who would he covered under $nch
social security pro gram.s nnder such alternative method or proposal.

Such analysis shall include the structural changes reqvired in such
pro gram.g, the financial irnpact of such changes, and the effect of such

changes on the benefit rights and contribution liabilities of the af-

fected individuals.
(c) In conducting the stndy required by subsection (a), the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall consult, as appropriate,

with the Secretary 0/the Treasury, the Director of the Office of

Management and Budget, and the Chairman of Civil Service Commission, and those officials shall provide him u'ith sneh. information
and assi3tance as he may require. The Secretary shall also solicit the
views of other appropriate officials and organiation&
(d) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall submit
to the President a'nd the Congress, not later than years after the date
of the enactment of this Act, a report of the findings of the study required by subsection (a) together with his recommendations for any
appropriate legislative changes.
COVERAGE OF NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS WIIIC!I FAILED To FILE WAIVER
CERTIFICATES

SEC. 3I3. (a) (I) Section 3I3I (k) (5) of the Internal Revenne Code
of 1954 (relating to constructive filing of certificate where refund or
credit luis been made and new certificate is not filed) i3 amended—
(A) by striking out "prior to the expiration of 180 days after
the date of the enactment of this paragraph," in subparagraph.
(B) and inBerting in lieu thereof "prior to April 1, 1978,"; and
(B) by striking out "the 181st day after the date of the enact-

ment of this paragraph," and "such 181st day" in the matter
following subparagraph (B) and inserting in lieu thereof in
each in8tance "Aoril 1,1978,".

() Section 311(k) (7) of such Code (relating to payment of both
employee and employer tacees for retroactive period by organization
in cases of constructive filing) is amended—

(A) by striking out "prior to the expiration of 180 days after
the date of the enactment of this paragraph" and inserting in lien
thereof "prior to April 1, 1978,";

(B) by striking out "the 181st day after such date," nd in-

8erting in lieu thereof "Aoril 1, 1978,"; and

(C) by 8triking out "prior to the first day of the calendar

quarter in which. such 181st day occurs" and inBerting in lieu
thereof "prior to that date".

(3) Section 311(k) (8) of such Code (relating to extended period
for payment of tacees for retroactive coverage) is amended—
(A) by striking out "by the end of the 180-day period following the date of the enactment of this paragraph" and inBerting
in lieu thereof "prior to April 1, 1978,";

(B) by striking out "within that period" and inBerting in lieu
thereof "prior to April 1 1978"; and

(C) by strikiii.q out "on the 181st day following that date"

and inBerting in lieu thereof "on that date".
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(b) (1) Section 3121(k) (4) of 8uch Code (relating to con8tructive
filing of certificate where no refund or credit of taxes has been made)

i8 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:
"(C) In the case of any organization which is deemed under
thi8 paragraph to have filed a valid waiver certificate under

paragraph (1),if—
"(i) the period with respect to which the taxes imposed ly sectiois 3101 and 3111 were paid by such organi-

cation (aB described in subparagraph (A) (ii)) terininated prior to October 1, 1976, or
"(ii) the taxes imposed by sections 3101 and 3111 were
not paid during the period referred to in clau3e (i)

(whether such period has terminated or not) with respect to remuneration paid b' such organiation to in-

dividuals who became it8 employees after the close of the
calendar quarter in whic4 8uch period began,
taxes under sectiofl8 3101 and 3111—

"(iii) in the case of an organiation which meets the
requirements of this subparagraph by reason of clau8e
(i), with respect to remuneration paid by such organiation after the termination of the period referred to in
claus& (i) and prior to July 1, 1977; or

"(iv) i'm the case of an organization which meets the
requirements of this subparagraph by reason of clau3e
(ii), with respect to remuneration paid prior to July 1,
1977, to individiuils who became its employee8 after the
close of the ca'endar quarter in which the period referred
to in ciau3e (i) began,
which remain unpaid on the date of the enwtment of thi8
sub paragraph, or which were paid after October 19, 1976, but
prior to the date of the enactment of thi8 subparagraph, shall

not be due or payable (or, if paid, shall be refunded); an1
the certificate which 8uch organiEation i8 deemed under this

paragraph to have filed shall not apply to any service with
re8pect to the remuneration for which the taxes impo8ed by
sections 3101 and 3111 (which remain unpaid on the date of
the enactment of this subparagraph, or were paid after October 19, 1976, but prior to the date of the enactment of this
sub paragraph) are 'riot due and payable (or are refunded)
by reason of the preaeding provision8 of thi8 subparagraph.
In applying this subparagraph fo'r pv.rposes of title II of the
Social Security Act, the period during which reports of wages
subject to the taxes imposed by 8ection 101 and 3111 were
made by any organization may be condu3ively treated a the

period (described in subparagraph (A) (ii)) during which
the taxes imposed by such sections were paid by 8uCh organiatwn.".
(2) Section 31921(k) (4) (A) of such Code i8 amended by in8erting

"(subject to subparagraph (C))" after "effective" in the matter foZlowing clau.se (ii).

(3) Section 3121(k) (6) of such Code (relating to application of

certain provision8 to ce of con8truetive filing) i8 amended by ifl8ert-
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ing "(except a provided in paragraph (4) (C))" after "8ervzce8 in-

volved" in the matter preceding 8ubparagraph (A).
(4) Section 31131(k) (4) of 8Uch Code i8 amended by .9triking out
"date" in &ubpctra.graph (B) (ii) and inBerting in lieu thereof "first
day of the calendar q'wrter".
(c) In any case where—
(1) an individual perfo'rmed 8ervzce, a an employee of an organiation which is deemed under 8ection 31131(k) (4) of the Internal Revente Code of 1954 to have filed a waiver certificate under 8ectwn 31f21(k) (1) of 8uch Code, on or after the first day of
the applicable period de8cribed in 8ub paragraph (A) (n) of 8uch
8ection 311 (k) (4) and before July 1, 1977; and
() the 8ervice 80 performed doe8 not con8titute employment (a8
defined in 8ectw'li £10(a) of the Social Security Act and section
311 (b) 0/ 8uch Code) becauBe the waiver certificate which the
organization 28 deemed to have filed i8 made inapplicable to 8uch
ervce by section 31!21(k) (4) (C) of 8uch Code, but wou1d con8titute employment (a8 80 defined) in the ab8ence of 8uch 8ectwn
31!21(k) (4) (C),
the remiuneration paid for 8'uch 8errce 811a11, upon the reque8t of such
indivithsal (filed on or before April 15,1980 in such manner and form.,
and with 8uch official, a. may be pre8cribed y regulation8 made under

title II of the Social Security Act) accompanied by full payment o

all of the tave8 which would have been paid under 8ection 3101 of uc
Code with re8peci to such remuneration but for 8uch section .91l (k)

(4) (C) (or by 8ati8factory evidence that appropriate arrangement8
have been made for the payment of 8uCh tave8 in in8tallment8 a provided in 8ectilyn. 311 (k) (8) of 8uch Code), be deemed to constitute
renwuneration for employment a 80 defined. In any case where remuneration paid by an organüation to an individual i8 deemed under
the preceding 8entence to con8titute remvneration for employment,
8'uch organüation shall be liable (notwith8tanding any other provi-

8ion of 8uch Code) for payment of the taxe8 which it would have been
required to paj under 8ection 3111 of wh Code with re8pect to 8uCh
reniuneration in the ab8ence of such 8ection 3121 (k) (4) (C).
• (d) Section 31131(k) (8) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relat.
ing to, extended penod for payment of taxe8 for retroactive coverage),
a amended by 8ub8ectiOn (a) (3) of thi8 8ection, is amended to read
a8 fOllow:
"(8) EXTENDED PERIOD FOR PA YMENT OF TAXES FOR RETROACTIVE

COVERAGE.—Notwith8tanding any other provi8ion of thi.9 title, in
any 'a8e wihere—

"(A). an organization i8 deemed under paragraph (4) to
have filed a valid waiver certificate under paragraph (1),

but the applicable period de8cri bed in paragraph (4) (A) (ii)
ha8 terminated and part or all of the taxe8 impo8ed by 8ectiOn8 3101 and 3111 with re8pect to remuneration paid by
8uch organization to it8 employee8 after the clo8e of 8uch period remain8 payable notwith8tanding paragraph(4) (C), or
"(B) an organizatkn de8cribed in paragraph (5) (A) file8
a valid waiver certificate under paragraph (1) by March 31,
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a described in paragraph (5) (B), or (not having flied
such a certificate by that date) is deemed under paragraph
1978,

(5) to have filed such a certificate on April 1, 1978, or
"(C) an individual files a request under section 3 of Public
Law 94—563, or under section 3ft2(c) of the Social Security
Amendments of 1977, to have service treated a.s con8tituting
re?nuneration for employment (as defined in section 31J1 (b)
and in section fJlO(a) of the Social Security Act),
the taaes due under section8 3101 and 3111 with re8pect to services

con8tituting employment by reason of such certificate for any
period prior to the first day of the calendar quarter in whieh the
da.te of such filing or con8tmwtive filing occur8, or with respect
to service constituting employment by reason of suoh request, may

be paid in installments over an appropriate period of time, a.

determined under regulations prescribed by the Secretary, rather
than in a lump sum.".
(e) The first sentence of section 3 of Public Law 94—563 (in the matter following, paragraph (3)) is amended—

(1) by in8erting "on or before Aprill., 1980," after "filed"; and
(J) by in8erting "(or by satisfactory evidence that 'approprkite
arrangements have been made for the repayment of such tave8 in
3n.stallments a.s provided in section 31J1(k) (8) of 8uch Code)"
after "so refunded or credited".

(.f) Section 31J1(1c)(4) (A) (i) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 (relating to con.atructive filing of certificate where no refund or

credit of taxes has been made) s amended by striking out "or any
subsequent date" and in.erting in lieu thereof "(or, if later, a. of the

earliest date on which it satisfies clause (ii) of this subparagraph.)".
(g) Section 31J1(k) (4) (B) of such Code (relating to con8trwitive
filing of certificate where no refund or credit of taxes 'ha.s been made) i8
amended—

(1) by striking out the period at the end of clause (ii) and Mserting in lieu thereof ", or"; and
(2) by adding after clause. (ii) the following new clau8e:
"(iii) the organization, prior to the end of the period
referred to in clauBe (ii) of such subparagraph (and, in
the ca.se of an organization organ'zed on or before October 9,1909, prior to October 19, 1976), had appiied for a
ruling or determination letter acknowledging. it to be ex-

empt from ineo'ine tax under section 501(c) (3), and it

subsequently received such ruling or deteuinination. letter
and did not pay any taxes under sectioa .3101 and 3111
with respect, to any e?nployee with respect to any quarter

ending after the twelfth month following the date of
mailing of such ruling or determination letter and did
not pay any such taxes with respect to any quarter beginning after the later of (I) December 31, 1975 or (II)

the date on which such ruling or determination letter wa
issued.".

(h) Tue amendments made by subsections (a), (b).: (d),. (e), (f),
and (g) of this section shall be effective a.s though they had been in-
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eluded a a part of the ame,ndments made to section 315.&l (k) of the

Internal Revenue Code of 1954 by the first section of Public Law 94—
(or, in t he ca8e of the amendments made by subsection (e), a. a
part of 8ection 3 of such Public Law).
'563

EILUS1ON FROM COVERAGE OF CERTAIN LIMITED PARTNERSHIP INCOME

SEC. 313. (a) Section 11 (a) of the Social Security Act i8 amended—
(1) by 8trikzng out "and" at the end of paragraph (9);
by 8trzking out he period at the end of paragraph (10) and'
zn8ertinq in lieu thereof "; and"; and

()

(3) by in8erting after paragraph (10) the following new
paragraph:

"(11) There 8hall be excluded the distributive 8hore of any item
of income or 1088 of a limited partner, as such, other than guar-

anteed payment8 described in section 707(c) of the Intei'nal
Revenue Code of 1954 to that partner for 8ervice8 actually rend-

ered to or on behalf of the partnership to the extent that tho8e
payment8 are established to be in the nature of remuneration for
tho8e 8ervice8.".

(b) Section 14U(a) of the !nter'nal Revenue (lode of 1954 (relating
to definition of net ear'n. nq from 8elf-employment) i amended—
(1) by 8triking out "and" at the end of paragraph (10);
() by 8tnkng out the period at the end of paragraph (11) and
n8ertinq in lieu thereof "; and"; and
(3) by in8erting after paragraph (11) the following new

paragraph:

"(1) there shall be exclvded the di8tributive 8hare of any item
of income or 1088 of a limited partner. 08 8uch, of her than guaranteed payment8 de8cribed in 8ection 707(c) to that partner for
8ervice8 actually rendered to or on behalf of the part?er8hip to
the extent that tho8e payments are e8tablished to be in the nature
of remuneration for those 8ervwes.".
(c) The amendment8 made by thi8 8ection shall apply with respect
to taeable years beginning after December 31,1977.
EMPLOYEES OF MEMBERS OF RELATED GROUPS OF CORPORATIONS

SEC. 314. (a) Section SJ1 of the Internal Revenue (lode of 1954
(definitio9 for purposes of the Federal In8ura'nee Contributwn8 Act)
8 zmnded h, addinq at the end thereof the folZwinq new subsectuvn:
"(s) CONCURRENT EMPLOYMENT BY Two OR MORE EMPLOYERS.—FOr

purposes of section8 .91O. .9111, and .91.1 (a) (1), if two or vwre related

corporations concurrently employ the same individual and coimpen-

8ate 8uch individval through a common pavmaster v,hich is one of 8uch
corporatioi&, each 8uch corporation 8hall be considered to have paid

a remuneration to such individual only the amo'unts actually di8bur8ed by it to 8uch individual and shall not be con8idered to have
paid a remuneration to 8uch individual amount8 actually di8bur8ed
to 8uch i'ndividuo,l by another of 8uch corporation8.".

(b) Section 3306 of 8uch Code. (relating to definitions in re8pect of
unemployment tax) i8 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new 8ub8ection:
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"(p)

CONCURRENT EMPLOYMENT Y Two OR MORE EMPLOYERS.—FOr

purposes of sectio'nB 3301, 33O2, and 3306(b) (1), if two or more re'ated
corpora tion8 concurrently employ the same individual and compensate

such individval throuqh a co'immon payma$ter which i3 one of swh
corporation8, each such corporation shall be con8idered to have paul a8

remuneration to such individual only the amounts actually disbursed
by it to such i'ndividval and shall iwt be coiiaidered to have paid a rernaineration to 8wih individual amounts actually diibursed to such individual by another of such corporatio'n.".
(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply with respect
to wages paid after December 31, 1978.
TAZ ON EMPLOYERS OF iNDiViDUALS WHO RECEiVE iNCOME FROM TiPS

SEC. 315. (a) Section 3121 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
(deflnitio8 for purposes of the Federal Insurance Contributioii.s Act)

amended by adding at the end thereof (after the iiew subsection
added by section 314(a) of thia Act) the following iew subsection:
"(t) SPECiAL RULE FOR DETERMiNiNG WAGES SUBJECT TO EMPLOYER
TAX iN CASE OF CERTAiN EMPLOYERS WHOSE EMPLOYEES RECEiVE INCOME

FROM Tips.—If the wages -paid by an employer with respect to the
employment during any month of an individual who (for services
performed in connection with such employment) receives tips which
constitute wages, and to which section 3702(a) applies, are less than
the total amovnt which would be payable (with respect to such employment) at the minimum wage rate applicable to such individual
under section 6(a) (1) of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 (determined without regard to section 3(m) of such Act), the wages so
paid shall be deemed for purposes of section 3111 to be equal to such
total amount.".
(b) Sectoi 3111 of such Code is amended by in8erting "and (t)"

after"3121(a)"insubsections (a) and (b).
(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply with respect

to wages paid with respect to emploijment performed in months after

December 1977.
REVOCATiON OF EXEMPTiON FROM COVERAGE Y CLERGYMEN

SEC. 316. (a.) Notwit1i8tanding section 1402(e) (3) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954, any exemption which has been received under
section 1402(e) (1) of such Code by a duly ordained, commissioned, or
licen8ed miniBter of a church or a Christian Science practitioner, and

which is effective for the tciable year in which this Act is eiacted,
may be revoked by filing an application there for (in such form and
manner, and with such official, as may be prescribed in requlations
made wider chapter 2 of such Code), if such application is filed—
(1) before the applicant becomes entitled to benefit8 under section 202(a) or 223 of the Social Security Act (without regard to
section 202(j) (1) or 223(b) of suchAct),a'nd
(2) no later than the dye date of the Federal income tax return
(i'ncludin.g a'ny extension thereof) for the applicant's first taxable
year beginning after the date of the enactme'nt of this Act.
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Any 8uch revocatio'n. 8hall be effective (for purpo8e8 of chapter £ of
the internal Revenue Code of 1954 and title ii of the Social Security
Act), a. 8pecified in the application, either with re8pect to the applicant'8 fir8t taceable year ending on or after the date of the enactment
of this Act or with re8pect to the applicant'8 fir8t taceable year begin-

ning after .such date, and for all 8ucceeding taxable year8; and the
applicant for any .such revocation may not thereafter again file application for an exemption under 8uch 8ectzon l40.2(e) (I). if the application i8 filed on or after the due date of the applicant'8 fir8t taxable
year ending on or after the date of the enactment of thi8 Act and i8
effective with re8pect to that taxable year, it 8hall include or be accompanied by payment ut full of an amount equal to the total of the taxe8
that would have ieen imposed b?/ section 140! of the internal Revenue
Code of 1954 with respect to all of the applicant'8 income derived in

that taxable year which would have constituted net earrting8 from
8elf-employmen.t for purposes of chapter 2 of 8uch Code (notwithstanding 8ection 1402(c) (4) or (c) (5) of such Code) except for the
exemption under 8ection 1402(e) (1) o/8uch Code.

(b) Sub8ection (a) .shall apply with re8pect to service performed
(to the extent 8pecifled in s'uch 8ub8ection) in taxable Iear8 ending
on or after the date of the enactment of th8 Act, and with re8pect to
monthly in.surance benefit8 payable under title ii of the Social Security Act on the ba8i8 of the wages and 8elf-employment income of any
individual for month8 in or after the calendar year in which 8uch individucd'8 application for revocation (a8 de8cribed in 8UCh 8ub8ectiOn)

iB filed (and lump-8um death payments payable under 8uch title on
the ba8is of 8uch waqe and 8elf-empioym,ent income in the case of
death8 occuiring in or after such calendar year).
INTERNATIONAL AGREEtVENTS WITH ReSPECT TO SOCIAL SECURITY
BENEFITS

Sec. 317. (a) Title ii of the. Social Securiti Act is amended b
adding at the end thereof the following ew 8ection:
"INTF'RNA TIONAL AGREEtVIi'NTS

"Purpo8e of Agreement
"SFC. 233. (a) The Pre8ident i8 authorized (8ubject to the 8ucceeding
7fl'ovi8ion8 of this 8ection' to enter into Qqreement8 esta5li8hinq totalization arrangenlent8 between the 8ocial security 8y8tem e8tabli8hed
by thi8 title ad the om,-7 8ecuritv 8y8tem of any foreign countr7j, for

the purpoe of etabli.shing entitlement to and the anuunt of old-

age, survivors, disability, or derivative benefits ba8ed on a combiAnation of an i'idividnai's period8 of coverage under the social 8ecurity
8y8tem e8tabli8hed by this title and the social 8ecurzty 8y8tem of 8uch
foreiqn country.
"Definition3

"(b) For the purposes of this section—
"(1) the term 'social security system' mean8, with re8pet to a
foreign country, a 8ocial insurance or pen3ion 8ysten-t which i8
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of general application in the country and under which periodic

benefits, or the actuarial equivalcnt thereof, are paid on account

of od age, death, or disability; and
"(s) the te'm, 'period of coverage' rnean8 a period of payment
of co'ntribution.g or a period of earn4ngs based on wages for
employment or on self-employment income, or any similar period recognized as equivalent thereto undesr this title or under the
social security system of a country which is a party to an agreement entered into under this section.

"Crediting Periods of Coverage; Conditio'n8 of Payment of Benefits

"(c) (1.) Any agreement establishing a totalization arrangement
pursuant to this section shall provide—
"(A) that in the case of an individual who has at least 6 quarters

of coverage as defined in section 213 of this Act and periods of
coverage under the social security system of a foreign country
which is a party to such agreement, periods of coverage of 8uch
individual under such social security system of such foreign co'uqjtry may be combined with periods of coverage under this title and

otherwise conBidered for the purposes of establishing entitlement to and the amount of old-age, survivors, and disability insurance benefits under this title;
"(B) (i) that emplo'yment or self-employment, or any service,
which is recognized as equivalent to employment or self-employ-

ment wruler this title or the social security system. of a /oreign
country which is a party to such agreement, shall, on or after the
effef?tive date of such agreement, re.9uit in a period of coverage
under the system established iinder this title or under the system
established under the laws of such foreign country, but not under
both, and (ii) the methods and conditio'ns for determi'iirtg under
which system employment, self-em plo'yment, or other service shall
result in a period of coverage; and

"(C) that where an ndividual's periods of coverage are combined, the benefit amount payable under this title shall be based
on the proportion of such individual's periods of coverage which
was completed under this title.

"(s) Any such agreement may provide that—

"(A) an indivduai who is eiititled to cash benefits under thi.s
title shall, notwithstanding the provisions of section O(t), receive such benefits while he resides in a foreign country which, i8

party to such agreement; and
"(B). the benefit paid by the United States to an individual who
legalf re$ides in the United States shall, if less when added to the

a

benefit paid by such foreign coun try than the benefit amount which
would be payable to an entitled individual based on the first figure

in (or deemed to be in) column IV of the table in section p15(a)

in th

of an in'1ivdua7 becoming e7qihle for .sueh bem3 fit be-

fore January 1. 1979, or based on a primary iisurance amount
detpriniii',-f v.nder .eetion. l5(a.) (1' (C) (i) (I) n th cii of an
individua.l becominq eligible for .9nh heie fit on or after that date,

be iwreased so that the total of the two benefits i8 equal to the

benefit amount which would be so payable.
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"(3) Section 26 shall not applj in the case of an individiucti to
whom it would not be applicable but for this section or anj agreement
or regulation under this section.

"(4) Anj such agreement may,' contain other provisio which are
not inoonsi.tent with the other provisio'ns of this title and whzch the
President deems appropriate to carry out the purposes of thiB section.
"Regulations

"(d) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall make
rules and regulations and establish procedures which are reasonable
and necessary to implement and administer an' agreement which has
been entered into in accordance with this section.

"Reports to Congress; Effective Date of Agreements
"(e) (7) An.j agree?ment to establish a tot aliation arra7gement entered into pursuant to this section shall be transmitted b,i the President to the Congress together with a report on the estimated ?nmber
of individuals who will be affected b,i the agreement and the effect of
the agreement on the estimated income and expenditure8 of the programs established bi this Act.
"(2) Such an agreement shall become effective on ansi (late, provided in the a.greemeit, which ocours after the eapira.tion of the period (followinq the date on which. the agreement i.s tran',r&itted in ac-

cordace with paragraph (7)) during which each Hoise of th.e Congress has been in session on each of 90 da.,s; except that such agreement shall not become effective if, during such period, either House of
the Congress ado pt8 a resoivtioi of disapproval of the agreement.".

(b) (7) Section 1407 of the Iitepna.l Revenue Code of 19ô4 i.s

amended bi adding at the end thereof the following new si,bsection:
"(c) RELIEF FROM TA IFS iN C, ses COVERED BY C,RTA iN INTRYA -

AGRENTS.—DUrin.g anj period in which there i in effect an
agreement entered into pursuant to section 23 of the Social Security
Act with any foreign country, the self -emploiment i'ncome of an inTIONAL

dividual $hall he exempt from the taxes imposed by EMs .section to the
exte?t that sech seif-einp7oynu'nt income is subject under sw'.h agree-

ment to taxe.s or contrbutios fo similar purposes uder the social
•ecurit stern of such fore iqn country.".

(2) Sect io.s 3107 and 3111 of such Code are each amended bi addmg it t/u'. end thore.of the following new subsection.:
"(c) J?eLi'F FR0if TirEs i', CASES Cov','o nY CEiTiiv INTEExATiOiV.4L AGn
!IrcTs.—Duri1q amj period in which there is in effect an
a.qreernent entered into pursiwnt to sec/ion 233 of the Soda.7 Se.crity
Act with a foreign country. wages receved bi or paid to ai. i'ndi?;id'uai 3ha.fi be exenpt from the taxes imposed bi thi.g section to the extent that sich wages are snhiect n?der such agreement to taxes or con.tr1bu.tio?.g for similar purposes under the social secu.rit system. of sich
foreiqn eozntrij.".
(3) Section. 60.51 (a) of such Code is amended b?J adding at the end
•

thereof the following new sentence: "The anwunts required to be
shown bj paragraph (5) shall not include wages which are exempted
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pursuant to sections 3101 (c) and 3111 (c) from the taxes imposed by
section 3101 and 3111.".
(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, taxes paid by any

individual to any foreign country with respect to any period of empioyinent or self-employment which is covered under the social seourity system of such foreign country in accordance with the terms of
an agreement entered into pursuant to section 233 of the Social Security

Act shall not, under the income tax laws of the United States, be
deduetible by, or creditable against the income tact of, any sueh ndividual.

MODiFiCATiON OF AGREFMEZVT WiTH iLLiNOiS TO PROViDE COVFRAGE FOR
CERTAiN POL1CEIVEN AND FiREMEN

SEC. .918. (a) Notwithstanding the provi8ion8 of subsection (d) (6)
(A) of section 218 of the Social Security Act and the references thereto in 8ubsectio'iw (d) (.1) and (d) (3) of such section 218, the agreement

with the State of Illinois heretofore entered into pursuant to such
section 218 may, at any time prior to January 1, 1979, be modified
pursuant to subsection (c) (4) of such section 218 so as to apply to
services performed in policemen's or firemen's positions covered by
the Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund on the date of the enactment
of this Act if the State of Illinois has at any time prior to the date o
the enactment of this Act paid to the Secretary of the Treasury, wit
respect to any of the services performed in such positions, the sums
prescribed pursuant to subsection. (e) (1) of such section 218. For
purposes of this section, a retirement system which covers positions
of policenwn or firemen shall, if t/ State of Illinois so desires, be
deemed to be a separate retirement system with respect to the positions
of such policemen or firemen, a the case may be.

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (f) of section

218 of the Social Seourity Act, any modification in the agreement with
th State of Illinois under subsectioi (a) of thig section, to the extent
that it involves services performed by a policeman or fireman in positions coi'ered under the Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund, shall be
made effective with respect to—
(1) all services performed by policemen or firemen, in position8
to 4jihich the modification. relate8, on or after the date of the enactment of this Act; and
(2) all services performed by such individuals in such positions
be (ore such date of cnactment with respect to which the State of
Illinois has paid to the Secretary of the Treasury the sums prescribed p'rsuant to subsection (e) (1) of such section 218 at the

time or times established pursuant to such subsectoi (e) (1), if
and to the extent that—
(A) no refund of the sums so paid has been obtained, or
(B) a refwnd of part or all of the tunis so paid ha8 been obtained but the State of Illinois repays to the Secretary of the
Treasury the amount of such ref ud within 9O days after the
date that the modification is agreed to by the State and the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
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COVERAGE

FOR POLiCEMEN AND FiREMEN iN MiSSiSSiPPi

SEC. 819. Section l8(p) (1) of the Social Security Act i amended
by in8erting "Mi88i88ippi," after "Maryland,".
COVERAGE UNDER DiViDED RETiREMENT SYSTEM FOR PUBLiC EMPLOYEES iN
NEW JERSEY

SEC. 8920. Section 9218(d) (6) (C) of the Social Security Act iB
amended by in8erting "New Jer8ey," after "Nevada,".
COVERAGE OF SERViCE UNDER WiSCONSiN RETiREMENT SYSTEM

SEC. 81. Section 9218(m) (1) of the Social Security Act iB amended
by in8erting after " Wi8co1in retirement fund" the following: "or any
8UCce88or 8y8terrt".
PART C—BENEFiT AMOUNTS AND ELiGiBiLiT:Y
ACTUARiAL REDUCTiON OF BENEFiT iNCREASES TO BE APPLiED AS OF TiME OF
ORiGiNAL ENTiTLEMENT

SEC. 881. (a) Section 0(q) (4) of the Social Security Act i8

amended b, 8triking out all that follow8 subparagraph (B) and in8e?ting in lieu thereof the following:
"then the amount of the reduction of 8zuJh benefit (after the applica-

tion of any adju8tment under paragraph (7)) for each month begin-

ning with the month of 8uch increaBe in the primary insurance amount
8hall be coimputed under paragraph (1) or (3), whichever apolie8, Z8
though the increa8ed priirtary insurance airtovnt had been in effect for
and after the month for which the individual flr8t became entitled to

8uch monthly benefit reduced under 8uch paragraph (1) or (3).".

(b) Section 92092(q) of 8uch Act i8 further amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new paragraphs:

"(10) For purpoe of applying paragraph (4), with re8pect to

monthly benefits payable for any irtonth after December 1977 to an individva! who wa entitled to a monthly benefit a redvced under para-

graph (1) or (3) prior to January 1978, the amount of reductior in

8uch benefit for he flr8t month for which such benefit is increaBed by
ieaon of an increaBe in the primary insurance amount of the individual
on who8e wages and 8elf-employln&nt incoine 8uch benefit i ba8ed and
for all 8ubsequent mOnth8 (and 8imilarly for all 8ubsequent irwrea8e8)
8hall be increcl8ed by a percentage equal to the percentage increa8e in
8uch primary in3urance amount (such incree being made in accordance with the provi3ions of paragraph (8)). In the caBe of an individual who8e redvced heie fit under this section is il?crea8ed a a re8ult of
the use of an adu$ted redvction period or an additioia1 adpi8ted redvction period (in accordance with paragraphs (1) aid (3) of thi. 8ub8eCtion). then for the fir8t month 1w' which 8uch increase 28 effecthe, and
for all 8ubsequeflt nwnths, the am ouit of 8ueh redvetion (after the application of the prevou 8entene, if applicable) 8hall be determined—

"(A) in the case of old-age, wife'8, and hu8band'8 in8urance
benefit8, by multiplying 8uch arnont by the ratio of (i) the nurm-
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ber'of iiwnth8 in the adju8ted reduction period to (ii) the number
of months in the reduction period,

"(B) in the case of widow's and widower'8 in$urance benefit8
for the mont1j in wMch such i'ndividual attains age 6, by miu2tiplying such amount by the ratio of (i) the number of month8 in

the reduction period beginrning with age 6 mu7tplied by 19%

of 1 percent, piuB the number of. months in the adjwted reduction
period prior to age 6 multiplied by 19/ of 1 percent, plu8 the

number of month8 in the adju8ted additional reduction perwd
multiplied by 4%4 of 1 percent to (ii) the number of month8
in the reduction period multiplied by 194 of 1 percent, plU8 the
number of nwnths in the additional reduction period multiplied

of 1 percent, and
"(0) in the case of widow'8 and widower'8 in8uranOe benefit8
for the month in which such individual attain.i aqe 65, by multiplying 8uch amount by the ratio of (i) the number of month8 in
the adiuBted reduction period multiplied by '% of 1 percent,
plu8 the n?mber of month8 in the adjvted additional reduction
by

period multiplied by /24o of 1 percent to (ii) the number of
month8 in the reduction period beginning with age 6 nvultiplied
by '% of 1 percent, plu8 / he number of lnontli8 in the adju.ted
reduction period prior to age 6 multiplied by 1% of 1 percent,
piu8 the number of months in the adju8ted additional reductio.
period muitinlied by 4% of 1 percent,
such deternthation beiiiq made in accordance with the provisions of
paragraph (8).
"(11) When an individual is entitled to more than one mon1t2y
benefit under this title anii one or vwre of 8uch benefits are reduced
under thi8 subsection, paragraph (10) 8hall apply 8eparately to each
such benefit reduced vnder thi8 8ub8ection before the application of
8ub8ection (k) (pertaining to the method by which imonthli/. benefit8

are off8et when an individual i8 entitled to more than one kind of benefit) and the application of this paragraph 8hall operate in conjunt.ion
with paragraph (3) .".
(c) (1) Section O(q)(7) (0) of sueh Act is amended by striking

out "becav8e" and all that follows and inserting in lieu thereof "because of the occurrence of an event that ter-'irtinated her or hi.g entitlement to sucit benefits,".

()

Section O(q) (3) (H) of such Act i8 amended by inBerting "for
that month or" after "fir8t entitled".
(d) The amendments made b, thii 8ection 8hail be effective with
respect to monthly benefit8 payable for month8 after December 1977.
LIMITATION ON RETROA CT! VP BENEFITS

S'c. 33g. (a) (1) The first 8entence of section O(j) (1) of the Social Security Act is am'nded by striking out "An i'ndividual" and

in8ertinq in lieu thereof "Subject to the iimitation.s contained in paragraph (4). an in'7ividual".
Section 0(j) of 8uch Act is further amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new paragraph:

()
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"(4) (A) Except as provided in sub paragraph (B), no individual
shall be entitled to a monthly benefit under subsection (a), (b), (c),

or (f) for any month prior to the moflth in which he or she files

12Th application, for benefits under that subsection if the effect çf entirle-

nient to such benefit would be to reduce, pursuant to sub8ectzon (q),
the amount of the nwnthly benefit to which 8Uch individual woiad
otherw,se be entitled for the month in which 8ueh application is flied.
"(B) (i) If the individual applying for retroactive benefit8 is applying for such benefits under subsection (a), and there are one or more
other persons who would (except for 8ub paragraph (A)) be entitled
for any month, on the basi8 of the wages and self-employment income
of such individual and becau8e of such individual's entitlement to
such retroactive benefits, to retroaetive benefits under 8ub8ection (b),
(c), or (d) not subject to reduction under subsection (q), then 8ub-

paragraph (A) shall not apply with re8pect to 8uch month or any
subsequent month.
"(ii) If the individual applying for retroactive benefits is a widow,

surviving divorced wife, or widower and i8 under a disability (a8
de fined in section 223(d)), and such individual would, except for subparagraph (A), be entitled to retroactive benefits a a disabled widow
or widower or disabled surviving divorced wife for any month be fore

attaining the age of 60, then subparagraph (A) 8hall not apply with
respect to such month or any 8ub8equent month.
"(iii) If the individual applying for retroactive benefit8 ha8 xces8
earning8 (aB defined in section 203(f)) in the year in which he or 8he
files an application for 8uch benefits which could, except for 8ubpara•

graph (A), be charged to months in such pear prior to the momh of
appikation, then subparagraph (A) 8hall not apply to so many of
8uch months immediately precedMg the month of application a are
required to charge such exce8s earning8 to the maximum extent
possible.

"(iv) As uBed in thi8 subparagraph, the ternv 'retroactive benefit8'
means benefits to which an individual becomes entitled for a month
prior to the month in which application for 8uCh beneflt8 i8 filed.".
(3) Section 226(h) of such Act i8 amended by addi'ng at the end
thereof the following new paragraph:
"(4) For purposes of determining entitlement to hospital insurance benefit8 under sub8ection (b) in the ca8e of an individual
described in clause (iii) of sub8eotion (b) (2) (A), the entitlement of
such individual to widow's or widower's insurawie benefits under 8ection 202 (e) or (f) by rea8on of a di8ahility shall be deemed to be the
entitlement to such benefits that would resvlt if such entit]emenf were
dete,mined without regard to the provi8ion.9 of 8etion 2O2() (4).".
(b) The arnenilmeiUs made bii 8ub8ectiOn (a) shall he effective with

respect to nwnthly in8uranee benefits under title II of the Social
Security Act to which an individual becomes entitled on the basis of
an application filed on or after January 1, 1978.
DELIVERY OFRENFFJT CHECKS

SEc. 333. (a) Title VII of the Social Security Act is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new 8ection:
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"DELIVERY OF BENEFIT CHECKS

"S'c. 708. (a) If the day regularly designated for the delivery of
benefit checks under title II or title XVI fails on a Saturday, Sunday,
or legal public holiday (as defined in section 6/03 of title 5, United
States Code) in any mo.th, the benefit checks which would otherwise
be delivered on such day shall be mailed for delivery on the first day
preceding such day which is not a Saturday, Sunday, or legal public

holiday (as so defined), without regard to whether the delivery of
such checks would as a result have to be made before the end of the
month for which such checks are issued.
"(b) If more than t/e correct amount of payment vnder title II or
XVI is nade to any individual a. a result of the receipt of a benefit
check p'ursan.t to subsection (a) before the end of the month for
which such check is issued, no action shall be taken (u'nder section
204 or 1631(b) or otherwise) to recover such payment or the incorrect portion thereof.".
(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) of this section shall
apply with respect to ben4t checks the regularly designated day for
delivery of which occurs on or after the thirtieth day after the date
of t/e enactment of this Act.
REDUCED BENEFITS FOR SPOUSES RECEIVING GOVERNMENT PENSIONS

SEC. 884. (a) (1) Section 202(b) (2) of the Social Security Act is
amended by in8erting after "ubsection (q)"the following. "and aragraph (4) of this subsection".
(2) Section £0(b) of such Act is further amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(4) (A) The amount of a wife's insurance benefit for each month
as determIned after application of the provisions of subsections (q)
and (k) shall be reduced (but not below zero) by an amount equal to
the amount of any monthly periodic benefit payable to such wife (or
divorced wife) for such month which is based upon her earnings while

in the service of the Federal Government or any State (or political
subdivision thereof, as defined in section 218(b) (2)) if, on the last
day she was emplo'yed by such entity, such service did not co'n.stitute
'employment' as defined in section £10.

"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, any periodic benefit which
otherwise meets the requirements of subparaqraph (A), but which
is paid on other than a monthly basis, shall be allocated on a ba8is
equivalent to a monthl'q benefit (a8 determined by the Secretary) and
such equivalent monthly benefit shall constitute a monthly periodic
benefit for purposes of subparagraph (A). For purposes of this subparagraph, the term 'periodic benefit' includes a benefit payable in a
lump sum if it is a commutation of, or a substitute for, periodic payments.".

(b) (1) Section 202(c) (1) of such Act is amended—

(A) by striking out subparagraph (C);
(B) by adding "and" at the end of subparagraph (B); and

(C) by redesigna.ting subparagraph (D) as subparagraph (C).
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() Section P2092(c) (92) of such Act is amended to read as follows.
"(92) (A) The amount of a hiband's i'n&urance benefit for each
month as determined after application of the provisions of subsection8 (q) and (k) shall be reduced (but not below zero) by an arnoutnt
equal to the amount of any monthly periodic benefit payable to suek
hu8band for such month which is based upon his earnings while in
the service of the Federal GovernQnent or any State (or political subdivision thereof, as defined in section 9218(b) (92)) if, on the last day
he was enployed by 8uch entity, such service did not con8titute 'employment' as defined in section 9210.

"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, any periodic benefit which
otherwise meets the requirements of subparagraph (A), but which
is paid on other than a monthly basis, shall be allocated on a ba8is
equivalent to a monthly benefit (as deterimined by the Secretary) and
8uch equivalent monthly benefit shall constitute a monthly periodic
benefit for purposes of subparagraph (A). For pvrposes of this subparagraph, the term 'periodic benefit' includes a benefit payable in a
luiimp sum if it i8 a commutation of, or a substitute for, periodic
paylnent8.".
(3) Section 92092(c) (3) of such Act is amended by in.gerting after

"subsection (q)" the following: "and paragraph (92) of this sub8ection".
(c) (1) Section 92092(e) (92) (A) of svch Act (a8 amended by 8ectiOn
9204(a) of thi.s Act) i8 amended by 8triking out (paragraph (4)" in

the ,'lrst sentence and inserting in lieu thereof "paragraphs (4) and
(92) Section 92092(e) of such Act is furt her amended by adding at the

end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(8) (A) The amount of a widow's insrance benefit for each month
a8 detern?ined (after application of the provision.s of subsection8 (q)

and (k), paragraph (92)(B), and paragraph. (4)) shall be reduced

(but not below zero) by an amount equal to the amount of any monthly
periodic benefit payable to such widow (or surviving divorced wife)
for Ruch month which is based upon her earnings while in the service
of the Federal Gover'nment or any State (or any political Bubdivi8ion
thereof, a defined in section 9218(b) (92)) if, on the last day 8he wa8
employed by such entity, such 8ervice did not con8titute 'employment'
a8 defined in section 9210.

"(B) For purposes of thi8 paragraph, any periodic benefit which
otherwise meets the requirements of s'ub paragraph (A), but which i8
paid on other than a monthly basis, shall be allocated on a basis equivalent to a monthly benefit (as deteiirtined by the Secretary) and 8uch
equivalent monthly benefit shall co'nstitute a nionthly periodic benefit
for p'urposes of subparagraph (A). For purposes of thi9 subparagraph,
the term. 'periodic benefit' includes a benefit payable in a lump 8um
if it is a com.mutation of, or a substitute for, periodic payments.".
(d) (1) Section 92092(f) (7) of such Act is amended—

(A) by striking out subparagraph (D): and
(B) by redesignatinq svbpa.ra graphs (E),. (F), and (G) a8
8'u.bpav-'raphs (D), (E), and (F), respectively.

()

Sect rn 92092(f) (92) of such Act is

nended to read a follo'w8:
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"(s) (A) The amount of a widower's i?8uraiwe benefit for each
month (a8 deterimined after application of the prornsiois of subsec-

tions (k) a'nd (q), paragraph (3) (B), and paragraph (5)) shall be
reduced (bu.t not below zero) by an anwunt equal to the anwunt of
any nwnthly periodic benefit payable to such widower for such mont/i
which is based upon his earnings while in the service of the Federal
Government or any State (or any political subdivision thereof, as defined in section 218(b) (s)) if, on the la8t day he was employed by
8uch entity, such service did not con8titute employment' as defined in
8ectw'n 210.

"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, any periodic benefit which
otherwise meets the requirements of subparagraph (A), but which i8
paid on. other than a monthly basis, shall be allocated on a basis equivalent to a monthly benefit (as detenined by the Secretary) and such
eguivalent nwnthly benefit shall con.stitute a monthly periodic benefit

for purposes of subparagraph (A). For purposes of this sub para-

graph, the tern 'periodic benefit' i?wludes a benefit payable in a lump
sum if it is a cornni.uta.tion of, or a substitute for, periodic payments.".
(3) Section P20P2(f) (3) (A) of such Act (a8 amended by section 204

(c) of this Act) i8 amended by striking out "paragraph (5)" in the
fir8t sentence and inserting in lieu thereof "paragraphs () and (5)".
(4) (A) Section f2OP2(f) (7) of such Act is amended by striking out
"paragraph (1) (G)" and in.serting in lieu thereof "paragraph (1)

(F)".

(B) Section 26(h) (1) (/3) of such Act is amended by striking out

"subparagraph (G) of section O(f) (1)" and in.sertin.g in hey

thereof "subparagraph (F) of section O(f) (1)".
(5) Section ?2O2(p) (1) of such Act is amended by striking out
"subparagraph (C) of subsection (c) (1), clau8e (i) or (ii) of subparagraph (D) of subsection (f) (1), or".

(6) Section f2OP2(s) (3) of such Act i8 amended by striking o'itt "Sub-

sectiois" and all that follows down through ".so much" aid i'n.serting
in lieu thereof "So much".
(e) (1) Section P202(g) (P2) of 8uch Act i8 amended by striking out

"Such" and inserting in lieu thereof "Except as provided in paragraph (4) of this subsection, such".
(P2) Section P2OP2(g) of such Act i8 further amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new paragraph:

"(4) (A) The amount of a mother's in8ura?we benefit for each

mo'mth to which any individual is entitled uider this subsection (a8
determined after application of subsection (k)) shall be reduced (but
not below zero) by an amount equal to the amount of any monthly
periodic benefit payable to such individual for such ininth which i8
ba8ed upon such i'ndividual's earning8 while in the service of the Fed-

eral Government or any State (or pohitieal subdivi8ion thereof,

a

defined n section P218(b) (P2)) if, on the last day such individual was
employed by such entity, such service did not constitute 'employment'
a8 defined in section P210.

"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, any periodic benefit which
otherwise meets the requirements of subparagraph (A), but which
28

paid on other than a monthly basis, shall be allocated on a basis equiv-
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alent to a monthly benefit (as deterrniied by the ecretary) and such

equivalent monthly benefit shall constitute a monthly periodic benefit
for purposes of 3ub paragraph (A). For purposes of this subparagraph,
the term 'periodic benefit' includes a benefit payable in a lump sum
if it is a con'mutation of, or a substitute for, periodic payments.".
(f) The amendments made by this section shall apply with respect to
monthly insurance benefits payable under title II of the Social Secu-

rity Act for months beginninq with the month in which this Act is
enacted, on the basis of applications filed irt or after the month in
which this Act is enacted.

(q) (1) The amendments made by the preceding provisions of thi.s
section shall not avply with respect to any monthl?, in.surance benefit

pajable, under subsection (b), (c), (e), (f), or (g) (aB the case may
be) of section 202 of the Social Seiiurif Act, to an individual—
(A) to wham there i payab'e for any month wihin. the 60month period beqnninq with the month in which thi.' A'it 28
enacted (or who is eligib'e in any such month for) a riwnthly periodic benefit (within the meaninq of such provisions) based upon

such individual's earnings while in the service of the Federal
Government or any State (or political evbdivision thereof. as
defined in section 218(b) (2) of the &cial Security Act); and
(B) who at time of application for or initial entitlement to
such nonthly insurance benefit under such subsection (b). (c),
(e), (f), or (g) meets the requirements of that subsection as it
was in effect and being administered in January 1977.
(2) For purposes of paraqraph (1) (A). a'n individval is eli'iThZe
for a monthly neriodc beine fit for any month if .cv,eh heinefi would be
paya7)le to .cuch iiviivdual for tl?at month it such individual were not

employed durMg that month ariid had made proper application for
such benefit.

(8) If any provisn of this 8ub.oecti"n, or the applcaion. thereof
to any person or irumstnce, is 1?eld invii.lid, the remainder of this
Bection shall not be affected thereby, but the apvlication of this subsection to any other persons or circumstances shall also be considered
invalid.
STJI3STANTIAL GAINFUL ACTIVITY IN CASE OF SLIND INDIVIDUALS

SEC. 335. Section 223(d') (4) of the Social euri?/ A,t i amended
bi 2n.ertinq after the first sentence the following new sentence:
"No individual who is b7,nd sh'-'ll be reciarded a.c havinq dPmon-9trated

an abilit, t, enqage in substantial gainful activity on the basis f earrtznqs tl?at do nt exceed t1i exemq,t amovnt under gpction 203(f) (8)

whwh z applicable to individuals described in sub paragrap1 (D)
thereof.".

REMARRIAGE OF WIDOWS AND WIDOWERS

SEC. 386. (a) (1) Section 02(e' ( (A) of thi' Rocil Security Act
(as ami'xnded bzt sections 20'(a) czd334( (1') of thi.c Acts i.s amended

by striking vat "varagraphs (4) and (8)" and inserting ii lieu thereof
"paragraph (8)".
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(92) Section 92092(e) (8) of such Act is amended by striking o'ut "In
the case of a widow or surviving divorced wife who marries" in the
matter preceding subparagraph (A) and in.sertinq in lieu thereof "If
a widow, before attaining age 00, or a surviving divorced wife, mar-

ries".
(8) Section 92O2(e) (4) of svch Act is amended to read as follows:
"(4) If a widcw, after attaining age 60, marries, s-itch marriage shall,

for purposes of paragraph (1), be deemed not to have occurred.".
(b) (1) Section 92012(f) (8) (A) of svch Act (as amended by sections
04(c) and 334(d) (8) of this Act) is further amended by striking out

"paragraphs (92) and (5)" and in8erting in lieu thereof "paragraph
(92)".

(92) Section 92092(f) (4) of such Act is amended by striking out "In

the case of a widower who remariies" in the matter preceding subparagraph (A) and inserting in. lieu thereof "If a widower, before
attaining age 60, remarries".
(8) Section 92092(f) (5) of svch Act i8 amended to read as follows:

•" (5) If a widower, after attaining age 60, marries, such marriage
shall, for purposes of paragraph (1), be deemed not to have occurred."
(c) (1) The amendments made by this section shall apply only with
respect to monthly benefits payable under title II of the Social Security
Act for months after December 1978, and, in the case of ndividuaZs

wiw are 'not entitled to benefits of the type involved for December
1978, only on the basis of application. filed on or after January 1,
1979.

(92) In the case of an individual who was entitled for the month of
December 1978 to monthlz, in.urance benefits vnder subsection (e) or
(f) of section 92092 of the Social Security Act to which the provisions of

eubsection (e) (4) or (f) (5) applied, the Secretary shall, if such

benefits would be increased by the amendments made b?J tMs section,

redetermine the amount of such benefits for months after Decem-

ber 1978 as if such arnendme,nts had been 'in effect for the first month
for which the provision. of section 92092(e) (4) or 92092(f) (5) became
applicable.
(d) Where—
(1) two or more persons are entitled to monthli' benefls under
section 92092 of the Sociol Security Act for December 1978 on the

basis of the wages and self-emplo?,irnent income of a deceased
individual, and one or more of .such flerson8 is so entitled under
subsection (e) or (f) of svch section 92092, aMd

(92) one or more of svch persons is entitled on the basis of such

waqes and self-employment income to monthly benets under
subsection (e) or (f) of svch section 92092 (as amended by this

section) for Janvarzil979, and
(8) the total of benefits to which all persons are entitled under
section 92092 of svch Act on the basis of svch wages and self -employ-

ment income for elanvarl,, 1979 is reduced bij reason of section
9208(a) of such Act as amended b,' this Act (or would, but for the
first seitenee of section 9208(a) (4), be so reduced),
then the anvount of the benefit to which each such person referred to in
paragraph (1) is entitled for months after December 1978 shall in no
case be less after the application of ihi8 section and such section 9208(a)
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than the amount it would have been without the application of thi.s
section.
DURA TION-OF-MARRIAGE REQUIREMENT

SEC. 337. (a) Section J16(d) of the Social Security Act is amended
and inserting
in lieu thereof in each instance "10 years".
(b) Section J0J(b) (1) (G) of such Act is amended by striking out
"0 years" and inserting in lieu thereof "10 years".
(c) The amendments made b this section shall apply with respect
to monthly benefits payable under title II of the Social Security Act
for month.s after December 1978, and, in the case of individuals who
are not entitled to benefits of the type involved for December 1978,
only on the basis of application8 filed on or after January 1, 1979.

by striking out "0 years" in paragraphs (1) and ()

PART D—STUDY WITH RESPECT TO GENDER-BASED DISTINCTIONS
STUDY OF PROPOSALS TO ELIMINATE DEPENDENCY AND SEX DISCRIMINATION
UNDER THE SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM
•
SEC. 341. (a) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare,
in con$ultation with the Task Force on Sex Discrimination in the
Department of Justice, shall make a detailed study, within the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and the Social Security
Administration, of proposals to eliminate dependency as a factor in
the determination of entitlement to spou8e's benefits under the program establi3hed under title II of the Social Security Act, and of
proposals to bring about equal treatme't for men and women in an
and all respects under such program, taking into account the praetzca effects (particularly the effect upon women's entitlement to such

benefits) of faetor3 such as—

(1) changes in the nature and extent of women's participation
in the labor force,
(s). the increasing divorce rate, and
(3) the economic value of women's work in the home.
The study shall include appropriate cost analyses.
(b) The Secretary shall submit to the Congress within six months
after the date of the enactment of this Act a full and complete. report
on the study carried out under subsection (a).
PART E—COMBINRD SOCIAL SECURITY AND INCOME TAX
ANNUAL REPORTING

Subpart 1—Amendments to Title II of the Social Security Act
ANNUAL CREDITING OF QUARTERS OF COVERAGE

SEC. 3.51. (a) (1) Sections 09(g) (3),

0.9(j), 10(a) (17) (A), and

J10(f) (4) (B) of the Social Security Act re eaeh amended by striking out "quarter" wherever it appears and in$erting in lieu thereof
"year".
(J) Section8 92O9(g) (3) and 209(j) of such Act are each further
amended by striking out "$50" and i'nserting in lieu thereof "$100".
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(3) (A) Section dO9 of 8uch Act i8 amended by 8trilcing out "or" at

the end of 8ub8ection (n), by 8trzlcing out the period at the end of
8ub8ectiofl (o) and inserting in lieu thereof "; or", and by in8erting
after 8ub8ection (o) the following new 8ub8ection:
"(p) Rem,uneration paid by an organization exempt from

income

tax under 8ectwn 501 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 in any
calendar year to an employee for 8erVice rendered in the employ of
8uch organizatio'n, if the remuneration paid in 8uch year by the organization to the nployee for such 8erlnce vs le88 than $100.".

(B) Section 9210(a) (10) of such Act is amended by 8tnlcing o'at
"(10) (A)" and all that follow8 down through "(B) Service" and in8erting in lieu thereof "(10) Service", and by rede8ignating clau8e8
(i) and (ii) a. 8uhparagraphs (A) and (B), re8pectively.
(b) Section 92192 of 8uch Act i8 amended to read a follow8:
'CREDITING OF SRLF-ENPLOYNENT INCONE To CALENDAR YEARS

"SEc. 92192. (a) For the p'urpose8 of determining average mmonthZy

wage and qua rter8 of coverage the amount of 8elf-employrnent in-

come derived during any taxable year which hegin8 befre 1978
8hall—

"(1) in the case of a taxable year which i8 a calendar year, be
credited equally to each quarter of 8ueh calendar year; and
"(92) in the case of any other taxable year, he credited equally
to the ca.lendar quarter in which 81wh taxable year end8 a'nd to
each of the next three or fewer preceding quarter8 any part of
which i8 in such taxable yea?.

"(b) For the purposes of determining average indexed monthly
ea.rninqs, average monthly wage, and quarter8 of coveraqe the amount

of sel/-employment income derived during any taxable year which
begiiv after 1977 8hall—

"(1) in the case of a taxable year which i8 a calendar year or
which begins with or during a calendar year and end8 with or
during 8uch year, be credited to 8uch calendar year; and

"(92) in the case of any other taxable year, be allocated proportonately to the two calendar year8, portiOn8 of which are included within 8uch taxable year, on the ba8i8 of the number of
mon.th8 in each such calendar year which are included completely
within the taxable year.
For purposes of clause (92), the calendar nwnth in which a taxable
year end8 shall be treated as included completely within that taxable
year.".
cc) Section 9213(a) (92) of 8uch Act 8 amended to read a follow8:
(92) (A) 7'/w term 'quarters of coverage' mean8—
"(i) for calendar years before 7978, and 8ubjeCt to the provi8ion8
of 8ub paragraph (B), a quarter in which an individual hla8 been
paid $50 or more in wages (except wages for agricultural Za.hoi'
paid after 1954) or for which he ha8 been credited (a8 determind
under eectwn 92792) with $100 or more of 8elf-em.pioyment income;

and
"('ii) for calendar years after 7977, and 8ubject to the provi8ion8
of 8ubparagraph (B), each portion of the. total of the wage8paid
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and the self-employment income credited (pur8uant to sectio'n
to an individual in a calendar year which equals $250, with
Ruch quarter of coverage being a8signed to a specific calendar
quarter in such calendar year only if necessar' in the case of any
individual who ha8 attained age 62 or died or is under a di8ability and the requirements for insured statu8 in subsection (a)
or (b) of section 214, the requirements for entitlement to a computation or recomputation of his primaiy insurance amount, or
the requirements of paragraph (3) of section. 216(i) would not

212)

otherwise be met.

(B) Notwithstanding the provisions of subparagraph (A)—
"(i) no quarter after the quarter in which an individual die8
shall be a quarter of coverage, and no quarter any part of which
is included in a period of disability (other than the initial quarter
and the last quarter of such period) shall be a quarter of coverage;
"(ii) if the wages paid to an individual in any calendar year
equal to $3,000 in the case of a calendar year before 1951, or $3,600
in the case of a calendar year after 1950 and before 1955, or $4,00
in the case of a calendar year after 1954 and before 1959, or $4,800
in the case of a calendar year after. 1958 and before 1966, or $6,600
in the case of a calendar year after 1965 and before 1968, or $7,800
in the case of a calendar year after 1967 and before 1972, or $9,000
in the case of the calendar year 1972, or $10,800 in the case of the
calendar year 1973, or $13,200 in the case of the calendar year 1974,
or an amount equal to the contribution and benefit base (as determine,d under section 230) in the case of any calendar year after
1974 and before 1978 with re.9pect to which such contribution and
benefit base is effective, each quarter of such year shall (subject

to clau.ses (i) and (v)) be a quarter of coverage;

"(iii) if an individual ha8 self-employment income for a taxable

year, and if the sum of such income and the wages paid to him
during such year equals $3,600 in the case of a taaablé year beginning after 1950 and ending before 1955, or $4,200 in the case of a
tavab7e year ending after 1954 and before 1959, or $4,800 in the
case of a tamable year ending after 1958 and before 1966, or $6,600
in the case of a taxable year ending after 1965 and before 1968, or
$7,800 in the ea.e of a taxable year ending after 1967 and before
1972, or $9,000 in the case of a taxable year beginning after 1971
and before 1973, or $10,800 in the case of a taxable year beginning
after 1972 and before 1974. or $13,200 in the case of a taaable year
beginning after 1973 and before 1975, or an amount equal to the
contribution and benefit ba8e (as deterimine,d under eection 230)
which i. effective for the calendar year in the case of any taxable
year beginning in any calendar year after 1974 and before 1978,
each quarter any part of which falls in such year shall (subject to

clauses (i) and (v)) be a quarter of coverage;
"(iv) if an individual is paid wages for agricultural labor in a

calendc.r year after 1954 and before 1978, then, sublect to clau8e8
(i) and (v), (I) the lact quarter of 6'uch year which can be but 28
not otherwi.9e a quarter of coverage shall be a quarter of coverage
if such wages equal or exceed $100 but are less than $200; (II) the
last two quarters of such year which can be but are not other-wi8e
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quarters of coverage shall be quarters of coverage if 8uch wages
equal or exceed $200 but are less than $300; (111) the la8t three
quarters of such year which can be but are not otherwise quarter8
of coverage shall be quarters of coverage if such wages equal or
exceed $300 bt.t are less than $400; and (IV) each quarter of 8UCh
year which is not otherwise a quarter of coverage 8hall be a quarter
of coverage if such wages are $400 or more;
"(v) no quarter shall be counted as a quarter of coverage por
to the beginning of such quarter;
"(vi) not more than o'ne quarter of coverage may be credited to
a calendar quarter; and
"(vii) no more than fou.r quarters of coverage may be credited
to any calendar year after 1977.
I/in the case of an individual who ha8 attained age 62 or died or i8
under a disability a'id who has been paid wages for agricultural labor
in a calendar year after 1954 and before 1978, the requirements for
in.sured statvs in subsection (a) or (b) of section 214, the requirements

for entitlement to a computation or recomputation of his primary
in.ura.nce amount, or the requirements of paragraph (3) of section
2/6(i) are 'not met after as8igment of quarters of coverage to quar-

ters in such yea.r a provided in clause (iv) of the preceding sentence,
but would be net if such quarters of coverage were assigned to different quarters in such year, then such quarters of coverage shall i'istead
be a$signed, for purposes only of determining corn plia.nee with such
requirements, to such different quarters. If, in the ca.9e of an individual
who did not die prior to January 1, 1955. and who attained age 62

(if a woman) or age 65 (if a man) or died before July 1, 1957, the
requirements for insured statu. in section 214(a) (3) are not met

because of his having too few quarters of coverage but would be net
if his qvarters of coverage in the first calendar year in which he had
any covered enpioynient had been deterimined on the basis of the
period during which wages were earned rather than on the basi.9 of
the pcrod during which wa.qes were p&d (an?J such wages paid that
('re reallocated on an eai'ned basis shall not be used in detemnj'nq
quarters of coverage for sub.seque'nt calendar years), then upon applicatioi filed by the individual or his survivors and satisfactory proof

of his record of wages earned being furitished by such indivklual
or his survivors, the quarters of coverage in such calendar year may
be deteimined on the ba.sis of the periods during which wages were
eai'ned.".

(d) The a.meidments made hy subsection (a) shall apply with respect to i'em.unerition. paid aid services rendered after December 31,
11177. The amendments made by 8ubsectw'n.9 (b) and (c) shall be effective January 1. 1978.
ADJUSTJIE.VT IN dMOU.V'f ReQUIRED FOR A QUARTAR OF COV.'RAG'

SEC. 3.2. (a) Secion 213(a) (2) (A) (ii) of the Soeiai Seeurity Act.
a anu'ided by .$'eton .957(c) of fh i. 4lct, ameivied by •triking out
"$250" and in.ei'tn in 1iu thereof "the inoun r'qu.red for a qwil'ter of coverage h that calendar year (as determined vndevhsection
(d) )".
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(b) Section 13 of such Act is further amended by adding at the

end thereof the following new subsection:

"Amount Required for a Quarter of Coverage
"(d) (1) The amount of wages and self -employrment income which

an individual mu8t have in order to be credited with a quarter of
coverage in any year under subsection (a) () (A) (ii) shall be
$50 in the calendar year 1978 and the amount deterimined under

paragraph () of this subsection for years after 1978.
"(s) The Secretary shall, on or before Novembe.r 1 of 1978 and of

every year thereafter, detern'tine and publish in the Federal Register
the amount of wages and self-employment income which an individiw2

mu8t have in order to be credited with a quarter of coverage in the
8ucceeding calendar year. The amount required for a quarter of coverage shall be the larger of—

"(A) the amount in effect in the calendar year in which the

detern'tination under this subsection i8 made, or

"(B) th product of the amount prescribed in praqraph (1)

wh.ich is required for a quarter of co'verage in 1978 aid the ratio
of the average of the total wages (as defined in requlations of the
Secretar*y and computed without regard to the limitations specified
in 8ection p09(a)) reported to the Secretary of the Treasury or hi
delegate for the calendar year before the year in which the determinatioi under this paragraph is made to th average of the total
wages (as so defined and computed) reported to the Secretary of
the Treasury or his delegate for 1976 (as publisled in the Federal
Register in accordance with section 15(a' (1) (D)),
with .iuch product, if not a multiple of $10, being rouided to the next
higher multiple of $10 where such amount is a multiple of $5 but not
of $10 cnd to the nearest multil of $10 in any other case.".
(c The amendments made by this section shall be effective Janu-

aj 1, 1978.

TECHNICAL AND CONFO/?iIIING AA!RNDiVENTS

SEC. 353. (a) (1) Section 03(f (8) (B) (i) of the Social Securty
Act i8 amended b,' striking out "wa" where'cer it appears and inertinq.in lieu thereof "i.".
() Section p0.9(f) (8) (B) (ii) of such Act is amended to read as
•

follows:

"(ii) the. product of the exempt amount de.9c'ihed in clause
(i) ond the ratio of (I the clveraqe of the total wac,es (as defined in ragvlaions of the Seeratary and computed withont
regard to the limitations ,pecifled in ,&tiom 09(a reported
to the Secretar,' of the Tra.ur,' or his dele,-iate .for the cal•edar 1/ear before t1e calendar near in w/ieh the deter'rnina-

tion. uider subvaiwqra7il (A' i. made to (J1 t1u erage of
the total waqes (a.9 •o defined ad computed) reported to the

AS1ecretar?/ of the T'easuri or his delegate for fl'e cilendar year

before the ?no.t receipt eai('n(-lar year in whiih i inreaRe in
t1e exempt amount wa. enacted or a. determiiaton resulting
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in 8uch an i'nerea8e wa made under subparagraph (A), with
8uch product, if not a multiple of $10, being rounded to the
next higher multiple of $10 where such product is a multiple
of $5 but. not of $10 and to the neare8t multiple of $10 in any
other ca8e.".

(b) (1) The fir8t 8enteflce of section p218(c) (8) of 8uch Act i.s
amended by strzking out "quarter" wherever it appears and in8erting
in lieu thereof "year", and by 8trzking out "$50" ad inserting in lieu
tkereof "$100".

(p2) Section d18(g) (1) of such Act is amended by striking out
"quarter" and ierting in lieu thereof "year".
(3) Section 18(q) (4) (B) of such Act B amended by striking out
"any calendar quarters" and in8erting in lieu thereof "a calendar year"
and by 8trzkvng out "such calendar quarters" and inserting in lieu
thereof "8uch calendar ?/ear".

(4) Sectioi 918(q) (6) (B) of such Act is amended by 8trzking out
"calendar quarters de8ignated by the State in such wage reports a
the" and inserting in lieu thereof "period or period8 designated by the
State in 8uch wage report8 a. the period or".

(5) Section d18(r) (1) of such Act is amended—
(A) by strikinq out "quarter" in the matter before clau8e (A)
and in8erting in lieu thereof "?/ear",

(B) by 8trikinq out "in which occurred the calendar quarter"
inclau8e (A),and
(C) by strikinq out "quarter" in clause (B) and in8erting in
lieu thereof "year".

(c) (1) Effective with respect to e8timates for calendar years be-

ginning after December 31, 1977, 8ection 24(a) of such Act i8
amended b?/ 8trzkinq out the la8t sentence.

() Section 24(f) (p2) of such Act iB amended to read a follows:

"(s) In making the redetermination required b?/ paragraph (1), the

individual's averaqe current earnings (a3 defined in 8ubsection (a))
8hall be deemed to be the product of—

"(A) hi8 average current eariiings a initially determined under
subseation (a);
"(B) the ratio of (i) the average of the total waqes (a8 defined
in requlation8 of the Secretar?1 and tomputed without regard to
the limitatio'n8 specified in 8ection 9209(a)') reported to the Secre-

tary of the Trecsurij or his delegate for the alendar year before
the iear in which such redetermination is made to (ii) the averaqe
of the total wages (a8 so defined and computed) reported to the
Secretarj of tke Trecury or his deleqate for calendar year 1977
or. if later. the calendar ?lear before the year in which the rèduction was first computed (but not countinq any reduction made. in
benefits for a previou$ period of disability) ; and
"(C') in any case in which the reduction was first computed before 1978, the ratio of (i') the average of the tactiable waqe8 reported to the Secretarj for the first caendar quarter of 1977 to
(ii) the averaqe of the taxable wages reported to the Secretary
for the first calendar quarter of the calendar year before the year
in which the reduction wa first computed (but not countinq any
reduction made in benefit8 fo'r a previo'us period of disability).
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Any amount deterimined under thi8 paragraph which i8 not a multiple
of $1 shall be reduced to the next lower multiple of $1.".

(d) Section 9(a) of 8uch Act i8 amended—

(1) by striking out "shall be deemed to have been paid, in each
calendar quarter occurring after 1956 in which he" and in8erting
in lieu thereof ", if he", and

() by striking out "wage8 (in addition to the wage8 actually

paid to hin- for 8uch service) of $800." at the end thereof and in8erting in lieu thereof the following: "shall be deemed to have
been paid—

"(1) in each calendar quarter occurring after 1956 and before
1978 in which he wz paid such wages, additional wages of $300.
and
"(i) in each calendar year occ'urring after 1977 in which he
was paid such wages, additional wages of $100 for each $300 of
8uch wages, up to a maxijimum. of $1OO of additiomzl wages for
'any calendar year.".

(e) (1) Section p230(b) of such Act is amended by striking out the

last se.ntence.

() Section p30(b) (1) of such Act is amended to reed as follows:
"(1) the contribution and benefit base which is in effect with
respect to rem,uneration paid in (and taxable years beginning in)
the calendar year in which the determination wnder subsection
(a) is made, and".
(3) Section p230(b) () of &uch Act is amended to read is follows:
"(p2)

the ratio of (A) the average of the total wages (as

defined in regulation8 of the Secretary and coimpute4 without re-

gard to the limitatio'ns specified in section p09(a)) reported to
the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate for the calendar
year before the calendar year in which the determiration under
subsection (a) is made to (B) the average of the total wages (as
so defined and computed) reported to the Secretary of the Treasurq or his delegate for the calendar year before the most recent
calendar year in which an increa8e in the co'ntribution and benefit
base was enacted or a deterimination resulting in such an increase
was made under subsection (a) ,".
(f) (1) Effective with respect to convictio'ns after Dece'm,ber 31, 1977,

8ection 0(u) (1) (C) of such Act is amended by striking out "quarter" wherever it appears and insert&g in lieu thereof "year".
() (A) Section O5(c) (1) of such Act is amended by 8triking out
"(as defined in section p11(e))".
(B) Section O5(c) (1) of such Act is further amended by adding

at the end thereof t1e following new subparagraph:
"(D) The term 'pei'iod' when used with respect to self -employment income means a taxable year a'nd when used with respect to
wages means—
"(i) a quarter if waqes were reported or should haie been

reported on a quarterly basis on tax returi. filed with the

Secretar,' of the Treasur', or his delegate under section 6011
of the Internal Re?'e'nue, Code of 1954 or regulations thereunder (or on reports filed by a State vnder section p18(e) or
regulations tliereuinder),
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"(ii) a year if wages were reported or 8liOuld have been
reported on a yearly basis on 8Uch tai retUl'fl8 Or reports, or
"(iii) the ha2f year beginning Januarj I or July 1 in the

case of wages which were reported or shoUld have been reported for calendar year 1937.".
(C) Section 205(o) of such Act is aniended by in8erting "before
1978" after "calendar year".
(g) The anzendments made by 8ubsection (b) of this section shah
apply with. re8pect to remuneration paid after December 31, 1977,
except that the arn,endment made by 8ub8ection (b) (2) shall apply with

respect to notice8 submitted by the States to the Secretary after the
date of the enactment of this Act. The amendment8 made by sub8ectiofl8

(d) and (f) (2) shall be effective January 1, 1978. Except a other-

wise specifically provided, the remaining amendments made by thi8
section shall be effective January 1, 1979.

Subpart 2—Amendments to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
DEDUCTION OF TAX FROM WAGES

SEC. 355. (a) Section 3102 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

is amended by 8triking out "or (C) or (10)", and by inserting after
"is less than $50;" the following: "and an employer who in any calendar yea.r pays to an employee ca.sh re7nuneratio% to which paragraph (7)(C) or (10) of section 3121(a) is applicable may dediwt
an amount equivalent to such tax from any such payment of remunera-

though at the time of payment the total amount of such
remuneration paid to the employee by the employer in the calendar
tio'n, even

year i8 less than $100;".

(b) (1) Paraqraph8 (1) and (2) of 8ection 3102(c) of such Code
are each amended by striking out "quarter" wherever it appears and
by in8erting in lieu thereof "year".

(2) Paragraph (3) of section 3102(c) of 8uch Code is amended—

(A) by 8tllking out "quarter of the" in 8ubparagraph (A);

and
(B) by 8triking out "quarter" wherever it appears in 8ubpara-

graphs (B) and (C) and inserting in lieu thereof "year".
(c) The amendments made by thi. section shall apply with respect
to renuneration paid and to tips received after December 31, 1977.
TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS

.

SEC. 355. (a) Section8 3121(a) (7) (C) and 3121(a) (10) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 are each amended by striking out "quar-

ter" wherever it appears a'nd in.serting in lieu thereof "year', and by
strikinq out "$50" and in.sertinq in lieu thereof "$100".
(b) Section 3121(a) of 8uch Code i8 amended by 8triking out "or"

at the end of paragraph (14), by striking ott the period at the end
of paragraph (15) and in8erting in lieu thereof "; or", and by adding
after paragraph (15) the following new paragraph:
"(16') remuneration paid by an organization exempt froim income tax under section 501(a) (other than an organization de-
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8cribed

in 8ection 401 (a)) or under 8ection 51 in any calendar

year to an employee for ser'vace rendered in the employ of 8UCh
organization, if the remuneration paid in 8uch year by the organization to the employee for such service is less than $100.".
(c) Section 811 (b) (10) of such Code i8 amended by 8trilcing out

"(10) (A)" and all that follow8 down through "(B) 8er'vwe" a4Zd
in8erting in lieu thereof "(10) ser'vice", and redesignating caue (i)
and (ii) a8 sub paragraplie (A) and (B), respectively.
(d) Section8 811 (b) (17) (A) and 811 (g) (4) (B) of 8UCh Code are
each amended by 8trzking out "quarter" and in8erting in lieu thereof
"year".
(e) The amendments made b?J thi8 8ection 8hall apply with re8pect
to remuneration paid arul sel'vce8 rendered after December 81, 1977.

Subpart 8—Con foiining Amendment to the Railroad Retirement Act
of 1974
COMPUTATION OF EMPLOYEE ANNUITIES

SEC. 858. (a) The la8t 8entence of section 8(f) (1) of the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1974 i8 amended—
(1) by in8erting "paid before 1978" after "in the case of wage8",

and
() by in8erting "and in the case of wages paid after 1977" before the period at the end thereof.
(b) The amendment8 made by tlii8 section 8hall be effective January 1, 1978.
PART F—NATIONAL COMMISSION ON SOCIAL SECURITY
ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMISSION

SEC. 861. (a) (1) There is hereby establi8hed a commission to be
known a the National Conv,ni.gsion on Social Security (hereinafter
ref erred to as the "Commi9sion").

() (A) The Convmi8ion shall contht of—
(i) five mernber8 to be appointed by. the President, by and with
the advice and con8ent of the Senate, one of whom shall, at the
time of appointment, be designated a Chairman of the Commi88VOfl,

(ii) two member8 to be appointed by the Speaker of the Hou8e
of Repres'entatives; and

(iii) two members to be appointed by the President pro tempore of the Seiate.
(B) At io time 8hall more than three of the members appointed by
the President, o'ne of the members appointed by the Speaker of the
Hou8e of Representatives, or one of the member8 appointed by the
Pre8ident pro tempore of the Senate be members of the same political
party.
(C) The membership of the Commis8ion shall consist of individua
are of recoqnied standing and distinction and who PO5858 the
dernon8trated capacity to di8charge the duties imposed om the Com-
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and shall include repre8entative8 of the private inuranee industry and of recipient8 and potential recipient8 of beneflt8 under the
programs invoh'd a well a individuals who8e capacity,' 28 ba8ed on
a special knowledge or expertise in tho8e pro gramB. No individual who
is otherwise an officer or full-time employee of the United State8.8hall
mi88iofl.,

serve as a member of the Commission.

(D) The Chairman of tke Commi.ssion shall de8igwite a member of
the Con?mission to act a.s Vice Chairman of the Com'mi88ion.
(E) A majority of the imenbers of the Comimi88ion 8hall con8titute
a quorum, but a lesser number may conduct hearing8.

(F) 21/embers of the Commi88ion 8hail be appointed for a term of
two years.
(G) A vacancy in the Conzmi88ion 8hail not affect its power8, but

8hall be filled in tke 8alne manner as that herein provided for the

appointment of the member fir8t appointed to the vacant .po8ition.
(3) Members of the Commi88ion 8hall receite $738 per dien while
en gaged in the actual performance of the dutie8 ve8ted i. the Coirtmi88ion, plus reimbur8ement for travel, 8ub8i8tenee, and other flece8nary expenses incurred in the performance of 8uch dutie8.
(4) The Cornmi88ion 8hall meet at the call of the Chairman, or at the
call of a majority of the melnber8 of the Comlni88ion; but meeting8 of
the Conlrni88ion 8hail be held not ?e88 frequently th.an one in each
calendar month which begin8 after a majority of the authorized member8hip of the Commis8ion has flr8t been appointed.
(b) (7) It 8hall be the duty and function of the Commni88ion to conduct a contin.uinq study, investigation, and review of—
(A) the Federal old-aqe, 8urvivor8, and di8ability in8urance
program e8tablisked by title II of the Social Security Act; and
(B) the health inBurance programs e8tali8hed by title XVIII
of 8uch Act.

() Such 8tudy, inve8tiqation, and review of 8Uch pro grams 8hall
include (but not be ?imited to)—

/

(A) the fl8cal 8tatu8 of the tru8t fund8 e8tabli8hed for the financing of 8uch pro grarn and the adequacy of 8uch tru8t fund8
to meet the inmediate and long-range financing need8 of 8uch
pogTam8;
(B) the scope of coverage, the adequacy of benefit8 including
tlze mea8urernent of an adequate retirement income, and the condition8 of qualification for benefit8 provided by 8uch pro grams
including the application of the retirement income te8t to un-

earned a well a earned income,
(C) the in-tpact of such pro grams on, and their relation to,
public a88istance proarams, governmental retirement ad annuity pro qram8, nudical 8ervice de?ivery 8y8tem8, and nationaZ
employment practice8;

(D) any inequitie (whether attributable to provi8ion8 of law
re7atinq to the e8tab7i8hm,enf and operation of 8uch pro gram8, to
ru?e8 and regu7ation.s promru?gated in connection with the admin-

i8tration of such program8, or to admini8trative practzce8 and

pro.iedure emp7oed in the carrfing mit of 8wh propram8)

which affect 8ubsta.ntial number8 of individual8 who are in8ured
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or otherwise thqibe for benefits under such programs, including.

znequties and inequalities ariing out of niarita stazus, sex, or
similar ca88ific(ItZOn8 or categorzes;

(F) possible alternatives to the cur-rent Federcil pro grams or
particular aspects thereof inclvding but not 'imited to (i) a
pha8ing out of the payrofl tcx, with the financing of such pro grams

being accomp'ished in. some other manner (indudzng general
revenue funding and the retirement bond), (ii) the estabhshment
of a system. providing for mandatory participation in any or a
of the Federa' pro gramB, (iii' the integration of such current
Federa' nroqra.ms with private retirement pro qrams. and (zv)
the estabUshment of a system permitting covered individuals a
choice of public or private pro gramB or both;

(F' the u'ed to develop a speea7 Con8umr Price. Index for
the eWeriy, indvding the financia' impact th'zt such an index
wou7d have on the costs of the pro grams e8tabli8hed under the
Socia' Securiti,, Act; and
(G) methods for effective'y implementing the recommendation8
of the Commission.

(.9 In order to provide an effective opportvnity for th' gezera

pub'ic to participate fu7y in. the stvdii in'estigation. and review under
thi8 see fion, the Commisson, in cônduetiv.g such study, inve8tzgatwn
and review. 8hall hold public hear?nc8 n a8 mliny different geographica area8 of the tiountr'q aR nossTh7e.. The residents of each area where
such a hearing iB to be he7d shafl be given rea8onab7e advan.ee notice

of the hearing and an adequate opnôrtunity to appear and express

(

their views on the matters under conBideration.
(fl No later then fon.r month. i7fter the date on in Ii eh i maiorti,
of the. authnried m.e4nherRhip of tle Cornms.on is ii.tiail appointed,
the Commssion sM7Z submit to flu'. PreRident and th°. (ion.qre88 a

speeia report describnq the Comm,'ssio'n's pavs for eoniuctinq the
stu'ly, investiqq,tion, and re',jpw v.nd".r subs,''fir,n (b , 'wth particvlar
referenee to the scope of such s'udi, ivvesiqaf ion., and review and
the methods ro posed to be u.ed in conduiting it.
At or before the e7ose of each of the flr.qt tv,o years after the date
on whh a maoritii of th ant ho rid m'mJe.rsM of th.. Cnrtmsson
is vitjafli, appointed, the Cnrnmi8sion shill submit to t1' President
and the (YongreRs an anvua report on th' 8tuth/, ivvsfiaation and

(

review under subsection (bi, toqet her with it recorn?men(latvn.q with
respect to the pro qra.mR in,vn7'e,d. The 8'w)nd RU1?li ri'port 81'a21 ennstitute tle flna7 report of the. Comm8.v,on, on 8vr.h. stvd?,, in.ve.Rti(Jatwfl,
and review, and 8hail ini7ude. its fl,na7 recominndat.i,,vj: i7.nd vpon the

8ubm.qRion of Rneh fl.nai report he (7n1nh1n'RRon sh'27 "aft, in eat..
(d) (fl The Comjm.is.von slv'? appoint a.n Ereeüutive Director of the
Com'm.iBsion n'ho shal7 be compensated at a rate. e,d
the Commi8-

8Ov.. but which 81afl rnt ex,iid the rate estab7ish.d for eve V of
the Ruti'," R,,he.dulp 7) title, I. IJn'd State8 (Ynde..
() In addition to the Executi',e Director, the C,mm,iR8ion 8ha77
have the power to annoint and fici tle corn'ne.n.ation of Rvch DerRo'n.nel

a.q it deems cdvisi'.ble, in acordan.ee with the lrvi.Q14n18 of t.it7e 5,
United Rtate Code., go''e?'nin(1 a.p?7nintrne'nt.9 to the rornpett.ive 8e'Vice, and the pro'isions of cha'nter 51 and s?l7),ihant.e.r ITT of chapter 53
of 8uch title, relating to cla88iflcation and General Schedule pay rate8.
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(e) In carrying out its duties under this 8ection, the Commis8ion,
or any dul? aut1zo'rized committee thereof, is authorized to hold such
hearings, sit and act at such times and places, and take such testimony,
with respect to matters with respect to whic4 it ha8 a responsibility
under this section, as the Commission or such committee may deem

advisable. The Chairman of the Commission or any member authorized by him may admi'nister oaths or affirmations to witnesse8
appearing before the Commission or before any committee thereof.
(f) The Commission may secure directly from any department or

agency of the United States such data and information a may be

necessary to enable it to carrij out its duties unaer this section. Upon
request of the Chairman of the Commission, any such department or
agency shall furnish any such data or information to the Commission.
(g) The General Services Administration shall provide to the Commission, on a reimbursable ba8is such administrative up port seriWe8
a8 the Commission may request.

(h) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums a8
may be necessary to carry out this section.

(i) It shall be the duty of the Health Iisurance Benefits Advisory
Council (established by section 1867 of the Social Sec'urity Act) to
provide timely notice to the Commission of any meeting, and the
Chairman of the Commission (or his delegate) shall be entitled to
attend any such meeting.
PART G—MISCELLANEOUS PRovISIoNS
APPOINTMENT OF HEARING EXAMINERS.

SEC. 371. The person.3 who were appointed to serve a hearing exami'ners under section 1631(d) () of the Social Security Act (as in effect
prior to January , 1976). a'nd wiw by section 3 of Public Law 94—O
were deemed to be appointed u'nder section J105 of title 5, United

States Code (with 8udt appoint?ne'nts terminating no later than at
the close of the period ending December 31, 1978), shall be deemed
appointed to career-absolute positions as hearing examiners under
a'nd in accordance with section 3105 of title 5, United States Code,
with the same authority a'nd tenure (without regard to the expiration
of such period) a.i hearing exami'ners appointed directly under such
section 3105, al 8hzail receive compe?satiofl at the same rate a

hzearinq exam•i'ners appointed by the Secietary of Health, Education,
and Welfare directly 'uider such section 3105. All of the provisions of
title 5, United State8 Code, and the regulations promulgated pursuant
thereto, which are applicable to heari'ng examiners appointed u'nder
such section 3105, shall apply to the persons described in the precedi'nq
sentence.
REPORT OF ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SOCIAL SPCURITY

&C. 37g. Notwithstanding the provision8 of section 706(d) of the

Social Secuty Act, the report of the Advi.ory Covncil on Sociai
Security which i8 dye not later than Jaiuary , 197D, may be filed at
any date prior to October 1, 1979.
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TITLE I V—PRO VISIONS RELATING TO CERTAIN STATE
WELFARE AND SERVICE PROGRAMS 1?ECEIVING
FEDERAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
FISCAL RELIEF FOR STATES AND POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS WITh RESPECT TO
COSTS OF WELFARE PROGRAMS

SEC. 401. Section 403 of the Social Security Act is am.ended—

(1!) in subsection (a), by adding at the end thereof the following.ne'w paragraph:

"In the case of calendar quarters beginning after September 30,

1977, and prior to April 1, 1978, the amownt to be paid to each State
(as determined wnder the preceding provisions of this subsection or
section 111W, as the case may be) shall be increased in accorda'iwe with
the provisions of subsection (i) of this section."; and

()

by

adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

"(i) (1) In the case of any calendar quarter which begin.s after
September 30, 1977, and prior to April 1, 1978, the amount payable
(a8 determined under subsection (a) or section 1118, as the case may
be) to each State which ha8 a State plan approved under this part

shall (subject to the succeeding paragraphs of this subsection) be

increa8ed by an amount equal to the sum of the following:
"(A) an amount which bears the same ratio to $46,750,000 as
the amount expended a aid to fanvilies with dependent children
under th State plan of such State during the month of Decern-

ber 1976 bears to the amount expended a aid to families with
dependent children under the State plan8 of all States during.

such month, and

"(B) (i) in the case of Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Virgin
Islands, an amownt equal to the amount determmined under subpara,qraph (A'i with respect to such State. or
"(ii) in the case of any other State, an amount which bear8

the same ratio to $46,750,000, minus the amounts determmined under

clause (i) of this subparagraph, as the amount allocated to such
State under section 106 of the State. and Local Fiscal Assistanee
Act of 197, for the most recent entitlement period for which

allocation8 have been made under such section prior to the date of
the enactment of this subsection, bears to the total of the amounts
allocated to all States under such section 106 for such period.
"(s) As a condition of any State receiving an increa8e, by reason
of the. application of the foregoing provi8ions of thi8 sub,9e.etion, in

the amount determined for such State pursuant to subsection (a) or

under section 1118 (a8 the case may be'), such State mu8t agree to pay
to any political subdivision thereof 'which participates in the cost of

the State's plan approved under this part, during any calendar quarter with respect to which such increa8e applies, so much of such in-

crease as does not exceed 100 per centum of such political subdivision's
financial contribution to the State's plan for such quarter.
"(3') Notwit1i.tanding any other provision of this part, the amount
payable to any State by reason of the preceding provisions of this subsection for calendar quarters prior to April 1, 1978, shall be made in a
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8#n,qle in8tailment,

which 8liall be payable a 8hortly after October 1,

1977, a8 i8 admini8tratiVely fea8ible.".
INCENTIVE ADJUSTMENTS FOR QUALITY CONTROL IN FEDERAL FIN,4NCIAL
PARTICIPATION IN AID TO FAMILIES IVITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN PROGRAMS

SEC. 402. (a) Section 403 of the Social Security Act i8 amended by
adding after 8ub8ection (i) (a8 added by 8ection 401' of thi8 Act) the
following new 8ub8ection:

"(j) If the dollar error rate of aid furni8hed by a State under it8
State plan approved under thi8 part with re8pect to any 8ix-month
period, a.s ba8ed on samples and evaluations thereof, 18—

"(1') at least 4 per centum, the amount of the Federal financzal
participation in the expenditures made by the State in carrJing
out 8uch plan during such period shall be determzned without
regard to the provisions of thi8 8ub8ect ion; or

"(2) less than 4 per centum, the amount of the Federal financial participation in the expenditures made by the State in carrying out 8uch plan during 8uch period 8hail be the amount determined without regard to thi8 subsection, plu8, of the amount by
which such expenditures are le8s than they would have been if the

erroneous excess payments of aid had been, at a rate of 4 per
centum—

"(A) .10 per centurn of the Federal 8hare of 8uch amount.
in case such rate is not 1e88 than 3.5 per centum,

"(B) 20 per centum of the Federal 8hare of such amount,
in case such rate iB at lea8t .1.0 per centum but less than 3.5
per centum,
"(0) 30 per centum of the Federal 8hare of such amount,
in ccme Ruch rate iR at lea8t 2.5 per centum but less than 3.0
per centum,
"(D) 40 per centum of the Federal share of 8uch amov.nt,
in case such rate iB' at lea8t 2.0 per centum but le8s than 2.5
per centum
"(E) 50 pe? centum of the Federal share of 8uch amount,
in ca.se such rate is less than 2.0 per cent?m.
For purposes of thi8 subsection (i) the term 'dollar error rate of aid'

mean. tlu3 total of the dollar error rates of aid for (1) pcyinen to

indiqible farnilies receiving assi.tance: (II) overpayments to eligible
farnilie8 receivinq a8sistance: (III) u.nderpayment8 to eligible families
recezvzng a8s2stance; and• (IV) nonpayrn.ent8 to eligible familie8 not
recezvzrtg a8si.tance due to erf'oneou8 ternth'ation8 07 denials, and (ii)
the term 'erroneous exeess pailments,' mean8 the total of (I) erroneu

payments to ine7iqible families receiving a8si8tance, and (II) over-

payments to eligible fomilies receiving a8si8tance.".
(b) Payments may be made vnder the amendment nvade by 8ubsec-

tion (a) only zn the case of periods commencing on or after January 1, 1978.

ACCESS TO WAGE INFORMATION

SEC. 403. () Part A of ttie IV of the SocialSecurity Act is amended
by adding after section 410 the following new 8ectiOn:
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"ACCESS TO WAGE INFOR2IMTION

"5Ev. 411. (a) Notwithsta?iding any other provision of law, the Sec-

retary shall make available to States ad political subdfrisios thereof

wage information contaid in the records of the Social Security
Adm,inistration which is wcessary (as deternthed by the Secretary

in regulatio'ns) for purposes of deterrni'ni'ng an i'ndividuals eiigibil2ty
for aid or services, or the amoitnt of such aid or services, wnder a State

plan for aid and services to needy fam4lies with children appro'ved
under this part, a'nd which is specifically requested by such /State or
political subdivision for such purposes.
"(b) The Secretarij shall establish such safegiards a.s are necessary

(a8 deteririned by the Secretary wnder regulatio'ns) to i'nsure that

information made available under the provisions of this section is used
only for the purposes authorized by this section.".

(b) Section 3304(a) of the Federal lJnemployment Tax Act is

amended by redesignating paragraph (16) as paragraph (17) a'nd by
inBerting after paragraph (15) the following new paragraph:
"(16) (A) wage i'nformation contained in the records of the
agency admini.stering the State law which is necessary (as determ,ined by the Secretarij of Health, Educatio'n., and Welfare in
ieg'u7ation8) for purposes of deter'inining an individual's eligibility for aid or services, or the amount of such aid or services, 'wnder
a State plan for aid and services to needy fam,ilies w-ith children
approved wnder part A of title IV of the Social Security Act, shall
be made available to a State or political subdivision thereof when
8ueh information is specifically requested by such State or political
8ubdivision for such purposes, a'nd
"(B) 8Uch safeguards are established as are necessary (as deter-

m,ine.d by the Secretar,, of Health, Education, a'nd Welfare in
regulation8) to insure that such information is ised only for the
purposes authorized wnder subparagraph (A) ;".
(e) Section 41)2(a) of the Social Security Act is ame'ncied—
(1) by striking out the word "and" at the end of paragraph
(p7);
() by striking out the period at the end of paragraph (28) and
in8erting in lieu thereof a sem,icolon a'nd the word "and"; aind
(3) by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(29) effective October 1, 1979, provided that wage inforniation available front the Social Security Adm,inistration under
the provieion8 of section 411 of this Act,. and wage information
a'vailalZe (under tlie 7novision.s of section 8804(a) (16) of tite
Federal Unemployment Tax Act) front agencies admi'nistering
State unemployment conpenation laws, shall be requested and
utilized to the extent perimitted wnder the provisio'ns of such section8; except that the State shall not be required to request such
information from the Social Security Administration whare such
information is available from the agency administering the State
unemployment compen8ation laws.".
(d) The am,endments made by this section shall be effective on the
date of the enactment of this Act.
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STATE DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

SE'c. 404. Section 1115 of the Social Security Act is amended—
(1) b1 imserting "(a)" aftei
11L5.";

() by redesignating subsection8 (a) and (b) a8 paragraph8
(1) and (),respectively, and

(3) by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(b) (1) In order to perirtit the States to achieve more efficient and
effective use of funds for public a8sista.nce, to reduce dependency, and
to improve the living condition8 and increase the inconws of individuals who are recipients of public assistance, any State having an approved plan under part A of title IV may, subject to the provision8
of this subsection, establish and conduct not nwre than three demonstration projects. In establishing and conducting any such project the
State shall—
"(A) provide that not more than one such project be conducted
on a statewide basis,

"(B) provide that in making arrangements for public service

employment—

"(i) appropriate standards for the health, safety, and

other conditions applicable to the performance of work and
training on such project are established and will be main-

tained,
"(ii) such project will not result in the displacement of employed workers,
"(iii) each participant in such project 8hall be compen.ated

for work performed by him t an hourly rate equal to the

prevailing hourly wage for 8imilar work in the locality where

the participant per form8 such work (and, for purposes of
this clau8e, benefits payable vnder the State's plan approved
under part A of title IV of the fa'mily of which such participant i8 a member shall be regarded a compensation fo
work performed by such participant),
"(iv) with respect to such project the condition.g of work,
traininq, education, and employment are rea8onable in the
light of such factors a the type of work, geographical regiol2.,
and proficiency of the participant, and

"(v'i appropriate workmen's conpen8ation protection
provided to all participants; and
"(C) provide that participation in such project b
individual receiving aid to fanzilies with dependent children be voluntary.
"(s) Any State which establishes and conducts demonstration pro jects under this subsection may, subject to paragraph (3), with re8pect
to any such project—

"(A) waive, subject to paragraph (3), any or all of the requirements of section3 4O(a) (1') (reiatinq to statewide operation),
40J(a) (3) (relating to admini8tration by a single State agency),
40(a) (8) (relating to disreqard of earned income), ea,cept that
no such waiver of 4O(i) (8) shall operate to wiive any onwunt in
exce. of one-half of the ear'ned income of any individual, and 4O
(a) (19) (relating to the work incentive program);
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"(.B) 8ubject to paragraph (4), ue to cover the c08t8 of the pro)-

ect 8uch fund8 as are appropriated for payment to such State with
re8pect to the a88iBtance which i..s or would, except for participation in a project under this 8ub8ectwn,.be payable to zndivdual8

participating in 8uch pro ject8 under part A of title IV for any

fi8cal year in which 8uch pro ject8 are conducted; and
"(C) use 8uch fund8 a are appropriated for payment8 to State8

under the State and Loca2 Fi8cal A88i.stance Act of 197 for any
fl8cal year in which the prolect i8 conducted to cover 80 niuch of
the co8t8 of 8alarie8 for individual8 participating in public 8ervice employment as is not covered through the 'u8e of f'und8 made
available under 8ub paragraph (B).
"(3) (A) Any State which wi8he8 to e8tabi?8h and co'nduct demo'az8tration pro ject8 under the provi8ion.g of thi8 8ub8ection 8hall submit
an application to the Secretary in 8uch form and containing 8ueh information ai the Secretar?,, may require. Whenever any State 8ubmnit8

8uch an application to the Secretary, it 8ltail at the same time iue
public notice of that fact together with a general descrptio'n of the
project with re8pect to which the application is 8ub?nitted, and 8ha.Zl
invite convment thereon from intere8ted partze8 and comment8 thereon
may be 8ubmnitted, within the 30-day period beginning with the date
the application i8 8ubn,4tted to the Secretary, to the State or the Secretary by 8uch parties. The State 81w11 also make copie8 of the applica-

tion (Jivailable for public inapection. The Secretary shall also unmediatel, publi8h a 8ummary of the proposed project, make copie8 of
the application available for public inapection, and receive and con8ider comm4nt8 .8ub?nitted with re8pect to the app7icazio'n.. A State
811(211 be autlwrized to proceed with a project 8Vb?mitted u'nder this
8ub8ection'—

"(i) when 8Uh appZication ha8 been approved by the Secretary
(which 8ha.Zl be no earlier than 30 day8 following the date the application i submnitted to him), or

"(ii) 60 day8 after the date on which 8uch application i8 8ubmitted to the Secretary unle&s, durinq 8uch 60 day period, he denie8

the application.

"(B) Notwit1ztanding the prOvi8io1 of paragraph (92)(A), the
Secret ar may review ant,' wai'oer made by a State under 8UCh paragraph. Upon a finding that any 8uch waiver is inconaistent with the
purpoe of th.i8 8ub8ectzon and the purpoe of part A of title IV, the
Secretary mav di8ap prove s?wh waiver. The project with re8pect to
which any 8uch di8ap proved waiver was made 8hall be teriminated
by such State not later than the la8t day of the month following the
month in which 8uch waiver 'was di8ap proved.
"(4) Ani' amount payable to a State under 8ection 403(a) on behalf
of an individuaZ participating in a project under thi.s 8ection 8haZl not

be increased by reason of the participation of 8uch individual in any
demonstration projeet conducted under thi8 sub8ection over the inwunt
which would be payable if 8uch individual iüere receiving aid to fainthe8 with dependent children and not participating in 8uch project.
"(5) Pai'ticipation in a project e8tab7i8hed vnder thi8 8ectior s1ail
not be conaidered to conatitute eimplojment for purpoe of any finding
with re8pect to 'uneimployment' a8 that terirt i8 used in 8eCtio'rt 407.
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"(6) Any denu it ration project e8tabli8hed and conducted pur8uant
to the provi8ion.s of this Gub8ection Ghall be conducted for not longer
than two years. All demonstration pro ject8 e8tablz8hed and conducted
pur8uant to the provi8ion8 of thi8 Gub8ection 8hall be terminated snot
later than September 30, 1980.".
REIMBURSEMENT FOR ERRONEOUS STATE SUPPLEMENTARY PA YMENTS

SEC. .'O5. (a) Not wit h8t and vng any other proviRion of law, the Sere-

tary of Health, Education, and Welfare i8 authorized and directed
to pay to eaeh State an anwunt equal to the anwunt expended by 8UCh
State for erroneou. 8upplernenlary payment8 to aged, blind, or di8abied
individucd8 whenever, and to the extent to which, the Secretary through
an audit by the Department of Health, Educazion, and Welfare whwh
has been reviewed and concurred in by the Irtepector General of 8fuch
department deterimines that—

(1) 8zwh amount was paid by such State a a 8upplementar?J

payment during the calendt-zr year 1974 pursuant to an .agree?hent
between the State and the Secretary required bV 8ection
of the
Act entitled "An Act to extend the Renegotiation Act of 1951 for
one year, and for other. purposeG", approied eJuy 9, 1973, o 8UCh
amount was raid by such State a an optioial State 8upple7nenhA2tion, as defined in section 1616 of the Social Security Act, during
the alendar year 1974,

(2) the erroneous payment8 were the re8ult of good faith reliance by Guch State upon erroneouG or incomplete information 8up-

plied by the Department of .Health, Education, and Welfare,
through the State data exchange, or good faith relicAwe upon incorrect 8upple?nental Gecurity income benefit payment8 made by
Guch department, and
(8) recovery of the erroneou.g payment8 bi B'uch State would
be imposGible or unreaGonable.

(b) There are authorized to be approfrriated 8uch um a are nece8-

gary to carry out the provi8ion8 of thi8 Gection.

TITLE V—MIScELLANEOUS
COVERAGE UNDER MEDICARE OF CERTAIN POWER-OPERATED WHEELCHAIRS

SEC. 501. (a) Section 1861 (8) (6) of the Social Security Act

8

amended by inserting after "wheelchair8" the following: "(which may
include a power-operated vehicle that may be appropriately u8ed a a
wheelchair, but only where the ue of such a vehick is determined to be
nece88ar/ on the ba.3i8 of the individual'G medical and phy8ical condition and the vehicle meet8 Guch safety requirement8 a8 the Secretary

may pre8cribe) ".
(b) Section 184(b) (3) of 8uch Act 8 amended by in8erting after
the fourth 8entence thereof the following new 8entence: "With re8pect
to power-operated wheelchair8 for which payment may be made in accordance with sectiQn 1861(s) (6), charge8 determined to be rea8onable
may not exeeed the lowe.ct charge at which power-operated wheelchair8
are available in the locality."
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(o) The amendment8 made by thi8 8ection 8hall be effective in the
ca8e 0/ itemB and erince fur'IJ8hed after the date of the enactment
0/ thi.s Act.
FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT AMENDMENTS

SEC. 50g. (a) Section 88 of the Federal Election Campaign Act of

171 ( U.S.C. 441i) i8 amended—

(1) by inserting "(a)" immediately after "SEC. 88.", and

()

by adding at the end thereof the following new 8Ub8ectiofl8.

"(b) If an lwnoi'ariuQm payable to a person iB paid in8tead at hi8
reqUe8t to a charitable orqani2ation 8elected b1,i pa.yor from a ii8t of
5 oi more charitable organz2atio provided b that per8on, that person
8hiall not be treated, for purpoe of 8ub8ection (a), a accepting that
honorariumS. For pur'p08e8 of thi8 8ub8ectwn, the tern?, 'charitable or-

ganization' means an organi2ation de8cribed in 8ection 170(c) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

"(c) For purpoe of determining the aggregate amount of hon-

orarium8 received by a person during any calendar year, amount8 returned to the person paying an hono'rari'umm before the clo8e of the
calendar year in which it wa8 received 8hall be di8regarded.
"(d) For purpoe of paragraph () of8ub8ection (a), a', honorariurm 8hall be treated a accepted only in the year in which that honorarluim i8 received.".

(b) The amendment8 made by 8ub8ection (a) 8hall apply 'with re8pect to any honorarium received after December 81, 1.976.
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amend the title so as to read
An Act to amend the Social Security Act and the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to strengthen the financing of the social
security system, and for other purposes.".
And the Senate agree to the same.
RUSSELL B. LONG,

ABRAHAM RIBIcO,
GAYLORD NELSON,

W. D. HATHAWAY,
DANIEL MOYNIHAN,
CARL T. CURTIS,
BILL ROTH:,
JOH:N C. DANFORTH:,

Manager8 on the Part of the Senate.
AL TJLLMAN,
JAMES A. BURKE,
DAN ROSTNKOWSK1,

JOE D. WA000NNER, Jr.,

WILLIAM R. Ccrrr,
ABNER J. MIKVA,

JIM Gur Tuc,

Manager8 on the Part of the Howe.

JOINT EXPLANATORY STATEMENT OF THE
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
The managers on the part of the House and the Senate at the conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendment

of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 9346) to amend the Social Security
Act and the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to strengthen the financing of the social security system, to reduce the effect of wage and price
fluctuation on the system's benefit structure, to provide for the conduct
of studies with respect to coverage under the system for Federal employees and for employees of State and local governments, to increase
the earnings limitation, to eliminate certain gender-based distinctions
an4 provide for a study of proposals to eliminate dependency and sex

discrimination from the social security program, and for other purposes, submit the following joint statement to the House and the Senate in explanation of the effect of the action agreed upon by the managers and recommended in the accompanying conference report:
The House recedes from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate with an amendment which is a substitute for both the House

bill and the Senate amendment. The differences between the House
bill, the Senate amendment, and the substitute agreed to in conference
are generally described below, except for technical, clerical, conforming, clarifying, and minor drafting changes.
ADJUSTMENTS IN TAX RATES

The House bill contained changes in the social security tax schedule

necessary to finance the social security system as modified by the
House bill, as shown in table 1.

TABLE 1.—SOCIAL SECURITY TAX RATES—HOUSE.PASSED BILL

tIn percentj
Calendar year

DI L

OASI I

OASDI L

HI

Total

Employees and employers, each
1977
1978

—

4.275

0.575
.775

4.95
5.05

1979—80

4. 300

. 750

5. 05

1981..

1990 and after

5. 100

.800
.800
.900
.900
1.100

5.25
5.35
5.65

1986—89

4.450
4.550
4.750
4.750

1982—84

1985

4. 375

5, 65
6. 20

0.90
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.30
1.30

5.85
6.05
6.05
6.55
6.65
6.95

1. 45

7. 0

1.45

7.65

0.90
1.00
1.00
1.30
1.30

7.90
8.10

Sef-empIoyed
1977
1978
1979—80
1981
1982—84

6. 185

6.010
6.045
6.700

1986—89

6. 850
7. 100
7. 100

1990 and after

7.650

1985

I By allocation in the law.

(63)

0.815
1.090
1.055
1.200
1.200

7. 00

1. 350
1. 350
1. 650

8. 45
8. 45
9. 30

7.10
7. 10

7.90
8.05

8. 10

9.20
9.35

1. 30

9. 75

1.45

9.90
10.75

1. 45
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The Senate amendment changed these provisions to finance the
social security system as modified by the Senate amendment. The tax
rates in the Senate amendment are shown in table 2.
TABLE 2.—SOCIAL SECURITY TAX RATES—SENATE-PASSED BILL

un percenU

DI'

OASI'

Calendar year

OASDI

III

Total

Employees and employers, each

0.575
.775
.750
.825
.825
.950
.950
1.050
1.200
1.350
1.500

4.375
4.275

1977
1978

4. 335

1979—80

4.525
4.575
4.750
4.750
5.100
5.500
5.950
6.300

1981
1982—84
1985
1986—89
1990—94
1995—2000

2000-10

2011 and after

4.95
5.05
5.085
5.35
5.40
5.70
5.70
6.15
6.70
7.30
7.80

0.90
1.00
1.05
1.25
1.25
1.35
1.40
1.40
1.40

L40
1.40

5.85
6.05
6. 135

6.60
6.65
7.05
7.10
7.55
8.10
8.70
9.20

Self •em ployed

6.185
6.010
6.010
6.7625
6.7625
7.125
7.125
7.675
8.250
8.925
9.950

1977
1978

1979-80
1981

1982-84
1985

1985-89
1990-94
1995-2000
2001—10

2011 and after

0.815
1.090
1.040
1.2375
1.2375
1.425
1.425
1.575
1.800
2.025
2.250

7.0
7.10
7.05
8.00

0.90

& 00
& 55

1.25
1.35
1.40
1.40
1.40

8.55
9.25
10.05
10.95
11.70

L00
LOS
1.25

L40
L40

7.90
8.10
8.10
9.25
9.25
9.90
9.95
10.65
11.45
12.35
13.10

I By allocation In law..

The House recedes with an amendment providing a new schedule
of taxes to finance the system as modified by the conference agreement.
The tax rates in the conference agreement are shown in table 3.
TABLE 3.—SOCIAL SECURITY TAX RATES

tin percentj
Calendar year

.

OASI '

DI

OASDI

Ill

Total

0.90
1.00
1.05
1.30
1.30
1.35
1.45
1.45

5.85
6.05
6.13
6.65
6.70
7.05
7.15
7.65

0.90
1.00
1.05
1.30
1.30
1.35
1.45
1.45

7.90
8.10
8.10
9.30
9.35
9.90
10.00
10.75

Employ ees and employers, each

4.375
4.275
4.330
4.525
4.575
4.750
4.750
5.100

1977
1978
1979—80

1981

198244
1985
1986—89

1990 and later

0.575
.775
.750
.825.
.825
.950
.950
1.100

1986—89

1990 and later

7. 6500

1979—80

1981

198244
1985

.5.70

5.70
6.20
Self-employed

.

6.1850
6.010
6.0100
6.7625
6.8125
7.1250
7.1250

1977
1978

4.95
5.05
5.08
5.35
5.40

0.8150
1.090
1.0400
1.2375
1.2375
1.4250
1.4250
1.6500

7.00
7.10
7.05
8.00
8.05
8.55
8.55
9.30

'By allocation in law.

ALLOCATION TO DIsABILITY INSURANCE TRUST FUND

The House bill would increase allocation to the disability insurance
trust fund beginning in 1978. (See table 1 above.)
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The Senate amendment would also increase allocation to the disability insurance trust fund beginning in 1978. (See table 2 above.)
The conference agreement modifies the allocation rates to finance
the disability insurance program. (See table 3 above.)
C0NTRIBu'rIoN AND BENEFIT BASE

The house bill provided for 4 ad hoc increases in the contribution
and benefit base for employees, employers, and the self-employed in

1978, 1979, 1980, and 1981. After 1981 the base wou'd be automatically
adjusted to keep up with average wage levels in the same way the
present-law base is adjusted.
The Senate amendment provided for 4 ad hoc increases in the contribution and benefit base for employees and the self-employed of
$600 each, above the level that would prevail under present law, in
1979, 1981, 1983, and 1985. After 1985, the base would be automaticaily
adjusted to keep up with average wage levels.
The Senate amendment also provided for increasing the taxable
earnings base for employers to $50,000 for 1979—84 and to $75,000 be-

ginning in 1985. The base would remain at that level until the employee base reached that level, after which time both would be automatically adjusted.
The conference agreement follows the house bill except that no
increase in the contribution and benefit base (over present law) is
provided in 1978. Table 4 below shows the base for employers and
employees under the house and Senate bills and the conference agree-

ment. (Amounts shown under the Senate bill depend, in part, on
automatic adjustments and are therefore estimates.)
TABLE 4.—CONTRIBUTION
Senate-pass ed bill

bill self-employed

Employer

Conference
agreement

$19, 900
22, 900
25, 900

$17, 700
19, 500
21, 000

$17, 700
50, 000
50, 000

$17, 700
22, 900
25, 900

29,700

23,100

50,000
(8)

29,700

House-passed

Calendar year
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

(i)

Employee

(2)

(I)

1 Automatic thereafter.
2 Employee base, Includng $600 increases In 1983 and 1985, estimated to rise to $24,600 for 1982, $26,700
for 1983, $28,200 for 1984, $30,300 for 1985, with automatic Increases (as under present law) thereafter.
3 Remains at $50,000 through 1984; increases to $75,000 in 1985 and remains at $75,000 until employee
base reaches $75,000.

Railroad Retirement tier-II.—Under the house bill, the tax base for
tier-Il of the Railroad Retirement Act for both benefits and tax pur-

poses would be the same as under the automatic-increase provisions of

the present law and would not be affected by increases in the social
security taxable wage base contained in the bill. Under the Senate
amendment the tax base for tier-Il of the Railroad Retirement Act
would not be affected but the amount 6f earnings used for computing
the tier-Il benefit would be the base used for social security benefits
under the amended law.
The Senate recedes.

6.6

Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) .—The House bill
provided that the pension insurance administered by PBGC would not

be affected by the ad hoc increases in the wage base under social
security. The insured pension amount would increase as it would under
automatic-increase provisions of present law.
The Senate bill contained no similar provision.
The Senate recedes.
STANDBY GUARANTEE OF TRUST FUND LEVELS

The House bill provided standby authority for automatic loans to
the OASDI trust funds from Federal general revenues whenever the
assets of a cash benefits trust fund at the end of a calendar year amount
to less than 25 percent of the outgo from the fund in the calendar year.
The amount of the loan would be equal to the difference between the
year-end balance in the fund and 271/2 percent of the year's outgo.
Such loans would automatically be repaid with interest when assets
at the end of a year exceeded 30 percent of the year's outgo from the
fund. To provide for automatic repayment,there would be temporary

social security tax-rate increases of 0.1 percent for employees and

employers, each, and 0.15 percent for the self-employed, if at the end of
any year after the year the loan was made the reserve level is less than
35 percent and the loan debt exceeds $2 billion. This temporary tax rate
increase would go into effect one year later.
The standby loan authority would not be applicable for the HI trust
fund.
The Senate amendment contained no such provision.
The House recedes.
REDUCTION IN TAXES FOR CERTAIN EMFroyRs

The Senate amendment wou]d limit State and local governmental
and 501 (c) (3) nonprofit emp]oyers' social security liability for 1979 to

the liability that would be incurred for 1979 under the provisions of

present law. For 1980 and after, such an emp'oyer's liability (in

dollars) would generally be 90 percent of the liability under the law as
amended by the bill, but. not less than the 1979 liability. In no case
would the provision require an increase in liability as compared with
the regular provisions applicable to other employers. An authorization
for appropriations from general revenues is provided to make up the
loss of social security revenue to the trust funds that would result from
enactment of the provision.
The House bill contained no such provision.
The Senate recedes.
MODIFICATION OF BENEFIT FORMULA

Both the Senate amendment and the House bill provided for basic
changes in the computation of social security benefits for workers
reaching age 62 after 1978. Although the provisions of the two bills
were very similar, there were differences, described below:
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BENEFIT FORMULAS

The House bill provided for a benefit formula producing benefit
amounts roughly 5 percent lower than estimated present-law benefits
at implementation (January 1, 1979). The formula for relating maxi-

mum family benefits to primary insurance amounts (PTA's) has a
similar effect.

The Senate amendment benefit formula produced benefit amounts

roughly equivalent to 1976 levels—about 21/2 percent lower than esti-

mated present-law benefits at implementation. The formula for relating maximum family benefits to PTA's had a similar effect.
The Senate recedes.
TRANSITIONAL PERIOD

The House bill provided a 10-year guarantee of benefit amounts
based on the benefit table as of December 1978 in retirement cases.
The Senate amendment provided a 5-year guarantee in retirement
cases.

The House recedes.
MINIMITM BENEFIT

tinder the House bill, the December 1978 minimum benefit rounded

to the next higher dollar (estimated to be about $121) would have
been frozen for new beneficiaries. The minimum would have been
increased in line with CPI increases only after a worker reached age
62, became disabled, or died.

The Senate amendment was similar except that it would have
increased the minimum by CPI increases beginning with the year
in which the individual (a worker, his widow, or child) actually
became entitled to 'benefits, rather than from the point at which the

worker reached age 62 became disabled, or died.
The House recedes with an amendment. under which CPI increases
for a worker or aged widow or widower generally would not begin to
apply until the earlier of: (a) the first year the worker or aged widow
(widower) was paid part or all of the benefits to which he was entitled

for that year, after application of the retirement test; (.b) the year
of attainment of age 65.

SPECIAL MINIMUM

The House bill provided for an increase in the special minimum
benefit up to a maximum of $230 a month for a worker ($345 for a
couple) with 30 years of coverage under social security. The special
minimum is calculated by multiplying $9 ($11.50 under the House
bill) times the number of years of coverage (years in which earnings
were at least 25% of the contribution and benefit base) in excess of 10
and up to 30—for a maximum multiplier of 20. Years of coverage
would be based on the base as increased automatically by rises in average wages (without ad hoc increases as a result of H.R. 9346). Special
minimum benefits would be increased automatically by CPI increases
in the future.
The Senate amendment contained no such provision.
The Senate recedes.
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DELAYED RETIREMENT CREDIT

The House bill provided for an increase in the delayed retirement
credit to one-fourth of 1 percent for each month (3 percent per year)
for which a worker does not receive a benefit between ages 65 and 72,
for persons attaining age 62 after 1978.
The Senate amendment contained no such provision.
The Senate recedes.
Di.&vn RETIREMENT CREDIT FOR Wnows AND WIDows

The. Senate amendment iiicluded a provision which would make the
delayed retirement credit applicable to widow's and widower's insurance benefits, as well as to the worker's benefit.
The House bill contained no such provision.
The House recedes with an amendment making the change effective
with June 1978.
LIBERALIZATION OF THE EARNINGS TEST

The House bill increased the exempt amount under the earnings
test for beneficiaries age 65 and over to: $4,000 in 1978; $4,500 in 1979;
$5,000 in 1980; and $5,500 in 1981.

The Senate amendment increased the exempt amount to $4,500 in

1978 and $6,000 in 1979 for all beneficiaries.

The Senate recedes adopting the exempt amounts in the House bill
and increasing the exempt amount to $6,000 in 1982. These increases
would apply only to beneficiaries age 65 and over.
AGE AT WHICH EARNINGS TEST No LONGER Atms

The House bill loweredthe age at which the retirement test no longer
applies from age 72 to age 65 in 1982.

The Senate amendment lowered the age at which the retirement test
no longer applies from age 72 to age 70 in 1982.
The House recedes.
LIBERALIZATION OF THE FOREIGN WORK TEST

The House bill provided for payment of benefits for any month in
which a beneficiary engaged in noncovered work outside the United
States worked 8 or fewer days in 1978, and 11 or fewer days in 1979
and thereafter.
The Senate amendment contained no such provision.
The House recedes.
STUDIES OF MANDATORY COVERAGE

The House bill required joint studies by the Office of Management
and Budget, the Civil Service Commission, the Department of the
Treasury, and the Department of Health, Education and Welfare
of mandatory coverage for Federal and State and local employees
with reports and recommendations to •the President and Congress
within 2 years of enact.ment.
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The Senate amendment contained no such provision.
The Senate recedes with amendments which would combine the
studies of mandatory coverage of employees of Federal, State, and
local governments and nonprofit organizations; would require the
Secretary of health, Education, and Welfare to conduct the study
with appropriate consultation with Treasury, the Office of Managemeñt and Budget, and the Civil Service Commission.
The managers anticipate that the study will include, in addition
to the evaluation of alternative proposals, examination of the following specific items: (1) Analysis of any possible constitutional questions involved in extensions of coverage; (2) review of the extent
of State, local and nonprofit coverage under existing law; (3) analysis of the economic impact on State and local governments of mandatory coverage extensions; and (4) an analysis of the feasibility of
developing a method of covering Federal employees \vithoit increasing their contributions or adversely affecting their benefit rights
(except to the extent that any windfall benefit situations, may be
eliminated).
COVERAGE OF NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

•

The Senate amendment included provisions to: (1) forgive through
June 30, 1977, the social security tax liability of nonprofit organizations that stopped paying social security taxes before October 19,
1976, because they had not filed the proper certificate' with the. Internal Revenue Service to cover their employees under social security:
(2) extend the deadline for filing waiver certificates for organizations
that obtained refunds prior to Septemper 9, 1976; (3) permit nonprofit organizations that paid social security taxes while waiting for
the Internal Revenue Service to approve their request for tax-exempt
status to receive a refund of those taxes in spite of P,L. 94—563 under
which the taxes and social security coverage that resulted were vali-

,dated; and (4) not require nonprofit organizations that received a
refund of social security taxes for April-June 1973, to bring their
employees under social security coverage.

Ihe House bill contained no such provisions. (The Ways and

Means Committee had reported a bill,H.R. 8490, that contained similar provisions.)

The House recedes with technical clarifying amendments.
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP INCOME

The House bill excluded from coverage the distributive share of income or loss received by a limited partner.
The Senate amendment contained no such provision.
The Senate recedes.
EMPLOYEES OF MEMBERS OF RELATED GROUPS OF CORPORATIONS

The Senate amendment provided that a group of corporations concurrently employing an individual would be considered as a single
employer if one of the group serves as a common paymaster for' tTbe
entire group. This would result in such corporations having to pay
no more in social security and unemployment taxes than a singleemployer pays.
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The House bill contains no such provision.
'rhe House recedes with clarifying amendments.

The provision limits the aggregate amount of employment taxes
due for any taxable year with respect to an individual concurrently
employed by two or more related corporations and compensated
through a common paymaster which is itself one of the corporations
employing the individual and which would have the responsibility
for making payment to the Internal Revenue Service of employment
taxes due. The provision is intended to establish a maximum tOtal
liability for the related corporations (including the common paymaster) as a group but is not intended to relieve any coirporation of
ultimate liability for any portion of the total amount of employment taxes due. The provision is not intended to have any effect on
the deductibility for Federal income tax purposes of employment
tLxes or wages payable by a corporation; accordingly, since the corpo-

ration for which services are performed is the only one eligible to
deduct wages and employment taxes paid with respect to such services,
such wages and taxes will not be deductible unless the corporation for
which the services are performed reimburses the common paymaster

for such payments. For purposes of determining income tax deductions allowable, the conferees expect the Secretary of the Treasury to
establish procedures for allocating employment taxes among related
corporations establishing a common paymaster.
EMPLOYER TAxES ON Tirs

The House bi]l included a provision to require employers to pay
social security taxes on tips deemed to be wages under the Federal
minimum wage law.
The Senate amendment contained no such provision.

The Senate recedes with the understanding that the employer will

be liable for the employer social security tax on the tips that are
deemed wages, regardless of the amount of the tips the employee
reports under section 6053(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
CovtG FOR CLERGYMEN

The House bill permitted clergymen who fi]ed application for exemption from coverage to revoke their exemption (but only during
a limited period of time).
The Senate amendment contained no such provision.
The Senate recedes.
TOTALIZATION AGREMNT

The House bill authorized the President to enter into bilateral

agreements with foreign countries to provide the limited coordination

of social security systems. Each such agreement would have to be
transmitted to the Congress and could not go into effect until 90 days
after one House had been in session. During that period an agreement
could be rejected by action of both Houses enacting legislation.
The Senate amendment included the same provision except that:

Each agreement must be transmitted to Congress with a report on

estimated cost and number of individuals affected; an agreement must
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not be inconsistent with the provisions of title II of the Social Security

Act; an agreement could not go into effect until 90 days after both
Houses of Congress had been in session during which period an agreenient could be rejected by action of either House.
The House recedes.
ILLINOIS POLICEMEN AND FIREMEN

The House bill included a provision which would validate earnings
erroneously reported for policemen and firemen covered under the
Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund.
The Senate amendment contained no such provision.

The Senate recedes with an amendment that coverage for future
periods would be provided for the policemen and firemen affected.
WIsCoNsIN RgrIREMENT FUND

The House bill provided that a special coverage provision applicable

to members of the Wisconsin Retirement Fund would be applicable
to any successor system of that fund.
The Senate amendment contained no such provision.
The Senate reeedes.
LIMITATION ON RETROACTIVE BENEFITS

The House bill provided thatbenefits would not be paid retroactively
for months before an application is filed, when such payment results
in a permanent. reduction of future monthly benefits, effective January 1, 1978.

The Senate amendment as similar to the House provision except
that it was effective upon enactment, rather than on January 1, 1978.
The Senate recedes.
DELIVERY OF BENEFrr CHECKS

The House bill required that whenever the delivery date for payment
of either social security or supplemental security income checks falls
on a Saturday, Sunday, or legal public holiday, the checks would be
mailed "and delivered" on an earlier date. Any overpayment that occurs as a direct result of the earlier delivery of checks would be waived
and would not be subjected to recovery.

The Senate amendment required in such circumstances that checks
be "mailed for delivery" on the earlier date and did not include the
waiver of overpayment provision of the House bill.

The Senate recedes with an amendment providing that checks be

"mailed for delivery" by the earlier date.
REDUCED BENEFITS FOR SPOUSES RECEIVING GOVERNMENT PENSIONS

The Senate amendment provided that social security dependents'
benefits payable to spouses and surviving spouses would be reduced
by the amount of any public (Federal, State, or local) retirement benefit payable to the spouse based on the spouses' own work in noncovered
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public employment. The provision would have been effective with re-

spect to benefits payable for months beginning with the month of
enactment, based on applications filed in or after the month of
enactment.
The House bill contained no such provision.
The House recedes with an amendment which would provide for an
exception for certain people who are already receiving pensions based
on noncovered public employment (or who would be eligible for such
pension within 5 years of the month of enactment) and who could have
expected to receive social security benefits as dependents or survivors
under the social security law as in effect on January 1, 19fl. The manavers are concerned that there may be large numbers of women, especially widows in their late fifties, who are already drawing pensions,
or would be eligible to draw them within 5 years of the date of enact-

ment of this bill, based on their non-covered work and whose retirement income was planned for on the assumption of the availability
of full wife's or widow's benefits under social security. Inclusion of
this exception to the applicability of the Senate provision, reinforces
its prospective nature and avoids penalizing people who are already
retired, or close to retirement, from public employment and who cannot be expected to readjust their retirement plans to take account of
the "offset" provision that will apply in t.he future.
A separability clause is included for the exception clause established
by the conference agreement so that if it is found invalid the pensionoffset as passed by the Senate would not be affected, and the application of the exception clause would not be broadened to include persons
or circumstances that are not included within it.
REPEAL OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION OFFSET

The Senate amendment repealed the provision of existing law which
provides for a reduction in social security disability benefits for persons simultaneously entitled to workmen's compensation payments
where the combined payments would otherwise exceed 80 percent of
recent predisability earnings.
The House bill contained no such provision.
The Senate recedes.
DI5ABILrFY BENEFITS FOR BLIND PERSONS

The Senate amendment provided for paying disability insurance
benefits for blind people who have at least six quarters of social security coverage.. The benefits would be paid regardless of the amount
of an individual's earnings both before and after age 65 or his ability
to work. The Senate amendment also excluded blind persons from the
requirements of present law that disability benefits be suspended for
any months during which a beneficiary ref uses without good cause to
accept vocational rehabilitation services.
The House bill contained no such provision.

The House recedes with an amendment which strikes the provisions of the Senate amendment but provides that the amount of earn-
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ings under the test of substantial gainful activity (SGA) which

would terminate (or suspend for those age 55 or over) a blind individual's benefits woild be increased to the monthly exempt amounts
for persons 65 and over under the retirement test. The conferees are
aware that this establishes a different test of SGA for blind persons
than is applied administratively for persons with other disabilities.
The conferees do not intend that the new SGA level established for the
blind should be applied to other types of disability.
ELIMINATION OF MARRIAGE OR REMARRIAGE AS A FACTOR IN ENTITLEMENT TO, OR TEnMINATION OR REDUCTION OF, BENEFITS

The House bill provided that marriage or remarriage would not bar
or terminate entitlement to benefits as a divorced spouse, surviving
spouse (including those caring for an entitled child), parent, or child,
and remarriage would not cause any reduction in aged widow's or
widower's insurance benefits.
The Senate amendment did not include such a provision.
The Senate recedes, with an amendment that would retain only that

part of the House-passed provisions that would prevent reduction in
benefits for widows and widowers who remarry after age 60.
DURATION-OF-MARRIAGE RDQUIREMENT

The House bill provided that the length of time a person must have
been married to a worker in order for benefits to be payable to the

person as ai aged divorced spouse or surviving divorced spouse would
be reduced from 20 years to 5 years.
The Senate amendment did not include such a provision.
The Senate recedes, with an amendment which establishes a 10-year
duration-of-marriage requirement.
EQUALIZATION OF TREATMENT OF MEN AND WOMEN UNDER THE PROGRAM

The House bill contained a number of amendments that were designed to eliminate certain gender-based distinctions from the social
security program.
The Senate amendment did not include any such provisions.
The House recedes. It is the understanding of the managers that the
entire question of such gender-based distinctions will be included in
the 6-month study of proposals to eliminate dependency and sex discrimination provided by this legislation.
ANNUAL REPORTING

The House bill included provisions to simplify implementation of
annual wage reporting.
The House provision changes the provisions of the Social Security

Act that require the use of quarterly wage data so that only annual
data would be needed—employers would no longer have to check off
quarters of coverage or report quarterly wages on the forms W—2.
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It excludes from the definition of wages certain employment wherein
the remuneration is less than $100 in a calendar year. State and local
employers will continue to report on a quarterly basis but wages will
be converted to annual figures. The provision also changes "quarter
of coverage" definition so that after 1977 all workers would receive
a quarter of coverage for each $250 of wages paid in a year (to a maximum of four quarters of coverage in a year). The amounts measuring
a quarter of coverage would increase automatically each year as wages
increase.
The Senate amendment contained no such provisions.
The Senate recedes.

NATIONAL CoMMIssIoN ON SOCIAL SECtTRITY

The House bill provided for a nine-member National Commission on
the Social Security Program, appointed by the executive and legislative branches, to conduct a 2-year study including: The fiscal status
and adequacy of the trust funds; the scope of coverage, adequacy of
benefits, conditions of qualification for benefits (including inequities
arising out of maritai status, sex, or similar classifications or categories), and quality of administration; the impact of the programs on
and relation to public assistance programs, nongovernmental pension
insurance programs, other governmental retirement and annuity pro-

grains, medica' service delivery systems and nationa emp'oyment
practices; and alternatives to current programs including, phasing out
payroll tax, using general revenues or other financing, mandatory par-

ticipation in private insurance programs and choice of public or

private programs or both.
The Senate amendment did not include a provision comparabIe to
the House provision.
The Senate recedes with an amendment which requires the National Commission to st.udy the need to develop a special CPI for the
elderly for purposes of social security cost-of-living increases.
ADMINIsTRATIVE LAW JUDGES (HEARING EXAMINERS)

The Senate amendment converted the temporary administrative
law.judges established by Public Law 94—202 to permanent status
under the Administrative Procedure Act.

The House bill contained no such provision, but the Ways and

Means Committee has reported H.R. 5723 which contains identical

language.
The House recedes.

ADVIsORY COUNCIL ON SOCIAL SECtTRITY

The Senate amendment provided that the Advisory Council on Social• Security to be appointed by December 31, 1977, would have an
additiona' 9 months in which to submit its reports. The reports would
be due October 1, 1979, rather than January 1, 1979.
The House bill contained no such provision.
The House recedes.
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SEMIANNtTAL CosT-oF-LIvING INCREASES

The Senate amendment provided for semiannual cost-of-living increases in social security and SSI benefits whenever the CPI increased
by at least 4 percent over a specified 6-month measuring period (an
annual rate of over 8 percent per year).
The House bill contains no such provision.
The Senate recedes.
FISCAL RELIEF FOR WELFARE COSTS

The Senate amendment provided for a one-time payment to the
States of $374 million as fiscal relief for State and local welfare costs
for fiscal year 1978. Half of such funds would be distributed to each
State in proportion to its share of total expenditures under th AFDC
program for December 1976, and half would be distributed under the
general revenue sharing formula. In those States in which local units
of Government are responsible f or meeting part of the costs of the
AFDC program the fiscal relief payments would have to be passed

through to local governments. States would not be required tojass
through an amount in excess of 90 percent of the amount of AFDC

costs for which the local government was otherwise responsible.
The House bill contained no such provision.
The House recedes with the following amendments. The amount of
the one-time payment would be one-half of the amount in the Senate

bill, that is, $187 million. Also States would be required to pass

through to local jurisdictions the full amount of the payment but not
more than 100 percent of the amount of the AFDC costs for which the
local government was otherwise responsible.
FISCAL INCENTIVES FOR LOWERING AFDC EEEOR RATES

The Senate amendment established a system of fiscal incentives
for States which have low dollar error rates (below 4 percent) as

measured by the AFDC quality control findings of excess payments.
Under the amendment States which have dollar error rates. of, or

reduce their dollar error rates to, less than 4 percent but not more

than 3.5 percent of the total expenditures would receive 10 percent of
the Federal share of the money saved, as compared with the Federal

costs of 4-percent payment error rate. This percentage would increase proportionately as shown in the following table:
If the error rate is:
At least 3.5 percent but less than 4 percent
At least 3 percent but less than 3.5 percent
At least 2.5 percent but less than 3 percent
At least 2 percent but less than 2.5 percextt

Less than 2 percent

Incentive
Percentage
10
20

-

30

40
50

'The State will retain this percent of the imputed Federal savings.

The House bill contained no such provision.
The House recedes with an amendment which provides that the
dollar error rate of aid will include the payments to ineligibles plus

overpayments plus underpayments plus the amount which would have
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been paid as benefits if the case had not been erroneously terminated
or the application erroneously denied. The ince.ntive would be based on
Federal savings as compared with a 4-percent rate of excessive payments—that is, erroneous payments for ineligibles and overpayments.
ACCESS BY AFDC AGENCIES TO WAGE RECORDS

The Senate amendment specifically authorized State AFDC agencies to obtain wage. information from the wage records maintained
by the Social Security Administration and the wage records maintained by State unemployment compensation agencies for purposes
of determining eligibility for (or amount of) AFDC. The Secretary
of HEW would establish the necessary safeguards to prevent the
improper use of such information. Effective October 1, 1979, States
would be required to request and make use of this wage information
either from the State unemployment compensation agency (if available there) or from the Social Security Administration.
The House recedes.
STATE WELFARE DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

The Senate amendment would authorize certain types of State
demonstration projects related to the AFDC program to be implemented if the Secretary did not specifically disapprove the implementation of such projects within forty-five days after the State applies to have the projects approved. In other words, a State could
proceed with such projects either when the Secretary approved them,
or forty-five days after submitting them to the Secretary if no decision had been reached by HEW within that period.

Under this authority, States would be permitted to conduct not
more than three demonstration projects but not more than one on a
Statewide basis. Projects involving public service employment would
have to meet reasonable standards related to health. safety and other
conditions, could not displace employed workers, would have to be
reasonable for the individuals participating, and would have to provide appropriate workmen's compensation protection. Participation
in any project by any AFDC recipient. would have to be on a voluntary basis..

States would be permit.ted to waive ordinary statutory rules requiring statewide uniformity, administration by a single agency, and
regarding participation in the work incentive program and the disregard of certain amounts of earned income. (Not more than half of all
income could be disregarded under the waiver authority, however.)
AFDC matching for these demonstration projects would be limited
to the amount the State would have received through AFDC if it had
not implemented the demonstration project. In addition the State's

general revenue sharing funds could be used to cover the costs of
salaries for participants in public service employment which are not

covered by AFDC matching.
Once implemented, demonstration projects could continue for up to
2 years unless the Secretary took action to disapprove a State waiver
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of statutory rules before the end of the 2-year period. The provision
would not apply after September 30, 1980.
The House bill contained no such provisions.
The House recedes with an amendment. The conference agreement

provides that when a State submits an application it would be required to make a public announcement that such application has been
made, make copies of the application available and receive public comments for at least 30 days. The Secretary would also be required to
publish a summary of the proposed demonstration project and make
copies of the application available. He would receive public comments
for at least 30 days after publication of a summary of the proposed
project (even if the application is approved prior to the 30-day period).

The Secretary of HEW could deny applications by a State under
this provision any time after receipt of the application, but could not
approve an application until 30 days after it has been submitted.
A State would be authorized to proceed with projects submitted
under this new authority 60 days, instead of 45 days under the Senate
amendment, after the project application is submitted to HEW unless
there is a specific disapproval by HEW.
The conference agreement also requires that when AFDC funds are

used to pay wages of participants in such projects that the prevailing
wage must be paid.
AFDC EARNED INCOME DISREGARD

The Senate amendment changed the earned income disregard soas
to require States to disregard the first $60 earned monthly by an mdividua.l working full-time ($30 in the case of an individual working
part-time), plus one-third of the next $300 earned, plus one-fifth of
the remainder. Child care expenses would be subject to limitations by
the Secretary and would be deducted before computing an individual's
earned income. Other work expenses would not be deducte&
The House bill contained no such provisions.
The Senate recedes.
ERRoNEoUs STATE SUPPLEMENTARY PAYMENTS

The Senate amendment provided authorization and direction 'for
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to reimburse a State
for erroneous State supplementary payments administered by them
and paid during 1974 to the extent that an HEW audit determines is

appropriate on the basis that the incorrect payments for the aged,
blind, and disabled resulted from a State's good faith reliance upon
erroneous or incomplete information furnished to the States .by the
Department or from a State's good faith reliance on incorrect supplemental security income payments made by the Department.
The House bill contains no such provision.
The House recedes with an amendment.. The conference agreement

provides that the Secretary of HEW would rely on findings of an
audit by HEW which has been reviewed and concirred in by the Inspector General of the Department to determine the extent of payments under this provision.
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VETERANS' PENSION AND COMPENSATION

The Senate amendment provided that the amount of any social
security benefits resulting from a cost-of-living increase will not be
used to reduce veterans' pension and compensation.
The House bill contained no such provision.
The Senate recedes.
MEDICAB1 COVERAGE OF DEVICES SERVING THE SAMII PURPOSE AS

A WmELCHAIR

The Senate amendment expands the definition of durable medical
equipment under the medicare supplementary medical insurance program to include specialized transportation vehicles (such as the Amigo
wheelchair) designed to "serve the same or similar purpose as that
performed by a wheelchair."
The House bill contains no such provision.
The House recedes with an amendment which expands the definition
of durable medical equipment to include a power-operated vehicle that
may be appropriately used as a wheelchair where such vehicle is determined to be medically necessary and meets safety requirements prosãribed by the Secretary.
FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN Acr AMENDMENT

The Senate amendment provided that a contribution to a tax-exempt
organization selected by the payor from a list of five or more organizations named by the government officer or employee would not be treated

as an honorarium. It also provided that amounts returned to a payor
before the. end of the calendar year would not be treated as honorariums. The amendment further provided that honorariums would
be treated as accepted in the year of receipt.
The House bill contained no such provision.
The House recedes.
COLLEGE T17ITIo TAX RELIEF

The Senate amendment modified the Internal Revenue Code to provide an income tax credit for educational expenses (tuition, fees, books,

and equipment, but not meals, lodging, nor other living expenses)
paid by the taxpayer for the taxpayer or the taxpayer's spouse or

dependents to an institution of higher education or a vocational school.
The amount of the credit would be limited each year to not more than
$250 per student. Phe credit would apply to expenses paid in taxable

years beginning after December 31, 197; for 1978 only, it would be
refundable. The student must be a full-time student working toward
a baccalaureate degree or a certificate of required course work at a
vocational school. Expenses eligible for the credit would be reduced
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by tax-exempt scholarship or fellowship grants and by certain educational assistance allowances and education and training allowances.
The House bill contained no such provision.
The Senate recedes.
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dependency and sex discrimination from the House conferees also adamantly refused
social security program, and for other pur- to accept a provision which the Senate
poses, having met, after full and free confer-

ence, have agreed to recommend and do rec- has passed on several occasions relating
onunend to their respective Rouses this re- to the earned income disregard under
port, signed by a majority of the conferees. the aid to families with dependent chil-

dren program. Th1 provision, as well
The ACThG PRESIDENT pro tern- as the full amount of the fiscal relief
pore. Without objection the Senate will provision, Is included in the bill H.R.
proceed to the consideration of the con- 7200, which Is on the Senate calendar.
ference report.

It is my hope that we will be able to have'
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, the confer- the Senate act on that bill early next
ence on the social security bill has year so that these Issues, together with
reached a agreement which makes sig- the other items in that bill, can be
nificant Improvements In the financial brought to conference again in the very
soundness of the social security pro- near future.
The Senate social security bill also InIn dealing with the social security cluded
another major provision which
provisions of the bill the conferees the Senate has passed on other occasions
reached a reasonable compromise be- providing for a college tuition tax credtween the Senate and House provisions. it. As has happened in the past, the
The main objective of both Senate and Rouse conferees were completely adHouse bills was to restore the program amant In their refusal to even consider
to a condition where there will be ade- this-proposal. In order to obtain agreequate funding to cover benefit costs for ment on the social security bill the
many years into the future, and the bill sponsor of that amendment and the
agreed to by the conferees accomplishes other conferees finally had to agree to

gra

The ACIN3 PRESIDENT pro ternpore. 'I'he report will be stated.
The leglative clerk read as follows:

this objective. Both Senate and House drop it from the bill. I would like to
bills also included a number of changes make clear, however, that this' Issue is
in the benefit structure in the program, going to be acted unon again in the
some of which saved money and some of very near future and that we will be in
which would have resulted in increased conference with the Rouse on it once
expenditures. Here, too, the conference more to discuss it.
agreement represents a compromise beMr. President, I ask unanimous contween the two positions which has pre- sent
there be printed at the end
served most of the savings and which of mythat
a more detailed sumalso includes those benefit Improve- mary ofstatement
the
provisions
of the social sements which- were of highest priority. In curity bill as agreed to by
the conferees.
particular, the conference agreement
There being no objection, the sumwill substantially increase the amount of
earnings and will reduce to age 70 start- mary was ordered to be printed in the
ing in 1982 the age at which unlimited Rr.coRo, as follows:

provide far a study of proposals to eliminate

provides half of that amount. The

SOCIAL SECURrrY AMENDMENTS OP
-

19T1—CONFERENCE REPORT

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I submit a
report of the committee of conference
on HR., 9346 and ask for its Immediate
consideration.

Suyaseaay OP TEa CONI'ERENCS ACESSEZET ON
The oIttee of conference on the dis- earnings are permitted.
9348, mx 8ocz.t Sacrarry £aeaNa.
The Senate bill also included a few R.R.
agreeing votes of the two Rouses on the
EaNTS 07 1977
amendment of the Senate to the bill (KR. provisions designed to improve the opFinancing.—The bill Includes a schedule
9346) to amend the Social Security Act and eration of our welfare programs and to
social security tax rate Increases over presth Ina1 Revenue Code of 1954 to provide a measure of fiscal relief for of
law In 1979, 1981, 1982 and 1990 to prostrengthen the financing of the social secu- State and local welfare costs. Most of •ent
rity eyst, to reduce the effect of wage and these provisions were agreed to with vide additional financing. Tax rates for the
would be adjusted to restore
price ftactuatlon on the system's benefit soie changes by the House conferees. In self-employed
original level of one and one-half times
structure, to provide for the conduct of the case of the fiscal relief provision, the
the employee rate for the old-age and surstudies wtth respect to coverage under the
system for Federal employees and for em- however, the House conferees were un- vivors and disability portion of the tax, efployees of State and local governments, to willing to accept the full amount of $374 fective In 1981. There would be a reallocaIncrease the earnings limitations, to eliral- million proposed -by the Senate at this tion of income to the disability tust fund
nate cerInin gender-based distinctions and time, but did agree to a provision which which would have been exhausted In about
a year under present law. The tax rate sched-

ule Is as follows:

TAX RATES FOR THE SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FUNDS

Present law

.

Cals.ãr year

OASI

DI

Conference report on H.R. 9346

OASDI

HI

Total

OASDI

DI

OASDI

(375
(275

0.575
.775

(525

4.750
4.750

,

.950
.950
1.100

4.95
5.05
5.08
5.35
5.40
5,10
5.70
6.20

0.90

.750
.823

1.100

6.20

1.45

0.8550
1.0900

7.0

1.0400
1.2375
1.2375

7.05

HI

Total

EMPI.OYERS AND EMPLOYEES, EACH

._

1977

-_

1981

—.-----_
.......

1985

1986—89.,....,

1990-2010
2011

and

l.,.

—

(375
(350
(350
(390
4.300

(300

(250
5.100

0.575
.600
.600
.650
.650

4.95
4.95
4.95

(95
495

(95

650
. 700

4.95
4.95
5.95

.100
.450

(185

187$

1979-IL....

6. 150

1981
1982— 4,

6.080

6.150

.,_
.,_,,___,,_,,__,,,,

-_

1136.89 .....,
lS9O-2O1&
2010 and

Isr,,.....

5.85

1.10

6.05
6.05

4,330

6.30

&sis

1.10
1.35

L35
1.35
1.50
L 50

6.30

6.30

545
5,45
7,45

5.100
5.100

0.90

7,3

10

(1850

8. 1

1.0190
6.0100

L50

1.00

L05

1.31)

LID
L35

5.85
6.05
6.13
6.65
6.70
1.05

1.45

7. 15

1.45

7.65
7.65

SELJ'.EMPLOYED PEESONS

.

1977

1985

0.90

.
.._

(090

....
...

6.080

6,010
6.010

L

0.815
.350
.850

7,0
1.0
7.0

.920

.920
.920

.990
.990
I. 000

•

1.0
7.0
7.0
7.0

7.0
7.0

1.

1.10
1.35
1.35

1.35
1.5
1.5
1.5

8.1
8.35

(35

8.35

8.5
8.5

8.5.

5.1625
6.8125

7.1250
7.1250
7.6500
7.6500

L4250
1.4250
1.6500
1.6500

7. 1

0.90
L 00
LOS

8.00
8.05
8.55

1.30
1.30
1.35

9.30

1.45
1.45

8.55

7.1
&1

LI
1.30
(35
9.90

10.00
10.15
10.75
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There also would be.Increaaes In the taxabe wage base above, present law in 1979,
1980, and 1981. After 1981, the baáe would

S 19499

percent; it would apply social secur1ty benefits as spouses reduced by
the amount of their public pension. The
beginning in 182.
Limitation on retroactive benefits—Under exemption applies to those who are already
present law a person who files an application retired under a public penuIon program (or

Increase this to a

be increased annually in line with wage
levels as under present law. Under the Con- after he Is first eligible can get benefit8 for a who will be eligible for such retirement
ference agreement, as under present law, retroactive period up to 12 months before within the next five years) and who also
would qualify for spouses benefits under
the tax base would be the same for em- the month in which the application Is filed. social
security under the law as in effect and
ployers, employees, and self-employed This However, this can result in some cases in a as administered
in January 1977. In the
Is the new taxable base schedule for em- permanent reduction in his monthly benefit event the court8 find
impermissible to af
ployers, employees and the self-employed: The bill would eliminate retroactive pay- ford this protection to itthose
who anticipated
ments where the result would be a permareceiving their spouses bene1ts. prior to
Cont?iblztion and benefit base
nently reduced benefit.
Cost-of -Uving increases for early re— March 1977 without providing it also to those
tirees.—Under
present law, a retiree. Who would qualify only as a result of a March
Under
Under begins receiving benefits between ages 62 1977 court decision, the bill provides that
present
conference and 65 has his monthly' payment per- the entire exception would become inoperaagreement manently reduced on an actuarial basis to tive so that the reduction in benefits would
law
Calendar year:
take account of the longer period that he be applied in all cases.
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

$16,500
17,700

'18,900
'20,400
'21,900

123,400

'24,900

126,400

'27,900
'29,400

31,200

Treatment of men and women—The Con-

$16,500
17,700
22,900
25,900
29,700

will receive benefits. However, when a subsequent cost-of-living increase is effective,
the benefit increa8e is based on his full (un-

ference agreement dfrects the Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare, in consulta-

'33,900

monthly benefit.

ency as a reqturement for entitlement to

'38,100
'40,200
'42,000

$4,000 in 1978, $4,500 in 1979, $5,000 in 1980,

reduced) benefit. The bill would apply to
ccst-of-living Ingreases the same actuarial
'31,800 reduction that was applied to their original
136, 000

'Ftimated amount 'under automatic proVisions.

• Decoupling and new wage-indexed formula,—The conference agreement provides

that the automatic cost-of-living increase
provisions will in the future apply only to

those already on the benefit rolls at the time
of each increase. (Under present law, the increases raise the benefit formula for future

retirees as well as those on the rolls.) 'or

future retirees, the agreement adopts a new
formula under which benefit
amounts would be related to the earnings
each individual had under social security
with an adjustment to reflect changing levels during his working years. The new system would index a worker's earnings to reflect annual increases in average earnings
benefit

levels up to the second year before eligibility (age 62, death, or disability). The
benefit level adopted for the long-term Is
5 percent below estimated 1979 levels under
present law. Included in the bill is a 5-year

guarantee that retirement benefits will not
be less than 1979 levels to provide a gradual

transition to the new system for workers
who will retire from 1979 through 1983. The
transition provision will not be applicable
to disability and survivor cases. As under
present law, benefits would continue to be
increased according to the increases in the
cost-of-living after a person reaches age 62
or becomes disabled, or in the case of sur-

tion with the JuBtice Department Task 'orce
on Sex Discrimination, to carry out a detailed
study of proposals: (1) to eliminate depend-

social security spouse's benefits, and (2) to
bring about the equal treatment of men anU
$5,500 in 1981 and $6000 In 1982 the anntal women n any and all respects. In conductamount of earnIngs a beneficiary age 65 to ing- this study the Secretary shall take into
the effects of the changing rob of
72, may have without having any benefits account
in today's society including such
withheld. After 1982, the limitation would women
as: (1) changes in the nature and exbe adjusted automatically on the basis of things
earnings levels as under present law. The re- tent of women's participation in the labor
tirement test of present law, which 15 to rise force, (2) the increasing divorce rate, and
from $3,000 this year to $3,240 in 1978, would (3) the economic value of women's work I1
home. The study shall include approcontinue to apply to beneficiaries under age the
priate cost analyses. A full and complete re
65.
shall be submitted by the Secretary to
The exempt age, whidh fixes the point at portCongress
withIn 8 months aftor cuactwMch elderly individuals may receive 'ull the
of the bill.'
benefits without regarçl to their earnings, ment
NaUonal Commission on Soc!al Seciir1ty.would be reduced from 72 to 70 beginning The
bill provides for establishment of a biin 1982.
parttsan
National Commission on Social cThe bill would eliminate the monthly curity, composed
of nine members-five ap
exception to the retirement test—the provi- pointed-by the President
and two each by
sion in present law under which full social the Speaker of the House and
President
security benefits are paid for any month in of the Senate—to make a broadthe
of the
v1htch a person earn8 one-twelfth of the social security program includingstudy
Medicare.
annual retirement test amount, or less, re. The study would include the fiscal
status
gardless of tota' earnings or the year. How-. of the truSt funds, coverage, adequacy
ever, the monthly measure would be re- benefits, possible inequities, alternatives of
to
tained for the first year in which a worker the current programs and to the method of
begins to receive retirement benefits.
the system, integration of the soRemarried widows—Under existing law, a financing
security system with private retiremext
widow may receive a social security benefit cial
and development of a special price
on her deceased husband's account equal to programs,
index for the elderly. The Com1nIsIon would
Retirement test.—The bill would raise to

100 percent of the benefit he would have
received if he were still alive. If the widow

remarries and she is age 60 or over w11,en she
remarries, she can retain the widow's benefit

but at a 50 percent rate instead of 100 percent. The conference agreement would elimi-

present its full report to the President and

to the Congress within 2 years after a majority of the members were appointed.
Coverage study.—The bill provides for a
comprehensive study of the question of ex-

panding coverage under cocia security b
bringing under the system all Federal employees and the remainder of State and loci
government employees and employees of
vivor's benefits, after the time of the work- on the account of her former husband (or a nonprofit organizations not now co.'ered.
er's death.
surviving divorced wife's benefit on the ac- The study would include methods of coordiMfnmum.—The present minimum benefit count of a deceased former husband) but nating social security coverage with retirefor ftture beneficiaries would be frozen at only if the marriage lasted at least 20 years. ment ystens which now apply to the public
its 1979 dollar amount (about $121 for an The conference agreement would lower the employees involved. The study would be unindividual). The minimum benefit would be required duration of marriage to 10 years. der the direction of the Secretary of Health,
adjusted for annual cost-of ..living increases
Reduction in spouses' benefits for pubUc Education, and Welfare who would consult
only after the individual starts receiving it pensons.—The bill contains a provision un- with the Secretary of the Treasury, the
Special mlnhiium.—This benefit, provided der which social security dependency bene- rector of the Office of Management and
for long-term, low-paid workers, would be fits payable to spouses or surviving spouses Budget, and the Chairman of the CivLl Serv.
increased. Under present law this benefit Is would be reduced by the amount of any ice Commission. The HEW Secretary isdirctequal to $9 times the number of years cover- public (Federal, State, or local) retirement ed tocomplete the study and submit a report
age a worker has in excess of 10 and up to available to the spouse. The reduction would with recommendations to the President and
30; this benefit is not subject to annual
apply only to pension payments based on the to Congret withIn 2 years after enactment
cost-of-living increases. The bill would in- spouse's own work in public employment of the bill.
InternaUonal Social Security Agreement8
crease the $9 figure to $11.50, which would which is not covered under social security.
provide a maximum payment of $230 a The provision would apply to application8 or (TotaUation) .—Included in the bill is a provision
which would authorize the President
month, and would make the benefit subject such dependency benefits in and after the
to annual cost-of-living increaaes in the month of the enactment of the bill. To as- to enter into bilateral agreements with infuture.
sure that pelsons who have been counting terested countries providing for limited coorDelayed ret rement creat.—Present law on these benefits for many years and who dination of the U.S. social security system
provides that retirement benefits are in- are now at or near retirement age will not be with systems of other countries. The agreecreased 1 percent a year or each year that adversely affected, the conference agreement ments, known a totalization agreements,
a worker continues to work beyond age 65 includes a tran8itional exception under would eliminate dual social security coverage
without taking his benefits. The bill would which certain individuals will not have their for the same work in each country covered

nate that reduction to a 50 percent rate

when a widow over age 60 remarries.
Divorced wife's benefits.—Under present
law a woman can qualify for a wife's benefit
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an agreement, and would enable mdi-
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concurrently employing a worker would be to each State in propOltion to 1t8

siniare

of

viduals who work for periods In each of the
countries covered by an agreement to qualify
for coordinated benefit8 in situations where
they now are not eligible
bnefits in one
or both oX the countries involved. The United States already has negotiated agreement8
with Italy and West Germany which could
be put into effect under this provision. Each

considered as a single employer if oke of total expenditures under the M'DC prothe group serves as a single paymaster for gram for December 1976, and half will be
the entire group. This would mean that the distributed under the general revenue shargroup of corporations would lave to pay no ing formula. In those States in whith loc9l
more in social security and unemployment unit8 of Government are responsible or

before it could take effect; during that period either the House or Senate could veto the
agreement by mority vote.
DL9ability benefIts / or the blind—Blind
persons would be eligible for social security

from January 1, 1979, to October 1, 1979.

taxes for a single, worker than a single employer pays.
Advisory CouncU on Social Security—The

agreement would have to be submitted to biU would change the reporting date for the
Congress for 90 days while it is in session Advisory Council to be appointed in 1977

disability benefit up to a ligler level oX

earnings than now permitted. Under present
regulations, substantial gainful activity
(SQA) is measured at $200 a month ($2,400
a year) and earnings over this amount would

lead to termination of benefits. Under the
bill, the SGA amount vFould be the same
as the retirement test for persons age 65 and
over—that is $4000 in 1978, 34,500 in 1979,
5,000 in 198D, $5,500 in 1981, $6,000 in 1982,

AdininLtrative law Judges.—Public Law
94-202 established temporary administrative

meeting part of t1e costs. of the AFDC program the fiscal relief payments would ha%e
to be passed through to local governments.
States would not be required to pass through

an amount in excess of 100 percent of the
amount of AThC costs for wlicl the local
government was otherwise responsible.
Fiscal incentftes /or 1owerng AFDC error
•

medicare, and supplemental security income
cases. The biU would convert these appointment8 t• permanent status.
Benefit payment dates—The bill provides
that social security and supplemental security income benefit thecks would be delivered

rates—The bill would establisl a system of
fiscal incentives for States which have low
dollar error rates (below 4 percent) as measured by the AThC quality control findings
of incorrect paythbnts.
Under the amendment States whith lave
dolJar error rates of, or reduce their dollar

ment date falls on a Monday which is a legal

more than 3.5 percent of the total expendi-

law judge positions to lear social security,

on the preceding Friday if the regular pay-

loliday. Under present regulations, checks
are delivered on a Friday if the regular payment date falls on Saturday or Sunday.
Coverage of tips—Under social security,
tip income (if over $20 a month) is taxed
on the employee alone. Under the bill, tie
employer will be taxed on tip income up to

error rates to, less than 4 percent but not
thres would receive 10 percent of the Federal
share of the money saved, as compared with
the Federal costs of 4-percent payment error

rate. This percentage would increase proand adjusted automatically by increases in
portionately as shown in the following table:
earnings levels thereafter. The SGA level or
other disabled persons is not changed.
Incentive
percentage 1
Investment income und.r limited partnerIf the error rate is:
ship.—In recent ,ears, a growing number of the amount that combined with the emAt least' 3.5 percent but les8 than 4
businesses lave advertised limited partner- ployee's salary equals the minimum wage
10
percent
thips as a mean5 of acquiring social security under the lr Labor Standards Act.
At least 3 percent but less than 3.5
Clergymen—The
bill
would
permit
clergycoverage solely througl the income on in- men wlo previously did not elect social
20
percent
vestments in such partnerslios. The bill ex- security coverage a second opportunity to
At least 2.5 percent but less than 3
cli'des from social security coverage the dis30
percent
come under the system as self-employed
tributive share of income or loss from the persons.
At least 2 percent but less than 2.5
trade or business of a partnership which Is
40
percent
Mississippi policemen and firemen—The
received by a limited partner
50
Less than 2 percent
bill
would
authorize
social
security
coverage
Annual wage reporting.—Public Law 94— for Mississippi policemen and firemen who
'The
State
will
retain
this
percent
of
the
202 enacted in 1978 provided that employers previously were excluded from the system.
imputed Federal savings.
would report their employees' wages for soWiscon.sin public employees—The bill
cial security and income tax purposes an- would
Tle dollar error rate of aid will include the
authorize
a
consolidated
public
emnually on forms W—2 beginning with wages
payment8 to ineligibles plus overpayments
ployee
group
in
Wisconsin
to
continue
under
paid in 1978. But the law also required emunderpayments plus the amount whith
security on the same terms which plus
would lave been paid as benefits if the case
ployers to report quarterly wage data on social
applied
to
three
groups
before
they
were
forms W—2 to enable the Social Security merged into the consolidated organization. had not been erroneously terminated or the
Administration to determine whether a
application erroneously denied. The incentive
New Jersey public employees—The bill would be based on Federal savings as comworker has enough quarters of coverage to
would
add
New
Jersey
to
the
list
of
States
be eligible for social security benefits. The
pared with a 4-percenit rate of excessive paybill would change this so that annual data whith are permitted to hold referendums ments—that is, erroneous payment8 or ineli-

would be used instead of quarterly data. among public employees for divided coverage
Under the bill, employers no longer would

have to report quarterly data on forms W—2.
Under present law a worker generally receives
credit for a quarter of coverage for a calendar

under social security. Those voting for cov-

erage would be brouglt under social securtty; tlose voting against would remain out
of the system.

gibles and overpayment8.
Access by AFDC agencies to wage records.—

The bill specifically authorizes State AThC
agencies to obtain wage information from the
wage records maintained by the Social Secu-

Illinois police and fire cMe /8.—The bill rity Administration and the wage records
quarter in which he receives at least 50
in wages. Under the bill, a worker would would allow approximately 400 fllinois police maintained by State unemployment compenreceive one quarter of coverage (up to a total and fire chiefs to get credits for past payof four) for each $250 of earnings in a year, ments into the social security system (and
and the $250 amount would be automatically future coverage) even thougl the applicable

increased every year to take account of increases in average wages.

law did not permit suth payments when
they were made.

Employees of nonprofit organizations.—
Railroad retirement system and Pension
Tle bill contains provisions designed to cor- Benefit Guaranty Corporation—The bill
rect some unintended effect8 of Public Law contains a provision to guarantee that the
94—563 enacted in 1976 to deal with prob- new social security financing provisions that
lems of nonprofit organizations that had been increase the taxable earnings base would not
paying social security taxes incorrectly be- increase the employer tax liability to finance

cause they lad not filed the necessary waivers tier II benefit8 nor would it increase the
with the Internal evenue Service to make amount of those benefit8 under the railroad
the payments legal.
retirement system. Tier U benefits are those
One provision in the bill would forgive paid to supplement the tier I payment8
back taxes due, up to June 30, 1977, on be- wlith• correspond to basic social security

lalf of nonprofit organizations wlicl ceased
paying social security taxes aftet they lad
found they were not required to do so, but
did not receive a refund of these taxes.
Another provision would extend to Marth
31, 1978 the period during which nonprofit

benefits. Similarly, the bill provides that

sation agencies for purposes of determining
eligibility for (or amount of) AFDC. The
Secretary of HEW would establith the necessary safeguards to prevent the improper use

of such information Effective October 1, 1979,
States would be required to request and make

use o this wage information either from e
State unemployment compensation agency
(if available there) or from the Social Security Administration.
$tate welfare demonstration projects—The

biU would authorize certain types of State

demonstration projects related to the APT)C
program to be implemented if the Secretary
dtd not specifically disapprove the implementstion of suth projects within sixty days after

the State applies to lave the projects apthe ad loc increases in the earnings base proved. In other words, a State could proceed
would not increase the maximum amount with suth project8 either wlen the Secretary
of pension insured by the Pension Benefit approved them, or sixty days after submitting
Guaranty Corporation establisled under the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act

them to the Secretary if no decision lad been
reathed by HEW within that period.
Under this authority, States would be perof social security taxes could file a waiver
Wheelchairs—The bill would permit pay- mitted to conduct not more than three demcertificate and list only those employees wlo ment for power-operated wleelthalrs under onstration projects but not more than one on
had wanted to be covered under social secu- Medicare wlere the vthicle is determined to a Statewide basis, Projects involving public
rity. Under this waiver, they would owe back be medically necessary and safe.
service employment would lave to pay pretaxes only on the listed employees. Tle riglt
Fiscal relief for welfare costs—Tine bill
wages and meet reasonable standarcl8
to file suth a waiver under Public Law 94— provides for a one-time payment to the vailing
related to health, saety and other conditions,
563 explied April 18, 1977.
States of $187 million as fiscal relief for could not displace employed workers, would
Taxation of corporations.—Tj'ie bill pro- State and local welfare costs for fiscal year lave to be reasonable for the individualE
vld,es .bat a group of related corporations 1978. lialf of such funds will be distributed participating, and would have to provide

organizations that lad received a refund

of 1974.
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appropriate workmen's compensation protec-

tion. Participation in any project by -any
AFDC recipient would have to be on a voluntary basis.
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ence on the Social Security Amend- tion, rather than jeopardize in any way
ments of 1977.
this most important financing measure,
Mr. President, may I say first of all the senior Senator from Delaware most

States would be permivted to waive ordinary statutory rules requiring statewide uniformity, administration by a single agency,
and regarding participation in the work incentive program and the disregard of certain
amounts of earned income. (Not more than
half of all income could be disregarded under
the waiver authority, however.)
AFDC matching for these demonstration
projects would be limiteti to the amount the

that we all owe a debt of gratitude to the graciously, and unselfishly in my opin-

could continue for up to 2 yearS unless the
Secretary took action to disapprove a State
waiver of statutory rules before the end of
the 2-year period. The provision would not

to accomplish that, and to do so In a serves it, and he is eminently correct
way that retains the fundamental pre- when he says that the concept of tuition

chairman fqr his most able leadership ion, but still fortunately dogged in his
once again shepherding to final consider-

ation one of the most important pieces
of legislation since the enactment of the
Social Security Act. This bill, which restores the fiscal soundiress of the trust
funds over the next 30 years, is of critical importance to the many millions of

determination to bring the matter again
before the House next session—has acceded to deletion of this particular
amendment from H.R. 9346.

And next year, I hope he is successful.
Next year, I hope the House committee
will follow through on its promises to let
State would have received through AFDC If it Americans who either receive benefits or the full House—which I feel confident
had not implemented the demonstration contribute to the funds to make those supports tuition tax credits just as we
project. In addition, the State's general reve- benefits possible. Restoration of the con- do—vote on this matter which is of such
nue sharing funds could be used to cover the fidence of America In the soundness of critical importance to so many millions
costs of salaries for participants in public this most important program was always of taxpaying Americans. I trust the Senservice employment which are not covered by in forefront of the distinguished chairate will again give its colleague from DelAFDC matching.
Once implemented, demonstration projects man's concern. That we have been able aware its full measure of support. He de-

cepts of the social security program, is tax credits for the hard-pressed middle
clearly attributable to his eminently class—or, for that matter, for members
apply after Setember 30. 1980.
capable, forthright, careful, and fair apThe conference agreement provides that proach during the many months in of all taxpaying classes in America—is
when a State submits an appUcation it would which the Committee on Finance has an idea whose time has come. We should
be required to make a public announcement been considering this issue. We should all be grateful for the leadership of the
most able Senator from Delaware on this
that such application has been made, make
copies of the appUcation available and receive all be grateful that w have a man of critical issue, for his thoughtful particpublic comments for at least 30 days. The RUSSELL LONG'S stature at the helm.
ipation on the conference committee,
Secretary would also be required to publish
I would like to express my appreci- and for his genuine statesmanship and
a summary of the proposed demonstration ation, as -well, to my other colleagues on skillful advocacy of a cause in which he
project and make copies of the application the Committee on Finance, in the Sen- deeply and correctly believes.
available.

in the House of
We have, then, Mr. President, reached
The Secretary of HEW could deny applica- ate as a whole, and
for their diligent and agreement on -the fundamental prlncitions by a State under -this provision any Representatives
time a'ter receipt of the application, but thoughtful consideration of this complex ples and details of legislation to reform
could not approve an application until 30 issue. We have each made proposals, ex- the financing of the social security sysplored alternativçs, quantified various tem. May I say at the outset that no one
days after it has been'submitted..
Erroneous State supplementary pay- approaches, and tested the numerous
ments.—The Conference agreement provides premises and constraints which one enauthorization and direction for the Secretary counters in the field of social security

is more mindful than I of the wish to
find solutions other than simply to In-

crease taxes upon the American people.
of Health, Education and Welfare to reimburse a State for erroneous State supple- financing. The bill before you today The American people are almost at the
mentary payments administered by them and represents the contributions of many breaking point: We cannot, with all of
paid during 1974 to the extent that an HEW different Members of Congress, on both the abandon of a child In a candy store,
audit (reviewed and concurred in by the In- sides of the Hill, on both sides of the continue to pass one program after anspector General of the Department) deter- aisle.
other, raise one benefit after another,
mines is appropriate on the basis that the
And one Member is deserving, in par- with little or no thought to the final cost.
incorrect payments for the aged, blind and ticular, of significant commendation and What is happening here today is that,
disabled resulted from a State's good faith accolade this afternoon. I refer to the dis- indeed, we are having to pay the piper
reliance upon erroneous or incomplete in- tinguished senior Senator from Delaware
formation furnished to the States by the (Mr. ROTH). His untiring efforts to se- for the excessive and often somewhat
mindless generosities of. past Congresses
Department or from a State's good faith reliance on incorrect supplemental security in- cure long overdue tax relief for the many and past administrations—generosities
millions of Americans who want to send which, I might add, I opposed on the
come payments made by the Department.
Federai Election Campaign Act amend- their children to college—but who may floor of the U.S. Senate In one election
ment.—The Conference agreement provides be unable to do so -now, because of the year after another.
that a contribution t a tax-exempt organiza- rising costs of education and the rising
The fact is,. however, that bill must
tion selected by the payor from a list of five tax burden that Government exacts
or more organizations named by the Govern- from them—are a hallmark of leglsla- be paid if we are not to break faith with
all of those Americans who either now,
ment officer or employee would not be tieated
as an honorarium.. It also provides that tive dedication and statesmanship. On or will at some time in the future, deamounts returned to a payor before the end three previous occasions, the Senate .of pend upon the social security system.
of the calendar. year would not be treated as

honoraria. The bill further provides that
honoraria would be treated as accepted in the
year of receipt.

the United States overwhelmingly has The disability trust fund, under current
adopted the Roth tuition tax credit and projections, is scheduled to be exhausted
sent it to the House for action. On each in late 1978. The OASDI trust fund is
such occasion, the House Ways and scheduled to run dry in 1983. The health

Several Senators addressed the Chair. Means Committee has promised that the insurance trust fund, while having some
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. proposal would be taken up, that hear- additional reserves, is still scheduled to

CRANSTON). The Senator from Arizona.

Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I
ask for the yeas and nays on final passage of this conference report.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
a sufficient second? There is a sufficient

ings would be held, or that the matter be depleted in 1987 or 1988. We must act;
would be allowed to be considered on the
House floor. On each such occasion, those
assurances have come to naught.

we must restore the viability of the trust

funds; we must assure the integrity of
the social . security system for decades

In November, this body again -over- to come.

(Mr. METCALF assumed the chair.)

The legislation which is before this
whelmlngly adopted and sent to the
House, as a part of H.R. 9346, the tuition body today, therefore, takes several detax credit proposal which the distin- cisive steps, many of which should have
guished Senator from Delaware has un- been taken a long time ago. First, of

the report of the committee on confer-

than imperil the social security legisla- put into the law by the Congress in 1972.

seconds
The yeas and nays were ordered.
-

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I am tiringly advanced. Again, we find, the course, and perhaps most critical from a
pleased to rise in support of the dis- House Ways and Means Committee Is fiscal point of view, we undertake detinguished chairman of the Committee 'unwilling to let this legislation proceed coupling; correction of the defective Inon Finance (Mr. LONG) as we consider to the House floor for a vote. Rather . dexing formula which erroneously was

-
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Of the current long-range deficit of ap-

proximately 8 percent, we can save onehalf—approximately 4 percent—simply
through the device of decoupling. I would
have prefered another method, one that
is based upon price indexing rather than
wage indexing, but it is most commendable, in my opinion, that we finally have
m9ved to correct this problem that has

had so many long-range implications
since it was created.

have long been sought and 'which measurably will assist the integrity of the respective funds and numerous American
citizens. I commend to this body the pro-
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the Senate bill when it was sent to the

House. We could have made it actuarially
sound. The House refused to do so,: and

this only means that future Congressess
will have to finish the job.
Second, there is much too heavy a reRevise the earnings limitation, so that
persons between the ages of 85 and 89 will liance, in my opinion, on the wage base,
visions of H.R. 9346 which:

rather than the tax rate, as a means of
solving the financing problems of the
trust funds. Under the bill before you,
maximum wage base wifi go up to
Mandate a study of the very Important the
$42,600 in 1987—compared with the level

have it liberalized and those over age 70 will
have it eliminated completely;
Make similar adjustments for the blind;
Increase the delayed retirement bonus;

I am pleased and gratified, as well, question of universal coverage, to be subof $16,500 now. Combined with the tax
that the committee of conference has -mitted no later than two years from now;
Also review—pursuant to recent Supreme rate increases, that means someone at
restored the fundamental principle of
parity—equal sharing in the costs of so- Court decisions—the very critical issues of the maximum will be paying $3,046 in
distinctions, to reexamine our social security taxes, compared with
cial security by employer and employee— gender-based
rather than either simply provid- $965 now. Reliance on the wage base,
which is central to the integrity of this premises,
ing
to
men
what
we historically have pro- rather than the tax rate, has two deprogram. Equal funding for social se- vided to women, or
depriving both groups of
ëurity insures that responsibility will be needed benefits in an indiscriminate fash- fects: First, it creates its own further fi.'
nancing problems, because benefit inmaintained: that the costs of social se- ion; and

Reduce the duration of marriage require- creases are triggered by increases in the
curity will not be mRsked: and Vhat the
most regressive tax of all—higher ment, so that a person must have been mar- wage base; and second, and more imT,r1ces—.will not ensue. It also means that ried to a worker only 10 years, not twenty, portantly, it places a massive additional
to be eligible for benefits as an aged divorced burden on middle-class taxpayers althe burden of social security financing spouse
or a surviving divorced spouse.
ready staggering under other governwill not fall ineôuitablv on some emoloyI am particularly pleased that the mental onslaughts—when that burden
ers just because they happen to have a
disproportionate share of employees at conference adopted three amendments could be spread out much more equiwhich I felt had particular merit: ex- tably, much more evenly, and with less
h1her wage bracket levels.
By retaining parity, we have protected empting persons who had already re- overall harmful effect.
It is akin to having six houses, and
the many universities, colleges, and local tired, or could retire (or, in the final
governments in the United States wh1c version, who are within 5 years of re- asking the resident only of the sixth to
woid have incurred a massive tax in. tirement), from the dependency offset; meet almost all of the costs of rescuing
rase under the bill which originally making widows and widowers eligible for the social security system. As the Memed the Senate. We also have pro- the delayed retirement bonus earned by bers of this body well know, an alternat©td the working men and women of their respective spouses; and permitting tive could have been adopted which simAmerica from reduced lob opportunities, related corporations, of which one serves ply relied upon an additional tax of
cssened benefits, and other economic ef- as a common paymaster and which em. one-half to 1 percent, applied across the
fect that inevitabjv would have followed ploy a single individual, to pay the same board, with no increases in the wage base
1estruetion of parity. Retention of this social security tax that a single employer schedule. I think we will find in the
prhici1e is the most Important, and tije would pay. These bring a substantial future that this infinitely would have
most desirable, of all of the provisions added measure of equity to the social se- been a better approach.
? this htstoric Jegislation.
curity program.
Third, there were a number of critical
Finally, there are certain public as- public assistance provisions—most notThe bifi before you today also carries
the sound principle of trust fund sistance provisions, such as the work ably, the earned income disregard re.
1nancthg, not one which either raids or demonstration project and the wage base form—which could have and should have
borrows from the genera' fund. The cur- access authority, that should literally been accepted by the House as a part
rent and future beneficiaries ofthis pro save millions of tax dollars in the more of this legislation. We should move decigram want to make sure that their dol- efficient design and operation of our wel- sively on H.R. 7200 early in the next
lars are real dollars, are sound dollars— fare program. These are most desirable session to make sure that these provinot ones thai emanate from the Bureau accompaniments to our revisions to the sions are enacted into law. The Anierican taxpayers deserve, and demand, the.
of Engraving to meet a constantly ex- Social Security Act.
In sum, Mr. President, the bill achieves kind of real welfare reform that is typipanding Federal deficit. To depend upon,
or borrow from, the general fund to meet a great deal, perhaps far more than we fied by many of these provisions.
And finally, of course—while I do apthe costs of social security Is to depend would have hoped than when we began
plaud the fact that we have buckled down
upon a cupboard that already is bare: our deliberations last sprthg.
At the sane time, Mr. President, there and met our responsibility to make this
The deficit in the general fund for the
current fiscal year is estimated to be $81 are some areas in which the bifi takes an system whole—there is still the fact that
billion. By retaining trust fund financing, approach which I would prefer that It we have done almost nothing to examine
we have kept a promise to the people of not take, or it is deficient in addressing the system itself, to determine where its
Amerc that this program will not be a some critical remaining problems, and eligibility and benefit schedule may be
welfare program; it will not be one that I want to bring them to the attention of awry, may contain inappropriate liberaljf subject to even greater temptations to this body. First, while it makes—under izations, or may carry defects or loopie benefits without raising taxes; and current projections—the disability in- holes which need to be corrected. All we
It will not be one that imposes yet an- surance trust fund sound for the next have done Is to raise taxes—not to revise
other hidden tax: the cruel tax of Infla- 30 years, and the OASI trust sound for and revamp the programs themselves. I
tion, through deficit spending. We have the next 50 years, it still does not have refer not only to the disabifity insurance
znet the funding responsibility head on, long-range actuarffid balance. It still program, which everyone acknowledges
and it is an historic and lông overdue carries a deficit over the next 75 years of is out of control. I refer also to the basic
moment for the Congress to say "We are approximately 1.45 percent of payroll OASI program, and the HI program,
going to make this program whole; we (compared with the current deficit of which continue to confer benefits to persons in an indiscriminate and sometimes
re going to cure its fiscal problems; and approximately 8 percent).
Next spring, we cbuld again be greeted inordinately expensive fashion. What
we are going to do so in a way that is
direct, aboveboard, and free of ghn- by headlines, when the trustees file their sense does it make, for example, for the
n1ckry." We should have undertaken report, that the "social security fund re- age of the children for which a woman
this kind of fiscal responsibifity long ago mains in long-range actuarial deficit." automatically qualifies for caretaker
There are other excellent features of There is no reason, in my opinion, why benefits in social security is 18, when in
the bill before this body today, Mr. Presi- we could not have proceeded to adopt the public assistance it is age 6, and under
dent; the conferees have reached accord small additional tax rate increases for the President's welfare reform program
o 1umerous additional features which the years 1995 and beyond that were in it is age 14? What sense does it make for
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Suppose that one is a landlord who in this case we had to overcome the irremedicare to continue to provide a whole
host of benefits to persons who well can has six houses, has to have more money sponsible—and I say that advisedly—poto operate, and decides to put all of the sition and lobbying and campaigning of
afford to take care of themselves?
Our next task, Mr. President, is to increase on one tenant, one house. It an administration that was flirting with
address these eligibility and benefit ques- would be an unbearable load. That Is the welfare of every social security recipient now and those who will be benetions with the same tenacity, the same exactly what we do in social security.
A modest tax increase applied to fl iaries in years to come.
determination, with which we have adMr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, will
dressed the financing question. Only in everyone is the right way to raise money
that fashion can we complete the job for social security. The taxes on the the Senator yield for some questions?
Mr. CURTIS. I am happy to yield.
and meet our responsibility to the Amer- upper brackets are going to be unconMr. DANFORTH. It was my underican taxpayers. We have asked them, in scionably high.

Mr. President, someone might say, standing when this bill was before the
this legislation, to shoulder the largest
tax increase in the history of the social "Well, if you raise the tax rate, aren't Finance Committee, and again when it
was on the floor of the Senate, that the
security system. That can very well prove, you unfair to the poor?" Not at all.
If the tax rate is 6 percent—it is a little intention was to create a funding of the
for many segments of our population,
simply to be a burden which they can- over that—and someone makes $4,000, social security trust funds so that they
not reasonably be expected to meet par- they pay a, lot less than soueone that would be in actuarial balance for the
ticularly with the wage base approa:ch pays 6 percent on $20,000. That is one next 75 years. Is that correct?
which has been taken. We owe it to them,
and to future beneficiaries of Americans,
to reassess the entire social security ben-

efit and eligibility structure, and to look
at all alternative systems, to make sure
that our program policies are consistent
with rationality—and that our taxation
demands are keyed to a careful and de-

thing.
Secondly, the Congress, very appropri-

ately, has fixed the benefits in favor of
the low income. They get a much better
bargain. They get a greater portion of
their wages back in social security benefits than the higher paid.
There is a third reason. We have in

tailed analysis of what is, in fact, re- the tax law what is called the earned
quired to provide a retirement program
that is sound and not profligate, that is
sensible and not superfluous, to meet the
wishes and needs of the American

income credit, that someone who earns

Mr. CURTIS. That is correct.

Mr. DANFORTH. Does this bill provide for actuarial balance for the next 75
years?
Mr. CURTIS. No, it does not. It does
so for about the first 30 to 50 years.
I am aware that these long-range projections have to be revised as we make
changes in the law. But the fact remains

that, to my knowledge, this is the first

his money, is not on welfare, works hard, time we have advanced a bill in the face
gets a credit for 10 percent of his wages of the knowledge that the long-range
up to $4,000.
fnancing was inadequate.
The individual making $4,000 gets a repeople.
Mr: DANFORTH. It is also my underfundable
tax
credit
of
$400.
It
more
than
Mr. President, I wish to say just a few
standing that the intent of the Senate
offsets his social security tax. It phases when we passed this bill hasnot In fact
additional things.
This is a far better bill than it was out at $8,000, but the individual making been realized and that there will be an

when the matter was submitted by the $7,000 gets a check back for $100.
imbalane actuarily sometime after the
That is in the law. It is there because year 2000.
administration. The Senate very wisely
rejected the idea of paying social secu- of the leadership and the foresight and
Mr. CURTIS. That is correct.
rity funds out of general funds. It would

the compasson of the distinguished

running away from a problem. It chairuan of the Finance Committee (Mr.
would turn a program into a welfare LONG). But it serves a good purpose.
program and would not be good at all.
So this financial burden of ours could
The Senate also rejected the idea of have been met by raising the tax rate
borrowing from the general fund be- one-half of 1 percent on employees, and
cause that, too, is undesirable, although one-half of 1 percent on employers.
be

There would have been some raise, yes.
maybe in a little lesser degree.
Mr. President, I am glad that we kept It would have cost $10 for somebody
parity between employers and em- making $10,000 a year. But it would not
plovees. This is a program for everybody.

have been an excessive burden.

Mr. DANFORTH. It' is also my under-

standing that the rates that have been

adopted are significantly higher than the

rates that were adopted by either the
Senate or the House during the 1980's.

For example, if the Senator will look

at table 3 on page 66,,it is my understand-

ing that for the year 1981, the tax rate
Ic higher than the House bill; that for

1982, 1983, and 1984, it is a tax rate that

The way it is, we have imposed an is higher than both the House bill and
Employees draw benefits and, of course. excess burden on the middle class, par- the Senate bill; that for 1985, it is a rate
the self-employed. It is their program. If ticularly, and they will feel it in just a that is higher than the House bill; that
in11986, 1987,1988, and 1989, it is higher
they have a part in it, and an equal few years.
part, they continue to draw their beneMr. President, it does make a differ- than the rate that was in either the
fits with dignity and with a sense of ence whether we meet problems fairly or House bill or the Senate bill; and that
Employers, as such, draw no benefits.

propriety.

whether we run away from them.
Do yourealize, Mr. President, that we
Mr. President, I would be derelict in
my duty if I did not point out that this are raisng $75 billion of additional revefinancing of social security is not nearly nue in this bill and only $4 billion of it
as good as the Congress could have done. goes, for more benefits? $71 billion of the
Too often we have raised social security $75 billion of. additional revenue has to
revenue by increasing the wage base. At go to make up past losses. Why? Because
the present time, the wage base is $16,- in 1972 we raised benefits by 20 percent
500 and in the law there are certain pro- without adequately providing for them.
visions for indexing it as costs and prices
go up.

But; Mr. President, when we seek to
find additional revenue by raising the
wage base, we are doing a very unwise
thing. We are soaking—and I mean
soaking—the middle class.

The taxes under this bill in a few

Mr. President, I am grateful, and I

in 1990 and thereafter, the rate, Is higher
than the rate that was in the Senate bill.
Mr. CURTIS. Yes. I think it calls for
some explanation.
I would be opposed to the conference

going beyond their scope. The social

security tax is in two parts—the OASDI
and the HI, the health insurance. Usually, it is quoted as the combined rate.
What the conference did was to take the
highest rate of any of the components,
in some instances, from either House, and
it came up with a combined rate that is
higher.

commend my colleagues for what they
have done in turning back the proposal
of the administration to pay benefits out
of the general fund, or to borrow from
Mr. DANFORTH. However, my point Is
the general fund or to soak the employ- that what we are doing here is adopting
ers. That is good.
a rate structure which is generally higher

I am sorry that we are raising too much than that adopted by the Senate and
of this money by extending the wage which, for a number of years, is higher
base and having an excessive burden fall than either the Senate or the House;
on the few, when a modest burden could that despite the faet that we have higher
Mr. President, when we provide the have been borne by everyone. However, rates, we have not achieved actuarial
income that we need by raising the wage all in all, we must consider that this is a soundness for the next 75 years, as we
base, we are applying the burden to one- complex matter—some people did not set out to do.
years are going to be very high for people
who make $20,000 or $25,000. It is going
to be unjustly high and it need not be so.

sixth of the people.

take the time to understand it fully; that

Mr. CURTIS. That Is correct. A part of
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the reason why the combined rate In the
But the theory behind this particular
The athninlstration and those who
Senate was not as high as that agreed to supported its .position were dug in to the amendment was that between now and
by the conference w that under the point that they just were. not going to 10 years from now the social security
S 19504

Senate bill, they would have collected yield on this other item where some of us tax liability for local governments, State
more money from the employers.
wished to compel them to see it our way. governments, and nonprofit employers
Mr. DANFOR. Certainly, it Is true
If we could have persuaded the House is going to be increased by $15 billion.
that, so far as the working people of of Representatives to see it our way we That is just too much money to take out
this country are concerned, they are would have done it, but this Is something of the local school districts, the local
going to be paying higher rates than un- that we could not do at this point. I am hospitals, the Salvation Army, and the
der either the House or the Senate bill satisfied that before this Congress is Boy Scouts, and we should have offered
for a number of years, and still they are over the Senate will again pass some- some relief for them.
not going to have the assurance of actu- thing along the line of the Roth amendThat amendment was washed out in
arial soundness when at least some of ment, that it will go to the President hav- conference. The Senator has been here
them get to 65 or are of retirement age. ing been agreed to by the House of Rep- I think 29 years and has a great reputaMr. CURTIS. I think that Is a valid resentatives, and that the President will tion for knowing how to get things dnne
criticism, yes.

in Congress. I have been here for 1 year
and have no reputationfor knowing how
to get things done in Congress. I wonder
if the Senator could offer me his
thoughts as to whether or not this concouple of amendments that were adopted It will be because the President has cept, which was adopted by a margin of
by the Senate by overwhelming margins. vetoed it and the veto has been sustained. almost 30 votes on the floor of the SenOne is the amendment that wa offered
But we were not able to enact it on ate, perhaps could be brought back to
by Senator ROTH, providing a $250 tui- this bu1 That does not mean that it will life in some other form.
tion tax credit for college students. That not happen. It just did not happen on
LONG. Of course it can, I say to
was adopted by the Senate by a margin this particular occasion, but there will the'Mr.
Senator.
I point out that there was
of 61 to 11. Only 11 Senators voted. be other bills and, frankly, there will be more compelling
logic to the Senator's
against it.
other legislative situations where those amendment when we were looking at a
I wonder whether Senator LONG would who favor this tax credit approach will bill to put a heavier tax on the employer
be able to give me his views on the pros- have more leverage hi cOnference than than it did on the employee.
pects of either that amendment or the they had at this point. I would think that
That situation more strongly supso-called Packwood-Moynihan tuition If the administration had won on the two ported the argument that these State
tax credit proposal, as to whether there items that I mentioned, here would have and local goveniments and nonprofit inIs any significant likelihood that these been a little more leverage for the posi- stitutions should -be given at least some
things—I think the Roth amendment

Mr. DANFORTh. I am sorry that the
chairman is no longer in the Chamber,
but I should like to ask some questions
and make some observations about a

either sign it or veto it. I predict that the
probabilities are that, by the time we get
through debating this issue and having
expressions on both sides, it is going to
become law. If it does not become law,

tion taken by Senator RoTh and those relief because of very high initial burvoted for his amendment than -there dens placed on them.
occasions—ever are going to become law who
When the tax goes on a parity basis
when the administration had failed
or whether we are going' to be wasting was
prevail on some very big items that it rather than on the basis of putting it on
our time in the Senate by voting for this to
hoped to see added to the social security the employer but not on the employee,
amendment.
that in itself Is an alternative that places
Mr. LONG. Mr. President,. from the program.
a lesser burden on the employer, and it
Mr.
DANFORTH.
I
am
encouraged
by
point of view of the conference report, the Senator's optimism. I wish now to reduces the need for the type, of relief
the administration did not prevail on two ask the Senator about an amendment the Senator has suggested.
major items that the administration was which I offered.
Of course, the Senator—
recomMending.
Mr. LONG. I think that we could Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, will
One item was the approach that the have
rçached an agreement, that we take the Senator yield?
Senate did agree to accept by a margin of something
Mr. LONG. If I might say, of course
like this is the bill we just
one vote, with the Vice President break- passed and send
the Senator's amendment had much to
that
over
to
the
House
ing the tie, that there be a heavier tax on of Representatives with the tax credit recommend it even if you do have parity
the employer than on the employee. That
has been voted by the Senate on three

it. There was willingness on the part of approach between two.
was an initiative by the administration— On
Mr. DANFORTH. Let me interject one
of
the
conferees to cooperate hi
an Innovation, one might say, of major letting,House
bill pass in 'this session. If point just at this point.
dimensions—on which the administra- that werethat
case, we would have every
The fact of the matter is that, when
tion's position was not sustained. The reason to the
you
ran the figures when you compared
think
that
under
the
existing
conference agreed to the position of the circumstances the bill would have been the actual
tax burden created by the
House and provided for parity of taxa- vetoed, and Senator ROTH decided that parlity approach
versus the disparity aption between the employer and the em- it would be better to renew the struggle proach, the tax effect
on this group of
ployee.
employers turned out to be almost idenon
a
measure
that
had
a
better
chance
In addition, the administration had of becoming law.
tical; that is, it was a difference, as I refought very hard for a ,rovlsion that the
Mr. DANFORTH. It i8 certaixly dif- cafl, between a $15 billion annual infunts to pay the benefits be borrowed out ficult to pass legislation over the opposi- crease by 10 years from now and a $15.2
of the general fund. The point of view tion of the administration. It is not just billion annual increase. So, even under
of the Senate was that there was not any the veto power. It Is the leverage that this version. of the bill the consequences
general fund to borrow from; that the the administration has hi Congress.
insofar as the Salvation Army, the hos-

borrowing just amounted to having a
Let. me ask the Senator about the
printing press to print money; that you amendment that I offered along with a
should not finance social security bene- number of other Senators both in the
fits by printing-press money because that. Finance Committee and on the floor. As
was an unsound approach. The House the Senator will remember, in the Ficonferees went along with the Senate on nance Committee my amendment lost
-

this. That represented another major by a tie vote, and then on the floor it
setback in those Innovations that were was adopted by a vote of 57 to 28, and it
being recommended by the ad.minlstra- was an amendment to provide 10 pertion.
cent of social security taxes for State
When we got to this big Item of tax. and local governments and for nonprofit
credits for education, it was a rider not employers. I am very concerned about
relevant to the bill itself, but there cer- •what happened in the conference to that
tainly is precedent 'for offering a ieastie amendment. I am sorry I wars not present
of that sort on a social security bill.
on the day that It happened.

pitals, and the local governments are
concerned, are almost exactly the same
•as they were under the administration's

proposal.
Mr. LONG. 'Yes. I urge the Senator to

-

keep in mind that his proposal was a

relatively new legislative proposal which

has merit to recommend it, and sometimes we have to pass something of that

sort more times than one before it becomes law.

I am sure the Senator will bring, his
proposal back again and the Senate will
back him on future occasions and in due
course I anticipate the Senator will have
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the success that we hope to achieve with
his amendment.

wanted to send their children to college
in a way which did not allow the Federal Government to make educational
policy through the leverage power of the
Federal dollar.
That to me is a very important philosophical question that I think was raised
by Senator ROTH'S amendment, was

One of the problems we were compelled to face was that we had between
the Senate and the Hse some very expensive proposals—so much so that the
administration as well as some of those
from both Houses were concerned about
the potential of a very high additional raised by my amendment, and which
cost if we tç>ok the high-cost amendments really got us into a hornets' nest Insofar
of the two bills, and the cost in addi- as the administration was concerned, intional taxes of the relief that the Sen- cluding heavy lobbying by very, very
high levels of the administration against
ator had in mind came into play.
But, may I say to the Senator, he has these two amendments, I think not on
a worthwhile proposal. It does have a the dollars-and-cents effect but on the
lot of merit to it, and I would urge the basis that these approaches are ones
Senator that he should continue to pur- which reduce the potential of manipulasue it because I believe when the House tion by the Federal Government and
better understands it, as I believe the that, perhaps, the desire, not just with
Senate does, he will find there will be this administration but with almost
more support for it..
every administration, regardless of
Social security is not something that party, is to increase the amount of mais dealt with once and for all by just one rupulation that comes from Washington.
bill. We will be voting on social security
(Mr. MELCIIER assumed the Chair.)
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Mr. DANFORTH. I thank the Seilator.
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, wifi
the Senator yield?
Mr LONG. I yield to the distinguished
Senator frOm New York.

Mr. MOYNIHAN. I would like to call

attention to the fact that in this social

security bill there is also included $187

million in fiscal relief for costs of welfare

to the Individual States, such as- the

States of Wisconsin, Maine, Lousiana,
New York, each of the States, and this
is the first Installment in the President's
proposal for a reform of the welfare system which involves fiscal relief to the
States;
The Senator originally proposed, in
accordance with an agreement with the
administration, that there be $374 million.

The House proposed to put—agreed to
the total sum in principle—but proposed

that half be put in the bifi and half in
the H.R 7200 bill which they expect to

Mr. LONG. I like the approach the receive 'back from the Senate sometime
Senator advocated, and also that Mr. in the second session, and we agreed to
Ro advocated, that you would provide that.
This is an important event It is the
a tax credit which would have the effect
I do appreciate the comments of the of letting the Individual decide for hlm first such relief of its kind in the hischairman, and I certainly would.on my sell what he wants to do with his tory of the federal system. The fact that
amendment appreciate any help he money—rather than to have him go to it is here very much attests to the fidelity
could provide in the future when this some Federal office and fill out an appli- to this purpose and the shared concern
comes up again. I think it is a very im- cation and be told to come back, send of our distinguished chairman, and I
portant point.
the application into Washington, and would like to stand in tribute to him In
I would add one thing that really con- after while have somebody Come back expressing the gratitude that I have and,
cerns me, and that is the vehethence of to see him and, talk to him about his I think, that the State governments and
the administration's opposition both to situation and eventually tell him that he local governments throughout the counSenator ROTH'S amendment and to my either did get some help or he did not. try have and can appropriately share.
amendment. I think the nature of the In either event they will tell him there
This is not the first time that you have
vehemence is more than a dollars-and- are strings attached to it, that he will been a good friend of this cause, and I
cents question. I think it goes to a basic have to do things somebody in Washing- would like so to state and state it at
conceptual matter; that Is, when I met ton wants him to do, contrary to his con- this time..
bills around here as long as we are Membern of this tody, I would think. We will
probably have another significant social
security bill at least once every Congress.

with Hale Champion, the Under Secretary of HEW, to describe my amendment
to him, he said to me point-blank—and
I appreciated his candor—that, "we"—
I took'that to mean the administration—
"have no problem in offering financial
help to State and local governments and
to colleges and universities, and so on,
but we would like to do it in a targeted

victions, in order for him to get the relief
proposed.
I personally think it. is a good idea to
have a tax credit to allow individuals to

Perhaps .the nature of the administra-

tion's opposition to Senator ROTH'S

amendment is that the effect of it was
to provide assistance to people who

reducing the figure was that this would

decide for themselves, just as I think take care of us during the first few
there is a great deal of merit in what the months, and they would expect to go

Senator was proposing, in saying that if
we are going to pass a big tax increase
which is going to Impose a burden on
way."
State and local governments, that we
I think that use of the word "targeted" should do it in a fashion which eases the
has become a real byword in Washing- burden on the State and local governton. I take it 'targeted" means that we ments and on the nonprofit organizaat the Federal level are willing to help tions.
local governments and organizations
If the Senator wifi continue to pursue
throughout the country provided we can his proposal, as it gets to be better known
keep strings on that money, and that the across the country, he wifi have mdre
problem with the approach in the support in the House, as he now' has in
amendment that I offered was that it the Senate.
was string-free resources; that it allowed
As the Senator has discovered, when
discretion and responsibility to be exer- one convinces the body of which he is a
cised at the local level and in the local part that something ought to be done,
school district. Maybe that is just what and then it finafly goes to conference,
we in Washington do not want to hap- and especially when he has the adminispen.
tration fighting him,the Senator cannot
Similarly I noticed an article In the prevail on the other House. This is someWashington Post In which Secretary thing which I have been familiar down
Califano criticized the Roth amendment, through the years. I think I have had
and he said:
more familiarity with it than the Senator
The most Important point Is that it Is an
absolutely incoherent way to make educational policy in this country.

Mr. LONG. I thank the distinguished

Senator from New York.
As he knows, the idea of the House in

from Missouri.

along with soihething of this sort to con-

tinue the fiscal elief thereafter.
So while there is a reduction from the
amount of money the Senate approved
we would anticipate that in future legislation the House would go along with
continuing it at about the rate that we
had agreed to in our bifi when we passed

it through the Senate.
This is, of course, a credit to the
Senator from New York for the fine work

he has done in this area. He has been

the one who has pressed for this idea.
It was to fulfill a commitment that the
administration made, and a promise that
the Senator fromNew York undertook

to see that the administration kept, to
provide fiscal relief to the States in the
welfare area.

I hope the Senator will continue to
push for it. I look forward to support-

ing him in thl because I think he is

right about it. I Just hope the administration wifi continue to remember that

However, I think if he will continue commitments were made along this line.
to pursue it, continue to pursue the type I think the States are entitled to the
of suggestion he has generated, since relief, and that is especially true of the
there is a lot of merit to it and it ha8 State of New York. The Senator hasvery
a lot of support, it will in time come to ably represented the State of New York,
pass.
and I think the entire United States has
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by Washington Star Staff Writer Ron Other countries have had similar plans sinCe
benefited when the Senator proposed viewed
the 18th century. Is it feasible that Social
the amendment and pursued it there- Snider.)
Question: You've criticized the Social Security can be done away with under any

after.

system as being bankrupt. Is the circumstances?
I am grateful to the Senator, and I Security
A: The reaaon Social Security was popular
new law going . through Congre8a going to
am one of the supporters of his fiscal help salvage the system?
is that politicians universally like to play
relief suggestion.

Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I
intend to vote against this conference
report measure, but I do not want that
to seem a reflection of my feelings toward the chairman, who has been so instrumental in getting a decision on the
social security matter.
Mr. President, whileS this may be a
temporary solution, I do not think it is
anything like a solution, and I think we
will be going through the same rigors

and efforts again within the next 10
years.

My personal opinion Is that social security has failed, and we would be better
off in this country if we pledged to every

person who has ever paid a dhne Into

the social security fund that that money
would be returned, and then forget about
the whole thing. There does not seem to
me to be any way to have what we call

social security and avoid the politics,

every 2 years, of having the House feel
that it must make additions to the social
security payments regardless of. whether
the money is tlere.This is going to work a terrific burden
on the small- and middle-class businessman. It is going to become a burden so

great that it will cause the closing of
many businesses. In many Instances,
social security payments will be more
than the annual internal revenue bill.
So, Mr. President, I wanted to explain
my position.

I have tried for years to call to the

attention of this country and to the at-

tention of Congress that the social secu-

rity fund was getting into increasing
trouble. My personal opinion is that it is
bankrupt, although some argument can
be made that it will not be bankrupt for
another 4 or 5 years.
But I cannot, in good conscience, go
home to face my people and tell them
that I voted for a bill that I do not think
will help them one bit, but will work fr-

reparable damage to an already over-

burdened economy which in itself faces
trouble.

Mr. President, having explained that,

I shall vote against the bill, but I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in

the RECORD an article published In this

evening's Washington Star in the form

of a question-and-answer Interview with
a Mr. Irwin Schiff of New Haven, Conn.

I do not know the gentleman; I have
never heard of him before, but what he
has said in answer to questions put to
him by a Star reporter does make sense,
so I ask. unanimous consent that it be
printed in the RECORD at this point.

There being no objection, the Interview was ordered to be printed In the
RECORD, as follows:
(From the Was11ngton Star, Dec. 15, 1977J

CRITIC KNOCIc8 U.S. SociAL 8ECvRnY
A. Schiff, a New Haven.

(Mo.—Irwin

Conn., insurance consultant and aocountant,
is a veteran critic of the Social Security and

Internal Revenue systems who has written
extensively on those subjects. Re was inter-

Schiff: No $oolal Security is unsalvageable. Santa Claus. Politicians are universally deFirst of all, it's not even a system. Lt's noth- vious. Politicians are universally liars. Now
Ing more than a welfare scheme. Money thee are exceptions to this, but they are the
comes in and money goes out. Congress went exceptions, not the rule. And that's the way
so fiar as to try to create the illusion that politicians get votes. We have a weak èconthey were going to fncrease taxes on the em- omy today because we have adopted this soployer. This Is purely an indication of the cafled Social Security. But it's not Social Sedeviousness and the dishonesty of Congress. curity, it's social Insecurity. The only way
Social Security taxes are an 1ndlrect labor we can be socially secure is to produce aa
cost. The working ma must produce enough much goods, is to produce considerable goods
to bear the cost o his employment, both at low prices. What the Social Security tax
direct and indirect, so that these -increased does is puts a burden on producers and drives
Social Security taxes must come out of the certain producers out of business.
Q: For example?
hide, or out or the productivity, of labor. So
the laborer is going to pay for these taxes
A: Well, when Grants went out of business
either in terms of lower wages or an increased 65,000 employees Inst their Jobs. Now Grant
cost for the goods he buys.
was payillg a payroll tax to the government
Q: Well,, regardless o who pays, will the roughly 6 percent of its payroll. Suppose
increased revenue help put the Social Secu- Grant had In the bank, Just what it had
rity system on a better plane?
paid in payroll taxes for the previous five
A: No. The Social Security system i8 over. years, could that have staved o its bankIt's a chain letter that's run out of chain. ruptcy? I think so. There are many busines8es
Basically what Congress wnte to do is get that are going bankrupt which If they had
some more money for one or two years before their payroll taxes would stay in business.
the system caves in on thoae already i Con- So Social Security is actually throwing peogress so they can get a couple more years of ple out of work. The Social Security tax Ia a
office, so they can get thefr own pensions. ta on hiring people. It artificiaUy. raises the
The system is totally unsound. The govern- cost of wages. Now there are many marginal
ment talks about the trust funds. There are •buinees that, simply can't aord to pay
no trust funds. There never were any trust wages plus the artmcial taxes. So they don't
funds because the $46 billion the govern- hire. What the government does i8 give nice
ment says is in the trust funds are nothing names to things. In other words, how can I
else but governmemt bonds. Bonds re simply be against Social Security? Well, I want
a way of the government saying we owe our- social security, but social security doesn't
selves $48 billion.
come by taxing producers and giving nonQ: If there were 'no politics Involved, if producers an incentive not to' produce. The
you had actuaries in there looking at the government does it with everything. Every
Social Security system and they didn't have Qme the government wants to raise taxes,
to worry about public reaction or votes, could they talk about a tax reform package. When
they come up with a plan to modify and the government wants to pay farmers not to
make Social Security work?
grow food, they don't say we want to pay
A: No, because if Social Security were an farmers not to grow food, they call it soil
insured plan the way it was presented to the bank payments. When the government
country, it would have to have a fund of over wanted to have price controls, they called
$4 trillion. That almost equals aU of the it Fair Trade laws. Who can be against thinga
above-ground wealth in this country. There that are fair and trade. Social Security should
is no way that the system can deliver the be called Social Insecurity because that's
benefits that these irresponsible rascals what it creates.
Q: Even if Social Security would disappromised. Social Security was really a way
that Congress could demonstrate how gener- pear, the government still would make some
ous it Was going to be every two years; con- move to aid retired people who couldn't surgressmen simply voted Increased benefits vive, who had no income, Just as they have
without bothering to stop to think of the welfare payments now. Wouldn't there be
Cost. They simply voted more benefits than some system?
those people who are working can deliver.
A: The reason why people who are 65 may
Now they don't want to recognize this. need Social Security is that the government
Roughly 15 percent of the population is on has 'been confiscating their earnings all their
Social Security and there's no trust fund. Life through taxation and Inflation, so that
Suppose in 1937, when the Social Security wlten they get age 65 they're almost destitute
system was adopted, it was suggested that 15 because of government taxation. But assumpercent of our population immediately would ing the government wasn't swallowing up
begin receiving benefits. Would the system all thiB money, people would have it to save
on their own. The private charities would
have passed? Of course not.
Q: How waa it sold?
have mare money, and if somebody needed
A: It was sold on the basia that it was money they could go to other sources. The
going to be an Insurance scheme. As a matter point is: Politicians and government can't
of fact it waa sold on the basis that this do anything. All they can do is get In the way
trust fund would increaae 90 that by the year of people who produce. Your congressmen
1980 the trust fund would reach its full ma- and senators are nothing but influence pedturity. It was sold on the basis that it was dlers. It's not their money, they get in the
going to be actuarially funded. Now, it is not way of producers. Yet they want to create
funded. We now have 15 percent of our popu- the illusion. It's government, with all their
lation drawing benefits and there is no trust benefits, that has made this country lnemfund. Obviously, if this had been suggested cient producers and less competitive with forin 1937, it would have been laughed out of eign producers. My God, we flooded the
existence. The only reason we have Social. country with radios, Singer sewing machines
Security today was that it was declared con- and tractors and cars. Now, because of OSEA
stitutional on the basis that it was a funded because of all these government regulation8
plan. It's unfunded, therefore it's basically and taxes and payroll taxes, we've become
unconstitutional, and since it's unconstitu- high cost 'producers and we can't aord to
tional, nobody has to take any notice of it pay for our imports.
or the laws passed to support it:
Q: But isn't it true a great majority of the
Q: All politicians from the left to the right people supports the government policy, and
have endorsed the concept of Social Security. favors the Social Securtty system, welfare.
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the Federal Trade Commission, the Consumer

Product Safety Commission. meyre anti-

business. Where'a your support?
A Right now you have 10,000 of what, ar
known as public information officers In

Washington writing every day. These are

propaganda officers and what they've done Is
they've created an illusion. The vast majority
of Americans are being deluded by govern-

ment. Now I'm not relying on the vast majority of Americans, but there are 5, 10, 15
million Americans who know that government Is destroying this country, as government destroyed England. So it's the underRtanding, patriotic American who will react
by refusing to pay government taxes that are
not legally required. And the message will
start to get across to more and more people.
The only thing that knowledgeable Americans can do Is not give aid and comfort to
the enemy and educate other Americans. And
that's what I'm doing. I'm going arQuñd the
country putting on seminars. Now you've got
to realize the American Revolution was won
because one-third of our population was will-

ing to risk a revolution. They didt't wait to
convince the majority of Americans.

Q: And how do you figure these. people
will come to believe this?
A: Many Americans realize that we're getting very close to where we can have runaway

inflation. What I want to point out to the

people Is that government Is totally useless
in raising their standard of living. The people

may realize that when they see Social Security go bankrupt—because now they suspect government. See the government can
make promises for years. At the original

creases

are inflationary. The employer

Efl.L TAfl.3 TO ADD8 UAL PEODLEM

portion of payroll taxes tend to be

Unfortunately, neither the House nor
treated as a cost 'of production by the the.Senate addressed the real problems
firms. Increases in payroll taxes on the, of the social security system. In failfirm, like other cost Increases, place an ing to address these Issues, the Congress
upward pressure on prices.
In enacting this bill will be doing a disservice to not only the present benefiBUSINESS CONFIDENCE
but also to the future ones. I
A Gallup poll recently released shows ciaries
support corrective action to make
that businessmen are nervous and fully
social security system fiscally sound.
gloomy about our economic future. A the
whopping 50 percent of those surveyed However, I question whether those who
must bear the burden of financing
expect a recession within the next 2 now
security—the working class—
years. Most businessmen expect the social
be asked to assume such massive
Government to do a poor job of man- should
that this legislation would proaging the economy and fear that rising burdens
pose. Constantly raising taxes, either
taxes will cause serious problems.
the tax rate or the wage base,
In light of the new social security tax through
is
not
the
answer to preserve the
increases, and the possibiliW that the vitality of only
social security. The Senator
useless and onerous energy taxes will be from Kansa3
believes that we should
enacted, the country can ill afford to look to the beneficiary
composition, the
wait for the adnjinlstration to decide on benefit structure, and the relationship
the composition of a tax reform pack- between social security and other pension
age. Having listened to the President this programs.
morning in the press confernce, it seems
passage of this bill does not mean
quite certain he is not sure what the theThe
can walk away from its
package will contain. Instead, the ad- dutyCongress
to Improve and refine the social
ministration should pack a package to security
system. The Senator from
provide tax relief for both business and Kansa8 )lopes
the Congress and
individuals. In order to provide the cap- iarticularly the that
Senate. Finance Comital to meet the needs of today and to- mittee will begin
work on
morrow we must rnlnlnilze the present initiatives torelieve Iiimediate
the tax burden while
tax burden.
preserving the integrity of the social
CONFERENCE ACTION

hearings when Social Security was considered
in 1935-36, there were people who pointed out
that this would not work. And for years these
people were maligned and made fun of. And

Mr. President, having said that, the
Senator from Kansas wishes to commend the conference committee, the
now they're going to be proved right. It took conferees and the distinguished chairtwo generation to prove that this chain let- man, the distinguished Senator from
ter wasn't going to work. And when this col-

and the distinguished Senalapses—and people are going to see that the Wisconsin,
government is the Wizard of Oz. That when tor from Nebraska, because the conferthe screen falls down there's a little funny

S 19507

ence committee improved the bill passed

by the Senate. The conference adopted
form an Initiative relating
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, last Tues- In modified
the removal of the earnings limitaday Vice President MONDALE declared to
sponsored by the Senator from Kanthatit would be a major victory if the tion
sas and the Senator from Arizona, Mr.
social security bill were passed this year. GOLDWATER. Under the conference bill,
As a spokesman for an administration the earnings limitation ceiling would be
that has proposed more taxes in its first removed for Americans over age 70 and
year than any other administration In phased up to $6,000 for those between
our history, I imain that the ImDosi- the ages of 65 and 69.
tion of a $227 billion tax bill would be
EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE PARITY
classified as a victory.
The conference committee wisely reECONOMIC TURMOIL
stored the employer-employee contribuThe Senator from Kansas, however, Is tion parity. The unilateral employer inconcerned over the economic impact of crease in the wage base as passed by the
this bill. The fiscal drag on the economy Senate would have delivered a massive
resulting from this bill will be serious. financial blow to the very sector of the
The bill before the Senate today will economy which is charged with the retriple the tax bite for middle-Income sponsibility of providing sufficient job8
workers. Workers will sharply pay in- and capital formation.
creased taxes for only a promise of InThe bill also initiates decoupling and
creased benefits years from now.
removes
horrible double indexing Of
There is no question that the social benefits. the
Decoupling,
by itself, would
security trust fund needs an Infusion of make a substantial reduction
in the
new money. However, there is consider- long-term cost of the social security
able risk that economic Incentive and program.
traditional growth patterns will be damFortunately, the conference rejected
aged from this enormous income trans- outright
the administration's proposal
fer from the working to the nonworking
to use general revenues to support the
population.
Increases in payroll taxes of this mag- social security system. This measure, if
old man there who doesn't do anything.

security system.

Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I regret

that the conferees did not agree with
the Senate version of the funding of the

social security bill, because I think it

was a better approach which would not
have had such a severe impact upon the
vast majority of small businessmen in
this country, and all or almost all of the
self-employed in this country.
I also regret that we did not accept the
House provision which would have used
the general funds to' guarantee the so-

cial security trust funds in the event
that any of their reserve ratios went

below a certain percentage, because that
would have made it possible to have a
lower reserve ratio in the fund, and thus
also lower tax burdens on both individuals and businesses.
I regret, too, that neither Rouse moved

to start transferring the responsibility

jor paying for the, hospital insurance or
the disability insurance from the social
security trust fund over to the general
fund in a phased-in way over a .period
of years, because,

in my judgment,

neither of those programs—disability nsurance or hospital Insurance—should
be in the social security program.
It we• had done that, we would have
been able to have had lower social secu-

rity tax liability rates and placed the
burden of supporting those two programs

with general revenues where they belonged.

There is not any doubt In my mind

that we will be compelled out of equity

and just commonsense to proceed to
would only have hidden the shift the burden of supporting hospital
nitude can expect to have significant enacted,
macroeconomic effect. In general, pay- true costs of our social security system. insurance and disability insurance from

roll tax Increases, like personal Income
tax Increases tend to have a restrictive
effect on the economy. However, unlike
personal income taxes, payroll- tax In-

Besides, almost everyone in Government
knows that our present $60 billioi deficit

the social security trust fund to the gen-.
eral fund, and very soon. I would hope

nues."

next year or so.

has not produced any "general reve- we would start considering that in the
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program will run out in 1979, employer base would remain at $50,000
I was rather Interested—I do not have surance
and
the
old
age and survivors program through 1984 and then increase in 1985
the rollcalls In front of me—In some of
to $75,000. The base would remain at
the comments of those who are attacking will exhaust its reserves in 1983.
The long run, 75-year projection of $75,000 until such time as the employee
the social security system here In the
base reached a level of $75,ffOO, in
Chamber because of the high cost. I be- the social security program also indi- tax
the year 2002. Thereafter, the two
lieve we will find that those critics all cates that the present social security cash about
bases
would be equal and would rise
seriously
underis
benefits
program
which
voted In the past for the benefits
together in relation to increases in averfunded.
The
Board
of
Trustees
of
the
proposed
adare in there, and trns year
wage levels throughout tle economy.
ditional benefits which I voted against, social security program has reported that age
The Senate and House conferees
which would have Increased the burden there is a long term deficit in the old agreed
to accept the House approach in
on the social security fund. I Include, age, survivors, and disability insurance which employers
an employees will confor example, the elimination of the earn- (OASDI) program of 8.20 percent of tribute equal amounts
of taxes to the
ings limitation that was proposed by the taxable payroll.
social security trust funds. This approach
Over
the
25-year
period
covered
by
t.e
Arizona,
froth
distinguished Senator
adequately fund social security
which would have cost another $1.1 bil- cost estimates, the hospital insurance does
in the future, but in my Judglion a year: Yet he stands on the floor (HI) program has an average deficit of benefits
the unequal employer/employee
attacking the high cost of the system 1.16 percent of taxable payroll. This is ment
base would have been preferable.
while takingthe credit for voting benefit equivalent to $9.3 billion per year based wage
Disparity in the employer/employee
increases.of $1 billion or $2 billion more on the 1977 taxable payroll.
bases redresses an imbalance in
To deal with social security's finan- wage
than under present law, and thus requirthe
present
Many people believe that
Forciai problems, the House of Representa- employeeslaw.
ing higher social security taxes.
and
employers have been
tunately that particular provision did tives passed a financing bill—H.R. treated the same
insofar as social
9346—on October 27, 1977. The Senate security payroll taxes
not prevail in the conference.
are concerned—
I think somettmesthe rhetoric we hear also approved a social security financing that there is a "parity" concept that must
the
bill
on
November
4,
1977.
The
goal
of
here is not justified coining from
be preserved. In fact, employers have
sources who produce it when we consider both of these bills was to provide enough always enjoyed an advantage not availthe amendments they proposed or sup- Income to meet benefit payments, and to able to employees, and that is that profitported to increase the cost of the Social maintain a reasonable balance in the making employers can deduct their consecurity fund tither this year, or in past social security trust funds as a contin- tributions as a cost of doing business
gency reserve to carry the program when they calculate their income taxes.
years.
Mr. President, sthce its enactment. through a recessionary period. While the Employees cannot. In effect, this means
social security has become a vital com- House and Senate bills differed as to the that employees have been asked to bear
ponent of this Nation's social and eco- precise way in which to put the social a gireater share of the cost of operating
nomic structure. In just over 40 years, security programs in a sound financial the social security programs. By raising
social security has grown Into a massive position, each House used three basic the wage base for employers higher than
program providing retirement, disabil- methods to. reduce. short range and long for employees, employers and employees
ity, survivor and hospital Insurance ben- range deficits in the social security pro- after-tax situations would be more nearly
efits to some 33 million Americans. To gram:
equal.
First. Increase revenues by adjustsupport these benefits, over 104 million
Furthermore, since future benefits are
Americans contribute payroll taxes to ments in the sociar security payroll tax tied to the employee wage base, raising
and the wage base upon which these the employee wage base has cost implithe social security trust funds.
The Importance of the. social security taxes are paid.
cations for the future. In social security.
Second. Adjust social security benefits. today's decisions must be considered in
program to workers and retfrees is unThird. Infuse general revenues directly view of their future effect. Since benederscored by the following statistics:
The average monthly benefits are $234 into the social security.programs or au- fits are tied to the wage base on which
for a retired worker: $262 per month for thorize the sociai security trust funds to employees pay into the system, raising
employee contributions will mean that
a disabled worker; and $223 for an aged borrow from Federal general revenues.
I. INCREASING REVENUES
higher benefit payments will have to be
•widow.
Forty percent of all American workCrs
The most fundamental difference be- paid in the future to these high-paid empay more in social security taxes than tween the House and Senate bills is the ployees. Somewhere down the line workthey do in Federal income taxes.
way in which additional revenues would ers and employers will have to have their
For about 70 percent of all single bene- be brought into the social security trust social security taxes raised to pay for
ficiaries and for some 50 percent of all funds. The Senate. and House bills each these retirement benefits. It has been
couples, social security benefits are their increase the amount of earnings subject calculated, for example, that with the
major source of income. ("I ajor to the employer tax, increase the earn- House approach benefit payments in the
source" of income is defined as at least ings subject to either the employee or future will cost.0.27 percent of payroll
self-employed tax, and increase tax rates more than the Senate bill over the next
50 percent of all annual income.)
One out of every four individual bene- for employers, employees, and the self- 75 years. This additional cost is equivalent to 2.16 billion per year if based on
ficiaries and one couple out of every 12 employed.
depend upon social security for their sole
The traditional approach to financing total taxable payroll this year, and it
source of retirement income. ("Sole the social security cash benefits and HI 'ill Increase substantially in the future.
Perhaps most importantly, disparity In
source" of income is defined as at least programs has been to levy an equal tax
on employers and their employees, This the employer/employee wage bases
90 percent of all annual income.)
Right now, the social security pro- concept of taxation has become known avoids Increasing the wage base upon
grams are in financial trouble, both in as "parity:' Under the Senate bill, how- which workers contribute social security
the short term and in the longer range. ever, the amount of wages subject to taxes or Increasing the tax rates for all
It is necessary to change present law to social security taxation would have been employers and employees.
Right now, employers already pay
provide adequate financing for social different for employers on the one hand
security, because the sociai security trust • and employees and the self-employed on taxes nationally on 87 percent of all
funds do not have current income suf- the other. The Senate bill thus provided workers' earnings. Therfore, raising the
ficient to meet the obligations made to for a temporary break in the "parity" amount of earnings taxed does not repbeneficiaries, and the trust funds do not. concept by placing a greater share o the resent a major new expense for the vast
have sufficient reserves to carry the social social security tax burden on employers, majority of employers. In many small
security program for much longer. In while the House bill raised the wage base businesses, 100 percent of the wage base
1977 and 1978, the social security trust equally for employers and employees to is already covered because each of its
employees earn less than $16,000. the
funds will run a deficit each year of finance social security benefits.
over $5 billion.
Under the Senate provision, the wage amount of earnings subject to social
Under present law. It is projeáted that base subject to employer taxes would be security taxes in 1971.
When the Senate considered the wage
trust fund reserves in the disability In- raised to. $50.000 starting in 1979. The

________________________________________
________________________
___________________________
_____________________
_______________________

_________________________________________________________
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base dlsparitr Senator CURTIS

S 19509

a wants social security benefits cut back.

offered

proposa' that would have preserved While I do not agree that the conlerees
equal employer and employee wage bases adopted the most and advantageous
by raising tax rates. I opposed that proposal because it would have increased
social security tax liability for low- and
nttdd1eIncome workers by a substantial
amount, thus further Increasing the re•gressivtty of the present payroll tax. A
tax rate increase also would Impact on

method to finance future social security
benefits, the conferees did take the action
necessary to Insure the future integrity
of the social security system.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that charts comparing present law
tax rates, wage base, and reserve ratios

small businesses more significantly than
Increasing the wage base for employers
only. This Is because a small business
would have Its entire payroll affected by
a tax rate Increase, while it would only
have to pay additional payroll taxes on
workers earning high wages under, the
unequal employer/employee wage base
proposal. Small businesses primarily do
not have high-paid workers. The Senate
did not accept the tax rate increase p1n.

In the HI and OASDI funds.with the Sen-

ate bill, the House bill, and the conference report be printed at this point in

and Senate bills and the bill reported
by the House-Senate conference com-

mittee will have on workers earning the
average wage, as well as upon workers
earning the maximum amount of wages
subject to soeial security, the following
two tables have been prepared:
IMPACT ON ANNUAL TAX PAYMENTS OF WORKER

.

as follows:

Wage

1977 .._ $10001
1978
1979
1980

10812
11655

1981

13,281

1982

14078

$585
654
705
755
837
887
938
992

12, 486

1983.....
1984
1985

1987....

14, 888
15. 744
16, 649
17, 606
18, 619

1,049
1, 136
1, 201

Senate

House

bifl

10
11

40
49
52
55
125
114
121

-

Conference

bill

report

$9
10

0
0

33

COMPARISON OF FINANCING PROPOSALS
Present
law

bill

Total (OASDHI) tax rate (employer and
employee, each in percent)
5.85
6.05

1977

1978
1979
1980
- 1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
• 1987

6. 05

6.05
6.30
6.30

6.30
6.30
6. 30

6.45
6.45
6.45
6.45

•

1988—89
1990—94
1995—2000
2001—10

6.45
7.45

60
63
125
123
130

—8.20

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

Increase over prese nt law

1981

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

.

Senate

House

bill

bill

1071

1234
1380
1474
1, 569

1,663
1,758
1,986

2012

0

53
54
145
162

207
212
278
383
394

6. 55
6. 65

6.65
6.65
6.95

6.65
6.70
6.70
6.70
7.05

7. 10

7. 10

7. 15

7.10
7.10

7.10
7.10
7.65
7.65
7.65
7.65

7.15

6. 13
6. 13

7; 15

7.65
7. 65

7.65
7.65

—1.62

—1.45

$133
252
333

report

0

260

890
958

353
595
656
703
749
928
978

1012

1.034

566

640
686
731

16, 500

16, 500

17, 700
18, 900
20, 400
21, 900
23, 400
24, 900
26, 400

17, 700
1 19, 500

29, 400
31, 200

Mr. President, no matter what proposal

or combination of prOposals had been
adopted to finance social security, this
financing legislation would be controversial. The fact is that no one wants to
pay more taxes. At the same time, no one

21, 000
123, 100
24, 600
2 26, 700
28, 200
1 30, 300
32, 100
33, 900

$16, 500
1 19, 900

$16, 500
17, 700

1 22,900

'22, 900
'25, 900

125,900
I

29, 700
31, 800
33, 900
36, 000
38, 100
40, 200
42, 600

1 29, 700
31, 800

33, 900

36,000
38, 100

40,200
42, 600

Employer earnings base
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

fl6, 500
17,700
.

18, 900
20, 400

21 900

$16, 500
17, 700
2 50, 000
50, 000
50, 000

50,000

1983

23, 400
24, 900

- 50, 000

1986
1987

29. 400
31, 200

75, 000
75, 000

$16, 500
2 19, 900

$16, 500
17, 700

222, 900
25, 900

22,900

29, 700
31, 800
33, 900

40,200
42, 600

25, 900
29, 700

31,800
- 33, 900
40, 200'
42, 600

OASDI reserve ratio (start of year; in percent)

Con-

ference

$965
1, 143

5.85
6.05

—0.18

27,900

1987._..
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1979
1980

5.85
6.05
6.05
6.05

75-yr average balance
Percent of taxable
payroll
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1977
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5.85
6.05
6.135
6.135
6.60
6.65
6.65
6.65
7.05

7. 55
8. tO
8. 70
9. 20

6. 5

2011 and later. - --

1982 _......

Taxes
under
present
law

House CoMerence
bill
report

Senate

46

49
52
55
108
114
121

1977
1978
1979

47
36
27

1980

18
9

1981

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

—

47

36
27
24

47
37

report

4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95

978....
1979

1980..

4.95
5.05
5.085
5.085
5.35

1981
1982

&95
4.95

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95

1977

0.90

0.90

1978:

1.10
1.10

1.00
1.05
1.05
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25

5.40
5.40
5.40
5.70
5.70
5.70

4.95
5.05
5.05
5.05

4.95

5.25

5. 35

5, 35
5. 35
5, 35

5.40
5,40
5.40
5.70
5.70
5.70

5.65
5.65
5.65

5,05
5.08
5.08

()
(3)

30
36

28
29
30
34
37

41
45
52
59

66

66

66

66

53

46

44

45

43

45
42

50
47

15

22

44
10

36

1.30
1.35

1.45
1.45

lincludes effect of statutory increase.
Ilncludes effect of statutory earnings base increase.
Funds exhausted.

2. THE SOCIAL SECVRITY BENEFF STRUCTURE

Mr. NELSON. The House and Senate
conferees agreed on two major adjust-

ments n the social

security benefit
structure. One relate to the computation
of benefits for new retirees;• the other

relates to the social security earnings
limitation.

The social security conferees agreed

on a new procedure for computing benefits for new retirees: Beginning in 1979,
benefits would be decoupled to solve the
unintended

effect in present law that

overcompensates for inflation, Social security replacement rates would be estab-

lished at an amount calculated to be

about 43 percent of an average worker'
earnings the year before retirement.
These replacement rates would be held
constant thereafter.
Existing law calls for automatic costof-living increases in benefits effective
each June and for increases in the tax
base (based on changes in wage levels)
each January (asssuming that the Con-

sumer Price Index rises by at least 3
percent). Each benefit increase is put
into effect by a revision of the table in
the law. Thus, each increase applies not

only to people entitled to benefits for the
month the Increase is effective but also
to everyone who will become entitled to
benefits in the future.
The automatic "cost-of-living" benefit increase mechanism incorporated

Once the initial benefit has been es-

26

4

1.45
1.45

25
30
36

25

45

1. 35

1.40
1.40

1. 30
1. 30

into the social security program by the
1972 amendments operates exactly as

24
27

41

-

1.00
1.05
1.05
1.30

26

22

(8)

1.35
1.35
1.50
1.50

1. 00
1. 30
1. 30
1, 30
1. 30
1. 30

0.90

27

(3)
(3)
(3)

29

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

1. 10
1. 35
1. 35
1. 35

0.90
1.00
1.00

47
37
29

979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

bill

31

HI reserve ratio (start of year; n percent)
1977
1978

House Conference

OASDI tax rate (each; in percent)
1971-

1979
1980
1981
1982

Employee ear nings base

Increas e over pre sent law

bill

HI tax rate (each; in percent)

There being no objection, the charts
were ordered to be printed In the RECORD,

EARNING AVERAGE WAGE

Taxes
under
present
law

Senete

law

the ]R.ECORD.

The House bifi raises the enployee

wage base to a greater extent than does
the Senate bill. The effect o' these wage
base increases, imposed by the House—
and adopted by the conferees—is that
high-paid workers and high income selfemployed workers wifi have much larger
Increases in their social security tax liability when compared to the Senate bill.
To ifiustrate the impact that the House

Pre3eut

intended for persons on the benefit rolls.

tablished, it is periodically increased by
a percentage which restores its original

purchasing power according to the official
governmental index of purchasing
power—the Consumer Price Index. The
social security financing bill proposes no

change in this concept.
The 'cost-of-living" adjustment mechanism, however, has a peculiar effect on
future benefits. This is because increases
in the Consumer Price Index- increase
the percentages in the formuia for determining nitia-1 benefits in the future. Fu-
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annually under present law to reflect•

earnings which rise, in part, as the result changes in average wage levels.
of iflcreases in prices. Thus, wages which
In 1977, the amount which may be
were increased to take account of rising earned with no reduction in benefith a
prices are multiplied by a benefit for- $3,000; it will increase to $3,240 in 1978
mula which was also Increased to take and Is expected to increase to $3,480 in
account of the same increase in prices; 197g.
Under provisions of the Senate bifi, the
For an example of how benefits are
increased under present procedures, as- retirement test levels would have been
sume a program with a benefit equal to increased to $4,500 in 1978 and to $6,000
50 percent of wages. In such a program, in 1979. After 1979, the $6,000 level would
wages of $100 would produce a benefit increase automaticafly as wage levels rise.
of $50. If wages and prices both rise by 10 The Senate bifi 'also reduced the age at
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For these reasons, I believe that Federal general revenuea should be u8ed in

the future to support the financing of

the hospital and disability insurance programs.
WTLT*U P1OV1BXON

Mr. President, the Senate-passed versions relating to the aid to families with
dependent children (AFDC) program. At
least one of these provisions—the earned
income disregard—would have made a
significant substantive change in current
Federal AFDC law, epecifically'concernpercent, the individual who Is on the which a retired worker may have un- ing the treatment of earned income for
benefit rolls wifi have his benefit in- limited earnings to age 70.
APDC recipients. This change would have

creased to $55 and the person who is

The House bill, on the other hand, had a substantial negative impact on

stifi working wifi have his $100 wage in- gradually phased out the retirement test working AFDC recipients.
During the Finance Committee delibcreased to $110. If the benefit formula Is for workers over 65. Under its provisions,

left unchanged both individuals would the House legislation would have in- erations I opposed the inclusion of any
qualify for a $55 benefit. But under pres- creased the earnings limitation between welfare-related provisions with- the soent procedures the benefit formula Is 1978 and 1981. and then totally elimi- cial security bifi. I did this for three reaalso increased to 55 percent and the per-

son who wifi retl±e in the future with

wages increased from $100 to $110 will

nated the retirement test for benefi- sons: First, because welfare Is ot in
ciaries aged 65 to 72. For beneficiaries
under 65, the provisions of current law

get a benefit of $60.50 (55 percent of would be maintained.
$110).
In resolving the differences between

any way related to the financing questionn the Congresa was attempting to
deal with in social security—welfare was

not "germane"; second, because an apUnder most reasonable pro3ections of the House and Senate bills, the conferees propriate vehicle for the welfare provifuture economic conditions, benefit agreed to increase the earnings limita- sion8 exlsted—H.R. 7200, a bill deailng
levels determined by the present-law tion for beneficiaries who are over 65 with SSI, AFDC, and child welfare servmechanlssm wifi be much higher than years old and reduce the age at which a ices; and third, because believe that the
what. Is necessary to simply adjust for beneficiary can have unlimited earnings. Senate should deal with welfare-ielated
inflation and wifi represent an ever-in- The earnings limitation would be in- matters in and of themselves, not as
creasing percentage of the new retiree's creased to $4,000 in 1978, $4,500 in 1979, minor parts of other major legislation
wages in the year before he retires. For $5,000 in 1980, $5,500 in 1981, ad $6,000 which deals with a different subject matsignificant numbers of people, the bene- in 1982. Thereafter, the earnings limi- ter.
The Finance Comn'1ttee did hold a
fits payable just after retirement would tation would be increased annually in
approach—and in many cases exceed— proportion to increases in wages vote on the question of merging the vantheir wage levels immediately before re- throughout the economy. Beginning in ous welfare provisions found in H.R.
tirement. It is this part of the current 1982, the age at which .a beneficiary is 7200 with the SOcial security bill. The
cost-of-living provisions thai the bill no longer subject to the retirement test committee decided to report two sepreported by the conference committee would be reduced from age 72 to 70. arate bill—one, a social security fiFor social security beneficiaries who are nancing bill; the other a welfare reform
would change.
The administration supported this
The starting point for most proposals under 65, the provisions of present law bill.
app:roach.
for dealing with the current long-term would continue to be applicable.
Just before the Finance Comn1ttee
3., OENDAL REVENUES
deficit of the social security system is a
completed action on social security ficoncept called decoupling. Decoupling
When the social security legislation nancing legislation, however, Senator
means that the automatic benefit in- was pending before the Senate Finance LONG and Senator MOYNIHAN together
crease mechanism in present law would Committee, I proposed that part of the with HEW Secretary Califano developed
continue to apply to keep benefits infla- payroll taxes apportioned to support the a compromise package of AFDC provition-proof after a person retires and be- hospital insurance program be diverted sions, including: Fiscal relief, access to
gins to draw his benefits, but the formula to cash benefits program. This proposal earnings records, quality control incenfor initially determining benefits at the would have prevented the, total social tive payments, and State demonstration
time of retirement would no longer be security tax rate from going up to such projects. Recognizing the need for the
automatically increased.
a high level, but it also would have pro- States to have some fiscal relief to offset
Decoupling by itself would make a vided the hospital insurance fund with their AFDC costs, the membe,a of the
substantial reduction in the long-term sufficient funding to carry it through,the committee accepted thlp package as part
cost of the program but would also cause middle of the next decade. In this way, of the social security amendments.
a significant reduction in the real value the issue of alternative funding sources
One other welfare provision, which was
of future benefits. In order to forestall for the hospital insurance program could not
part of the compromise, was also

a reduction of this nature, the confer- be resolved in the next few years by attached to the social security bill in

ence committee bill would provide that transferring hospital insurance gradualfuture benefits be based on "indexed" ly to the general fund. The same should
earnings, rather than the actual earnings be done with disability thSurance.
that are used under present law. This
In my judgment, a distinction should
procedure involves the adoption of a new be made between using general revenues
automatic mechanism for adjusting the for the hospital and disability iiIsurance
formula for computing initial benefits programs and using them for the cash
whic?i is designed to keep replacement benefits program. Cash benefits should
rates at about existing levels.
and do reflect the earnings of the emThe other major adjustment in social ployee.
security benefits approved by the conferRight now, general revenues are used
ence committee concerns the social secu- to support a portion of the medical nrity earnings limitation test. Under pres- surance program (part B of medicare).
ent law, social security beneficiaries who in 1977, general revenues rill be used to
are under age 72 have their benefits re- support 70 percent of the cost of the
duced iZ their earnings exceed a certain medical insurance program. And in 1978,
amount. This is referred to as the social general revenues will be used tO support
security retirement cost. It is adjusted about 80 percent of the program.

comn'1ttee—earned income disregard.
The House and Senate conferees spent
a significant amount of time debating on
the Senate's AFDC provisions. The House
bill contained no such welfare items, and
the:ref ore, the House conferees felt
strongly that any AFDC items should not
be considered. The Members of the
House, however, did show themselves' to

be eminently reasonable ,in terms of
working out a compromise. I believe the
agreements reached by the Senate and
House conferees are the best possible,

given the circumstances. The conferees
took two very Important actions. They
retained fiscal relief in a modified form

and dropped the earned income disregard.
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the States shoUld encouraged to reduce
their error rates on all errors—Including overpayments, payments to Ineligibles, underpayments, and erroneous deiiiais and terminations of aid.
Under the provision agreed to by the
conferees, the Federal Government will
make incentive payments based only on

FISCAL RELF
The conferees agreed to provide $187

million in fiscal relief tb the States. Tills

relief to the States wifi be based on a
formula which takes Into account each

State's relative proportion of AFDC costs
for December 1976 and each State's proportionate share of general revenue sharing. This formula Is designed to recognize all error rates. The States should take
the tax and fiscal burdens Imposed on the this as a clear signal that underpayStates by welfare casts. In Wisconsin, for ment errors and incorrect denials or.
examplç, the State will receive 2.3 per- termination of assistance errors are
cent of all funds appropriated under this equally as Important and of concern as
fiscal relief provision. The 6-month total are overpayment errors.
State demonstration projects. The
to be received by Wisconsin *111 be
$4,301,000. This Is $374,000 more than conferees made several Improvements in
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our economy is hi a perilous situation,

and we want to give it every boost that we.

can. To take another bite out of pay-

checks and employer costa at this stage
of economic recovery would not only be
inflationary but also certainly hurt the
economy.
For that reason, I was particularly glad.

to hear the President indicate to the
business council last night that he in-.
tended to confer, I believe today, with
the distinguished chairman of the Fi-

nance Committee, Senator LONG, about a

number of matters.
The President took a position lat night
at the business council which I was delighted to hear. He feels that we do need

the State would have received if the this new authority for State demonstraormula had been based solely on ppu- tion projects. Under the conference a permanent, across-the-board tax cut
agreement any State submitting an aplation totals.
The Senate bill original]y. contained plication to operate such a project would
$374 million In fiscal relief. In accepting have to, at the time of application, first,.
one-half of this fiscal relief, the con- make an effective public announcement
ferees agreed that the remaining one- of their application; second, 'make
half—$187 million—should be consid- copies available to any person requestjug a copy of the State's application;
ered with BR. 7200, early next year.
and third, accept public comment for
ZARNED INCOME DISREGARD
least 30 days.
The conferees also agreed to eliminate at The
Department of Health, Educathe earned income disregard provision. tion,
and Welfare would be requited to
I did not support this provision in com- Immediately,
first, publish a notice In
mittee, because the treatment of earned the Federal Register
of receipt of anapincome under the APDC program Is a plication with a summary
of the applicavery Important issue, an issue that de- • tion; second, make copies
to
serves public hearings and thorough re- any person requesting a copyavailable
of
a
State's
view by the Senate.
an third, receive public
The rate at which APDC benefits are application;
for at least 30 days. HEW
reduced for each dollar earned has a very comments
have a total of 60 days from the
great bearing on the incentive to work. would
of submission to approve or disapThe Public Assistance Subcommittee In time
the application.
the House found this to be a very com- prove
The conferees also specified that any
plicated and controversial issue. Cqnse- work
demonstration project conducted
quently, the subcommittee has not yet by a State
pay the prevailing wage
been able to design a proposal that would rates wheremust
applicable.
not adversely affect the working poor,
the Senate approach to fundthat would have a reasonable work In- ingI believe
social security, was better than the
centive, and that would effectively re- House
approach. I regret that we did
move any "high income" workers from not accept
the House provision for a genthe roles.
fund guarantee of the reserve ratio.
The administration's new welfare re- eral
I also regret that neither the Senate on
form proposals place special emphasis House
measure began, as we must, to
on the effect that the treatment of
the. cost of hospital thsurance and
earned income has on the work incen- shift
insurance to the general fund.
tive. The Congress needs to focus on this disability
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senissue In a responsible way in order to ator
from fllinois.
make sure that our welfare programs do
.Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, I would
provide an Incentive to work, while not
having unintended detrimental side ef- like to take a moment to commend the
-

fects.

The House also agreed to accept a

noncontroversial component of the Seiiate bifi, the provision enabling the

States to have access to earnings records.

ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENTS: QUALITY CONThOL
INCENTIVE PAYMENTS AND STATE DMON5TRATION PROJECTS
-

Quality control incefitive payments.

The conferees agreed to modifications
to

the Senate provisions concerning

quality control incentive payments and
State demonstration projects.
Both the House and Senate conferees
decided that the Senate provision, which
required the States to conduct quality
control activities and Which established
incentive payments to States for reduc-

ng error rates on excess payments to
4 percent r less, had to be modified so
as to Insure a balanced approach to error

rate reduction. The conferees felt that

next year. I hope we can have that just

as expedlitlousy as possible. I hope we do
not clutter it up with a lot of debate about
reform, which would be highly controversial, and which would delay it's passage.

We need the stimulant and we need it
soon.

I was opposed to the $50 rebate proposed earlier this year, because it would
be temporary. A permanent, across-the-.
board tax cut will get spending Immediately onstream, and I believe people will
spend with the confidence that they can
count on this income In the future. A $50
bill to every taxpayer did not really make
much sense. I had to oppose that. I will,
however, work clo6ely with the commit-

tee In supporting an across-the-board

cut.

I feel that the earnings limitation has

been worked out again in a fair and equitable manner. To lower the no limit age

to 70 in 1982 and increase the earnings
limitations for retirees 65 to 71 to $4,000
in 1978, $4,500 in 1979, $5,000 in 1980, $5,500 in 1981, and $6,000 in 1982 offers con-

siderable hope that many of those per-

sons who must work after they retire will
not be penallzed for so doing.

I am also pleased that the bill takes

an action which I have long advocated,

which is decoupling. Decoupling corrects

a flaw in the present law which entitled
some individuals to twp cost-of-living
increases—one as a contributor to the social security system and one later as a
beneficiary. Decoupling cuts in half the
projected deficits of the system and
conferees on what I know has been a very makes benefits more equitable.
difficult job. Having just returned from
I commend Senator ROTH for offering
touring eight industrial cities, talking to the amendment to provide for a $250
labor leaders as well as business leaders college tuition tax credit. I introduced
all over the State of fllinois, I know that similar legislation during the 94th Con-'
there is a tremendous concern about this gress and wholeheartedly support this
bill. I have never seen so much interest in idea. I am satisfied with the conference
a social security bifi in the 11 years I agreement on this issue, because of my
have been In the Senate. I am sure that firm belief that Congress will pass a colthis is also true for the distinguished lege tuition tax credit bill next year.
chairman of the Finance Committee, Mr.
I will vote for this conference report.
LONG.
We know this is not going to be a very
I have strongly supported the 50—50 popular tax increase, but I believe the
split between employer and employee committee has bitten the bullet. There
contributions. It is fair and equitable, and is rio free lunch. There is no easy road.
is the best way to proceed. We all know We are going to have to pay for the
this extra cost has to be borne someplace. benefits we receive. I hope every single
To keep that parity between employer time we vote another benefit increase we
and employee is a wise thing.
now recognize that there will be a better
It is a wise thing, also, that the in- educated American public as to the fact
crease in the wage base will not take ef- that someone wifi have to pay for it. That
fect until 1979. People are worried about is why I think the equity, the 50—50 split,
economic recovery liext year. Right now, is a good thing. The taxpayers in the
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end have to pay for it either in Inflation dent, if 1 did not reiterate some of my
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
or in increased deductions. I believe, concerns that have not been adequately I ask unanimous consent to have printed
therefore, that we have to be extraordi- addressed by this legislation:
in the RECORD a statement by the distinnarily careful that this burden be borne
First. I fear that passage of this bill guished Senator from Missouri (Mr.

equitably.
I again commend the tireless work that

the committee and the conferees put

forth under the leadership of Chairman
LONG, who has had an undue burden and

deserves a great holiday this year.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from California.

Mr. HAYAKAWA. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent for my staff member,
Jeff Marston, to be granted the privileges

will take the pressure off Congress and
the executive branch to review the benefit side of social security. There is a need
for comprehensive review of spouse's
benefits and the disability insurance program. The disability program is especially important as it is experiencing run
away costs and is subject to widespread
abusé The interrelationships between

social security and the supplemental
security program also needs to be
examine.
of the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Second. I am concerned about the

objection, it is so ordered.
macroeconomic effects of a tax Increase
Mr. MIJSKIE. Mr. President, I support of the magnitude of this bill, particularly
the conference report on H.R. 9346, the when coupled with other congressional
social security bill.
action thiS year. Payroll taxes tend to be
When this bill was enacted by the Sen- treated as a cost of production by busiate, I opposed it due to the costly and ness and places a strong upward (inflaunsound amendments that had been tionary) pressures on prices. Thus, these
added on the floor. These amendments increased taxes will result in reduced
wouid have deepened the deficit by more levels of GNP, increased unemployment
than a half billion dollars and wouid and higher consumer prices. It will be
almost certainly have caused the budget linperative, therefore, Mr. President, that
ceiling to be reached. I amhappy to see, the Congress take appropriate steps to
Mr. President, that the conferees have help offset the macroeconomic impact of
modified or eliminated manry of the costly this legislation.
provisions in the Senate bill, so that it
Third. I am disappointed that greater
now conforms to the assumptions under- consideration was not given to the p05lying the congressional budget.
sibilty of using price indexing Instead
I am also pleased to observe that the of wage indexing for correcting the
conference agreement does not provide overindexing problem. Data compiled
for any 1978 tax increase above those by the Senate Finance Committee staff
scheduled to occur under present-law. show that if a modified price indexing
The congressional budget assumed that approach were used, we would need only
additional tax increases in 1978 would be a modest increase over present law in
avoided in order to prevent a further order to fully fund the social security
slowdown in the already sluggish eco- system. Such an approach might have alnomic recovery in that year.
lowed for a more gradual Increase In
Congress has to recognize that this bill payroll taxes with more acceptable efimposes large tax increases beginning in fects on the economy,
1979. These increases, which will total
Fourth. I am still concerned that only
$78.6 billion through 1983, wouid, by minimal progress has been made In
themselves, undoubtedly have a negative bringing together the numerous retireeffect on the economy as a whole, which ment systems financed by the Federal
may have to be dealt with by offsetting Government. It is essential that immeditax cuts in fiscal year 1979 or later years. ate steps be taken to correlate and inMr. BELLMON. Mr. President, I have tegrate these programs.
previously stated that special security fiFilth. I do not believe, Mr. President,
nancing legislation is necessary in order that the fiscal relief to States prOvisions
to assure the American people that the In this bill reflect a high priority use of
social security system is sound. The bill Federal funds. While the amount has
as reported by the conference does cor- been cut almost in half (from $324 to
rect some serious problems in current $187 million), we still have no assurance
law, and at least partially address some that these funds will be used to improve
concerns which I have expressed con- services to AFDC recipients or even used
cerning the Se bill. I am especially in State welfare programs at all.
pleased with the uIowing features of the
Mr. President, as I have indicated,
conference report:
some of the objections which I previously
It maintains the remedy for over-indexing raised concerning this bill have been adof benefits.
dressed in conference. Unfortunately,
It is consistent wtth the Budget esolution the bill as reported still represents
in that revenue and outlay estimates are eon- largely a "hasty" fix for social security
sistent with FY 1978 budget assumptions.
financing problems. It does not adeIt maintains equity regarding the wage quately consider the economic and embase for employers and employees.
ployment consequences of tax increases
It maintains an earnings limitation which

is acceptable in terms of costs and which will
not primarily benefit those over age 65 with
high incomes.

EAGLETON), and the material attached
thereto.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
STATEMENT

SENATOR EAGLETON

Iz 1971, I first became aware of what I
con8idered to be an injustice in the Soàial

Security law whereby a divorced woman must

have been married for at least twenty years
in order to receive a wile's or a widow's Social Security benefit. In my opinion, thi5 is
a serious injustice because a woman who is

married less than twenty years may have

spent most of her prime working years in the

home taking care of the family, and as a
result would be left with either no Social

Security protection or a very meager benefit
bases on her own earnings. The law seems
especially inequitable in view of the fact that
a married, woman may become entitled to a
wife's benefit only after one year of marriage

or to a widow's benefit after having been
married for a minImum 01 nine months.

Therefore, in the 92nd, 93rd, 94th, and 95th

Congresses, I introduced legislation

that
would reduce from twenty to ten years the
period of time that a divorced woman's mar-

riage to an individual must have lasted for
her to qualify for wife's or widow's benefits.

Unfortunately, noie of my bills were enacted into law by Congre8s, but I'm happy
to note that the aim or intent of my legislation Is included in the Social Security Financing bill that we are presently consider-

ing. Therefore, I want to commend the House
and Senate conferees on the inclusion of this
important provision in the comproqilse agreement.

Having said that, I want to publicly state

my overall displeasure with the high tax
increa8es contained in this compromise bill.
I tm afraid that this bill raises Social Secui'ity taxes beyond the breaking point for
the average American worker and employer.

In addition, I am also very concerned as to
what effect this legislation will have on our
nation's unemployment and inflation rates.
An my colleagues know, I strongly agree with

President Carter who suggested pumping
general revenues into the Social Security
trust fund in times of high unemployment.
However, since Congress did not go along
with this proposal, it will now apparently be
necessary for President Carter to propose to

cut income taxes next year to compensate
for this increase in Social Security taxes.

The net effect of this action is that general revenues will be diminished by the
amount given back to the taxpayer in the
form of a rebate or credit on income taxes,
and the money collected from the wage
earner in payroll taxes will be deposited into
the Social Security trust fund—I submit
that this is general revenue funding of the
system in a very round about way. The effect
of this action on our nation's economy is
very uncertain, needless to say. I would like
to draw my colleagues attention to an article
which appeared in the New York Times of
December 13th written by Tom Wicker, entitled 'Payroll Tax—Up, Up, Up". The article

by Mr. Wicker clearly articulates some of
my deepest concerns with this legislation.

Because Mr. Wicker's article is so relevant I

of this magnitude or possible benefit would like to share his $sdom with my
changes which could reduce future out- colleagues.
lays. I intend to introduce legislation In
The article ordered to be printed in
the near future to resolve some of these the RECORD is as follows:
benefit issues. In view of these facth, Mr.
PAYROLL TA,—Up, Up, U
President, I must reluctantly vote
(By Tom Wickr)

Overall, considering what they had to
work with, I feel that the conferees have
done an excellent job and I express ap- against this bill. I realize that the bill
preciation to the distinguished chairman will probably pass, and I urge the
of the Finance Committee for this effort. Finance Committee to give serious atI would be remiss, however, Mr. Presi- tention to the issues which I have raised.

President Carter seems eager for HouseSenate conferees to break their deadlock on

the minor issue of a college-tuition tax

credit so they can send him a finished Social
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6 percent unemployment. His later proposal enough time on this legislation to adeto lower income taxes in compensatipn for quately consider this bifi or to explore the
higher payroll taxes would indirectly divert whole range of alternatives.
general funds to Social Security financing.
For example, I proposed an amendEven the original House bill provided for•
Long-term tax increases totaling $227 bil- automatic Treasury loans to the Social Se- ment to use a portion of any new tax
lion dollars would be Imposed in regular curity trust funds if they fell beiow 25 per- revenues to help the social security syssteps between 1979 and 1987. Note that th cent of annual ouVlays; but this sensible be- tem. This amendment could have alCongress that voted this body-blow to the sinning step toward general funding did not located billions of dollars to the social
American wallet prudently put off the first survive.
security trust fund, and reduced the need
Mr. Carter nevertheless is eager to claim for social security taxes proportionately.
of the increases until after its members try
the
"rescie"
of
Social
Security
as
a
legisla\.
to get themselves re-elected next year.
There are more than 100 mfflion people
These payroll tax increases are regressive •tive achievement. Since the system is in no
and severe. Under current law, a worker pay- Immediate danger (whatever alarmists say), paying taxes to support the social seculug the maximum tax in 1979 would have payroll taxpayers might welcome instead a rity system, and my amendment would
been hit for 6.0 percent of the first $18,900 veto of this huge, inflationary tax increase have provided some tax relief to all of
them while still restoring financial staof his earnings, or $1,13.45, which is bad and a new start next year
enough; under the new bill, a worker at the THE SOCIAL SECVEITY FINANCING LEGISLATION, bility to the trust fund.
maximum would pay 6.13 percent on $,9OO,
H.R. 9346
Instead, Congress is settling for a
or $1,403.77, in 1979. How does a new onequick-fix of social security by imposing
Mr.
THURMOND.
Mr.
President,
I
rise
year tax bite of $260.32 grab you?
today as a strong supporter of the social billions of dollars of tax increases on the
By 1987, workers and employers will
taxed at 7.15 percent on the first $42,600 o security system. Iii these past months we working men and women of this country.
This bill imposes an additional $227
income—$3,045.90 at the maximum. Thus, have been faced with the difficult task of

Security bill in this calendar year. But the
American people would be better off if the
deadlock lasted long enough for thlslnassive tax bill to be recognized for the economic disaster it is. For example:

over the life of the bill, the payroll taxes o determining the best and most lasting bfflion in taxes over the next 10 years,
persons paying the maximum will be nearly

way to sustain the retirement program on
tripled, as will the matching taxes of their which mifilons of Americans depend.
employers.
After numerous hearings azid extensive
The increases are inflationary, since it is
an established economic fact that mo€t em- debate we have all come to realize that
ployers pass on payroll tax increases to the we have only two choices: We can retain
consumer via higher prices. Thus, Congress the current financing mechanism, which
bas voted strong upward pressure on the has proved inadequate in the face of inprice level in each of the years from 1979 flation, unemployment, and growing rethrough 1987.

tirement rolls; or we can vote to main-

Despite the general inflationary effect, in tam a financially stable retirement fund
some cases the bill might also work against through substantial tax Increases on
employment. Some employers might either many hard-working, over-taxed Amer-

not hire new hands or reduce their work icans. After considerable thought, I have
forces as a hedge against increasing employ-

tripling the taxes imposed on the average
middle-income worker.
These increased taxes on workers will
reduce consumer purchasing power and

put a tremendous additional burden on
the economy.

In addition, the increased taxes on

employers will be passed along to consumers in the form of higher prices.
The net result will be that consumers
wifi have less money to pay for higherpriced consumer goods.
I am seriously concerned that the increased sóciál security taxes, combined
-

decided to vote for the social security
with the increased energy taxes, will
In addition to these effects on ination financing bill, as a lesser of evils.
and employment, the payroll tax increases
In the past a vote for social security have a devastating Impact on the
ment costs.

will cut heavily into workers' buying power.

legislation has come much easier for economy.
This increased tax burden will slow

At one and the same time, Congress ha8 many Members of this body. This Is the
managed a bill that will depress the econ- first social security bill which has not
omy and fuel inflation.
centered on increasing benefits for
President Carter's plan to cut income been
retirees. However, I consider my vote on
taxes to compensate for these effects, even
passed, won't necessarily help that much, this social security bill to be one of the
Annual income tax reduction will certainly most important i have cast on this subnot stop employers from passing weekly and ject.
monthly payroll tax increases to consumers;
The financial condition of the social
and whether payroll deductions for income security system demands Immediate and
taxes can be reduced sufficiently to maintain substantive action. U the Senate rejects
buying power remains to be seen. Remember
that Social Security comes "off the top" of this reform proposal in order to retain
the worker's weekly check, an income t the status quo, it will indicate to all
refund at the end of the year won't put food Americans that, while we recognize the
on the table day by day.
urgency of the social security problem,
Some may ask, "But what could Congress we are not willing to take the necessary

the economy down, resulting in increased

inflation and higher levels of unemployment.

I believe Congress must live up to
its commitment to our senior citizens.
But I fear the higher tax burden will
erode the public's support for the social
security system.
Mr. WALLOP. Mr. President, the Senate and House conferees of the social se-

curity financing bill have worked diligently to reach a compromise. Although their hard work is to be commended, I must voice my disagreement
do? How else could it save Social Security?" steps and make the hard decisions in- with their decision to delete amendment
Well, it could have saved" Social Security volved in providing an adequate remedy. 1058 from the bifi.
This amendment
by doing what other industrialized countries Both the social security system and the
would repeal section 224, the workmen's
do—feeding general fund revenues into tripartite system supported by employers, em- economy In general would feel the dam- compensation offset provision of the Soployees and the general revenues for 25 to
45 percent of their socialinsurance funding:
West Germany has been using 15 to 33 percent general funding sInce 1891 (I am in-

formed by Alfred Kutzik of the University of
Maryland at Baltimore).
Most of the planners of the American Social Security originally envisioned, when doing their work in the 1930's, that sometime

aging effects.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, there is no
question that action must be taken to restore financial stability to the social security system. Social security is the first
and major ingredient for financial -security for most of our senior cit1ens, and. it
is absolutely necessary -for steps to be
takii to restore solvency to the system.
However, I am seriously concerned that
this legislation is not the right answer to
our social security problems.

in the 960's it would become necessary to
put general fund revenues into the system.
What's more, the Federal Government has
been matching all medical insurance contributions, to the Medicare system sInce 1965.
It is important to recdgnlze that the
Where's the difference in principle'? Yet,
Congress remains wedded to the myth that solvency of the social security system will
to support Social Seurity with general rovenueswould convert it to "welfare."
Mr. Caa'ter must know that's poppycock.

not be threatened until at least 1982—5
years from now. A more orderly consideration of this legislation will have no
He .propoeed unsuccessfully that 111 Y Impact
on the stability of the social secuwhen unemployment exceeds 6 percent, the rity system
and wifi not affect the beneTreasury should contribute the cufference

cial Security Act (42 U.S.C. 42a).

In their effort to cut the cost of the
an amendment which would correct a

social security bill, the conferees deleted

gross Inequity In the treatment of a in!.
nority of disabled workers. Under present law, a worker's monthly social security benefits must be reduced if he is
also receiving workmen's compensation.

Disabled workers and their families

under workmen's compensation are the
only category of social security beneficiaries whose benefits are reduced, because

of the receipt of nonwork income.
The Finance Committee agreed to ac-

cept this amendment, Indicating that
the committee recognizes the injustice
of section 224 and the need to change
this law. In the coming year, the F!nance Committee Intends to examine

between 8ocial Secuilty taxes actually col- fits of any social security recipients. —
lected and what they wouJd have tataled at
I do not believe the Congress spent various aspects of the social security dis-
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I will say in all candor that this bifi Is want to reiterate my objection to our
ability programs. I request that the Fl• xmnce Committee hold special hearings not my first choice. I favored general entire approach to social security financon section 224 and the unintended in- revenue financing initially since I be- Ilng, because I believe it has led to a stopequities of this provision. Their efforts lieve it Is more progressive. Payroll taxes gap bifi, which will not do the job. I
to investigate this problem and draft bear most heavily on those least able to believe we will be back In 5 years or so
corrective legislation will benefit thou- afford them. However, the Senate to consider more social security finnc-

sands of disabled workers and end the Finance Committee members did not mg amendments, despite the fact that
discriminatory treatment of the work- agree with me.
the bifi we have passed is being sold,
mens compensation offset provision.
I then pursued the approach developed nationwide, as a long-term solution to
Mr. HATHAWAY. Mr. President, I by my good friend and colleague Sena- the system's problems.

urge my colleagues to support the social
security conference report. No one likes
to vote for higher taxes, particularly this
bill which has been labeled "the largest
peacetime tax increase." I know that it Is
not popular. However, those entrusted
with national office must make the difficult 4ecisions. We must look beyond the
next election to the next generation.
The social security trust funds are seriously depleted. If this Congress takes no
action, the Old Age and Survivor's Fund
will be bankrupt by 1983. The Disability
Fund wifi be bankrupt by 1979.

tor NELSON to move toward wage-base
The biggest step forward that- we can
disparity. I believe that this cushions the take is to stop treating social security
shock on employees, particularly the as a political football, and to stop engaglower and middle income worker and ing in misleading rhetoric as to the purinstilates the small businessman from the poses and problems of social security.
steep wage and rate increases 'which are Many people believe social security to
necessary as we retain parity. The Sen- be a supplementary pension, while in

ate supported this 1nprovement in the reality it is more of an insurance plan,
social security financing system. But the the purpose of which is to provide some

armies of big business and the legions basic security for the elderly and disof the high income employees, convinced abled. This is a significant difference,
the House and disparity was rejected.

leading to different policy decisions

Either general revenue financing or regarding benefit levels and eligibility,

disparity in wage base would have been mandatory coverage and financing.

There is no question that there are preferable to the bill before us.
Two aspects of our approach to the
huge addltional taxes inposed by this
Another point needs to be made. There social security problem especially trouble
bill. However, the trust funds are now in are some who will vote for the benefits; me. One concerns the costs of the system,
for example, repealing the retirement which are rising at almost double the
surpluà until at least 2030.
We cannot renege on the promises and earnings test; yet refuse to vote the taxes rate of inflation even after the enactcommitments which have been made to to cover that benefit. These are the poli- ment of this bill. This I will return to

ticians with an eye on the reelection. I later.
believe the Members of the Senate have
Another serious problem is the ecoAcceptance of the conference report greater vision.
nomic and demographic assumptions

those who are retired and those who will
retire.

I believe the American people support used for the bill. The following assumptions were used by the Senate: A birth-

will keep faith with the American people.

In a Louis Harris poll which was re- the social security system. I believe that
cently released, 55 percent of the Ameri- they will accept the taxes necessary to
can people felt that "Congress is showing pay for that system. I believe that my
real courage in asking that taxes for so- colleagues will vote to support that syscial security be raised sharply to save the tem through the conference report now
system." ThIrty-one percent opposed the before us.
tax ncreases and 14 percent were unMr. MORGAN. Mr. President, I do not
decided. I believe the American people rise in opposition to the conference reare committed to a social security that port on the social security bill, because
provides basic financial protection for I do not feel that such an approach would
the elderly and disabled.
be constructive at this tine. The proviIf this is classic liberalism, then I am sions of the bill itself have been fu]]y
proud to wear the label liberal.
debated In both Houses of Congres8 and
The system must be protected. As one elsewhere, and it would serve little pur-

rate of 2.1 children per woman, and a
rapidly 1nproving economy reaching 5
percent unemployment, 4 percent annual
inflation, and a 1.75-percent increase in
real wages by 1983. I ask unanimous con-

sent that the following chart, drawn
from the Finance Committee's background material relating to social secu
rity, which sets forth these assumptions
in detail be entered in the RECORD at this
point.

example, in •the State of Maine, 1978 pose to go over them again. But I do
outlays to the State totaled $ 1.738 bil•

•

lion. Total General Retirement and Disability Insurance, i other words social
security, totaled $413 million. That is
almost 25 percent of the Federal payments to the State and its residents.
I do not believe that we can allow the
people of Maine to lose these essential
benefits. Consider these facts:
• Close to 20 percent of the population in
Maine are living in poverty or near poverty
conditions.
• ,Maine has consistently ranked as one of the

lowest average states in per capita income.
Most recently, for the period 1973 through
1976, Maine has ranked 4Srd,.45th, 42nd, and

44th in per capita income, flat is to say,

There being no objection, the chart

was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

Percentage increase in
average annual—
Wages In
covered

Calendar year
•

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

1984 and later

employment

8.4
8.1
—

7.8

7.1
6.4

6.0

575
5.75

Average

annual
unemploy-

CPI

6.0
5.4
5.3
4.7
4.1
4.0
4.0
4.0

Real
wages

2.4
2.7
2.5
2.4
2.3
2.0

1.75
1.75

ment
Total
rate fertility rate
7.1
6.3
5.7
5.2
5.0

5.0
5.0
5.0

1,709.9
1,685.9
1,662.0
1,662.9
1,688.8
1,714.7
1,740.5

°2,l00.0

only six other states had lower per capita Incomes and these were predominantly Southern states.
Unemployment rates in Maine, historically
and consistently, have been greater than the

i Expressed M the difference between percentage increases in average annual wages and
average annual CPI.
2Averge,number of children born per 1,000 women in their lifetime.
This ultimate total fertility rate Is not reached until after 1984.
SouRcE—Senate Finance Committee, Background. Material for Social SecurIty, June 1077,
national average. Recent data, for June of

indIcated a national unemployment page 95.
Maine and flve of the sixteen counties had
Mr. MORGAN. If the Nation holds to count on as being effective, and we ignore
unemployment rates in excess of 13 percent. these
goals, I wile be pleased. It certainly factors beyond our control, such as the
1977,

rate of 7 percent; the rate was 9.7 percent for

I cannot watch time and mney run would be a big inprovement. over what increase In the price of oil we have
outon these people. Social security is es-. we have now. But I am not at all sure we experienced. At stake is the solvency of
sential and I will vote for the taxes to will. We are betting on the success of the the social security system.
cover the programs which we enact.
If any of our economic assumptions are
economic policies we certainly cannot
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Just a little too optimistic, the result, will
be both 1ncreasd costs and lower
revenues for social security.
If we take a slightly less optimistic estlmate of 5.5 percent unemployment and
5 percent annual Inflation In 5 years, an
estimate that is well within the range of
possibility, the social security system will
be about $50 billion poorer than what we
now project In 10 years. So much for our
long-term solution.

The past history of such economic

projections a those we have used show
a discouragIng record. Beginning in 1973,

the projections have been revised down-

ward, that is, made more pessimistic,

until this year. But this year, when Congress was finally deciding it had to take
some action, all of a sudden the projections became more optimistic. By using
more optimistic projections we understate the problem we are dealIng with,
thus makIng it easier to find solutions.
I might have been able to accept these
optimistic estimates, if we had a safety
f actor Incorporated. Such a safety factor
used to exist; it was about equal to 0.375
percent of taxable payroll. But in 1974 it
was dropped. Why? The absence of such
a basic precautionary step disturbs me.

When coupled with clearly optimistic
projections, It is very, very worrying.

Unjustified optimism stands out clearly
when one examInes the birth rate figures.
Last year, an estimate of 1.9 children per
woman was used. This year the figure was
revised to 2.1. Why? The birth rate In this
country has been declInIng for more than

100 years, and now stands at 1.7. I understand that many experts consider the
current level an aberration, and believe It
will begin to rise in the near future. But
will it rise by 25 percent?

-

-
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centage of benefita as compared to pre- and circumstances the social security
retirement wages. A price-Indexed for- trust funds almost certainly will be exmula of this type need not be p'ermanent. hausted In the early 1980's. The pending
It need only be maintaIned as long as legislation is primarily directed to this
immediate problem.
necessary to make benefits reasonable.
The bleak financing difficulty which
Another possibility is to transfer some
of those benefits that bear little relation social security faces primarily arises
to contributions out of the social secu- from two Important factors. In the first
rity program. Benefits that do not really place, the number of active workers who
relate to contributions Include medicare, are payIng taxes to 'support the system
spouse and dependent benefits, disability is steadily declining in proportion to the
insurance, and portions of the formula number of beneficiaries. There are -now
concernIng pensions.' These programs 31 retirees per one hundred taxpaying
are valuable, they serve a good purpose, workers ancL shortly after the turn of the
but they do not belong n the social secu- 'century, this will rise to more than 50.
Since social security benefits are now
rity system.
Social security was developed to be and being paid from current contributions,
was sold. to the Nation as a supplemen- it is apparent that the increase In the
tary retirement program. But with the ratio of beneficiaries to contributing
many additions that have been made to workers necessarily calls for a prompt
social security, the rtlrement emphasis increase In employer and employee conhas suffered. What I am proposing Is that tributions if we are to prevent the syswe once agaIn emphasize the retirement tem from collapsing of Its own financial
aspects. The only way this can be done is weight.
The second factor which contributes
by reducIng the number of functions the
social security system itself is supposed to the financial proble!n is the feature of
the 1972 law which results In a double
to fulfill.
Another approach the Senate should adjustment to or double indexing of inexamine is to expand coverage under the flation in determining the amount of
system. Social security is a program that benefits to be paid. This indexing probserves the general welfare; can we justify lem is being eliminated as far as future
excluding large groups of people? Can retirees are concerned by the pendIng
the system survive if everyone is not legislation. I am glad that this necessary
corrective action is being taken.
Included?
Nevertheless the problems which have
But of all the exemptions from social
security, the one that stands out is our accumulated in the past have brought
own. This must be Immediately rectified, us to the point that we must vote heavy
and I have Introduced a bill that would new taxes on both employers and embring the legislative branch into the sys- ployees to prevent the collapse of the
tem. It is not right that those who set system in the near future. It is on this
the policies of the program, that those basis alone that I will vote for the conwho have created it, do not take part. If ference report. My support rests solely we are not prepared to join social secu- on the clear and essential need to take
rity, how can we force our constituents immediate action to shore-up the system

'If the assumption that our birth rate
financially.
will suddenly soar proves false, there to?
When the social security bill was beIn conclusion, I would like to stress
simply will not be the work force we are

counting on to support the social security how important it is that the Senate take fore the Senate, I voted against all proa good, hard, look at the social security posals to add new bene1ts or to increase
system.

We also have to begin to worry about system. We need to examine it In every
controlling costs. We not only have to aspect. Social security may be the most
worry about current cost projections, but important program the government has.
we must stop piling burden upon burden Thirty-three million people receive the
benefits, and three times that number
on the system.
currently paying into it, In the exCongress has 10 times expanded the are
pectation of receivIng the benefits In the

existing beIefits. I continue to oppose
this. Therefore, I am pleased that the
biliwe are now considerIng provides no
new benefits or general Increase in benefits although It does increase the amount
which retirees may earn without suffer-

Ing a loss In payments.
eligibility for social security and In- future. We have an obligation to all these
I am also gratified that the 'conferees
creased benefits. Seven of these ten times
to do a good job at running so- agreed to stick with the traditional parhave occurred In election years. We had people
cial security.
ity between employer and employee conbetter realize, with an election year comWe have to come to explicit conclu- tributions. I believe it woi.1d be a serious
Ing up,. that every benefit Increase re-

quires a correspondIng tax Increase. We
should declare, as the policy of the Senate, that no future benefit Increase will
be approved unless there is a corresponding tax Increase.
We must also be concerned about the
costs under existIng law. Social security
costs are, accordIng to the Finance Committee, goIng to rise by at least 10 percent annually over the next several years,
almost double the Inflation rate. There'
are ways to reduce these costs that, are
worth considering.
Social security pensions are now, when
-

sions concerning the purpose of social mistake to depart from the traditional
security and how we expect it to develop. concept that the burden of financing soWe have to face and deal with tlie prob- cial security benefits should fall equally
lems of the system besettIng social secu- on employer and employee; While the
rity. If we do not do this on our 'Sown prospect of requiring the employer to
Initiative, the problems of social secu- contribute more than the emplOyee might
rity will be back with vengeance.
seem attractive on the surface, I believe
Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, while I that it would have negative, unpleasant,
had grave reservations, I voted for the and undesirable results in the long run.
social security financIng bill when it
The conferees also acted very wisely
passed the Senate. I still have serious in rulIng out any resort to the general
questions about this matter but I will fund of the, Treasury to bo]ster or bail
•

vote to adopt the conference report out the system. If we should ever authorwhich is now before the Senate.

My vote in favor of •this legislation
compared to wages, 35 percent higher was and is dictated by my concern for
than they were In 1972. We might con- the immediate solvency and financial Insider usIng a price-indexed formula In- tegrity Of the system. While the long
stead of a wage-Indexed one. A formula term prospects of the system under existof this type would protect the benefita Ing law are very pessimistIc, we are now
against Inflation, but would slowly reduce confronted by the immediate problem
the replacement rate, that is, the per- that under current financing provisions

ize such resort to the general fund this
action would assuredly come back to
haunt us. We can be certain that once
the precedent of raiding the Treasury to
finance social security benefits was established the practice would snowball
'with the result that it would not be too
long before we have a welfare rather
than a retirement sy8tem.
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I sincerely regret the necessity of imI an firstconcerned about the unfair- priority for me. The current bill, however,
posing this new and heavy burden on the ness of vast increases In a payroll tax Is siinply a stop-gap measur© for the next

working people of this country. I voted
for the bill only because of the imperative necessity to Infuse the system with
new financing or see it collapse. The alternative of raising contributions is unpleasant but it is the one course which
will keep the system afloat.

There is one matter that I would em-

phasize very strongly as we consider this

conference report. In effect the social
security program Is now on a pay-as-

you-go basis. From this should arise the
recognition that the added taxes which
we are in the process of imposing are in

that violates the basic principles of tax few years, and does not deal with the
equity. Taxation should vary according long-range financial problem. Under the
to ability to pay, yet the social security conference bill, our social security ystax is set at a flat percentage rate, up tem will still be short over the next 75
to a maximum wage base. Individuals years by about 1.5 percent of taxable
making more than the wage base are still payroll of what Is needed to pay tuture
taxed on the wage base, and so end up social security benefits. Furthermore, the
actually paying less as a percentage In bill achieves this much only by cutting
social security taxes than lower Income back on future benefit Increases. Under
persons. Under the conference bill, for• this bill, senior citizens will receive about
example an individual making $100,000 $400 million less In benefits in 198 than
in 1987 will pay only 3 percent in social they otherwise would have, and about $.
security taxes, while someone earning billion less in 1982 than they would under
$10,000 would pay over 7 percent. Fur- .cur]rent law.
thermore, the payroll tax does not conIf we want only a short-range solution

the nature of a quick fix; all they will do
is to pay for benefits provided by exist- sider how many dependents a wage
ing law. They are not adequate to pay for earner has, or any special medical or econew or expanded benefits that may be nomic problems—the tax Is set at the
voted in the future. It is imperative that same percentage rate regardless.
this be fully understood.
Because it uses an unfair tax, this conWhen we rocognize this, Mr. President, ference bill lays a greater than needed
I believe that we will also recognize the added tax burden on low and middle in-

for the social security financing problem,
there are many better alternatives. Iunds

could be transferred from the old age
and survivors' fund to the disability

fund, which faces the inot severe shortterm financial problem. Or money could
transferred from the currently ample
great need for present and future res- come persons. A wage earner making be
hospital insurance fund to both the old
traint in this area. If this is not done $10,000 now, for éxample—and who, with age and disability funds. Another pos
Then the solvency of the system will al- inflation, would be makIng about $18,000 sible alternative is President Carter's
most certainly be again placed in jeop- in 1987—will see their social security proposal to put enough general revenues
ardy in the future. This must not hap- taxes go from $585 this year to $1,331 In in the social security funds to maIze up
pen.
1987—almost a 150-percent tax Increase.. for the revenue short$all when unemI say with great emphasis that it is If the Government Is asking for tax ployment is high and payrolls are low,
my profound hope that it will be clearly sacrifices from middle-Income Americans as they are now. I strongly support this
understood that the increase in funding to keep the social security system solvent, move to begin to use some portion of
we are now considering will finance only the Government must at least ease the general funds to finance shortfalls in
the benefits the lawnow provides. There tax burden for lower and middle income social security revenues. All of these alis absolutely no room to add or increase persons by using a fair, progressive tax, ternatives would help keep the funds solbenefits without additional funding. It and not the payroll tax.
vent for several years Into the future,
inevitably follows from this that any inI am also deeply concerned about the giving us ample time to develop and
crease in benefits, expansion of coverage, impact of this $227 billion tax hike on our sounder and fairer long.4erm financing
or new benefits that the Congress may sluggish economic recovery. Unemploy- solutjons.
vote in the future must be funded by in- ment has not dropped over the past 8
Over the longrun, we should be mov
creases in contributions adopted at the months, remaining at the high rate of 7 ing to flnance a portiofl of oeia1 secu
time the new or additional benefits or percent. The rate of growth of our Na- rity out of general tax revenues. Although
coverage is provided. In short, Mr. Presi- tion's economy declined from 6.2 percent our general tax system ha many short-c
dent, all future legislation providing in the second quarter of this year to 4.7 comings and loopholes, and despa.rately
new or added benefits should contain the percent in the third quarter. And yet needs reform, it is still much more prorevenue increases which are necessary to at this time, with energy taxes and prices gressive and fair than the social security
insure that it will pay its own way.
sure to increase soon with the President's tax. Furthermore, with the general tax
Voting future increased or added energy bill, we are proposing to increase system we have the advantage of not
benefits without at the same time financ- payroll taxes in 1979 and beyond by over being forced to artificially encourage, reing them adequately would be counter- $200 bililon. This is hardly likely to gardless of economic efilciency, the use
productive at best. At worst, it would stimulate the confidence—and spend- of machines by business over the use of
sow the seed for the system's self- ing—by consumers and businesses that labor, as we are with social security taxes.
Finally, by funding a portion of social
destruction. I hope that this will be we need to get our economic recovery
clearly understood by this and future moving, and get more people back to security out of general revenues we can
Congresses.

work.

By increasing payroll taxes for both
Mr. RIEGLE. Mr. President, it is with
the greatest reluctance that I feel I must employers and employees, the c9nference
vote today against the conference report bill directly increases empJoers' labor
on the Social Security Amendments of costs by a vast degree. ThIs amounts to
an "Anti-Employment Tax," encouragthg
1977.
This bill amounts to the largest peace- businesses to substitute machines for
time tax increase in U.S. history in the peop'e whenever feasible, and discouragthe most unfair tax we have. Under the ing businesses from hiring additional emconference bill, social security payroll ployees. Large corporations with enough
taxes will increase by $227 billion over demand for their products will try to inthe next decade. This tax increase will crease their prices to cover their higher
retard our country's economic recovery, labor costs, leading to a higher rate of
increase both unemployment and infla- inflation. On the other hand, many labojtion, reduce the income of wage earners, intensive busines.ses—of ten small, marand hurt many small businesses. Con- ginal businesses operating in economitrary to some people's belief, the confer- cally depressed communities—will be un-

ence bill will not restore the long run
financial soundness of our social security

system. Finally, there are other alter-

natives that can solve the long-term and

short-term financing problems of our
social security system without unfairly
hurting lower and middle income persons and our Nation's, economy.

alleviate an unnecessary conflict between

needy senior citizens and harthpressed
middle and lower income wage emers=
both of whom have pressing needs that

we should recognize. There will a1WyS be
conflicts between different national p;oals,

and we will always face the constrathts
of limited resources. But the prcct

tern artificially forces ui to ce;e b

tween increasing our present inadequate
social security benefits, and preventing

further increases in an unfair tax on

lower and middle income wac e&uncr.
Both senior citizens and iniddIeincomc
persons would be better served if por

tion of social security ws wc1cd out

of general revenus.
Mr. President, I fully rea1hc that in 1l
able to pass on these additional labor likelihood
the conference report will pass
costs. Some will go out of jusiness, in- Congress and
approved by the Fresi
creasing unemployment in many eco- dent. But in allbe
conscience, I could
nomically depressed larger cities and not vote for angood
unfair tax increase that
smaller communities.
huirts our economy without reso1vin the
Mr. President, maintaining a finan- basic problems of financing our social
cially sound social security system pay- security system. The present bill serves
ing adeciaute benefits Is of the highest neither the interests of senior citizens
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nor the public as a whole. We need to
make many reforms In our present system of financing social security, and I
hope the Congress will look morefavorably in the future on the changes I have
suggested here today.

Mr. BARTLETT. Today we have
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age. I do not siugle this, out as the Only two mct signincant economic measures
problem with the legislation, but it Is an we have passed this year—the minimum
example of an a8aunlptlon that has con- wage and social security bills.
In the next few years the public will
tinually been made as to the application
realize the crushing tax burden this bill
of the social security system.
Congress has continually felt that the Imposes, and the subjectwlII be back. It
best direction of the system was to In- is a. shortsighted Congress that acts Irdude ever-Increasing numbers of pre- responsibly thIs year In order to avoid
irresponsible action next yeer, an elecviously uncovered employees,
Perhaps the reverse would be more tion year. That is the only explanation
effective. For example, should a Federal for the haste with which this legislation
retiree, who enters the private sector, has been approved, and it Is not satisthereby becoming eligible for sociaa se- factory. Next time, and. it will not be far

passed a revision to the social security
financing provisions which will have a
heavy impact on both employers and
employees Into the next century. Although the bill addresses many other
matters, its main impact will be as a tax
Increase proposal. This, when coupled curity benefits, be allowed to draw social off, the Congress should act more deliberwith the already pending energy tax pro- security, or even be required to con- ately and with foresight and fund social
posals, will amount to the largest tax tribute to social security while employed security in part from general revenues,
or by other means that are not damagIncrease the American taxpayer has been inthe private sector.
Certainly the Inclusion of Federal, Ing to the economy and American
subjected to in 1 year.
There are obviously a number of ben- State, and local employees under the So- workers.
eficial provisions in this bill, however, cial Security Act would cause an immediTAXING SOCIAL SECVRITT TO DEATH
they do not overshadow the impact of ate influx of cash to support the system,
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I realize
the legislation, and are not of a sig- but it would also drastically Increase the that many of my colleagues thday will
n1ficant enough natureto allow me to number of eventual eligible recipients. vote for this massive Increase In social
This continually xpanding universe of security taxes thinking that they will be
support the legislation.
I would like to congratulate the con- recipients has been one of the contribut- saving the system. We seldom make
férence committee for its efforts, and ing factors to the fiscal instability of the things worse purposefully. The harm we
point out some of the essential measures existing prgram.
do follows from good Intentions that are
As I stated at the time of the original not thought out. We are simply sitting
that are beneficial:
?irst. The decoupling provision which consideration of this bill by the Senate here thinking that the social security
was necessitated by preyious error on the on November 4, and as I have already system needs more money, so if we raise
pointed Out In this statement, the benefits the taxes there will be more money for
part of Congress.
Second. The proVisions to analyze the of this legislation• do not overshadow social secuiity. Unfortunately for the
dliscriminatory measures that are pres- the major problem. The tax increase flies American people, thts line of reasoning
ently contained in the system in Order .to in the face of general public attitudes Is wrong. The amount of money avallabre
treat men and women equally under the about the system. It in no way resolves for social security payments is not a
the basic problem of ever-Increasing function only of the tax rates, but also
Social Security Act.
Third. The expansion of the earnings demands.
a function of the number of jobs In the
Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President, un- • private sector. th&t are paying into the
limitation provision. Although I have
fortunately,
the
conference
córmittee
earlier sponsored legislation to completesystem. We cannot Increase the social
ly remove this provision, and Istill feel report perpetuates the päji1ar miscon- security taz on employment by $227 bilthat there is absolutely no necessity to ception that• social security is a funded lion over the next decade, as we are
penalize the senior citizen for attempting pension-or insura.nce annuity System. It about to do today, without substantially
to earn additional money, the provision is nDt. It is a system whereby the working reducing the number of new jobs that
to ultimately increase the eartkings Urn- population is taxed to pay for the bene- wifi be created over the ne,t decade. The
itatlon to $6,000 Is a step in the right fits received by retired persons who pre- result of this massive nèw tax on emviously paid social security taxes. Each ployment will be. fewer people. paying tx.
direction.
The social security system has become working generation thus technically We are going to have 'a system of high
the resting place o many programs "earns" the right to future benefits; rates paid by few people, instead of low
which are not related to the'orgifla1 in- however, those future benefits can on'y rates paid by many' people. Instead of
tention of assisting senior citizens after be funded from taxes levied on succeed- breathing new life Into social security,
retirement. There are many programs tng generations oZ employees and em- we are tatng it to death.
which are more related to our social wel- ployers. The ta'es called for by this reJoint economic Committee staffers
fare system which have been included port are so onerous that we could see a have computed that this $227 billion inunder the social security program. It is day when future generatons are unwill- crease in taxes 'will nean that the econmy belief that to adopt the significant Ing to bear this burden or when the othy will grow over-the next decade by
tax increases contained in this, legisla- dollars required to support it are so in- '$345 billion less. What we are doIng here'
tion without addressing the whole array flated as to be meaningless.
• today means a loss of $345 billion in
of benefit programs under social seThe social securit system must be ONPover the next decade. What does it
curity is sheer folly.
funned adequateiy That system is now mear in terms of jobs and wag to lose,
Before we raised the taxeB, on em- an income transfer system, and, as such, $345 billion In GN'P? If all of the lQst
ployers and employees, we should have it should be funded in part frozn general ONP comes out of jobs, it means that
considered separating out these pro- revenues. The reasons for doing so are the nest decade will see 19 million feser
grams, and making the citizens of this conipeling.
new jobs That means 19,m1flion fewer
country aware of what they are actuFrom an economic standpoint, increas- people pay1ng Into sodal security. On the.
ally paying for, andwho is receiving the ing payroll taxes is the worst way to flgt other hand, If all of the 1t GNP comes
benefits.
inflation and unemployment which con- out of wages, it means that the, average
With this full and complete identifica- tihue to plague our economy. Employers job will pay $2,760 less than 'otherwise.
tion, a substantive debate- could have will pass forward Increased payroll taxes ObvIO1s!y, some of the lost ONP that this
gone on, both In the appropriate com- to the consuming public and will have • tax Increase will canse will come out of
mittees as' well as on the floor of the Sez- even less incentive to hire workers, e8pe- new jobsand part out of higher wages..
ate, and determInations could have been daily at lower economic levels where the 'If the burden of this ta* falls hail oii
made as to whether certain benefits unemploynlent problem is most- tragic. new Jobs and half on pay ra1se It means
should have been removed from the so- Unemployment s noW at a level of 40 about 1 inflhto Ct ob and $1,380 'less
cta security program, or whether n fact - percent for black youth.. First the Con- pay raises per job.
,
-'
some benefits should be available at all. gress failed to pass a youth differential
Mr. PreIdent, you cannot increA3e
There is one Interesting example with- minznuin wage, which I and other of my taXe On e pIyrne'nV and wages and ex• In this. legislatton of a program which colleagues sponsored, and now we raise pect to hive tbe anie amount of em- might be far more detrimental to the payroll taxes making it even more ex- pIoyrnent and wages. If factors of prosystem, if adopted, - than anything we pensive to hire marginal worker8. I thus ductIn repmd.d to ta,cea n'thI way,
have done o far. This i the study to find it difficult to eqñate our- rhetoric the Ooveniniit ceuM raIse' m- Infinite
detennine the effect of universal cover- about reducing unemployment with the • amount of tax revenues without reducing
•

-
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the production of anything. It would be greatly the number of working people
utopia.
paying into the system.
Existing social security tax rate inThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The quescreases already scheduled will raise the tion now is on agreeing to the confertaxes on employment by $2.5 billion a ence report. The yeas and nays have
year starting in 1978. On top of this we been ordered, and the clerk will call the
are piling an average of $25 billion more roll.
a year for a decade. For many people,
The legislative clerk called the roll.
social security taxes will triple in the
(Senator HODGES assumed 'the
next 10 years. Even people who face chair.)
mpre modest increases will be badly hurt,
Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President; on
because, for many families, social se- this
I have a pair with the Senator
curity taxes are already higher than fromvote,
Washington (Mr. MAGrqusoN). If
their income taxes, property taxes, or he were present and voting, he would
sales taxes.
vote "aye." If I were at liberty to vote,
These enormous tax rate increases will I would vote "nay." Therefore, I withdrive an even larger tax wedge between hold my vote.
what a firm must pay to hire a worker,
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that the
and what that worker gets to take home. Senator from Alabama (Mr. ALLEN), the
This tax wedge increase will discourage Senator from Minnesota (Mr. ANDERboth hiring and work effort. It will dis- SON), the Senator from Florida (Mr.
courage hiring by raising labor costs. It CHILES), the Senator from Missouri (Mr.
will discourage work effort by reducing EAGLETONI, the Senator from Mississippi
the amount of any overtime pay or wage
EASTLAND), the Senator from KenIncrease that worker will be allowed <Mr.
tucky (Mr. HUDDLESTON), the Senator
to keep.

(Mr. IVIAGNUSON), the
The combined effect of these Impacts from Washington
from New Hampshire (Mr. Mcwill be to reduce jobs and GNP. Less out- Senator
put will in turn mean higher prices. And INTYRE), the Senator from Alabama (Mr.
the Senator from New Jerhigher prices will mean higher taxes, less SPARKMAN),
saving, less investment, less job forma- sey (Mr. WILLIAMS) the Senator from

Jobnton

Kennedy
Leahy.
Long
Matsunaga
Me:Lcher

Metcalf
Metzenbaum
Morgan
Moynthan

Nelson

Saer

Scliwciker

Scott

PeU

SttUford

Percy
Proxmlre

Stevon

Ribicoff

Wickor

Randolph

Stone
Thurmond

Sarbanes

Young
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Abourezk

Bartlett
Beilmon
B1en

Dole

Garn
Godwater

HakeU
Hatch

Rielo

Laxait
Lugar
Mcclure
Nunn

Tower
Wallop

Hayakawc.

Roth
Schmitt
Talmadge

PRESENT AND GVNG A LIVE PAIR, AS
PREVIOUSLY RECORDFiD.j
Stevenson, against.
NOT VOTING—.-22

Anderson
Chafee

chiles
Church

DeConcini
DornenlcL

Gravel
Griffin
Hatfield
Helms
Hudclleston

Magnuson
Mathlaa
MoGovern
Melntyra
Sparkman
Wulliuna

So the conrerence report was agreed to.
Several Senators addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Louisiana.
Idaho
(Mr.
CHURCH),
and
the
Senator
tion, and so on. The whole process that
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I move to
Minnesota (Mr. HUMPHREY) are
we are setting off today viii produce a from
reconsider the vote by which the confernecessarily
absent.
higher rate of unemployment that will
I further announce that the Senator ence report was agreed to.
further undermine the cia1 security from
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I move to lay
Arizona (Mr. DEC0NCINI), the Sensystem.
that motion on the table.
I am in favor of social Security. But I ator from Alaska (Mr. GRAVEL), and the
The motion to lay on the table was
am not in favor of unemployment. We Senator from South Dakota (Mr. Mc- agreed to.
GOVERN)
are
absent
on
official
business.
cannot strengthen social security by inMr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
I further announce that, if present may
creasing unemployment.
we have order in the Senate?
and
voting,
the
Senator
from
Minnesota
The Senate is going to make a bad
Mr. STONE. Mr. President, I voted for
(Mr. HUMPHREY) would vote "yea."

mistake today, and there Is no reason to
On this vote, the Senator from Ken- the conference reporton the social secu
make it. If instead of raising taxes on
rity flnahclng bill reluctantly, because of
employment, we reduced taxes on em- tucky (Mr. HUDDLESTON) is paired with the insufficient attention given to the
the Senator from Idaho (Mr. CHURCH).
ployment, we would generate enough new

If present and voting, the Senator. from
Kentucky would vote "yea and the Senator from Idaho would vote "nay."
On this vote, the Senator from Alaska

work penalties and because of the rather

ent and voting, the Se.ator from Alaska
would vote "yea" and the Senator from
The way to save the social security Minnesota would vote "nay."
Mr. STEVENS. I announce that the
system is to make it more profitable to
hire and to work, nbt less. This Congress Senator from Rhode Island (Mr. CHAhas got to learn that when we raise taxes, FEE), the Senator from New Mexico (Mr.
We also generate disincentives through- DOMENIcI), the Senator from Michigan
out the system. These disincentives re- (Mr. GRm'FIN), the Senator from Oregon
duce the base on which the tax is levied. (Mr. HAT1IELD), the Senator from North
so we do not get the revenues we expect. Carolina (Mr. HELMS), the Senator from
On the other hand, when we reduce tax New York (Mr. JAvIT5), and the Senator
(Mr. MAHIA5) are necrates, we produce new Incentives from Maryland
absent.
throughout the system. These incentives essarily
announce that, if present
make the tax base grow, so we get more aidI further
voting, the Senator from Oregon
revenues than we expect.
Mr. President, I have to vote agakist (Mr. HATFIELD) and the Senator from

and yet vote nay when the only opportunity of the year is presented to make
sure that the fund does not go bankrupt.
I certainly hope and urge furtherstudy
both of the increased required contributions and of the penalties that are still

The result was announced—yeas 56,
lieve this measure will seriously damage
employment, the economy, and the social nays 21, as follows:,
[Rolicall Vote No. 636 Leg.1
security system.
YEAS—56
Mr. President, no one who understands
Cannon
the disincentive effects of tax increases, flakor
Glenn

our oldsters, will not be adversely penalized and reduced. It seems to me that the
$20 billion plus being suggested for tax
reduction could best go to maintain the
present purphasing power of the workers
who contribute and who will by this bill

growth in GNP that we would not need
to raise the social security tax rates. We
Would not have to do anything but raise
the ceilings on the income to which the
tax is applied at the same rate that the
economy grew. We would not, as we are
doing today, have to Increase social security taxes as a percent of wages.

steep and unphased or

Insufficiently

phased increase In required contributions; but I voted for it on the basis that

(Mr. GRAVEL) Is paired with the Senator one cannot represent oneself as being for
from Minnesota (Mr. ANDERSON). If pres- the soundness of the social security fund,

being charged and would still be charged

under this conference report for social
security recipients who work.

Finally, I would urge my colleagues and

the administration to. consider, in next
year's proposals for tax reduction, that
the tax reductions should go, if possible
dollar for dollar, to compensate for the
Increased social security contributions

required by this bill, so that the pay
York (Mr. JAvIT5) would each vote envelopes of people who work, younger
this measure to raise the tax on m- New
people who are now called on to support
ployment by $227 billion, because I be-U "yea."

and who also believes in the social security system, as I strongly do, can possibly vote in favor of this measure. It is
because I am a strong supporter of so-

ayh

Bentsen

Brook

Burne

Caae

Clark
Cranston
Oulvez

Curtis
Burdic
Danforth
cial security that I am forced to vote Bird,
8fl7 F., Jr. Durkin

against this measure that*wi11 reduce Byrd, RobertO. 'Ord

Hansen
Hart
Hathaway
Hethz
Hodges
Hollinga
Inouyb
Jackson

be required to increase their contributions *o social security. That would help

us head off the feelings of anger and
pain at the increased social security payments by younger people, and it seems to
me the best way to use the tnx reduction
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money, on a dollar-for-dollarS basis, so
that people's purchasing power will be
maintained after the increased social security contribution as 1t'was before.

I thank the Chair for permissiOn to

make these remarks.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, when the social security financing
amendments were considered earlier this

year on the Senate floor, I stressed the
need for us to act In this session to pro-

tect the financial soundness of the social
security system. The Senate by its favorable action this afternoon on the conference report on social security has insured
that benefits under the system will con-

tinue to be secure for the current and

next generation of beneficiaries. It s no
exaggeration to say that some 33 million
retijees, dependents, and disabled persons who are currently receiving benefits
under the system owe a debt of gratitude

to the distinguished chairman of the Finance Committee who managed the bill
on the part of the Senate at the recently
completed conference. It is through the

dint of hs efforts, his untiring efforts,
that the conference was brought to a

successful completion.
I would be remiss if I were not also to
point to the major contribution on every
step along the way which has been made
by Senator NELsON. On all matters relat-

ng to social security he serves the committee, as well as the Senate, as the respected expert. Last, I am pleased to be
able to say that there would have been
no social security bill thIs year without
the diligent service of Senator CURTIs.
Mr. President, social security is one of
the most Important pieces of social legislation ever passed by Congress, with almost every American intimately con-

nected with the system In one way or
the other. I believe that by our action
today to place the social security system
on a firm financial footing we have met
our collective responsibility to the American people.
I do not underestimate the impact on

the American economy of the tax increases the bill will provide. They are expected to be substantial. Tax stimulative

measures which will be taken up next
year by Congress will certainly need to
take these increases into account.
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spect to coverage under the system for Federal employees and for employees of State
and local governments, to increase the earnings limitation, to eliminate certain genderbased distinctions and provide for a study of
proposalz to eliminate dependency and sex
discrimination from the social security program, and for other purposes, said confer-

time to 10 years from the present 20

up House Resolution 937 and ask for its
immediate consideration.
The Clerk read the resolution.

tion of the Committee on Rules, I call

benefits she derived previously under
Husband A. That makes it possible for
many people who are lonely to find love
and companionship in their later years
with another person of the opposite sex

gentleman from Florida (Mr. PEPPER)
is recognized for 1 hour.
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Speaker, I yIeld 30

tint Increase -In their joint income by

years. That is a very meaningful provision to many of the people in my part of

the country. Now, under this provision in
the conference report, If a lady has been
married to Husband A for as much as 10
years and then he passes away and she is
ence report shall be considered as having deriving social security benefits through
been read, and all points of order against that husband, If she marries again and is
said conference report are hereby waived.
married to Husband B, she will be ;ble to
Mi'. PEPPER. Mr. Speaker, by direc- continue to enjoy fully the social seburity

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The

and insure that they wIll have a s\ibstan-

their happy union. This will be more fully

minutes to the able gentleman from detailed, I am sure, by the distinguished

chairman of the Committee on Ways and
Means in further discussions of the conference report.
consume.
Mr. Speaker, I know that every Mem(Mr. PEPPER asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re- ber of this Ifouse wishes to pay deserved
tribute to the distinguished chairman of
marks.)
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Speaker, this resolu- the Committee on Ways and Means, the
tion provides for the consideration of a gentleman from Oregon (Mr. ULLMAN),
conference report on the Social Security for the masterful manner in which he
Amendments of 1977 (H.R. 9346). This has persistently, ably, and wisely reprerule will waive all points of order so that sented the House and represented the
Illinois (Mr. ANDERSON), and pending

that I yield myself such time as I may

REPORT ON RESOLUTION PROVID-

•INO FOR CONSIDERATION OF
CONFERENCE REPORT ON ER.
9346, SOCIAL scuarry AMEND-

N'IB OF 1977

Mr. PEPPER, from the Committee on

this most important conference report people of this country in the confirmamight be considered by the House of tion of this conference report. This legislation Is vitally Important to the longRepresentatives.
Mr. Speaker, I need not remind my term soundness of the social security
colleagues that this is one of the most system.
I have been asked by citizens, as I am
important measures which has ever been
before this House because it sustains and sure many other Members of the House
insures the hope of millions of Amer- have: Is the social security fund dependicans, who have no other source of In- able and sound?
My answer to that has been this: that
come in their later years except what
they derive from social security, that this If a Government bond or a dollar of the
fund is going to be a solvent fund and U.S. currency is good, then the social
what we promised them is going to be security commitments made by the Govdelivered to them. This special feature ernment of our country are going to be
will strengthen the social security sys- explicitly discharged according to the
tem, not lust for the immediate future, obligation. This bill assures that for
but far Into the next century. While this many years into the future.

Rules, submitted a privileged report
(Rept. No. 95-839) on the resolution
(if. Res. 937) provIding for the constderation of the conference report on

There is an Increase in the social secumay entail Increases in the tax rates
commencing In the comIng year and rity tax, and that Is graduated over a

duce the effect of wage and price fluctua-

earnings allowed for beneficiaries who

the bill (HR. 9346) to amend the Social
Security Act and the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 to strengthen the financing of the social security system, to re-

tion on the system's benefit structure,
to provide for the conduct of studies
with respect to coverage under the system for Federal employees and for employees of State and local governments,

through the• last years of the century, period of years. Parity is retained at the

and even beyond, the benefits afforded to 50—50 level of contributions by employers
our citizens dating back to my fIrst years and employees. I think all of us look forIn the Senate during the New Deal era ward to the time when we may be able to
will be guaranteed. Among Important devise a better system of supporting and
provisions of the bill are the Increase In providing the funds for the social secu-

amount will be increased to $4,000 ployers and upon the employees of this
in 1978, and by yearly progressions, to country.
$6,000 in 1982.

But this is a necessary step In the

Additionally, the retirement Income direction of solvency and the soundness

to increase the earnings limitation, to test will be lowered from age 72 to age 70
eliminate certain gender-based distinc- in the year 1982. Mr. Speaker, I need not
tioas and provide for a study of pro- hesitate to disclose, that my own sentiposals to eliminate dependency and sex ments are that It would have been far
discrimination from the social security better had we written a more generous
program, and for other purposes, which provision for the recipients of social sewas referred to the House calendar and curity without any diminution in social
security benefits, but that will come In
ordered to be printed:
Resolved, Thai Immediately upon the time. We shall keep fighting until we do
adoption of this resolution it shall be In assure that elderly people who are inreorder to cOnsider, any rule of the House to tirement and who are the recipients of
the contrary notwithstanding, the con- social security -will be able to earn all
ference report on the bill (N.E. 9346) they can when they are in the low-inamend the Social Security Act and the in- come brackets of our country.
ternal Revenue Code of 1954 to strengthen
The bill also Includes welfare provithe ftnsncing of the social security system,
to reduce the effect of wage and price ituc- sions and miscellaneous provisions, such

tuation on the system's benetit structure, to
provide for the conduct of studies with re-

rity program than the one in which the

are 65 years of age and older. This burden is put upon the payrolls of em-

of the fund. These improvements can and
will, I am assured, come In due course.
There Is, moreover, an increase in the
contributions relating to the benefits base

that is phased in over 3 years, with no
change for 1978 and with automatic adjustments after 1981.

In addition to the provisions I have
mentioned, there are three studies authorized by this legislation. We are familiar, of course, with the study required
by the Fisher amendment adopted by the

House which will look at the feasibility
of Incorporating Fderal employees into
the social security system. Another study
will be made which will determine preas the duration-of-marriage require- cisely what legislation would be necesments, which would reduce the period of sary to eliminate gender-based dlscrlxflt-
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nation from the social security system,
This study should take approxImately 6
months, and additional lgislation will
certainly be recommended on this basis,
Mr. Speaker, it Is my. understanding•
that't1is legislation ill commence a 25-
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By unanimous consent, further proof the bill Which Were themselves disasters. A compromise between the two ceedings under the call were dispensed
disasters is likely to be a disaster also, with.

and that

Is

what I think we have

achieved In this monumental and diffiFURT± MESSAGE FROM THE
cult piece of legislation.
SENATE
For that reason, Mr. Speaker, 'E hope
year surplus for the Social Security
A further message from the Senate by
Trust Fund, followed by a gradual de- the Congress will fall back and regroup, Mr.
Sparrow, one of its clerks, announced
dine In the reserves-to-benefits ratio. take some further tIme for consideration, that the Senate agrees to the report of
Tle able chairman of the Committee on and try to find a nontax alternative such the committee of conference on the disWays aid Means has stated that the as those proposed in the Republican sub- agreeing votes of the two Houses on the
75 year outlook is for a deficit of 1,46 stitute measures, which would redttce the
of the Senate to the bill
percent, and that is Well within correct- added burden we are placing on the amendments
(H.R. 9346) entitled "An act to• amend
able limits as demographic changes may American people at this time.
Mr. Speaker, I yield back the balance the Social Security Act and the Internal
dictate.
Revenue Code of 1954 to strengthen the
So, Mr. Speaker, we are offering to the of my time.
of the social security system,
Mr. R0tJSSELOT. Mr. Speaker, i financing
American people, so many of whom deto
reduce
the effect of wage and price
make
the
point
of
order
that
a
quo:rum
j
pend upon social security for either all
fluctuation
on the system's benefit strucor part of their sustenance and support, not present,
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair twe, to provide for the conduct of studies
an asairance that those funds will be
respect to coverage under the sysavailable to be paid when they are due. has recognized the gentleman from Xlii- with
tern for Federal employees and for emI think we can also express the hope that, nois (Mr. ANDERSON).
Does the gentleman from Illinois wish ployees of State and iocal governments,
sizice we have made some Improvements
to increase 'the earnings limitation, to
in this bill, additional improvements re- to yield time?
certain gender-based distincsponsive tO the sensitivity of this ConMr. ANDERSON of fl1th)1s. Mr. eliminate
and provide for a study of proposals
gress to. the needs of the people of this Speaker, I yield to the gentleman from tions
to eliminate dependency and sex discrimcountry, this legislation will prove more California.
bezieficial in the years to come.
Mr. ROtJSSELOT. Mr. Speaker, I ination from the social security program,
and for otherpurPOses."
Mr. ANDERSON of fllinois. Mr. thank my colleague for yielding,
Speaker, I yield 3 minutes to the distinI make the potht of order that a quoguished gentleman from New York (Mr. rum is not present.
CONFERENCE REPORT ON H.R. 9346,
CONABLE), the ranki minority memThe SPEAKER pro tempore. Does the
SECURITY AMENDMENTS
ber of the Committee on Ways and gentleman from California (Mr. RousOF 1977
Means.

SELOT) move a call of the House?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair
(Mr. CONABLE asked and was given
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Speaker, I will recognizes
the gentleman from Illinois
permission to revise and extend his be glad to move a cail of the Howe.
(Mr. MDERSON).
remarks.)
(Mr. ANDERSON of flhlnois asked and
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Speaker, I thank
was given permission to revise and exCALL OF THE HOUSE
the gentleman for yielding.
Mr. Speaker, I rise In opposition to
Mr.-ROUSSELOT. Mr. Speaker, i: move tend his remarks.)
Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr.
this rule. It is not a bad rule in Itself, a call of the House.
Speaker, I yield myself 11 minutes.
although it does not reserve to the House
A call of the House was ordered.
Mr. Speaker, I rise in opposition to the
the right 01 a separate vote on the nonThe call was taken by electronLc de- rule. This rule, which was approved
germane amendments added by the Senate, some of which are controversial and vice, and the following Members failed just before noon today, provides that
the conference report shall be considered
many of which I believe should not be to respond:
tRoll No. 7791
incorporated In a social security bill of
as having been read and waives all
Murphy, N.Y.
Edx
Adolabbo
points of order against the conference
this dimension.
Myers, Michael
Fary
Andrews,
NC.
report.
Mr. Speaker, I believe that it would
Neal
Fithian
Andrews,
I oppose this rule for several reasons.
Nichols
wise to oppose the rule primarily because
Ford, Tenn.
N. DaI.
NIx
Forsythe
First, we are moving much too quickly
the Members should have more time to Applegate
Panetta
Fuqua
on this important matter which affects
reflect on what they are doing to the Armstrong
Pettis
Gammage
Ashley
nearly every American, We are being
economy of the Nation, to American busi- Aspin
Pike
Ginn
Poage
asked to consider a conference report
Goodling
ness and to the American workingman. Badillo
Pursell
Hall
that was filed just this morning. Indeed,
Also, Mr. Speaker, I think the Members Baucus
Quie
Harkin
Beard, RI.
the explanationof the conference agreeshould have time to reflect on the ques- Beard, Tenn. Harsha
Rinaldo
ment was made available only late
Risenhoc,ver
tion of tax equity which the American BedelL
Hefner
Runnels
yesterday afternoon. We are taking an
Holland
people would like to think is the concern Beilenson
Ruppo
Horton
Blancbard
unusual step, one which usually requires
of their public representatives.
Ryan
Ichord
Bolling

It seems to me that we have time to
reflect further on the direction social
security is taking, and we should take
that time. Congress Is not going to let

the social security system fail. However,
any measure like this, which adds a tax
burden of this dimension, should be

given ample opportunity or full debate

and discussion.
We have substantial increases in both
the base and the rate taking effect under
existing law as of January 1, 1978. The

bill adds greatly to that burden in successive years.
Mr. Speaker, the American people are

going to be saddened by the extent to
which this will affect their livelihoods
and the fruits 01 their labors. In addi-

Santini

an extraordinary majority for passage,

Brown, Calif.
Burke, Ca1if
Burke, Fla.

Koch
Krebs
LaFalce
Le Fante
Leggett
Lehman

Shuster
Simon
Sisk
Smith, Iowa
Staggers

Burlison, Mo.

LLoyd, Calif.

Steed
Symm3
Teague

reported from Rules Committee. Like
lemmings in their annual rush to the
sea, we are being asked to plunge into a
new wave of taxes without giving more
than 24 hours of thought to the cQnsequences. To move more cautiously

Bonior
Bonker
Breauic

Burleson, Tex. Lent

Burton, John Long, L.a.
Burton, Pilillip Long, Md.
Lujan
Byron
Lundine
carney
McCloskey
Cavanaugh
Cederberg
ChappelL

Collins, Ill.
Conyers

Dent
Dickinson
Dlggs

Dingell
Drinan
Eckhardt

McDonald
McEwen
McKinney
Madigan
Maguire

Malenee
MatiliB
Mazolt
Meeds

Metcalfe
Mollo1afl

of considering a rule on the same day as

Shipley

Thne

Traxler
Tsongas
Udall
Van Deeilin
Whalen

.

Wiggins
Wilson, Bob
Wilson, C. H.
Wilson, Tex.
Wtnn
Wolff

Yates

tion, it will discourage employment.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Oi this
I would like t say that the conference
has not done a bad job in trying to find rollcall 316 Members have recorded their
a compromise between the two versions presence by electronic device, a quorum.1

would, in my view, be prudent.

Second, I object to the indiscriminate
waiver of all points or order on the conference report. Let me detail what this
covers. Not only Is this a waive of the
3-day layover rule on conference reports,

but it prevents points of order on two
important substantive areas. First, in

somewhat typical fashion, the other body

attached five amendments dealing with

welfare programs to the House bill.

These are not minor amendments—one

provides a $187 million payment to
States for fiscal relief. Each of these
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significant progress in rationalizing that process of trying to resolve the issue at
process. We should be mindful of that an earlier date, but when we finally conI would typically object to any ac- refprm and act accordingly
cluded the matter on last Friday there
ceptance of nongermane Senate riders,
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, will the were no commitments made except this:
but in this case, I strongly object be- gentleman yield?
That I stated that this is an issue which
cause of the availability of a more proper
Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. I yield to was one that had to be faced up to by the
vehicle for these amendments. The other the gentleman from Minnesota.
Congress in an orderly manner.
body has had, since June 15 of thIs year,
Mr. FRENZEL. I thank the gentleCertainly the chairman of the ComH.R. 7200, a, bill making numerous man for yielding.
mittee on Ways and Means wa going to
changes in the 551 and AFDC welfare
Mr. S$eaker, one of these nonger- attempt to be as responsive to the issue
programs. Have they chosen to act on mane amendments is called fiscal relief as he could and act appropHately. We
this bill? Did they consider adding their for welfare costs. It apparently appro- wiill be able to hold hearings and proceed
desired welfare changes to our bill deal- priates $187 million. As I understand the in an orderly manner in the consideraing with welfare? No, they have tacked rule, we are not going to be allowed to tion of the alternatives.
on these important changes to our social vote on that provision separately by
Mr. COUGHLIN. Mr. Speaker, could
security bill,, a virtually unrelated mat- making a point of order, as we would the distinguished chairman of the comter. The Hpuse Members having juris- normally be able to do under the rules of mittee tell me when the hearings will
diction over welfare were not able to this House.
take place? Is it possible that heartngs
consider changes—they were not conMr. ANDERSON of Illinois. The gen- could be held in January on the subject
ferees on the social security bill. I respect tleman is correct.
of educational tax credits?
the rules of this body. This type of action
Mr. FRENZEL. My further underMr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, if tile genform,

strengthens my convictions that our standing is that, of that $187 million,
rule's requiring germaneness are im- about 20 percent goes to California and
portant. Too Important to be waived In about 20 percent goes to the State of
this case.
New York. Can the gentleman verify
A second proper point of order could those figures?
be raised against this conference report.
Of course, we do not have any infor-

tleman will yield further, let me state
that I made no commitments beyond

what I have revealed.
Mr. COUGHLIN. Mr. Speaker, whether
or not any hearings would be held on the

subject of a tax credit for educational

This concerns a Senate amendment con- mation on that. And, of course, this rule purposes, is It possible that there is a
verting temporary law judges to will waive the 3-day period in which we commitment to bring this to a vote on
permanent status. The conferees agreed can usually find something about even the floor of the House?
to the Senate amendment, but an objec- these mysterious conference reports.
Mr. ULLMAN. No, there was no comtion was raised this morning in Rules
Mr. ANDERSON of fllinois. Mr. mitment.
Committee by the chairperson of the Speaker, the gentleman is a distinMr. COUOHLIN. It seems to me, Mr.
Subcommittee on Employee Ethics guished member of the CQmmittee on Speaker, that since this tax credit for
and Utilization, Congresswoman PAT Ways and Means, which does have with- education has been under consideration
SCHROEDER. This matter falls under her

subcomittee's jurisdiction, yet she is not
allowed, under the rule now before us,
to seek to delete it. The provision is an
unwise one, I contend, because it makes

in its jurisdiction the bill tht I referred by the Committee on Ways and Meaa
to a few moments ago, H.R. 7200. I think
in the projections that he has made with

for at least 7 years, to my knowledge, It

is high time that it be brought to the

respect to those two States, the figures floor for a vote.
are probably accurate.
Mr. ANDERSON of fllinois. Mr. Speakan end run around the merit system,
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I must er, I yield myself 2 minutes for the purallowing temporary emplOyees to be agree with the gentleman that this is an pose of addressing a question to the
given a permanent job without proving absolute outrage, that we are called chairman of the Committee on Ways and
their competence.
upon to vote fQr a rule and to approve Means, the gentleman from Oregon (Mr.
Other points of order could be raised with a single vote five nongermane ULLMAN).
against the conference report—violations amendments. Those five amendnents
I have just been informed that In a
of the Budget Act, acceptance of matters represent enormous decisions and enor- commentary that was carried this mornoutside the scope of the conference—but mous sums of the taxpayers' money ing on one of the nationai network8 very
these are the most troubling to me.
which' we are agreeing to proper con- serious charges of incompetence were
Mr. Speaker, I oppose this rule finally sideration being given by this body.
made against some of the administrative
I certain1y subscribe to the gentle- law judges who are included in the nonbecause I believe consideration of the
social security legislation should be man's statement. I think the rule should germane Senate amendment on which we
delayed. And not just for a day or for a be defeated out of hand.
ate waiving a point of order under this

'week to meet procedural obstacles: I
Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr.
would hope that this matter would be Speaker, I thank the gentleman for his
delayed until next year so that a more contribution.
rational economic policy could be
Mr. Speaker, I yield minutes to the
developed.

We are being asked to consider the
immediate passage of a conference re-

port that wifi raise $227 bfflion in more
taxes'over the next 10 years. At the same

gentleman

rule. Some of those people were thai-

lenged as being incompetent, and under
this amendment they would be frozen
into lifetime jobs at even a highersalary

than the one they nw enjoy.
I wonder if the committee chairmai
(Mr. COUGHLIN asked and was given has heard that report or if any discuspermission to revise and extend his re- sion of that matter was had in the confrom

Pennsylvania

(Mr.

COUGHLIN).

marks.)

ference committee when this amendment

offset the payroll tax increases. In other
words, the American taxpayers are not
being asked to take the bitter with the
sweet, they are being asked to take the

the sociai security conference was indeed

gentleman yield?

nilly with no overall plan. We have made

ments. Commitments were offered in the the issue. We have delaYed our actions as

Mr. COUGHLTN. Mr. Speaker, I was adopted?
time, we are being asked to wait for
income tax cuts that are intended to understand that the sticking point on
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, will the

the tax credit for education. I take this
Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. I yield to
time to ask the distinguished chairman the gentleman from Oregon.
of the Committee on Ways and Means,
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, let me Inbitter now and to wait for the vague if I could have his attention, this ques- form the gentleman that I did not hear
promises of tax relief to be realized later. tion:
the report. I have no knowledge and no
That, I submit, is a fraud upon the AmerI understand that in connection with information whatsoever as to the charges
ican people. Let us consider both the social security conference, commit- that were levied. As far as I am conmeasures in the same session of Con- ménts were made on the tax credit for cerned, there is certainly no validity to
gress. Let us mesh the two provosals to- education, and I wøuld wonder if the them at this point.
gether, or at the very least, consider them distinguished chairman of the CommitHowever, let me say that this is a matat roughly the same time. In this light, I. tee on Ways and Means could explain ter that has been too long delayed. We
remind my colleagues of the chaos we those commitments.
have fallen too far behind in our
had prior to adoption of the Budget Act.
Mr. UIjLMAN. Mr. Speaker if the gen- hear2ngs. I believe we have now estabSpending matters were considered willy- tleman will yield, there were no commit- lished an orderly procedure for meeting
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to the positions of these judges, and this ability, experience, and skills to do the ob
a Social Security AU, but are based on
bill merely says that they shall be con- of
(1) his previous 08—grade rating r, his
verted to regular administrative law "status"
as a private attorney as evidenced
judges.
by the level of the court In which be may
Relative to the AU provision In the have appeaaed as counsel, and (2) ii subbill,, I would like to correct a distortion jective evaluation bf a skeletal rating form
of our committee report—House Report circulated to various former employers,
No. 95—617, part 1—which was made at judges, and counsel who have appeared be-

him.
the Rules Committee this morning. It fore
The Civil Service Commission's latest adwas stated that we are blanketing-in a ministrative
proposal to forestall this legisbunch of incompetents and that the lation does not address the basic reason that
Ways and 'Means Committee report so the temporary ALT' are not qualifyi:ag for
acknowledges this. So for the purposes of the appointment register—lack of creiit for
the RECORD I would like the full report tho actual adjudication of social scurity

put in the RECORD to put the legislation cases for a substantial period of timc. This
experience is the most valuable and pertinent
in the proper perspective:.
in appointing regular Social Security LJ'8
CONVERSION OF TEMPORA1Y ADMINISTRATIVE but it, contrary to the legislative hi6toy, has
LAW JUDGES
been substantially ignored.
PURPOSE AND SCOPE
Your committee regrets that it must by.
The purpose of H.R. 5723 is to convert pass the Civil Service CbmmiSSion'B appointto regular AdiInistrative Law Judges ment procedures because they are lncpable
(AU's) the temporary AU's who were ap- of dealing with this situation. However, the
pointed under Public Law 94—202 to hear original HEW appointment procedures estabcases under title II, XVI, and XVIII of the lished in '1974 for the 881 hearIng examiners
Social Security Act through 1978. These hear- were almost identical to those used y the
ings officers have been conducting hearings Civil Service Commission under the PAPA.
under the provisions of the Administrative Your committee is aware that there is a
Procedure Act (APA) in the same manner very Bmall group of ALJ(T)'s and regular
as regular AU's. It was the intention of your AU's who are nOt producing the n'tmber
committee in 1975 that they generally would and quality of decisions which will irnable
be converted to the same status, tenure, and the Bureau of Hearings and Appeals to meet
compensation as regular AU's. Moreover, its statutory responsibilities. Your commitsuch a development is highly appropriate tee is also aware that no AU's havC been
since- they are doing the same work as regu- removed for such reasons even though there
have been numerous instances where either
lar AU's in an equally effective manner.
singly or in combination the following conGENERAL DISCUSSION
duct has existed:
This legislation is necessary because the
('1) Consistently bad decision writing
Civil Service Commission has disregarded the which prevents proper award implementalegislative intent of Public Law 94—202. tion;
ólearly expressed in the reports of the Ways
(2) Lack of documentation of ca3es so
and Means Committee and the Senate Fi- that decisions are chronically decided on
nance Committee, that these hearings officers
would be expeditiously converted to regular

AU 'status with "great weight" being given

to their extensive experience adjudicating the
social security deflnition of disability. Alter

over 19 months only a handful of hearing
officers have been appointed to regular posi-

The committee has been advised of, and

supports the Bureau of Hearings and Appeals'
position that failure to meet production goals

will not be used as a basis of an adverse
action, but that such action shall only be

taken where an AU consistently fails to perform at a minimal level after proper warning
is given and reasonable assistance Is provided
to increase productivity. The committee com
mends the Social Security Administration for

its efforts and the success achieved in ifl
creased AU productivity but the agency
must sustain quality by review of cases nd
adequate quality assurance.

The Civil Service Commission has incIi'

cated that it will take action against deficient

AJ's under the Administrative Procedure
Act to remove for cause" if charges are

brought by the employing agency and they
are sustained after a hearing, Although the
Bureau of Hearings and Appeals maintains
that such actions are "difficult and complex"
they are in the process of preparing charges
in a number of appropriate cases. This action
is to be commended and encouraged.
ANALYSIS OF H.R. 5723

H.R. 5723 would provide that the hearing
officers appointed under section 1631(d) (2)
of the Social Security Act (as in effect prior
to January 2, 1976) to hold hearings under
the supplemental security income program
who had been deemed to be appointed under
and governed by the provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act of Public Law 94-

202, shall be appointed to career-absolute
AU positions as if they had been appointed
under the Administrative Procedure Act, ec
tion 3105 of title 5, United States Code. They

would lave the same authority and tenure
as hearing examiners appointed directly
under section 3105 and be compensated at

the same rate as Social Security AU's (OS.15). All provisions of the Administrative Pro
cedures Act shall apply to them in the same
manner as they apply to other Administrative
insufficient evidence;
(3) Blatant disregard to applicabl3 law, Law Judges. The former temporary Black
regulation, and Social Security ruling; and Lung AU's who were appointed as temporary
(4) A leveX of prduction of cases clearly AU's under the authority of Public Law 94—
inconsistent with the workloads and re uire- 202 are fully covered by this provision.
MATTERS TO BE DISCUSSED JNDER RULES OF TH
ments of the Social Security prograliri.
HOJsE
Your committee emphasizes that suc]i conduct y a few individuals is not characterisIn compliance with clause 2(1) (2) (B) of
tic of the performance of the corps of Social rule XI of the House of Representatives, the
Security AIiJ'B who are responding lb the following statement is made relative to the

tionS and not many more are on the Civil
Service Commission current register. The
turn down rate of temporary AU's by Civil
Service is about 50 percent. This has very continuing appeals crisis in an exeniplary
adversely affected the morale of this group manner. Your committee is also fully aware
of hearing officers at a time when the back- that the AU's independence from agency
log of hearings cases is increasing. They are control must be safeguarded in accord with
greatly concerned that their appointments the provisions and spirit of the Admir.Listrawill expire before they are qualifled by the tive Procedure Act but °career-absDlute"
-Civil Service Commission and have reason to status is not a license for the comple'e nefeel discriminated against in that they are glect of a reasonable standard of conduct
paid at a lower rate for work comparable to and job performance. The Chairman of the

vote by your committee on the motion to

report the bill. The bill was ordered reported
by voice vote.
In compliance with clause 2(1) (3) (A) of
rule XI of the Rules of the House of Representatives, the following statement is made
relative to Oversight findings by your com-

mittee As a result of investigations con-

by the Subcommittee on Social
Civil Service Commission has written in ans- ducted
Security and the Subcommittee on Overwer to the question 'whether lack of pioduc- sight,. your committee concluded that it
Law 94—202, signed by President Ford on Jan- tivity can be proper cause of adversB iction would be desirable to enact this legislation.
uary 2, 1976, was to make it irrefutably clear by an agency:
In compliance with clause 2(1) (3) (C) o
that Congress intended that SSI adjudicaThe independence provided by the Amln- rule
XI of the Rules of the House of Repre
tions were under the Administrative Proce- istrative Procedure Act (the Commission clas- sentatives,
your committee was advised by
dure Act and that SSI hearing examiners sifles Administrative Law Judge positions and the Director
of the Congressional Budget
could hear all types of social security cases. determines good cause for removal) is to Office that since
was the intent of Public
The idea was that the Bureau of Hearings and safeguard the dectsional process. Thus, apart Law 94—202 thatitthis
conversion take place
Appeals in dealing with the "appeals crisis" from his decisional independence, the Ad- by this time any additional
salary costs
should not be forced to operate within the ministrative. thaw Judge .is an employee of would have already been taken
account of
straightjacket imposed by the 1973 civil the agency, fulry responsible and accountable in the budget.
Service Commission's interprettio which for his conduct and performance of duty,
In compliance with clause 2(1) (3) (B) of
the Ways and Means Committee and ulti- and adherence to reasonable standards of
mately the Congress stated in enacting Pub- production, if such standards have been es- Rule XI of the Rules of the House of Repreit shOiLld be sentatives, jhe following statement is made.
lic Law 94—20 was inconsistent with the in- tablished by the agency
tent of Congress when the 551 program was the policy of all agencies to establish and Enactment of HR. 5723 would not result th
enacted.
enforce reasonable and realistic staiidards any new budget authority or increased tax
The process of merit selection envisioned of performance in terms of work pro auced expenditures.
In compliance with clause 2(1) (3) (D) of
by your committee has not and is not taking and time expended. Programs of thie type
place. The Civil Service Commission, Office dealing with standards and more effective rule XI of the Rules of the House of Reprethat of regular AU's.
One of the principal objectives of Public
-

o Administrative Law Judges, appears incapable of making a meaningful assessment
of which o the temporary AU's would do
effective jobs as regular ALJ's Their current selection procedures aae not Sb much
based on 'a determination of an individual's

sentatives, your committee states that no
oversight findings or recommendations have
submitted to your committee by the
are unaware o any impediment, leal or been
otherwise, to justify withholding the estab- Committee on Government Operations with
lishment and implementation of like pro- respect to the subject matter contained in
case management have been establisled in
a number of State and Federal courts. We
grams from- one class of employees."

the bill.
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Fifth. It is an unkind ob at the Ad- go up to GS—15, if they ifie and qualify;
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XI of the Rules of the Boi.ae o Representatives, your committee states that this b1U

would not have any infiUoiary impact on
prices and costs in the operation of the national economy.

In compliance with 1auM 7 of rule XIII

of the Rules of the UOue o Representatives, the ol1owing statement is made relative to the cost
the bill; The enactment
of HR. 5728 woujd not add to tile cost of
the social security program and should

result in some saving to the program since
the cost of hiring and tratning new hearing
omcers would be required Without it.

ministrative Procedures Act (APA). Con-

gress set up the APA and the ndependent ALJs who conduct its hearings to assure that due process would be granted
to petitioners by qualified and independent people. People who have to be legislated into jobs are not qualified, nor are
they very independent. Moreover, we fear

the problems which would be caused

when, under the toration requirements of

the APA, which, to preserve their independence, move ALJs among the
agencies these ALJs would begin to

Mr. WA000NNER. Mr. Speaker, will handle natural gas rate cases, truck
the gentleman yield?
route certification cases, or any other
Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. I yield to administrative action under the APA.
the gentleman from Loulstana.
Sixth. It is not going to solve the
Mr. WA000NNER. Mr. Speaker, I disability caseload at the Social Security
thank the gentleman or yielding.
Administration under the SSI program.
Mr. Speaker, in further response to Take a look at the GAO report entitled
the gentleman's query of the chairman of "Problems and Progress in Holding
the committee, I think it needs to be said Timelier Hearings for Disability Claimthat the Committee on Ways and Means ants" (October 1, 1976, HRD—76—173) if
held hearings on this subject, and you think the answers to this problem
nothing of that nature of which the gen- are simple. A year from now, when your
tleman speaks developed during the constitutent are stifi complaining aboit
course of those hearings. The committee their SSI case delays, tell them you a1
did, without objection, report a bill that ready solved their problem by giving 150
Is designed to do exactly what the Sen- SSI AU's pay increases.
Seventh. We think that getting Conate amendment does, and It was for that
reason the. Senate amendment was gress into the business of giving out civi'
service jobs in the executive branch de
agreed to.
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Speaker, I yield 5 serves a bit more consideration than an
minutes to the gentlewoman from Colo- end of session amendment in a conferrado (Mrs. SCHROEDER).
ence report. We urge you to Join us in
(Mrs. SCHROEDER asked and was rejecting section 371 so that the matter
given permission to revise and extend may be given its proper and deserved
debate in connection with H.R. 5723.
her remarks.)
Mr. Speaker, I feel this morning a
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Squirrelled away
in section 371 of the conference report little bit like the skunk at the garden
on H.R. 9346, the social security financ- party. I rise to ask the Members to vote
ing bill, is an early Christmas present for against this rule, and I take this position
about 150 employees at the Social partially because of this administrative
Security Administration: 1ff etune jobs law judge issue we are talking about.
This issue was originally referred
as GS—15 administrative law judges
jointly to two committees, both the
(ALJs) starting at $36,171 per year.
There are quite a few reasons why Committee on Ways and Means .and the
section 107 deserves quick excision from Committee on Post Office and Civil Servthis bill:
ice. We have just heard the gentleman
First. There is a bill, H.R. 5723, which from. Louisiana (Mr. WAGGONNER) refer
is identical to section 371. This bill was to what happened in the Committee on
jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means on promotion cf the
Ways and Means and Post Office and temporary administrative law judge
Civil Service. Ways and Means reported issue, but in the Committee on Post
the, bill as introduced. Our committee Office and Civil Service, after long hearamended the bill and had not only a re- ings, we came up with a different soluport but two sets of other views upon it. tion.
Maybe the fact that we had hearings
We were very surprised, after we had
on the bill had some bearing on this di- written the conferees and asked them
versity of opinion. Unfortunately, if the not to squirrel this section away in the
House adopts section 371 you would not conference report, that the conferees
have a chance to explore these alterna- went ahead and did it anyway.

I attempted to get a rule so that we
Second. The administration opposes could strike this from the conference
the section.
report, but we were not able to get it.
Third. It Is a disservice to all present .This section is clearly not germane to
permanent AU's who have met the the bill as it originally came through
rigorous testing and experience require- the House.
This is an issue that has been present
ments for their job—18 of the 150 have
not even applied for the permanent AU for a long time, and the Members will
slots.
hear many different things said about it.
Fourth. It Is an unprecedented at- Let me try to give the Members a little
tack on the merit system. The next time background as to what happened.
constituents tell you they cannot qualify
As we know, there was a backlog of
tives.

for a Federal jot,, tell them you have just
voted to give 150 people what amoints to
lifetime Federal jobs.

cases in the Social"Securtty Administration, and so they did appoint these temporary people at GS—14 levels. They can

but like everyone else, many of them
have applied, some are now O&45s and
some of them have not even ap11ed.

However, what this bill would do s

thM it would automatically i,romote all
of them toGS-15s where they are quali-

fied and give them lifetime tenure as

administrative law judges.
Mr. Speaker, it would be the th'st time
in the history of this Congress that we
have made an end-run around the merit
system and promoted people automatically.

A lot of people have said that this is

necessary because Civil Service has

pushed these people around for a long
time. They are right; Civil Service did

push these people around for a long

time. The only thing is that we now have
a new Civil Service Board. We have been

working very hard with them. None of
these temporary people's tenure run out
for another year. Therefore, there is no

need to do this n the haste of the bzt
minute. The new Commissioners are

working on the problem. They are now
going to give the temporaries seven
points for their experience as temporary
AUY5.

Mr. Speaker, I think that s going to
work out very nicely. Therefore, there
is no need for the haste. Those who are
qualified will be promoted.

Second, it will not do anything really
about the case backlog. It does not add
any new numbers whatsoever. It keeps
the same numbers. It just gives the temporaries an automatic promotion without any qualification.

Third, there ha been some question
as to whether or not the people were
qualified. Some of them obviously have
not felt qualified because they have not
even applied for the promotion. Maybe
some are and maybe some are not; but
if we make an end-run around the rneft

system and say that all o them auto-

matically become GS-45's even if some
of them may not be aualifled and may
not be doing a good job, I do not think

this House is doing anybody a great

favor.

Mr. Speaker, one of the things that

has happened in the past was that all of
these agencies started to want more and
mort supergrades, so this House started
to add new supergrades in all sorts of
places.

I see this the opening of a new loophole. Many will demand promotions no
matter where they come from, and they
can always say that if we do not promote
them, they will not administer properly.
Therefore, we will always have to make
an end-run around the Merit System if

the bill as it stands now, paes and

crtates this new precedent.
For example, Mr. Speaker, let us take
airports. We can see this coming in airport legislaticn, with people saying that

If we do not promote all the ar4affic
controllers, they cannot adiinLter the
act properly, so forget the merit systein.

I am dismayed that we did not get a

rule which will allow us to make a point

of order against this section, thereby
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the Ways ad Means Committee report,
is Intended' "to offset the impact of the
social security taxes on low-income persons." Mr. Speaker, the tax increases in
colTect.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. I think this makes this bill are so enormous and will be so
Congress look absolutely silly. We loOk burensoine to lower- and middlesilly enough often enough without ac- income working people that it Is way
cepting this kind of rule, which is wrong past time to start considering how we are
for many reasons. I too urge the House to going to give them relief without making the tax structure more regressive.
vote down the rule.
With that in mind, I am today IntroMr. PEPPER. Mr. Speaker, I yIeld 3
minutes to the gentleman from Ohio ducing legislation to make •the earned
income credit permanent and to expand
(Mr. SEIBERLING).
(Mr. SEIBERLING asked and was on that approach by providing an ingiven permission to revise and extend come tax credit which in 1979 and 1980
will equal up to 11 percent of social sehis remarks.)
Mr. SEIBERLING. Mr. Speaker, the curity taxes paid, in 1980 and 1981 up
conference report on HR. 9436, social to 22 percent of social security taxes
security financing, would Impose g]eater paid, and in 1983 and thereafter up to
increases In the social security tax than 33 percent of social security taxes paid.
either the House-passed bill or the Sen. This credit would be reduced one-half
ate-passed bill. I will vote for the rule percent for each $500 or fraction thereof

allowing the Committtee on Post Office pràmote people who have not even apand Civil Service to bring it3 bill to the plied to be promoted.
floor on a joint referral from the ComMrs. SCHROEDER. The gentleman is

mittee on Ways and Means so that we
could discuss it and have the House make
a decision about which way It wanted to

go on this matter.
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, will the gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. SCHROEDER. I yield to the gentleman from Massachusetts.
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, I would like to remind the gen-

tlewoman from Colorado (Mrs. SCHROE-

DER) that the whole thrust of this legislation is to clean up the backlog of over
90,000 disabilIty cases. It was as high

as 113,000, and we are trying to pare

that down.
It has been the result of the roadblock
operation of the Civil Service Cominission which has prevented those people
who are entitled to hearings from being
heard. It is a scandal In this country that
we have totally disabled people who

never even get a chance to be heard.
They leave this world; they die after 18

months or so, and they never get a

chance to have their cases acted upon.
Mr. Speaker, I think our moral Judg-

ment here was right and that we have

and for the bifi, but only with great by .which a worker's income exceeds the
reluctance and only because we have wage base subject to the social security
been offered no alternative for thuring tax. A worker now earning $1,500 (the
the continued funding of social security.
We all know that the social securlly tax
is Indeed a tax, not a form. of insurance,
and that the tax falls heaviest on lowerand middle-Income working people.

present wage base) or less would receive
the full credit—equal to 33 percent of his

social security tax. A worker earning

$20,000 would receive a credit equal to
29.5 percent of his social security tax,

I think it is a poor way to make tax since his earnings exceed the current

policy, to say the least, for the Congress wage base by $3,500. Under this proposal,
I can agree with a lot that the gentle- to increase this regressive tax lefore workers currently earning over $49,000
woman says. However, the important having any clear idea what kinds of cuts would receive no income tax credit in
thrust is to give these people a chance it s going to make in the personi.l in- 1977 for social security tax paid. If the
to be heard right now. The Civil Service come tax to offset the economic drag of employee's income tax obligation is less
Commission has blocked them at every the social security tax Increase. We could than the amount of the credit, the difwell end up with tax reform in reverse. ference would be refundable to the emturn.
For example, if, to offset the $20 billion ployee, as is the earned income credit,
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time
of the gentlewoman from Colorado (Mrs. increase in social security tax, we enact and workers eligible for both could elect
an across-the-board cut .in income tax the larger of the two.
SCHROEDER) has expired.
As the wage base subject to the social
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Speaker, I yield I rates, those who would benefit most are
additional minute to the gentlewoman the very ones who pay the smallest pro- security tax goes up, so would the maxiportion of their incomes into the social mum dollar amount of the credit. Howfrom Colorado.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Mr. Speaker, I security system. That kind of• income ever, the credit would still be reduced
to give these people a chance to be heard.

tax cut would be a windfall benefit to at the same rate where earnings exthose workers—i out of 10—who do not ceed the wage base and would always
know he has really been concerned about pay any social security taxes. Wo:tst of phase out completely when earnings exthe wage base by more than $32,this matter—that he is right in saying all, such a cut will not insure th,t the ceed
that the Civil Service Commission In the money would go back to those paying 500. The reason for the gradual reducof the credit for those whose earnpast has given these people the run- the. increased social security tax, nd It tion
exceed the wage base is to introduce
around. However, there is a new Civil could even bring about a redLstr1tutlon ings
Service Commission, and they have been of income from the great majority of an element of progressivity and to avoid
over the nonprogressive charworking with us. in 10 months we can- working people to those who are in the carrying
acter of the social security tax into the
not turn everything around, any more upper-income grouips.
By approving this conference report, income tax system.
than we can turn everything around
Employers would be authorized by the
we will be passing u a golden opporovernight.
Second, Mr. Spea1er, this creates no tunity to work some real reform into bill to reduce employees' Iiicome tax
new positions. It really does not help us the social security financing system. withholdings by the amount of the social
with the backlog. It keeps the same num- Realistically, any such reform will prob- security tax credit, so that the money
ber of positions, and promotes them au. ably inVolve financing part o the pre9- would never leave the employees' payent benefits out of the general revnues checks or the economy.
tomatically.
Mr. Speaker the original drafters of
Mr. Speaker, I think we should be al- of the government. If an income tax cut
lowed to deal with that problem on the to offset the increased social security tax the social security system envisioned that
is eventually approved, as indeed seems general revenues would eventually be
floor in the future and not In this biu.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Speaker, will ineqitable, we will, in effect, be using necessary for social security funding.
general rventes tokeep the systeni sol- Many countries with social Insurance
the gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. SCHROEDER. I yield to the gen- vent. Continuing the pretense that ocial systems like ours provide for some gensecurity Is only being funded by means eral revenue funding, and it is time for
tlemanfrom California.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Speaker, I of the payroll tax and not by dipping the U.S. Congress to face Its responsibilInto the general revenues will fool few ity In this area. My income tax credit is
thank the gentlewoman for yielding.
I think the point should be reem- people. Unfortunately, however, i1; will one approach. Our esteemed colleague
phasized that by forcing the House to keep Congress in a "straitjacket's as far JEs BV1KE, who chairs the Social Setake the language of the administrative as developing more rationa' tax policy curity Subcommittee, has proposed another, which would have employers, emlaw judge section and to include it in is concerned.
In 1975, Congress enacted a temporary ployees and the government each pay
the social security bill, we wifi be voting,
by voting for this rule, to automatically earned income credit which, according to one-third of the cost of social security.

might respond to the gentleman from
Massachusetts (Mr. BtTRICE)—and I
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This would not only relieve both em- converted to regular administrative law to the vote on the ground that a quorum
ployees and employers of part of this tax, judges.
is not present and make the point of
bu would stimuate economic recovery
In hearings before the Committee on order that a quorum is not present.
by reducing employers' costs or labor. Post Office and Civil Service I underThe SPEAKER pro tempore. Evidently
A third possibility would be to remove scored the fact that the intent of Public a quorum is not present.
the funding of disability benefits and Law 94-202—which created the position
The Sergeant at Arms will notify abhealth insurance from the social secu- of temporary hearing officer—was to con- sent Members.
rity trust fund and pay for them from vert these hearing officers to the same
The vote was taken by electronic dethe general revenues.
So there are several choices, but choose
we must. The country should not and, I
believe, will not long tolerate continued
increases in the social security payroll
tax.
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Speaker, may I just
say this word in coiclusion. This rule Is
exactly the rule requested of the Committee on Rules this morning by the dis-

status, tenure, and compensation as reg-

ular AU's. Expeditious conversion is vice, and there were—yeas 178, nays 175,
exceedingly appropriate when we con- not voting 81, as follows:
JEoll No. 7801
sider, as the material our committee received pointed out, that these temporary
hearing officers are executing their du- Addbbo

ties as effectively and responsibly as

Akaka

A1exnder

regular AU's.
Unfortunately, the Civil Service Com- Etmbro
Ammerman
mission has not provided these individ- Anderson,
Calif.
uals the opportunity for security and advancement they were initially promised. AnnunziO
Applegate
After more than 19 months since enact- Ashley
ment of the above statute, only a small Baldus
RI.
handful of the 189 temporary hearing Beard,
officers have been appointed to perma- Benjamin
Biaggl
nent AU positions.
Bingham
Despite a current backlog of over 83,- Blanchard
000 SSI cases awaiting action—a back- BlOuin
Bogg8
log which was much higher but which Boland

tinguished Committee on Ways and

Means. I am sure every Member of this
House Is aware of the obstacles and the
problems which -have had to be encountered by this distinguished committee of
this House in trying to present to us to-

day this conference report which this

rule will permit us to consider. So I hope
this House will adopt this rule permitting
us to vote on the social security conferBonior
ence report, a matter for which we have has been whittled down by the deter- Brademas
•

come back here today from all over the mined efforts of these temporary hear-

Breckinridge
Brodhead

country, and a measure which, if adopted, ings officers—the Civil Service Cominiswill mean so much to our fellow citizens. sion has failed to recognize the substan- Brooka
Calif.
Mr. ANDERSON of fllinois. Mr. Speak- tial contribution made by these hearing Brown,
Burke, Mass.
officers.

er, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman

Presently, we are confronted with a

from New York (Mr. GILMAN).

demoralized corps of temporary hearing
officers who rightfully fel that they have
been discriminated against because they

Mr. OILMAN. Mr. Speaker, I rise in
support of the provision in this measure
that converts temporary administrative
law judges to permanent law judges. t
think it is a sound addition to this proposal. The temporaries were created to
rid ourselves of the long and heavy backlog that has accumulated on social security disability hearing calendars. The
temporaries were appointed to clear that

Crr

Chisholm
Clay
COllins, Ill.
Corman
Cornell
COrrwell
Cotter

are paid at a lower rate for work comparable to that performed by permanent Danel, Dan
AU's. Their concern is compounded by Dane1son

the fact that they fear their appoint-

ment will expire before the Civil Service

YEA8—178

Gephardt
Gialmo
Oilman
Glickman
Gonzalez
Gudger

Hamilton
Hanley
Hannaford
Harrington

Harri5
Hawkin8
Heftel
Hightower
Howard

Oberstar
Obey

Ottinger
Patten
Patterson
Pattison
Pepper
Perkins
Pickle
Preyer

Jenrette

Price
Rahall
Rangel
Reuss
Richmond
Roberts
Rodino

JOnes. N.C.

Roger5

Jacobs
Jenkins

Johnson. Calif. Roe
Jones, Okla.

Jordan
Kastenmeier
Keys
Kildee

Iostmayer
LaFalce
Lederer

eggett

Lehman

McCor'mack
McDade
McFall
McHugh
McKay

Roncalio
Rooney
Rose
Rosenthal
Rostenkowaki
Roybal
Russo
Scheuer
Seiberling
Sharp
Sikes
Simon
Slack
Solarz
Spellman
St Germain
Staggers
Stark
Steed
Steer3
Stokes

Mahon
Mann
Markey
Mattox
Mazzoll
Diggs
Meyner
Dingefl
Stratton
Mikuiski
Dodd
Studds
Mikva
Downey
Milford
Thompson
Drinan
Miller. Calif.
Tucker
Duncan, Oreg. Mineta
UIlman
Eckhardt
Minish
Vanik
Edgar
Mitchell, Md. Vento
Edwards. Calif. MOakley
Waggonner
Eilberg
Moffett
Waigren
Evans, Cob.
Moorhead. Pa. Waxman
Fascell
Moss
Weaver
Fisher
Mottl
Weiss
Murphy, Ill.
Flood
Wilson. Tex.
FlorLo
Murphy. N.Y. Wright
Foley
Yatron
Murtha
Ford. Mich.
Young Tex.
Natcher
Zablocki
Fowler
Nedzl
Zeferetti
Fra8er
Nichols
Gaydos
Nolan
Delaney
Dellums
Derrick
Dicks

Commission qualifies them for permanent AU status. 'Great weight," as Pubbacklog. They are doing work comparable lic Law 94—202 intended, has not been
to the permanent administrative law given to the extensive experience these
judges. They are not being certified be- proven hearing officers have received in
cause of the laxity of the Civil Service adjudicating social security related disCommission in addressing itself to this ability cases.
As a cosponsor and firm supporter of
problem. These administrative law Judges
are urgently needed. The temporaries are H.R. 5723, I have consistently urged that
doing effective and diligent work in a we remedy the serious shortcoming sufcompetent manner. The status problems fered by these temporary AU's, and have
should have been resolved by the proce- fought attempts to weaken the welldures set up under the prior law that was reasoned- and equitable provisions of
5723 as originally Introduced.
adopted during the administration of H.R.
Accordingly, I urge my colleagues to
Presidt Ford. It has not been done and
we are still confronted with a growing support this provision of the conference
case backlog of disability claims waiting report on H.R. 9346, converting tempoNAYS—175
to be heard by the Social Security Ad- rary hearing officers to permanent AU
In this manner, we can reinstill Abdnor
Carter
ministration. The only effective way or status.
confidence
and
an
esprit
de corps Allen
Clausen.
way to break up this logjam Is by this within this dedicated body of individuals
Don H.
Anderson UI.
legislation.
Clawson. Del
Andrews,
N.C.
who
are
now
understandably
preoccupied
The unquestionable need for convertCleveland
consideration of their uncertain Archer
Cochran
Ashbrook
ing these temporary hearing officers to with
future.
Cohen
AuCoin
permanent AU status was underscored
Badham
Coleman
Accordingly, I urge my colleagues to Bafali8
in hearings on H.R. 5723 before the ComCollins, Tex.
support this rule on this measure in Barnard
Conable
mittee on Post Office and Civil Service, order
to
remedy
this
delayed
Justice
for
Conte
Bauman
of which I am a member, and the Com- our disabled.
Corcoran
Beard, Tenn.
mittee on Ways and Means.
Coughlin
Bennett
Mr.
PEPPER.
Mr.
Speaker,
I
move
the
Crane
Bevill
H.R. 5723, as introduced by the dis- previous cuestion on the resolution.
Cunningham
Bowen
tinguished chairman of the SubcomxnitDAmour8
Brinkley
The previous question was ordered.
tee on Social Security, the gentleman
Daniel, R. W.
Broomfield
-

Nowak

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The ques- Brown. Mich.
Brown, Ohio
vides that individuals who were originally tion is on the resolution.
Broyhill

from Massachusetts (Mr. Buiu), pro-

appointed as supplemental security inThe question was taken; and the Bucianan
come (SSI) hearing examiners under Speaker pro tempore announced that Birgener
Butler
pre-1976 provisions (Public Law 94—202) the noes appeared to have it.
Byron
of title XVI of the Social Security Act be
Mr. STEIGER. Mr. Speaker, I object Caputo

Edwards, Okla.
Emery
English

Erlenborn
Ertel
Evans Del.
Evans, Ga.
Evans, hid.
Fenwick
'ind1ey
Fish
Flippo
Flowers

Flynt

'ountain

Frenzel
Frey
Gibbon5
de la Garza
Goldwater
000dling
Derwinski
Devine
Gore
Dornan
Gradison
Duncan, Tenn. Grassley
Guyer
Early
Edwards, Ala. Hagedorn
Davis

Hemmerschmidt

Hanset

Heck'er
Hillis
Holland
Hollenbeck
Holt
HOltzman
Horton
Hubbard
Huckaby
Hughes
Hyde
Ire' and
Jefrords
Johnson, Cob.
Jones, Tenn.
Kasten
Kazen
Kelly
Kemp
Ketchum
Kindness

Kruecr

Laconkarsino

Latta

Leach
Levitas

LivinsOn

Lloyd, Calif.
Lloyd, Tenn.

Lott
Luken

McDonald
McKinney
Madigan
Marks

Marriott
Martin

Michel
Miller, Ohio•
Mitchell. N.Y.

Moitgomery
M9ore

Moorhead,
Calif.
Murphy, Pa.
Myers, Gary
Myers. John
O'Brien
Oakar
Pease
Pressler

Pritchard

Quayle
Quillen
Railsoack

Regula
Rhodes
Robinson
Rousselot
Rudd
Sarasin
Satterfteld
Sawyer
Schroeder.

Schulze
Sebelius

McClory

Shunter
Skeiton
Skubitz
Smtth, Nebr.
Snyder
Spence

Stangeland
Stanton
Steiger
Stockrnaa
Stump
Taylor
Teague
Thone
Thornton
Treen
Tribie
Vander Jagt
Volkmer
Walker
Walsh
Wampler

Watkins
White
Whitehurst
Whitley
Whit ten
Wirth
Wydler

Wylie
Young, Alaska
Young, Fla.
Young, Mo.

NOT .VING—8i
Andrews,
N. Dak.

Arnstrong
Mpin
Badillo

Baucus
Bedell

Fuqua

Pettis

Hall

Pursell

Gammage
Oinn

Harkin
Harsha
Ref ner

Betlenson
BoIling
Bonker
Breaux
Burke, Calif.
Burke. FJa.

Ichord
Koch
Krebs

Burlison. Mo.
Burton, ,Tohn

Lujan
Lundine

Le Fante
Lent
Long. La.

Burl eson, Te'c. Long, Md.

Burton, Phillip
Carney

Cavanauh

Pike
Poage
Quie

Rinaldo
Usenhoover
Runnels
Ruppe
Ryan
Bantini
Shipley

Sisk

Smith, Iowa

Symme

Mccloskey

Tra4er
Tsongas

McEwen

tidall

Maguire

Van Deerlin

ithian

Whalen
Wiggins
Mathis
Wilson, Bob
Meeds
Wilson, C. H.
Metcalfe
Winn
Mollohan
Myers, Michael Wolff
Yates
Neal

forsythe

Panetta

Oederberg
Chappell
Conyers

Dent
Dickinson
varY

Ford, Tenn.
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Marlenee

Nix

• The Clerk announced the fol1owng

pairs:
On this vote:

Mr. Wolff for, with Mr. Burleson of Texas
against.

Mr. Metcalfe for, with Mr. Pike agatnst.
Mr. Neal for, with Mr. Cavanaugh againat.
Ms. Burke oZ Californta for, with Mr. Lu
dine against.
Mr. Baucus for, with Mr. Sntini against,
Mr. Traxler for, with Mr. Chappell against.
Mr. Le Fante Zor, with Mr. Panetta against.
Mr. Risenlioovea for, with Mr. Andrews o

Mr. Yates for, with Mr. Burke of Florida not easy decisions. Those who would tell
against.

Uxtll urthr

notice:

M. Asp11 with Mr Gammage.
Mr. Bedefl with Mr. Bob Wilson.
Mr. ]Bouker with Mr. Udail.

Mr. Burilson of Missouri with Mr. inaldo.
Mr. John urton with Mr. Whalen.
Mr. PhilUp Burton with Mr. Dent.
Mr. Fithian with Mr. Hall.
Mr. Harkin with Mr. Harsha.
Mr. Hefner with Mr. Ichord.
Mr. Krebs with Mr. Long of Maryland.

M. Maguir with Mr. Lujan.

Mr. Ryan with Mr. Mathis.
Mr. Shipley with Mr. Michael 0. Myers.
Mr. Sisk with Mrs. Pettis.
Mr. Smith o Iowa with Mr. Ruppe.
Mr. Tsongas with Mr. Symms.

Mr. WEAVER changed his vote from

"nay" to "yea."
So the resolution was agreed to.
The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.

us that there is some easy way to solve
the social security problem are not tellthg us the way it Is.

So we bring before the House a conference report that has been extremely
difficult to achieve, but one that I think
responsibly faces up to thej.ssues of social security, both short range and long
range.
Mr. Speaker, let me give the Members

some reasons why they should go home
with a vote in support of this conference
report,
First, the critical issue is: Are we keeping the fund solvent, or are we letting it
go into insolvency?
If the Members vote against this bill,

are voting for insolvency for the
social security fund, because that is the
way It is going. There are not gothg th
they

he any easier answers next year than
there are now, It puts us in a surplus
posture in social security for the next

A motion to reconsider was ]aid on 25 years.

the table.
Mr. tJLLMAN. Mr. Speaker, pursuant
to the provisions of House Resolution
call up the conference report on
937,
the bill (H.R. 9346), to amend the Social
Security Act and the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 to strengthen the financing
of the ocia1 security system, to reduce
the effect of wage and price fluctuation
on the system's benefit structure, to provide for the conduct of studies with re-

It does away with about IO percent of
the long-range insolvency.
Mr. Speaker, let me give the Members

some other reasons for their support. In
this conference report we provide t Ie
coup]ing fomula, and that is somcthing

that had to be done. If we do not face
up to the problem of the cost-of-living
formula that Is getting us into longrange ino]vency, we are going to be in
trouble down the road. In this conspect to coverage under the systm for real
ference report we resolve the problem of
Federal employees and for emplo:vees of decoupling.
State and local governments, to Increase
this conference report we increase
the earnings Limitation, to eliminate cer- theInoutside
earnings limitation from the
tain genderbased distinctions and provide for a study of proposals to eliminate existing amount of $3,000 to $6,000 over
dependency and.sex discrimInatioi from a period of 5 years for those 65 and

A year ago no one would have
the cocial security program, and for over.
other purposes, and ask unanimous con- thought that' we could do that, but, 8

sent that the statement of the managers I say, we are providing for a significant
increase in allowable outside earnings.
be read 1 lieu of the report.
That is something that the Members can
The Clerk read the title of the il1.
Th SPEAKER pro tempore. i there take home. That is something the Men
objection to the request of the gentleman bers oight not to be voting agahist, bc
lieve me, when they go home and talk to
from Oregon?
There was no oblecUon.

their senior citizens.

We are also moving on the issue of
The CIek read the statement.
(For conference report and statrnent, exempting altogether our senior cit1zen
see proceedings of the House of Decem- from any ceiling on outside earnings by
reducing the 72-year age limit to 10. ii
ber 14, 197'?.)
Mr. ULLMAN (during th.e reading). this bill we are saying that by 1082 any
Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous c)nSent one who is 70 years of age or older can
that further reading of the statement have unlimited outside earnings and t11
draw social security benefits.
be dispensed with.
I would not want to go home an be
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there
objection to the request of the gentle- recorded as having voted against that
provision, because that Is extremely
man from Oregon?

portant to our senior citizens. That is
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gen- something that none of us thought was
tleman from Oregon (Mr. ULLr) and possible to achieve even a year or so ago.
There has been a great hue and cry
the gentleman from New York (Mr. CoNABLE) will be recognized for 30 nii.nutes about doing away with the 50—50 or parity in the taxable wage base between emMr. Koch for, with Mr. Marlenee, against each.
Mr. Badillo for, with Mr. McEwen agathst.
ployers and employees. In the House verThe
Chair
recognizes
the
gentleman
Mr. Mollohan for, with Mr. Oinn agaat. from Oregon (Mr. T.JLLMAR).
sion we stood firm on the 50—50 formula.

Worth Dakota against.
Mr. Ford of Tennessee for, with Mr. Cederberg against.
Mr. Conyera for, with Mr. Forsythe agatnt.
Mr. Nix Zor, with Mr. Lent against..
Mr. Beilenson for, with Mr. Eurniels
against.

Mr. Breaux for, with Mr. Fuqua aa1wt.

Mr. Carney for, with Mr. Pursell agast.

Mr. Fary for, with Mr. Winn against.
Mr. Long of Louisiana for, wtt1 Mr. Armstrong against.
Mr. Meeds for, with Mr. McCIokey .th.st.

Mr. Van Deerlin for, with Mr. Wigis

against.

Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I yield
myself such time as I ma consume,
Mr. Speaker, there Is no such thing as
an easy way out of the social security
dilemma. There are not going to be any
more easy votes on social secur1tr. The
fund s not insolvent, as a lot of people
have said, but there are some deiisions

The Senate, however, adopted a higher

employer tax, and this was a hardfought Issue. The President was in support of an unlimited employer tax. I wa
strongly opposed to it.

We won this issue in confernc. W

have retained the 50—50 formula, and
that is an exceedingly important issue.

is a victory for the Rouse, and it is
Mr. Charles H. Wilson o Ca1lfona gor, that have to be made to keep it from It
being insolvent, and those decisio:tis are an issue on which we can go home and

with Mr. Dickinson against.
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say to everjPbusinessman up and down is that we should come back to that
the street, "We won this battle, and hav- figure.
Mr. Speaker, I want to assure the
ing won it nov, we are not going -to be
faced with it again In the immediate Members of the House today that if we
future." That is the message I believe we bite a hard bullet now and do the rewould all want to take home to the bus- sponsible thing ajid vote for this bill and
iness people of our communities.
keep the system in a position of solvency
We also won the battle against gen so that we can have tithe to work in a
eral revenues. As all the Members know, reasonable and studied atmosphere, it
from many sources from the adniinis- will be the intention of the chairman
tration on down there had been a big and of the Ways and Means Committee,
push toward the idea of general reve- if I remain as chairman, to move tonues. I am opposed to general revenues, ward an alternative financing mechanism
and I will have something more to say in social security so that we can back off
about that In a minute or two, because on social security taxes. That is the way
I am not satisfied that our existing fi- it has to be done. We simply cannot vote
nancing formula is as it should be. But down a social security package when the
the answer Is not general revenues. We fund is being depleted and go home and
won that battle. There are no general say that we have responsibly faced up
revenues for the social security system to our responsibilities in social security
in this bill.
legislation. Just keep in mind that a bigThere are three key issues facing us. ger and bigger block of our constituenThey are issues that we must resolve in cies are senior citizens who have to dethe not-too-distant future. We have set pend upon social security as a major part
up very responsible study procedures in of their retirement program. This bill
all three areas.
will make sure that they have benefits

One of these issues is, of course, In the when the day comes that they need them.
area of universai coverage, coverage of
In addition, this also equally goes1or
Federal, State, and local employees. In all of those who are working now. They
the Fisher amendment, which we re- come to me and say, "Will there be funds
tained in conference, we have provided in the social security system when I rea study, and under that study they must tire?"
report back within 2 years a sound proMr. Speaker, I want to say that If the
cedure to cover public and nonprofit Members vote for this bill, they can say,
employees under social security without "Yes, there will be funds in the social
doing them any harm. That is exceed- security system when you retire."
ingly important.
If we vote against this bill and it fails,
We have retained in the conference we cannot go home and say to either the
report the Jenkins amendment, which people who are working or to the people
sets up a National Social Security Com- who are on retirement and count on that
mission that is to look far beyond the check to keep them living, that we have
issues being studied by the present ad- acted responsibly.
vsory group. That Commission is going
Mr. Speaker, I make a plea to all of the
to look at every aspect of the long-range Members. Let us vote for this bill, which
social security problem and come back is the best that we can achieve. If we
to us within 2 years with some long- put it off until next year, there are not
range recommendations.
going to be any easy answers then. We
I intended to appear before that Com- have looked at all of them. We have
mission and make sçme recommenda- looked at all of the alternatives. Let us
tions as to financing, and I will get to not kid ourselves that we can come back
that issue in a moment.
next year and find some easy answer. It
Mr. Speaker, a third study has to do is not going to be there. We may have to
with the problem of sexual discrimina- do something even tougher than .this if

tion. We need an authoritative, far-

reaching, all-inclusive study by a competent group; and we have that in this

package. That will come back within
6 months so that we can face up to the
issue of sexual discrimination in a way
that is responsible rather than through
the kind of hit-or-miss operations that
we have seen going on in the courts.
Mr. Speaker, i do not like the increase

in payroll taxes any more than any
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possible to achieve now and the best
package that it will be possible to

achieve next year or the following year,

and then let us attempt to face up to
these long-range issues.

We have the three studies going that
will result in many recommendations.
We also will have the commitment from
the Chairman of the committee that we
will move to alternative financing.

So I certainly make the plea to the

Members: Let us vote for this conference

report which is reasonable and which

does put the social security system back
tnto a condition of solvency.
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. ULLMAN. I yield to the gentle-

man from Tennessee.
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Speaker, do I understand the distinguished gentleman in the

well to say that under the conference
report that neither the tax rate nor the

tax base is increased by so much as one
penny next year?
Mr. ULLMAN. Not one penny more
than existing law.
Mr. ALLEN. In other words, if we do
not pass this act today we are not going
to impair the revenues that will be going
into social security next year by 1 cent;
is that correct?
Mr. ULLMAN. That is correct except
that we will be failing to face up to the
issue of decoupling which is critically
important at this time and simply delaying th implementation of outside earn-

ings' liberalization which s very im-

portant to the gentleman and all of the
rest of us, and failing to do a number
of other things that need to be done that
are part of this reform package.
Mr. ALLEN. If the gentleman will yield

still further, what I am wondering about
is why, if this is not going to take care
of an immediate financial deficit in the

social security fund, and If we are not
going to have any more money in that
fund next year, why, in other words, f
this bill did not pass at this time, why
this could not have been delayed until
January or February and have it considered in a more orderly fashion and in

time to take care of these other things
we wait longer.
Therefore, Mr.- Speaker, I make a plea we have to face?
Mr. ULLMAN. I would say to the genthat the Members vote for this package

now. Then they Can go home and tell
their constituencies, "The fund is solvent. Those moneys will be there when
you retire." The Members can also tell

them that the chairman of the Com-

mittee on Ways and Means has assured
them publicly that he will move as expeditiously as possible, certainly within

other Members do. At the present sitting the next 5-year time frame, toward
we have no alternative. We have brought adopting a new revenue mechanism
before the House a conference report, whereby we can back off from these mahowever, that has no increases in 1978, jor increases, but the problem that some
either in tax or in base.
are talking about is down the road, 5 or 6
In 1979 we go back to the House or 8 or 10 years from now, not now.

tleman, it is simply because the social
security system requires a long lead time.

The trust funds are getting rapidly to a
posture of insolvency and if we do act
now so as to begin turning it around, we
are going to be in a very serious deficit
posture. The Disability Fund may run
out of money early as the end of next
year. The economy would not have to

turn down very much in order to get
those funds into total insolvency. It

seems to me that this is something that
no Member of this Congress can afford

to delay because we are running into
formula on base increases. We have a
But before the big bite takes place I the very serious chance that that might
very minor rate increase. Then after want to assure the Members that we will happen.
Mr. WHITE. Mr. Speaker, will the
1982 the usual automatic increases in be able to come in. with a better financ-

ing mechanism. We will be able then to gentleman yield?
Te SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair
ago there was a great deal of talk of not sonable posture.
woñld like to athrise the gentleman from
wanting to go beyond an overall of 10
So, Mr. Speaker, I rely on the good Oregon (Mr. ULLMAN) that he has conpercent on payroll taxes. I concurred Judgment of the Members to stay with sumed 16 minutes.
then, and I concur now. My judgment us and vote for the best package it is
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speakel', I yield
the base will continue.
However, let me say this: A few years

bring the payroll tax into a more rea.

-
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myself 1 additional minute and I yield
to the gentleman from Texas (Mr.
WRITE).

Mr. WHITE. Mr. Speaker I thank the
gentleman for yielding.
Mr. Speaker, because of the differences

between the House drawn bill and the
Senate bill, there is something that dis-

turbs me, and that is that the Senate
provides, as I understand, that an existIng civil service retiree's dependent will
have an offset of her benefith from the
social security system if she is receiving
civil service retirement. As I understand,
the conferees came back and gave a 5year moratorium on this, but for those
who do not come under the 5-year mor-
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have done is delay the implementation to

But the unemployment rate—still a painfufly

problems. We fought hard in the coifer-

national Dolicy. it wants those people on pay-"

6.9 percent—is evidence that the numthat extent. I think the gent1emar will high
who want to work Is even higher.
find this has taken care of most o: the berCongress
keeps saying that, as a matter of

ence to eliminate this provision alto-

gether. We could not win, but we niOdifled it in a way that will take away most
of the impact and correct most of the inequities that would have resulted.
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Speaker, I yield
myself 10 minutes.
(Mr. CONABLE asked and was given
permission to revise and extend. his
remarks.)
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Speaker, let us not

rolls. Quite right. But in that case, it does

not make much sense to put a stiff and
steadily rtsing, tax on the payrolls.

I happen to agree with the thrust of
that editorial. I also believe that a third
result of a vote for this report will be a
greater clampdown on capital formation. Again, economists tell us we need
greater capital formation, not less, yet
this conference report gives us a great
deal less for many years to come.
Mr. Speaker, we keep hearing our fiscal cheerleaders mouth those familiar
buzz words—°capital formation" and

delude ourselves—or anyone els—on
this social securi'ty conference report.
The other body has approved it and
atorium, that is during those 5 years
they are in effect losing the benefits of apparently there are enough votes In "sobs creation'—but when the legislative
the social security taxes that they put this Chamber to send it to the White chips are down, we do little to' encourage•
in for the early part of the year or dur- House for signature into law. It seems we either, as the history of this legislation
are faced with a fait ccompli.
ing their work period.
Mr.' ULLMAN. Only the people who
-

Even so, it is important for every Mem-

shows so well.

The massive payroll taxes embodied in
have not had it in the' past. The court ber here to understand exactly what a this conference report simply are not
vote
in
favor
of
this
report
really
means.
decision put a lot of new people in. Those
We did not have to take this
Primarily, it means a monstrous bur- necessary.
people who are newly brought in will
route
to
save
social security.
come under the offset but those people den not only on the 107 million AmenMore than 4 months ago, some of my
who were eligible or who will be eligible can taxpayers who already are support- colleagues joIned me in presenting for
in the next 5 years will not. Remember, ing the social security system, but on all the consideration of the Congress a comwe are only talking about the spouse's future generations of contributors as prehensive, 15-point proposal which

benefit. We are talking about a situation well.
For those paying the maximum, il will
where a social security retiree has a wife
who gets a spouse's benefit. If that spouse cost an additional $6,257 over the next 10
in turn has a Federal or a public retire- years. That averages out to $52 per
ment income, that will be offset. This month per taxpayer over the decade.

was what the Senate amendment pro-

vided.

In the aggregate, the report will increase payroll levies over the next 10

would have achieved several important
objectives. Most importantly, it would
have solved the social security system's
financial problems for at least the next
75 years without increasing the tax rate
more than 1.2 percent on the employer
and on the employee. The proposal also
would have made a number of substantive improvements In the equity of the

years by an estimated $227 billion, thus
giving it the notoriety, if not the dismction; of constituting the biggest peace- system.
time tax increase in our history. How's
Although several major newspapers
made an awful lot of new people eli- 'that for a budget-balance for the Gov- praised it editorially, and a number of
ernment,
and
a
budget-buster
for
the
gible for husbands' and widowers' benesocial security experts thought it worth
worker?
fits and what this provision does is it American
considering, the proposal was not emDespite
this
enormous
yield
in
new
keeps the new people from going on, but
braced by the Congress. I suspect, Mr.
for those people who were eligible under taxes, the report leaves the social ;ecu- Soeaker, that its lack of acceptance in
rity
system
actuarially
imbalanced—
the old system, we have delayed the ima long-range deficit averaging about this body can be traced to an unreasonplementation of this for 5 years. Any- with
1.45
percent of taxable payroll. Tm'ans- ing fear of its two most controversial
body who becomes eligible in 5 years, will
calling for social security
lated
into dollars and taxpayer Impact, points—those
get an exemption from this inclusion and
coverage of Federal civilian employees
that
means
our
children
and
our
chilwill be able to draw both.
and for gradual advancement of the elichildren will have to raise an ad- gibility
Mr. WHITE. Let me give the gentle- dren's
age for full retirement benefits
ditional
$750
billion
plus
accruing
inman a quick hypothetical to be sure I terest to keep the system going tc the to age 68, starting after the turn of the
understand. A person has worked in pri- middle of the next century.
century and not becoming fully effective
vate employment prior to going with the
until 2011—34 years from now.
Second,
a
vote
for
the
report
mens
a
Federal Government. He has built up a vote to depress the jobs outlook even furThose t. points were rejected this
social security system fund, that is, he ther, at a time when the unemployment year, but I want to make a prediction,
has been paying In so he has 'his quarters rate continues to hover around 7 peiient. Mr. Speaker. I predict that both will röin and would be eligible upon his even- Any economist worth his salt will tefl you turn as issues, stronger than ever, in the
tual retirement. When that person re- that, increasing payroll taxes cuts em- not-too-distant future.
tires, or say that person dies, his survivor
More than 100, million Americans are
prospects, and it is axiomatic
wotild be entitled to his social security ployment
covered under social security—mandathat
the
more
you
tax
employment,
the
retirement. Does he also have an offset greater will be the magnitude of unem- torily. Some of them might not want
against his social security?
that protection, but they are fpróed by
Mr. ULLMAN. For the Individual in. ployment.
Iii commenting ecntly on the higher law to have it. Some 6 million Amenvolved, if he had both retirements, it does social
security levies contemplated by the cans—42. percent of them Federal
not impact him at all. He can draw both Congress,
a Washington Post editorial workers—are not covered under social
his public pension and social security.
security.
writer
noted:
Mr. WHiTE. After 5 years.
The ratio is about 17 to 1. And it is beThese,
next
few
years
are
going
to'
be
a
Mr. ULLMAN. But we are only talking particularly bad time for the Federal Oovincreasingly difilcult for the "17"
about the spouse, jn a case where the érnment to impose this kind of,tax on labor. comIng
to understand why the "1" is not covspouse also has a retirement. She worked, Beôause of the very high birth rates in the ered. An increasingly enlightened numand she has a retirement from either the 1950s and early 19608, unprecedented num- ber of those who are mandatorily coyFederal or local government. Rer hus- bers of young people will be pouring into ereci are wondering why, If social secujob market. At the same time womei,1 are
band retires. She would normally get the the
looking for paid work outside rity is good enough for them, it Is not
spouse's benefit. We are saying she can increasingly
their
homes.
The
proportion of the Mneiican good enough for a relative handful of
stiii get ft. If she is eligible at the end of population aètually
holding jobs has never goveinment employees, including us. I
the year or If she becomes eligible with- -before been as high as it Wa8 in Noveiiber, would think that military employees of
in 5 years, she can still get it. So what we according to the BureaU of Labor 8tatItics. the Federal Government, who have been

Mr. WHITE. This is strictly for new
category people who have never been In
it ef ore.
Mr. TJLLMAN. The Goldfarb decision
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the under social security at relatively low
A leading a1trnaUve , ?
for years,

From our own point of view, it will be

The wage43. These provisions were derived
use of mytbical
Treasury is heavy de0 © whet we from the 15-point proposal, offered by
©f ociaI Republicans, to which I referred earlier.
really mean by general
But the total tax load which this resecurity ar huge borrc!y2cjg by the
Treasury, which lncreas rr *li© debt port pi1c on the backs of American taxand ultimately lead t© M©i and payeirs is unacceptable to me. 4nd I
frankly do not believe the Congress will
higher taxes or all.
to toat the find it tolerable for very long, because
Another alternative

ncreasingIy difficult, politically, to contthue raising taxes for others and not for
ourselves. It also will be increasingly difficult to continue the charade of keeping
those who administer the social security
system outside its coverage—without a
medicare program realiticaUr id di- our nstituents will insure our conpersonal stake In its financing.
For those reasons, Mr. Speaker, I be- vert at least h1f of the tae nw used tinued interest in this continuing disaslieve that the lssu of social security cov- for that puroe to the oXda w'vivors, ter.
A vote against this bill will not end
erage for Federal workers is far from and disabilIty insuran©e trust
dead. It is just dozing, and will be wide Those two trust funds py oci ©U1ity soia1 ecur1ty. It will give us a chance
awake again soon. Knowledgeable citi- benefits bad n wage-rkt1 ©ontibu to reconsider a major mistake.
Mr. SCHUIZE. Mr. Speaker, will the
zens resent the omission of civilian Fed- tions. The programs ar ctuar1a11y
gentleman yield.
eral coverage; knowledgeable Federal based.
This is not the case with iedicre. AlMr. CONABLF. I yield to the gentleemployees are beginning to realize the
though part A of medfc, whki rays man from Pennsylvania.
benefit to them of Inclusion.
(Mr. SCHULZE asked and was given
I also predict that the House eventu- hospital costh, is flnn1 oitircIy
pernilssion to revise and extend his
ally will have to face up to the.issue of an through the payroll tax, th r©iram
advanced eligibility age for full retire- not actuarially based, Oro do not b2n remarks.)
©©ntrbu
SCHULZE. Mr. Speaker, the
ent bneflts. Americans not only are efit from it according to
living longer, they are living longer pro- tions, but according to on rndIcal passage of the social security fthance
bill hou1d be a matter of concern to
ductive lives.. Older people are dlsen- needs.
It should be noted that part
medi every Member of the Congress and to
chaixted with mandatory retirement policies and In the next century they are care, which pays for phy ci serv- the citizens we represent.
This bill Is the most expensive peaceilkeYjy to be needed in greater numbers In ices, never has been financed thouh the
payroll tax. Initially, the cost w borne time tax increase in American history.
ti€ labor market.
A declining birth rate has assured us half through premiums ald by artici Over the next 10 years, the American
of a nia11er work force In decades ahead, pants and half through general ivues. taxp&yer will have to come up with an
some add1ional $227 billion as a result of this
which means there will be fewer workers Now, general revenues a©cmt
of part B expendIturz..
social security bill.
ontributthg to social security while 85Ifpercent
general revenues arc to ) used to
The impact of the new social security
i©e will be retiring and drawing bene"ball out" the social euriity sy 1egiiation on the typical American fainiit. The ratio of worker to benef1arIes help
then I suggest th sound way to ily is Gignificant. B 1983 the $10,000 per
is about 3 to 1 now. In another genera- tern,
do it would be to divert half th medi- year wage earner wfll have paid $131
ton, it may be 2 to 1.
the "real" soca1 ecurity more as a result of th1 bill. By 1987
The demographics are clear, Mr. care taxes to
and replenish the hospiti that same worker will have paid a total
p2aker, and they point directly toward programs,
fund from the Treasury, Th1 woufld
$376 more in taxes. The situation is
conIdcration of this 1sue. We should be trust
the OASDI, or caI bcflt, pro of
$imilar for the $20,000 per year wage
honest rbout It, and not pretend we have put
grams on a sound nmiai
v1r earner, who by 1983 will have had to pay
avoided It. We cannot do that.
indefinitely, without ©qufrng ny $328 in additional taxes, and by 1987 will
If we should decide to advance the tually
1ncreasz above preet w veI • have paid $838 in additional social secueligibility age for full retirement bene- tax
This proposal was the essntai e1e rity taxes.
flt, we $hould make the decision to do it ment
of the Republican motion to reWhat makes this burden doubly offensooner rather than later.. The fairest commit
the Ways and Mcan Commit- sive is the fact that this legislation does
ththg we could do, if we should decide tee's social
security bill on the iloor of not address the long-term ills of the
to make this move, would be to give afHouse October 27. The motion failed, social security system, but merely repfected workers as mucI advance notice the
to 57.
resents a band-aid approach. We must
as possible. The most unfair thing would 363Nevertheless,
I predict that jroposa1, be able to assure the young people enterbe to makft such a decision years from too, will make a comeback.
ing the work force today that t1ey will
fl©W when the social security system
One final prediction, Mr. Speaker: I inherit an actuarily sound system.
mother financial crisis and there
hope
no
one
thinks
tho
popos
?or
a
is
The •15-point alternative proposal
tlzne for adequate warning.
tax credit, which briefly held up which was introduced by the Republican
I will make another prediction, Mr. tuition
on the social eeurity confcr- members of the Ways and Means Social
eaker, If we do not decide to make such agreement
a zdjw,tment, we will be forced to turn ence, is dead. It, too, is merely skeping.
Security Subcommittee, of which I am
The resolution of thc corfence di a member, could and should have been
to ether avenues of financing.
Seven years ago, my Republican col- lemma turned out to be another nianeu- adopted by this body. The proposal ad1caguc and I on the Ways and Means ver, oft repeated In the pa, t dIeny the dressed itself to the long-term deficienHouse an opportunity to work
will on cies of social security and would have:
Cornmttee warned:
W Gimply mu2t remember that the income the tuition tax credit concept. Its day First, made the social security systhm
a worker can . . devote to future con- also will come.
financially sound for at least the next
tingencles is limited by his ability to meet
I find it interesting that thc me con- 15 years with less than a 1.2-percent tax
tie immediate nceds of his family. If the ferees, and the same administration, that increase over present rates for the 76
cost of social security outs too deeply into decried the tuition tax credit as a sop to year span; second, strengthened the inda1y living equirementa, people will begin some members of the middle c1as would
surance character of the program; third,
to make unfavorable comparisons between
current costs an4 distant beneath. If the endorse so warmly a conference report improved the treatment of women under
time var comes that current workers are that is so deliberately burdensome to the the program; fourth, made long needed
unwilling to bear the cost of providing bene- entire middle class.
adjustments to reflect changes in living
fit to current retirees, the Bocial security
Mr. Speaker, I was a confcre but, for and working patterns of the American
system will be in real danger
the reasons I have indicated did not sign peoples
We must also be aware of the additionThat warning, if not prophetic, was this conference report.
at Ieat appropriate.
I believe it has some good provisions. al tax burden which could result from
If we have not reached that danger It decoupling-wage indexing "package" passage of the administration's energy
point yet, we will—by taking the direc- is sound. It also moves In the ght di- proposals. There is a limit as to how
tion of this conference report.
rection by improving, ever so slightly, the much can be squeezed from the AmeriI am convinced that we cannot con- treatment of widows and divocee, and can taxpayer.
Unue to use the payroll tax to do all that for those who have worked many years
It will be necessary to cut taxes $20
we want to do with social security.
by updating special minimum benefits billion per year for the next 10 years

i
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Just to maintain the current level of security benefits will be forthcoming

spendable income for the American tax- when they retire. We have been bLttling
payer tifter the passage of this measure. this up and down the road. All I bear is
I believe we, as representatives of the nitpicking and politicking about what
people, owe the American taxpayer an the effects of the politicking is going to

additional loot at the possible alterna-

be.
The

-

truth of the matter is that we
tives to this bill.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 have a responsibility in this Congress, a
minutes to the chairman of the Social responsibility to enact the funds that are
Security Subcommittee, the gentleman needed to enact the taxes that are need-

ed. Do we hear of anybody who is op(Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts asked pos1ng this bill recommending cu.tting
and was given permission to revise and down on the benefits? Oh, no. Look down
through the rollcalls in the RECORDS,
extend his remarks.)
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Mr. down through the years—they have
Speaker, we have before us today the voted for everything. They want to be
conference report on H.R. 9346, the So- loved by everybody, but, today here we
cial Security Financng Amendments of are setting legislation, as the chairman
1977. This is the most important piece of of the Ways and Means Committee has
legislation we have had before us in this so well pointed out.
A vote against this bill is a vote against
Congress, as it provides for the financial
stability of the social security system well the elderly of this country, and that is
into the next century. It provides assur- the way it is going to be classified. A
ance to the elderly of this Nation that vote against this bill is a vote against
from Massachusetts (Mr. BURKE).

the working men and women of this Naand it restores the confidence of the tion who expect that those benefits will
workers of this country that the social be there when they reach retirement age.
There are no two ways about it; you
security system will continue as a sound
are not going to be loved by anybody if
and viable Institution.
In addressing the problems of financ- you vote against this bill. Believe m, you
Ing the system we are faced with the better have your asbestos pants on once
difficult task of Increasing revenues. This that happens.
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Speaker, I y:ield 5
legislation, H.R. 9364. will perpetuate the
present system whereby the cost of social minutes to ttie gentleman from Califorsecurity is divided evenly (50—50) be- nia (Mr. KETCHUM).
(Mr. KETCHUM asked and was given
tween the employee and the employer.
The bill calls for increases in the tax permission to revise and extend h:is rerates and the wage base, beginning In marks.)
Mr. KETCHUM. Mr. Speaker, as I lis1979.
their benefit checks. will be forthcoming,
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Nobody has mentioned, or at least very

briefly mentioned, ail these marvelous
Welf are benefits. I do not know what that

has got to do with social security, because the Ways and Means Subcommit-

tee on Public Assistance sent a bill In
June to the Senate to which aU of these
could have been attached, and as a mat-

ter of fact were attached, but was just

never sent back here.
Now, you go home and tell those working men and women that you have really

done a whale of a job for them. Now,
Mr. ALLEN, my friend from Tennessee,
asked the most pertinent question here:

No matter what happens, whether we
pass or fail on this bill today, it Is not
going to make a bit of difference—not
one iota of difference—next year. And,
he is right. it is not.

Then, the chairman said, "You go
home and tell those people that the

chairman of the Ways and Means Committee promises them that, in any event,
we are going to change this so that this
bite will not be so hard." I submit that

if he can do it in 5 years, he can do it
now.

As a matter of fact, as the gentleman

from New York (Mr. CONABLE) sug-

gested, those alternatives were placed

before the Committee on Ways and

Means. We are doing so much bulletbiting around here, we might as well bite

one now and bring In the Federal employees, cover everybody, raise the age

of retirement m 20 years, but do it gently.
We could have done that. We could have
Alternative methods of financing the tened to that silver-tongued orator, the had a bill. We could have had a good bill,
system have been recommended and I chairman of our committee, I almo;t got one we could be proud of, and it could be

think it is incumbent on this Congress confused enough to vote for this confer- done next year. There is no race to get
to seriously review them. The use of gen- ence report, he made it sound so good. this bill done. I submit to the Members
eral revenues has been suggested for the As a member of the conference commit- that when they go home I do not know
medicare program, the disability Insur- tee we are bringing you today the Carter who they are going to be able to sell this
ance program, and I have introduced leg-

tax increase bill of 1977, and one can de-

islation to provide that one-third of the fine it no other way, because it is a tax
cost of the entire social security pro- increase bill, make no mistake, anct it is
gram be financed from general revenues the Carter bifi. As the gentleman from
in order to mitigate the regressivity of New York pointed out, it is the grea test
the payroll tax and its dampening effct tax increase In peacetime history.

program to, because they are liable to be
asked two questions. One, our constituents are going to say, "Mr., Mrs. or Ms.
Congressman, did you vote for that massive tax increase?" And if the Members
must reply in the affirmative, I hope that
their constituents ask them the next logical question, "Do you Congressmen have

Yet, the chairman points out to us
The tax burden on the workers of that we can go home, and if we get a
this Nation is becoming onerous and I, chance to get a word In edgewise with to pay this tax?" And when the Memon the creation of jobs.

bers tell them, "No," that Is when the
better have asbestos pants on,
the wonderful .thmgs we are doing for Members
them here. Why, we are going to reduce because they are going to have to be honAs the chairman of the Social Secu- that earnings limitation down to age 70. est and tell them that they do not.
rity Subcommittee. I commend my col- Now, that Is a step in the right direction,
So I would hope that this body would
leagues for their responsible actions to but this House voted to eliimnate the exercise 8ome judgment and turn down
assure the integrity of the social security earnIngs limitation at age 65.
this conference report, and let us see if
system. I caution you that the tax burden
the Chairman of the Committee on Ways
The
chairman,
when
we
were
debting
is getting too high, and I therefore
and Means can deliver on his promise
that
issue,
said
that
is
Just
going
to
benestrongly recommend futuie considera fit rich folks Well, I submit that 'there that we can indeed structure this mechation of alternative methods of financing are ric,h foiksat age 70, so I really d not nism in a way that it will nc4 be so onerthe social security system.
what the difference is. But,, the ous on our taxpaying citizens.
Mr. Speaker, I just wou'd like to point know
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Speaker, I yield
House
voted to eliminate the earnings
out to my good friends who are oppos- limitation
such time as he may consume to the
at age 65.
ing this bill that the day of rhetoric is
The conferees on the part of the House gentleman from Washington (Mr. CUNover. For 2 years I have been trying to
debated
that issue, oh gosh, almost 5 or NfliGHAM).
get a bill through this Congress to bring
(Mr. CUNNINGHAM asked and was
10
minutes
before.they receded and acabout the stability of the social security
given
permission to revise and extend his
cepted
the
Senate's
version,
I
was
consystem and all we hear is nitpicking, nitstrained to comment during the pr'Dcess remarks.)
picking on one side or the other.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Speaker, the
The whole thrust of this legislation of the conference, after receding ant reincrease in social security taxes
is to assure the elderly of this country cedmg and receding until our bill was radical
present3d to us today in the form of
that their checks will be forthcoming, not even recognizable, that I was going is
that the working men and women of this to ask Allen Drury to ghostwrite a book the conference report on HR. 9346. It
country who are on the work force today for me called, "Recede and Accept." be- will burden the taxpayers of the coun-'
try and the employers as well with a
will be able to expect that their social cause that is all we were domg.
theref ore, believe that we must begin active consideration of alternative fina.ncing methods for social security.

those working folks, we can tell them all
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lapidly rising wage base and rate as- sons In this country, and they clearly which he mentioned. Unfortunately, that
would serve as a depressant to capital was not accepted.

sëssed against those wages.

savkigs which we do desperately need

We are Void there S no other way to

When the full import of this legisla-

bail out this faltering program but to to reinvigorate our economy. Small busi- tion is felt across the country, the words

throw good money after bad. That timid nesses are going to be adversely hit, less of warning of the Republican Members
approach to real reform leaves me cold. able to cope with these increases than duiing the past 7 years about the dangers
I want to make certain that people major corporations.
inherent in rising payroll taxes will
retiring are sure of receiving a fair share
Many cost figures are being tossed finally get the attention they deserve
of their contributions. I do not want to around today in the debate on this re- from the American people. Because we
abandon these people to the uncertain- port, and I do not want to add to the then may face a different kind of social
ties of their future. But neither do I statistical barrage. But I do think it is security financing crisis—one involving
want to saddle future generations with Important to note that this legislation taxpayer revolt.
outrageously high taxes when there will cost those wage earners who earn
Mr. Speaker, I urge a vote against the
might be a real answer in true social $20,000 at least $838 more per year -than. conference report.
security financing reform.
under the present law over the next decMr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2
We are.told, cynically, that the admin- ade,.and it will cost those who earn $10,- minutes to the gentleman from Louisiana
istration cannot offer people an election 000 a year $386 a year more. To some (Mr. WAGGONNER).
year tax cut without this 1977 non-elec- observers these may not seem to be awe(Mr. WAGGONNER asked and was
tion-year tax hike. This is the most cal- some amounts, but to the wage earners given permission to revise and .exthnd
lous explanation that I have ever heard. themselves, from whom I have heard in his remarks.)
It Is the old case of out one pocket, in great quantity, they loom large, indeed.
Mr. WAGGONNER. Mr. Speaker, the
Por most of them, this bill offers no- easy
the other.
answers for financing social secuThe American people should call those thing; for all of them it takes away.
rity
are
all gone. There are no easy
Members to account who vote for this
Possibly the worst feature of the bill answers left. All we are left with are bad
tax Increase. Thern are big spenders, not is its drastic increase in the maximum alternatives, and I submit to the Memtrue reformers. And they should remem- taxable earnings base. This was done bers that this conference report is the
ber next year when they are magnani- based on the uninformed view that it best of those bad alternatives.
mousiy bragging about a great tax cut the is a wonderful financing method, and
What are our options? Our options
bitter prelude which they. are giving that is not the case at all. What really are,
first, to do what this conference reAmerican citizens and businesses today. happens is that benefit liabilities for the port proposes. This legislation does a
1 urge a no vote on the conference re- future are raised, offsetting a large part number of things that many of you are
port so that we can truely reform social of the additional revenues that are ob- interested in, and in spite of what some
tained in the near term. It actually is, say, it does improve the present social
security.
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Speaker, I yield to a large extend, a "fly-now-pay-later" security
system. It is a better btll than
6 'rflnutes to the gentleman from 'rexas approach. The result is to put more of the House
passed and better than the
the economic security responsibility of Senate passed.
(Mr. ARCHER).
'Mr. ARCHER asked and was given the Nation on the Government and
This does raise taxes, but it raises
permission to revise and extend his re- thereby less on the private sector and benefits
later for people who pay those
on individuals.
marks.)
taxes, and salaries are going up from
The most illogical segment of the whilch
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, I was a
those taxes. I dislike this
member of the social security financing scheduled increases in the earnings base as muchtoaspay
anyone but it is necessary.
conference but I also did not sign the takes place from 1980 to 1981, when there
conference report maintains parreport. I can think back to the Congress is a huge jump of $3,800 in 1 year, from ity,This
and
many of those who oppose this
$25,900
to
$29,700.
Half
of
this
actually
in 1971 and 1972 that passed a 30-perlegislation
will admit that has been a big
cent increase in benefits to social secu- occurred because of a technical blunder. -argument. We do not unbalance the
When the so-cailed Fisher amendment employer-employee contributions.
rity recipients in 1 Congress, 10 percent in 1971, another 20 percent in 1972. to remove Government employees from
This does not allow Treasury borrowThe latter 20 percent was not accom. compulsory coverage was adopted, it car- ing,
and many of the Metnbers who are
panied by any tax increase- whatsoever, ried with it what was supposed to be opposed to this conference report have
adequate
financing
to
offset
the
coverand I voted against that. So I would say
been opposed to Treasury borrowing.
to the chairman of our committee that age lost. Part of this financing came You say it would convert social security
incorrectly
from
a
further
increase
in
was the tough vote for me. But at that
to a welfare program and I agree.
time I predicted the deficits that were the earnings base of $1,800 over what the
The conference report does docouple.
coming In the social security program. committee oi1ginally intended. This It corrects the mistake we made in 1972.
Had that 20-percent increase only been should never have been done, because It stabilizes the trust fund, because the
10 percent, we would have no deficits there is no valid relation between the actuary says that the OASDI trust fund
today. We would not be on this floor level of the earnings and the coverage will be stabilized until the year 2030. The
today, because benefit increases far ex- of Government employees.
trust fund will be stabilized until the
In addition, this bill still leaves the DI
ceeded the cost of living and they were
year 2007, and the combined trust fund
politically motivated, as every Member social security fund in a long-term defi- will be stabilized until the year 2027. If
of this Chamber knows. And so we have cit of over $1 trillion when paid over we do not do this, the DI trust fund will
the years ahead. That is based on ac- be bankrupt by 1979.
the problem that we have today.
Parts of the report we are considering tuarial estimates that presently call for
The OASDI trust fund will be bankwould improve the social security struc- roughly a 54-percent increase in the rupt in 1982. What will you do then? I
ture substantially, particularly the pro- CPI, reduced to 4 percent for the balance will tell you what—you will borrow from
vision that decouples and overcomes of the years aJead. If we can hold in- the Treasury.
part of the additional problem that was flation in this country to 4 percent, with
Put it off until next year? How many
created in 1972. It stabilizes wage re- the Nation's deficit spending going dn, it of the Members are going to have nerve
placement ratios in future benefits.
will be a miracle indeed. I do not think next year to raise the tax rate and staI also approve of freezing the mini- anybody believes the rate of inflation will bilize the trust fund when it Is an election
mum primary benefit and I think it 8 stay at 4 percent or less. These projec- year which we do not have now? Few
a step forward to permit widows and tions are inadequate and inaccurate, and indeed, because most of you will be trywidowers over 60 years of age to re- portend even larger deficits in the light ing to save your political hides instead
marry without losing their benefits, of reality.
of social security.
without having to "live in sin" in order
Those are a few of the problems I see,
Bite the bullet? You will be biting
to receive their benefits, ut I cannot Mr. Speaker. We could have worked this marshmallows then because you will not
support the oppressive tax Increases out in a different way. I cosponsored with bite that bullet now. You are going to
which this report provides. They repre- the gentleman from New York (Mr. CoN- run from it. How many of you will
sent a potentially dangerous blow to ABLE) a comprehensive method to solve change your minds between now and
middle-income and self-employed per- the social security program's problems January? Few if any.
•

•
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Mr. Speaker, the seeond alternative to security system. But the Senate and the today we will vote on the conference reconference committee have made port to accompanying H.R. 9346. the
changes that detract from this bill. This Social Security Financing Amendments

this Is T'easury f1nncing, and Treasury financing Is what many Members
have been trying to avoid, but that is
what you are going to have if you vote
against this conference report. If you
vote against this conference report to-

bill is a mess. Since It does not g into of 1977. There are several provisions
effect until 1979—the year after elec- contained in the conference report which
tions—I advocate that we defeat this bill would bring about changes in present

and roll up our sleeves to produce a good law which I have actively sought to corday you are casting a vote for -Treasury bill. Here in a nutshell are some of my rect. As originally passed by the House,
financing of social security when the objections:
this legislation would have phased out
trust fund goes broke and that is just
First of all, the taxes in this bill are the present limitations on outside earnaround the corner. Can you live with higher than the House passed version. ings by 1982. Although the conferees did
that? I think not.
The rates are higher. Also the earnings not agree to this language, they have
Of cøurse, Mr. Speaker, there is limitations has been restored for which agreed to increasing allowable earnings
another alternative and that is to do I voted to eliminate on the House side. to: First, $4,000 in 1978; second, $4,500
nothing ever. Just consign social secu- I am disappointed that the sex bias por- in 1979; third, $5,000 in 1980; fourth,
rity to the tube. Say to hell with it. tions of the bill have been taken out. I $5,500 in 1981; and fifth, $6,000 in 1982
And I submit that is almost what you have received dozens of letters from my with further increases, determined by the
are doing if you reject this conference constituents outlining their problems in state of nfiation. The conferees have also
report.
obtaining the social security benefit; that agreed that In 1982 the age for those
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Speaker, I yIeld 2 are rightfully theirs, but which are de- persons subject to the earnings limits
minutes to the gentleman from Wiscon- nied to them directly or indirectly ctue to will be reduced from 72 to 70. Although
sex.
sin (Mr. STEIGER).
this action may not appear to be of great
(Mr. STEIGER asked and was given
The House. bill eliminated this dis- importance to some, for many persons
permission to revise and- extend his crimination. If the House language had living on a fixed income it will be of great
remarks.)
been adopted, husbands would not have assistance.
Mr. STEIGEE. Mr. Speaker, I was not to prove their dependency upon their
This legislation will also prevent a reon the conference committee, but I wives for financial support; nor would duôtion in benefiL for widows or widowwatched it carefully.
such proof be necessary for widowers to ers aged 60 and over who remarry. Many
it is unfortunate that th CoNGRs- receive benefits for dependent children. of our senior citizens were hesitant to reSIONAL RECORD does not allow us to reI am also concerned about the changes marry after loosing their spouse because
print Herbiock cartoons because this in veteran's benefits. There exists within they were faced with a reduction or commornthgs cartoon said it all and said it the present system a built-in hardship plete termination .f their surviving
well.
for our veterans. Each time social ecu- spouse benefits. I ani sure that you have
This is a ticking time bomb. It is a rity benefits increase, veterans benefits all heard of cases where elderly people
Christmas tree time bomb that this Con- decrease. If we are truly looking for re- were faced with living their remaining
gress is leaving for the American people form we should look for long-term solu- years alone or "living in sin" as some call
tions to the difficulties veterans en- it, because they simply could not survive
if the conference report is adopted.
Mr. Speaker, I most respectfully dis- counter with seesawing benefits. A short- without the income they would lose by
agree with those who say that this un- term solution to this hardship would be remarrying.
warranted tax increase is needed at this to leave veteran pensions intact.
We are all aware that the growing
time. it is not.
Another concern I have is that the problem with the social security system
For those who voted for the House bill, tutition tax credit portion was taken is that as the average life span increases
may I suggest that you take a look at the out, although five other none germane and as benefits of retired workers condecisions that were made in conference amendments were left in. I am a copon- tinue to rise, outgo from the social secuthat led me to the conclusion that this sor of a bill that would encourage a tax rity trust fund is exceeding income. Acconference report is a step backward even credit for post-secondary students. Also, cording to the 1977 annual report of the
from the House's version. The outside I think that the actuarial and the tax socia' security system's Board of Trustearnings limit was reduced from that rates and the tax methods of thki bill ees, the disability insurance fund will exwhich was adopted by the House, an- are not as good as we could have. As I haust its back-up reserves in 1979, and
other significant step backward was have pointed out above, this bill will not the retirement and survivors fund in
taken in terms of equity between men go into effect until 1979, the year after 1983, unless Congress makes the necesand women in an effort to get rid of gen- the election, thus we have a full yeir n sary financial improvements. Because of
der-based distinctions.
which to correct it and I believe a dfeat this predicament, it is clear that ConFurthermore, the tax burden imposed of the bill today would be good so we gress has to make some hard decisions as
is higher than that proposed under the could go back to the drawing boards.
to the future direction of the social secubill adopted in this body.
Finally, the bill does not contain scme- rity system so that income to the trust
For those reasons, Mr. Speaker, it thing I have long advocated. Since om- fund will be adequate to meet benefits
seems to me that the American people ing to this Congress, I have voted against for recipients.
would be better served by rejecting the every foreign military aid bill based on
In view of this, the Congress really
conference report and attempting to see my experiences while serving In the mili- has only two options. Either to provide
whether we cannot convince the Com- tary and as a Rhodes scholar abro:id. I additional income to the social security
mittee on Ways and Means and the Com- have visited over 40 foreIgn countries and trust fund or allow the trust fund to be
mittee on Finance in the other body of became convinced that our foreign nih- depleted and fail to meet the fInancial
the sound alternatives that exist, which tary aid is a mistake. I have advocated obligation to the millions of Americans
do not impose this kind of tax increase. transferring 20 percent of this foreign now on social security as well as those
The conference report is a bad one, Mr. military aid into a sociai security e!ort. who have been paying into the program
Speaker, and it ought to be v ted down. This would .result in the solvency o1 the but have not yet reached retirement age.
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Speaker, I yield program.
Incidentally, in Pinellas County, Fla.,
such time as he may consume to the genIn short, our priorities are wrong. We which is my home there are 230,000 peotleman from South Dakota (Mr. PRESs- are taxing and taxing without carefully ple receiving social security benefits, and
LER).
analyzing our Federal budget. For this for many of them this check is their
(Mr. PRES5LER asked and was given reason, I have voted "no" on both the rule only source of income. As a consequence,
permission to revise and extend his re- and the social security bill today.
this money is kept in circulation. Most
marks.)
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Speaker, I 'ield of these senior citizens do not hoard
Mr. PRE55LER. Mr. Speaker, I am such time as he may consume to the ren- their money or hide it away. They spend
voting "no" on both the rule and on final tleman from Florida (Mr. YOVNG).
it. Pinellas County's economy is
passage of the social security bill today.
(Mr. YOUNG of Florida asked and was strengthened by the $50 million in social
Since coming to Congress, I have been a given permission to revise and extend his security benefits received in our county
strong proponent of the rights of older remarks.)
each month. These social security
Americans and the solvency of the social
Mr. YOUNG of Florida. Mr. Speaker, checks are cashed and spent with local
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merchants for the purthase of those
(Mr. HYDE asked and was given perMr. Speaker, sooner or later tax supservices and items necessary to meet mission to revise and extend his re- port for the social security system must
one's daily needs. If the $50 million put marks.)
into the Pinellas County economy every
Mr. HYDE. Mr. Speaker, we are being
month, via the distribution of social se- asked to support the social security concurity checks, were to all of a sudden ferece report—a report which is being
stop because there were no longer any represented as "insuring the soundness of
funds in the social security trust fund, the social security trust funds far into
the businessman and his employees the future," which includes a huge tax
would be seyerely affected, as well as increase. It is interesting to note that the
those social security beneficiaries whose conferees decided not to make the inincome would stap. The basic decision creases effective until-after the 1978 elecwhich we have to make is this. "Is the tions.
social security program Important
For the highest paid workers, social
enough to warrant imposing additional security taxes deducted from pa'checks
taxes to keep it sound?"
will triple over the next decade. Social
I share the concern expressed by security taxes for the lowest-paid work-

be increased. But to substantially in-

crease the tax in the face of our present
economic irstability, and with full
knowledge that a tax Increase will not
solve the long-term problems of social security funding, i both foolish and
ineffective.

The conference r"por represents the
largest peacetime tkx increase of any
kind in recent memory, one which un-

poses massive new social security taxes
over the next decade. We cannot con-

tinue to raise taxes on employers and

employees. The working man and woman
has a difficult enough time making ends

many over the fact that the Federal ers will increase 20 percent. Conservative meet. Employers will be left with only
Government has placed the burden of estimates of the cost to American work- one recourse—raise the price of goods
ballng out the ailing social security ers amounts to $227 billion in new pay- and services, which will only be counter-

tru$t fund on businesses and working
people, but actuafly, who else Is there?
These are the very same people who
have iways paid for every governmentsponsored program in the past and who
will continue to do so in the future—
even those programs which are exces-

roll taxes by 1987, on top of 1ncreases al-

productive to our attempts to stimulate
ready built into the law, and on top of the economy. Hiring new employees will

proposed increases in the President's en- be discouraged by this program, when it
ergy tax bill.
should be encouraged instead.
Obviously, the incomes of those AmeriSooner or later we will have to reform
can workers will increase over the next the socialsecurity system, but we must

decade, but will thefr income triple as
sive and wasteful. At Jeast there is little these taxes do? Not likely.
fraud and abuse in the social security
Reform of the social security system is
program when compared with many Imperative, but not by simply squeezing
other Government programs and the more dollars out of the American taxprogram benefits those with no other payers. This Congress is applying a band
aid to a gaping wound-by passing this
sources of income.
We should never Ignore the fact that legislation.
The basic principles of- the social secuthose persons who are now receiving social security benefits were at one time rity system must be reevaluated and rethe very same individuals who payed Zor structured to provide more solveicy and
the educational benefits enjoyed by the equity for those paying the taxes and
current work force and also contributed those receiving the benefits.
Responsibility demands that this Conto the social security benefits of those
who retired before they did. As for those gress immediately undertake a construcof us now working and paying Into the tive overhaul of the social security syssocial security program, one day we will tem—reform that is desperately needed
be the recipient—rather than the finan- since enactment of the program 41 years
cer-=—of the program and it will be our ago.
The Republican social security alternachildren and grandchildren who will be
tive, which we have been prevented from
supporting the program.
considering, was designed to enThere Is no doubt that this bill in- seriously
the 34 million Americans who benecreases social security taxes, but early in able
from social security today, and the
1978 it Is planned to give the American fit
mIllion who contribute today In the
workers and businesses a general tax 100
expectation that they, too, will
reduction that will more than offset this rightful
benefit when thefr time to retfre comes,
socia1 security tax increase.
to be confident that the system is operThere are several strong arguments ating n a sound and equitable basis.
I could use to justify a "no" vote on this
While I disagree with some provisions,
conference report. When the original at least the Republican alternative would
bill was before the House, I voted 'aye" place the social secui'lty system on a
on final passage which establishes my sound financial basis for. at least the
support for strengthening the social se. next 75 years, with no increase in taxes
curity trust fund. However, the confer- beyoid those already mandated by law,
ence comm.ttee has agreed to several until at least 1982. After that, taxes
nongermane amendments and under theY would increase a total of 1.5 percent in
rule providing for consideration of this three stages, over the 75-year life of the
report we were denied any opportunity proposal.
to reject those ongermane amendThe Reptiblican alternative dealt with
ments. Some of these nongermane the long-term demographic problems
amendments relate co the welfare pro- posed by the changing composition of
gram and should 1LOC be attached to a American society, and recognizes the
social security bill. Social security is not enormous changes that have taken place
a welfare program and I object to mak- In both population profile and in life-

mg a sotial security bill a hostage ve-

do much more than simply Increase

taxes. Medicare should be taken out of
the social security system, where it
doesn't belong. The OASDI program is
financed from taxes on covered earnings,

because the benefits of the program are

always related to the earnings of a

worker-taxpayer. This is true even when
the beneficiary is a spouse or dependent
survivor. The same principle does not apply to benefits under part A of the medi-

care program. There the amount of the

benefits is determined by the hospital and

related health care costs of a particular

pemon, and bear no relationship whatsoever to his wages or those of anyone else.
Governmental employees could well be
brought into the social security program
prospectively without disturbing existing

pension rights of present government
employees.

-

These are

but some of the far-reaching
but essential decisions that must be made

it we are to really accomplish what we
agree must be accomplished: the reform
and solvency of the social security

system.
I am sorry the rule was adopted, waiving points of order to the several nonger-

mane amendments added to this already
unfortunate legislation. These make an
already poor situation even worse.
I hope my colleagues will vote no as I
intend to on final passage.
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Speaker, I yield
such time as he may consume to the gentleman Zrom Ohio (Mr. A5HBR00K).
(Mr. ASHBROOK asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his

remarks.)
Mr. ASHBROOK. Mr. Speaker, I have
-

reservations regarding the conference report on H.R. 9348, the Social
serious

Security Financing Amendments of 1977.
Although we need to take steps to insure

styles since social security was first the fiscal integrity of the social security
enacted.
system, the bill before us is not the best
However, since the bill will have no
In 1940, only 15 percent of married answer to the problem.
effect for more than a year, that is suffi- women held jobs. Today, hail of all marOf most concern is the tremendous
cient time to attempt to correct those ried women under the age of 80 are in the hike in social security taxes that would
problems and I intend to support this labor force. The Republican social secu- result from enactment of this legislation.

hicle for welfare legislation.

bill.

rity alternative included a number of Both the tax rate and, the wage base

Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Speaker, I yield proposals to redress inequities that work would be substantially raised. It Is estisuch time as he may consume to the gen- against women. The conference report mated that this proposal would mean
tleman from Illinois Mr. HYnE).
calls for a study.
$42.8 billion a year in new taxes by 1987.
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Low- and middle-income wage earners in colleges and vocational schools. Unwould lose a larger chunk of their sala- fortunately it was torpedoed by the Carries. By 1990 the social security tax rate ter administration.
I iave supported this concept since
would stand at a full 7.65 percent. This is
a heavy burden for working men and first being elected to Congress. In the
current Congress I am sponsoring H.R.
women to carry.
Higher income people would experience 165, which would provide an income tax
an even more dramatic jump in taxes. credit of $300 for tuition expenses at an
A worker making $25,000 a year, for ex- institution of higher education.
The credit would have provided some
ample, would find his taxes increasing
welcome tax relief to families faced with
about $600 a year in just 3 years.
American workers are already finding skyrocketing education costs. Lower and
it difficult to make ends meet. Salaries middle income families would have found
are not keeping pace with inflation and it especiaiy beneficial. Its removal from
the growing Federal tax bite. H.R. 9346 the bill is a great mistake.
All in all, H.R. 9348 is a bad bill. Our
would mean an even heavier tax load for
citizens should not be subjected to the
the people of this country.
The new tax increases would also be a massive tax increases that it would
blow to employers. They would be forced impose. I strongly urge the defeat of the
to somehow come up with the money conference report.
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Speaker, I yield
needed to meet these additional costs.
Small businesses and those with thin 3 mInutes to the gentleman from P!nnprofit margins would be hard hit.
sylvania (Mr. COUGHLIN).
Imposition of such an onerous tax bur(Mr. COTJGHLIN asked and was given
den on our Nation's wage earners and perniissiorl to revise and extend his reemployers would be a serious mistake. It marks.)
is especially wrong at a time of high inMr. COTJGHLIN. Mr. Speaker, once
flation and large unemployment. The again, I am compelled—out of the conAmerican people deserve better from the flicting emotions of fair play and frustraCongress.
tion—to call my colleagues' attention to
The problem is that we have gotten the fact that the will of the House has
away from the original purpose of social again been thwarted by the leader3hip
security. Welfare-type programs unre- arid a threatened Presidential pocket
lated to the protection of older Ameri- veto. We have again been denied a clarcans have been added to the system. The cut vote on the merits of the legislation
inclusion of these social welfare pro- to provide tax credits or higher educagrams has been a major factor in push- tion expenses.
i.ng the social security system toward fiAs long ago as 1970,1 began introclucnancial chaos. It is a mistake to enact ing such legislation in recognition of the
the large tax increases proposed in this growing onerous financial burden on
bill without first taking a hard look at middle-income taxpayers trying to edthe welfare programs which have caused ucate their children in colleges and unithe fiscal difficulties.
versities. In this Congress alone, there
On the bright side, however, a pro- are more than 210 House Members who
vision adopted by the other body to have sponsored some form of education
assess a higher tax on employers than tax credit legislation.
employees was rejected. This would have
I want to thank my many collegues—
dried up needed investment capital, Democrat and Republican—who lLave
added to the unemployment problem and sponsored and worked for this legislaresulted In higher prices for goods and tion through the years. I thank them
services. Fortunately the traditional also for enduring numerous "Dear Col50—50. split
is maintained In the league" letters from me on tax credits
conference report.
and want to warn them to expect many
Another bright Spot is in regard to more until we are afforded the demothe earnings limitation on social secur- cratic opportunity for a direct vote.
ity. Currently, social security recipients
The senior Senator fiom Delaware,
are permitted up to $3,000 in annual whose tax credit proposal we gather here
earnings. Every $2 earned by a recipient today to inter for this session, first inbeyond that amount results in a $1 loss troduced his legislation in 1975 as a tax

force consideration was the senior Senator from Delaware's amendment to the
social security bill. An earlier commit-

ment to bring the matter to vote in te

dying days of the last Congress had been
killed by a ruse.

Less than 3 weeks ago, when the

House agreed to go to conference on the
social security bill, I intended to make a

motion which would have instructed
House conferees to recede to the Roth
tax credit amendment. Knowing this, a
member of Ways and Means demanded

the "previous question" 'which cut off the

opportunity even to offer the motion.
There then followed an even quainter
maneuver in the social security conference in the final days of this session. A
suggestion was advanced that the education tax credit amendment be dropped
from the social security bill and brought
before the House as a rider to a minor
bill. This would, of ourse, be subject to
a quiet pocket veto by the President and
the issue never would be joined.
A second alternative, a motion to recommit the social security bill with instructions to accept the tax credit provision, also was denied when—defying
all

practices and traditions and the

House calendar—the conference report
was given to The Senate to act upon first
rather than the House.
Again and again, the rules and prac-

the House have been bent,
twisted and broken to suit the House
Democratic leadership and thwart the
will of the majority. In this instance,
tices of

middle income working Americans again

were the victims and again were denied
higher education tax credits which
would provide a measure of help and tax

relief at a time in their lives of the

greatest financial stress.
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Speaker, I reserve
the balance of my time.
Mr. ULLMAN.• Mr. Speaker, I yield 1

minute to the gentleman from Florida
(Mr. PEPPER).

Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Speaker, every
month 33 mIllion Americans draw their
social security checks and one-third of

them are over 72 years of age. All of
those people know that this Congress
came back here tOday from all over
America to pass a social security bill
that would give the assurance that in
the future social security would be solvent and that they will get what we prom-

deduction bill and changed it to a tax ised them. If the word goes out at. the
The conference report would abolish credit on the advice of the Senate Fi- end of this day that zotwithstandiflg
the earnings limitation for those 70 and nance Committee. The Senate ha paE'sed the Senate passing the bill by an overolder. In addition, it would raise the education tax credits three times in whelming majority, the House of Reprelimitation for those 65 to 69 years of age the past 15mbnths. In adition to the sentatives defeated it t'. wave of fear
to $4,000 in 1978, $4,500 in 1979, $5,000 senior Soiator from Delaware's bffl'i 26 will sweep through the hearts of every
in 1980, $5,500 in 1981, and $6,000 in sponsors, a similar piece of Senate lei1s- one of those Americans wondering about
lation based on education tax deductions the future solvency and soundness of our
1982.
social security funds which are the sole
Frankly, I preferred to go even further. has 50 sponsors.
source of livelihood for very many of
Consider this scenario:
I supported a successful amendment' in
Approved by the Senate in four of the those people.
the House that would have provided for
This bill does not do everything the
a gradual phaseout of the earnings last five Congresses, the principle of ed
limitation. This seems only fair to our ucation tax credits .vas overwhelmirLgly elderly would like to have it do. It is
nation's older Americans. Although the approved by the House, 311 to 76, wl.ten not perfect in terms of the taxes tha*
conference report does not go as far as I forced a vote last September on reserv- it provides. But we have the future
I would wish, nevertheless it is a major ing funds for it n the fIscal 1978 ;ec- ahead of us, If we keep the funds sound,
to imprve it from the tax point of view
ond budget resolution..
step forward.
Because the distinguished Ways and and from the viewpoint o the recipLents.
A disappointment, however, is deletion
I hope the conference report wiU be
of the education tax credit. This pro- Means chairman continued to refuse to
vision would have allowed tax credits of bring the matter before the House for adopted.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I yteld 1
up to $250 a year for parents of children a vote on the merits, the only way to
in benefits.
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as their reduced need for public eco-

minute to the gentleman from Texas the system before universal coverage is
in place. I do not like the welfare pro(Mr. PICKLE).
(Mr. PICKLE asked and was given vision in one section of the conference,
permission to revise and extend his and I hope we can make other changes in

nomic assistance help to keep the economy up and deficits down. And we could
use more of both of those items.
Tae bill we pass today, thererore, is a
remarks.)
the offset provisions.
tax bill, but it is more than an ordthary
But we have come a long, long way.
Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Speaker, when this
measure was up before the House reMr. Speaker, for months—years—we tax bill. I hope that we—and the
cently, I voted against it on final passage. have been hearing how important it is Nation—can keep that foremost in mind.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I reserve
Now I stand here in support of this con- for us to take the necessary steps to
ference agreement.
shore up. a faltering social security the remainder of my time.
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2
On October 27, 146 Members of this system.
body voted against this bill. Given the
The necessary steps have proved to be minutes to the gentleman from Minneurgency of this legislation, I think that difficult ones. They are more difficult now sota (Mr. FRENZEL).
(Mr. FRENZEL asked and was given
number indicated a great reservation than they would have been 2 years ago,
about the approach taken In the House as I tried to do in my subcommittee, when permission to revise and extend his remeasure and the rule we have barely we on the Social Security Subcommittee marks and to include extraneous mapassed, signals other reservetions.
first made an effort to come up with a terial.)
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, in the
But today we have a different bill, a concrete bill.
bill which I think is sound and fair.
But stunning as this bill is, it is less Social Security Financing Amendments
It will not be popular in the short run. difficult than the horror which will face of 1977, Congress had the opportunity to
It is a steep tax bill. But is is as sound, us if we do not act now.
make some sensible changes in our presand it is Is fair, as we could expect, and
Every passing month sees the social ent social security system. H.R. 9346
that is our best guarantee that we can be security trust funds draining away—to could have provided us with First, a
satisfied with this bill. The alternatives the tune of about $470 million each sound financial structure that guarantees
would be to let the social securitysystem month in the big OASDI fluid. This pace the benefits we have promised; second, a
go down the drain, and we cannot allow is stepped up from the $269 million aver- removal of the earnings penalties for our
that to happen.
age monthly drain in 1976. But it is far social security beneficiaries; third, and
The conference report corrects several less than the $575 million average this could have been done without a tax
matters which I think had caused wide- monthly drain currently predicted for increase in the next few years and a
spread concern.
next year. And it is far less than the drain small tax increase thereafter.
First, it removes the provision allow- of nearly a billion a month which we will
What we have in this bill is an uning for general revenues. I had an face in 1981 If we do not do something necessary, substantial tax increase and
amendment to the House measure to re- and do ft now.
enormous raises in the wage base which
move that provision, and it failed by a
That billion a month—as we might still leaves us with a 75-year deficit of
196 to 221 vote. The action of the con- suspect—will completely exhaust the 1.45 percent of taxable payroll or a stag.
ferees in removing this provision was OASDI trust funds if we do not act. And gering deficit of $600 billion-plus. I could
probably their most significant action. we won't make it until 1981 if all else not support the House version of this bill
We can now say in all honesty to the does not go according to 'the experts' because I felt it could only result in deAmerican people that the social security rather optimistic projections.
creasing employment and depressing our
system will make it, and will make it on
The message in all this is simple. It economy—the conference version is
-

its own. It will not become a needs or will be a lot harder to deal with this
welfare program.
problem then, with a billion a month
Second, the conferees brought relief drain on the trust fund, than it is to deal
on the problem of the outside earnings with it now, with a drain of less than
ceiling, but they did not lift the ceiling half a billion.
entirely. This Just would have been too
No option in this program is pleasant.
costly during the time when the system We must stand up and take the bad news

worse.

While we did remove the earnings lim-

itations for retirees aged 70 and over,
we are still stuck with earnings penalties

for retirees below age 70. The limit is

raised in the conference report, but to an
inadequate level. The mandtory of earnhome now, or we must face the prospect ings limits is a serious flaw in this bill.

faces some of its most critical financing

problems. I think the conference ap- of having the damage of this great sysproach here, again, is fair in that it does

As I understand the conference re-

tem on our consciences for the rest of our port, it will place a devastating burden

what we can without unduly endangering lives.
future generations who will rely on social
Social security is more than an apple
security benefits.
Third, the conferees maintained a Pro- pie program. It is a critical foundation
vision which was in the original House for democracy. Historically, throughout
world, the types ofpolitical philosobill but altered in the Senate. That pro- the
phies most pernicious to democracy have
vision is parity. When we are levying taken
root where great numbers of the
heavy taxes; the only thing we can do Is
to try to be fair to all sides. I think parity populace face extreme personal depriis essential to that sense of fairness, and vations—or see the threat of extreme
I am very pleased to see it remain in the deprivation hanging over themselves and

Conference bill. In addition, this bill their families like Damocles' sword. It
1930's.

be more reassuring to the public than

taking this strong action. This is particularly Important to tfie many young peo-

early next year to address the many

problems in the disability system. We

will face the issue of universal coverage
in 2 years. And we must look at possible

-

without an increase in real wages. Worse,
their social security taxes will increase
from $960 to nearly $2,600. That is nearly
a tripling of social security taxes for mid-

was not accident that the United States dle-income Americans in the next 10
caine forward with a social security sys- years.
tem out of the Great Depression of the
The House, at least, had a better choice

provides for "decoupling," and this provides a consistent wage-replacement
ratio.
In passing this bill we can say to the
American people that we are putting social security on a sound financial basis
for the net 25 to 50 years. Nothing can

ple who have felt that when their time
came the money would not be there.
We are not through. We must begin

on middle-income taxpayers in my district and across the Nation. People in my
district, who earn $20,000 a.year, now
pay about $960 a year in social security
taxes. Under this bill, if inflation and
wages both raise at 6 or 7 percent, these
peoples wages will increase to $35,000

•

ii the Conable-Archer proposal, but

Social security is not, and was never chose not to accept it. This proposal
intended to be, a total retirement plan. would have placed the system within safe
It is both much less and much more. It actuarial bounds, solved the bulk of the
is not a retirement plan but it is an problems and inequities under the curinsurance program against exereme dep- rent system and would have accomplished
rivation not only in retirement but also ths without a tax increase until 1982.
in situations of disability or death of WTriile rejecting the bulk of the provithe family breadwinners.
sions of the Conable-Archer proposal,
Social security also has become an in- the House included many of the gendertegral part of our national economic based inequities in the House bill. The
picture. A healthy social security system conference version of the bill, however,
is an incalculable aid to a healthy econ- throws even these provisions out, by the
omy. The sustained economic power Of decision to include them in an HEW

steps toward preventing opting out of those who receive social security, as well

study.
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The Conable-Archer proposal would number of inequities. It would do aU this amount approximately equals additional
no tax increase until 1982 and wlbh less money which would enter the Medicare Fund
have moved us a step closer to universal with
than a 11/4 percent increase through tbe year
coverage. The conference version provides us with another study which will 2050.
The proposal does not, it should be emonly result In delaying universal cover- phasized, offer the myth of something-forage for possibly airother four decades. In nothing. It is realistic. There are prices to
my view, universal coverage Is of great pay for the problems it SOlV8. But we feel
importance toward assuring good protection, portability, and equality for all
American workers.

We may manage to get a bifi passed
before the end of this session of Congress, but it Is not going to appeal to
many of my constituents—or me. I can-

not support this bifi. It lays a heavier
burden on my constituents than is neces-

sary, and in fact a heavier burden than
was In either the House or the Senate
version.

The question is not, a the distin-

guished chairman has phrased it, one of
a vote forrn or against the system. The
question Is whether this is the best tem-

porary solution for our social security
problems. The answer s, of course, no.
The tax Increases are too severe. The
earnings limits, which this House voted
to repeal, is still with us. Many of the
gender-based Improvements passed by
the House have been removed. The long

the prices are reasonable, especially in view
of obvious alternatives: (1) a drastic Lowering of benefits, (2) a heavy increase in pay-

gested and noted here that the Republican alternative, the Conable-Archer bill,
was superior in all respects to this bill.

I insert at this point a description of
that bill:

STATEMENT ON A NEW EE'UBLICAN INITIATWE
ON SOCIAL SECURITY BY CONGRESSMEN

C.4 percent in 2000. This means that tax

rates would rise, under thie propc3al, 1e68
than 1-and-'/4-percent over a 75-year span.

(The Medicare tax reassignment and the

three-stage rate increase would reduce -the
roll taxes now and in the future, or (3) the remaining deficit to less than 0.5% of taxIllusory use of general revenues, which would able payroll—an atuarily sound margin.
require substantial borrowtng by the TreasC. Make four significant improvementa In
ury, an even bigger public debt. and e'entu- the treatment of women under Social Secually higher taxes and more inflation fr all. rity, by:
Our proposal, which includes a number of
(1) Providing a nw benefit—a 'working
"tradeoffs," should be considered as a unit. spouse's benefit"—designed to give adequate
Its parts—interdependent and not Inter- recognition to wives who work outside the
changeable—have been blended carefully In- home. The benefit would be equal to (a) the
to a particular whole, and it should be jdged blgher benefit amount due either as a worker
as such.
or the spouse o a worker,PLUS (b) 25 perAs far as we know. this proposal tand8 cent of the smaller of those two benefitR.
alone. If there is another—to solve thD sys(2) Reducing from 20 years to five years
tem'3 financial problems, to correct so many the duration-of-marriag3 requirement for
of its inequities, and yet to cost the tax- one spouse to receive a benefit based on the
payers so relatively little—1t has remained other's earnings record. This provision Is
well hidden from public view.
designed to remove what many divorcees
Specifically, our proposal would:
have come to view as an unfair and eibitrary
A. Meet the immediate finanèial ned8 of requirement.
the Social Security Trust Funds by:
(3) En-ding the cutoff or reductton of bene(1) Reallocating taxes collected, beIween fits for beneficiaries who remarry. This prothe Old Age and Survivors Insurance Fund vision is included largely because many
(OASI), and the Disability Insurance (DI) widows who rewed befoTe reaching age 60,
Fund, which is expected to become exhausted ad divorced wives who remarry at any age,
soon if preventive steps are not taken.
loe entitlement to their benefts under cur(2) Temporarily diverting three-fourths of rent law.
a Medicare tax rate increase (0.2% per em(4) Amending the Social Security Act to
ployee and employer) already Scheduld to remove all remaining sexually dlscrtminatory

term cash deficits have not been overcome. We have not stopped double dipping. We have not achieved universal
coverage and as a sepcial bonus, we get
expensive Senate non-germane amend- take plane next year, to the OASI azd DI
ments.
Trust Pund8. This diversion, which Would
Other than decoupling, there Is not not damage the Medicare Fund, would conmuch that Is attractive about this bill tinue only through 1981.
(3) Permitting any of the three major
other than its title. It should be rejected
Funds (OASI, DI and Medicare) to borand the committee directed to bring a Trust
row from another if necessary and with apbetter bill.
Mr. Speaker, because it has been sug-

because of c>ther provigion of this proposaL
(4) Increasing tax rates for employees, employers and the self-employed, in three 8tagee
O. percent in 1982, 0.3 percent in 1990. and

language.
D. Move the nation's social insurance sys-

tem closer to the ideal of uiversa1 covemge

by providing ror the participation of all

federal gov&nment employees. including
Members of Congress not otherwise covered,

by 1979. The objective is integration of the
propriate arrangements for repayment wtth Civil Service Retirement and Social Security
interest. This would be a permanent provi- systems without reducing benefits or protecsion, which should serve as a 'fail safe" de tion for, or Increasing contributtons from.
vice against the insolvency of any of the participants in either program.
funds.

B. Put the system on a Sound financial

basis at least 75 years into the future b7:
(1) Decoupling the automatic benefit ad-

E. Remove th. earnings limitation im-

posed on beneficiarie.. Under present la*,
benefits are reduced and eventually eliminated for earnings above $3,000 per year.
(The llnütation is adjusted annually.) ThIs
proposal would boost the limit to $5,000 in
1978, to $7,500 in 1979, and remove it en-

justment mechanism (to correct a flaw in
the mechanism) and indexing workers' earnIngs. records to wage trends. These chnges
CHUM, AND SCHVLZE
generally the recommendations of both
in 1980.
We believe that the nation's social secu- follow
Ford and Carter Administrations. This tirely
F. Freeze th minimum primary benefit at
rity system should be restored to financial the
proposal
would.
however,
adjust
the
ultimate
stability on a long range basis. We owe this benefit level to account for overexpanaion its current level of $114.30 per month. but
the special minimwn benefit from
not only to the 100 mIllion Americans who
has occurred since the automatic ad- increase
a maximum of $180 to $$219, and make it
sUpport the system and the 34 million who that
justment
ftaw
was
enacted.
A
savings
clause
already 'benefit from it, but to the next gen- would be included guaranteeing that no fu- subject (as are other benefits) to automatic
eration as well. They deserve no less.
adjustments in the future. The miniwould receive lower bertefits annualprimary
benefit goes, in large numbers,
We also believe that a number of long. ture retirees
they would have received under the mum
standing inequities in the system, especially than
to governmental employees who either
present-law benefit formula as it was at; the "moonlight" or retire' early and work Just
those related to the treatment of women. time
of the change. (Decoupling and wage lOng enough under Social Security to meet
should be corrected.
would reduce the system's long- minimal eligibility requirements. The special
We futher believe that the system should indexllng
be adjusted to changing American life styles, range deficit by slightly more than half.)
minimum appues oily to those who have
(2) Advancing gradually and slowly—:rrom worked many years at relatively low wages
that beneficiaries no longer should be pe65
to
68—the
age
at
-which
full
retirement
nalized for continuing to lead productive
urder the system.
lives, and that we should move closer toward benefits would be payable. The adjustment
0. Limit disability and survivorship benewould not bekin until 1990 and would not fits to the maximum primary -benefit pay;
truly universaal social security coverage.
And we beUeve these desirable goals can— reach maturity Antil 2001. Each year dtLring able to a worker reaching age 62. Under
and should—be attained without: (1) alter- that span the full benefit retirement age present law, some younger beneciaries reIng the basic structure or nature of the sys- would be advanced by one quarter :rear. ceive benefits ubstantially higher than
tem; (2) adding heavily to tax burdens in Workers could continue to retire as early as those awarded older beneficiaries who have
the future; or (3) requiring any tax in- age 62 but with slightly greater actuirial worked longer under the system. This provicreases over the next several years, in light reductions than at present. Gradual and dis- sion would remove that disparity.
of an uncertain economy and current pay- tant implementation of this change, wtiich
This proposal is not being offered a,g a
roll levies on both employers and employees. is in keeping both with efforts to abolish "trial balloon" or in a partisan spirit.
Toward these ends we are presenting, for mandatory retirement policies and witb in.
It is being presented, in light of alternathe consideration of the Congress and the creased longevity and productivity of Ainer- tives already proposed, to reassure the mU-,
American people, a comprehensive 15-point ican workers, is designed to permit orcterly lions of Americans who are concerned about
social security proposal. It would place the retirement planning. (This provision would soiia1 security that the system not only can
system on a Sound financial footing for at further reduce the system's deficit, by alout be made financially secure, but can be made
least the next 75 years, it would solve the 20%.)
more equitable for generations to come. And
imzndiate financial shortfall, in the trust
(3) P&manntly reassigning one-fourth of this can be accomplished without Unpoaing
funds, it woild strengthen the system's in- the Medicare tax rate increase, scheduled unacceptable tax burdens or dipping into
surance character, and it would correct a next year, to tl OSADI Trust Funds. This the deceptive pool of general revenues.
RHODES, CONADLE, ARCHER. STEIGER. Kr-
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,on time benefit -rolls and to the benefit formula which 15 applicable to future benefiCiaries. Decoupling would apply the coet-ofliving percentage Increases only to current

We hope and trust-it will be given serious the future, the retirement age for full Soconsideratibn by our Democratic colleagues cial Security benefits. This would not prevent
in the, Congress as well as by the Adminis- workers from retiring at age 62 with actu,tratlon. We are sending copies of the pro- arially-reduced benefits. It would move, even
posal to the President and the Secretary cf tually to 68, the age at which full retirement
Health. Education, and Welfare, and are benefits are payable.
The three final elements are designed to
confident they will give it their attention
tmprove equity and strengthen the, insurpromptly.
The Subcommittee on Social Security of ance character of the system by:
(1) Eliminating one of the most unpoputhe Committee on Ways and Means is scheduled to begin, Monday morning, the de- lar provisions of the Social Security Act—
velopment of legislation dealing with the the one that imposes a limit on. the earned
system's financial problems. We are particu- income of beneficiaries;
(2) Freezing the minimum primary benefit
larly interested in having our proposal con-

beneficiaries.

Decoupling would be accompanied by indexing of a worker's covered earnings record.
Virtually all observers of the social security
system have agreed that decoupling pluS in-

dexing should' be accomplished to achieve
rational and reasonable benefit levels in the
future. There has been disagreement, however, as to the level at whiøh decoUpling

should take place, and as to whether the

sidered in that forum, and stand ready to but also increasing the special minimum
benefit for those' who have worked under
present it there.
Of all interested parties, we ask only that the system for many years at low wages and
(3) Providing that benefits for the disthe proposal be given fair-minded consideration, not in fragmented form, but in its abled and survivors may not exceed the maximum benefit payable to a retiree.
entirety.

The proposal is described in greater detail
in a separate document entitled, A Proposal
for Financial Restoration and Equity

Strengthening of the Social Security System. Our staff members and consultants will

be pleased to discuss it in greater detail at
your convenience.
This proposal has five general oblectives.

First, it would put the social security system on a sound financial footing for at least
the next 75 years.

Second, it would strengthen the insurance
character of the system.

Third, it would improve the treatment of,

women under the system.

Fourth, it would make long-needed ad-

justments in the procrain to reflect changes

earnings record should be indexed to prices
rather than wage trends. Both the Carter and
Ford Administrations proposed decoupling
at current benefit )evels and indexin'g of the
earnings record according to wages.
This proposal follows the wage-indexing
approach, on the main ground that, for fu'I. SNORT-TERM FINANCING
The financial problems facing the system ture retirees, it more equitably Stabilizes the
between now and 1982 would be taken care wage replacement ratio; that Is, the relationof through: (1) reallocation of Social Secu- &hip between the benefits they receive and
rity taxes between the Old-Age and Survivors the most recent covered earnings on which
Insurance (OASI) and Disability Insurance those benefits are based. The proposal would.
(DI) Trust Funds; and (2) a temporary re- however, adjust the ultimate eneflt level
assignment of an' increase in the tax rates fof the overexpanhion that 'has occurred since
for the Hospital Insurance (RI) Trust Fund, the automatic-benefit-increase provision was
which already (under existing law) is sched- enacted.
It is an accepted fact that decOupling 15
uled to take place next year.
—
The current OASDI tax rate of 9.9 percent made necessary because of a "mistake" in
the
1972 amendments to the Social Seourity
(on employers and employees combined)
now is allocated: 1.15 percent for DI and Act. The "mistake" has led to overexpanhion
8.75 percent for OASI. It should be reallo- of benefit levels atnee that' time, and would
cated: 1.5 percent for DI and 8.4 percent for lead to .increasingly exaggerated overexpanOASI. The Increased allocation oç 0.36 per- sion in the future. It seems logical to have

able payroll over the next 75 year. This pro-

next year, part of the scheduled increase
posal would virtually eliminate the long- ing
term deficit. It also would solve the serious in the HI tax rate should.be diverted tem-

to the OASDI Trust Funds. Present
cash-flow problems facing the Social Secu- porarily
calls for an increase in the HI tax rate,
rity trust funds now and in the near future. law
in 1978, from 0.9 percent to 1.1 perOne of the two major trust funds—the one starting
cent for each employee, employer, and selfproviding for payment of disability benefit— employed
If three-fourths of this
is estimated to become exhausted in early increase, orperson.
percent per worker and em1979 (or possibly late in 1978). ThIs proposal ployer, were0.15
directed to the OA8DI Trust
would avoid that contingency, without re- Funds beginning
1, 1978 and endquiring any increase In taxes over those ing December 31, January
1981, this would not only
scheduled in present law, on either em- bolster those two, Funds,
but also would perployers or employees, until 1982.
mit a three year phase-out of the earnings
PROPOSAL ANALYSIS

limitation starting January 1, 1978.
The proposal has 15 distinct elements.
[In addition, one-fourth of the 1978 InThree elements deal with the short-term crease in the HI tax rate (I.e., 0.05 percent
trust fund problem—by reallocating monies for both workers and employers) would be
among the funds and by permitting one fund permanently directed to the OASDI Trust
to borrow from another.
Funds after 1981. This would not adversely
Three more deal with the long-range fi- affect the operation of the HI Trust Fund,
nanclal deficit of the system, through de- because the amount of money involved in the
coupling-and-earnings-indexing (to correct diversion approximately equals the savings
a flaw in current law and to stabilize future to this fund as a result of extending coverbenefit ratios) and through modest tax ad- age to federal employees.]
justments and increases between 1982 and
To guarantee the financial viability of all
2000.
three Trust Funds over the next several years,
Four deal with Sex discrimination and the each should be permitted to. borrow from
treatment of women through: (1) liberaliz- another, solely for the purpose of preventing
ing substantially the benefit legibility or di- exhaustion and with appropriate arrangements made in each case for repayment with
interest.
U. LONG-RANGE FINANcING

(1) The long-term deficit of the system
removing all remaining sexually dis- would be reduced by slightly more than 50
percent
through a process called "decoucriminatory language from the Social Secupling.' plus wage indexing of the earnings
rity Act.
(4)

record of the insured worker.
Decoupling was made necessary by what
to the ideal of universal coverage, by requiring the participation of all Federal em- has been termed an inadvertent flaw in the
ployees by 1979.
1972 law which adjusts benefits automaticalAnother element responds to a major ly according to annual increases in the Conchange in our Society—the increasing lon- sumer Price Index. Under the present cougevity and productivity of American work- pled system, the CPI increases are applied
ers—by advancing slowly and gradually, in both o payments already being paid to those
One element would bring the system clcser

-

-

In the living and working patterns of the cent to the DI Trust Fund should be suffiAmerican People.
to prevent it from becoming exhausted
Fifth, it would move closer to universal cient
1979 (as can be expected without a
coverage, which is aporopriate for a nation- by
change in the law). Reallocation also.should
wide, mandatory social insurance system.
both Funds to remain viable at least
The most important objective of the pro- cause
1981.
posal Is, of course, restoration of the finan- until
In order to assure further the viability of
cial sot'ndness of the system. which faces these
two Trust Funds, and to cover the cost
an estimated deficit of 8.2 percent of tax- of certain
improvements in the system start-

vorced Spouses; (2) providing a new "working spouse's benefit", primarily to give
greater recognition to wives who work; (3)
eliminating the reduction or cutoff of benefits to widows or widowers who remarry; and
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the ultimate benefit level adjusted for the
overexpansion which has taken place sihc
'the "mistake" was made.
StartIng just before the "mistake" was
made, and continuing to the present tiie,
the cost-of-l(ving has risen 53.0 percent,
while Social Security benefits have increased

82.1 percent. Thus, benefits have increased
about 6 percent more than the cost-of-living
over that span of time (162.1 compared with
153.0 produces a difference of about 6 percent). Accordingly, it Is reasonable to decouple at a 6 pet'cent lower level ultimateZy.
This does not mean that benefits would be
reduced for those ourrently receiving benefits. They would be treated exactly as under
existing law. Whenever the cost-of-living (as

measured by the Consumer Price Index)
advances in a year by 3 percent or more,

benefits would continue to be Increased commensurately.

Nor does it mean that dollar amounts of
benefits paid in the future would be lower
than present levels. To the contrary, dollar
amounts—as Well as the purchasing power
of benefits—for future retirees would be
higher than present levels.
A major difference between this proposal
and the present system Is that wage replacement ratios (the relationships between bene-

fits and recent covered earnings oil whloh
those benefits were based) would remain
stable in the future.

It is important to note that, under this

proposal, a savings clause—or guarantee—
would be provided so that no future retiree

would receive less than he or- she would
under the present-law formula as it was at
the time of the change. In other words,,re-

tirees in the future would have their choice.
They could take the benefit available under
present law at the point of changeover, or
they could take the benefit provided under
the new method, whichever Is larger.

(2) The long-range deficit would be re-

duced further (by about 20 percent) through
a slow and gradual advanceipent in the retirement age at which full benefits are pay.'

able. This proposal would move that age
from 65 to 68, by degrees, starting in 2000

and ending in 2011.
When the Social Security system was 'enacted, 42 years ago, American workers wefe
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not living as long as they are now, nor were

they as productive for as long a 'period of
time. From time to time, the system has re-

sponded to other changes in the working and

living hftbits of the people it serves, and
it is reasonable for the system to adjust to
these trend3 also.

It should be borne in mind that the lon-

gevity of the American people Is expected to
cOntinue tncreasiflg In the foreseeable

future. The birth rate, meanwhile, has declined dra8tlcally and may well continue
downward (Or else remain at a low level)

for years to come. This means there will be
fewer workers making contributAons, but
more retirees receiving benefits. In view of
such projection8, because of the improve-

enter the labor force. To alleviate this problem and to provide greate' recognition of the
employment record of a working spouIe, the
proposal would make the following clilinges:
1. A spouse who is eligible for an auxilIary
or survivor benefit, who also worked under
8OcIal Security, could receive a new 'worktpg spouse's benefit", which would be equal
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Therefore, an tmportant Objective of tha,
proposal is the imniedlate enactment of legislation requiring the various committees of
jurisdiction to work together over the next
year and produce a workable—an4 equita-

ble—plan for an integrated system, to be-

come effective no later than Jaiuary 1, 197k).

An integrated system would in no way
to (A) the larger amount due either as a prevent the continuance of the Civil eervlce
spouse or as a worker, plus (B) 25 percent Retirement system aa a supplement to Social
of the smaller of the two benefits (tut in Security.

no event greater than the maximum primary
v. INSuRANCE AND EQUITY STRENOTHENINO
benefit).
To strengthen the Insurance character o
2. Any pension or benefit based on govern- the sy8tem and, at the same time, to provide
mental employment not covered unthr 80- greater equity, the proposal also would:

cial Security would be cosidered as a pri1. Eliminate the earnings limitation on
mary benefit In determining the amount of beneficiaries.
This is probably the most unment in mortality as well as the physical the Social Security auxiliary or survivor bene- popular provision of the 8ocial Security Act.
conditions of older people, and in light of fit payable. (This change is designed 1o re- More bills have been introduced to abolish
wide-spread dissatisfaction with mandatory move what amounts to a "windfall" benefit the limitation than to make any other
retiiement, the proposal above can have a in some caaes under present law. For example, change in the system. During recent public
generally salutary impact both on the Social if a wife worked under Social Security for her bearings before the Ways and Means CornSecurity system and on the social and eco- entire career, she would be entitled to i pri- niittee's Subcommittee on Soctal Security,
mary benefit based on her own earning rec- repeal of the limitation was the most widely
nomic lives of the American people.
It is important to note that workers could orcL If her husband had worked ecluaively discussed item. Witnesses pointed out that
a state employee's retirement system,
continue to retire at earlier ages—62, for under
lie would be entitled to a pension under that the limitation enforces the under-utilization
example—but with slightly greater actuarial

reductions than at present, to take into

account the 1oner period of time over which
the beneficliules could be expected to receive
payments.

Under the proposal, the standard retire-

ment age of 65 would be increased by three
months (Or one-quarter year) each year
starting in 2000. By the year 2011, the minimum retirement age for full benefits would
have been increased gradually to 68.
A gr&Iual implementation of this change,

experienced older pedple and also encóursystem and also might be entitled to an of
ages retirees to adopt artificial work and pay
auxiliary (spouse's) benefit baaed Oti his

wife's Social Security record. Inasmuch a8
auxiliary and survivors benefits are based
more on social adequacy (Or need) than on
individual equity, the "windfall" situition
descrthed above is not one which the Congress contemplated when it provided for sur-

practices. Under this proposal, the limitation

would be phased out over a 3-year period.
by increasing the annual exempt amount of
earnings to $5,000 for 1978 and to $7,500 for

1979, and by removing it entirely for 1980
and thereafter.
2. Freeze the minimum primary benefit at
its current level of 8114.30 per month, but

vivors and auxiliary benefits in the first
the same time Increa8e, now and i1 the
3. The prOpoaI would end the cutoff or at
future, the special minimum benefit
reduction
in
benefits
for
widows
or
widowers
Freezing
the minimum primary benefit
with a starting date almost 25 years in the who remarry. Under the proposal, berLefits
future would give people sufficient time to would not be terminated because of a bene- follows a recommendation of the latt Adplan for their retirement without severe dis- ficiary's remarriage or marriage at any age. visory Council on Social Security, and is
ruptiou i ny one year, and would permit Under present law, for example, a widow's designed to lessen, and eventually eliminate,
management and labor to revise employment
practices caefu1ly and systematically.
(3) As noted earlier (on page 5), the long
range deficit in the OASDI Trust Funds

would e reduced further by a permanent
reassignment, starting in 1982,- of a small
portion of the Hospital Insurance tax rate.
This redirected rate would equal 0.05 percent for workers and employers.
(4) To further trengthien the financing
of the system n future years, contribution

place.)

remarriage before age 60, or a surviving divorced wife's remarriage at any age, will prevent entitlement to benefits unless the slbsequent marriage ends. A number of perIons,
eapecially tho8e living in retirement communities, have complained that current law

certain "windfalls" accruing to persons wlO
work in covered employment for very short

periods of time and thus acquire rights to
the relatively large minimutn, which has
beex weighted in favor of low-income
workers.

to lo8e Social Security benefits.)
4. The proposal also would amend the So-

In practice, a substantial number of Federal, state, and municipal government workers, outside the Social Security system, have

favor it, but no action has been taken by the

minimum benefit.

istrative—have stood in the way.
But the latest Advisory Council on Social
Security stated that despite these difficul-

month for workers with at least 30 years of

requires them to "live in sin" in order not

years to 5 years the duration-of-marriage

either "moonlighted" or retired early from
cial Security Act to remove all remaining ,their
regular jobs and worked under Social
sexually discriminatory language. (Example; Security
long enough to. obtain the
The terms "husband's -benefit" and "wife's minimum just
primary benefit.
benefit" would be replaced by one thrm,
Ironically, the minimum primary benefit
"spouse's benefit."
was not established to help those shOrtIV. UNWERSAL COVERAGE
term workers, but to assist other workers
Universal coverage is a natural and dsir- who had labored long under the system, a
able goal of any nationwide, mandatory social low wages. Recognizing thftt the minimum
insurance system. Although about nine of primary benefit was not serving its baaic
every 10 American workers now participate purpose, the Congress In 1972 added a "spein the U.S. social security system, it is in- cial minimum benefit" to better take care
creasingly difficult to justify to the "nine" of the workers with many years of covered
why the "one" is not covered. This is ehpe- service at relatively low wages.
cially true in view of the impact of the 80In so doing, the Congress did not change
clal Security payroll tax on the incomei of the minimum primary benefit, which concontributors.
ttnues to be of greatest value to tho€e who
Public discussion of univprsal coverage has need it lea8t. This proposal would correct
taken place for many years. It has long ap- that anomaly by freezing the minimum pripeared that a large majority of Americans mary benefit while improving the special

efit asd on the other's earnings record.

Congress. Many difficulties—legal and adniin-

(tax) rates for employees, employers, and
the self-employed would be increased by 0.5

percent in 1981, 0.45 percent in 1985, and
in 2000. Thus, the net addition
to the presently scheduled OASDI tax rates
over the next 75 years would be less than
1
percent on employees, employers, and
0.26 percent

the self-employed.

III TAx TREATMENT OF WOMEN AND SEx
DISCRIMINATION

The proposal would make four significant
changes in the Social Security Act designed
to improve the treatment of women and to

remove remaining sex discriminatioh language.

First, the proposal would reduce from 20

requirement for one spouse to receive a benUnder present law, a divorced spouse retains

auxiliary benefit rights only if the divorce
occurs after 20 full years of marriage. Critics
of the system long have contended that this

requirement was unfair, arbitrary, and un-

realistic in view of søcial changes.
Second. the proposal would provide a new
benefit—a "working spouse's benefit'. Under
present law a covered worker is always eligible for a benefit based on his or her Own
earnings record. But if the worker also becomes entitled to an auxiliary benefit, such
as a spouse'B benefit, he or she is entitled,

in essence, Only to the higher of the two
benefit8 available. A number of working
spouses (especially wives) have found that
they would have been as well off financially,
as far as Social Security benefits were con-

cerned. if they had never left the home to

ties, "t is of great importance from the

The special minimum is now $180 per

coverage. When the $180 figure was adopted

in the 1973 SOcial Security Amendments
(effective for March 1974), it was not n-Lade

standpoint of assuring good protection for subject to the automatic adtustments for
all workers on an quitable basis that all changes in prices; if it had been, it would
jobs be copulsoriTy covered under social now be 8219.
security." The Council urged the Congress to
move promptly toward that goal.

Under this proposal, the special minimum
would be increased to $219 in January 1978

A mEjor step In that direction would be and would be subject to automatic adjustmandatory coverage for all Federal workrs. ment thereafter (as are all other benefits).
3. Provide that benefits for the disabled
Integration of the Civil Service R.etiremcnt
and Social Security systems would be an and survivors never could be based on a
extremely difficult task, crossing jurisdic- primary benefit in excess of the maximum
tional boundaries of major committees' in primary benefit for a worker reaching miniboth the House and Senate, and involving mal retirement age of 62 in the year of death
many complex technical problems. But In- or disability.
tegratiort could be achieved, in' an equitable
At least partly because of the technical
way, within one year;
flaw in the automatic-adjustment-of-bene-
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fits provision (discussed above), benefits to
young and middle-aged beneficiaries may be
unduly large—in some cases considerably
larger than those awarded to older disabled
persons or retirees with much longer earning records (and therelore with greater contribution payments). This disparity in benefit levels (which would be increased if no
changes are made) has long been considered

inequitable in a national social insurance
program. The proposal would end that disparity.

PROPO8AL FOR FINANCIAL E8TORATZON AND
EQUITY STRENGTHENING
OF TE SOCIAL
SECURITY SYSTEM

Impact on ithig-term

Trust Funds'

OASDI

Deficit

(Loss or

gain) as

percentage

0/taxable

Provision
payroU
Decoupling and wage-indexing based
on pre-automatic-benefit-adjustment flaw
±4.50

Freezing regular minimum benefit

and updating special minimum
beneflt
+0.07
Increasing the retirement age
+ 1. 65
Limiting disability and survivor benefits to maximum retiree benefits.... +0. 02
Covering Federal employees
+0. 10

Cutting marriage duration require-

ment for divorcees' eligibility from
20 to 5 years
—0.01
}emoving benefit cutoff or reduction
for marriage or remarriage
—0.05
Adding

working

spouse's

benefit,

with offset for other government
pension

—0.45

sion

+2. 13

Ending the earnings limftation
—0.20
3-stage tax increase and HI tax diverTotal Net Effect
Deficit under Present Law
Deficit under Proposal

No: The system

7.76
8.20
—0.44

considered to be

is

within sale actuarial bounds (sufficiently

close to absolute balance) if the deficit is
no greater than 0.50% of taxable payroll.
SHORT-TERM COST IMPACT OF PROPOSAl. ON OASDI
PROGRAM

un bilhicns)

Contributions from
Year

Federal
employees

taxes

4.8

$2.)
3.0
3.2
3.4
1.2

5.1

L

1978

1979.....
1980_.,.

$4.0
4.2

1981 - - - -

4. 5

1982.
1983. - -198& - - -

Transfer
of HI

5.4

Cost of
Increase chanRe in
in OASDI earnings
taxes
test

Net
cost
effect

$0.4
1.6

+$2.3
+5.4

).0

$11.9
12.5

3

12. 9

7. 1

).

3

7.4
7. 6

+48
+.

+10.6
+11.4
+12. 0

ESTIMATED OPERATIONS OF OASDI TRUST FUNDS UNDER

PROPOSAl. FOR FINANCA(. RESTORATION AND EQUtTY
STRENGTHENING OF SYSTEM

tin billions)

Calendar year
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

Total

Total

Net
Increase

income'

outgo

in funds

$82.1

$87.7

—$5.6
—4.2
—3.7
—8.9

93.5
107.6
117.6
125.8
145.0

.97.7

164.6

111.3
126.5
136.5
146.4
156.4
166.4

175.3

1)5.8

186.8

185.5

154.6

—10.)
—L4
—1.9
—1.8

—5
+1.3

Funds at
end of
year
$35.5
31.3

27.6
18.7

8.0
6.6

4.)
2.9

2.4

3.7

Including interest on invested assets.
Note: After 1986, trust funds balance is estimated to increase
each year.
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Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Speaker, will the and even then only a modest Increase of
one and one-quarter percent over the re-

gentleman yield?

Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentleman

mainder of the 75.years. We Republicans

fromllllnois.
have tried five times to cut Federal inMr. MICHEL. I thank the gentleman come taxes in the first session of this
Congress. Five times. And the majority
for yielding.
(Mr. MICHEL asked and was given has opposed us every time.
permission to revise and extend his reThe American people are not so easily
marks.)
fooled, Mr. Speaker. They surely are not
Mr. MICH1. Mr. Speaker, the pas- fooled . by the President's rhetoric that

sage of the social security legislation now he will reduce taxes. ThIa social sebeiore us will have 3 disastrous result6: curiity tax 'and those proposed energy
it will place a crushing and well-nigh taxes will not only take money from the
intolerable burden onto the shoulders of taxpayers but cause inflationary prestaxpayers and consumers; it will begin sures that will reduce the taxpayers pur-

a fierce conflict between generations in chasing power of what he has left.
this country, as the young are asked to
Today, on the eve of the 204th ann!pay more and begin to fear they will versary of the Boston tea party, the annever regain In old age what they con cient enemy of the American people—
tribute to it; and, finally, it will once high taxes—Is still alive. Two hundred
and for all confirm in the minds of the years ago tomorrow the people retaliated
American people the serious doubts they by dumping tea into a harbor—next year
have about the capability of the Congress I predict they will retaliate in the voting
to deal with national problems.
booth. We have found there is one thing
Columnist Tom Wicker of the New worse than taxation without representaYork Times recently described this bill tion. It Is taxation with representation—
as an °economic disaster." He pointed of the wrong kind.
out the following:
We are asked to vote yes for higher
Long-term tax increases totaling $221 biland to sidetrack an attempt by
lion dollars would be imposed in regular taxes
steps between 1979 and 1987. Note that the Senator Ron to give tax relief to those
Congress that voted this body-blow to the sending their children to college.
American wallet prudently put off the first
I call upon members, in the spirit of
of the increases until after its members try those colonists who showed their conto get themselves re-elected next year.
tempt for the King's taxes, to dump this
These payroll tax Increases are regressive bill, sink it to the bottom, and join with
and severe. Under current law, a worker pay- those of us who have a better alternaing the maximum tax in 1979 vould have tiv.
been hit for 6.0 percent of the first $18,900 of
Mr. Speaker, while I have to vote
his earnings, or $1,143.45, which is bad
enough; under the, new bill, a worker at the against the social security conference remaximum would pay 6.13 percent on $22,900, poirt, I think it Important to call to the
or $1,403.77, in 1979. How does a new one- Members' attention the fact that the reyear tax bite of $260.32 grab you?
port contains several welfare reform proBy 1987, workers and employers will be visions which were added in the Senate.
taxed at 7.15 percent on the first $42,600 of
income— $3,045.90 at the maximum. Thus,
over the life of the bill, the payroll taxes of
persons paying the maximum will be nearly

The provisions included would provide

fiscal relief to the States and localities,

incentives for lowering AFDC error rates,
tripled, as will the matching taxes of their access by AFDC agencies to wage recemployers.
ords, and authorization for State welfare
The Wall Street Journal had the demonstration projects.
All four of these provisions are among
following to say about this legislation:
n essence, the Social Security bill wlU be those contained in the welfare reform
but a2lother government program that en- bill I introduced 2 weeks ago, entitled the

courages consumption at the expense of cap- Welfare Improvement and Cost Reducital formation. That can only mean more in- tion Act. The only difference is in the
flationary pressure, which creates a vicious amount provided for fiscal relief. The
cycle by pushing tax rates higher and higher. conference report provides $187 million

This Is not just.another bill. It has to over a 1-year period, while my bill conbe regarded as the biggest tax bill of all tabs $2 billion in fiscal relief for the
time. I tell you, Mr. Speaker, the Ameri- States and localities over a 2-year period.
can people will never forgive or soon forget what this bill will do to their families.

I would provide more relief for New York

State alone than this report provides for
The irony of all this is, we don't have the entire country.
Numbers aside, I commend the House
to travel this Darticular route. We are
told that it will save the social security conferees for accepting these four prosystem. But what kind of salvation do visions. This action represents a signifiwe purchase with the crippling taxes cant first step in the direction of legitithis bill will impose, with the inflation mate and realistic welt are-ref orm. To be
it will create, with the bitterness It will sure, of course, there Is still a long way
form in the large, hard-working middle- to go, and the bill I have introduced conclass, from whom so much is taken and tains many other provisions which would
to whom nothing seems to be given, ex- take us a long way toward completing the
process. I would do so in a manner that
cept a heavier tax burden?
Let us not deceive ourselves. This is does not alter our current programs. I
program; I
one issue on which there are partisan do not drop the food stamp
views, in which there are partisan dif- do not eliminate the SSI program; I do
ferences. Our Republican version of the not structurally change the AFDC prosocial security bill would place the social gram.
What we do in essence is to zero in on
security system on a sound financial basis
for the next 75 years. This plan would the administration of our present prorequire no new taxes until at least -1982 grarns. We provide tools and incentives
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designed to reduce the error rates. Ellini- $2.5 billion to the States in the first full the Carter wholesale alteration contains
nate the ineligibles correct structural de- year of implementation. In the RECORD too many Iniponderables on which we
ficiencies, and strengthen the work op- at the end of my remarks, I will be In- simply do not have sufficient information
tions and requirements. We also provide serting a breakdown of the costs or sav- to construct sound legislation. The bill I
the States with increased opportunities ings for each section of the bill, based In have introduced represents a moderate
to experiment with alternatives, part of the main on estimates provided by HEW. approach that makes Improvements in
which is provided for in this conference
We know, of course, that the Ad Hoc the present system while buying us the
report.
Committee on Welfare has accepted the necessary time to more thoroughly conAll told, with these reforms in place, Carter welfare proposal virtually Lntact. sider alternatives. I will be reintroducing
my bill would result in net savings of $1.1 I don't think anyone here expects that the bill today with cosponsors, and I welbillion to the Federal Government and action to stand, and rightly so, because come any others who may be interested.
WELFARE IMPROVEMENT AND COST REDUCTION ACT OF 1977
Bill Sec. No.

1978

1979

1980

1982

1981

Bill Sec. No.

401

Title I:
101

NC

102

—4

103

0

NC'
—5

NC
—6

NC
—6

NC
—6

+40

+43

+45

+47

+12

+13

104_

+8

105

NC

NC

NC

NC

+4

+46

+49

+52
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WELFARE IMPROVEMENT AND OOST REDUCTION
Acr
1977 (H.R. 10193) TABLE OF
OONrENTS
TITLE I—CHILD SUPPORT

o'

Sec. 101. Method

Qf Payment for Child Sup-

port Collection Services.

Sea. 207. Oompilation of fraud data by Inspeotor General.

Sec. 208. Determination of benefits in certain oases where child lives with
relative not legally responsible
for his support. Sec. 209. ImmedIate Access to Parent Locator Service.

8ec. 405. Oommunity Work and training programs.
TITLE V—FISCAL RELIEF FOR STATE AND LOCAL
WEL)ARE COSTS

Sec. 501. Fiscal relief with respect to costs of
welfare programs.

Sec. 102. Treatment of Certain Child SupMr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Speaker,
port Collections after termination Sec. 210. Establishment of a Monthly .etroof aid to families with dependent
spective Accounting Period for the, the conference report currently before
-

children.
Sec. 103. Child Support Collection andPaternity Determination services.

the House is one that deserves the strong
aid to families with dependent support
of this body. It represents a
children, food stamp, and niedicvery
thoughtful
compromise of the Isaid
programs.
Sec. 104. Payments to states for compena- Sec. 211. Federal nanctal participation In sues in dispute in
this bill—the most
tion of court personnel in child
certain restricted payments under complex and important legislative Initiasupport cases.
aid
to
families
with..deperident
tive on which we, in this first session,
Sec. 105. Federal matching for computer syschildren program.
have completed our work. This is, I
tems under child support and Sec. 212. Aliens
receiving
pubUc
assistance.
establishment of paternity pro- Sec. 213. Continued absence denition.
believe, one of the rare instances in
grams.
Sec. 214. Establishment o! quality control which the product of a conference comTITLE Il—PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION
system Zor aid to. familtes with inittee can truly .be said to be a better
IMPROVEMENTS
bill than eithçr version that was sent to
dependent children programs.
Sec. 201. Additional federal funding under
the conference.
TI7LE rn—CHILD CARE IMPROVEMENTI3
aid to families with dependent Sec. 301. Increase in ceiling on federal social
Early In this session, we began conchildren programs for certain
services funding, extension oZ sideration of this legislation primarily
mechanized claims processing and
special provisions relating to hIld because of the Impending insolvency of
information retrieval systems.

Sec. 202. Access to wage information.
Sec. 203. Safeguards restricting disclosure of

certain information under aid to
families with dependent thildren

program.
Sec. 204. Recipient Identification Card.
Sec. 205. Federal financial paitici.pation in
the investigation and prosecution
of fraud.
Sec. 208. Payment of Administrative Costs to
localities.

day care services.

two of the three social security, trust

TI7LE Iv——W0RK RELATED PROVt5ION

funds. Yet, during both House and Sen-

children.
Sec. 402. Earned income disregard.
Sec. 408. Improvements of Work and training

opInion, was placed on expanding the
benefit structure of the program and too
little concern was focused on the real

Sec. 401. Incentive to report earned iniome ate consideration of this emergency fiby aid to families with dependent nancing bill, too much emphasis, In my

requirements under aid to fun- problem—assurlng the financial stability
lies with dependent children pro- of the three trust funds. I am pleased to
grains.
say that I believe the conference comSec. 404. State demonstration projects.
mittee has careZully addressed this prob-
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lem and rectified what I believe was a 9346, the Social Security Financing
serious weakness in both the House and• Amendments of 1977. This legislation
represents a responsible attempt on our
Senate bills.
One indication of the strength of the part to assure the actuarial viability of
conZerence compromise is that under the the social security trust funda for many
House version of HR. 9346 the OASDI years to come.
Why has the social security fund run
trust fund would have had on hand at
the beginning of 1987 an amount equal to into financial trouble? The major culonly 37 percent of that year's obligations. prit is the problem of the recession and
In the Senate bill, that percentage would the persistently high rate of unemployhave been 44 percent. Under the con- ment which reduced contributions to the
ference compromise, the OASDI trust social security fund. If unemployment
fund, in 1987, will have on hand a re- over the past 6 years had remained beserve equal to .60 percent of the pro- low 5 percent, a reasonable goal, the

benefits received under this program are
the beat bargain available to American

result was. billion instead of confronting a deficit.
The first social security benefits were
achieved through a careful adjustment
in the rates and wage bases and the will- paid in 1940. Since 1950, social security
ingness of the conferees to forsake bene- beneficiaries have enjoyed 12 cost-offit expansions at this time in order to living increases:

simply produce unimaginable chaos and
konZusion throughout the Nation for this

jected outgo for that' year.
Mr. Speaker, such a

fund would have been in surplus by $48.5

assure both today's retirees and those
who expect to benefit from the program
in the years ahead that the promises of

social security protection can be fully
relied upon.

September 1950
September 1952
September 1964

(In percent)

higher contribution rate and base included in this bill, that existing law
already includes substantial future adjustments in the rate and base to cover
anticipated future financial needs. The

12.5
18

JanuaYY 1959

1988
Mr. Speaker, we have read much in FebzUaI71970
the press about the dramatic increases January
January 1971
in taxes embodied in this bill. I hope September 1072

everyone will remember,in reviewing the

77

June 1974
June 1915*
June 1976
June 1977

18

15
10

20
11

8

Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Speaker, I rise to

express both a note of optimism and one
of caution to my fellow Members.
First, I shall support the report of .the
conference committee which provides for
sufficient revenues to pay the retirement
checks to 33 millIon Americans who are
now dependent on sOcial 8ecurlty old age

retirement, survvorship, and disability
benefits. While I do not like the financing scheme in the House bill, the Senate

bill or the conZerence report, it would

Congress to allow the retirement program to become insolvent.

Essentially, a vote today against this
report is a vote for preferred Insolvency

placing millions of elderly, blind, and

disabled Americans in severe and destitute circumstances.
However, I must tell you as emphatically as I did when we debated this bill
here on October 26 and 27 that t was a
serious mistake not to adopt my amendment which would have provided an alternative financing measure. Every bit of

6.4 the burden to bail out this system has
5.9 been leveled on the shoulders of middleAmericans, self-employed citi•Autic cost-of-living increases, as Income
provided in the Social Security Amendments zens, small and Independent business

appropriate comparison, then, Is not with of 1972.
today's social security taxes, but with
Benefit levels this year are 150 percent
the increases already scheduled in exist•ing law.

people at any age.

over 1959. No insurance policy in America
recognized inflation and provided a com-

Also we must all keep in mind that any
cost-of-living bcost.
increases in the contribution bs will parable
These
cost-of-living increases over the
utimately provide higher benefits to cur-

were never adequately funded. The
rent workers when they retire. F'or ex- years
security reserves were depleted by
ample, the maximum benefit in 1977 of social
redued contributions of the reces$5,244 will be increased to approximately the
and this failure to properly fund
$9,900 in 1987 as a result of the higher sion
cost-of-living increases. These higher
contribution base.
payouts were not arbitrary; they were
Finally, Mr. Speaker, I would lilce
to prevent the shift of millions
address myself to the subject of the hos- necessary
Americans from social security suppital insurance fund—the often ignored of
to public assistance. It must be
third part of our social security insur- port
that the social security
ance system. As the result of a poorly acknowledged
carried a tremendous burden which
structured floor amendment in the House fund
belonged to the general
relating to the exclusion of Federal em- substantially
fund.
ployees from the program, assets in the
This legislation before us today will
medicare trust fund would be reduced
between 1982 and 1987 by almost $25 increase sO(ia1 security taxes. However,
billion below the level originally recom- compared to other nations, we are still
mended In the Ways and Means Com- providing more coverage for less. Thirtymittee bill. Although it was not possible three milUon people receive monthly soin the conference to restore the actuarial cial security checks. Most will receive
balance of the medicare trust fund to Infinitely more than they have paid m.
the level incorporated in the Ways and If the average social security retiree lives
Means bill, every effDrt that was possible as little as 2 or 3 or 4 years beyond rewithin the scope of conference was ex- tirement, he will have received more

erted to restore financial stability to than his cofltribution.

people. My amendment gave them some
relief.

Again, I must say that I do not know

your people individually, but I would be-

lieve that they must feel similar to my
people.

These middle-income Americans are
deeply upset over the sudden and large
added. burden to the State property and
income taxes; the local service and user

charges and the Federal income and
FICA taxes. I do not believe that they

intend soon to forget our action here.
Fnally, I am deeply gratified that the
conference report provides for the National comxnlssion on Social Secuiity

which I proposed. To most working
Americans this high level and nonpartisan independent analysis of social security Is the only gleam of hope in this law
for a sound and economically affordable
system of financing retirement over the
long term.
This legislation has been very difficult

for most Members. Raising taxes 18 always difficult and unpopular. It should
be said in conclusion that the 8ystem will
be made solvent while we look for better
approaches.
•1 hope that this action today does not
end our struggle with this Issue. We must
give the problems of social security

In view of increased premiums, why
of financing health care for America's should a young worker accept the social financing attention next year and the
elderly. The long-range stability of the security program? Because social secu- nect year to assure the best, safest, and
medicare trust fund will inevitably have rity does more than take care of the reto bereviewed in the context of any pro- tired worker. Its most important task is Most economical system.
Mr. REUSS. Mr. Speaker, the social
posed changes in the Federal Govern- insuring against loss of family income
the medicare program—the main source

due to death or disability. troday,
of health services. In the meantime, let monthly payments to widows and famme assure my colleagues that the medi- ilies are double the payout to the retired
care trust fund has been somewhat worker. TWo-thirds of social security
strengthened through this legislation benefits are paid to the family as income
and is on firm footing at least through insurance rather than to the retiree.
the end of the next decade.
Even with the social security tax in-

ment's role in the delivery and financing

security proposal before the House is in-

fiationary and inequitable. It threatens

the health of the economic recovery, and
wifi discourage many firms from hiring

additional workers. I intend we 8hould
rely les8 on payroll taxes and more on
general revenues.

The conference agreement on sodal
port of the conference report to HR. social security and survivors insurance security does go a long way toward putMr. VAN]X. Mr. Speaker, I rise in sup-

creases that we are voting today, the
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funds from general revenues, This w©iild

of this social security bill. Supporters of
most the proposal promised to be back with it
workers. For example, under the :rn
year and the chairman of the House
plan, social security taxes
i worker Ways and Means Committee said the colearning $15,000 a year will be $C7.5O iR ge tax credit will be considered by his

basis. There is no doubt that the system mean more takehoine pa
is

in need of reform. Without some

change, the system will be faced with
mounting deficits over the next decade.

But the urgency of the situation does not

1979. Under my plan, th tg would b committee next year as part of an over.

Justify precipitous action on a bill that $585; a savings of $322.50.
creates as many problems as it solves.
In addition, this bill wou'd ke th
Take a hard look at what we are about social security trust funds cur xid
to enact. Sharp increases in payroll taxes provide a much nore equitabk d1rbu

are sure to be reflected In the cost of tion of the tax burden. Th ocii)1

goods and services. What we do not need cuilty Administration estimates thS prc
is more inflation.
posal would result in a ubstanti1 sur

aU review of the tax system. Once the issue has been considered carefully by this

House committee I am confident the
need for relief will be clear and this
measure will be enacted.
Mr. KEMP. Mr. Speaker, this bill today

will raise taxes and the tax rates on the

Ad

American people by $227 billion over the

shelves. That is no way to keep .a recov- visions regarding the ocia security
ery moving. Worse, the increase in taxes earnings limitation. The House bfl

ob creation.
As I have often said before, when you
tax something you get less of it. There
are no two ways about that. So here we

Every time we increase payroll taxes

plus in the trust funds in 10

it becomes more expensive to hire a at the going rate of Interest, th trust next decade; In their haste to ram this
worker. There are already some 7 million funds would earn close to $140 blllloxi ta increase down the throats of the
Americans looking for work who cannot dur1ng these 10 years, e1imhatlng arr American people the adnilnistraton and.
find it. There is no need to add to that need for future increases h taxes,
the majority party In Congress have
total.
Mr. Speaker, I also wou]Id like to e given little thought to the economic conA sharp rise in payroll taxes takes press my disappointment that th
sequences of what they are doing. This
money out of consumers' pockets and version of this social security egs1ation tili will further depress our fragile ecoleaves unsold goods on merchants' does not contain the House.'pse1 pro om1c situation and lead to job losS not
will really begin to bite in 1979, when would have phased out the current
many already expect a downturn in the $3,000 limit on wages a sociaX security
economy.
beneficiary may earn without a educ
And payroll taxes put an added bur- tion in benefits. We voted t limnate
den on workers who are at the very bot- the limit entirely in 1982. The bW ve re
tom of the incwne scale. BY putting con- considering today liberalizes th
siderable emphasis on increasing the ings ceiling to $4,000 hi
taxable base, the conference report may 1979, $5,000 In 1980, $5,500 n 1L
mitigate the inequities that come with the conferees added $6,000 i
Th
payroll taxes. But tax rates are already bill also contains a Senate pso
scheduled to rise under present law, and which reduces from age 72 to ag C
the conference agreement would raise fective in 1982) the age at which
them even higher.
ficiaries are no longer subj©ct t
The conference agreement reflects long tirement test. 'While I support these
hours and a delicate compromise. There changes, I believe we hou1d llm:Int
is an understandable reluctance to put the limit altogether. By not allowing
all that effort aside for a fresh start. We cial security recipients to uppIernent
are also urged to act quickly 80 that the their social security benefits with earned

th r

administration can set its budget and tax income we are undermining an bjec
plans in a manner that will attempt to tive of the Social Security progaxu=-to
undo the adverse economic impact of the supplement retirement income. The ones
social security bill. What a way to legis- who are hurt the most are the Iwer
late. Why not do it right the first time? income retirees since they have gratr
Mr. Speaker, the social security bill need to supplement their soeiai security
should be put over until the next session. benefits and are unlikely to have nvest
A. new bill should be drawn up that will ment or other income which s not ub
restore financial health to the social ject to the earnings limit. Despite
security system without causing so many sage of this bill today, I plan tocontthue
unfortunate economic consequences.
to press for the elimination of this un
Mr. OTTINGER. Mr. Speaker, during fair earnings test.
earlier House consideration of this bill
Finally, Mr. Speaker, I would I1k to
designed to alleviate the financial prob- comment on the deletion of the 25Oa

lems of the social security system, I year tuition tax credit from this bill.
stated my grave reservations regarding strongly support tax relief to help fa
the increased payroll taxes mandated by ilies meet their educational epens, X
this legislation. My overriding concern have cosponsored several bills to
remains the eftect of these increases on •vide this desperatelyneeded nc1]

are preparing to tax employment at a

time when the Nation has 7 percent un®mployment plus. The result will be
iore unemployment, with all the politica', sociological, and economic problems
1t will cause. Even now the President is

proposing passage of the Humphreyawkths "full employment at any price"

bilL Will not demands for further maagive public employment programs jnten-

i1y if we take actions which will increase

nempIoyment In the private sector?
The increasing social security tax
rates, from 5.85 on both workers and
employers—for a combined rate of 11.7
percent—to 7.65 percent—for a combined

rate of 15.3 percent—will increase the
wedge between the total cost of hiring
a worker and the after. tax income of
the worker by almost 4 percent. This
means that a single worker earning $16,-

000 per year is virtually in the 50-percent tax bracket—34 percent Federal Income tax plus 15.3 percent social security tax, for a combined rate of 49.3 percent. And this does not count State Income taxes. In New York State thiswork-

er would pay another 10 percent State
neome tax, for a total tax rate burden

at $16,000 of 60 percent. The result will
be a loss of initiative and incentive plus
a net loss of economic output.

Some may say that this analysis is not

correct because emplo'ers are paying
half of the social security tax bill. But

the total cost of employment is not only
the worker's salary but all the taxes as
well. In other words, it will cost an em$1.66 to give an employee In New
find it increasingly difficult t meet th poyer
York State earning $16,000 per year an
high cost of education.
$1 take home pay. The GovA large number of House Mmer additional
gets all the rest.
have shown their strong support or th ernment
This point was recently emphasized In
kind of relief by cosponsoing thi1 a report
released by joint council 16 of
measures in the House and by voting or the Teamsters
in New York City
an amendment to the budget reso1uon prepared by itsUnion
chief legislative counsel,
to silow enactment of this kind of 1egis Mr. Nicholas Kisburg.
In thisreport on
lation. This proposal has strong backing
In my district as well. In fact, a grass factory earnings the Teansters said:
What government extracts from the inroots. organization has been I orzied. to dividual
employer irrevocably reduces the
work for passage of this measure. They amount
of money the employees of that emhave my full support for thefr. efforts,
ployer will be able to secure through union

the low- and middle-income taxpayers. sistance. We must provide ass1staxce to
These workers are the backbone of our midd'e-income families who arcs e1do
Nation. They must not be taxed out of eligible for grant or scholarship aid and
existence.

I am voting for this bill because of

the urgent need to Protect social security recipients. However, I believe •we
should consider immediately alternate
means of financing social security programs.

I have joined the chairman of the

House Social Security Subcommittee,

Representative JAMEs BURKE in sponsor-

ing legislation to provide relief to middle-income workers. This legislation

would cut the social security taxes for

employees and employers almost in half,
from 6.05 percent to 3.09 percent in 1979,
and make up the income los8 to the trust

I understand that the Senate cnfe:re

agreed to drop the propoaR r
rather than hold up ay 1onr

collective bargaining or 1ndivdua1 negptia.

ton.

What government extracts 1 the torrn 9
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open and concealed taxes from the individ-

ual worker simply reduces the amount o
money available to the gamily for rood, clothingand shelter.
Having only one source to turn to, the
worker attempts to replace the monies expropriated by government by escalating his
wage demands on the emlöyer. Thus begins
the chain reaction which frequently leads to
reduced employment opportunities and,
worse, relocation of business.
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return, every employee and employer in

corresponding reduction in the numbers
of workers contributing to the system.

workers in Erie County earning roughly
$3.5 billion per year it means that Erie

curtail mandatory retirement. We saw
and still see this as a logical means of

New York would get about $1,000,000. In

Erie County would have their taxes The leadership of our committee reraised. Since there are roughly 340,000 stilted In the passage of H.R. 583, to
County stands to lose more than $125 helpitng the system—allowing people to

million per year by 1990. And this does work past 65.—.contribute to the system,
not even begin to calculate the effects of thus insuring its future solvency. Hopeinflation, which could easily increase this fully, this leglslaion can be signed into
The simple and ironical fact is that the figure
law without further delay.
by many millions of dollars.
tax collector does not pay union dues, does
The continued decline between workIn àonclusion, I must urge my colnot walk the picket line, but is nevertheless
the first beneficiarSr of any wage increases leagues to oppose this measure and real- ers and beneficiaries is the reality we
secured bT the worker. This perfect stranger istically face up to the increasing long must deal with. A few years ago, it was
gets his cut first, leaving a substantially re- .term deficit of the social security system 4 to 1, today it is 3.2 to 1. By the year
duced amount for the family.
along the lines suggeted-by those of us 2030, the ratio will approach 2 to 1. The
answer to this dilemma is not more taxes
Furthermore, we should not delude who want expanded growth in private on
the limited workers but rather to proourselves Into thinkthg that the Increase enterprise and whlh would not depend vide
a sharing arrangement between
•
on
an
increase
in
taxes
to
tail
the
system
In the, wage base proposed In this bill,
payroll
taxes and general revenues for
out.
Federal
employees,
millions
incifrom $16,500 to $42,600, will shift the
social security trust funds.
burden of taxation off of moderate in- dentally, must be included if the system future
Let no one here believe that this legiscome workers. This is because inflation Is is to be saved, as it must be. We must lation
represents the alpha or omega
Increasing nominal Incomes daily, push- study all alternative and reform meas- with respect
to social security reform.
Ing people Into higher and higher tax ures while not acjmng so precipiteously.

imperfect but it is necessary, withbrackets. Thus a person earning only The long run implications of this tax I is
out
it we would have unparalleled ecoincrease
are
devastating,
$12,000 per year now will find himself in
Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Speaker, it is with a nomic hardships directed against the
the 50 percent combined tax bracket by
the 1980s, at present inflation rates. I high degree of reluctance that I support elderly.
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Speaker, while it is
think there are very few people in this this cotference report today. Inevitably, gratifying
that Congress has taken
country who believe that a person earn- legislation of this magnitude is a product
ing 2,000 per year ought to pay 50 per- of compromise and this bill is no excepcent ,. his additional income in taxes. Is tion. I differ with much of what is being
it any wonder that many unions have al- proposed here today. I believe the Bouseready shifted their primary demands passed bill was far better.
However, the compelling factor which
away from higher wages to more nonleads me to support it, is the disaster
taxed benefits?
Of cor se, the social security tax In- which would strike the elderly of this Nacreases b •-3re us today will not solve the tion if social security l5enefits were to
fundamental problem of the social secu- stop. This is not a figment of Imaginarity system, which is that it is not an In- tion, but an imminent reality. Based on
surance or pension system at all, but the most reliable projections, without
rather a vast transfer payment from some new and immediate infusions of
those presently working to those who funds into the trust fund, it would dr
have retired. Unfortunately, the illusion up in the early 1980's.

that it is an insurance or pension sys-

tem has blinded us to some serious side
effects of social se:urity on the economy.
The most important of these side effects is the effect on' capital formation.
Historically, much of the Nation's real
savIngs, and hence its capital, came as
the result of individuals saving for retirement. This motivation, and hence the
8avlngs, has gone down steadily over the
years as social security taxes and bene-

fits have gone up. The result, as Prof.
Martin Feldstein has pointed out, is a
zeduction. in capital formation with
which to create jobs and modernize and

expand our Nation's plant and equip-

ment.

The present bill will accelerate this
trend by motivating employers to cut
back on private pension plans. Private
pension plans currently provide the Nation with roughly $30 billion in capital
per year. The Social Security Trust Fund,
by contrast,-creates no capital whatsoever because the funds are not invested,
merely transferred.
One laat po1,t should be raised about
provision of t11e conference bill to give a
one-shot payment of $187 million to local
governments for welfare costs. I can on]y
assume that this was put in as-a sweetener tci'lnduce local governments to su -

What would this mean? For 75 percent

of our elderly it would mean the l of

their principal source of income. It would
result in these seniors after working and

strong steps to shore up the social secur-

ity program for current and future retirees, I am disappointed that Congress
haa not developed reforms of the tax
rate and wage base aspects of the ProThIfl.

-

I believe that ultimately we must take

a hard look at how the revenues generated from the social security tax on the

employee and employer are tru1y used
and develop a system that supports only
retirement. Currently, 1 percent of the
social security tax constitutes a contribution for the medicare hospitalization
program and almost 1 percent is used
for disability Insurance. Additionally.
out of the employee's and employer's
contriJution come administrative costs
of the social security program, includfig
the construction and rental of buildings

contributing faithfully for their retirement years be forced to turn to welfare and the salaries of personnel.
or other sources of income. The conseI am preparing legislation, which I
quences would be tragic and traumatic wrn
introduce in January when Congress
for all concerned. The specter of seniors reconvenes,
make real reforms and
without income would be more than the lower the taxto
rate for the employee and
conscience of this Nation could endure. employer.
It is my view that these "nonThis legislation s regressive instead
aspects of ,the social secuof progressive. It places an inordinate retirement"
program should be financed out of
burden on employers and employees. rity
general revenues, not employee's salWhy we continue to fear tapping the aries.
The employee, I think, Is willing
general treasury to preserve the Social
provide
for his or her future retireSecurity Trust Fund is beyond me. I have ment. But by putting other prograisin
joined and wifi again with the dISth- with social security, I think we are sguished gentleman from Massachusetts leading people and asking them to ac(Mr. BUiuc*) as a cosponsor of legisla- cept a payrbll tax to finance programs
tion providing a one-third employer, one- that ought to be supported. by gener1
third employee and ofle-third general revenues.
revenue arrangement for funding the
OFFSET FOR DEPENDENTS UNFAIR
system.

I oppose the provision, recommended
I have also in the past, proposed that
a National lottery be established for an 'by bhe Senate, to offset social security
additional means of maintaining the dependents benefits received by one
system. Etther of these approaches spouse by the amount of government—.
would be far better than what we have Federal, State, and local—retirement
before us tOday. The dcmographic facts benefits received by the other spouae.
of life dictate a change in our thinking In my view, this provision will force serabout fttue funding for social security. ious financial .hardship on many retired
port this legIlation. If this is the trad - I have cond.ucted hearings in the House couples and in November I wrote the
off, it rceIY a one-side trade. Ac- Select Committee o1 Aging, which iden- conferees urging them to delete the offcording to my estimates, Erie County tify a rapidly aging population, with a set language from the bifi. We should
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not try to shore up the social security Impartial, orderly merit system arid then
system by reducing the benefits right- thwart it.
While the social security financing
ufly earned by people who paid into this
system smp1y because the spouses of bill is flawed, I must reluctantly vote for
these people happened to work for the it because the State of the fundrequires
our Immediate action, in order to. guarGovernment.
It is my understandthg that the con- antee a secure, predictable retirement

amount to more than $124 billion, nearly
30 percent of total direct Federal spend—
ing.These tax credits and subsidies overwhelmingly favor the propertied, upper-

thcome groups, and the corporations. M
taxes imposed on workers and low-in-j
come families increase, so do tax breaks
to the well-off. It is no accident that in
the conference on H.R. 9346, the Senate
nearly succeeded in couplthg increased
payToll taxes to yet another tax break
for upper-income groups, a $250 a year
tax credit for higher education.
The effectof recent Federal tax action
along with the Government's failure to
achieve full employment and price sta-

ferees' amendment provides an exemption to the offset provision for persons

for our citizens. Both Houses of Congress
have made a commendable effort t shore

pensions will get some sort of a "windfall" If they are also allowed to receive
social,necurlty dependent's benefits, and

slightly less regressive th future years as ough reexamthation of the Impact off all
a result of this legislation. They will con-• Federal tax and spending programs on
tthue to. exact a far greater tax burden income distribution, and fundamental reon low- and moderate-income earners, forms that apportion b€nefit6 and buras a percentage of earned thcome, than dens equitably and adequately.
Mr. AMBRO. Mr. Speaker, although I
on upper-thcome groups. Payroll taxes
are regressive in several ways. The ceil- voted for the conference report on the
Ingon outside earnings, though raised bifi to provide adequate financthg for the
somewhat, means that retirees wtio are social security system, I firmly believe
able and willing to work to derive ad- that substantive redraftthg of legislation
ditional thcome will contthue to lose so- to Insure the solvency of the trust funds
cial security benefits above the 3arned Is needed. The increases th both the taxincome ceilings, While retirees who draw able wage base and the percentage rate
income from assets lose no benefits what- contained th this bill will have so severe
soever. Payroll taxes and benefits, In dis- an impact on the average American taxregarding retirees' wealth and income payer and wifi result th such a huge drain
derived from assets, serve to perpetuate a on the economy, generally, that a large
system that places a greater tax liability Federal tax reduction is a necessity.

who, within .5 years after the date of up social security. I will work in the
enactment: First, qualify for or receive second session to rectify what I think
a public pension; and second, meet all are mistakes and bring true reform to
requirements for receiving spouse's de- the program.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Speaker, as the
pendency benefits which were in effect
on January 1, 1977, but do not now re- social security financing bifi, H.R. 9346,
ceive them either because they are too comes to a vote, I will support the bill, bility is to deepen the already gro Inyoung or because their spouses, although but with serious reservations.
social security taxes wifi be thc high- come disparities among citizens. This
eligible, do not vet receive benefits. While
urgently needs full employthis 5-year delay for some people will be est tax paid by two-thirds of the Nation's country
most equitable thcome distriof some help, it is not a satisfactory thcome recipients, thcludlng individuals ment—the
bution
system
of all—and a decent inand
families
livthg
below
the
poverty
solution.
maintenance program for thcee WiThe apparent rationale for the offset level. These payroll taxes are also among come
provision is that men who receive public the most regressive, and will become only able to work. Whatis needed is a thor-

that since they may not be "truly de-

pendent," they must be able to "prove"
their dependency in order to get a permanent exemption from the offset provi-

sion. Last March, the Supreme Court
decided that men need not prove their

dependency upon their wives to receive
benefits—Goldfarb
security
social
agathst Calif ano.

I think it is unfair and dlscrimthatory.

against men to require only men who
receive public pensions to prove their
"dependency" or to reduce the benefits
that their- wives worked for and earned,

to help see them through their retire- on income derived from labor than on
ment.
Unfortunately, by waiving the 3-day
layover rule for conference report consideration. we have not had sufficient
time to fully understand the offset language worked out by the conferees; I hope

Congress will take a hard look at these
changes in the second session and guarantee Government retirement benefits
and social security retirement benefits
to perrnle who have earned them and expect to receive them.
CUUMVENTINO CIVIL SERVICE RULES

I am also concerned about a provision
adopted by the conferees that converts
150 "temporary" employees at the Social
Security Administration thto pernanent
career, civil service Jobs A bill, H.R. 5723,

• When the House of Representatives
originally considered this bifi, I did not
favor the use of money from general revenues to offset the contributions made
thto the system by the employer and the
employee. The specific provisions of the
security taxes in the form of tiigher conference report, however, require that
prices and also use these taxes as a rea- we take a second look at the possibility of
son to suppress demands for tiigher using general revenue funds for a portion
wages. The Inflationary impact of tiigher of the money needed by the social seuprices resulting from increased social se- rity system. Sthce its inception, the trust
curity taxesLtheir depressive, effect onrthe funds have been supported on a bipod of
economy, thcluding the prospect of yet employer/employee contributions, but
higher unemployment, will hit hardest now we must seriously consider institutthe pocketbooks, wages, and employ- thg a tripod of employer/employee/genment of lower-theome groups and. mar- eral revenue funds to support the social
security system. A tripod of this nature
ginal workers.
The social security financing bLll has would give increased stability to the soto be viewed in the larger contxt of cial security system, especially If we
overall Federal taxes, tax expenditures, could—and we can—devl$e a practicable
and spending. It is part and parcel -of formula to use the third leg only when
income derived from property.
The thcreased payroll taxes wilt place
yet another disproportionate burden on
low- and moderate-income earners. Employers pass on their additional social

which is identical to this section of the
conference report, was jointly referred
to the Committee on Post Office and a pattern of Federal action that is in- the other two Weaken.
I was unhappy with the Ketchuin
Civil Service and the Committe on Ways creasthg the tax breaks that go to higherand Means. The Civil• Service Subcom- income groups while Increasing the lia- amendment to the original version of this
mittee on Employee Ethics and Utiliza- bilities of low- and moderate-Income bill, but I supported it, inasmuch as there
was no alternative, but the conferees'
tion, on which I serve, developed and re- groups.
There are two Federal systems for af- version of the earnings limitation is sinaported a reasonable solution to this problem, giving these employees an oppor- fectthg income distribution in this coun- ply not responsive to present-day circumtunity. to qu9llfy for career jobs. I be- try. One is direct Federal spenditi,g and stances. I have sponsored legislation datlieve the action of the conferees violates stimulus programs to cut unemployment thg back to 1975 whIch would increase
the merit principles of employment, the that, overall; have a positive redistribu- the outside earnthgs limitation to $7,500
foundation of our Federal personnel sys- tive effect on the incomes of the work- immediately—a figure which is thore
tem and is a disservice to other Federal thg class and lower-income groups. The realistic than this bill provides In these
employees -who must compete and qualify

for Federal jobs according to standard
civil service procedures. Quite frankly,
we should not be legislating people into
jobs. We eith'r have a merit system or

other system consists of tax expenditures

and payroll taxes that, overall, redis-

Inflationary times.

I sincerely hope that the Conthilssion

tribute income to those groups that on Social Security created by this bill wifi

should be shoulderthg a greater burden be able to make a comprehensLve study
rather than receiving greater benefits. In of the social security system and recomwe do not. We should not create an fiscal year 1978 tax expenditures wifi mend remedies for the ills of the-system
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SO that we wUi.be 1n a position to draIt steps betwen 1979 and 1987. Note that the
amendments to this bill in the near fu Congress that voted this body-blow to the
wallet prudently put off the first of
ture which will be more deliberatively American
the increases until dl ter its members try to

practicLto the working man and woman, get themselves re-elected next year.
to' the employer, and to the Nation as a
These payroll tax increases are regressive
Whole.

A yes vote on this debatable measure
means only that Isolidly support the at-.
tempts---however hastily conceived—to
assure the solvency of the social surity
trust fund, but I doso with the conviction
that this bill desperátely needs In-depth

and severe. Under current law, a worker pay-

ing the mx1murn tax ii 1979 would have
been hit for 6.0 percent of the first $18,900'bf
his earnings, or, $1,143.45, which is bad
enough; under the new but, 'a worker at the
maximum would pay 6.13 percent on $22,900.

or $1,403.77, in 1979. How does a new oneyear tax bite of $260.32 grab you?

review and revision.
By 1987, workers and employers will be
Mr. OORE. Mr. Speaker, we are about taxed at 7.15 percent on the first $42.600 of
to make a grave mistake by passing this income---O3,045.90 at the maximum. Thus,
bill. There is no question about the fact over the life of the bill, the payroll taxes of
that we must put social security on afirm persons, paying the mcimum will be nearly
as will the matching taxes of their
financial foundation. I support that tripled,
employers.
effort wholeheartedly. However, there are
increases are inflationary, since it is
good ways to acompllsh that goal and anThe
established economic fact that most embad ways to accompllsh that goal.
ployers pass on payroll tax increases to the

The imposition of a highly regressive
Increase in the payroll tax s the wrong
way to 'strengthen social security. The
payroll tax hith hardest at working families and small 'business and, In general,
at those who can least afford to pay it.
It is already too high.

consumer via higher prices. Thus, Congress

has voted• strong upward pressure on the
price level In each, of the years from 1979
through 1987.
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outlays; but this sensible beginning step

toward general ftñding did not survive.'
Mr. Carter nevertheless Is eager to claim
the "rescue" of Social• Security as a legislative achievement. Since the system is in no
Immediate danger (whatever alarmists say),
payroll tazpayers might welcome instead a
veto of this huge, inflationary tax increase
and a new start next year

Mr. PEPPER.: Mr. Speaker, each
month 33 million persons receive benefit checks totaling over $6.5 billion

drawn on social security trust funds. Of
the 33 million, over three-quarters are
age 60 or over and more than one-third
are over, 72 years of age. These persons

need to be assured that their benefits
are guaranteed for years to come. For
this reason, I am very pleased that the
conferees have acted to get this conference report before us before we adjourn in order to provide this guarantee
I commend the House and Senate confereesfor their efforts.

This conference report contains a

Despite the general Inaationary effect. &n nUmber of provisions that I have long
some cases, the bill might also work against advocated and which I support strongly.
enployment. Some employers might either
The "decoupling issue" is addressed in

not hire new hands or reduce their work a way that greatly reduces' the projected
Early in this century, when the late forces as a hedge against increasing employlong-range deficit in the trUst funds and
Secretary of State Cordell Hull was a, ment costs.
In addition to these effects on inflation at' the. same time provides a wage-inyoung Congressman representing the
employment, the payroll tax lncreaes dexed formula which allows' retirees to
same dstrlct I now serve, he led the fight and
cut heavily into workers' buying power.
in productivity increases in the.
in favor, of: the principle of progressive will
At one and the same time, Congress has share
economy over their working years and
taxation. The reform he championed can managed a bill that will depress the

be stated quite simply: "Those who can
most afford it should be asked to carry a
larger share of the tax burden; those who
have fewer resources should be asked to
'pay a proportionately smaller percentage.'
ThS bill does precisely the opposite.'
That is the reason I opposed it last
month and the reason I oppose it again
today.

In addition, the taxes imposed by this
bill will have an eiiorxnous inflationary
effect. We are told that this defect will
be remedied by next year's reduction in
the Income tax—a proposal which began
as a tax reform.
However, the tandem effect of these
two bills will be to shift the entire American tax structure toward a much more
regressive system.
,

and fuel ination.

economy

President Carter's plan to cut income taxes
to compensate for these effects, even if passed,
won't necessarily help that much. Annual
income tax reductthn will certainly not Stop
employers from passing weekly and monthly.
payroll tax increases to consumers; and
whether payroll deductions for income taxes
can be reduced sufficiently to maintain buy-

ing power remains to be seen. Remember
that Social Security comes "off the top" of
the worker'8 weekly check; an income tax

who are supporting it' and who have

labored long and hard to fashion it.

Nevertheless, I am convinced that it Is
an undemocratic, regressive measure,
and I intend to vote against it once again.
I Insert into the RECORD at this point
a column by Mr. Tom Wicker of the New
York Times 'which further discusses the
reasons this 'bill should be defeated:
PTR0LL TAX—Up, Up, UP

(By Torn Wicker>

President Carter seems eager for House-

Senate conZerees to break their deadlock on
the minor Issue of a college-tuition tax credit
so they can send him a anished 'Social Secur.
tty bill in this calendar year. But the American people would be better off if the deadlock lasted long enough for this massive tax

bill to be recognized for the economic disaster it Is. For example:
Long-term tax increases totaling 227 billion dollars would be imposed in regular

injustice in the program byincreasing
the special minimum benefit for longterm, low-paid workers and including it

in future cost-of-living increases. For

some reason, this special minimum added in 1972 was about the only benefit not
refund at the end of the year wOn't put food' subject to the cost-of-living provisions
on the table day by day.
and has suffered severe erosion as a reSome may ask, "Btit what could Congress. sult of high inflation over the past few
do? Row else could it save Social Security?" years.
Well, it could have "saved"

Social Security
by doing what other industralized countries
do—feeding general fund reveneus into
tripartite system 5upported by employers;
employees and the general revenues for 25 to
45 percent of their social instrance funding;
Germany has been using 15 to 33 perAs a new Member of this body, I °-: West
general funding since 1891 (I am inpose this bill somewhat reluctantly be- cent
formed by Alfred Kutzik of the University
cause of my respect for the Wisdom and of Maryland at Baltimore).

experience oI so many of my colleagues

which protects those scheduled to retire
in the near future from being disadvan-'
taged because• of' the formula change.'
I am extremely happy to see that the
conference report would correct a major

lam very pleased to note that the re-

port would increase thepresent 1-percent
credit for delayed receipt of benefits be-

yond age 65 to 3 percent. This almost

"sleeper" provision in the 197,2 amend-

ments has not been overly utilized. I

believe it contains the potential for help-

ing to alleviate some of the financial

Most of the planners of the American problems of the trust funds by encour-.
Social Security originally envisioned, when aging and rewarding persons who are
doing their work in the 1930's, that some- willing and able to continue working to
time in the 1960's it woind become necessary do so. I believe this approach• of. allowto put general fund revenues into the sys- ing greater options to people is infinitely
tem. What's more, the Federal Government superior to any attempt to force people
has been matching all medical insurance con- to stay in the work force by increasing
tributions, to the Medicare system since 1965. the age of eligibility from 65 to 68.
Where's the difference in principle? Yet, ConThe report provides for an annual ingress remains wedded to the myth that to
support Social Security with general revenues crease in• the level of outside earnings of
the retirement test for those between 62
would convert it to "welfare."
Mr. Carter must know that's poppycock. He and 72 at a faster rate than under curproposed unsucceessfully that in years when rent law until 1982 and lowers the age
Unemployment exceeds 6 percent, the Trêas- from 72 to7O at which the earnings test
ury should contribute the difference between is applicable in 1982. While I am happy
Social Security taxes actually collected and
see someliberalization of this limitawhat they would have totaled at 6, percent to
unemployment. His later proposal to lower tion, I wish that the report would have
income taxes In compensation for higher adopted the ,House provision or at least
payroll taxes would indirectly divert general —the faster increase in the level of the
tunds to Social Security financing. Even the Senate version.
original House bill provided for utomatic
Perhaps one of the most symbolic proTreasury loans to the Social Security trust visions of this report s the elimination,
funds if they fell below 25 percent of annual at least for widows and widowers age 60
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amendment was adopted,
thereby removing from the bill the provision which would have given an -estimated 100 bankruptcy judges life tenure.
accepted the• House version of this pro- The controversy was whether H.]. 8200
as reported out by the Judiciary Commitvision intact.
While I find many provisions in this tee went too far by creating as many as

of the so-called living-in-sin
requirement of present law In order to
avoid a loss or reduction in benefits. I
only wish that the conferees could haye
or- over,

Railsback
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many other - Members would- even consider voting for this bifi and its increased
taxes.
I might point out that If the National
Commission does -its job properly, as I
believe it will, then the social security tax
increases, which we have heard so much

and which are scheduled to be
conference report that I support, I do 100 new life tenured positions. The debate about
in during the next number of
have some concerns that I wish to poiit on this issue continues to this day Within phased
will never be phased in at all. If
ot. In particular, I am concerned that the committee. The provision 1.n this years,
National Commission does its job and
the standby loan authority from Fed- social security bill would create Et least the
eral general revenues is not included in one and one-half times the number of provides• us witv a new system, the

to
new life-tenured positions as the bank- American people will not ever have
this legislation.
pay the ew taxes contained in this bill
In my testimony before the Social Se-. ruptcy bill.
Without even going into the myriad of for several years in the future.
curity Subcommittee, I strongly supJust what is the National Commission
ported the provision In the President's other objectional aspects of H.R. 9345,
proposal to use general revenues on at I strongly believe that a vote to adopt and why must we have it?.
The vast and complex social security
least a limited, basis. In fact, 1 support the conference report would be extremely system
cannot be rewritten on the floor
the proposal of Congressman BURKE to irresponsible In that it would summarily of Congress,
with the stroke of a pen. It
make the Federal Government an equal create such a large number of perpartner in the financing of social secu- manent life-tenured judgeship po;sitions. needs careful study to be transformed. A
Mr. LEVITAS. Mr. Speaker, the oniy transition is neeced to avoid chaos. What
rity benefits. While the House bill did not
a few
adopt either of these proposals, it did justification for the social security bill took 40 years to mess up wifi take
have a "safety valve" provision that before the House today is that it contains years to clean up. If you are traveling
would have allowed the old age and sur- my proposal for a National Commission down the highway at 100 m.p.h., you do
vivors insurance (OASI) and disability on Social Security which can bring about not slow down by crashing into a bridge.
insurance (DI) trust funds to borrow a complete transition from the present You must make a safe and planned transition. T1iat is what the National Comfrom Federal general revenues whenever social security mess we now have.
the assets of the trust funds drop below
There are some people who would ad- mission on Social Security will do.
Previously, efforts to analyze and
25 percent of annual outgo. In my opin- vocate doing nothing, but merely let the
Ion, such a provision is essential to pro- social security go bankrupt, as it will, change the social security system have
viding the needed guarantee to social se- beginning next year. It seems to me that been controlled by the bureaucracy. AU
curity beneficiaries, both present and if -we have one last chance to change the they have done over the years is refuture, that the funds are secure and will present system and make it livable and arrange the furniture on the deck of the
be there when needed. I have been told workable, we should try it and not mere- Titanic. Now, we need something different and fundamental. The National Comthat a survey of workers Indicated that ly let the system bankrupt.
60 percent did hot believe social security
If we simply bankrupt overnight the mission on Social Security will be indebenefits would be there when they re- social security system—something which pendent of the bureaucracy and will be
tired. In my view, the "safety valve" is totally unconscionable—there are mil- mandated to consider long-term and
provision would be a major step in dis- lions of Ainerlcas who are retired and fundamental changes and solutions.
pelling this disbelief. Hopefully, the pro- at present depend on social security as a
In many ways the adoption of the Navisions now in this conference report supplement to their savings and who will tional Commission on Social Security is
will be sufficient to achieve this end.
become destitute welfare cases, even revolutionary. It is not just another
While there are some other provisions though they faithfully paid their social study. It marks a turning point, a milethat cause me concern—for example, re- security taxes all their working lives. stone. The social security systhm will
duction of benefits for spouses of Gov- There are widows and orphans who would never be the same again.
ernment pensioners, no semiannual cost- become public welfare cases If we bankAs we all know, social security was
of-living increases, more rapid tax rate rupt the program iext year, even 'though enacted in 1936 to meet an overwhelming
increases than the House bill—I am their deceased fathers and husbands had need. Pensions and annuities used to be
happy to see that we are taking steps to paid their social security taxes. Millions rare indeed, and mighty small when they
insure the financial integrity of the so- of Americans soon approaching retire- did exist. In civilian life, the average
cial security system and to assure future ment, having worked for years and hav- person was on his own. Either he probeneficiaries that their benefits will be ing paid their taxes, would be left out in vided for his own old age---something few
paid. While I anticipate and shall work the cold. We must provide an alternative could do—or he faced such unwelcome
for many improvements in our social se- to this and the only way to go about that alternatives as living in poverty, moving
curity legislation In respect to taxation task is to thoroughly study the system in with relatives willing to support him,
and benefits this conference report gives and make basic changes; to quest:ton the becoming a public charge, or continuing
us the best bill we can get now, which payroll tax; to let people opt for private to work, despite illness and old age.
will mean so much to so many, and I rather than Government coverage; and
But social security was never intended
support it.
to eliminate the inequities. Now, with the
be a complete retirement plan that
Mr. McCLORY. Mr. Speaker, I would establishment of the Commission I pro- to
cover all of a person's needs. It waslike to address a point raised by the posed, the means for change are possible. would
to be a supplement, to provide
gentlelady from Colorado, CongressHowever, we cannot go on with the intended
woman SCHROEDER, and others regarding present system any more. This is the end. approximately one-third of what a rewould need to maintain a comfortthe provision in the conference report The American people are fed u:p with tiree
relating to administrative law judges. It paying more and more regressive taxes able standard of living.
appears that under this bill the status into the fiscal pit of social security as it Introduced in the early days of the
of 150 temporary hearing examiners now is operated. This bill provides the Roosevelt administration,-it was designed

would be adjusted so as to make them first light at the end of the dark tunnel. as an insurance program with mandapermanent administrative law judges. It provides the first—and possibly the tory premiums which would maintain
Taking into account the recently passed last—hope for making fundamental actuarial Integrity' and would provide
Age Discrimination in Employment Act changes in the social security system and minimum subsistence. The system was
amendments—H.R. 5383—which would thereby rescuing it in some different really designed to help rural migrants to
totally remove mandatory retirement form. I am, of. course, referring to my urban areas who had no means of profrom the civil service, what we would ef- proposal, which is now part of this bill, viding for their own retirement and who
fectively do by adopting the conference the section which creates a National constituted a potential heavy burden on
report is give life tenure to 150 judges. Commission on Social Security. A I said society. A major failing of the concept, in
The reason that I raise this point is earlier, the existence of this National my opinion, is that the supplementary
that during debate on the Bankruptcy Commission is the oniy justification - for nature of social security benefits has
Act revlsion—H.R. 8200—the Danielson-

the present bill. Without it, neither I nor never been adequately publicized and 18
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realized by only a few Americans. All too
First, the adequacy of the fiscal condi- growth rate of benefits that could not be
many people work the bulk of their lives tion of the present social security pro- matched by revenues from the tax rate.
confidently expecting social security grams;
We started in 1935 with a relatively

alone or in tandem with a pension to
Second, any inequities in these proself-supporting retirement sysmaintain them during retirement at grams base4 upon marital status, sex, simple,
tem, but today we have a huge, complex,
their same level of living, and by the or similar classifications or categories; and fast-growing system that cannot pay
time they realize otherwise, it is too late.
Consec1uently, social security retirement benefits have had to rise over the
decades to partially reduce what would
otherwise have been a flood of applicants

and
Third, possible alternatives to the cur-

for itself unless we do something drastic.
The proposal put before us today is for
rent programs, including a substitution drastic tax increases, which is the worst
of the payroll tax by general revnues, possible way to go. I believe we should

mandatory participation in a private
social security to that basic refor State and local welfare programs. insurance program, and a system per- return
tirement system which it was originally
Instead of providing one-third of a re- mitting individials a choice of public intended
to be. We should never have
tiree's income, social security for a low- and/or private programs.
tried to cover the broad-range of perpaid worker now gives him about 60 perLet me emphasize that last part again. sonal tragedies with the social security
cent of the wages he last got when he The
National Commission is mandated program. We have other programs to
was working; those who were making a
consider alternatives to the present cover personal tragedies.
median wage receive about 40 percent; to
Social security, as originally conceived,
including letting people have a
and the higher-paid obtain 30 percent system
of goiig to the private sector and had one purpose: To provide retirement
or less of their retirement income from choice
social cecurity—a progressive benefit buying their 'own retirement, disability, income for workers who were taxed
and survivorship programs. I know many throughout their working years to pay
structure which to some extent offsets Americans
who would even let go what for these retirement benefits. We should
the regressive social security tax on
they have contributed to soctal security not be raising their ocial security taxes
employees.
far if they could only be free to go to to support outlays that were never part
This rise in benefits far beyond the thusprivate
sector for coverage hence- of the original bargain and should be
increase in the- cost of living over the the
covered by general revenues.
past 40 years has obviously resulted in forth.
We should also be extremely conOther
changes
which
the
National
great changes in both the tax rate and
cerned
about the harmful economic conCommission
will
consider
include
rethe tax base—to the point where over
of the proposed social security
half of the country's taxpayers pay more moving the welfare-type programs from sequences
increases on which we must vote
in social security taxes than they do in social security and handling them in the tax
today. These tax increases will cause
income taxes. By way of comparison, the same way as other welfare programs.
higher inflation and more unemployWe have a national commitment to a ment
social security tax rate in 1937 was 1 perat a time when inflation and unretirement,
survivor,
and
disability
benecent on a maximum base of $3,000, giving
employment
are the most critical probfits
program,
and
we
cannot
allow
that
a total annual tax of $30 or less. These
lems facing our country.

figures have now risen to a rate of 5.85 commitment to founder because the exThe social security tax is a direct tax
percent for sncial security and medicare isting delivery system has become uncombined, to a base of $16,500 and to a suited to our current and future needs. on jobs. The portion paid by the emtax of up to $965.25—an increase of 3,200 Our responsibility is to develop an afford- ployer is a tax on every job, drains away
percent.
able and realistic program to provide capital that could be used to expand
Another way of illustrating this is to true financial security for retirees and production, and increases the cost of
take the example of an employee who for families Whose wage earner has died production. This translates into fewer
jobs and higher consumer prices. The
entered the work force shortly before or become disabled.
portion paid by the employee reduces his
1937 and who has paid the maximum soThis National Commission, with its ability
to save and diminishes the pool
cial security tax each year since then. His citizen base and high visibility, will get
payment into the trust fund last year of the job done. It is the first time since of capital needed for economic growth.
And I would remind this House that
$895.05 represented almost 9 percent of 1969 that the fundamental questions for
the total contribution he has made over fundamental changes are being asked. there is no real economic relief to the
the last 40 years—.-a total of $7,763.10 by Even though the present and last ad- worker in having the employer pay some
the end of 1976, plus a matching sum ministration did not advocate this idea; share of this tax. The employer ultifrom his employer.
even though the present and past Sec- mately calculates it as part of the total
The National Commission will examine retary of HEW and Social Security Ad- compensation of the worker.
thoroughly our present social security ministrator did not want it, the AmerI would also remind! this House that
program in all of its aspects and recom- ican people did. Now, we have a chance. the middle-income taxpayer, on whom
mend viable alternatives to a system
The time for rhetoric and bandaid- this legislation would impose a terrible
which many experts and a large, con- and-aspirin solutions is past. The time burden, is outraged by the total tax burcerned portion of the public believe is no for simply taxing people beyond the den he already pays to all levels of govlonger tolerable.
breaking point is past. Brave and bold ernnlent. The income tax legislation of
Specifically, my measure provides for and visionary solutions are needed. This recent years has attempted to relieve
a National Commission of nine citizens, bill with my amendment provides the low-income families, but nothing signifiindependent of the executive branch, to framework for such solutions. Americans cant has been done to relieve middlemake a careful and intensive study of are ready for this approach. A courage- income families. To the contrary, inflathe entire subjec—not to be confined to ous Congress can provide these solu- tion induced by loose government fiscal
the limits of the present program—and to tions, and the time for us to do so is now. policy has pushed them into higher tax
recommend specific proposals for the
Mrs. HOLT. Mr. Speaker, I believe it brackets and dramatically increased the
type of system which will best suit the is important to recall the original pur- tax load they carry.
needs of Americans for the rest of this pose of the Social Security Act of 1935.
This social security tax legislation Is
century and well into the next.
It was to provide a basic retirement sys- the third major act of the House this
tem
financed
with
mandatory
contribuThis National Commission of private
year that would cause serious economic
citizens will travel to all parts of the tions by workers and their employers. It damage. The large increase In the miniNation and, in addition to testimony was not co-iceived to cover personal mum wage will surely cause more unenfrom experts and economists,. will hear tragedies such as death, disability, or ill ployxnent and higher consumer prices.
from businessmen, retired persons, health.
The huge energy taxes proposed by Presprofessionals, widows, working people,
Over the many years since then, the ident Carter would be a disastrous blow
single career persons—in short, from the Congress has added survivors bene- agairist our hopes for reducing inflation
every element of our society.
fits, disabilitr benefits, and medicare to and unemployment
The National Commission's final com- the program, and has increased both the
What is needed, Mr. Speaker,
prehensive report will set forth findings benefit level$ and the taxes to support general income tax reduction for allIsIn-a
and recommendations including, but them.
come groups. It should be great enough
certainly not limited to, the following
But Congress over-reached in the nor- to cancel out the harmful effects of the
areas:
mal political fashion. It legislated a higher minimum wage, the new energy
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certain restrictions placed on
amendments from the floor. Only cerCongress. But the tax reduction should tam predetermined amendments were
also do much more. It should be large allowed and there were none to allow
enough to provide real relief from the the use of general revenue to augment
inflation we have experienced in recent the trust fund. The House bill would
have allowed the trust fund to borrow
years.

taxes, and the higher social security

were

taxes which will surely be enacted by this

If we want strong economic growth for
our economy, if we want investment in

from general revenues in certain circum-

stances, which I supported. This has
production and the creation of produc- been deleted by the Senate.my vot very
At that time, ] weighed
tive jobs, then a general tax reduction is
hard. Should I vote for the social sethe remedy we should be enacting.

Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Speaker, I rise to curity bill as reported from committee?
express the concern I have about this My overriding concern was to Insure
Nation's social security program, as well that the elderly that tetired would get
as about the method of funding which is the benefits that they had paid for and
proposed to us today.
Over the years millions of Americans

have made iheir plans for retirement in
reliance on a fiscally dependable social
security system. Now, we find that the
ability of the system to meet its obligations is being seriously questioned. Were
we not to take action to quell tlis uncertainty as to the future of the sysem; we
would invite catastrophe of major proportion in the lives of many Americans

expected. Yet I was concerned about the

increased burden 'on the worker3 and
employers and the economy in general.
I finally decided that the responsible
vote was to vote for the increases.
Since that time, I have given this mat-

ter a lot of thought. I have had many

community meetings. By far, the most
discussed issue has been social security.
The people in our country do not think
it Is a fair system. They know_that there
serious inequities. They are angry.
The social security system has become so are
I think with real cause. The social
important to us that, if it were to go And
security system was devised in 193; the
bankrupt, there could be a loss of con- American
society and economy have
fidence in the e:onomy to an extent we changed enormously
in that period of
have not seen since the Depression of the time; yet social security is based on the
thirties.
assumptions.
Now, the legislation we are considering old
I am voting against this conference
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not to lose sight of the fact, however,

that solutions to the deficit problem are
not without their own inherent difficulties. The phenomenal tax increases imposed by this bill will depress our already
shaky economy and dig deeper into tax-

payers' pockets at a time when they

can least afford it. They may well lead
to increased speculation that our Federal Government and its attendant costs
are out of control. Deereased confidence
in the Government's ability to prDvide
sound programs, such as retirement income security, is bound to occur as well.
In anticipation of these problems, in
1976, I asked the Social Security Administration to provide me with some
figures on the maximum employee contribution toward social security and the
total maximum accumulation of these
contributions. The results are startling:
An employee who earned the maximum
amlunt of wages taxable under the social security program in each calendar year from 1937 to 1975 would have paid

contributions totalling $6,868.05 through

1975. This is taken from a chart which
lists maximum contributions at the rate
of 1 percent of the $3,000 wage base in
1937, or an annual contribution of $30,
through 1975's maximum annual contribution of $824.85 based on 5.85 percent
of the wage base of $14,000. At the same
maximum total accumulation if the

amount of the employee's contribution

report because I think we have used for each calendar year had been destopgap measures too long to solve" posited at the end of the year into an
The motives of this legislation are un- the problems of financing. I think now account paying interest at 5 percent
questionable. We must assure the fiscal Is the time to do a total overhavl. We compounded annually. The accumulated
total based on that type of arrangement
integrity of the system. However am
today seeks to bail out the social security
system by increasing the flow of revenues,

need a system whose benefits are detervery concerned about the consequences mined by how much you pay in. People
of the rate of taxation which is required who work for 35 years and pay throughto generate these revenues,
out the entire time should receive more
Businessmen and employees alike from benefits than the people who meet their
my distriet have written to voice their mrn1fl1UflTtluota.
ooncern over the increased payroll tax.
The Supreme Court has ruled that the
All In all, I feel that the Congress h allotment of benefits cannot be difierent
no alternative but to adopt the legisla- for men and women. Through the action before us. However, I would strongly

urge that we not consider the matter of
social se:urity financing closed, but rather continue to seek to structure the payroll tax rate and wage base in a manner

to lessen or hold steady rather than increase this burden in the future.
Ms. MIKULSKI. Mr. Speaker, the
question of a social security system for
our elderly is one of great importanceto

me. People have worked their entire
lives, looking forward to the day when

would have been $11,330.92.

The enormity of the tax hikes for

middle-income Americans contained in
this bill is illustrated by the fact that

beginning in 1979 it will take only 3 years
ror a worker's taxes—based on maximum

contributions—to equal if not exceed
those paid by someone who had conthe maximum amount in taxes
tions of the Congresswoman's Cucus, tributed
1937 to 1972, a period of 35 years.
there is a task force studying this now. from
The progressively rising- wage base inBy vote against this conference report is not a vote hgainst paying the re creases, in addition, will impact not only
tired people of this country, the bene- on the rich; but, given present rates of
fits that are due them, but it is a vote to inflation, will cut deeper and deeper into
send the entire bill back to committee the paychecks of those with average inand to assure that this system is comes. At the same time, however, there
will be a number of lower-salaried percorrected.
Mr. CLEVELAND; Mr. Speaker, I in- sons whose chances of receiving maxitend to vote against the rule and the mum social security retirement benefits
conference report on H.R. 9346, the So-

will be reduced by the sharp increases in

they could retire and social security cial Security Amendments of 1977, as I the wage base ceilings.
It is particularly ironic to me that the
would meet the basic needs of their life, did against the earlier House version.
Now the social security system is threat- When I voted against the House biLl, my Carter administration apparently has

come to its senses and agreed with congressional Republicans that tax cuts are
sorely needed. Unfortunately, ramming
through the social security bill will negate any ultimate significant relief that
income tax reductions could provide.
Furthermore, one truly beneficial atbefore us today accelerates those tax rate
increases even more and retain: the tempt to aid middle-income taxpayers
House-passed wage base increases except with the increasingly high costs of edufor the typically crafty—and cynical— cation, namely, the Roth tuition tax
election year maneuvering which delays credit amendment was deleted in conthe effect of that change until after the ference although other nongermane and
controversial provisions were retained.
1978 elections.
No one can argue that our social secu- The elimination of the tuition tax credit
rity system Is in deplorable financial con- is more than regrettable; it is a nagging
dition. Nor can one justifiably argue that sign of the Congress' insensitivity to the

ened with bankruptcy. For too many principal objectiois included a belief that
years, we have increased the benefits the amounts of the tax rate and wage
without adequately increasing the reve- base increases were excessive and far
nues. ThIs year we have heard reports too costly for the already overbtirdened
of doom—if something is not done the American taxpayer.
trust fund will be bankrupt in the early
Unfortunately, the conference report
1980's.

When P1esident Carter introduced his
proposal, he suggested that general reve-

nues funds be used at times to supple-

ment the funds. I support this idea,

When unemployment Is high, there are
fewer people contributing to the fund.
Using general revenues, in part, was a
solution that I agreed with. Yet when
the bill was reported from the Ways and

Means and Rules Committees, there .changes are not needed. It is impcrtant very real problem of Inflation and the
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Government's contribution to its im- 1917
beet legislation we could responsibly
1918
4,000

pact on hard-working, taxpaying middle
Jfler1cans.
Mr. COTTER.. Mr. Speaker, as a member of the conference committee on the
Social Security Financing Amendments
of 1977, I rise to urge the support of my
colleagues for the passage of this most
important legislation.
-

1979
1980
1981

4,500
5,000

1982

6,000

1983

'6,000

'Plus cost of living.

The conferees have aiso agreed to de-

As you know, the conferees have agreed crease the number of years for a spouse
on the largest social security tax increase to be vested in social security from 20
in our Nation's history. In 1987, taxes years to 10.
for both employer and employee will be
One hundred and eighty-seven million
7.35 percent on• a base of $42,900. This dollars was given In wellare relief to the
base will cover approximately 90 percent States. Connecticut will receive $2.4 muof the U.S. wage base.
lion, and a study was mandated on genRaising taxes Is never pleasant but this der-based differences. We have dlsalmuch needed bill assures that both lowed social security for limited partner-

develop.
Mr. BINGRAM. Mr. Speaker, today, on

the last day of the 1st session of the 96th
Congress, I rise to urge my colleaguea to

approve the conference report on H.R.
9346, the Social Security Amendments
of 1977. While there may be provisions
in this complex bifi which each of us
dialikes, I believe the House-Senate
conference committee has produced a
remarkably good piece of compromise
legislation which the majority of AmerIcans can support. Enactment of the Social Security Amendments of 1977 wIll
1nure the soijndne of the Social Security Trust Funds far into the future and
guarantee that all beneficiaries under the

OASDI (2030), and DI (2007) will be ships that were designed just to make system will continue to receive their
funded until the year 2000. Over $227 partners eflgible for benefits and taxed
billion will be raised within the üext 9 employers on tip income for social secu- social security checks. After approval of
this conference report, we In Congress
years.
rity purposes.
caa be proud of what we have accomThere are some pleasant surprises. The
The income disregard level for all dis- pflshed in this first session. If we can
conferees have agreed to keep parity be- abled
persons has been increased come to an agreement on the dithcult
tween employer and employee, and have to the blind
as the retirement test and and controversial financing problems of
rejected the use of general revenue fund- finally,same
it was agreed to allow marriage the social security system, then there Is
ing by removing both the borrowing aureal hope we can eectivey deal with the
thority which has been passed by this and remarriage to all widows over 65.
1 believe that we all have an obligation major Issues facing resolution in the secbody, and a Senate amendment to use
general revenues to assist local govern- to our elderly, our disabled, and ourselves ond session—energy, welfare reform, ecoto see that this bill Is passed before the nomic stimulus and employment.
ments and nonprofit organizations.
Since H.R. 9346, when enacted, will
We have also adopted a decoupling end of this year. We must assure the benamendment to separate existing benefit eficiaries tjiat their checks will continue. affect the future of the vast majority of
increases from benefits of future reci- We must remove the doubt and worry Americans, I want to outline the propients. Under the conference version, a from the minds of our senior citizens who visions in this compromise bill crafted by
wage replacement ratio for future bene- are financially dependent on this income. the Houe-Senat.e conference committee.
Mr. Speaker, I sincerely believe that we
INCREASES fl THE TAX RATE AND WAOE DA
ficiaries will average 43 percent which

is well below the 60 percent projected in must act, and we must act now to establlsh a sound financial basis which Is esthe present law for the 1980's.
The conferees have put a freeze on the sential to save the social security trust
minimum benefit that has been subject to fund.
abuse by late entrants into the social
I strongly urge my colleagues to vote
security system, and, at the same time, along with me to see that this is done.
adopted a proposal to limit a spouse's soAs a member of the Social Security
cial security payment to a spouse who is Subcommittee, I would be remiss if I did
receiving a State or local pension, but not tell my colleagues that in the early
made this prospective and.retroactive for 1980's I believe both Congress and the
5 years for women; therefore it will not President Will act to restructure the fiaffect workers who are eligible for nancial base of social security. By midretirement.
1980's when the full Impact of the tax
The retirement test age will be reduced increases are felt, I believe there will be a
in 1982 from the present 72 to 70, and the widespreaa consensus to restructure the
earned income limitation has been in- entire social security system. However,
creased as follows:
given our information to date, this is the

The bill provides for modest lncreses—
beyond present law—in the social security tax rate on employers and employ-

ees, but prudently waits until 1979 to

begin putting them into effect.
In addition, it gradually Increases—
beyond present law—the wage base on
which social security taxes are paid, beginning next year, so as to cover 94 percent of payroll by 1981—the system now
covers about 85 percent, a drop from 92
percent of payroll covered when social
security was first established. The tables
below will indicate the changes in tax

rates and base this section of the bill
provides for:

SOCIAL SECURITY TAX RATES

tin percenq

Present law
Calendar year

Conference egreement

OASDI

HI

Total

4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
5.95

0.90
1.10

5.85
6.05

1.35

6.30

1.35
1.35
1.50
1.50
1.50

6.30
6.30

.90

7.90
8.10
8.35
8.35
8.35'
8.50

1977
1978
199—8O
1981
1982—84
1985

&50

1986-89
1990 and later

Emplojees and employers, each:
1978-80
1981
1982—84
1985

1986-89
1990-2010

2011 and later

Self-emIoyed persons:
1978-80
1981
1982—84

1985
1986—89

1990-2010

2011 and later

I By allocation in law.

7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

Calendar year•

OASI'

Oil

OASDt

HI

Total

4. 375

0.575
.775
.750
.825
.825
.950
.950

4.95
5.05
5.08

0.90

100

5.85
6.05

1.05

6. 13

(mpojees and employers, each:

1.10
1.35

1.35
1. 35

1.50
1.50
1.50

645
6.45
7.45

8.50

1978
1979—80
1981
1982—84

1985
1986—89

1990 and later
Self-employed:

4.275

4.30
4.525
4.575

• 4.750
4.750
5. 100.
6. 1850

6.101
6.0100
6.7625

5. 5

1. 30

6.65

5.40

1.

6. 70

5. 70

1. 35
1. 45
1. 45

7. 15

1. 100

5.70
6.20

0.8150
1.090
1.0400

7.00
7.10
7.05

0.90
1.00
1.05

1.05
7.65

7.90
8.10
& 10
9. 30
9. 35

1. 2375

8. 61)

1. 30

6. 8125
7. 1250
7. 1250

1.2375
1.4250

8.05
8.55

1.30
1. 35

9.90

1. 4250

& 55

1.45

7.6500

1.6500

9. 30

1. 45

10.00
10.75
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Contribution and benefit base
Present law
Calendar year
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

Estimated.

Calendar year
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

*16, 500

17,700

'18,900
'20,400
'21,900
'.23,400

'24,900
'26,400

__ —
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In fact, if the present law is not changed

in "decoupling" the system—that is,

trust fund will be exhausted in 1979 and
the OASI trust fund will run out in 1983.
Under this reallocation provision, a total
of $10 bIllion in additional revenue will
flOW to the OASI and DI trust funds by
1983 In the meantime, implementation of
-various hospital cost cOntainment pro-

current retirees cost-of-living increases
from the-method for calculating initial
benefits for future retirees. Beginning in

and no. reallocations are made, the DI

separating the procedure for granting
1979, replacement rates will be stabilized
in relation to wage levels. This is accomplished by "wage indexing."

Under H.R. 9346's new formula, each

earnings would be updated—
'7, 900 grams now under active consideration worker's
indexed—to reflect the increases in aver'29,400
'31,200

Conference
agreement
$17,700
22,900
25, 900

29,700

by Congress will improve the ftriancial
age wages that have occurred since the
stability of the HI trust fund.
earnings were paid. This adjustment
STANDBY BORROWING AUTHORITY TOM

would be done just prior to when the
GENERAL REVENUES DROPPED
worker reaches 62, becomes disabled, or
One provision of the House"passed dies.
Under present law, a worker's earnbill I sincerely regret the conferees ings are counted in actual dollar value.
dropping is the standby borrowing authority for automatic loans from general

Earnings after age 62 or disability would

(1)

be counted, in actual dollar amounts;

with wage levels, as 'is the case under present

not before 'as under the 1972 law. The
new "decoupled" benefit formula pro-

income tax revenues to the OA3I and
DI trust funds. These loans• would be
'Automatic thereafter.
provided whenever the trust fund's asAfter 1981, wage base is increased in line sets at the end dropped below 25 per-

cent of annual outgo. A temporary paylaw.
roll social security tax rate increase was
In agreeing to equal inbreases in the included to insure automatic repayment
contribution and benefit base for em- with interest when assets at the end of
ployees, employers and the self-em- a year exceeded 30,percent of thE year's
ployed, the conferees rejected the con- outgo from the funds. This provision was
cept of expanding the base for employers f special interest to me because it
faster than for employees advorated by moved in the direction of the concept of
the Senate-passed bifl and the President. supplementing. social security funds with
I would have preferred the idea of limit- general revenues on an on-going basis.
ing the tax burden on employees by ex- I have supported this concept for years
panding the base faster for employers, along with Congressman BURKE,. the
who' can deduct the contributions from chairman of the Social Security Subtheir business income taxes, but I can committee and over 140 other Members
understand the concern the conferees of the House. A limited version of the
had about the effect such a rapid in- supplementing Idea was proposed earlier
crease in social seôurlty taxes would have this year by President Carter. It is also
supported by major senior citizen
on the business community.
The conferees accepted the provisions organizations.
in the House bill regarding railroad reI would point out to my colleagues who
tirement tier IT. Under it, the tax •base refuse to accept the idea of direct supfor tier II of the Railroad Retirement plements to the trust funds from general
Act for both benefits and tax purposes tax revenues, that supportinTg a raising
would be the same. as under the auto- of social security taxes to be followed
matic-increase provisions of the present by partially offsetting cuts in income
law and would not be affected by in- taxes—contemplated next year-—Is a
ëreases in the social security taxable typo of indirect supplementing with genwage base contained in the bill.
eral revenues.
-

cost-of-living increases would apply beginning with age 62, dIsability or death—
duces benefit, amounts roughly 5 percent

lower than estimated present-law benefits at implementation—JanUary 1, 1979.
The formula for relating maximum f amily' benefits to primary insurance amounts

(PIA's) has a similar effect. To asstire
that workers now approaching retirement age will not be placed at a disadvantage, a 5-year transition period is
provided. A worker who reaches age 62

after' 1978 and before 1984 would be
guaranteed a benefit no lower than he
would 'have received under present law as
of January 1979.
PARTIALLY FREEZING THE iVIINIMUM BENES'IT

Regarding another windfall benefit in
present law, H.R 9346 seeks to partially

freeze the minimum benefit—paid to
those with the minimum required cov-

erage—for future retirees at an amount
equal to the value of the minimum bene-

fit which will be in effect in January

1979—estimated to be about $121. Under
this compromise provision the $121 minimum is adJusted by CPI increases begin-

ning -generally with the year in which
the eligible recipient actually became en-

titled to benefits not befpre. In the case
of a worker or aged widow or widower
Benefit Guaranty Corporation (?BGC).
H.R. 9346 takes care of half of the ex—. the CPI adjustments to the, minimum
It provides that the pension insurance isting long-range deficit in the OASI would not begin to apply until the earlier
administered b PBGC would not be af- and DI trust funds by correcting an er- of: First, the first year the worker or
fected by the ad hoc increases in the ror made in the 1972 law providing auto- aged widOw—widower—was paid part or
wage base under social security. The in- matic cost-of-living increases in social all of the benefits to which he was ensured pension amount would increase as security. This law unexpectedly resulted titled for that year, after application of
it would under automatic-increase pro- in windfall benefits for many future re- the retirement test; second, the year of
visions of present law.
tirees by overadjusting for inflation in attainment of age 65. Under current law.
THE TAX RATE ON THE SELS'-EMPLOYED
wages and prices in the complicated 1972 the base amount rises annually with the
H.R. 9346 further restores the tax rate benefit formula. When the automatic cost-of-living both before and after benon the self-employed to its original level provisions were enacted, It was expected efits are paid.
of 1'/ times the employee rate, effective that future replacement rates—initial CHANGES IN THE SPECIAL MINIMUM BENEFIT.
beginning in 1981. Since 1972 the rate has benefits as a percentage of latest earnUnder the bill the special minimum.
ing—would remain fairly constant;.
been frozen at 7 percent.
benefit paid to future retirees with long
REALLOCATION OF PUNDS AMONG THE HI, OASI,
However, current projections cf the work records at low pay is also frozen
AND DI' TRUSTS
present law show that benefit levels will but for the initial payment only. Under
As you will note by. the tables, the bill rise by about 50 percent more than present law this benefit Is equal to $9
also reallocates a portion of funds from wages over the next 75 years, with most times the number of years of coverage a
the hospital insurance (HI) trust fund of this increase occurring after the worker has in excess of 10 up to 30; thereto the old age, and survivors insurance 1990's. So if the law is not changed, cer- after it is not subject to annual cost-of(OASI) . and disability insurance (DI) tain retirees will receive more in initial living Increases. H.R. 9346 would incrë9se
trust funds to help cover their short-run benefits than they were last paid in wages the $9 figure to $11.50 and thus the ma,(deficit problems. In addition, H.R. 9346 and this will lead to continued financial' imum base payment from $180 to $230
reaflocates funds from the OASI to the problems for the system. To correct this effective 1979. It would also provide that
DI trust, fund which faces a more imme- error in the 1972 law, H.R. 9346 makes the special minimum benefit would be
diate financial problem than the former. several technical changes which results kept up-to-date with future increases in
Also accepted by the conferees waS the
House provision dealing with the Pension

"DECOUPLING"—MODIFICATION OF BENEFIT
FORMULA
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the cost-of-living for both present and with reports and recommendations to the
future beneIciaries.

INCREASE IN THE DELAYED RETIREMENT
CREDIT

I am happy to report the conferees accepted the House provision increasing

the delayed retirement credit from 1

in the Fisher amendment which overwhelmingly passed the House with my
support as a substitute for going ahead
with universal mandatory coverage beginning in 1982. The conlerence committee provision would combine the
studies of mandatory coverage of em-

percent to 3 percent per year for workers
age 62 and older effective after 1978. This
means that workers who delay receiving
of Federal, State, and local govretirement benefits between ages 65 and ployees
72 would have their payments increased ernments and nonprofit organizations.
would require the Secretary of Health,
by 3 percent for each year they do not It
Education,
Welfare to conduct the
take benefits as compared with 1 percent study with and
appropriate consultation
under present law.
the Office of ManageAlso the conferees included a Senate with Treasury,
and Budget, and the Civil Service
amendment which would make the de- ment
layed retirement credit applicable to Commission.
The conferees anticipate that the
widow's and widower's insurance bene- study
will include, in addition to the
fits, as well as to the worker's benefit.
evaluation
of alternative proposals, exINCREASE IN EARNINGS LIMITATION
amination of the following specific
(RETIREMENT TEST)

H.R. 9346 also contains compromise
provisions liberalizing certain aspects of
social security benefits which many of
us have urged for years. The most Important change involves the so-called
retirement test. Uxider present law, the
amount a beneficiary under age 72 may

earn ii a year and still be paid full
benefits for that year is set at $3,(}O0 with

future automatic increases annually as

wage levels rise. This bill would increase

the set. amount for those over 65 only

to $4,000 in 1978—from $3,240 to $4,500
In 1979—from $3,480 and In $500 stages
annually up to $6,000 in 1982. After that

the automatic adjustment provision in

present law would take over. The retire-

ment test figure in present law would

continue to apply to beneficiaries under
age 65.- The bill would also eliminate
the present monthly measure of the retirement test which allows the payment

of full social security benefits for any
month In which a person earns no more
than one-twelfth of the annual earnings

items: First, analysis of any possible

citizen organizations, that eliminating
the retirement test only benefits a small
percentage of Social security recipients
while its multi-billion dollar annual cost

to the trust funds hurts the chance for
enactment of much needed general ben-

efit increases for all recipients. I am

pleased the conferee6 dropped this unwise part of the Ketchum amendment.
The conferees also agreed to include

ployees w1tiout increasing their contributions or adversely affecting their

such pension within 5 years of the
motith of enactment—and who could
have expected to receive social security
benefits a dependents or survivors under the social security law as in effect on
January 1, 1977. The conferees were con-

ceried that there may be large numbers

of women, especially widows in their late

fifties, wh are already drawing pen-

sions, or would be eligible to draw them
within 5 years of the date of enactment

of this bill, based on their noncovered
work and whose retirement income was

planned for on the assumption of the

avaiilabiilty of full wife's or widow's

benefits under social security. Inclu6ion
of this exception to the applicability of
the Senate provision, reinforces its pros-

OR REDUCTION OF BENEFITS

The House-passed bill provided that
benefit rights—except to the extent that marriage
or remarriage would not bar
any windfall benefit situations may be or terminate
entitlement to benefits as
eliminated.
a divorced spouse, surviving spouse-inCOVERAGE F NONPROFXT ORGANIZATXONS
cluding those caring for an entitled
The conferees accepted a Senate child—parent, or child, and remarriage
amendment to: First, forgive through would not cause any reduction in an aged
June 30, 1977, the social security tax widow's or widower's insurance benefits.
liability of ionprofit organizations that Also, the dependent's benefits of a perstopped paying social security taxes be- son married to a disabled worker or to
fore October 19, 1976, because they had an adult disabled since childhood would
not ified the proper certificate with the no 'onger be terminated when the disInternal Revenue Service to cover their ability
ends.
employees under social security; second,
The
Senate bill did not include sutth a
extend the deadline for ffling waiver

provision. Conferees agreed to retain
only the part of the House-passed provision that would prevent reduction in
benefits for widows and widowers who
remarry after age 60.
DtJRATXON-OF-MARRIAGE REQUIREMENT

The House-passed bill provided that
the length of time person must have
which the taxes and social security been married to a worker in order for
coverage that resulted were validated; benefits to be payable to her as an aged
and fourth, not require nonprofit orga- divorced spouse or surviving divorced
nizations that received a refund of social spouse would be reduced from 20 years
security taxes for the AprilJune 1973, to 5 years.
to bring their employees under social
The Senate bill did not include such
security coverage.

a provision.

REDUCED BEiEF1TS POR SPOUSES RECEIVING
GOVERNMENT PENSXONS

The Senate-passed bill provided that

social

security

benefits

payable

to

the Senate amendment repealing the spouses and surviving spouses would be
earnings limitation for individuals 70 reduced by the amount of any public—
and older. Under present law, the earn- Federal, State, or localretlrement
ings limitation does not apply to individuals 72 and older.

sions based on noncovered public emploment—or who would be eligible ror

constitutional questions involved in ex- pective nature and avoids penalizing
tensions of coverage; second, review of people who are already retired, or close
the extent of State, local and nonprofit to retirement, from public employment
coverage under existing law; third, and who cannot be expected to readjust
analysis of the economic impact on State their retirement plans to take account
and local governments of mandatory
the "offset" provision that will apply
coverage extensions and fourth, an of
in the future.
analysis of the feasibility of develop- ELIZXNATION OF MARRIAGE OR R1ARKIAGE AS A
ing a method of covering Federal emFACTOR IN ENTITLEMENT TO, Oil ERMINAT1ON

limit—In the case of 1977 this means certificates for organizations that obno more than $250 a month,one-twelfth tained refunds prior to September 9,
of $3,000.
1976; third, permit nonprofit organizaThe conferees rejected the idea of tions that paid social security taxes while
eliminating the retirement test alto- waiting for the Internal Revenue Service
gether for those 65 and older as pro- to approve their request for tax-exempt
posed by. the Ketchum amendment status to receive a refund of those taxes
Passed by the House without my support. in spite of Public Law 94—563 under
1 strongly feel, as do several major senior

Titie conferees agreed to the Senate

President and Congress within 2 years of provisions with an exceptioil for certain
enactment. This provision was embodied people who are already receiving pen-

Conferees agreed instead to establish.
a 10-year duration-of-marriage requirement for aged divorced spouses and surviving spouses.
EQUALIZATION TREATMENT OF MEN AND WOMEN
VNDER THE PROGRAM

The House-passed bill contained a

benefit payable to the spouse based on number of amendments that were de
the spouse's own work in noncovered signed to eliminate certain gender-based
STUDY OF UNIVERSAL MANDATORY COVERAGE
public eniploymerft. The provision would distinctions from the social security proThe House-passed bill required Joint have been effective with respect to bene- grain-, while the Senate did not include
studies by the Office of Management and fits payable for months beginning with any such provisions. I regret to say the
Budget, the Civil Service Commission, the month of• enactment, based on ap- conferees agreed to drop the House prothe Department of the Treasury, and plications Ijied in or after the month of visions with the understanding that the
the Department of Health, Education, enactment.
entfre question of such gender-based
and Welfare of mandatory coverage for
The House bill contained no such pro- distinctions would be included in the 8Federal and State and local employees vision.
month study of proposals to elim1nte de-
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persons experience greatel on- tunity to come under the system as selfpendency and sex diserthilnation pro- blind
going financial problems in seeking per- employed persons.
vided by the bill.
The legislation also authorizes the
manent employment than other disabled
NATXONAL COMMISSION ON SOCIAL SECURITY
individuals, which require special con- President to enter into bilateral agreeThe House had added an amendment
ments with foreign countries to provide
to HR. 9346 providing for a nine-mem- sideration.
The House conferees agreed to a com- limited coordination of social secu1t
ber National Commission on the Social promise with the Senate on this mat- systems. Each such agreement would
Security Program, appointed by the ex- ter. The conference committee bill pro- have to be transmitted to Congress
ecutive and legislative branches, to conduct a 2-year study including: The fiscal
status and adequacy of the trust funds;
the scope of coverage, adequacy of benefits, conditions of qualification for benefitz—lncluding inequities arising out of
marital status, sex, or similar classifications of categories—and quality of administration; the impact of the programs
on and relation to public assistance programs, nongovernmental pension insurance programs, other governmental retirement and annuity programs, medical

service delivery systems and national
employment practices; and alternatives
to current programs including, phasing
out payroll tax, using general revenues or

other financing, mandatory participation in private insurance programs and
choice of public or private programs or
both. I voted for this amendment.

The Senate did not include a provision
eoparab1e to this in its bill.

vides that the amount of earnings under together with a report on estimated cost
the test of substantial gainful activity and number of individuals affected, It
(SGA) which would terminate a blind could not go into effect until 90 days
individual's benefits would be increased after both Houses had been In session.
to the same exempt amounts as for per- During that period an agreement could
sons 65 and over under the liberalized be rejected by the action of either House.

retirement tt in another section of the

WZLTAU PROVISIONS

conference committee bill.

Finally, HR. 9346 as reported by the
EARLS DELIVERY OP BtNLrLL CHECK8
House-Senate conference committee inHouse and Senate conferees agreed to cludes fourof the five welfare provisions
a compromise provision requiring that added by the Senate to the House-passed
whenever the delivery date for payment bill and agreed to in amended form by'
of either social security or supplentental the House conferees.
security income checks falls on a SaturThe first provision is of particular conday, Sunday, or legal public holiday, the cern to New York State. It is a scaled
checks would be mailed on an earlier down version of the Immediate welfare
date. Also it provided that any overpay- costs fiscal relief proposal the State and
ment that occurs as a direct result of the its representatives have been pressing
earlier delivery of checks would be waive for. The amount of this one-time payand would not be subjected to recovery. ment to States would be $187 million, and
0THEa SOCIAL SECCBfl'T PBOVTS!ONS

States would be required to pass through

The conference committee bill also an appropriate portion of this relief to
The Senate conferees agreed to the limits payment of retroactive benefits to the local governments who are responHouse's Commission provision with the only those cases where the benefits are sible for meeting part of the costs of
understanding that it would also study disability-related or where there• was welfare. The $187 million represents hail
of the $374 million in fiscal relief previthe need to develop a special CPI for the not early retirement.
elderly for purposes of social security
The measure would require employers ously approved by the Senate. There are
cost-of-living increases. As a long-time of workers receiving below the minimum strong indications that the remaining
sponsor of such special CPI legislation, I wage plus tips to be taxed on the por- $187 million will be tacked on to a welam very pleased about this addition.
tion of tip income which when combined fare bill, H.R. 7200, when it comes to the
5EMX&NNAL COST-OF-LIVING !NCREASES
with the workers' salary equals the Senate floor next January and subseDROPPED
minimum wage. This employers' tax ob- queutly approved by the House. New

On a related matter which I have been ligation on tip income would be regard- York State's share of the $187 million in
less of the actual amount of tips the H.R. 9348 is estimated to be about $28.3
regretfully refused to agree to a Senate employee reports on his or her income million with a substantial portion—
about $18 million—to be passed through
amendment providing for semiannual tax form.
cost-of4iving increases in social security
HR. 9346 would change the basis for to New York City.
and 881 benefits whenever the CPI in- calculating cost-of-living increases for
The other Senate welfare amendments
creased by at least 4 percent over a speci- early retirees under social security to agreed to by. the conferees include: secfied 6-month measuring period—an an- place them on the same footthg as per- ond, providing fiscal incentives for lownual rate of over 8 percent per year.
ering aid to dependent children overpaysons who retire at age 65 or later.
REPEAL OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION OFFSET
The conference comniititee bill con- ment error rates below 4 percent by alHouse conferees agreed to accept a tains the provisions in the House-passed lowing States to keep part of the savings
Senate amendment repealing the provi- bill which make further changes in the which would normally accrue to the Fedsion in existing law which provides for a law with regard to annual wage report- eral Government—New York State is not
reduction in social security benefits for ing by employers as a substitute for quar- close enough to the 4-percent rate to
persOns simultaneously entitled to work- terly reporting. Under these -provisions, qualify; third, allowing States access to
men's compensation payments where the employers would no longer have to check wage information held by the Social
combined payments wouldotherwise ex- off quarters of coverage or report quar- Security Administration and State unceed 80' percent of recent predisability terly wages on the W—2 forms. State employment compensation offices on
and lccal employers would continue to AFDC eligibles and recipients starting
earnings.
report on a quarterly basis but wages October 1979; and fourth, authorizing
DISABILITY BENEFITS FOR BL!ND PERSONS
be converted to annual figures. States for 2 years to conduct up to three
The Senate-passed bill included an would
This
section
from the defthi— AFDC welfare employment demonstraamendment providing for the payment tion of wagesexcludes
certain
employment
where- tion projects with voluntary participaof disability insurance benefits for blind
in
the
pay
is
less
than
$100
in
a cal- tion by recipients and with the approval
people who have at least six quarters of endar year Also, it changes the "quarof the Secretary of HEW waiving certain
social security coverage with the benefits ter of coverage" definition so that after statutory rules. A fifth Senate amend
paid regardless of the amount of a blind 1977 all workers would receive a quar- ment tightening up the earned income
individual's earnings. This Senate pro- ter of coverage for each $250 wages paid disregard under the AFDC program was
vision also excluded blind persons from in a year—to a maxnium of four quar- dropped by the conferees. The Carter
the requirements of present law that disof coverage in a year. The amounts administration and representatives from
ability benefits be suspended for any ters
measuring
a quarter of coverage would high cost-of-living States such as New
months during which a beneficiary reautomatically each year as York opposed the changes in the earned
fuses to accept vocational rehabilitation increase
increase. Under present law, a come disregard.
services. The House bill contained no wages
receives credit, for a quarter of
Taken as a whole, HR. 9346 as crafted
such provisions. As a cosponsor of legis- worker
for a calendar quarter in which by the House and Senate confçrees is an
lation similar to this Senate amendment, coverage
excellent bill. It has its shortcomings as
I joined other concerned Members of the he received at least $50 in wages..
The conference measure would permit I have indicated, but stronglr urge my
House in urging our conferees to acto overlook them and vote in
cept this liberalization of the disability clergymen who previously did not elect colleagues
benefita law for blind persons. We feel social security coverage a second oppor- favor of legislation which this year will
advocating for years, the House conferees
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put the. social security system back on a security system go down the drain." sortie fellow who makes $50,000 a year
sound financial basis. We can delay such Why, we wu1d go into the general fund come up to us and say, "Thanks, You
action no longer.
before we would ever allow that to made my Christmas happy because I
happen.

didn't get an added tax."
I think we are the only Nation in the
But there will be those of us who may
world that does not dip into the general hai0pen to talk to a senior citizen. He or
Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Speaker, I move fund. But, interestingly, the votes are not she is going to come up to you and say,
a call of the House.
here for that purpose.
"What about my social security? Is Is goA call of the House was ordered.
Mr. Speaker, I want to talk to the ing down the drain?"
The call was taken by electronic de- Democratic Members of this House: 1935
If you voted against this, you are going
vice, and the following Members failed was the year that social security came to say, "Well, we are going to do someto respond:
Into existence. Do the Members know thing about this along the line." But
IR0II No. 7811
what the vote was that day? There was a what a miserable Christmas that senior
Fraser
Addabbo
Panetta
vote to recommit. And the vote was 97 citizen Is going to have.
Andrews, NC. Fuqua
Pettis
Republicans voted to recommit, 1
I say to the Members on the DemoAndrews,
Oanimage
Pike
voted for the legislation. And the Inter- cratic side of the aisle that 11 I have ever
Otnn
N. Dak.
Poage
esting fact about it Is that the philosophy seen an Issue that Is a Democratic Issue.
Armstrong
Hall
Pursell
Harkin
Ashley
Qute
has not changed onthe Republican side It is this Issue. This reverts right back to
Aspin
Marsha
Quilien
that day In 1935 when the party on the
since 1935.
Hetner
Badlilo
Ranget
What did the social security bill do at other side of the aisle voted against thIs
Holtzrnaa
Baucus
Rinaldo
Beietl
Ichord
Risenhoover
that particular time? There used to be in Issue by a vote of 97 to 1. The leopard
Ireland
Beilenson
R,se
America
what was called the poorfarm, does not change its spots.
Boiling
Jacobs
Runnels
Mr. Speaker, I ask for a aye vote for
the poorhotise, the almshouse; and those
Bonker
Keys
Ruppe
who had no insurance, no protection, the conference report,
Bseaux
Koch
Ryan
Krebs
BrOd.head
Santint
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without
went to the almshouse, to the poorhouse,
Burke. Calif. LaFalce
Scheuer
obect1on,
the previous question Is orto
be
fed
and
to
be
harbored.
And
when
Le Fante
Burke. na.
Shipley
one walked by and he looked, he said to dered on the conference report.
Burleson. Tea. Lent
Shutter
CALL OF THE HOUSE

Burlison. Mo.

Long. La.

Burton. John Long Md.
Burton. Philip Lujan
Carney
Lundine
McCloskey
Cavanaugh

Cederberg
Chappell
Collins, Ill.
Conyers
Corman
Davis
Dent
DerWIn8kl

Dickinson
DEgas

Drinan
Pars'
Fisher

Fithian
Foley

Ford. Tenn.

McDonald
McEwen
McHugh
McKinney
Madigan
Magulxe
Marlenee

Mathis

Msei.s
Metcalfe
Mollohan

Sisk

Skubits
Smith, IOw

Sotars
Stark
Steed
Symms
Traxler
Tsongaa

Udali
Van Deerlin
Vanier Ja.gt
Weiss

Whalen
Wiggins
Wilson. Bob
Moorhead, Pa. Winn
Murphy, N.Y. Wolff
Myers, Micbaea Yates
Neal
Zeferettt
Nix

The was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The queethose who have made America great. And tion is on the conference report.
The question was taken; and the
what do we do? We put them in a poorhouse,"
Speaker pro tempore announced that
But we have changed. We came up the ayes appeared to have It.
with a philosophy which changed .that.
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Speaker, on that

himself, "What a disgust to America that

we have homes for the poor, the aged,

We came up with the philosophy of the I demand the yeas and nays.

Social Security Act.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. Speaker, there are those who have
The
vote was taken by electronic degotten up and who have talked and who vice, and
there were—yeas 189, nays 163.
have said that the bill Is repressive, there
answered "present" 1, not voting 81, as
is too much tax,
There are those over here who are say- follows:
IRon No. 7631
ing It Is regressive, not enough tax, we are
YEAB-l8
not taxing the right people.

Mr, Speaker, the philosophy of the Acidabbo
Democratic party has always been to Akaka
The SPEAKER pro tempore. On this help the needy, to help the downtrodden. Meander
Ambro

Foesy'the

Nolan

rollcall 317 Members have recorded their
Sure, I have had Members come up to
presence by electronic device, a quorum. me and say, concerning the social secuBy unanimous consent, further pro- rity bill, "Why, I could go to an insurance
ceeclings under the call were dispensed company afld get a policy that would be
with.
so much more equitable, and when j
reach the age of 65 I can receive so much
more money than through social secuSOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS
rity." That Is true. All of us, with our
OP 1977
could do that. But what about the
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair salary,
unfortunate
who cannot go out and get
recognizes the gentleman from Oregon insurance? Who
rely on social security as
Mr. ULuczi).
their sole source of retirement income?
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, to con- These people are the object of this legisclude debate, I yield the balance of the

They are the beneficiaries of sotune to the distinguished Speaker of the lation.
cial security,

iouse (Mr. O'Nritt).

Mr. O'NEILL. Mr. Speaker, how did
this bill happen to come before the Congress this year? I want the Members to
think about that. How did It come up?

I have heRrd all types of figures thrown

around heie today. But under the new

?mcnerman
Anderson,
Calif.

AiunzIo

Applegate
Ashley
BaIthis
Barnard
Beard, RI.
BenJamin
Biaggi
Bthgbam

BlanclirL

Biouin
BOggS

Boland

Bosiior

Brademas
B!OlkinrIdga
Brodhead
Brown, Calif.

law, If you earn $10,000 a year, 10 years Broyhill
from now, In 1987; you pay $59.58 more Burke.Mau.
Carter
than you do under the present bill.
Colsisoim
I will tell the Members how it came up.
If you earn $20,000 a year In 1987, you Clay
ni.
It came up because the liberal lobby and pay $119 more a year In tax than you do CoilinS.
those who are supporters of the Reagan under the present bill; If you earn $30,000 Corman
cornell

group, the Right Wing of America, so a year, you pay $178 more a year than
mollified and so frightened the aged of you do now.
America and the senior citizens, that
On the subject of this tax, let me re-

Cornwall

Cotter
D'Amours

DanielsOn
each one of us who went to any meeting mind the Members thatthere are 33 mU-.. Davis
where the senior citizens were present lion people on social security—i out of Delaney
Deiluma
were asked: Is the social security system every 7.
going down the drain? Did they have
We are leaving here. We are leaving Derrick
Dicks
something to fear? No. We assured them here within a matter of minutes, and Digga
that they had nothing to fear. We said, there are those of us who are going to go Diugell
'No, this Congress. the Congress of the home and visit our clubs and attend Dodd
Downey
1n1ted States, would never let the social Christmas parties; we are apt to have Drinan

Duncan. Oreg. Krueger
Early
LaPalce
Eckhardt
Lederer
Edgar
Leggett
Edwards, Calif. LevitU
Ellberg
Lloyd, Call.
Emery
Luken
McCorlnaek
Evans, cob.
McDade
Fascell.
McPall
Fisher
McHugh
Flood
McKay
FboriO
Mann
Flowers
Markey
Foley
Marks
Ford, MEch.
Martin
Fowler
Mattox
Fraser
Mazzoli
Gephardt
Meyner
Oialmo
Mikva
Oilman
Milford
Olickman
Miller. Call.
Oudger
Mineta
Haniliton
Minish
Hanley
Mitchell, Md.
Hannaford
Moakley
Harrington.
Molt ett
Harris
Moorhead. Pa.
Hawkins
Murphy, Ill.
Heckler
Murphy, N.Y.
Heftel
Murtha
HUlls
Natcher
Holland
Nedzi
Hollenbeck
Nolan
Holtzmsn
Nowak
Howard
Other
Hubbard
Oberatar
Hughes
Obey
Jenkins
Ottinge?
Jenrette
Fatten
Johnson. Calif. Patterson
Jones, N.C.
Pattison
Jones, Tena. Pease
Jordan
Pepper
Kasteamsier Perkins
Keys
Pickle
KUdee
Prayer
Kostma$er
Fries
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Rahall
Rangel
Richmond
Roberts
Rodino
Roe

Simon
Skubitz
Solsrz
SpelIman
St Germain
Staggers

Stark
Steers
Stokes
Stratton
Rosenthal
Rostenkowaki Thompson
Trible
Roybal
Tucker
Russo
Rogers
RoncaliO
Rooney

Scheuer
Seiberling
Sharp

Abdnor
Allen
Anderson. Ill.
Andrewe. N.C.
Archer
Ashbrook
AuCoin
BSdhaOI

Baalls

Bauznan
Beard, Tenn.

Bennett
BevUl

Bowen

Brinkley
Broomfield
Brown. Mich.
Brown, Ohio
Buchanan
Burgener

Burton, John
Butler
Byron
Caputo
Carr
Clausen.
Don H.
Clawson, Del
Cleveland

cochran

Cohen
Coleman
Collins, Tex.
Conable
Conte
Corcoran
COughlIn
Crane

Cunningham
Daniel. Dan
Daniel, R. W.
de 1$ Garza
Derwinskt
Devine
Dornan

Uflman
Vanik
Vents
NAYS—las
Flippo

Flynt
Fountain
l'renzel
prey
Gibbons
Goldwater
Oonzaiez
000dling
Gore
Gradison
Grasslei
Guys?
Hagedorn
Hammer-

schmidt
Hansen
Holt
Horton
Huckaby
Hyde

Evans,

md.

Penwick
Findley

Fish

Wsonner

Vest Deet'iin

Wimpler

Whalen
Wiggins

Weaver
Warm
Whialey

pairs

Walgren

wg
Yatron

Wuson.Tes.

Mrs. Burke of California for, with Mr.

Chappeu against.
Mr. Baucus for, with Mr. Panetta against.
Mr. Traxier for, with Mr. Ginn against.
Mr. Risenitoover for, with Mr. FUqUW
against.

Myers. John
Nichols

OBrien
Prler
hard
Quayie
Qulilen.

Mr. Ford of Tennessee for, with Mr.

Andrews of North Dakota against.
Mr. Conyers for, with Mr. Cederberg
against.
Mr. Nix for, with Mr. Dickinson against.
Mr. Koch for, with Mr. Lent against.
Mr. Badillo for, with Mr. Marlenee against.

Railaback
Regula
Reuse
Rhodes
Rob1iOfl
Rose

Mr. Meeds for, with Mr. McCloakey against,
Mr. Shipley for. with Mr. McEwen against.

nousseiot
Rudd
Sarasin
SatterSeld

Mr. Burleson of Texas for, with Mr. Ryan
against.
Mr. Beilenson for, with Mr. Mollohan

Sawyer
Schroeder
Schuize
Sebelius

Kemp

StssiO

KeUy

Stangeland

Ketchum
Kindness

Steed
5M$
Btockman
Studds
Stump
Taylor
Teague
Thone
mornion
Treen
Vsnder Jagt

Leach
Lehman
Livingston
Lloyd, Teon.
i..ott
McClory

McDonald
McKinney
Madigsn
Mahon

Moore

Moorhead,
Calif.
Motti
Murphy, Pa.
Myers, Gary

Until further notice:
Mr. Aspin with Mr. Oammage.
Mr. BadeU with Mr. Bob Wilson.
Mr. Bonker with Mr. Udall.

Mr. Long of Louisiana with Mr. Lujan.

Mr. Smith of Iowa with Mr. Mathia.
Mr. !Isongas with Mr. Michael 0. Myers.
Mr. Oaydos with Mr. Hall.
Mr. Sisk with Mr. Van Deerlin.
Mr. Yates with Mr. Armstrong.
Mr. Burke of Florida with Mr. Ruppe.
. Mr. HIGETOWER. Mr. Speaker,

Volkiner
Walker
Walsh

Watkins
White
waltehurst
Whitten

I

have a live pair with the gentleman from
New Mexico (Mr. RUNNELS). Had he been

Wilson. C. H.

Wirth

Wydler
Wylie
Young, Alaska
.

Young, ''

"pixs'ri
Hightower

Mr. Breaux for, with Mr. Symzns against.
Mr. Moss for, with Mr. Wiggins against.
Mr. Fary for. with Mr. Winn against.

Mr. Burilson of Missouri with Mr. Rinaldo.
Mr. Pithiest with Mr. Vhalen.
Mr. Harkin with Mr. Dent.
Mr. Eefner with Mr. Harsha.
Mr. Erebs with Mr. Ichord.
Mr. Maguire with Mr. Long of Maryland.

.

ANSWERED

NOT VOTING—81
Metcalfe
Ford. TenD.
Mollohan
Forsythe
Moss
Fuqua
Armstrong
MyerS. Michael
Gammage
Azpin
Neal
Gaydos
Badiflo
Nix
Oinn
Baucue
Panetta
Hall
Bedell
Harkin
Beilenson
Pike
Haraha
Boning
Poage
Hetner
Bonker
Ichord
PUTSSII
Breaux
Qute
Koch
Burke, Calif.
Rinaldo
Krebs
Burke. Fla.
Risenboover
Burleson, Tex. Le Pants
Runnels
Burllson, Mo. Lent
Burton. Phillip Long, La.
Ryan
Long,
Md.
Cemey
Lujan
Santini
Cavanaugh
Shipley
Lundine
Oederberg
Sisk
McCioSkey
Chappell
Smith, Iowa
McEwen
COnyers
Sysems
Maguirs
Dent
Traxier
Dickinson
Marienee
TsOngsa
Pery
Mathis
Pithian
Meals
Udall
Andrews,
N. Dak.

this vote:

Mr. Wolff inr. with Mr. Cavanaugh against.
Mr. MetcaUe for, with Mr. Lundifle against.
Mr. Neal for, with Mr. Santini against.

Zeleretti

Kazen

Latta

Wolff

Mr. Hightower for, with Mr. Runnela
against.
Mr. I.e Pants for, with Mr. Pursell against.
Mr. Carney for, with Mr.. Pike against.

Y0un5. P15.
Young. Mo.
Zsblocki

SpenCe

LagomarsinO

Yates

Wilson, Bob
Winn

The Clerk announced the following

Sinister
Stkes
Jacobs
Shelton
Jeffords
Johnson, Cob. Slack
Smith. Nebr.
Jones. Okia.
Snyder
Kasten
Ireland

Marriott
Duncan, Tenn. Michel
Edwds, Ala. Mikuiski
Edwards, Okia. Miller, Ohio
MitcheU, N.Y.
English
Montgomery
Erlenborn
Evans, Del.
Evans, Ga.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — HOUSE

here, he would have voted "nay." I voted

"yea." Therefore, I withdraw my "yea"
and vote "present."
Mr. EIGHTOWER changed his vote
from "yea" to "present."

So the conference report was agreed to.

The result of the vote was announced

as above recorded.
A motion to reconsider was laid on the
table.
GENERAL LEAVE
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I ask
.

unanimous consent that all Members
may have 5 legislative days in which to

extend their remarks and Include extraneous material on the conference report just agreed to.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to

the request of the gentleman from
Oregon?

There was no objection.
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SUMMARY OF THE CONFERENCE AGREEMENT ON HR.
9846, THE SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1977
FINANCING

The bill makes provision for strengthening both the short- and long.
range financial stability of the program, including meeting the cost
of the benefit improvements included in the bill. The bill provides for
annual excesses of income over outgo beginning in 1980; it eliminates
the medium-range deficits (over the next 25 years) and provides adequate financing well into the next century; and, it reduces the longrange deficit very substantially—from over 8 percent of taxable pay.
roll to less than 11/2 percent. Detailed information on the effects of
the bill appears in the appendix. The specific tax rates and wage bases
under the bill are shown below.
Tax rates.—The bill includes a schedule of social security tax rate
increases over present law in 1979, 1981, 1982, 1985, and 1990 to pro-

vide additional finncing. Tax rates for the self-employed would be
adjusted to restore the original level of one and one-half times the
employee rate for the old.age and survivors and disability portion of
the tax, effective in 1981. There would be a suhtantia.1 reallocation
of income to the disability trust fund which would have been exhausted
by the end of 1978. The tax rate schedule is as follows:
(1)

TAX RATES FOR THE OASDHI TRUST FUNDS

un percentj
Conference report on H. R. 9346

Present law
Calendar year

OASI I

DI'

OASDI

HI

Total

OASI

DI

OASDI

EMPLOYERS A NO EMPLOYE ES, EACH
1977
1978
1979—80
1981
1982—84

1985

1986-89
1990-2010
2011 and later

4. 375

4. 350

4.350
4.300
4. 300
4. 300

4.250

0. 575

.600
.600
.650
.650.660

4. 250

. 700
. 700

5.100

.850

4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4. 95
4. 95
4. 95

4.95
5.95

0.90
1. 10

1.10
1.35
1.35
1.35
1. 50

1.50
1.50

5.85
6.05
6.05
6.30
6. 30

HI

Total

.

4. 375
4. 275

4.330
4.525
4.575

6.30
6.45
6.45
7.45

4. 750
4. 750
5. 100

5.100

7.9
8.1
8.1
8.35
8.35
8.35

6.1850
6.0100
6.0100
6.7625
6.8125
7.1250

0. 575

4. 95

.715
.750
.825
.825

5.05
5.08
5.35

0.90
1.00
1.05
1.30

5. 40
5. 70

1. 30
1. 35

5.85
6.05
6.13
6:65
6 70
7.05

5.70

1.45

7. 15

1. 100

6. 20

1. 45

1.100

6.20

1.45

7. 6

0.8150
1.6900
1.0400
1.2375
1.2375
1.4250
1.4250
1.6500
1.5590

7.0

0.90
1.00

7.9

. 950
. 950

7.65

SELF-EMPLOYEO PERSONS
1977
1978
1979—80
1981
1982—84

1985

1986-89
1990—2010

2ollandlater
I By allocation in the law.

6.185
6.150
6.150
6.080
6.080
6.080
6.010
6.010
6.000

0.815
0.860
0.850
0.920

0920

0.920
0.990
0.990
1.000

7.0
7.0
7.0

70

7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0

0.90
1.10
1.10
1.35
1.35
1.35
1. 5

1.5

L5

8. 5

7. 1250

8.5
8.5

7.6500
7.6500

7.1
7.05
8.00

1.05

8.1
8.1

8.05
8.55

1.30
1.30
1.35

9.30
9.35
9.90

8. 55

1. 45

10. 00

9.30

1.45
1.45

10.75
10.75

930
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Taxable wage be.—There also would be increases in the ta.xable
wage base ithove present law. After 1981, the base would be increased
annually in line with wage levels whenever there has been a cost-of-

living benefit increase in th preceding year as under present law.
The bill maintains the parity principle under which employers and
employees pay on the same amount of earnings each year. This is the

new taxable base schedule for employers, employees and the selfemployed:
CONTRIBUTION AND BENEFIT BASE
Under
law

Under
conference
agreement

$16, 500

$16, 500

117,700
118,900
120,400
121,900

117,700
22,900
25,900
29,700

preient

Calendar year:
1977
1978

1979
1980
1981

'23400

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

'31800

'24 900

133900

127'900

'38 100

'26400
'29 400
131,200

'36000
'40200

142,600

I Automatic.

DECOUPLING

To correct unintended effects in the benefit computation procedures
which produce benefits for future beneficiaries that could vary haphazardly with wage and price fluctuations and that would generally
be much higher than originally intended, the bill would "decouple"
the system. The new decoupled system would index a worker's earnings
to reflect annual increases in average earnings levels up to the second

year before eligibility (age 2, death or disability). This has the effect
of assuring that similarly situated beneficiaries generation to generation will receive relatively the same levels of benefits. The benefit level

adopted for the long-term is 5 percent below estimated 1979 levels.
Included in the bill is a 5-year guarantee of 1979 levels to provide a
gradual transition to the new system for workers who will retire 1979
through 1983. The transition provision will not be applicable to disability and survivor cases. As under present law, benefits would continue to be increased acrording to the increases in the cost-of-living
after a person reaches age 6'2 or becomes disabled, or in the case of survivor's benefits, after the time of the worker's death. The "decoupling"

provisions would eliminate over one-half of the long-range deficit
in the social security system.
OTHER BENEFIT PRovIsIoNs

Miniinum.—The present minimum benefit for future beneficiaries
would be frozen at its January 1979 dollar amount (about $121 for an
individual). The minimum benefit would 'be adjusted for annual costof-living increases only after the individual starts receiving it..
Special ?7thi.m.vm.—This benefit, provided for long-term, low-paid
workers, would be increased. Under present law this benefit is equal
to $9 times the nurnbei of years coverage a worker has in excess of 10
and up to .30; this benefit is not subject to annual cost-of-living increases. The bill would revive this benefit by increasing the $9 figure
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to $11.50, which would provide a maximum payment of $230 a month,
and by making the benefit subject to annual cost-of-living increases in
the future.

Delayed retirement credit.—Present law provides that retirement

benefits are increased 1 percent a year for each year that a worker con-

tinues to work beyond age 65 without taking his benefits. The bill
would increase this to 3 percent; it would apply beginning in 1982.
It would also be made applicable to widows and widowers.
Limitation on retroactive beneflts.—Under present law a person
who files an application after he is first eligible can get benehts for
a retroactive period up to 12 months before the month in which the
application is filed. However, this could result in some cases in a per-

manent reduction in his monthly benefit. The bill would eleminate
ret.roietive. payments where the result would be a permanently reduced benefit.

Cost-of-living increases for eari,t retirees.—The bill would change

the basis for calculating cost-of-living increases for early social
security retirees to place them on the same footing as persons who
retire at age 65 or later. Under present mw, an early retiree who begins
rece.iving benefits between ages 62 and 65 hs his monthly payment

permanently reduced on an actuarial basis to trke account of the
longer period that he would receive benefits on the, average. However, when a cost-of-living increase is effective after he attains age 65,

the early retiree receives this as if he were drawing a full benefit
and not an actuarially reduced benefit. The bill would apply to costof-living increases for early retirees the. same actuarial reduction that
is applied to their orginal monthly benefit.
RETIREMENT TEST

The bill would raise to $4,000 in 1978, $4,500 in 1979, $5,000 in
1980, $5,500 in 1981. and $6,000 in 1982 the 'nnual 'mount of earnings

a beneficiary, ge 65 or over, may have without having any benefits
withheld. After 1982, the limitation would be adjusted automatically
on the basis of earnings levels in line with present law. The retirement figure of present law, which is to rise from $3,000 this year to
$3,240 in 1978, would continue to apply o beneficinries under age 65.
The exempt age, which fixes the point, at which elderly individuals
may receive full benefits without regard to their earnings, would be
reduced from 72 to 70 beginning in 1982.

The bill would eliminate the monthly measure of retirement—the
provision in present law under which full social security benefits are
paid for any month in which a person earns one-twelfth of the annual
retirement test amount, or less, regardless of total earnings for the
year. However, the monthIy measure would b retained, for the first
year in which a worker begins to receive retirement benefits.
TREATMENT OF MEN AND WOMEN

Under the bill, remarriage would not act to reduce benefits of
widows and widowers 60 years of age. or older.

The duration of mnrrige requirement for divorced spouse's bene-

fits would be reduced from 20 years to 10.

5.

The Seeretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is directed to
conduct a study of changes in the social security program needed
to guarantee that women, as well as men, are treated equitably. The
study is to be completed and a report submitted to Congress within
6 months after enactment of the legislation.
DEPENDENCY BENEFITS—PUBLIC PENSION OFFSET

The bill contains an offset provision under which social security
dependency benefits payable to- spouses or surviving spouses would be

reduced (dollar for dollar) by the amount of any public (Federal,
State, or local) retirement available to the spouse. Th offset would
apply only to pension payments based on the spouse's own work in
public employment which is not covered under social security. The
provision would apply to applications for such dependency benefits
in and after the month of enactment of the bill.
The measure contains an exception under which the off st provision
would not apply to people who were receiving or will be eligible to
receive a public pension within 5 years after enact.ment. This is to
protect those persons who were expecting a social security dependency
benefit based on their spouse's record but were not receiving it because

of their age or the fact that their spouses were not yet receiving

benefits.
NATIONAL CoinlisSIoN ON SOCIAL SECURITY

The bill provides for establishment of a bipartisan National Commission on Social Security, independent of the executive branch, composed of nine members—five appointed by the President and two each
by the Speaker of the House and the President of the Senate—to make
a broad study of the social security program including medicare. The

study would include the fiscal status of the trust funds coverage,
adequacy of benefits, possible inequities, alternatives to the current
programs and to the method of financing the system, integration of the
social security system with private retirement programs, and development of a special .price index for the elderly. The Commission wotild

present its full report to the President and to the Congress within
2 years after a majority of the members were appointed.
UNIVERSAL COVERAGE

The bill provides for a comprehensive study of the question of
instituting universal coverage for social security by bringing under
the system on a mandatory basis all Federal employees, and the remainder of State and local government employees and employees of
nonprofit organizations not now covered by the system. The study
would include alternative methods of coordinating social security
coverage with retirement systems which now apply to the public
employees involved. The study would be under the direction of the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare who would consult with
the Secretary of the Treusury, the Director of the Office of Managment and Budget, and the Chairman of th Civil Service Commission.
The HEW Secretary is directed to complete the study a.nd submit a
report with recommendations to the President and to Congress within
2 years after enactment of the bill.
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INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL SECURITY AGREEMENTS (TOTALIZATION)

Included in the bifl is a provision, the International Socia' Security
Agreements Act, which would authorize the President to enter into
bilateral agreements with interested countries providing for limited
coordination of the U.S. socia' security system with systems of other
countries. The agreements, known as totalization agreements, would
ellminate, dua' social security coverage for the same work in each country covered by an agreement, and would enabk individua's who work
for periods in each of the countries covered by an agreement to qualify

for a dua' benefit in situations where they now are not eligible for
benefits in one or both of the countries involved. The, United States
a'ready has negotiated agreements with Ita'y and West Germany which
could be put into effect under this provision. Each agreement wouM

have to be submitted to Congress for O days while it is in session before

it couM take effect; during that. period either the House or Senate
could veto the agreement by majority vote.
BLIND DISABIILTY BENEFITS

Blind persons wouM be eligible for socia' security disability benefits despite higher earnings than now are permitted. Under present
regulation's, substantia' gainful activity (SGA) is measured at $200
a mouth ($2,400 a year) and earnings over this amount wouM lead to
termination or suspension of benefits. Under the bill, the SO-A monthly

amount for blind disability beneficiaries wouM be the same as the
retirement test for persons age 65 and over.
INVESTMENT INCOME UNDER LIrImn PARTNERSHIPS

In recent years, a growing number of businesses have advertised
limited partnerships as a means of acquiring socia' security coverage
sole'y through the income on investments in such partnerships. The
bill exc'udes from social security coverage the distributive share of
income or toss from the trade or business of a partnership which is
received by a limited partner.
ANNUAL WAGE REPORTING

Public Law 94—202 enacted in 1976 provided that emp'oyers other
than tate and 'ocal go.rernments and emp'oyers of domestic workers
wouM report their emp'oyees' wages for social security and income tax
purposes a.nnuafly on forms W— beginning with wages paid in 1978.

But the law a'so required ernpoyers to report quarterly wage data on
forrn W2 to enabk the. Socia' Security Administration to determine
whether a worker has enough quarters of coverage to be ehigibk for
socia' security benefits. The bill wouM change this so that annua' data
would be used instead of quarteHy data. Under the bill, emp'oyers
no longer wouM have to report quarteHy data on forms W—2.
Under present law, a worker generally receives credit for a quarter
of coverage for a cakndar quarter in which he receives at kast $50 in
wages. Under the bill, a worker would receive one quarter of coverage
(up to a total of four) for each $250 of earnings in a year, and the $250
amount wouM be automatically increased every year to take account of
increases In average wages.
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EMPLOYEES OF NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

The bill contains provisions designed to correct some unintended
effects of Public Law 94—563 enacted in 1976 to deal with problems
of nonprofit organizations that had been paying social security taxes
illegally because they had not filed the necessary 'waivers with the
Internal Bevenue Service to make the payments legal.

One provision in the bill would forgive back taxes due, up to

June 30, 1977, on behalf of nonprofit Organizations which ceased paying social security taxes after they had found they were not required

to do so, but did not receive a refund of these taxes.
Another provision would extend to March 31, 1978, the period
during which nonprofit organizations that had received a refund of
social security taxes could file a waiver certificate and list only those
employees who had wanted to be covered under social security. Under
this waiver, they would owe back taxes only on the listed employees.

The right to file such a waiver under Public Law 94—563 expired
April 18, 1977.
Another provision would provide a refund of back taxes to nonprofit organizations that stopped paying social security taxes before
October 1, 1976, but then paid the back taxes after they were requested to do so following passage of Public Law 94—563.
TAXATION OF CORPORATIONS

The bill provides that a group of related corporations concurrently

employing a worker would be considered as a single emp'oyer if

one of the group serves as a common paymast& for the entire group.
This would mean that the group of corporations would have to pay

no more in social security and unemployment taxes for a single
worker than a single employer pays.
OTHER SOCIAL SEOtmITY PROVISIONS

Quadrennial Advisory Council on Social Security.—The bill would
change the reporting date for the Advisory Council to be appointed
in 1977 from January 1, 1979, to October 1, 1979.
Adm.inistrative law judges.—Public Law 94—202 established tempo-

rary administrative law judge positions to hear social security, medicare, a.nd supplemental security income cases. The bill would convert
these appointments to permanent status.
Benefit payment dates.—The bill provides that social security and
supplemental security income benefit checks would be delivered on
the preceding Friday if the regular payment date falls on a Monday
which is a legal holiday.
Coverage of tips.—Under social security, tip income (if over $20 a

month) is taxed on the employee alone. Under the bill, the employer
will be taxed on tip income up to the amount that combined with the
employee's salary equals the minimum wage under the Fair Labor
Standards Act.
Clergymen.—The bill would permit clergymen who previous'y did
not elect social security coverage in the past a second opportunity to
come under the system as self-employed persons.
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Mississippi policemen nd firemen.—Th bill would authorize social
security coverage for Mississippi policemen and firemen who pieviously were excluded from the system.
Wisconsin 2yub lie e?nployees.—The bill would authorize a coiisoli-

dated public employee group in 'Wisconsin to continue under social
security on the same terms which applied to three groups before they
were merged into the consolidated organization.
New Jersey public employees.—The bill would add New Jersey to
the list of States which are permitted to hold referendums among
public employees for coverage under social security. Those voting for
coverage would be brought under social security; those voting against

would remain out of the system. All future employees would be

covered.

Illinois police a'nd fire chiefs.—The bill would allow approximately
400 Illinois police and fire chiefs to get credits for past payments into
the social security system (and future coverage) even though the applicable law did not permit such payments when they were made.
Railroad retirement system. and Peiion Be'ne fit Guaranty (Jorporation.—The bill contains a provision to guarantee that the new social
security financing provisions that increase the taxab]e earnings base
would not increase the employer tax liability to finance tier-Il benefits
under the railroad retirement system. Tier-Il benefits are those paid
to supplement the tier-I payments which correspond to basic social
security benefits. Similarly, the bill provides that the increases in the
earnings base would not increase the maximum amount of pension

insured by the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation established
under the Employec Retirement Income Security Act of 1974.
Wheelcliairs.—The bill would permit payment for certain poweroperated wheclchairs under medicare where the vehicle is determined
to be medically necessary and safe.
PuBLIc ASSISTANCE AMENDMENTS

Fiscal relief for State and local welfare costs.—The bill would provide $187 million of such relief to be paid immediately for fiscal 1978
costs.

Error rates in the aid to fanilies with dependent children pro-

gran.—The bi]l would establish a system of monetary fiscal incentives

for States which have low dollar error rates in the AFDC program.
The errors considered as a part of this provision would be overpay-

ments to ineligibles, underpayments, and erroneous denials and
terminations.
Acce8e by AFDC agencies to waqe records.—The bill would author-

ize State AFDC agencies to. obtain Social Security Administration
and State unemployment compensation agency wage data for purposes of determining eligibility for AFDC or the amount of an AFDC
payment with appropriate safeguards to be established by HEW.
State welfare demon.stration pro jects.—The bill would authorize
States to engage in demonstration projects re]ated to the AFDC program. There would be public notices of each plan and copies of the
plan available to the public. The Health, Education, and Welfare
Department would review each plan and could prevent its implementation by withholding approval. The prevailing wage would have to
be paid in the projects.
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Errore in 8uppementa eecurity income 8upementary paymente.—

The bill directs the HEW Secretary to reimburse the States for

erroneous state supplemental payments paid during 1974 to the extent

that an HEW audit determines is appropriate and after the audit is
approved and reviewed by the HEW inspector general.
NON-SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDMENT

Honoraria under the Federa' E'ection Campaign Act.—Under this
act, Federal officers including Members of Congress and employees
cannot accept an honorarium of more than $2,000 or honoraria aggregating more than $25,000 in a year. The bill provides that a contribution to a charitable organization selected by the payor from a list of
five or more organizations named by the Government officer or employee shall not be counted as an honorarium. In addition, the bill
provides that amounts returned to a payor before the end of a year
would not be treated as honoraria and that honoraria would be treated
as accepted in the year of receipt.

APPENDIX
TABLE 1.—ESTIMATED AMOUNT OF CHANGES IN OASDI BENEFIT PAYMENTS WHICH WOULD RESULT
FROM THE HOUSE-SENATE CONFERENCE AGREEMENTS ON HR. 9346, CALENDAR YEARS 1978—83

tin millions of dollarsi

Total amount of change in benefit payments

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

—440

--492

—844

—1,446

—1,696

—2 577

—70

—351

—803

1 473

—2,377

—94

—423
79

—895

—1,563

—2,466

118

150

—7

—26

—60

180
—106

359

404

895

981

709
403
—217

—222

DecoupIng (net total)
Wage-indexing formula
5-year transition 8uarantee
Frozen minimum benefit
3-percent delayed retirement credit

24

15

Changes in retirement test (net total):

54

491

585

640

—225

—226

—236

1

1

1

2

2

Establish the retirement test exempt amount for beneficiaries
aged 65 and over as a measure of substantial gainful ac-

•tvty for blind disabled workers
Elimination of retroactive payments of actuarially reduced
benefits

Limitation on increases in actuarially reduced benefits
Increase in benents of survivrng spouses, resulting from deceased workers delayed retirement credits
Delayed retirement credits for workers with actuarially reduced benefits

—569

—536
—280

—550
—500

—559
—751

—565
—948

—1,157

3

4

5

7

10

13

24

26

14

—68

pensions

Eliminate reduction in widowed spouses benefits due to remarriage after age 60

22

()
(2)

30.

—106

—108

—110

—112

—116

130

155

166

178

189

67

80

86

14

4

98

12
1

4

9

92
15
18

4

4

5

6

21

62

161

281

Reduction in duration of marriage required for divorced

Authoizati3n to enter into totalization agreemens3
Increases in contribution and benefit base

441

—339
—90

Offset to benefits of spouses receiving public retirement

spouses benefits from 20 years to 10 years
Increase in special minimum benefits
Changes in annual wage reporting provisions

762

267

—213

Increases in exempt amount'
Reduction in exempt age from 72 to 70 in 1982
Elimination of monthly measure

266

5

(2)

16

26

I Exempt amount increased for beneficiaries aged 65 and over to $4,000 in 1978, $4,500 in 1979, $5,000 i 1930, $5,503 in
1981, and $6000 in 1932.
2 Less than $500000.

8 The estimates represent additioial OASDI benefit payments that would result from implementation of totlization
a9reements already signed with Italy and West Germany. No agreenent cn become effective if either House of Congress
disapproves the agreement within 90 days after it is submitted to Congress.
Note: A positive figure represents additional benelit payments, and a negative figure represents a reductioii in
payments.

(10)

b3efit
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TABLE Z.—ADDITIONAL CONTRIBUTION INCOME RESULTING FROM CONFERENCE AGREEMENTS ON
HR. 9346, CALENDAR YEARS 1978—83

Reallocation

Increase In

Calendar year

contribution
and benefit
base

of tax rates
between
OASDJ and
HI

Increase
OASDI selfemployment
tax rates to
134 times
employee
rate

Increase in
tax rates

Total

1

OASDI:
1978
1979
1980
1981

1982
1983

HI:
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

OASDHI:

4.0
6.3
8.0
8.8

9.4

L6

L7

L5
L3
L4

0.2

.8
.9

6.6

1.8
8.1

9.2
17.6

2L3

10.3
11.1

22.9

—1.6

.9
1.4
2,1
2.4
2.5

—L6

—Li

—.2

.2

—L2

1.0

Li

1978

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

(2)

4.9
7.6
10.1

1L2

iL9

.2

L5
L8

6.4
9.4

8.1

18.4
22.4
23.9

10.3

.9

iLl

I Includes relatively small amounts of additional taxes payable by employers on employees' income from tips and reduc
tion in taxes due to the provison on totallzatPon agreements.
2 Amount sle3s than $30,000,000.

TABLE 3.—ESTIMATED OPERATIONS OF THE OASI AND 0$ TRUST FUNDS, COMBINEO, UNOER THE PROGRAM AS
MOOIFIED BY THE CONFERENCE AGREEMENTS ON H.R. 9346, CALENDAR YEARS 1977-87

[OolIar amounts in billionsi

Calendar year
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

1986
1987

Income

Outgo

$82. 1

$87.6

92.4
106.5
119.1
137.1
172.9
194.2
209.0
223.7

1977

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

$35.6
30.8
30.4
32.4
42.0
53.9
66.0
77.7
97.9

—.4

2.0
9.6

1L9
12.1

16L2

11.7
20.1

174.0
187.6
202.0

yearasa

1978
1979

—$5. 5
—4. 8

97. 2

106.9
117.1
127.4
138.3
149.2

Fund at
beginning of
Funds at end
of year

Net increase
in fund

percentage of
outgo during
year

21.4
2L 7
Fund at end

of year asa
percentage of
outgo during
year

47
37
29
26
25
30
36
41

119.3

45
52

i4LO

59

Note: The above estimates are based on the intermediate set of assumptions shown in tha 1971 truste33 re?3rt.

41

32
28
28
33
39
44
48
56
64
70
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TABLE 4.—ESTIMATED OPERATIONS OF THE OASI TRUST FUND UNDER THE PROGRAM AS MODIFIED BY THE
CONFERENCE AGREEMENTS ON H.R. 9346, CALENDAR YEARS 1977—87

[Dollar amounts in biIIionsJ
Net increase
Calendar year
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

Income

Outgo

in fund

$72.5
78.6
90.8
101.5
116.0

$75.6
83.6
91.6

—$3.1

127.2
136.6
146.4
162.0
174.1
186.3

117.4

1977

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

7.5
9.7

26.3

L68.9

10.3
10.5
15.7
16.8
17.4

Fund at
beginning of

Fund at end

136.0
146.4
A57. 3

yearasa
Funds at end
of year

—5.0
—.8
1.5

R00.0
R08.4

percentage of
outgo during
gear

ofyearasa
percentage of
outgo during
year

$32.3
27.3
26.5
28.0
35.6
45.3
55.6

47
39
30
26

43
33

26

66. 1

41

81.7

45

98.5
115.9

52
58

33
39
44
49
56
63

29
28

30
36

69

Note: The above estimates are based on the intermediate set of assumptions shown in the 1977 trustees report.

TABLE 5.—ESTIMATED OPERATIONS OF THE DI TRUST FUND UNDER THE PROGRAM AS MODIFIED BY THE
CONFERENCE AGREEMENTS ON H.R. 9346,-CALENDAR YEARS 1977—87

IDollar amounts in billionsj
Net increase
Calendar year

1977

1978
1979
1980

198U
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

Income

Outgo

in fund

$91

$12.0

—$2.4

13.8
15.7
17.6
21.1

13.7
15.3
17.1

.2
.4
.5

19.0
20.9
22.9
25.2
27.7
30.3

2.1
2.1
1.8
1.3
4.5
4.6
4.3

23.0
24.7

26.5
32.1

34.9
37.4

33.1

Fund at
beginnifig of

yearasa

1977

1978
1979
1980
1981

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

Fund at end

ofyearasa

Funds at end
of year

outgo during
year

percentage of
outgo during
year

$3.3
3.5
3.9
4.4
6.5
8.6

48
24
23
23
23

27
25
26
25
34

31

41

10.4
11.6

38

16.1

42
53
63

45
46
58

percentage of

20.8
25.1

41

Note: The above estimates are based on the intermediate set of assumptions shown in the 1977 trustees report

69
76
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TABLE 6.—ESTIMATED OPERATIONS OF THE HI TRUST FUND UNDER THE PROGRAM AS MODIFIED BY
THE CONFERENCE AGREEMENTS ON H.R. 9346, CALENDAR YEARS 1977—87

IDollar amounts in billionsi

Calendar year
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

Income

Outgo

$16.1
19.2
23.1

$16.2
19.0
22.2

25. 7

25. 7

34.0
37.1
39.7
42.3
46.3
52.4
55.8

29.7
33.9
38.5
43.7
49.1
54.9
61.2
Fund at
beginning of

Fund at end
of year
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

8.2

—;o
.2

(I)

4.3
3.3
1.2

—L4
—2.8
—2.5
—5.4
Fund at end

yearasa

ofyearasa

percentage of

percentage of
outgo during
year

outgo during
year

;io.s
10.7
11.6
11.5
15.9
19.1
20.3
19.0
16.1
13.6

Net increase
in fund

66
55

65
56
52
45
53

48
45

39
47

50

56
53

47

4.3

39
29
22

33
25
13

'Outgo exceeds income by less than $50 million.
Note; The above estimates are based on the intermediate set of assumptions shown in the 1977 trustees report.

TABLE 7.—CHANGE IN ACTUARIAL BALANCE OF THE OASDI PROGRAM OVER THE LONG-RANGE PERIOD
(1977—2051) AS A RESULT OF CHANGE INCLUDED IN THE CONFERENCE COMMITTEE BILL

(Percentage of payroll costs: preliminary estimatesj

Description of item
Cost of social security system under present law
Balance under present law
Changes of the bill:
Wage-indexed decoupling
5 percent reduction in benefit level
Freeze minimum at 1978 level (including change in special minimum)
Government pension offset
Retirement test
Delayed retirement credit (including DRC for widows)
Marriage/remarriage effect after age 60
No retroactive benefit actuarially reduced benefits
Acturial reduction applied to general benefit increase
Miscellaneous i
Annual reporting of earnings

Self-employed tax rate to 13 times employee tax rate
Tax schedule

Dl

15.51
—6.06

3.68
—2.14

3.19
.53
.07
.04

.95
.13
. 02

—.11
—.06
—.01
.01

—

19.19
—8. 20

4.13

.66
.08
.04

.01

.24

—.01

——

Total

—.11
—.06
—.01

.24

Total net effect of benefit changes
Change wage base

OASI

—.01

3.88

1.09

4.97

.45
.08
.57

.08
.02
.57

1. 14

1.78

.10

Total net effect of financing changes (including wage base)

1.11

.67

Total net cost effect

4.98

1.75

6.74

—1.08

—.38

—1.46

Balance under conference committee bill

I Includes change in SGA definition for blind, employer tax on tips deemed to be wiges, provision on limited partnership
coverage, tax relief for affiliated corporations, reduction of 20-yr marriage requirement to 10 yr for certain beneficiaries.
Note: Based on the intermediate set of assumptions shown In the 1977 Trustees Report.

TABLE 8.—SOCIAL SECURITY (OASDHI) TAX RATE, WAGE BASE LEVEIS AND
OASDHI tax rates
(percent)
Present
law

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

5.85
6.05
6.05
6.05
6.30
6.30
6.30
6.30
6.30
6.45
6.45

CONTRIBUTIONS UNDER PRESENT LAW AND UNDER HR. 9346 AGREED TO IN CONFERENCE

law

H.R. 9346

law

5.85
6.05

$16, 500
17, 700

$16, 500
17, 700

6.13

18,900
20,400
21,900
23,400
24,900
26,400
27,900
29,400
31,200

22,900

$585
605
605
605
630
630
630
630
630
645
645

6. 13

6.65
6.70
6.70
6.70
7.05
7.15
7.15

Increase

Present
law

$8
8
35
40
40
40
75
70
70

$965.25
1,070.85
1,143.45
1,210.00
1,260.00
1,260.00
1,260.00
1, 260.00
1,260.00
1,290.00
1,290.00

Present

Present
H.R. 9346

25, 900

29,700
31, 800

33,900
36 000
38,100
40,200
42,600

H.R. 9346
$585
605
613
613
665
670
670
670
705
715
715

0

Maxi mum wage earner

520,0 00 wage earner

$10, 000 wage earner

Wage base

lLR. 9346

Increase

Present
law

$82.55
16.00
70.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
150.00
140.00
140.00

$965.25
1,070.85
1,143.45
1, 234.20
1,379.70
1, 474.20
1,568.70
1,663.20
1,757.70
1,896.30
2,012.40

$965.25
1,070. 85

1,226.00
1,226.00
1,330.00
1, 340.00

1,340.00
1, 340. 00

1,410.00
1,430.00
1,430.00

H.R. 9346

$965.25
1,070.85
1,403.77
1, 587.61
1,975.05
2, 130.60
2,271.30
2,412.00
2,686.05
2,874.30
3,045.90

Increase

$260.32
353.47
595.35
656.40
702.60

748.80
928.35
978.00
1,033.50

_
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SOCIAL SECURITY PJIENDMENTS OF 1977

On December 15 the Congress passed and sent to the President H.R. 9346, the
"Social Security Amendments of 1977."
H.R. 9346 would make a number of very significant and far—reaching changes in
the social security program.
The bill stabilizes social security benefit levels
in relation to wage levels (with cost—of—living increases after age 62, disability,
or death) and restores the financial soundness of the program in the near term
and well into the next century.
The bill also liberalizes the earnings test and
makes a number of other changes in the social security program and in the SSI and
AFDC programs as well.
Enclosed is a summary of the provisions of the bill.

Samuel E. Crouch
Director
Office of Program Evaluation and Planning
Enclosure

H.R. 9346:

THE SOCIAL SECTJR]TZ ZMENU4ENrS OF 1977

SUMWRY OF PROVISIONS

I. Social Security Cash Benefits Provisions
A.
B.
C.
D.

E.

F.

Decxupling
Minirrn.im and Special Minimum Benefits

Petirerrent Test
nnual Reporting

Coverage Provisions
Other Cash Benefit Provisions

II. Social Security Financing Provisions
III. Councils, Carinissions, anl Studies
IV.

Other Social

Security Act Arrndnents

1

I.

SOCIAL SECURITY CPSH BENEFTS PDVISIONS

A. DECOUPLDG

provision of H.R. 9346 ould assure that, in the future,
social security benefits at the time a rker bectines disabl or reaches

The "decouplir'

age 62 (arxl survivors benefits, at the time the worker dies) would fully

reflect changes in wage levels over the person's working lifetime and

ould bear a relatively constant relationship to preretirnent wages.
Under present law, projections of future benefits for current workers are
highly dependent upon projections of future rates of increases in wages
and prices and, as a result, could increase more rapidly or more slowly
than average wages generally. (This is because benefits for current ar

future retirees are adjust for increases in the cost of living as measurei
by the CPI and benefits for future retirees also reflect (at least in part)
increases in general wage levels.) Urder current econanic projections,
future replacnent rates--benefits as a percentage of preretirent earnings——
under present law are expect to rise substantially faster than averaqe
wages in the future.

In order to assure that future social security benefit levels would. be

stabilized in relation to future wage levels, the bill uld provide for
would be figur in the future. A major feature of t1 plan is that the

basic changes in the way average earnirs and social security benefit amounts
earnings (arxl the benefit foirnula) woild be indexed to reflect the
change in wage levels that has occurred during his orkinq lifetime. As a
result, benefits uld be based on the worker's relative earninqs position
over his orkir lifetime. After a worker becartes eligible for benefits,

worker ' s

as under present law, the benefits u1d be kt up to date with increases
in prices. These cbares would r1uce the long—range financial deficit by

more than half.

The specific provisions of the rw decoupled benefit structure are describ1
below:

1.

Wage iitiexir of earnirs
A worker's earnirs uld be updated (indexed) to just prior to the year

the worker reaches ae 62, becxanes disabled, or dies and vuld reflect
the increases in avere wages that have occurred since the earnings were
paid. The worker' s earnirs woild be indexed by nultiplying his actual
earnings by the ratio of average wages in the second year before he
reaches age 62, becanes disabled, or dies to the average wages in the
year beir uLxlated. For example, if a s.orker earned $3,000 in 1956,
ar1 retired at age 62 in 1979, the $3,000 ould be nultiplied by the

ratio of average annual wages in 1977 ($10,002) to average annual waaes in
1956 ($3,514), as follcis:

$10,002
$3,000 x

= $8,539

$ 3,514

Thus, while

the worker's actual earnings for

1956 were $3,000, his

2

relative or

indexed earnings would be $8,539.
be adjusted in this manner.

The worker's

each year ild

earninqs

Earnings after age 62 or disability would be camt&i at actual dollar
value (i.e., unindexed) ard substituted for earlier years of inde3ced
earnings
earnings

present
2.

if

they would increase the worker '5 average indexed monthly

and his benefit.

The provisions are

similar to thse under

law.

(nputation pericxl
tJrxler the bill, as under present law, berf its would be bas on a
worker's earnings averag&1 over the number of years after 1950 (or
age 21, if later) up to the year he reaches age 62, becanes disable3,
or dies, whichever occurs first (excluding 5 years of lovest ir1exed
earnings or no earnings). The canrutation period wcxl expanI. fran
23 years for those reaching age 62 in 1979, up to 35 years for those
reaching age 62 in 1991 or later.
(Pre-1951 earnings xuld continue
to be used b.it only under "present-law" canpftation provisions.)

3.

Benefit formula and maxisriurn family benefit fonTula

TFe bill vuld establish a benefit formula for relating the vrker's
indexed earnirs to a primary insurance amount (PTA). The benefit
formula ,uld reproduce roughly the same relative weiqhting as the
present-law formula but wcxild result in benefit levels that are

approxiirtately 5 percent lcMer than the present-law level when the new

systui becanes effective (January 1979). (Of course, transitional
as discussed below, would protect those then reachinq age
62.) The benefit formula vu1d be adjusted autanatically in the
future as earnings levels rise to maintain the relative weiqhting in
provisions,

the formula.

The formula for relating maximum family benefits to PIA' s would roughly
maintain the relationship between PTA's ard maxi.nun family benefits
that exists under present law. This benefit formula would also be

adjusted in the future as earnings

4.

levels

rise.

Transition

In order to

of protection for workers nearing retburtent
a worker who reaches age 62 after 1978 and
before 1984 vuld be guaranteed a retireent benefit no lower than he
,uld have received under present law as of January 1979. For pi.irposes
of this provision, the January 1979 benefit table would not be subject to
future autatatic benefit increases, but an irdividual 's retiranent benefits
,uld be subject to all cost-of-living increases in benefits becinning with
62. The guarantee would not apply in disability and death cases.
provide a djree

when decoupling is implunented

5.

Effective thte

of decoupling

new benefit structure ould be effective for those who reach aqe 62,
becane eligible for disability benefits, or die in 1979 or later. (Present
law xi1d raiain in effect for workers eligible before 1979.)
The

3

6.

Three percent delayed-retirerrent credit

A closely related provision, to strengthen work incentives under
the decxupled system, would increase the delayed retirenent credit.
For workers reaching age 62 after 1978, the delayed retirenent

credit, n 1-percent per year (1/12 of 1-percent per rronth) for

rronths from age 65 up to age 72 for whith benefits are not paid)would
be increased to 3-percent per year (1/4 of 1—percent per rronth).
(For workers eligible for retirement benefits before 1979, the
current 1-percent per year credit would cxntinue to apply.)

In addition, unlike present law, the credit for nonpayment rronths
after age 65 would apply to workers who had received benefits for
rronths before age 65.
Effective January 1979. (However, since workers reaching age 62 in
1979 will not reach age 65 until 1982, this provision will have

relatively

little effect before 1983.)

B.

MINIMUM AND SPECIAL MINIMUM BENFITS

1.

Freeze the minimum
The minimum

equal
aJut

benefit

benefit for future beneficiaries would be

to the minimum benefit in effect in January 1979
$121). Benefits based on the minimum

frozen at an ount
(estimates to be

uld be kept up to date with

increases in the cost of living (as measured by the Consumer Price Index)

binning with the year the person becartes entitled to benefits. Powever,
for workers and ages widows and widowers, benefits bas on the rninismrn
would be kept up to date after the earlier of: (a) the first year the
worker or ages wid (widower) was paid part or all of the benefits to
which he was entitled for that year, after application of the retiranent

test; or (b) the year of
Effective

2.

attainment of age 65.

January 1979.

Increase in special minimum benefit

Under present law, a special minimum benefit is provided for long-terim,
low-paid vorkers equal to $9.00 times the number of years of coveraqe
a vorker has in excess of 10 and up to 30; the special minimum benefit

is not subject to cost-of—living increased under the autanatic adjust-

ment provisions. Under the bill, the $9.00 figure under present law
would be increased to $11 .50 and the special minimum uld be kept up

to date with future increases in the cost of living for both present

4

anI

future beneficiaries. The highest possible special minimum

ould

be increas1

Effective

fran $180 to $230 in 1979.

January 1979.

C.

RETIREMENT TEST

1.

Raise annual exerrpt anount

The annual exeupt anount ($3,000 in 1977) would be increased for
beneficiaries age 65 and over to $4,000 in 1978, $4,500 in 1979,
$5,000 in 1980, $5,500 in 1981, and to $6,000 in 1982. After 1982,
the $6,000 level would be increased automatically as wage levels
rise. The annual exerrpt anounts in those years for beneficiaries
under age 65 would be determined under present l--that is they
would be increased automatically as wage levels rise. (The exenpt
anount would be $3,240 in 1978 and is expected to be $3,480 in
1979, $3,720 in 1980, $3,960 in 1981, and $4,200 in 1982.)

Effective for taxable years ending after 1977.
2.

Eliminate monthly measure

The bill xild eliminate the retirnent test monthly measure in present
law under which a beneficiary who does not earn aver the monthly exe'ption
($250 in 1977) or render substantial services in self-enployment in a
month receives a benefit for that month regardless of the level of his
annual earnings. However the monthly measure sould be retain1 in the
first year in which a beneficiary is both entitl1 to benefits and has a
nonth in which he does not earn aver the rronthly measure or does not
render substantial services in self—aiployment.

Effective for benefits payable for months after Decanber 1977.
3.

2ge

at

which test no longer applies

The age at which
fran 72 to 70.

the retirarent test no longer applies would be lower1

Effective for taxable years endinq after 1981.
D.

ANNUAL REPORTI

Tntplartentation

of the annual wage reporting

syst

in 1978 ould be simplifi1 so that enployers uld

paki
to report

with wages
no longer have

bej inning

quarterly wage data on the Forms W-2. Under the present provisions of law, aiployers are requi.r1 to report quarterly wage data on
the Forms w-2 so that quarters of coverage can be determined. The bill
would change the quarter-of-coverage measure an certain autatiatic adjustment provisions of the law so that annual data could be us1, instead of

quarterly data. Ur.er the bill, a orker ould receive one uarter of
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to a total of four) for each $250 of earnirs paid in a
of for each calerdar carter in which he is paid at
least $50) arx the $250 measure xild be autanatically increased every
year to take account of increases in average wages.
coverage (up
year (instead

Effective January 1, 1978.
E.

OJVEPAGE PIJVISIONS

1.

Total ization agreenents

The President vQould be authorized to enter into bilateral aqreaiients
with foreign countries to provide for limited coordination of social
security systens. In general, the agreanents would be designed to

provide (l) for the caribinirig of earnings credits fran the Unit1 States
arx.1 a foreign ccu.ntry for p.irposes of determining insur status and
betief it amounts, and (2) for the elimination of dual coverage of the same
vork under the social security systens of the two countries party to the

agreaiient. Under an agreanent each country wcLlld pay only a part of the
benefit canputed on the basis of cxinbined credits; the airount oF the
benefit paid would be the proportion of the totalized benefit attributable
to the work perfoimed in the payir country. Each such aqrenent vu1d
have to be trannitted to Congress with a rqort on the estimated cost
arx.1 number of individuals affected arx.1 could not qo into effect until 90
days after both Houses of Congress had been in session, durinq which pericx:1
the agreenent could be rejected by passage of a simple resolution by either
House.

Effective upon enactment.
2.

Limited partnership incxne

The distributive share of incane or loss fran the trade or business of a
partnership which is receiv by a limited partner who perfoims no
service for the partnership would be excluded fran social security coverage. Urxer present law, a partner's share of parthe±ship income is
includable in his net earnings fran self-arployment irrespective of the
nature of his manbership in the partnership.
Effecitve for taxable years binning after Decanber 31, 1977.
3.

flnployer taxes on tips

flnployers ould be required to pay social security taxes on tips deeci
to be wages urer the Federal minhmmi wage law. Under that law an anploye
can pay an &tployee, up to 50 percent less than the Federal minirn waqe by
cx)untng as wages for this purpose tips received by the enployee.
(Since,
under pi:esent law, there is no enployer social security tax liability on
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tips received by their enployees, anployers do not now pay this
tax on tips deened to be wages urder the Federal minimum
wage law.)
on

Effective for tips that are counted as wages under the minimum wage
law with respect to errploynent perforned after Dece]ther 31, 1977.

4.

Coverage for clergymen

A clergyman who fil an apIication for exaption fran social security
coverage in the past suld be permitted to revoke his exanption and
obtain social security coverage. (Urer present law an exarption from
coverage received by a clergyman is irrevocable.) The revocation suld

have to be filed before the due date of the clerqan' s Federal incce
tax return for his first taxable year beginning after the date of enact-

ment.

Coverage u1d be effective for the clergyman' s first taxable year
erding on or after enactment or binning after enacthent (whichever is
specified in the alication) arid effective for benefits payable for
months in or after the calendar year in which the application is filed.
5.

Coverage of certain Illinois policaen and firen
Illinois would be permitted, by mification of its coverage aqreaent
with the Secretary, to provide social security coverage at any time
before 197.9 for certain policaen arxl firanen who were in positions
covered un:Ier tie Illinois Municipal Betirnent Fund. Any wages errone-

ously report in the past for such policaen ar firaen would b?

validated.

Effective upon enaátment.
6.

Coverage of policanen ar

firaen in Mississippi

Mississippi

uld be added to the list of States in the law which may
social security average for policeen and firaen who are in
positions covered under a State or local retiraent systa.

provide

Effective

7.

upon enacthent.

Coverage of State arxl local aployees in New Jersey

New Jersey uld be aided to the list of States in the law which may
make social security coverage available to State. and local aloyees under
the divi1ed-retirarent-systa procedure. Under this procedure, coverage
may be extered to only those present aiployees in positions under a
retiraent systa who desire it, with all future enployees beinq coverel
autanatically.
Effective upon enacthent.
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8.

Coverage of anployees urxIer Wisconsin retiranent systan

A special provision in the social security law which applies to State
an local &ployees in positions urér the Wisconsin Petiranent Fund
sld apply to any successor retiranent systan of that Fund. Under

the special provision, no anployee referendum arovir tension of

coverage would be need in order for Wisconsin to extend coveraqe to
groups who are newly cover urxer a successor systen to the Fund.
Effective upn enactment.
9.

Coverage of nonprofit organizations

Leislation enact last year (P.L. 94—563) result in large retroactive social security tax liabilities for sane nonprofit orqanizations.
The bill uld eliminate the retroactive liability for those orqanizations ar çermit tax refunds if the retroactive taxes were paid after
P.L. 94-563 was enact. Also, anployees of such ortanizations whose
social security coverage would be affect uld be pennitt to
individually elect retroactive coverage providing that both the enployer
ar anployee taxes are paid.

Further, the date by which an organizatiOn that receiv a refurxl prior
to Septenber 9, 1976, cc.ild file a waiver certificate sould be exteix1
to April 1, 1978. Also, the bill x*ild provide for a refund of social
security taxes for nonprofit organizations that paid th while waitinq
f or the Internal Revenue Service to approve their requests for tax expt
status. (Such refunds are preclud under present law.) Lastly, orqanizations that receiv a refund of social security taxes for periods
before 1pril 1, 1973, (rather than July 1, 1973, as under present law)
ould not be requir to bring their anployees ur1er social security
coveraqe.

Effective upon enactment.
F.

OTHER CPSH BENEFIT PROVISIONS

1.

Re1uc benefits for spouses receiving government pensions

Social security berf its payable to spouses--incluclinq surviving spouses--

would be ruc by the amount of any governmental (Feral, State, or
local) retirenent benefit payable to the spouse bas on his or her n
earnings in nonavered enploylTent.

Under a so-call "ception" clause, the provision &ould not apply to
those who (1) were getting, or were iirmiiately eliqible for, pensions
fran noncover anploiient within the 5-year period beg irninq with the
month of enactment ar (2) at the time of entitlent or filing date,
could qualify for social security benéf its if the law as in effect, ar

s beir adtninister, in January 1977 ranain in effect.

8

Further, under a separability clause, if the exception clause is
found invalid by the courts, the pension offset would not be affected
and the application of the exception clause would not be broadened

to include persas or circuntances not included within it.

Effective for nonth of enactnent based on applications filed in or
after nonth of enactnEnt.
2.

Actuarial reduction of berf it increases to be applied as of tine of
original enatlenEnt
-

Under the automatic cost-of-living benefit increase provisions,
people receiving actuarially reduced benefits generally receive
benefit increases in their reduced benefits which are slightly
larger than the percentage increase in the x)st of living. This
occurs because the percentage increase is applied not to the actual
benefit anount but to the PTA. The bill would nvdify the cost-ofliving increase nechanism so that all people on the rolls at the
time of an increase would receive the sane percentage increase in
their actual benefit airounts.

The provision would be effective for benefit increases after
Deceirber 1977.
3.

Delayed retirertnt credits for surviving spouses
The delayed retirerrent credit (currently 1-percent a year) that workers
receive under present law would also be payable to their surviving
spouses reiving widais or wi&wers benefits. (In the future,
surviving spouses of workers entitled to the 3 percent delayed retire—
rrent credit (section l.A. 6, abo) would also receive the increased
credits.)
Effective for nonths after May 1978.

4.

Duration-of-marria requi renent

The duration-of-marriage requirenent for entitlenent to benefits as
an olaer divorced wife or surviving divorced wife would be decreased
from 20 years to 10 years.
Effective

5.

for nonths after Deceirber 1978.

Remarriage of widows and widcMers

Remarriage of a surviving spouse after age 60 would not reduce the
anount of widows or widcMers benefits.

Effective with respect to benefits for nonths after December 1978.
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6.

Tax liability of related corporations concurrently

anploying individuals

Where an anployee is concurrently aiployed by two or IrK)re related
corporations and is paid through a carrnon paymaster (which is one of the
corporations), the bill would proviñe that for p.irposes of determining

ployer social security and unploent
related corporations would be treated
The provision

as

insurance tax liability, such
they were a single nployer.

if

uld be effective with respect to wages paid after

DeceTtber 31, 1978.
7.

Limitation on retroactive social security benéf its
Persons are

now permitted to elect to receive benefits for up to 12 months
prior to the month in which they file an application. If such r!onths are
months prior to age 65, benefits are actuarially reduced. The bill uld

eliminate retroactive benefits where permanently reduced benefits would

occur (except in cases where the benefits were disability-related or wIre
unreduced dependent's benefits were involved).

Effective with applications filed on or after January 1,
8.

1978.

Disability benefits for the blir
disabled blir individual would not be considered to have engaged in
substantial gainful activity--which would result in terminat ion (or
suspension for those age 55 or over) of benefits--on the basis of earninqs
which do not exceed an amount equal to tl'e monthly earnings limitation
amount ($333.33 in 1978, higher in subsequent years) that applies to
A

individuals aged 65 and older.

Effective for months after Decenber
9.

1977.

Earlier delivery of benefits checks

timely delivery of social security and SSI checks would be assur&
the usual delivery date for these checks falls on a weekend or leqal
holiday. when this occurs, checks would be mailed earlier, even if this
required the mailing to take place in the precedinq month. Any overpayent
that occurs as a direct, result of the earlier delivery would be waived and
would not be subject to recovery.
More
when

Effective for checks rularly scheduled for delivery on or after the
30th day after enactment.

10.

1porary administrative law judges
Certain tporary administrative law judges, generally at the GS-14
level, (appointel at the GS-13 level several years ago to hear SSI
claims) would be given permanent appointments as GS-15 administra-

tive law judges urxer the dministrative Procedure 1ct.

Effective upon enactment.
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II.
H.R.

FINATCING

9346 would substantially reduce the projected 1978 and 1979

annual deficits in the cash benefit program and provi for excesses

of inrre over expenditures starting in 1980. During the rnainder of
this century, the trust funds would grcYi relative to annual eenditures,
and the program would be soundly financed until well into the next
century. Over the long range, the bill would reduce the long-range

deficit of 'tore than 8 percent of taxable payroll to less than 1.5 percent
of taxable payroll. All of this remaining long-range deficit would occur
in the next century.
Social security tax rates and bases under the bill are shcwn in Table 1.
The tax-rate schedule for the self-enployed represents a restoration
of the self-enploynent tax rate to its original level of one and a half
tines the errployee rate. The bill also would increase the allocation of
01SDI incone to the DI trust fund so that both the old-age and survivors
insurance and the disability insurance parts of the program would be
soundly financed through the end of the century. Reallocation of part
-of previously scheduled increases in HI tax rates to OPSDI is also

provided for in light of the additional inne to the HI program
resulting from the higher ntribution and benefit bases under the

bill.

Examples of social security taxes for workers at various earnings levels
under present l and under the bill are shcwn in Table 2. The bill
does not provide for any additional over-all social security tax increases
in 1978. Also, in subse:pnt years, the additional taxes provided in the
bill would inpact primarily on the 15 percent of cxvered worker who have
earnings in excess of the level of the present cxntribution and benefit
base; fo workers at average and loi wage levels the tax increases are

nsiderably loier.

Also attached are: Table 3--estimated amounts of changes in O1\SDI
benefit payments resulting fran enacbnent of H.R. 9346; Table 4-—progress
of the canbined OASDI trust furs urer H. R. 9346, 1977-1987; arx Table 5-—
chare in long-rare actuarial balance in the O1\SDI program resulting fran
enacbnent of H.R. 9346.

III.
A.

COUNCILS, CCtv1MISSIC1S, AND S'IUDIF

Pdvisory Council on Social Security

The reporting date of the nt statutory Pdvisory Council on Social
Security ild be exterdel by 9 months--to October 1, 1979.

11
B.

National Ccmnission on Social Security

A National Caission on Social Security to be jointly appointed by the

President arid Congress would make a broad—scale, canprehensive
study of the social security progrn including Medicare. The study would

include the fiscal status of the trust funds, coverage, adequacy of benefits,
possible inequities, alternatives to the current programs and to the methoI
of financing the systan, integration of the social security systan with
private retiranent progrns, ar1 develoçnent of a special price index for
the_elderly.
The Conmission would be rjuired to submit its final report 2 years
after a majority of the manbers were appointed.
C.

Study of proposals to eliminate deper1ency and sex discrimination under
the social security program

The Secretary of Health, Fducation, and Welfare, in consultation with the
Justice Departhent Task Force on Sex Discrimination, would be required to
study ard report on proposals to eliminate dependency as a factor in the
determination of entitlanent to spouse's benefits under the social security
prjrn, arid proposals to bring aboutequal treathent of men and waiten
un:ler the program.

The study is due within 6 months of enacthent.
D.

Study of mardatory coverage

The Secretary of Health, Blucation, and Welfare would be reufred to
undertake a study arid report on mandatory coverage of riployees of Federal,
State, and local governments arid of nonprofit organizations in consultation
with the Office of Managanent arx Budget, the Civil. Service CaTimission, and
the Departhent of the Theasury. The sthdy would examine the feasibility
ard desirability of coverage of these riployees and would include alterriative rnethcxls of coverage, alternatives to coveraqe, and an analysis, under
each alternative, of the structural changes which would be required in
retfrenent systans and the impact on retirement systan benefits arid
contributions for affected irx3ividuals.

The rort, to be made to the President and the Congress,
be due within 2 years after enactment.

'would
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IV.
A.

(YIFR SOCIAL SECURITY ACT 1IDNErS

Reiinbursenent for erroneous State supplnental payments

The Secretary of Health, Education, ard Welfare would be authorized

ard directed to reimburse the States for certain

erroneis State—

administered State supplenentary payments paid during 1974.
Reimbirsanent would be limited to such paents that an HEW audit
firKis to be incorrect due to the States' gool-faith relian on
information furnished to the States by the Departhent or incorrect
SSI

B.

payments made by the Department.

Fiscal

relief

for State and local welfare costs

The amernnts uld provide additional Federal funding of $187
million to States ard political subdivisions as fiscal relief fran
the costs of welfare for FY 1978. Each State would receive a share
on the basis of a two-part formula. Half of the fiscal
of that
furds
would
be distributed in proportion to each State' s share
relief

total

of the total AFDC expenditures for Decanber 1976, ard half under the
general revenue sharin formula.

In States where local units of government are responsible for meeting
the costs of the AFDC program, the fiscal relief payments

part of

uld be passed through to the respective political sulx1ivisions to
the extent of their welfare expenditures.
The payment of the additional Federal funds would be made as early

after enactment as is administratively feasible.

C.

Financial incentives for lowering FDC error rates

A prjrarn of financial incentives would be established as part of
the ?FDC quality control program with the purxse of encouraging
States to reduce their error rates with respect to incorrect
eligibility determinations (including nonpayments to eligible
families due to erroneous terminations or denials), overpayments,
and uriderpayrnents.

States which have total dollar error rates ftr overpayments, under—
payments, payments to ineligibles, ard nonpayment to eligibles of less
than 4 percent would receive a percentage of t1e Federal share of the

money saved, as canpared with estimated Federal costs of a 4—percent
dollar error rate for overpayments and payments to ineligibles. The
percentage by which States wciild share in the Federal savings would

range fran 10 percent, if a State had total dollar error rate of less
than 4 percent but not less than 3.5 percent, up to 50 jercent, for
error rates below 2 percent.
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Effective beginning January 1, 1978.
D.

Access to wage information

Under present regulations, information concerning AFDC recipients

can be made available to States and political subdivisions for
purposes of administering the AFDC program.

The bill would provide

statutoiy requirerrents that the States have acss to earnings

information in recxrds maintained by the Social Security Administration
and by State enploynent security agencies whenever such 'inforiration
is needed to administer the AFDC program. The information would be
thtained by a search of wage recxrds and would identify the fact and
anount of earnings and the identity of the eirployer in the case of
individuals who are receiving AFDC at the time the earnings were
received.

ginning Octcber 1, 1979, the States would be rjui red to request
and use the earnings information. The Secretaiy of HEW would be
authorized to establish safeguards against inproper disclosure of
the wage information.
E.

State denonstration projects
The bill would broaden the provisions of the present law relating
to State deironstration projects, particularly with regard to projects
of enploynent for AFDC recipients (whose participation is voluntary).
The provision is intended to encourage deironstration projects
designed to find ways to make enploynent rtore attractive for public
assistance recipients.
The provision would limit States to not nore than three deironstration

projects--only one statdde project and none lasting for nore than

2 years. All authority for the projects would end on Septeither 30, 1980.
The States could request waiver of any or all of the following
requiranents of the AFDC program: (1) statewideness; (2) adrinistration
by a single State agency; (3) the earned inccrne d1sregard; and (4) the
x)rk incentive proram. In order to establish a project, States would
be required to make arplication to t1e Secretaiy, given public notice
of the application for a project, and receive public ccmnent on, any
suhnitt application. The Secretary is given 60 days to disaFprove

a State' s application for a project, during which time the Secretary

must also provide for public notice arxl public ccxrrnent.

• Costs of the projects are eligible for the same Federal matching as
other AFDC costs, with the limitation that the aunt matchable with
respect to any participant in the project cannot exceed the ount which
would otherwise be payable to him urer AFDC. Therefore, no increas1
Federal expenditures are expect1 to be incurr1 fran this provision.
The States must provide project participants with the prevailing hourly

wage for similar rk in the locality.
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Effective upon enactment.
F.

Melicare coverage of devices serving the same purpose as a wheelchair
The definition of durable mica1 equipment under the Medicare supple-

mentary mica1 insurance program is expand to include a power-operat
vehicle that may be appropriately us as a wIeelchair. The vehicle must
be mlically necessary and meet safety requiranents prescrib by the
Secretary.

Effective upon enactment.

Social Securi' Financing
under Preseflt Law and H.R.

9346

Tax Rates (in percent)

Present Law
o::):

1977

4.95

1978

4.9

1979-80

4.93
.L95
4.9S

1981

1982—84

1985
1986-89
1990-2010
2011 and

after

Self—loyed

1oycs anã rloycrs,

Years

4.

4.S5
4.95

5.95

GDI

HI
0.90
1.10
1.10
1.35
1.35
1.35

1.50
1.50
1.50

5.8

4.95

6.05
6.05
6.30
6.30
6.30
6.45

5.05

6.45
7.45

6.20

5.08
5.35
5.40
5.70
5.70

6.20

1/

HI

Total

0.90
1.10
1.13
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.50
1.50

7.90
8.10
8.10
8.35
8.35
8.35
8.50
8.50

7.00
7.10
7.05
8.00
8.05
8.55
8.55
9.30

0.90
1.00
1.05
1.30
1.30

7.90
8.10
8.10
9.30

1.53

8.50

Hi

HI

0.90
1.00
1.05
1.30
1.30
1.35
1.45

5.85
6.05
6.13
6.65
6.70

7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

7.05
7.15
7.65

7.00
7.00

7.65

9.30

.35
2..45
2..45

..45

9.5
9.cC
10.03

10.75
10.75

and l3er.efit Bases
H.R. 9346

Years
1979
l9ao
1981
1982

OSDI

CiASDI

Contribution

1078

Total

Total

1.45
1.45

H.R. 9346

Present Law

H.R. 9346

$17,iuO
18,900
20,400
21,900
23,400

$17,700
22,900
25,900
29,700

Zrourts produced under autoiatic provisions of the law.

2/ utnaticaUy adjusted after 1981.
p..

12/3.4/77

sCxIAT., s3Rrr!

aa tax rate

(pernt)

(OHI) .X RATE, W.GE E.SE LEVELS AlU)

cnxyrIcts QND PRS LAW

$10,000 wage eaxner

Wage base

Present

H. R.

Law

9346

1

H. R.

Present

9346

Law

1977

5.85

5.85

$16,500

$16,500

$585

$585

1978

6.05

6.05

1:7.700

17,700

605

605

—
—

1979

6.05

6.13

18,900

22.900

605

613

19w)

6.05

6.13

20,400

25,900

605

198L

6.30

6.65

21.900

29,700

198

6.30

6.70

23,400

1983

6.30

6.70

19.4

6.30

195

Present
Year

H.R.
9346

$20,000 wage

Inease

Present
Law

H.fl.
9346

UND B.R. 9346

Md

ge earri

earner
ICreaSC

Present
Law

-

H. R.

9346

Increase

—

$ 965.25

$ 965.25

—

$ 965.25

$ 965.25

—

1070.85

1070.85

—

1070.85

1070.85

——

$8

1143.45

1226.00

$82.55

1143.45

1403.77

$260.32

613

8

1210.00

1226.00

16.00

1234.20

1587.67

353.47

630

665

35

1260.00

1330.00

70.00

1379.70

1975.05

595.35

31.800

630

670

40

1260.00

1340.00

80.00

1474.20

2130.60

656.40

24,900

33,900

630

670

40

1260.00

1340.00

80.00

1568.70

2271.30

702.60

6.70

26,400

36,ooo

630

670

40

1260.00

1340.00

800O

1663.20

2412.00

748.8

6.30

7.05

27.900

38,loo

630

705

75

1260.00

1410.00

150.00

1757.70

2686.05

928.35

1986

6.45

7.15

29,400

40,200

645

715

70

1290.00

1430.00

140.00

1896.30

2874.30

978.00

1987

6.45

7.15

31,200

42,600

645

715

70

1290.00

1430.00

140.00

2012.40

3045.90

1033.50

Estiiated anttmt of

thanges in

OI benefit paynts that would result der H.R. 9346, calendar years 1978-83 (in millions)
Calendar year

Total amount

of

c.ange in benefit payments

.1979

1980

—$440

—$492

—$844

—$1,446

—$1,696

—$2,577

—70

—351

—803

—1,473

—2,377

—94

—423

—895

—t,563

—2,4b6

24

79

118

150

—7

—26

—60

Decoupling——net total
Wage—indexing formula
Five—year transition guarantee
Frozen minimum benefit
Three—percent delayed retirement credit
O%ar.ges in retirement test——net total

Increases in exempt amount ,

l20
—lOG

15
54

266

359

404

895

981

267

49].

585

640

709
403

762
441

—213

—225

—226

—236

—217

—222

1

1

3.

2

2

—536
—280

—550

—90

—500

—559
—751

—565
—948

—1,157

3

4

5

7

10

13

14

22

24

26

30

—106

—108

—110

—112

—136

130

155

166

178

169

67

80

86

92

98

12

14

14

1

4

9

15
18

16
26

Reduction in exempt age from 72 to 70 in 1982
Elimination of monthly measure

19S3

1982

1981

1978

the retirement test exempt amount for
beneficiaries aged 65 and over as a measure of

Establish

suhst3n:lal ganful activity for blind
disabled workers
Elimi.ation of retroactive payments of actuarially
reth.ed t,eiefits

Limit.ition on increases in actuarially reduced benefits.....
Incre..se in benefits of surviving spouses, resulting
from decea.ced workers delayed retirement credits
Pelayud retirerunt credits for workers with actuarially

—339

reduccd her.effts

Offset to tnef its of souses receiving public
tirement pensions
Elinat. redurti3n in widowed spouses benefits due
to r-arrie•e after age 60
Redurtion in duration of marriage required for divorced
spouses ber.efis from 20 years to 10 yeats
Ir.crease in special minimum benefits
Changes in annual wage reporting provisions
Authorization to enter into totalization agreements
Increases in cor.tribution and benefit base

—68

(2.1)

(3/)

—569

S

4

4

S

6

(2/)

21

62

161

281

j/ Exe-pt

arnount increased for beneficiaries aged 65 and ovecto $4,000 in 1978, $4,500 in 1979, $5,000 in 1980, $5,500 in 1981, and
Só,CC) in 1932.

ostioates represent additional OASDX honfit payments that wo1d result from implementation of totalization agreements already
f he
signed with Italy and West Gerntany. No agreement can become effective if either House of congress disapproves the agreement

2/

within 90 days after it is submitted to Congress.
Less than $500,000.

lbte. —A positive figure represents additional benefit paynnts,
and a negative figure represents a reduction in benefit payments.

Social Security Administration

Office of the Actuary
December 3.4, 1977

'I

____________________

Table 4
OtD-JGE, &RVWORS, AND DISIU3ILITY INSURN)CE

OASDI Program, Modified by H.R. 9346

Jstimatcd operations of the OASI and DI trust funds, ornbincd, under the prorun
as modified by the conference açjrcements on IhR. 934, calendar years l977O7
(In
Calendar
—

billions)

year

Income

Outgo

Net increase in funds

1977

$821

$87.6

—$5.5

I97

92.4
106.5
119.1

97.2

—4.8

106..9

—.4

117.1

2.0

137.1
150.2

127.4
138.3

9.6
11.9

161.3
172.9
194.2

149.2
161.2
174.0

12.1

209.0
223.7

187.6
20.2.0

21.4
21.7

Funds at beginning of year

Funds at end of year

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

1987

Funds at end of year

as a percentage f
outgo

1977

$35.6

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

30.8
30.4
32.4

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

during year

3.3.. 7

20.1

as

a percentage of

outgo during year

47%

41%

42.0

37
29
26
25

53.9

30

32
28
28
33
39

66.0
77.7

36
41
45
52
59

97.9
119. 3

141.0

44
48

56
64
70

Note.——The above estinutes are based on the intermediate set of assumptions shown in
the 1977 Trustees Report.

Social Security 1drninitration
Office of the )\ctuary
December 15, 1977

CWES IN 2'CflThRIP.L WLPCE OF THE OPSDI

Table 5
P1JGRPM

Ov THE LONG-RtNGE P&RIOD (1977-2051)

(Peroerita of payroll sts: prelimthaxy estimates)

si

Description of Item

DI

Tbtal

Cost of social security system uncr
present law
Balance under present la.

15.51

3.68

19.19

-6.06

-2.14

-8.20

3.19

.95

4.13

Qans of the bill:

Wage-indexed deupling

5 percent reduction in benefit lee1..

Freeze minixmin at 1978 level

.53

.13

.66

(inch1ing change in special
inininun)

GDvernltent pension offset

Retirennt test

Delayed retirerrent credit (including

.07
.04

.02
—

—.11

.08
.04
—.11

D1 for wids)

—.06

—.06

a60

—.01

—.01

reduced benefits

.01

.01

neral benefit increase

.24

.24

—.01

.01

Marriage/remarriage effect after

Xb retroactive benefit actuarially
Actuarial reduction applied to
Miscellaneous 1/
1nnual

reporting

of

earnings

'ibtal net effect of benefit changes.
Change wage base

Self-exTployed tax rate to 1½ tines
eztployee tax rate
Tax schedule

¶lbtal net effect of financing
changes (inch1ing wage base)
Tbtal net ost effect

Ba1an

under bill

--

--

3.88

1.09

4.97

.45

.08

•54

.08
.57

.02
.57

.10
1.14

67

1 78

498

1.75

6.74

—1.08

—.38

1.46

1

Inchzles change in SG definition for blind, enployer
on limited partnership

tax

on tips deemed to be wages, provision

verage, tax relief for affiliated cxrporations, reduction of 20-year
niarriaqe recjuiirrnts to 10 years for certain beneficiaries.
YIE:

¶lbtals may rt add due to tunding.
Bases on interirediate set of asstnlptics shown in the 1977 Trustees Report.
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